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ADVERTISEMENTS.

IF YOU HAVE READ "OUR CAMP"
It will be sufficient for you to know that "The Cyclist" Christmas Number for 1885 has

been written by the same authors.

IF YOU DID NOT READ "OUR CAMP"
You had better hasten to make up for lost time by perusing "The Cyclist" Christmas

Number for 1885, written by

"FAED" AND "TITANAMBUNGO,"
with contributions by

"JUNIUS JUNIOR,"
F. PERCY LOW,

" KRIS MARLOWE,"
"AUPHSYDE CRANK,"

AND others.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS
To this volume are far in advance of anything ever before attempted ; the inventive genius of

the authors being splendidly carried into effect by the facile pencil of

GEORGE MOORE.
there are

FOUETEEN FULL-PAGE LITHOGEAPHS,
Comically depicting all manner of cycling episodes, in addition to numerous smaller illustrations,

comprising headings, incidental side-sketches, fac similes, silhouettes, tailpieces, and a series of

fortg-tlirw fortratts of t^gpital Hacinj Cjcliats,

Introduced as the centre-pieces of

FOETY-THEEE PEIZE MEDALS
Of different designs.

The text abounds in WIT, HUMOUR, FUN, SATIRE, in both prose and verse; and there are

TWO ORIGINAL CYCLING SONGS SET TO MUSIC,
Either of which is alone worth more than the cost of the entire book, while

-THE COMIC KALENDAE FOE 1886-
Embodying PREDICTIONS FOR THE MONTHS, and FADKIEL'S HIEROGLYPHIC,

must not be missed by anybody fond of a hearty laugh.

IF YOU WANT a- copy of "The Cyclist" Christmas Number, get it at once, as they

are having a rapid sale.

LAST YEAR ^^^ could not print fast enough to keep up with the demand for

"OUR CAMP."

THIS YEAR the authors of "OUR CAMP" have surpassed themselves by writing

"The Cyclist" Xmas No. for 1885. Price i/-. Post Free 15 Stamps.
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CHEAPEST, FINEST AND BEST MACHINES IN THE MARKET.

BICYCLES :

Champion Safety."

The Champion Safety.

PRICE £10 10s.

Nancy Lee & Nonsuch

TEICXCLES :

Paragon and

Flying Scud.

LIBERAL OUNTS CASH

OR ON EASY TERMS.
Lists and all information Free,

^^^^^ —
Flying Scud.

mmimsmMAmmmm co.
COOPER KITCHEN, Manager.

CITY OFFICES AND SHOW ROOMS:

Tower Chanjbers, Moorgate St. ; & Albioij flace, Loijdon Wall, E.G.

A Large Stock of Second-hand Machines, in Excellent Condition, on Sale or Hire.

THE QUADRANT.
jj

No. 5, BICYCLE STEERING. No. 9, SIDE STEERING.
^^ »»»

Malieps-LLOYD BROS., Sheepcote St., BiPininjIiaiii.

UNRIVALLED FOR SPEED, SAFETY, COMFORT, LIGHTNESS AND STRENGTH.

THE UNIVERSAL TESTIMONY-
" I have never known its equal."
" Have never met with anything equal to yours."
" I have never ridden a machine nearly equal to the ' Quadrant.'
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The Wheel World.
Vol. IV. JANUARY, 1886. No. I,

TRUE TILL DEATH.

A NOVEL.

fContinued from Vol. III.

)

CHAPTER XXX.

BACK TO ARKFORD.

< E must return to Ark-

ford to learn what bad

brought about Peter's

visit to Duncastle.

That gentleman was engaged in an ex-

amination of a stock-list one evening when
Mrs. Jones entered the room, holding in her

hand a letter which had come by the evening

post.

" Is not this that Rentford girl's writing?"

she asked, with some asperity.

" It is really very like it," he replied.

" I wish to know do you correspond with

her ?" Mrs. Jones inquired, in a dignified

tone, still holding the letter in her hand.
" I have not corresponded with her to any

great extent," Peter answered, " and, if you
will give me that letter, I shall tell you if I

am likely to correspond with the young lady

in the future."

Mrs. Jones gave him the letter and Peter

put it in his pocket.

This was not satisfactor}-.

"You said you would tell me if you pro-

posed to correspond with the young person."
" I beg your pardon, mother, I thought I

said ' young lady,' " Peter replied, in an in-

different way, as if the matter was to end
there.

" If you wish to call her a lady, of course

I do not mind. Are you going to acquaint

me with the information I asked for ?" Mrs.

Jones said curtly.

" Immediately," Peter answered, and
left the room. All his indifference now
vanished, and he tore the letter open. It

was longer than he had expected, and he
felt relieved, but his satisfaction did not last.

From the first sentence he guessed the

nature of the contents of the letter, although

the main subject of it was not touched upon
for quite two pages. It was, in fact, a reply

to a letter he had written to Miss Rentford,

asking her if she thought there might be any

possibility of her reconsidering the answer

she had given him one day after a certain

nmsic lesson, and begging her to think over

it. The letter was written in a warm,
grateful tone, and the writer was evidently

deeply touched by Peter's fidelity, but she

could not reconsider her answer—that was
final; she was so sorry; she was sure she

was not worthy of so much esteem—and so on.

There was an unhappy tone about it,

however, which did not escape Mr. Jones

and when the first disappointment had
passed, he sat down and wrote a kind note,

promising not to allude to the subject again,

and renewing his offer of friendship.

Then he opened the drawing-room door

and said to his mother

—
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" It is all right, mother, the young lady

has closed the correspondence."

Mrs. Jones was much relieved, though she

would have preferred to have had the closing

of the correspondence herself.

Peter assumed his great coat and umbrella,

and sallied out into the street to post his

letter.

Returning, he met Tom Melton, and, much
to the latter's astonishment, Mr. Jones stop-

ped and shook hands with him, and asked

him how he felt. Tom announced his free-

dom from any specific complaint. Jones

turned and walked Melton's way, and con-

tinued chatting with him. Tom was still

more astonished.

Eventually Mr. Jones inquired for his

fiiend's parents. "They were in the enjoy-

ment of robust health."

" And his sister ?
"

" Pretty well—not actually as well as she

might be. She has never been quite well

since Miss Rentford went away. Thought
she must be lonely."

Mr. Jones was much concerned, and hoped

she heard often from her friend, and that

she was well.

•' She hears frequently," Tom answered,

briefly.

" Yes ? " Peter said, interrogatively.

"She hears frequently," Tom repeated,

pretending that he thought Peter had not

heard him.

"And I hope she is very well?" Mr.

Jones inquired.

" Ves ? " Tom now said in a questioning

way.
" I mean, is she quite contented, do you

think ?

"

" Oh ! dear no—hates it."

" Ah ! you say she does not like it ?" again

waiting for further information to be volun-

teered, but Tom was in a most uncommuni-
cative mood.

" She does not," was all he replied.

" Do you think," Peter now asked outright,

and so seriously that Tom at once stopped

teasing—" do you really think that she is

unhappy ?
"

" I really think she is breaking her heart."

Tom's street was now reached and they

separated.

Peter walked quickly on until he had
cleared the town and gained the path which
led to the sea. Then he paced up and down
in a meditative way. He was thinking, and
planning, how he would help Amy, and for

a long time it seemed as if he could hit on
no solution to the difficulty. At last he
struck the ground so violently with the end
of his umbrella, that he knocked the ferrule

off it.

" I have it !" he cried. " No—I haven't.

Pm hanged if I could do it, that would be too

much ; who ever heard of such a thing ?

Still, what difference does it make whether
anyone ever heard of such a thing or not ?

I will do it ! No, I won't. Perhaps I might."

He kept up an animated debate with him-

self as he walked homewards. Sometimes
he contradicted himself flatly, at other times

he remonstrated with himself, as it were,

I
"Jones, my dear fellow, look at it in this

way." Then again he would reason with

himself in an argumentative, logical manner,
till he had proved the case, when he would
in the most abrupt way stop short and con-

tradict the whole theory. In this way he
arrived at the Lodge, and betaking himself

to his favourite arm-chair, he sat down to

resume his meditations.

"That fellow, Beverly, is not doing well,"

lie reflected—"I hear he is going to the deuce
altogether, and he's not a bad lot, I know,
though he did want to pitch me out of a

window once. Poor devil ! it isn't much
wonder. Gad ! I don't know how those fel-

lows live—I wonder they take the trouble to

live at all. They don't seem to like it, and
they are about right. What can they ever

make of it? Nothing! Perhaps it's all they

are good for. I am quite sure it is all most
of them are. But Beverly is a better sort,

if he got a chance. Heigho ! I suppose
lots of them never do get a chance. I

I " Peter dropped asleep.

The following morning he determined to

speak to Beverly. This decision he arrived

at after a long conversation with himself. It

was necessary to his plan, or, rather, to one
of them, for he had two. It was an awkward
thing to do, but it must be done, if the girl

he swore to help might have his succour.

He did not wait for an opportunity to arise,

but walked straight down to the office.

" Good morning, Beverly."
" Good morning, Mr. Jones."
" I wish to speak to you," Peter said

blandly, "could you come out for a mo-
ment ?"

"No," Charley answered, "Mr. Smith is

out."

" Then tell Mr. Sinton you are coming out
with me for ten minutes."
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" Excuse me, I cannot go out."

" I wish to speak to you particularly,

Beverly."

"Very well, then, come along," Charley

said, taking his hat.

" Won't you—tell Mr. Sinton ? " Peter

asked mildly. He did not want to disarrange

the discipline of the office.

" Well, no, Mr. Jones, I will not tell Mr.

Sinton."

" I would rather, Beverly, you did not run

the risk of any unpleasantness on my ac-

count."

"There will not be any unpleasantness."

" I am glad of that, Beverly ; I heard

that Sinton made matters uncomfortable

for you."
" Not latterly."

"That is right ; it is better to get on well

with the powers that be," Peter said unctu-

ously, as they went out into the street.

" I don't think I do get on very well with

the powers that be," Charley answered.
" Then you are very foohsh ; they will

visit it on you some day."

" The sooner the better, What do you

want with me ?
"

" Come in here," Peter said, leading the

way into the parlour of Arkford's best hotel.

After a good deal of beating about the

bush, Jones said

—

" Look here, Beverly, I want to have a

very serious talk with you. You are not

doing well lately."

" What the devil is that to you ?
"

The answer was curt and to the point,

and Peter was rather taken aback.

" I declare, when you put it so, I don't

see that it matters a straw to me," he said,

in some annoyance, " but it matters, I should

say, a good deal to you."
" Please let me be the judge of my own

business, Mr. Jones."
" Allow me to say you seem to be a very

bad judge of it, when you speak to me as

you are doing."

" I shall speak as I choose. I do not re-

collect having asked your assistance in any
matter."

" No, but you might not be too obstinate

to take it, for all that."

" That is precisely what I would be too

obstinate to do."
" Very well, Beverly, I cannot force my

help on you. I came here to-day to act as

your friend."

Charley stood for a minute, and then he

said humbly, " Forgive me, Mr. Jones, I am
bearish, I know."

" Then you will Hsten to me and be reason-

able ?
"

" I shall listen to you with pleasure, but I

don't know if I can undertake to be reason-

able," he said, with a smile.

" I mean to help you " Peter began,

but Charley interposed.

" That is enough. I cannot accept youY

offer. I do not now wish to be rude ; I am
grateful— sincerely grateful, but 1 cannot

and will not accept it."

" Not accept a simple friendly assist-

ance ?
"

" Not from you," Charley answered, and

walked out of the room.
" So be it," Peter said—" I shall try the

other plan."

chapter xxxi.

Peter's plan.

The other plan must have been a deeply-

laid one, for it took a long time to mature ; in

fact, it was a waiting game that Peter now
proposed to play. He could afford to wait;

he had the conventional "plenty of money
and nothing to do," and to such fortunate

persons waiting is a very satisfactory method
of attaining an object. It requires very

little personal inconvenience and demands
no expenditure of energy from the individual

who adopts it. It may not be the highest

class of sport to stand in a "hot corner"

and have one's birds driven carefully in,

but it is a wondrous pleasant phase of the

pastime, and it may be shrewdly guessed

that the loudest decriers of the comfortable

practice have themselves no " hot corners "

in their preserves, and must perforce walk

for their sport. No doubt such necessity

suggests their professed preference.

So Peter waited, and she for whom he

waited watched and prayed, but not for his

coming. He habitually wore the engrossed

air of a man with an object, and poor Mrs.

Jones suffered tortures in seeing daily a

fellow-creature—and that one her own son

—

who had a secret from her. He could be

very tenacious of his purpose when he was

in earnest, and he was tremendously in

earnest now. He resolved to achieve that

purpose, and he set about it—that is, set

about waiting for it—with the utmost deter-

mination. His plan was to simply wear
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down Amy Rentford's resistance to his
'

wishes, and to trust to time, separation from

Charley Beverly, the dulness of Duncastle,

the rarity of new dresses, and the natural
i

longing of human hearts for sympathy and

affection, to bring his game to bag; the

while he read the best books, smoked the

best cigars, wore the best tall hats, and

carried the best umbrellas that money could

buy.

It may seem a rather heartless way of pro-
^

ceeding this, but Peter was far from heart- i

less, and he only trusted to attain the fulfil-

ment of his object in order to devote his life
j

to the happiness of his victim. Meanwhile,

he was no lovesick swain ; he saw no advan-

tage in denying himself all, or any, of the I

good things the fates had thrown in his way. i

For all that he meant, when the time came,

to prove that he was made of honest stuff, \

and he did it.

In the hotel parlour Charley Beverly had
done a very foolish thing—he had stood in

i

the way of his own interest. Good fellows

are doing it every day—cunning ones never.

Knowledge is better than a house and lands,

we have been told, and someone—in a play,

is it not ?—denies the statement, and fiatly

calls it a lie. Well, if knowledge be not,

perhaps it will be admitted that craft is.

Charley, unfortunately for himself, had not

the latter gift, or, at least, did not elect to

assume it. After all, it is not very hard to

assume, though, strange to say, its champions

often do not seem to recognize that they

only win by not fighting fair. Beverly knew
that Peter Jones meant what he said when
he offered his help ; knew, too, that Jones

had the power, as well as the inclination, to

assist him ; that a nod from him, and Sinton

had never got the senior clerkship ; and that,

even yet, he could do much for him—knew
it all, and would have none of it.

" I will not have it at his hands," he had
declared long ago, and to that he would

stand. And Peter would have helped him,

though not for his own sake. A truer word
was never spoken than when he promised to

befriend Amy Rentford in the very hour of

his rejection. He would help her—aye if to

do so he must help his rival. He had tried

to further the happiness of the woman he
loved in the way he knew would best accom-
plish it—tried unsuccessfully. He admired
the pluck of the fellow, he liked his proud
bearing—proud and dignified though he had
not a second coat nor a half-crown in his

pocket. He liked him for it, yet he had
given the chance, and now he would try back.

He offered his rival such terms as are seldom

given—they were refused, and now let him
go.

For a long time Tom Melton had been
sadly puzzled with his old companion. The
change was not for the better, and Melton,

who had always been a mild scapegrace,

found himself in the unusual, and, indeed,

uncongenial position of mentor. His club

had been fairly successful, but Charley began

to be as careless in going for the run as he
was anxious for the reunion which sometimes
took place when the cyclists returned. He
was always to be found about the hotel

parlour in the evenings, and the change in

his habits was not more noticeable than that

in his disposition. He even gave up his

great politico-economic theories, and there

was no.possibihty now of prevaihng on him
to expound them. Sometimes a dropper-in

would enquire, " Well, Beverly, what about

the new doctrines ?
"

" What about them ? " he would return

indifferently.

" Oh ! I thought you made the subject a

speciality."

"Did you?"
" Yes, of course, so you did, you know."

"Very likely."

" Come now, Beverly," another speaker

would strike in, " what are you going to do

for all those barefooted children in Arkford,

and all these wretched mill-girls, and shirt-

makers, and all the lot you used to take

such an interest in ?
"

" Nothing."

"Well, now, I don't think you ever did

mean to do anything, but are you not even

going to speak for them any more ?"

" I don't think I shall."

" How is that ?"

"Oh! I am sick of them. Why do they go

on making shirts all their lives, or watching

a reel spin eight hours a day for forty years,

if they don't like ?"

" What would you have them to do ?"

" I assure you I don't want them to do any-

thing."

" But if they do nothing they will starve."

" I am quite agreeable."
" Oh, hang it ! you would not be so hard

as that, Charley."
" Why not, it would be the best thing

could happen them."

At this point the conversation usually
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changed, and Charley was voted " no fun

now, like what he used to be, you know."

Melton could not understand what had

come over all his friends. His sister Jeannie

had got into a habit of reading too many
sensational novels, and his friend Charley

Beverly had got into the habit of taking too

much to drink. Over the first his sister

bored him by shedding tears, and over the

second his companion bored him with much
irrelevant laughter. At the same time he,

Tom, seemed in some unaccountable way to

be getting fast friends with Peter Jones.

Things were at sixes and sevens with Tom,
and when he had tried in vain to understand

the situation he came to the conclusion that

he would give the problem up, or, as he said

himself, " let it rip."

One day, as Jones was walking in his

favourite haunt by the sea, he met Jeannie

Melton. He had scarcely ever done more

than speak to her, but he now stopped, and,

raising his hat, he shook Iiands very warmly

with her. Jeannie was nothing loth to stop,

and they were soon conversing quite affably.

After some general remarks about the sea,

the mountains, and various other stock sub-

jects in the neighbourhood, Jeannie said,

in reply to a question as to whether she

liked a blue or a clouded sky, that, indeed,

she did not mind very much, she was so lonely

now she never looked at the sky, so lonely

—

ever since Miss Rentford went away.

The connection between Amy's departure

and clouded skies may not seem very clear

to outsiders, but outsiders are always stupid.

" Ah ! to be sure," Peter hastily struck in

—

"of course; why not? But then, you hear

from her very often, I should say ?"

" Not very often."

" Dear me ! how is that ?
"

" I think she is not strong ; she has almost

given up writing for the past month."
" Is she really unwell ?

"—anxiously.

" I ani afraid she is. It is so hard to have

no one—no real friend, that is—near."
" It is simply beastly !" Peter burst out.

" And she seems to have grown quite

weary of Duncastle lately," Jeannie added.

"What sort of a place is it? " Peter in-

quired.

" A dreadful place, I believe."

" Tell me. Miss Melton," Peter asked

seriously, " does Miss Rentford say whether
she has any positive illness? "

" No ; but I am afraid if she stays there

much longer she will," Jeannie answered.

" She was never very strong, and I don't

think she is quite happy there. I wish she

would come back to us, but she would not

think of that ; it is so hard for a poor girl

to have no one to care for her," she said

demurely.
" The time has come !" Peter reflected.

" Well, good-bye. Miss Melton. I am very

much obliged to you—that is— I mean—it is

a very nice evening," he interrupted himself

with, as he had made the first remark inad-

vertently.

He went off hurriedly, muttering, in a half-

satisfied tone, " Yes, the time has come."
" Oh ! if he would only marry her !" Jeannie

thought. " It would be so much better for

us all. But why should I care ? What
difference will it make to me ? What differ-

ence will it make to liim ? I wonder if Amy
loves him as much as I do. She does not

—

she cannot, or she would never have gone

away. Oh ! Amy darling, it is so wicked to

be plotting against you, but I can't help it, I

can not help it!"

" I shall not be back for a couple of days,

mother," Peter said, coming into Mrs. Jones's

morning room to say good-bye. He was

arrayed in his best overcoat, his shiniest tall

hat, and carried his very best umbrella.

" Where on earth are you going, Peter ?
"

" Oh, only for a couple of days, mother.

I shall be back on the day after to-morrow.

I did not Hke to go without telling you all

about it. Good-bye."
" But, Peter "

" Oh ! yes, the day after to-morrow ; it is

all right. I just ran in to tell you all about

it. Good-bye—good-bye." And he was out

of the room before Mrs. Jones could detain

him.

"Well, I never did!" Mrs. Jones solilo-

quised. This was Mrs. Jones's special soli-

loquy, reserved for special occasions.

CHAPTER XXXII.

THE PLAN SUCCESSFUL.

They were mariied by special license

—

that is, Peter Jones and Amy Rentford were

so married. Charley Beverly had written

and said yes, Mrs. Black said yes, Jeannie

Melton said yes, and Peter urged and

pleaded with her to say yes—and she said

yes.

Frankie was to go with them—Amy had
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asked that. Mrs. Black was glad to have one

mouth the less to feed, and Jones would

have unhesitatingly agreed to undertake the

charge of the entire Black family if Amy
had only expressed a wish to have them.

She did not do this, however, and be it said,

it was about the last thing she would have

cared to stipulate for.

They did not come back to Arkford, nor

did they intend to return for two years.

Peter wrote to his agents to forward money
and any papers requiring his signature to

Naples, where he proposed residing until

Amy got tired of it, or preferred a change.

Mrs. Jones declared, with awful emphasis,

that " she never did "—but, like many other

things which are dreadful to contemplate, she

found the marriage of her son and even his

mesalliance, not so very dreadful as she had an-

ticipated.

Letters came from the happy pair, and

from them the information was gleaned that

the change of scene, the novelty of travel,

and the warm atmosphere of the sunny South

had greatly benefited Mrs. Peter Jones's

health, and that she was getting quite

strong.

Jeannie had many letters from her old

friend, and each one was full to overflowing

with praises of Peter's goodness and thought-

fulness, and only a very odd one asked for

tidings, just a word or two of Charley

Beverly. Jeannie always tried to say some-

thing cheerful on the subject of these in-

quiries, but found it hard to do—very hard,

for Charley was not doing well.

So a year passed away.
" Do you know, Jeannie," Tom said one

day, "we must do something with Beverly,

he is getting on downright badly. Goodness

knows, I have not been over attentive to my
business myself, and I ought to be the last

to say a word on that score, but Charley is

behaving ridiculously. He did not turn up

the other day at all, and when Sinton spoke

to him—and I must say the fellow did it in a

very decent way, bad as he is—Beverly

laughed in his face. He'll be sacked as sure

as fate if he does it again. If you had only

seen the look Sinton gave him. You are the

only one, sis., he will listen to, and you must
speak to him."

"Oh! Tom, how can I speak to him?"
Jeannie said helplessly.

" I don't know, you must try, won't you,

dear ?
"

" But he never gives me the opportunity.

he has never spoken to me in that way for

such a long time now."
" Then you must speak to him."
" If I only could!"
" You must, and there's an end of it," Tom

said bluntly. The year that had passed

had not left even that thoughtless, easy-going

fellow quite as thoughtless or quite as easy-

going as it had found him.
" Come along, Jeannie," he said presently,

"we shall go out. I saw Beverly pass half-an-

hour ago, and if we meet him you must screw

up your courage and do your best."

They went out together, and, as Tom ex-

pected, met Beverly. True to his arrange-

ment, Tom bethought himself of a matter

requiring his presence at home, and said,

" I say, Charley, I have to go back, you go

on with Jeannie and I shall meet you as you
return."

" Very well," Charley answered.

They were alone. The opportunity had
arrived, but poor Jeannie hardly felt equal to

it. "Everyone, apparently, thought that

nothing could be difficult or unpleasant for

her," she said to herself. " No one ever

seemed to think of her ; she must always

think of them." But she would try. She
cleared her throat nervously, and Charley

turned and looked at her.

Then she said abruptly, "I want you to do

something for me, Charley."
" Anything you ask, Jeannie."
" Are you sure you would do anything

I ask ?
"

"Quite sure."

"Will you promise me to—to
"

" What do you wish ?" he said, in a kind,

friendly voice.

" Will you not go on as you are doing ?"

she blurted out, and almost fainted from

fright.

" I will not be so ungrateful for your kind-

ness in saying that, Jeannie, as to affect to

misunderstand you. Why do you ask me
that ? Pardon me for saying so, but why do

you care hov/ I go on ?"

"Oh, Charley!"
" Don't say that !" he exclaimed suddenly.

" I mean," he added more quietly, " don't

speak that way to me, Jeannie, it distresses

me. It reminds me too much of bygones."
" I can't help it, Charley, I am so miserable.

Oh ! what a cruel world this is " A sob

cut short the little moralist.

Charley Beverly muttered something

under his breath.
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Then he stopped and took the girl's face

in his hands, turned it up to his own,

and looked long at it.

Tears flowed fast from the dark eyes,

though they looked up fearlessly to him.

What had she ever done that she should be

afraid or ashamed ?

" My poor child," he said, gently stroking

her cheek, " and I never guessed this

—

never."

A painful blush spread over her face. She

lowered it, and said simply, " I could not

help it."

" And you have cared for me all along ?"

"Yes," she said quietly.

They walked homewards, and neither

spoke for a time, then Beverly said, "Of
course, Jeannie, you know all about

Amy and me ?"

"Yes," she said, in the same quiet tone.

" And you know that I could never

quite care for anyone again as I did for

her?"
Only another little sob for answer.
" I suppose it is my fate," he said to him-

self, " and I may as well fulfil it."

" Would you be satisfied, Jeannie, if I

promised to love you very truly and tenderly,

even that I tell you I have not yet forgotten

Amy ?"

"Yes."
" Even if I said I could never quite forget

her ?—Shall never forget her !" he added,

with a fierce, wild oath, and a deep flush on

his dark face.

" I don't know," she answered wearily
;

" why trouble yourself about me, Charley.

I only meant to ask you to be a little steadier.

I should never have spoken to you if I

had thought it would come to this, only I

have been so unhappy and wretched all this

dreary year. I was weak— I am stronger

now"—and she made a brave effort to

appear so.

" Listen to me, Jeannie. I wish you to

answer my question. Do you think you

could trust yourself to me ? I have always

really liked you, as you know. Would you

venture your happiness with me if I were able

to offer you a home, and would you wait for

my love ? I believe in my soul you would

not have long to wait. It is a strange way
to speak to a girl, but I cannot help it. I

can say no more," he said, in a broken voice.

" You shall never marry me for pity's

sake !" she answered bravely.

. He went on without heeding her last re-

mark—" Is it not a strange thing, Jeannie,

that I got a letter from Hughes this very week,

telling me he was going into business on his

own account—you remember Hughes ?"

" Yes."

"And he offered, very kindly, to write to

Mr. Smith about me. His word is law with

Mr. Smith, so I daresay, if I pulled myself

together a bit, I might get the place. It is a

good appointment, you know. I would not

have a chance for it, only that the old fellow

took my disappointment the last time more
to heart than I would have thought possible,

and he would be glad to give me a chance

yet. Aye, he would give me a chance now

—

now, when it is too late—curse him !" he said

bitterly, and he did not notice the shiver that

passed through the girl beside him, nor see

the cruel pain in her eyes.

" I am so glad, Charley. I do so hope you
may succeed."

" If I do succeed, will you answer my
question then ?"

" I shall answer it now, Charley," she said

determinedly—"indeed, I have answered it

already."

" Tell m^e again."
" You shall never marry me for pity's sake !'
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CHAPTER XXXIII.

THE LAST RIDE

Mrs. Matthews quite agreed with the ver-

dict. .

"And to think," Mrs. Pyper went on, " how-

she managed to delude a real gentleman like

Mr. Jones."

"It beats anything," Mrs. Matthews as-

serted.

" Oh ! but she w^as the shameless minx."
" She was a downright scandal to the

town," Mrs. Matthews declared.

" There is nothing like brass," Mrs. Pyper
urged.

" Nothing like it," Mrs. Matthews agreed.
" They do say he was out walking with

young Melton's sister this evening," Mrs.

Pyper continued, reflectively.

" Now, do you tell me so ?" Mrs. Matthews
inquired, with great interest.

" Yes, indeed, I just told my Harry to keep

a look where he had gone, and wasn't I

astonished when the boy came back and
told me he was away with Miss Melton."

" The forward little schemer," said Mrs.

Matthews.
" That she is," said Mrs. Pyper. " But I

must be going," the latter added ; "I just ran

in to see how you were getting on after your
cold."

" I am sure I am obliged for your com-
pany," Mrs. Matthews said politely, as her

visitor left.

Hi^ELEY returned early to his lodgings.

Mrs. Pyper was astonished and
pleased, for the good woman had
been greatly vexed at the late hours

W^^/ her lodger had got into the habit of
'^'^ keeping. He ordered tea—another

step in the right direction—for Mrs.

Pyper held that it was a bad sign

when young men gave up that bever-

age ; he even inquired if there was
any news in the town, which was also

a manifest improvement. So Mrs.

Pyper was pleased, and she lectured

to him on the many foibles and back-

slidings of the Arkford public. It

seemed quite like old times.

" It was the first contented look I

saw in his face since that girl went

away," she said confidentially to her neighbour.

Mis. Matthews. " Dear bless us! but she was the

inveighng thmg," she added.

Charley meantime was pacing the carpet

with his old habit, and talking to himself.

This arrangement has some advantages

—

one is always sure of an appreciative listener.

" It is the best thing I could do," he mut-

tered. " What on earth is the good of my
going on grieving for ever ? I have surely

grieved enough. God knows, I have sorely

grieved. The little girl loves me, and I sup-

pose I might have seen it long ago, only I

was too much wrapped up in myself to see

anything. Heavens ! when I think how I

used to talk to that girl, talk to her for hours

about another, and all the time she—she

—

I won't think of it. I'll do my best now to

atone for it. I shall love her truly, I know I

shall, but I shall not forget my ok'h sweet-

heart—my darling!" His voice had a husky

sound, and something seemed choking him.

Then he spoke aloud, clear and high,

" Forget her—never !"

Charley had a long talk with Mr. Smith in

his private room on the following morning,

and when he came out there was a pleased,

peaceful look on his face as he went to his

desk. He even seemed to handle the big

ledgers differently, and did not pitch them
noisily and viciously about, as was his wont.

A few weeks slipped by thus. Tom Melton

was happy. Was it not his idea to get

Jeannie to speak to Charley, and did not the
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result justify his anticipations ? And was

not this the second time he had helped

him so ?

One" evening Mr. Smith spoke to Beverly

as he was leaving the office, and told him

that Hughes had resigned, and that he,

Beverly, was to have the appointment. Of
course Mr. Smith said a great deal more

than this, and gave a wonderful lot of advice

—a matter he was very good about—and a

great deal of portentous warning, but the

gist of his remarks was to the effect that

Beverly was to have this chance. If he did

well the past would be forgotten ; if he did

not well, the firm of Spriggins & Co. would

endeavour to carry on business without the

benefit of his services.

" But, I think," the old gentleman finished

up with, " I can count on you to turn over a

new leaf."

" You can, Mr. Smith. I but we shall

let the past rest. I promise that you will

have no reason to repent the step you have

taken."

" I am quite sure I shall not. I wish you

every success"—and so they parted.

Charley dropped into the Meltons to tell

his good news, and he was received with

eff'usion. Jeannie pressed his hand with her

slender little fingers and said, with just the

least bit of a shake in her voice, that she

hoped he would be happy.
" You know, old chap, how delighted I

am," Tom said heartily.

" I am sure you are. Melton."
" Though I shall miss you sadly, Beverly,"

he added, as he suddenly discovered some
attraction at the other side of the street.

Beverly was to leave Arkford in a fort-

night, and, though he often saw Jeannie, he

never alluded to the conversation they had

had on the subject of his going.

" I must bring the dear little soul to reason.

I shall not speak to her until I am settled,

and then I shall come back and carry her off"

in spite of herself," he reflected.

" I wonder will he ever mention it again ?

I wish I had not spoken as I did. I don't

care whether he loves me or not !" Jeannie

said to herself desperately. " I love him

—

oh ! I do so love him, and he will go away
and leave me because I was proud. I

suppose it is mean of me to give way like

this. It must be mean, but I am sick of

everything. I would rather have him than

the whole world !" and so little Jeannie vexed

her heart.

When Charley had everything ready, and
all his farewells over, he came to Tom
Melton.

" Now, old fellow, let's out with our wheels,

and have our last ride together," he said.

" All right, Charley," Tom returned in a

thick, strange voice.

They mounted and rode off side by side.

Many a time and oft had they ridden so

before, but never—no, not once—would they

do so again. They had been good friends

—

true friends—for many a day, and the time

was come for them to part. Often they had
side by side plodded up the tiresome moun-
tain slopes, and side by side dashed with

reckless speed down the glen sides. To-
gether they had flown over the miles as

though they were but yards, had Kstened to

the mighty music of the sea and the whirr

of the wild birds' wings. So many ideas had
they in common, and so closely had their

lives been entwined, that they could not

realise that their very last evening together

had come.

They rode slowly for half a dozen miles,

till they arrived at the entrance to the glen

in the Nesbar mountains. Then, as by in-

stinct, they turned to each other, "Let's

have it once more!" Off" went their feet,

and down the fearful descent they dashed.
" Bravo, Tom !

" " Bravo, Charley !" they

shouted. " We'll have it for the last time,

if we never see the bottom !"

Down they went—down, down—with fear-

ful speed, round the sharp turns, over the

rough stones, shouting to and cheering each

other on. Every yard it was steeper, every

minute it was quicker. Beverly's wheel was
the tallest and it gained from the other, but

it was so much the harder to get round the

sharp turns by which the mountain road

wound down the glen side.

The wind was with them, and they had not

counted on that. They had come down the

place before, but never in such style as this.

" He's over!" Melton gasped, as Beverly's

wheel took a fearful sheer from a deep rut

and shot across the road to the very edge.
" He's right yet !" as, with hardly a foot to

spare, the flying wheel was guided back to

the centre of the road. Now they were enter-

ing on the great final dip the surface became
smoother ; the wind seemed to freshen, and
the road ran straight before them. They
had both been keeping a finger on the brake,

and though they dare not press hard, still

their speed was less or more checked. From
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behind Melton now called, " Look out—

I

have let go the brake !"

" So have I !" Bsverly shouted back, and if

before they were going quickly, now they

seemed literally to fly. When they neared

the level they had almost lost sensation—and

the pace !— I tell you it was grand.

With fingers cramped and nerveless, and

panting breasts, they dismounted to rest.

" We never had such a spin as that, Tom."
" Never, Charley, and never will have

another such."

They turned homewards, talking of all the

rides they had ridden together, of what good

friends they had been, of what happy days

and what miserable ones they had known
together, of all the memories that would rise

up of boyish days—aye, should they live to

be four-score years.

'Tis bitter parting with such a friend. They

are not like the calm acquaintances of mature

years, they are made when our hearts are

green and generous, before we have lost our

power of believing—before we have found

out.

Jeannie Melton met them at the door.

Charley had some final arrangements to

make, and he had just come to say good-bye,

and the better to accomplish that object, he

drew Jeannie into the room and shut the door

after him. Tom was looking after the bi-

cycles.

" I have come to say good-bye, little one."

" I am very sorry you are going, but

—

but
"

" Is that all you have to say to me ?"

" That is all," she answered resolutely.

" Won't you kiss me before I go ?"

Great tears gathered, and the great dark

eyes were cast down.
" Are you sorry to say good-bye to me,

Jeannie ?"

*' It is cruel of you to ask me that."

"Tell me, cruel or not."

" I am."

"Then don't say it, Jeannie—come with

me—I want you so badly."
" You only say that out of goodness to me,

and I will not !" she sobbed out.

She was taken gently in his arms, and the

little dark head was laid on his shoulder ; she

ceased to sob, and gave a great sigh that told,

if not of perfect happiness, at least of perfect

rest.

CHAPTER XXXIV.

TRUE TILL DEATH.

Our story is nearly told. Only one scene

more, and the curtain drops. It is a sad

one, but then, as was premised at starting,

this is only a commonplace story, and there

must be a dreary lot of sadness in common-
place stories, for there is a dreary lot of

sadness in commonplace life.

Peter Jones was standing in the drawing-

room in the Lodge. He had come back
from foreign parts sooner than he had
intended, owing to a serious change which
had taken place in his wife's health. Amy
had at first benefited greatly by travelling,

but the effect seemed to wear off, and finally

the doctors had recommended a return to

her native air.

From the day of their arrival at Arkford

her strength seemed to fade away. Before

three months had passed she could not leave

her room, and now her husband was stand-

ing there waiting for a summons to her

death-bed. They had kept him out of the

sick chamber, for the patient's mind wandered
at times.

"She wishes to see you, sir," the nurse

said, opening the door.

He walked slowly upstairs, taking each

step with an effort. He was weak, and good,

honest, fearless fellow as he was, he did fear

to face the trial that was before him.
" Oh, God ! take her not from me !" he

murmured to himself. " Take her not from

me !" he repeated over and over again—over

and over again. No words but these seemed

to come to him, and he clung to them in a

pitiful way.

"Take her nDt from me ! take her not

from me !
" the wail of his soul went up,

whilst he shook like one in an ague, and
clutched the stair-rail hard.

" Bear up, sir, bear up—it will do her

harm to see you like this," the nurse said, in

a dry, indifferent, nurse-like voice, and the

condition hinted at helped him, and he

manned himself with a great struggle. At

the door he paused and took a breath—then

he went into the room.
" Oh ! goodness bless me ! she has gone off

again !
" the woman hastily exclaimed. A

glance at the wild eyes and restless clutching

hands told her that the short lucid interval

had passed.
" Oh ! come away, sir—for mercy's sake,
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come away !
" and she interposed between

him and the bed.

She was used to suffering, and misery, and

death, this woman, but she had not—callous

and hardened by her calling as she was—she

had not yet seen anything like what she knew

must be if the sorrowing man stayed but a

minute in that room. She had seen many
a suffering soul take wing, many a living

heart wrenched, but not this—no, nothing

like it. When she spoke to Peter he

looked at her in a puzzled way and said, " Did

you not tell me she wished to see me ? '\

" Oh ! yes—oh ! yes, brave words—brave

words ; but you let me go away—you let me
go away."

" No, my angel, never !" Peter Jones said,

then taking the restless wasted hand, which

looked so wan and white, he gently put it

round his neck, and kneeling down by the

bed, he kissed the damp brow.

For a minute she was quiet, and she only

whispered, in a puzzled way, slowly,

as if trying to understand it, " Did you

not let me go away, dear ? I thought

you did— I thought I went away in

GOD REST her!" HE S.AID MEEKLY.

"Yes, sir, but she is gone off again. You
had better leave, sir. Go^away !" she almost'

screamed.
" I will notl" he answered.
" No, darling, why should you go away ?

who should stay with me but you ? " came in

a thin, weak voice from the bed.

" You hear that ? " he said.

" God have mercy on him !
" the woman

muttered.
" Come to me, darling, come to me ! why

did you stay so long away ? why did you

ever leave me ?
"

" I am here. Amy. I have never left you.

I shall never leave you—never !
" A broken

sob stopped his words.

the rain, in the dreary rain, and left you, and
that I never saw you again, and now I can-

not see well, my eyes are queer—everything

is so queer—isn't it, darling?"
" Yes ; but it will be all right again when

you get well—you must try and get well, for

my sake, will you not, dearest ?"

" No, no, it is better that I should die—far

better!" she moaned.
Again a great sob choked him.
" Listen, darling," she went on, stroking

his hair with a Hmp, feeble hand, " I shall

tell you why "—she lowered her voice—" we
could never be married."

" My darling, we are married !"

" Are we ? How could that be, when I am
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married to him, and he is so good—oh! so

very i^^ood. Oh! I have been very wicked,"

she said, with a moan. " I thought of you,

dariing, when I lay upon his breast—it was

fearfully wicked, was it not ?"

He raised his face for the first time since

he had come to the bedside, and looked at

her, stared straight at her, and then said in

a thick, husky voice, moistening his lips at

every word

—

" To whom are you married, dear ?"

" Oh ! he is very good—very good," and

the white shrunken face sunk listlessly on

the pillow, and the hands ceased to toy

with his hair. He breathed hard, and
waited. She turned again and seemed about

to speak, and he said gently, every word
coming slow and distinct, " Call me by my
name, dearest."

" What a queer thing to ask me," she said,

in a querulous voice—" but everything is

so queer. Why do you ask me that ?"

She paused, and his breath came in gasps.

" Is it because you fancy I might have

loved him ? Oh ! no, I never loved anyone
but you—no one but you."

" Who ? Who ?" he whispered, with a

wild terror in his broken voice.

She was trying to speak, but her strength

was going.

He bent down close over her face.

*' No one—but you—Charley !"

" God pity him !" the nurse said, in a loud,

hollow voice.

Afterwards, when they tried to bring him
away, he bade them begone and leave him
alone—alone with his dead. All night he sat

there, and in the gray morning he rose

and bent down, kissed the cold dead lips,

and smoothed away the beautiful brown

hair from the white brow, and the living

face was well nigh as ghastly as the dead.
" God rest her !" he said meekly, " God

rest her!" She told me fairly, and I would

not believe her—I did not think she could be

"true till death."

[the end.1

SONGS FOR CYCLISTS.

We have received a large batch of pretty

ballads by new authors for comment and

criticism. We are almost ashamed to con-

fess the fact, but, personally, we don't like

rhyme of any description—especially pretty

ballads—being invariably moved to sobs by

the funny ones, and having an insane desire

to burst out into uncontrollable laughter

when the tear should be "hiding in our eye."

Our musical knowledge, too, is slightly

limited, for beyond a vague recollection of

the Jew's-harp and bones (touched hghtly

in boyhood's happy days), and upon which

we were no mean but our gentle mother

could give harrowing details. However, an

accomplished musician attached to our staff,

who has nearly completed his second tune

on the flute, has expressed a very favourable

opinion as to the melodious and stirring pro-

perties of the music in each instance, and
we have no doubt, from his report, that

many of the ditties will become extremely

popular. As will be seen from our previous

observations, it is impossible for us to do
full justice to the superlative merit no doubt
existing in the compositions—owing to our

unhappy bias—and here we would suggest to

our musical friends that we really are not

worthy their flattering attention ; and if

in future they would send them to but

no! we'll return good for evil. From the

heap lying before us we select a few, so that

our readers may judge of the style and tone.

No. I, by J. Oldpaget, H.B.C., is well sent

out by the Hammersmith Publishing Co.,

though we think the price (los. and con-

comitant expenses) rather stiffish for " a

mere song." It is called
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THE, WHEELMAN'S CAROL.

Minstrels have sung of the foam-tipped

waves,

And the gallant ship that speeds them

through
;

Of danger and death the warrior braves

In the holy cause of the right and true.

My song is not of the treacherous sea,

I chant not the praise of doughty deed,

But that which has greater delight for me

—

The silent, glittering " iron steed."

Then hurrah ! for the spin by dale and

mead

—

For the flying spurt on the wheelman's

track !

Hurrah! for the courser of fleetest breed,

With Hmbs of steel and an iron back.

Let the huntsman delight in his scarlet

gay,

And talk of the music of horn and hounds
;

The sportsman exult on his blood-marked

way,

When the deadly ring through the stubble

sounds

:

The angler may boast of the " gentil art,"

The shady pool and the barbed steel

—

But pleasures like these can no joy impart

Like the glorious burst on the rolling

wheel !

Then hurrah ! for the patient, tireless

steed.

Which never doth breath or energy

lack

;

Which never will fail our greatest need

—

The horse of steel and the iron back !

Then mount and away when the day breaks

fair

—

Dame Nature is smiUng a welcome true

To the banquet of health she loves to pre-

pare

—

An ambrosial feast, though the guests be

few.

Should shafts fly thick from Envy's bow.

In our armour they find neither chink nor

crack :

So we'll gaily sing as we swiftly go

—

Hurrah ! for the horse with the iron back!

Then hurrah ! for the spin by dale and
mead

—

For the flying spurt on the wheelman's
track !

Hurrah ! for the courser of fleetest breed

—

With limbs of steel and an iron back.

HOW THEY DIDN'T DO IT.

By R.T. Odd.

I sing a doleful tragedy, 'tis of provincial

traitors.

Who once did squelch the N.C.U. and all

its legislators

;

That is—they went about the job the A. A.A.

had set 'em

With right goodwill, but pulled up sharp,

because we wouldn't let 'em.

Bow wow wow, &c.

Now they came straight from Mersey side

and wished the Union undone;

They thought to have an easy job when
once they got to London

;

That is—by fact-embellishment they'd con-

summate their guilt, sir

—

But their m3iny-stoyied edifice was only jerry-

built, sir. Bow wow wow, &c.

Now when they found the N.C.U. was
manned by sturdy gunners,

To help them make a further stand they

took up with the runners

;

That is—they would have took them up, but

truth is strong and steady.

There was no need—the fact was plain

they'd joined their ranks already.

Bow wow wow, &c.

The fifes were blown for fresh recruits, but

cycle-men were wary.

And wouldn't list to Sergeant Bob—were of

his shilling chary

;

That is—they listened but to laugh, the

warrior's prospects blighting

—

Though up in arms, he yearned for legs to

help him with the fighting.

Bow wow wow, &c.

So now our battle's fought and won—ah !

great as that at Dorking

—

We'll turn our minds to better things, and
cease from ugly talking

;

That is —for "slate" among ourselves

Thersites isn't in it,

A few of us could give him yards and lap

him in a minute.
Bow wow wow, &c.

We still would live in amity with all the

great three A men
;

We do not wish to ramp and roar like

market merry draymen :

To quarrel which should cycling rule, why
nothing could be sillier

—

And if they'd like to change their chief, we'll

send 'em Lacy Hillier.

Bow wow wow, (&c.
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MARRED TIMES.

By a. Q. Ticker.

Let us pause in our wonder, and analyse

with sense,

These marvels from a record-smashing

shore

;

Belief in credulity must really be immense

—

Oh ! marred times come again no more !

'Tis the song and the sigh of the weary

—

Marred times, marred times come again

no more !

You cannot have admittance within our

sacred door

—

Oh ! marred times come again no more

!

There's a pale, drooping pressman who toils

his life away,

He dreams of a better day in store
;

Though his quill's gaily flying, his pleading

looks will say

—

Oh ! marred times come again no more !

'Tis the song, &c.

Should our mile stand at no time, the Yanks
would make it less,

So how may a British cycler score ?

For any speed to order our fliers don't

profess

—

Oh ! marred times come again no more !

'Tis the song, &c.

Preserve our precious tables ! nor look so far

afield.

Never heed though their feelings may be

sore

:

When the trick's done amongst us, we
gracefully must yield

—

Oh ! marred times come again no more !

'Tis the song, &c.

Should our records be Hendeed, 'twill be a

lasting shame.

As our wheels trundle faster than of yore :

Electricity 7night aid us to re-establish fame

—

Oh ! marred times come again no more !

'Tis the song and the sigh of the weary

—

Marred times, marred times come again

no more !

We really can't allow you our registers to

floor

—

Oh ! marred times come again no more !

THE RECORD.
By J. O. Groat.

cycleman ! your looks betray

A burden hard to bear
;

Come, sit ye down, nor haste away

—

Let me your anguish share :

And tell to me the bitter grief

That makes the teardrop flow

—

It oft affords a sweet relief

To prattle of your woe.

He sat him by the old man's side,

And gently blew his nose
;

He could not rest, though hard he tried.

So suddenly arose
;

And with a husky voice began

His sorrow to unfold

Unto that aged gentleman

—

And this was what he told :

' For many weary hours I rode.

In spite of storms and mud

—

Exhausted, still I pushed my load.

And often shed my blood
;

The night-winds howled in fearsome tones.

While from each spectral tree

Came sounds that thrilled my very bones

—

A mocking lullaby.

' Still on I strove, scorned food and rest

—

I felt that I must die
;

How mortal frame could bear the test,

And life's decrees defy,

1 heeded not—strained ev'ry nerve,

Nor closed my aching eyes.

And would not from my purpose swerve

To gain the hero's prize.

* At last I reached the wished-for goal,

A victor staunch and true

—

With haggard looks, unsteady roll.

And made a record new.

The morn was fair, I slumbered sweet.

My dreams serene and bright

—

But oh ! my wondrous cycle feat

Was busted the same night /"

The aged man gazed in his face.

Reflectively he paused.

Considered well the painful case

That all this trouble caused :

Then, with a sympathetic grip.

Said he—" My gentle sir !

To undertake that foolish trip,

Oh ! u'hat a mug you were /"
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GUIDE TO CYCLING.

By H. S. Turmey.

It's really indispensable, would you a cyclist

be,

To don a quiet uniform and join the C.T.C.,

And let your conduct as you tour the gentle-

man betray,

And never try to do beyond a hundred miles

a-day.

If you will always act upon this excellent

old plan,

You'll let the public see that you're a proper

cycle-man.

'Tis also indispensable, your welfare to

ensure,

That you should have a cycle which for

ages will endure

;

So when you find yourself in doubt the right

machine to tell,

Consult the " Indispensable," 'twill always

guide you well.

You'll find the wisdom of the 'course I tell

you to pursue

—

When you have read its pages why you'll

know a thing or two.

It's very indispensable, when you lay out

your pelf,

To have The Cyclist, neatly bound, in rows

along the shelf

—

Of course, I do not mean that you must wait

a vol. to seek,

But keep it in a tidy place, and take it week

by week.

'Twill keep you posted in the news, of every-

thing it deals

That happens in the cycling world, be it of

men or wheels.

Again, 'tis indispensable that you must learn

to ride

In graceful form without a wobbHng roll

from side to side
;

So get the " Guide to Bicycling," 'twill teach

you in a trice

—

You'll ne'er regret the outlay, '.and one shil-

Hng is the price :

And take no heed of sharping men who
would your coin trepan.

If you would be a cycHst true and proper

gentleman.

When you have got renowned for pace don't

let them you allure

To leave your proper sphere and be a

maker's amateur

;

But hurry round and chase the pot, of lucre

never heed

—

Then you will be a gentleman and cyclist

true indeed.

I'll just remark, be careful if your cycle you

should lend

;

And now it's indispensable—my little song

must end.

OWED TO SPRING.

By S. G. Older.

How shall I name thee, beautiful spring ?

What shall my utterings be ?

Shall I make the smiling woodland ring

With the curse bestowed on thee ?

Or madly waltz on thy broken bone
Like a Choctaw Indian brave ?

Or wail thy smash in a mournful tone,

With a tearful, gentle rave ?

Oh ! give me again my Bladefield springs
But no ! 'tis cracked and gone,

And I am left in my grief to sing

With nothing to sit upon.

I did not swear at my shaky seat

When it lay in pieces three.

And settled my record-breaking feat:

I asked it to bear with jm.

But it wouldn't bear, and hence my woe,
I am saddled now with grief;

My cup is full with this awful blow,

So I drink to find relief:

I try to smile, but 'tis very weak.

As I mix with the blithe and gay.

For I cannot bear to hear them speak

Of the spring this autumn day.

I think I'll fly to a distant land,

In quiet a tear to shed.

And bid farewell to the " Rover " band,

And be to my sorrow wed.

But I'll give the matter careful thought

Before I resolve to roam

—

And perhaps get wed, as cyclers ought,

Without a long flight from home.
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VII.

BITTER MEMORIES: THE BUTTER-
FLY'S APPEAL.

By a. Moth.

Oh ! gentle Spring, be still a minstrel's

theme,

As thou vvert wont to be in days long

past

;

Nor make a torrent of the ripphng stream,

Nor freeze the lambkins with thy chilly

blast.

Thou erst didst come with sun, with song,

and flowers,

Star-gemmed the meads, robed in their

brightest hues

;

Birds sang their gladsome lays in leafy

bowers,

While rapturous bards addressed the

classic muse.

But these are happy dreams of byegone

days

—

No more fair Flora comes with flower-

decked car

;

Old Sol hath turned a miser with his rays.

And heedeth not the sneeze and vile

catarrh.

Where once the violet drooped its modest

head

On dewy bank in shady rustic lane,

Now fiercely drives the bhnding sleet

instead.

And wheelmen's joys are quenched in

pelting rain.

Why dost approach us in such vengeful

guise ?

Why altered thus thy former smiling

mien ?

Canst thou not pity the desparing cries

Of those whom " rheumatiz " hath nipped

so keen ?

Oh ! come once more like maiden pure and
bright.

And not like savage, " eager for the fray ;"

Let cyclers revel in thy glorious light

—

Be Spring once more, and we would bid

thee stay.

We still would hail thee gentle, but must
pause

—

Ferocious more would suit thy changeful

mood.
Upsetting in thy fury Nature's laws.

No more benign, but boisterous and rude.

Oh ! season once so dear, but now so dread.

Assume thy former self, and let us greet

Thy advent with delight—turn not thy head

—

And we will lay fresh tribute at thy feet.

VIII.

THE SEC.'S ON.

By Ben E. Diction.

Nigh to a clerk with a fresh-filled sheet

Sat the Sec. and nursed his weary feet

;

His work was done, but he paused to wait

For a glance to see that all was straight.

A triumph of modern days was he

—

The builder up of the C.T.C.

:

At last he spoke with a pleasant grin

—

" I gather them in— I gather them in !

" I gather them in from youth to age,

Record their names on the famous page
;

And still, as the seasons onward roll,

Swells out the bulky muster-roll

—

From regions cold and from coral strand,

They come ! they come ! to increase our

band :

Day after day I receive their tin.

And gather them in ! I gather them in !

"The maiden fair, and the matron true,

The clubman old, and the cycler new,

The patriarch, and the beardless boy,

SHp into the world-famed check with joy;

And soon, ah ! soon will the Court dress be

The distingue garb called C.T.C.

For I—that's me—will the Great Prize win,

And gather them in—yes ! gather them in !

" I gather them in, though oft pursued

By envious shafts and comments rude
;

But the curs soon flee who long to bite,

As I wield my Club with wondrous might.

And twice ten thousand, steady and true

—

A goodly host for a grand review

—

Will shout with me, in spite of their din,

I gather them in— I gather them in !"

—F. F. S.
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FRANKSS MECHANICAL HORSE.

(Reproduced front the " Mechanic's Magazine,'' November i^th, 1841.)

Sir,—Finding your useful columns are

always open for anything curious and in-

teresting in mechanism, I herewith forward

you as near a sketch as I can possibly execute

of my "Mechanical Horse." Being a tra-

veller, of course I require some assistance in

transferring me and my goods from one town

to another, and finding, to my cost, that a

horse of flesh and blood needed the needful

to keep him a-jogging, thirteen months ago

I constructed a horse, composed of stout

wood, tough iron, and bold brass. From
that time until now I have travelled with it

on an average ten miles per day ; certainly,

at first my arms tired, but constant use over-

came that, on the same principle as the

smith wields the massive sledge - hammer

(practice)—and I will assure you my chest is

four inches more across, and the muscles of

my arms two inches round, more than they

were twelve months since. In fact, I find

that it is as easy to propel myself and i cwt.

of luggage at six miles an hour as it is to

walk three in the same time, and when fortu-

nate enough to get my luggage forwarded,

why I can spin along at a speed that a

crack trotter would find his task set to keep
up with me. The greatest speed I have
attained was 16 miles in one hour and a

half, from Newton Abbot to Exeter ; the

distance is reckoned 15 miles, but you will

remember the Devonshire miles are long

and narrow ; this was accompHshed on the

17th of July, 1841. It has been said by
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one of your correspondents that these sort

of vehicles can never be made so as to

be really useful ; I fancy my machine is, at

all events, useful to me. I well know that I

should be at a sore loss without my hobby,

and to prove what I have stated, I will make
a wager of not more than 30/. that I will

travel with my " Mechanical Horse " forty

miles per day for six successive days. After

having travelled with it one year, I can speak

conscientiously as to its merits.

If you think this communication will be in

any way interesting to your readers, it is at

your service to make what use you please of

it. I am, dear sir, yours obediently,

L. Franks, Optician.

Hitchin, Herts., Nov. 6th, 1841.

DESCRIPTION OF ENGRAVINGS.

A, fig. I, two 3-foot wheels. B, guide-

wheel, 18 inches in diameter. C, luggage-

box (movable). D, fig. 3, two mortise-plates

brazed on the crank's axle, reverse to each

other, allowing each wheel to make a half

turn for passing round corners in the road.

EE, a lever, 2 feet from fulcrum, showing its

sweep. F, connecting rod. G, fig. 2, nave
of the wheel with a dog-stop (fixed firmly in)

to work in the mortise-plate. H, a 3-inch

crank. I, two oil feeders. K, the crank axle,

2 feet 6 inches long, made round, to run. in

nave ; the latches in the mortises turn the

wheels. Fig. 2 shows a portion of the horse-

piece. The whole of the bearings are bell-

metal ; those in the crank axle are ^ in.

A THIRD LEAF FROM MY JOURNAL.

Thursday, June 28th, 1883.—Many days

have come and gone since I last found time

to chronicle passing events, or, perhaps I

ought rather to say, note down something of

our ever-passing pleasures, varied as the

patterns of a kaleidoscope.

The hot weather made town so unbearable

that we were glad to escape to our country

house and immure ourselves in the cool

forest glades. Occasionally we ride or drive

into Wisby, but for my part I prefer swinging

lazily in a hammock while others exert them-

selves. Fifteen miles with the thermometer

at 90 degrees in the shade ! Ugh ! it is more

than flesh and blood can stand.

After dinner on Saturday evening, as we
sat under the firs on the south lawn eating

strawberries and cream by way of dessert,

Karl announced that to-morrow would be

Midsummer day.

" What a remarkable fact," said Garda,

gravely.

" Quite astounding ; we never thought of

it before," assented Dagobert, laughing.

" I knew it," responded Marie, in a lofty

tone, " and we are going to grandfather's in

the morning."
" No !" I ejaculated.

" Are we really ?" Herman queried.

" How charming !" cried Helny.
" Mother kept it as a surprise, but I could

not help telling you," answered Marie,

nodding her golden head sagely. " I love

to go to Hejde. We are to drive there, so

we shall have to get up very early." Marie
paused while she swallowed a spoonful of

luscious crimson berries and contemplated
an unwary fly struggling in the throes of

death half drowned in the cream on her
plate. " I have told Klara to wake me at five

o'clock sharp ; breakfast is ordered for six."

" Oh ! dear"— I let my hands drop into

my lap, and yawned dismally—" and it is

such a long distance."

" Thirty English miles.".

"You are so dreadfully indolent, Engel-

skan,'' broke in Mother 'Toinette, as we
call Fru Berg. " It is really time you began
to arouse yourself."

" It's the weather has a bad effect

upon me," I said meekly, " but to-morrow I

intend to give you undeniably convincing

proofs of my activity."

" Garda and Dagobert are to drive with

Herman and Helny in the phaeton," Marie

told us. " I am going with the other girls

in the dog-cart, and Engelskan is to have a

seat in mother's carriage."

" Engelskan will do nothing of the kind,"

I retorted quickly, " I mean to ride my
tricycle."

" You are crazy !" said Fru Berg.

I shook my head and laughed.
" Dear child, you will be tired to death

by the time we reach Hejde. We shall be

fully five hours on the road."
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" Nonsense. Thirty miles on a tricycle,

in the cool of the day, will be enjoyable

—

quite delightful, in fact."

" Ah ! well, please yourself," advised Uncle

Antony, hitherto listening in silence, " you
Englishwomen must have muscles like iron."

I sprang up from the table, and ran round

the shrubbery to the smithy, where Round
Robin, the blacksmith, was yet at work,

sharpening scythes ready for mowing, and

asked him to oil the springs of my
tricycle. This he did, and when the

morning dawned, clear and bright as a

June morning should be, we swept quickly

down the chestnut-lined drive, a gay caval-

cade. It was glorious. One seemed to

take a fresh lease of life. A cool breeze

stirred amongst the wood giants, ruffled the

surface of a score of tiniest rivulets, fanned

our cheeks, and wakened us up to livelier

interest.

Straight through the forest we went—the

cross-roads were anything but good for

tricycle or human bones—and in about half

an hour emerged from the semi-gloom into

the open highway. Just beyond was the

village called Bal, pronounced like Baal.

Some few pious souls were just going to

early service to shrine their conscience ere

they danced around the Midsummer pole

to the sound of music. An old man stopped

in the act of taking a pinch of snuff to watch
me in his phlegmatic fashion. His eyes

were wide open, and his abnormally large

mouth all agape, to behold such an unusual

spectacle. Mayhap he thought Engels^an

had taken leave of her senses, and sold her

soul to Lucifer—who knows ?—for this

marvellous piece of mechanism. I nodded
gaily, whereupon he doffed his cap and
grinned in high good humour. As we
passed, the whole village, men, women, and
children rushed to door and window,
appalled to see a girl wheel rapidly along.

We rode by sohtary farm-houses and dreary-

looking huts for several miles, occasionally

meeting some peasant trudging to church.

Anon there would be one turn round and
stare as though thunderstruck. At Ytter-

holm we stopped to make a short call on
some friends, who came out to inspect my
tricycle. Entre nous, they considered its

rider as somewhat eccentric.

" Do not you get rather tired ?" asked

Madame Klasen.

"By no means ; it is much pleasanter than
driving. I could not bear to be cramped up

in the phaeton, for instance, so many hours.

That is fatigue, if you like."

" I could never learn to ride one."
" Oh, you could, it is very easy, I assure

you, madame. Will not you try mine half a

moment ?"

" No—oh ! no," she replied vehemently,
" I should not dare." She shrank away as

though she had been bidden put her foot on

a snake's neck.

" You will not come to grief—try," I said

persuasively.

But madame refused, possibly afraid to

trust her weight of avoirdupois upon so

perilous a thing. I rode lightly round the

drive, and faced her again.
A servant came out with some Hght

refreshments, of which we were not sorry to

partake. Coffee and saffron bread came
more than welcome. We were thirsty and
warm. My dress was smothered in dust,

but that was no great matter, it would
inevitably have to be changed when we
arrived at Hejde in time for lunch.

" Let us exchange places, Engelskan,'' said

Herman. " You are fatigued, I am sure.

Suppose you drive and I will ride your veloci-

pede, say as far as Ekeby."
" As well trust a bull in a china shop !" I

laughed, and dashed off, soon followed by
my fellow-travellers.

" Be careful, Engehkan /" shouted Uncle
Antony. " Do not go too fast."

Then on we went, by queer churches and
dilapidated huts dignified by the name of

cottages ; here and there we saw the much-
talked-of Midsummer pole gaily beflowered

and beribboned, suggesting glad hohday for

the village folk. In Hexarfve all was quiet

;

we paused a moment to hear the worshippers

chanting a slow, solemn psalm. We rested

some fifteen minutes and then continued

our journey. The phaeton was on ahead
out of sight, Hkewise the dog-cart. I kept

up at the side of what Marie calls "mother's

carriage."

The Barlingbo people bestowed a great

deal too much attention to my tricycle. I

felt uneasy.
" Hi ! Anders," cried a clumsy farm-lout

to a kindred spirit who lounged by a privet

hedge, indulging in a flirtation with a maid-

of all work—"hi! Anders, look here. Oh!
Lord, isn't it queer ?"

Anders stared, and so did the maid-of-all-

work, no less astounded than their Bal

compeers.
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" A lady on a velocipede !" said the girl

to her lover, in a very audible stage whisper.

" How funny !"

I began to think it was funny, and feel

funny too. Quite an interested group of

youngsters collected and marched after me,

commenting pretty freely upon my inanimate

steed and its rider. They followed for some

distance, then I increased my slow pace,

and vanished from view round a bend in the

road, which I began to think would never

end.

However, it's a long lane that has no

turning, and by-and-bye we sighted Hejde,

tired, hot, weary and dusty. Marie clapped

her hands when we discerned the shining

mere half hidden by the fir trees. Somebody
was already out in a boat rowing lazily

toward the terrace.

" We thought you were never coming,"

said Aunt Johanna. " We have waited

luncheon nearly half-an-hour. Grandfather

is getting impatient."

And so he was, the dear old man, who
always reminds me forcibly of the Vicar of

Wakefield. The whole afternoon he regaled us

with stories of his wild collegiate days before

he was ordained and received the rectorate

he has held ever since, something Hke a

period of sixty-five years ; he is eighty-eight

now, active as many a man a decade or so

younger. While we talked I could not help

wondering if any of us would live to his age.

At dinner we mustered a large party, a

number of people came over to see the Mid-

summer dance. It was grotesque, to say the

least, almost weirdly fantastic now and then.

Women in gaudy striped petticoats, white

linen bodices, and a velvet corsage, gipsy-

looking creatures, tanned by constant expo-

sure to wind and sun. The men wore, most

of them, knee-breeches of coarse corduroy,

red plush waistcoats with huge brass buttons,

displaying a Hberal amount of blue check

shirt front, and plenty of necktie floating in

the breeze. I watched as one rooted to the

spot, enchained by a subtly powerful magic

spell. In and out the intricate mazes the

dancers threaded skilfully, rarely or never

making a mistake. I wish I could describe

the performance accurately, but my pen fails,

They waddled like tipsy folk, reeling now to

one side, anon to the other, singing the

while a spirited ballad, of which, unfortu-

nately, I could not understand a word.

They were yet on the green when we
returned to the vicarage seeking what we

might devour, for hunger had laid an iron

hand upon us, keen laughter had whetted
our several appetites.

The meal ended, Colonel Ihre made a

complimentary speech, and Uncle Antony
responded, then grandfather declared that I

ought to say a few words, since I had learned

to speak something of their mother tongue.

What could I do ? If ever poor soul was
perplexed I was. Everybody directed their

glance at me and everybody laughed, cousin

Karl loudest of them all. Mother 'Toinette

flashed me a signal to commence. I could

not. The words stuck in my throat and
nearly choked me. Karl fairly roared,

whereat my anger arose and waxed in

strength.

" Do go on, child," said Aunt Johanna,
" We promise to be very grave while you
are speaking."

" Engelskan dare not !" scoffed Karl, more
mirthful than before. ''Engelskan is afraid !"

" Be quiet," interposed Majken Ulla, who
sat opposite to me.

" He is anxious ' to listen to thy song night

and day along,' " quoted the countess

mischievously.

" Now, dear ' heart pour out thy blood ' in

a torrent of eloquence !" shouted Count Ulla

in his lusty voice. He enjoyed the joke

immensely.
" What is that ?" inquired the vicar, whose

hearing is particularly quick.

Karl reddened wrathfully ; the tables were
beginning to turn, so to speak.

" Open thee, O earth," chanted Herman,
in a minor key, and good-naturedly detailed

the whole thing to grandfather.

How he teased Karl, to be sure, and how
the boy spluttered with rage. The young
curate thrust his glass into his left eye and
criticised Karl for a minute. Then he also

burst into a hearty guffaw.

" Are you tongue-tied, Engelskan ? We are

waiting to hear you open your lips," Karl

said sarcastically.

" Come now," persuaded Mother 'Toinette,
*' you must do credit to my teaching."

"Very well, madame. Thank you all sin-

cerely," I said, with great deliberation, in my
purest Swedish ;

" but as I am still far from

being proficient in your language I beg you
will allow me to relegate the imposed task to

my very dear cousin Karl."

He looked at me in blank astonishment.
" Bravo !" cried the Count, while the others

bade him commence at once, which he did>
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they enjoying his discomfiture immensely.

The best fun is always that made at our

neighbour's expense.
" I owe you one for that nasty trick,

Engelskan,'' whispered Karl, when we rose

from the table. " We will be even yet."

" Don't bear malice," I retorted.

Somebody suggested a row across the

mere to the edge of the wood, where there

was a nightingale. The boats were un-

moored and we glided over the smooth
water quietly in the deepening gloom. We
waited a long, weary time very still, but no
song floated on the evening air. Suddenly

there was a stir and a rustle amongst the

trees as of some birds moving from branch

to branch. A full two minutes flitted by,

and then a cock crew lustily.

Disgust was stamped on every face. Our

trouble spent for nothing, we had come on

a wild-goose chase. Helny, exasperated,

scolded Karl roundly, and they came near

to upsetting themselves in the heat of their

squabble.

We very quickly dispersed to our rooms,

when the terrace was gained once more.

Twenty-seven miles to travel and a wedding
loomed before us next day, which latter

being that of a better-class peasant was a

treat too rare to be missed, though it would

inevitably curtail our stay in Hejde. I deter-

mined to ride my tricycle again. It proved

a somewhat disastrous one, and would have

certainly afforded him of the boneshaker a

great deal of malicious pleasure. However,

I am too tired to write of it now, but will do

so on another occasion.
—Amy Hurlston,

THE CYCLISTS BOOK OF ETIQUETTE : WHAT TO DO AND
HOW TO DO IT.

(Continued from Vol. III.)

CHAPTER VI.

SOCIAL GATHERINGS.

Dinners—Smoking Concerts—Dances—Council

Meetings.

Dinners.—Soup should be inhaled by

suction, taking care that sufficient noise is

made in the operation to show your hosts

that you are a hearty feeder. The spoon

should be held in your fist as if it were a

weapon of offence or defence, and always

crumble your bread into your plate. Fish

should be eaten with a steel knife and fingers

—only effeminate idiots use the new-fangled

silver knife ; the advantage of a steel knife

is especially noticeable when eating salmon

and cucumber, as the vinegar upon the

cucumber corrodes the knife and imparts a

pleasant taste of iron to the fish, and iron is

good for the system. At the entree stage an

opportunity offers itself for facetious remarks

upon their composition, and ifjugged hare is

served playful references to cats are in the

best of taste, and are invariably well received.

If toothpicks are handed round, every man
is expected to use this weapon in his explora-

tions amongst his teeth; but should there

be a remissness in this direction, the prongs

of a fork will do equally well. At the end of

dinner a dish of rose-water is passed round,

and in this you are expected to wash, but,

by some extraordinary rule of etiquette, soap

is never provided, and it therefore behoves

every guest to bring his own cake of Pears's.

The napkin may be used as a towel. Ifyour

hosts pay for your wine, choose the most ex-

pensive wines upon the list, and drink as

much as you possibly can ; if, on the con-

trary, you pay for your own, drink a bottle

of lager, or half-a-pint of sherry at eighteen-

pence is ample. During dinner, talk as much
and in as loud a key as possible, because it

impresses people with a sense of your import-

ance, and if you are called upon to make a

speech, choose debateable subjects, and say

as many offensive things as possible, because

it stirs people up and aids digestion. Above

-\,9>o\
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all things remember that to convey as much
food as possible to your mouth with the

knife is the height of good breeding, and
never omit to mop up your plate with a piece

of bread. If game or poultry forms part of the

menu, always pick the bones in your fingers,

as otherwise it is impossible to separate

all the flesh from them, and " waste not

want not " is an excellent motto. Never tip

a waiter, and get as intoxicated as you
conveniently can.

Smoking Concerts.—No man can be

expected to thoroughly enjoy himself at one

of these gatherings unless he gets drunk early

in the proceedings. Howl remarks at the

top of your voice, and insist upon seeing
" blue points " in the most harmless songs.

If a man does not sing well enough to please

you shout him down, and do not let the

obvious fact that he is doing his best deter

you for a moment. If his best does not

please you, he has no right upon a public

platform. Make a point of striking matches
and calling for the waiter whilst a song is

being sung, and, as far as possible, endea-

vour to spill your liquor over the legs of your

neighbours. Wear your hat on in the room,

hammer on the floor with your stick, and try

and be as jolly as possible at the expense of

others. Do not pay for your drinks if you
can cadge them out of anybody else, or

can dodge the waiter and leave when he is

not looking—he will have to bear the loss, and

can doubtless afford it better than you. If

the programme includes a magic-lantern

entertainment the darkness necessary for the

proper display of the slides will aff'ord you

ample opportunity of making facetious re-

marks that need not necessarily be decent.

Dances.—It is not necessary that you

should be a good dancer to go to a cycling

dance, because you must learn how to " trip

it on the light fantastic toe," and cycling

dances offer excellent opportunities of at-

taining this accomplishment at the expense

of your partners. Choose the best wallzers

for your partners, because you will learn

more from them than from indifferent

dancers, and the fact that you are spoiling

their enjoyment need not weigh with you

for a moment. At one time it was considered

the correct thing to go to cycling dances in

uniform, but there has been a great deal of

discussion upon the point, and public opinion

would almost seem to be against this elegant

custom. On being introduced to a lady,

always kiss her—she may pretend to be

astonished and to dislike it, but this is mere
affectation, and need not be taken any notice

of. If you effect an introduction yourjelf,

always introduce the lady to the gentleman
;

the alternative policy is the height of bad
form. At the supper table throw pieces of

bread and bones of fowls about—it creates an
airof jolhty, and an excellent practical joke

is to drop an ice down a friend's back ; he
may not see the point of the joke, but the on-

lookers are sure to. If you require a dance
with a lady whose programme is already full,

select the dance you want, scratch out the

name already there, substitute your own,
claim the dance when it arrives, and swear
your name was there first. If you lie long

enough and loud enough you will probably

get your way, and this remark applies equally

to things outside the ball-room. There is

nothing particular to say upon the method
of dancing which is most in vogue, but one

should be careful to prance sufficiently, and
the Highland schottische should be per-

formed to the accompaniment of eldritch

shrieks, which give variety to the entertain-

ment. If you are introduced to a partner

who does not take your fancy, put your name
down for a dance, but be careful not to claim

it when the time comes ; she will probably

have to sit it out, but that need cause you

no annoyance, and you will doubtless be able

to find another partner for yourself. Never

under any provocation dance with any of

the wallflowers—this would show an unsel-

fishness and kindliness that would at once
mark you as no true cyclist, and if you ai'e

compelled to do so, dance as badly as you

can, leave off as soon as possible, desert her

and fly to the smoking-room, from which you

can emerge delightfully scented in time for

the next item upon the programme. Some
people object to their partners smelling of

smoke, and others carry their dislike so far

as to prohibit pipe smoking in the ball-room,

but their fastidiousness should meet with

prompt rebuke, and entire disregard should

be shown to their views. When you leave

insist upon having your wraps, &c., handed
to you the moment you get into the cloak-

room regardless of the fact that other people

were there before you ; if you insist loud

enough, and create sufficient excitement, you
will speedily make a scene of chaos, without

which no festivity would be complete. You
can then write to the papers and comment
upon the disgraceful scene that took place,

and give your unbiassed opinion about it.
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After having partaken of a club's hospitality

you must be careful to depreciate and run
'

down the entertainment to all your friends,

and speak of it as a very second-rate show
given by a lot of complete outsiders.

Council Meetings.—Since the glory of

J. S. Oxx and Kennedy-Child has departed

Council meetings can scarcely be considered

social gatherings, and may be looked upon
only as the concentrated essence of boredom.

|

The only golden rule to be observed at them
|

is bore others as they bore you. Cyclists, as
\

a body, are such past masters in the art of

boring one another that nothing need be
said upon this subject. There is only one
point in which you can show your good
breeding at a Council meeting that is speci-

ally worth noting, and that is, to come in

late, and in walking to your seat trample
upon the feet of every delegate who comes in

your way. The mingled expressions of plea-
sure and deHght which will be depicted on
their faces will afford you infinite amusement.

—KOS 111OS Junior.

[concluded.]

> > <

WORKING ON CANVASS.

I HAD never been much of a one for

politics up to the time of which I am about
to write, and when first I put my name down
as being willing to assist the committee of

the Liberal candidate for our division I had
very hazy notions about things political in

general. If people enquired whether I was
a Liberal or Conservative I promptly
answered " Liberal," butif they pushed their

enquiries further, and said " Why are you a

Liberal ?" I had to confess that I didn't

exactly know. Then they generally said, " I

suppose your father is one ?" and I, glad of

any escape, usually said he was, though, as

a matter of fact, a hotter Conservative never
lived.

However, by the aid of close attention to

the papers, and a perusal of all the " Which
Way Shall I Vote" and other tracts on a

like subject which I came across, I soon
mastered the rudiments, and could do a bit

of talking on my own account. What made
me go in for political work I don't know, but
the result is eminently satisfactory to myself.

I went canvassing, and am now engaged to

be married. Surprising, isn't it ? But hst to

me, and you shall hear the narrative thereof.

Some days after I had offered my valuable
services to the gentlemen of the committee I

received a note asking me to repair to the
Central Committee-room. I accordingly re-

paired, and was warmly received by a number
of noblemen present, and was asked if I would
like to do some canvassing. I said I should
be only too happy, and then enquired what

I

canvassing was. I was initiated into the

j

mysteries thereof, and supplied with a book

I

containing a number of names of residents in

I

the division on whom it would be my duty to

I

call to ascertain their views, if they had any.
" Those that may be in any way wavering,"

j

said my instructor, "you must endeavour to

convert to Liberal views."

"Oh, yes," said I.

When I got home I had a look through
the list, and saw the names of a few people
whom I knew and a great many who were
strangers. That night I dreamt a dream.
I dreamt that every house I went to turned

j

out to be a Conservative one, and the people
from each house accompanied me on my

I

round, till at last I had an escort of about

I

three hundred people. When I had finished
I thought they gave me a minute's start and
then had a chase. I ran for my life, but
they caught me up, and were about to

smother me with a large Conservative poster
when, much to my relief, I awoke.
The following night, after tea, I started

on my round. I took with me my book, a
highly-pointed pencil and a thick stick. The
stick was not for canvassing purposes. The
book and pencil were.

I looked at the first name on my hst and
repaired to the address given. It was not
much of a street, but fairly respectable.
I knocked at the door of the first house and
waited. I knocked again, and also rang the
bell. After some time, looking through the
glass of the door, I saw a light ; someone
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was coining downstairs bearing a candle. It

was a female, a "lovely woman." She set

the light down in the hall and opened the

door. I had just got the words—" I've

called to " when she said, " Oh ! you're

another of 'em, are yer ? Well, we don't

vote !
" and slammed the door in my face.

I turned to go, but found I couldn't, for the

uld lady had shut my coat in the door. I

knocked, and then knocked again, but no

one came. I continued knocking for some

time without effect, so I struggled out of my
coat and, leaving it fixed in the door, walked

to the gate and rang the bell. But that

was also no good. I was getting very

cold, standing there in my shirt-sleeves.

Then I referred to my book and found

the name of the people was " Bodger."

In the wild excitement of the moment I

had completely forgotten what it was.

I lifted up the flap of the letter-box and,

putting my mouth close to it, called out in my
sweetest voice, " Mrs. Bodger, will you be so

kind as to come down and open the door, my
coat having unfortunately got fixed in the

same, please ?" To this touching appeal

there was no response, and so I had a go in

at the coat itself. Putting my foot against

the door, I pulled steadily on my imprisoned

garment and at last got it out, not very much
torn. I then repaired to the nearest lamp-

post and wrote " Conservative" in large

letters against the name of Bodger, with

much fierceness and much to the detriment

of the highly-sharpened point of my pencil.

If this is canvassing, thought I, I don't care

much about it, but I continued my round and

was pleased to find my book rapidly filling up.

I had no more unpleasant adventures, and at

half-past nine went home very well satisfied

with my first night's work.

The next evening I again started off. I had

now come to a rather swell part of the town,

and there were several persons ofimportance

on my list on whom it would be my duty to

call. There was one name I particularly

noticed—it was Mr. C. Clarke, The Bungalow.

I was now approaching "The Bungalow;"

it wasn't a bit like a bungalow, though. It

was a large square building standing alone

in a good sized piece of ground with some
ornamental water at the back. I paused

some time to admire the house, which even

in the dark I could see was a very handsome
building, and then opened the wooden gate,

and proceeded up the path which led to the

door, at which I gently knocked. As I did

so I heard someone call out, " Here's dad !'

and a second later the door was opened,

a young lady rushed out, and, would you
believe it, clasped me round the neck. As
you may imagine I was rather surprised ; in

fact, I was very surprised, not to say alarmed.

I thought at first she was going to strangle

me, but with great coolness I remained quiet

and did not run away, or attempt to do any-

thing rash. It wasn't so bad after all. I only
.

said, " After you, miss., please."

If I had been surprised, it was nothing to

what the young lady was when she heard
my voice. It was a kind of

" When these words were heard,

The poor little bird (girl)

Was so changed in a moment,
Twas truly absurd."

That's all. She didn't grow sleek and fat,

neither did a thick crop of feathers appear,

but she stopped embracing me and stepped

back a pace or so and began a sort of con-

fused apology. She had taken me for her

pa, she said. I begged her not to distress

herself in the least, as I didn't mind a bit.

I might have added I rather enjoyed it, and
have played the Oliver Twist and asked for

more, but I did not do so.

" I called," said I, " on behalf of the

Liberal candidate, to know how'Mr. Clarke

intends to vote."

" Pa's out now," said she, " but I expect

him home every minute."

So it seems, thought I, but I said, " Do
you know how he intends to vote ?

"

" I don't know much about it," replied she,

" but I've often heard him say he's a

Liberal."

" I'm glad of that," said I, turning to go.

" W^on't you wait and see him ? " said she.

" Well, yes," said I, " I think I will."

At that moment the wind blew the door

to with a loud bang, and we were left alone

on the doorstep. By-the-bye, what a good

title for a penny dreadful—"Alone on the

doorstep, or the Canvasser's revenge."
" What a nuisance," said the young lady,

with a sweet smile. I wished she would take

me for her pa again. She knocked loudly

at the door. " The servant is so deaf," she

said.

I

Just then an inspiration came to me.

I
Thought I to myself, what she ought to

say is :
—

I

" Come down and open the door, Jane,

Come down and open the door,
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Make haste, there's a dear,

For the canvasser's here

And wants to wait mside, I'm sure.

Come down and open the door, Jane,

We're shut out here, and, what is more,

I took him for dad

And should be so glad

If you'd make haste and open the door."

While we stood there waiting, the garden

gate was opened and someone entered.

" Here's pa !" said my fair friend.

" Be sure," said I quietly.

But it was him this time. He was coming

up the path—a short, little man, completely

enveloped in a great coat and numerous

wraps. His daughter ran down the steps

to meet him, and escorted him up to where

I stood.

" This gentleman called about your vote,

pa," said she, " and while I was speaking to

him the door banged to and shut me out."

She didn't say anything about the case of

mistaken identity.

When the old gentleman had recovered

from the effects of the steps he had just

surmounted, he shook hands, and the door

being at last opened, asked me to step in.

I did so, and followed him into a cosy

sitting-room on the left of the hall. The
daughter, I was sorry to observe, went up-

stairs.

" Sit down," said he, " I am a great man
for politics, and should like to have a word
or two with you if you are in no hurry."

I said I was entirely free, and, suiting the

action to the word, put my book into my
pocket and took my gloves off. We chatted

about politics for some time, and, our

opinions being som«what similar, we agreed

very well on most things. I also agreed

very well with the whiskey. The old gentle-

man was so jfriendly, one would have thought
I had known bim for years. At length he
said he wouldn't keep me any longer, and,

as I rose to go, said

—

" I've got a great favour to ask of you, young
man. I've long had a wish to do a bit of

canvassing, just to see what people say, and
that. Should you mind letting me take your
book for an hour or so some evening ? I

don't want to put my name down as a regular

canvasser, you know, because I only want
to have a short spell at it, out of mere
curiosity."

I said I should be only too glad to oblige

him, only it would not do for me to be found
out.

*' You shan't be found out," said he. " Can
you come round to-morrow night? " I said I

could.
*' Well then," said he, " drop in about 7.30,

and stay here while I go. My daughter and
her cousin will keep you company, and I

expect Tom, that's my nephew, will be here."

That settled it, and I agreed to call round
as he had proposed ; but one question

agitated my mind as I wended my way home,
and that was, " Was the cousin a male or

female one ?" The latter I hoped.

The next evening was a very fine, moon-
light one, so I determined to ride round to

Mr. Clarke's house. I got out my safety,

donned my riding togs, and was off. The
roads were dry, and in a very short time I

was at "The Bungalow." The old gentleman
himself opened the door, and seemed greatly

surprised to see I was a cyclist. He made
me take my machine into the hall, spent a

long time in admiring it, and expressed a

wish to have a try at riding one himself,

though, as he remarked, he was getting

rather old to go in for learning to ride. He
had been a tricyclist for some time, he said,

and had a stud of two tricycles and a tandem
in his stable. W^hen he had finished in-

specting my jigger, he took me into the

sitting-room and bade me make myself quite

at home.

I'm in luck's way, thought I, but where is

my young lady friend of last night ?

"Of course, you smoke?" said the old

gent.

"Oh, yes," said I, "I'll have a cigarette

or two."
" No," said he. " Don't light up—I want

you to try my special line of smokes.

Lizzie !" he shouted.
" Yes, pa," came down from upstairs.

" When you come down bring that box of

Manillas with you, will you ?"

" Yes, pa," again.

More luck.

A minute or two later the young lady

arrived. She looked nicer, if possible, than

on the previous night. Perhaps the colour

of the box containing the " special line
"

suited her complexion. I'm not a judge of

those matters, but I reckon I know a good

Manilla, and those were good.

She opened her hand and I (pa's back
being turned—he was getting into his over-

coat) took it and pretended to clasp her

round the neck as she had done me the

previous evening. She blushed and smiled,
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but, pa being in the room, all she could say

was, " How do you do ?" Papa, having now
completed his wrapping up, started on his

expedition, accompanied far along the lane

by cautions from his daughter to take care

of himself, to each of which he replied with

a "All right, my dear," until his form was

lost to sight and his voice could no longer be

heard. We then adjourned to the back

sitting-room, where we found the cousin (a

female one), to whom I was introduced. Tom,
I was pleased to see, was not there. My
host's daughter proposed a little music, and
we took it in turns to perform. When we got

tired of the regulation songs I favoured the

company with, " Oh, wouldn't you like to

go ?" and " Later On," and other selections

from the old masters, which greatly delighted

my fair audience, who joined most heartily in

the catch lines and choruses. Then, at a

proposition from the cousin, we went to have
a look at the tandem, which was a very fine

machine, almost unscratched.
'* Shall we have a ride on it," said Miss

Clarke—" it's a lovely night, and I suppose you
can manage it all right" (this to me). I said

I was all there at the management of a tan-

dem, and should be only too pleased to have
an opportunity of showing my proficiency.

The young ladies accordingly went off to

prepare to go out, while I wheeled the

machine into the road and lit the lamps.

When the girls appeared there was some
delay as to which of them should have the

first ride, but eventually the cousin was
mounted on the front seat and we went
rushing down the road in front of the house
for some way and then back, when I fetched

the other fair passenger.

"If you feel at all unsteady on the ma-
chine," said I, "lean back and clasp me
round the neck. Think I'm your pa."

My companion laughed ; she evidently

recollected our first meeting. We had a

very enjoyable ride, and, I am compelled to

say, I gave my second fare (no joke meant)

a much longer turn than my first.

After that they took turns at steering, and
then the cousin, who was a remarkably
enterprising sort, wanted to see how she

could manage it " all by herself." I urged

her to do so, and she went off leaving me
and Lizzie Clarke alone. But I didn't mind,

bless you, not a bit. Anything to give plea-

sure, say I.

After the cousin returned I suggested

that I should go down the road with the

tandem and try to meet Mr. Clarke, as it was
about the time he would be returning, and
give him a ride home, which proposition met
with much approval, and so, after escorting

the young ladies to the house, off I started.

When I had gone a mile or so down the

road, I suddenly came across Mr. Clarke
standing under a]lamp-post engaged in hot

argument with a policeman, who was evi-

dently a red-hot Conservative. As neither

side would listen to the arguments of the

other, and both spoke at the same time in a

very loud voice, the proceedings were any-

thing but dignified, and to a casual observer

it would have seemed to be a case of" drunk
again." At first Mr. Clarke was very loth to

break off the discussion, but eventually I

persuaded him to do so, and the house rose

and he took a seat on the tandem and off we
sped to " The Bungalow." Arrived there,

we stabled the machine and sat down to a

real good supper, for which I was quite

prepared. The old gentleman was full of

his adventures and experiences when going

from house to house. It seems he had met
the policeman early in the evening, and an
argument arose concerning the policy of the

Government in the Soudan, which waxed
hotter and hotter, and would probably have
continued far into the night if I had not

appeared to stop it.

" He was the most pig-headed man I ever

met," said Mr. Clarke; "he would not

be convinced though I brought the most
weighty and conclusive arguments to bear

upon him."

The young ladies also had a great deal to

say concerning the beauties of tandem-riding,

and lauded my steering up to the skies.

" Oh ! and I did feel so frightened when
you went so fast round the corners— I thought

we should tip over," said the lovely Lizzie.
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In fact, I was what you might call " buttered

both sides." Altogether, we had a very jolly

time of it, and I was exceedingly sorry when
the hour arrived for me to depart. The old

gentleman insisted on my having a glass of

something hot before I went, and made me
take about half-a-dozen cigars in my pocket

"to smoke going home," as he said.

" Mind you call again soon," said he

;

" drop round on Tuesday night."

I promised to do so, and then, mounting

my little safety, made tracks for my domicile.

The following Tuesday I again rode over

to "The Bungalow." Mr. Clarke was there, but

not the young ladies. They had gone out to

tea at a friend's.

" But Lizzie left a note for you," said he
;

" I don't know what it is about. Some mad

though we are told lo\e laughs at locksmiths,

&c., &c., it seems to me to be a good test of

affection and also of strength to shove a

tandem and a safety bike along a country

road for a mile or so. A man would have to

be a pushing sort to engage in it.

I informed Mr. Clarke of the import of the

note, and begged to be allowed to call for the

young ladies, to which he readily consented

—in fact, he seemed quite pleased at the

idea. The house, he said, was about a

couple of miles away. It belonged to a

maiden sister of his, and was called " Daisy

Villa."

I informed him of my difficulty as to

getting both machines there, and he said he

would tell the stableman to ride the tandem
down for me, and so it was all arranged.

"THE YOUNG LADIES CAME OUT, ACCOMPANIED BY A SERVANT."

freak or other, I expect. gThey are bad
girls," he added. He evidently thought they

were angels, and worshipped them accord-

ingly. So did I—at least, one of them. I

opened the note. It ran, "We have gone

out to tea, and shall be back about 8.30.

Do try and get pa to let you fetch us on the

tandem. Talk him round. If he says 'yes,'

be round about quarter past, and ring your
bell once, loud. We shall hear you.

—

Lizzie
Clarke." Then came a " P.S.—Pa will tell

you where the house is." I've got my orders,

at all events, thought I, but how the George
Augustus Sala am I to ride there on the

tandem, and fetch two people back. I

should have to return on foot, or else take

my safety, and push both machines to the

house. I hope it's not far, thought I, for

We then sat'down and had a quiet chat

over politics, during which we settled several

momentous questions to our mutual satis-

faction, including Free Trade and the

Disestablishment of the Church. The only

thing we did not finish was the question of

Home Rule, but we agreed to settle that at

our next meeting. About 8 o'clock I

rose to make preparations for the ride. The
stableman was put through his paces on the

trike, and after several narrow escapes of

upsetting the machine, the lamps were lit

and off we went. Beyond having to dismount
five or six times to wheel the tandem into

the road when its rider had run it up on to

the path, we got on all right and arrived in

good time at our destination. I rang my
bell loudly, and after a few minutes the
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young ladies came out accompanied by a

servant, whose instructions, it seems, were to

conduct them to the railway -station which

was close handy. She was, however, soon

dispensed with after having received minute

instructions to tell the aunt how her charges

went home by train all right. The stable-

man, who was none the worse for his mad
career, was also dismissed, with a tip, and

was accompanied to the railway-station by

the before-mentioned domestic. As he did

not arrive home until some time after

we did, and we had notridden at all

fast, I presume there must have been

some cause of delay ; a block on the

line perhaps. We had a dehghtful ride

home just going at a nice pace and chatting

and laughing all the way, which latter was
the cause of much erratic steering, especially

on the tandem, which at times went career-

ing all over the road. We finished up with

a race along the last bit of level, I conced-

ing them a good start, but as their steering

was so wild I was afraid to pass them, and
they won easily. Since that night the

tandem has been in great request, and every

fine Saturday " we " go out for a spin on it.

The cousin, who was a very nice girl in her

way, but not my sort, soon went back home'
and there is now no question as to who
shall have first ride. The machine also

came in very useful on the polling day in our

town. I rigged it up with a board, bearing

the legend " Vote for Stamp, The Liberal

Candidate," and went round and fetched

many voters to the poll, where they plumped
for our man, " as they should they should,"

and he eventually came in, as we had hoped,

at the head of a large majority. That even-

ing we sat up very late at "The Bungalow," to

await the result of the poll, and when the

news came of the success of our man, Mr.

Clarke produced a bottle of " fizz," and we
drank our candidate's, Mr. Gladstone's, and

then one another's good healths in the foam-

ing " cham." As it was so late they would

not hear ofmy going home, but made me sleep

the night there, and when I left next morning

I was, by the old gentleman's permission,

booked to be his son-in-law. I also had to

obtain his daughter's consent to this arrange-

ment.

And yet people say that under the new
regime there is nothing to be made out of

elections. After reading my experiences,

" What do you think ? " —B. Hayward.

MYSTERIOUS ANNOUNCEMENTS.

THE GREAT S

*' Watch this frame " is an old but

peculiar form of advertisement. Perhaps,

however, the most mysterious " ad." of

modern times was " Ozokerit." For months

and months this word appeared everywhere,

and nobody seemed to be in the know. Ignor-

ance, in fact, reigned supreme, until Messrs.

Field brought out their candles of that

brand—Ozokerit, notigcorance. " The Great

S " has been the wonder of the cycling

community. It is now, however, universally

known that the title is that of a mythical

something which Messrs. " Faed " and
'' Titanambungo," the talented writers of

" Our Camp," were condemned to find in

Cyclonia by the united judgment of the

cyclists who were " taken -off " in the Christ-

mas Number of The Cyclist 'for 1884. The
idea is well carried out, and the letterpress

is good, as are also the drawings of George
Moore. When anyone looks back at the

string of very uninteresting stories which
passed muster for a cycling Christmas num-
ber a few years ago, and then reads "Our
Camp " and "The Great S ," the veriest

dullard must admit that cycling hterature is

going ahead as much as is the manufacture

of machines themselves.
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STRAIGHTAWAY FOR FORTY DAYS.*

There is, let me here insist, a pecu-

liar pleasure in thus swiftly " walking

large" with the wheel ; and a part of that

pleasure, to the philosophic mind, consists in

certain distinctive intellectual advantages

thus gained, which could not be gained by

slowly cycling over the same roads in

separate, short journeys. For example, the

fundamental fact that all material prosperity

is based upon successful agriculture, was

exhibited to me with the impressiveness

which attaches only to an " object lesson."

The "garden region of Ontario," which I

entered at the outset, evidently supplied

comfortable homes for well-to-do inhabi-

tants, though it hardly seemed to me worthy

of the adjectives " picturesque and lovely"

that another touring cycler has bestowed

upon it ; but, the further I proceeded, the

poorer grew the soil, and, similarly, the

appearance of the people and their habita-

tions. The roads likewise deteriorated and
became rougher and stonier as the country

grew more bleak and barren. Its rocky and
sterile nature impressed me most on the final

day, when the houses were fewer in number
and meaner in quality than ever before

—

some ofthem'beiug nothingelse than rudely-

built log-cabins. This natural contrast,

between the richness of the Province near

my point-of-entrance and poverty near my
point-of-departure, was intensified by the

falling of leaves during my fortnight's east-

ward and northward movement of 600 miles,

for the luxuriant autumn foliage at the

beginning changed to bare trunks and
branches at the end. An improvement in

surroundings was to be noticed as soon as I

crossed the St. Lawrence. My first day's

ride in New York State, 30 miles S., was
through a rough and rocky region, but the

greener grass at the edges of the rocks and
forests gave token of a richer soil and milder

climate. The Otselic valley, on my route

from Cazenovia to Binghamton, likewise

suggested fertility, spite of the snow upon
its hilltops. From Binghamton, I went up
the banks of the Susquehanna to the town of

that name ; then climbed over the mountains,

through almost 40 miles of rugged and
sparsely-settled country, to meet the Dela-

ware at Honesdale, and follow it for twice

that distance. Between Stroudsburg and
Tamaqua, I passed through a fine farming

district, whose German-like names showed
the ownership of the "Pennsylvania Dutch."

There were extended views of smoothly-

cultivated fields stretching across the valley,

with rolling hills beyond and high mountains

in the background ; there were whitewashed
stone-walls and houses plastered on the out-

side, whose piazzas and fences were also

whitewashed ; there were little cross-roads

I

taverns, all having queer oval signs outside,

1 and sausages, chopped-cabbage and smear-

i

kase inside ; there were well-lettered guide-

I

posts at the forks and crossings ; there were

j

tidy little girls, who said " Good morning,

!

sir," with great respect; and there was,

j

withal, a woman who gravely asked what

I

my name might be, as a preliminary to

j

answering my enquiry about the best way of

i

reaching the village hotel.

Beyond Tamaqua, I got a glimpse of a

! mining region, where the mountain-sides,

adorned with the reddish leaves of scrub-

oaks interspersed with the bright green of

the pine, made quite a brilliant compensation

for the unsightly heaps of coal-dust. A few

hours later, my environment was again

strictly agricultural, for I was gazed at by a

gang of not less than twenty men who were

simultaneously pulling turnips in a half-acre

lot. The next day Reading was reached,

and the region of the Cumberland valley,

where there were broad stretches of country

enlivened by green wheat-fields, and moun-
tain ridges looming up on the distant

horizon. Red barns and whitewashed fences

added to the general appearance of neatness

and thrift and prosperity. The mile-posts

along the pike were inscribed with the

distances not only to Philadelphia and
Harrisburg, its terminal towns, but also with

those to Reading and Lebanon, intermediate.

The villages were all made of red-briok

houses, having soHd wooden shutters painted

white., and these shutters were invariably

* This will be reprinted as the last half of the twenty-second chapter of "Ten Thousand Miles on a Bicycle" (600
pages of about 200,000 words, bound in cloth, with gilded top, no advertisements), which is to be published early in 1886,
at the University Building, Washington Square, New York City, by Karl Kron, who will send it, post paid, to any part of
the world on receipt of 6s. 6d. The appendix of the book will print the names and addresses of more than 3,300 advance
subscribers.
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kept closed, so as to religiously exclude the

healthful light of the sun and produce a

deadly autumn chill inside. Beyond Harris-

burg, where I walked about a mile along the

double-bridge which spans the Susquehanna,

the country seemed somewhat less thickly-

settled and productive. The mountain

ridges on my left made a level line against

the horizon, while those on my right were

broken into peaks and spurs. Then came
Carlisle, the first county-town of the strictly

Southern type, whose central feature is a

sort of magnified cross-roads, or open square,

from which start four thoroughfares into the

country, N., S., E. and W. The public

buildings and others—usually of brick, and

two or three stories high—front upon this

square ; and the effect is sometimes rather

pleasing. Chambersburg, Greencastle, Mar-

tinsburg, Hagerstown and Gettysburg are

among those towns which I recall as built

in just this fashion. My passage across the

Potomac at Williamsport was made exactly

four weeks after I crossed the St. Lawrence
at Ogdensburg (though the 625 miles

registered between those rivers represented

only 18 days of riding) ; and the warm Indian

summer haze, with which Virginia then

welcomed me into the matchless Shenandoah
Valley, offered an agreeable contrast to the

bitter frost with which Canada had coldly

kissed me good-bye.

All of these vivid and instructive contrasts

of weather and soil and scenery, and of their

relations to men and manners and houses, are

the distinctive reward of "walkinglarge"with

the wheel. In no other way can they be en-

joyed with such zest and perfection. A
tourist on foot moves too slowly to see the

country on a grand scale ; a tourist by train

moves too swiftly to see the individual signifi-

cance of any particular features of it ; and a

tourist on horseback or in a carriage would
probably find more physical pain than intel-

lectual pleasure if he attempted to explore an
eighteenth of this planet's circumference
" staightaway in forty days." Furthermore,
all such travellers necessarily miss the sense

of personal elation which accompanies the

noiseless rush of the man who has hitched

the winged wheels to his feet. The exhila-

ration of this bird-like flight over an ideally

smooth road can be imagined, in part, even
by those who have not been so happy as to

experience it ; but only a genuine wheelman
can appreciate that certain grim gratification

which attaches to the act of forcing a bi-

cycle's passage along the roughest and most
difficult of paths. It is the pleasure of"accom-
plishing the impossible"—of winning a vic-

tory over Nature herself. Hence, though I

took aU practicable pains to include in my
route the best roads whose existence was
known to me, a contemplation of the diffi-

culties which must nevertheless be conquered
in combining them into a single trail was not

entirely unpleasant. 1 had somewhat of that
" fierce, stern joy which warriors feel," when
I looked upon the map, and vowed that

the tattered tyres of my old " Number
234" should make a monumental mark upon
the surface of the continent which it repre-

sented. I fixed in mind " 1,000 m." as the

proper length for this " continuous straight-

away trail" ; and I felt as if the whole secret

forces of the earth were fighting against the

indignity of my laying it down. " Those
forces have finally won the fight," I felt

despairingly, as the runaway mules whisked

my bicycle away to seeming destruction, at

the very time when I ,had pushed it within

35 m. of the goal (see p. 45). I reached

that goal at 3.40 p.m. of Saturday, November
10, when the 100 m. pointer ofmy cyclometer

having made exactly ten revolutions since

the start at Detroit, again stood at " 45.6."

This was in front of a dingy little tow-path

tavern with the mispelled sign of" Deleware
House "

; and when I had waked the moun-
tain echoes, and the sleepy bar-tender, by
shoutingthe " three-times-three 'rah ofYale,"

in token of my triumph, I guzzled several

bottles of his birch beer and ginger ale, in

farther honour of the happy event. The
spot thus made historic was Pond Eddy, a

little clump of canal cabins lying in an elbow

of the mountains. During the previous 2 h.

I had managed to ride 7 m., in spite of the

mud and rain. Lofty rocks overhung the canal

on the left, and a stone parapet guarded the

right side of the path from the river rolling

below. On the opposite bank of it, the Erie

freight trains were rumbling along the grades

which seemed steep enough to be called hills.

Such were the scenes and circumstances

amid which " Number 234 " marked the com-

pletion of the first American bicycle trail of

" a thousand miles straightaway." Though
hot and wet, and tired and bedraggled, I was
happy because triumphant. The rain storms

and the snows, the stony mountains and the

muddy valleys, the winds and the sands, had
all been faced, and had not prevailed against

me. Even the mules—those stolidly om-
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nipotent enemies of mankind—had been

foiled in the final attempt to stay my all-

conquering tread. I had warred, all alone,

against the elemental forces of the universe.

I had cut off a twenty-fifth part of the globe's

circumference. I had done the exact thing

which I set out to do. Though no other

man knew it, or might care about it if known,

I knew that I had won ! The exhilaration

of such knowledge has been voiced for me
by these verses of " H. H." far better than I

myself could define it; and, while the owner

of the " Deleware House " sleepily speculated

about the mental soundness of this bespat-

tered stranger who could imbibe such frigid

bellywash as birch beer preferably to fire-

water, I sipped the beer and thought :

Not he who rides through conquered city's gate

At the head of blazoned host, and to the sound
Of victors' trumpets, in full pomp and state

Of war, the utmost pitch has dreamed or found

To which the thrill of triumph can be wound

:

Nor he who by a nation's vast acclaim

Is sudden sought and singled out alone,

And, while the people madly shout his name.
Without a conscious purpose of his own

Is swung and lifted to the nation's throne :

But he who has, all single-handed, stood

With foes invisible on every side,

And, unsuspected of the multitude,

The force of Fate itself has dared, defied.

And conquered, silently. Ah ! that soul knows
In what white heat the blood of triumph flows !

The white flannel of my riding-shirt, which

the rain had been moistening for hours, was
not to be dried even by the white heat of

this thousand-mile triumph ; but the glow of

this was certainly great enough to make the

next hour's riding very vivid in my memory.
I wheeled through no less than five miles of

mud in that interval, though the raw-hide

bearings on the axle had now grown so soft

as to make it revolve with great difficulty
;

and then I tramped through the darkness

'(seven miles in two hours) to the end at Port

Jervis — encountering at first continuous

shallow puddles upon a smooth surface

which would have been ridable by daylight,

and afterwards stretches of soft and sticky

mud. The picture presented at the closing

in of night—just before I dismounted, and
resolved that I would take no more risks in

reaching my base-of-supplies, however tire-

some foot-progress thither might prove

—

impressed itself more lastingly upon my mind
than any other of the many curious and
attractive scenes encountered on the forty

days' journey. It was at a canal-lock in a

sharp bend of the mountains, where a water-

fall rushed and gurgled, and a bridge afforded

a mimic stage upon which the snail-paced

mules seemed to be posing themselves in a

sort of ghostly fashion, as their great shapes

loomed up with vague outhnes against a

background of mist. The yellow lights ot

the lower boats glimmered fitfully down the

canal, and the red and green lanterns of the

Erie cars and switches flashed a fierce re-

sponse from the opposite shore, as the trams

thundered around the bend. The gathering

gloom and darkness seemed almost palpably

to increase with every turn of the wheel, as

it slipped silently along through the mud,
carrying me nearer to this strange scene

;

and the shadowy summits guarding the river's

defile could be imagined as coming nearer

together, as if bent on the grim joke of

closing the gap against me. Somehow, the

situation suggested the Virgihan lines with

which the shipwrecked ^neas so nobly

voiced his gratitude to the tender-hearted

Dido. Somehow, those lines brought up the

memory of my magnanimous bull-dog, and
made me wish that dear old friend were alive

again, in order that I might tell him how
great an inspiration the thought of his

indomitable perseverance had been to me
in marking the thousand-mile trail. Some-
how, I felt called upon, in the white heat of

my triumph, as I proudly pushed my spattered

bicycle down the muddy path of glory which
seemingly led but to a misty grave, to do

homage to his blessed ghost. And so, at the

top of my voice, I shouted to the tops of the

mountains

—

" In fveta dum fiuvii current, dum montihus umbra
Lustrabunt convexa, polus dum sidera pascet.

Semper honos, nomenque tuum, laudesqiie manebunt.

Qua me cunique vocant terra."

Only one fall was experienced by me in

the entire 618 miles between Syracuse and
Staunton, and that happened just before noon
of the final day, when I was within less than

30 miles of the finish. In grinding against a

rut, the front wheel was somehow pulled out

from under me towards the right, while I

sat down heavily towards the left, exactly

as in a case of slipping on the ice.

On nine of these 19 days I travelled a certain

amount of time (half-hour to five hours, or

14 hours in all) after dark ; and I rode some-

what on each occasion, thou-gh walking

largely predominated. My morning starts

were all made between eight and nine o'clock.

On ten of the 20 days in the first half of my
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tour my night riding made the considerable

aggregate of 117 miles, including 28 miles in

the dark while completing 100 miles, and 36

miles in the moonlight while completing 80

miles—the two longest days' runs ever made
by me, each of them lasting till after 2 a.m.

My tumbles in those 20 days and nights

were also much more numerous than in the

later and rougher half of the tour. Indeed,

;he very first thing that happened to me
after mounting my wheel at the door of the

Michigan Exchange Hotel, at Detroit, in the

presence of certain cyclers who wished good

luck for my Canadian journey, was a violent

header at a hole in the wooden pavement, a

few rods distant. Though I had steered

clear of this same hole when I came in an

hour before, I forgot about it in the glare of

the gaslight, but I rode to the ferry without

further accident, and I mounted before day-

break next morning without any fear that

the accident would prove an omen. On
the second day, 102 miles from the start, I

took a bad header, without apparent reason,

while slowly descending a rough clay hill.

Two days and 100 miles later I had a side-

fall at a mud-rut. This was in the afternoon

of my 100 miles run, and in the darkness of

the evening, 35 miles beyond, a stone stopped

my wheel on a down grade and gave me a slow^

and harmless header over the right handle.

Then, after 18 miles more of slow progress

in the dark, I had a backward fall when my
wheel plunged into a mud-hole. This was
the most painful one of any in my experience,

and as it happened after I had ridden about

99 miles, I thought it wise to do my looth

mile on foot. On the sixth day, 20 miles

beyond, I had a side-fall to left in grinding

against a grassy slope on the edge of a

muddy road ; and on the eighth day, 75
miles beyond, I was forced to take a back-

ward jump and let my wheel run down a

bank, snapping off the right handle by con-

tact with a rock. A few hours later, just as

I started on my moonlight ride of 36 miles to

Toronto, I took a header to right, from

striking a stone ; and just after midnight,

25 miles beyond, I had a heavy side-fall in a

rut. In the moonlight of the next evening,

while slowly descending a hill, I took another

header—my last one in Canada—412 miles

from the start. At the 557th mile I dropped
my wheel in a mud-rut; at the 663rd mile I

flew over the handles on account of a stone

on an up-grade ; and at the 754th mile I took

a side-fall on a sandy ledge. On the fore-

noon of the same day (the seventeenth)

when this happened I ran a rusty nail

through the sole of my shoe and deep into

my foot, by jumping down upon the board

which it projected from. This pained me
somewhat until I got to Syracuse, but was
cured before I resumed the tour.*

My wheel had thirteen falls in the first 804

miles, as thus shown^ though I escaped a

share in two of them; and, in the final 6i8

miles, it fell once in addition to the single

fall which I had with it when only 28 miles

from the finish. The header which hap-

pened at the 412th mile caused the wheels

to interfere ; but I pulled the fork back into

position again, with the help of some men
who were playing football in the moonlight,

and I suffered no farther trouble from this

fall or from any other. Pages 43-46 may be

consulted for my report of how the mechan-

ism stood the wear and strain during the long

journey, and of the accident which finally

disabled it and forced me to take train back

to New York, instead of cycling thither.

In mentioning the clothes which I wore (pp.

21-22), I have said that a velveteen jacket of

'79 and corduroy breeches of '81 served me
well in all weathers. I might have included

in the remark my flat velveteen hat of '80.

*Physicians having several times questioned me as to my possibly noticing any pathological symptoms developed by
bicycling, and as to my opinion whether long tours on the wheel would be likely to help or injure people of inferior

physique, it seems proper to print my general answer right here, as a note to this report of my longest personal experience
a-whcelback. As most of my tours are begun after an abstinence of weeks or months from the saddle, the riding of the
first fewdays (35 or 40 miles each) always hardens up the faeces, so that the act of expulsion is usually rather painful. The
difficulty generally wears off at the end of a week's riding; the action for the rest of the tour is normal and easy; and
no relapse or evil-result happens when a quieter in-door life is resumed again. As regards this only unpleasant tendency
known to my own experience of cycling, my off-hand inference was that people afflicted with costiveness, piles and other
prevalent rectal and anal troubles (from which I have always been free) might perhaps suffer an increase of the same, if

they expose their bodies to the vibration implied in all-day riding on a bicycle. But the valuelessnessof any such generaliza-

tion from a single individual report is shown by the fact that a case of chronic costiveness, so aggravated as to seem
almost necessarily fatal, was cured (or essentially mitigated) by a resort to bicycling, after all the remedies of the medicine
men had been tried in vain. This was the experience of a lawyer of my own age, who began cycling when I did, and who
has ridden more thousands of miles than I have, and whose longest day's rides have exceeded my longest. Since the time
when he explained to me his singular restoration to health, I have been unwilling to admit that any inan who is capable
of walking will be more likely to aggravate than to cure any diseased part or tendency of his body by use of the bicycle.

As regards a slight saddle-soreness or stiffness, which has sometimes repaid me for taking a 30 or 40 miles ride after long
inactivity, I have always found it diminish on the second day of a tour, and disappear on the third. Slight superficial

sores or pimply skin-blisters, near where the body's weight rests upon the saddle, are apt to stay by me to the end of a

tour, though without any pain or itching. As I have mentioned on page 62 that the presumed weakness in my left elbow
caused by dislocating it in '79 was for the first time hinted to me in taking some 50-mile rides, after my attack of fever in

62, I am glad to add that my forty days tour seems to have cured it of all tendency to offer such hints. My elbow
troubled me not at all on that tour, nor has its possible weakness been suggested to me since.
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In the midnight fall which I suffered on the

fourth day's ride, the breeches caught on the

spring-clasp of the backbone and were very

badly rent. A tailor patched them up for

me successfully in the course of the next

forenoon ; but when I again tore them into

strips, by a similar " catch," while making a

sudden dismount in a snow squall, below

Port Jervis (Nov. 12, about 1,025 miles from

the start), I was forced to do the patching

myself. These breeches are still "ridable,"

and as they offer an excellent example of the

needlework and embroidery practised by a

man in the woods, I may even yet decide

to put them up as a decorative- art prize for

the club which does the most to increase the

sale of this book !

My reason for not offering them thus

as a help to my subscription - list (see

p. 22) was the dreadful failure of a similar

experiment, when I shook off my shoes,

"on soft Susquehanna's side," and sent

them to the chief of the local wheel-

men, in a box which was marked somewhat
as follows: "The enclosed shoes, whose

total record is 1,800 miles, and which are

the first shoes in America that have pushed

a bicycle more than 800 miles straightaway,

are hereby respectfully presented to the

President of the Binghamton Bicycle Club,

to be offered by him, under proper restric-

tions, as an annual challenge trophy for the

long-distance championship of the club."

Alas! foringratitudeand unappreciated gene-

rosity ! Only one subscription was sent by

that club towards my immortal 3,000; and it

has never yet promoted any long-distance

races, for the advertisement of my shoes and

my book ! Beyond Port Jervis I made no
attempt to fix upon any third base-of-supplies,

as my route was uncertain, but despatched

my baggage directly home to New York,
j

though I did not reach there until a fortnight

later. The changes of clothes which I

carried with me on the handle-bar kept me
comfortable enough in that interval; as they

did indeed during the three weeks before I

met my baggage at the opening of the

tour. Nevertheless, I still adhere to my
old opinion (1881, p. 17) that when it is

practicable to send a valise ahead, where
it can be met every third or fourth day,

the pleasure of touring will be increased

by such action. I have praised (p. 21) the

lightness of the silk stockings which I carried

for evening wear on this journey, and it is

with sincere regret that I confess my inability

to exactly put on record their " passive

mileage"; bat I know I must have trundled

them around for several thousand miles,

through a good many States and Provinces.

Except for its expensiveness, I should no

doubt regularly prefer silk to woollen as a leg-

covering in summer journeys ; and were the

heels and toes of stockings to be woven
double, whether silk or woollen, their value

to the cycler might be almost doubled with

but very little increase in their cost. If any
hosier has endeavoured to make his fortune

by advertising a simple device of this sort, as

a protection of the garment in the two places

where the wear chiefiy comes in riding, I

have not yet had the pleasure of reading his

announcement.

Considered as a scheme for getting rid ot

" malaria," and storing up a supply ofstrength

sufficient for the production of this book, my
forty days of " walking large " with the wheel

proved eminently successful. It convinced

me, too, that the love of touring, like any
other genuine and healthy enjoyment, is

really insatiable. It grows by what it feeds

on. The man who has a hearty liking for it

is always bound to want more. He is like

Scotchman's dog that could never get enough
of fighting. " I go through the woods and
hunting-grounds one day, and I rise up in the

morning and go through them again the next

day— I walk large," said the Indian ; and it

seems to me that I, in similar spirit, could

never really tire of " cycling large." I care

too much for comfort to sacrifice it in travers-

ing deserts and dangerous countries merely

for the sake of conquering them, while innu-

merable pleasanter regions are waiting

to be explored ; and I am not adven-

turous enough to risk my life in search of

strange sensations and unique experiences,

as Thomas Stevens is now doing in Asia
;

but I sympathise entirely with the spirit of

Stevens, which enables him to take pleasure

in the process of buckling a bicycle-belt

round the world, and I have no hope of

higher happiness in the future than that

which would attach to " cyclmg large " in

foreign but friendly lands, should Fortune
ever thus allow me to push " Number 234,

Jr. " across such " fresh fields and pastures

new."

If this ambition seems contemptible to the

man whose nature shows no strain of the

noble savage, let him modestly remember
that the savage, in turn, looks with the

sincerest contempt on the ambitions and
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amusements of the highly-civiiized. To the

men of my own age and generation who have
now fairly taken in hand the poUtical manage-
ment of this continent (though the super-

lluously lagging veterans who were not ''in

de wah " have as yet generally failed to get a

grip on that truth), let me say that the

exploration of the continent's roads seems
exactly as creditable. I wish them great

good luck in their little game called "poli-

tics," but it seems to me that most of the

players make it a very little game. " I know
their tricks and their manners, " and I am
not impressed at all with the notion that

any special dignity or grandeur attaches

to their performance. ]\Iy game, called
•' cycling," seems quite as respectable a one
for an elderly man to seek his amusement in

;

and if they laugh at this idea let them re-

member that ''he laughs best who laughs

last." I do not affect to despise any kind of

human activity which is engaged in sin-

cerely ; I onl}' insist that the value of each

kind, as regards the individual, is purely

relative, dependent entirely upon his own
special " mental centre," or personal point

of vi3w. " Of the many precious immuni-

ties that belong to humble station there are

none," as Hamerton says, " more valuable

than the freedom from false amusements.

Any hard work, however uncongenial, has
the qualities of a mental tonic, for you see a

sort of result ; whilst a false pleasure leaves

no result but the extreme fatigue that attends

it—a kind of fatigue quite exceptional in its

nature, and the most disagreeable that is

known to man." And so, when some con-

ventional ambition or ceremonious splendour

is pointed out for my approval, I exclaim :

" It is very good—it is beautiful ; but I—

I

walk large." Or, perhaps, I sing, in happy
paraphrase of George Arnold's verses :

" A harmless fellow, wasting useless days,
Am I —I love my comfort and my leisure :

Let those who wish them toil for gold and praise
;

To me, this whirling wheel brings more of
pleasure.

So, here upon it let me ride at ease,

While solemn voices from the Past are calling,

Mingled with rustling whispers in the trees,

And pleasant sounds of water idly falling.

Praise, if you will, ' the man of higher aims !

'

I ask but leave to smell the flowers, and listen

To lisping birds, or watch the sunset's flames .

On the broad river's surface glow and glisten.

Yes, let me go : I care no longer now
For fame, for fortune, or for empty praises

;

Rather than wear a crown upon my brow,
I'd ride for ever here among the daisies.

So you who wish for fame, good friend, pass by—
With you I surely cannot think to quarrel

;

Give me peace, health, this wheel whereon I fly,

And spare me both the labour and the laurel !

"

—Karl Kron.

> • <

THE FASHIONABLE TRICYCLE FOR 1886.

Those who have been about both in the

workshops and show-rooms of the leading

makers have not much difficulty in seeing

that the fashionable three-wheel mount for

1886 is to be the front-steering-bicycle-

handle-bar-central-geared machine, mounted
from the rear, known severally as the

''Automatic Humber," the " Cripper," the

" Marlborough Club, " the " Psycho, " the

" Automatic Rover, " the " Premier Auto-

matic," &c. We admit that we never could

quite understand why men preferred the

bicycle-handle-bar style of steering for

tricycles to the rack-and-pinion arrangement

at the side. True, many makers so per-

sistently and absurdly placed the side handles

so far back that the discomfort of descend-

ing a hill on machines so made caused men
to become disgusted with side steering, and

the majority have probably plumped, in

consequence, for the cross-bar. It is, as we
say, to be the fashionable mount for lady or

gentleman for 1886, but we hold that a

properly-constructed side-steerer not only

gives a better opportunity for the maximum
strength of a rider to be applied, but is

safer on the whole, as being easier to dis-

mount from and less delicate—and conse-

quently more stable—in its steering.
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The venue was Coventry, and in an ancient

hostelry of the ancient city of the triple

lightning-conductors, we sat and studied the

map of Great Britain. Be it known that we
were vastly interested in the geography of

our native island. At one time or another

I had explored many parts of it on business

or pleasure, or both, intent, but on this occa-

sion ignorance reigned supreme, and we
turned to the map for assistance. Both

Squills and myself held elevated opinions

as to our own personal prowess. We looked

(especially Squills) upon the one hundred

miles road-record as a thing of naught, and

contemplated with utter contempt and dis-

dain the insinuation of Bolus, that " 24 hour

records were not made with so little trouble

that any two mugs can go and beat them
offhand." I had a dim idea, too, that in

making this remark. Bolus was casting some
reflection upon us, but Squills was confident

(he always was that) that no one who knew
him, least of all Bolus, would for one moment
doubt his capabiUty of accomplishing any

task which he might set himself to perform.

If there did exist any doubter, said doubter

was a fool. Squills did not say that the same
argument applied equally to me, but I have

no doubt that he meant it, and would have

said so, had we not been so busy. For we
were busy, real busy, trying to find out the

distances which Pears would have to cover

on his attempt at the 24 hours tricycle record,

which was to come off on the next day, and

on which occasion we had resolved to ac-

company him by hook or by crook. For
future use I prefer a Bradshaw as a means
of qualifying for a lunatic asylum. Road-
books are too much incHned to produce an

incurable case. We had two, and they

varied and differed and contradicted each
other at every possible opportunity. Such
trifles as a difference of four miles in an
alleged distance of 18 were by no means
infrequent, and in the one notable instance

when they did agree, both were subsequently

proved to be false by the signposts and
milestones on the route. Joy ! At last we
threw it up in despair and decided upon
supper ; and while we were enjoying our
chops and stout, the waiter brought word
that a gent wanted to see Mr. Squills, and.

to our unmitigated astonishment, in walks
no other than Pears himself. We recover

from our surprise sufficiently to stand up
and receive him with urbanity as he intro-

duces himself as " Pears of Southerbrook,"
with a fine old crusted smile on his counten-

ance that puts to flight my previous notion

that Squills was the most conceited fellow

I ever knew. Entering immediately upon
business, he says he has heard that we two
noted riders (and here I notice the shadow
of a sarcastic smile in the corner of his

mouth) were in Coventry, and as he was
going London way to-morrow he came to

beg us to accompany him part, or all (again

that smile), of the way. Some friends of his

have kindly offered to place a tandem at our
disposal for the day, and nothing, he con-

cludes, would give him greater pleasure than
to be granted the honour of the companion-
ship (ahem !) of two such notorious riders

(beastly word that "notorious") as ourselves.

We express, hesitatingly, doubts as to our
ability to go fast enough ; to stay long enough

;

to negotiate hills with sufficient vim, or in

any way to compete on anything like even
terms with the " celebrated Southern crack."

We throw dust upon our heads, metaphori-

cally, and grovel at the feet of the great man,
and as a consequence Pears patronisingly

insists upon our coming, saying magnani-
mously that he has no intention of going

fast ; that a steady thirteen or fourteen miles

per hour is quite enough for him (here we
mentally add a satirical " Hear, hear"), and
after appointing time and place of meeting

in the morning, bows himself out with the

fine old crusted smile still upon his face, but

a perfectly Mephistophelian expression of

derision under the further corner of his

moustache. When he is gone Squills and I

sit speechless for quite five minutes, eyeing

each other, oppressed with a variety of

emotions too numerous and too varied to

analyse particularly. Then, " Bust him !

"

says Squills. " We will !" I rejoin. " We'll

run him off his bloomin' legs !
" says Squills.

" We will !
" I rejoin. (Squills is a mechanic,

and his language, when he does speak, is

"frequent and painful and free.") " Pm
off to bed," says Squills. "And I," I rejoin,

and we adjourn at once.
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Here let me fairly admit that, had the sue- i

ceeding mornin°; dawned wet and windy, or

discovered roads impassable for seas of mud,

I should have rejoiced with an exceeding

great joy. Not that I could account satis-
!

factorily for the feeling of " funk " which

almost overpowered me. So far as I knew,
;

Pears had done nothing to justify it. (A

paltry two hundred miles or so was nothing

to be afraid of.) But the morning was clear

and fine, and a brisk north-west wind blow-

ing which would be at our backs for the first
|

eighty miles of the journe)^ So I dressed
|

myself hurriedly and nervously, and ran
\

downstairs, only to find that Squills (whose

appetite is simply horrible) was just finish-

ing his third mutton cutlet and had rung for

three poached eggs. I made a fair breakfast,

however, and might perhaps have done

better but for Squills's frightful voracity.

Here is a list of what I remember to have

been set before and cleared off by him :

—

Three lean cutlets about 6in. by 4in. by i^^in.,

five fried eggs on toast (I managed to scoop

one from his second three), two boiled eggs

with bread and butter, a plateful of cold

roast beef (underdone), nearly half a cold

fowl, four large cups of tea, and, finally, three

cups of coffee from my pot, and four large

rounds of buttered toast therewith. I be-

seech you, reader, do not think I exaggerate.

The foregoing is fact, solid fact, and even

then the man seemed as sallow and hollow-

cheeked as ever, with, if anything, an in-

creased tenuity of visage and a still greater

emphasis upon the " lean and hungry " ap-

pearance habitual to him. My own break-

fast consisted of a pound of steak, underdone

and tender,, a little bread and some coffee.

This left us just time to walk quickly to

the rendezvous, where we found Pears wait-

ing, and also a tandem, which, as good luck

would have it, suited us fairly well for reach,

etc. Here, too, was Bolus himself, trying to

do half a dozen things together and not

succeeding very well. Then ensued a quar-

ter of an hour of immense confusion—Pears

wanting about fourteen things done at once,

of which thirteen were unnecessary and the

fourteenth he was, or should have been,

capable of doing for himself. Bolus bustling

in the endeavour to get things a bit straight,

and to do half an hour's work in ten minutes

;

filling with oil two lamps with huge reservoirs

down their backs, only to find that the oil

ran out almost as fast as it was put in. Fling-

ing them with a blessing to the ground he

tried another lamp, but of course the bracket

was too wide for the clip. More delay ! Bolus's
" boss " then tries his hand. Jambs the lamp
on the bracket in such a way as to drive all

;
the rubber out of the clip. "There! that'll

do, off you go !
" and runs Bolus out into the

road, up which Pears has already gone to

meet Mr.Thunderer,who has kindly consented

to start us. Sundry small matters still re-

maining to be done to the tandem, we are

detained for a while longer, and at last we

j

start, Squills in front, myself behind.

!
Now I have never been on a tandem of

j

this pattern before, so ere we have gone a

I

hundred yards the machine makes a frantic

dash at a small child who sits upon the kerb-

stone. Squills, with an agility for which 1

should never have given him credit, leaps

from his seat in fcont and grabs up the child

just as my near-side wheel mounts the kerb.

" Narrow escape that !
" says Squills—" now

just you get on in front, you're not to be

trusted where you are." In vain I protest

indignantly. "Come off!" says Squills

(these mechanics are so vulgar and rough),

I
and, pulHng me forcibly off the rear saddle,

i

jumps on with, " Now then ! are you a-com-

;
ing, or must I go by myself?" I swallow

\

my vexation and clamber awkwardly on to

the front seat. An inch too low. " Can't be

helped," says Squills—"it won't go higher,

and we can't wait now." He turns half round

and yells a parting farewell to his shop-mates

who are just going to work, and we move
slowly up the street, round the bend at the

top, and on to where Mr. Thunderer still

waits, watch in hand. "Twelve minutes

behind," says he—"go!" A wave of the

hand, a last backward glance, " Good luck to

you," and away we go.

We start downhill, past the cemetery.
" Put your best leg forward," says Squills,

"and we'll catch 'em before Southam."
" Talk sense," I retort, for twelve minutes'

start in thirteen miles to two good men
seems ridiculous. " You know nothing

about it," returns Squills, " so shut your

mouth and save your wind," and I obey with

a rising choler, thinking that if this is the

style of the average mechanic, I don't like

it. I have said that I had never ridden a

similar tandem before. My last mount was

a low-geared safety, so I am used to quick

pedalhng, fortunately, for Squills is no fool

after all. We quicken down the continued

descent and flash past the first milestone.

,

" Just three minutes," says Squills, and
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quickens his speed still more. I can't stand

much of this. We are geared sixty-four

and I am now going almost as fast as I can,

but although the inclination of the road is

now upward, Squills does not slacken, but

keeps the same rapid stroke going. About

three furlongs of this, then, thank goodness,

more downhill. "Two miles, 6. 20,"says Squills,

and I begin to realise that we are "going,"

for I am about spent. This pace will kill

me in about five miles, I think, but pride

comes to my aid, and I make a great

resolve to burst rather than let Squills see

me falter. This mile, with oije short, rough

hill in it, and then another long descent,

and we dash over a little bridge to where

the road forks. " Three miles, gm. 30s.,"

says Squills—" that will do," and we ease and

plug steadily up a stiffish hill, from the top

of which we can see for quite a mile and

half, so straight is the road, but no cyclists

are visible. My panting tells a tale, I

suppose, for Squills, whose easy regular

breathing speaks of good wind and con-

dition, says, " Steady a bit, now," and
we slacken the pace somewhat, and
settle down to a quick but steady slog.

" Four miles, 13m. 30s.," as we race past

the stone. And now my heart, which
had been throbbing as if it would burst

my ribs away, seems to beat more freely

and easily ; the veins of my forehead,

which in the previous mile had been

distended and swollen to such an ex-

tent that I could feel them standing out

like cords on my brow, become gradually

less painful, and the overworked pulse sub-

sides gently, and the dry tongue, palate,

and throat get moister until, ere we reach

milestone No. 5, I begin to feel fit for any-

thing. " Five miles, 17m. 20s.—good !" says

S. " Put up your feet," as we reach the

brow of a long, steep hill, and I do so, for

somehow I feel pretty safe with the lately-

despised Squills steering. And we go ! I

have ridden "legs over" on a brakeless

bicycle down hills which bore the N.C.U.
danger-board, but this is speed if you Hke.

The road is lumpy in places, and the

machine leaps and jumps at times as if long-

ing to throw us; yet it never swerves from
its course to either side, but with myself
sitting hard back, bracing my feet against

the footrests, and gripping my handles like

grim death. Squills behind, perched on the
extreme back of the saddle, and carelessly

whisthng to himself, but watchfully noting

every wave in the rough road and dexter-

ously avoiding, even at this pace, every large

stone in our path, we literally tear towards

the bottom, shoot round the bend near the

foot of the hill right at the edge of

the gutter. We are running at thirty

miles an hour, I should think ; the wind
buzzes in my ears, and takes Squills's whistle

from his lips ere the sound is scarcely formed,

and there, fifty yards ahead, is a farm wagon
apparently right across the road. I am just

going to yell at the driver when Squills

speaks rapidly in my ear, " Don't shout,

keep quiet," and obedient, but now really

fearful, I set my teeth and prepare to spring.

" Sit firm," says Squills in my ear again,

and his voice is as steady as if we were

anywhere but flying at this frightful pace

to what seems certain destruction. Closer

and closer—we are flying indeed, and the

next instant, with the speed of an express.

we dash—past the wagon, missing its rear

wheel by certainly not six inches. Squills

resumes his whistle and looks round, and I

do the same. The startled wagoner is rush-

ing forward to clear the road—too late.

Squills says nothing; nor do I speak. I am
too full for words, and feel for the moment
quite unstrung, and nerveless as a kitten.

When, after another half-mile is covered, I

pull myself together a bit, and, in a tone
which I manfully endeavour to render care-

less and critical, remark "Closish, that!"

I don't succeed very well in the attempt to

appear unconcerned, but Squills replies

simply, and with a pleased inflexion in

his voice, " Yes, pretty well for me,
but you should be on when Bolus is behind.
He'd take you through a closer squeak than
that. I was nervous myself one time, and
I'm not a particularly timid sort either." I

am shamed by his insouciant manner but
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thank my stars, firstly, that I am insured,

and secondly, that Bolus is not up behind.

A short, sharp descent, with a cross road

at the bottom. We go down slowly, then

pull hard up the opposite rise, and along

over undulating roads, mostly of good surface.

" Eight miles, 28 minutes, dead," and still

we keep on with undiminished pace—10 miles,

36 minutes—and there, a quarter of a mile

ahead, is a tricyclist. We slacken, and find

Bolus trying vainly to refix his lamp—Pears

about four minutes ahead, he says. We are

loth to leave him behind, however, and go

slowly on and up the next slight rise, when
he overtakes us, having thrown his lamp to

a cottager at the roadside. Off we go again,

with Bolus in close attendance. Squills

whispers, " Not too fast at first, especially

uphill, but go like Hanover down hill"—so

away we race, and even this pace must soon

crack Bolus. Here is a bit of downhill, and

we spurt as hard as we can, and leave poor

Bolus fifty yards behind.

I suggest to Squills that we should wait

for him, but he replies that " Bolus aint done

with yet. Keep on, or he'll have us up the

next hill." The next hill is a longish one

and fairly steep, and I look round as we
commence the ascent. B. is seventy yards

to the bad, but still pegging'on, and ere we
are half-way up is at our back wheel again,

but does not attempt to pass us. For three

miles we keep this up, gaining downhill,

holding our own on the level, only to see

Bolus still indomitably plugging it in at our

back wheel before the top of the next steep

ascent. This time he makes his final effort,

and, despite our desperate challenge, gets in

front and stays there to the top, and then

shuts up. "I'm clean run out," says he;
" you go on, I'll pick you up somewhere on

the road," and so, after a momentary pause

for fresh breath, away we go again, gradually

losing Bolus, and have scarcely got out of

his sight before we espy Pears, whom we
quickly overtake.

This settles our racing, as Pears is pretty

well blown, so we moderate our pace and run

together until we reach Banbury without

further incident, 27 miles, i'53 for Pears,

1*41 for ourselves. Without stopping, we
hurry through the town en route for Aynhoe,

over six miles of magnificent road, broad,

level, and smooth as a racing track, then

over bumpy roads, still without incident

worthy of record, save that Pears stops three

times for drink in eighteen miles. At Buck-

ingham we get a little food, then on again

through Aylesbury. With the exception of

one stoppage for some boiled eggs we have
no further meal until Watford is reached,

but our record-breaker utilises every second

or third pub for purposes of suction. As it

is he, and not ourselves, who is going for

records, we make no remark on this singular

method of affording sustenance to the inner

man, but are content to potter quietly—very

quietly—beside him, simply running ahead

from time to time to get the required drinks.

The pace of the first two hours is telling fast

on Pears, whose speed is now reduced to

about eight or nine miles per hour. And so

through Tring, Berkhamsted to Watford,

the last five miles of this journey taking an

hour. Here we \mpres3 upon Pears the

absolute necessity of a good feed, but he will

not allow time for anything to be obtained

except some very dry cold beef, which we
swallow for the sake of filling, its nutritive

qualities being about equal to those ofwood-

shavings, which in taste it closely resembles.

From Watford we turn to St. Albans, and now
slower and slower, wend our tedious way to

the city of the Peahen Hill (up which we walk),

and follow the " Kangaroo " course towards

Welwyn. Night is fast closing in, and

although the moon is rising brilliantly, it is

with the accompaniment of a smart touch

of frost. The wind, now northerly, meets

us full in the face. Not too much breeze,

but still more than wind enough, and at this

snail's pace we are getting chilled to the

marrow. Vainly we urge our lagging

champion. Squills, whose utterances have

increased as the pace decreased, has for

some time been muttering beneath his breath
" curses, not loud, but deep," and at last

gives tongue :
" I say, Mr. Pears, what sort

of a record are you going to make at this

rate ? One for an average of eight miles an

hour for 12 hours ? Because you'll have to

hurry ifyou want to do even that." Pears does

not reply, but at the next pub. swallows six-

pennyworth of port and then goes off at par.

For four miles I chucklingly congratulate

Squills on the result of his taunt, when
we hear a groan in the darkness just behind

us (for we are climbing a long, wooded hill),

then follows a thud on the ground, and

Squills jumps from his seat, runs quickly

back, seizes Pears's tricycle, which is running

backwards down the hill, pushes it to the

roadside, drags off the lamp, and we hurry

together to where, from a blacker darkness
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than that surrounding us, proceeds a blood-

curdling groan. Pears lies on his back by

the roadside, half in the ditch and half out;

his face is ghastly to look at, and his moan-

ing is simply awful in that lone, dark spot.

Squills throws the light of the lamp on his

face, and says coolly, "Well, Mr. Pears,

you've a broken record now, and no mistake !

Get up, it's no sort o' good a lying there like

a pig. Catch hold of him, Mr. Bell, and

stick him on the front of the tandem."
" Oh, I shall die ! I shall die !" moans Pears,

and puts his hand to his side, whereupon

Squills immediately chafes him and rubs

him briskly over the affected part, and I

force open his chattering teeth and pour

some port wine down his throat. This com-

bined operation revives him somewhat, and

we place him carefully on the front of the

tandem. Squills mounts again, and I take

to the single tricycle. Once up the hill we
move more quickly, Squills occasionally

issuing peremptory injunctions to Pears to

" hold tight, and mind you don't fall off", now,"

while I follow behind, musing upon the

mutability of human aff'airs, and so we
trundle into Hitchin, Squills driving his

semi-unconscious burden up hill and down
dale without much apparent eff"ort. I, just

behind, catch his mutterings, " Now, if this

'ere chap could only stick on he might beat

record after all." At Hitchin we help our

man into a hotel, carry him upstairs, dose

him with brandy and water, and put him to

bed. I am not sure that this is the correct

treatment, for we set the complaint down as

" failure in the heart's action," but as Pears

cannot retain what solid food we persuade

him to take, perhaps our medicine was best.

At last, as Pears falls into a half sleep, we
run downstairs, where supper waits us.

We do it justice, as it deserves, for it is first-

class, both in quantity and quality. The
amount that fellow Squills can stow away in

a short time is simply marvellous, but I also

do my fair share of justice to the provender.

While at supper we learn that about thirty

fellows on " Rotaries"are on the 24-hours-

record job, and promise to look out for them
should we go their way.

The cravings of nature once more allayed,

I broach the important question, "Well,

Squills, what's to be done now^ ? " Squills

tips his glass up, and carefully and methodi-

cally drains the last drop from it ; then,

resting both elbows on the table and his

chin on his hands, speaks slowly and im-

pressively. " Mr. Bell, " says he, " I started

this very morning to ride 250 miles, and I'm

a-going to ride it. You can please yourself

whether you come or not." I admit to myself

that the coffee-room is cosy and warm, and
it seems a sin to leave such a fire on so cold

a night, but I feel fit and well still, and,

above all, it is out of the question that I

should allow Squills to crow over me by
leaving me behind. " Of course I'll go," I

reply. " Come on, then ; there aint no time

to lose—we've only taken 13 hours to do no
miles," says he. So we pay our bill, take

Pears's lamp, and away we go again. It is

nearly eleven o'clock at night, and almost as

hght as day, but we are hardly right for

much speed so soon after our meal. So we
run steadily on, cross the railway, and spin

into Biggleswade. In crossing the bridge we
speak to a local gentleman, who kindly

directs us toward Norman Cross, our next

point. He is waiting for the " Rotarists,'

who have not yet shown up, and we wish

him a warmer employment, and away up
the Great North Road. And it is a road

—

smooth, hard and level—the very ideal of a

record-breaker's highway, and its splendid

qualities seem to put us both on our mettle,

for, without a word to each other, we button

our coats, turn up our collars, tuck our heads
down, and peg away as hard as we can go.

Rid of the incubus—of " The Fraud," as

Squills calls him—we feel no limit to our
powers, and drive rapidly along with a quick,

swinging gait, our sixty-four gear carrying

us along at a tremendous speed. At Temps-
ford we meet two bicyclists and a safety,

who sing out a cheery good-night, and then
vanish behind us. We see no one now for

some distance until we meet a group of

riders, one struggling painfully along at a

very slow pace, the others grouped around
him.

Squills shouts out, " Come now, you fellows,

don't push him!" and the next instant we are
past, continuing our sharp, speedy way to the

Cross. We pass some five or six more riders,

and at last arrive at the hotel at our turning

point. But Mrs. Brooks and her staiT sleep

the sleep of the overtired, and although we
ring and thump for over ten minutes, no
window opens nor door is unbolted, so, with-

out further loss of time, we mount again, and
retrace our steps towards St. Neots. On the

way we spy a hght in a downstair room of

a cottage, so boldly knock and ask for refresh-

ment. The jolly cottager is blowing his fire
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and in ten minutes we are thoroughly enjoy-

ing the very worst coffee I ever tasted. But

it serves its purpose, and with cordial thanks

to our host (he will accept no money), we
start for St. Neots, where we find a coffee-

stall, and obtain further food for the body.

Refreshed and vigorous, we push for Bed-

ford. Whether I really do fall asleep on this

part of the journey I cannot positively say.

Svquills asserts that I did, my feet simply

following the pedals round without exerting

any pressure. I do know that Squills startled

me by yelling in my ear, " Now, young man»

just push a bit, will you ?" and on looking

around find that it is daybreak, and that we
are somewhere between Bedford and New-

port Pagnel. But the work seems hard, and

up the next rise we can only by most strenuous

exertions get to the top, while the machine

will absolutely not run downhill when we
take our feet off. Squills pops off, and we
spin the wheels, or rather try to, and the

matter is apparent. The bearings have

wound up, and all the tools are on Pears's

machine. More joy. Let me draw a veil

over our further progress. Suffice it to say

that Sqr.ills would not hear of taking the

train, so we go blackberrying for a time,

and then walking, riding or pushing, as the

road is up or down, we struggle through

Northampton (where a cycle repairer vainly

tries to slack the bearing), through Weedon,
Daventry and Dunchurch, and land at last,

at about seven o'clock, tired, ravenously

hungry, but cheerful and well, at Coventry.

And now Squills, who has been very

taciturn all day, becomes suddenly talkative.

I follow his example, and dilate on the varioiis

incidents of the road to some of Squills's ac-

quaintances at the works, when Bolus walks

in, and relates how he waited at Biggleswade
for us, having got there by train, how he went
to Hitchin and Welwyn to meet us, thence

returning to Biggleswade, where he sta3'ed

until some bicyclists brought him news of

our passage through Tempsford. And while

we sit before the cheery fire, the room seems
gradually to fade away, and before I well

know it I am sound asleep. And this re-

minds me, that you are probably the same
by now, reader, and I only hope your slumbers
may be as profound as mine were after that

250 miles in thirty-four hours.

—Pder Bdl.

AMONG "THE VERTICALS.'

A TOUR IN THE WEST COUNTRY.

[Concluded from page 239, Vol. III.]

Lr is extremely difficult for a cyclist to lose

his "bearings." Continual travel fosters in

one such an acute geographical instinct, that

one unconsciously comes up all right again

from ever so involved and intricate a ramble.

So I soon regained Watchet, and had time

to spare for a stroll on the rugged stone

jetty, to which is added a timber pier—

a

fine place to lounge upon after supper on

just such a moonlight night as this.
|

Watchet is a quaint little old-world sea-

port town, full of picturesque corners, ^hi'ie

cottages, and little bridges across the rush-

ing stream, and the C.T.C. headquarters

—

the West Somerset Hotel—a very com-

fortable house indeed.

On Saturday, July 25th, I breakfasted at

8 o'clock, the morning being, as usual, a

gloriously fine one, and started on my travels

about ten, going westward for Minehead
through the beautiful hills on a capital road.

Midway between Watchet and Minshead
is the village of Dunster, just a few hundred
yards off the road to the south, one of the

prettiest villages I ever saw, with its castle

nobly situated near the summit of a huge,

thickly-wooded hill, with the singular isolated,

conical hill, surmounted by that ancient
" Conygar Tower," and its picturesque old

street, rich in the possession of an exceed-

ingly quaint market cross, and various old

buildings, conspicuous amongst which is the

Luttrell Arms, a house of such ecclesiastic

aspect that, entering the shady porch, one

expects to find inside pews and an organ,

instead of which pewter and a beer-engine
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reveal themselves, and all the various good

things usually provided for the welfare of

fatigued mankind.

I made a short pause here, in this cool and

pleasant bar, ere returning again to the hot

sunshine and dusty road, and it was with a

feeling of gratitude to the good-natured host

of the West Somerset at Watchet for

recommending a visit to Dunster that I left

this most charming village and resumed the

saddle.

Four short miles of very pleasant riding

soon brought me to Minehead, and, as it

was too early to dine, I passed the Feathers

and rode down a long parade to the beach,

where for a while I rested, enjoying the view

before me of that vast green round headland,

with its varied scenery of fields, woods,

hedgerows, farm-houses, and, at the foot, on

the edge of the sea, the pretty white Quay

Town, the whole scene bathed in full sun-

shine, and set off by a sky of cloudless blue.

Riding back to the Feathers, I ordered a

feed, and, leaving the machine, strolled up

the hill by a narrow, steep lane, rich in ferns,

foxgloves, and jutting red rocks, abounaing

in rare views, as I cUmbed higher, of the

country below—the flat marshes and the

Quantock Hills.

At the top, on a fine, open breezy down, I

got splendid views over the sea and inland

towards Watchet, the Dunster Hills, the

Conygar Tower, conspicuous on its isolated

woody cone, and, looking south-west, I saw

the great, lonely outlines of Exmoor, and

felt a huge longing to be exploring yet

further in the land of the " Doones."

Down, then, to the comfortable Feathers

I went, my frugal meal being transformed

into a " feast of reason and a flow of soul"

by the company of a gentleman— I believe a

retired naval officer of distinction—who,

with his wife and two charming daughters,

was staying at Minehead.

This place pleased me so such I found it

quite impossible to avoid spending one after-

noon in rambling along the beach and up

the north face of the hill, whence a grand

view presented itself of the South Wales

coast across the Bristol Channel.

In a delicious sunny evening, after a re-

freshing cup of tea, I rode out of Minehead,

and entered upon the road to Porlock. This

road, passing out of Minehead, runs along

at the back of the great bluff, gradually and

steadily rising for some distance through

beautifully-wooded scenery until, after.

passing round two corners, the gradient

becomes quite steep, and here, I said to

myself, I should probably come in for an

accident on the return journey, the surface

being so excellent that it would be impossible

to forbear riding down.

I could enlarge upon the richly beautiful

scenes on this road, but space forbids.

Just at sunset I came upon Porlock.

Having dismounted for a dangerous descent,

I came to a field-gate, from which I dis-

covered the little white town in all its

romantic picturesqueness, deep in a shady

hollow among the frowning hills around

;

separated, in front, from the sea-shore by a

reach of green meadows, and backed up by

the dark tableland of Exmoor Forest, behind

which—^just where the sea and land met

—

the sun, a huge ball of fire, was nearly

setting, throwing a lurid red light over the

scene.

Descending into the street I was charmed,

for the place seemed not to have turned a

hair since the days of "John Ridd." All the

houses were snow white, with the blackest

thatches and most beetling eaves. There
was the curious old church with its singular

chimney-like spire, and there, too, at the end
of the village—at the very foot of Exmoor,
just where the coach road commences the

terribly steep climb towards Lynton—stood

the Ship, the hotel to which my friends of

Watchet had advised me to go, and which

I now lost no time in acquainting myself

with. I^eaving the machine, before supper

I took a long walk down the lane between

the sea and the hills, returning by theTight

of the brilliant moon which peeped down
over the dark woods upon the slopes, show-

ing the winding lane, the little white

cottages, and the Bay of Porlock beyond
the flat meadows below.

I felt quite fagged out on my return to the

Ship, but the supper set before me by the

hospitable Misses Pulsford—who, under the

able generalship of their kind and energetic

mamma, Mrs. P., so successfully minister to

the wants of all wandering visitors to

Porlock—soon effected a great improvement,

and I retired to my cosy domicile above with

a very distinct feeUng of self-congratulation

upon my foresight in not having remained
stationary at Bournemouth.

I did not put in an appearance at the

breakfast table next morning until ten o'clock,

and I vowed to rest assiduously all day at

Porlock, and subdue for a while the restless
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instinct of exploration. So the whole day I

did rest, spending hours in that flower-

garden behind the Ship, as delightful a spot

to laze in as one can desire, and not until

after tea did I move more than fifty yards

from the front door.

The day was the hottest of the hot summer
of 1885, unless, indeed, it was cut out by the

next day—but at six o'clock p.m. the heat

was endurable, and so, completely rested, I

set out to climb up that most awful hill on

the Lynton Road, leading out of Porlock up

to the Exmoor plateau.

Grand views of Porlock, Bay, the town in

the hollow—the Minehead Hills, and the

distant Quantocks—the South Wales coast,

and, inland, the vast desolation of Exmoor

—

Dunkery Beacon in the south, and Black

Barrow Down, of Djone fame, further off

—

rewarded me for the toil up the hill, and a

glorious reward too. Long did I roam about

on this heathery waste, enjoying the immen-

sity of the earth, sea, and sky, until at

length the great sun sank into the sea, and

over the dark line of Dunkery the moon rose

in silvery splendour.

Exmoor is intersected by deep and narrow

gorges, whose steep sides are thickly clad

in woods, and as the sunlight gradually

faded away these wooded valleys became a

rich, deep blue colour, making a remarkable

appearance in the vast stretches of sunburnt

heather.

Wishing to make the most of my time, I

returned a different way, striking across the

moor, and descending, by a nearly vertical

narrow track through the deep woods a

long way, towards Porlock Weir, and so

into the coast road. So steep was this path

—a mere gutter of loose bits of rock—that I

scarcely could keep my footing at times, and

the woodland scenery, with peeps out here

and there down the slopes to the moonlit

bay far below, was exceedingly romantic.

During a short rest in the wood, a pair of

goatsuckers settled in a tree just above me,

and entertained me with their peculiar ven-

triloquial cry, caUing and replying to each

other in most regular alternation.

Descending to level ground at length, I

returned to the Ship to supper, and compared

notes with two gentlemen of Liverpool who,

touring along this coast on foot, were

staying here, and who agreed with me that

Porlock and Exmoor were very divine.

Not all the visitors to the Ship were thus

impressed with the country, judging froni

the following entry in the book—itself a

curiosity—dating sixteen years back :

—

" Came down here to a teachers' meeting,
and found the ginger-beer very refreshing,

and the biscuits filling."

So much for some people's tastes.

Sixteen years' encomiums upon the Ship,

its lady captain, and her comely daughters,

speaks well for the management of this

delightful little homely house by the Exmoor
Hills, and certainly we all agreed that those

encomiums were well merited, for nothing

could exceed the niceness of {he table and
the sleeping accommodation, nor the delicacy

of the fare, which rendered it an impossibility

to go on training diet when one is environed

with such agreeable things as the whortle-

berry tart with clotted cream, the real West-

country cider, and so forth.

During the night I passed several sleepless

hours, on account of the uproarious barking

of Sweep—the house-dog—whom I could see

from my window, just below in the moonlit

roadway, springing from side to side, and
evidently extremely excited by something up
the hill towards the forest.

While breakfasting the next morning
(Monday, July 27th) I observed an elderly

gentleman with a tricycle, and a tall young
fellow with a bicycle, pass the open French
windows, walking towards the hill in a jocund

and light-hearted manner, which suggested

to my mind at once that they were in blissful

ignorance of the character of the ground they

were about to travel.

W^hile preparing the machine, outside the

hotel, for a start, up came the " Lorna Doone'

coach from Minehead, en route for Lynton
and Ilfracombe, drawn by four steaming

horses, to which the stables of the Ship

contributed a fifth, and with this powerful

team the coach shortly resumed its journey

up the awful " brick-wall" road, the unlucky

passengers on the roof clinging on by the

rails—not at all envied by me—as I apparently

was not by them, judging from the almost

pitying attention they seemed to bestow

upon me while the coach waited.

Fifteen minutes after the coach I set out

to walk up the hill—the old ostler assuring

me I should overtake the " Lorna Doone"
once atop of the hill. At this I expressed my
doubts, as I had already gained some know-

ledge of the road on the moor, which though

very suitable for traction engines and coaches

with five or six horses, cannot truly be called

a good one for cycling.
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The snn.was fearfally hot, and not a breath
of air stirred, as I toiled up that slope, rest-

ing every few minutes, and perspiring in a

wholly unprecedented manner. I was two
hours reaching the first bit of level ground,
and here I lay down in a strip of shade cast

b y a scanty hedge for some time. At a cot-

tage 3^ miles from Porlock, where an old lady
supplies non-intoxicating liquors to travellers,

I called a halt and consumed, " on the premi-

ses," four bottles of these fluids " assorted,"

feeling a trifle better afterwards, though I

rather fancy the old lady's daughter, with
the golden hair, expected to see me achieve

a cropper when the time came to mount.
Nothing of the sort happened, however,

and I pursued my way for some distance on
a road of real respectability, commanding
magnificent views on the left over the lonely

forest, and in one part sweeping at a pro-

digious height round the seaward face of a
huge bluff, from which on the right I looked
down a dizzy depth on to the top of several

smaller wooded hills by the edge of a little

bay, whose " wrinkled" waters " crawled" at

a fearful distance below me.
Reaching Countisbury about 2.30 in the

afternoon, I was greatly amused, on entering
the Blue Ball, to find there the two cyclists

who had walked through Porlock in the
morning, and the senior gentleman explained
he had had an accident and disabled his

machine. Luckily, with my handy spanner,
I was enabled so to doctor his brake that it

could be appHed, and this was fortunate, for

the road from Countisbury to Lynmouth is '

a descent of nearly two miles down the face
of the cliffs, for the most part at a danger-
ously steep gradient.

But the lovely views as we walked together
these two miles compensated fully for the
compulsory pedestrianism, for in front we
had the vast pointed bluff of Lynton rising
grandly from the sea, and on our right a low
stone wall separated the road from the
precipice, which dropped sheer down a fear-
ful depth to the waves.
The softened evening sunshine threw a

delicious mellowness over the whole scene,
and gave a ruddy colour to the rugged coast-
line eastward. Finally, down a terribly
steep, leafy tunnel we go, holding in our ma-
chines with great difficulty, and emerge in a
veritable Happy Valley.

Lovely Lynmouth, with its tumultuous
noise of foaming waters everywhere, its

huge, beetling, heathery bluffs crowding al

round, its romantic stone bridges, its daik
winding gorges, through which the streams
from the uplands thunder over their stony
beds, choked with fragments of broken rock
and garnished with bright green ferns in rich
variety. For those who have not visited this

earthly paradise a great treat is in store.

Passing the comfortable Lyndale Hotel,
we all commenced pushing up the hill to-

wards Lynton, which is situated at the top,

a hill compared with which that out of Porlock
is insignificant, the road climbing upwards
in the side of a deep gorge, at the bottom of
which a torrent fills the air with its rushing
and splashing, quite hidden from view by
the thick trees which clothe both sides of
the glen, making one huge mass of rustling

fohage, high above which appear the
rounded heads of the hills, bright purple
with heather against the blue sky. As we
rose higher the sea appeared beyond the
valley, and we all agreed that we had seen
nothing finer than this view in the Lower Alps
—no, nor even in the Himalayas nor the
" Mountains of the Moon."
Reaching Lynton, my friends repaired to the

Castle Hotel, while I sought the cosy Crown,
our head-quarters, feeling very apt to dine.

In the coffee-room of the Crown I found a
fellow-member, who, minus his machine, was
staying in this elysium, and who proved to

be a very pleasant fellow. We dined to-

gether, and met frequently during my too
short stay at the Crown.

After dinner I sallied forth to the famous
Valley of Rocks, coming upon that most
romantically beautiful scene just in the sun-
set hour, when the western sky was a blaze
of crimson, and the Castle Rock, with its

weird companions, stood in strikingly bold
grandeur against the west, while the land-

ward crags caught the last red gleams high
up on the left.

Climbing nearly to the summit of the
Castle Rock, I spent a half-hour in luxurious

enjoyment of these wild and rugged rocks,

with their broken outlines of black, blue and
grey, decorated with greenest ferns and
mosses, rich foxgloves and bracken.
Snowy gulls sailed far below me, along the

face of the cKffs, yet high above the water;
and the merry jackdaws cawed vociferously.

Returning at length to the Crown, after a

cup of tea I spent the remaining portion of

the evening at the bottom of the glen in

Lynmouth—amongst the roaring waters,

the frowning hills, the woods and bridges—
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where the mounting moon made magic effects

of hght and shade, until, at a late hour, I

climbed the steep, and sought my roost.

The morning of Tuesday, July 28th,

dawned cloudy and windy, bat after break-

fast nothing deterred me from descending

the hill to Lynmouth, and thence starting to

walk up the glen, by the Lynn stream, to see

the " Watersmeet."

Of all the many charms of lovely Lyn.

mouth, none, in my opinion, can surpass this

walk by the roaring Lynn, to the romantic

spot where it is joined by the Brendon Water.

For about two miles a pathway is made at

the bottom of the glen, close beside the

river, which, varying in width between ten

and twenty feet, pursues its tumultuous way
the whole of its length over a bed formed

entirely of huge boulders and broken frag-

ments of rock of all sizes and shapes, with a

ceaseless,yet never monotonous,uproar filling

the echoing valley with its music.

The glen follows a winding course through

the high moors, the steep, sloping sides being

in places clothed in thick, scrambling woods,

in other parts presenting nothing but the

appearance of a great landslip— rocks and

boulders of grey, blue and dark brown crop-

ping up plentifully out of the earth, while

high above all you see the rich purple

heather on the summits of the bluffs against

the sky — a spectacle of beauty which

struck me particularly.

Little delicate trees occupied a strip of

ground in the middle of the stream, and in

their shimmering foliage the rays of sunshine

striking down into the depths of the glen

made a scene of indescribable beauty.

It was as I sat beside the river on a slab

of rock at no great distance from the village^

lost in the luxurious contemplation of all

this, and neither dreaming nor desiring more,

that up came my friend of the Crown, and

we then walked together as far as the Meeting

of the Waters.

Having come so far on the road to the

famous Doone Valley—which, he informed

me, lay but about four miles further inland

—

I resolved to act upon my friend's suggestion,

and attempt to reach that historic spot, so

after spending another half-hour in lazily

watching the hurrying and foaming water-

falls from a snug spot commanding a lovely

view of the valley, I set off alone, my friend

having an engagement elsewhere, and
climbing the steep side of the glen, found

myself upon a narrow carriage way cut m

the side of the slope higher up, and this road

I followed until, leading out of the woods, it

developed into a characteristic Devonshire

lane, narrow, deep, winding about, and rising

and descending steep hills through an ex-

tremely quiet and lonely country. Of course

I lost my way, coming to a full stop in a

farm-yard called Cheriton, whence the

farmer's wife directed me to go through

Simonsbath, which I did forthwith, losing

myself, of course, more than ever the instant

I started. At another isolated farm-house I

called for information, and was entertained

by the farmer's scepticism with regard to the
" Dooneries" on learning my destination.

*'You 'might just as well look there into

that corner of the yard," said he, " there's

nothing whatever to see—people will soon

leave off going in traps with luncheon-baskets

to the Doone Glen."

Evidently, this sturdy old farmer was
writing me down another of those ^^Doon-

alics"—but on questioning him as to inns

on the road, he offered to supply me
with lunch, an offer which I gladly closed

with, and so, forthwith, was regaled with

refreshments, all of home produce and
manufacture, and of excellent quality.

Going on at length, after vainly attempting

to comprehend my host's instructions, for his

dialect so closely resembled the " gobble " of

a turkey-cock that conversation was a

gigantic comedy of errors I protested I

perfectly understood my route, and wandered
off, more or less at haphazard, there being

no direct road.

The scenery became very grand after this,

the huge dark moors rising either side like

walls, the narrow road passing through

delicious shady woods, and winding this way
and that, running close beside the river

through the village of Brendon, beyond

which I pushed on about three miles, until

after receiving several contradictory direc-

tions " how to find the Glen," I came to the

conclusion, as the afternoon was wearing

away, and I was hungry, tired and footsore

from the unaccustomed walking, that it was

useless to penetrate further into those great

solitudes, as I had evidently gone wrong

from the first.

I sat down in the heather to rest before

starting back. Before me the valley lay,

quiet and sunny, the great wall-like moors

sloping steeply down, and the rocky river

murmuring along through a strip of bright

green grass. It was the picture of loneliness.

J
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Weary and stiff, I at length palled mj^self

together, and walking as steadily as possible

at last reached once more the Stag-hunters'

Inn at Brendon, where Mr. French soon set

a good dinner before me, which enabled me
to continue my homeward tramp, not only in

better form, but with keen enjoyment of the

lovely hills and dark wood through which

the narrow way led me.

Re-entering the glen by the WaterJmeet,

the level rays of the setting sun made a fiery

splendour among the rocks, the foaming

waters, and the little slender trees in this

valley of Paradise, and even this did not

end the day's feast of beauty, for after tea

at the Crown followed a delightful stroll by

moonlight in Lynmouth, beside ttie stream,

on the bridges and the quay, where most
of the temporary populace were lounging,

in groups or happy couples, or, in default of

the sweet solace of human society, with the

lesser consolation of the fragrant weed and
the peaceful pipe.

My " lesser consolation " coming to an
end in due course, I retired to the comfort-

able Crown to sleep and if to dream at all,

to dream of Doones.

The morning of Wednesday, July 29th,

should, according to my programme, have
founc^ me once more on the move—this time

eastward—but it was so hard to tear myself

away from Lynton that, before breakfast, 1

had convinced myself there was no necessity

to start till afternoon.

This agreeable decision taken, I devoted
the forenoon to a leisurely lounge about
Lynmouth, where the ever-magic charm of

the falling waters, and the sweet seclusion

of the great moors crowding around, the

pleasant sunny beach, with its scattered

rocks seaweed-clad, like a herd of sea

monsters basking in the sun, the splendid

views along the rugged coast eastward, and
over the sea—all these rendered the flight

of time so imperceptible, that when I sought
the hotel to partake of an early dinner, I

seemed to have spent but one short hour.

At the conclusion of my solitary repast, a

very pleasant and chatty old gentleman
arrived, and both of us being glad of com-
pany, we indulged in a stroll into the Valley
of Rocks, after which it was necessary to

take a cup of tea before entering upon my
arduous journey of 12^ miles to pretty

Porlock. In short, it was six o'clock in the
evening ere I had discharged all my liabihties

at that very comfortable Crown Hotel, and

was ready to set out on my ride across

Exmoor.

The trip down from Porlock had actually

taken me five hours, but it was a day of

tropical heat, and, moreover, I had spent

some time in amateur mechanics on behalf

of my elderly friend of the damaged tricycle

at Countisbury.

Now, however, as I descended that most
awful hill into Lynmouth—hanging upon the

machine to hold it in, at risk of being quite

carried off my feet—the evening air was
dehciously temperate, and though the sun still

shone brightly, it was from the western sky.

Sadly I quitted Lynmouth, and fast I

pushed up the long hill towards Countisbury,

until at a bend of the road I saw the
" Lorna Doone" coach descending to meet
me. To lay the machine by in a niche at

the side of the road—which here runs at a

vast height above the sea, with a very low

wall only betwixt it and the precipice—was
my instant act, and next I waited, with a

certain anxiety, as the four nervous horses

drew near and, as they caught sight of the

plated machine, commenced to swerve and
shy across the narrow road. The guard

was instantly at their heads, but it was not

until the heavy machine, with its human
freight, had quite passed by, and the awful

possibihty of a capsize over the precipice

no longer threatened, that I breathed freely

and resumed my upward climb.

When at length I gained my saddle, I

rode hard wherever riding was possible, and
when on foot walked briskly, thus losing no
time, yet allowing myself to observe the

grand scenery of the moorland on one side

and the ocean on the other in the level sun-

light. 1 at length rushed to the spot where

a dismount was necessary to commence the

descent of the great hill into Porlock, which
romantic little town now lay before me in

full view, with the curving bay, the great

dusky hills beyond towards Minehead, and
away on my right across the forest I could

see Dunkery Beacon again, and Black-

barrow Down, over which the rising moon
was shedding a soft green hght.

Pulling up at the door of the Ship, I met
with a reception somewhat resembling that

accorded to Martin Chuzzlewit on his return

—alive—from Eden. They did not evidently

expect me to come off without damage from

my investigations across Exmoor, but the

supper they set before me was none the

worse for my being rather unexpected.
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While enjoying the fragrant weed outside

in the brilliant moonlight, I was greeted by

a gentleman who introduced himself as one

of the passengers by the " Lorna Doone"
coach on the Monday morning of my
departure from Porlock westward, and we
then enjoyed a pleasant confabulation until

the lateness of the hour, and the expiration

of our respective regalias, became the signal

for a friendly parting and a mutual retire-

ment.

On Thursday morning, July 30th, I com-

menced my homeward journey in earnest, for

I had not now too much time for lounging,

and do not approve of absolutely racing

home.

After an early breakfast, therefore, I took

my departure, and rode first over my tracks

through the charming flowery lanes, past the

garden-like village of Holmcote, and, walking

the last part of the big hill behind Minehead, at

length descended at a fine pace, " legs over,"

into that well-remembered and most beauti-

ful place, where, however, I did not dismount,

but, keeping up a steady, lasting speed, soon

saw before me that remarkable hill upon

which the ancient Conygar Tower stands,

denoting the whereabouts of Dunster.

Through Washford's pretty village I ran

fast forward, reaching Watchet at 12.45, ^-^d

stopping at my old quarters, the West
Somerset, where I felt like a member of the

family almost. Good luck followed me here,

for Watchet was en fete to-day, and the menu

at the West Somerset exceptionally varied and

elegant. I feasted, therefore, and set out on

my way rejoicing, after one little stroll upon

the grassy cliff to gaze at Minehead in the

dim distance.

Leaving this town, I was greeted by a

gentleman who proved to be the local consul

of the C.T.C., and with whom I enjoyed a

very pleasant chat, receiving from him also

some interesting information as to the roads

around.

Repassing the villages of St. Audries and

Williton, I pushed up the mighty ascent of

the West Quantock's Head, and from the

top made good running to Nether Stowe3%

where I slackened up and stopped for tea.

In a lovely golden evening I enjoyed a

luxurious run on a singularly smooth road of

dazzling whiteness, reaching Bridgwater in

45'minutes, and as an hour of daylight yet

remained, I abandoned my design of staying

the night at the Royal Clarence, and, getting!

a little information as to houses on the road,

5

remounted and rode out of Bridgwater, thus

finishing the repetition part of the return

journey, and coming upon ground new to me
east of this town.

I had the good fortune to fall in with a

gentleman of Glastonbury, who was then

about to travel to that city from Bridg-

water, where business had detained him,

and as we were both going in the same
direction we agreed to ride together.

This was a great pleasure, as my new
friend, being well acquainted with the

district, was able to regale me with various

interesting pieces of information—geographi-

cal and historical—concerning the region

around us.

Soon after leaving Bridgwater, the road

rises, and runs for several miles along the top

of the Polden Hill, a high ridge, from which,

on our right, we enjoyed an extensive view

across the flats of Sedgmoor, towards the

Quantocks, while on our left, on emerging

from a shady wood, we saw far across the

plain to the beautiful Mendip Hills, a suc-

cession of well-defined peaks, of a soft purple

colour, rising against the sunset sky, a

spectacle of great beauty.

Descending from the Polden Hill, through

the village of Ashcott, my friend advised

caution, as the descent is pretty sharp, and

the lads of the village are rather fond of

placing half- bricks in the road for the special

benefit of wheelmen !

Through the wayside villages of Walton

and Street, in the gathering gloom, we rode

carefully, reaching the venerable and in-

teresting city of Glastonbury about 9.30,

and parting at the door of the Crown.

Much as I should have liked to devote a

few days to the exploration of Glastonbury,

so full of associations of King Arthur and

the Round Table, it was impossible, and so on

Friday morning, July 31st, at eleven o'clock,

I rode out of the city under a hot sun, and

against a head-wiad which, at times, was a

severe obstacle to pace.

I rode first to Wells, where I called upon

Mr. Consul Knight, who obligingly directed

me to the noble cathedral of that city, and

gave me also some information regarding the

roads for London.

After a brief visit to that cathedral in

whose hoary and shady cloisters I would

have gladly stayed for hours had I not been

pressed for time, I left Wells, riding for

Shepton Mallet by a road which passed

through some exceedingly pretty scenery,
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skirting along south of the Mendips, which,

by the advice of Mr. Consul Knight, I passed

on my left.

Climbing a stiff hill into Shepton Mallet,

I stopped for dinner at the Hare and Hounds,

the place'being full of farmers, as this was

market day.

Leaving this town in a burning hot after-

noon, I soon had to climb a weary, long hill,

but at length, gaining the top, enjoyed some

very pleasant||running through'a wood, with

a fine prospect over the country on my right,

and shot through the village of East Cran-

more, on the extreme slope of the Mendip

range at the foot of Downhead, at express

speed, soon afterwards indulging in a half-

hour's siesta, open-eyed, in a grassy dell by

the roadside, the heat of the sun being

terrible.

Reaching cheerful and hilly Frome at five

o'clock, I stopped at the George, and took

tea in company^with a lame commercial of

conversational proclivities. (Was there ever

a commercial who was not of conversational

proclivities ?)

From Frome, in a pleasant, cool evening,

I comfortably rode the nine miles to Trow-
bridge, a large, and to my mind—as far as I

made its acquaintance—an uninteresting

town, where I spent^this night.

Between Trowbridge and Devizes, on the

morning of Saturday, August ist, I came in

for a trying struggle with my old enemy,

the head-wind, which on this part of Salis-

bury Plain swept "across the open country

with a fierce freedom, so that I even was
compelled to walk some distance up a

gradual incline of exceptionally fine surface.

Extensive views towards Salisbury, over

the Plain, partly compensated for these

sorrows'of travel, to which a flock of sheep

choking my road at Beckhampton added
not a little. Here, however, I joined the

Bath main road, and, running in a more
easterly direction, felt the wind less.

Past the singular isolated Roman camp,
near Beckhampton, I ran, and up and down
several sharp inclines, entering Marlborough
at 2.45, and here I stayed for dinner.

In leaving Marlborough I climbed a big

hill, from which a fine prospect is obtained of

the town below, and the curious isolated

hills and mounds beyond, on the Plain.

Through the beautiful Savernake Forest I

found a welcome descent before me, and was
just abandoning myself to the enjoyment of

a well-earned flight, legs over, through the

green and ferny glades, when I espied a

group of cows in possession of the foot of

the descent, they being gathered very

picturesquely about on the road, leaving but

a few inches unoccupied on the extreme

off-side. In vain did I make signs to these

stupid brutes, by voice and gesture, to move
on. They all stood, hke the china cows in

milk-shops, in an attitude of petrified action,

while I, rapidly approaching, had to apply

the brake and catch my pedals to be ready

for all things. Creeping by on a strip of

ground just allowing me to pass within three

inches of the nearest cow's tail, the whole

party simultaneously and violently started,

that was all, and I passed on, blessing forest

cows.

At six o'clock I ran into quiet Hungerford,

on the pretty Kennet river, and at the Three
Swans, a very pleasant house, took some
Bohea, and finished the day's work with a

nine miles spin to Newbury, where I fell in

with two fellow-members at the Queen's,

who were tricycling, and had been over a

part of my tracks.

We became social, and the next day rode

together from Newbury, following, by the

ostler's advice, a byroad across Greenham
and Crookham Heaths, avoiding a reach of

the main road through Thatcham on account

of the loose surface. My tricycHng friends

were at a conspicuous disadvantage when
we rode along a narrow lane which had
been recently "metalled," I getting on

well in a single rut, whilst they were com-

pelled to walk.

Rejoining the main line at Midgham, we
rode on, in terribly deep dust, through

Theale to Reading, where we all dined

together, meeting other cyclists at the

George, and late in the afternoon we three

rode out of Reading together as far as the

parting of our ways, they going forward

towards Staines, while I, once more alone,

" wired in" along a splendid level road,

under large trees, and through the pretty

but rather tame, Thames Valley scenery, to

Maidenhead, seeking and finding, in the

cosy Bear, a good cup of tea, and afterwards

crossing the silvery Thames, where, upon

the banks, the boating fraternity mustered

strong.

Wishing to reach Highgate from the north

to avoid passing through the West End, I

struck off between Maidenhead and Coin-

brook towards Beaconsfield, but, imagining

myself now at home, I had not bestowed any
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care in arranging the details of this part ofmy
journey ; consequently, I lost my way a little in

the dusk of evening, in the charming woody
region between the two main roads, eventu-

ally coming out upon the Oxford Road, a few

miles east of High Wycombe.
Turning westward, then I rode into that

town as fast as the deepening dusk allowed,

bearing in mind that the Bucks magistrates

were, at this particular time, especially strict

with regard to lighting up after sunset, I

having no lamp.

However, the "peelers " of High Wycombe
winked at my irregularity that night, for I

safely gained the Red Lion, passing a num-
ber of guardians of the peace with great im-

punity, and without comment or warning.

High Wycombe was en fete next day (Mon-

day, Aug. 3rd), the town rapidly filling, not

only with country people, but legions of

Cockneys from the railway stations, the

attraction being a grand Conservative de-

monstration, free feed and free fight, at

Hughenden.
But little attraction for me this possessed,

and I, in due course, set out on my last day's

journey, still against a harassing head-wind,

going via Amersham and Rickmansworth,
where I dined with a host of cyclists from
London at the Swan, and thence through

pretty Pinner to Harrow, where, spending a
lazy hour after tea in the gardens of the

King's Head overlooking the vast landscape

northwards, I voted it about* the prettiest

spot I had lighted upon since leaving lovely

Lynton.

A quiet cross-country spin through the

pleasant lanes of Kenton and Hendon, and I

reach North Hill, Highgate, without accident,

at seven o'clock, thus ending a tour which,

perhaps, may seem ridiculous to those who
measure their happiness by the mile, but

which, nevertheless, was a thoroughly enjoy-

able one, being marked by a total absence

of misfortune, and splendid weather with

plenty of moonlight.

My mount—the same " Special Club "

which had carried me so well through two
previous lengthy tours—behaved splendidly,

never playing me a nasty trick, and coming
home at last " without a hair turned."

—H. B. Gates.

CLUB LIFE.

The basis of all life is, it must be admitted,

selfishness ; but whilst the cad exhibits his

hand openly, the gentleman shows his superior

breeding by wrapping up his opinions and

aims so that they neither shock nor hurt the

sensibilities of others. One of the most note-

worthy events of the past month has been

the fact that the London Bicycle Club, for

the first time for many years, has sought

through the Press publicity for its doings at

its annual dinner. The purely selfish idea,

of course, is to keep oneself to oneself, and

thus to avoid all criticism and worry.

Seclusion has been the policy of the L.B.C.

for some years past, and the result has been

that, although the largest and, taken col-

lectively, the, socially speaking, best bicycle

club in the world, men begun to doubt if

it still had an existence in the flesh, particu-

larly as in its once great line—racing

—

it was obviously behind. We think that the

L.B.C. has shown a wise discretion in prac-

tically taking the cycling world into its con-

fidence. A club bearing such a representa-

tive name as that of " London" should be

the leading club de facto as well as de jure,

but if the outside world knows nothing of

its doings this cannot be. The London
Bicycle Club does not make money out of

cycling either by race meetings or shows.

It must not be supposed that we are for a

moment suggesting that it is an impro-

priety for clubs to follow such a practice

;

we are merely stating a fact with the object

of proving that, having no business reasons

which might otherwise keep their men
together, the rules for the time being of the

L.B.C. can only ensure their club being to

the front by allowing that amount of pub-

licity to attach to their doings which their

size and standing justifies. With a large and

successful club, of what good is the honour

unless everybody knows it. We may mention,

as an example, that of three first-class clubs

flourishing a few years ago—the West Kent,

the Belsize, and the Wanderers—no one

outside the members' own friends now know

for certain whether or not they still exist,

whilst but for their two race meetings at

Kennington Oval, and a few genial souls

occasionally seen at Ripley, a like obscurity

veils the Surrey. On the other hand, the

light of the Stanley and the Kildare shines

everywhere.
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OLD STORIES RE-TOLD.- No. 5.

THE DEEDS OF THORPE.

As we have before remarked, men nowa-

days look upon the bicycUng performances

often years ago as " very small potatoes."

Considering, however, the weight of the

machines, the absence of ball bearings, the

comparatively hard and uncomfortable sad-

dles, the poor lamps, and the non-existence

of runners-up or compagnons de voyage, the

rides of past road " demons " are by no

means to be despised. Foremost amongst
these pedallers was Mr. H. S. Thorpe, of the

Pickwick B.C., but who resided in the town
of Hertford. Mr. Thorpe was one of the

earliest long-distance riders, and, in company
with Keith-Falconer, he made an attempt,

in 1874, to emulate Dick Turpin's ride,

and cover from London to York in one

journey not exceeding 24 hours. Keith-

Falconer never succeeded in bringing this

off, but Mr. Thorpe did; as did also Mr.

H. R. Reynolds. Personally we think that,

whether as an actual feat of bicycling, or as

a sensational effect, a right-away ride is in-

comparably preferable to ajourney backwards
and forwards, or even a run out and home
over specially picked roads. For this reason

Mr. W. F. Sutton's ride on the " Cruiser"

tricycle from London alone straight away
into Yorkshire is a much more creditable

performance than Mr. Gosset's, over the

smooth and fairly level roads of Bedford-

shire, cheered on throughout his journey, as

he was, by pace-makers and suitable refresh-

ments. We do not wish for a moment to

detract from Mr. Gosset's splendid per-

formance, but we merely mention what must
have occurred to many. To revert, how-
ever, to Mr. Thorpe. This gentleman did

not build his Rome in a day, and before he
arrived at the summit of his ambition, viz.,

a ride from London to York, he trained him-
self by a series of long day rides, one of

which, from Hertford to Coventry and back,

was the second longest road ride ever pub-
lished

; the first having been that of Keith-
Falconer, from Bournemouth to Hitchin,

recounted in " Old Stories Retold, No. 2."

We give from the pages of The Field, Mr.
Thorpe's first long ride, viz.

—

"HERTFORD TO COVENTRY AND BACK.

" Before starting I had a glass of milk,

and with a biscuit in my pocket, and others

in a small bag, I mounted my bicycle at 3.40

a.m. It was a splendid morning, but rather

cold. I had the wind at my back, so that I

was glad to hurry myself to get warm. I

arrived at St. Albans (twelve miles) at 4.5c.

There is a steep hill with a sharp turn at the

bottom on leaving the town, and the road

being rough I thought it advisable to walk

down. Having again mounted my bicycle,

I had a nice run, without interruption, till I

arrived at the turnpike, one mile from Dun-
stable. Here I met with a difficulty, for the

gate being closed, I had to lift my bicycle

over the fence at the side, and reached
Dunstable (24 miles) at 6.10. Here I had a

splendid run down for a mile, followed by
a rise, then down again to Hockliffe, out of

which there is a stiff hill. The road continued

hilly and gradually on the rise to Brickhill,

where there is a nice descent for a mile and
a- half to Fenny Stratford (35 miles), which I

reached at 7.10. Having stopped and re-

freshed myself with a glass of milk, I went
to Stony Stratford, The distance was only

seven miles, but the road being hilly and
rough, I did not reach there till 8.15. I

thought it was now time for breakfast, so I

pulled up at the Swan Inn. Having finished

breakfast, I set off again for Towcester at 9.5,

arriving there at 9.50. There are some long

hills down to Weedon. I reached Daventry

(64 miles) at 11. 15, and Dunchurch at 12.5.

After leaving Dunchurch there is a nice piece

of level running till within four miles ot

Coventry, when the road is up and down hill,

but the ascents were not steep, as I rode up
all the hills both going and coming back.

Arriving at Coventry, I dismounted at Messrs.

Smith and Starley's works at 1.20, having

ridden 82 miles in 9 hours 40 minutes, in-

cluding stoppages. I had a look round, and
partook of a chop dinner, and as my own
bicycle was not quite finished, the firm lent

me another, and I started on my return

journey at 2.45, accompanied by Mr. Smith
and one of his men. Having arrived about

a mile out of the town Mr. Smith and I dis-

mounted, and Mr. Smith's man showed us

some fancy bicycle riding. Having witnessed

this performance for a short time I resumed
my journey by myself, arriving at Dunchurch
at 4.10, and Daventry at 5.15. Here I had
two glasses of milk. Towcester was reached

at 6.55, and Stony Stratford at 7.55.
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stopped at the Swan Inn for tea, and set off

again at 8.30, arriving at Fenny Stratford at

9,30. Now I had to get up the hill down
which I had such a nice run in the morning,

and I walked up the last mile to save myself

as much as possible. I stopped at Hockliffe

for refreshment, thinking I should be too late

for anything at Dunstable, where I arrived

at 11.30. I had to lift my bicycle over the

fence at the turnpike agam. I could not

make good way after this, feeling rather tired

through not having a good rest from Stony

Stratford, and my pace was slow on account

of the stones, which jolted me a good deal.

As there was only a little moon I kept the

same pace till I arrived at Cole Green, three

miles from home, when I increased my speed

to ten miles an hour, the road being in better

condition, and I arrived at home at 2.55 on

Thursday morning, making the distance (164

miles) in 22 hours 55 minutes. Tiie journey

down was done on a 5oin. ' Ariel' weighing

661bs., and the run back on a machine the

same height but Hghter."

The publication of the above run led to a

meeting of the two great road-riders of the

day—who, curiously enough, were diametri-

cally opposite in physique, Keith-Falconer

being tall and thin, and Thorpe short and
somewhat thickset—and to their joint

attempt, previously alluded to, to get from

London to York. The following, and greatest

" deed of Thorpe," was accomplished in

June, 1876, and is taken from the pages of

Bicycling News, a journal now owned by

Messrs. Iliffe and Son, of Coventry :

—

" LONDON TO YORK.

"Mr. H. Stanley Thorpe, of Hertford, a

member of the Pickwick B.C., has for some
years desired to ride a bicycle from London
to York, and we have much pleasure in sub-

mitting to our readers an account received

from Mr. Thorpe of the manner in which

he recently accomplished the ride from

Highgate to York in twenty-two and a-half

hours. A great many persons have declared

that the distance of a hundred and ninety-

five miles could not be ridden over such a

road within twenty-four hours, but among
those who believed otherwise was the per-

severing rider who has, it seems, at last

covered the distance, with an hour and a-

half to spare. It must not, however, be

imagined that Mr. Thorpe has succeeded in

carrying out his cherished scheme without

the devotion of much time and energy to the

task. He first formed the idea of under-

taking this ride early in 1874, and in the

spring of that year started, with the Hon.
Ion Keith-Falconer, from Highgate Arch-

way in the dead of night, with the design of

reaching York in a day. On that occasion

the celebrated Cantab abandoned the ride,

after accomplishing eighty-four miles, and
Mr. Thorpe, who had previously fallen

badly, experienced a severe upset at the

completion of the one hundred and twelfth

mile, which caused him also to relinquish

the attempt. Last year Mr. Thorpe again

essayed this ride of one hundred and ninety-

five miles in twenty-four hours, but on

reaching Doncaster (something like one

hundred and sixty-four miles in twenty-one

and three-quarter hours) he gave up, beaten.

Last month Mr. Thorpe made a third

attempt, which he abandoned at Newark,
about one hundred and twenty-four miles.

Somewhat discouraged by his repeated

failures, yet firmly believing in his ability to

ride the 5oin. ' Ariel,' on which he had

thrice failed, from Highgate to York within

twenty-four hours, Mr. Thorpe, on the night

of the 5th inst., once more repaired to the

Archway, determined to reach York if

possible. The night was anything but

cheerful; clouds obscured the moon, and

the Archway road proved rather rough.

The rider felt very much inclined to post-

pone his fourth attempt, but, after a few

minutes, he decided to start. Mounting his

bicycle at 11. 10 p.m., he commenced the

journey with a light favourable wind. The
road proved rather heavy going through

Whetstone, where a policeman remarked

that he was travelling rather late. Riding

up Barnet Hill the bicyclist entered the

town at 11.45, wound up his watch with-

out dismounting, passed through Potter's

Bar, and reached Hatfield at 12.30, after

almost riding over a white pony. He
alighted for the first time at a turn-

pike three miles beyond Hatfield, about

eighteen miles from the starting-point.

Remounting beyond the bar, he rode past

Stanborough, and enjoyed the fine run down
into Welwyn (21 miles), where he had the

good fortune to find that an ' extension of

time' had been obtained by the landlord of

a public-house. There he stayed fifteen

minutes to eat a crust of bread and cheese

and drink a glass of lemonade, as the rustics

shuffled in an adjoining room to the soul-

stirring strains of a concertina. Leaving
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the dancers, Mr. Thorpe continued his

journey to Hitchin, where he arrived at 1.55

a.m. A poHceman to whom he spoke in

this town remarked that he was rather early.

From Hitchin to Biggleswade (41 miles) the

rider found a good road. .Riding into the

town he met a north wind, which was, how-

ever, fortunately of the lightest. Crossing

the river Ivel he passed through Lower

Caldecot, Girtford, and Tempsford, crossed

the Oase, and rode through Wiboston to

Eaton Socon, and stopped before the fifty-

sixth milestone (52 miles) for nearly twenty

minutes to oil the bearings of his bicycle,

eat bread and cheese, and drink a little

brandy and water. Resuming his ride, he

reached Buckden (57 miles), where he stayed

for a glass of water, and then rode to the

top of Alconbury Hill, at which point

he waited until a glass of milk was

drawn from a cow. There he heard of

two gentlemen who had ridden from a place

beyond Croydon, one of whom had met with

some kind of a mishap. From Alconbury

Hill he kept on through Sawtry St.

Andrew's to Stilton (71 miles), dismounting

there for a bottle of fluid which some native

called nectar, and a slice of bread and butter.

After this somewhat slight and certainly

curious repast, Mr. Thorpe rode past Nor-

man Cross, Kate's Cabin Inn, Water
Newton, and Sibson to Wansford (79.^

miles), arriving there at 6.55 a.m. Detained

at an inn an hour and ten minutes for break-

fast, he met with the two gentlemen of whom
he had heard near Alconbury Hill. Leaving

Wansford at- 8.5 a.m., the bicycHst rode

through Stamford, passed Ram Jam House,

and gave a shout as he left behind the looth

milestone from London at 9.35 a.m., or lohrs.

25m. from the time of starting. Riding on,

he reached Grantham (106 miles) at 10.25,

where he drank ale and ginger-beer and ate

bread and cheese. Having ridden through

Gonerby, Foston, and Long Bennington, he

was nearing Newark at a fair pace over a

good road, when a dog rushed at the driving-
|

wheel of the bicycle and spilt Mr. Thorpe,
|

who, on rising from the roadway, found

both legs of his breeches considerably

slit, his knees badly rasped, and his hands
cut. Fortunately, as he says, the bicycle

was unharmed. Remounting, he rode into

Newark (1204 miles) at 12 o'clock, found a

tailor to mend his garments and a chemist

to dress his wounds. Leaving Newark at

.40 p.m., he rode the next five miles in 22

minutes. Rushing down a steep hill into

Tuxford (133^ miles), he walked up a steep

hill and reached East Retford (140^ miles) at

3.40 p.m. Three miles beyond this town,

which had, of course, reminded him of the

President of the West Kent, the plucky rider

stopped for more ale and ginger-beer, after

which he rode on to Bawtry (149 miles),

where he arrived at 4.10. Crossing Rossing-

ton Bridge, over the river Torne, he rode

through Tophall and past the racecourse to

Doncaster (158 miles), only stopping on the

way for more ginger-beer. At Doncaster,

where he arrived at 4.55, Mr. Thorpe met
two bicyclists, one dressed in a light suit

trimmed with black, the other in dark
clothes. Staying in the town for tea, the

rider left at 5.30, and was accompanied by
two gentlemen in a light cart. They were
driving a good mare, but the bicycle rider

contrived to keep ahead of them, although

he confesses to have felt ' pumped ' at the

end of five miles, when they went off

to the left, and he, after mounting a

hill, was compelled to alight for five

minutes' rest. At this point he felt a strange

faintness, the first indication of distress

experienced during the journey. Riding

through Darrington (170I miles), he came to

some hilly road, and it -was also rough beyond
Ferry Bridge (173^ miles). Beyond Doncaster
the road presented only an indifferent surface.

The wind, what there was of it, proved
adverse, and the rider, being doubtless some-

what jaded, went slowly. Perhaps this may
account for his having omitted to take the

time at which he reached or departed from

any place between Doncaster and York. He
stopped some time at Sherburn (179^ miles),

and felt, as he expresses it, ' rather done up,'

but seeing a hare shortly afterwards, raced it

nearly half a mile, until puss disappeared

through a hole in the hedge. Riding through

Tadcaster (186;^ miles), he crossed the river

Wharfe, and passed through Street Houses
and Dring Houses to York (195^ miles), where
he arrived at 9.40 p.m., or 22^ hours after

leaving Highgate Archway. Mr. Thorpe
considers the road a capital one for eighty-

four miles. From Stamford to Grantham
it is rough, hard, and hilly. It is also rough

all the way from Doncaster to York, and
rather hilly. The bicyclist only walked up
four hills between London and York. The
journey was done upon a 5oin. ' Ariel,'

which had previously carried him about 4,900

miles,"
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Many little items will be noted in this ride.

First, the inevitable dog ! Oh that Colonel

Henderson's edict could reach throughout

the length and breadth of the land and be

made perpetual ! Secondl}-, the fact that,

like all good long-distance riders, Mr.

Thorpe was very temperate in his drinks.

Thirdly, that, also like riders of big dis-

tances, he possessed a wonderful digestion,

otherwise he could never have made a meal

off bread and cheese. Fourthly, like all

"24 hourers," he fancied he had a head-

wind everywhere : this is a very marked
peculiarity, as we have received accounts

from men traversing the Bath Road on the

same night in opposite directions, and both

have solemnly declared that they had a head-

wind to contend against. Fifthly, we do not

think that any rider would, in the present

day, spurt against a trap on a 24 hours

grind, particularly if he had only been
imbibing lemonade. This wisdom would

come to him through the Press, in which
men have been giving their experiences for

nearly ten long years since Mr. Thorpe
rode; and in conclusion, he certainly would
not in this year of grace have ridden past

Norman Cross Hotel.

> > <

The above is one of the numerous illustratbns ivhich appear in " The Great S—," the Cyclist Xmas Number.
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ElGHTEEN-HUNDRED-AND-EIGHTY-FIVE haS been

a year fraught with matters of very weighty import

to the cycHst who takes—^as every good cyclist

should—an absorbing interest in the inner life of

our little wheel world. True, we have had no

Tea-party Union fo laugh at, no proposals for a

rival Touring Club to scoff at, no literary raffles

to weep over, no open races for amateur
championships on the public highway to make
us shudder, no taking-the-train scandals to perplex

us, no Cyclists' Assurance Company to impoverish

us ; but we have had fresh developments in each

and every department ; the racing community
have had the subsidised amateur ad nauseam, and
have been very practically concerned by the

wretched pretensions of the Athletic Association
;

literature has been enriched by the amalgamation
of the three papers now forming the News ; road-

records have caused the Records Committee to

come into existence, to alternately astonish us by
its good intentions and its want ofpromptitude ; the

John-o'-Groat's journey has been removed far

beyond the pale of holiday trips ; and the

American racing features have convinced us that

it is to the Western Hemisphere that we have to

look in future for the fastest riding feats to be

recorded.

On one account, at least, the Old Year goes out

with a cheerful aspect. The dispute between
the Athletic and Cycling institutions bids fair to

be practically and satisfactorily settled. The
Union has won the battle ; and, acting on
the principle that it is grand to have a giant's

strength, but it is tyrannous to use it like a giant,

proposes to be merciful in its terms of peace, and
liberate all the prisoners-of-war which it has

taken during the struggle. With the resumption
of diplomatic relations between the N.C.U. and
the A.A. A., sport will again become respectable,

and the Union's hands will no longer be tied

in dealing with offenders against racing laws, by
the dread of the A.A.A. profiting by the sus-

pension of "everyone who hows a knack for

cheating on the racing track."

It is certainly high time that the Union did

feel itself unfettered, for of late the Executive
appear to have been afraid to put the laws of

racing into effect, and an absurdly contradictory

state of things has come about, Thus, an ama-

teur cyclist may not race in England or Scotland

under any rules except those of the N.C.U., but

in Ireland, or Germany, or America he may race

under the rules of societies not recognised by the

N.C.U. This is explained by the Executive to

be because the Union does not claim jurisdiction

in foreign countries, yet an English amateur who
raced in Holland was declared by the Union to

be a professional in consequence of that act, and
if an English amateur races in France he will also

be disqualified. This is evidently inconsistent,

for the American definition of an amateur allows

men who gain their livelihood by teaching cycle

riding to remain amateurs, and, for all we know,

the riders who went to Springfield and Hartford

this year may have actually competed against

men who would be professionals in this country.

So where is the justice of making distinctions

between France and America, for example ? The
absurdity should be swept away now that there

is to be no dread of A. A. A. enmity to imperil the

Union's power.

Amateurs are supposed, by a pleasant fiction,

to race for the love of sport, irrespective of the

value of the prizes ; but, on the other hand, it is

a fully recognised fact that people who offer

prizes of a certain specified value ought in

honour to give prizes of that value, and no less.

Quite recently we have had an instance of a club

being called over the coals for paying only seven

pounds for a prize which was advertised to cost

ten guineas, and the Union has expressed its

opinion that the three pounds ten shillings should

be made up to the gentleman who won the prize.

But such an instance pales insignificantly before

the case of the two days' race-meeting which

was held at Tunbridge Wells last August, the

accounts of which have just been published.

The prizes for this race, irrespective of a 30-

guinea challenge cup which was presented by an

individual, were advertised in detail to cost an

amount totalling upwards of £g^ (ninety-five

pounds) ; and although some minor alterations

were subsequently made in the prizes, such as

the substitution of two handicaps for a challenge

cup race, the value of the prizes could not have

been materially reduced thereby. Yet the state-

ment of accounts reveals the fact that the actual

money paid for this £g^ worth of prizes was
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under /6o. The promoters of the Tunbridge

Wells races lost a sum of £78 gs. yd.—a result

wholly attributable to the insufficient local

advertising. The Camp paid its own way, with

a total of 96 paying members in the Camp Club
;

so that there seems to be no reason why the

Southern Counties Camp should not be made a

success if engineered by men who will tackle it

in a businesslike way instead of delegating their

work to others.

What a farce it is to hold a "general" meet-

ing of the C.T.C. ! As well might we hold

" general" meetings of the nation to vote upon

the Parliamentary measures of the year. Now
that the proportion at a " general" meeting has

been reduced to less than one-half per cent, of

the membership roll—under a hundred mem-
bers being present out of a total of 20,385— is it

not time that the mammoth club began to think

about substituting delegate meetings for these

miscalled " general" meetings ? With a repre-

sentative Council at work all the year round, the

Touring Club authorities might very usefully

dispense with the migratory "general" meetings

v/hich enable each district to govern the club in

turn, or to play at government. With a Council

.numbering 160 men, it is hopeless for any but a

London meeting to get a majority vote adverse

to the Council's wishes, and it were surely wiser

to accept the fact and relinquish the idea of

general meetings, which are general only in

name.

We are to havea new badge. That is the sum
total of the results arrived at by the mem-
bers assembled at the latest " general " meeting.

The Council decided to go for a new badge, and
the Council got its way. Henceforward, gentle-

men, those of us who possess gold or silver

jewellery will have the felicity of treasuring

those useless gewgaws amongst our old coins and
other curios.

Has there been a dissolution of partnership or

rupture of friendly relations between Messrs.

Paget and Shiel ? These two worthy magistrates

used to share the honour between them, almost
equally, of being implacable foes to cyclists and
cycling, yet within a few days they have given

diamstrically opposite decisions in parallel cases

as to make us stare in wonderment. In one case,

a cyclist charged a man with driving into his

machine, and although a constable gave corrobora-
tive evidence to the effect that the man was
drunk, Mr. Paget discharged the fellow. In the

other case, exactly similar evidence was tendered

against another man, who Mr. Shiel actually sent

to hard labour for a fortnight without the option

of a fine. If t e amiable gentlemen would
come to an und standing, and agree to split the

difference in Lure, matters would assume a

gratifying aspect, and we might yet hear of the

local clubs electing the worthy magistrates to

their presidential chairs.

London macadam is to be looked after. Tram-
lines are to be kept in proper repair. The Roads
Committee of the N.C.U. will emancipate the

Metropolitan clubman from the thraldom of the

road-making demon. It transpires, by the way,

that this samp ^ ^mon is not at all so black as he

is paintec . . ^n the surveyor who has charge of

that notorious highway yclept the Lea Bridge

Road being amenable to reason ; and it only

required a polite letter from a member of the

Roads Committee to bring forth a gang of men
who promptly filled up the ruts and holes in the

macadam at the edges of the tramway granite-

sets. In this matter, as in many other features

of our sublunary existence, persuasion would

seem to be better than force. In the case

mentioned, an expenditure of twopence-halfpenny

in stamps and stationery produced a result

probably equivalent in "permanent utility to the

two hundred pounds worth of lawsuits indulged

in by the Midlanders for the purpose of terroris-

ing the local surveyors of the Birmingham
district.



[Inventors and manufacturers are requested to give the Editor early intimation of all novelties i:itroiuce.i by ihnn

for description in this department .'\

Some Improved Cradle Springs.

The Arab cradle springs—or "cradles" as

they are colloquially termed—have enjoyed a

degree of popularity equalled by no other

patented accessory to the cycle ; and their

widespread use is evidence of their excellence

and the satisfaction which they give. Some
riders, notwithstanding, have complained that

the " cradle spring" is too wide built for bicycles,

or for unadjustable tricycles whose stretch is as

far as can be reached ; and the excessive freedom

with which a cradle spring " gives" in all direc-

tions—forward and backward, and sidewise—is

objectionable to many people ; it frequently

happens, too, that the front coils protrude so far

forward as to allow the rider's thigh to rub

against the steel coil ; occasionally the saddle

slips back on the smooth surface of the spring

;

and the round wire sometimes became so loose

in the " loops" by which it was held to the frame

as to slide and screw about in a very objection-

able manner. To avoid all these drawbacks,

the "No. 7" and " No. 8" cradles have been

patented. No. 7 is for bicycles, orHumber-pattern

tricycles, the front being bolted to the neck and

the rear surrounding the backbone by a new
annular clip. No. 8 is for ordinary tricycles,

and is provided with a socket and set-screw to

slide on the horizontal part of the usual fpiii-

In both the coils are parallel ; that is to say,

instead of the spring coiling upward twice, it

coils upward once, and downward at the other

end, thus being much closer built ; and the

action is perfectly vertical instead of rocking

fore-and-aft ; this, we are assured, greatly reduces

the vibration. All the disadvantages enumerated
above are overcome in the new springs.

(The Arab Cradle Springs are made by J.
Harrington and Co., 364, Fulham Road, London,

S.W.)

A New Idea in Saddlebacks.

Ever since the days of the iron-tyred bone-

shaker the power gained by using a belt or

shoulder-strap for hill-climbing has been recog-

nised, and it is only the discomfort inseparable

from a dragging leather-strap—and in the case of

bicyclists the danger of being strapped to the

machine at a moment when a sudden dismount

becomes necessary—that has militated against

the more general use of straps to relieve the

strain on the arms. Later on, saddles with backs

to lean against were tried, but soon went out of

fashion, when it was found that the flexibility of

the spring prevented the saddle-back affording

any substantial aid to the rider. Now, again,

the subject of getting a purchase for the back

to aid in pushing at the treadles has been brought

to the front by Mr. F. Warner Jones, who has

invented a " Saddleback" which is designed to

be fastened—not to the saddle itself—but to the

rigid pillar or f pin on which the spring of a

tricycle is mounted, or to the rigid backbone of

a bicycle or " Humber" tricycle, below the

spring. By these means, it is claimed, the

cyclist obtains a firm and unyielding back-rest

against which to get a purchase, without inter-

fering with the flexibility of his spring ; and
without the discomfort and danger of a dragging

strap. For bicycles, and for tricycles which

have to be mounted from behind, the saddle-

back is arranged to close down with a spring

similar to the blade of a knife,

(The " Saddleback" is sold by F. W. Jones, 3,

Bury Place, New Oxford Street, London, W.)

A Lamp that Won't Go Out.

So true is it that Necessity is the mother of In-

vention, that it was not until the present fashion

for dwarf safety bicycles and "Cripper"-pattern

tricycles set in that the King of the Road lamps

,
were considered imperfect. With the excessive

vibration and jolting inseparable from the point

at which head-lamps have to be fixed on these

machines came the necessity for an improvement

in the King lamp, and the improvement has

promptly made its appearance. Instead of the

rubber-lined screw-up socket being rigidly at-

tached to the lamp, a further vibration annihila-

tor is interposed in the shape of a metal strip

curved forward at the top to hinge to the back of

the lamp, and at the bottom prevented from
metallic contact by a small indiarubber cylinder.

The result is a smooth flexibility, which deadens

vibration to a really remarkable extent, enabling

the lamp to keep alight on rough roads.

(The Improved King of the Road Lamp for safety

bicycles and "Cripper'^ tricycles is sold by J. H,
Dearlove, 14, Rydon Street, London, N.J



PROGRESS AND INVENTION.

A Reversible and Detachable Handle-bar.

For the benefit of bicyclists who are limited in

their accommodation for storing their machines,

a handle-bar has been invented which can in a

moment be swung round at right-angles to its ordi-

nary position, or even totally detached from the

head, without the use of any tool. This is accom-

plished by very simple means. The Stanley head

is made up In the usiial way,T)uf in "place of the

usual lug for the handle-bar, there is a small seg-

ment of steel on the front of the head, close to

the top, which makes the head at that precise

point eccentric in plan. The handle-bar is fitted

with a lug and socket, the latter covering the

head centre-pin and its lock-nut ; and the in-

terior of this socket is shaped so that when the

handle-bar is placed fore-and-aft with the length

of the bicycle it drops on to the head ; the bar

then being turned round to its usual transverse

position, becomes locked in its place by the

eccentric fitting into a corresponding eccentric

cavity inside the socket. A small vertical slot is

cut in front of the head, into which a catch hing-

ing in the handle-bar-lug drops, a finger-piece

being provided to raise or lower the catch, so

that the bar is securely held in position and can-

not turn round on the head unless the finger-

piece is raised. The space which this arrange-

ment will enable its user to save, in cases where
a bicycle has to be kept standing against a wall,

is very appreciable ; and the ability to totally re-

move the handle-bar in a moment may be of ser-

vice in cases where a rider has to leave his

machine temporarily in unprotected places such

as the stables of an hotel, or outside a house.

(The Reversible and Detachable Handle-bar is made

by W. Boivn, 308, Summer Lane, Birmingham.)

Safety Felloes and Tyres.

The problem of keeping ordinary round rub-

ber tyres firm in smooth hollow felloes is still an

open one ; and even with solid felloes there are

but few firms who seem able to thoroughly secure

the tyres in such a way as to ensure their perma-

nent adhesion. Noteworthy amongst many at-

tempts to provide a tyre and a felloe which will

not have violent antipathies for each other's

company, are the " patent safety rims and rub-

bers" just introduced. Instead ofaround section,

these rubbers are semicircular on one side, and
almost rectangular on the other, being also

deeper than their width, the rims being almost

rectangular to correspond. Thus, although the

frictional surface presented to the road is of cir-

cular form, the inner part of the rubber has two
straight, and one almost-straight, sides touching

the s'-eel rims. It is claimed that this form of

rim exceedingly strong, so much so, indeed, that

fewf # spokes than usual are required for a strong

wheef. The edges of the rims, too, are widened
a' the mouth, so that there are no sharp edges to

cut the rubber when it is depressed ; and as they

only require cement at the4)ase—not at the sides

—they allow the rubber more flexibility to give

inside as outside the rim, in addition to which
increased flexibility a further degree of flexibility

is obtained by the rubbers being one-eighth

deeper than they are broad : that is to say, with

a fin. rim the rubber is fin. wide but ^in. deep.

The rims and rubbers are not expensive, and can

be used for any make of tricycle.

(Clarke's Patent Safety Rims and Rubbers are sold

at the Manchester Express Works, 1^0, Stockport Road,

Manchester.)

Vibration Minimised.

A large steering-wheel, and a good cradle spring,

are usually sufficient to reduce the vibration

of a cycle to a point at which the average

rider cannot feel it ; but there are a certain

minority of riders of excessively nervous tem-

perament who — either from natural predis-

position or from some illness such as a sun-

stroke—are excessively sensitive to the vibration

experienced on any but the smoothest of

roads. Such riders will hail with acclamation

the invention of the '"Whippet" tricycle, in

which not only the saddle, but the cranks and
handle-bar, are insulated from rigid contact with

the machine by means of a spring. Of course, if

there was any springiness between the working

parts the driving power would be wasted ; but

in the machine under notice there is no flexibility

between the working parts themselves, but

handle-bar, saddle, and cranks are rigidly

attached to each other ; it is only between these

three points and the rigid framing of the tricycle

that the springiness occurs ; the three wheels

being framed rigidly together, and a secondary

frame carrying the handles, saddle, and cranks

being hinged on to the primary (rigid) frame at

the rear, and supported by a strong helical spring

in front, so. that the rider is completely insulated,

at all three points where his body touches the

machine, from the vibration and jilting.

{The " Whippet" Tricycle is made by Linley, but is

not yet on the market.)
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THE "FACILE" SAFETY BICYCLE
(BEALE dt STRAWS PATENT).

The longest distance ever ridden in one day, viz., 366^
inile<§ in 34 hours, was on a 46in. " Facile." The
lonTCst continuous journey ever made on a machine, viz.,

2,050 miles in 19 couseciitive days, was ridden on
a 40in. " Facile." More " one day" rides of 200 miles and
upwards have been made on the " Facile " than on any
other machine. All are invited to try the "Facile" by
hiring one for a month, on terms stated in Descriptive
Pamphlet, free on application.
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THE LATEST NOVELTY
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—
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" It supplies a long-felt want, and should have a very
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" Instantaneous action, and practically a ' safety
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Cycle Manufacturers and Agents.
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Fourteen distinct patterns. The lightest machines in th
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The Surrey Machii]ists' Co., Ld., Igviqcible Cycle Works, 129, Gt. Suffolk St., Boro', London, S.E.

New Illustrated Catalogues oti application. Cabinet Photos, 4d. each.
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" I have never ridden a machiae nearly equal to the ' Quadrant.'
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U
PIONEER" CYCLES

(Registered.)

DIRECT AUTOMATIC-STEERING ROADSTER.

PIONEER Direct Steering TfiicvcLc

Easiest Running and Safest Tricycle yet invented.

DIRECT-STEERING RACER.
PIONEER'' SAFETY

--^^^^^^^ The PIONEERS

SAFETY.

SAFETY AND SPEED.

NO CROPPERS.
The most successful Automatic-steering]
Tricycle on the Path last season.

Pioneer Direct Automatic-steering ConYertlWe Tandem.
The simplest and most rigid convertible in the market.

H. J. PAUSEY, Maker,
"PIONEER" WORKS, PARK ROW, CLAPHAM, LONDON, 8.W.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES FOR 1886 ONE STAMP.
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ALADDIN; OR, THE WONDERFUL HUB LAMP.

A Revised Version, treating of Love, War, and the Coventry Ring, interspersed

WITH Original Songs and Parodies on popular ones.

Scene I.

—

Town in China. Home of Alad-

din. Aladdin discovered sitting at table filling

up entry form.

Enter Mrs. Aladdin, his mother.

Mrs. A. : Aladdin, my boy, a nobleman

has arrived who calls himself your Uncle.

Alad. : Go on, mother !

Mrs. a. : It is a fact. He is anxiously en-

quiring for you.

Enter Uncle.

Unc. : Aladdin, my child, I am your Uncle.

Your worthy father was my own brother. I

knew you at first sight, you are so like him.

You have his same blue eyes, his

Mrs. a. : My husband's eyes were brown.

Unc. : Ah ! quite so. You have his same

brown eyes.

Mrs. a. : My Aladdin's eyes are blue.

Unc : Ah ! quite so. That's how I knew

him. Oh ! my poor brother, how unhappy I

am that I did not arrive in time to give him

one last embrace. But I will dry my tears
;

will save them for sm'other evening. Alad-

din, I am rich—very rich. I have travelled

through the Indies, Persia, Arabia, Syria, and

Egypt ; have scaled the snow-capped peaks

of the Sahara, and journeyed o'er the sandy

wastes of the Alps. Speaking of waists, of

corset Alps, too. But never mind that. I

have, as I say, journeyed through Persia,

Arabia, Syria, and so on. Bread ad lib.

Follow of meat sevenpence. No, I don't

mean that. But no matter. I mean to say,

in the course of my journeys I have heaped

up a fair pile, and I intend to set you up in

life, my boy. Are you ready to be set up ?

Alad. : Quite.

Unc: I will away, then, for the present,

and will call for you in an hour or so. Pack

up your clothes for a long journey. Fare-

well ! [Exit.]

Mrs. a. : He seems a very eccentric man.
My boy, I hardly like to trust you with him.

I never heard my poor dear, late lamented

husband, as has been dead and gone three

years come Toosday fortnight, say anything

about a brother. It's hard to part with you.

However, I suppose I must let you go, as it's

for your good. I will go and pack up your

things.

Alad. : And I will ride round to Tottee's

and say farewell.

Scene II.

—

Evening. Garden in front of the

Sultan Ali Buddir-al-Buddoor's {Tottee's father)

house on the high road to the city.

Enter Aladdin on bicycle. Dismounts and

leans bike against wall.

Alad. : I wonder if the dear girl is at

home. I will serenade her. {Produces Jew's-

harp and performs short overture.)

{Sings) Original.

I've ridden round on my trusty bike,

Tral-i-ee-tee—tral-i-ee-tee !

And 'neath your window I chi-ike,

Tral-i-ee-tee—tral-i-ee-tee !

Oh ! Tottee, dear, don't make me wait,

It's really getting rather late.

And mother will me soundly rate

—

Tral-al-al-i-ee-tee!

So just come out and welcome me,

Tot-ay-ee-ee—Tot-ay-ee-ee

]\Iuch longer here I shall not be,

Tot-ay-ee-ee—Tot-ay-ee-ee !

For off with Uncle I must go
;

But where it's to I do not know

—

It may be Bagdad or the Stanley Show,
Tot-ay-ee-ee—Tot-ay !
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Princess Tottee appears at window.

P. Tot. : Hullo! Ally, old man. What's
that you say about going off with your Uncle ?

When do you go ?

Alad. : I leave to-morrow for parts un-

known with my father's brother, otherwise

known upon my prophetic soul as my Uncle.

Tot. : I didn't know you had an Uncle.

Oh I but, of course, you're a racing-man.

What are you going with your Uncle for ?

Alad.: He's going to set me up. Whatever
I Hke.

Tot. : What are you going to be ?

Alad. : A Maker's Amateur.

Tot. : A Maker's Amateur. Oh ! why
don't you be an English Artist, like the one

in last week's Family Herald, with pale blue

orbs and a long drooping moustache, who

—

Alad. : Not good enough. I did think of

being several things, but I've made up my
mind at last. Bat I must say good-bye.

Hope you'll manage to exist without me.

Tot. : What ?

Alad. : I hope you'll manage to live with-

out me.
Tot. : Exist without you indeed. Oh,

you're not the only one who's fond of me.

Why {sings)—
(Air—" Wherever I may go.'')

I get worshipped right and left, wherever I

may go

—

The girls find they are all bereft, wherever

I may go
;

The young men's aim is me to please, wher-

ever I may go.

Though they say I am an awful tease, wher-

ever I may go.

Yes, you may smile and you may sneer,

There's more than you that call me " dear,"

And one of them is an EngUsh Peer, wher-

ever I may go.

At Cinderella, feed or ball, or wherever I

may go.

There's no one else in it at all, wherever I

may go

;

And every man who's there behaves, wher-

ever I may go,

As if the lot were all my slaves, wherever I

may go.

Yes, you may laugh and make a face
;

But when you've gone away to race

There's plenty more to take your place,

wherever I may go.

Alad.: 'Core! 'Core! I'm glad to hear

you're so popular. So long, Tottee dear.

Keep your feet dry.

Tot : How dare you speak to a princess

like that ! {Slams window.)

Enter Uncle on rear-steerer.

Unc. : Aladdin, my boy, I have been
hunting for you everywhere. We must be

off at once. Circumstances over which I

have no control have arisen to hurry our

departure, and unaccustomed as 1 am to

public speaking, I feel it my duty on this

occasion to say a few no, I don't mean
that. But no matter. Here are all your

goods and chattels wrapped up in a red

pocket-handkerchief. {Hands sanuto Aladdin.)

Your thoughtful ma has packed them up for

you. You need not go back, I have said

good-bye to your mother for you by proxy,

as it were. Stay, I must oil my back wheel.

{Proceeds to oil up.)

Alad. : Where are we going, Uncle ?

Unc: To England, to secure {aside) if

possible the great Talisman. Once possessed

of that nothing will be impossible.

Alad. : Thought you were going to set

me up ?

Unc. : So I am
;
you'll see in time. Now,

come on. {Seats himself on tricycle.) This is

the far-famed Suliman's tricycle, and whoever
sits on it can be transported in a second

or so wherever he wishes. Seat yourself on

it, hang on somewhere, and wish yourself in

England. {Aladdin clings on to framework.)

Alad. : I wish I was in England.

{Trike rises up into clouds and disappears.)

Scene III.—Night. Exterior of Mr. Cheap-

hate's premises in the Old South Road. Uncle

and Aladdin discovered standing in road.

Unc. : We will go not farther now
Aladdin. I will show you here some extra-

ordinary things which, when you have seen,

you will thank me for. While I strike a light

you make a fire with these back numbers of

cycling papers. [Hands same to Aladdin.) I

did think of having them bound, but times

are so bad, and England expects every man
to do his duty. " Up, Guards, and at 'em I"

"They fly!" " Who fly ?" " The French

and " But no matter. I have altered

my mind. {They light fire, over which Uncle

pronounces some mystic words. Trap over cellar

in front of house slowly opens.)

Unc. {much agitated) : Now we are ready.

My chee-ild, do not be afraid. You secure

the boy, I'll secure the gyurl, and once on

board the lugger all will be—what am I

talking about? But no matter. Aladdin,
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in that shop there is a treasure destined to

be yours ; no person but yourself can enter.

But you must do as I command you.

Alad. : What am I to do, Uncle ?

Unc. : Descend that trap, and you will

find yourself in a cellar, at the end of which

there is a door ; stand in front of it and

repeat the words, " Ish halit bei Rishor skot

cher," twice slowly. The door will then

open, and you can go up a flight of steps

into the shop. Mind you don't fall over any

tricycles or knock down any accessories. If

you do it will be fatal to you—or to the

accessories. In a niche before you you
will see a lighted lamp. Seize it, blow out the

light, throw away the wick, pour away the

oil, and bring it to me. Take this ring

{hands him ring), and should you get into

any difficulties, rub it, the genie of the

ring will then appear and do your bidding.

Alad. : But what do we want the lamp
for?

Unc. : Whoever possesses that lamp is

enabled to have—I'll tell you what is the

good of it when you've got it. Are you

ready ?

Alad. : Yes, Uncle, I go, although I fear

me much. {Descends traf) .)

Unc. : What a simple youth ! I didn't

think I should bamboozle him and his ma
so easily. I have indeed managed well, and
success IS now at hand. In another two
minutes I shall have the lamp. Then no
more toiling and working, no more sausage

and mashed. I shall be able to live at my
ease. {Sings)—

(Air—*' Said 1 ti myself, s^id L")

When I was a boy, " I'll make a name,"
Said I to myself, said I.

" I'll leave my mark on the roll of fame,"

Said I to myself, said I.

But when things began to go adverse,

And I went down from bad to worse,
" I shouldn't mind driving a blessed hearse !"

Said I to myself, said I.

As I grew old, " I've got less grand,''

Said I to myself, said I.

" I'll take a post in a German band,"

Said I to myself, said I.

But to my coffers no money flowed,

And my instrument I quickly stowed
;

"The cornet and flute can both be blowed,"

Said I to myself, said I.

" An eminent cycHst I'll try to be,"

Said I to myself, said I.

" I'll be a big pot on the C.T.C.,"

Said I to myself, said I.

But I found that the man who wants to be

grand'll

Have to know how the reins to handle

—

" The game'snot worth the blooming candle,"

Said 1 to myself, said I.

" My state in Hfe will soon be tragic,"

Said I to myself, said I.

" I'm jiggered if I don't go in for magic,"

Said I to myself, said I.

So I saved myself from becoming a tramp

By going for things of a wicked stamp

—

" I'll have a go for the enchanted lamp,"

Said I to myself, said I.

(Head of Aladdin appears up trap.)

Alad. : Uncle, I've got the lamp, help me
out.

Unc. {aside) : But you won't keep it.

{Aloud) I will. But first hand me the lamp,

it will be troublesome to you.

Alad. : No I shan't, until you lend me a

hand. Then I'll give it you.

Unc. {enraged) : Give me the lamp, I say.

If you don't I'll rub my ring, and the trap

will shut you up in a living tomb.

Alad. : No ! 7 will rub the ring. You have

forgotten you gave it to me. {Riihs ring.)

Unc: No, don't, I say! Don't, don't!

I'll give you a

( Claps of thunder. Genie of frightful aspect

appears.)

Genie : What would'st thou have ? I am
ready to obey thee. I serve him who
possesses the Coventry Ring on thy finger

—

I and the other slaves of that ring.

Alad. : Extract me from this hole. Con-
vey that wicked magician to furrin parts.

(Genie disappears with magician, Aladdin

is raised out of trap, holding King of the

Road huh lamp in his hands.)

Alad. : Well, this takes the cake. I

wonder what is the use of this old lamp. If

that frightful spectre has returned from his

journey with that wicked magician I'll ask

him, though I almost fear to call him up.

But here goes.

(Rubs ring. Clap of thunder. Genie appears.)

Genie : What would'st thou have ?

Alad. : First of all, who art thou ?

Gen. : I am a genie—a slave of that

Coventry Ring. When you rub the ring you
Stur-mey up. I do your bidding, then Faed
away. Have you read " The Great S- ?"

Alad. : I have, but I couldn't get it for

ninepence, though.
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Genie : Know, then, that- 1 am mentioned

in that great work. - Mortal, I am the " Any
Other Mail!"

Alad. : Great 'evens ! What will you take

twopennyworth of?

The A.O.M. : I am a total abstainer.

Alad. : Well, don't apologise. But tell

me, great and powerful one, what is the use

of this old lamp ?

A.O.M. : That lamp, O mortal, that

lamp, which thousands have striven after

for years, and which your pretended Uncle

meant to have tricked you out of after you

had gone through all the danger—the posses-

sion of that lamp entitles the owner to have

his every wish gratified. The ring, as you

have seen, gives you the same, but there is

another privilege it grants—a privilege greater

than was ever granted to mortal before.

Alad. : Yes. Go on—go on. What is it ?

A.O.M. : The owner of that ring is entitled

to receive the " Wheel World" post free for

a whole year.

Alad. {overcome) : Can it be possible ?

A.O.M.: Yes. Go to the office of that

magazine and Judd-ge for yourself. You

will find your name already down for the

year. What Moore can you want?

Alad. : Nothing—at least, I want to be a

Maker's Amateur.

A.O.M. : Rub the lamp and wish it. If

you then go to any of the firms on the Via-

duct, they will engage you. But you must

Holborn your eyes. They are a sharp lot.

Alad. : Never fear. I shall be wide awake".

(Sings.) Original.

. I want to be a real M.A.

;

I reckon that it is a thing to pay.

I don't care what I endure.

As long'as you'll ensure

That in the end I'll be a real M.A.

I wish to be a real M.A.,

Though this I will admit and freely say

—

Whether for Humber or for Rudge,

I do not care a fudge

As long as I'm a real M.A.

I want to be a real M.A.,

And I prorhise that on each respective day

I'll have raw steak for my dinner.

Then I'm sure to be a wanner,

As becomes a fully-fledged M.A.

I should make a very good M.A.

;

I reckon I would show them all the way,

For I'm a first-class entry-faker,

• And with exes from the maker,

I should make a very good M.A.

-A.O.M.: Then you must M.A.-ke haste;
the Vigilance Committee will soon be on
your track.

Alad. : Thanks. Farewell, O most
powerful spirit ! I go.

A.O.M.: Farewell! (Faeds away.)

Interval of Three Months.

Scene IV.

—

The sea-shore near Aladdin's

home. Aladdin discovered sitting on a rock

near sea, very shabbily dressed. Magic ring on

his finger, and enchanted lamp in his lap.

Alad: Well, this is lively ! Now I have
got here I don't know what to do. I can't

go into the city in these clothes. I

might meet Tottee. Oh, how I long to see

the dear girl again ! I wish I'd never

listened to what that vile old magician said,

and the Any Other Man, too, he's nearly as

bad. He told me that when I rubbed this

ring he would appear and do whatever I

wished, but I've rubbed it often and he never

came. He said also that I should be a

Maker's Amateur, but I'm not. Couldn't get

taken on anywhere, because I couldn't get

nearer than 60 in the mile to scratch. Didn't

I train, too. And now here I am without a

penny in my pocket, and had to work ray

passage out, too. The hard work nearly

killed me. {Accidentally drops lamp into sea.)

Great heavens !_ the lamp's gone ! Oh lor !

oh lor ! What shall I do ? I shall lose it.

[Wrings his hands. Clap of thunder. Genie

appears.)

A.O.M. : What would you have me do ?

Alad. : How you startled me! but don't

apologise. Fetch me my lamp. {A.O.M.

recovers lamp, and hands same to Aladdin.)

Alad. : Thanks ! I am indeed obliged.

What will you take one pennyworth of ?

A.O.M.: I am a Blue Ribbonist.

Alad. : Don't apologise. Answer me

—

how was it you came here?

A.O.M. : You rubbed the ring when you
wrung your hands.

Alad. : Did I ? WeU, I'm glad I did. But

how is it you would not come before ? I

have rubbed both the lamp and the ring

often, but with no result. You never came.

How is it ?

A.O.M. : I will tell you. When you pos-

sessed both lamp and ring you had no com-
mand over the slaves of the ring or of the

lamp, but when you lost the lamp the ring

was in full power. Aladdin, take my advice,

only keep one of them, for as one counteracts
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the other, you might as well have none as

have both. Choose which you will keep.

Alad. : I will do as you say. I will keep

the ring, and the lamp I will—what shall I

do with it ?

A.CM. : Why not present it to the Prin-

cess Tottee.

Alad. : Ah ! the Princess. How is she—do

you know ?

A.O.M. : She is well. She is also very

friendly with your pretended Uncle's son.

Lord Chipswin.

Alad. : You don't say so !

A.O.M. : It is a fact. He is a regular

attendant at the Palace. Like yourself, he

is a great rider, and has entered for the

National Bicycle Races, which come off at

Bagdad on the 30th.

Alad. : Ah 1 a happy thought strikes me
I will be there. You can procure me a

machine, I suppose.

A.O.M. : Yes. But you must send in your

name at once, the entries close to-morrow.

Alad. : How's that ?

A.O.M. : Fourteen days before the race,

you know. New rules.

Alad. : How things have changed ! Can
you oblige me with a postage-stamp ? {A .O.M.

hands Aladdin one.) Thank you. I will send

in my entry at once. You take this lamp to

the Princess Tottee ; say it is a present from

Aladdin, which she is to take great care of;

and also say that Aladdin will arrive in a

day or so. When you have done that, I will

get you to get me a house, &c., but do that

first.

A.O.M. : I will. Good evening.

Alad.: Good evening. [Exit A.O.M.
'I

Alad. : Things will be right after all, 1

believe, and I am not at all sorry for what
has happened. When the makers refused

to pay me to ride for them I felt rather wild.

Who would have thought it was the posses-

sion of two talismans instead of one that

thwarted me. Now I am in power again

I plainly see the folly of my ways, and
shall not try to be a paid rider. I will be a

gentleman amateur. I used to sing. {Sings)—
(^Air

—

^^ Sweet Violets.")

Sweet Httle cheques, sweeter than all the

prizes,

I should like to have of them just a few

;

Sweet little cheques, you're hard indeed to

gather

—

I wish the makers would give me just one
or two.

Makers, I pray, you will me pay-
Yes, pay me for riding and racing on your

crocks :

Sweet little cheques, sweeter than all the

prizes,

Oh! cheques, do come to me, I'm waiting to

go and cash you.

But in future my song shall be fsings)—
Sweet fastest times, better even than medals,

In future I will ride for you, and you alone

;

Sweet fastest times, I mean to make 3^ou

faster,

And a few records I mean to make my own.

Oh ! best times, stay, don't go farther away,

Stay as you are now, for I want to catch

you up;

Sweet record times, sweeter than all the

medals,

I hope soon to have my name down as a

holder of you.

Scene V.

—

Same as Scene H. Princess

Tottee walking in garden.

P. Tot. : I am so unhappy. I am
wretched. Chipswin isn't near so nice as

Aladdin was. I wonder where he is now.

What a funny thing to send to anybody

—

an old bicycle lamp ; but he always was a

funny fellow was Aladdin. However, he'll

be here in a few days, at least so his note

says. (Pulls out note and reads it. Enter L.

Chipsv/in. She puts away note.)

L. Chip. : Good morning, fair princess.

What a salubrious day ?

P. Tot. : Good morning. It is a nice

day.

L. Chip. : I say, by-the-bye, as I was com-
ing down here I met an elderly man who
was calling out, " Old lamps for new ! old

lamps for new 1" I accosted him and said,

" Sir, that is not a very paying game, is it ?"

" No," he replied, "it is not, but it pleases

me."

P. Tot. : What's all that to do with me ?

L. Chip. : Well, I thought you could

change that old lamp that—gentleman sent

you for a new one ; it would be a good bar-

gain, I should say myself.

Tot. : But Aladdin said, " Keep it safe."

L. Chip. : Yes, but you could keep the

new one safe just the same, and a new one is

better than a dirty old one any day. Hullo !

here comes the old gentleman.

Tot. : I will run and get the lamp. {Goes

into palace.)
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Enter wicked Uncle, disguised as a working

man, carrying a load of bicycle lamps.

Unc. : Old lamps for new, old lamps for

new. Twelve o'clock, and a very fine night.

Bring out your dead. No—what am I talk-

ing about ? But no matter. Hullo ! Chippy.

L. Chip. : Hush, father ! It's all right,

she's gone to fetch the lamp. Go in and

win. You've done it this time. Play up at

'em.

Enter Tottee icith lamp.

Unc. {icalking on) : Old lamps for new,

old

P. Tot. : Hi ! hi

!

Unc: Hullo! Got an old lamp for a new
one, miss ? {Walks back.) Oh ! an old " King

of the Road."

P. Tot. : It's not very old.

Unc. : No, just old enough, eh—and a bit

over. Look, here's a beauty I'll give you for

it, with a window to light up by and a wind-

up burner.

P. Tot. : Thanks, that'll do. {They ex-

change lamps. Princess Tottee takes new one

and Uncle receives the enchanted one.)

[Exit Uncle.]

P. Tot. : Won't Aladdin be pleased when
he arrives !

L. Chip, {aside) : Do you think so ? {Aloud)

Oh, rather, I guess he will. Well, Tottee,

I must be off, I have to do my morning prac-

tice on the track. Shall you be present at the

races ?

P. Tot. : Very probably papa will go, and

I expect will take me.

L. Chip. : Good-bye, then, for the present.

I reckon I'll soon be round here again. So long.

Tot. : Good-bye ! [Exit L. Chip.]

I'm glad he's gone. He is a nuisance. I

really hope he won't win the Championship.

I wish Aladdin was here to ride against him,

but I suppose it would be no use if he were,

as they say the magic powers of his father

will enable him to win easily.

Enter Aladdin.

Alad. : Princess ! Princess ! don't you

know me ?

Tot. : Aladdin ! why so it is. I'm so glad

you're— I mean I'm—er—how are you ?

Alad. : I am quite well. How have you
been getting on in my absence ? How's the

English peer ?

P. Tot. : Oh, don't speak of him. He's
just horrid.

Alad.: Is he now? And yet I've heard
you're pretty friendly.

P. Tot. : He's always here. He has only

just left. Oh! Aladdin, I've got such a sur-

prise for you.

Alad. : What is it?

P. Tot. : Look here ! You know the dirty

old lamp you sent me ? Well, I've changed
it for this new one. {Shows lamp.)

Alad. : Tottee, you don't say so ! We are

undone. Who did you give the other to ?

P. Tot. : Why, what's the matter ?

Alad. : Answer me, I say—who did yon
give the old lamp to ?

P. Tot. : Why, to an old man who came
round calling out " Old lamps for new."

Lord Chipswin advised me to.

Alad. : The magician, I'll take my oath.

Princess, excuse my manner. That lamp
was a very powerful talisman, the possession

of which enabled the owner to have his every

wish fulfilled. The magician tried to get it

from me once before, but was prevented,

now he has succeeded. But never mind, I

will outdo him yet.

P. Tot. : I'm so sorry, Aladdin. I didn't

know—don't be cross, but come in to tea.

Alad. : Is your father at home?
P. Tot. : No, he's gone to a meeting at

Ironmonger Lane.

Alad. : Good ! I will step inside, but I

vow before a month is past I'll be even with

the magician and his son. Yes. {Sings)—
(Air—" Later On.'')

I will instruct them in what my vengeance

means.
Later on

—

{whistle)—later on.

I'll give them what is known by the name
of " beans,"

Later on

—

{whistle)—later on.

The pa shall suffer soon for trying me to cop,

Though you can't easily have me upon the

hop,

And on his little game he will see I'll put

a stop,

Later on

—

{whistle)—later on.

Lord C. will soon see I regard him with

malice.
Later on

—

{whistle)—later on.

I'll teach him to loaf round Tottee's father's

palace.
Later on

—

{whistle)—later on.

Though his father tricked me of the lamp I

fairly won,

I'll prove to the couple I'm not yet quite

done

—

I bet that these parts they'll studiously shun,

Later on

—

{whistle)—later on.
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And, Tottee, you must promise Lord C. to

avoid,

Later on

—

{ii'hist!e)—\siter on.

If you do, and I beat them, my bliss won't

be alloyed,

Later on

—

{ichistle)—later on.

When last I left, you know, my love for you

was killing,

And let me say the same mood I have con-

tinued still in,

And, like Barkis, to marry you I will be very

willing.

Later on

—

{ivhistle)—later on.

P. Tot. :

And, Ally, I'm sure you'll be very glad to hear,

Later on

—

{whistle)—later on.

That, as you say you're willing, I'll say " the

same here,"

Later on

—

{ichistle)—later on.

Listen to me, please, and clearly understand

—

I lost you the lamp, in exchange I'll give my
hand.

Alad. :

Then, I'll lay any odds we're the happiest in

the land,

Later on

—

{whistle)—later on.

Scene VI.

—

The road leading to the Bagdad

facing track. Dressing-room at rear. Enter

Uncle and Lord Chipswin. Former with

magic trike, which he hides behind a bush.

Unc. : I will hide the magic trike there

and tell you my plans. At last I believe we
shall succeed. I have done everything I can

to make you win. It now only depends on

which is the most powerful talisman—your

lamp or Aladdin's ring. Have you put the

lamp into the hub of your racing bike ?

L. Chip. : I have, and have put the machine

into safe custody.

Unc. : I have seen the prizes. If you win

you will receive a cheque for ;^5,ooo, which

will come in very handy, as we are both

nearly cleaned out, and if Aladdin wins

(which he won't) he takes a wreath of

parsley.

L. Chip. : What, all at once ! But, truly,

is that what he has chosen ?

Unc. : It is. He has turned into a most
conscientious amateur, more fool he. When
the excitement of the races is over we must
try to humbug the Sultan into allowing you
to marry the Princess Tottee. By the aid of

the lamp I expect to succeed. Without it

we can do nothing, so take great care of it.

L. Chip. : All right, father, I'll manage it,

never fear.

Unc. : The gates are opened. Here come
the first arrivals.

Enter body of trainers, two and tico, wheeling

machines.

(Air—" Hi I hi ! Houpla /") {Chorus.)

Hi! hi ! Houpla ! This^way for the racing.

The racing to see who the pot will win.

Hi! hi! Houpla ! This way for the racing
;

Take places, the first heat is going to

begin. {They pass across stage.)

Unc. : Now for the tug of war.

Enter Aladdin, with trainer wheeling machine.

Alad. : Oh ! false ones, at last I have met

you. Give me back my lamp again, or I will

give you into custody for obtaining goods

by false pretences. But stay—no, I will

not ask you to deliver it up. I have my
ring ; we will try which is the more power-

ful talisman in the forthcoming race. On
one condition—the vanquished shall deliver

up his talisman to the conqueror.

Unc. : Be it so. If my son wins, you give

him the ring; if you win, he gives you the

lamp.

Alad. : Agreed. [Exit Aladdin and trainer.']

Unc. : Don't you believe it. Chipswin, my
boy, observe what I say. If you win, all

well and good—we shall get the ring. But
if you don't, you must ride as hard as you
can round to the other side of the track, hft

your machine over the rails into the road

which leads to this spot, and ride on here.

I will wait for you here. We will take the

lamp from your machine, seat ourselves on
the trike, and vanish to other lands.

L. Chip. : I understand, and will most
carefully follow your directions.

[Exit into dressing-room.]

Unc. : Hullo ! Who comes ? The Sultan

and his lovely daughter. I will hide.

{Gets behind telegraph-board. Sultan and his

daughter pass across stage, each in " Coventry

Chair ''propelled by blacks, with crowd of at-

tendants on trikes.)

Unc. : Well, of all the girls I ever saw

—

that's all. Doors open at 7, commence at

7.30. Early doors 6.50. Booking-office open
daily from What am I talking about ?

But no matter. If I can but manage to

marry Chipswin to the Princess Tottee

my fortune's made. Really, I shouldn't

mind marrying her myself. I am a little too

old, perhaps—fifty years ago I might have
thought of it. [Exit.]

Enter Aladdin in racing clothes.

Alad.: This is a most eventful day. If I

beat Chipswin, Tottee has promised to marry
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me the day ter to-morrow, but if I don't I

shall have o wait until the day after.

Althouo;h the magician seems all right I can-

not believe but that he's up to some trick or

other. (Looks round, and perceives tricycle

partly hidden behind hush.) Hullo! {Pulls trike

out.) If I am not mistaken this is the magic

tricycle. It is too. They evidently mean to

bolt on it. But they shan't. {Calls.) Thomp-
kins !

Enter trainer from house.

T, : Did you call, sir ?

Alad. : Can you find me a rear-steerer

anywhere ? Something like this one.

T. : There's one at the back of the house.

{Goes behind house and brings out tricycle.)

Alad. : That will do capitally. Now help

me to smash up this one.

{They proceed to break up magic tricycle with

pieces of the railing. Throw fragments into

bushes, and place the other machine on the

spot magic tricycle stood.)

Alad. : That will do. You can go. \^Exit

trainer.^ I should very much like to have

made a book on the race, but I promised

Tottee not to bet.

{Two clubmen on tandem pass across stage on

the way to the races.)

1ST Clubman {to second ditto) : I'lllay you

3 to I Chipswin wins the race.

Alad : I'll take yon three times. {Rushes

off after tandem.)

Scene VII.

—

Same as last.

Enter Unxle a;/(i Chipswin, in racing clothes,

both running hard.

Unc. : Here we are. I will rest a moment
before we take our flight. Tell me, how did

you manage it ?

L. Chip. : Well, he lapped me once, and

as he was passing the second time on the

other side of the track and away from most

of the people, I fouled him, and we both

came down. I tried to pull his ring off, but

had no time, as the spectators were running

towards us. I went to get the lamp out of

my machine, but, to my horror, saw it was

smashed to bits. So I leapt the rails and

came on to you.

Unc. : Oh lor ! oh lor ! what could have

been more unfortunate ! If we are caught

we shall be lynched.

L. Chip, {looking down road) : Look out,

here they come ! Get on the trike quick.

[They pull trike from behind bushes and mount.)

Unc. : I wish myself in England. Good
heavens ! what is the matter ? The tricycle

does not move. Try again.

Unc. and L. Chip. : I wish myself in

Enter mob, shouting ''Stop thief!" '* Tally-

ho .'" " Welsher !" " Yoicks !" &c., &c. They
seize L. Chip, and Uncle.

Unc: My good people, my good people,

what are you a-doing of? Do have a care

how you handle me. Glass with care, this

side up. Visitors are requested not to feed

the animals. Keep off the grass. Off-side

down. Do not pluck the No, I don't mean
that. But no matter. What is the reason

of this unseemly conduct ?

Enter Aladdin and Tottee on tandem. Alad-

din with face cut and other signs of a cropper.

Alad. : Hullo ! here they are. Here, my
friends, do not handle them roughly.

P. Tot. : Oh ! Aladdin, don't punish them
;

let them go.

Alad.: Let them go. (To Uncle.) Make
the best of your time and get away.

Uncle and L. Chip.—Thanks, we go. {Pre-

pare to start.)

Enter police on tricycles, headed by inspector.

Unc. : Look out, Chippy, here's the

coppers !

1ST Policeman : Hullo ! So you're about

here, are yer ? {Dismounts and goes up to L.

Chip.) I arrest you in the name of the

Sultan.

L. Chip. : For what ?

Policeman : For roping at the Easter

Monday Sports—a crime punishable with

death.

L. Chip. : Oh, carry me out ! {Policeman

leads him off, escorted by half the other police.)

2ND Policeman {to Uncle) : In the name
of the Sultan I arrest you.

Unc. : What for ?

Policeman : For keeping a dog unmuzzled

—a crime punishable by transportation for

life. {Leads him off, escorted by remainder of

police.)

Alad. {remounting trike) : Now, you people,

we're off to the Palace. If you come on

there you shall be suitably entertained.

Food gratis. Drinks free. Take away as

much as you like, and full liberty to get

drunk on the premises.

[Exit A lad .and Tottee.]

Crowd : Hurrah ! for the Prince and

Princess. Three cheers for drinks all round.

{All rush off.)
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Scene VIII.

—

Room in interior of the Palace.

Aladdin and Tot:ee seated at table reading the

" Wheel World.'' Sultan and Mrs. Aladdin

sitting on an ottoman at opposite end of room,

playing at an Oriental game called " tossing for

halfpennies.''

SuLT. : Heads. Right. That's threepence-

halfpenny I have won of you. Really, this is

a most enchanting game—it ought to be

made a national sport. 'Tis so simple, and

yet so instructive. It teaches, it teaches

—

what is it it teaches, Aladdin ?

Tot. : Oh, don't bother Ally, he's reading
" Working on Canvass '' from last month's

"Wheel World " to me. Go on, Ally dear.

SuLT. : Well, never mind what it teaches.

Tottee is a rude girl not to make Aladdin

answer. When I was a girl I always did

what my father asked me to do. But things

have changed. (Sings)—
Yes, things have altered a great deal

Since I v/as a little boy.

The years now past have made one feel

I'm not a little boy.

When they before me are arranged

I see more plainly things have changed,

Some friends have died, some are estranged,

Since I was a little boy.

There were no such splendid racing tracks

When I was a little boy.

Nor any such grand time-beating cracks

When I was a little boy.

Webber had never tried to race.

Nor Hillier gone in for making the pace.

But you didn't get cinders in your face

When I was a little boy.

The cycles were all made of wood
When I was a little boy.

You couldn't go fast try as you would
When I was a little boy.

But we didn't get up before the morn
To ride till 24 hours were gone,

And afterwards wish we'd never been born

When I was a little boy.

P. Tot. : Oh, that's enough father. Don't
play the giddy ox. Keep the rest till

—

Enter Vizier.

Viz. : I came to tell you, my prince, that

the court has passed sentence on the magi-

cian and his son ; they are to be compelled to

make a plan of the Law Courts, and when
that is done to be kept in durance vile for

the rest of their lives to write replies to

applications for road routes. [Exit.]

Alad. : Well, I think it is about time to be

getting ready for the event.

P. Tot. : Yes, I'm off to get dressed.

[Exit, singing " For I'm to be married to-day,

to-day."]

Sult. [to Mrs. Alad.) : Well, I think it is

about time to be getting ready for the event.

Mrs. Alad. : Yes, I'm off to get dressed.

[Exit, together singing " For we're to be married

to-day, to-day."]

Alad.: Now for the ring. (Rubs ring on

his finger.)

{Clap of thunder. The " Any Other Man "

appears.)

A.O.M. : What would'st thou have ?

Alad. : I have, as you know, derived many
and great benefits from this Coventry Ring,

and now, as I have everything man can pos-

sibly wish for, I desire to use it to benefit

others.

A.O.M. : Well done, Aladdin. What shall

I do with it ?

Alad. : Don't praise me. It was more
Tottee's idea than mine. Take the ring.

{Draws it off and hands it to A .O.M.) Take it

and say that the Prince and Princess be-

queath it to the General Cycling Public.

[Exit A.O.M.]
Enter Tottee.

P. Tot. : Oh, Ally, do come and help me,
I'm in such trouble. It's getting awfully

late, and I can't find the curling-tongs.

[Exit.]

—B. Hayward.
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THE FIRST MEETING OF THE APPEAL COMMITTEE.

It is not generally known that several

prominent riders have lately been suspended

on various charges brought against them
which the Executive of the National

Cyclists' Union considered detrimental to

their amateur status. As the N.C.U. Execu- '

tive has, strangely enough, not thought proper i

to give their decision in these cases to the i

world, it is clearly our duty to do so, and we
|

publish the names at the risk of libel actions I

and other things too horrible to contemplate. I

Mr. P. T. Letchford has been suspended i

from riding as an amateur for twelve months •

for accepting six shirts from a tricycle manu-
;

facturer on a late record ride. i

Mr. T. Swindle has been suspended until
I

the end of 1887 for running against a pro-

fessional bicyclist named H. A. Brewser.

Mr. A. Welsher has been suspended for

the term of nine months for receiving pe-

cuniary assistance from an uncle who is

suspected of being in reality a bicycle agent

or manufacturer.

Mr. D. J. Canary is declared a professional

on account of his riding a front wheel of a

bicycle with no visible means of support.

Mr. Cheep Dinar has been suspended for

taking board and lodging from a manu-
facturer on the occasion of a recent ad-

vertising ride.

Mr. Klepto Maniac has been suspended

for selling a bicycle which had been won by

him in an open event.

As soon as these gentlemen became aware

of the sentence passed upon them they

promptly appealed against the decision of

the Executive, as one and all considered

such an action on its part quite uncalled for.

At this vigorous move the startled Executive

searched through the minutes of the last

fev/ years, found that an Appeal Committee
had been elected some time before, dis-

covered their names in a ledger that had

lain on a shelf smothered in dust for some
months, and at once called a meeting for

the following Friday, giving the suspends

notice to appear.

The Friday arrived in due course, and the

Appeal Committee with it, about six o'clock,

at 17, Ironmonger Lane, with a good deal of

surprise at such an unusual event, and

Messrs. G. L. Hillier, A. J. Hills, W. P.

English, W. A. Smith and W. B. Tanner,
smothering their excitement, put on the
most severe expressions, and proceeded
to business.

Mr. W. B. Tanner having been voted to.

the chair, said—Gentlemen, I will not waste
your time by Speaking at any length, because
we have a lot of work to do, and work that
requires no explaining. The Executive of
the N.C.U. has suspended several riders on
evidence given against them. These have
all appealed, and we have to Hsten to their

defence, and say whether they are guilty or
not guilty, suspended or not suspended.
You have the names and the offences, so I

will take them in the order you find them.
Mr. Letchford, on being called, said that

the charge was perfectly untrue. He knew
very well who had brought it against him,
and it was quite what he would have ex-

pected from such a man. The truth was
that the informer was jealous of his suc-

cesses, and considered that by bringing such
a charge against another man he would turn
public attention from his own doings. He
was going on to prove without a doubt that
the other man was a Maker's Amateur when
the Chairman reminded him that he was
defending himself, and not trying to pick
holes in another man's character. Mr.
Letchford thereupon said again that the
charge was perfectly absurd, for he never
wore such things, and offered to give nine-

teen other reasons equally good.

After a short deliberation, the members of

the Committee gave it as their opinion that
the one reason was unanswerable, and dis-

charged Mr. Letchford, still muttering
remarks about a certam man he knew of.

Mr. T. Swindle appeared with a wild Irish

air, a supple-looking stick in his hand, a hat
that bore the traces of blows on his head,
and under his arm a book on the " Noble
Art of Self-defence." He also said the
charge was absurd, because he never had
run in a race, and never intended to do so.

He had, he believed, once met the gentleman
in question, but did not attempt to race
him. Had no doubt if he had done so he
would have beaten him. If by "running
against " the Executive meant pushing up
against, he certainly must plead guilty to that
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charge, for on the occasion of their meeting

he remembered distinctly Mr. Brewser falHng

down, and in endeavouring to avoid crushing

him with his foot his leg touched the other's.

Declared on oath that he would never touch

him again on any pretence.

The Committee considered the evidence

very incomplete, and thought the charge

should be dismissed.

Mr. A. Welsher said it was like anyone's

impudence to go about looking into his

affairs. What was the good of having an

uncle if he could not be made use of? Had
lots of uncles—everywhere he went he found

one. Always thought uncles played a promi-

nent part in most people's lives, and was

much surprised to hear he was pecuHar in

that respect. Did not exactly know what a

Maker's Amateur was, but was certain he was

not one. Wished he was if there was money

in it. If any gentleman would oblige with

the information he should be glad. Men-

tioned casually that he never rode a bicycle

or tricycle, because an uncle in the Strand

had given him pecuniary assistance, on his

machine being left as a guarantee of good

faith, years and years before.

The Chairman declared the case dis-

missed—the defendant was too innocent for

such a charge to be believed for one moment.

Mr. D. J. Canary pleaded guilty to the

charge brought against him. He did ride

the front wheel of a bicycle without any

visible means of support—in fact, rode it

without any support at all. Would ride a

cart wheel, or a Catharine wheel, or any

other wheel equally well. He liked being a

professional man. Considered trade very

hard work and very slow. Did not care

about amateurs. Would not thank anyone

to call him one. Only came up to-night just

to see if it was impossible to ascend the

stairs riding on one wheel. Had accom-

plished the task, and intended returning in

the same manner. Would wait if they liked

till the present performance was over so

that they could all watch him.

Mr. Cheep Dinar appeared in a sneaking

kind of manner, and in a subdued voice said

it was quite a mistake on his part. He was

riding on the North Road, and just dropped

in at a hotel for a meal, when he found that

he had joined the competitors in an ad-

vertising ride who were all staying there.

He rode away early the next morning, and
entirely forgot to settle his little bill. He
was extremely sorry the promoter of the

ride had been obhged to settle for his board

and lodging, and should be really very much
obliged if he would send the account in next

Christmas.

The Committee considered Mr. C. Dinar

a sportsman who would eventually be sus-

pended much more effectually than they

could, so declared the present sentence an-

nulled.

Mr. Klepto Maniac, who in appearance

was a respectably-dressed young man, said

he never had heard of such a thing as

anyone wanting to suspend him from riding

as an amateur because he had sold a bicycle.

Had procured lots of bicycles at different

times from all sorts of people and sold

them, but no one had said anything except

that they should like to catch him. Could

not understand the difference himself.

Thought, as far as he could see, that it

would be just as easy to try a bicj'cle and
bolt with it when he was a professional as

when an amateur. Was very sorry to give

them so much trouble, and would do any-

thing to oblige in reason. Could sell anyone
present a real beauty, dirt cheap, if they

would only go home with him.

The Appeal Committeemen expressed

themselves greatly obliged, and would con-

sider his offer. After mature deliberation it

was resolved unanimously, " That Mr. Klepto

Maniac's ignorance was the cause of his

having broken the laws of the N.C.U. by
realising a prize won in an open event, and
that the N.C.U. overlook the offence for

this time only."

After a vote of thanks to the Chair, the

Committee availed themselves of Mr.

Canary's offer, and watched with very

great interest his progress down the steep

stairs to the ground floor, where the whole

company shook hands warmly and dispersed,

well pleased with the result of the evening's

amusement. —Comus.
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CARISBROOKE CASTLE.

I HAD been ten days in the Isle of Wight,

and had not 3'et seen for myself the beauties

of Carisbrooke Castle, though I had gone

as far as was in my power in that direction,

by taking up my abode in Newport, and

looking with some attention from day to day

at the long, dusty road that stretched Caris-

brooke-wards. Further than looking I had

not yet gone, for the fact was that I

meant to go to Carisbrooke on wheels, if I

went at all ; and that mode of locomotion

presented no charms whatever till after a

shower should have laid the dust that, like a

thin cloud, affectionately followed upon the

track of every passing vehicle, as if loth to

part from it.

For, of course, it was on wheels that I must
visit Carisbrooke, if I ever got there at all.

That dusty road might offer few allurements

to the passenger by vehicle, but it offered

still fewer to him who would tempt his fate

on foot. Of course the choice was varied

—

I might select almost any style of carriage,

from the tin-waggon of Phcenecian times to

the four-wheeler of the Victorian age, and

yet find that aged road too used to one and

all of them to feel a jar of incongruity, but

being a person of modest taste, with all the

vehicles of all the ages open to my selection,

I passed them by without a second thought,

and took my tricycle instead.

That longed-for shower had come at last,

and it was amid new-washed leaves, and

glistening grass-blades, and a world smiling

in the freshness and sunlit radiance that

belongs alone to the early hours ofan English

summer morning, that I struck out upon a

road that, in the warmth of my charity to-

wards all mankind on this morning fresh from

Paradise, I forgave its dusty past, and only

regarded in the light of its watered present.

As I rode along, quietly and deliberately, I

became aware of a sound of heavily-rumbling

wheels on the highway behind me. It was
doubtless one of the mighty wains which

still linger in the remoter districts of South-

ern England, and I took little notice of it,

except to draw a little closer to my own side

of the road, knowing that country carters

are not always possessed of a fine feeling of

accuracy as to the amount of room legally

their due. But even as I turned my wheel,

I was struck by a certain peculiarity in the
sound for which I could not account. The
vehicle was two-wheeled, but of curiously

heavy construction, and the horse which drew
it seemed leisurely m its movements, and
clumsy in its tread.

As it came abreast of me, I turned my
head with some curiosity to see what manner
of thing it might be. It was still early morn-
ing, and I am a member of that body which
wears the blue ribbon as its badge, otherwise

I should hesitate to set before the eyes of an
incredulous and sceptical public the sight

that met my gaze.

Beside me paced a small cob, with closely

cut tail and mane, drawing at his heels a

carriage of a most remarkable character. It

had two wheels ; it was low upon the ground
;

it had no back at all to speak of, but amply
atoneci for that deficiency by a somewhat
excessive supply of front. It was, in fact,

shaped not unlike a wash-tub with a piece

bitten out of the back; and it appeared to

be constructed entirely of metal (no wonder
it was a heavy sound !) and to be decorated
with bas-rehefs of the same material. In

fact, I recognised it at once from the wood-
cuts of my own classical dictionary of school-

days as a Roman chariot; and I fell back
upon my tricycle with a cry of '^ Biga !"

which sounded less harmless than it un-

doubtedly was.

The driver of this truly astonishing appari-

tion, on a quietly-conducted country road,

was a man of middle height, but remarkably
broad build, clad (I feel dressed would be by
far too ordinary a word to use in this connec-

tion) in a flowing garment whose sleeves fell

back from his arms as he held the reins, stand-

ing upright in his biga— in which, indeed,

for obvious reasons, he would have found it

difficult to sit—his head uncovered, save by

the closely-cropped black hair, and his neck

encircled by a fine twist of gleaming metal.

He looked neither to the right nor to the

left, a circumstance I could not reasonably

regret, but passed me at a rate surprising

from the quality of his steed and the weight

: of his vehicle, and vanished into the mist

I

which still hung about the river, leaving me
j

with a bewildered sense of having met a.

I
Roman coin out for its morning drive, an

J
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a sort of gasping recollection of the battle of

Lake Regillus, and the sacred twins who
entered and exited in somewhat the same
manner as my friend of a moment ago.

But common-sen came to my aid, as it

always does—afterwards. " Some belated

reveller returning from a fancy ball," I mur-

mured. " Capital get-up—though chilly for

this time of day." And then, with afurtherbit

ofhelp from that sense which, after all, it is a

mistake to call " common"—" Or, rather, one

of Mander's circus-troupe going on to Ryde
to make arrangements for their grand entry

at mid-day." With which conclusion I was
more than satisfied.

The mist seemed closing in on every side

as I rode my tricycle up the last bit of the

steep ascent which leads to the grand gate-

way, crowning the hill. The wings of masonry
stretching away to the right and left seemed
almost swallowed up by the white curling

vapour, which began to veil the summer sun.

However, though I deplored the loss of a

view which I had always been told was well

worth going many a mile to see, I resolved

to go on and inspect the castle itself now
I was there, and trust to the mist having
cleared away by the time I had finished my
tour. So I stabled my machine under the

archway, and after presenting to the custo-

dian of the place the usual recognition of his

presence embodied in a small disc of silver,

I entered the vast base-court, surrounded by
its walls of solid masonry—now shaded by
trees in full leaf, and softened by trailing ivy

—crossed the open space where many a

joust or tourney may have been fitly held,

and began to explore the long, low range
of half-ruined buildings which skirt one
side of the courtyard. I wandered about,

after a desultory fashion, speculating as to

the original use of the rooms, with their curi-

ous ceiHngs and ornamental fire-places,

reached by quaint shallow-stepped stair-

cases, with twisted balustrades, disfigured by
worn white paint. Down one disused stair-

way, curling about a stone pillar, I could dis-

cover traces of broken stone decoration, and
a groined fragment of roof arch, much older
in appearance than the semi-modern rooms
in which I shared the soUtude of the
rat and the spider—and one dismal and
empty chamber bore above its doorway the
simple declaration that within this room
died the Princess Elizabeth.

I shivered a Httle in the chill gloom of the
gathering mist, and passed on, arriving

soon after at a small stone house, where, on
a great wooden wheel, a melancholy donkey
paced his weary way, and drew water in a

bucket from a well of incalculable depth, for

the edification and amusement of the de-

lighted tourist. Near by a steep flight of

seventy steps leads to the old keep, frowning

down from its high mound with a sternness

but partially softened by the billows of living

green which roll beneath. I decided to scale

its height, and wait till the clearing of the

mist should let me see the ground below

—

this sight-seeing in a fog-blanket was but

dreary work, somehow.
So I climbed the steps, and reached the

platform above the entrance, and the parapet

of the wall, where I found a comfortable

seat, with my back disposed against a moss-

grown angle, and settled myself for a little

quiet meditation. That I merely closed my
eyes for a moment to facilitate the flow of

thought I'm prepared to affirm with my last

breath ; and when I opened them again, my
start was at first entirely owing to the dis-

covery that the mist had now closed about

the keep to such an extent that I could not

even see the stones on which I was reposing,

and might have supposed them to have

melted into thin air, were it not that I was
painfully conscious that thin air could never,

by any human possibiUty, have been so hard.

But my next start was so violent that it

nearly hurled me into space, and ended any
further meditations on any subject whatever.

There was no mist below. Instead, there

stretched away for many a mile a waving

forest, which I could have sworn was never

included in any of the guide-books to Caris-

brooke; and, far as the eye could reach,

valley, and hill, and river lay wild and
solitary and deserted, save where, just below

the foot of the tower which I had to take on

trust now, not by sight, there was a cleared

space among the hoary forest trees, and a

great platform of beaten ground, enclosed

by a high wall of earth, intersected here and
there with a gateway, if such a term might

be applied to the mere gaps that broke the

otherwise even surface of the embankment.
Low-arched huts of earth lay about within

this curious oval enclosure, and about and
around, bearing short, rude spears, and
targes of skin and wood, there swarmed a

crowd of people, so extraordinary in their

aspect that I felt the vision of the early

morning but a weak thing in this connection.

They were lightly clad—more hghtly than
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my friend of the biga, since their simple

attire consisted of a sort of blue tattooing

over the whole body, with the addition, in

some cases, of a sort of skin rug carelessly

hanging over the shoulder. My experience

of the morning might be accounted for by

the circus theory, but that solution totally

failed to cover the present want. " Even
Astley won't do !

" I ejaculated, with a

feeling of indignation— "and I don't believe

the Aquarium, even, could manage it !

"

"Even so," responded a hollow voice at

my ear, which went far nearer to sending me
headlong from the height than anything that

had yet transpired, and turning with some
rapidity, I beheld, standing majestically with

folded arms at my side, the identical person

in the toga who had passed me on the Caris-

brooke road some hours before.

His face was grave, yet with something of

kindHness about it, and, despite his slight

eccentricity of costume, he seemed a well-

informed person, so I concluded to apply to

him for an explanation of this curious sight.

" They are evidently rehearsing an old English

play," I said, " a fashion that has been revived

in select circles of late, but who or what

can they really be ?
"

The toga'd person made answer in a

voice whose inflection was strange to me,

though his meaning was clear enough

—

" They are British warriors who have just

finished the caer, or fort, which you see as

the foundation of this castle."

I confess to being greatly surprised, but I

politely tried to hidemy sentiments. " Caer, "

I murmured, somewhat feebly— " Caris-

brooke, I suppose."
" You are right, " said the courteous

stranger, who must be, I concluded, a local

antiquary of quaint taste in dress. " That

is the derivation. Caev was the British

name, but the ' broc,' or stream, was added

by the Saxons. The earthen fort you now
see was all that once crowned the brow of

this lofty hill, and by its means the Celtic

dwellers in these regions successfully de-

fended themselves against the attacks of

invading foes."

The mist was swept by a sudden breeze,

and closed again over the scene that had

caused me such bewilderment. As I gazed,

it parted once more, and, but that I was

growing pretty well used to these transforma-

tion scenes by now, I should have been still

more utterly confounded at seeing that,

though the woods were still thick and

green, they were cleared in many places

that the enclosure, or caer, oval a moment
ago, had now become a quadrangle ; anc'

that the ^swarms of woad-stained savages

had given place to a more orderly crowd ot

men of a far finer race. There were breast-

plates on their bosoms, and shining caps of

steel upon their heads ; each carried a short,

broad sword by his side, and his round
shield and long slender spear were of a very

different make from the weapons of the

more primitive Celts. They paced in grave

and settled order the boundaries of the

square fort, and consulted together with a

serious air.

" These are the Romans," said the person

at my elbow. I was perfectly well aware of

that fact—I had recognised them from the

coine in the British Museum—but I thought

it would be uncivil to tell him his informa-

tion was gratuitous, so I held my peace.
" They captured the caey, though it was

deemed invincible," he went on ;
" they

altered its shape and held it as their fortress

during all the Roman occupation of the

Island of Vectis. And they defended by its

means all the colony below." And, indeed,

as he spoke, I perceived that the clearing in

the forest was greater than I had supposed,

and that in the smiling valley across the

river there lay more than one beautiful villa

in its trim garden among the cornfields that

stretched down to the water's edge.

But the mist was sweeping over again, and

before it cleared in the wonderful manner I

was quite getting to expect, I could hear the

sound of pickaxes and shovels hard at work

just at my feet. I was on the alert for some
new change in the scene, and was somewhat
disappointed to find it was limited to a new
earthwork, dividing the old caer across, and

a high mound of earth—the keep-mound, in

fact, on which I was sitting, though all my
efforts failed to trace any signs of the stone

masonry which had felt so hard when I sat

down on it. There were men engaged in

finishing the sides of this high hill of freshly-

raised earth—men who wore short tunics,

with odd pointed hoods, and talked to each

other in a language not unlike Low Dutch.

Down below, in the valley, the villas and the

gardens had all gone ; there were only a few

huts ofwhat looked like basket-work and mud,

and a rude'stone building onjthe spot where I

had seen Carisbrook Church standing on the

morning of this most eventful day.

" The Saxons," said my unknown friend,
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who was rapidly becoming a bore—" they

threw up this earthwork, and the embank-

ment across the caer, and settled a village on

the spot where the Roman legion had their

station."

Of course I knew they were Saxons. I

hadn't spent three days at the Healtheries,

and devoted one entire afternoon to the

costumes, without being able to recognise an

early Englishman when I saw him. What I

did not know, and altogether failed to com-

prehend, was why these rude forefathers of

the Heptarchy were here, and whether my
mind was becoming diseased or no. I tried

to keep them sternly under my gaze, but

was not greatly surprised to find them grow-

ing shadowy, and when the grey veil swept

once more between me and them, I was pre-

pared to find the scene considerably changed

before it once more cleared away.

This time I was gratified to find that the

stone building that had crowned the keep

when I first climbed its lofty height had

returned to its original position, with the

single difference that it now stood complete

in its grim state, instead of being picturesque

in decay; in fact, the marks of the chisel

were still fresh on the battlements, and the

mortar struck me as being still undried.

And then I was struck with the extreme

strength and solidity of this frowning tower

on its earthen mound, from which the whole

interior of the caer could be commanded. I

turned to verify this latter statement, and

found, to my delight, that the earthen walls

of the British, Roman, and Saxon encamp-

ment now formed a foundation for the

stately walls, which, even in ruin, had

seemed to me magnificent when I first came
within them. A broad walk ran behind

their battlements, and formed a platform for

the sentry, who, clad in glistening armour,

paced his slow way along from tower to

gateway. The view from the keep-tower

where I still stood, was most enchanting.

Within the courtyard, protected by its vast

stone walls, there stretched a range of

buildings evidently occupied by the governor

of the castle ; beyond rose the walls of a

plain stone chapel (" St. Nicholas-in-the-

castle," whispered the person at my side),

and I smiled as I saw a deep well with its

stone pent-house on the precise spot whence
that long-suffering donkey had drawn me a

glass of ice-cold water a couple of hours

before, but I could see no donkey there now.
Instead, a couple of stout bowmen, who

were standing under the pent-house as ^

looked, suddenly seized the rope which hung
over the well curb, and with many a long

pull and heave, brought up to the surface a

curious clumsy thing like a fireman's bucket,

from which they took a draught so long and
so hearty that I was pleased to see the

temperate habits of our Norman ancestors

must have been greatly under-rated.

For of course these warriors were Nor-

mans. "Yes, yes, I know!" I hastily

interposed, as my antiquarian friend tried to

speak. " They built the walls and the keep-

tower, and the donkey's well, and St.

Nicholas's Chapel—endowed by William the

Conqueror—and it all took place under the

lordship of FitzOsborne, King William's

nephew. I read all about it in the guide-

book in the coffee-room at Newport last

night."

The figure in the toga bowed with dignity,

and stepped back. I began to feel as if I

had been rather rude, but I forgot to be as

penitent as I really should have been,

because I was so deeply taken up with

watching the hum of life upon the tower
close by. A mail-clad soldier, his bow in

hand, and quiver on shoulder, paced his

watchful way around the ramparts, passing

so close to me that I wondered he did not
notice my presence ; while just below, under
a sort of shed projecting from the inner face

ofthe wall, a whole garrison seemed laughing,

talking, and mending or sharpening their

weapons.

Now, however, the whole castle began to

assume the aspect of a pantomime transfor-

mation scene. As one part after another

unfolds, disclosing new glades of fairy-love-

Imess, or bowers of bliss, so the picture before

me seemed gradually melting and changing

in a most distracting way. First, it was a

beleaguered garrison, where a strong force

under a bold leader (" Baldwin de Redvas,"

muttered my friend, who had not spoken

out since his late rebuff), held the castle for a

long and weary space of months against an
army headed by a tall and valiant king

(" Stephen," remarked the toga'd person,

still in a casual manner), and finally lowered

their arms, and threw wide their gates to

the besiegers, driven to capitulation by the

failure of their water-supply. (I could not

help marvelHng over a drought that could

test even the bottomless resources of that

donkey's well.)

Then the low and unimportant buildings
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inside the base-court began to change into

a noble pile, occupying the same ground as

those ranges of rooms through which I had

chased the rat and the spider that very day.

Indeed, I recognised the lower storeys as

being the fresh and perfect originals of the

ruins of now, but the upper portions were

curiously unlike.

Presently a grand gateway, with portcullis

and doors, rose at the entrance where a low

postern had before been the only means of

exit or approach ; and soon after I saw a

small but exquisite private chapel appear at

the corner of the great panelled hall, and I

knew b}' a sort of intuition that the carved

staircase at which I curiously peeped through

the grated doorway had once formed part

of this beautiful oratory. I noticed a lady

of commanding aspect and dignified carriage

moving through the castle with an air of

authority, worshipping in the oratory, direct-

ing the garrison, and generally taking the

lead. My study of costumes at the Health-

eries did not help me to locate her in the

least, and I did not repress my cicerone

when he volunteered some information res-

pecting her.

" It is the Lady Isabella de Fortibus,

widow of the Earl of Albemarle," he said.

" She succeeded her brother, Baldwin, and

reigned over the castle for thirty-one years

with prudence and discretion, making many
great improvements and alterations. On
her death-bed, having no children to follow

her, she sold the Lordship of the Island,

with all her manors and estates therein,

including her castle of Carisbrooke, to

Edward I. for the sum of 6,000 marks."
" Then the whole place fell to the crown ?"

I remarked.
" Yes, and was governed by a warden or

'custos,' a post highly prized by its possessor.

In 1371, when the French landed on the

Island, and sacked a town or two, their siege

of the castle was bravely resisted by Sir

Hugh Tyrril, the then constable ; and they

withdrew in despair from the attack."

I found that the buildings about the great

hall were rapidly changing in size and cha-

racter, and assuming noble proportions.

" Montacute, Earl of Salisbury, built these

rooms as a castellan's residence during his

wardenship," continued my unknown friend;

" and great changes were also made by Lord

Rivers during Henry VI. 's reign. He com-

pleted the castle gateway, improved the

castellan's apartments, and added the

buildings on that side"—he waved his hand
towards the long range beyond the well-

house—" where the fire-places were marvels
of arching and panelling."

" I looked through the broken windows,"
I replied, contradictorily, "and saw nothing
of them."

" There is nothing strange about that," he
rejoined, crushingly, " since they were
removed, and other acts of vandalism com.-

mitted, when all these buildings were ruined,

architecturally, by their transformation into

mihtia stores in the reign of Victoria." He
spoke as if this were a period as lacking in

personal interest as any other reign he had
mentioned, but I could not prevent a feeling

of regret that it was a period with which
vandalism and I both seemed connected.
The mist had gathered again while I pur-

sued these reflections, and on its clearing I

became aware of considerable changes in the
outer walls, where strong towers of masonry,
the famous so-called " knights," had been
added at the southern corners ; and a vast

line of outer earth-work defences encircling

the whole side of the original '* caer'' on the
crown of the hill, had been thrown up to a
considerable height (" By one Genebella, a

famous military engineer from Antwerp, in

the reign of EHzabeth," my usual informant
remarked).

I also noticed that the well was now
covered with the neat stone house which I

had entered that morning in the interests of

the donkey ; but my attention was attracted

from surrounding objects by a figure which
moved about the courtyard with a stately

majesty, followed by a small retinue, who
seemed to hang upon his every movement.

It did not need the plumed hat which he
wore, while all about him were uncovered,

to point out his royalty ; while the sad but
noble face, familiar to me from a hundred
pictures, told me I was looking down from
my lofty standpoint upon the unhappy
monarch Charles I. He seemed still a

king, even though a captive, and I watched
him hold a mimic court among the follow^ers

of his fallen fortunes, and receive the loyal

people of the Island, who came in great

numbers to pay homage.

This pleasant state of affairs was not of

long duration, for I saw by degrees that less

and less freedom w^as allowed to the

royal prisoner; the outside visits ceased,

and the little court within the castle ceased

too ; there was no more wandering beside
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the river, or riding over the hills ; no quitting

the castle limits, except to play at bowls on

the level ground within the outer boundaries

of the old caer, while an armed soldier, with

matchlock and iron scull-cap, kept watch

on the ramparts above.

Day by day a deeper melancholy fell upon

the king, day by day his step grew slower,

and his regal port less high—captivity, the

only weapon that can tame the noble eagle,

had begun to work its evil part. At last, by

a sort of instinct, I knew that he had resolved

to bear the dishonouring restraint no more,

and that plans for escape were beginning to

shape themselves within his mind as he

paced the narrow limits of the courtyard, or

tried to lose his sorrow for a time on the

green turf of the bowling-green.

It7grew dark very fast. I found myself

how I could not clearly tell, crouching in an
angle of the wall below the room occupied

by the king, anxiously watching for the

attempt at escape which I knew he was only

waiting to carry out till the increasing dusk

of the spring evening should cover his move-
ments, I watched him approach his window,

cautiously open the lattice, and endeavour

to thrust himself between the stone mullions

of the casement. I knew his favourite theory

that where the head could pass the body
could follow, but history had prepared me
for the result, and it was with no surprise,

though with a feeling of rage and despair,

that I saw him stick fast as his broad

shoulders tried to squeeze through where his

fine head had gone, and heard the low groan

which burst from the overburdened heart as

hope fled. Had it not been for a rope that

he had tied to an inner bar of the window
as a means of reaching the ground, he would

have been totally unable to extricate himself

from his dangerous and painful position. I

could not bear to watch his grief and dis-

appointment. I covered my eyes with my
hand, and when I withdrew it there was no
sign of the unfortunate king. Only a lamp,

dimly burning close to the window, gave

signal to the watchers without that the

design, from which so much had been
fondly hoped, had miserably failed.

It was not long before I saw the royal

captive—the news ofthe unsuccessful attempt

having leaked out through a traitor—trans-

ferred for greater security to the apartments

built for the use of the officers of the guard,

on the left hand side of the guard-gate.

Here, despite the increased difficulties of

the undertaking, another attempt was made,
still more unsuccessfully than before ; and was
shortly followed by the removal of his

majesty to the Old Grammar School in New-
port, where he took up his residence with
some greater appearance of liberty, till he
was seized by the army and closely im-
prisoned in Hurst Castle.

The mists gathered but scantily. They
spread across the scene like filmy cobwebs,
only to scatter and melt away like morning
dew at the approach of two beautiful child-

ren, who, hand in hand, wandered through
the paths about the base-court, or gazed
down from the tall battlements, where the

silent sentinel kept grim watch over their

every step. There was something noble
in their childish carriage, and a sad little

dignity in every movement that told me they
were the hapless children of the murdered
king.

The shadow of that mournful parting at

Whitehall, one January morning, seemed
still upon the child-princess, Elizabeth, and
she wandered sorrowfully through the scenes
that had so tender an association for her
with her father's melancholy fate. She
would sit for hours in the rooms that he had
occupied, her cheek resting on her nerveless

hand, her eyes half closed under her droop-
ing lashes, and a look of plaintive listlessness

most pathetic in one so fair and so young.

Or she would ask to play at bowls on the

smooth green that had been formed for her
father's favourite pastime, and there, midway
in the game, she would stand, the smooth
ball dropping from her hand, and pause to

dream over the games that once had been
played there, till the slow tears gathered,

and fell unheeded on her richly broidered

gown. So she stood, one summer afternoon,

while the sky darkened with sudden storm-

clouds, and not till the heavy drops began to

patter about her did she start from her

reverie, and hurry to seek shelter under the

postern gate. But even there the violent

rain pursued her, and she was drenched to

the skin before she could reach the attend-

ants who ran to her aid. The next day
there was a sore throat, a little feverish

flush that no one thought serious enough to

trouble over, and then a cough set in, not

violent, but constant, and the slight frame,

worn out with a grief and a horror far

beyond her years, sank like a hot-house

flower before the icy breath of frost.

There, in the upper chamber of the old
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castellan's dwelling, they found her one

September da}^—her small hands folded

together as if she slept, her wasted cheek

resting on the open page of the Book that

had been her comfort in captivity, as it had

been the companion of her palace-days,

and a radiant smile, such as no one had

seen her wear for many and many a weary

day, upon the sweet pale face that had

stood so early to look out on Life and

Death, and all that lay beyond.

I did not care to look much longer. I

saw the poor and humble procession which

bore a princess of the Stuart line to her

lowly tomb in Newport Church, there to lie

unknown and unhonoured till a royal de-

scendant, in far later days, should raise a

fitting monument above her grave. I saw

the little Dnke of Gloucester spending his

boyish days within the grim walls whence
both his father and his sister had been set

free—and finally released by the Protector's

order as a thing too weak to be dreaded.

I saw a good many more changes taking

place within the castle walls. Much altera-

ion, which was called improvement, and
left the beautiful old features of the original

building still more obscured than before. I

saw the outer walls, no longer used for

defence, beginning to crumble and to lose

their bold outline. I saw waving ivy and
flowering shrub cover the masonry that had
once defied the besieger's skill ; and picnic

parties holding revel in the base-court,

where once the tourney had been held, and
the garrison arrayed in order of defence. I

saw a toll levied at the gateway where once

the laws of chivalry had bidden welcome
the knight or the churl who came in peace,

and asked the hospitality which it was dis-

honour to refuse. And I saw a visitors' book

in the guard-room, where the laugh and jest

were wont to echo from the old stone walls.

I saw sandwich-papers and gingerbeer

bottles in the Norman keep, and excur-

sionists dancing the polka in the Saxon caer,

and with something that was like a groan I

turned to leave the place. I passed under
the inner gateway, whence the vast port-

cullis was removed to the Elizabethan

entrance, when the outer defence walls were

built, and where it now hangs grim and
gaunt, its former occupation gone

;
passed

the causeway where once the drawbridge

rattled in its ponderous chains, and reached

the platform outside, whence the road

stretched away, white and plain, towards

Newport and my inn. The evening sun

was lighting up with a golden radiance grey

tower and green earthwork, and rugged gate-

way arch. It streamed, in mysterious glory, -

over river and valley, and distant hill, and
bathed the worn old tower of Carisbrooke

Church, and the village at its feet ; and
lingered, with a gentle touch, as when one

lays a finger on a battle-scar, over the exca-

vated ruins of the Roman villa that I had
seen standing in all its pride only a few short

hours before.

My tricycle and the higa stood together in

a friendly proximity. My antiquarian friend

was just stepping into his vehicle, and pre-

paring to gather up the reins.

" Pray stop for a moment!" I said, fum-

bling in my waistcoat pocket, " I hope you

will do me the honour of exchanging cards.

I have to thank you for a vast amount of

useful information."

The toga'd person smiled gravely, bowed,

aiid was out of sight round the corner like a

puff of tobacco-smoke. When my surprise

somewhat abated, I glanced at the thing he

had left in my hand. It was a strip of

curious material resembling parchment, and

bore upon it, in early English characters, the

simple words, " The Spirit of the Past."

I gazed at them for some minutes in a state

of stupefaction, and then slowly mounted my
machine, and rode Newport-wards, a consi-

derably more awe struck, and a wiser, if not a

sadder man. —Frances A. Fairlie.

> • <
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ON THE MAIN LINE.

"AND ENIERIKG A CART WHICH WAS EFAWN UP IN THE DITCH, PUT THE HORSE TO A GALLOP."

We were riding—my friend A. and myself—
on the North Road, about a mile from the
old village of Headfield, at a spot where, for

a hundred yards or so, the Great Northern
Main Line runs parallel with the turnpike
road upon a high embankment.
Looking over the hedge on our left, the

steep slope clothed with bushes and Httle

iir trees, and beyond them the sharp Hne
of the rails, showed darkly against the west-
ern sky, where the glow of sunset was fast

fading away.

Our destination—a village about twenty
miles ahead—we decided not to attempt
reaching that night, as we were without
lamps, and were just discussing the advisa-
bility of spending the night at Headfield,
leaving the rest of our journey until the
morrow, when, at a sharp bend of the road,
two men suddenly emerged from the hedge,
and entering a cart which was drawn up in
the ditch, put the horse to a gallop, and were
soon out of sight in the direction we were
following.

We thought it rather an odd proceeding,
but attached no great importance to the
incident, pursuing our journey quietly in the
gathering dusk along the road towards Head -

field, at which place we soon arrived, and
making our arrangements for the night at the
" Red Lion," a cosy httle hotel just a bit

beyond the village, did what cychsts gene-
rally do—partook of a snug supper.

It was after the completion of this agree-
able piece of business that we were seated
on a rustic bench in the garden behind the
house, enjoying the fragrant weed in the
still sweet evening air, that we overheard
part of a conversation being carried on by
two or more persons in the stable-yard,
which was separated from us only by a very
old and dilapidated wooden fence, high but
holey, being riddled by natural decay,
insect engineering—and the absenteeism of
" knots."

" firmly enough for him. Can't go
wrong. him, he'll get as much as
ever he bargained for this time !"

"Are ye certain about the time?"
"Cocksure. She goes through the station
down yonder at half-past ten. Get to that
place about a minute later. Guess she won't
get much beyond !

!"

A third speaker followed with the question,
"What did you use?" " Hemp—his own
favourite game !" Stifled laughter followed
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this, but the third speaker observed,

" What's the good of hemp ? It'll ily off,

if somebody don't cut it beforehand. Any-

body about there at the time ?"

"Not a soul—only two bicycle fellers come
past in the road just as we was 'a-gettin inter

the cart, but we put the pony to a gallop,

and come right here without stopping—soon

left 'em behind. It's all right, you fool—they

only saw us get in the cart."

"Don't you be so darned sure it's all

right. If those two beggars saw yer, we'd

better get out of this place quiet before the

game comes off—eh, Johnny ?"

" You're a old woman, you are! Why
isn't this place as good as any other ? The
pony's dead beat and can't go no further

to-night—besides, what'll the people here

thmk if we bunk off now ?
"

Number three here broke in with—" Did

you say bicycle fellers ? 'Cos, if so, they're

here ! Got here an hour ago—two bicycles

—saw Jimmy put 'em in the coach-house

myself. Look here ! We must all clear out

of this at once, pony or no pony !

"

Our suspicions being now most thoroughly

aroused, we did not wait to hear further, but,

silently entering the house, took the landlord

on one side and acquainted him with what

we had overheard.

It was evident to all of us that an attempt

was being made to wreck the up express

from the North, due at Headfield at 10.30,

and clearly no effort was to be spared to

avert this calamity.

Hastily we disposed our forces, limited to

the landlord, his barman and stableman,

and ourselves, for the villagers were all in

bed.

Our plan of action was to leave our host

and his supporters to mount guard upon the

exits from the hotel, while we, getting upon
our machines, rode at top speed towards the

scene of the intended outrage, making a

slight detour to give the alarm to the pohce
at their quarters.

To give the alarm at the railway station

would have been useless, for to get there

several ploughed fields would have to be

crossed on foot, and before we could reach

the station the train would be due—perhaps
passed !

Our good machines, therefore, were put to

the utmost of their powers along the winding

shadowy road round the outskirts of the

village to the police station, whose occu-

pants, an officer and three constables, were

soon on their way to; the Red Lion, while

we once more raced through the darkness

into the main road, shortly arriving at the

well-remembered bend, and dismounting in

hot haste to perform our weighty task.

A very forlorn hope it seemed, for only

five minutes remained to us as we dashed

up the embankment ere the express would

be due. Through the scratching thorns and
wet grass we plunged, and gaining the top

of the bank, gazed up and down the hne,

straining our eyes to catch sight of any
object on the metals. No moon aided us,

but the sky was clear and starlit, though

the fringe of woodland skirting the railway

both sides curtailed our view and made a

fearful blackness.

Not a moment was to be lost—the train

was now due—so we separated, A. going up
the line, while I took the opposite direction,

in which I had not gone twenty yardsj when
I came upon some portions of an iron fence

twisted together, laid upon each of the up
rails, and bound down there by a thick rope

passed under and over the metals, and so

presented wedge-wise towards the advancing

train, that the engine, instead of clearing the

obstacle off, should mount upon it, and in-

evitably run off the line and over the

embankment.
Yelling to A., who instantly was with me,

I got out my knife and fell to on one rail,

cutting the ropes, while he operated -upon

the other with superhuman energy.

In a minute or two A. had succeeded in

removing his portion of the infernal contri-

vance, but I had more [trouble with mine,

for, having severed the rope entirely, we
could not remove the iron, finding presently

that some more substantial means had been

employed to fix this on the rail. Together

we laboured for a few minutes, but in .vain,

expecting the express each moment, but still

neither sight nor sound warned us of its

approach.

Could she have met with an accident

lower down the line ? She was now, v/e felt

sure, about fifteen minutes over due

!

A thought struck me, and^L sent A down
the line to meet and if possible to stop the

train, while I applied myself anew to the

task of releasing the obstruction which was
bound down by stout iron wire, twisted

many times round the]^rail between the

sleepers, and in this I soon began to make a

vigorous effort—that I was able to move the

obstacle sliehtlv.
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All alone I sweated at my task, redoubling

my exertions as the moments dragged on

—

and wondering at the unusual delay, perhaps

so providential in the appearance of the

express.

" Perhaps after all they have managed to

stop the train at the signal-box below the

hill—and very likely she is even now at a

standstill at the Headfield crossing. Yes !

it is so, and there is help at hand "—for I

metallic roar, muffled, but rising each second

—each second a year—my hands and feet

failed me—in vain I wrestled with that huge

ghastly mass of iron.

The gigantic engine filled the sky, its

monstrous wheels strode like hghtning, the

earth trembled—it was all up—and a hoarse

voice quite close to me said—" So it's you,

is it ? I'll spoil your little game !" and the

muzzle of a revolver gleamed in my face

so it's you is it ? I LL SPOIL YOUR LITTLE GAME."

fancied I saw somebody coming down the

line at some little distance.

But what can that be ?

A distant shriek broke the stillness of the

night, and I stood transfixed with horror

with the villainous coil of iron twisted half

off the rail, but not detached.

Two lights in the distance down the line,

twinkling like will-o'-the-wisps, approaching
with terrifying and bewildering swiftness,

visibly increasing in size, a smooth, intense

across the rail, as with a terrific roar the

mighty engine interposed, striking the

speaker dead upon the spot, wrenching the

obstructive mass of iron clear from the rail,

and hurling it crashing down through the

bushes into the ditch below, while all the

sky was filled by a vast rush of carriages.
>;; ;!< ^K >;j ^;

-

Confoundedly sore, full of aches, stiff in

every joint I felt; then I wondered why I

should be lying in darkness, in cool, wet
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grass and thorny bushes, with the stars

overhead.

I wondered what time it was, and whose

little game I conld possibly be the victim of,

all in a most confused and indistinct way,

but at last I concluded that I could not have

been killed, nor was I any longer insensible,

for with much agony and labour I clambered

up the railway bank, on g.iining the top of

which the whole of the exciting circumstances

I had recently gone through came back to

my mind at once.

Seeing somebody moving at a short dis-

tance, I attempted to whistle, but failed

utterly, my lips seeming powerless, so

crawhng along a little way, I came upon a

party, consisting of the stationmaster of

Headfield, my friend A., and a porter, with

a hand-trolley on the line.

They were as surprised at my apparition

as they would have been had the body of

the would-be wrecker, lying near, risen and

spoken, for they had quite given me up, after

a careful search, untill daylight should

appear.

To cut a long story short, I was removed
to the Red Lion, in whose comfortable

keeping I quickly recovered from the effects

of that night's diversion, but for the rest of

the doings of the gentry whose misdirected

zeal had cost us so much trouble and
anxiety, I am indebted to my friend A., who
lightened a weary hour of enforced inactivity

by an account of them.

It appears that ten minutes after our

departure to alarm the police and prevent

the accident, the three ruffians very inno-

cently essayed to leave the Red Lion, as for

half-an-hour's stroll, but on finding mine
host and his two surporters in possession of

the front of the house, they returned to the

stable-yard and proceeded to climb over the

roofs of the out-houses en route for the open
fields at the back.

The constables, however, were too alert

for them, entering the yard just as the

ruffians disappeared on the other side of the

stable roof, and, following them up, a most
exciting chase ensued, the criminals throwing

away two revolvers in their flight, and
putting the police on their mettle in the

matter of speed.

When, however, they had crossed the

wide field behind the Red Lion, two other

policemen from the next village appeared on
the scene, theTesult being a short scuffle, in

which two of the ruffians were captured,

while the third succeeded in making his

escape, with his revolver, by dodging out of

the melee and bolting down a lane leading

towards that part of the highroad which
was the scene of the intended outrage.

And how this gentleman met with his

quietus has been seen.

As a man sows so—they say—he shall

reap, and with regard to the three malefactors

in this shocking affair, two, to our know-

ledge, are living examples of the truth of the

saying, while the third is—well, a dead

example—destroyed out of hand, in the

very act of committing a diabolical outrage,

by the very train he was scheming to wreck,

and thus, by meeting with a more summary
dispensation, saving us the trouble of meting

out our more tardy justice in his case.

Yes 1 our more tardy justice ! for we who
were the means of defeating this infernal

plot—who risked our lives and limbs in the

public cause—are still without either the

Victoria Cross, or any kind of public recogni-

tion of our priceless services on that never-

to-be-forgotten night.

The feehng of the inhabitants of Head-

field is very strong in the matter, as anyone

may ascertain for himself any day, by just

mounting his machine and taking a run, or

getting on the Great Northern Main Line, and

going to Headfield, in " Hurts."

—H. B. Gates.

> • <
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TEA AT THE OLD SALISBURY.

Most metropolitan cyclists are acquainted

with the " Old Salisbury Arms," the C.T.C.

house at Barnet, if not personally at least by

name ; but before they can assert that they

know it, they must have spent a Saturday

evening there in October. I say an afternoon

in October, because during that month the

" Old Sal."—as it is termed by the slangy por-

tion of the community—is in its fullest swing,

being then the great rendezvous of North

London cycling clubs of all grades for their

closing runs. Thirsting for knowledge, one

October Saturday I borrowed an invisible

cap from a friend, whose name I must not

divulge, and rode out to Barnet. By assum-

ing the said cap, I immediately became thin

air (thin /zair, I may mention, is one of my
attributes when visible), and my semi-racer

(which certain shallow-pated acquaintances

of mine designate the " Steam-roller")

speedily became a " Phantom."

Reaching Barnet at 4.30, before the clubs

have begun to arrive, I stroll round to Barnet

Hill, where I meet three members of a well-

known Northern hill-riding club racing hard

with two members of a club which has made
Muswell Hill its own particular racing path.

Cyclists who ascend Barnet Hill may be

classed thus :

—

(i.) Those who race up.

(ii.) Those who crawl up. And
(iii.) Those who wobble part of the way

up, and then discover that a bearing wants

oil, or that the saddle is loose, and requires

immediate attention.

Returning to the " O.S." at 5.30, I find

the court-yard rapidly filling with machines
of all kinds, from the Canonbury C.C. four-

in-hand, or a " Humber" tandem, to a "Club"
semi-racer, or a " Sparkbrook National,"

the latter accompanied, perhaps, by a

gigantic Pyrenean hound. Occasionally one
may see a solid-iron forked and backboned
" good old Coventry ' Gentleman,' one of the

olden time."

Hither come the three classes of Barnet
Hill mounters, many of the first-named class

panting from a sharp burst down to the
" Duke of York" and back—"just to fill up
time !"

Presently the first gun for tea fires, and as

the action rapidly becomes general, genial

Mrs. Toone and her assistants are compelled

to make superhuman efforts to keep up the

requisite supply of ammunition.

Moving from room to room, I note
upstairs a long, lean, half-fed-looking youth
devouring his fifth egg, and vainly endea-
vouring to keep level with his neighbour,"a
quiet, unassuming man, who doesn't look as
if he had an appetite, but who has, and who
seems to be in considerable request for the
latest on dits.

Downstairs I find several grey-suited men,
one of whom has just finished the best part
of a plum-cake, and is about to start on
another, whilst in a third room I come upon
a mixed cycling club, some of the fair
" cyclistes "being neatly and sensibly dressed
in serge or cloth, while others, the
" machhes " of the party, are absurdly
dressed in cheap black satin, with a profusion
of silver ornaments.

That tea is over, and that the permission,
" Gentlemen, you may all smoke !" has been
either given, or more probably taken, the
subtle odour of tobacco emanating from
various rooms assures me. While tables
are being cleared, several amorous youths
sally forth in search of the Barnet
fair. When I say the Barnet fair, I do not
mean the prosaic Fair with a big " F," but
the poetic fair with a small " f"—that short,

rather noisily lively youth who has just gone
out, full of strange oaths, and smoking a
gigantic pipe, can tell you exactly what I

mean.

Ere long the amorous ones return discon-
solately from an unsuccessful quest, and
singing commences in all the rooms. From
the room which is generally the bilHard room
the sound of a chorus of " Far, far awai-i-i "

warns me what to expect, so, after spending
a few minutes in the room containing the
mixed club, where I hear some good singing
and witness some capital tricks performed
by a well-known cycling conjuror, I ascend
to the large room upstairs, where I am just

in time to hear the editor of a weekly paper
sing a song in which he invites certain lady
friends to " come and trip it on the quay,"
which, when one reflects upon the proverbial
uncertainty of English weather, and the
usual absence of cover on quays, appears
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somewhat inconsiderate on his part. How-
ever, the song has a good chorus, and all join,

especially a fair youth with a most all-per-

vading smile.

The chair is filled by a sort of Siamese-

twin chairman, composed of two " cycling

celebrities"—the one half of the chairman

being fair-haired and rather modest, and the

other half dark-haired and decidedly self-

sufficient.

It is highly amusing to hear the chairman

"jointly and each of him separately," refuse

to indulge the company with a recitation.

In this room two clubs, who are holding a

joint run, are assisted by a professional

accompanist, and possess some decent

singers. As I am leaving the room a youth

of Caledonian extraction begins *' D'ye ken

John Peel ?" and a candid friend of his re-

marks to a neighbour " that Z. gets quite

huffy whenever he reads that a well-known

Tynesider has sung it anywhere, but that he

doesn't mind singing it himself—rather likes

it, in fact !"

Hence I descend to the bar, where cycling

types may be studied ad lib. Individual

riders who have been tempted by a fine after-

noon and the prospect of a moonlight ride

home to ride further afield, drop in here on

their way back, as do men who have only

come out for an evening spin. Here, forgetting

for the moment my invisibility, I go to shake

hands with a " braw chiel" just arrived, and

for the moment feel offended with him for

not responding. He has been playing foot-

ball during the afternoon, and has since

ridden out to join friends in one or other of

the rooms. Near him stands—oh ! such a

dear little man ! in such a dressy little uni-

form, with a mourning band round his arm,

apparently the better to display a nice little

silver brooch which he wears upon it, and

which bears the legend "Captain." Good
heavens ! of what ?

Close to each other, but in nowise con-

nected, stand two tricyclists ; the one con-

spicuous by the presence of gold braid and

the absence of calves, and the other, a burly,

simply-dressed man, conspicuous by the

presence of calves and the absence of wind.

as evinced by his puffing and perspiring
condition. And now my heart warms at the
sight of one or two fine young fellows dressed
in studiously quiet uniforms, who look fit for

any amount of work, and who are thorough
specimens of typical Englishmen.
Every fresh arrival is requested to, and in

most cases does, sign the visitors' book,
which has just been the round of the rooms,
and shows 150 or more signatures for that
afternoon.

The bar parlour is worth a visit, especially

on an ordinary week-day evening, being
apparently the head-quarters of the Barnet
Amateur Ananias Club. I well remember
being present (invisibly) on one of their club-

nights, when sundry members recounted
interesting personal experiences. Several
records had been made and successively
" lifted," when an elderly member, who,
from the respect shown him, seemed to be
captain of the club, related a hospital ex-

perience which I will call " Lunch in the

Dissecting Room." The company was awed
into silence, and I was so carried away by
my admiration for this truly great man that

I rendered myself visible by lifting my cap
deferentially, and being discovered smihng
an incredulous smile, I was promptly " fired "

into outer darkness.

As I stroll into the courtyard to get my
" Phantom," and to light my " Ignis Fatuus,"
the strains of a cornet wafted to my ears

led me to think that the C.T.C. Foreign
Consul is busy. A little bullion-bedizened

brute in the far corner of the yard, who has
been endowed by nature with more breath

than brains, is vigorously and excruciatingly

blowing a bugle as a signal to members of

his club to " 'urry up."

Seeing two or three friends of mine about
to start, I exchange my " Fortunatus " cap
for an ordinary one, and join them, eliciting

remarks from them of " Hullo ! I didn't

know you were here !" and " Why, where do
you spring from ?" I give an evasive reply,

and mounting, thoroughly enjoy with them
the ride home by moonlight, feehng that I

have witnessed a typical " Old Salisbury "

evening. —Katerfelto.

M
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THE BIRTH OF THE N.C.U.

The founding of the Union, though not

perhaps so interesting an " Old Story " as

one relating to a ride or a race, is neverthe-

less a tale which will, we think, be read with

considerable interest by the cyclists of to-day>

who only know the N.C.U. as a somewhat

autocratic body within cycling circles, but

one ever ready to fight cycling battles with-

out, and, as in the celebrated war of 1885

with the A. A.A. tribe, successfully.

There is a prologue attached to the N.C.U. 's

history, in which sundry members of the

Pickwick, Surrey, London, Cambridge Uni-

versity and Temple clubs met purposely by

accident in Fleet Street, and adjourned to

Anderton's Hotel for a drink. Out of this

somewhat undignified beginning the Union

really sprang, but the first business meeting,

and the one at which it was actually formed,

was held in the Guildhall Tavern, in Gresham

Street, in the City of London, on the i6th

day of January, 1878. The doings in the
*' prologue " were reported as follows by the

pen of Brother Beningfield :

—

" Bicycle Union.

" At the moment of going to press we re-

ceived from Mr. Beningfield a copy of the

following, which is to be sent to every bicycle

club in the kingdom :

—

" Grafton Cottage, Hornsey Road, N.,

" November 20th, 1877.

'' Dear Sir,—At a meeting held at Ander-

ton's Hotel, Fleet Street, on November 17th,

present—Mr. G. F. Cobb (chairman), and

Hon. Ion Keith-Falconer (Cambridge Uni-

versity Bicycle Club) ; Messrs. M. D. Riicker,

junV, and F. Jolly (London B.C.) ; Messrs. J.

W. Beningfield and Jno. Nixon (Pickwick

B.C.) ; Mr. F. Honeywell (Surrey B.C.) ; and
Mr. W. McWilliam (Temple B.C.)

:

" It was unanimously resolved— ' That a

prospectus of the Bicycle Union be published

in all the bicycle journals, and a copy of it

be sent to the secretary of every bicycle club

in the United Kingdom, with the request that

those clubs who may be ready to join a Union
formed on this proposed basis should com-
municate with the secretary ('pro tern. } of

the Bicycle Union, if possible, before the

ist January, 1878, and further name a

delegate or delegates to represent them.' I

append the prospectus and await your reply.

The first general meeting will probably be

held in January next.

" I am, dear sir, yours truly,

"
J. W. Beningfield, hon. sec. (pro ternJ

" I.

—

Objects of the Union.

"The ' Bicycle Union' shall be a means
by which bicyclists can co-operate together

(by representation) for the following pur-

poses :

—

*' I. To secure a fair and equitable ad-

ministration of justice as regards the right

of bicyclists on the public roads.

" 2. To watch the course of any legislative

proposals in Parliament or elsewhere

afi'ecting the interests of the bicycling pubhc,
and to make such representations on the

subject as tlie occasion may demand.
"3. To consider the existing relations

between bicyclists and the railway com-
panies, with the view of securing, if possible,

some modification of the present tariff for

carriage of bicycles, and greater security in

their conveyance.
" 4. To examine the question of bicycle

racing in general, and to frame definitions

and recommend rules on the subject. To
arrange for annual race meetings, at which
the amateur championship shall be decided.

" 2.

—

Proposed Constitution of the Union.

" It is proposed— (i). That the Union
shall consist of all such bicycle clubs as may
be willing to join it. (2). That the method
of representation be as follows: (a). Every
bicycle club having thirty active members
to be entitled to a representative, (h). Every
club having more than that number to be

entitled to an additional representative for

every additional complete fifty, (c). That
clubs with less than thirty members be

invited to combine for the purpose of elect-

ing a joint representative, (d). That the

delegate of a club shall not necessarily be a

member of the particular club he represents.

Provincial clubs can nominate some Metro-

politan bicyclist as their representative, but
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the delegate should in all cases be a member
of some bicycle club. (3). That the repre-

sentatives thus elected be called ' The
Council of the Bicycle Union,' and that it

shall be their business to discuss the above-

mentioned and other such matters as

occasion may suggest, and to pass resolu-

tions and take order concerning them.

(4). That the ' Council of the Bicycle

Union ' shall elect a secretary, treasurer,

and executive, whose duty it shall be to

carry out and apply the resolutions and

orders of the council. (5). That the secre-

tary shall be, if possible, a member of the

legal profession. (6). That every club joining

the ' Bicycle Union ' shall contribute

annually to the funds of the Union a sum
equivalent to a capitation charge on each

member of the club, the amount of such

charge to be fixed annually by the Council

of the Union, such charge for the first year

to be one shilling for every member."
Then followed the first meeting, which

was reported by C. W. Nairn as follows :

—

"Bicycle Union.—First General
Meeting.

" The meeting to be hel{i for the purpose

of forming a Union of Bicyclists took place

at the Guildhall Tavern, Gresham Street,

E.G., on Saturday evening last, Mr. Gerald

Cobb, M.A., of Trin. Coll., Camb., in the

chair.

" The following gentlemen, who were dele-

gated by their clubs to attend the meeting,

were also present:—Messrs. Keith -Falconer,

F. JuHan, and G. A. Sheppee (Cambridge

Univ. B.C.), M. D. Rlicker, C. R. Hutchings,

W. H. A. Smith, and F. Jolly (London

B.C.), E. S. Gaisford, H. Porritt, and T.

Murray Ford (Temple B.C.), J. R. Airey and

W. Turner (Stanley B.C.), J. W. Beningfield

and Sloughgrove (Pickwick B.C.), F. V. T.

Honeywell and Lockwood (Surrey B.C.), W.
Cornell and C. H. Nicholson (Wanderers

B.C.), J. A. Waring (Dark Blue B.C.), W.
W. Rishworth (Civil Service B.C.), H.

Turner (Hornsey B.C.), R. T. Cork (Lom-

bard B.C.), A. A. B. Woodin (Rovers B.C.),

Frederic Moore (Tower Hamlets B.C.), W.
B. Tanner (West Kent B.C.), W. James (St.

George's B.C.), W. H. de Cean (Maldon

B.C.), F. G. S. Ham (Kent B.C.), and H. H.

Crawley (Ealing).

" I.—It was moved by Mr. Rlicker,

seconded by Mr. Beningfield, and resolved

unanimously, ' That Mr. Cobb be requested

to take the chair,' and he took the chair

accordingly.

" 2.—The Chairman then said they were
met together to decide whether it was worth
while for bicyclists to join together by means
of a Union for the protection of their com-
mon interests. He had hardly any doubts
personally but that it was desirable, and he
would therefore move, ' That in the opinion

of the delegates here present there is suffi-

cient ground for the formation of a Union
of BicycHsts.' The motion having been
seconded, was put to the vote and carried

unanimously.
" 3.—The Chairman then said that

although he was perfectly aware of the

ordinary rules of meetings, he thought a too

pedantic adherence to them this evening

would tend to retard the business, and as

the most practical course he would, by leave

of the meeting, submit from the chair the

resolutions as printed on the agenda.
"4.—The following propositions were then

moved, seconded, and resolved unani-

mously :

—

" That the ' Bicycle Union ' shall be a

means by which bicyclists can co-operate

together (by representation) for the follow-

ing and other purposes :

—

" (a.) To secure a fair and equitable ad-

ministration of justice as regards the rights

i

of bicyclists on the public roads.

" (h.) To M-atch the course ofany legislative

proposals in Parliament or elsewhere affect-

ing the interests of the bicycling public, and
to make such representations on the subject

as the occasion may demand.
" (c.) To consider the existing relations

between bicyclists and the railway companies,

with the view of securing, if possible, some
modification of the present tariff for carriage

of bicycles, and greater security in their con- *

veyance.
" (d.) To examine the question of bicycle

racing in general, and to frame definitions

and recommend rules on the subject. To
arrange for annual race meetings, at which

the amateur championship shall be decided.
" (e.) The Chairman, in submitting the Z

next proposition, said they could not, in his f

opinion, make the basis of the Union too

wide, and that any club, provided they pos-

sessed the necessary numerical strength,

should be permitted to join. He could not

conceive that there should be any distinction

drawn between one class of club and another,

and that any scheme by which it would be
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necessary to have a club proposed and

seconded, as Mr. Beningfield suggested,

would be very damaging to the Union. The
rules of amateur racing would be quite

sufficient to prevent any difficulty from the

admission of professional clubs. The Union,

he thought, should be a bicycle community
entirely indspendent of station of life. It was
also very easy, if necessary, to pass a rule

for expelling any club which might b have

in an improper manner.

"The proposition was then formally put

to the vote as follows ^

—

" That the Union shall consist of all such

bicycle clubs as may be willing to join it.

"Amendments by Mr. C. R. Hutchings

(London) to add the words, ' subject to cer-

tain regulations,' and by Mr. Beningfield

(Pickwick), ' that clubs should be proposed

and seconded,' were also submitted to the

meeting with the following result : For Mr.

Hutchings's amendment, 2 ; for Mr. Bsning-

field's, 5 ; for the original motion, 16.

" The original motion was therefore carried.

" (/".) The Chairman then said that although

it was proposed to limit the minimum
strength of a club entitled to return a repre-

sentative to 30, there was no p rticular virtue

in that number, and it was quite open to any

one to move an alteration therein.

" Mr. Beningfield (Pickwick) then pro-

posed that the number should be reduced

to 25.

" Mr. Frederic Moore (Tower Hamlets)

proposed that the number should be 20.

" The votes were then taken with the

following result : For a minimum of 30, o
;

for a minimum of 20, 7 ; for a minimum of

25' 13-

" It was therefore resolved, ' That every

bicycle club having twenty-five active mem-
bers be entitled to send a representative to

the Union.' A discussion arose as to the

definition of an active member, Mr. Murray
Ford being ofopinion that the wording should

be ' active riding members.'
" The Chairman said he certainly under-

stood active members to mean those who
enjoyed in full the rights and privileges of

members. Mr Ford therefore withdrew his

objection. (See also No. 15.)

"
{g.) The Chairman then proceeded with

the next proposition, viz., the number of

representatives to be sent by each club. He
looked on the delegates as a sort of bicycling

parliament, and for that purpose thought

they might be as numerous as possible. As

to the actual business, of course smaller

bodies (committees) would have to be

formed to carry into effect the resolutions

of the larger body. With regard to club

rivalries, and one club having a larger num-
ber of delegates than another, he desired to

say that it was a mere accident that the

machinery of clubs was used at all, but it

was found the most convenient for getting

the Union together ; that he would gladly

include the unattached if it could be
schemed. He repeated the Union had
nothing to do with clubs, and he therefore

could not see any necessity for limiting, as

Mr. Honeywell suggested, all clubs to two
representatives.

" The proposition of Mr. Honeywell
(Surrey), above referred to, was then put to

the vote, when there were for it 7 ; the

original motion, as on the agenda, was then

put, and received 20 votes ; and it was about

to be formally resolved, when
" A further question was raised as to the

desirability of only allowing the 50 members
which were to count for each additional

delegate to begin after the first 50 ; thus, for

25 members or more up to 99, one delegate
;

for 100 members, two delegates ; for 150

members, three delegates, and so on.

" The question of adding this to the

original motion was then put to the vote,

when there were for it 18, against it 8,

and it was carried.

" Mr. Turner (Stanley) then proposed a

further amendment, viz., ' That no club

should send more than three delegates ;' but

this was negatived by 18 votes to 4.

" The motion, as amended, was then

formally put to the meeting and resolved, by
16 votes to 8, as follows :

' That every club

having not less than 100 active members be

entitled to send two representatives to the

Union, and an additional representative for

every complete 50 members above the 100.'

" {h.) The next proposition was carried

without much discussion by a majority of

18 to I, and was as follows: 'That clubs

with less than 25 members be invited to com-
bine for the purpose of electing a joint repre-

sentative.'

" (i.) In reply to Mr. Airey (Stanley), the

Chairman stated, with reference to the dele-

gates from country clubs who might be

members of Metropolitan clubs, that no

delegate could have two votes unless the

Union formally so resolved.

" It was then put to the vote, on the motion
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of Mr. Beniagfield, whether it was desirable

or not to limit the number of members of

Metropolitan clubs who were to be allowed to

represent country clubs, and it was decided

by twelve votes to nine that it was desirable.

" Mr. Turner (Hornsey) then proposed

that two should be such limit. This received

eleven votes.

" Mr. Sloughgrove (Pickwick) then pro-

posed that six should be such limit. This

received eight votes.

" Mr. T. Murray Ford (Temple) then pro-

posed, ' That the number of representatives

for country or other clubs, who are members
of Metropolitan clubs, do in no case exceed

the number of such club's own delegates to

the Union.'
" This, having been seconded by Mr.

Gaisford, was carried, as was also the amend-
ment to leave out the words, * that all such

delegates should be members of such clubs.'

" The motion as amended was then

formally put to the meeting and resolved

as follows :
' That the delegate of a club

shall not necessarily be a member of the

particular club he represents, and that pro-

vincial clubs be allowed to nominate some
Metropolitan bicyclist, who is not already a

delegate of any club, as their representative.'

" (k.) It was then moved, seconded, and

resolved unanimously, ' That the repre-

sentatives thus elected be called ' The
Council of the Bicycle Union.' and that it

be their business to discuss the above-

mentioned and other such matters as

occasion may suggest, and to pass resolu-

tions and take order concerning them.
"

(/.) After some discussion, it was re-

solved, on the motion of Mr. T. Murray

Ford (Temple), 'That the Council of the

Bicycle Union do elect a secretary, trea-

surer, and executive.'

"The question of the detailed duties of

the executive, which formed part of the

above motion as it appeared on the agenda,

\^as adjourned.
" (m.) It was moved by Mr. Beningfield

(Pickwick), seconded by Mr. Gaisford

(Temple), and resolved, 'That the ques-

tion as to whether the secretary shall be a

meniber of the legal profession or. not be

adjourned.'
" («.) The question of funds was then gone

into, when it was moved by Mr. Turner

(Stanley), and seconded by Mr. Airey, 'That

the amount to be paid by each club be

£i IS. for every delegate returned.'

" The Chairman said he was of opinion

that the contributions should be in the form
of a capitation grant, and that althojugh, as

Mr. Beningfield had suggested, there might
be an extreme case, such as the fact that a

club having 99 members would pay, at is.

per head, ^4 19s., and have only one repre-

sentative, while another club might have one
more member, pay only one more shilling,

and have two representatives; yet, still, any.

club that returned a representative at all

had, in his opinion, the interests of all,

its members fairly represented.
" Mr. Cornell (Wanderers) put an extreme

case the other way, and stated that by a fee

per delegate a club of 25 members would
have to pay as much as a club with 99
members.

" Mr. Tanner (West Kent) supported the

idea of a fee per delegate.

" Mr. Murray Ford (Temple) took the oppo-

site view.

" Mr. C. R. Hutchings (London) reminded
the meeting that, as the Union practically

represented the interests of each individual

member of a club, it was only fair that each

clubman should pay.

" The motion was then formally put to the

vote as to whether there should be a capita-

tion charge or a fee per delegate, and it was,

by a majority of 16 to 9, resolved as follows :

' That every club joining the Bicycle Union
shall contribute annually to the funds of the

Union a sum equivalent to a capitation

charge on each member of the club, the

amount of such charge to be fixed annually

by the Council of the Union, such charge

for the first year to be one shilling for every

member.'
" Mr. de Cean (Maldon) asked to what

purpose the funds so obtained would be

applied, and was informed by the Chairman
for rent, printing, postage, &c.

"(0.) Mr. Airey (Stanley) asked if the Union
was now a constituted body, as, so far as his

club was concerned, they had not yet

authorised his attending with Mr. Turner as

a delegate.

" The Chairman informed Mr. Airey that

the Union was now formed, and that the

next meeting would practically be the first

for general business, as many of the dele-

gates would doubtless have to be changed.

"(/>.) Considerable discussion then ensued

as to the mode of ascertaining the numbers
for capitation charges, and the date for such

returns, and it was eventually resolved ' That
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a return be made on or before the 20th May
in each year by every club belonging to the

Union, showing the number of active con-

tributing members on the ist May instant;

such return to form the basis of representa-

tion and payment for the year ensuing from

that date.

" It was also moved, seconded, and
resolved, 'That any club wishing to join the

Union do forward to the secretary a state-

ment of the number of their active con-

tributing members, ^together with the name
and address of the delegate or delegates

selected to represent it.'

" It was also moved, seconded, and
resolved, 'That by " active contiibuting

members of a club " shall be understood

thos3 who pay theordinaryclubsubscription,

or who ma}'- have paid a life composition for

the same, and who possess in full the rights

and privileges of ordinary club membership.
" (q.) The question of the length of time

for which delegates should be elected was
then discussed, Mr. de Cean (Maldon)

suggesting that such term should be three

months. On this being put to the vote it

was negatived, and the following resolution

carried :
' That the term for the election of

delegates or representatives to the Union be

twelve months, with power to the clubs to

fill up any vacancies which may occur during

that period, and that the name and address

of any delegate so elected be sent to the

secretary at once.'

(r.J " The following propositions were then

submitted to the committee and carried

unanimously :

—

" That the general meetings of the Council

of the Union be held on a fixed day or days

in each year.

" That the agenda, or paper of business,

be sent round to each delegate fourteen days

before such meeting or meetings.
" That no proposition that is not on the

agenda be taken into consideration at any
meeting unless it is so decided by the votes

of two-thirds of the delegates present, and
I

of the chairman. I

" The next proposition was put to the vote, '

and carried by 16 to 2, as follows :
' That if

j

it be so decided by a vote of four-fifths of the

delegates assembled at any meeting, the

voting on any subject shall be adjourned
till the next meeting in order to give the
delegates an opportunity of consulting their

clubs.'

" (s.) It was also resolved, 'That the

preliminary expenses be paid by the Union,

and that the club; who have sent in their

names be requested to pay to tlie hon. sec.

pro tern, the amount due from them.'

" (t.) It was then resolved, ' That the

folio vving matters be placed on the agenda

for the next meeting of the committee, viz.

—

(i.) Executive and officers. (2.) Racing. (3.)

Draft of doings of this evening. (4.) Further

details of constitution. (5.) Consideration of

executive.'

" (u.) A cordial vote of thanks to the

Chairman was passed, on the motion of Mr.

H. Porritt (Temple).
" (y). The meeting was then adjourned

until Thursday, the 14th March next, at the

same time and place, viz., the Guildhall

Tavern, at 6.30 p.m.
" Amongst the bicyclists present in the

main body of the hall we noticed Messrs. H.
Osborne, C. W. Nairn, C. J. Fox, E. J. Hall,

F. Godlee, C. Sopper, W. Cunningham, J.

Richardson, T. Francis, etc."

In concluding this account of the founding

of the National Cyclists' Union, it may be

interesting to reproduce the first editorial

penned on the subject. It was written by
C. W. Nairn, of The Cyclist, in his then

capacity of editor of the B.T.

" Editorial.

" Saturday next, the i6th inst., will be an
important day in the era of bicycling. The
'Union,' from which we expect much, will hold

the first meeting since it has invited the co-

operation of clubs at large, and we anxiously

await the result. The objects of the Union,

as set forth in their prospectus, are most
desirable and important. They are shortly

—

(i.) To secure the rights of bicycles on the

public roads. (2.) To protect the interests

of the sport in any legislative measures.

(3.) To secure a reduction in the railway

tariff. (4.) To consider the subject of racing.

There can be no doubt of the absolute in-

ability of any body, except a properly con-

stituted Union, possessing the support and
confidence of the majority of riders, to suc-

cessfully cope with objects i and 2, which
are, to our mind, by far the most important.

The minor objects, as we may perhaps call

Nos. 3 and 4, also require unanimity of

action to secure success in the one case, and a

definite and satisfactory arrangement in the

other. The proposed constitution of the

Union is set forth in six rules. The first,

that it shall consist of all clubs, appears to
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be entirely unobjectionable, for no club rivalry

or exclusion should exist where the object to

be gained istheprotection of a common sport.

It is questionable if the second rule will

not meet with some opposition, though we
fail to see that it can be much improved

upon. There ought to be no talk of large

clubs swamping others, or vice versa, if the

word ' union' is to be acted up to in its

integrity, and unless it is, the main features

themselves of the whole scheme will be lost.

No. 3 relates solely to the name to be given

to the general body of club delegates, and
that proposed, ' The Council of the Bicycle

Union,' appears open to no objection. No.

4 also relates solely to the appointment of

the necessary officers and executive com-
mittee. No. 5, 'That the secretary shall

be, if possible, a member of the legal pro-

fession,' is all right as far as it goes.

Doubtless, if a legal gentleman is to be found

who is willing to give gratuitously his ser-

vices, and work with thorough zeal for the

good of the Union, his social standing as a

professional man will give a certain amount
of dignity to the Bicycle Union. But, on the

other hand, it may be found that a gentleman
combining these requisites will not be forth-

coming; and the proviso in the rule implying,

as it does, that a legal man is desired, may
keep other good and fully competent men
from offering themselves for the office,

because, as it stands, the mere fact of any
candidate being put forward who is a mem-
ber of the legal profession would at once
oust all competitors who are not. In any
case it would not be right to expect any
lawyer to give his professional services to

the Union, though he might act as secretary

con amove, and thus we do not quite see the

object sought. The ideas of the constitution

of the Union, whoever drew them up, show
that'the promoters possess able minds within

j

their sphere, and need not fear fallingthrough

for want qf legal assistance. Rule No. 6 is

entirely of a pecuniary character, and will,

of course, have to be varied as the expenses

of the Union are Icnown. In conclusion, we
desire to say that the Union has our cordial

approval and support, and that in whatever

articles we may review their decision, no
' carping criticism' shall enter therein."

> » <

ESSEX.

It has occurred to me that it may be of '

interest to give some mention of Essex from

a cyclist's point of view. I do not propose

giving a detailed description of the roads or

towns, for that information has been fully given

elsewhere, but I should like to jot down a

few general impressions derived from a year's

stay in the county, during which period I

covered over 2,000 miles of Essex roads on

my " British Challenge."

Essex has, I know not why, a very poor

reputation for scenery; and I must confess

that until I had actually lived there the very

name conjured up visions of low, flat marshes

fringed by a dreary sad-coloured sea. I

should therefore be glad if any words of

mine could in some measure atone for this

erroneous impression, by drawing attention

to some of the really beautiful parts of this

much-maligned county.

Three parts of Essex are, to my mind,

possessed of a peculiar beauty of their own,

viz.—the district round Halstead and Brain-

tree, the country between Chelmsford and
the Thames, and, of course, the Epping and
Ongar district.

Halstead itself lies on the side of a steep

valley, with the quiet little Colne running

through its midst. The country here is beau-

tifully wooded, and the road to Braintree is

full of picturesque bits, and withal ofsplendid

surface. From Halstead to Haverhill is also
|

a lovely ride in summer, with delicious f

glimpses of the pretty villages of Hedingham
and Maplestead to the right and left. But

the chief charm of the Halstead district is

the number of fine old parks which border

the road, one of these. Dynes Hall—a place

I know well—is especially remarkable for its

splendid old Elizabethan house and its

winding lake.

Coming now to the district between

Chelmsford and the Thames, I feel inclined

to wax enthusiastic, for the country h^re is
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really quite unique. It is the Peak District of

Essex—full of strange, steep little heights,

rising almost abruptly out of an undulating

country, each summit usually crowned with

a village or grey-towered church. The road

from Billericay to Tilbury is a capital one to

take to see these Essex Heights, the view

from Langdon Hills being unrivalled of its

kind. London seems at one's feet, though

really fifteen miles away, and you can see

the busy highway of the Thames, dotted

w.ith ships, widening to the sea. From
Horndon-on-the-Hill (the quaintest httle

village imaginable) there is a steady drop

until the Thames is reached, where there is

a curious fringe of " no man's land " border-

ing the river seemingly given up to the tents

and waggons of nomadic gipsies. It must

be remembered that no railway intersects

this part of Essex until one comes to the

Tilbury Hue, so to this fact we may probably

attribute the existence of such a cluster of

old - fashioned villages and little - known

country so near to the Great City.

I need not dwell on the beauties of Epping

Forest, for they are already well known, but

I should like to point out what a pretty

country lies round Ongar and Harlow.

Here the cross roads remind one of a

Devonshire lane with their high banks and
narrow track, but they are usually smooth
and pleasant for ridmg, and there is a

delightful sensation in gliding between high

walls of honeysuckle and bramble, with

innumerable wild flowers of all sorts. The
mention of Ongar also reminds me that

within easy distance is the little town of

Dunmow, well worth a visit if only to see the

Priory, famous for its connection with the

flitch of bacon.

I must not forget to mention the lovely

ride between Witham and Walton-on-Naze.

This is also a district innocent of railway,

and the road over Tiptree Heath is unlike

any other English road I ever saw. At one
time it winds through mile after mile of

heath and bracken, and then you pass into

a land rich with fields of strawberries,, whose
sweet odour is quite overpowering on a hot

summer's day. Walton itself is a charming

little place, with good bathing and a most
comfortable C.T.C. hotel.

I must now regretfully leave my subject,

and I do so with an assurance that the only

ugly parts of Essex are those exposed to the

blighting influence of the growth of London.
—W. U. Moresby, B.A.

> • <

LUNATIC LYRICS.

No. I.

—

The Duke, the Dignify, the Judge, and the Jigger.

It was a sessions judge,

And weighed full nineteen stuns,

His robe and wig ran rather big,

His boots were twenty-ones.

His height was four feet nine,

His width was six feet two.

He wore red socks with pea-green clocks

And a waistcoat trimmed with blue.

His hat was three feet high.

And cost him four and ten.

He wore a frown (which word's a noun)
To frighten wicked men.

He also wore a shirt

(Its price I cannot tell),

You'll thus infer—and will not err

—

He was a fearful swell.

It was a racing bike

(And " bike"s another noun),

A brakeless " Fudge," on which this judge,
Went plunging round the town,

All in his three-foot hat,

Which cost him four and ten.

And bright red socks with pea-green clocks

And the frown for wicked men.
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And the bike weighed nineteen pounds,

And its size was sixty-three
;

From what I've said, you'll guess his tread,

Was not exactly free.

For his height was four feet nine,

And his width was six feet two,

And to step (a verb) a good high kerb

Was a feat for him to do.

It also was a peer,

Clean pebble-beached and sewed.

Who turned cart-wheels at horses' heels

Along the Edgware Road.

His name was Arthur Guy
De Montmorenci Clare,

Dii Barri Snook, the bankrupt Dook

Of Short's and Leicester Square.

He wore his coronet.

It was his only joy.

His bags were brown (an abstract noun)

And fragrant corduroy.

Beside the festive 'bus,

A la the circus clown<5.

Along the kerb he ran (a verb)

Collecting rolling browns.

With which to buy cigars,

And a penny ice or two.

And bright red socks and an opera box.

And a plug of " hard " to chew.

And bobbies on their beats

Would touch their hats anon,

•' Ere's pore ole Snook, a dookal dook.

We will not move him hon."

It was, as I've remarked.

This broken duke and sewed,

Also this judge, upon his " Fudge,"

All in the Edgware Road.

The judge was going south,

In fact, to Oxford Street,

With bright red socks with pea-green clocks

Upon his natty feet.

With wig and three-foot hat,

Which cost him four and ten,

And sessions frown (that previous noun).

Which terrified bad men.

The dook was going north.

Beside a Kilburn 'bus.

And turned cart-wheels at the ponies' heels.

Which made the driver cuss.

The judge went southward ho !

The dook went north ahoy !

And near the the kerb they met (a verb),

Wig, bike, and corduroy.

It then became a smash.

It which that stately judge,

And the bright red socks and the opera box,

And the dook, and racing " Fudge."

And the browns and three-foot hat,

And the penny ice or two.

And the robe and wig (both rather big),

And the waistcoat trimmed with blue,

And some adjectives fairly strong.

And some interjections, bricks,

And the verbs and nouns, and the court-

house frowns.

Combined in curious mix.

Now, the judge was mighty proud,

And the dook was haughty too.

And the judge sat flat on his three-foot hat.

And the dook had lost his chew.

And the judge refused to move.

And the peer declined to budge.

In pride of blood, in wreck and mud,

There sat the dook and judge.

For each declined to rise

The while the other sat.

That dook superb sat on the kerb.

The judge upon his hat.

And bobbies on their beats

Would touch their hats anon,

" Ere's Dook o' Short's and Seshins Courts,

We must not move 'em hon."

And since they wouldn't.move,

I guess (which word's a verb).

Besides his " Fudge" still sits that judge,

The dook upon the kerb.

Nym.
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" Ho ! haste to the wedding;, aha ! aha I

Something before noon, fully equipped for

my long ride, I stepped out on to the gravel

drive and mounted my ever-faithful steed,

when lb and behold I descried cousin Karl

advancing towards me mounted on an
" Ariel " bicycle. He managed it very well

too.

But I was surprised—more than surprised

—at the unlooked-for spectacle. Where had

the velocipede come from ? Days of magic

art were past. Who could have been his

beneficent sprite ?

Karl himself enjoyed my amazement with

a wicked satisfaction, and a mischievous

smile lurked in the corners of his merry blue

eyes as he hastened to throw me in the way
of enlightenment,

" My velocipede is bcrrowed of Drank
Rundelund," he said, laughing. " That

young chemist who lives away yonder at

Skofde. He taught me to ride last spring

when I was staying with him.

And to illustrate his accomplishment, Karl

wheeled twenty or thirty yards round the

grass plat. Of course I gave the mutely-

desired applause, but Aunt Johanna clasped

her hands in nervous fear lest the daring boy

should fall off the dangerous thing. " I am
sure you will break your neck before you get

to Bjorkegren," avowed Aunt Marilovis. " It

is not safe, Karl."

We both looked derisive at the dear old

ladies, and strove to reassure them ere we
made a plunge forward, so to speak, and
started off. Ten minutes more and we had
left Hejdeby in the distance ; we could now
and then see a line of curling blue smoke
indistinctly through the forest trees. So we
rattled along in silence some five or six miles,

now shoulder to shoulder, anon one ahead of

the other, till the way began to appear rather

unfamiliar. Herman and Mother 'Toinette

left Hejdedby earlier than we, comfortably

ensconced in their respective vehicles,

decked out in their festival trappings, all

ready for the promised junketing.
" Do you recollect having seen those seven

gnarled oaks before ?" asked Karl presently.

" Not particularly," I answered ;
" but if

we have lost the track the folk in the next |

village can easily right us. I have no wish
to turn back."

" Neither have L" And we pushed on at

accelerated speed.

The sun gracefully retired beyond a black
heavy cloud, and the lowering sky threw
aside its late golden smiles for ugly frowns.

The firs swayed angrily on either side the
road, and sighed whenever the wind rustled

amongst them.
" It's going to rain," I affirmed, positively.
" H'm— I know that," said Karl. " A great

drop just splashed on the end of my nose.

We are in for a drenching shower."
" We must make haste," I urged, " we

cannot surely be far from some house or

village. Let us turn up this lane to the

left. That looks very much like Hexarfve
church spire in the valley."

Down came the threatening rain—splash,

splash, splash—and the thirsty ground drank
in the water greedily. Tiny pools began to

collect, and the deep ruts made by clumsy
waggon wheels impeded our progress.

Moreover, the disobliging wet soaked through
my serge riding jacket, and poor Karl's

straw hat was as limp as the feathers of the

famous Jackdaw of Rheims the Cardinal

cursed. We were a miserable couple of

human objects, pitiable to a degree. There
was'uo friendly place of shelter appeared to

our searching gaze, and so on we were forced

to go ; nothing else was available under the

circumstances.

Karl growled and muttered to himself with

all the assiduity of a fifteen-year-old school-

boy who is also a lawyer and a poet in

embryo.
" We shall never reach Bjorkegren in time

to see the commencement of the fun," he
grumbled.

"You may think yourself fortunate if we
get there at all to-day," I retorted, crossly.

The persistent shower rather ruffled my
temper.

" This road is perfectly execrable. Upon
my honour, I never fell across "

Where Karl never fell across I did not

hear, neither have I since heard, nor do I

expect to hear. He never finished the sen
t
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tence. The next thing I was conscious of

Karl reclined, merman fashion, in a pond

covered with green slime, his head and

shoulders above the surface, and his limp,

mud-bespattered straw hat floating airily

away in the direction of a couple of aston-

ished ducks. They evidently regarded the

sudden invasion of their domain as a trifle

impolite, to say the least of it.

I sprang lightly from my saddle, and ex-

tending my hand to Karl, by way of render-

ing him the only assistance in my power, he

succeeded in scrambling out of his un-

expected bath.

Then we commenced a hunt for his hat.

The more v,e fished the more it bobbed, in

a manner that was pecuHarly aggravating.

But perseverance ever wins its own reward,

the copybooks tell us, and we at last coaxed

the offending headgear to land.

The storm abated, and we spun along

cheered in spirit till we reached the village

next Hexarfve. I forget what it is called.

On the outskirts we pulled up at a farm-

house which had a sort of friendly come-in-

and-be-welcome sort of air about it. We
wheeled in at the clumsy gates and alighted

before the open door. A clock was striking

three as a tall white-capped woman came

out to meet us. Evidently Karl and she

were acquainted.
" Fru Larsson, we are very wet and

hungry ; will you give us a little refreshment

and let us dry ourselves at your fire ?"

The farmer's wife welcomed us gladly,

and insisted that I should attire myself in

her Sunday gown the while my habit dried.

I was grateful for her forethought, and

accepted her offer.

What a spacious garment it was! I

seemed lost in its huge folds. Fru Larsson

is tall and stout, and I am short and thin.

I leave the fit to your imagination, good

reader.

When I issued from her room rehabilitated,

a large fire had been lighted in the parlour

stove, and a meal spread. The fare was

coarse of its kind, but we were hungry and

could not afford to be dainty.

First, we had some excellent boiled sole,

with sour black bread and fried bacon, be-

sides a dish of cold broad beans. They had

just finished dinner when we arrived. The

fish disposed of, a slatternly red-armed

maid-of-all-work carried in more black bread

and a huge bowl of sour milk, served up

like ordinary soup. It was not very in-

viting, but as the choice lay between that

and sour krout, I did not hesitate in taking

the former.

Thoroughly dried and refreshed, we con-

tinued our journey, less unpleasant now the

rain was gone, and the recreant sun peeped
forth again.

Karl regaled me with stories of boyish feats

in the school at Wisby, weird tales of ghostly

presence in the ruined churches, a slight out-

line of the unhappy fall of the once noble

city that was used to be known throughout

Northern Europe for its riches and men of

commerce. Some day I will recount them
over for you—they are worthy of your inter-

est—and I do not suppose you have read

much of the ruined capital of this world with-

out the world.

It was past five o'clock when we reached

Bjars, and paid a flying visit to half-a-dozen

friends, who sat indolently over their after-

noon coffee and cakes. They were coming
to the wedding later on and hoped to see us

there.

"We concurred in the desire, and forthwith

discussed the prospective enjoyment. Natu-

I

rally, the peasant bride and bridegroom

I

would lead off in the national dance, and we
speculated as to the kind of folk who would

j

expect us to trip with them on the light fan-

I tastic toe, while the hired fiddlers scraped

i
their strings, and the pianist tried to keep in

;
tune.

j

"It will be rattling fun !" cried Aloys Bjars,

who occasionally indulges in a little slang.

" You are sure to enjoy the whole affair tre-

mendously. I am so pleased mother decided

to let us go."

I

" Stay dinner with us," urged VVulf, " and
drive over to the hall of festivity with us."

" Impossible," I dissented. " We promised

to be there at six o'clock without fail, but it

will be nearer seven by the time we arrive.

We do not wish to offend our hosts by our

lack of punctuality. They attach a great

deal of importance to the breach of the

cardinal virtue."

" Some stout old farmer is nearly sure to

pounce upon you for the dance, Engdskan,''

declared Wulf vivaciousl}' ;
" and you may

not refuse, or they will feel offended, and set

you down forthwith as scornful, and I don't

know what beside."

" They shall not be able to complain of a

want of courtesy on my part," I retorted,

stiffly. " Aloys, do not be long after us."

We will follow you as quick as possible,"
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she laughed. " Under the rose be it spoken,

Wulf can hardly restrain his impatience to

be at the revels, and join in the froUcking

throng. Aurevoir."
" Good-bye for the present." We waved

our hands to Wulf, and Aloys then dashed

along the gloomy highway at a breakneck

pace.

Once at hospitable Bjorkegren, I lost no
time in struggling into civilized garments

again, for the sound of music and the tap of

feet in the room above worshipping at the

Terpsichorean shrine made me hasten.

Garda and Helny came down to help me
put the finishing touches, and brought a

white stephanotis spray to fasten in my
dress. Everybody wore white stephanotis

out of compliment to the bride. Peals of

laughter and the merry hum of voices rang

out joyously. There could surely be no sad

hearts in that gay crowd.

The bride was a timid, shrinking girl of

about five and twenty, pale as a lily, with

red-gold hair, and—oh ! the prettiest face I

have ever seen. Quite a contrast was her

bridegroom—a dashing, dark, not unhand-
some Claude Duval sort of a fellow. He
was big and burly, broad-shouldered and
muscular, like Samson of old.

Karl and I apologised for our late arrival,

gracefully congratulated the happy pair, made
a profound bow to the assembled company,
and joined in the dance. At least Karl did.

I offered to replace the weary pianiste, and
played them a lively polka tune. One cir-

cumstance amused me very much, and it

was so glaring it could not help but attract

the notice of a stranger from a strange land,

unused to their ways and cusiun^s.

On the doorstep, at the threshold of every

room, in every window, in every corner, on

every available ledge, bread and cakes were

placed, here and there even a glass of home-
made wine, fruit, and occasionally a little

rice. Bewildering ! There was actually a

biscuit in each flower-pot

!

" How extraordinary !" I exclaimed at last

to a black-eyed damsel, who was evidently

Pooling a young farmer to the top of his bent.
* What is the meaning of all that ?"

" It is to ensure plenty in the future life,"

she replied. *' One always does so." ,

Ten minutes later I was whirled into the

dance by a strong-armed lad of seventeen

or eighteen, a sort of natural curiosity. He
was well worth a study.

Scrape, scrape, scrape went the fiddle,

bang, bang, bang went the piano, altogether

grinding out a mad galop that sent the hot blood

rushing through the veins at a more than
express speed. The noisy sounds increased

;

faster went the music, now assisted by a

squeaking concertina, rasping away at the

tune in a praiseworthy effort to help, if not

exactly in harmony
;
quicker flew the dancers

up and down and around the spacious low

oak-raftered room. They jigged and cut

capers, wriggled and swung, staggered and
waddled, stepped and leapt, after the fashion

of so many dwellers let loose from Bedlam.

I have heard folk talk of Donnybrook fair;

but I will undertake to affirm that no more
confusion and shrieking is to be heard there

than there was at this peasant wedding.

They never seemed out of breath—on they

went, faster and ever faster. I expected to see

a climax reached and everybody collapse.

Aloys Bjars enjoyed the fun immensely,

and laughter-loving Wulf was, without doubt,

in his element. In the interval of dancing

Herman good-naturedly volunteered a song,

and I accompanied him on the piano. After

that we had a quartet. Wulf Bjars had
brought his Cremona, and Aloys her guitar,

Karl whipped out his piccolo, and we gave
them an English piece we often practise,
*' The Keel Row." Needless to add, there

was a perfect round of applause and an
earnest appeal for more, to which request

we acceded.

While supper was being laid in an adja-

cent room we had one or two round games
and asked riddles. I could only remember
one, and that was, " When I was going to

St. Ives." I do not know how it is, but I

never can recollect riddles. Once I asked

one, and clean forgot the answer.

Supper was announced, and the door was
thrown wide open. Without respect of rank

or persons, everybody immediately rushed

helter-skelter, pell-mell for the meal. It was
a case of first come first served. A huge
ham and a large piece of cold roast veal,

garnished with parsley and hard-boiled eggs,

cut into quarters, occupied one end of the

table, and boiled pork the other. Before

each dish a blunt-looking carving-knife and
clumsy fork were placed. Each person

caught up a plate from the stack "and carved

himself or herself a piece of meat. Mascu-
line humanity entirely disregarded the

feminine portion. To be inelegant in my
expression, it was feeding time with a ven"

geance, and all were intent upon eating.
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I managed to clumsily slice off a piece of

ham, dreadfully thick, help myself to three

or four quarters of hard-boiled egg, some

delicious white roll, and a glass of fresh

milk. Then I carried my spoils to a distant

corner, and ensconced myself comfortably in

an arm-chair near a window. Presently a

young fellow came and sat down on the

right arm with his back to me, calmly ignor-

ing my nearness. It was a queer mode of

procedure, thought I, and very boorish into

the bargain.

Another boor seated himself on the left

arm, back to me, as a matter of course. I

was fully prepared for it. Oh, how they

ate ! How their jaws must have worked !

Noise ! I could hear them crunch their

food. It was perfectly sickening.

Herr Right and Herr Left I called them to

myself.

Suddenly Herr Right wheeled round and

almost overturned my plate. His mouth
was full of cold peas, but it did not impede

his speech.
" How does fruken like our country ? " he

queried.

" Oh, well enough," said I, and added in

an undertone, "but not your customs."
" Ours is the best land under the sun,"

struck in Herr Left, also turning round and

upsetting a couple of potatoes on to the

floor.

"Each man to his taste," I answered

calmly.

Bending down, he stuck his fork into the

fallen vegetable, and, poising it skilfully

aloft, made a bob at it, managing to bite a

piece off the end.

" How clever !
" I remarked, scoffingly,

scarce able to smother my mirth.

He looked pleased, and repeated his

charming feat more nicely than before.

Pudding and appetising tarts were now
added to the feast, whereupon another

general scramble ensued, more animated

than before. Herr Left stuck his fingers in

a dish of jam, quite accidentally you know,

but as he forthwith proceeded to wipe them
on the clean tablecloth, it made not the

slightest difference.

Feed ! Until that night I never compre
bended how far a knife or fork can be sh.ved

(j-es ! shoved—no other word expresses the

action) down the human throat. I went in

mortal fear lest somebody should succeed

in severing their jugular vein from the inside,

but they seemed to manage the knife per-

formance with such marvellous dexterity

that I grew vastly courageous and laughed

at them. Moreover, these same instruments-

are dehghtfully blunt. If you could only

have seen how we had to saw at the meat

!

One good man grew so impatient that he

actually dispensed with knife and fork, and

used his fingers in the most approved primitive

fashion. It may not have been elegant, or

the essence of high breeding, but at least

it possessed this advantage—he got through

his portion much quicker than anyone else,

which seemed to be the main point in view

—

at least, judging by how they bolted their

food, one and all. I am morally certain they

would have outdone a Chinaman in the

handling of chopsticks.

Enough is as good as a feast, and at length

everyone seemed thoroughly satisfied. We
returned once again to dance until the clock

struck twelve, when the great event of the

evening was consummated—" the crowning

of the next bride."

The bride of the present was blindfolded

and a myrtle crown placed in her hands,

while the fairer sex formed a ring round her

and danced to the sound of music. She
upon whom the crown fell would be bride

within a twelvemonth and a day. A pretty

fair-haired girl was the favoured one,

and then the same thing was repeated by I

the masculine representatives of humanity.

In this instance, however, a wreath was
substituted for the crown. It was past three

o'clock when we descended to our carriage,

yawning and sleepy, and the dawn was
breaking soft and grey over the distant sea.

We presented rather a tumbled appearance.

Then we drove gladly home, eagerly

looking forward to the next day's gaiety.

We do so enjoy the pleasant things of this

fair world. Do you ? —Amy Hurlston.
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There is a mania for emigration amongst

prominent cyclists ; and the number of " well

known " riders who depart from the shores

of Great Britain for more congenial parts

of the wheel world increaseth. And verily?

it is not to be wondered at, considering the

abominable weather which has cursed our

island since the commencement of last

autumn ; and, unless a very speedy amend-
ment takes place, I shall be glad to hear of

an eligible opportunity to locate myself in a

balmy clime where east winds cease from

troubling and the storm-fiend is at rest. Any
gentleman acquainted with such a spot, who
can guarantee good riding and a tolerable

quantity of local equivalents for Devonshire

cream and Norfolk dumpHngs, will please

address full details to the office of this

magazine, at the same time mentioning the

market quotations for pars, dance reports

and Christmas Numbers.
Boxing-day weather is seldom of so bad a

description as to prevent some sort of a road

ride; but the most regular and systemetic

of winter-riders must feel some qualms and
misgivings upon contemplating a short-dis-

tance path-race in the depth of winter.

Weston-super-Mare has the honour of in-

augurating open-air Boxing-day cycle racing;

and, for all 1 care, Westcn-super-Mare may
retain the honour from generation to genera-

tion, without any other locality competing
with it. Paperchasing in winter is tough

enough work ; but to strip and plug for dear

life around a cinder-path, with the ther-

mometer low down in the thirties, is a form
of recreation scarcely conducive to the

happiness of mankind.

But if Weston-super-Mare racing provokes

thoughts of horror in December, Weston-
super-Mare racing quite compensates for

that sentiment when its date is removed to

the middle of summer ; and an enticing

prospect is held out by the mooting of a

project for a Cyclists' Camp in connection

with a race meeting there, when the warm
weather is making things pleasant. Harrogate
and Tunbridge Wells sink into the insig

nificant positions of mere London suburbs,

compared to the charming West of England

watering-place; and the West of England

cyclists are just of the right sort to make a

camp as great a success, in itself, as the

Harrogate Camp ever has been ; so I do

pray that this boon may be granted unto us;

that we may be privileged to camp out at

Weston, and among Western cyclists ; then

good-bye to my contemplated private camp-

ing-out party—again shall be dragged forth

the club tent, and we will away, on the

rails of the broad-gauge Great Western, to

raise the standard of Our Scamps on the

tented field nigh unto the Bristol Channel.

In these days of small London clubs

dropping into oblivion, and other London
clubs withdrawing into an exclusive privacy

which is tantamount to moribund impotence

it is indeed gratifying to read of such a club

as the Anfield, at Liverpool, which possesses

over two hundred members, and carries out

club-runs, paperchases, and path race meet-

ings with exemplary energy, while its mem-
bers prove their individual abihties by riding

stupendous distances upon the road. Taken
all round, the Anfield B.C. possesses a record

far and away ahead of any other cycling

club ever formed, the London, Stanley, and

Speedwell clubs not excepted. Gentlemen

of the Anfield B.C., we raise our hats to you

as the best organisation in the wheel world
;

would that there were more clubs like you !

The reports which are appended to the

Union agenda paper for the current period

contain seme instructive information. The
Library, which has been allowed to become
well-nigh forgotten of late, is brought pro-

minently before the public, and efforts are

to be made to complete the sets of books

therein. The Roads Committee ask for

money to spend in lawsuits, and also for a

polite - letter - writing - standing - committee.

And the Committee on Subamateurism hit

out straight from the shoulder by calling

upon the Executive to professionalise Adams,
Cripps, Chambers, English, Engleheart, Ox-

borrow, and Sellers. There is no Ijeating
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about the bush in this case, and the most

procrastinating and quibbhng of Executives

could scarcely profess to see any dubiety in

the commendably brief recommendations by

which it is sought to strike a decisive blow

at cyclists who have covertly infringed the

amateur laws.

The adventures of the average cycling

tourist on the Continent are not more varied

than the adventures of the common or road-

ster cycling paragraph when once it starts on

a round of the daily and weekly Press. There
was once an innocent little paragraph re-

cording a trip taken by two Bavarian gentle-

men from Trento to Rome, the last 400

kilometres being ridden in 29^ hours, riding

time, deducting all stoppages. And in a few

days the Press demon transmogrified this

feat into 400 kilometres in 29^ hours—con-

secutive understood—and then 400 kilo-

metres became changed to 400 miles ; and
when next we see the venerable old item it

will have grown senile and haggard, and

totally unrecognisable as the same harmless

little par. that started so gaily on its travels.

Major-General Christopher is greatly to be

pitied. This agreeable and estimable war-

rior is becoming discouraged by the slow rate

at which his N.C.U. Reserve Fund grows;

he wants more money to put away in his long

stocking, and folk won't send him money fast

enough. In despair of reaching the thousand

pounds which he has evidently set his heart

upon having before he lets the|fund abate

any of its reserved demeanour, the worthy
"Very Pattern of a Cycling Major-General"
offers the treasury to anybody who is pos-

sesssed of more persuasive eloquence than
himself. But be comforted, good Major-

General—we wish not for a better banker,

and we do not believe one could be obtained

if we did so wish ; but chips are scarce, and
this is a cold winter, and there is no prospect

of your Fund being called upon for any
immediate necessities. When occasion really

arises, the wheel world will be ready to aug-

ment the Reserve Fund; but in the present

peaceful aspect of sporting affairs an extraor-

dinary War Vote is felt to be uncalled for,

and each of us prefers to wait till the clouds

roll up. There can be no objection to inces-

sant ardour in the direction of loosening the

purse-strings of the wealthy; by all means
let the cycling nobles who we occasionally

hear so much about be called upon to dis-

gorge some of their wealth to this deserving

Fund. But one's club contribution should

exempt, for a time, the penurious wheelman
from further applications ; and at the present

price of"Hum of the Wheel," "Wheel World
Waggings," and Christmas Numbers, there is

no possibility of a cool hundred or two being

dropped into the Major-General's book-

making bag by such impoverished scribes as
—Faed.

> • <



Choosing a Tandem.

A large number oF new tandem tricycles

are being placed on the market at the present

time ; and it would be well for intending

purchasers to clearlj^ understand the pos-

sibilities of constructing such machines to

meet varying requirements. Some of the

manufacturers are endeavouring to kill two

birds with one stone, by making a tandem
which will be convertible into an ordinary

tricycle of precisely the same dimensions as

a single unconvertible; but it becomes more
and more evident that convertible tricycles

are—like most convertible articles—not so

good in either form as two separate and un-

convertible tricycles, one single, the other

tandem, would be ; and in choosing a mount
of the kind the purchaser must be prepared

to decide between having a perfect uncon-

vertible tandem, or an imperfect convertible

one. Even the famous "Hamber" tandem
suffers by being made convertible, inasmuch

as the effort to dispose of the load to good

advantage in its single form prevents the

double load being properly placed in its

double form ; and with the tandems which

are just being introduced, having a single

front-steering wheel, the presence of one rider

behind the axle necessitates placing the

front rider a long way forward so as to ensure

sufficient weight being placed on the steering-

wheel. Then, if such a machine is converted

into a single by removing the part behind

the axle, the rider's weight is too much on
the steering-wheel. For a front-steering

tricycle to be at all perfect in its single form,

there must in its tandem form be a fourth

wheel behind to carry part of the rear rider's

weight, and as such a fourth wheel reduces
the speed of the tandem below what a tan-

dem's speed would be with only three wheels,

it follows that purchasers must choose for

themselves whether they wish for best speed
as a tandem, or for best speed in its single

form. If a perfect and fast front-steering

tandem is required, non-convertibiHty must
be submitted to; but if a perfect and fast

single tricycle is wanted, then the tandem
must have a fourth wheel and consequently
be slower than a non-convertible tandem.

A Silent Spring-fork.

Of appliances for deadening the vibration

evolved upon a small wheel traversing an

uneven surface, none seem so simple as one

which was patented nearly a year ago by H.
Thresher, and which has now been improved

and tested by the inventor and others. In

its latest form, it is designed for application

to a tricycle of the " Cripper " pattern, in

which machine it must prove a valuable

acquisition, the excessive vibration from the

front wheel being the greatest brawback
which this popular form of tricycle has to

contend against on the road. The spring-

fork under notice consists solely of a fork

made of supple spring-steel instead of rigid

steel ; and this, instead of being fixed verti-

cally over the wheel, is fixed horizontally, so

that its flexibility has fall scope for free play.

On a " Cripper "-shaped tricycle, therefore,

the sloping steering-post stops short a few

inches above the steering-wheel, and instead

of being joined to the usual raked vertical

fork it joins the end of the horizontal fork

by means of a rigid tube which curves down
behind the wheel exactly like an ordinary

mud-guard. Thus it is seen that the steering

is not interfered with, the slope of the steer-

ing-post taking the same line as it would

follow with the usual raked vertical fork.

(Thresher's patent spring steering-fork is made and

fitted by J. H. Dearlove, 14, Rydon Street, New North

Road, N., London.)

Adjustable Cranks.

Quite a number of years ago, a crank was
invented, and for a short time on the market

which could be adjusted so as to give the

pedal a short or a long throw, as the rider

desired, without necessarily stopping the

bicycle to which it was fitted ; but the inferi-

ority of its construction soon led to its disuge.

The recent discussion which has taken place

in the columns of The Cyclist newspaper on

the subject of short versus long cranks has

aroused renewed interest in the problem of

an instantly adjustable crank, and in the new
" Invincible " we think the puzzle is solved

very satisfactorily. Taking a rigid six-inch

crank to commence with, the inventor addg
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a short link to the end, and connects this

link by means of a rod to an eccentric

mounted on the crank boss. The pedal is

then bolted to the free end of the link; and

an arrangement of tiny cog-wheels with a

catch and rod enables the rider of the bicycle

or tricycle to which the crank is fitted to

cause the free end of the link to approach

closer, or recede farther from the crank boss,

thus shortening or lengthening the throw.

As there are no intermediate points at which

the crank is loose, but the throw can be

adjusted at any position between its mmimum
and maximum—respectively five inches and

seven inches—there is no danger of the feet

being thrown off the pedals during the

changing operation, but, on the contrary,

the pressure can be kept on continuously, so

that no check in the speed need be made.

There is no extra friction whatever, and the

weight of the added parts is but slight.

(The " Invincible" adjustable crank is made by the

Surrey Machinists' Company, Limited, 128, Great

Suffolk Street, S.E., London.)

A New Two-speed Gear.

The greatest drawback with which, two-

speed gears have hitherto had to contend

has been their necessarily great weight ; but

this fault can scarcely be found with the

latest addition to the class, invented by the

inventor of the "Quadrant " tricycle. This

is made on a plan very much resembling

Starley's balance-gear, the main working

parts consisting of two bevel-wheels, facing

each other and concentric, joined by two

bevel pinions on a shaft which in turn revolves

at right angles on the main shaft. By using

bevel-wheels of similar diameters, the effect

would be, when one bevel-wheel was held

fast, that the pinions spinning round would

cause the free bevel-wheel to revolve at just

twice the velocity of the pinio -shaft; but

by using a smaller fixed bevel-wheel, the

increased speed is not so great as w'th equal

bevel-wheels; and according to th propor-

tions of the two bevel-wheels so can the

proportionate speeds be varied.

An advantage which this two-speed gear

possesses is that it can be used as a single-

speed gear, to permanently gear up a wheel
only, instead of as a changeable or two-speed

gear. Thus, for such a bicycle as the " Facile "

the gear would be fitted between the wheel
hub and the fork-end, occupying only one

inch of lateral space, and the levers would
thus, without any chain, gear up a small

wheel to any extent the makers determined.

For short riders of the ordinary direct action

bicycle, this affords a means by which they

can put on extra speed under favourable

circumstances, the gear being only in fric-

tional operation when "gearing up;" and it

is contended that the extra friction is less

than the friction on a chain-geared bicycle.

(The " Quadrant " speed-gear and two-speed gear can

be applied by any maker under licensefrom the Quadrant

Tricycle Cc, Sheepcote Street, Birmingham.)

A Lamp-bracket for Small Wheels.

There are some cycles upon which the

very best of lamps refuse to keep alight ; and
on a still more numerous class of cycles a

lamp which is excellent under ordinary

conditions becomes useless when used on a

road where loose stones are met with, the

sudden jerk upon meeting which causes the

light to go out. For all such cases, a new
form of bracket has been invented and
patented, and appears to be particularly

suitable for carrying " head " lamps on dwarf
safety-bicycles. It consists of the usual u"

shaped iron for the lamp to be slid on to
;

but instead of this iron going direct to the

machine, a second iron, which fits under the

lock-nut of an ordinary head, is placed

parallel to and underneath the horozontal

part, and a third iron is placed over that

horizontal part, these three flat iron plates

being bolted parallel together by two nutted

bolts, but prevented from touching each
other by ten small rubber rings. Thus the

rubber rings absorb the vibration from the

head before it can reach that part of the

bracket carrying the lamp, and the rubber

allows such easy play to the lamp as to

effectually prevent the light being jolted

out,

(The patent lamp-bracket is sold by Fisher &' Co.,

ij, Devonshire Street, Liverpool Street, B.C., Londcn.)
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XLopics of the Zimc.
[Correspondence or short articles on subjects of current interest are invited from all readers of the Magazine.']

Close of the War

!

THE " STATUS QUO ANTE " RESTORED.

At last the interminable A. A.A. and

N.C.U. struggle is settled, and, practically,

the status quo ante is restored. Thus, though

the A. A.A. have not gained their point, they

have lost nothing; and the N.C.U., who

never wanted to gain anything, but merely

acted on the defensive, have been successful

in resisting the assault of the enemy, and

therefore with them the victory lies. This

case has been so thoroughly thrashed out in

the cycling publications that we do not

propose to touch further on it now, but

merely record the fact that the war—as Lacy

Hillier called it—is over, and that the first

bicycling club to hear the joyful news was

the Claremont B.C., who were dining at

Anderton's, on the i6th ultimo, whilst the

A.A.A. were discussing the terms of peace

offered by the N.C.U.

Law.

To obtain money by false representation is

not necessarily a criminal action. When
however, it is not so, it is still capable of

being brought within the purlieu of the law

by civil action. This latter fact the promoters

of some athletic sports during 1885 have

discovered to their cost, and County Court

judges have practically honoured the N.C.U.

suspensions. To advertise sports under
N.C.U. rules and then run them under other

rules of which the N.C.U. disapproves is

practically illegal

—

i.e., any N.C.U. man who
has, by the advertisement, been induced to

pay an entrance fee and travel down to the

race meeting, can successfully sue for his

expenses in the County Court. This much
law cyclists have learned through the A.A.A.
and N.C.U. dispute.

The Stanley Show.

We write with very much pleasure the

announcement that the Stanley has not been
left out in the cold, either by the manu-
facturers deciding to hold a show on their

Own account, and to boycot all others, or by

transferring their "affections" to the Agri-

cultural Hall, or any rival place of exhibi-

tion. The name of the "Stanley Show" is

to be kept, and the affair is to be managed
by a paid secretary (Mr. Dring) and a

combined committee of manufacturers and
Stanley C.C. men. The show, which opens

on the 13th of February and lasts until the

20th, will be held at the Westminster
Aquarium ; and no better building or more
convenient spot could have been chosen.

A Peep at the Past.

Lives of great men all remind us
We can make our lives sublime

;

And in parting leave behind us
Wheel-marks on the tracks of time.—Longfellow (adapted.)

To read in 1886 that the present Editor

of Bicycling News was merely known as a

correspondent on various mutters in the bicycling

Press, and that an ex-amateur champion at

all distances and on both breeds of cycle

and a record-breaker to boot, had never yet

appeared on a cinder track, is certainly "a peep

at the past." But we did come across such

statements in an old cycling publication of

1877, and also the following letterpress

explanatory of the owner of a set of Wood-
bury-typed plump, hairless features, which

persons good at seeing family likenesses in the

babe of two days old might probably

recognise as those of the George Lacy
Hillier of 1886.

The unearthed account of the great

" War " Editor runs as follows :

—

" Mr. George Lacy Hillier, captain of the

Chichester Bicycle Club, is a name well

known as a correspondent on various matters

in the bicycling Press. He was born in 1856,

and is consequently just over 21 years of age.

In 1874 he made his first essay in bicycling,

on a 36in. boneshaker, and very soon

mastered the art, and from that time to the

present has bicycled continually. His first

machine was a 52in., but this broke up

within two hours of his receiving it, and he

then purchased a 52in. from the Coventry

Machinists' Company. From this he had his

first serious fall, badly cutting his right leg.
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He soon ventured higher, and purchased

from the same firm a 6om. semi-racer. On
this he made numerous journeys, none, how-

ever, extending more than loo miles from

home. Desiring to try other machines, Mr.

Hillier purchased a 6oin. ' Keen,' and on this

he accomplished many journeys, comprising

a month's tour in the South-western counties,

and a ride from Chichester to SaUsbury and
back, a distance of 113 miles, in ishrs.

3min., with 5 hours stoppages.
" Mr. HilHer has never yet appeared on a

cinder path, but in the Chichester and

District Bicycle Club Sports on Tuesday,

October the i6th, he won, on a grass course,

the President's badge in a three miles race.

He also won his heat in the open two miles

race, beating Buck, of Portsmouth ; but in

the final was twice thrown, the second time

so violently as to disable him from continuing

the race. Mr. HiUier had the management of

these sports, and, considering the short time
for preparation, deserves much credit for

bringing them off so successfully. The
Chichester Bicycle Club owes much of its

prosperity to its active captain, who, by his

exertions, combined with those of his officers

,

has raised it from a club of eight member

to the proud position of one of the largest

South-country clubs, numbering in all 63

members.
" Mr. HiUier has distinguished himself in

other fields besides bicycling, having won
the captaincy of the Southampton Swimming
Club and six other races in 1874, and only

gave up swimming in consequence of an

accident which weakened one of his legs,

Mr. Hillier is also a football player, and is on

the committee of the local club. He is hon.

sec. ofthe Nondescripts Dramatic Society, and

one of their most valued actors. The society

has just brought off a most successful

meeting at Bognor, and Mr. Hillier filled a

prominent part. Poultry fancying is another

pursuit to which Mr. Hillier is attached, and
he has been fairly successful in the show-

yard. He is the author of a work on ' Farm
Poultry,' which was highly spoken of in the

' feathered' papers.

" Mr. Hillier is, we believe, about to follow

the profession of an artist, and, we trust,

will some day give to the world an artistic

picture representing our favourite sport.

When he does it shall be reproduced in these

pages."

^-•-^
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THE CLASSIC TRACKS OF LONDON.

THEIR HISTORY, PECULIARITIES, LEGENDS, AND FREQUENTERS, WITH BRIEF NOTES

OF FEATS ACCOMPLISHED AND RECORDS MADE THEREON.

PART I.

I I When I was asked to write an exhaustive

article on the tracks of England I entered

upon my task as the French entered upon

the Franco-Prussian war, " with a light

heart," and, like the vivacious Gauls, found

all too soon that the task I had undertaken

was so stupendous a one as to preclude the

possibility of my ever getting through it, or

of its ever seeing the light of print except in

the form of half-a-dozen ponderous volumes.

Shortly after I had commenced my notes I

visited Newcastle to judge the twenty-five

miles amateur championship, and in the

immediate neighbourhood of that city I

visited three tracks, viz., North Durham,

Wallsend, and EssHngton Park, and heard

of as many more within easy ride. This

being so, I determined to curtail my subject,

and to treat only of " Classic London
Tracks," i.e., tracks on which championships

and other notable contests have been run

in the Metropolitan district. A magazine

article which contained simply the bald

particulars of the measurements, surfaces,

gradients, and corners of half-a-dozen tracks

would interest nobody, so I propose, not only

to give the dry details of the tracks under

notice, but to add also short notes of any

events of interest which have occurred upon
them, and as my own experience is pretty

extensive, and can be assisted by references

to special sources of information, I think I

am in a position to give my readers a very

complete account of our London paths and
their surroundings.

The history of our older paths may be

said to be practically closed. Stamford

Bridge, for example, will not in its present

state see another record made on it, nor will

the old LilHe Bridge track be ever again

used for cycling. Our newer paths, laid

down solely for bicycle and tricycle racing,

have an individuality of their own, and are,

happily, not suitable for other branches ot

athletics. The Crystal Palace and Lillie

Bridge paths are retained solely for cycling,

and are thus available at all times for train-

ing purposes. In treating, therefore, of the

older paths, I am practically saying the last

word in their history from a cycling point ol

view, although they may in the future be
altered and take a new lease of cycling life.

In the early days of amateur cyclmg the

most frequented path was the track in the

grounds of the London Athletic Club at

Stamford Bridge. It is situated almost next

door to Chelsea station, the path running

parallel with the railway for some distance

towards West Brompton station, and it is

only separated from the Lillie Bridge grounds

by the Hospital buildings and surroundings.

Like most of the paths on which the earlier

cycling fliers were constrained to train and
race, this track was constructed solely for

foot-running and kindred sports, and was
unsuitable as far as shape went for bicycling

at high speeds, although the condition in

which it was kept by the late Bob Rogers, in

addition to the fact that the dressing-room

contained every convenience, made it pre-

ferable as a training ground to many larger

but badly-kept paths. The lap is exactly 440
yards in circuit measured one foot from the

edge, there are two long parallel straights and
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two half circle corners—corners which want

riding every incite and which cannot be
•' rushed " as a right-angled corner can some-

times be. At first these long curves were not

"banked," i.e., raised on the outer edge, and

men attempting to negotiate them alter a fast

sprint down the straight, frequently had as

much as they could do to keep off the iron

rails which surround the outer edge of the

path, and sometimes went over them—Oliver

Thorn, for instance, getting a bad spill through

a novice involuntarily riding wide. This

fault was, however, rectified to a certain extent

later on when the bicycle race meetings on

the track were a source of income to the club.

The banking was, however, not completely

done for a reason best explained by an ex-

tempore diagram, viz., a capital "P" placed

horizontally Q.. Merely for the sake of argu-

ment, we will consider the body of the " P " to

represent the track, then the long stroke

represents the 300 yards straight for sprints

;

the start for the bicycle races took place at

the left hand end of this straight, the riders

(running right inside) passed round the top

corner, which is banked, and rode down the

back straight,then they came to the"orchard ,
'

'

or bottom corner, and commenced to go round

it. The first part is banked, but the part which

coincides with the 300 yards sprint straight

is not, because if it were it would necessitate

a "bank" in the sprint course, and that

would be bad for the running men, who are,

of course, the first claimants for the use of

the track. Not only, therefore, does the un-

fortunate rider who does not know the track

find himself suddenly bereft of the assistance

of a " bank," but he also lands into a very

much cut up path, loose and unstable, if the

weather is at all dry and any amount of run-

ning has been going on, and he probably

slows or comes off against the railings. The
suggestion now adopted, that all parts

should be ridden one way, will work a great

change in Stamford Bridge, as the dangerous

unbevelled corner will be tackled from its

unbanked end, and thus, when the rider

begins to swing out, he will have just reached

the banked portion. The path is a dead

level, and probably one of the fairest and best

running paths in the world ; water is laid on

at frequent intervals along the edge inside,

and throughout the season the path is kept

in good condition, although, as it is a running

path, it is not kept so hard as a purely

bicycling track would be, and thus cuts up

considerably under the wheels of a bicycle

;

the use of tricycles on this path is prohibited

The surroundings of the track are very good

;

there is an excellent grand stand for ladies,

and two large, if somewhat rough and ready,

wooden erections furnish shelter and seating

accommodation for about twice as many
more ; there is under the principal stand an
excellent and convenient dressing-room,

fitted with a continuous shower-bath and all

the necessary appliances; whilst an additional

building known as the "iron room" supplies

the accommodation necessary for non-mem-
bers on big days. A number of ladies are

members of the club, joining for the lawn
tennis, for which there are in all some 14

courts available, and on a fine summer day
when a good meeting is in progress the scene

is a very pretty one, as lawn tennis goes on
in the orchard during the races. Thus, on
the whole, the L.A.C. are to be congratulated

on the possession of a very pretty and con-

venient ground.

Stamford Bridge is historic from a cycling

point of view, and has seen more celebrities

ride and fall than any other London path.

In the early days of the then Bicycle Union,

that body held its championships on this

track, and judging from the support at present

accorded to these contests, we must at once

recognise and respect the energy and deter-

mination which has placed the National

Cyclists' Union in its present proud position.

On the ist of May, 1878, the Bicycle Union
promoted two championships on the Stam-
ford Bridge track, a two and a 25 miles cham-
pionship, and in the absence of the ever-

green Waddy Wyndham, Keith - Falconer

won easily in 6m. 3o|s. from G. F. Beck,

another veteran who occasionally revisits the

cinder path. The 25 miles championship
was a rare good race, the contest being

regarded as a match between Oxford and
Cambridge in the persons of A. A. Weir,

the Dark Blue B.C. man, and Keith- Falconer,

of the Cambridge University B.C. A. P. C.
,

Percival made a best on record for 14 miles, J

viz., 49m. 7§s., and Falconer giving up in the
"

24th mile. Weir ran in an easy winner from

William McWilHam, of the Temple Bicycle

Club, in ih. 27m. 47§s., which was at that

time a best on record. Thus came to an end

the first Union championship meeting on
Stamford Bridge.

In 1879 Cortis, for the first time on record,

performed the feat of winning ail the arua-

teur championships for the year, though he

undoubtedly had one advantage, inasmuch
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as all the races were run on the Stamford

Bridge track, on which he trained, under the

care of Bob Rogers. In the one mile, on

June i2th, he beat Freddy East, one of the

speediest but most unlucky of wheelmen,

who was so ill on the occasion in question

as to have to be assisted from his machine.

He had, however, in his heat beaten W. T.

—better known as "Billy"—Thorn, whilst

Cortis had beaten Waddy Wyndham.
Cortis's time was 2m. sg^s. On June loth,

on the same track, Cortis won the five miles

from East, Wyndham, Ainslie, and Reynolds.

On June 26th the 25 miles fell to Cortis, who
was closely followed home by Ainslie and

East; and finally, on July nth, he not only

won the 50 miles championship, but made
bests on record from 26 miles, which, by the

way, is a favourite feat in this contest.

The Stamford Bridge track was thus the

scene of the earliest successes of the Union
in championship contests. The last cham-
pionships held at the Bridge were those of

1880, and they were noticeable for the highly

sensational manner in which Charles E.

Liles, then a comparatively unknown man,
defeated Cortis in the one mile race. It is

an oft-told story, but will bear repeating.

C. E. Liles, a member of the Temple B.C.,

had been showing excellent form during the

autumn of 1879 and the spring of 1880, and

more than one experienced judge had spotted

him as a coming man. Some of these

cognoscenti told Cortis to beware of the new
flier, but in the first blush of his powers the
" Long Wanderer " seemed to despise his

foe and the warning thus given—unwisely,

as the sequel showed. To my mind (speak-

ing simply as a looker-on at the contest),

there is little doubt that when Cortis found

himself in the final with Sidney Kemp, whom
he held safe, and the Temple flier, he deter-

mined to " show up" the wonder who had
been thrown in his teeth by half-a-dozen

knowing ones. Accordingly, Cortis " rushed
to the front," to quote The Cyclist's account
of the race, and laid it in as only Cortis

could when he was really serious

—

^ mile in

46fs., and the half in im. 31s. ; this on a

track much against pace. At the half-mile

the Wanderers' crack had a look round, and
doubtless expected to find that Liles had
tailed off. But no ! There, on his hind
wheel, rode the Templar, cool and collected,

with Kemp close up. Cortis at once eased,
but was undecided and nervous, just as he
was undecided and nervous after Keen had

beaten him in their one mile match. He
had, at the time this race was run, been
reading up for an examination, which doubt-

less added to his troubles, and when the

rush came the Temple man won by half

a yard, Kemp getting home second, one
foot in front of Cortis, who, quite

demoralised for the moment, was only

third. Subsequent events have shown that

Liles's victory was no fluke, and that even
Cortis could not aff"ord to throw away a

chance with the redoubtable Charlie in the

race, although on this occasion his nerve
and judgment were, without doubt, at fault.

The Long Wanderer's blood was up over his

defeat, and in the five miles which came on
afterwards (on the same afternoon) he rode
with his head and beat Hamilton by one
yard, Liles being about the same distance

behind Hamilton for third place. There is

no doubt that, at that early date, five miles

was too far for Liles, in spite of the fine

staying powers he has since developed.

Stamford Bridge being the scene of so many
championships, saw a good many fliers at

work in the earlier days. Cortis did most of

his work there. Billy Thorn, a champion but

for one man, was quite an habitue. J. R.

Hamilton, a rider whose ankle action when
pedalling was simply a revelation. I have
seen him miss his pedal backwards so that

his heel struck his saddle. H. V. Cleaver,

a fine swimmer, and a rare good wheelman
and all-round athlete, to whom, in company
with Hamilton, I am indebted for the first

encouragement and coaching I ever had on
a cinder path, and who taught me " how to

ride a corner," an art in which, however,

the " old man was never beaten by the boy,"

for, to the last day of his riding, I always

respected Cleaver round a corner. W. E.

Milner, whose form was simply perfect, and
who should have been a champion, had not

the inanities of continental touring seduced

him from the paths of—from the cinder

paths I mean. A. Hood, yet another cham-
pion in embryo, Freddy East, Charles Liles

and many more.

Stamford Bridge saw Cortis thrice van-

quished, besides his defeat by C. E. Liles,

and may be said to hold the record from

that point of view. The first occasion was
the Saturday after the 50 miles champion-

ship of 1879, viz., July 19th. The race was a

ten miles scratch, promoted by the Wander-
ers B.C., for which five men started—F. T.

East, H. L. Cortis, C. D. Vesey, Wadham
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Wyndham, and W. L. Ainslie. Ainslie and

Cortis began spurting one against the other

from the fourth mile, and Wyndham and

East waited and caught up after the spurts

had settled the other riders (the seventh

mile was covered in 2m. 533.) Cortis and

East were neck and neck when the bell rang

for the last lap, Coitis having the inside

berth, and thus the best of it. East was,

however, in rare form, and he fairly beat the

" Long 'un " for pace, and won by half a

yard. Cortis, who was quite run out, never

attempted to take the top corner, which was

close to the winning post, and E^ast, trying

to fetch it from the outside berth, the pair

came into violent collision, and Ainslie, who
was finishing a good third, fell over them,

Wyndham escaping solely by his agility.

This was the last race ridden by Fred

East, who will carry the cinder marks to his

grave. Cortis was much hurt, as also was

Ainslie. One peculiar incident remains to

be recorded. Wyndham jumped backwards

from his machine, letting go of it entirely,

and it ran round the top curve of the track

on the outside, and John Keen, who had

jumped over the fence to assist, took the

docile steed by the handle before it fell over.

Yet once again did the Long Wanderer taste

the bitters of defeat when, under an especial

dispensation from the Union, he met John

Keen on this path in two out of the three

matches between them on 13th October,

1879. Cortis defeated Keen after a grand

race in the 25 miles at Wolverhampton, and

on the 19th they met on the Stamford Bridge

track to decide the one and five miles

contests. The one mile fell to Keen, who
simply waited until it was time for him to

put on his wonderfully fine spurt, a spurt

which he picked up very quickly, and thus got

away from Cortis, who was on a 6oin. racer,

whilst Keen bestrode a 55in. The latter

rode straight as a die, but Cortis wobbled

awfully when the spurting began. The five

miles was just a repetition of the mile, Keen
waiting and Cortis pace-making ; the latter

was, however, but half-hearted at his job,

and there is little doubt that, had he banged

away from start to finish, he would have done
something better, even if he had not won.

As it was, he eased when he found Jack

unwilling to go in front, and was easily

beaten, the final spurt being simply a repeti-

tion of the mile effort. Thus " the old

horse," as Keen's Wolverhampton admirers

delight to call him, won with his head, and

there is little doubt that the licking Cortis

got did him a great deal of good. Had he

won he might have been induced to rest on
his laurels, instead of which he stuck to

racing to retrieve his defeat, and gloriously

succeeded.

Since the removal of the championship

contests from Stamford Bridge in 1881, this

path has been steadily losing prestige with

the votaries of the wheel sport. This is

principally owing to the fact that other

tracks have been laid down especially for

bicycling, and it naturally follows that a

path which presents so many disadvantages

from a cyclist's point of view will fail to

attract either individual fliers or cycling

clubs. The hours of practice are limited,

the track by no means a fast one, and as

clubs now seek other grounds, no advantage

is to be gained by training thereon, and thus

the track is comparatively deserted. At

some future time the L.A.C. may see its way
to alter and improve the track from a cycling

point of view, and to modify the arrange-

ments which now debar many riders from

training on it, and then, seeing how well

situated it is, it will be certain to receive

once again a large share of cycling support.

Resume.—Gradient, dead level. Lap, 440
yards, measured one foot from edge. Shape,

two straights, and two half circle corners.

Surface, cinders, banked all but last corner

into straight. Dressing-rooms and accom-

modation excellent ; shower-bath. Nearest

stations, Chelsea and Walham Green.

After a long stay at Stamford Bridge (the

championships of 1878, 1879, and 1880 having

been all held there), the N.C.U. initiated the

system of making the championships mov-

able, and running them in various towns in

the provinces as well as in London, with a

view to securing the support of the country

districts, and also to give provincial riders a

chance of meeting the London men off their

own paths. It is unnecessary for me to add

that the result of this liberal line of policy

has been far in advance of what was antici-

pated by its warmest supporters, and the

loyalty of the provincial districts to the

governing body has been much increased and

strengthened by the personal contact for

which such provincial meetings gave especial

opportunities.

The four championships of 1881 were run

at the Belgrave Road Grounds, Leicester, and

the Recreation Grounds track at Surbiton.

This latter path may fairly claim to be
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classic ground, inasmuch as it was for a long

time the training ground of H. L. Cortis,

whilst Harry Osborn, Sid. Kemp, E. A. Runtz,

C. D. Vesey, and many more well-known

amateurs, together with Jack Keen and

others, have in times gone by taken their

preliminary canters thereon. The track is

situated at Surbiton, which is close to King-

ston-cn-Thames ; it stands back about a

quarter of a mile fram the river, close to the

railway embankment, and is bounded on two

sides by the high road. It is a square track,

four laps to the mile. I believe it to be a

little short, and fancy it was measured 18

inches from the edge, for when it was taken

by the South London Harriers for a 30 miles

walk in the winter of 1883, the track was re-

measured, and some irons with a string along

them were placed round the bottom end, so

I suppose it was found to be a little short,

though, as there is no board edge to the path,

it is possible that the trimming of the grass

may account for the present inaccuracy of

the distance. The ground has a sHght slope,

and the start and finish are both downhill,

which would, of course, make the track fast

for a scratch man. There is a corresponding

up grade on the further side, the corners are

well made, and can be cut very close with a

little careful practice.

The track first came into notice in 1879,

when several race meetings of importance

were held on it; but it was not until 1880

that any sensational records were made ; in

that year, however, J. F. Griffiths, in those

days a very promising rider, defeated Harry
Osborn for the 50 miles championship of the

Surrey Bicycle Club, G. R. Oxx finishing

third, the time being zh. 54m. 35s., which was
then a best on record. On August 28th in the

same year, Charles Crute made his debut by
winning the St. James's B.C. open mile

handicap from the 150 yards mark with great

ease, so much so, that he was regarded as the

coming man. It was on this track, too, that

Herbert Liddell Cortis made his first attempt
to cover twenty miles in the hour, in which
but for an accident he would have un-
doubtedly been successful. This took place
on September 2nd, 1880. The " Long 'un,"as
he was famiharly called, turned out look-

ing fit and well, in his favourite blue and
white-striped jersey, and, of course, accom-
panied by his fidus Achates, Mr. Charles
Sopper, of the Wanderers. Getting on the
mark, he went away to a slow start, J. F.
Griffiths cutting out the pace. He was

followed by C. E. Liles, Sid. Kemp, and G.
L. Hillier, all of whom in turn cut out the

running for the record-maker. At ten

miles he was iifs. outside "evens," i.e.,

3m. per mile. But going strongly and well,

he began to rub off the extra seconds, and
at 17 miles he was but ^s. outside. En-

couraged by this news, Cortis fairly flew into

the eighteenth mile, Liles and Kemp push-

ing him along, and Griffiths coming on

for the last two miles. On completing 18

miles Cortis was found to be "well inside,"

but just before the completion of i8^m.

Griffiths rushed up level with Liles, who was
leading on the inside, and thelatterswerving,

the two came into collision, and, falling,

brought down Cortis, whilst Sid. Kemp, by

sheer good wheelmanship, just escaped.

Cortis was cut about and much shaken.

Liles escaped comparatively unhurt, but

poor Griffiths broke a small bone in his ankle,

and was never the same man afterwards, as

the fearful violence of the fall led to heart

troubles, and eventually necessitated his

complete retirement from all athletic exer-

cises.

Previous to this, on Aug. 21st, Cortis had
beaten the ten miles record, and for the first

time in the annals of cychng that distance

had been covered inside 30m. The circum-

stances under which he accomplished the

feat were peculiar. The meeting was wholly

and solely promoted by a gentleman who
subsequently pleaded his minority to escape

the liabilities incurred, and, as a natural con-

sequence, the affair would have been a hope-

less failure but for the energetic action of

Messrs. Coleman and Cortis. Cortis, who
was assisted by Griffiths and others, went
splendidly in the ten miles race, and covered

the distance in 29m. 545S.

On September 22nd he had another cut

at the twenty miles, but on this occasion

there is little doubt that Cortis was by no
means fit for the task. His fall in the first

attempt, and a subsequent cropper at

Lincoln, had left their marks upon the

"angles" of his hips; whilst, to add to his

troubles, there was a fresh and very cold

breeze blowing as evening fell. Once again

Liles, Hillier, and Kemp were on the path

to help him, poor Griffiths limping about on
crutches, and (Sid. Kemp proving out ofform)

C. Crute, the newly-developed flier, who
chanced to be present, was asked to lend

his assistance, which he willingly did. The
first ten miles were covered in 29m. 57|s.
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but from this point the champion fell off

steadily, and he failed to get inside the

hour, the twenty miles taking ih. om.

38gs. With a savage countenance the

record-breaker received the news, and after

an easy lap he again "grasshoppered "

over his handles and went on to 25

miles, estabUshing a string of records

from 19 to 25 miles, the latter distance being

covered in ih. i6m. 4ifs.

The two championships in i88r which

were contested on this path were the five

and the fifty miles, and both fell to G. Lacy
Hillier. In the shorter distance, for the first

time, there were some provincial riders, C.A*

Palmer and R. Chambers entering, of whom
the former competed

; J. E. Tolson was also

entered, but did not turn up. Palmer, whose

sprinting powers were well known, was

looked upon by his friends as a certain

winner, and this fact was pretty frequently

brought under Hillier's notice during the

last few days before the race. A careful

perusal of the reports of recent contests in

the Midlands caused the latter to recognise

the fact that Palmer always won in the last

150 yards or so, and on the day of the race,

when they met in the final, the eventual

winner based his riding tactics on this fact.

HiUier, Palmer, Liles and Milner qualified

for the final, and Milnermade all the running

for four miles, followed by Palmer, HiUier,

and Liles in the order named. At 1,000

yards from home, or just into the 17th lap,

Hillier crowded on all steam with a view to

" cracking " his speedy opponent. Palmer

hung on gallantly for about 500 yards, but

going up the further side in the last lap but

one a loud shout from the crowd announced

to the leader that the Midlander had
" cracked," and, reinvigorated by the ap-

plause, Hillier dashed away and ran in a

winner by 80 yards.

In the 50 miles, on July 27th, Hillier,

Crute, and Griffiths lapped Vesey, and the

latter's persistent spurting in his attempts to

regain his lost ground made the pace so hot

that record was badly beaten, Hillier getting

home 40 yards in front of Crute, who was the

same distance in front of Griffiths, Hillier's

time was 2h. 50m. 50§s., and all the other

riders beat the previous best (J. F. Griffiths's

—see above).

Nothing much of note took place on this

track until June 7th, 1882, when Cortis suc-

ceeded in beating the one mile record, and

establishing a record which has stood for a

longtime, seeing that every Saturday gives our

back-markers a chance of knocking it out if

they can and if they choose. A long handi-

cap had been arranged so as to draw him
out, and in his heat he had a try for Keith-

Falconer's two miles record and Hillier's

flying quarter, but cut neither. In the final

he, of course, went from scratch, with J. R.

Hamilton, of the Druids, on the 50 yards

mark, and C. Crute on the 35. Going away
like a shot out of a gun, he caught his men
and indulged in a momentary easy, and then,

piling on all steam, he rushed away and won
in 2m. 4ifs., the half-mile having been

covered in im. 20s., both being record time

at that date.

The last startling performance accom-

plished on the Surbiton path was Cortis's

second 20 miles in the hour on August 2nd,

1882 ; he had covered 20 miles inside the

hour at the Crystal Palace, but Surbiton

was his training ground, and he determined

to have a try to beat bis own time. Accord-

ingly the feat was announced as on the cards,

and then, to everyone's astonishment,the long-

wished-for match was made, and the Hon.

Ion Keith-Falconer consented to meet Cortis

in a 20 miles spin. Needless to say, the ex-

citement in cycling circles was great, and

many riders went down to Surbiton to see

the contest. McKinlay, Thompson, All-

port, Hamilton, Adam, and Oliver Thorn
made the pace, Cortis going away behind

the pace-maker with Falconer waiting on

him. At six miles the pace was suddenly

increased by "Peter" McKinlay, who, in

answer to a call from Cortis, laid it in as hard

as he could, and Falconer, unmistakably

cracking, fell with startling rapidity to the

rear, and after a couple of laps retired. At

seven miles Cortis cut the record, and going

on, he beat record for every mile up to 20,

covering that distance in 59m. 20^s., a record

which only fell last season before the prowess

of R. H. English, who when he beat it was

riding a machine at least lolbs. lighter than

that on which the Long Wanderer accom-

plished the feat.

Since this last performance of the " De-

mon's" things have been rather quiet at Surbi-

ton. The track is not very accessible, nor is it a

very great favourite with riders who cannot get

practice on it. The new paths at Lillie Bridge

and the Crystal Palace are both faster, and the

popularityof Surbiton has noticeablydeclined.

There have, in fact, been no first-class race-

meetings there since 1884. As a training
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ground, however, Surbiton has much to

recommend it, as there is plenty of amuse-

ment for anyone Uviug in the place. It is

convenient for either bathing or boating, the

river being close at hand, whilst the good

roads of Surrey, especially Ripleywards,

afford opportunities for fast work, combined

with change of scene. Jack Keen lives close

to the path, and is always willing to advise

riders thereon. Anyone, therefore, who
wants a quiet spot where some hard work

I can be done^;without unnecessary publicity

and with comfort to the " sufferer " will find

that Surbiton fills the bill.

j

Resume.—Gradient, sl slight slope, start and
finish downhill. Lap, 440 yds. ; doubtful, and
fraction short probably. Shape, a square,

four straights. Surface, cinders ; corners

slightly banked. Dressing-room and ac-

!
commodation exceedingly primitive ; no
bath. Nearest station, Surbiton (from Water-

i loo or Clapham Junction).

> » <

HOW WE MET THE CLUB.

Before I begin this recital, and before you

plunge into the mysterious revelations con-

tained therein, a word with you, dear reader.

This tale is true—every bit of it. Should

you doubt it I must remind you that at times
" truth is stranger than fiction." This is one

of the times.

Our club is a North London one, well

known on the Great North Road, and wher-

ever you see one of our brown tuniced riders

you will be sure to see—his machine, unless

he has left it at the inn. We are known
quite well at the Roebuck and the Cyclists'

Rest, and one of our men at least visits the

Old Sal. every Saturday. With this short

introduction I will proceed with my narrative.

Last Whitsuntide we arranged a tour.

It was to be to Oxford, but finding the roads

so bad the destination was changed to Ayles-

bury. Our secretary called on me one

evening to try and persuade me to go, but I

refused. Somehow or other I don't care for

tours. My friend Jerrold doesn't care for

tours either, and so he also said he should

not go.

" Well, then," said the secretary, " I'll tell

you what, ride up on the Monday and meet

us as we come back ; we shall be at the Tin

Can at St. Albans at 12.30 o'clock, and we'll

all have dinner together."

This we agreed to do.

I may here mention that I have slightly

altered the names of the dramatis personce

herein. I do this partly out of consideration

for their (the dramatis personce's) feelings,

and partly on account of my own. I would
not hurt a worm. Some of our men belong

to a' boxing club.

At half-past eight on that Bank Holiday
morning my friend called at my residence.

That was the hour at which we had arranged
to start, but I am sorry to say it was not
until I was informed that he had arrived that

I arose from my downy couch and plunged,
with that intrepidity for which I have such
a reputation, into my cold bath. Meanwhile,
my friend waited. Having dressed, I hurried
through my breakfast, and we were about to

start, when I began to hunt for my gloves,

and it was not until I had searched every
room in the mansion three several times that I

discovered them tucked away under the
saddle of my machine. My friend then left

off waiting and away we went. We sur-

mounted Crouch Hill (I say surmounted
because then you can't tell whether we rode
up or had to walk) and all went well until we
had almost reached the top of Muswell, when
it began to rain, and we sought the shelter ol

the Great Northern Railway Station, and
placed our machines against the wall under
cover. Here we stood some time, the
rain meanwhile coming down right merrilv,

till, tired of doing nothing, we essayed
some feats of derring-do on our machines.
After we had been Dan Canarying for

some little time, during which I managed
to inflict several ' large scratches on the
smooth polished handles of Jerrold's safety,

much to his delight, the rain slowed up,
and we resumed our journey. We pro-
ceeded on towards Barnet without meeting
many riders, and so intent were we on making
way that, totally regardless of Host Toone,
we passed through that town and turned
down the St. Albans Road. Here we over^
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took a party of Birmingham riders who had

ridden I don't know how many miles that

morning, and one of whom had a knapsack

of gigantic proportions strapped across his

shoulders. He must have been carrying the

luggage of the whole party. Just as we got

to the foot of Ridge Hill it came on to rain

again, and I got off to don my mackintosh.

RidgeHill at one time,in my early cycling days,

used to betheboundary of my riding district.

I took numerous rides as far as South Mimms,

but a sight of the long hill always stopped

my going farther in that direction, and after

a refresher at the inn, and a look at the

labourers thundering away at skittles, I

used invariably to turn back. Speaking of

skittles, what an adjunct to that game a huge

tankard of porter seems to be, and what

gallons a skittle-player must get through in

a year

!

When my cape was properly fixed on I

remounted and went for the hill. Jerrold on

his little safety seemed to be but a tiny speck

up at the top, but after a steady grind I over-

took him, and we rode on together. The rain

was now pouring, and the roads very muddy,

so much so that by the time we reached

London Colney, our machines were in a fear-

fully dirty state. A little farther on we came

upon some riders resting under a tree, but

on seeing us they mounted, and one took m.e

on. It was anybody's race until we reached

the arch over the road entering St. Albans,

and then he spurted, and we went hard at it

up the hill to the Tin Can, the hostelrie at
\

which we had arranged to meet the club. '

On enquiry we found that none of our men
:

had yet arrived, so we put our machines in
!

the stable at the back, wiped the plating, and
;

then indulged in a wash out of a tin basin.
;

The rain was descending as fast as ever,

so after burnishing ourselves with a very

rough towel we went inside, and found that

in the common room there was no fire, which

did not add to our comfort. The club were

now overdue, but we agreed to wait half an

hour or so before ordering dinner, and

endeavoured to while away the time with a

cio'ar and the programme of a local sports.

" Perhaps they have stopped somewhere

else," said Jerrold.

" Perhaps so," said I, " let's send someone

up to the other places to see if they're there."

After some hunting an available small boy

was secured, and I instructed him to go to

two or three other mns in the place, and

enquire if any of our men were there, and if

so, to tell them where we were. As he
could not recollect the name of the club

properly, although I repeated it to him many
times, I inscribed it on a piece of paper,

and despatched him pubwards through the

rain.

While waiting for his return we speculated

as to the cause of the delay.

" Perhaps they've had enough of it and
gone home by train," I suggested.

" Well it's very s(train)ge they don't turn

up," said Jerrold.

I reproduce this fearful attempt at a pun
to show what disastrous effects a soaking

wet day may have even on an intellect like

that of my friend.

The other occupants of the room seemed
to be worse off for subjects for conversation

than we were, and kept asking one another

such questions as " Looks like keeping on,

don't you think ?" " Any signs of its clear-

ing up ?" &c., &c.

We should probably have gone on mur-
dering our native tongue had not our
messenger returned, dripping wet, and
bringing the news that " no one was any-

where." On being remunerated, he with-

drew to change his wet clothing, and then

we agreed to have dinner.

I went out into the bar. " What can we
have for dinner ?" I said.

"Well, sir," said mine host, "we've got

some very nice beef and ham in cut."

" Nothing hot ?" said L
*' No, sir," said he, " nothing hot, but some

very nice beef and ham."
So we had to have beef and ham. The

ham was all right, but the beef was literally

raw. Please bear in mind the rain was still

pouring and there was no fire in the room.

You will then thoroughly understand how
really comfortable we were. We were in

the middle of this sumptuous repast, when a

head looked in at the door, and, seeing us, a

body followed ; it was Blockall, who had also

come to meet the club. He, like ourselves,

had been half drowned, but at once sat

down in his shirt sleeves and joined us with

the beef, having first used many words ex-

pressive of his disgust for the fare. During

the meal he amused himself and the

company greatly by declaring, every time

the waitress appeared, that she was winking

at him, which caused the young lady much
annoyance, she being the most meek and

orderly young person possible, and quite

incapable of doing anything of the sort.
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We'were steadily reducing the quantity of

beef, when suddenly I heard a bell. 1 rushed

from the room and out of the door, and,

looking up the road, saw a solitary rider in

our uniform. "They come! they come!"
I shouted.

The other two, on hearing my voice, ran

out, and we formed a large crowd on the

pavement, and cheered vigorously. It was
Tallboys, but what did he look hke ? He
had got a strawyarn on, the brim of which,
soddened by the rain, was hanging down just

clear of his ears. And what a colour it was,
too ! The wet had caused the colours of the

ribbon to run, and they had first mingled
together, and then spread all over the rest

ofthe hat, which looked the most woe-begone
looking tile I ever saw. As to his clothes
and the state of his back-

Words were too faint

His condition to paint.

He was one mass of mud from head to foot.

He dismounted with a ghastly smile, and we
shook hands with him four or five times each,
we were so glad to see him. Then we led him
round to the stable. Shortly after the tandem
arrived with "The Cure" and " Stephanotis"
on board, the former with his arm in a shng,
the result of an upset sideways. On en-
quiring I found they had had one or two
spills and twenty or thirty narrow escapes
on each day of the tour. Their mount was
placed under shelter, and its riders took up
positions near it, and began to blackguard
the unfortunate machine with great vigour.
Such a beast of a tandem they said they
never had seen, but the tandem replied not
a word. A small boy who was in the stable
said

—

" Shall I give it a bit of a wipe down, sir ?'

"No!" thundered Stephanotis, "don't
you touch the brute. Leave it dirty, and if

ever you catch me cleaning it again I'll

make you a present of it."

The others now dropped in one by one.
Since leaving the place where they had
breakfasted they all seemed to have come
different ways. When they had all assem-
bled they began to " cuss," first the tour,
then the weather, the roads, Bank Holidays,
their machines, cychng generally, and finally

one another.

" Never mind," said Giddy, our captain
;

"after a good hot dinner, you'll "

" There's nothing hot," said I.

" Nothing hot !" cried the agonized
tourists.

" Only cold beef and ham," said I.

" Only cold beef and ham !" repeated
they.

"Oh, we'll send out for something," said

Giddy, " and have it cooked, and in the
meantime sit round the fire and -"

" There's no fire," said I.

" No fire !" came the chorus again.
" Oh, they'll light one," said Giddy, "and

until it burns up we'll borrow some clothes
and put on in place of our wet ones."
On enquiringfor clothes, we were told that

" that gentleman" had secured the only coat
available.

" That gentleman" was the wily Tallboys,
who had wisely asked for a garment before
the others arrived. How they envied him !

He did look a masher, too. The coat was
only about five sizes too large for him.
A fire was then lighted in the room where

we had had dinner, and while it was burning
up we crowded round one in another room.
The wet tunics were borne off to some sub-
terranean region to be dried, and a servitor

despatched to the butcher's for suppHes.
We now discovered that it was time for us
to be starting back. But the prospect!
The rain was coming down as steadily as
ever, the sky was of a dull leaden colour,

without a break anywhere, and the roads
Hke yellow rivers. But we had to go, and
reluctantly tearing ourselves from the others,

who were polishing off spirits of various
sorts, to prevent catching cold, as they said,

we secured our machines and started.

The riders of the tandem offered us un-

told wealth if we would ride their machine
home for them, they to bring ours on by
train, but we refused.

How shall I describe the homeward ride ?

The hard work, the wet clothes, the rain

running off the peak of my cap, the muddy
churning of the wheels, and the dismal sight

of the soaking fields I shall long remember.
But soon after passing London Colney an
incident happened. The road was covered
with stones, and I, who was riding in front,

took to the path. Jerrold followed suit.

Suddenly, on looking ahead, I saw a figure

standing under a tree.

" What's that ?" said I, and as I said it I

caught a sight of white cotton gloves.
" That's a police inspector," said Jerrold.

We were into the middle of the road in a.

second, regardless of stones. We got off

and held a council, pretending to be em-
ployed in tightening up a pedal.
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" What shall we do ? " said Jerrold.

" Let's ride on and try and get past,"

said I.

So off we went, keeping right in the centre

of the road, and I thought we should he

ahle lo go by. No such luck, however.
" Come off that, " said the inspector,

stepping into the road.

"What for?" said I, trying to get by.

Jerrold was close beside me, hoping to escape

too.

"You know what for," said the inspector.

' Come off"—and he spread his arms out in

front of me. So off we both came.
" What were you riding on the path for ?

"

said he. " You know you're not allowed to."

Of course, the defence that the road was
covered with stones did not stand.

" Well, " said I, "you need not be so very

careful, as there are no pedestrians out here."
" Never mind that," said he, "you mayn't

do it. I don't want to make myself ob-

noxious, but we've had many complaints

from the farmers and others round about

here of bicyclists riding on the path. Why,
only the other day we had a letter about it

—

jolly bad letter it was, too—awfully badly

written."

"Ah, yes," put in Jerrold, "they were
educated before the School Board was in

operation." This was by way of soft sawder.
" Yes," said the inspector, " that's so ; it's

a great thing the School Board"—and he

went on talking until he drifted into telling

us about local events, and in a short time

became quite friendly; in fact, he seemed
pleased to have someone to speak to, and
we parted from him with a most cordial

"Good day, inspector."

"Good day, gentlemen"—and, he added
grimly, " a pleasant ride to you."

It was a pleasant ride, too. Of course we
had to walk up Ridge Hill, pushing our
machines through the thick slush, and had
to work quite hard down the other side.

No legs over or feet off. Then came the

steady rise into Barnet. It was as much as

we could do to keep our machines moving,
lying right down over our wheels. The peak
of my cap was by this time so sodden it

almost lay along my nose, the water in my
shoes welled up at every push on the pedals,

and my hair behind was one thick paste of

mud. Altogether, we formed as neat and

trim a pair of riders as you would see at any
meet.

When we came within sight of Barnet,

said I to Jerrold, "What do you say to

trainmg it ?
"

" All right," said he, " I'm sick of this."

And train it we did. " Two thirds single

and two bicycle tickets " was the order of

the day. We went third because we didn't

want to wet the cushions of the carriages.

After a little manoeuvring we got our

machmes through the crowd of damp
holiday-makers, put them in the guard's

van, and got seated. What a relief it was
to sit down; we actually began to whistle.

After we had been seated a minute or so the

water began to steadily drain out of us, and
by the time the train started, there was quite

a pool on the carriage fljor. Then, when
we got warm, we began to steam, first

gently, then furiously, like joints in a cook-

shop window.

Just as we left East End Station I thought

of a riddle.

"Jerrold, old man," said I, "why is a

locomotive like a waggon ?
"

He thought for some time, and then said

he'd give it up.

" Why, because each is moved by its

team, " said I. He made no remark.
" Do you see it ? " said I.

Still he replied not, and so, as I could not

see him, I felt for him in the cloud of steam

arising from the seat opposite me. I found

him, and, as I did so, a fist came out of the

steam and smote me on the nose. I had
put my finger in his eye, it seemed. The
reason he had remained silent was that my
riddle had completely taken his breath away.

Arrived at our station, we got our machines

out of the guard's van, and hoisted them up
on our shoulders to carry them down the

steps.

As I waited at the top of the steps while

Jerrold was battling with his safety, I

happened to glance at our train as it passed

out of the station. A cloud of steam was
still pouring out of the compartment we had
lately occupied. A ride of three minutes

brought us to my residence, when we shook
hands with grimy, sodden gloves, and parted.

So ended the Bank Holiday on which we
met the club. —Ben Hayivard.
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BY LAND AND WATER.

Part I.

" Meet me at Trafalgar Dock at 9.30."

So ran the words of the useful, but not

infallible, telegram. Which 9.30 ? a.m. or

p.m. ? to-night or to-morrow morning ? K
,

the sender of this ambiguous summons,
must have already left his household gods in

Cumbria, so there is nothing for it but to go

to-night on " spec" of his turning up, and
again to-morrow if he doesn't. Of course,

I feel sure he won't, especially as I am in

such good company during my one short

day in Liverpool that I would rather it was
to-morrow. Consequently, I have a very

low estimate of my own wisdom as I am
rattled and banged about in a hansom,
lovingly embracing the backbone and hind

wheel of my " Facile" bicycle, through

miles of slums that need not fear comparison
with Bethnal Green either in dirt, smells,

or abundance of infantile population. At
last we leave the slums and drive into what
appears to be a dirty coalyard, but the cab-

man insists that it is the Dock, so that I

allow a porter, bearing the label of Lang-
land, to take the " Facile" out, and so

release me from my previous helpless posi-

tion. Then the long-lost " Gladstone" is

lowered from the roof; that bag which my
bedmaker at Cambridge did her best to lose

for me, by sending it " per goods" instead of
" per pass.," and which gave me three-

quarters of an hour's hard walking through

acres and acres of the L. & N.W.'s goods

depot at some out-of-the-way place whose
name I forget.

On enquiry at the shanty dignified by the

name of office, I find that the " Princess

Alice" sails to-night, and the " Tuscar ' to-

morrow. Now, as we arranged to go by the

P.A., I allow the precious bag and still more
precious " Facile" to be taken on board, and
follow them down a gangway inclined at an

angle of about fifty degrees. After a safe

descent, I roam about the vessel among
bags, bales, boxes, and barrels to find the

rest that is denied to the wicked. I find a

comfortable pile of bags and rugs, and lay

myself on them with my face towards the

wharf, so as to catch the first possible sight

of K. if he should turn up, and I begin now
to think that after all I am not such a fool

as I thought myself, and that the chances

are in favour of his turning up. Truly, the
" Princess Alice" presents a perfect repre-

sentation of Confusion in one of her wildest

moods. Coals are being shot down in

infernos, steam is being got up, the engines

are throbbing away as if the " P. A." was
subject to very bad palpitations of the heart

;

porters, passengers, steward's helps, and the

nondescript sort of crew that belongs to a

steamer are rushing about on goodness

knows what business, and I alone am at

rest bodily, but mentally I am just a little

put about. The great question of whether
K. will be the turn up—in fact, whether K.

will be trumps or not—is exercising the small

brain left to me by the Tripos, and a feeling

of regret of leaving Liverpool (or, at least,

the associations of Liverpool) behind

troubles what I have the audacity to call my
heart.

As I lie there in the gradually darkening

twilight of a fine Midsummer day (June 26),

and one of the possible 9.30's draws near

slowly—too slowly, perhaps—no ! perhaps

not—I moralize, or flatter myself by thinking

that I do, and in this form of flattery I think

I form one of the great majority of self-con-

sidered philosophers. Suddenly the dark

beard of K. appears round the shanty-

corner, followed in due course by that indi-

vidual himself, carrying a straw hat in one
hand, a bag in the other, and rugs, &c.,

somewhere else—under his arms, I expect.

He descends the gangway, followed by a

porter with the rest of his baggage, and I

meet him somewhere on the deck amongst
the piles of baggage, and promptly pester

him about the telegram. Plowever, he pays

more attention to his porter and baggage

than to my plaints, and we go downstairs—

I

suppose we ought to call it companion, or

some such ridiculous name—to examine our

sleeping quarters. We are ushered into

what appears to be a small china closet,

with two shelves on each of two walls, and a

doll's washing apparatus in the corner.

Three of us are to sleep in this box, and a

dim recollection of having read in the his-

tory books at school about a certain Black

Hole flashes across my mind. K., how-

ever, knows the boat from previous experi-

ence, and points out that the wall does not
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quite reach the ceiling on all sides but the

s*a-side, and thus we get a share of our
j

neighbours' and the soloon's share of air. I 1

take the upper berth, as my youth is sup-

posed to give me a better chance of getting

on to the shelf at some period of the night,

and thus get the additional advantage of the

only port hole. The third co-occupier of our

chamber has left his bags on the floor, and

when we put ours there no standing space is

left, so we adjourn to the deck just as we
begin slowly to steam away within a minute

or two of the advertised ten o'clock. It is a

tedious business getting round the corners

of the dock, and requires a great deal of

rope, commanding, " belaying "
(?), coiling,

and uncoiling. At last we get clear into the

river, and beautiful it looks to-night. The
full moon is already high in the cloudless

sky, lighting up the river as if it were of

molten silver, the lights on each bank and

on the other vessels help the effect. Out
towards the west only two lights are visible,

and we seem to be quitting all that is alive

for all that is dead. We soon pass Water-

loo, and those associations come back on me
like a thousand of bricks. There is scarcely

a breath of wind, and the voyage, although

begun on a Friday, appears to be well-omened.

The Liverpool lights get less and less, the

n?oon brighter and brighter, the air keener and

keener, as we stand on the deck, thinking,

perhaps, of many things, perhaps of nothing,

but certainly not talking much. About mid-

night we both reluctantly feel we must turn

in, or else drop down asleep on deck. So
we leave the perfect night, dive down the

st—companion, turn sharp to the left into our

box. The mysterious third is in bed asleep

and snoring, and has accommodatingly put

his baggage into a corner of the spare shelf,

an example which we promptly follow. This

clearance leaves us both room to undress at

once without serious detriment to one

another's persons. We both get into bed

—

not without difficulty on my part, though as

the ceiling is too low to admit of a good

spring upwards, and also (this being my
maiden voyage involving sleeping), because

of the intricate way of arranging bed-clothes

customary among stewards. Once in, I feel

very comfortable, and " douse the glim,"

which consists of a candle in an ingenious

holder containing a spring, which forces the

candle up as it is consumed. The whole

candle is covered by the holder, so that no

wax can be dispersed about the cabin.

I sleep so well that, on waking up about

seven, I find K. and our snoring friend have

been up from some ridiculously small hour, and

have seen the Isle of Man—a treat I am too

late for, it seems. Through my port-hole I see

that it is a beautiful day again, and that the

sea is as nearly calm as the moon will allow

it to be. After a somewhat unsatisfactory

toilet, owing to the Lilliputian dimensions

of the washstand, I ascend to the realm of

light and air, and find that we are

apparently on the way rapidly to Paradise,

so perfect is everything, but I am afraid that

the much-belauded inventionof steam power
will have not much to do with sending

people there.

Breakfast bell rings, and down we all

stream into the saloon, and inconveniently

crowd the table, eager to discuss the

substantial but plain and unpretending

repast. We get to the stern end of the

table (whether top or bottom we know not),

near an extremely pleasant man, who takes

the end, on the steward's compulsion, whom
we must call the Smiler, so pleasantly did

he always look upon things in general, and
in particular, too. As a vegetist I do but

poorly, steaks and chops not being sufficiently

tempting to draw me from the path of

rectitude and natural diet : to get a meal at

all compatible with a 'Varsity idea of a

training breakfast—and I am but straight

from that delightful condition—I have to

yield to the great compromise, fish and eggs.

As is always the case at a table of strangers,

we put them down as an odd lot, and I

suppose we are put down by them also as

such. On adjournment to the deck, we split

up into small groups, and try our best not to

be very English and unsociable. Mutual
lendings of maps, guides, &c., are made as

we skirt along the barren Wigtownshire
coast. I recognise a cycUst by the quiet

grey check of the Touring Club uniform, and
chum with him. He has also his cycle

aboard and is bound for Aberdeen. We
adjourn to the wheel at the stern, which is

not used, to examine each other's mounts, as

is the way of all enthusiastic wheelmen,
for the sailors have lashed our wheels to

their wheel, as being the place most out of

their way.

The morning was passed in perfect lazi-

ness, and yet no one appeared to be very

much bored, or, if they were, they seemed
to like the operation rather than otherwise.

Port Patrick was passed. To the naked eye
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it looked like a dirty and very small fishing

hamlet. Those who had energy enough to

Hft their glasses to their eyes said that it

was a very decent size, but I suspect that

after such an expenditure of force they

wanted to persuade themselves and us that

they had seen something worth while looking

at. As we curve round towards Corsewall

Point, in the far distance we see Ailsa Craig,

looking like a haystack carried off by a flood.

We can hardly believe, on this calm sum-

mer's day, that this same Corsewall Point is

as rough as any place on the coast, owing

to the angry Atlantic tearing in its rage

through the little North Channel finding

this harmless piece of coast the first obstacle

in its course.

Now we leave the coast more, or rather

it leaves us, as we steer straight for the

slowly - heightening haystack. At last we
get near enough to argue as to which is rock,

which vegetation, and which bird. A very

great proportion of it turns out to be the

last-mentioned material, and the continual

movements of these geese remind one

forcibly of a very lively cheese. They are

too hardened to whistles by this time to

betray much fear or joy when our captain

tries to amuse us by letting off a little steam.

Not so we, however, for at the sound of the

dinner - bell a spontaneous movement is

made, even by those of us who before seemed
to be practising for the part of Sleeping

Beauty at a tableau vivant. Dinner toilet

at this hour (1.30) consists mainly of a

hasty " wash and brush up." We are all

seated and awaiting the captain to take his

place at the head of the table. The steward

and his helps form a chain of scouts on the

lookout for him, but at last the skipper is

given up, and a young passenger takes his

place. Subsequently, we find that this is a

regular farce performed before the serious

drama of dinner begins : the skipper never

means to come, being too shy, but appear-

ances must be kept up. After dinner, we
find our old friend Ailsa Craig a long way
behind, and the mountains of Arran are be-

coming very conspicuous in the foreground.

A few of us go forward to the bows, where a

few steerage ( wherefore steerdi.ge ? ) pas-

sengers are lying about in attitudes more
easy than graceful—reminding one of the

serpent that is doomed to crawl on its belly.

They are all bound for Glasgow, and mostly
of Scotch persuasion. In the former respect,

many of our patrician selves are like^them.

One old lady is piously studying her book, and
presently sends her barefooted child to dis-

tribute tracts among her companions. Here
in the bows we find it mighty pleasant, being

quite out of the smell of oil, which occasion-

ally assails the nostrils of those in the stern.

Arran is now very fine, the rugged outline

of Goatfell presenting a striking contrast to

the quieter charms of Lamlash Bay and Holy
Isle. Now we are heading up the Clyde,

which is but tame after Goatfell ; besides,

there is an abominable smoke obscuring

everything in the north-east direction—the

mountains in the Lomond district loom

through the filth like policemen through a

London fog. The Cumbrae Isles are passed,

and the old story retold of the parson there

who prayed for the welfare of the adjacent

islands of Great Britain and Ireland. In

Wemyss Bay, surrounded by the reddest

houses I ever saw, we see a yacht race, but

as there is not even a doll's capful of wind,

it is not very exciting. Smokier and smokier

the air gets, and when we land at Greenock,

about four o'clock, it is difficult to imagine

that Nature has made such a perfect day,

and man has so succeeded in spoiling it.

Greenock is rapidly emptying itself into the

huge pleasure steamers—for it is Saturday

afternoon—but we find plenty of people left

in the filthy town, which we ransack for

strawberries, papers, etc. An hour is rather

too much to spend in suoh a Paradise, and

we were glad to steam off again into a purer

atmosphere. After tea, there is the customary

lounge and smoke with Smiler, and another

perfect moonlight night steals upon us.

Goatfell is gloomy and grand, and its dark

shadow on the water adds to the effect ot

the moon's reflection and the red-hot eyes

of the Ayrshire ironworks. Over Arran we
see three curious thimble-shaped tops in the

far distance—a fruitful topic for argument.

I take a rough shot, and call them the Paps

of Jura ; K. and the Smiler laugh me to

scorn, but the morning proves me righti

although I didn't deserve to be. Again we
find great difficulty in tearing ourselves away
from the deck ; but we do it, and find, to our

great joy, that the third occupant has gone.

Bed is found more accessible, as I can put

my toe on that part of the berth where the

snorer's face was last night, and thus lever

myself up without damaging my knees. We
sleep well for some hours, but are aroused

in the moderately small hours by the con-

tiauous sounding of the fog signal
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Looking through my port-hole, I find we are

surrounded by a dense fog, and are making
about two knots an hour. This is excitement

enough to draw us out from our shelves into

our clothes, and on to the deck in a very few

moments. It appears that during the night,

after rounding the Mull of Kintyre, the fog

came on, and now we are in the Sound of

Islay instead of that of Jura, by a mistake

on the part of our skipper. He, however,

doesn't seem to care, and we don't, so that

all is well. The fog gradually clears, and we
find that we are in a very narrow strait,

right at the feet of the Paps of Jura, which

appear to much greater advantage than the

.night before. Colonsay appears over our

bows, and is far from a poetical-looking

object, as I had always imagined it ; it is

rather a long, flat, black island this morning

—when breakfast is some hours in the future.

Once out of the channel, we steer N.E.

towards Oban. The sun has risen in the

fog unseen, and gradually the day gets

brighter and brighter as breakfast gets

nearer. Behind Oban, Ben Cruachan and

his near neighbours are seen, and the rugged'

heights of Mull tower " on the other side of

the way."

Breakfast, that longed-for meal, comes at

last, and with it come also our lazier com-

pagnons de voyage. Scarba is passed during

that meal, but nothing can tear us away from

the coffee and eggs. Since Colonsay was
passed, we have had open sea on our left

side—larboard ought it to be ? or, perhaps,

starboard ?—but now Mull shuts us in again.

Soon we are steaming down the river-like

Kerrera Sound into the far-famed Bay of

Oban. It is a little after ten, and we ex-

pected to see the whole place alive with

people on their way to their devotions. But

what has happened ? Has there been a

plague ? Have gold mines been started

further inland ? For not a soul is to be seen

in the town. There is a httle boat, it is true,

t putting off from shore, containing two sailors

and M.'s (the cyclist's) brother, who has

ridden over from Aberdeen per bicycle. They

come alongside and are taken on board, and

in exchange we give them two of our passen-

gers. Personally, I think we get the best of

the transaction. Oban in itself as a town

I object to ; if it were not there, the

bay, with Dunolly Castle and its ivy-

clothed walls, would be much prettier; but

then, if there had been no Oban I sup-

pose we would never have entered this bay,

which will always represent peace and
quietude to me. We are soon off again,

however, without seeing another thing move
in the sleeping town, and steam away west-

ward, between Lismore, a long, flat, fertile

island, and Duart Castle on its narrow
promontory.

The sun at last gets out, and we have one
of the most perfect and calm days it has

ever been my lot to enjoy—a perfect Sabbath.

We have no church or service, our captain

being too shy in a large company to do
such a thing as read the prayers, although

he is capital fun when there are not too

many to listen to his tales. We ask him the

names of some of the mountains as we pass,

but he frankly admits that there are so

many Bens in Scotland that he forgets

them. We quietly pass along the loch-like

Sound of Mull, passing Tobermory, too much
shut in its bay to be seen well by us, and

soon we are rounding Ardnamurchan Point,

and get a view of the Southern Hebrides,

looking like mere rugged rocks standing out

of the Atlantic. Coll is a nearer object, and

as we turn north again, Muck, Rum, Eigg

(giving an opportunity not lost by the funny

men of the party), and Skye, further away in

ihe distance, are the next slides in our

perpetual magic lantern.

This quiet Sunday passes away like all

other days, and we eat our dinner with as

good an appetite—or possibly better—as if

we had walked to church and sat through a

long and dreary sermon. As we pass up

Sleat Sound the mountains on each side

gradually close in upon us, and we almost

feel like Poe's prisoner when his prison walls

gradually approach one another and threaten

to force him down the well. We pass

through the narrow, and almost invisible in

the distance, Kyle Rhea into Loch Akah.

We are now so land-locked that it is difficult

to think that there is any salt in the water

around us. Sharp to the west again, and
through a yet narrower passage—Kyle Akin
— into a wider area. The tide is too low for

us to pass between Scalpa and Skye, which

we are told is much the finer route. Never-

theless, we are quite contented, and loll and
smoke, and chat and read, and eat as much
as ever. Up Ramsay Sound—the name
brings one's Boswell into mind—to Portree,

the tiny capital of Skye, where we deposit

another of our number into a flat-bottomed

boat, manned by two stern-looking islander?.

As we coast along the green slopes past
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Portree, we sight what we put down as a

crofters' meeting—certainly, we are sure it is

a meeting of crofters, but as to their subject

of discussion we, of course, can only surmise.

Now the coast becomes rockier and the sky

clouds over, and even a slight Scotch mist—

I

suppose it is one, in England we would call

it a shower—begins to fall. The mist mag-

nifies the needle-shaped rocks, and in one

place we see five great fingers standing out

like five mighty giants ; no name for them can

we find, but they must be someone's sons

or daughters. During the mist, all but the

Smiler and I get into the cabin or the little

seat at the top of the cabin stairs; he and I

find fresher air in a little corridor outside the

engine-room, and the engineer off duty chats

with the Smiler about mutually known places
j

in the Mediterranean. TheCuchullinsarenow

quite out of sight, and soon the island itself

becomes a matter of faith under the com-

bined influences of mist and night. The
rain soon stops, but there is to be no

moon to-night, so we turn in earlier

than usual, after seeing Stornoway light

far away in the distance. No one seems

to have known when we " made '' Storno-

way, but when we wake in the morn-

ing we hear the grinding of the cranes and

cries of the cargomen in the hold to those

abov^e to heave away. Very few of us get up

in time to get on shore before breakfast, but

after that meal there is a general exodus.

The '* Tuscar " was to have come in soon after

us with some hundreds of fishermen return-

ing to the East coast fishing, after polishing

Soff the best of the West, but she is not here,

and we devoutly pray that she may never

come, as we feel that, though a fisherman

may be a very nice man, it is possihle to have

too much of a good thing. At breakfast, it

is decided that we go to Calleruish—the ignor-

ant are told that it is a Druidical temple ; a

cycling editor, to whom I send a postcard

from Stornoway, apparently thinks that it is

the Gaelic for afternoon tea—we cyclists

on our cycles, the less independent members
of the party behind two Stornoway horses

in a Stornoway " machine." Great fun is

made of what such an equipage can be raised,

but the reality does not justify it, for I have

been in many a worse turnout in an English

shire.

Stornoway Bay is very pretty this morning,

the water being quite calm and the fishing-

boats picturesquely dirty ; the castle, though

modern, looks comfortable amid the young

plantation of fir trees—the only wood in the

Island of Lewis we are told, and certainly

that day we saw no other. After a prelimi-

nary canter through the grey town, calling

at the post office for news of the " Tuscar" (of

which there is none), and watching the

women pack herrings in casks in a way that

affords much self-satisfaction to me as a

vegetist—for, truly, the method is none too

nice—we return to ask the skipper what time

he will give us. He guarantees not to leave

before five, but that alter that time he will

consider himself free. We trundle the

cycles out, causing some sensation among
the herring-packers and loafers (for Storno-

way, even, is not free from that ubiquitous

genus), and steer inland. No one seems to

understand what we say, and if they do we
can't make out what they say, so we manage
to go wrong, although there are only three

possible roads. We reason thus : The right

road goes N., the left S, the middle W.

;

Calleruish is W., therefore the middle road

is the one we must follow. Our reasoning is

wrong, however, and after climbing a stiff

hill we met a person who knows the sound
of "Calleruish" even when uttered by
Gentile tongue, and has sufficient powers of

expression to show us that the S. is our road,

so back we have to go, legs over, down the

bumpy hill, the " Facile " scoring immensely
over the somewhat natural roads. When on
the S. road we have a long mile of steady

uphill, and then the road forks. Of course,

the "Facile" is hours in front of the ordi-

naries, and at the fork, as I sit on the road-

side, a native approaches who can talk

English, and tells me that both roads go to

Calleruish, the right being the shorter and
quite as good. When the M.'s arrive at

the top they express their desire for no more
hills of that pattern, and certainly we have

no more so long and steep, but we have

plenty of smaller inclines. We take the

right road and bowl along merrily down-
hill, past a hut or two—more like stone

heaps than habitations of man—past a

small boggy loch — the first of dozens

seen during the day—up another hill, down
again, and a little level to allow the ordi-

naries to catch the safety up again, more
lochs and hills and moorland for miles on
every side of us. Far away in the South

a range of higher mountains rise. Nine
miles out the younger M.'s bearings

lock, and he announces his intention of

returning. His brother and I pass on with
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every sympathy for him. After more undu-
lations, lochs, &c., vve'"come upon signs of

civilisation in the form of wire fencing, and
presently the Garynahine Inn, a modern
structure built with dressed stone and plaster.

Here we intend lunching after our pilgrimage

to the stones. About a mile further on, just

in sight of L. Roag, which is really a bay of

the sea, we sight a circle of stones on our

left. We leave our bicycles on the roadside

and race to the stones over a dry peat bog.

When we get there, we simply lie down and

groan, for the famous perfect temple is a

small circle of about a dozen stones, averag-

ing, perhaps, 4ft., certainly the smallest thing

of the kind either of us has ever seen.

Well, there is something in having seen the

smallest church ; why should not the same
credit be given to the smallest Druidical

circle? As we {lie there trying to cheer up

one another, I ask M. what that place on

the opposite hill is—is it a churchyard, or

what ?—for it does not occur to us that there

could be two circles so close to one another.

Determined to see something after our 16

miles ride, we "legs over" down the hill to

Calleruish village—if the flattery is not too

gross in calling the collection of crofters'

dwellings a village. At the bottom of the

hill we see that this must be the genuine

Calleruish. We leave our bicycles again

and climb up the hillside by a rudely-paved,

walled-in road to the genuine article ; and

very different from the first edition we found

it. The highest stone is about 15 feet high,

and the general average would be about 7

;

the number, I admit, I forget, but should

say about 50. We were afterwards told that

some people think it a Christian erection,

as it is in the form of a cross, but we could

not agree with them, for it only resembles

such a cross as is seen in Ritualistic churches

—a sort of ball or circle with a standard run

through it—and I doubt if that conception

of a cross dates from early times. The
highest stone was at the west end of the

ball, and eastward of it evidently the altar or

tomb (as the case might be) had been placed.

The stones are almost all standing, and are
:

much thinner than those at Stonehenge,

which appear to have stood the weather

much worse, or possibly they are not so

deeply imbedded in the earth as those at

Calleruish, which must have much stormier

weather to contend with. They appear to

be of the same formation of rock as that in

the immediate neighbourhood. As we take

our ease in this relic of byegone, and per-
haps (a very big " perhaps ") better days,
the young M. rejoins us, much to our sur-

I

prise and delight. It appeared that a very
httle walking convinced him that an examina-
tion of the disease which had stricken his
bearings would be a good thing, and he
found that they had simply " fired." By
great good luck this discovery was made
just outside the cot of a gamekeeper,
who, by still greater good luckj happened to
have some paraffin in the house, which soon
put the bearings into a better frame of mind.
As we near the inn, on our way back, we
find the rest of our fellow-passengers (with
two exceptions) just setting out to walk the
last stage to the stones, having been per-
suaded to leave the horses at the inn " as it

was only a mile." When they got back,
they grumbled about that mile both loudly
and deeply.

After a very tolerable lunch at the inn,

leaving no oatcakes for the second party,
we had a splendid run back with the wind,
which had been a little troublesome to the
tall bicycles on the outward journey. Two
characteristics of the island were noticed,
one as to the natives, the other as to the
horses. The first was that the Lewis people
are even more naturally polite than the
Highlanders. They were too polite to stare
at bicyclists as we met them, though very
few cycles visit them, but on looking back
we always caught them gazing their full at
us when they thought that we could not see
them and thus have our feelings hurt. Alas

!

we are not so sensitive. The second was
that the horses behaved in a most pecuhar
manner. When grazing half a mile off the
road, if they caught sight of us, they imme-
diately gallopedl/o the road, and continued
to form a sort of advance guard till someone
else drove them off again. This advance
guard kept quite half a mile in front of us,

and so we were powerless to pass them
without someone to head them. No expla-

nation of this equine peculiarity is as yet
forthcoming.

Our ride back was marred by M., jun.,

coming what is commonly called a "cropper,"
owing to his front wheel rubber coming loose
about three miles out of Stornaway ; it had
come loose during his ride to Oban, and was
merely temporarily secured by twine, which
had worn away and let the tyre leave the
rim again. His right arm was rather sprained,

his hands cut, and he was generally shaken,
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so we jogged back again to the "Princess Alice"
|

in rather a mournful and funereal manner.

Here the Smiler and the Peeler (so named
for during the day his face gradually came
away, leaving another in its place—the

effect of a bathe and old Sol), who had stayed

at home, met us with the news that no
*' Tuscar" had yet come. In another hour or

so the driving contingent returned, and tea

was the subject chiefly discussed. About

seven, no " Tuscar" having turned up, we

began to get up steam and moved to the

end of the quay, to take up a horse and

cart and some empty baskets ; the former

articles took a good half hour in getting

aboard, an old man yclept Angus having

the hardest work to do, although there was

a crowd of some hundreds pressing around

to watch the process. Angus, however,

was very philosophical, and did not try to do

impossibilities, and demonstrated in practice

the theory of the conservation of energy.

The horse was at last got on board, but not

without many orders from the skipper to

shove him by his stern.

By eight o'clock we were well out of the

bay, passing the Hen and Chickens rocks, of

ill repute, which appeared to be very close

-to the shore—closer than any vessel ought

to sail. We all turned in early, as there was

nothing more to be seen that night. Cape

Wrath was passed some time in the early

morning, but the Peeler was the only one

who claimed to have seen it, and he only

could say that he had looked out six limes
|

and seen land each time, and he was sure

that on one occasion Cape Wrath must have

been in sight, though he admitted not having

seen any lighthouse.

By 7.0 a.m. K. and I were on deck, on the

lookout for the Old Man of Hoy. There is

a slight rolling of the vessel—very slight, but

still the only movement of the kind we have

had from the start, and in half an hour it is

quite calm again. Hoy Cliffs rise perpen-

dicularly out of the water, but there is

nothing beside them to show off their true

height. The Old Man is not distinguishable

till we are level with the island, and then he

looks rather little, owing to the height of the

chffs he has separated himself from. The
northern side of the island is a grassy slope,

presenting a great contrast to the perpen-

dicular western wall.

At nine o'clock we reach Stromness, and

begin breakfast almost simultaneously. We
notice that it is a very small town, and

that the houses nearest the sea present their

back premises to us in a very rude manner,
and their fronts to the one winding,

narrow street; we saw no vehicle during

the two hours we stayed in the townlet.

After breakfast, K., the Smiler and I make
an expedition to the Post Office, where I

buy a pair of stockings that look as if they

would wear two ordinary nineteenth century

lifetimes— I have a lively dread of the law of

libel, and will simply say that I don't think

so now. The street is peculiar in that it is

flagged in the middle, and cobble-paved at

the sides—the reason why I cannot tell.

Stromness is evidently in the habit of receiv-

ing tourists, as it is full of wool-shops, dis-

playing the bright-coloured handiwork of

the fair islanders, both in the heather-

dyed material and the spurious English

article.

We had not time to ride out to the standing

Stones of Stennis, much less to visit the

Dwarfie Stone or Kirkwall, so M. and I—
he with his arm in a sling, and rather the

interesting-invalid look about him (unfor-

tunately, we saw no young ladies) in a

second perambulation did the next best

thing, viz., gaze at the photos in the shop
windows.

Eleven o'clock saw us steaming away again

from Pomona, winding about among the

smaller islands on our way South—for our

turning point had been reached at Stromness.

The rapids in the narrow channels boiled

about us in a way that would be nasty for a

small open boat. We just sight the steeple

of St. Magnus of Kirkwall across the main-
land, but the trees of the island are not

visible. Duncansby Head, with its lining of

sea birds, looks fine this morning in the

bright sunlight, but is small after Hoy chffs.

John-o'-Groat's—known well by repute to

the cychsts through the great rides of Len-
nox, Adams, Keith-Falconer, &c.—is seen a

mile or so to the west, but Duncansby soon
shuts it off from view, and we steam away
straight for Fraserburgh, leaving Wick to one
side too far off to present any characteristics

to us. We pass the hghthouse steamer on
its rounds, like a policeman trying the street

doors. W^e now get well away from the

land, and amuse ourselves with reading

aloud in turns from the " General Reciter,"

which the Elocutionist has with him, he
doing the donkey's share as long as his voice

lasts out. Quoits with coppers is also started,

and the one single advantage of a bad penny
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is now seen. It does not bounce, and conse-

quently wins nearly every time, while good

copper is jumping away from the mark.

There is no charge for this hint.

About sunset we make Fraserburgh, a neat-

looking little town abounding in churches.

We have a little cargo to take on board

here, but it is not sufficient to make it worth

while to pay the pier dues, so we take up 48

barrels of herrings from an open coble, and

give in exchange a passenger and his box.

We are soon on our way again, and we sit in

the twilight telling yarns, and setting

conundrums of an antiquity equivalent to

the deluge. The moon rises a fiery red in a
thick fog, and M. shocks all our sensi-

bilities by taking it for a fire-balloon. This
is the last night for most of us on board, and
we are all of us sorry for it, as the weather
has been as near perfection as is possible on
this much-troubled globe. Only four will be
left on board to-morrow to see the " Princess
Alice" to her ultimate destination—Leith.

—A. W. Rtimney.

A RETROSPECTIVE REPORT OF THE STANLEY SHOW.

- It was the best machine in the Show. The
young man at the end-stand said so, and I

suppose he knew. It was Saturday morning,

February the thirteenth, and I had only just

set foot within the precincts of the West-

minster Aquarium v/hen this piece of in-

formation was conveyed to me. The young

man at the end-stall, nearest the particular

door by which I ingressed, pounced upon

me at once, and explained the novelties of

the machine under his charge ; his recapitula-

tion of its manifold virtues culminating in

the remark that it was the best machine in

the Show. And then he pulled out his

pocket memorandum-book, and a brand
\

new lead-pencil, and prepared to take down
I

the particulars of my order. Poor young

man ; he was very evidently new to the

business, and very determined to earn his

wages ; and it was sad to have to run

counter to the hopes and aspirations of one
j

so young and innocent. But I did not intend
\

to buy any tricycles when I went to the
\

Westminster Fisheries ; my order was booked

weeks ago ; and I had some chance, there-

fore, of receiving my new mount before

Easter. So I gently broke it to the young

man that I did not want to buy the best

machine in the Show, and left him gazing

blankly and speechlessly at his empty

memorandum book. You see, there were

just five hundred and fifty-seven machines

entered on the catalogue ; and it was a trifle

startling to find that by the accident of

entering the Aquarium at that particular

door I had succeeded in encountering in the
very first machine that met my gaze, out of

these 557, the best machine in the Show !

I had, indeed, some thoughts of saving

myself the trouble of inspecting the remain-
ing 556 bicycles and tricycles, and merely
reporting in this magazine that the So-and-
so was the best machine in the Show ; but
man is a perverse and an unconfiding animal,

and I found myself drawn, or impelled, into

a personal and individual inspection of the

remaining 556, just so as to find out in what
respect they were inferior to the Best machine
in the Show. And I did this thing.

It was a happy arrangement, made by the

Stanley Club, to act in conjunction with the

manufacturing firms in promoting the ninth

annual Exhibition ; and a better spot could

not have been found in London than the

Westminster Aquarium. It is a fine building,

having a ground floorage of 330 X 156 feet

between the four walls, irrespective of sundry
annexes. The stage is midway on one side,

and a gallery starts from one side of the

stage completely around the building to the

other side of the stage, the area of this

gallery being about one-half of the total area

of the Aquarium. The tout ensemble, upon
the visitor's entry, was bright and varied.

A considerable space in the centre was
monopolised by the reserved - seats en-

closure ; and there were several refreshment

bars on both ground and gallery floors. At
one end of the gallery is a large organ, and
at the opposite end a picturesquely-fitted
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dining gallery. A large ornamental fountain

occupies the centre at each end of the ground

floor, and there are also two large-sized

tanks for sundry amphibious animals. One
tank was empty and boarded around, but

the other was occupied by an industrious

and energetic seal, who put in his time be-

tween meals by scorching around his habita-

tion, the lap being about 150 to the mile, and

it was noticeable that this intelligent speci-

men was conscientiously in accord with his

surroundings, as he invariably did his laps

left hand inside, according to N.C.U. custom.

With the exception of this seal in his tank

the aquaria are but few. When the Royal

Aquarium was first promoted a tremendous

fuss was made in scientific circles ; the

building was to be scientifically aquatic or

nothing, and everybody taking a certain

number of shares was to be entitled to tack

the letters F.R.A.S. on to his name. But
there was already a Royal Archaeological

Society ; so to distinguish the two the

Aquarium fellows were to add the initial

of Westminster to their titular affix.

"F.R.A.S.W." was to be as honoured a title

as that of any other learned society. But

somehow it didn't become so. Fish were

neglected for frivolity, and the Aquarium
attained an unenviable notoriety as the

refuge for the class of people who were shut

out of the Argyll Rooms. Wink at it as the

jesting man-of-the-world may, or shut our

eyes to it as the Unco' Guid affect to, the

fact remains that the social evil is ob-

noxiously rampant at the Aquarium, and
was the means of keeping away a very large

class of desirable visitors to the Stanley

Show.

This place is usually infested also by a

horde of stall-keepers, whose importunity is

only slightly resembled by the amateur
saleswoman at church bazaars ; but a great

many of them were bought out for the eight

days, and we were not pestered to buy
expensive knick-knacks so frequently as is

usual. Of the stalls which remained, some
sold what the Yankees call " notions," and
others the orthodox bazaar shoddy goods.

There was a shooting-gallery at each end

;

and here and there a side-room was devoted

to such country-fair attractions as tame lions,

monkey-human monstrosities, and the like

;

at opposite ends, too, were circular tables

fitted with " the game of horse-racing," on
which sundry callow youths essayed to

beat each other by rapidly grinding at the

handles actuating very-much-geared-down
toy-horses. From side to side, near the

stage, was a net for the safety of female

acrobats, who performed on the high trapeze

;

and at night the whole place was brilliantly

illuminated by electric and gas lights. On the

stage, a very good " variety entertainment "

took place each afternoon and evening ; so

that, altogether, the casual payer of a shilling

for admission to the Aquarium got plenty for

his money. Some of the exhibitors of cycles,

indeed, complained that the performances

distracted people's attention from the

bicycles and tricycles; but, on the other hand,

it was very truly remarked that thousands

of people came to see the variety shows who
would never have gone to a cycle exhibition

pure and simple, so that the cyclofactors

benefited by the extraneous attractions.

It was certainly a trifle rough on the makers,

though, for people to take advantage of the

raised cycle stands, by securing those coigns

of vantage for visual purposes, thus shutting

out a view of the wheel exhibits altogether

during the time of the performances.

The Aquarium Annexe is a newly-made
room, on the gallery level, apparently formed

by flooring over the previously lofty swim-

ming bath. Here, twice a day, an excited

mob of spectators crowded around the rail-

ings to witness the performances of Kaufman
and McAnney, two trick-riders recently

arrived from America, who perform on the

ordinary bicycle, the " American Star "

bicycle, and wooden unicycles. To say that

these men have created a furore would be a

weak expression. The wheel world is simply

astounded at their skill. Novices at cycling,

people who never mounted a wheel in their

lives, tricyclists who do not appreciate the

difftculty of bicycling, bicyclists who do, and

even veteran riders and makers of machines

—all went day after day to enjoy a repeti-

tion of the wonderful display. To give the

faintest idea of the mastery over the wheel

which these men possess would require space

and eloquence more than are at my com-

mand. I will simply say that if any rider

misses an opportunity to see Kaufman and

McAnney, he will be foolish. It is worth

going a hundred miles by the South-Eastern

Railway to witness them perform. Before

leaving the subject, I must say that the

" American Star," on which McAnney does

his feats, is understood to be the best

machine in the Show.

Coming away now from flights amongst
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the surroundings to the Stanley Show proper,

I think that the handsomest-fitted stand was

that of Harrington & Co., of cradle spring

fame. A perfect little snuggery, elegantly

draped, was their habitation for the time

being, wherein were placed not only speci-

mens of the double-acting cradle springs,

but also of some most luxurious railway-

carriage saloon seats and drawing-room

arm-chairs, mounted on large cradle springs.

The satisfaction depicted upon the counten-

ances of some obese visitors when testing

these seats was refreshing to witness. Har-

rington has also a useful novelty in the form

of a hinged f pin for tricycles, which enables

the spring to be tilted out of the horizontal,

either forward or backward, to suit the rider.

The inventor of the cradle springs was quite

sure that they were the best things in the

Show.

But, if we really wanted to see the best

thing in the Show, we must not miss

" Albone's Cycle Trap." This is not a

longitudinal sewer-^grating ; neither is it a

brick hidden under an innocent-looking bit

of paper ; nor is it a rope stretched across a

road, either. Albone's Cycle Trap is a

" trap " in the horsey sense of the term ; a

buggy, or pony-cart, for two riders, built on

a tubular frame, and running on two strong

spider-wheels, with axle in ball bearings. It-

did very good business, I am told, and was

regarded by many visitors as really the best

thing in the Show.

Excepting in the forenoon, when the

visitors consisted chiefly of reporters, who
never seemed to complete their labours, the

place may be said to be crowded all day

long, and the later the time was, the bigger

the crush was. Exhibitors and their assist-

ants had to exercise the gift of the gab all the

time. Programme boys made a deafening

din, hawking mysteriously gotten-up pro-

grammes, printed on what looked at first

sight like dirty cotton pocket-handkerchiefs,

but were really coloured-bordered Japanese

papers of a sort of tough muslin texture.

Portentous men, bent on securing the best

machines in the Show, went about collecting

as many catalogues and circulars as they

could lay hands on. Cycling celebrities daw-

dled about, their principal reason for coming

being to show themselves. Sometimes a

patentee would go to the exhibitor of a rival

machine and draw him out ; one such

instance occurred in a very laughable way.

It happened that the two proprietors of a

certain manufacturing firm had heard that

a rival house was showing a weak imitation

of their patent ; so, being unknown, they

went and inspected the imitation, what time

the salesman thereof discoursed very glibly

of its manifold virtues, and explained that

it was the best machine in the Show, trying

very hard to sell a machine to them, and
running down their original of the copy.

That salesman is to this day unable to

account for the amused smile exchanged by

his visitors as they turned away and departed

thence.

There was to have been a tricycle with an
attachment for working it, consisting of a

compressed-air motor; but it did not arrive.

This was a pity, as such a machine would
doubtless have been the best in the Show.
Nobody seemed vastly interested in the

exhibit of portable medicine-chests. Such
things may do for correspondents of the

C.T.C. Gazette, but the average cycling

tourist does not need any medicine, except

wholesome exercise in the fresh air.

Obscured from general view in a spare

corner was a tricycle invented some years

ago by the manager of the Aquarium
Company. It was somewhat rusty and
dilapidated, but its points were very visible.

Two huge wheels on a straight axle, without

any balance or clutch-gear; in the centre

of the axle, a grooved periphery iron wheel,

some i4in. in diameter and perhaps i4lbs.

in weight, carried around it a leathern-block

chain which went also around a similar huge

wheel on the lower crank-shaft. A solid

iron down tube went forward to the front

wheel, and a Bath-chair handle effected the

steering. It is said to have been the first

central-geared tricycle ever made ; and I

believe that its inventor is still of opinion

that it was the best machine in the Show.

Of the exhibits proper—the main object

of all the fuss, in fact—the tricycles and
bicycles for 1886 — have not the weekly

papers surfeited you, sweet reader mine ?

Has not The Cyclist come out quietly with

an issue of one hundred pages for a penny ?

Has not Bicycling News favoured us with a

readable description of all classes of

machines in categorical sequence, its staff

wisely dividing the labour of dealing with

the 557 exhibits ? Verily, it is so, and it

boots me not to drag through the weary
round again. Suffice it to recall the memory
of the most recollection-impressing items of

each class.
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Bicycles are perfect. That is plain.

Nobody is able to improve upon them, and

the only point to consider in selection is

the quaUty and workmanship. For design

the bicycle has reached perfection.

There is not such a run upon safety

bicycles as I expected. Few new patterns

are out, and there are but few copies of the

" Rover." Rudge and Co. make great

capital out of the " Bicyclette," which was

invented by them several years ago ; but the

" Bicyclette" of to-day is a very different

machine to the " Bicyclette" of yore. Three

distinct dwarf tandem bicycles are made.

Humber'sis Rucker's of last year, with lever

connections for the front rider instead of two

pairs of chains; the tread is not at all verti-

cal. Renouf's is absurdly designed, the front

rider being altogether too far forward ; this,

like Howes's, is a combination of the

" Rover" and " Radge" safeties ; in Howes's

machine, both riders can steer and balance
;

in each one rider drives each wheel. These

should be capable of improvement; but my
own invention of a dwarf tandem will lick

them all into smithareens and flinders, and

next year it will be the best machine in the

Show.*

There is actually a new sociable ! Alto-

gether, the catalogue contains only eight

sociables, but seventy tandems. Seven of

the eight are unaltered 1885 patterns; but

the eighth is a monstrosity. They call it a

one-track sociable, the driving-wheel being

in the centre, between the riders, and the

steering-wheel in front. Tilt-wheels run

clear of the ground at each side ; but unless

it can be balanced by steering it, like a

bicycle, I guess one of the tilt-wheels will

always be dragging. And where is the

sociability of a side-by-side double wherein

the big wheel completely separates the

riders ?

Two " Ottos " are in the field, both with

central gearing and positive steering. Com-
petition should bring down the price, but I

do not think I shall ride the " Otto,"

although it may be the best machine in the

Show.

The " Coventry Chair " is also rivalled by
an arrangement of a basket-chair on two
trailing-wheels, behind an ordinary and
direct-action bicycle wheel. It cannot be so

steady as the " Coventry Chair," nor so

agreeable for the passenger who has to sit

behind the tractive cyclist.

* Needless to say this unblashiug advt, has been

Single tricycle makers have all gone

Cripper mad. Copy, copy everywhere, and
nobody seems to think !

Hooray ! Big steering-wheels are promi-

nent ! The doom of the very small steering-

wheel is sealed, and 2oin. is the minimum
diameter of the year; 24in., 26in., and even

32in. steerers are adopted by erst users of

i6in. and i8in. steerers. The Millennium

approacheth !

Likewise hooroar! Two distinct arrange-

ments—Stassen's and Appleton's—for ena-

bling the brake to be safely applied on a
" Humber" tandem. Appleton's is the pre-

ferable one of the two, as with it the rear

rider can apply it. By depressing the step

a rod draws the front tilt-wheel down to the

ground ! 'Tis simplicity itself, and forms the

one thing needful for the Humber style of

tandem.

Bown is selling pedals with square rubber

bars. These have been used for a long time

in America ; why not here before ? You

can't roll a square log, and you can't roll

the bars of square-rubber pedals. I must
have a pair.

Front-steering tandems increase and mul-

tiply, and the originators of the type—the

Centaur Co.—are hugging themselves with

joy at the fruition of their theories. Central-

geared front-steerers, with handle-bar steer-

ing predominate ; but their convertibility

ruins the balance of most. Convertible

tools generally suffer by comparison with

non-convertible.

Butler is making a gilt oilcan. Pretty,

but not utilitarian. Lucas and Harrison

have good things in oilers. I bought one of

each ; they are worth the money.
Oval chain-gear wheel driving has a future

before it. It is right, I think. I must try it

up Muswell.

Five different makers offer lamp-brackets,

one being a sort of cradle-spring-like coil

of wire, and the other four combinations of

rubber buffers and metal clips.

The Show is over. The reporters have

put up their lead-pencils, and the exhibitors

have gone home. Everybody who had
anything really saleable reports " very good

business indeed; " and each maker, whether

his goods are saleable or not, is impressed

by the rooted conviction that his machine

was the best in the Show.
—Faed.

duly charged against the writer's account.—Ed.
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OUR TKWRING ARTIKALS.

BY JEHOSSAFAT T. JINJER.

Chapter II.

—

Porkin or Bust !

Thur hes bin seffral unproper insinuya-

shuns made with reverens 2 the fakt ov these

innymitibl Tewring Artikals not hevvin

apeered 4 sum six miinse, & a kiipple ov

unrespeckful yung ruffuns in a bukful ov adz
which they kail the Grate Ass hev bin

sufishentli owdashus 2 serklate the base

staitrnent that it was oein 2 the akshun ov

the suttel prinsipal noan as mopps & brooms
or Hudman. Sich kallumnis is, like other

verchews, there oan reward.

I hev fund Porkin.

It hes bin aserchovdifikulti & danjer, but

it hez bin akomplisht.

It may B reklekted that I hed found

Blojjers, and thet (which wus a most un-

akountabl & unpresedinted okurens) he wus
diskoverd in a pub. I hed sot him respek-

tably agenst the pub dorestep and stird the

arder ov hys centimentle nature by a poetik

& masterli apele 2 hys better fealins. But it

wus oanli by a mendashus staitrnent thet the

objek ov my serch hed jist laid m a speshal

stok ov whiskey that I at last injused Blojjers

tu jine me in my nobel mishun, my voyj ov

diskoveri 2 fin Porkin.

"Porkin," I ejaklated, "or bust!" and
Blojjers repeted the centiment in varyus

keys until the sroundin shopfrunts sent bak

tn heven the joins peel, " Porkin, or bust !"

and the sudden re-aperens ov the unapre-

shatif chukker-out from the pub dore ren-

derd a departer advizable.

We started, and without eny partikler

seremoni as tu who went fast. At the

present moment I am unsertin as tu wether

Blojjers or miselph or both or nither or eni

uther man Dparted on the distants-anighlater

or Bhind it or in frunt ov it or round it or

eny uther plais. Thet we went away frum

there sumhow and in a hurry is a fakt 2

which my damajd kote-tales Lokwentli

testify.

Pressenly we fetcht up sharp agenst sum-

thin hard and unpheelin. It was a vermilyun

pjst-piUer. Blojjers hung afekshanatli ontu

it and solumli but feabli reniarkt, " Hooray !"

" Wheresh Porkin, ole f'ler?" he added,

affabally—" Tmestn ? Don't be sho bally

shtak-up. Gurn !" and he bunted it vilentl.

with his hed.

Ef thet pi.ler wus damajd ^ as much as

Blojjers's hat I am willin 2 forwud his full

naim & address 4 perpasses ov persekushun

2 the Post Master Jinral on reseat ov nego-

shabl Ckurity 4 five pun nathin. London
Gaset plese koppy.

When Blojjers suddenli sot bakwards intu

mystu:nmuk I immejutli tuk up a horizontle

pozishun in the gutter & punktuated the

manoover with my hed agenst the kerb.

Blojjers iz hevvier then moast fathers,

and seemed 2 B priti kumfortable where he

was, so thet I enjyed an xlent oppertuniti 4
a fu minits kareful kontemplashun ov the

street korner. It wus then thet I diskuvverd

thet we wur in Porkin's own street.

In a kase like this, tu do wus tu akt.

Firmly grabbing Blojjers in my brorny rite,

& dragging at a korner ov the distants-

anighlater with my lepht, I started up the

street 4 number 27. This part ov the tewer

wus remarkabl fortnet—we got 2 Porkin's

frunt dore without knokkin down moar than

\ a duzzen peeple and lamposts. Then we
subsided up agenst the dore in a fust-rate

tewring attitude, so thet when the servant

gal opened it Blojjers stud on his hat on the

doremat, & I foalded her 2 my luvvin Art.

She apered 2 objekt, and perswaded me 2

let go with a brume. Man thet is born about

on a distants-anighlater wumman kant bare,

and a wumman who swingz a hard brume
around her at the rate ov 2 milyun 5 thousand

revlushuns a minit iz a moar danjurus insekt

then a sikspeni krakker. This iz anuther

morrel tewring maksim, which will also B
charjd on the bill.

Blojjers stud up, & NRjetikli suported the

dorepost. Then he laboryusli smiled about

4 feet akross, & aimerusli bekonin with his

finger, winked both ize at wunst, and sed—
" Tschk ! Polimadeer ! Howzh nmther ?

Olrite ?" She immejatli brusht the plais

where his hare mite hev bin with the roug

end ov the brume, and ^ter tallin sumbodi
who seemed 2 B about a mile orf that we wus
" beesties," obserft in a long-distants vise

—
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" Gway ! you willins, gwon ! Mister Porkin

hev gorn 2 the tempranse meeting, and ef

yu doant let me shut the dore I'll kail

missis !"

We wud raythur hev axdentally run up

agenst 19 tigers with hidrofober kummin
round a street korner than Porkin'skorektor,

so we jist lepht as phast as konvenyunt and

tewered down the street eni end up without

kare.

Pressenli sumwon kort his Lbo in mi kote-

koller, and we all sot down sudden 2 klekt

our thorts and things. The new feller hed

about 3 akers ov bloo ribbin in his butn-

hole. I arskt him if he thort I wus the kow

when he hukt me. He tuk me afekshunatli

by the arm and sed, " My dere frend, I'm

sorry 2 see yu in thishyer persishun."

"Then why doncher help me up?" I

replied, Bginning 2 get riled.

" My dere frend," he repeted, gettin up

ontu his feet, " therz i thing I shud like 2 du

and thet iz"—and he sot down agen ontu a

blak botl in hiz kote - tale pokit which
flattend out like an eg & let a lot of medisin

spred about— sort of medisin I'd like 2 lay in

a stok ov. I gno it wus medisin— he sed so

hisself, and he ought 2 gno.

" My dere frend," he sed agen when he
hed propili xplaned about the medisin, " will

you akumpany me tu the tempranse meeting

now being held at our hall, and thur lissen

tu the powerful diskorse ov our Loquent
bruther Porkin ? Will yu "

But the name ov Porkin akted on Blojjers

and miselph like red hot nedles six inches

long.

" Porkin or bust ! " we simultanyusly

observd, in a toan ov vise which bruk 2 plate-

glas winders & bent a lampost. And grabbin

the blooribbiner between us & draggin the

distants-anighlater Bhind we went 4 thet

tempranse meeting.

(To be continued.)

> • <

Herbert Liddell Cortis,

IN MEMORIAM.

M.R.C.S., J. P., &c., Amateur Champion Bicyclist

of England, 1879-80.

The first time I ever saw Cortis was at

Caterham Asylum on the 29th June, 1878,

at the club races of the Wanderers B.C.,

which were given at that picturesque spot

to amuse the patients of the Asylum, of

which both Dr. Cortis, the father, and Mr.

Sopper, senior, were on the board of

management. He had never then raced in

open events. The last time I ever saw him

was in the Duke's Saloon of the Holborn

Restaurant on the 17th of August, 1882,

when I shook both his hands after the

farewell dinner which the cyclists of London
gave him before he started to try his fortunes

in Australia. Between these dates Cortis

made his name familiar wherever the English

language is printed by reason of his prowess

on the bicycle. Men who rise to prominence

do so by a variety of means. In Cortis's

case indomitable pluck, coupled to vigorous

muscles, caused him to do so, for not only

did he win the championships at every

distance, but he twice accomplished the feat

of riding twenty miles within the hour, a

performance which had never before been

accomplished by man's muscular exertion

alone since the formation of the world.

It was this latter fact that caused
Cortis's name to be known far and
near throughout the English - speaking

community. Men with ambitions of a
parliamentary or intellectual kind may deem
such prominence of small account, but even
to be physically prominent is something.

Who can say with truth, *' I am the best

politician of the day, or the most intellectual

man of my epoch ? " No one. It is always

a matter of opinion. Cortis, on the other

hand, could say with truth that in his day he
was the best man who ever rode a bicycle.

This, out of 40 millions of souls, is, at any
rate, something to be able to say.

The occasion on which I first made
Cortis's acquaintance is one of those which

I remain rivetted in the memory as long as

that faculty lasts. It was an exceptionally

fine day ; I had never been on the Caterham
Hills before ; but meeting Sopper, then a

slim youth—if anyone can imagine that—at

Caterham Town, he invited me up to join the
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Wanderers' picnic, for their race meeting

took that form. Men had cycles down,

ladies came on a four-horse coach, a

luncheon was laid out in a tent, and the

champagne was plentiful. Caterham Asylum

is built on a beautiful spot, and to make its

acquaintance under such circumstances is to

remember it for ever.

Corlis had then just turned 21, and was

full of life. He had won the club mile on a

rather rough grass course in 3m. 26s., with

only ten yards start, and, after being intro-

duced, he asked me if I thought that was
" good enough " to justify him trying in open

events. I said "Yes." He did, as all the

world knows, try his hand at open events,

and with such marked success, that when

once he had got back to scratch he was

never beaten off that mark but by two men

—

viz., by Jack Keen, in two professional v.-

amateur races, and once by C. E. Liles in a

mile at Stamford Bridge. We append to

this memoir a full account of his races, and

also embody therein extracts from the

various cycling papers of interesting matter

concerning him. It is a difficult thing, when

one sits down to write, to remember the fre-

quent incidents which occurred ; but I have

tried to recall as many relating, to Cortis as

I can. As an evidence of what a " slogger "

he was, I remember once saying to him at

Stamford Bridge, where he had won his heat,

and was waiting for the final, that the course

would be heavy, as we had had a thunder-

storm since his heat came off. " Look here,"

he said, " I wish it would rain cats and dogs,

and blow two or three gales of wind when

the final is being run, for I am certain I

could then outstay the crowd." He did it

without this.

On another occasion, as I was riding with

him and another man from Ripley to

Weybridge, and he "romped" his 6oin.

bicycle up the last hill, leaving me, as usual,

hopelessly behind, I remarked, on catch-

ing him up on the level, on his splendid

condition. "Yes," he replied, " I never felt

better in my life. I feel as if I couldn't tire

myself." On another occasion he remarked

that the result of his training had been to

enable him to pass through the winter with

fewer colds than he had ever before

experienced. His book, " Cortis on Train-

ing," gives his own views on the subject of

the physical preparation of the body.

A. E. Derkinderen, who, when he was an

amateur, and know as " The Flying Dutch-

man," had frequent races with Cortis,

scored jointly with him perhaps the most
sensational finish on record. I remember it

well. It was in the ten miles scratch race

at one of the Surrey meetings at the Oval,

and there was a tremendous gate. " Derk "

made his effort at the commencement of the

last lap, and for the whole quarter-mile,

amidst the yells of the multitude, who
encircled the course several rows deep, the

men raced neck and neek "all out." I have
seen as brilliant spurts, but none for such a

distance. Ten yards from the finish

Derkinderen stopped, exhausted, and Cortis

won. " Derdykin," as the crowd used to

call him, lies buried in Java, a victim to the

earthquake which happened there a few

years ago, and Australia Felix holds all that

remains of his brilliant rival. Cortis was
always very desirous of beating Derkinderen,

and I well remember his mentioning to me
that " something would have to happen " if

he failed to beat him for the 50 miles

Sporting Life pot at Lillie Bridge.

Like Lacy Hillier and some other light

men who can pedal well, Cortis could not

dance, and Riicker remembers him well

playing, with a bad grace, the involuntary

wallflower in his courtship days. He was
not great either at speech-making or at sing-

ing, but his appearance was very good—

a

tall figure, handsome, strongly-marked fea-

tures ; a " gentlemanly," musical voice, and
the "7^ ne sais quoi " of manner which
bespeaks a well-bred person. He was a

thorough man of the world : keenly relished

a joke or good story, and was a sportsman,

and a game one down to the ground, as his

very last act proves ; for if he raced on

Boxing Day, two days before his death,

whilst suffering from ulceration of the

bowels, he, as a medical man, could not

have mistaken the symptoms.

On the road in a race, Cortis never was
tired, if we except the first championship of

the Tricycle Association, when he was com-
paratively a failure, and from which day
would have nothing further to do with

tricycle racing. He once went down to

Bath with the intention of running against

time amongst the L.B.C. men, on their

annual Whit-Monday jaunt of 100 miles to

Hounslow, but as it blew a gale of wind dead
ahead, he thought it was " not good enough "

to try, seeing that he wis not in the race,

and so the chance passed.

I well remember him on the day of his
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only tricycle race. I was the starter, and
gave him, by special request, an extra five

minutes at Tally Ho ! Corner. A fine

November day it was, and every maker
would have given anything to get " Cortis

up," but he obliged his friend Rucker—then

at Brighton—by riding a " Devon." I saw

him start, of course, and, by the aid of a

bicycle and the G.N.R., I saw him also at

the turning point near Hitchin, where he

arrived, in company with Charlie Crute, at

that time a rising racer, and at all times a

wonderful stayer, and one who never

physically showed heat. Cortis wore a grey

Tam o' Shanter and looked awfully hot at

half distance, and lying on the ground

drinking hot beef-tea, vowed that he would

have no more tricycles, except for pottering

about. Cortis came in fifth in this race,

doing the distance in 4h. 54^3., and the first

half distance in 2h. 7m. This was the race

in which the " Humber " tricycle first ap-

peared, and it was run on November the

6th, 1880.

Probably the most exciting meeting at

which Cortis ever appeared was that ar-

ranged for his races v/ith Keen at Stamford

Bridge. I never saw such a gate there before.

The course was surrounded by about 7,000

people, and, amidst intense excitement.

Keen won both the mile and the five miles.

I stood next Dr. Cortis, the father, and his

excitement at the finish was almost painful

to witness. The account of the race appears

in the first number of The Cyclist ever

published.

I was not present when Cortis did the 20

miles in the hour at the Crystal Palace, but

I remember, as if it were only yesterday,

the evening that he successfully accom-

plished a like feat at Surbiton, and I recollect

in the dressing-room feeling his pulse just

after the event, and it was beating as

regularly and as strongly as could be desired,

and he was not in the least bit " done." As
this race is, as I have already suggested,

one of the most wonderful athletic events

which have ever occurred in the world, I

reproduce my own account of it written for

Tlw Cyclist, whilst my memory of it was still

fresh. The date was the 22ud September,
1880:—
"So strong a south-westerly wind blew all

last Wednesday, the 32nd, in London, v/ith

threatening rain clouds, that we wended our
way to the 4.20 train at Waterloo with con-
siderable misgivings as to whether or not
' the demon,' as it is the fashion to call

Cortis, would perform the biggest task yet
set in the way of sustained speed at bicy-
cling. With these gloomy forebodings of a
fruitless journey, it was pleasant to hear a
friendly ' tstt, tstt,' worthy of the great
McDermott himself, proceeding from a
centre compartment (we always take a centre
compartment on the South-Western now) of
the Surbiton train. In another moment we
were located in a carriage full of bicyclists,

embracing Lacy Hiliier, W. A. Smith, Jack
Crerar, Lane (of The Sportsman), and others.
The Surbiton track we found, on reaching it,

was m perfect order, thereby doing the
greatest credit to old Harry Andrews, but
there was still present at 5.15, when the start

was finally made, sufficient of a south-
westerly wind to keep the flags blown out
and the tree-tops in a state of considerable
agitation. Though the audience was small,
and composed mainly of men taking the
keenest interest in bicycling, there was a
large and more than 'passable' array of the
fair sex.

"A visit to the dressing-room showed us
Charley Liles stripping for his part in the
fray, viz., ' making the pace' at intervals,

and ' Jarge' wriggling himself into the most
cardinal of jerseys. ' The demon' himself
was quietly 'peeling' in a corner, and, at

our suggestion, substituted a medium woollen
guernsey with sleeves for the flimsy jersey
he proposed to tempt fate in. A pair of
white cotton running-drawers and a brace
of thick woollen socks (for autumn evenings
are apt to be chilly) completed his attire.

Hardly, though, for on his right wrist he
buckled, like the love guerdon of a knight of
old, a silver bracelet, which acted at once as
'his plume' and a receptacle for his pocket-
handkerchief, which morsel of cambric
fluttered therefrom throughout most of the
race like an unstowed flying jib.

" Dr. Owen Coleman, president of the
Kingston B.C., acted as judge, and his

brother, Mr. G. Pembroke Coleman, took
the times for every lap. The start was made
at a quarter-past five, and Liles, the one-
mile champion, made the pace, being sub-
sequently relieved by Lacy Hiliier. As will

be seen by the table appended, Cortis wiped
off his half distance in quicker time than on
the occasion of his last trial, but whether
owing to this early display of speed or the
irritating prevalence of a nasty wind, he be-

came visibly slower as the race proceeded.
Hiliier and Liles tiring, Kemp, of the Pick«

wick, came out to give a ' friendly lead,' but
he was out of sorts, and cries were raised

for the champion hill-climber, Crute, of the
Sutton, who was amongst the spectators.

This rising youth responded to the call, and
riding in most excellent form, bustled * the
demon' along for a few miles. When 17
miles had been covered, it was apparent that

a failure to cover 20 miles within the hour
must accrue, but it was also equally certain
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that a perrorniance would be done eclipsing

all previous records for an hour's riding.

When the pistol announced the hour ended,
Cortis had covered igf miles plus lOO yards,

or just 340 5'ards short of twenty miles. He
still continued on, however, and scored 'a

record' for 20 miles, viz., ih. om.38fs.; then,

for the first time, he eased sufficiently to ad-

mit of a glass of brandy being handed to

him, for even the lion-hearted H.L.C. showed
decided signs ofdistress at this point. Having
intimated his intention of going on up to 25
miles to secure a record, the race, despite

an ugly rush of spectators across the course,

was continued. Night was now rapidly

drawing on, and the plucky rider, after 22

miles had been covered, was unable to see

the telegraph-board. ' Am I beating record.

Pern?' iloated as an excited query to the
official timekeeper, and produced quite a
hearty laugh from the bystanders, for the
' Wanderers' pride' was then something like

three minutes within anything that had pre-

viously been done. A few more laps he ran,

still nursed by the faithful l^iles and Hillier,

and then Herbert Liddell Cortis pulled up,

having completed 25 miles in the unprece-
dented time of ih. i6m. 4ifs.

" The following table of times will explain

the speed which was travelled, the asterisks

denoting best on records, though it must be
borne in mind that all records above ten
were Coitis's before in his last trial against

the old scythe-bearer :

—

MILES.
I

2

3 •

4 •

MILES.
*I4 .

15 45 i3f
48 22i

51 28f
54 33f
57 36

*20 60 384
*2I 64 34^
•22 67 41

23 9}
*24 73 26^
*25 76 41^

3 2.f

6 4i

8 56i-
II 54?

5 14 56:1

6 ........ 17 571
7 20 59.3

8 24 of
9 27 4

10 29 571
*ii 33 4l
*I2 36 61
*i3 39 si

"Best on record.

" Liles covered the first four miles in

iim. 535-, and thus secured a gold medal;
HiUier's and Cortis's times were not taken."

Cortis was fairly lucky in escaping acci-

dents on the path, but I happened to be

present when the great smash occurred at

Stamford Bridge, which closed the racing

career of two of the best riders then on the

path, viz., W. L. Ainslie, of the Oxford

University Club, and F. T. East, of the

Surrey, and in which Cortis took a part.

The three men named, followed by " Waddy"
Wyndham, were "tearing" up the straight

in the final spurt, at about 24 miles an hour,

and had passed the tape, when East and
Cortis collided, and v.ent over a fearful

smash, and Ainslie, coming up, literally dived

head first into the path, as the result of

running into the two fallen men. Wyndham
just managed to dismount by a miracle

within a yard of the di-bris. Cortis at once

called out, " Put them on their backs," his

scientific knowledge coming to his aid, and
he himself rolled over on his back, and lay

still. East was tattooed in the face for life,

and Ainslie got concussion of the brain, and
never raced again. I met Cortis two days

after with his arm in a sling, and we
" liquored " at the Victoria Station bar. He
had just came from Guy's Hospital, where he

was a student, and said that they were
injecting carbolic acid into his cinder-rashed

elbow, and uondered why he complained of

the pain. I asked him if he had had enough
of racing. His reply was characteristic,

" Wait till my arm's well and see !"

One of the surgeons at Guy's propounded
a theory that it was mind, not muscle, that

enabled a man to get along, and he and
Cortis put the theory to the test on a sociable

ride to Leatherhead and Guildford and back.

Coming home the man of mind collapsed

completely about the muscles, and the student

who held the theory that untrained muscles

couldn't be brought to training point by any

effort cf the mind alone, had to work him

hom.e feet on the rests.

Cortis had all the Yorkshireman's love of a

horse, although he had not much oppor-

tunity before going to Austraha to study the

animal, but he took very kindly to the equine

brute in the Antipodes. He had not been

long there before he broke his arm through

a horse falling upon him in taking a fence,

and being up country 100 miles from a

brother medico, he had to set his own arm,

which he successfully did. Eor some time

just before his death, he had been training

a horse which he christened " Lacy Hillier,"

and which he had trained on a principle of

his own specially for the Boxing Day races

at Carcoar, which resulted so disastrously

for himself.

It was never my lot to be at Birmingham

with Cortis, but I have heard his expressed

opinion of several of the men he has met on

the path in the capital of the Midlands.

Rucker could, I fancy, add a few anecdotes

of our old friend in connection with Birming-

ham if the Stanley Show was not on just as

this article ii being penned.

Of his profession Cortis did not talk much.

I have discussed a fev>- points with him, but
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the only general question, /.i?,, one not affect-

ing either of us, on which I ever heard him

hold forth, was on the composition of London
fogs. This he did after we had met one

morning by accident in one of the thickest

fogs I had ever experienced, both being

bound on the same errand, viz., to Lambeth
Police Court to see if we could identify the

anonymous C3'cle •' sneaker " who called

himself, and was convicted and sentenced

under the name of, "Lacy Hillier." I had

been breathing pretty fairly until Cortis went

scientifically into the composition of London
fog, and proved that the present one must

contain at least 50 per cent, of carbonic acid,

and that 25 percent, was considered danger-

ous to life; I then had all sorts of choking

sensations, and never wanted to dabble in

science again.

The following was one of a series of arti-

cles, entitled " Bicyclists at Work," which

appeared in The Cyclist, and relates to the

subject of our memoir :

—

" The most prominent member of the bicy-

cling community in the season of 1879 was
undoubtedly Mr. Herbert Liddell Cortis.

Not only was Mr. Cortis known on all hands
as the fastest bicycle rider of the day, but he
was universally liked for his social qualities,

and admired for his determined pluck. In
appearance he is tall and good-looking, and
possesses one of those strong, large-boned
frames which in maturity develop into grand
specimens of humanity. Mr. Cortis has
every claim to the title of gentleman amateur.
He is the son of a well-known medical man
in South London, was born at Filey, in York-
shire, in 1857, and was educated at Merchant
Taylors' School, in the City of London,
where he had as a schoolfellow that well-

known all-round athlete, C. L. Lockton.
Bent on following the paternal profession,
'Mr. Cortis, in the intervals of bicycling, miy
be seen sedulously attending the lectures at
Guy's Hospital, and, later on in the da}^
burning the midnight oil in studying his
in:iteria medica, etc. His first debut as a
racer was at the Wanderers' Club meeting
at Caterham, in July, 1878, and we well
remember him asking us, at the pleasant and
rdchevchc lunch which followed the races, and
which was held in a tent on the ground,
whether 3m. 263. less 65 yards on a grass
course was good enough to try for an open
event. That it was ' good enough' has been
amply proved by his splendid racing, both
in the latter part of 1878 and during the
season of 1879 which has just passed . . .

He has probably won more prizes than any
other bicycle rider in existence, and, so far,
his training exertions have not done him the
least harm. The Wanderers are justly proud
of their man, and more than one club regrets

that it did not fall to its lot to bring out so
brilliant a rider. Though he has never com-
peted on the road in such a race, for instance,

as the loo miles Bith to Brentford L.B.C.
race, and has, therefore, never been fully

stretched out before the wind for a long spin,

j

Mr. Cortis is almost as fast on the highway
'' as on the racing track, and coming out of

!
Cambridge on his way home from the 'Varsity

I

October races this year, he covered seventeen
miles in the first hour. His style of riding

is what is known as the 'cricket' or 'grass-

hopper' form, and which, tho'igh not the
most elegant, is certainly the best for speed.
His length of leg is exceptional, even for his

height, and he easily bestrides a 6oin. wheel,
and does full justice to that height."

The farewell dinner which was given to

Cortis by the cyclists of London took place

i

on the 17th August, 1882. At his personal

I

request, I delayed my annual holiday to be

present at it, and it was a very representa-

tive gathering. The Hon. Ion Keith-Falconer,

a man of sterling qualities, despite a little

eccentricity—always, however, on the side of

good—and a bicyclist of merit little short of

that possessed by Cortis himself, took the

chair, and such men as T. E. Scrutton,

Tanner, &c., were present. Th3 Cyclist says

of the gathering :—
" There was an air of melancholy about the

farewell dinner to Cortis at the Holborn, last

Thursday, as if the men present felt that a
thoroughly good fellow was leaving them, and
although the dinner was perfectly managed by
the Wanderers, a sentimental air was the pre-

valent feeling amongst those present. The
assembly was a thoroughly representative
one, however, such men as Scrutton, Keith-

Falconer, Milner, Tanner, Hampton-Roberts,
Hillier, Vesey, Pye - English, Reynolds,
Rucker, and Thorn giving a thoroughly
' general air ' to the assembly The toasts

were also of a representative kind, and were
placed for the most part in the hands of
representative men. Thus, the captain of the
London proposed ' The Path,' to which the

50 miles amateur champion responded.
' The Road ' could not have been in better

hands than in those of the ex-hon. sec. of the
West Kent, Mr. Tanner, or responded for by
a more sterling tourist and road rider than
the Belsize secretary. The toast of the
evening, viz., ' Mr. H. L. Cortis,' was in the
hands of the eloquent Maddox, who did full

justice to his theme, and, indeed, sketched
the ex-champion's career down from the
date of his election as a ' Wanderer' to the
3rd of August last, when Charley Sopper
gave him, as best man, his final push off at

the hymeneal altar. By-the-bye, with that

almost excusable irreverence b}^ which some
persons show their nervousness at the altar,

it is stated that the Fidus Achates whispered
to the bridegroom, as the Communion

4-Uoi
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rail-bar was lowered, * All right now, old

man, last lap, the tape's across the straight !'

" In responding, Cortis, who was evidently

deeply touched by the reception which he
got, acknowledged his friends' greeting in

few but well-chosen words, and he paid a
warm testimony to the genuine freindship

which he had experienced from his fellow-

clubman, Charle}' Sopper. The ' asides ' of
the latter throughout the evening, though
most fearfully baulking to the speakers, were
the main element of mirth, and everyone
present recognised the fact that it was
Charley's vvaj^ of letting out his pent-up
feelings on the occasion. ' Why is he
popular? ' said Maddox, in his most oratori-

cal manner. ' Is it because he is clever in

his profession ? ' ' Xo !
' chimed in Sopper,

in a tone which could be taken either wa}-,

but which caused a roar of laughter which
H. L. C. led off himself. When Maddox
had reassured the assembly as to the high
professional abilities of the guest of the
evening, he v.-ent on to say that his first

appearance had been at Caterham Asylum,
on a grass course, 'sacred hitherto to the
Vv^anderers.' ' And the 'luniesl' called out
Sopper. ' I never heard of a lunatic riding

on the course,' smartly replied the Wanderers'
sec. ' I entered and ran !' more smartly still

responded Sopper ; and so with pleasantries,

the reception of which with perfect good
humour proved the friendliness of the
meeting, the farewell dinner to Cortis

passed away."

" Absence makes the heart grow fonder"

is so true a proverb that it was no wonder
that, in the far distant land to which Cortis

had gone, he should frequently turn in

memory from the routine of life in Australia

to the scene of his first triumphs ; to the

recollection of the men he liked, and who
appreciated him, and to all the glorious days

of youth when one's thoughts are brightest,

and so much less clouded by anxieties and
trouble, that the recollection ofthem through

life always remains bright, just as the wide

river of childhood's memory is realised at

40 to be but an insignificant brook. He
followed the cycling life of England which
he had eft behind much more keenly when
ia Australia, through the Press, than he

would have done in all probability had he

been located in England. This was evidenced

by the tenour of the letters which he ad-

dressed to the writer of this article from

time to time, and the more public portion of

which were published in The Cyclist. The
interest he took in teaching his boy very

early to ride a bicycle, and his desire that

he should, if possible, get a first record by
learning to do so at a younger age than ever

had before been known, is touching now
that we realise that he has gone from

amongst us. Those of us who saw, too, how
keenly his faithful friend, CharHe Sopper, felt

Cortis's approaching departure, when, at the

farewell dinner, in order to hide his thoughts,

he let his caustic wit run riot, to the dis-

comfiture somewhat of Keith-Falconer and
Scrutton and others, will extend sympathy
to him. There must have been more grit in

a man than appears on the surface, and
which suffices to ensure that amount of

popularity which is bound to come to a hero

possessed of pleasant personal manners, to

have caused such a warm friendship as that

which existed between the two best known
men for some years in the Wanderers
Bicycle Club.

I feel that I have dealt all too briefly and
inefficiently with the subject before me, as

the work could not have come to me at a

more unfortunate time than in Stanley Show
week, when, mentally and physically, cycling

Press writers are overtaxed ; but I have done
my best. Cortis was a popular man, but he
never stooped to gain popularity at the

expense of sinking his opinions or by being
" hail fellow " indiscriminately with every

man he met merely because he was a

cyclist. This being so, the universal regret

which is expressed on all hands at his

premature decease is all the more a

testimony that his popularity was a digaified

one. I append separately a list of the

races in which he was placed, and which, of

course, form only a part of those in which he
contested. Some of his fastest times were
doue in heats of w-hich no record is

available. —C.W.N.
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WHERE RUN.

Alexandra Palace..

Eastbourne
shire Park).

(Devon-

RACING OF 1878.

DATE. START AND POSITION. EVENT. TIME.

27 July 75yds. (i) I m. handicap 2m. 55tS.
7 Sep 150yds. (3) 2m. „

Kennington Oval
Ravensbourne Sports
Stamford Bridge

Wanderers B.C.

24 July looyds. (i) ,,

,, (3) 3m. scratch race

,, (i) Slow race, looyds. ...

19 Oct 2oyds. (2) im. handicap
17 August ... Scratch (i) 2m. ,,

22 ,, ... 90yds. {2) 3m. ,,

24 „ ... 40yds. (i) „ „
30 November Scratch (i) 2m. ,,

31 August ... ,, (2) ...... 6m. visitors' handc'p

29 June loyds. (3) im. club handicap ...

,, 40yds. (3) 4m. handicap

6m. 48:^s.

No time taken

8m. 38fs.

9m.
6m.

52^3.
30S.

RACING OF 1879.

Cardiff 4 Aug..

,» 30 M ••

Eastbourne 30 July..

Kennington 26 April

,, 6 Sept.

Lillie Bridge 10 April

Stamford Bridge 18 ,,

„ 27 May
,, 12 June

26
II July

,, 21 June
28 „

,, 13 Sept.
Surbiton 14 April

,, .. 17 May
„ 14 June

Wolverhampton 13 Oct.
Alexandra Palace 5 July

4 Oct.
Birmingham 3 May

» 16 Aug.
Wolverhampton 14 April

,, 2 June

Scratch & ist.. . 5m.
. 2m.
• 3m.
.lom,
.lom.
. 4m.
, im.
. 3m.
. im.
. 5m-
.25m.
,50m.

. 2m.

.
3m-

, im.
5m.
im.

, 5m.
20m.
5m.
3m.

, im.
, 5m.
, 3m.
, 5m.

handicap i6m. 6s.

6m. 3s.

„ 9m. 57s.

race 40m. 12s.

34m. 3iis.

13m.
handicap 3m. 3s.

9m. 27is.
race 2m. 59^3.

15m. 29|S.

,, 1h.24m.4s.
2h. 56m. i|s.

handicap 6m. io§s.

,, 9m. l6gS.

2m.59is.
,, i8m.

2m. 52k.
race 15m. i8|s.

ih. 4m. 42|s.

,, 17m. 40:^S.

handicap 8m. 55|s.

„ 2m. 58IS.

„ 14m. 40s.

15m- 33¥S.

,, 15m. i8s.

The following were races in which he was placed, starting, of course, from scratch :—

Cardiff 30 Aug 3rd 2m. handicap 15m. 333.
20 Sept 3rd im.
20 Sept 2nd im.

Eastbourne 30 July 2nd im. ,,

Leicester 23 Aug 3rd 5m. ,,

Stamford Bridge 19 July 2nd lom. race
Alexandra Palace 5 ,, 3rd 2m. ,,

Cambridge 21 May 3rd 2m. race

2m. 54s.

2m. 57^s.

2m. 573.
15m. i9fs.
31m. 20S.

6m. 3fs.
5m. 36|s.

Birmingham 24 July
M 24 „

Brighton 31 ,,

Eastbourne 21 „

-' 21 „

RACING OF 1880.

First 3 miles handicap ... 9m. 26^3.

10 ,, scratch 33m. 39s.

I mile handicap ... 3m. 3s.

3 miles ,, ... 9m. 25s.

I mile „ ... No timetaken
3 miles scratch ,., „
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WHERE RUN'.

Kennington Oval

RACING

DATE.
•• 24 April

.. 18 Sept

.. 18 „

.. II ,,

•• 25 ,,

•• 2 Aug
• 2 „

• H -5

•• 3 April

•• 5 ^lay
•• 5 June
• 24 ,.

.. I Julv

.. 8 ,."

.. 26 June
•• 3 July
.. 3 Aug. ...;..

•• 3 55

•• 4 55

. 2 Sept

• • 22 „
•• 22 ,,

•• 22 „

.. 6 Nov
•• 7 Aug

OF 1880—

(

PLACE.
First

55

Third
First

55

?5

55

First

Second
First

Sixth

First

Continued.

EVENT.
.. 10 miles scratch

I mile handicap ..

.. 10 miles scratch

.. 2 ,, handicap ..

... 5 ,, scratch
.. 2 ,, handicap ..

.. 5 ,, scratch

... I mile handicap ..

.. I ,, ,,

.. 3 miles handicap ..

.. 5 ,, scratch

TIME.

. 38m. 5SS.

• 3m- i5is.

. 3gm. 28s.

. 3m. 222s.

. 15m. 58^3.

. 7m. 34s.

. 2om. 3gi^s.

. 3m. 34s.

"

Lincoln
Lillie Bridge
Liverpool

)»

RavensboLirne A.C.
(I ewisham)

Stamford Brid'^e

. 3m. 23.

. I2'T1. 32|3.
i^m. io?s.

"

"
'

. ih 22m. 15^3.''

• 50 5,

... 4 ,, handicap ..

.. 4 ,, scratch

.. 3 ,, handicap ..

.. I mile ,,

.. 2 miles ,,

.. 20 ,,

... 20 .,

. 2h.56m.11ls.

. 12m. ifs.

• 13m. 575S.

. gm. 33.

55

Stoke-on-Trent

"
. 14m. 39fs.

. Fell at i8m.
in57m.27'^s.

. lir. om. s8is.

Surbiton

.. 2=^ ,, . ih.i6m.4i#s.

Tricycle Association .

Windsor

.. ig^ miles 100 yards..

.. 50 miles road ride ..

.. 2 miles handicap ..

. ih. dead.

. 7m. 44s.

RACING OF 1881.

Windsor 6 Aug First ... im. handicap 3m. iifs.

RACING OF 1882.

Birmingham i I\Iay i mile handicap (third)

Crystal Palace 3 June ... 3 miles invitation scratch (first) gm. g|3.

,, 27 July 20 miles (first) 5<jui. 31^3.

HIS CHAMPIONSHIP RECORDS.

1879. 1880.

M. S. M. S.

I mile 2 5g| Liles won.
miles 15 2g* It lOf

1879. 1880.

H. M. S. H. M. S.

25 miles I 24 4 I 22 15I
50 miles 2 56 if 2 56 II?

Grass records by Cortis— i mile, 2m. 56^-3.; 10 miles, 34m. 31^3. Ridden at Ken-
nington Oval on the 6th September, 1879.

Cortis held several records in his time, but the only ones now standing to his name
are those at 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25 miles=ih. 21m. 7s.

One of his informal records was riding up Reigate Hill with his arm in a sling.
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Moore's cartoon in a recent issue of the

Bicycling Ncics, depicting a lantern exhibition

with a dissolving effect on the screen

—

Coleman dissolving into Griffin—is extremely

good. True, he might have made the lantern

a little more modern in appearance, for its

form is either of very early English (lantern)

history, or it represents one that would cost

a few shillings. Nevertheless, this is picking

flies with a vengeance. By-the-bye, flies are

generally picked with a pair of fingers, and

firmly, but kindly squashed.

The Cyclists' Photographic Exchange Club

is now progressing on a new basis. Only six

members continue the old system, which is

virtually an exchange of prints, whilst all the

members have agreed to the portfolio, or

pass-round-the-hat method. Whilst on this

subject, I may as well mention the close of

the prize competition amongst its members,

the following being the state of the poll :—
Mr. Kenworthy 65 ist prize.

,,
Ferrero 40 2nd ,,

,,
Welford 34.

,, Walker 25

,, Wilson 23

,, Lehrs 22

,, Sturmey 22

and the others down to Mr. Leake with four

votes. There can be no doubt that in Mr.

Kenworthy the cycling photographers have

an excellent all-round colleague, and the

prize has certainly not only been well earned,

but his work has received the recognition it

deserved. Mr. Ferrero ought to have been
higher on the list, or rather, I should say,

ought to have had a greater number of votes,

for many of his landscapes are real gems.

Surely no one can grumble at the price of

plates. A circular has just reached me from
the manufacturers of the " Britannia" series,

who hail from Ilford, Essex, not Messrs.

Marion, who have been merely the agents it

appears, and their prices are—ordinary, is.

per doz. quarter size and 2s. 3d. half. Even
their extra rapid are only is. 3d. and 3s. Cer-

tainly, the " Britannia " has always been a

cheap plate, but this is cutting down with a

vengeance. There are other makers, too, quite

as low. Let us hope, however, the result

will not be an increased number of mediocre
photographs, but rather be an aid to im-

provement, for one can now take two or

three different positions or lightings of the

same subject in order to get the best.

No annual almanack, and but few woiks

on photography, omit to state something to

this effect :
—" That the ferrous oxalate

developer has but few adherents in this

country, though largely used on the Conti-

nent." It is somewhat surprising how
comparatively few in number are they who
regularly use this most convenient solution.

I know amateurs are strongly advised to

master one formula and then stick to it, and
I agree to this, with the exception that they

always have ferrous oxalate to fall back upon.

Without for a moment claiming all the bene-

fits of pyro, I can safely point out where it

excels. Its prmcipal advantages are— (i)

Ease of manufacture and keeping qualities
;

(2) retention of developing power; (3) much
quicker printing negatives

; (4) does not

stain the fingers
; (5) ease of actual develop-

ment. There are also minor benefits. It

consists of saturated solutions each of the

neutral oxalate of potass and protosulphate

of iron, with a bottle of bromide solution,

about 60 grains to the ounce of water.

When used one part of the iron is added to

three parts of oxalate (not vice versa), three

or four drops of the bromide solution, and
there you are. It will develop plate after

plate until quite exhausted. Certainly, after

the fifth or sixth plate, development takes

longer, but this is no drawback, as the tray

needs no such constant watching and rocking

as when using pyro, and the results, so far

as my experience goes, show no deteriora-

tion. At the same time, there is no use in

pushing this advantage to extreme. I

have often developed eight, ten, and even
twelve quarter plates v.'ith two ounces of

solution. In appearance the resulting nega-

tives are very like those obtained by the

old wet process, and, with few exceptions,

print much quicker than when pyro is used.

The iron is bad stuft' to get on clothes, but

makes no stain on the fingers at all. And as

regards the ease of development, I have
already touched upon that. The plate can
be popped in the solution and left to pursue
its own course. Now, these advantages are

based on the supposition that the plates are

correctly, or nearly so, exposed. But even
then dodging can be resorted to—for over-
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exposure, increased bromide and a little

water—for under-exposure the merest trace

of hypo. Let me show how convenient it

is. I often have 20 to 30 negatives to make
one after the other, and I almost invariably

use this developer in such cases, for the expo-

sure can be correctly timed, and each plate

be given the same. The result is a perfect

series of negatives, obtained with much
greater ease than by using pyro. I cannot re-

commend ferrous oxalate for exposures

that may be a good way on the wrong side

either way, for certainly pyro gives much
more control over an incorrectly exposed

plate. But if one is fairly certain of correct

timing, ferrous oxalate may be used freely.

Probably I will again tackle this subject, for

it is hardly within the scope of these notes

to dive too deeply and at too great length

into any one particular feature of photo-

graphy.

Lantern socials are on the increase evi-

dently. The Temple, for instance, are talk-

ing of giving one on a somewhat larger scale,

their own being restricted somewhat in the

number of persons they can admit. Surely,

if they are willing to find the lantern, slides

and lecturer, the indemnification against loss

in the hiring of hall and necessary expenses

1
will be forthcoming. Considering ihe way,

! too, that many clubs grab all profit they can

;

get to their own funds, their offer to hand
i over to the N.C.U. any surplus is most
^ generous and worthy of recognition.

Whilst on this subject, I trust my readers

^

will pardon my mentioning that my Harro-

gate Camp series of slides, some sixty in

I

number, are to be exhibited for the first time
I in London by the West London Tricycle

Club at the Neumeyer Hall, Bloomsbury, on

,
March 8th. Several have corresponded

about them, but this is the first Metropolitan

club to actually engage the series. At pre-

sent I cannot say whether the event v^ill be
open to the public ; but doubtless, ere this

: be read, some notice of it will have appeared

in our noble Press.

I wish I could get cycling amateurs to take

an active interest in these monthly notes.

The Editor has kindly granted space for

their insertion, and with help from readers I

could make them interesting and useful.

One thing I should like to have would be

brief notes of trips with the camera, or any
funny incidents. If possible, also, I intend

; giving brief notes on shutters, cameras, &c.,

; with illustrations.

THE AMATEUR.
An amateur photographer you see before you now,

My camera and tripod, sir, are my best chums I vow.

The pretty girls I love to take, I do my best to catch them

—

" You'll such a pretty picture make" will generally fetch 'em.

" I should so much like to take you, do let me have a try.

And I promise that PU make you look beautiful and spry.

Please just sit here, don't move a wink, your mouth keep shut awhile.

And of your dinner try to think, to conjure up a smile."

" A little to the left—that's right. Ah ! now Pm 'fraid you squint,

And I should putquite out of sight those hands—you take the hint ?

Now pleasant look, and try to keep your feet a little back,

Whilst PU just have another peep and take it in a crack."

" That's better much, Pll focus now—by Jove ! your nose, oh lor !

Is running up into your brow, a thing I never saw."

And this is how I try to please, but still I don't succeed,

Their wrath I never do appease, my skill they never heed.

(And this is what the female defendant sayeth)

—

" Oh ! Amateur Photographer, I plead on bended knee,

So practice on some silly sir, or on some other she

—

Let me alone, the world I'd give from you to get away,

I'd rather at the North Pole live than here another day."
— Woll.
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The wheel world wags droopingly ; and

but for such enlivening events as the Stanley

Show, the Canonbury Assault-at-Arms, the

Temple Photographic - lantern exhibition,

and the hundred-and-one dances, which

have become so prominent a feature of club

life, cycling would have dropped out of the

present into the past and future tenses alone.

But that hope which springs eternal beneath

the human vest is aroused again by the

annual landmark formed by the Stanley

Show ; and although the outlook is dismally

dull, and the roads are miserably heavy, we
know that Time rolls on apace, and the

spring must dawn upon us sooner or later
;

so we can just exist beautifully in patient

expectation of the good time coming when
the Teatable Democrats' song shall be

realised—"When the summer comes again,

when the roads are smooth and dry, all un-

spoilt by snow and rain, in the coming by

and bye."

Koad-racing is to be strongly supported

this year. I say road-racing advisedly,

having no sympathy with the quibblers who
term such a race a " road ride." So long as

it is a race—man against man—its distance

does not affect the fact of its being a race.

Well, short-distance road-racing is, very

properly, discountenanced, being a clear

breach of the law against "furious" driving

on the highway ; but for long distances the

speed is not so great, and therefore long-

distance road-races are winked at. An open
competition for twenty-four hours, on all

classes of velocipedes, with separate prizes

for each class, is on the fixture list of one

club ; and other clubs I wot of are to hold

24-hours, loo-miles, and similar competitions

amongst their own members. Three-hundred
miles in the day will be accomplished during

1886, I believe.

The official handicapper is deposed ; long

live the official handicapper ! Harry Hewitt

Griffin, veteran sportsman and old hand at

the game, is appointed by the Union Council

to be the official handicapper, vice George
Pembroke Coleman, several years monopo-
list of the only lucrative post in connection

with the N.C.U. And in 1887 our only

course will be—mark me—to elect both these

men to share the work between them.

The definition of an amateur has been
tinkered up again, by the insertion and
substitution of a few words which convey no
appreciably different meaning save unto the

subtly legal minds of the Union Executive.

As it now stands, the N.C.U. definition is as

follows :

—

" An amateur is one who has never engaged in,

nor assisted in, nor taught any athletic exercise

for money, or other remuneration ; nor know-
ingly competed with or against a professional for

a prize of any description, or in public (except at

a meeting specially sanctioned by the Union).
" To prevent misunderstanding in interpreting

the above, the Union draws attention to the

following explanation:—
" A cyclist ceases to be an amateur, and

becomes a professional, by

—

{a) Engaging in cycling, or any other athletic

exercise, or personally teaching, training

or coaching any other person therein,

either as a means of obtaining a livelihood

or for a staked bet, a money prize, or gate

money

.

{b) Competing with, or pace-making for, or

having the pace made by a professional,

or person under sentence of suspension, in

public, or for a prize.

{c) Selling, realising upon, or otherwise turn-

ing into cash, any prize won by him.

[d) Accepting, directly or indirectly, any re-

muneration, compensation, or expenses

from a cycle manufacturer, agent, or other

person interested in the trade or sport, for

cycle riding.

"Note.—The Executive has the right to call

upon any rider to remove by proof any
suspicion of his infringing, or having infringed,

the provisions of clause {d), and the onus of dis-

proving the charge brought against him shall in

such case rest upon the persons suspected ; who,

until he do clear himself to the satisfaction of

the Executive, may be suspended.

" Cycle manufacturers and agents, as such,

are not to be considered as professionals, but are

cautioned that to personally teach cycle riding

as a means to effect the sale of a machine will be

taken as an infringement of clause «."
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In no department of cycling is there so

great a diversity between British and Ameri-

can riders as in regard to trick-riding. In

the earlier years of cycling, amateurs occa-

sionally achieved a little local and contem-

porary fame by displaying sufficient skill to

mount and dismount their machines in

various ways ; and now and then we came

across a rider who could stand still for a few-

moments at a time on his bicycle. But, as

far as systematic performances on the wheel

were concerned, we never had any amateurs

capable of doing more than such simple

tricks as riding side-saddle, standing on the

saddle when the machine was balanced by

motion, and a few similarly easy perform-

ances. In America things have been dif-

ferent, the large number of halls and riding-

rinks there affording opportunities for the

amateur clubmen to vie with each other in

mastery of the bicycle ; and for a long time

past there have been scores of amateurs in

America who could have easily beaten the

best professional rider ever before seen in

England.

Several of these amateurs have turned

their skill to account by becoming profes-

sionals, travelHng about the country, and

performing at various places ; and at last one

of them—Dan Canary—cast his eye upon

this effete and played-out little corner of the

wheel world, and forthwith invaded our

island with his bicycle and his hickory wheel.

His success induced Kaufman and McAnney
to follow, bringing two " Star" bicycles as

well as the ordinary-pattern bicycle and

their two hickory cart-wheels ; and the way

in which the people at the Stanley Show

have been flocking and crowding into the

room where these skilful riders perform, and

the enthusiasm with which our veteran

cyclists repeat their visits again and again,

is eloquent proof of the complete success

attending the performance. The American

riders have, indeed, shown Englishmen feats

which would have been characterised as

utterly impossible. I do not anticipate that

our English amateurs will essay so arduous

a task as emulating the skill of these men;

but I do hope that the facility with which

it is made plain that the bicycle can be con-

trolled will shame some of our riders into

learning to mount their machines in a less

awkward fashion than usually prevails.

Cortis is dead. There is no doubt about

it this time. When the news was first con-

veyed through Tlie Cyclist hopes were in-

dulged in that it might prove after all a false

report. Some time ago the newspapers
killed Cortis, but we were speedily undeceived

by a contradiction ; but this time there is no

ground for doubting, the confirmatory evi-

dence being too strong, and we must accept

the inevitable. The best cyclist the world

has ever seen has passed away at an early

age, and in the prime of life and manhood.
It cannot be said that he was only the best

man of his time; he was, I repeat, the best

cyclist the world has ever seen. Subsequent'

improvements in machine and track con-

struction have made new men faster than

Cortis was, but under the same circumstances

as he rode under there is not one of our

latter day fliers who could beat him, and not

one of them has his matchless reputation as

the cyclist of the age. And as a man, apart

from his cycling speed, he was a sterling good

fellow, wherefore he carried to the grave the

friendship of men who, though separated

many thousands of miles from him, cherished

—and still do cherish—the remembrance of

a good rider and a good fellow.

Irish cyclists are becoming a power in the

wheel world, and under the fostering care of

a genuine enthusiast, in the person of R. J.

Mecredy, the wheel in Dublin is going

rapidly ahead. Home Rule for Ireland is al-

ready a firmly-established institution, and now
the Irish Cyclists' Association is devoting its

attention to road riders' interests, and racing

cyclists in Ireland are evidently satisfied to

be independent of British control, the most
rabid of Unionists need not vex his soul

on the subject.

We are to have a Springfield in London.
Successive entrepreneurs have promoted
exhibitions of foreign manners and customs,

such as " The Japaneries" in Knightsbridge,

and " India in London" at Battersea ; and
now we are promised a racing tournament

on proportions second only to Springfield,

occupying the leisure hours of two days in

the merry month of May. The International

Cycling Tournament is the title, if you please,

and the Alexandra Park Athletic Grounds is

the scene, the dates being May 21st and 22nd.

A big programme, designed to attract first-

rate talent, is being prepared, and the Inter-

national character of the meeting is assured

by American and Irish cyclists having booked

the fixture. Holland, Germany, Scotland,

and Wales are expected to send contingents,

and, given two fine days, the wheel world

will have a rare treat. —Faed.



"Cunard" Tandem.

Out ol the vast numbers of convertible

tricycles, perhaps the only one which com-

mends itself to the scientific critic is that

called the " Cunard " tandem. Until we
saw this machine at the Stanley Show, we
had never come across a tandem which

could be converted into a single tricycle

without the loss of considerable power. Of
four-wheeled Cripper-steering tandems there

are many, but although they are properly

proportioned when in their single form, the

addition of a fourth wheel makes them
slower on the road than a three-wheeled

tandem ; and when a Cripper-pattern

wheel, with a consequent loss of ease iu

running. It is, therefore, as we pointed out

a month ago, a general rule that the pur-

chaser of a tandem should be content to

have either a fast and easy-running three-

wheeled tandem, not convertible, or else a

slow and hard-running four-wheeled tandem
convertible into a good single. The excep-

tion to this rule is the solitary one of the

machine under notice, called the "Cunard"
tandem, in which adequate provision is made
for properly distributing the load in both its

single and double forms, which is accom-

plished by comparatively simple means.

Upon reference to the illustration, it will be

noticed that the front saddle is placed so far

A COMMONSENSE CONVERTIBLE TRICYCLE.

tricycle is made as a tandem with only three

wheels, it is imperative upon the designer to

place the front rider so far in front of the

axle as to keep the front wheel down ; so

that such machines can be made to run
admirably as doubles, having the load well

balanced on the driving-wheels, and only

sufficient weight forward to make the front

wheel steer, but when converted into single

tricycles—the rear part being removed— the

absence of the rear weight to counter-
balance the front weight leaves an enormous
proportion of the load on the front steering-

forward of the axle that the rear rider's

weight does not Hft the front wheel from the

ground, nor affect the steering ; the double

load is, in fact, properly balanced upon the

axle. By removing two nuts and unbolting

the chain tne rear part may be lifted off, and
in its place a parcels basket may, if desired,

be fitted, the dead weight of the parcels

corresponding to the rear rider's weight. If,

however, no dead weight has to be carried,

it becomes necessary to bring the front rider

back nearer to the axle ; and iu order to do

this effectively, not only the saddle, but the
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treadles and handles, must be shifted back-

ward. Herein lies the speciality of the

" Cunard." It will be seen from the cut that

the down-tube forward does not approach

close to the axle, but is connected to it by a

horizontal bar. The rear parts being re-

moved, then, a nut on the rear end of this

horizontal bar is unscrewed, and the bar is

raised away from the axle-bridge and drawn
backward, so that the whole front frame

approaches closer to the driving-axle. The
forward end of the bar is then attached

to the axle - bridge by the same bolt

which previously held its rear end, and so

the whole machine is shortened to the ordi-

nary proportions of a single tricycle, with

the main portion of the rider's weight on the

axle. The chain, of course, has to be corre-

spondingly shortened ; and the tricycle then

has its load arranged precisely as though it

was an unconvertible single "Cunard"
Cripper. Of the construction of the machine
we need say but httle, the details being of the

well-known "Cunard" variety, and their ar-

rangement being very clearly indicated by

the woodcut. A lady can ride in front or be-

hind, or two ladies may ride the tandem to-

gether, without disarrangement of costume;

and to enable the front rider to mount and
dismount easily, the left half of the front

handle-bar is jointed so that the depression

of a lever allows it to hinge forward out of

the way. Brakes and dress-guards are pro-

vided both fore and aft, and the " Auto-

matic" steering is accomplished by means of

the "Cunard" appliance. For convenience

of housing, the width of the tricycle can be

reduced to ajin. The price is £^j^.

The " Bicyclette."

Just as the modern tricycle owes its suc-

cess to the development of the bicycle, so in

turn the modern safety bicycle is indebted to

the tricycle for its possibility ; for until the

tricycle had enabled manufacturers to grasp

the chain-gearing principle thoroughly it was
impossible to properly construct a chain-

geared bicycle, and until the tricycle had so

far familiarised the public with the lowly

position of its rider that vulgar derision was

silenced, nobody would look with favour upon

the insignificant-looking dwarf bicycle. This

fact is most emphatically exemplified by the

machine which we are about to describe,

Rudge's " Bicyclette " by name; for when it

was first invented, in 1879, its appearance

was so monstrously at variance with any of

i the velocipedes of that period that we well

recollect joining the throng of scoffers who
beheld it in a shop-window in Queen Vic-

toria Street ; and from the circumstance that

no speed was claimed for it at the time we
feel justified in concluding that its construc-

tion lacked the perfection which is possible,

! in 1886, as the results of tricycle-making ex-

perience. However this may have been,

certain it is that nothing was seen of the

" Bicyclette " in public after its brief appear-

ance in the show-rooms, and the makers

ceased to include it in their catalogues.

With the whirligig of time, the dwarf geared

safety bicycle has attained to such a degree

of popular favour that the best of road riders

do not scorn to be seen astride of a diminu-
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tive wheel, and other firms in the trade

having brought out a bicycle on the lines of

Rudge's " Bicyclette," the speed of such a

pattern—constructed with modern improve-

ments—has been amply demonstrated, and

therefore the originators (Messrs. Rudge

and Co., Limited) have determined to revive

the pattern, and place it upon the market

with every improvement in construction

which their extensive experience as makers

of tricycles and the " Rudge " safety

bicycle enable them to design and make.

The illustration will convey a clear idea of

this machine, regarding which the makers

say:—"To bicyclists who love bicycling and

enjoy something easy in every respect, but

feel some slight objection to the risks accom-

panying the high machines, we can with

confidence recommend it, and believe that

no little satisfaction will result. Its peculiar

construction gives it numerous advantages,

without in the least detracting from bicycle

action in propulsion, guiding, and balance.

It is safe in every respect—a header being

impossible—and the rider, being so low to

the ground, feels as secure as when upon his

feet ; in fact, he is only a few inches from

the ground, so that if it were possible to fall

no hurt would arise. The wheels are of

equal size, the hind wheel being the driver,

by means of an endless chain communi-
cating from the hub to the pedals, which are

situated between the two wheels. The front

wheel is the steerer, so that the power
required to propel the machine does not

affect the steering, as in an ordinary bicycle.

On this account, and the proximity of the

rider to the ground, a learner can make him-

self master of the art of riding in a much
shorter time, and with considerably less

danger, than upon the ordinary bicycle.

The seat and handle are adjustable, so that

the machine can be ridden by a man of any
length of leg or arm, and altered in a few

seconds. It can be geared either high or

low to suit the wishes of the purchaser. It

is lighter than the ordinary roadster bicycle."

It will be seen that the action is exactly

vertical, and the horizontal adjustment of

the spring upon the pillar gives the rider the

option of adjusting the saddle slightly back-

ward of the vertical, so as to resemble the

thrust of the ordinary bicycle, if desired.

The wheels being of equal sizes, the push of

the driving wheel is perfectly horizontal,

instead of diagonally downward as it would

be if the front wheel was of smaller size ; and

upon these two qualities—the vertical tread

and the horizontal driving—the powers of

the machine are based. For strength, dura-

bility, and general construction the name of

the makers must be sufficient. The price

of the " Bicyclette," including ball pedals,

is ;^22.

A Signal Cyclometer.

It has long been a marvel to us that no in-

ventively-disposed watchmaker has brought

out a cyclometer, or distance meter, more
suitable for the modern tricycle than are any

of the orthodox patterns of such instruments.

The facilities which tricycle frames afford

for a rigidly attached and positive action

meter, worked by an eccentric on the driving-

axle, are so great that it has seemed absurd

that tricyclists should be content with a

machine revolving bodily around the axle,

which could only be read by stooping down
by the side of the wheel, and which was de-

pendent upon a pendulum or running weight

for its record. At length the needful appli-

ance has been perfected, after considerable

experimenting, by Messrs. Boys and Rucker,

and under the name of the " Signal Cyclo-

meter" it has been placed on the market.

Outwardly it is of the usual flat cylindrical

pattern, but instead of revolving around the

axle it is maintained perpetually facing up-

wards, whether it be used on a bicycle or a

tricycle. In the former case a weight has

to be suspended beneath the axle, to counter-

balance the weight of the instrument, and

this weight may very advantageously consist

of a hub lamp ; but for tricycles the instru-

ment is attached firmly to the frame, near the

axle, facing towards the rider—in any posi-

tion, in fact, where it can conveniently be

read from the saddle—and, a light eccentric

being fitted around the axle, a connecting-

rod conveys the motion of the axle to the in-

terior mechanism. The dial indicates the

distance ridden in the usual manner, and at

the end of every mile a gong sounds, this

latter feature giving the instrument its name.

(The Signal Cyclometer is sold by Rucker and

Boys, Lctchford's Buildings, Bethnal Green

Junction, E., London. Price one guinea.

J

Portable Tyre-fasteners.

Loose tyres continue to be the cyclists'

chief bugbear, notwithstanding improvements

in the composition of tyre cements ; and it

is still necessary to be provided with some

means of temporarily, fastening on a loose
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bit of rubber, whenever a journey of any

length is being undertaken. The dis-

advantage of string is that it quickly frays

;

and even stout copper wire cannot be

depended upon to hold for any great

distance ; and both of these makeshifts

injure the rubbers more or less. The latest

idea, which is of such merit .as to have been

patented, is to use a small strip of tough but

thin leather, eyeletted at each end, which is

to be secured around a loose bit of rubber

by means of a short length of copper wire.

Thus the leather holds the tyre firmly on,

without cutting it, and the wire enables the

rider to twist the leather to a tight grip.

The leathers, and wires to correspond, are

put up in tiny boxes which will occupy a

corner of the tool-bag.

(The patent leather Tyre -fasteners are inade

and sold by Lucas and Son, Tom Bowling

Lamp Works, Birmingham, and by agents, in

sixpenny boxes.)

Anti-vibration Handles.

The want which we pointed out in these

columns, a few months back, is now being

filled by several distinct inventors of anti-

vibration handles for safety bicycles.

Brookes & Co., of the Globe Tricycle Works,

are offering two patterns, the former being

of the " Rover"' safety shape, hinged in front

and resting on a piece of india-rubber

behind, a screw bolt preventing its rising

when pulled at ; and the latter is of

Spurrier's invention, and consists in mount-

ing the handle ends themselves on long

curved flat steel springs, following the curve

of " cow-horn " shaped handle-bars, and
sliding at the ends in vertical sockets to

prevent them gettmg out of truth. Of the

two, we rather prefer the former, rubber

being at any time preferable to steel springs.

Trigwell's handle-bars are divided near the

ends, and hinged vertically in such a way
that they can only be depressed, not raised,

and a tightly-bound block of rubber

surrounds each joint.

An Improved Racing Saddle.

A short time ago, we chronicled the note-

worthy progress in racing saddlery made by
Brooks & Co., whose " Gem " racing saddle

did away with a considerable portion of the

discomfort inseparable from the old primitive

affair. We have for some time been im-

pressed with the conviction that racing men
would improve their speed by emancipating

themselves from the torturing arrangement
usually doing duty for a racing saddle ; and
the success already achieved in the direction

indicated has led the makers of the " Gem "

to still further reduce the racing man's dis-

comfort. The " Semi-racer " saddle is the

result, consisting of a light, but comfortable

saddle forming a cross between the racing

and the most improved roadster saddles, but

to the casual glance resembling the former

more closely than the latter. The improve-

ment consists of insulating the saddle-plate

by means of three small rubber cubes, so

that the vibration of a springless racer is

minimised without any cumbrous bulk. We
anticipate that the "Semi-racing" saddle

will enable the most sensitive of sprinters to

dispense with a spring entirely, whilst those

who have already done so will be able to

retain the rigidity of the old saddle at the

same time as avoiding the perhaps un-

conscious—but none the less physically

injurious—vibration hitherto present on

springless racers even on the smoothest of

cinder-paths.

(The Semi-racing Saddle is made by J. B.

Brooks & Co., 115, Great Charles Street,

Birmingham. Price 6s. 6d. each )

Convenient Hose.

As months go on, the needs of cyclists are

being discovered and filled in a manner that

will soon leave nothing further to be desired.

First, the main requirements, and then down-
wards to every detail. One of the newest

introductions is a fresh form of hose, which,

without the incouvenience resulting from the

usual one or more folds at the knee, shall

still render suspenders of any kind unneces-

sary. This is known as the " Knee-shaped,"

and is admirably adapted for cycling use.

In addition to the specialty in shape, which
is its chief recommendation, several improve-

ments in manufacture increase the advan-

tages which it offers over other " acces-

sories" of the same class, and there is every

reason to believe that the comfort arising

from its use will be secured by large numbers
of riders this season.

(The '^Knee-shaped'' cycling hose is manufac-

tured by A. Jackson & Co., 292, Seven Sisters

Road, London, N.)

A Compact Camera.

Several makers of photographic apparatus

have recognised tlie great popularity of ama-

teur photography amongst cyclists, by making
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cameras and accessories with various modi-

fications, suitable for cycling purposes ; but

the most definite step yet taken in the way of

a special cyclists' outfit consists of making a

compact camera entirely of metal, so carefully

designed as to economise space and weight

in a very marked degree. The " Cyclocam"
is its name, and it can be had in either

polished brass or nickel-plate, the shutters

being of stiff leather in brass frames. A
quarter-plate camera is so compact as to be

easily carried in an ordinary coat pocket, and

there are no loose screws to get lost. The
back has a swing action, and the ground-

glass focussing-screen is hinged to it. The
lens mount screws into the front, and the

same screw—cut on the outside of the lens

mount—serves to focus the picture. A spring

bolt secures the dark-slide when it is once

put into the camera, to prevent an accidental

withdrawal when opening the shutter. The
Meniscus lens appears to be a very good one,

some excellent views of various kinds having
been taken by it. The weight ofthe camera,
complete with lens, is 22 ounces.

' The Cyclocam is made by J. Lucas and Son,
Little King Stred, Birmingham. Price, with one

double dark slide, two guineas.)

Flexible Lamp Brackets.

Another want of the time which is being
supplied is that for a bracket constructed so
as to support a head lamp on a safety bi-

cycle or " Cripper" tricycle with a minimum
of jarring. Fisher's arrangement was des-

cribed last month ; Lucas, Harrison, and
Rudge have all brackets of very similar con-
struction, and to choose which to have, it is

not so necessary to discriminate between the
theoretical designs of any of these, but to be
guided by the light of practical experience.

All these novelties have to stand the test of

use, and we will in due time report progress.

> • <

IN MEMORIAM.
Hark ! midst the joyous mirth of dance and song,
A knell of death across the sea is borne

—

A comrade gentle, honest, brave and strong
Is called away, while we are left to mourn.

Alas ! the icy hand of cruel Death
Must strike unchecked by any human power :

The tribute claimed is mortals' living breath,
Exacted oft in proudest, brightest hour.

'Twas so with him for whom our eyes are wet.
For whom our heads with bitter grief are bowed.

Whose peaceful prowess none can e'er forget.

When " Cortis !
" was the hero of the crowd.

What saddened mem'ries spring from byegone days.
And crowd our minds of him now still and cold,

Who nobly won each fellow-wheelman's praise

—

A victor modest, an opponent bold.

What need to tell of any famous deed
Of skill and daring in his few short years —

The very thought compels the heart to bleed,
And dims the eye anew with sorrow's tears.

When life's stern duties called him from the wheel.
No coward he to shirk the grave behest

:

The mimic fight was o'er— the warfare real

—

And in the front he bravely did his best.

Untarnished was the name he left behind,
Unblemished still it lives across the wave

His fame and worth a potent spell to bind
All honest hearts to reverence his grave.

But there are those he loved—now stricken deep

—

The wife of husband, child of sire bereft

—

Our prayers shall be that Heaven may bless and keep
From every ill the dear ones he has left.

F. E. S
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An Early Two-speed Gear.

According to the following letter, which

appears in a contemporary called Illustrated

Bits, two-speed gears for bicycles are very

old ideas. The remarks made by the corre-

spondent anent the modern cycle, with

which he is evidently not practically

acquainted, are at least amusing :
—" I see

you give Mr. Galvin Dalzell as the first

inventor of the bicycle. Now, above forty

years since George Furniss, wheelwright,

and William Farrer, blacksmith, both of

Birstall—the last one my godfather—made

one out of two old jenny wheels, the axle

cut in two with hangers, i^in. square axle-

tree, one axle fast in each wheel, so that one

wheel could move without the other. To

turn corners, the front wheel was about a

yard in front, about i8in., and one was

guided with the knee, and either side of

machine had two sets of three cog wheels,

slow and fast, with a crank and handle, that

both hands had to work to force it up a hill

;

no working with the feet. I could go up

Hopper Hill faster than anyone could walk

;

then we had to change cog wheels, throw

them out of one gear into the other, to go

on level or downhill. I could beat anyone

running on the level, and I am of opinion

that they will come to the old way of forcing

by the arms up a stiff incline. I look at

them, and I pity their poor feet. I have

thought if a double one could be made, the

first to work by the legs and the last one by

the arms, the front one could go on level and

downhill, but the last one would be a grand

help going uphill; then throw his out of

gear, and both go by the feet on level. The

last one, with his strong arms, would be

worth half-a-dozen legs up a long, stiff

incline. I should like to see one worked in

that way, or with chain motion."

Out-door Exercise and Health.

The amount of out-door exercise taken

by the American woman is small as compared

with that taken by the women of England,

and the other great nations of Europe. As

a natural result our women are inferior to

them in physical development, and for this

reason are oftentimes unable to enjoy those

pleasures which life holds out to the strong

and healthy. This applies equally well to

the men of our own nation. It has always

been observed that when a disease or pesti-

I
lence attacks a community that those who

,

escape are they who have freely enjoyed the

I

fresh air. And it has also been observed

;

that the men of our country possessed of

; great minds are those who at some period of

their lives have been identiBed with athletics.

Exercise that will strengthen the muscles
i and build up the constitution is not to be

found in the ballroom, neither will it be found

at the club. It can only be obtained out in

the pure air, where one may breathe without

; inhaling those poisonous gases which generate

in a close room.

When people are approached on the sub-

;

ject and asked, " Why don't you take more
' outdoor exercise ?" the answer invariably

comes that they have not the time. No
excuse was ever more lame than this. There

I
is a portion of each twenty-four hours that

can be devoted to some exercise. A half

hour given to judicious exercise is far better

than no time at all. Try it for a month, and
see how differently you will feel. At the end

of that time the hectic flush will have dis-

appeared, and a healthy glow will take its

place
;
you will not find it necessary to tempt

your appetite with those delicacies so in-

jurious to the stomach.

The most health giving sport, and one that

is surrounded by all that is gentle and
refined, is cycling. This pastime, which can

be enjoyed equally by ladies or gentlemen,

I
will be found to contain more genuine plea-

sure than lawn tennis or any of the other

fashionable sports, and will be productive

of better results. Bicycling or tricycling

brings into action all of the muscular system

of the body, and trains one to act with firm-

: ness and energy only found in persons whose

!

nervous system is under perfect control. It

expands the chest and benefits the lungs and

purifies the blood as few other modes of

exercising will do. And to-day we see such

men as William M. Evarts, the Rev. Henry
Ward Beecher, and numbers of others

equally illustrious, recognising this fact and

I enjoying the pleasure that the tricycle and
' bicycle affords.

—

Cyclist and Athlete,
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A Cyclorama.

There is a wheelman in Boston possessed of

an immense superfluity of unique ideas (it is

not Joseph Butcher), who has now on hand a

scheme which he is confident will make his

heretofore unmade fortune. He has been

canvassing the city for the past few weeks,

endeavouring to secure sufficient funds to

put the scheme in working order. He has

just issued a prospectus, copies of which

have been distributed with great care among
a chosen few of the local wheelmen. It is a

very enticing affair, being printed on deli-

cately tinted paper and embellished with a

cut of the scheme in practical operation.

This cut is a genuine work of art, represent-

ing a couple of people, of the male and
female gender respectively, seated on some-

thing which has the appearance of being in-

tended to represent a tandem tricycle, rapidly

speeding through a beautiful country, green

trees, laughing daisies and blushing roses on

every side, and a sand-papered road

extending far away beyond the vision. The
fair one on the front seat is evidently in

danger of falling off sideways, for he on the

back seat has spread out his arms, and
leaned far forward, while she resolutely

braces back and braves the danger. The
gentleman strongly resembles either Colonel

Pope or Abbott Bassett, while the lady may
be intended to look like " Daisie." Above
their heads, and shaded from view by hazy
draperies, is a rapidly revolving wheel, the

like of which you remember to have often

been solaced by while waiting for " hash
with beans," on a hot summer day.

A lengthy description of the scheme is

printed on the inside of the prospectus, and
blanks to subscribe for stock are enclosed.

It starts out with a little taffy, stating that

the wheelman receiving the circular has
been selected as a person of much import-

ance, ability, and for his well-known love of

the sport. The chance offered is one of a
lifetime. Grasp it now, for it will never
come again. The scheme is revealed only
to those of known integrity, for it is feared
the idea may be stolen, and an opposition set

afoot. A company is to be organised with a
capital stock of ^50,000; 5,000 shares at !^io

a share. They are going quick, and soon
none will be left. The inventor says that he
hasn't got a name for his scheme yet, but
expects to have one out before all the stock
has been sold.

His idea is to hire a hall, and in that hall

rig up a lot of machines like that shown in

the cut. The machines will be placed on

rollers, and the riders will speed away tread-

mill style. The reader of the circular is

assured that this is not at all similar to

exercising on the home trainer. The beauty

of this arrangement is that, by speeding the

cycles, a series of panoramic views are slid

along, so, with a little imagination, the

cyclist can easily bring himself to believe

that he is passing through the country

described. It is proposed to have a large

assortment of localities to cycle through.

You pay your half-dollar and take your

choice of a ride through England, France,

Italy, over the sand-papered roads about

Boston, or, if you want some hard work, you

can be put over the hills of St. Louis. For
the latter trip the machines are tightened

up, and when the panorama shows a coast,

the brakes are taken off and the road speeds

itself from under your machine. Very real-

istic, certainly.

The inventor has secured the services of a

talented and widely-travelled scenic artist,

who can paint up all the trips true to nature.

What he prides himself most of all on is the

fly-wheel shown in the illustration revolving

above the riders' heads. This is to waft

down from the clouds balmy breezes scented

with the localities travelled through. Every-

thing is perfect. No detail has been neg-

lected for lack of attention or expense.

Money is no object to this genius. Each
machine is surrounded by curtains, protect-

ing its rider and the passing landscape from

the sight of outsiders, and so tandem riding

can be indulged in with as much impunity

as about Chestnut Hill Reservoir on a mild

summer night.

—

American Wheelman.

How Records are Kept.

In a recent issue of The Cyclist and Athlete

it was stated that Mr. W. F. Coddington, of

this city, was engaged in keeping probably
the most complete set of cycling records ever

attempted by an individual. The article

contained the statement that Mr. Codding-
ton was not keeping these records for gain,

but simply for the pleasure he found in the

task, and that the results of his efforts were
placed at the disposal of any wheelman
desiring information. This statement was
evidently misunderstood, as Mr. Coddington
has been receiving letters from all parts of
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the country requesting that he send the

writers a copy of his records " at his eadiest

convenience." How impossible it would be to

comply with these requests will more readily

be understood when a description of the

records is presented. A little more than

two years ago Mr. Coddington, then an en-

thusiastic wheelman, became interested in

the cycling racing records. He was a regular

attendant at all the race-meetings in the

vicinity of New York, and soon carried a

small book of records with him for purposes

of comparison. Jotting down the times of

the winners of all races attended by him,

the little book was quickly filled, and

then another and another bf^came neces-

sary, until it was but a short step for

an expert book-keeper to open a complete

set of books and enter upon the task of

keeping a systematic record of the races run

in every part of the world. It was not long

before the task assumed such proportions as

to prevent his attendance at race

meetings ; then riding was given up that

he might devote more time to his records,

and now all the time not required by his

business, not even holidays being excepted,

is spent in the work of record keep-

ing. Some twelve or fifteen books are

required for the work, and Mr. Coddington

evidently finds as much pleasure in their

keeping as another man does in riding. His

records embrace the winners and times of all

the cycle races run in every part of the

world during the past two years. How he

gets them is interesting.

Mr. Coddington is in regular receipt of all

the cycling journals published. From these

papers he makes up his book of coming

events. The papers are then closely

watched for reports of the races, which are

entered in a blotter, the name of the winner,

distance of race, time, status of rider, class

of race, locality where race was held and

authority for the time, all bemg given. Of
course these reports are not always correct,

and quite frequently different times for the

same race are given by different papers.

These reports must then be verified. For

this purpose Mr. Coddington has a number
of books which he calls his " books of com-

parison." Into these books are entered the

conflicting reports, and he writes to the secre-

tary of the club under whose auspices the

races are held for a correct return. Upon
the receipt of these returns the time is cor-

rected in the blotter, and the authority

quoted, the letter filed away for reference,

and the conflicting reports crossed on the

comparison books. This work of verifica-

tion is the most laborious part of Mr.
Coddington's task. A vast amount of

correspondence is necessary, and the indices

to his letter copy book, letter files, and
" secretary's book," which contains the

names of club secretaries and correspondents

in all parts of the world, convey a faint idea

of the labour involved in verifying records.

The keeping of the " secretary's book " is of

itself no mean task, as with every change of

club officers the old secretary's name must
be erased and the new one inserted. Mr.

Coddington's wife assists him materially in

this work, and attends wholly to the " secre-

tary's book." It not infrequently happens
that on account of unfavourable weather or

other causes events are postponed or

abandoned. If, within a reasonable time,

Mr. Coddington does not receive a report of

the expected event, he writes the officials

to learn whether the races were run, post-

poned or abandoned, and in this manner
assures himself that his records are com-
plete. His blotters now contain the names
of the winners of more than 5,000 different

races. From the blotters the corrected

records are entered on the " ledgers," each
racer having a separate " account," in which
all his races are entered with the same
detail as in the blotters. The largest of

these books, denominated as a " personal

index book," is a ponderous volume of

1,000 pages. Besides these, there are two
" class books " of 480 pages each, in

which are kept the records of all class races,

time, safety, unicycle, L.A.W., record races,

etc., and another book in which the non-

descript records are entered, such as

the 26-hour, 51-hour, greatest number of

miles within a certain time, etc. Then
all the races are indexed according to per-

sonal names, localities, times, class, etc.,

etc., and finally, in one " classification book"

is found all the records complete. By
referring to this volume Mr. Coddington is

enabled to give the best, worst and inter-

mediate times made in any event during

the past two years. All these books are

essential to attaining the end of a perfect

set of records, but when a record has passed

through this routine and is entered in the

classification book there is little possibility of

error, and it may confidently be accepted as

correct.

—

Cyclist and Athlete.
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THE "MOORGATE" CYCLES.

NEW DESIGNS .

FIRST-CLASS WORK .

SUPERIOR FINISH .

LOW PRICES.

Fitted with Patent Self-adjusting Ball Bearings. Patent Suspension Ball

Steering Head.

COOPER, KITCHEN & Co.,

4. FINSBURY PAVEMENT, E.G.
1^ LISTS WITH TERMS FREE.

Just Published. Price One Shilling. By Post, 1/2.

"ROTA VIT^,"
By DR. GORDON STABLES, R.N.,

Author of "Health upon Wheels," "Medical Life in the Navy," "Turkish and other Baths," "Tea, the Drink
of Pleasure and of Health," &c.

" BOTA VITiE " is based upon the Doctor's recent caravan trip through England, in which he
used his tricycle for the purposes of his own travelling. It forms a practical road guide to over
1,200 miles of British roads, a guide to health, and, being written in the author's happiest vein, an
amusing and entertaining volume for leisure reading.

ILIFFE & SON, 98. FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.G.

NOW READY. PRICE ONE SHILLING-

THE AGENTS' GUIDE;
OK,

jiow to JVEal^e ]V[oney by Bicycles and I'ricycles.

CONTAINING USEFUL HINTS, TRADE SECRETS, AND
•• THINGS AN AGENT OUGHT TO KNOW."

BY "COMMEKCIAL TRAVELLEE."

LIFFE & SON, 98, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.G.
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THE GREftTEST AIDS TO
ENJOYMENT.

No rider of a Safety, a Bicycle or a Tricycle,

can afford to be without these accessories, for

with them he is provided for all requirements
and occasions.

COJWPLETE SET, 10s. 6d.

Consisting of TAKEABOUT, 6s. 6d.

;

1 Dozen TYRB-BINDEES, Is.; and
one each 9d. and 2s. 6d.

nsrSTANTANEOUS FITTING-.

TAj^EABOUTS, 6s. 6d, 4s. Qi,

and 8s. 6d,

FITALLS. 'The Cyclist's; ' Gladstorie.'

Perfect Hand or Cycle Bag.
Tricycle, 7s. 6d. & 10s. 6d. Bicycle or'Knapsack, 10s. 6d.

HANDLE-BAR TAKEABOUT, from
2s. 6d., with Instantaneous Attachment.

Send Id. Stamp for Touring Guide and Illustrations of
above, and Cyclists' & Ladies' Clothing, The Trodyna,

Netroes, &c., &c.

THE TAKEABOUT MANUFACTURING CO.,

Moseley, Birmingham.

CYCLISTS SHOULD WRITE TO

Walter D. Welford,
WOODBINE STUDIO,

43, Hagley Road, BIRMINGHAM,
FOR HIS PRICE LISTS OP

Harrogate Camp Photos., 1883-4-5.
Celebrities, Racing Men, Clubs, &c.
Meet Photos.
Cycling Xmas & Birthday Photo. Cards.
Photographic Ball Programmes, Menu
Cards,Toast Lists, Invitation Tickets,&c.

—o—
" WoLL " does a great deal of work for amateurs,

and is prepared to give tbem any prices or quotations
required, for developing, printing, mounting, re-
touching, enlarging, &c.

NOW READY.
Sensatioijal Novel, by a New Writer.

PLAYED OUT & LOST,
By miss amy HURLSTON

(Author of " Barbara Allan").

PRICE SIX_°SHILLINGS.
•' Will be probably devoured."—Iforningr Post.
" It is a clever study."—Literary World.
" A well-written novel, and merits perusal for the

sustained interest which marks every page."—North
Devon Herald.
"An interesting story."—HampsMre Advertiser.

London Literary Society, 376, Strand, London

THE

"OLYMPIC" Bicycles & Tricycles.

Patent Automatic Steering Tricycle.

FRANK PARKYN, Green Lage, Wolverhanjptog.

PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION.
N.B,—Ten Patterns in Bicycles, Tricycles, & Juveniles'

INSURE YOUR

BICYCLES
AND

TRICYCLES
AGAINST ACCIDENTS,

WITH

THE LONDON & PROVINCIAL

Horse & Carriage Insurance Co.,

LIMITEIX

CHIEF OFFICE:—

17, QUEEN YICTORIH STREET, E.C.

Agents wanted to push this class of business.
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ALL OUR MACHINES ARE FITTED WITH

Trigwell's Patent Ball Bearing Head.

ii r^r-^^r^x T-i^M ORDER

EARLYTHE "REGENT
—SATISFACTION CERTAIN

—

UNEQUALLED BICYCLES,
FOR SPEED, ELEGANCE, LIGHTNESS, DURABILITY.

The Cyclist says:—"Trigwell, Watson ajid Co.'s Ball Bearing Head is one of
the best things ever brought out for the bicycle in late years."

>»»»»•»»>»»»

TRIGWELL, WATSON & CO.,

BEIXTON EISE, LONDON, S.W.

THE "QUADRANT."

No. 8, Bicycle Steering. No. 9, Side Steering.

MAKERS;

Tlje "Quadrant" Tricycle Co., Sheepcote St., Birmiijgljan).

UNRIVALUD FOR SPEED. SAFETY. COMFORT, LIGHTNESS AND STRENGTH.

THE UNIVERSAL TESTIMONY-
^" I have never known its eqnal,

"Have never met with anything equal to yours."
" I have never ridden a machine nearly equal to the ' Queidrant.'

"

ILIKFE « TON, PRINTERS. 99. FLEET 8TREST. LONDON. WORKS: COVENTRY.
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THE COyEHTRJfJjHIinSTT CO., LIMITED.

THREE NEW TRICYCLES.
THE THE THE

MARLBORO' CLUB MARLBORO' CLUB -NEW-
TANDEM. TRICYCLE. CLUB TANDEM,

Automatic Front-steerer,
3 Wheeler,

Convertible into Single
Marlboro'.

Antomatic-steering.
Patent Coil Springs to Front

Forks, which completely
absorbs the vibration.

For 2 Ladies.
Specially built for 2 Ladies.

Convertible into a Single

Machine.

"""IpSion!™ HEAD OFFICE & WORjCS : CHEYLESMORE, COVEI(TI\Y. C'''|^°pSf«';
0°

LONDON— 15 & 16, Holborn Viaduct. MANCHESTEE—9, Victoria Buildings. BIEMINGHAM—77, Cohuore Row.
DUBLIN- 21, Bachelors' Walk. BOSTON, U.S.A., and MELBOURNE.

THE "WHIPPET " TRICYCLE.
The Lightest Machine for its Strength !

The Strongest Machine for its Weight

!

The cnly Machine in which the rider is perfectly insulated from vibration. The handle-bar

treadles, and saddle, while fixed rigidly together, are insulated from the main framing

by a spring, entirely absorbing all vibration to all parts.

LINLEY & BIGGS,
152, BERMONDSEY STREET, NEAR LONDON BRIDGE,

COPYRIGHT. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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RUDGE # CO., Limited,
The Oldest & Largest Bicycle & Tricycle Manufacturers iij the World.

THE CENTRAL GEAR ROTARY TRICYCLE.

ALL KECORDS on the Road from One Mile to Twenty-four Hours Ride are now held
by the " ROTARY " TRICYCLE. AVORLD'S RECORD ONE MILE, 2m. 49s.

;

WORLD'S RECORD TEN MILES; WORLD'S RECORD TWENTY-FOUR
HOURS, 232J Miles.

t^^ Upwards of 15,000 of tljese world-renowijed Machines have been sold iij the past four years.
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SEND FOB LISTS.
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Tlie^Cyclist says: •" Thiltiin' bap, in our hands,
proved itself to be all that its introducers claim for it,

and we can thoroughly and strongly recommend it."

Wlieel World says: "It is undoubtedly a powerful
remedy. Its compactness should rend^ it a favourite
with the tourist as well as the racing cyclist."

DAN J. CANARY says: " I can most heartily recom-
mend ' Thilum' to all wheelmen."

CENTEAL DEPOT FOB EUBOPE :

F. H. BOWDEN,
43, KING WILLIAM STREET,

LONDON, E.G.

NOW READY. PRICE ONE SHILLING.

THE

JIow to JVIake Money by Bicycles

aqd Tricycles.

Containing Useful Hints, Trade Secrets,

and " Things an Agent Ought to

Know."

BY "COMMEECIAL TEAVELLEE."

LONDON: ILIFFE S SON,

98, FLEET STREET, E.C.
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CYCLISTS, WHETHER ON THE TRAINING PATH OR TOURING,
SHOULD USE

THE "LOOFAH/^
ITS ADVANTAGES ARE ENORMOUS AND ITS COMFORTS IMMENSE,

The attention of Cyclists is invited to the " LOOFAH " as an adjunct to the bath. It is a
natural vegetable flesh-rubber, just hard and rough enough to be highly serviceable, and not so rough
as to be unpleasant. As a flesh-rubber it is unequalled ; no glove or brush can compare with it. It

<5an be used as a dry rubber, or equally with hot or cold water, and, in conjunction with soap,

forms a splendid cleanser. Its value to the Cyclist is obvious, being lighter and stronger than a
sponge, for which it is an excellent substitute, and can be readily folded into a small space, the
weight of the largest not exceeding 2 ounces. Athletes who have tried them pronounce them
unsurpassed, and for tender skins they are exceptionally advantageous.

PRICES.
SMALL. MEDIUM. LABGE. EXTBA LARGE.

Is. eaclj. ... Is. 6d. eacl}. ... 2s. 6d. eaci]. ... 3s. 6d. eaclj.

3 for 2s. 9d. . . . 3 for 4s 3 for 7s 3 for 10s.

POSTAGE INCLUDED.

POSTAL ORDERS TO

J. M. DAVIS & SONS,%^Sr^' London.

THE GREATEST AIDS TO
ENJOYMENT.

No rider of a Safety, a Bicycle or a Tricycle,

can afford to be without these accessories, for

with thepi he is provided for all requirements
and occasions.

COjyiPLETE SET, 10s. Gd.

Consisting of TAKEABOTJT, 6s. 6d.

;

1 Dozen TYRE-BINDERS, Is.; and
one each. 9d. and 2s. 6d.

INSTANTANEOUS FITTING.

TAJ<:EAB0UTS, 6s. 6d., 4s. 6d.,

and 8s. 6d.

FITALLS. 'The Cyclist's.' ' Gladstoije.'

Perfect Hand or Cycle Bag.
Tricycle, 7s. 6d. & 10s. 6d. Bicycle or Knapsack, 10s. 6d.

HANDLE-BAR TAKEABOUT, from
2s. 6d., with Instantaneous Attachment.

Send Id. Stamp for Touring Guide and Illustrations of
above, and Cyclists' & Ladies' Clothing, The Trodyna,

Netroes, &c., &c.

THE TAKEABOUT MANUFACTURING CO.,

Moseley, Birmingham.

CYCLISTS SHOULD WRITE TO

Walter D. Welford,
WOODBINE STUDIO,

43, Hagley Road, BIRMINGHAM,
FOR HIS PRICE LISTS OF

Harrogate Camp Photos., 1883-4-5.
Celebrities, Racingr Men, Clubs, &c.
Meet Photos.
Cycling Xmas & Birthday Photo. Cards.
Photographic Ball Programmes, Menu
Cards,Toast Lists, InvitationTickets,d&c.

—o—
" Woiiii " does a great deal of work for amateurs,

and is prepared to give them any prices or quotations
required, for developing, printing, mounting, re-

touching, enlarging, &c.

, INSUEE YOUR

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES
AGAINST ACCIDENTS,

THE LONDON & PROVINCIAL

Horse & Carriage Insurance Co.,

LIMITED.

CHIEF OFFICE:—

17,PEN VICTORIA STREET, E.C.

Agents wanted to push this class of business
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"PIONEER" CYCLES
(Registered.)

DIRECT AUTOMATIC-STEERING ROADSTER.

PION££R Direct S teerinc Thicwu>

Easiest Running and Safest Tricycle yet invented.

DIRECT-STEERING RACER.
PIONEER" SAFETY.

SAFETY.

SAFETY AND SPEED.

NO CROPPERS.
The most successful Automatic-steering
Tricycle on the Path last season.

««««

Pioneer Direct Automatic-steering ConyertiWe Tandem.
The simplest and most rigid convertible in the market.

H. J. PAUSEY, Maker,
"PIONEER" WORKS, PARK ROW, CLAPHAM, LONDON, 8.W.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES FOR 1886 ONE STAMP.
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The rover SAFETY,
PATENTED AND BEGISTEBED.

SEE ILLUSTRATION IN THIS ISSUE.

The Fastest Cycle ever made.
10 miles in 29m., 30i miles in Ih. 41m., 50 miles in 3h. 5m. 34s.

^

and 100 in 7h. 5m. 16s.

PRICE £20.
In the first important Road Race of tJie Season, on Saturday, March 13th,

the "ROVER" again asserted itself, beating all other Safeties and ordinary-
Bicycles by 6 nilns. 50 sees, in lOi Miles. Over Fifty Starters.

STARLBY & SUTTON,
METEOR WORKS,

WEST ORCHARD, COVENTRY.
PRICE LISTS FREE.

Just Published. Price One Shilling. By Post, 1/2

"ROTA VIT^:
By DR. CORDON STABLES, R.N.

Author of "Health upon Wheels," "Medical Life in the Navy," "Turkish and other Baths," "Tea, the Drink

of Pleasure and of Health," &c.

• " ROTA VITiE " is based upon the Doctor's recent caravan trip through England, in which he

used his tricycle for the purposes of his own travelling. It forms a practical road guide to over

1,200 miles of British roads, a guide to health, and, being written in the author's happiest vein, an

amusing and entertaining volume for leisure reading.

ILIfFE cS: S0% 98, /LEET STREET, Londoi], E.C.





What sight more pleasing in our world of wheels—
To see the fair from old-time trammels freed ?

A trnthfol picture, that at once reveals
The graceful rider and the faultless steed.

What need to wonder at a sport's success,
When thus 'tis shown in doubly pleasing guise

!

It came—it lives I a grateful world to bless
With ruddy health—humanity's chief prize.

F. F. S.
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BY LAND AND WATER.

Part II.

Next moroing we wake up in Aberdeen,

where we liave been some hours. Our little

vessel is dwarfed by the gigantic Shetland

(of this we are doubtful) boat, and she looks

generally rather shabby. Perhaps it is as

well, as we leave her, therefore, with not

such deep feelings of regret. Breakfast is

mournful. K. has gone off to a brother's,

and the rest of us feel quite sorry to part,

though we never saw one another before

Friday night, and this is only the following

Wednesday. The elder M., however, is

going to ride with me up to Aboyne (30

miles), where his people are for the summer,
leaving his crippled brother to go by that

demon of modern invention—the train—with

the luggage. M., senior, also offers to beat

up two cousins for the journey, one of whom
I have met before in my own country, and
promises to be back at mid-day. Meantime
the Smiler and I go for a stroll through the

city—first to the station to send off my lug-

gage, then on to Union Street, which cer-

tainly is very fine and massive looking, but,

in our opinion, not the finest street in the

kingdom. However, we admit that we may
not be the best judges, my Aberdeen friends,

^o pax vobiscum. Down a very dusty road
we tramp to old Aberdeen, the last few hun-
dred yards being down an occupation lane.

First we adjourn to the cathedral, which is

nothing very great outside—inside we could

not get—then to the College buildings, which
are very small after the English specimens.

The stone crown atop is curious,, and pleases

us muchly. It is vacation, and the place is

about as lively as a cemetery in these anti-

superstition days. We strike a better route

back to the modern city, which takes us into

Broad Street— I suppose it was thought

broad once—past Marischal College—a very
modern and commonplace structure, but
some students are visible—into Union Street,

where the Smiler and I part (possibly never
to meet again—may the fates decree it other-

wise). The Chief Consul of the Cyclists'

Touring Club is not at home, so I can get no
suggestions as to my southward—more or
less so—journey. When I get back to the
P.A., I find K. there in the dumps, having
been summoned back home, thus losing a
week in London with his son and heir, which
he had set his mind on. We say good-bye,
to meet again in a few days, and I give the
" Facile" a thorough oiling, and strap my
small amount of baggage behind. Punctual
to a moment, M. appears, and we cross the
docks, struggle along some roads newly
made, and consequently the reverse of good,
past a park, also new, which had very
tempting paths. We fight our way along
manfully, and at last get on to the Dee
bridge, where we find the other two hanging
over the parapet like towels over a rail. After
recognition and introduction, we " seek the
pigskin," to use a well-worn expression, and
bowl along at a fine pace along the South
Road, not the road going south, but that on
the south bank of the river, for that has the
better name among wheelmen. The road is

extremely good, and the scenery pretty all

along Dee side. There is plenty of wood,
castles, and good houses here—a little of it

might be spared for the barren Hebrides
and not be missed. Away westward Loch-
nagar stands out with its rugged top capped
with freshly- fallen snow, though this is the
first of July. Around it are gathered other
less showy mountains, but some of them, in

reaHty, higher. At their feet I intend to
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sleep this night. We lunch at the little

modern village of Banchory after crossing

the river at a very nice bit of rock and water

scenery. Here we lose one of our party,

who has to return to town. The remnant

jogs steadily along, and is too engaged in

wheel talk, and what by courtesy may be

called jokes, to enjoy the scenery to the full.

The road gets hillier and the sun hotter, for

here it is a perfectly bright day, whereas in

Aberdeen we saw no sun at all—we learn

subsequently that it never appeared at all.

I presume this must be reckoned among the

other advantages of large towns, no fear of

sunburn—consequently, we arrive at the

M.'s country cottage at Aboyne rather warm
and ready for the good tea that awaits us.

Aboyne is deHghtfuUy situated in the lap of

wooded hills that can hardly be called

mountains, and the air is simply splendid.

About seven I set forth again for the final

stage of 20 odd miles, accompanied for a

mile or so by my quondam companions till

we get out of the lanes through the dense

fir wood on to the main road again. After

breathing a tender last farewell, I feel so

fresh in the dehghtful cool of the evening,

and the immediate neighbourhood of the

road presents no great attraction, that I put

on the pace, for one can admire the distant

scenery as well when " scorching," as the

vulgar term it, as not. Before Ballater,

however, I come to my senses, and after an

easy by the road side, take things more

peaceably. Ballater is placed almost in a

well ; the mountains rise so sharply all round

it, and the river taking a large bend here,

the valley above and below might not exist.

I do not enter the village, preferring to climb

up over the Pass of Ballater, which goes be-

hind a little wooded hill, the fac-simile of

Castle Crag in Borrowdale. From the top

I get a view of the next " reach" of the valley

up to Balmoral, though that retreat of

Royalty is hidden as yet by the surrounding

trees. The road keeps tolerably high on the

hill side for a mile or two, and then gradually

descends till opposite the castle, where it is

only loo feet or so above the river. To-night

the castle looks lovely, and one can quite

forgive the Queen for preferring life up here

to existence served up with drawing-rooms,

dinners, ceremonials, etc., at Buckingham

Palace. I squat down on the opposite bank

and gaze my full at the Royal windows till

the tenth commandment has been broken to

shivers by me. One of the great beauties of

the castle is that it is not too large for com-
fort and cosiness. However, I have no in-

vitation to dinner with Her Majesty, and
don't even know whether she is here, so I

toddle on another mile to that genuine road-
side inn, the Invercauld Arms—no relation

to the barrack of that name at Braemar. I

get in at 9.30, and have my supper on the
table by 9.45, so that it is self-evident that
the Queen's Highlanders don't study the
hygiene of cookery and boil their porridge
very long. I have no fears for myself, as

nothing ever was known to disagree with me,
and " sup them" as if it had been in the pan
a full hour; then I "sample" about a dozen
kinds of scones and oatcakes with some milk
that was considerably richer than London
cream. I then take a stroll out on the road
and read, although it is now after ten.

Truly, I feel happy and content in these

humble quarters, and no longer covet the

Queen's house. I am determined that, when
I am president of the coming Republic, I

shall stipulate for Balmoral as the White
House of England. Half-past ten sees me
in my room, but it is an hour later before I

can sink the sentimental into the animal
part of me. Distance to-day, 52 miles.

I breakfast soon after seven' on the next
morning, as I expect to have a hard day's

work, my intention being to go to Blair

Athole by Glen Tilt, which contains no road,

only a path, instead of going to Blairgowrie

by the coach road over Spital of Glenshee.
I satisfy myself by saying that it is because
of the scenery, but I now admit that it was
because of the difficulties I expected to meet
with. The first stage to Braemar is easy
enough in all conscience—a smooth, level

road running through rather a thin and
scanty wood. As I crawl along at about six

miles an hour in the brightness of the early

morning sun, which promises to make the

day as lovely as its predecessor, a deer issues

out of the left-hand side, trots along the road
a few paces in front of me, and then disap-

pears in the right wing, as the playwrights

say. Either that deer saw or heard me not
(speaking well for the quiet running of the
" Facile"), or it was the tamest deer ever

reared, beating even Artemus Ward's
" amusing little kuss" of a kangaroo, and
also the best deer at acting ignorance ot

another's presence : myself I incline to the

first alternative. It is not quite nine as I

enter the tourist village of Braemar, and
none in the place appears to have got up
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but one of the boots at one of the big hotels,

who is stretching himself at the door pre-

paratory to squirting the street. He is too

lazy or too kind to have a shot at me, though

in my all-wool garments I should be none

the worse of it. After Braemar I have a dis-

tinct remembrance of some long, gradual hills

through a thick forest,crossing fine little water-

falls every now and then, and one pretty but

tiny little shooting lodge, beautifully adorned

with horns and like trophies of modern
sport. Why the road ever went so high up

the hillside instead of keeping by the river

bank beats me, but I forgive the engineer as

I coast the long, easy hill down to the granite

bridge spanning the Linn of Dee, where we
leave the trees for good.

What a curious place this Linn is : it is a

deep curving sluice cut out of the rock form-

ing the bed of the river to a depth of thirty

or forty feet, I should say. It is quite twenty

from the bank to the water surface, and

there is no bottom to be seen of the pools
;

the sluice is, at places, not more than five

feet wide, and into this narrow compass the

Dee, which above the bridge is quite a

large broad river, is compelled to put itself,

though, evidently, with an ill grace, as there

is great bubbling and boiling at the little

cascade under the bridge. I lie down on the

bank with my head j ust over and look into the

depths below. What are those great brown
things suspended in the water, logs or

weeds ? No, they are salmon, for, occa-

sionally, they waggle their tails and move up

the stream in a manner not affected by logs

and weeds ; fine fellows they look, between

twenty and thirty pounds I put them at,

though I have no longer any deahngs with

the fishmonger. They look as lazy as I feel,

and I rather envy them their cool quarters,

as the sun is now high, it being near ten

o'clock^-but even if I dared take a header

into the tempting pool, how am I to get out

again, not to mention passengers over the

bridge ; the latter event is not probable, as I

have only seen two people during the ten

miles, the sleepy boots and a gamekeeper.

After a long, lazy loll, I summon up enough
energy to mount again, and struggle along

the now bare and loose road along the big

round mountain side. Ben MacDhui is one

of those on my right, but I cannot identify

him yet for certain—not that I care a bit

about the names. We soon leave the Der,

which comes out of a dark-looking glen on

the right, and follow the Geldie for a bit

over a road that resembles the sea-shore for

pebbles ; then we leave even the Geldie, but

not before sampling it as a temperance drink,

crossing it by a fine new wooden bridge that

affords me ten yards or so of easy travelling;

the road now becomes as nearly as possible

unrideable, and several burns are to be

crossed on foot, as there are no more bridges

now, and their beds are too rocky to be

ridden with safety from side slips and wet

feet. All around now is bare mountain side,

but a little oasis in front, where Bynack
Lodge shows its presence by a *' reek

"

through the larches. The road leads to the

lodge and no further. The next eleven miles

have to be walked. We have been coming
west more or less ; now we we are to turn

southwardsupalongheathy valley, with plain

mountains on each side, and the blue mass
of Ben a Ohio rising in the gap, picked out

near the summit with patches of snow.

At the lodge gate stands a shepherd or

gamekeeper, who points across the trackless

heath, when asked for the path, but says

that in a short distance I will come on a

well-beaten path that cannot be mistaken

all the way to Blair Athole. After a short

but interesting •' crack" I plunge boldly into

the heather, hauling my unwilling steed with

me. The first quarter of a mile was hard

work, but then I " struck the trail," and got

along very well, with occasional difficulties

in the shape of huge boulders and peaty

little burns. Now I was in my element ; no
road, quite alone, perfect weather, the
scenery of a Paradise, and, above all, no
hurry. This part of my journey I will not

attempt to describe, because I can't do it

even the small amount of justice to be
obtained in an American law court,

though, undoubtedly, it was ^^^ event of my
trip. The time of day was never thought

of, but some time in the afternoon, when I

had got into the Tilt valley, and was
gradually falling again to a lower level, I

had a delightful bathe in the stream ; later

still I had the sublime pleasure of wading
the Tarf, just below its picturesque but

rather tame falls, and I, personally, was
rather glad that "the Duke" had not

thought fit to fulfil his promise with regard to a
bridge after the sad accident some two
years ago ; on that fatal occasion, however,
there was a freshet, and the poor man was
carried off his legs—to-day it is only just

ever my knees, which, perhaps, may account
for my moderate views. There is consider-
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able difficulty with the "Facile" p.nd the

shoes and stockings over some big boulders,

but labor omnia vincit in the end. Still later

in the day, I sit on the Queen's seat, a little

turf mound by the path-side, having a

tolerable view, but no better than a hundred
other places in the valley. Here I meet two

other tourists with a guide and a pony on

their way also to Blair Athole from Braemar.

I get here about one hundred yards of heavy

grass riding for a change, and then walk to

the gate near Forest Lodge, where the

carriage road begins. The best idea I can

give of Glen Tilt—the upper and wilder part

of it—is a long, deep, narrow spout (a very

beautiful spout, but still that gives the best

idea of its depth and stepth, if I may coin

the word), the path being about a quarter

way up the west side of the spout.

The carriage road from Forest Lodge to

Blair Athole is very fair, but hilly. The
scenery changes its character entirely ; from

the wild and desolate it becomes woody
and pretty. I fancy I miss the proper road

somehow, as Ifind myself flying " legs over"

down a perfect gravel drive past the Castle

—a plain and not very extensive white-

washed building—and then through shrub-

berries, and, finally, through the gates, onto

a fine high road leading to the village^ which

consists of two hotels, a station, a church,

and a few houses. Crossing the long bridge

over the Tilt, which is here a fine broad

river, very different from the trickling

streamlet I saw it some hours since, I

dismount at the doors of the Bridge of Tilt

Hotel, which is situated just opposite a fine

avenue, down which, it appears, I ought to

have come. It is between five and six

o'clock when I sit down to tea, almost ten

hours from my breakfast time, and in that

ten hours I have ridden (?) some five-and-

thirty miles or less. O ye record-breakers !

what do you say to that ? The end of my
meal clashes with the beginning of that ofmy
fellow-travellers of the Tilt valley, and we
have a little chat, in which we find that we
both came from the same part of the

kingdom, and are now on much the same
line of march. After tea I stroll down to

the post office for letters, and feel so well

and fresh that I determine to go on further.

Accordingly, some time in the evening, for I

have not got on speaking terms with the

hours yet, I set out again along a perfect

road, with slight undulations, to Killie-

crankie.

The Pass has great beauty, chiefly of a syl.

van nature, but I had heard and read so much
of it that I was rather disappointed with the
reality

;
perhaps the reason was that the

road is so thickly fringed with trees that no
extensive view can be got. The rocks and
trees on the other side of the gorge were
certainly fine, but I expect that to do justice

to the place one ought to visit the regular

tourist points, such as the Queen's View,
&c. : such things are an abomination to me,
and I contented myself with what was to be
seen from the road. From the top of the

Pass I had a splendid run down through still

continuing pretty country, through the
scattered village of Pitlochry to BaUinluig,

where I left the Great North Road again. At
BaUinluig I crossed the Tummel on a ferry

with a horseman, who amused me greatly by
asking if my dwarf bicycle was only a
yearling. Passing through the hamlet of

Logierait, I kept to the north, side of the

Tay to Grandtully, where I crossed to the

south bank—the road as far as Aberfeldy
was undulating, and not quite so good as the

splendid stretch I had just ridden ; after

that, to Kenmore, it was as good as I want.
The scenery is river and trees entirely till

Loch Tay is almost reached, when Ben
Lawers and the more western heights

appear : the river being very broad and
shallow, the rock bed frequently showed
itself, and in many places is truly beautiful.

It is almost ten o'clock when I reach the
village of Kenmore, just on the banks of

Loch Tay, and yet so surrounded by trees

that the water is scarcely visible. The
Breadalbane Arms affords me a good supper
and bed, followed by a table d'hote breakfast

at eight next morning, at which there are

only five of us to enjoy the splendid salmon
trout from the Tay—alas ! I have let it out

;

I broke through my vegetarian rule. The
road along the north of the loch was very
good and nicely undulating, but not very
pretty—at all events, not as compared with
my recent visions in Glen Tilt and Dee side

—the loch being too big and generally tame,
and Ben Lawers too near to show us his top
till Killin is neared, and when that is

reached one's attention is taken away by the
tops in the Tyndrum direction.

After leaving Killin, which is much Hke
other Highland tourist villages, I turn south
again, and have a good steady cHmb up to

Killin Station at the top of Glen Ogle, with
one dismount to read a hawker's bill for her,
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who had just came to the conclusion that

her suppher had swindled her : this idea my
reading did away with, and I hopped on

again, leaving her grateful, but just a little

disappointed at being done out of her

grievance. Down the wild valley of Glen

Ogle I give the " Facile " its head and flash

down like a blue flame at something between

i6 and 20 miles an hour for the four miles,

passing on the way a tricyclist pushing his

" truck " up the hill, streaming at every pore,

but beaming on me with pleasure at my
enjoyment. Past the inn I fly, and am
carried along a tremendous way on the level

by the impetus. I never had anything

approaching that " coast " before or since;

I have been faster, but never so long at a

time. It is worth going to Glen Ogle for

alone.

Loch Earn is a charming little lake, and I

wished that my road went along it instead of

just across its head, and then up consider-

able hills to King's House, an inn where the

Balquhidder road turns off. I do not make
a pilgrimage to Rob Roy's grave for fear I

should find his tomb scratched with John

Smith and Sandy McPherson's delightful

names, and a man selling photos. I know
not yet whether there was any ground for

these fears. Anyhow, I enjoy the view up

the valley, which is very flat and deeply set

in among the mountains, and then have an

undulating, but for the most part descending,

road to the " crooked lake," which lies at

the foot of the stern-looking Ben Ledi.

Loch Lubnaig is not so very crooked in spite

of its name, and is not a spot on Loch Earn
for beauty, but it makes up for this by its

exit by the Pass of Len}'. Like many people,

nothing so becomes it as its exodus. Why
it is called a pass it would be difficult to say.

Certainly, the road and water pass through

an extremely narrow, beautifully-wooded

gorge, but " pass" usually gives one the idea

of some height. The river bounds down
this gorge in one long cataract of about half-

a-mile, falling, perhaps, 100 feet. The com-
bination of spray, rocks, and green leaves is

extremely fine, and I am sorry when 1 leave

it, but, to tell the truth, I am a little hungry.

So I pass on to Callander and lunch at a

confectioner's on many species of cakes,
" baps" " cookies," and whatnots. It is

about three o'clock when I leave the long

straggling village and follow the river Teith

by a fine, well-wooded road to Doune. It

was hard work to pass. through Callander

without visiting the Trossachs, but I did, as

I wanted to reserve the Ben Lomond region

for another day. Doune is quite large

—

larger than anything I have seen since Aber-

deen—but not pretty in itself, though the

surroundings of the castle are. The road to

Dunblane is uninteresting, but thence to

Bridge of Allan, is a fine avenue ending in a

sharp descent. A slight summer shower

comes on as I get into the town, so I make
it an excuse to treat myself to a fruit banquet

at a combination pastrycook and green-

grocer's. I follow the tramlines into Stirling,

and walk through the town because of the

paving, without making a close inspection of

the castle and other sights, as I hope to be

here many a time and oft again. After

climbing up a long hill to St. Ninian's, the

road forks, and we take the right branch

which leads to Denny ; the left goes to

Bannockburn town, but our road traverses

the scene of the great fight, though I see no
symptom or monument of it, much less pick

up a claymore or dirk. The road is now dull

and uninteresting to Denny—a foul little coal-

mining place, as we have lefc the highlands

quite behind. 1 tea at the Railway Inn with

another cyclist in mufti, who tells me that

he cannot get decent and clean lodgings in

the place, and is at his wit's end to know
what to do, as he has got a situation in this

town of coal-dust.

I had meant to sleep here, but determine

to go on further—from the frying-pan into

the fire, for soon after leaving Denny I miss

my way, and wander for hours over foul

roads, traversing moorlands in what county

I know not to this day. I pass between two
small lochs about 9 p.m., and try to fix my
position by them, but fail ignominiously. At
last I come upon a loving couple at an inter-

esting point in the road where it divides east

and west, and does not go forward as I want
to. There is considerable difficulty in under-

standing one another, but I make out that by
going east for about four miles I can get to a

place with sleeping accommodation. Of
course, next morning I have to retrace those

four miles, and go the west road. I get

rather fretful as I toil up and down the con-

tinual pitches of a not too good byeroad,

passing by coal mines nearly every half-mile.

The sun has set, and the whole air appears

to be full of dust. At length I get to the

village, which boasts two gin-palaces, in one
of which I must sleep. I make my choice,

and get housed about ten o'clock. I have a
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chat with the landlord in the kitchen (the

other rooms being given up to brawling and
drinking) while my bed is prepared. He is

too wealthy a man to live in the house, and
tells me great tales about his laddie at the

Academy and his house just out of the town.

Evidently, the liquor traffic does not suffer

much from trade depression here. He also

has a prodigy of a brother in Warwickshire

who is making money by farming where

Englishmen are starving—according to their

own account—but their corporations belie

them. My bed and breakfast are very fair

—

not up to Langham form—and cleanly enough

served, all for the small sum of three shil-

lings, including attendance. The oddest

thing about this place was that neither then

nor now could I make out what the name of

the village was, though I asked dozens of

times. I was told, but to me it seemed a I

jumble of gutturals, and nothing else. Subse-
!

quent porings o/er maps say Slamannan,

but where have the gutturals got to ? Like

the " Mystery of Edwin Drood," it cannot be

cleared up.

I am off early next morning, and have a

bad time of it through the coaly district, even

after getting past my last night's ride. At

length I come on to what was called at the

nameless place "the great Carlisle road,"

and get to Airdrie, the ugliest place, bar
j

Wigan, I ever saw. Till I get to within a

mile or two of Lanark I make the pace as

fast as possible, for the roads are good and

the outlook abominable. Just before Lan-

ark, however, the road, which is very high,

crosses a very fine wooded gorge, and has a

good view over a flat tableland to the west.

This gorge, which simply teems with trees,

nothing else being visible, does me a deal of

good after the dose of colliery country,

colliery men, colliery children, colliery every-

thing I have had this beautiful summer
morn. Lanark is a small but pleasant little

town, standing very high on the slope of the

hill rising from the plain. I have a very

slight snack here, and then enjoy a beautiful

run down to the Clyde, or, rather, half the

Clyde. Then follows a long stretch of moor-

land road skirting the base of the thimble-

shaped Tinto Hill, which must have a very

excellent view as regards extent of the

country to the north and west. Towards the

south stretch the Moffat Hills, for which I am
bound. Now I am on the main Glasgow

and Carlisle road, which is " equalled by few

and excelled by none," and I scarcely feel

the long, gradual climb up the Clyde valley

past Roberton and Abington (famous to the

cycling world by reason of the Webb scandal).

At length the top is reached, after many
miles of uphill, and my legs are thrown over

the handles for a mile or two. Then a bathe

in the river, and another run down. Ribbits

near Beattock are plentiful, and I nearly

decapitate some—fortunately for my con-

science, it was only " nearly," for what is a

veg3tist to do with a rabbit ? I pass Beat-

tock Inn and village before I know it, ex-

pecting it to be a much larger place than

one inn and about a dozen small cottages.

A mile further on I realise this fact, and am
sorry, as I want my tea. The Moffat Hills

now come in view from behind the low fells

on the left bank of the river, and it is

evidently raining in the Beef Tub. I want

my tea very badly, but think that there will

soon be a roadside inn in this populous

Annandale. Mile after mile of the wide

agricultural valley (it should hardly be called

a dale, as it is very open) are passed, and no

inn. Six miles from Lockerbie I buy up the

whole stock of biscuits at a former toll-

house, but that is only six Alberts. I break-

fasted about eight ; it is now nearly six, and

I have only had a very slight snack at

Lanark ; consequently, I make a very excel-

lent tea at Lockerbie.

Later in the evening I pass through Eccle-

fechan, and on to Gretna Green, both places

of note in their own way. The road is

very pretty as it nears Gretna, being lined

deeply by fine forest trees nearly the whole

way. At Gretna I enquire for the famous

blacksmith's, and am incredulous when told

that the marriages did not take place there,

but at a little inn at Springfield, a few yards

away, which had the sign of a smithy—

a

sign with a meaning of welding together

evidently. It seems that the trade was not

a monopoly, however, and that there were

several men who turned an honest penny by

acting the parson. There is no very tempt-

ing inn to stay at here, so I go on three

miles more to a fisherman's inn on the Esk,

sleeping, consequently, in England instead

of in Scotland, as I had intended.

Next morning (Sunday), after breakfast, I

ride into Carlisle, put up at the Red Lion,

attend morning service at the cathedral, look

up my friend the chief consul. In the after-

noon and evening I wheel away to my home
in the Lake District against a strong wind,

the only piece of adverse (or, rather, not
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entirely favourable) elements I encountered

on the whole trip of nine days. I have made
many tours now, but this was certainly the

finest, as regards scenery, I have ever had,

and I think the being alone during the cycling

part of it was no drawback to its full enjoy-

ment
;
perhaps even an advantage, as I

was perfectly free to do exactly what my
fancy led me to do.

DISTANCES EACH DAY. MLS.

Wed., July ist .. Aberdeen to Crathie .. 52
Thurs., ,, 2nd .. Crathie to Kenmore .. 59
Friday, ,, 3rd .. Kenmore to nameless

place near Denney .

.

72
Sat., ,, 4th .. to Rockcliff 91
Sun., ,, 5th .. Rockcliff to Keswick .. 31

—A . W. Riimney.

> • <

THE TALE OF A PAINTED CRANK.

"When will myjigger come home ?" I won-

der how many times I said that to myself

after I had at last decided on a machine and

placed my order with a maker. When I sent

the order I said, " Will you please endeavour

to let me have the machine by the 20th of

next month." When the maker wrote back,

acknowledging receipt of the order, with

many thanks, he said, "Referring to your

request that machine may be delivered by

the 2oth ult., it-shall have our best attention."

Not being well versed in the ways of cycle

manufacturers, I fondly believed I should have

the machine by the 20th, but as that day

drew near, and I heard nothing of my jigger,

I ventured to remind them of the date on

which I wished to receive it, and in reply the

maker said, "It shall be home by that day

without fail." But alas ! for his promises, it

didn't arrive. The 20th came, and passed,

but no cart with a crate on board pulled up
before my door. I wrote a very indignant

letter, asking for the machine by the next

Saturday for certain (doubly underlined).

The reply was, "Very sorry indeed for the

delay, but are afraid to promise. We will

proceed as fast as is possible compatible with

safety." Now that last sentence worked a

great change in me. On reading the words,
" as fast as is possible compatible with

safety," I was pacified. Said I to myself,

that evidently means that, if they hurry the

work, it may not be done satisfactorily, and

I decided not to write them again, but to

patiently wait their pleasure and judgment.

The following week the weather, which had
been rather unpleasant, cleared up, and the

roads were in a day or so in perfect con-

dition. Not a rut was to be seen anywhere,

and I felt as if I must have a ride on some,
thing. Unfortunately, I don't run to the

luxury of more than one machine, which one
I had recently sold to enable me to go in for

a new mount, and so had no jigger to fall

back upon. However, the weather was really

so fine that I determined to hire a machine
of some sort for the following Saturday. So
one evening I repaired to the shop of a well-

known cycle agent to book a machine for

that day. In reply to the query of the agent
as to my requirements, I asked if he had any
safeties to let out. Yes, he had several, he
said, and he wheeled out a couple of anti-

quated specimens, but on my saying I wanted
a more modern pattern, he said he was afraid

he hadn't any to let out. But here his

assistant chimed in, " How about the
' Rudge ' we bought yesterday ? " " Well,"
said the agent, " I hardly hke to let such a
new machine out." However, he at last

agreed to let me have it, on condition that I

was very careful, and I left the shop (after

paying a deposit) with a mount assured for

the next Saturday.

On that day I again repaired to the shop,
arrayed in my riding togs, and the assistant

having brought out the machine, I mounted
and set off. I purposed to run to a popular
cycling resort some 20 miles away, have din-

ner, stroll about for an hour or so, and ride
home in the early evening. I had not gone
far before I found out that the machine was
a beauty. It was almost a new one, part
plated, and didn't look a scrap like a hired
one. It did skip, too, and by the time I had
gone about five or six miles I was as much
at home on it as on my ordinary. Indeed,
it suited me so well, that on overtaking a

:
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small party of riders, I ventured to take them
on, and had the satisfaction, after a smart

brush up, of leaving them in the rear. It was

while I was racing with the foremost of them
that I noticed a peculiar thing in my machine,

which had hitherto escaped me. As I leaned

over the handles, I saw that the cranks were
odd ones. One was much thicker than the

other, and the thick one was painted black,

while the other one was plated. That's

funny, thought I, and I got off to have a look

at it. The painted one had clearly been put

on recently, and it struck me as being a

curious thing that a man should allow a

painted crank to be fitted on while the other

one was plated. However, as the machine
was all that could be desired e'sewhere, I

didn't trouble much about this, and mounting

again, went on my way rejoicing. About a

mile further on, looking along the road in

front, I beheld a solitary rider, and increas-

ing my pace, very soon overtook him. We
exchanged salutations, and as he was going

the same way as myself, we rode on in com-

pany. I was very glad to have found a com-

panion, as riding by yourself comes rather

tedious after a bit, and we soon got to talking

about one thing and another connected with

cycling. We were having a chat about the

Stanley Show, I riding a bit in advance, when
suddenly my companion exclaimed, " Hullo!"

I looked round. "What's the matter?"
said I. " Oh, nothing," he replied, and we
rode on again for some little way in silence,

when he said, " Have you had your machine

long? " Now, I didn't want to own that I

had hired the jigger, so I only said, " No,

not long." " You've got odd cranks, I see,"

he went on, in a most mysterious tone of

voice. " Yes," said I, and I thought to my-

self, he seems to be a funny sort of fellow.

What can he be up to? A little farther on

he eased up, and then got off. " What's
wrong?" said I. "Oh, nothing," he said,

" only my cranks come loose." " I'll ease up

for you," said I, and I rode on very slowly

to enable him to catch me up. When I had
gone about lOO yards, I looked round to See

if he was coming on. What was my surprise

to see him riding back. I could hardly be-

lieve my eyes, and dismounted to have a

better look at him. Yes, he was indeed rid-

ing back, apparently going his very hardest.

Well, thought I, this is a rum start, what can

have possessed him ? Can he be mad ? I

stood thus ruminating until he was out of

sight, and then, mounting my little safety,

pushed on towards my destination. The fur-

ther I rode the more I pondered over my
late companion's curious actions. I could
give no reason whatever for his unaccount-
able behaviour. It seemed clearly a case of
" gone dotty." After a pleasant ride of an
hour or so, I came in sight of my journey's

end, and after climbing the steep hill into the
town, steered at once for the Red Lion, the
only inn in the place, quite ready for a good
dinner. I rode into the yard at the side,

leaned my machine against the wall, and
entered. The landlord was standing behind
the bar, and as I appeared, stared fixedly at

me for a moment, and then walked out
hurriedly. "John," I heard him say—"John,
here he is." What could he mean ? How
did he know of my intended arrival, and why
should he intimate same to "John," whom
I rightly guessed to be the barman ? Could
he be referring to someone else ? No, no one
was there but myself. My conjectures were
cut short by the return of the landlord, who,
with a smile on his face, pleasantly wished
me good morning. There was not a suspicion
of anything peculiar about him. Perhaps I

had misunderstood his words. I must have
done. " Nice day for riding, sir," said he.

"Very nice," said I. "Can I have some
dinner?" "Yes," said he. "What will

you have, a steak or a chop ? " I said I

would have a steak, and asked him to hurry
it up, as I was rather hungry after my ride.

He said he would, and went off to give the
order. I then went out into the yard to get
my machine put away under cover. In the

yard, an ostler, the barman, and two stable-

lads were gathered in a little knot, evidently

discussing some interesting topic. By their

peculiar glances at me when I appeared, I

could see that I was the subject of their

conversation. The waiter left the others

and, crossing over to me, asked me if I wanted
the machine housed, and on my replying in

the affirmative, he put it into an empty horse-

box, and locked the door. " It'll be safe

enough there," said he, and I distinctly saw
him wink at his companions who had
gathered round. I then went inside to wait

for my dinner. What could be the matter
with me ? Everybody I came across did

something peculiar. My companion on the

r,oad, the landlord of the inn, the waiter, and
then even the very ostler and stable-boys.

I rose up and had a look at myself in the

glass, but all was right. There was nothing
strange in my appearance, so, very much
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puzzled, I sat down again to wait, making

vain endeavours to read the morning paper.

I waited quite lialf an hour, and as no signs

of my repast appeared, walked out into the

bar to see how long it would be. " In two

minutes, sir," said the waiter. After a lapse

of another ten minutes, I enquired again, and

this time they brought it up. " Oh, you've

brought it up at last, have you ?" said I.

"Sorry to keepyou waiting, sir," said Thomas,

with a peculiar leer—"what will you take to

drink?" I ordered some stout, and then,

when he had retired, pitched into the din-

ner. After I had been pegging away for

about five minutes, and the stout did not

appear, I rang the bell violently, which had
the effect of bringing up a waitress and the

stout. " Very sorry to keep you waiting, sir,"

said she, " but Thomas forgot all about your

order till he heard you ring." I took the

stout, drank a long, deep draught, to quell my
emotion as it were, and then resumed my
dinner. When I had finished I thought I

would try a little pastry. Again I rang the

bell, but as no one appeared in answer there-

to, I rang again, long and loud—in fact, I

swung on the bell-pull. "I'll be blowed if

ever I come here again !" said I. As I was
lugging away at it, 1 looked out of the win-

dow, and saw the landlord standing out on
the pavement, peering anxiously down the

road, as if expecting somebody to appear.

My fearful exercise on the bell had its effect

at last, for a few seconds after I had pulled

the rope down, Tom, the waiter, appeared.

"Do you call this an hotel?" I almost

shouted. " Why, you all seem asleep. What's
the matter with you ? " " Didn't hear you

ring, sir," said he. " Good heavens !" said

I, " what next ? Why I could hear the bell

ringing even up here. What pastry have

you?" He told me, and I ordered some.
" And mind you bring it up at once," said I,

" I want to be off." "Right, sir," said he.

Well, I waited for about a quarter ofan hour,

but no signs of it appeared. So, as the bell

was broken, I walked outside into the pas-

sage, and was about to call out " Waiter !"

when sounds of a conversation, carried on in

whispers, reached my ears. The landlord and

Thomas were talking together.

" He's getting orful wild, sir," said Thomas.
" I've kep im waiting a orful time already."

" Well, we must keep him here till they

arrive somehow or other," said mine host.

I began to feel frightened, and made up

my mind to get out of it as soon as possible.

So I stepped back into the room, secured

my hat and gloves, and walked out down the

passage into the bar. My entry interrupted

their mysterious conversation—the landlord

began to hum a tune, while Thomas wiped a

glass. " I can't wait any longer," said I,

"you've kept me such a time. How much is

it ? " " The tart will be ready in a minute,"

said the landlord, " it's ready now, in fact."

" Quite ready, sir," said Thomas. " No,"
said I, " I can't wait any longer. How
much?" The landlord began to slowly

reckon up my bill. At last he totalled it up.

I put down half a sovereign. " Sorry," said

he, " but I haven't got any change. Thomas,
you must go out and get change." "Yes,

sir," said Thomas. They evidently under-

stand one another, thought I. But a farmer-

like man, who was in the bar, interrupted,

and said he could give me los. worth of sil-

ver. How the landlord and Thomas glared

at him ! I took the change, thanked the far-

mer, and squared my bill. "Will you take

a bunch of flowers, sir ?" said the landlord—
at the same time I saw him give Th,omas a.

kick. This was evidently an agreed signal,

and Thomas went out at once. " No, thanks,"

said I. " Won't you have a " but I did

not hear what he said, as I was already out

in the yard going to get my machine.

Thomas, however, was out before me. I saw
the ostler who had put away my machine,

and went towards him. Thomas got to him
first, and in a low whisper I heard him say,

" Pretend you've lost the key," and then, as

I drew near, he said aloud, " Get the gentle-

man's machine. Bill." By this time I was so

mystified I hardly knew whether I stood on

my head or my heels. What could be their

reason for wishing to detain me ? The ostler

was fumbling about in his pockets, pretending

to search for the key, while the waiter looked

on with an expression of feigned anxiety on

his face. " What a fool you are. Bill," said

he, " can't you recollect where you put it ?
"

But, of course, the key was not forthcoming,

and after the ostler had gone through all his

pockets for the third time, I suggested that

he should go to the landlord, and get his per-

mission to force the door open, as I wanted

to be off.

" I aint sure but what he's got another

key," said Thomas, " I'll go and ask him,"

and off he went up the yaid. I noticed that,

before entering the house, he went out into

the road and had a look down it, in the

same way as the landlord had done some
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time previously. Now, I knew that his pre-
\

tending to go for another key was only an I

excuse to gain more time, but for what pur-
j

pose I could not think, and so, directly he
|

had gone into the house, I put my foot firmly

against the door of the stable, gave a good

strong push, and open it flew, the ostler !

meanwhile standing passively by, and not

offeiing the slightest resistance. I seized my
i

machine, and wheeled it out into the yard.
\

At that moment, two cycHsts, who had
evidently left their machines in front, ran in-

to the yard, and turned hurriedly into the

bar. I wheeled my machine up the yard,

and, disregarding the cries of the ostler, who
had now woke up, jumped on, and passed

under the archway out into the road. But

going under the archway, I had to ride over

some rough cobble stones, and my stop bell,

which had hitherto been quite silent, became
loosened by the jolting, and rang sharply out.

I heard a cry of " There he goes I" a door

slammed, there was a rush of feet behind

me, and before I could get up any pace, my
machine was seized on either side, and I was
brought to a complete standstill. " Not so

fast," said the person on my left. I looked

at him, and
'* Good heavens ! it's Jack," I exclaimed,

as I recognised an acquaintance.
- " What, is it you ? " he cried.

Here L looked at the man on my right, and
immediately recognised my riding companion
of the morning whose eccentric conduct I

had failed to understand.
•' Where did you get Ihis machine ?" said

Jack.
*' Why, I hired it this morning," said I.

"Hired it?" cried Jack.

"Yes, hired it," said I, "at the place

where we got the tandem "—we had once
had a tandem out from the same agency—
"they said at first that they hadn't got any
safeties to let out, but at last let me have

1

this one, which they had bought the day be-
|

fore."

" That explains it all, my boy," cried Jack,

giving me a tremendous one-er on the back.
" Explains what ? " said I. " I wish you

would explain what all this foolery is about, if

you know. I never had such a day in my life."

"I can explain," said Jack, laughing.

"Come back to the Red Lion, and I will."

I dismounted, and wheeled my machine back.

The landlord, the waiter, and several mem-
bers of Jack's club were standing about wait-

ing for us.

" Here, landlord," said Jack, " give me
the telegram." " Look here, old man," said

he, as the landlord produced it.

I looked at the telegram. It had been sent

by Jack to the landlord, and ran thus :—
" A man in grey, on a safety, with one

crank plated, other black, will stop at your

place to-day. Keep him till we come, if

possible."

" Now for the other," said Jack.

The ostler handed him another telegram.

It said :

—

" Keep him by some means or other. If

cannot stop him, find where he is going. He
has stolen the machine he rides."

"What does it all mean ? " said I. " Stolen

the machine !

"

When they had done laughing at the

melancholy manner in which I put this ques-

tion. Jack explained :

"Well, old man," said he, " I'll tell you

all about it. On Tuesday morning I upset

my safety, and loosened the crank. In the

evening I took it to have it seen to. The
man I took it to promised to do it at once,

but when I called for it I found he had taken

the crank off and left it. The assistant, in

his absence, could not find the original crank,

and so, as I wanted the machine at once, he

fitted an odd one, temporarily, and I took

the machine away. I made a call at a shop

going home, and left the safety outside.

When I canie out it was gone. Of course, I

informed thi^ police, and all the rest of it,

but had heard nothing of it until this morn-

ing, when, as I was riding down here on my
ordinary, I met a fellow-clubman, who had
started early "— (" That's me," said my com-
panion of the morning)—" who informed me
that he had met a man riding on what he

supposed to be my missing machine, and had
immediately turned back to inform me of it.

On his describing the machine, and the odd
cranks, I was convinced that it was indeed

my lost safety, and as you had informed him
that you were coming on here, we sent off

the first telegram, and then, on reaching the

next town, the second one. Now you know
all about it. The person who stole my jigger

evidently went off at once to the dealer and
sold it to him. We must find him out. I

am most awfully sorry for the annoyance I've

caused you, old man, but under the circum-

stances I think you would have done the

same."

The landlord, when he learned the true

state of affairs, was most profuse in his
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apologies, as were also the waiter, and the

ostler who lost the key, and how they all

laughed over my prolonged dinner and the

broken bell-pull. I even joined in myself,

now it was all over.

"Though it's been so unpleasant for you,"

said Jack, "it's jolly lucky for me, as now I

shall be able to get my jigger back. If all

this had not occurred, the machine might

have been sold to-morrow, and all traces of

it lost."

Everything being now cleared up we wen
inside, and they had dinner. We spent the

rest of the day lounging about by the river

that ran at the bottom of the Red Lion's gar-

den, and a quiet ride home together in the

evening finished up the day.

Jack soon satisfactorily established his

claim to the machine, and my jigger arriving

at last, a day or so after, I had no occasion

for another ride on a stolen safety.

—Ben. Hayward.

> • <

VARIETIES OF TRICYCLE-STEERING.

At a time when the public fancy is making

one mad rush upon a particular form of tri-

cycle, and when the object of each maker

appears to be to see how he can adapt his

own existing patterns to the radically

changed type which is "the rage" for the

comiog season, it may not be out of place

or unseasonable to glance rapidly over and

consider the various and numerous devices

for directing the course of a tricycle, with a

view to an impartial examination of their

relative good qualities. I propose to touch,

also, upon what I consider the weak points

of each plan, and of the more desirable

points to be obtained (where possible) in our

new mounts for 1886.

I do not propose in the present paper to

go deeply into the subject of which is reallj'

the best and most practical type of steering,

" Many men, many minds," is nowhere more
clearly exemplified than among cyclists, and

it is well that it should be so. It is to the

competition consequent upon this diversity

of taste that we owe the existence of the

numerous great improvements, which have

so rapidly lifted the three-wheeler into pro-

minence. No longer is the tricyclist looked

down upon by him of the narrow gauge.

We have changed all that, and the erstwhile

contemptuous glance and scornful smile witli

which it was the wont of the average bicyclist

to greet his three-wheeled brother is now
changed for the quick survey of the rider, the

instant grasping of the general detail and
style of the machine, and, if these be
" rakish," the alert watchfulness which is ever

suspicious of a sudden burst of speed or a

sharp and vigorous spurt near the top of a

hill. In point of fact, indeed, the bicyclist, in

many cases, is well aware that if he relax for an

instant his careful watch of his companion,

he may suddenly be "left," and possibly

never regain that " lead " which is so dear

to him. This happy result has not been

achieved all at once, but is the result of many
improvements in the machines themselves,

and among these the improvements in steer-

ing-gears have played an important part.

Until recently the rack and pinion steering

for three-wheelers has held almost undis-

puted sway, and for some reason—probably

nothing deeper than that rooted aversion to

change which is a characteristic of the

majority of makers—this style of guiding

apparatus was adopted by almost the whole

of the trade without any noticeable variation

in detail. By degrees the possibility of

unanimity of opinion or action on the part of

the gods was shown to be a matter of the

very shortest duration, and ere long, while

one machine would execute a complete volte-

face with half a turn of the steering handle,

others required a winding up equal to that

of an eight-day clock when required to des-

cribe a curve of reasonably small radius.

To this great dissimilarity is largely attri-

butable the bulk of the accidents to tricycles,

which at that time were of very frequent

occurrence. So much was this the case, that

one dared not trust even an experienced

rider alone on one's favourite mount, unless

he had been in the habit of riding an exactly
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similar . machine, as an upset was almost

certain to result, and chaos reigned in

consequence.

This method of steering was, and is, well

suited to the style of tricycle to which it is

usually fitted, viz., tricycles weighing loolbs.

and upwards, and in which, after a little use,

the necessity for a bell is done away with,

the rattling, clanking, and jingling of the

machine itself calling the attention of every-

one in its vicinity much more surely than

anything of the gong species could possibly

do. Many and various methods were tried

of obviating this nuisance, but the only

really effective plan
,
patented by an American

firm, and introduced, or rather promised, by

one of our best " sundry " firms, was proved

to have been anticipated in England, and

was dropped by its promoters even before it

was- placed upon the market. This was the

more to be regretted, as the "Victor" steering,

udged by its prototype in England, was as

near the perfection of " side-handle " steering

as we are likely to obtain. In place of the

usual toothed rack, a leather or metal band

was attached to the steering-rod; this band,

in its- progress from one attachment to the

other, being wrapped round a small pulley

fixed to the bottom of the steering-handle

Tod. Its action, therefore, was precisely

sindlar to the ordinary rack and pinion, but

was perfectly noiseless, perfectly adjustable,

and perfectly satisfactory. I am personally

ofopiiiion that it would have paid Mr. Bown
well to put it on the market, patent or no
patent, and purchasers have much reason to

regret that he did not do so. In this I speak

from experience of the very machine, which,

being fitted with the above steering appliance,

was the means of nullifying Mr. Overman's
patent. This machine, I say, I have known
for between four and five years, yet the

steering is still as satisfactory and as silent

as at first, and it is matter of great surprise

o me that some one of the Coventry makers,

about whose streets this machine was con-

stantly running, did not sufficiently appreci-

ate its merits and take it up. It is probable
that in this, as in many other cases, there

were wheels within wheels, and the riding

public suffered accordingly.

In the endeavour to obviate the rattling

nuisance, one or two makers abolished the

rack and pinion in favour of a link or short

lever attached to the steering-handle rod,

and jointed into the steering rod itself, but

this, in most cases, proved too quick in its

action to be liked, and there being no check
upon it other than the grip of the hand, it

was liable to *' dither " over a lumpy road
to such an extent as to add considerably to

the difficulty of keeping a straight course.

More recently, several patents have been
issued for devices for making these tj'i es of
steering what is now commonly calltd
" automatic," and some of these are certainly

an improvement upon the simple rack and
pinion, inasmuch as they permit a freedom
of the hand which was before unobtainable.
The next style of guidance is that of the

" Humber" and its copies. In my opinion,

few things have been so continually belied

as the " Humber" steering, audit is still gene-
rally described as " tricky." As a matter of
fact, this is no more tricky than any other
style, if the rider will but take sufficient pains
to master it by studying its peculiarities.

There is no better steering in existence than
this direct or bicycle steering by means of

the two large (front) wheels, and a Httle

attention to its requirements at first will

amply repay the owner by the perfect ease

and freedom, and the absolute control

which the rider has over its motion. The
most frequent fault is that the rider grips the

handles tightly, and so at once destroys all

that delicacy of action which, in good hands,
is the speciality of this type of tricycle.

Under such circumstances, I admit that it is

" tricky " in the extreme, but contend that in

this case the fault is that of the rider, and
not of the machine, which, however, has to

bear the blame. The true secret of success

with this machine—and as a fast roadster

it is still without a superior—^is to rest the

hands as lightly as possible on the handles

{i.e., to " grip " the handles as little as pos-

sible)—in fact, to allow the tricycle, within

certain limits, to steer itself. The confidence

is not misplaced, and the manner in which
the wheel, under this firm but gentle

guidance, rises over a stone without other

risk than the shock ofcontact is a full justifi-

cation in itself.

A matter which has provoked considerable

discussion relative to the "Humber"
steering is as to the position of the steering

centres, and the influence, if any, of such

position upon the steering itself. Thus,

some makers set the upright tube forward to

such an extent that the centres are two or

more inches in front of the axle ; contending

that in this position the driving-wheels are

converted practically into castors, and of
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their own force follow the steering accord-

ingly. Although, theoretically, this conten-

tion may be correct (a matter which for rea-

sons following I consider of no importance),

yet in practice the result ariived at is anything

but desirable. The centres being so far

forward, anything like a sharp turn tends to

promote an a<:quaintance between the back-

bone and the inner wheel. On a dirty day
this is especially unpleasant, as the wheel has

then the privilege of wiping itself upon the

rider's clothes. A further result is the

greatly decreased safety and stability. The
forward joint in the frame formed by the

connection of the steering centres and the

steering head being so far ic advance of the

rider, the weight is thrown forward to such

an extent that the least obstruction causes

an upset. For the same reason the stabiUty

of the machine in turning corners is

seriously impaired, the weight being thrown

to too great an extent upon the inside wheel,

when, unless considerable care is exercised,

a nasty side-throw results.

The most usual position for the centres is

a vertical one, imme<liately over the axle,

and is vastly better than that just noticed,

but it is still open to the objection that,

although the tendency to upset is greatly

reduced, yet it is still present to the novice

in an undesirable degree. This is the more
noticeable downhill, where, if the surface be

at all rough, much care is necessary. It

tilts sideways, too, without much provo-

cation, but still without much risk, and a

brake, if of the usual grip pattern, requires

cautious manipulation, and cannot at any
time be applied with any sudden degree of

force. Back-pedalling may be indulged in

with a fair amount of confidence, and under
all ordinary circumstances the machine can
be relied on as safe with common care.

If the steering centres, however, be placed
some 2|in. or 3in. behind the axle, still

greater advantages are at once obtained.

The machine becomes so perfectly safe that

it is only by the very grossest carelessness

that it can be upset either forwards or side-

ways. The degree of comfort yielded by this

feeling of perfect security enables the rider

to attain his utmost speed without fear of ill

consequences, while, in case of emergency, so

quick a dismount can be made that a brake,

although now usable with absolute impunity,

is really not necessary except for crowded

streets.

This is the steering arrangement of the

Humber-pattern tandem—the easiest and
best steering in the world, and if for th's

reason only, my recommendation to all would

be to go for this type of tandem, which has so

many good points in its favour.

One great feature of the " H umber" is

that it can, when required, be steered by
the feet alone. The introduction of an
automatic steering arrangement to any Hum-
ber-pattern tricycle is, in my opinion, much
to be deprecatpd, as all the freedom of

guidance, and the control of the machine
by means of the feet, is at once done away
with. So much of the directing of this type

is done also by the balancing of the body,

that a rigid steering is calculated to expunge
at one stroke every valuable peculiarity of

the " Humber," and hill-climbing becomes a

labour on account of the difficulty of keeping

the machine in its true course. -
.

The contrary is the result of the " auto-

matic " on those tricycles which have the

small wheel leading. Here, indeed, it is\ a

boon which can scarcely be over-estimated.

The position of the rider is much better than

on the rack and pinion steered tricycle, and

the body weight can be rested upon the

handle-bar through the arms and wrists,

thus obviating the fatigue of long sitting in

an upright position with the small amount
of support afforded by side-handles. If for

this reason alone, the introdaction of the

"Cripper" is a great advance toward

comfort and ease in riding. There is, how-

ever, a considerable difference, and that of

some importance, between many of the

various automatic arrangements now in use,

and I therefore purpose to postpone until

next month the analysis of their varieties,

which are now so numerous as to require an

article to themselves, —Peter Bell.
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THE SONG OF THE WHEEL.

By Rev. D. Ritchie Key, M.A.

With aspect weary and worn,
With voice next tliino; to a wail,

Two cyclists sat on their wire machines,
Spinning by brook and vale.

Grind ! grind ! grind !

Changing from toe to heel

;

And still, with a voice of dolorous pitch,

They sang the song of the wheel.

Grind ! grind ! grind !

As soon as it's morning light

;

Grind ! grind ! grind !

Till half-way into the night.

It's oh ! to be a slave,

Along with the barbarous Turk
;

But I'll wager you down a silver groat,

If this is enjoyable work.

Push ! push ! push !

Till your neck begins to ache
;

Push ! push ! push !

Till your back is like to break

;

Past stream, and wood, and dale,

Past dale, and wood, and stream,
Till over the hills you fret and fume,
And wish it were all a dream.

Oh ! men with sweethearts dear,

Oh ! men with mothers and wives.

Oh ! never go out on those spinning machiaes—
Oh ! never if you're wise !

Oh I think of all that's meant,
In mad, and wind, and rain

;

The rubbing and scrubbing that's bound to come
Ere your clothes go on again.

Grind ! grind ! grind !

From weary mile to mile

;

Grind ! grind ! grind !

As on a treadmill vile
;

Town, and village, and cot,

Cot, and village, and town,
Till you careless get, and some blundering hack
Has nearly run you down.

With aspect weary and worn,
Their knapsacks a heavy load,

Two clerics sat, in unclerical rags,

Spinning along the road.
Grind ! grind I grind !

Past lake, and border, and peel;
And still, with a voice of dolorous tone,

Blent with notes of" Home Sweet Home,"
They sang " The Song of the Wheel," —Scottish Umpire,
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SATURDAY TO MONDAY.

The trips known as " Saturday to Monday
outings " are specially adapted to cyclists.

The question, however, often arises, " Where
shall I go ?" Of course, the reply is depen-

dent on certain factors, the principal being

how far one can ride with pleasure to one-

self. Just as one man's meat is another

man's poison, so no general rule can be laid

down as to distance. One of the most diffi-

cult things in cycling is to stop before one

is tired. A man capable of riding 50 miles

with comfort is a happy individual indeed

if he can stop his day's journey at 40 miles,

instead of, as most men do (the writer in-

cluded), stopping 10 miles further ahead than

is good for him. Every man must therefore

solve these questions for himself, " How far

can I ride with comfort ?" " Is a level and

good road a sine qua non to my enjoyment, or

do I want variety, scenery, and interesting

places more than ' scorching ' roads ?
"

When he has settled these poiats, the rest is

a mere matter of finance. We will try in this

article to point out pleasant runs for a Satur-

day to Monday (or Sunday evening) trip

awheel.

No. I.—To Brighton.

Personally, we find the run to Brighton on
I

a Saturday afternoon such that we are not

particularly inclined to ride back next day,

but rather lean to a " mouch " along the sea

coast road to Worthing, or over the hills to

Newhaven and Seaford, training home thence.

But there are many men who are quite pre-

pared to undertake the two days' journey of

104 miles, and for these no better run could

be suggested than that down to London-
sup'er-Mare, by Croydon, Merstham, Red-

hill, Horley, Crawley, Handcross, Bolney, and
Dale Hill, varying the return journey by go-

ing over Clayton Hill toCuckfield, and thence

to Crawley and Reigate. Never go to

Brighton by the Reigate and Sutton road.

It is an endless climb from Sutton to Reigate

Hill, and the hill is too steep to enjoy a run

down. On the reverse journey, however, it

is a pleasant walk up it, the view being so

fine, and from the top to Sutton it is a splen-

did run, mostly downhill. Variation can also

be found in coming back from Brighton by
going along the coast to Shoreham, and
thence via Steyning and Bramber to Hor-

sham, whence London can be reached

through Dorking and the lovely Mickleham
valley to Leatherhead, and thence by Epsom
and Morden. All these roads are uniformly

good. Extra strong riders will find a very

pretty ride from Horsham over the hills to

Shiere, and thence by Newlands Corner to

Ripley, and so home. The Brighton ride in

two days, however, is only one for really

strong riders. The Gloucester Hotel in

Brighton has every comfort.

No. 2.—To MEDMENHANf.

Oar own tastes lie rather in a 35 miles

jaunt, and one which we are very fond of is

to Medmenham Abbey, near Henley. Leav-
ing town by the Bath road, via Hounslow,
thos3 who know "the lanes" can steer

through West Drayton and Thorney to Iver,

and thence by Langley Black Park and
Dropmore to Hedsor, and so on down to

Bourne End and Marlow, itself a very
pleasant place. From here the ride to

Medmenham is superb, both as to road sur-

face and scenery. Medmenham possesses a
comfortable hotel, standing in its own grounds
on the river bank, and is as charmingly re-

tired a spot as is to be found near London.
The return journey can be made next day
by going on to Henley, and thence riding by
Maidenhead Thicket to Maidenhead, and
then either back by the main road, via Slough
and Colnbrook, or, without crossing Maiden-
head Bridge, going by Bray and Clevver to

Windsor, Old Windsor, the Bells of Ouseley,
Runnymede, Egham, Staines, and so home,
either by the direct road through Bedfont,
or keeping by Thames side to Laleham,
Shepperton, Sunbury, Hampton, Kingston,
and Richmond. This No. 2 route shows
nearly €very good point of the Thames for

more than 40 miles.

No. 3.—To Southend.

Time was when the Southend road was one
of the best out of London, but it has
deteriorated greatly of late years. To those
fond of the Lower Thames, or vyho have
yachting reminiscences of the Lower Hope
or Sea Reach, the Southend ride is a very
interesting one. The start, of course, has to

be made from Eastern London, but once
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clear of thestones, the going is good to Bark-

ing, and if there has not been a long drought,

thence on to Rainham, Wennington, and

Purfleet—one of the prettiest places near

London. The Royal here is an excellent

house; and not dear considering what they

are prepared to give you. From Purfleet,

through Grays, and on to Stanford-le-Hope,

and thence to Vange, Pitsea, Bowers Gifford,

Rayleigh, and Southend, fine views of the

Thames are obtained. Southend is a

pleasant place, and the Anchor will be found

comfortable, but if anyone seeks perfect re-

tirement, they should, at Stanford-le-Hope,

keep to the left to the Laindon Hills, where,

at the sign of " The Crown," a soUtary but

comfortable inn is found, where we have

spent many pleasant hours. The return

journey from Southend, or Laindon, can

either be made by the way previously de-

scribed, or (i) by riding to Tilbury, and cross-

in'' to Gravesend, traversing thence the hilly

but good road, via Dartford and Crayford,

to London, or by ridmg through Balphen,

North Ockenden, Orsett, and past

No. 4.—To THE Hind Head.

The Ripley Road, via Kingston, Esher, and

Cobham Street, is too well known to need

much description here. But the rider who

finds Ripley not far enough for a " Saturday

to Monday " ride, will derive much pleasure

by riding on to Guildford, and thence to

Godalming,Milford,the Hammer Ponds, and

up the Hind Head. A grand view, and grand

air, is found on the top, but the accommo-

dation at the Royal Huts, p. h., being

somewhat limited, the rider may have to run

on either to Liphook or to Hazlemere. In

either case, however, this is easy, as both

routes are downhill from the Hind Head.

Back from the Hind Head, the route home

can be varied by, at Guildford, leaving the

Ripley Road, and passing through Merrow,

Effingham, Fetcham, Leatherhead and Ep-

som. Godalming is not an interesting place,

but Guildford itself is very nice, and a halt

here for the night, with a run home next day,

over Newlands Corner, and past the Silent

Pool, the quaint village of Shiere, Gomshall,

Abinger Hammer, and Wootton, to Dorking,

and from there up Pebble Hill, and back by
Walton Heath to Epsom, and so home, is a

run which will live in the memory for ever of

those who love nature's scenic beauties.

No. 5.

—

Due West.

The western part of London is the best to

leave by, from a cycling point of view, as the

main roads are mostly of wood paving, and
when that is left, even if there is macadam,
the roads are level. But the roads are some-

what uninteresting, notably so from Houns-
low to Staines, and in a less degree from

Hounslow to Maidenhead Bridge. Once
across into Surrey or Berkshire, however, the

country, and the road too for that matter,

improves. Those psrsons who have not

seen Virginia Water have something left to

visit, and the ride thence by Black Nest,

Ascot, Bracknell, and Wokingham to Reading,

and back by Twyford and the main Bath

road, forms a very pleasant one for " Satur-

day to Monday." This trip can, of course,

b3 shortened at any point.

No. 6.

—

Farnham and Aldershot.

From London to Staines, and thence

through Egham to Virginia Water, and on

to Bagshot, Aldershot, and Farnham, forms

a long but pleasant ride, a trifle sandy at

times through Aldershot. The ride back,

however, from Farnham, after having stayed

at the Bush, " a good old inn in Farnham
town," as Thackeray says in " The Vir-

ginians," over the Hog's Back to Guildford,

and thence home by well-known routes, is

one which should be undertaken by all riders.

The road from Farnham on to Alton is

probably the best 9.^ miles in England.

{To be continued.)

> • <
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THE CLASSIC TRACKS OF LONDON.

THEIR HISTORY, PECULIARITIES, LEGENDS, AND FREQUENTERS, WITH B.^IEF NOTES
OF FEATS ACCOMPLISHED AND RECORDS MADE THEREON.

PART IL—LILLIE BRIDGE.

But one championship race has been

ridden upon the new track at Lilhe Bridge
;

but the old one, stained with the gore of

many a well-known cyclist, is classic ground

in more ways than one. In 1869, the late

Mr. J. G. Chambers, who was identified

with the revival of athletics at the University

of Cambridge, established these athletic

grounds, ard laid down the path. Cycling

as a sport was then comparatively unknown,

and the path was destined for the use of the

runner and walker, and, as a consequence,

was ill-adapted for bicycling. Mr. Chambers

is also responsible for the right-inside riding,

the Cambridge men being in the habit of

running that way, and the fashion which

Le then set spread over the metropolis, and

it has held sway, with one exception, on

every important London path until the year

of grace 1885, when the efforts of the National

Cyclists' Union were successful, and the way

of going was altered to the natural left in-

side. As we said above, the path was laid

down to accommodate pedestrians, and the

corners were acute, and difficult to negotiate

on a wheel, whilst the raihngs ran close

round the outside of the track, making a

mistake on the part of the rider all the more

dangerous. The lap was about l of a mile.

We say about advisedly, for after a time the

ground fell from its high estate as a practice

track for University athletes, and was fre-

quently the venue for sporting and profes-

sional matches, and the measurenient of the

ground has since been somewhat variable,

according to the tastes and wishes of the

athletes running thereon. Once in a way it

was pronounced accurate, then it was said

to be a bit over the distance, and yet on

another occasion hurdles were to be seen

lying around the bottom corner to compel

the runners to go wide to make up the dis-

tance it was alleged to be shore, so that any

accurate estimate is hkely to be misleading.

The start took place just round the corner

to the right of the grand stand, which sharp

turn the scratch man had almost directly to

negotiate, then along tha narrow top end
round a comparatively easy corner, down
the "railway side," to that bete noire of every
rider, the well-named "hospital corner,"

about the worst turn—barring, perhaps, the

old " Aylestone corner"—on record ; thence
along the bottom stretch and round a fair

corner into the straight. In early days, the
finish was close to the top corner, and many
men made a mess of it in consequence. My
own " first appearance " on any London
cinder path affords a fair example of a
novice's troubles at Lillie Bridge. The
event was the open mile at the Druids B.C.

meeting, on July 5th, 1879, In my heat I

had 155 yds., and Harry Baker, of the

Druids, then a stranger to me, had no yds.

I feared the corner, and Baker passed me,
and, secure in his pace, made a waiting race

of it amid the plaudits and encouragement
of his friends. I (then a provincial scratch

man) felt riled at his easy style of ridmg in

front of me, and, stringing myself up for the

effort, I made a tremendous dash and beat

him in the straight for home, to his intense as-

tonishment and disgust, by 4 yds.—an awful

f^uke, but a notable warning to fliers not to

despise their opponents. Immediately on
passing the post I made a lame attempt to

turn the corner, and, charging the fence, I

fell on my back through the hedge inside it,

happily, unhurt, but fairly frightened ; and
from that time to this I have never again

ventured to ride a race upon the old track.

I never saw but two riders who seemed
thoroughly happy whilst negotiating the

awkward turns of the old path at "the
Lillie," and they were Fred Cooper and John
Keen. The former had a " knack " where-

by he surmounted the difficulties of the top

first corner, which needed seeing to be ap-

preciated. Itvvill, of course, be remembered
that both these riders sit upright, and, as a

consequence, have more " touch " on their

back wheels than the " grasshoppering " men
of to-day, hence the accuracy with which

they were able to steer. On the old path
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many great races have been contested, ,

notably the four miles amateur champion- i

ship of 1875, in reporting which the writer •

notes that the men were " all seated for the

start," by which I suppose he means that

they were held up, as our amateurs arenow-

a-days, though they were evidently not as

clever as some latter-day tacticians, as the

writer says that " Whiting pushed off with

the lead," in place of his being given a good

start. The time was 13m. 3ifs. Amongst
Whiting's opponents on that occasion was

J. Copeland, now in Australia, who finished

second. On the 29th of the same month,

Copeland beat the record by covering four

miles in 13m. igfs., at the St. George's B.C.

Sports at Lillie Bridge. In 1875, also, Mr.

Thomas Sparrow made an attempt to ride

650 miles in 7 days of 12 hours each, but he

gave up on the second day. As time rolled

on, many races of varying interest were run

off on this track, and despite the fact that

everyone grumbled about it, yet, for want
of a better, a large number of men trained

thereon, and became in due time very clever

at the corners. Amongst them may be noted

Waddy Wyndham, Harry Osborn, and

other fliers of the day. The latter rider,

Osborn, is said to have remarked that it

took you a fortnight to know Lillie Bridge,

and a day to forget it; and, as he con]

tinuously raced there, the remark will give

my readers some idea of the difficulties of

the track. So much for the old track, which
has been used for the last time as a cycling

path, but which will always remain a good

pedestrian one. The new Lillie Bridge track

is laid down in the middle of the old one,

and is four laps to the mile, measuring

fractionally over 440 yards, one foot from

the inside edge. The surface is red gravel

and cinders, and binds well; but for wear,

as far as we have had any opportunity of

judging, is not first-class. By some mistake

the track was " hogged," i.e., raised in the

middle like a road, and falling to both sides.

I have ridden on the track twice in races,

and getting over the crown through going

wide to pass a man on the first occasion,

my hind wheel was up in the air at once,

owing to the outward slope of the path. The
same thing occurred to Charles Liles in the

one mile championship of 1884. In plan,

the path resembles Stamford Bridge, having

two long straights with sweeping turns at

each end, the bottom one being of somewhat
greater radius than the top one ; the path

is practically a dead level, and, barring the

bevelling, it is a model track in every way.

C/^AND Stand

Brompton

Hospital

y CO
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The rider who has hitherto done best upon

it is Mr. H. A. Spsechly, who only once

suffered defeat thereon in 1884, of which

more anon. Despite the easy look of the

path, there is doubtless something to be

learned by continuous training on it, and

this something was mastered by Mr.

Speechly.

I may note before referring to the brief

catalogue ot cycling races on this path, that

one exception to the rule confining its use to

cyclists has been permitted, and this was

on the occasion of the d^but, at the first

International Athletic Meeting promoted by

the South London Harriers and the Man-

hattan Athletic Club, on July 5th, 1884, of

Mr. F. P. Murray, the American amateur

walker ; he won a four miles scratch race in

30m. I2S., being followed home by J. Jervis, of

Liverpool, second, and W. H. Meek, West
Side A.C., third. Murray had put on some

most conspicuous ankle bandages, and the

bevel of the track, especially round the turns,

threw him up oa the left foot, and, in my
opinion, had a good deal to do with the

unfavourable opinions expressed by some

critics as to his style of going, an opinion

which would, under the circumstances, have

been intensified by a comparison with

Meek's beautiful action, an action which,

owing to his build, enabled him to negotiate

the slope of the track with less awkwardness

than his taller and more stilty rival. After

the race, Murray—who had practised upon

the flat (old) track—expressed regret at

having asked that the race might be contested

upon the cycling path.

On Saturday, June 21st, 1884, the new
track first made good its claim to classic

honours, as on that day the National Cyclists'

Union held the one mile bicycle and the

25 miles tricycle championships there. The
day was fine and there was little wir d. The
bicycle race gave the spectators twj sur-

prises. The first was the victory of Ohver
Thorn over those well-known Midland fliers,

F. Sutton and R. Chambers, and the second

was the great surprise of the day, the victory

of Mr. H. A. Speechly in the final heat, for

which he only qualified as fastest loser. The
last championship in which a similar surprise

occurred was the mile at Stamford Bridge

in 1880, when Charles E. Liles unexpectedly

beat H. L. Cortis for the short distance

honours. In Liles's case, the form he then

showed was not upheld in subsequent races

during that year, but Speechly's sensational

victory has been substantiated by other

consistent wins at short distances.

On paper, Speechly's championship is the

slowest on record— namely, 3m. 3ofs. (The
slowest N.C.U. mile championship before

being my own win from C. E." Liles in 1881.)

But to every practical racing man who saw
it, it was an interesting contest, the winner's

judgment being excellent. Non-practical

scribes fell upon the one mile champion and
his compeers tooth and nail, but with three

such runners in the final as Gaskell (holder),

Liles and Speechly, mere slogging would
not have won the race, and all relied upon
their judgment. Thus, H. W. Gaskell was ill,

decidedly off colour, light in weight, without

any serious work to account for it, and
horribly nervous, as he had everything to

lose by defeat. C. E. Liles went in for a

lot of boxing in the winter of 1883-4, ^^^
overdid it, and when he started training he
was 3lbs. und. v his racing weight, and
certainly was not up to his true form ; but

all—except the few who actually knew
what Speechly had
the watch—expected

one of these two,

the chances of the

been doing against

victory to rest with

and did not fancy

competitor who had
already finished second to Liles in a prelimi-

nary heat, and who only started in the final

as " fastest loser." Speechly had been
racing at Cambridge, and had stayed there

for a few days, practising nothing but
" sprints." He is essentially a '* sprinter,"

and had everything to lose by making the

pace. Thus, one man waited because he
liked it, and knew he could only win on his

spurt, and the two others adopted the same
tactics because both knew they were off

colour and weak, and could not possibly stay

through a " hot " mile, whilst, without doubt,

Gaskell and Liles both felt morally certjain

that whichever of them finished in front of

the other would thereby become one mile

amateur champion. They had not esti-

mated the strength of Speechly, who was

not only in the pink of condition, but also

thoroughly acquainted with the track.

During the race, Gaskell and Liles watched

one another closely, and when 20 yards

before the bell, Speechly, with the hghtning-

like rapidity which is his especial charac-

teristic, sprung at once into his best

sprinting pace, and flew round the top corner

with a twenty yards lead. Neither of the

other two for a moment grasped the situa*

ion. Then Liles dashed away in pursuit
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closely followed by Gaskell, and down the

back straight made up his leeway, and lapped

the hind wheel of Speechly's machine. At

this moment they were leading Gaskell by

four or five yards. Liles at this point went

wide at the corner, his hind wheel flung up

on the crown of the track, and before he

could recover himself Speechly was again

clear. Liles made a tremendous effort down

the straight, and was only beaten by six

inches, Gaskell three yards from the leader.

Speechly's last quarter-mile was covered in

36§s., tieing the then record for a " flying

quarter," but, as will be gathered from my
description, it is clear that both Liles and

Gaskell must have smothered that time in

their " last laps," although, unfortunately,

the times were not taken. But one opinion

ruled amongst the cycling onlookers as to

Speechly's victory, and it was summed up

in two words—" Awful fluke !"—but the

Chelsea sprinter subsequently demonstrated

that the form then shown was not a fluke,

but simply the judicious use of natural

powers of sprinting, and on his own track

Speechly did not suffer defeat until the

advent of the " slogging " English—and I

very much doubt whether the Tyneside flier

or Sanders Sellers could have defeated the

Cfielsea-cum-Ranelagh man in a one mile

race in 1884 on the new Lillie Bridge

course.

On the same day the 25 miles tricycling

championship was won by C. E. Liles, and

those who saw the determined look of the

L.A.C. man as he testily threw his racing

bicycle aside and seized his "Huraber"
racing tricycle knew quite well that Charlie

was "riled" at his defeat in the mile, and

would assuredly do his level best to score in

the tricycle race, just as, a few years back,

the " Long Wanderer " had got across his

6oin. " Invincible " for the five miles cham-
pionship, with a determination to wipe out

the new man, C. E. Liles (who had just won
the mile from him), or perish in the attempt,

and surely never did an athlete, physically

unfit, do better work than did Liles in this

race on the new Lillie Bridge path. Several

riders were very much fancied at the distance,

amongst them Webb and Lee. The latter

did not fulfil the expectations of his friends,

but Webb rode excellently and with good

judgment until the leaders began spurting

for the intermediate mile records, when
Webb played himself out, and in the 17th

mile he cracked, and Liles, putting in all he

knew, drew steadily awa}-, gaining about

two-thirds of a lap in the next two miles. In

the 2Dth mile Liles's turn came, and cramp
and physical weakness caused him to go

very badly, and his trouble being noticed by
Webb's friends, the latter was set going, and
he fairly sprinted for four consecutive laps.

Excitement ran high, as, for two-and-a-half

miles, it looked as if the determined road

rider would wear down the equally deter-

mined path rider, but Liles, though terribly

bad during the 21st and 22nJ miles, never

lost his head, and when about half-way

through his 23rd mile, he began to get better.

He set himself going with dogged determina-

tion, and more than held his own. Even-
tually, Liles, who was going very strongly in

the last mile, got home a winner by 150 yds.

from Webb, in ih. 28m. 583,, which was then

a best on record for the distance.

On September 13th, 1884, the track was
the scene of the great race for the Kildare

challenge cup, in which R. H. English, the

25 miles amateur bicycle champion took

part. This was the first occasion on which
Speechly suffered defeat on the Lillie Bridge

track, but the defeat was indeed a decisive

one. Speechly only lived with the New-
castle flier for five laps, and then fell hope-

lessly in the rear—this, as I have taken occa-

sion to mention many times, is only what
was to be expected; if men train for sprints,

and sprints only, they cannot expect to win

over a distance when competing with a first-

class man who trains for distance. Speechly

and English may be likened to L. E.

Myers and W. G. George. In the case of

the first couple (Myers and Speechly), they

can sprint splendidly, but physically—in

consequence of the style of training they

undergo—they are unfit to engage in a dis-

tance race, whilst Messrs. George and Eng-

lish both prepare themselves to undergo the

strain of long distance racing, but are com-
paratively unable to "go the pace" in

sprints. The parallel is more applicable in

the latter case to the runner than to the

bicychst, inasmuch as George could not

possibly compete with Myers in a 100 yards

race, whilst English would assuredly run

Speechly very close were he to train for

the mile. His 2m. 423. in the ist mile of

a 15 miles race is an evidence of his power,

and although, as I have said, I should have

i expected to see Speechly win a mile match
1 with English on the former's own track in

; 1884. I do not think the result would be the
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same were English to devote a little time to

training for this short distance.

The surroundings, although somewhat

seedy in appearance, are very convenient for

visitors, a long range of covered stands and

seats being erected down the right side,

whilst the grand stand and enclosure are

placed along the top of the ground, the loj

yards sprint path running right up the middle

of the grass enclosed by the bicycle track.

The dressing-rooms (for amateurs) are be-

hind the grand stand, but they are not very

first-class. They are light, high, and airy,

but the lavatory accommodation is primitive,

and there is no shower-bath—a sink and a

number of taps and basins, with a brick floor

to stand on, being a by no means luxurious

arrangement.

The situation, however, is most convenient,

the grounds being next door to West Bromp-

ton station, which is easily reached from any

station in the Inner Circle, some of the trains

running through to the station, whilst in other

cases the passenger changes at Earl's Court.

From th3 SDuth-Eistern districts of the

Metropolis the track can easily be reached

via Clapham Juactioa, the train service,

especially between the Monument and Man-
sion House stations and West Brompton
being excellent.

The ubiquitous builder has long had his

eye upon Lillie Bridge, and it is probable

that in July, i885, Lillie Bridge will cease to

exist as an athletic ground. Many efforts

have been made to keep the grounds going

in the interests of athletics, but they have all

ended in smoke. Started in the interests,

principally, of University athletics, which did

not prove remunerative, Lillie Bridge has

seen every phase of sport, from the super-

cilious amateur, who graciously permitted

the common herd to pay at the gate, down
to the very lowestofthe professional followers

of sport. A landmark in the history of the

athletic sports of the 19th century will pass

away when the bricks and mortar demon
commences operations at West Brompton.

Resiimz : Oblong track, good corners, no
fence outside ; measures 440 yards i foot to

the lap, measured 12 inches from inside edge

;

level, or nearly so
;
gravel and cinders mixed

;

run left-hand inside (in future). Dressing

accommDdation medium; easily accessible.
—G. Lacy Hillier.
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DOING THE SPEEDWELL SHOW.

Our worthy Editor had impressed upon
me the vast importance of keeping our
" Progress and Invention " columns up to

the mark, so many weekly journals having

taken to copying our system as to necessitate

increased diligence on our part in order that

no item of inventive progress should escape

our attention, and that no instance of pro-

gressive invention should pass unrecorded

in this mighty magazine. And it was with

a lively recollection of sundry gamesome
episodes at Bingley Hall last year, that I

bethought me of enticing The Artist away
from his domestic fireside for another trip

to the Speedvvheeleries. But alas ! all my
blandishments were in vain ; for hath not he

of the lead-pencils taken unto himself a wife,

and doth not the matrimonial yoke compel
him to assume a virtue though he hath it

not ? Yea, verily, the artistic one refused

pointblank to hie him unto the merry Mid-

lands, and was not to be tempted away from
the vicinity of Mrs. Artist, e'en by such
alluring hints as wtre conveyed by reminders
of the good times we had had of it last year
when we were boys together. As a forlorn

hope, I even ventured to appeal to the

Premieress of the artistic petticoat-govern-

ment herself, craving that she would grant

me the boon of her spouse's company for

but three short days ; but not even the
knowledge that he would be under my dis-

creet protection and guidance would persuade
her to let him have his liberty, and I took
perforce a tearful farewell. I think it is

very generally known that I am a teetotaller.

So is Nym. Nym is a teetotaller on principle.

Nym seldom drinks anything stronger than
whisky. Being a teetotaller, I did not drown
my sorrows in the flowing bowl, but went for

a ride to work the anxiety off my mind. The
ride was a paperchase, and the fifty-four
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lavages on bicycles and tricycles at Tally

Ho ! Corner compelled me to lay the paper

for them to chase nr.e. I laid it. I also laid

six to one three times on the chance of my-

self distancing my pursuers. I won. That is

to say, I won the bet, but the man who lost

says that he shan't pay because it was a put-

up job. I can't get my money. Betting is

the curse of sport. It is grand to win a good

heavy bet ; but when fellows don't pay you

your winnings you can't help feeling remorse-

ful. In the present case I distanced all my
pursuers by dint of what some critical

nobleman afterwards termed " slogging

through everything, being mounted on a

' Rover' safety, while the pursuers on

ordinary bicycles had to dismount several

times." Just so ! Give me a " Rover"

safety, and a fairly loose and hilly road, and

six to one on the quarry may be taken

and offered. Anyone want to back the

field ?

That episode was on a Saturday, and the

following day saw me in search of pro-

gressive invention, or perhaps my Editor

would say I was inventively progressive,

down the Ripley Road. It was my first visit

to Ripley for several years. The last pre-

ceding occasion was one Easter when, after

winning my first prize in a tricycle race at

Godalming, I had the felicity of "scorching"

home in the midst of a heavy snowstorm.

Since then I had often thought about a spin

to the Anchor, but the sickening amount of

gush which had been inflicted on readers of

the wheel Press anent the Ripley Road had

effectually disenchanted me with it. On
the present occasion, March 14th, i836, the

North Road Club run was to Ripley, and 1

joined the crowd in search of progress and

invention. I found it. The most progres-

sive rider on the outward journey was a

rather short man, not looking in the least

bit like an athlete, on a " Whippet" tricycle.

The way in which that man moved was a

revelation. Charles Edgar Liles, the be-

puffed of indiscreet friends, would have had

a hard job to hold his own in a spurt against

the insignificant looking tricyclist. I be-

thought me, once, when intently watching

the back wheel of this machine, of suggest-

ing to the rider that his horse evidently went

so well that he had no occasion to Whippet;

but the reflection that it was Sunday made

me shudder at the idea of such sacrilege, and

I forebore. Besides, the fellow might have

been able to fight.

There was a big crowd at Ripley, the

bright weather — albeit chastened by a

very cold wind—having tempted out quite a

horde of the habitues, as well as a baker's

dozen from the North Road ; and I dined in

company with some seventy other riders.

There was a rumour about to the effect that

the sudden arrival of so many hungry
wheelmen had stimulated the progressively

inventive mind of one Alf to the pitch of

inventing a brick trap wherein to catch such
rabbits as might be progressively prowHng
around the housetops, but the rumour itself

displayed neither progressiveness nor start*

ling inventivenes, and it was therefore re-

garded as a Cunard— I mean a canard.

The homeward ride was against a stiff,

and very cold wind ; and even such a rider

as " Jarge" was out of form, and told me not

to wait. So I didn't wait. Neither did

Fred Cooper and Johnnie Hay. The way
that tandem left me, down the first hill, was
a just rebuke upon the levity which had
previously impelled me to chaff its riders

when riding up a hill. So I had to be

content to hang on to a bicyclist's back*

wheel as far as Ditton, where Marriott and
Bernhard were just starting for town. The
hero of John o'-Groat's was frightfully unfit,

and proposed that we go steadily, to which I

agreed ; and in the fulness of time Hyde
Park Corner was reached, adieux were ex-

changed, and I sought Euston Station,

sternly intent upon securing such progressive

and inventive evidence as was to be dis-

covered at the 1886 edition of the Speed-

wheeleries at Bingley Hall, Birmingham.

I cannot invent any reason to account for

the slow progress of " express" trains

between the English and the Midland

Metropoli. Three hours for a 120 miles run

is not flying, and only one train a day runs

the distance in 2f hours. Trains go better

on the Great Northern Railway. Ask some
of our record-breakers. They know.

Phillips, the patent agent, was the only

cyclist who had the honour of sharing the

privileges of C.T.C. membership with me at

the Grand Hotel. Several other cyclists, I

learnt, had departed for the Colonnade, and I

was recommended to do likewise. Why, I

can scarcely divine, as one pressman told,

underthetitle of "Bingley Bunglings," doleful

tales of dry bread as a supper upon his

arrival at the Colonnade at midnight. But

the Colonnade is a temperance hotel, so

Nym and I must go there the next time we
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go to Brum. Nym and I are teetotallers on

principle.

Early on Monday morning I was at

Bingley Hall in search of progress and inven-

tion. There was no find. I beat the whole

of the covers available, but only one or two

miserable little inventions got up and made
the running. A depressing air was loDining

around, and I soon relinquished my search

for the time being, and went to greet G older

from Coventry, A. Mecredy from Djblia,

Harmsworth from London, and Judd from

Fleet Street.

And then a great, glad thing happened.

It was in this wise. Said the Record Breaker,

said he, " Faed, will you come and see The
Best Thing In The Show ?" And I unhesi-

tatingly led the way upstairs into the

Refeckeries. Golder had to pay. I am a

teetotaller on principle. So is Nym.
They have an enterprising newspaper in

Birmingham called Saturd.iy Night, which

issues itself with news of sports decided

sometimes less than aa hour previously.

Bat whoever was responsible for the special

Monday issue of that journal did a real

mean thing. Just read this extract from the

cycling columns of this special edition, issued

only a few hours after my arrival at the

Show. This sort of thing ought to be put

down. Says the cycling writer :

—

" I hear, but of course I do not believe, that a
contingent of the visitors - the real bjnd fils

cycling visitors —to the Show had large quantities

of very dry and salted fish for breakfast this

morning, in order that they might be fully equal
to the arduous duty of royally welcoming each
other in good old Speedwell Show fashion.

Whoever spread such a rumour, or who it was
directed against, I know not."

Now, doesn't that paragraph distinctly

hint that I am not a teetotaller on principle ?

It is no use for me to behave well. These
people will give it away. I shall tell Nym.
There was not much fun at the Show.

The Wobbleries did not attract any such

notice as last year, there being a paucity of

new machines on trial. Ojce, indeed, a

temporary panic vi^as created, and sundry
worthy youths connected with the Coventry
Ring were observed rushing ^^/g-ml/^ up the

gallery staircase, consequent upon the

rumour that " a girl was upstairs riding a
' Rover ' trike," but the report proved to be
unfounded, and seven sorrowing souls sought
solace in the flowing bowl.

It was very cold. The thermometer was
down among the twenties, and the attend-

ants at the stalls had all given up their
berths in despair aad gone home. Had
Nym been there this circumstance might
have been improved upon, two teetotallers

having great persuasive powers over pawn-
brokers ; but in the absence alike of Nym
and of The Artist, I felt my soul sad within
me.

Progressive invention is at a low ebb.
With the exception of Lamplugh and
Brown, and one or two other noblemen
in the trade, there was nobody who could
invent anything except puffs about old-
fashioned or unsaleable goods. Walking
round Bingley Hall wasn't even amusing!
Tnere was scarcely a soul in the place from
miggy morn to frosty eve; and a tramp
around was as monotonous as the diurnal,
exercise of the common or zoological garden
lion must be.

In the absence ofThe Artist, I had arranged
^o take some sketches of the principal
incidents, and send them by post for the
poor married man to elaborate. But the
principal incidents were not there; the
place was too chilly for principal incidents,
and they had gone away on a holiday. So I

sent several blank sheets of sketching-paper
to the unhappy draughtsman languishing in
his London dungeon, explaining that they
were all accurate sketches of the principal
iacidents. By return, he wrote me com-
plaining that I must have sketched in
sympathetic ink, as it had all disappeared.
This was a pity, as they were very accurate
sketches of the principal incidents, and I

must, of course, charge for my labour ia the
bill. [Eh, will you ?

—

Ed.]
The inventiveness of the gentleman who

exhibited a ramshackle old crock of a
tricycle, fitted with an elementary arrange-
ment of tin-cans, gas-pipes, and cog-wheels,
called a compressed air motor, was prin-'
cipally devoted to the concoction of explana-
tions for the perversity with which the
thing refused to work. He pumped very
hard at it, too, and seemed to become the
warmest article in Bingley Hall. I went to
warm my hands at him. He was almost
warm enough to light a pipe by. As a home-
trainer for those about to enter the pro-
fession of " drawer " in a beer-shop, the
Compressed Air Motor Tricycle may be
considered a very progressive invention.

It was while contemplating the fair form
of the only female in the place—she was a .

barmaid, and could not have been more than
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eighty—that 1 turned my eyes sadly upon the

ground, where they were arrested by a white

object which, upon exaininatiou, proved to

be one of ths nainarous printed puff papers

such as abDuadeJ all over the place. For a

moment, I was about to crunch it up and

cast it at the glossy stovepipe of a passing

Unemployed Demonstrator; but my atten-

tion was suddenly arrested by seeing the

familiar name of Auphsyde Crank ; and
upon perusing the docunisnt I fouud that I

had indeed lighted upon a treasure in the

shape of a genuinely progressive invention.

From the very elaborate recommendations
and testimonials, I gather that Auphsyde
Crank's Speed and Power Developer is

destined to revolutionise the cycling trade
;

and I hope that by next month the requisite

patents will have been secured in allciviUsed

countries, so that I miy be privileged to

reveal its nature. Auphsyde Crank assures
me that it was the Best Thing at the Show,
but I feel sure that nothing but a
sample of Auphsyde Crank's Speed and
Power Developer would have enabled me
to endure another day at Birmingham. I

endured three days, thanks to the angelic

minstrations of a photographic genius
called Woll, whose wife proved her
possession of an eminent degree of good
sense by severely rebuking the bad taste

displayed by Mrs. Artist in not committing
the draughtsman to my fatherly care.

Never mind, it was George's own fault, for

ever getting married at all, and he little

knows what he lost by not being on hand to

assist me in sampling The Best Thing In The
Show. ^J7n.d.

> •<

WHEN TRAVELLERS MEET.

Monday, July i6, 1883.

There is actually an Englishman staying

here—that is, in Wisby— and his name is

Murdoch Conynghames Coxe. Where he

came from nobody knows, and what he came
for he doesn't seem to know himself. Siill,

he has taken up his head-quarters at Smed-

man's Hotel in the Hastgalan, and people

are very civil to him.

He anived on the island about a fortnight

ago, and we encountered him in this wise.

We had all accepted the invitation to

Countess Ulla's concert, followed by the

usual dance, and came to town for the

occasion. Heaps of guests were invited,

and amongst others Dagobert was to sing.

It is a treat to hear her beautiful voice.

Said Majken Ulla to me on that eventful

morning, " There's a surprise in store for

you, Engelskan."
" Is there ?" I asked, curiously. " When ?"

" To-night," she answered, laughing

—

" oh ! such a surprise, fetitc. Your eyes will

open as wide as saucers."

" Do tell me what it is, Majken," I pleaded.

" Not for worlds, my dear. Wait and
{

you'll see," she remarked, oracularly, as she

ran downstairs. "We can't afford to lose -

any of the promised fun." 1

I racked my brains assiduously for a full

half-hour, but came no nearer solving the

difficulty. What could Majken have meant ?

Mother Toinette crossed the garden just

then, and I questioned her.

" Have patience, you true daughter of

Eve," she said lightly, " Majken told you to

wait and see."

We dressed early for dinner, and in the

interval preceding the meal there was a

fearful combination of sounds, or, rather, a

discordant noise. In the drawing-room
Dagobert was practising her song, and in the

dining-room Herman was practising his song.

The strains of " Lovely Rose Marie" mingled

with " Only a dream," and the effect will be

better imagined than described. Karl stood

by the garden door playing a melancholy

dirge on his violin, while I sat out on the

grass-plat in the most approved position

trying over "Juanita" to my guitar for the

last time before the concert began.

Helny was almost distracted. Wenken
implored us to be quiet, but little Karl only

laughed, and said in his satirical, half-mock-

ing way, " We are a merry family."

" And a noisy one," supplemented Uncle

Antony.

Punctually at half-past seven of the clock
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we were ready. Eight girls drew on as many
pairs of gloves, and eight girls took up as

many fans. We were quickly whirled away
to worship at the Terpsichorean shrine.

As we entered the ante-room, Majken
marched up to us beaming with smiles

and resplendent in cream-coloured Indian

muslin with blue ribbons. A little nod of

mutual understanding passed between her

and Mother 'Toinette. Karl rushed in out

of breath.
•' I say, you girls, make haste—don't gossip

here. They've commenced already. Be
quick."

" We shan't be a minute," said I,

straightening out my music sheets, or, rather,

Dagobert's, for I was to accompany both her
and Herman.
We stole quietly into the salon just as a

couple of freckled and befrilled young dames
brought their duet to an end with a terrific

crash on the wrong chords. Of course,

everybody applauded vociferously, as in

duty bound. The artistes smirked and,

making graceful courtesies, retired. Then
there was an interlude.

Countess Ulla advanced toward Karl and
me, bringing a cadaverous-looking man at

her heels.

"Engelskan," she said, graciously, "here
is a countryman of yours, my dear."

I fairly gasped. Majken clapped her
hands in wicked, though silent, delight.

" He came in the ' lonkoping' yesterday
morning," our hostess went on, speaking
very rapidly in Swedish. " He does not
understand our language. He is called Mr.
Coxe."

I bowed, and so did Karl.
•' Murdoch Conynghames Coxe," amended

the EngHshman, " very much at your
service."

We bowed again.

" Coxe with a final e," he said, after a pause.
This additional piece of information

elicited a third grandiloquent obeisance
from my mocking young cousin—an obeisance
far more courtly than those preceding.

" There are many fine ruins in Wisby," I

ventured, by way of saying something civil.

" But I suppose you have scarcely had time
to see them yet, Mr. Coxe ?"

" Mr. Conynghames Coxe," he corrected,
loftily.

Karl spluttered and nudged my elbow.
" Dagobert is going to sing now. You are
wanted, Engelskan," he said.

Dagobert sang twice, two splendid soul

stirring ballads, simple yet full of pathos
Our music-loving audience was delighted. -

" Remarkably good voice," commented
Mr. Murdoch Conynghames Coxe. Plenty
of sound—much to my—er—taste. Like
Wagner, you know."

" Indeed," I said, drily. (Oh, the Goth !)

" Is the young lady your sister, ma'am-
zelle ?"

I smiled at the French, and tripped out
gingerly, " My cousin."

He reddened furiously and studied the;
programme, while I studied his physiognomy.
Of medium height, Mr. Murdoch Conyng-

hames Coxe had a gawky, angular figure

that seemed all joints and bones ; sloping
shoulders, a long, thin neck, and distressingly

long arms. His black serge coat was ill--

fitting, though not the least doubt expensive.
His head was somewhat narrowly shaped
and sparsely covered with wiry grey hair,

and he had an unkempt greyer beard. Alto-
gether, he looked very like a second-hand
bookseller out for a holiday.

" Do you often have such large gatherings
in this quiet town ?" he asked, presently.

" Nearly every week. There is to be one
in our forest home next Tuesday. Most of
these people here to-night will come. In a
world without the world, as Wisby is, you see
they depend very much en each other for

amusement."
" Ah, yes ! Of course. Everyone here is

very friendly. They have been really kind
to me."

" They are always hospitable in Gothland,"
remarked Karl, complacently. Aside to me
he added, in a whisper, " I'm greatly mis-
taken if this fellow hasn't had something to

do in the old clo' line."

" Or second-hand books," I suggested.
" Too rusty for that," returned Karl.
" Second - hand booksellers always are

rusty in their appearance," I affirmed.
" Well, for sake of peace, we'll agree on

that point," said Karl, laughing.
" Let's pump him," breathed Majken Ulla.

She dearly loves to tease.

So we set to work to make ourselves as
agreeable as possible, and draw him out.

But very little sufficed. It was tremendous
fun. With small encouragement from our
combined forces he was disposed to become
communicative.

" Do you admire the guitar ? " questioned
~

Majken, simply.
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" Pretty well," he answered, soberly, " but

I like the violin much better."

" H'm. Perhaps you play ?"

"Yes. Tolerably well."

" Have you your violin with you ?
"

" Oh, yes. And it's a real Cremona—

a

beauty. Some folk doubt the fact, and seem
inclined to laugh, but I know what's what.

It'd take a pretty smart fellow to cheat me

—

that it would."
" Might be a case of pull devil, pull baker.

I am sure you'd lug the hardest," smiled

Karl.

" Quite right," replied Mr. Murdoch
Gonynghames Coxe. "As I said before, I

know what's what, and I do. You may rest

assured I don't look such a fool as I am."

That assurance was the drop too much.

Laughter almost overwhelmed us. The
Englishman was highly incensed against us.

"What is the matter? "

" Oh ! oh !
" laughed Majken. " You are

really too funny, Mr. Coxe."
" Mr. Conynghames Coxe," he corrected.

" You said you didn't look such a fool as

you are, and—and I think— I think—I am
sure^oh, Mr. Conynghames Coxe, you—

"

Majken roared again.

Karl took up the sentence and finished it

for her—" You meant to say you are not

such a fool as you look."

Mr. Murdoch Conynghames Coxe was
bewildered. " I— I—yes. Thanks, exceed-

ingly."

Majken flew off to entreat the Countess,

who approached with a request that the ob-

ject of our ridicule would discourse some
violin music for our benefit.

Only too pleased if someone might fetch

his Cremona. Fru Smedman would send it.

In all my life I never before listened to

such a hideous din—it set my teeth on edge.

Mr. Conynghames Coxe nodded his iron-

grey head, wagged his right elbow, shook

his left, and stamped his large, flat foot to

keep time to the aria. I am morally certain

he never played a correct note from start to

finish.

When it was over, dear, stupid, good-

natured Count Ulla insisted upon introducing

his distinguished visitor to a late arrival

—

Colonel Ihre.

" Mr. Murdered Cornygum Corks,'' he said

complacently to the Colonel, who saluted

poitely.

To see the Englishman's sallow face was

worth something. He grew perfect/y

crimson, and mounted a very high horse to

set the mistake right.

" Mr. Murdoch Conynghames Coxe," he
said deliberately, emphasizing every syllable

in a distinct tone, " of Cornglant Park in

England, and Balloch Lodge in Scotland."

The gallant Colonel was duly impressed.

Even then the Count persisted in the ob-

jectionable Corks, and in an eminently un-

conscious fashion that reminded us strongly

of champagne bottles. Mr. Coxe, with a

final e, was very wrathful. Quite twenty,

minutes elapsed before he recovered his

normal equanimity enough to warrant speech.
" Count Ulla has no ear for names/' I

murmured, apologetically ;
" he is continually

making blunders."

" It is so unpleasant, so annoying, one

might almost say," rejoined Murdoch
Conynghame? vehemently. "More espe-

cially because I pride myself on the anti-

quity of my birth."

" Good gracious !" interposed Karl,

hastily, "now don't disparage yourself, Mr.

Conynghames Coxe. Don't tell us you ^re a

patriarch, because we simply refuse to be-

lieve it. Oh, we don't consider you old

at all."

The Englishman glared.

"You are talkmg nonsense, Herr Karl—".

he paused.
" Laurin," finished the lad,p^omptl)^

"Our family is very ancient," continued

Murdoch Conynghames, unabashed by

Karl's irony—" very ancient."

" No doubt," struck in Helny, wickedly.

. "We are, well—er—that is, you know,

descended from the Cunninghams, who fled

to France in the seventeenth century. My
maternal grandmother was Madame de

Glais, wife of the famous prefect."

"You've gone back to Roman days,"

suggested Majken, in innocent wonder.
" Your grandfather did not hang people, did

he, Mr. Conynghames Coxe ?"

He turned away in high dudgeon, but his

head was too thick to find out they were

poking fun at him ; he merely thought we

were excessively ignorant. But we knew,

well enough there was no blue blood in his.

veins; there couldn't be under his shrivelled

yellow skin.

" You have travelled a great deal," I

ventured, endeavouring to patch up a recon-

ciUation, so to speak, " and, of course, you

have read a great deal ?"

K Er—ye^—es, I may say I have," he
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returned, slowly eyeing us each in turn.

We were as sober as judges.

" Then you must be clever," sighed mis-

chievous Wenken. "You have been half

over the world, Mr. Conynghames Coxe
;

why don'tyou write a book of reminiscences ?

Everyone who has travelled writes a book

now-a-days."

He wore a thoughtful expression. It was

hard to tell whether the young monkey was

in earnest.

" I am certain you could do it."

" Really ?"

" Really and truly," put forth Karl, half

choking with suppressed laughter. " And
what a book it would be !"

Mr. Conynghames Coxe sniffed the air

vigorously. There was a trace of mockery

in Karl Laurin's tone, so we let the subject

drop.

To his chagrin, nobody petitioned poor

Murdoch for another swell discourse. They
remembered that once scalded was twice

burnt. Mother 'Toinette made out for that

maiivaise quart d'heure he inflicted upon us.

She is a fine musician, and people say we
are lucky to have secured so able a teacher.

Helny is no unworthy pupil, and Mother

'Toinette is proud of Dagobert's voice.

Wenken and Marie flatly decline to practise.

They drawinstead. Crooked trees and oddly-

formed animals play important parts in their

sketches. Marie prefers ducks with one

wing, and cats that seem closely allied to

the porcine race. Once she drew a house

and forgot to put in windows and doors.

The concert was all but over when old

Liktor Sylvane shambled awkwardly in to

join his wife and daughter. He is president,

or head master, of the grammar school here,

and exceedingly clever. That, perhaps,

accounts for his tumbled appearance ; he

has a great soul that soars above the trivial

things of earth, save the mark. His white

hair is rumpled, generally sticking up on end

owing to his habit of running his lank, bony

fingers through it. Certainly, his collars

and cuffs are not very closely acquainted

with starch, and his necktie ends—they are

white, but they are strangely like those of

my boneshaker friend—limp and flying. His

horn rimmed glasses are in a perpetual state

of dimness, which fact necessitates his

looking over the top of them. The school-

boys, more especially the lazy ones, entertain

a profound respect for their talented dominie,

chiefly by reason—I believe—of his unusua

dexterity in manipulating the cane upon
offending backs. Little Oscar Kellin told me
yesterday that it stings twenty thousand

times worse than a bee.

Mr. Murdoch Conynghames Coxe thrust a

glass of abnormal size into one eye, and
through the other superciliously regarded

the poor dominie as he shuffled across the

room. The result was not satisfactory. He
let fall his ridiculous ornament, and, tilting

back his chair, slightly ejaculated, " 'Pon my
word."

"What does that convey ?" queried Karl,

half scornfully.

" Well, I never," said Mr. Conynghames
Coxe, still lost in a maze of bewilderment,
" a most peculiar man."
The dominie, Liktor Sylvane.
" He is a perfect scarecrow," pursued my

countryman. (How devoutly I wished he

was of any other nationality but English.)

" Positively shabby, you know. I should

have taken him for a beggar had we met in

the street."

Karl fired up angrily, " Liktor Sylvane

would be a gentleman in rags, such as a

broadcloth coat and pocketful of money
cannot make."

" I— I beg your pardon, ma'amzelle" (oh !

what a vile pronunciation)—" your cousin is

an extraordinary boy ; but er—er—are the

guests here quite respectable ?"

Ma'amezUe laughed in her sleeve.

" Karl, I am yet somewhat of a stranger

in Wisby society. Will you kindly enhghten

Mr. Conynghames Coxe as to whether we
are amongst respectable folk ?"

Karl entered into the spirit of the inquiry,

and considered it a capital joke. By his

expression I could see he meant to play

pranks upon our particular PhiHstine, and I

wickedly registered a vow to help hira.

" They are rather a Bohemian lot, are

they not, Mr. Conynghames Coxe ?" he

began.
" Ye—es ; they seem so easy-mannered."
" Ah ! I daresay. Now, Engelskan doesn't

think so, and she's English to the backbone."
" You forget I am of French descent."

"True; they are models of propriety,"

answereJ Karl, sarcastical]3\ " You see

that tall, lanky fellow in front ?"

Mr. Murdoch Conynghames Coxe replied

tersely in the affirmative.

"Well, he ran away to sea when he was
about fourteen. Since then he has been

Jack-of-all-trades, and is, consequently.
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master of none. He shot a man out in the

Brazils," Karl went on, cheerfully, " and

came near getting punished. However, he

escaped scot-free. He has joined the army

and retrieved his character now—has white-

washed himself, you know."

Mr. Murdoch, etc., took the story all in.

" That young widow there is an awful

cheat at cards. If you've any money to

spare, try a hand at whist with her, Mr.

Conynghames Coxe. They say the hand-

somer a woman is the more she cheats."

"Wiseacre," broke in Herman, coming up

behind them, " what nonsense you are

chattering."
" I'm not," said Karl, in a defiant fight-

you-for-threepence tone.

*' Mr. Conynghames Coxe wants to know
whether we are all respectable !"

Whew— whistled Herman, softly.

" You can relieve his anxiety, and furnish

him with an outline of the history of each

guest."

" Count Ulla will vouch for them," began

Herman, and made a pretence of marching

off.

Mr. Murdoch detained him.

" Oh, no, no^pray listen to reason. These
young folk make a great deal out of nothing.

I would not trouble my host the Count for

worlds. Who is that young lady in the

crimson dress. Lieutenant Laurin ?"

" Daughter of a second-hand bookseller,"

I broke in.

The random shaft struck home. Mr.

Conynghames Coxe faced me sharply.

" Who has dared to say I was a second-

hand bookseller ?"

" Nobody," I retorted. Qui s'excuse s'accuse.

" I am retired from business these three

years. I did a splendid trade in new books

and stationery—gave threepence in the

shilling discount."

" How liberal !" murmured Karl sotto voce.

" And yet made my fortune. I invested

my money in the three-and-a-half per cents.,

and began to enjoy life. But I never once

sold a second-hand book," he declared

vehemently.

" Were your antecedents in the same
trade ? " inquired Herman and Karl

together—the Cunninghams who fled to

France and Madame—no, Monsieur de

Glais ?

" My grandfather was prefect."

But it was a shame to tease the thick-

headed numscull, so we left him in peace

and whirled round in the dance.

He stayed till about half-past eleven, and

then walked to his hotel, not a hundred yards

away. I don't fancy he has quite forgiven

us yet.

We saw him in church on Sunday morning,

and later on standing on the beach
endeavouring to make himself intelligible to

a fisher lad. Each gabbled away in his own
mother tongue, and there was a delightful

jargon. Herman went to the rescue. Mr.

Conynghames Coxe wanted a boat, and my
cousin offered to take him in his—an offer

he gladly accepted. When the sun was
going down and the heat decreased they

sailed about the bay ; only, for my part, I

think the water was too smooth to be

pleasant.

Harvest-time is in full swing. Here in the

valley and amongst the dark pine trees on

the hill sides they are busy gathering in the

hay. Sturdy, good-humoured peasants and
their comely wives or daughters mow down
the long waving grass and spread it to dry

in the sun. People from Tjilder and Bal

have been pressed into the service, for Uncle
Antony says the fine weather won't last

much longer. July is half through, and soon

it will be time to reap the corn, which is

almost over-ripe now. Every night we can

hear the corncrakes in the meadows uttering

their peculiar cries. The trout stream is

very low, and not many weeks since it was
swollen and overflowed its banks. We have

planned a few days' rambling about the

wood ; but my tricycle is out of the question

in this tropical heat, so we have stowed it

away in a barn till cooler days come.

—Amy Htirlston.
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CYCLING PHOTOGRAPHIC NOTES.

Last month the ferrous-oxalate solution

occupied space in these notes. I am now
giving the potash developer an exhaustive

trial, and next month hope to give my ex-

periences. It seems to me to be the developer

for the amateur. But let me be guarded, so

that I shall have nothing to retract.

At the recent Speedwell Wheel Show there

was one enthusiastic amateur, an Austrian

studying engineering in this town, who
seemed to expose on anything so long as he

got plates to develop. But I saw no other

amateur at work, and certainly views of or

in the Show cannot be said to be tempting.

We know that at Harrogate the camp brings

forth at least 15 of the brethren, and an

ordinary race meeting occasionally brings

some out. But the difficulty attending the

views at a Show, or, at least, those in Bingley

Hall, is quite enough to frighten away all

save the fully fledged.

Just one more note anent this Show. I

observed that the N.C.U. have now an

"official photographer." What with their

different official timekeepers, laptakers,

handicappers, road surveyors, billposters,

solicitors, etc., we shall all, ere long, be like

the Americans after the Civil War—none
below colonel. But I never dreamt we pho-

tographers would be in it at all. Who is

their official amateur ? For the one who
thus advertised himself at the Speedwell

Show is, of course, a professional, and so

there is still room for another official appoint-

ment, that of" official amateur photographer-

in-chief." Now then, Pearce, Steel, Bashall

and Co.—I mean Coe—who speaksfirst ?

Now, for the " Club Chronicle " editor of

the Bicycling News, Mr. H. H. G., I have

great respect, none the less so that he is a

considerably bigger man than I, but his criti-

cism on the lantern slides shown at the
" Criterion " by the West London T.C.,

though no doubt genuine from an outsider s

point of view, requires just a little qualifi-

cation^ust a Httle quahty, Mr. H. H. G. He
says in effect that the show was very poor

compared to that of the Temple B.C., and
that even the professional slides were inferior

to those shown by the Bashalls. If, as it is

stated, the slides were constantly put in up-

side down, sideways, etc., no doubt the effect

would hardly be as great as when carefully

shown. But the other point is simple. There
is a great difference in producing a set of 50

slides from 60 negatives, as had to be done

with the Harrogate Camp series, or for a

limited number, as had those by Mr. Thomas
of Tunbridge Wells Camp. Mr. Bashall can

choose his fine results, and of course obtain

the best sUdes. But when it comes to mak-

ing a set from nearly every neg^ative taken,

the circumstances are vastly different. In

any case, a set of groups, tents, and machines

taken in camp could not possess such artistic

merit as glorious landscape, sea and sky.

Now, Mr. H. H. G., get into that tight-fitting

jersey bodice again, and—stick there.

At last—thank goodness, somebody is

going to help me. I have to thank " Nemo"
for his contribution on testing prints for

hypo and the ten per cent, system of devel-

opment. Here they are :

—

"Are my prints washed enough now ?" the

amateur probably asks himself again and
again, as he finishes a fresh batch of prints,

and few photographers seem to know what
a simple and ready means they have of test-

ing this all-important question. The test is

simply this : When you fancy the prints are

sufficiently rid of the fixing solution, take

one of them out of the water and apply the

edge to the tip of the tongue, and you will

then readily taste the salt if there is still any
appreciable quantity present in the prints.

This strikes me as being a useful hint and
one but little known.

An excellent plan is that of keeping your

developing solutions made up into ten per

cent, ones, and I fancy if anyone ever gives

this a fair trial, they rarely give it up. The
convenience is immense, as in mixing the

developer one knows exactly what propor-

tions they are using of pyro, bromide and
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ammonia. The same developer, of course,

does not suit all subjects, and therefore

requires to be altered from time to time.

The following formulas (from the Polytechnic

School) have worked capitally in my hands.

The solutions required are :—

•

No. I. ' Salpho-pyrogallol, 10 percent.

No. 2. Bromide of potassium, 10 per cent.

No. 3. Strongest liquid ammonia, 10 per
cent.

Developer A.

For objects in relief, portraits, groups and
interiors.

Of No. I take 10 to 20 minims'! to each oz.

,, „ 2 ,, 10 ,, 20 ,, I of developer

„ „ 3 „ 5 „ 40 5. J required.

Developer B.

For ordinary landscapes and copying.

Of No. I take 20 to 40 minims)
^^ ^^^^ ^^

" " ? " ?n
"
Tn

"
\

required. '

Developer C.

For instantaneous work, flatly-lighted objects

and sea-views.

Of No. I take 40 to 8o minims
| ^^ ^^^^ ^^^

" "
I

" 40,, 80 „ required.
,, „ 3 ,, 20 „ 160 „ ) ^

I casually remarked to a friend, " Do you
believe in the ten per cent, system ?" and his

reply showed his thoughts to be afar off

:

" Rather, my boy, where's the investment ?"

which completely shut up — Woll. •

> • <

AN EDITOR'S TROUBLES.

The questions asked editors are occa-

sionally very funny, and the long screeds

which these unfortunate individuals have to

wade through from time to time to get at

what their correspondent wants would form

a nice collection. A cycling editor sends us

the following as only an average specimen of

what he has occasionally to study :

—

" Dear Sir,—Will you oblige me by giving a
little needful information ? (i.) The dis-

tance, or as near as possible, from Hoxton
to Broxbourae, by road, via Chingford and
Waltham Abbey ? (2.) What is the greatest
help to sustenance on a long journey ?

(3.) What is the best strengthening and
muscle-forming food you know of? Is oat-

meal any good, or have eggs beat up in tea
or coffee any strengthening or muscle-form-
ing properties ? My legs and arms ache
very much after a paltry 30 or 40 miles ride
on my bicycle, which has double balls to front

and cones to back, and suspension saddle,
weighs but 4olbs., is three seasons old, cost

;^io when new, direct spokes, and is painted.
By-the-bye, I wish to exchange the above
machine. What do you think I ought to get
for it as it stands ? It is in thorough running
order. When you have advised me what
to ask for it I will advertise it in your
columns.

" A few weeks ago I noticed in a column
of your valuable paper—every week's issue of
which interests me very much— [This is the
sop to Cerberus.

—

Ed.]—an extract from a
byelaw, in which it held forth that it was not
compulsory fur tricycles to carry lamps any.

when after sunset, but as regards bicycles

it stated that it was not compulsory for them
to carry lamps in the Metropolis only, of course
after sunset. Now, what I wish to know is

what constitutes the said Metropolis ? Is it

the City ? or is it the City and a radius of so

many miles round ? if so, how many miles ?

" The other night I was riding after dark
;

my lamp, which I had lit, jolted out ; a few
yards farther on, a constable came out into

the road and asked me if I did not require a

lamp, and not feeling quite certain upon the

above point re the Metropolis, and knowing
how quickly constables wi'l get upon their

mettle if you presume to dictate the law to

them, and more especially if you are not
exactly in the right, I replied that it had
just gone out, to which he said, ' I had better

light it again, then,' but I did not take any
notice but coolly rode on slowly without
answering him, having only a few more yards
to ride home, and the coastable did not seem
disposed to make himself officious; indeed,

from the manner in which he questioned

me in the first place, it appeared that he was
not too well versed in the law, or in the laws
relating to cycling, at any rate.

" I am only a three months' bicycle rider;

previous to that I have always ridden a
tricycle, and, of course, bought my bike

second-hand of a friend I know well. I am
very frightened of riding down hills. I

suppose you cannot tell me of any way of

getting rid of my fear ?

"Please excuse writing as I was in a great

hurry, but wanted at the same time to tell

you all.

" Yours, etc.,

" Inquirer,"
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It is infinitely discouraging. The worst

winter we have known for many years con-

tinues to drag its dire course slowly onward,

while day after day we are approaching

nearer to the opening of the racing season.

Never mind, brother wheelmen ! When the

spring does dawn upon us, we shall enjoy it

all the more by comparison with the unhappy
period which is just past. Optimism for

ever! Dark clouds to the right-about, and

silver-linings in the ascendant.

Whilst we, in that portion of the wheel

world which is estimated to contain 500,000

cyclists, have been bewailing the severity of

our winter, our Antipodian cousins have

been holding high carnival, a " Grand Inter-

national " {sid) race-meeting, at Melbourne,

attracting a vast crowd in the middle of

January; and it is evident, from the fact that

the first prize for one race cost £^0, that

cycling race-meetings are infinitely more
profitable in parts of the wheel world where

cycles are fewer and farther apart than in

the home of the sport. In this, as in other

matters, familiarity evidently breeds con-

tempt ; and the difficulty of getting a good
" gate" in London is obviously the result of

our race-meetings being so frequent and

plentiful.

Frank Weston has given up riding ! This

piece of information may come to many as

an item of news of no more moment than

would be the announcement that John
Brown had sold his jigger, or that Bill Jones

had turned up his old club and joined the

unattached. But Frank W^eston is not a

mere John Brown or Bill Jones, but a

typical cyclist, whose relinquishment of our

sport deserves some more than passing

notice. As the modern pioneer cyclist of

the United States, and introducer of the

Touring Club to American soil, Frank
Weston was looked upon as a very enthusi-

astic wheelman ; but, unfortunately, he did

not advance with the times sufficiently,

and his overweening affection for, and ad-

vocacy of, the sociable tricycle, and his

enmity to the tandem, made him lose a great

deal of the pleasures of modern wheeling,

and I doubt not that his retirement from

cycling ranks was mainly occasioned by the

discovery that inferior riders than he and
his wife could, on a tandem, extract vastly

more enjoyment from the pastime than he

was able to obtain on his heavy and slow-

going sociable. The tandem has planted

itself as a perennial in America, as in other

parts of the wheel world.

I am going to Dublin. It is their own
fault. The Irishmen told me, months ago,

that if I would pay them a visit I should find,

that they had some good fellows among
them ; they sort o' dared me to come along,

in fact, doubtless confident in their security

so far away, but I am going to take D. D.

and Co. at their words by hieing me to Ball's

Bridge at Easter; and by what I have been

able to glean from a fugitive acquaint-

ance with such sterling men as R. J.

Mecredy at the Stanley Show, and A.

Mecredy at the Show of the Speedwell, I

calculate upon having a good time of it

during my unconventional trip to the

Emerald Isle. The Royal Irish Constabu-

lary will doubtless be strongly reinforced
;

Dublin wheelmen will carefully deposit their

prize pots at their bankers', and instruct

their households to be prepared to stand a

siege ; and, if I can only persuade Nym or

The Artist to come along, the Hibernian

wheel world will have to wag pretty vigor-

ously.

The promoters of the Southern Counties

Camp are not to be discouraged, yet succes-

sive failures do not deter them from

endeavouring to overcome the lethargy

and indifference of Londoners and resi-

dents in the Southern districts of Eng-

land ; and even a couple of pecuniary

failures, supplemented by a prize-value

scandal, is not sufficient to deter the Holborn,

Wandsworth and West London tricyclists

from posing once more as benefactors to their

species. Tunbridge Wells having been

drawn blank, Guildford is to be the scene of

operations this year, and the tented field is

to be where the Guildford cricketers are

wont to disport themselves. With riparian

attractions, and the more accessible venue, ihe

Camp has greater chances of success than
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ever; and yet we do not hear of any repre-

sentative London or South Counties clubs

throwing in their lot with the promoters.

I have received a copy of a little book

called " Land's End to John-o'-Groat's," ac-

companied by a postcard signed by the name

of Tom Moore, with the names of two clubs

tacked thereonto, requesting me to notice the

book in these pages. It is not usual for me

to review books in these columns, but I can-

not refuse to concede such a polite request,

backed up by the names of two such influen-

tial clubs as the Kildare and the Sutton, so I

will stretch a point by saying that Tom
Moore's narrative is an account of the record

journey undertaken by T. R. Marriott last

autumn, embellished with some highly-

unnecessary adulation and a quantity of

irritating " padding," which would have been

much better left out. The hterary execution

is very bad, the compiler's acquaintance with

dictionaries and the rules of English grammar

being evidently too rudimentary for such an

ambitious work ; but the subject matter of

the journey was so remarkable that even the

poverty of the narrative does not prevent its

being very interesting. The astoundingendur-

ance displayed by Marriott in day after day

covering such long distances, with scarcely

any sleep in between, creates a feeling of en-

thusiastic admiration for the hardy tricycHst

and his record which no number of path-

sprinting feats could arouse.

There is a flutter in the ranks of the sub-

sidised amateurs, and a lot of absurd bravado

is being indulged in by some of the gentle-

manly and honourable individuals who have

been called upon by the Union to explain

whether they can prove what they are

continually signing their names to on

entry forms, to wit, that they are amateurs

according to the N.C.U. definition. Threats

of actions for defamation of character

are easier made than carried out
;

and the mere action of the N.C.U. in

saying that certain men shall not race in

the " amateur" races held by N.C.U. pro-

moters does not defame the characters of

such men. If the N.C.U. Council chose to

decree that I should not race as an amateur

because, in future, anybody who was deaf,

or who wrote " Wheel World" Waggings,

or who wore Jaeger's pants, or who borrowed

amateur photographic cameras, the Union

would be quite within the law in so doing,

and so, if necessary, outward consistency

may be violated by the Council passing rules

" that Messrs. R. Cripps, J. H. Adams, and
others are hereby declared ineligible to

compete in races held under N.C.U. rules."

Such a rule would look inconsistent to any-

body knowing nothing of the causes leading

up to it, but it would be legitimate, and so

also is it legitimate for the Council to em-
power its Executive to disqualify indi-

viduals on suspicion. The libel-action

scare is a bogey of no account, and
the brag and bluster indulged in by
men such as those I have named typi-

cally, who are secretly believed to be.

professionals, will come to nothing. Threats
of a Racing Cyclists' Association being
formed will also be bootless, for no organisa-

tion of professionals can affect the rule of

the N.C.U. over amateur cycling sport.

Even the Amateur Athletic Association, with
its vast prestige, could not oust the N.C.U.
from its stronghold ; so what can a mere
handful of promateurs expect to do ? No,
the inevitable must be accepted, and those
who have broken the spirit and letter of the

N.C.U. amateur definition must be content
to become professionals in name as they are
already in reality.

A gentleman has been fined for shooting

a dog which flew at him when he was riding

a bicycle, and on appeal the fine has not
been remitted ; but the observations of
the distinguished judge before whom the
appeal was taken were, fortunately, of

such a transparent character as to

satisfy everybody that the case was not
decided upon its merits ; and the result is

only to show us that we have not entirely

lived down the unreasoning prejudice of

some isolated lawyers even within the
United Kingdom.
The latest addition to the list of cycling

accidents has for its victims F. S. Bucking-
ham and a small child of Coventry ; report
crediting the former with nearly killing the
latter, and nearly tearing away his own knee-
cap, as the results of " scorching " through
the City of Three Spires on a safety bicycle.

In the face of the growing practice of hold-

ing paperchases, long-distance races, and
record trials on the road, this accident
should not be lost upon us, but should empha-
size the necessity for the exercise of extreme
care whenever we are riding at all fast on
the road, especially when passing through
towns and villages. If road cracks take this

opportune lesson to heart, poor "Bucky"
will not have fallen in vain. —Faed



A Ladies' Tricycle.

In the dark ages of tricycling, when
double-driving was only just asserting its

sway over single-driving, and when front-

steerers had only just been admitted

superior to rear-steerers, the term " lady's

tricycle" was synonymous with " obsolete

patterns," makers seeming as by one accord

determined to foist their old stock of single-

driving rear-steerers upon the fair sex for

no other reason, apparently, than that ladies

were not likely to travel so fast as to

seriously imperil their safety. But with

modern improvements in wheels, and the

intimate acquaintance with detail now

they can be driven has induced many ladies

to prefer them, despite their drawbacks, and

the Coventry Machinists' Company conse-

quently essay to overcome the manifest

objections to the handle-bar steering tricycle.

This is accomplished by means principally

of two most important additions to the ordi-

nary " Marlboro' Club" tricycle, consisting

(firstly) of an anti-vibration spring and

(secondly) of a hinged steering-post. The
former improvement is clearly indicated by

the woodcut, where it will be noticed that a

pair of coiled wire springs, resembling the

half a " Cradle " spring, is interposed

between the front wheel spindle and the

ends of the steering-fork ; by this means the

possessed by all diligent readers of the cycling

Press, the position oflovely woman isiufinittly

improved, and the best of firms in the trade

are perceiving that it is to their own interest

to foster the growth of tricycling among the

lidies in every possible way. Hence we
have a most admirable assortment of

tricycles now placed on the market, with

every conceivable improvement added for

the convenience of lad> riders. Of these

none is higher in class than the " Marlboro'

Club" tricycle, in its latest improved form,

of which we give an illustration. Cripper-

pattern tricycles may not be considered the

most suitable for ladies' use in their ordinary

forms, but the ease and speed with which

objectionable vibration previously com-
municated to the rider's arms is reduced to

an imperceptible minimum, but without the

introduction of any undue degree of flexibility

such as would lessen the rigidity of the

machine. The latter improvement consists

of a provision whereby a lady may with
facility mount and dismount in front, instead
of having to climb over the axle ; this is

accomplished by means of a patent hinge
contained in the neck of the main tube,

just behind the steering-head, which hinge is

furnished with a catch connected by a light

and almost invisible rod to a neatly-fitted

grip-lever on the left half of the handle-bar;
by gripping this lever—like a brake-lever

—
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the ri4er releases th.e catch from the hinge,

whereupon the whole of the sloped steering-

post swings forward into a perpendicular

position, so that there is ample space for a

lady to step in or out. The value of this

arrangement must be too obvious to need

dwelling upon ; and when it is said that the

" Marlboro' Club," thus constructed for

ladies, has all the latest improvements

lavished upon it, we have said enough to

show that Eow-a-days the fairer half of

humanity have no occasion to complain that

their wants are not sufficiently studied by

those whose business it is to cater for tri-

cyclists.

(The ^^ Ladies' Marlboro' Chtb'' tricycle is

made by the Coventry Machinists' Company

y

Limited, Cheylesmore Works, Coventry, and 15,

Holborn Viaduct, London.

J

A Siccessful Two-speed Bicycle.

Several attempts have been made to con-

struct a bicycle with a two-speed, or a speed-

and-pow3r, gearing, but hitherto with no
great degree of success. Amongst the multi-

tude of two-speed gearings which flooded the

market daring 188-I.-5, the best was selected

by mechanical judges as the " Cr3^pto," and

the experience gained during the period

succeeding the introduction of this gearing

—properly called the "Crypto Dynamic"
—has proved that it is sound and reliable,

both in principle and practice, its wearing

qualities having shown that it was far ahead

of its competitors for tricycle use. The pro-

prietors of the " Crypto " patent, having

bought the rights of the "Britain" two-

speed gear, are now enabled to so modify the

action of the " Crypto " as to adapt it with

facility to the purposes of the bicycle ; and
one of the most suitable forms of bicycle for

this purpose is the" 'Xtraordinary Challenge."

In its more modern form, this machine is

constructed wiih a 40-iach driving wheel,

and ofcourse the level gearing of the ordinary
" 'Xtra." levers precluded the possibility of

any great speed, but by means of the
" Crypto" gear this is all changed, and the

4 )-inch " 'Xtra." becomes geared up to 60

inches, the friction of the balance gear being

no greater than—if as great as—that of the

chains and crankshaft bearings of a chain-

geared dwarf. Under its improved con-

ditions, then, the two-speeded " 'Xtra." has

a 40-inch front and a 23-inch' back wheel,

with the familiar " 'Xtra." levers—which

have no dead point—carrying the pedals
close to the ground. The raked fork is

surmounted by curved handle-bars, with a
powerful spoon brake on the front wheel

;

and the"Crypto" gearis contained in a deeply-

recessed flange on the left of the hub, the

rod by which the gear is struck in or out of

action running up by the side of the fork-

leg to a very neat little striking-lever, fitted

on the left of the steering-head. As is the

case for tricycles, the gear is made dust-

proof, and—unlike other speed gearings—
its use does not necessitate a reduction of the

width of the hub, as the wheel can be made
as broad in the hub as may be desired, irre-

spective of the width between the pedals on
the lever-ends. It will be understood that the

40-inch wheel can be driven level, for up-hill

or against wind riding, without the "Crypto"
generating any friction whatever, all the gear

being absolutely at rest in such a case ; but

for speed on the level, the gear is struck in,

v/hen the " Crypto " gears up the wheel to

60-inch, the friction added then being equiva-

lent to the friction which is perpetually pre-

sent on chain-geared dwarfs. Of the detail

construction of the " Crypto-geared 'Xtra."

bicycle, we need say nothing, it being exactly

similar to what has stood so well the long

test of hard work, on roads, on the tall and
ungeared " 'Xtra." bicycle ; and the advan-

tageous action of the levers, giving an ellip-

tical motion instead of a rotary, without any
dead centre whatever, is exactly the same on
this machine as on its forerunner, the " 'Xtra.'*

pure and simple.

{The " Crypto 'Xtra." bicycle is made by

Singer & Ci., Coventry, and 17, Holborn

Viaduct, London.)

Tandem Bicycles.

The dwarf bicycle lends itself far more
readily than the direct-action tall bicycle to

conversion into a tandem for two riders, and

several inventors have designed combinations

whereby existing types of dwarf bicycles are

provided with such additions as will conveit

them into tandems, one rider driving each

wheel. In theory, these ideas seem to be

quite correct ; and—as was the case with the

earlier " sociable " tricycles—people argue

that two riders on one machine, having less

weight to propel than if they were on two

separate machines, must be able to drive that

one machine faster and easier than they

could drive the two separate machines.
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How far this is the case will only be deter-

mined in practice, as it is not unlikely that

the conflicting strains produced by the two

riders treadling their separate wheels out of

time (for it is impossible to keep the pedals

of a tandem bicycle synchronous, on account

of the wheels windmg about upon different

curves, even if both wheels are geared alike)

will so far interfere with the smooth travelling

as to produce a result equivalent to that of

the axle-torsion on a sociable tricycle. There

are three patented, and one unpatented,

dwarf tandems already introduced, but

neither has been proven to be worthy of

public patronage, and neither can succeed

until practical results have demonstrated the

correctness of design as regards both the

ease of driving and steering, and the dura-

biUty.

A Perfect Luggage-carrier.

It has been a long time coming, but it has

come ! To the makers of the Patent Folding

Carrier and Patent Spring M.I. P. bag belong

the credit of producing an appliance whereby
the bicyclist may carry his luggage, in his

favourite " IM.I.P. " position, without any
trouble as to its liability to swing round or

shake loose. The invention is of a twofold

character, consisting of two appliances for

permanent attachment to the backbone of a

bicycle, and of a " M.I. P. " bag havmg two
long, flat springs secured longitudinally along

its back. The illustrations almost convey

the idea of the invention at a glance. In

Fig. I a length of

the backbone is

represented, on to

which are se-

cured, by clips,

two pairs of arms
having slots cut

in their ends.

These arms are

represented as

folded away, close

to the backbone,

when out of use,

in which position

they are not in the

rider's way, nor

^., are they of such

.--:::-- ijulk as to be either
""" A

heavy or unsight-

ly. When luggage

Fig. 1. has to be carried

€ach arm is opened out at right angles to the

backbone (the arms being hinged with a spring

joint to the central pivot), when they stand

out firmly, in the positions indicated by the

dotted lines A A and C C. Then the bag,

which is an improved form of the *' Multum-
in-Parvo" bag, being filled with the desired

luggage, is placed upon the backbone, and

the projecting ends of the two flat springs,

D D, are inserted in the slots of the arms
(being bent down for the purpose), and their

springiness causes them to straighten out,

and so securely hold the bag in place. As
an additional precaution, however, a strap,

E E, is provided, completely encircling

both bag and backbone, so that the

luggage is secured to the bicycle with

what is practically perfect immunity
from the liability to get adrift ; and the

attachment and detachment is, moreover,
effected with vastly greater expedition than
when a lot of buckled straps have to be
dealt with. For tricycles, the hinged arms
are supplied ready mounted on central tubes
corresponding to the backbone of the bicy-

cle, which central tubes are in turn provided
with suitable arms for attachment to the
axle bearings of " Cripper" tricycles, and to

other suitable portions of the frames of other

three-wheelers.

(The Patent Folding Carriers and M.I.P. bags

are made by Lamplugh and Brown, 135, Great

Colmore Street, Birmingham. Price of the

Carriers—For bicycles, gs. 6d. per set; for

Cripper-type tricycles, 12s. 6d. per set; the

J2S. and 15s. each.)
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A Saddle on Rollers.

Amongst the bewildering variety of saddles

now on the market, the " Climax " is one

which bears a likeness to no other, and is a

peculiarity amongst peculiarities. We have

already described a saddle (the " Rolling

Buffer") which rocks from side to side, on a

central pivot, in accommodation to the move-

ment of the rider; but the " Climax " has a

rolling motion of a similar, and yet different

nature. Instead of rocking from side to side,

this literally rolls from one side to the other,

its rear being provided with two grooved

rollers running on knife-edge ways, which

allow the surface of the saddle to shift from

side to side, in accordance with the rider's

motions. The ways are also placed at

such an angle as to give a slight rocking mo-

lion to the saddle, as well as the side-to-side

shifting motion ; and there are doubtless

numbers of riders who will appreciate these

features as conducing to a decrease of the

chafing inseparable from long-distance rid-

ing.

{The " Climax " Saddle is made by J. B.

Brookes & Co., Great Charles Street, Birming-

ham, price 15s-)

A Compressed-air Motor.

For years past there has been talk of

applying compressed air as a motive power
to propel tricycles. Steam, coiled springs

and electricity have also been applied to this

use—on paper—but hitherto no practical

results have accrued. True, there was the

"Baronet" steam - motor, introduced in

actual working order at the Stanley Show
at Foresters' Hall years ago, and Professor

Ayrton was reported to have actually accom-

plished a journey through the City on a tri-

cycle driven by electricity ; but in the one

case the legal restrictions upon the use of

steam-carriages throttled Messrs. Bateman's

project, and in the other the excessive weight

of the accumulatorsnecessary for the storage

of the electricity, as well as the great expense,

prevented the invention arriving at the stage

of commercial success. Compressed air as a

motor has not been of such value' in the

world of machinery as to justify us in sup-

posing that it would be any likelier than

electricity to suit the requirements of tricycle

construction, but one sanguine inventor at

least thinks otherwise, and has brought out

an arrangement whereby he proposes to

assist riders in climbing hills, if not to drive

them exclusively upon the level for short

distances as well. The manner in which
this desirable result is proposed to be effected

is as follows :—Mounted on the tricycle

frame, behind the rider's saddle, are two
cylindrical tanks, laid across, one on the

top of the other, like two large-sized

cylindrical luggage-bags. On the frame
sides are two steam-engine cylinders, with

a stroke of about four inches, the piston-

rods of which are connected to cog-

wheels geaiing into cog-wheels on the

crankshaft or axle of the tricycle, or con-

nected thereto by level-geared or geared-

down or geared - up chain - wheels. The
working cylinders are connected to the air

tanks by suitable pipes with valves, and the

requisite eccentric motion works the valves

to admit and exhaust the air at each end
alternately of the cylinders. Air can, before

starting, be pumped and compressed into

the cyhnders by a hand-pump, when the

stored-up energy is, of course, so much in

reserve ; but lest this reserve power become
exhausted, the action of the motor is auto-

matic in a certain degree. Thus, one of the

cylinders receives air from the tank, and
propels the machine, preferably to aid in

riding uphill. But when the machine is

descending a hill the valve shuts off the air

from this cylinder, and a valve on the oppo-

site side of the machine being opened, the

force of the machine rushing downhill is

utihsed to pump air into the tank by means
of the cylinder on the opposite side to the

cylinder which works as a propeller. Thus,

it is claimed the force of gravity in descend-

ing hills is not wasted, as it would be by the

application of a brake, but is stored up for

use when ascending hills. In theory, this is

a very valuable invention, and when perfected

it may become of practical value ; but at pre-

sent it has not progressed beyond a very ex-

perimental stage.

(The Compressed-air Tricycle is made by S.

J. Davis, Birmingham.)



It comes, not with the merry May, love,

but with April, that " Scorchalong" uncoils

himself from his winter stove and takes pen
in hand to deal with cycle racing in the

form of a few prognostications for the Oval

spring meeting of the Surrey Bicycle Club.

P. Furnivall and H. F. Wilson with Hale as

a developer of the " Kangaroo" are the likely

men one hears about. Cripps is at present

busy in settling Todd and the N.C.U. gener-

ally. In the northern part of London
Cathcart's International Race-meeting on

the 22nd May promises to be the biggest

thing of the year, and I trust that, for Mr.

Cathcart's sake, as well as for the sport's, it

will turn out trumps. As I deal with events

that are past, and am not a sporting prophet,

nor is cycling great in prospective betting, I

wave a graceful adieu [More or less

—

Ed.]

until next month, when, after the Oval,

which is, of course, the first test of the year,

I shall know better who really means
business, and who has only been mentioned

as meaning it to —Scorchalong.

> » <

XTopics of the ^Ime.
[C}vve3pD:iisii03 ov shovt articles on subjects of curveut intevest ave invite.i from all reaievs of the Magazine.]

A Novel Bicycle.

Chas. E. Duryea, of Peoria, U.S.A., has

recently secured a patent on a very original

bicycle, to be used by ladies as well as gentle-

men. The large wheel is made without

spokes, and the saddle and driving apparatus

is located inside the wheel, which runs at a

slight angle. The upper part of the rim

runs under the right arm and is covered by a

mud-guard. The steering is by levers on

each side with the same motion as the

ordinary handle-bar. The front wheel will

be fifty-two inches, and the seat adjustable

up and down hke a tricycle seat. Sixteen-

inch rear wheel of ordinary pattern. It

certainly looks as if it would work all right,

and if it does it will have the safety and ease

of mounting and dismounting of the tricycle,

without the disadvantage of weight and two

or three tracks. Mr. Duryea has sufficient

confidence in it to go ahead and build one

for experimental purposes. Mr. Duryea has

a number of ingenious ideas concerning

bicycles, tricycles, and sundries, some of

which he intends to put into tangible shape
soon. Mr. Duryea is the patentee of the

two Duryea saddles, forerunners of the

Lillibridge, Hygienic, and similar saddles,

and is an inventor of no little ability.

—

L.A. W. Bulletin.

Prizes for Road-riding.

It is highly gratifying to note the growing
practice amongst cycling clubs of offering

medals to such of their members as accom-
plish noteworthy feats of riding on the road,

either for the popular twenty -four -hours
journey, or—in a less number of cases—for

twelve hours, one hundred miles, and similar

periods of time or distances. Path-riding

has for a long time monopolised too much
attention, and it is vastly more conducive to

the welfare of a club that its members should
be encouraged to persevere in acquiring
skill and speed on the road ; and although it

may be proportionately harder for a man to

win a cheap prize, such as a medal, by riding
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for 24 hours, than to win a valuable article of

use or ornament by sprinting a mile twice in

an afternoon, yet the road-riding clubman

does more good to himself and his club by

practising for and participating in road-

rides against time than by training on the

track, and taking part in Saturday handi-

caps. However proud a club may be of its

crack racing men, who win prizes week after

week throughout the season, it is generally

the case that the path-riders do not support

club runs and tours, because road-riding

spoils a man's "form" on the path ; and, after

all, the sociable side of club life, typified by

the weekly club run, the periodical tour, and
the occasional picnic or "ladies' day," is

both pleasanter and more rational than a

course of path-training and path-racing. The
member who trains for 24 hours road-rides

does not object to join all the other road

journeys of his club; hence the utility, in

more senses than one, of club prize-giving

for road riding.

Newspaper Animosities.

A very striking effect has been produced by
an article in the C.T.C. Gazette on the

subject of the acrimonious tone adopted by
some writers in the weekly cycling Press,

and a very general confirmation of Mr.

Hogg's opinion has resulted, even those who
are themselves foremost in the ranks of the

personal-vilifiers commending the justice of

his observations.

The great bulk of cyclists do not care to

mix themselves up with the personal quarrels

of cycling editors ; and the poHcy pursued
by some of our weekly contemporaries is

not only derogatory to their own dignity,

but destructive to their influence. The
editor who will sternly and consistently

excise every reference to the personal

peculiarities of his contemporaries will gain

more, by the respect of his readers, than he
can possibly lose by any amount ofunanswered
backbitings on the part of his opponents. If

one paper wants to criticise other papers, it

should criticise tlem as papers, and not

descend to belittling the men who are sup-

posed to have written any particular allusion

in such papers. The absurdity of one of

our weeklies, for instance, publishing the fact

that its conductors are on friendly terms
with the subordinate writers on the staff of a
competing weekly's editor, and yet moving
heaven and earth to heap coals of fire on the

hea of the editor-in-chief of that journal,

blaming him for all faults committed by his

assistants, and casting mean epithets at him
as a man, needs no comment; it carries on
the face of it the unmistakeable evidences of

private and personal spitefulness ; and the

outside reader, seeing how things stand, is un-

likely to cherish any great degree of respect

or enthusiasm for the inner life of a sport

whose high priests and votaries are guilty

of such meannesses. Open confession is

good for the soul, and Mr. Hogg's article has
stirred some of the worst of these sinners to

admit their share of the fault, from which
augury we hope for a better state of things

during the season which is just dawning upon
the wheel world.

What they Mean.

The practice of referring to celebrated

cyclists by their initials alone is very preva-

lent in our weekly Press, and by way of

guiding the novice in understanding the

meanings of such groups of letters as he
frequently meets with, a mighty genius writes

us that he is compiling a glossary, of which a

specimen sheet is appended. Early orders

should be placed for copies of this valuable

work of reference :

—

G. L. H.—Grossly-Libelled Harrier.

C. W. N.—Can't Write Nonsense.

H. S.—Heavy Sense.

A. J. W. — Antediluvian Journalistic

Wobbler.

A. G. M.—Any Gruffer Man.
F. F. S.—Fairly Flighty Songster.

W. J. I.—Without Juvenile Impetuosity.

R. T.—Righteously Triumphant.

E. R. S.—Ever- Rising Salary.

M. D. R.—Many Different Resources.

T. R. M.—Tough Riding Maker.

F. S. B.—Fine Strong Bellows.

C. H. R. G.—Committee His Record
Guaranteed.

R. V. A.—Rides Very Artistically.

T. W. B.—Testy Without Balance-sheets.

L. F.—Liverpool's Friend.

C. W. C—Cyclist With Camera.

W. D. W\—Woll Develops Well.

G. P. C.—Gingerly Precise Clocker.

P. F.—Phenomenal Flier.

P. T. L.—Promateur's Tenderest Lover.

J. H. P.—Jolly Hard Pedaller.

W. T. S.—Wheels Tremendous Size.

E. T.—Evergreen Treadler.
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A Sid Case.

Editor Bicycling World :—My experience

has been, to say the least, a Httle peculiar.

Nearly five years ago, when I was nineteen

years old, I began my career as a wheelman

by wrestling with a forty-six inch home-

made " boneshaker." My next mount was

a fifty-inch wooden bicycle, and I pounded

around with this for about a year, and then

traded it for an air-gun. It (the bicycle, not

the gun) was a pretty good fit. I then bought

a fifty-two inch " Standard Columbia," which

I soon outgrew, so I disposed of it and pro-

cured a fifty-four inch of the same make.

This, also, I soon found too small, and

invested in a fifty-six inch '-'Expert." To
my surprise I soon discovered that even this

one was not large enough, and last summer

I traded it for a fifty-eight inch. I shall

soon begin to look out for a trade for a

sixty-incher.

A very simple calculation will show that

my leg-reach has increased about six inches

in less than five years. In the same time I

have grown in height very little, and at

present I stand five feet ten inches. The
conviction is thus forced upon me, that I am
soon going to be nothing but a long and

attenuated pair of legs, topped off with an

ordinary-looking intellectual dome. In a

few years more I shall present about the

same startling appearance as an animated

pair of compasses astride an Sain, bicycle.

Cheerful prospect ! It would be a little

awkward to be all legs, to say nothing of the

inconvenience, but I cannot give up riding.

What shall I do to stop this abnormal

development of elongation of the lower

extremities ?—Yours in perplexity, G. R. J.—Bicycling World.

Bermuda for Cycling.

The readers of this paper have doubtless

noticed the advertisement of the above tour,

and the items in regard to the same, which

have appeared from time to time. It may
not be so generally known why Bermuda
possesses such special advantages for wheel-

men, or why I am desirous of inducing a

large party of wheelmen, and their friends

who are not votaries of the wheel, both

ladies and gentlemen, to accompany me on a

tour to those islands. Let me briefly outline

the general features of Bermuda as they

appear to me.

Seven hundred miles out in the Atlantic

Ocean, inside of a coral reef, lies three large

islands connected by bridges that practically

make them one. These islands, taken to.

gether, are in the shape of the letter J, and
their total length is about twenty-seven

miles. In the curve of the J are numberless

smaller islands, clothed with the cedar trees

peculiar to the country.

About the centre of the three islands, at

the end of the curve, is the city of Hamilton,

while at one end of the islands is the old

town of St. George's, and at the other

end is the naval station of the British

North Atlantic Squadron. Here is the

largest dry dock in the world, and inside

the great forts are immense quantities of

powder and ball, and stores of coal for the

use of Her Majesty's war vessels. Between
these three points is a beautiful country

devoted to the cultivation of the onion and
potato for the New York market, while

bananas are largely raised for home con-

sumption. Hard coral roads run from one

end of the islands to the other, several

roads running parallel with each other,

while intersecting cross roads occur at fre-

quent intervals, making in all over one

hundred miles of good riding for the

bicyclist. But the chief charm of these roads

is the beautiful scenery through which they

take one.

Bermuda is really a mammoth park.

It was one of the earliest settled portions

of North America, and has for generations

been cultivated by the hand of the white

man, or rather the black man, as the negroes,

formerly slaves, do all the manual labour. Its

climate is probably one of the most equable

in the world, the thermometer seldom rises

above seventy-five degrees, or falls below
sixty.

All kinds of tropical vegetation flourish in

the open air. On our arrival there next

March, the air will be full of the odour of

flowers. Great buds of Easter lilies will be

in full bloom, geraniums will be growing wild

by the roadside, great masses of morning-

glories will cover the terrace in front of the

Hamilton Hotel, and the running jasmine

and roses of every variety will fill the air

with perfume. So much for the physical

and floral features of Bermuda. These,

however, are but a few of the attractions

to one coming from the United States.

The first thing that strikes one upon
lauding is the multitude of negroes. They
constitute more than one-half of the resident
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population, and are the most civil and intel-

ligent race of black people to be found any-

where. Then we remark that every house

is made of stone ; that they look as though

built ages ago, and were good for ages to

come. Nearly every house has double

verandahs, dehghtful lounging-places on a

moonlight night. There are no sidewalks

;

the roads being hard, dry and smooth, there

is no need of them. At every turn the red

coat of the British soldier is seen, for a full

regiment is always stationed here. The
regimental band plays in the public park

every Saturday, and the troops are put

through the drill once a week. Their pre-

sence lends an air of life and animation to

the place that would be greatly missed.

The town of St. George's is probably as

quaint and interesting as any city in the

New World. It is over two hundred years

old, its streets are very narrow, and its houses,

built of the prevailing limestone, look as

though they had grown out of the ground

many years ago. It is thoroughly Oriental in

appearance, and a striking contrast to our

quickly built cities. Nothing, indeed, is like

unto what we are accustomed except the

Hamilton Hotel. This is the largest and finest

building on the islands. It is situated on an

elevation in the centre of the city of Hamil-

ton, is surrounded by carefully laid out

grounds, and commands a wide and beauti-

ful view out over the city and harbour. It

is furnished with every convenience and
luxury to be found in a first-class modern
hotel, and its cuisine is unexcelled, although

its larder is supplied principally from the

New York market. It is in charge of an ex-

perienced American landlord.

Everything that one can wish is to be

found in the shops on Front Street, and
wearing apparel is much cheaper than in

the States. An excellent tailor will make
you a Guit of clothes, according to the latest

style, at thirty-five per cent, off from New
York prices.

One year ago, a party of twelve cyclers, of

which I was one, went to Bermuda, and for

a space of nearly three weeks enjoyed all

that I have endeavoured to outline above.

We rode every day to some one of the many
points of interest. We shopped in the shops,

we watched the soldiers drill, we strolled

through the park to the music of the band
;

we climbed the tall light-house, and gazed

upon a scene of wonderful beauty. We pur-

chased great bunches of bananas for a mere

song, and kept them " on tap " for all who
came. In the evening we touched the light

guitar, and twanged the festive banjo. We
were elected temporary members of the

Royal Bermuda Yacht Club, and participated

in a race (that is, one of us did), and would
have come in ahead if the mast hadn't gone
by the board just on the point of victory.

We enjoyed the hospitality of Bermudian
homes, where music and dancing passed

the time away. We glided a-wheel under
the stately cabbage palms, through the lime-

stone cliffs, along the shore, and by many a

scene beautiful as a fairy dream. All this we
did at a time of year when the thermometer
registered fifteen degrees below zero at home.
We read our 'letters announcing this fact,

and congratulated ourselves that we were
stealing so much from \vinter. The time

came for us to go, and we returned home
;

but none of the party will soon forget the

trip, and will often gaze upon the pictures

taken there with the pleasantest of recol-

lections. Is it odd that I should care to

go again, or be desirous to be accom-
panied by a party of kindred spirits?

We cannot all go to Europe, but a good many
of us can afford the Bermuda tour, that will

occupy but three weeks, and cost less than

$100. " I know of no other way in which
the expenditure of so little time and money
can give so genuine a taste of a foreign

atmosphere, or so good a view of the con-

trasts which English colonial life and habits

presents to our own," writes Karl Kron, who
denominates Bermuda the wheelman's para-

dise.

The Quebec Steamship Company, over

whose line we travel, are naturally inter-

ested in the coming tour, as they profit

financially thereby, and have accordingly

inserted the advertisement of the same in

the wheel papers, and not I, as would
naturally be supposed from reading them.

W^e start the 2nd of March, and already a

pleasant party is assured. But we want as

large a party as possible. We shall be well

taken care of at the Hamilton Hotel, and
our friends who do not ride the wheel will

find carriage hire reasonable, and can ac-

company us everywhere. Pleasant walks are

in all directions, and our evenings at the

hotel can be made seasons of rare enjoyment.

It is needless for me to reiterate that the

company of ladies is especially to be desired.

Now is a chance for the married cycleman

to get even with his wife by sharing with her
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the delights of a winter bicycle tour to the

Bermuda Islands. I am ready and willing

to answer any and all questions in regard

to this trip, and to make all necessary

arrangements for the pleasure I expact to

derive from it; but I would esteem it a

favour if intendmg tourists would let me
know at as early a date as possible, that

I may have time to secure good state-rooms

for all.

Confident that everyone who joins me on

this trip will return pleased with his or her

experience, I again cry, " Let's go to Bar-

muda"

—

"That like some grand Nereid queen.
Arrayed in palms and gorgeous flowers,

Appears an isle of beauty seen.

Enthroned on coral reefs and bowers."

Yours truly,

Frank A. Elwell.
Portland, Me. —Bicycling World.

An Afternooa Ride in Old Maryland.

It was on one of those beautiful September

days that all wheelmen delight in that Brother

A. and I determined to take an afternoon

ride, expecting to meet and return with two

others who had made an early start for one

of our small villages. We failed to meet

them, however, until our return in the even-

ing, and while we were riding away from

Baltimore toward Catonsville, the place of

rendezvous, they were •enjoying a well-earned

dinner at one of our famous hostelries near

the city. Still, as the ride was most enjoy-

able and picturesque, I will endeavour to

give an account of it.

Leaving the club-house at about 1.30 p.m.,

and riding out through Druid Hill Park,

already famous for its beauties of natural

scenery, I soon reached the Mausion House,

whither Brother A had preceded me for din-

ner. Leaving here, we rode leisurely out by

the north-west gate, well known to all

Baltimore wheelmen, and struck into the

Pimlicc road , which we followed until near the

famous Pimlico race-track and fair grounds,

when we turned to the left through a

cross-road, which is kept in its most excel-

lent condition by Mr. Halstead, manager of

Halstead's driving-park. We could not resist

the temptation to enter for a little refresh-

ment and a short rest. While we were sitting

on the porch, looking at the trotters on the

track, our president and the club baby (only

six feet five inches in his stockings), whom
we had expected to meet, passed by on the

outside on their return. Still, I was not sorry

afterwards that we did not meet them, for if

we had, our ride to Catonsville would probably

not have been taken, and we should have

missed what I consider in many respects the

most enjoyable, though not the smoothest,

run that I have ever made. Leaving

Halstead's by the Hookstown pike, and going

toward the city a few hundred feet, we reached

the road that leads to Catonsville. We
crossed the tracks of the W.M.R.R. soon

after leaving the pike, and found very good

riding from there to the end of our journey,

with the exception of one or two very bad

hills, which the hard rains of last summer
did not improve. After leaving the railroad,

the beauty of the surrounding country is seen

to advantage. On both sides of the road for

several miles there are elegant country-seats;

but we suddenly found ourselves at the apex

of an extremely uninviting hill. Loose

stones about the size of cocoa-nuts covered

the entire roadway, making it almost

impossible to ride down without taking an in-

voluntary dismount. Inasmuch as the walk

home would have been very tiresome, and as

Brother A. and I were not at all ambitious,

we agreed that discretion was the better

part of valour, and walked to the bottom,

where we found the little village of Wetherd-

ville. We entered the village through an

old-fashioned covered bridge over the small

stream called Gwynn's Falls, which runs the

several mills in the place, and then winds

along until it is lost in the broad bosom of

the Patapsco river at Baltimore. As we
approached the bridge an old red cow was

just entering it, as if to dispute possession,

making our progress very uncertain until

she had passed. Some of the houses in the

village have a very antique appearance, and

standing there looking at the old mills, the

odd-looking, time-worn houses, and the

weather-beaten, old-fashioned bridge over

the falls seem to give a feeling of rest to one

accustomed to city life.

Passing through the town we came to another

serious hill, which was, however, surmounted

and left behind without anything more serious

than loss of wind. I am quite often much
amused at the ejaculations, grunts, and

groans one hears from some individuals on

ascending difficult hills, and that sigh of

relief that comes from deep down in the

bosom of everyone when the top is at last

reached ; but now our difficulties are com-

paratively over, and from here on the riding

is excellent, portions being shell road. It
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cannot be surpassed anywhere, and as we
spin along at a good pace, the green fields

stretching far off on eilher side, with here

and there a farmhouse, the fresh breeze

fanning our cheeks—if we are not

having a good time, then tell me where

or how can mortals be satisfied. Very soon •

we come to and cross the tracks of the

Powhatan Railroad, and then the shell road

begins, and after a spin of a mile or two we
cross the Liberty pike, and a little beyond

we came to what seemed to be a camp-

meeting in progress, but as it seemed so

strangely quiet we did not stop, fearing that

we might be intruding. A little farther on

is an old church, with a graveyard by its

side, small, and seemingly very old, with

many a tombstone telling of generations

past and gone. How I did wish for a

camera to take a picture of that quaint old

church, with the tombstones by its side

!

We next passed a good many very hand-

some country-seats, with grounds beautifully

laid out, and soon reached the Frederick

pike, Catonsville. We cross over to the old

hotel that stands directly on the road, a very

old brick building of only two stories, but

verywide ; a few old-fashioned wooden chairs

stand under the porch, that runs the entire

width of the building; there is also an old

bench standing against the wall, which shows

the marks of many a penknife. Upon in-

quiring here, we found that our friends had

not been seen there that day, so after resting

a few moments we concluded to return.

Mounting our trusty steeds of steel we start-

ed homeward. Old Sol was fast approach-

ing the western horizon as v.e wheeled out

from Catonsville, and the ccol breezes of

evening made the ride home most delightful.

Soon after striking the shell road we came
upon a coast that surpassed any other that I

have ever found, the road being perfectly

straight, no brakes nor ruts, and as smooth as

glass, hued on either side with green hedges,

(reminding one of the pictures so often seen

of country lanes in old England) ; so we
throw our feet over the handle-bars, and as

we glide along so rapidly and noiselessly one

almost wishes it might last for ever ; but the

best things must have an ending, and the

better they are the sooner they seem to end.

The bottom is reached, and shortly after-

ward we strike Wetherdville, and the old

bridge is there, but the cow is not, and the

idea occurs to us that she is possibly being

milked at this very time, and the thoughts of

milk cause a sort of convulsive feeling in the

region of our belts, and bring up vividly to

our minds visions of home and supper. But
just here we come upon that hill—and such
a hill ! If anyone can find me a worse I will

buy it. There is a tradition concerning this

hill that may account for its especial rough-

ness. It is as follows : Away back in the

early days of this Republic the hill was used by
the youth of the day as a roller-skate incline,

and the young people of the neighbourhood

used to congregate here, until it became such

a nuisance that the old folks had it strewn

with rocks, and broke up the sport. I will

not vouch for this, as it is only tradition

;

but we are here, and as we did not ride

down, it is very unlikely that we will attempt

the feat of riding up ; so we dismount, and
proceed to push our wheels up the steep and

uneven incline. But the top is soon reached,

and a few minutes' rest puts us in condition

to proceed, and we remount and start again.

Very soon we come upon two countrywomen
going in one direction, and a milk wagon in

the other. The driver must have become
frightened (his horse certainly did not), for

he began to make a great fuss, jerking the

reins and shouting at the horse, which

frightened the women, one of whom ran up

the steep bank, while the other managed to

crawl under a wire fence, much to the amuse-

ment of her companion and ourselves.

Soon the tracks of the W.M.R.R. are

crossed, and w^e reach the Hookstown pike.

We stopped a few minutes at Halstead's

Driving Park, to refresh ourselves and take

a quiet smoke while watching the trotters on

the track. When we left here it was just in

the gloaming, and as we approached the

Pimlico road we heard several blasts from a

double-barrelled caUiope, and, riding in the

direction from which the sound came, we
found the baby and our president at Ham-
met's Belvedere House, where they had been

resting since dinner. After mutual explana-

tions we started for home, which was soon

reached, after a ride the remembrance of

which will Hnger in the memory of at least

©ne of the participants long after his cycling

days shall be over, and he has reached

that stage in the life of man when he does

nothing but sit and dream of the days that

are gone, and the friends that have long

since passed away, as one of the most

delightful rides ever taken through the roads

and lanes of old Maryland.

'' A.M.S:'—Outing.
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The Massachusetts Bicycle Club's First

Winter Carnival.

In these winter-bound days, when Nature

herself effectually interferes with the full en-

joyment of most of the sports to which the

Outing Club is addicted, it will be of in-

terest to many to see how the Massachusetts

B.C. carried out its idea of giving a public

entertainment, surpassing all previous efforts,

which should present as fully as possible the

indoor scope of cycling—or, as it was ex-

pressed in the few introductory words of

the souvenir Carnival Programme, one which

should serve to " show to those who have be-

come by experience acquainted with cycles

and their practical uses, as well as the far

greater number of those who have never

improved their opportunities in this direc-

tion, some of the many interesting features

of the winter side of the sport."

The club has never been content to allow

the interest which binds together its large

and active membership to lag in any respect

during the time when riding cannot be

enjoyed. It has continually utilised its fine

club-house for various entertainments,

athletic, literary, or musical, with regular

ladies' receptions, and tournaments in the

billiard-room and bowhng-alley, which have

served their purpose well, and have

materially added to the enjoyment and

attractiveness of membership in the Massa-

chusetts Bicycle Club.

It was an out-growth, perhaps, of these

regular " evenings at home " that the con-

ception came of a Carnival which should

excel any indoor cycling event ever given.

Such efforts were at once brought to bear

upon the work of organisation and prepara-

tion as could be at a busy season of the year,

and on the evening of December i6th the

Mechanics' Fair Building on Huntington

Avenue was the scene of another of the

club's successes. This great building, the

only one in Boston suitable for the purpose,

was used in its entirety ; and the floor seats

and gallery surrounding the main exhibition

hall were well filled with as select and

appreciative an assembly as a cycHng enter-

tainment ever drew together.

At eight o'clock the great doors opening

in from the Olympian Skating Rink were

thrown open, and, preceded by a band of

music, which marched to the centre of the

floor and took its stand there, a long column
of costumed cyclers passed in, on bicycles

and tricycles, over a hundred in all, and

appearing easily twice that number, as, two

abreast in close order, they wheeled on and

around over the whole floor-space of the two

immense halls. A bright and striking scene

it formed —and what an array of notables on

wheels was there ! Many a well-known

historical party, of whoss bicycling pro-

pensities the most minute traditions have

said never a word, sat astride the nickel with

grace and ease, seeking among the spectators

for the admiring glances of his more intimate

acquaintances, with all the calm assurance

of one who was quite at home with that sort

of thing. Old St. Nick himself was on hand,

of course—for where isn't he ?—and he was

well to the front ; but driving in place of the

more conventional steeds a pair of brightly

apparelled wheelmen ; and close behind,

mounted upon a sociable tricycle, came
the " Spirit of '75," a group of three

together with their continental uniforms

evidently recently renovated, and the com-

mander of the party armed to the teeth with

a cordial smile which quite belied the danger-

ous appearance of the flint-lock in his hand.

Conspicuous in the throng following were

Henry of Navarre, the Earl of Sussex, Sir

Walter Raleigh, and English dukes and Ger-

man and ItaUan counts, while court-jesters

and peasants and Chinamen mixed in with

little regard to class or race distinctions.

The devil was present in various forms,

riding with dexterity and apparent comfort

among his neighbours ; many a character

whom Dickens has introduced to us was on
hand, and a ballet-dancer rode gracefully

and modestly, side-saddle fashion, in com-
pany with a happy clown.

At the end of this preHminary parade a
" Country Club " fox-hunt was introduced by
the Newton Club on " safeties," and their

pursuit of the anise-seed bag was well ap-

plauded. Following this feature the main
body of riders passed in again, and in single

file rode round the hall, and countermarched
till the floor was well covered with moving
lines of wheelmen, their varied costumes
making up a bright and animated spectacle.

At the dismissal of the parade the riders,

disposing of their machines, took their seats

upon the stage or among their friends

in the audience, while the prices for the

costumes were awarded. These consisted

of a gold and silver medal in each of three

classes : the two for the handsomest
costumes going to the Golden Prince and
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Prince Carnival ; the latter

taken by President Ducker, of the Springfield

Club. Mercury carried off the first medal

for originality and effectiveness ; and " Poor

Joe," " moving on" in his tatters and dirt on

his three-wheeled velocipede, the second.

The graceful ballet-dancer was voted the

most comical, while the second prize went

to the irreverent rider who, with torn and

soiled uniform, and sundry conspicuous

bunches upon his anatomy, awoke vivid

recollections of the great and only " lantern

parade." The first part of the programme

over, an hour and a half was given up to

exhibitions of outside talent, making up the

finest display of cycling specialties ever

witnessed together.

The Brockton City Bicycle Drill Squad

gave their wonderfully perfect club drill,

delighting and surprising all by their grace-

ful execution of the most difficult movements.

Maltby, the " wizard ofthe wheel," followed

with a capital display of trick-riding, and

showed, particularly in his single-wheel work,

his thorough control over the machine, and

an astonishing freedom with the laws of

gravity.

Next was shown in a striking way the

practical evolution of the bicycle ; Lallement,

the velocipede inventor, mounted on the

original machine, which he brought from

Paris with him in 1863, and Rowe, the well-

known record-holder, on his "Columbia"

racer, exhibiting the extremes of the stages

through which the bicycle has thus far gone.

A game of polo between Star-riders followed,

and then came the Wilmot double-riders in

their wonderful performance on a single

machine. In this they introduced one re-

markable feat never before given publicly :

Wilmot riding the single wheel with his

partner upon his shoulders.

An obstacle race was the closing feature

of the exhibitions, and proved very enter-

taining to the spectators—possibly more so

to them than to the contestants.

While the skating-rink was thrown open
for races and general skating, the floor of the

main hall was now held for dancing for

members of the club and their invited guests,

and until midnight the floor was well occu-

pied, and a successful evening was plea-

santly closed.

The success of the carnival, in the minds
of those who were most interested in carry-

ing it through, consisted not more in the

smoothness with which its various features

moved along, or in such profit as arose from

it, than from the thoroughness with which

they were able to exempliiy their original

idea, and show that, while at this season of

the year the more practical and useful ends

of bicycling, with its fullest natural enjoy-

ment, are out of the question, it is still pos-

sible to find in it ample means of enjoyment.

Such public entertainments serve to keep

active, and to stimulate the interest ; and

the Massachusetts Club is gratified that

already its example is being followed by

others throughout the country. —Outing.
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A CRUISE ON THE NORFOLK BROADS.

[The reprint of a Log-book kept on board the wherry " Kate'' by a party of the Civil Service

Cycling Club during an eight days' trip on the rivers and broads of Norfolk in August, 1885.]

Edited by " The Caterer."

Part I.

—

Prefatory.

Cruising upon the Norfolk Broads has

of late years become so extremely,popular a

way of spending a week or two of the summer
months, that it is almost doubtful whether

one can find anything new to write with regard

to any particular cruise, without making it a

narrative of personal adventure, which would

perhaps be of very little interest except to

those who took part in the trip and their

immediate friends. But, on the other hand,

as there are many valuable and reliable

publications on the subject already in exist-

ence, written by men who have a great deal

of the "broad " element in their nature, it is

also doubtful whether it would be advisable

for one who has merely paid the district a

short visit to enter into anything more than a

slight record of the particular experiences of

the particular party with which he may have
made the cruise. To do this is therefore

the intention of the Editor, and in presenting

this reprint of the log-book kept on board
the " Kate " during a cruise of eight days on
the rivers and broads of Norfolk, he begs
to request that the above remarks may be
carefully borne in mind by the reader, but
wishes also to express his conviction that

the experiences herein recorded will be found
tolerably representative of the Hfe led on
these waters by those who, having merely the
general pursuit of pleasure in view, do not
seek for the gratification of any particular
tastes or inclinations.

Without, therefore, entering into any des-

cription as to " How we got there," except

by remarking that it was by a slow process

known only to the Great Eastern and one

or two other railway companies, it may be

remarked that we all joined the good ship
" Kate " at Carrow Bridge, Norwich, on the

evening of Saturday, the ist of August, 1885,

and a careful scrutiny of the vessel revealed

the following particulars regarding our future

home.

The " Kate" is a craft of the description

locally known as a " wherry," and may be

likened unto a retired canal barge in

affluent circumstances. From stem to stern

it is about 50 feet more or less, and in width

about 12 feet amidships. In this space is

included the " bedroom "—7 feet by 10

—

which, if the party comprised any ladies,

would be devoted to their accommodation, and

which is fitted round the sides with capital

lockers, on which are placed the mattresses

that serve as beds by night and as sofas by
day. There is sleeping room for three in this

cabin, or, indeed, for one more who does not

object to sleeping on a mattress on the floor.

A washstand in the corner and an ex-

pansive mirror complete the fittings of this

sanctum, around the sides of which are slid-

ing windows rising to a height of two or three

feet above the level ofthe deck, and admitting

plenty of light and air.

Next comes the companion-way, and then

the " dining saloon, " which occupies a very

considerable proportion of the covered cabin,

being fifteen feet in length by ten feet in

width. Down the centre runs a lapsable

table, at which twelve persons may com-
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fortably dine, and along the sides are sofa-

beds to sleep four, and windows and wash-

stand similar to those in the ladies' cabin.

The " larder " comes next, and in it will be

found ample provision in the way of table-

linen, knives, forlcs, plates, glasses, &c.,

belonging to the boat.

Then comes the " kitchen, " which contains

a stove capable of cooking a joint of lo or

i2lbs. weight, and which is also the residence

of the professional crew—two in number.

All the cabin accommodation which has

here been described is included under a roof,

raised about three feet above the deck, the

forepart of the vessel being left clear for

promenading, and a sort of footpath, about

eighteen inches wide, running the whole

length of the wherry on either side.

The motive power of the wherry consists

of a huge black lug-sail, which may not

inaptly be hkened in size unto the side of a

house; and the vessel, which is of about

twenty tons burden and draws only three

feet of water (a great desideratum in some

of the shallower broads), is capable of

attaining a very fair speed, but is not, of

course, fit for sea work, nor, indeed, is she

altogether at home in the excessively rough

weather which is sometimes, though infre-

quently, met with on the broads.

Next, as regards the professional crew of

the " Kate." The Skipper, " Jack," a young

man of about five-and-twenty, has lived on

the broads as long as he can remember, and

knows every nook and corner of them, but

has never been on salt water in his life. He
navigates the vessel with much cunning,

apparently considering that this is the be-all

and end-all of his existence. The Mate,
" Charley, " with occasional assistance from

the Skipper, does the cooking, washing-up,

and general dirty work of the boat. He has

been a stoker in the Royal Navy for twenty-

one years, has a pension for life, is twenty

years senior to the Skipper, and, as a general

consequence, does not think quite so much
of him as he ought to. Both, however, are

good men at their business, and do their

work well and cheerfully, although their

manner, like that of most Norfolk men,

might strike a stranger as being a trifle too

independent.

Of the party to which the Editor had the

honour of belonging very little need be said,

except that they were all intimately con-

nected with Her Majesty's Civil Service and

the Civil Service Cycling Club, but as it may

become necessary to refer specifically to

some of its members hereafter, it will perhaps

be as well to give the names by which they

were most generally known on board. They
were as follows, viz. :

—

" The Cook " (who abdicated for fear of

being dethroned).

" The Doctor" (whose office proved to be

a sinecure).

" The Fisherman" (who might have
caught a jack, but didn't).

" The Jolly Waterman" (who was elected

captain of the jolly-boat).

*' Chummee" (who was surnamed " The
Fearless").

"The Gurgler" (who enjoyed himself very

much).

"Freddy" and " Billee" (the Siamese
brethren, who did ditto).

"The Caterer" (who afterwards became
Editor of the Log).

Having now introduced the whole party

as they turn below on Saturday night, they

may be left to the doubtful delights of a first

night on the water, during which they will

probably roll about on their mattresses in

the vain endeavour to woo sleep for a few
consecutive minutes, and after which they will

be fairly started on their first day's journey

from Norwich to Yarmouth, in pursuit of the

delights peculiar to the rivers and broads

of this district.

n.

—

Sunday.

As we contemplate reaching Yarmouth be-

fore tea-time, orders have overnight been
given to the crew to be early astir, and conse-

quently six o'clock sees us on the move from
Carrow Bridge. We progress but slowly,

as the only means of getting along at all

in this part of the Yare is by " quanting," a

somewhat laborious exercise for the Mate,
consisting, as it does, of thrusting one end
of the quant-pole into the bank, and occa-

sionally into the bed of the river, and with

the other end pressing hard against the

shoulder, urging the vessel forward by
marching steadily along the deck, from stem
to stern. As these vessels are, from their

construction, unable to resort to tacking, a

very great deal of quanting has to be done
occasionally in a day's journey. The slow

progress enables us to pay particular atten-

tion to the outside of Colman's Mustard
Factory, which gives one the idea of extend-

ing for several miles, and of being very

uninteresting, besides eff'ectually preventing
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any further view of Norwich being obtained

from deck.

Clear of this, however, we get at once

into some really pretty scenery. On the

left lays the village of Thorpe, perhaps as

pretty a place as one will find in Norfolk, or,

indeed, in England. It is situated at the

declivity of a hill which overlooks Norwich

on the western side of the river, which is

also within view, and is enhvened by the

frequent passage of steam launches,

pleasure boats, and wherries. The natural

beauty of this vicinity has led to its addi-

tional embellishment by the erection of

elegant villas, with spacious gardens and

ornamental plantations, so that this " Rich-

mond of Norwich," as it has been called, is

now one of the most picturesque and charm-

ing inland summer retreats in the country.

Near here also may be seen the ruined tower

of a very small and ancient church, which,

ivy-covered as it is, contrasts very strangely

with the new and somewhat uninteresting

edifice immediately behind it. On the right

of the river is somebody's park, but, except

that the scenery round about is very charming,

we notice nothing in particular which interests

us so much as the Caterer's invitation to

breakfast. Down below we all tumble, and

then commences the matutinal attack on eggs

and bacon, which, somehow or other, in this

country, always seem to turn up with regu-

larity at breakfast-time. At last, when
hunger has been overcome, we turn out on

to the fore-deck again, and find that, with a

fresh wind behind, we are slipping along at

a smart pace indeed. So enjoyable do we
find the travelling, that we pass Swilingham
Broad and Ferry with no more than a pass-

ing suggestion by the Jolly Waterman that

he should take us on an exploration trip

down the dyke leading into the broad, which,

although much overgrown with reeds, is still

of considerable size, and furnishes excellent

fishing. The suggestion, however, is not

acted on, and, coming ere long upon the dyke
connecting Rockland Broad with the river,

we learn that it, too, is so choked with weeds
as to be scarcely worth visiting.

Next we pass Buckenham Ferry, and two
or three miles farther on arrive at the cele-

brated Red House at Cantley. This is one
of the most noted fishing resorts on the river,

and is frequently very much alive with jolly

anglers from Norwich, but as we pass there
are only one or two novices plying their rods,

apparently with ill success, for it is not by

any means a fisherman's morning. Near
here is Langley Priory, built and endowed
A.D. 1 198 by Robert FitzRoger Helke or de

Clavering to the honour of the blessed

Virgin Mary ; but not being desirous of

losing time to-day we do not pay it a visit.

Further on, still on the right, we come to

Hardley Cross, 15 miles from Norwich, which

marks the boundary of the jurisdiction of

that city, and within half an hour we have

lowered our sail and made fast at the landing

stage in front of the village of Reedham.
Here we intend to have dinner, and then

wait until the tide shall turn to help us on

to Yarmouth. At one time, Reedham was
a place of considerable importance, as being

a seat of the kings of East Anglia, and it

has gained still further notoriety from the

fact that in a.d. 868, Lothbroch, the Danish

chieftain, driven by a sudden tempest from

the coast of Denmark, was shipwrecked off

the Norfolk shores, and after being hospit-

ably received at the royal court at Reedham,

was basely murdered by the king's hunts-

man—an act for which summary vengeance

was dealt out on the district two years later

by Lothbroch's sons, Hinguar and Hubba.

No traces of this importance remain now,

however, so after posting a few letters, and

taking a general stroll round the neighbour-

hood, which is found to be tolerably

interesting, we go back to the quay, where

the Doctor takes a few instantaneous photo-

graphs of passing craft, much to the amuse-

ment of the village loafers, who, one and all,

do their level best to get a place in the picture,

heedless of the probable inartistic effect

which will result therefrom.

As it is intended to devote some space

further on to all matters appertaining to the

commissariat department, I will not here

discuss the many curious theories which

were suggested as to the cause of our being

hungry at dinner-time after the particularly

lazy morning which had been spent. The
fact that we really were hungry was amply
proved by the foolish after-dinner appearance

presented by the abnormally large leg of

mutton which had previously graced our

board. Neither will I yet enter into any

description of the peculiarities of the country

roundabout, as we hear that later on we
shall meet with scenery of a character far

more worthy to represent the lovely and
lazy beauty of the Broad district.

So sail again we must, as the tide has

now well turned, and sail we do, notwith-
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standing the protestations of the Fisherman

and the Fearless one, who want to try their

luck with rod and line, this being a very fair

fishing station. As we pass on, and before

quitting Reedham, we notice a very strange

railway bridge, so constructed as to swing

round upon a pivot in the middle of the river,

and thus permit the passage of wherries and

other sailing vessels. It is not, however, in

use for railway purposes when we pass, and

consequently we are not delayed.

A very short distance further on the river

bends to the left, and at the bend, bearing

away to the right, is the New Cut, some three

miles in length, constructed for the purpose

of saving time to vessels bound from Lowe-

stoft to Norwich, or vice versa. Prior to the

construction of this cut, vessels were com-

pelled to go via Breydon Water, an increase

in the distance of ten or twelve miles. We,
however, keep to the Yare, and as the wind

is blowing a bit fresh we make very good pace

indeed. This is fortunate, as the scenery

in the marshland about here is very tame,

and nothing occurs to interest us beyond the

overhauling of the jolly boat, which, with

Billee and the Jolly Waterman aboard, had

left Reedham some half hour before the

wherry. As the afternoon advances the

weather becomes very cold and squally

—

those who remain above decks have to resort

to overcoats and rugs, and those who stay

below feel a bit depressed, and resort to

whiskey.

Presently, however, we emerge on to Brey-

don Water, from the western extremity of

which the river Waveney pursues its course

to Lovvestoft, and right merrily does our

craft move through its brackish waters. It

is over four miles across from the Berney

Arms to the drawbridge at Yarmouth, and

although a good proportion of it is shallow

at high water and muddy at low water, an

excellent course for the sailing of matches,

etc., is obtained along the bed of the river,

which is conspicuously marked out with

stakes for the whole distance.

Excitement rules high as we near Yar-

mouth ; the Skipper and the Mate take the

quant-poles and laboriously urge the wherry

down the river—here very narrow—while the

Fisherman takes the tiller and providentially

steers us in safety to North Quay, where, in

the midst of a stench unequalled except on

Hickling Broad, we make fast for the night.

This malodorous peculiarity, however, proves

useful in the present instance, and is the

means by which Freddy and the Gurgler find

their way back to the wherry at midnight,

after sampling the stuff sold at various Yar-

mouth ale-stores, the only directions they
were able to give to the cabby being to drive

on till he came to a great stench, and then
stop there. Strange as it may seem, it is

nevertheless true that their Jehu, acting well

up to his instructions, drove them back to

the boat without much difficulty. The es-

capades of the party in the town are not,

however, of any interest in this log, so while

the Doctor and the Caterer quietly survey

the surroundings, we will leave the others to

their own sweet will, the only condition laid

down being that, as we sail at 9.30 next morn-
ing, all hands must be aboad by that time.

Yarmouth, thanks to " David Copperfield"

and the Great Eastern Railway Company,
has now the reputation with certain sections

of the community of being a watering-place

second to none in the kingdom, and to these

reasons of its popularity may be added its

fine bracing air and open sea, its everlasting

troupe of nigger minstrels and its bloaters.

About the time of Edward I. it was a con-

siderable stronghold,beingalmost surrounded

by a moat and high wall, in which were
ten gates and sixteen towers. Indeed, some
remains of this wall still exist, and certainly

do credit to the masonry of the period.

From this it would seem that the town must
early have shown signs of some attributes

out of the common, for it is believed that the

spot upon which it now stands was not dry

land till the eleventh century, and its de-

velopment must therefore have been exceed-

ingly rapid. Those who would know more
about the place had best pay it a visit during

the summer months ; but one thing I may
add, this being Sunday, and that is, that its

parish church, dedicated to St. Nicholas, is

one of the largest in the country.

At eleven o'clock, or shortly afterwards, the

whole crew is aboard, most of them having

had great difficulty in finding their way back

to North Quay ; and after a Hght supper we
turn in and make amends for a short sleep

last night by now enjoying oblivion for six

or seven hours. Fortune, indeed, favours

us, for, out of a party of nine, there is not

one who has the faintest suspicion of a snore.

Our rapture on making this discovery is

unbounded ; for of all things terrible which
mankind is called upon to endure, I think

none is so painfully distressing to the victim

as a well-developed snore, poured forth at
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regular intervals throughout the dark and

otherwise silent watches of the night. Do
what you will, you cannot escape it. You
change one room for another, and it assumes

a different, and perhaps more hideous, tone,

but it haunts you still. You drop off to

sleep from sheer weariness, but it never

leaves you, for then you fancy that there is

someone in the room bent on keeping up a

most determined and one-sided conversation

with you, and using very bad language

indeed ; or, as a last resource, you fling a

pillow at the offender's head, and thereby

provoke a quarrel which may possibly

occupy your spare time for the remainder of

your natural life—for it is an unaccountable

peculiarity in a snorer that you can never

convince him that he really does snore ; if he

only snores moderately, he sees no reason

for believing that he snores at all ; and if he

snores immoderately, and wakes himself up,

he immediately accuses someone else of

being the aggressive parly, and takes action

accordingly. So much for snores and
snorers. Good-night all.

III.—Monday.

All up at six o'clock, but the Gurgler

is nowhere to be found, and on his return

to the boat just before starting time

explains that he got up at four o'clock and
took a stroll round the town. What the

object of his stroll was we cannot say, but

somehow fancy there must have been a

method in his apparent madness, could we
but have divined it. Allured by the at-

tractions of a swim in the " briny," the
whole party, minus the Gurgler, at once
adjourn to the sands. What the sands of
the Sahara are Uke I don't know, but this I

can certify as to the sand of Yarmouth on a
hot day—that, do what you will, it insists

upon forcing an entrance into all manner of

places and things, no matter whether it seem
possible or impossible, and I defy anybody
to keep it out. This morning, however, it

does not trouble us, and we proceed to

scrutinise the shore with the view of getting
a bathe. Every machine is in use, and each
of the planks leading up to the doors is

manned by at least half-a-dozen anxious
bathers patiently waiting their turn. It is

evidently no use to stop here, so we turn to
the bathing-house, but that, too, is crammed
—not a spare inch is to be had for the two-
pence charged; so, finding also that the
sea itself is almost too full to hold any more,

the Doctor and the Caterer stroll back
into the town. By the exercise of patience

to a considerable extent, the remainder ulti-

mately squeeze their way into the water, and
obtain what they are pleased to call " a very

jolly bathe," but after what has been seen

beforehand, this statement must be accepted

cum grano sails.

In the meantime, the Caterer and his

fidus Achates, the Doctor, wend their way
through the market, and lay in a goodly

store of provender. The market, by-the-

bye, is one of the largest in the country.

The dealers, as a rule, are honest fellows,

and their merchandize is first class, so that

even the most diffident of purchasers may
effect his bargains without the slightest

anxiety or suspicion.

All back at the wherry and breakfast over,

we make a start, with a fair breeze blowing,

accompanied by a wretched drizzle which
makes the uninteresting scenery none the

more lively. Our course lies up the river

Bure, and as we intend laying to for the

night at Acle Bridge, we make up our minds
not to hurry—a fortunate decision, for there

is a great deal of quanting done during the

day's journey. For the first two or three

miles we sail tolerably well, but never seem
to get any further away from Yarmouth, until

we have been going for an hour, when at

last we lose sight of it, and feel at liberty to

look more about us. Fortunately, we are

now in a part where people are scarce, for

the Cook, while engaged in constructing a

pudding (of which further mention will be

made hereafter), finds a loaded gun, which,

as a naturally cautious man, he is some-
what afraid to handle. The Doctor, how-
ever, on the strength of having once shot

a gull while on the wing, is constituted

Master-gunner, and to the credit of his

marksmanship be it said, that if he never hit

anything he aimed at, he never wounded any
of his friends. His shooting to-day was
nevertheless regarded as so unsatisfactory

on the whole that the weapon was scarcely

used again during the cruise, although we
frequently came across herons, moorhens
and various kinds of small sport, and occa-

sionally even a duck or two. It is due, how-
ever, to the instinct of these birds to say that

they never rose in range, except when the

gun had been carefully left below decks.

Still one is at liberty to shoot what one can

on almost all of the rivers and broads, which
are preserved only in a few instances,
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In the way of scenery we find nothing to

interest us. The Skipper informs us that on

the right of the Bure are s.everal somewhat
picturesque broads bearing the names of

Filby, Ormsby, and Rollesby, in all of which

there are considerable quantities of fish, but

we do not pay them a visit on this occasion.

Indeed, the only visible sign of them to us is

a choked-up dyke called the Muck Fleet,

about three miles long, which connects Filby

Broad with the Bure, and the appearance of

which fully justifies its claim to its somewhat
peculiar designation. Here, however, for

want ofsome better occupation, Billee under-

takes to do a little quanting. Naturally

enough, he takes very awkwardly to the

business, and after first almost thrusting the

end of the pole through the jolly-boat (in

which the Gurgler, Chummee, and Freddy
are very much enjoying themselves), and
then all but falling overboard in a prolonged

wrestle with the unwieldy instrument, he

finally plunges it deep into the muddy bed

of the river, and leaves it there for the crew

of the jolly-boat to rescue.

By the time this exploit is over we have
arrived at Stokesby Ferry, where we run

ashore and make fast to enable the Doctor

to take a few photographs of the neighbour-

hood, which is here very pretty. These done

we press on to Acle Bridge, which we find to

be a sturdy stone structure of three arches,

to pass beneath which it is necessary for all

sailing craft to lower their masts, and this

we do in the space of an eye-twinkling, our

mast being balanced on a pivot with such

accuracy that the operation of raising or

lowering it is a short and easy one. There
is, however, no lack of water, the depth

under the middle arch being 15 or 16 feet

—

deeper, in fact, than our longest quant pole,

with which our endeavour to fathom it proves

vain.

About a hundred yards farther up stream

we make fast for the day, and then start

work upon a meal made memorable for ever

by the Cook's pudding. It was a rice pud-

ding, or rather the principal of its component
parts was supposed to be rice—but, O ye

spirits of the Rock of Gibraltar ! forgive us

if we Uken it for solidity unto your steadfast

premises
;
pardon us, O ye Bessemer Steel

and Iron Company ! if we assert that, as

compared with the Cook's pudding, the hard-

ness ofyour metals is as naught ; and absolve

us of iniquity and disrespect, O ye Danish

gods ! if on the waters where once ye held

unrivalled sway, we one and all uprose and
cursed that pudding as pudding perhaps had
never been cursed before—yea, cursed it,

even as the jackdaw of Rheims was cursed

by the Cardinal, and, strange inconsistency

of human nature, ate it notwithstanding, and
enjoyed it very much ! The Cook's reputa-

tion was, however, gone ; and rather than

submit to the indignity of being dethroned

by general vote, he first formed a partner-

ship with the Caterer, and subsequently

resigned a post for which he was so emi-

nently disqualified.

Dinner over, an episode happened which
bade fair to have serious results. Chummee
the Fearless, with that notable recklessness

which not infrequently accompanies bravery,

started up river in the jolly-boat, intent on

having a good half-mile swim back to the

wherry, but the water proving colder than

he had anticipated, he was compelled to

struggle out of the river when nearing home,

and it was with some anxiety that the Doctor

commenced the work of restoring him from

the chill and exhaustion under which he

laboured.

The Doctor's skill, however, proved suc-

cessful, and although the Fearless one felt

the shock during the remainder of the day,

he arose with the lark next morning in a

state of perfect felicity. At this point, the

Gurgler, who is wanted in town next

morning, reluctantly quits the wherry, and
while the Siamese Brethren escort him to

the railway station, the remaining available

hands ply their rods with no inconsiderable

success, albeit the majority of the fish

caught are of small size. Those who intend

to make fishing a primary object of their

visit I would advise by all means to take

their own tackle, as much of that obtainable

locally is of a description usually assigned

to the juvenile age of angling.

The evening is devoted to a stroll round

about Acle, which we find to be a town of

considerable importance and possessed of

about 1,000 inhabitants, but it appears to

contain few objects of interest. There is a

church which we did not visit, and an inn

which we did. This inn, of which I forget

the name, contains a curiosity in the shape

of an exceedingly cosy bar, the bay window

of which is completely shrouded from view

by the foUage of a fine healthy grape vine,

planted and growing inside the room. Near

here, in the hamlet of Weybridge, about a

mile to the north-east, was a small priory of
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Austin canons, founded by some of the

family of Bigod in the reign of Edward I.,

and dedicated to St. Mary, but we do

not know of what extent the ruins now are.

Our glance at the vicinity has altogether

proved fairly interesting, and after a remark-

ably good glass of old ale at the Acle Bridge

Inn, we have a quiet game at " Nap "—then

a song or two, in which the Jolly Waterman

greatly distinguishes himself, and, finally,

we turn in for the night, and all cry " Nap "

and make it.

IV.

—

Tuesday.

We are somewhat later this morning in

making a start from our moorings, for the

lazy spirit of the broads is beginning to

impregnate us, and we feel no desire to

hurry anything or anybody. On rising, we

all drop overboard for a swim, with the ex-

ception of the Jolly Waterman, who, Uke so

many others of his craft, is anything but a

fish in water, and who prefers wandering

about on terra firma, gazing disconsolately

at the rest, rather than trusting himself to

the mercies of an element of unknown depth

and quantity. With the aid of a good stout

rope, however, and a pair of steps, he, too,

manages to get a dip, and expresses himself

highly satisfied with the success of his

arrangement.

Before leaving Acle Bridge we obtain a

supply of ground bait from the landlord of

the Bridge Inn, with a view to getting some
more fishing later on in the day, and while

waiting there make the acquaintance of a

large party of anglers from Norwich who are

about to engage in a fishing tournament.

They inform us that many excellent fish are

to be caught in the river just here, and by

the beamishness of their faces we can see

that they anticipate a good day's sport.

At eleven o'clock we start on our journey,

the weather still remaining a bit cool and
the wind roughish, and pursue the even
tenour of our way until we arrive at the

mouth of the river Thirne, along which lies

our course to-day. Beating up against the

wind we make but slow progress, so that it

is well past twelve o'clock by the time we
reach the dyke leading into Womack Broad.
Here we stop the wherry, and after giving

the necessary instructions for our next meal
(a constantly recurring topic), make im-

mediate preparations for an expedition
across the broad into Ludham. Our party
is large and the jolly.boat is small, and as the

last man tumbles into it serious doubts are

expressed as to its abihty to carry the weight,

but it proves to be just equal to the occasion,

although Mr. Plimsoll might possibly have

thought it scarcely safe under the circum-

stances. The sculls are taken by the

Fearless one, who again finds an opportunity

for distinguishing himself by unfortunately

\
smashing a scull ere a hundred yards of the

j

journey has been accomplished, much to

I

the dismay of the Jolly Waterman, whose

place has been usurped, and to the disadvan-

tage of the "jolly," which, in the moment of

excitement, does not look at all an eligible

j

member for an evolutionary squadron.

I

With the broken scull shaped into an im-

1 promptu Canadian paddle, however, we

I

make fair progress up the dyke, where beds

of rushes and pretty wild flowers line our

way all along.

Reaching the broad, which can only be

identified as a broad by the most precise

I

instructions previously received, we find it

I
very prettily situated, with a well-wooded

I background, but with an overgrowth of

j

reeds which threatens, ere long, to ex-

tinguish its pretensions to a be a broad

I

altogether.

I

Turning down the creek at the far end
which leads to Ludham, we speedily arrive

at the landing stage, and after the Doctor
has taken one or two photographs of some
really artistic views to be obtained here, we
make an entrance into the village.

Here we find much to amuse ourselves
' with, for a marriage has taken place in the

morning, and the entire locality is en fete ^ a

whole strip of bunting floating crosswise in

the main street, and the better half of a

noble flag floating bravely from the top of

the church tower. We do not know where
the other and lesser half has gone, but

believe that this flag, being the property of

a couple of wreckers, and conjointly saved
by them from the waves after the wreck of

a Norwegian vessel, was torn in half to

satisfy their respective claims, and that each
half is at present doing daily duty on its own
separate account. This attracts our atten-

tion to the church, which we find to be a
noble Gothic structure, erected in a.d. 1483,

and in which are an ancient screen and font

enriched with carvings of various animals.

I

The graveyard is capacious, but, thanks

{

either to the paucity of inhabitants here-

\ abouts, or to the splendid bracing climate, it

does not seem to fill very fast. A cursory
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glance at these things is, however, sufficient

for us, and we accordingly press on to the

spot where the signs of revelry are thickest.

This spot, as in less unsophisticated dis-

tricts, we find to be extremely adjacent to

the principal tavern, and as refreshment

seldom seems to come amiss, we immediately

turn inside, and there on the bowling-green,

playing bowls in all his bridal array, we

find the stalwart yeoman who has just sacri-

ficed his earthly comfort upon the Hymeneal

altar. Various are the conjectures as to the

reason for his having thus early left his

bride
;
perhaps the prospect of long years of

wedlock begins already to pall upon him

—

perhaps he never wanted to marry her at

all—or, as his neglect does not seem to

excite much local comment, perhaps it is the

usual thing for a bridegroom to do in these

parts.

Now, however, excitement runs high else-

where, as the Doctor produces his photo-

graphic arrangements and fixes them in the

middle of the street, the whole village

instantly turning out to look on, and those

who can get near enough crowding in front

of the camera so as to prevent the possibility

of their being left out of the picture. Pre-

sently the central object of interest appears

—a pretty girl, blue-eyed as can be, hanging

on the Caterer's right arm, his left being

monopohsed by her mother, the landlady of

an inn about which he has been suspiciously

lurking for the last half-hour. They take up

their position in the doorway, the remainder

of the party sitting on the steps in front ; a

respectable tinker with his pots and pans

stands at their right hand, and a disreputable

looking son of toil lounges at their left ; a

hundred youngsters gaze into the camera

with widespread countenances—the village

cur, like the redundant Derby dog, contrives

to get into the way—the Doctor looks

anxiously around for the space of a few

seconds, then raises his hand for silence

—

counts ten in an audible whisper—looks

at the audience with a most charming smile

upon his face, and then acquaints them,

much to their surprise, that the picture is

completed and that proofs will be ready in

six months. Imaginary dinner-bells now
warn us back to the wherry, and, armed with

our daily supply of bread, we depart from the

village amidst the plaudits of the inhabitants,

after having spent a most pleasant hour or

two in its vicinity.

Getting back on deck, I find the Mate very

much exercised in his mind as to the manner
in which a vegetable marrow ought to be

cooked. He presumably solves the difficulty

to his own satisfaction, for he finally hands
it to me in a state of the most utter mash,
and it is not until he sees my look of surprise

that he volunteers the statement, that al-

though he has been at it for the last half

hour, " he can't squeeze the water out of .

the blessed thing at all." This is, however,

the only culinary mistake he makes during

the cruise.

While dmner is being discussed, the Skipper

makes sail for Heigham Bridge—perhaps as

ugly a structure as ever offended mortal eye

—but doubtless, as a railway bridge, useful

enough for its intended purpose. Here we stay

for half-an-hour to enable the Mate to wash
up, and to give time for a deputation to wait

upon a neighbouring boatman, with the

object of borrowing a scull, while the Caterer

sends a card by post to the Barton boat-

wright, with instructions for a new one to be

prepared by the morrow. Time, however,

is too short for a visit to be paid to the ruins

of Bastwick Church, and, indeed, little

inclination is felt to walk the half-mile or so

necessary to reach them.

Starting again, we cut the wind crosswise,

and make but slow progress till we leave the

river Thirne and turn down the dyke com-
municating with Heigham Sound, Whiteslea,

and Hickling Broad, when, with a fair wind
and our tremendous sail, we make great

pace indeed. Fears are here entertained as

to the whereabouts of the "jolly," which,

with Freddy and the Fearless one aboard,

had started after dinner, some time before

the wherry, and which it was deemed pro-

bable had gone straight along the Thirne.

This probability was reduced almost to a

certainty when the Mate, going aloft and
sweeping the horizon with his glass, reported

them out of sight. We do not, however,

slacken speed, and passing through Heigham
Sound and Whiteslea, learn that the fishing

and shooting hereabouts have latterly been

preserved by the owner, much to the annoy-

ance of many visitors, who formerly regarded

themselves as having an equal right with the

landlord in those matters. Saihng quickly

through, however, we speedily arrived on

Hickhng Broad—a magnificent expanse of

water, surrounded by low country scarcely

visible above the reeds growing round its

borders. This broad is the largest body of

fresh water in Norfolk, but is extremely
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shallow except in the channel running

through the centre, which is marked out with

stakes, and along which wherries and small

yachts may fearlessly proceed. When frozen

over it affords the finest possible arena for

skating—plenty of room and very few people.

It contains many good fish, but as fishing is

not our object at present, we hurry on to the

staithe at the north end of the broad, and

make fast for the night near the Pleasure

Boat Inn, where, in accordance with the

prophecy of the Jolly Waterman, we find

the two fugitive occupants of the jolly-boat

anxiously awaiting our arrival and a cup of

tea.

After tea, the Doctor and the Caterer go

abroad on a foraging expedition, and, owing

to the scarcity of bread in the village, the

baker who supplies the place having, it is

presumed, got drunk en route, are driven to a

farmhouse in search of that commodity ; and

there they learn a good deal which is inter-

esting regarding crops and other things, from

which farmers, as a class, always seem to

suffer. The village of Hickling, however,

presents some features of interest. Its

church is a very handsome Gothic structure,

somewhat picturesquely situated, and (at

least, so we were informed) is well worth a

visit ; while, also in the ecclesiastical line,

the remains are to be found near here of

Hickling Priory of black canons, founded
in A.D. 1 185 by Theobald de Valentia, and
dedicated to St. Austin and All Siints.

These curiosities, however, do not detain us

in the village after sun down, and hieing

back with the remainder of the troupe, we
revel for half-an-hour in the allurements of

the gaming-table, and then draw the curtains

on a well-spent day.

(To be continued.)

> • <

SOME BRITISH AND COLONIAL RECORDS.-

Great Britain possesses at least a

quarter-of-a-million wheelmen ; indeed, some-

guessers insist that the real number is twice

as large, though I am not aware that any

attempt has been made at a careful estimate.

Yet only two dozen of this vast multitude

have consented to answer my call for personal

statistics. Hence, while some of these seem

very remarkable, I do not pretend to assume

that a still more extraordinary lot might not

be collected in that country—if the collector

were powerful enough to get hold of every

privately-kept cycling record which is now
hidden there. I simply assert that I got

hold of all I could, and that I print all I got

hold of. I offer these figures for just what

they are worth in each individual case, and I

hope no writer in the English Press will be

so unfair as to make sneering or censorious

remarks against any of my contributors.

Those whose records are small are by

no means trying to pose before the

American public as distinguished long-

distance riders. My invitation was

to all foreign wheelmen of a statistical

turn of mind, that they favour me with a
summary of their personal memoranda.
"The average mm" is just as heartily

welcome to a place in this chapter as the

exceptional man. I am grateful to all who
have consented to stand here, but the degree

of my gratitude to each is measured by the

amount of trouble which he may have ex-

pended in supplying me with his personal

story, and not by the amount of miles in-

cluded in it, nor by the amount of interest

it may presumably have to readers in

England. My introduction to the previous

chapter applies in good part to the present

also, and should be carefully considered by
whomsoever the impulse seizes to say some-
thing satirical about any of the men men-
tioned here.

The first place in this group seems properly

to belong to the only man I ever heard of as

having an authentic year's record of 10,000

miles on a bicycle. This is E. Tegetmeier,

a member of the Belsize B.C. and a resident

of the Finchley suburb of London, whose
report to me (May 3rd, 1884) is dated at

*From advance proofs of "10,000 Miles on a Bicycle," by Karl Kron, 56, University Building, Washington Square,
New York,
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the office of The Field, 346, Strand. I infer

that he is a regular writer for that paper,

and assume that he is about thirty years old

;

and I have somewhere seen the printed

statement that his father is also an enthu-

siastic cycler :
" From a wheelman's point

of view, England may be regarded as

l^ossessing unequalled facilities for locomo-

tion. Scarcely a mile of country but is

intersected by a road of some kind, and

although many are what we here call bad,

few in their normal condition are unrideable.

With these advartages, English riders are

not only able to show better results, as far

as distances go, than those less favourably

situated, but they derive a degree of pleasure

from the pursuit commensurate with the

smoothness of the road they travel upon.

During 1883, I was enabled to devote con-

siderable time to bicycling, and this may
account for my riding a distance about three

times greater than my previous yearly

average. Living near London—about seven

miles due north of Charing Cross—I am
fairly well situated for riding. In going out

for a day's run, I generally take a northerly

course, as by that means I am soonest off

the rough granite roads which surround the

metropolis for a radius of ten or twelve

miles. The greater part of the distance

ridden last year was made up by day runs

out and home, although, when I had a few

days' leisure, I would go and stay down in

Bedfordshire, where there are some of the

best roads in the country, and ride about in

all directions. My longest day's run (154

miles) was from Finchley to Norman Cross,

Huntingdonshire, and back, with deviations,

and it occupied, with stoppages, 20 hours.

When travelling by main roads, the distances

are readily discovered, when not known, by
reference to an interesting old book called

' Paterson's Roads.' When this fails me, I

measure the distance with a ' Wealemefna'
on Ordnance or other large scale maps. My
longest month's score was 1,343 miles, and
the best week's record was, I think, 459
miles, ridden in November. Although much
cf my distance w^as covered on Hertfordshire

and Bedfordshire roads, I made many ex-

cursions in other directions, such as Leices-

ter, 100 miles ; Ipswich, 70; Eastbourne, 75;
Birmingham, no; Farringdon, 75; Coven-
try, 90; Lichfield, 120 ; and Ely, 80; return-

ing in each case often by a circuitous route.

In a four days' tour at Easter, through Kent
and along the South Coast, 240 m.iles were

ridden. The principal tour was undertaken
in September, with three other members of

the Belsize B.C., and occupied nearly three

weeks. Crossing to Antwerp and travelling

by train to Basle, in Switzerland, we rode

through some of the most picturesque

scenery, and traversed the Furca Pass, 8,000

feet high. On our return to Basle, we had
covered nearly 500 miles of new ground.

My total distance for the year includes 15

runs of ten miles or under; but for these, the

average length of each ride would exceed 46

miles. The distance also comprises 22 rides

of 100 miles and upwards (amounting alto-

gether to 2,373 miles)., and 35 rides of 80

miles and over. About 8,000 miles were
ridden upon one bicycle—a 52in. ' Matchless.'

During the whole year I met with two
mishaps, but in neither case did any harm
result. The first was by over-running the

machine of a companion, owing to his

pulling up suddenly to avoid a demonstra-

tive native in Switzerland. The second

time I was unhorsed occurred near London,

and came of my encountering in the dark a

huge lump of coal negligently dropped from

a cart. My score of 10,053 miles in 1883

represented 230 riding days, giving 44 miles

as the average ride. In the following

summary by months, the successive

numerals signify riding days, mileage, aver-

age ride, and longest ride. The sum of

these twelve longest rides is 1,339 miles:

January, 13, 301, 23, 100 ; February, 9, 575,

64, 104; March, 19, 683, 36, 112; April, 20,

929, 46J, 126; May, 24, 1,169, 48i, i54; J^ue,

25, i,343i 54. 122; July, 10, 522, 52, 101;

August, 24, 1,206, 50, 107; September, 18,

640, 35i, 103 ; October, 22, 1,044, 47!-, 103 ;

November, 27, 1,050, 39, 102 ; December, 19,

591, 31, 105.

" I began to ride in the fall of 1872, but

only did a few hundred miles that year, and

my total at the end of 1873 was 2,892 miles.

During the next decade I added 39,685 miles

to this, divided by years as follows : 3,333,

3,315, 4,485, 3,700, 3,695, 1,496, 2,486, 2,904,

4,218, 10,053. My low score of 1879 resulted

from my attention being then divided

between bicychng and yachting. The first

fairly long run I took was 90 miles. May nth,

1873, on a 45in. bicycle weighing over 7olbs.

Although I had done innumerable rides of

70, 80, and 90 miles, it was not until 1875

that I accomplished a run of three figuies

by riding 122 miles on August 2nd in 1 hit

year. I participated in the first meet at
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Hampton Court (April nth, 1874), which

attracted only 30 or 40 riders. Another

incident of my road-riding was the London
B.C.'s 100 miles trial of 1877, from Bath to

London, in which 1 secured the second

medal (8h. 35m.) On June 12th, 1881, I

rode from Finchley to Bedford, 45 miles,

without a dismount, in 3h. 35m., and, resting

ih. 2om., returned by the same road, without

a dismount, in 3h. 33m. From the com-

mencement, I have kept a careful account

of all my riding, with any incidents worth

perpetuating, and I find these records both
|

useful and interesting. As regards regimen,

I will merely state the bare fact that I have

entirely abstained all my life from alcoholic

beverages. It would be practically im-

possible for me to ascertain how many
separate miles of road I have traversed in

making my last year's score of 10,053 I
or,

rather, it would be a work of such great

labour that I have not time to undertake it

;

but, generally speaking, my riding has not

been so varied as yours appears to have
been. I should say that it was entirely

unhkely that anyone in Europe had ridden

anything like 1,420 miles straightaway. I

know of no such ride. The longest that has
been done in England (that can be done) is

from Land's End to John-o'-Groat's, about
1,000 miles." A postscript of March 26th,

1885, adds :
" My opportunities for cycling

were so much less in 1884 that I only rode a

little over 4,000 miles, which, though a good
score, seems rather insignificant in com-
parison with my previous year's. It raised

the total to 46,600. As for mere newspaper
|

rumours of large mileages, which are ' com- i

puted' at the end of a year, you will agree
with me that the least a rider can do (and
also the most he can do) is to keep a careful

record of every run, with route, time,

distances and other details. Unless a man
could produce such a diary, I should never
thmk of recognising his score."

H. R. Reynolds, jun. (b. Nov. 3, 1857) re-

ported that the 2,030 miles ridden during the
first half of 1885 increased his total mileage
for nine years to 55,930. A native of Lon-
don, and now a resident there, his school
days were passed at Eton, and he took his !

B.A. degree at Oxford (New College, as an
" exhibitioner ") in 1880. During the four
years ending then he wheeled 20,898 miles,
as shown in the following story, dated May 7,

1884 :
" I learned to ride in April, 1877, and

the total number of miles traversed up to

April, 1884, is 48,250. Separate miles of

roadway 15,150. Most separate road in a
year, should say about 4,500 in 1881. First

long ride, 100 miles, May 26, 1877. Mileage
by years, and longest rides, thus : 1877,

3,069,115; 1878,5,190,125; 1879,6,061,105;
18S0, 6,578, 140; 1881, 8,605, 140; 1882,

8,700,201; 1883,8,380,184. Have been into

all the counties of England on bicycle, and
know Sussex, Surrey, Middlesex, Herts,

Berks, Oxfordshire, Bucks, Hants and
Worcestershire well. Have never ridden on
Continent, nor in Wales, nor Ireland. My
1883 mileage was chiefly done by riding

from Croydon to Brighton (46 miles) on
Saturday afternoons and back early on
the following Monday, starting generally

about 5 a.m. Furthermore, the fact that I

do all my journeys on bicycle, and also use

my bicycle in all sorts of everyday pursuits,

to save walking, contributes very largely to

the amount. Longest day's ride in 1884 was
on a tricycle—184 miles in 22fh. Longest
ever done straightaway, 201 miles, London
to York, in 1882; time, 2ih. 43m. Longest
stay in saddle, 70 miles in 6^h. Longest tour,

Croydon to Edinburgh and back, by the Lake
District to Exeter, and thence to London
(about 1,300 miles), measured by Thompson's
cyclometer and checked by the ' Wealemefna'
on the Ordnance map. Percentage of night

riding about 50, as I am in the City during

the day. When I give a 1,300 miles as length

of my 1883 tour, I don't mean that I went
straight on all the while. I merely rode dur-

ing the long vacation from one place to

another to visit friends, as I use the bicycle

as a means of locomotion, and not merely

for sport. My best performances, if I may
mention what have been said to be my best,

are, I think, the following ' London B.C. race,

Bath to London (100 miles), 3rd in 1881

(7h. 58m.), ist in 1882 (7h. 26m.), and ist in

1883 (7h. 28m.) I also won the two miles race

for Oxford University, at Cambridge, in

6m. i|s., which was pretty fast then,

though nothing now. On June 29, 1882,

I rode from London to York, 200 miles,

in 2i|h., though the wind was adverse

all day. Have got ' time medals ' at the 50

miles championships of the National Cyclists'

Union (of whose Executive I have been a

member three years), namely, 2h. 47m. 52s.

and 2h. 48m. i6s. Have not had much suc-

cess in handicap racing, having only twice

won an open handicap. Won championship

of Brighton in 1882. Started in 1883 in 24
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hours tricycle race, without any intention of

racing for first place, being quite unused to

the tricycle, and got a gold medal for doing

176 miles (not counting eight or nine lost by

misdirection) in 22I hours. During the last

seven years I have won altogether about 20

prizes." A postscript of July 9th added

:

" If you print the foregoing, I must request

you to lay much stress upon the fact that

nearly all my bicycling is done as a means
of locomotion—simply to avoid walking or to

save cab or railway fares. I do not wish to

appear as one whose sole occupation is riding

a bicycle, for I have my living to earn (I am
a solicitor), and the circulation of such a

report as that might injure me. It is, of

course, very far from being the case. In

fact, out of 600 miles I rode last month, not

50 were ridden merely for the sake of amuse-

ment, and the whole was out of office hours,

which are ten a.m. to five p.m. Further-

more, I am by no means a man with only one

hobby. I have taken three or four prizes at

school and college (for examinations in

classics, history, and the like) to every one

prize I have taken at athletics ; I have also

won prizes at ice-skating, lawn-tennis, and

running. I very often ride my bicycle merely

to get to the lawn-tennis grounds. Another

reason, besides the one I mentioned above, for

my wishing to give prominence to the fact that

I don't ride the bicycle much merely for plea-

sure is this : I want the public to appreciate

bicycles and tricycles as means of saving

time and trouble ; as useful instruments, and

not as toys. At present they are still too apt

to regard them in this latter light." Outing

accepted my reports from both these long-

distance men as worthy of insertion in its

columns, Aug., 1884, pp. 394-396.
" Faed" is, perhaps, the best knov;n signa-

ture of the many used in the cycling Press by
Arthur J. Wilson (born Feb. 17, 1858), vice-

president of the North London Tricycling

Club, whose cycling record, 1883 to 1885,

was 19,388 miles, and represented outdoor

riding on 1,021 of the 1,096 days included in

the three years—the exceptional 75 days be-

longing to 1884. The really wonderful thing

about the matter is that all this should have
been accomplished without accident by a

man who is handicapped with a most dis-

heartening bodily infirmity ; for the name
(which he earliest signed, in his 21st year, to

a parody in the American Bicycling Journal)

signifies that the rider is totally deaf. His

first letter to me (March 19, 1884) reads thus ;

" My 1883 record is not at all noticeable for

the mere distance traversed, but rather on
account of no single day of the year being

missed, proving the eminent practicability of

the tricycle. Every day I wheeled on the

road, no matter what the weather ; and as I

was for the first six months engaged all day
at my business (wood engraving) , I considered

this worthy of publication. During my pre-

vious years' cycling experiences, I only kept

record of distances in 1880, when I rode about

3,400 miles on bicycles. It is impossible to

guess at my total mileage, so I will not try

;

but if you desire to obtain a representative

record of long-distance bicycling I should

recommend you to refer to Messrs. Reynolds

or Tegetmeier, who have some very big

annual totals. Keeping records is not very

extensively practised in this country, and I

could not get within thousands of miles of

my total bicycling and tricycling experiences,

either in the aggregate or as regards distinct

miles. The latter would be small in pro-

portion to the total, as I have seldom toured

far from home—to Edinburgh and Glasgow
being the only occasion upon which I went
more than 150 miles away. Of course, even

J

in such a restricted radius, there are so many
' thousands of miles of roads in England that

there is plenty of variety. Still, my habits

I are not of an exploring nature, but I ride the

same roads over and over again. My longest

day's straightaway was 128 miles from my
house here to a friend's house in Dorsetshire.

I've also done 125 miles straightaway. My
other 'centuries' were 104 miles, out-and-home

on a sociable with a lady, and 108 miles,

out-and-home on a single tricycle. I

never did more than 83 miles in a day on a

bicycle. I once rode a bicycle 36 miles

straightaway without a dismount in a pour-

ing rain ; bnt never made an effort at such

feats. My longest tour was of about 1,000

miles in three weeks, on a bicycle. Really

the only feat I ever performed on a bicycle

was in riding from my home in Clapton, the

northern suburbs of London, through the

City traffic, to Temple Bar, in the busy part

of the morning, without once touching my
handles ; though only those who know the

crowded state of London streets can
adequately appreciate this. I am not a

strong rider ; never won any races worth

I

mentioning ; frequently curl up when on

I

hard rides ; only seem a good rider when
amongst ' the mugs.' For swift perform.ances

I you must go elsewhere. My hill-cHmbing
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feats on high-geared tricycles have been due

principally to ' thinking it over as I go along,'

and determination. When on a day's

journey, I frequently walk up very easy hills

simply because I happen to feel lazy. In a

word, I ride for pleasure, not for records."

Further enquiries of mine brought these

other details (April 14) :
" By a very cursory

measurementof my map of Britain, I guess

I have ridden over about 4,000 distinct miles

of ground, including, perhaps, nearly 2,000

within 20 miles of the centre of Lon-

don ! Our roads are so numerous, you

see, compared with yours, that we can ride

many thousands of distinct miles within a

very small area. With the exception of the

tour to Edinburgh, all my riding has been

within 140 miles of London ! And still there

are numberless places close at home which

I have yet to visit ; and still the old familiar

roads are ever attractive ! Since last June
I've been compelled to relinquish wood-

engraving entirely—it was so harmful to my
eyesight ; and if I had ;^3oo to spare, I

would take a twelve months' tour through

Great Britain. I believe I could cover

18,000 miles in the year with pleasure and
healthful enjoyment. Such a journey would
afford material for a wonderfully interesting

book, I imagine ; but publishers here are not

liberal enough to make it worth while."

He seems, in fact, to have found it more
profitable to describe an imaginary " Journey
through Cyclonia," which is the title of an
octavo of 100 pages, issued in December,

1885, as the Christmas Number of The
Cyclist, and which contains two or three

likenesses of himself among its many
pictures and portraits. The work spent

upon a similar book called " Our Camp,"
which served as the same paper's Christmas
Number in 1884, was probably more remu-
nerative also than that given to the actual
" camp" at the Alexandra Palace grounds a
few months earlier. The joint author with
him in the production of both these annuals
was A. G. Morrison (b. i85o), a member of

the same tricycle club, who uses the signa-

ture "Titanambungo,"and the illustrations

were supplied by G. Moore. In a printed

analysis of his 1884 tricycling, Mr. W. says :

•' Owing to three successive accidents on
the race-path, I was laid up for several

weeks during the best part of the summer,
so that my mileage for May, June, July, and
August was only 1,510, as compared with
3,189 for March, April, September, and

October, and 1,645 ^^r January, February,

November, and December. Mileage of

machines ridden was as follows : Tandems,
geared to 57in. and 64in., 1,614 5

' Quadrant,'

geared to 6oin., 1,497 ;
' Rotary,' geared to

58in., 1,361; 'Imperial Club,' geared to

6iin., 571 ; sociables, geared to between 37in.

and 6oin., 476; Humber-pattern, geared to

between 52in. and 6oin., 454 ; various, geared

to between 32in. and 6iin., 371. Longest
day's mileages : 116, 131, 151, 154, and 162."

His report for 1885 says :
" I rode the

'Quadrant' tricycle 4,510 miles; tandems,

1,030; ' Rov?r ' safety bicycles, 1,079;

various machines, 402 ; but though I did

some cycling in the open air on each of the

365 days, the same as in 1883, it was not all

restricted to tricycles as then. Short-dis-

tance racing reduced my road riding during

the summer, whose weather was at first very

dry, and then very wet and windy. Mud
and fogs prevailed during the last quarter of

the year also, as well as in the first part of

it—so that March, April and May (when I

covered 2,843 miles) were the only fair

riding months." His letter to me of August
8th, 1885, says :

" I first rode a boneshaker

when at school in 1869, but only took

regularly to the modern wheel in 1877. At
the merest guess I have probably ridden in

all 30,000 miles. Further details I have

none. My machines were in 1877 a 54in.

' Special Challenge,' in 1878 a hollow-spoked

all-bright ' Carver,' in 1879 a nickelled

' Carver,' in 1880 another ditto, in 1881 and
1882 a 56in. ' Arab ' Hght roadster, and
since then almost every kind of tricycle

made, but principally the ' Club ' sociable,

' Imperial Club ' single, ' Centaur' tandem,
'Club' racer, 'Humber' and 'Quadrant
roadster and racer. The longest mileage on
any one machine was about 5,000 miles

on the 4oin. ' Quadrant ' roadster, which I

am still riding, geared up to 6oin. You will

see, by comparing the records, that I ride

farther and farther every year." In the

following monthly summary for the last

three years, the four columns of numerals

respectively signify riding days, mileage

longest ride and average ride :

—

Jan 31 309
Feb. ... 28 234
March... 31 456
April ... 30 518
May 31 537
June ... 30 529

36 10

48 8i

66 14

54 17

49 i7i

53 i7i
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Jub' 31
Aug. ... 31
Sept. ... 30
Oct 31
Nov 30
Dec 31

365

22Jan..
Feb 29
March... 31
April ... 27
May 30
June ... 8

July 21

Aug 21

Sept. ... 27
Oct 31
Nov. ... 26
Dec. ... 18

291

. 822

. 426
• 525
• 659
. 601

. 407

.6023

1884.

• 340
. 475
. 969
. 652
• 735
• 155
. 256
. 364
. 563
.1005

. 548

. 282

•6344

1885.

,125 26I
• 79 i3i
• 70 i7i
.128 21

. 48 20

• 45 13

.128 16J

• 35
. 40
•131

•154
. 82

• 34
. 28

. 42
64
162

, 91

34

,162

i5i

i6i

31

24

24i
19
12

17
21

32
21

16

Jan 31 390 29 I2i

Feb 28 448 66 16
March... 31 847 79 27
April ... 30 832 82 28
May 31 1164 107 37I
June ... 30 436 128 14I
July 31 482 47 i5i
Aug 31 495 42 16
Sept. ... 30 597 58 20
Oct 31 645 49 21
Nov 30 291 33 10
Dec 31 394 35 i3f

365 7021 128 19I

" The most wonderful bicycle trip yet

done"—" unquestionably the greatest road-

record in England "—was the ride of 2,054

miles taken during the first 19 days of June,

1885, by H. R. Goodwin (born Oct. 21st,

1855), a wholesale jeweller at Manchester,

where he has been engaged since 1868 in

the self-same shop—No. 6, Swan Street. His
business begins at 9 a.m., and lasts 12 hours

(14 hours on Saturdays), and he personally

attends to it for 67 hours each week, absent-

ing himself Wednesday afternoons only. He
takes a fortnight's vacation in the autumn,
but his other holidays of the year do not
exceed a week when combined. In the face

of this close confinement for 49 weeks out of

the 52, he would not be picked out off hand
as a probable long-distance rider ; and the

fact of his having nevertheless wheeled 30,000

miles during the last five and a-half years

ought to teach people not to draw hasty

inferences, from the large records of other

men, that those others spend so much o

their time in the saddle as to neglect the

more serious duties of life. His case is an
excellent illustration of the economy of

bicycling, as compared with other pastimes,

for a man whose leisure is limited. " Locked
up here, much like a caged bird," he says, " I

saw I must have some sort of exercise, and
as I am kept out of other sports by their

happening mostly on Saturdays, I resolved

to learn the bicycle." Further quotations

are given from his letters to me of March
28th, April 27th, July 19th, and December
31st, 1885 :

" I am 5ft. 3in. high, and ride a

48in. ordinary bicycle, and also a 38in.

' Facile.' In a general way, my riding may
be assigned | to Sundays, and | each to

Wednesday afternoons, to nights after finish-

ing business at nine, and to the three weeks

of holidays. It is done exclusively on the

road, as I've never engaged in racing. My
mileage by years, with number of riding days

and longest ride, may be shown thus : 1880,

1,727, 66, 82; i88r, 5,665, 229, hi; 1882,

6,083, 197, 198; 1883, 5,707, 165, 158^;

1884, 5,465, 132, 182 ; 1885, 5,355, 144, 214.

I show my 1885 mileage by months in the

same way : January, 87, 10, 16 ; February,

129,4, 52; March, 225, 13, 61; April, 459,

12, 107; May, 318, 16, 88; June, 2,240, 23,

136^; July, 429, 17, 74; August, 274, 12, 80;

September, 814, 11, 214; October, 141, 8, 58 ;

November, iii, 9, 41 ; December, 127, 9, 29.

It thus appears that on 221 days of 1885 I

did not ride at all. The 214 miles was done

i September 26th, in 19^ hours of actual riding,

on a 42in. ' Facile ' (new style) ; and my
second best ride of 1885 was 183^ miles,

September 20th, on a 48in. ' Rucker.' My
1880 mileage was confined to the last half of

the year, and excludes a lot of short runs not

booked. The mileage ofmy 14 days' autumn
vacation in 1880 was 563 ; in 1881, 748 ; in

1882, "610; and in 1883 (13 days), 868. My
day's rides in excess of 100 miles were six in

1881, eight in 1882 (198, 175, 142, 123, et al.),

six in 1883 (158I, 137, 142, 132, 122, and 102),

12 in 1884 (182, 165, 163, 162, 151, 123, 115,

112, et al.), and 18 in 1885, making 50 alto-

gether in a total of 933 ridmg days. As my
total mileage is 29,998 miles, my average ride

is somewhat over 32 miles. At Easter, in

1881, I made 246 miles in three days; in

1882, 264 milts in two and a-half days; in

1883, 194 miles in three days; and in 1884,

374 miles in four days. In May, 1884, I

rode from Land's End to John-o'-Groat's

and back to Penrith, 1,332 miles, in fourteen
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and a-half consecutive days, during which I

rested one day 14^ hours, and again 14^

hours, the actual riding time being 12 days

5f hours. This ride was accompUshed on a

38in. ' Facile,' and its gross time was

accepted as ' record ' from 930 to 1,332 miles.

The amount of separate road traversed in

1884 was more than 2,500 miles, and I

estimate my total of separate road as more

than 6,000 miles. I've been on nearly every

main and byeroad in the home counties, and

have wheeled in 34 counties of England,

16 of Scotland and two of Wales, besides

about 200 miles in France. I am a member

of your L.A.W., as well as the C.T.C.

'« My June ride of 1885 to John-o'-Groat's

(873 miles) was done in yd. i3h. 35m., and

the return to Land's End (i,754i miles) in

i5d. igh. 45m. The stopping-places and

mileage of each day were as follows, with inter-

mediate points in parenthesis :—June ist,

Exeter (including 5m. out of way at start),

i23i; 2nd, Gloucester (Bridgwater, Bristol),

109^; 3rd, Beeston Castle (Bridgnorth, Frees),

loi
;
4th, Kendal (through Lancashire), 95 ;

5th, Abington (over Shap Fells), 103; 6th,

Blair Athole (Burntisland), 118; 7th, Clash-

more Inn (Kessock, Altnamain, Bonar), 136^ ;

8th, John-o'-Groat's (86i- ; stayed 2ih.), then

back to Wick, 106
;
gth, Inverness (Clash-

more, Bonar, Altnamain, 2m. extra), 130^;

loth, Perth (direct), 11 5^ ; nth, Lockerbie,

(Burntisland and Abington), 114; 12th, Pres-

ton (over Shap Fells), 115; 13th, Bridg-

north (Whitchurch, Wellington), 96; 14th,

Bristol (Gloucester), 88 ; 15th, Okehampton
(Exeter), 97 ; i6th. Land's End (Truro), 106

;

17th, Bodmin (Truro), 59 ; i8th, Yeovil (2m.,

Bridestow), 112; 19th, Anderton's Hotel,

London (4m. at Shaftesbury), 129. I don't

think I walked lom. on the whole trip. I had
company (seven or eight riders in all) for

less than 150m. ; but I took 68 autographs of

witnesses to my signature, with place and
hour named, and I sent off some 40 telegrams

and 100 letters, from out-of-the-way points,

to prove the ride. The fact that I suffered

from indigestion and constipation for about

7 days, and really was out of condition at the

start, makes the ride seem more notable.
• The middle piece of it was the best—namely,

from Abington to the North and back to

Preston, 835m. in 6d. 2oh. If I had noticed

this at the time, I would have ridden all

night on the 6th day and so made a better

performance still; in fact, I should un-

doubtedly have beaten the record for seven

days by a lot. You will be pleased to hear that

I finished fresher and better in health than

ever. On the day after the supper they

gave me in London {i.e., on the 20th), I

went to Ripley, riding over 6om. and spend-

ing about 6h. there, and everyone seemed

surprised to see how well I was. It is worth

noting that I rode down every hill during

the entire 2,054 miles—excepting a few places

where there were loose stones right across

the road—and kept legs over the handles in

nearly every case. A few miles out of

London we came on an old disused tram-

line, and this gave me my only fall, which

did no damage. When we got on to the

asphalte, several policemen wanted to stop

us, though it only was 3 a.m., for they saw
we were riding furiously. However, we
reached our destination in spite of them,

and I was ringing Anderton's bell as the

clock chimed, at 3.45, exactly nineteen days

from the start. I wore at the start about

twice the weight of clothes that I did at the

finish, for I kept sending small parcels of

them home. My principal food was beef,

mutton, and fish, without vegetables. I had
tea, coffee, or cocoa at nearly every meal;
occasionally soup as well

;
porridge a few

times ; brown bread and cakes where pro-

curable
;
plenty of butter and gravy

;
pre-

serves and sweet fruits in moderation. I ate

no pastry, but took the fruit out of pies, or

stewed fruit ; had about five meals a day
(meat to each), with milk and soda or milk

and eggs in between. The things that dis-

agreed with me were fried salt beef (cured

like ham), currant and raisin bread (nearly

new), lemon (too acid), and lemon squash. I

found lamb, chicken, ham and eggs, or eggs

alone, not sufficient for a main meal, for I

always rode badly if I did not have either

beef, mutton, or fish." The Cyclist's report

added : " Mr. G. is a teetotaller, and he
found even lemonade detrimental, if taken in

quantity. Though averaging 108 miles a

day for 19 days, his ' Facile' sustained no
damage but two broken spokes. Five times

had he done 125m. in the day; and except

one day, when he had ridden until 1.30 a.m.

to get into Preston, he had never felt tired
;

nor had he throughout the journey been

saddle sore, his seat being a Lamplugh and
Brown's ' Eclipse' saddle. He preferred, he
said, the south to north route, owing to the

greater chance of fair winds, but, given a

calm, would choose the north to south route

for gradients."
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NOTES AT A RECENT N.C.U. COUNCIL MEETING.

BY A NON-DELEGATE.

I AM, for the time being, in the un-

fortunate position of not being a N.C.U.

delegate. I have been one of the Council

for some time, and I expect to be one of

them again very soon, but at the present

time I am—not to put too fine a point upon

it between two stools, one of these being

the seat of one of the representatives of the

Portsmouth Local Centre, which I have lost

through a misunderstanding, and the other

that ic which my good friend, Lord Darnley,

otherwise Algernon Prout, shortly expects to

place me. In spite of being seatless, I was

determined not to miss this Council meeting

of April ist, and after racking my brains I

suddenly thought of coming for the Press,

although I knew about six other members of

the staff were sure to be here ; but as they

all represent other centres or clubs I fancied

I could get in on that excuse without diffi-

culty. I have got in, and as I am here for

the Press, I am armed with a huge notebook

and pencil ; therefore I am the observed of

all observers, so I feel that I must keep on

noting down lest I should be turned out of

the place as a fraud.

y 20.—I am late. I always am late, I

believe. To the best of my remembrance,

I never yet arrived at any place in time.

Something always stops me. Trams and

omnibuses (not omnibii) never run con-

veniently, and though, in reality, a very

ordinary young man, I feel that I am
strikingly singular in this respect. I find

that in consequence of being late that I

have missed all the excitement. Several

riders have been suspended, so I am told,

but as the men near seem to think I am
here on business with my notebook and

pencil, they decHne to give me any informa-

tion in case they should be charged with

hbel. I endeavoured to soothe the sus-

picion of one young and innocent man, but

just as he was going to whisper the names

of the suspended riders in my ear a friend
j

approached and dragged him away, warning !

him., in a low voice, against having anything
|

to do with me. 1

Lord Bury entered as I did, and went
]

straight up and took the chair, As an
|

amendment was being discussed, and as he
did not hear the original motion, he is rather

out of it, and has now requested Tanner to

take the chair again. As G. L. H. was
speaking I think the question was on the

A.A.A. question.

7.35.—The question of Sansome's appeal
has been started. Sturmey read a letter in

which the writer strongly objects to Todd's
epistles. Joy of Todd. When the Appeal
CoiJimittee was mentioned Godbolt became
fearfully excited. He evidently thought he
was to have some work to do at last. Need-
less to say he is woefully disappointed. Todd
has explained everything, and, of course, all

blams is removed from the shoulders of the

Executive. A complicated discussion has

taken place between Sturmey, Lord Bury,

and Tanner concerning amendments, sub-

stantive motions, original propositions, and
other things too numerous to mention.

Ended at last by Lord Bury again taking

the chair, and requesting Sturmey to com-
mence his half-hour's speech again.

7.40.—While Sturmey was writing out his

original proposition, amendment, substantive

motion, or whatever it is, I had time to

look round. Dray is back. Joy ! I will

ask him after the Muswell Hill danger-

board, and get the matter settled at last.

Misery ! I can neither speak nor ask ques-

tions. I am not a delegate. A. J. Wilson

is here, but in everyday clothes— I thought

he had vowed to live in cycling cos-

tume till the Ripley Road men were van-

quished. Mingled feelings are not here, so

Kennedy-Child is absent. W. McWilliam I

am unable to find. Irons, who is now on the

Executive, seems to have quieted down. Let

us hope this new era in his life will reform

his conduct at these meetings.

Sturmey's substantive motion, original

proposition or amendment, has fallen

through, and we proceed.

7.45.—Godbolt has tried to find fault with

the Executive. It was no good. Todd has

explained everything, and it was not the

Executive which is to blame at all. What
did Godbolt expect ?

7.50.
—" Faed" has asked a question con-
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1

cerning the records. Tanner made a spirited

reply, pointing out he is not a paid servant

of the Union. " Faed" is not to be stopped :

he is having an argument with the noble

chairman. The noble Chairman is shouting

at " Faed" in the endeavour to make him
hear.

8.0.—Low has asked a question re the

grant of £2=^ to Liverpool. Lawrence
Fletcher has answered. The meeting is

greatly impressed by both the remarks, and
laugh very heartily.

8.2.—Todd has just explained that the

amusing quarterly magazine of Hght cycling

literature will be out in time for the next

Council meeting. Query: Will this cut

against the " Wheel World" ?

8.5.—Sheppee has talked for some time on

the balance-sheet or financial statement.

Announced the new offices will be com-
modious and up one flight of stairs less than

at 17, Ironmonger Lane. Has informed the

Council that the new offices will be available

for club meetings, for which a charge of 5s.

will be made—4s. of this will go to the Union,

IS. to the housekeeper. Housekeeper will

probably earn it. Happy thought, suggest

the C.T.C. holding its next general meeting

there.

8.10.—Thomas has taken upon himself

the mantle of Britten, and is holding forth

about accounts at some length. He says he

has no personal feehng. General rush for

ink-bottles and other available missiles. He
has convinced me that the accounts of the

Union are radically wrong. Financial state-

ment or balance-sheet is going to be passed

without Britten making any observations.

This is hard on the Council : every man now
expects Britten to do his duty, just as

Britain expects every man.
8.20.—It is no use. Britten can stand it no

longer, and knowing his duty, has risen.

Fearful applause. Britten is playing Todd's
part, and is putting everything right. Day-
hght creeping through the gloom. Britten

has spoken for about ten minutes, and with

more applause sits down.
8.30.—Tanner rose as auditor to put

Britten right. He says he is not a furniture

dealer, that he is not a valuer of maps, that

he decHnes to travel over the country ex-

amining the Local Centre accounts. Really
I am beginning to wonder what use Mr.
Tanner is. The Leonine LesHe remarked
that the 1884 and 1885 accounts were very

incorrect, and that these are not much

better. Suggested a professional auditor

for the future, and sat down to the tune of

cheers. Todd explains everything to his

own satisfaction.

8.45.—Godbolt, after a slight misunder-

standing with the chairman, has given us

his views on road races—he objects to the

Union sanctioning advertisement rides.

Furnivall has seconded bis motion. Price,

who has been longing to rise all the

evening, has spoken against it. Front is as

spirited as if he was attacking a small sec-

tion, and has moved an amendment. W. A.

Smith agrees with Prout. Price is again on
his feet, and opposes this also.

9.0.—Finlay Macrae is hard at work
attacking the Press. Has offered to stake

his well, he did not say what, because he

owns nothing valuable enough to stake. (I

have some regard for the Press, and decline

to put down on paper his assertions.) Wallis-

Roberts has given it as his opinion that if a

record is a record it is a record. Cheers for

Wallis-Roberts. Hillier has spoken on the

subject of road records. He has dragged in

the A. A.A. again in a very clever way.

9.5.—Todd has almost settled the ques-

tion. Godbolt is speaking again on the

amendment, having had a discussion with

the chairman as to whether he was replying

to the opposing arguments, or speaking on

the amendment. Shipton enquired how
both the motion and amendment were to be

thrown out. Chairman replied by voting

against both. Enlightenment of Shipton.

He does, and both motion and amendment
are thrown out.

9.17.
—"Faed" has moved his motion for

the publishing of Union fixtures in January.

He pointed out the Union has settled one

championship for the day of his club's 24

hours road race, and another for the day of

his club's garden party. Rush of applications

for tickets for garden party. Wallis-Roberts

has explained that the Union would alter the

dates settled onif they could, because they all

want to go to the garden party. Suggests the

garden party should be held at the champion-

ship meeting instead. Tanner has opposed

the motion. Todd has explained and settled

the question, and the motion is lost.

9.20.—Irons has passed his motion re elec-

tion of handicapperwithoutdiscussion. Irons,

strange to say, seems disappointed.

g.30.—J. S. Whatton's motion is being dis-

cussed. Sturmey sticks up for the profes-

sionals ; most of the rest go for them, as being
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everything bad. Griffin does not seem to

have a high opinion of them. Sheppee ditto.

Wallis- Roberts practically smothers them all,

says Griffin did not speak from experience,

that Sheppee has never seen a professional

race. He carries the day. Chairman says

the motion is carried unanimously, but

Griffin being against, objects. Singularity of

Griffin. [N.B.—Todd did not settle this

question.]

9.40.— Griffin has moved that no license

be granted for an amateur cycle race held in

connection with a professional pedestrian

meeting. A general mix-up of professional

bicycle, amateur bicycle, professional

pedestriauism, and amateur pedestrianism.
" Faed" has gone back to the days when he

was young. Doubt is written on everyone's

face. Was " Faed" ever an innocent youth ?

Relates his racing experiences. Strange to

say, does not mention the Ripley Road Club,

or that event which he is so pleasantly

discussing with C. W. Nairn. Wallis- Roberts

insists on speaking. Leslie talks about

Scotland ; says the Scotchmen race for half-

crowns. Have the managers of Scotch

"gurglings" ever heard of the N.C.U. ?

Finlay Macrae says they have not—calls his

countrymen heathens.

10.o.—A general rise. What does this

mean ? Surely the meeting can't be over !

Why, I always reckon a Union meeting

lasts from 6.30 to ii.o, and then is adjourned

for a fortnight and lasts the same time.

What am I to do ? Happy thought—go

home early. I will. —Coiniis.

> • <

THE CLASSIC TRACKS OF LONDON.

THEIR HISTORY, PECULIARITIES, LEGENDS, AND FREQUENTERS, WITH BRIEF NOTES
OF FEATS ACCOMPLISHED AND RECORDS MADE THEREON.

PART HL—THE CRYSTAL PALACE TRACK.

One of the newest, and perhaps the best, of

our London tracks, is that laid down in 1880,

at the Crystal Palace, Sydenham, S.E. A
number of local riders, amongst whom Mr.

W. B. Tanner, of the West Kent B.C., was

the most prominent, made representations to

the Crystal Palace Company as to the ad-

vantages which would accrue from the

establishment of a cycle racing path in the

extensive grounds attached to the Crystal

Palace. The directors having acceded to

the request, the work was put in hand, Mr.

H. L. Cortisand myselflending all the assist-

ance we could, by offering such advice and
suggestions as occurred to us from time to

time. The situation chosen was the southern

lake on the third level ; this is a large circular

lake (artificial), edged with a heavy stone

coping, with three regular half circle bays

and one square extension, of which a plan will

appear next month. Thefirstidea wastoruna
track right round the lake as it stood, but the

sharp angles at the north and south ends,

and the size of the lap, caused the idea to be

abandoned. With a view to securing a

reasonably convenient lap measurement, it

was decided to erect two causeways through

the water cutting off the northern and
southern bays, large iron pipes being laid

through the causeways to allow the water in

the lake to circulate. A large number of

rough blocks of stone were thrown into form

a solid bottom, and heavy clay was puddled

in between, two sloping walls of blocks of

stone and boulders being erected on either

side. When the work on the northern cause-

way was completed, and the two isthmuses

of the southern causeway were but a few feet

apart, I jumped over the interval and ran

the circuit, being thus the first to " make a

lap " on this now popular path. Soundly
and soHdly as the work was done, the

southern causeway has sunk a little, but the

careful tending of Charles Wilson has pre-

vented any noticeable alteration in the level

of the track. The path is reckoned at 3^ laps

to the mile, but the actual mile measurement,

one foot from the inside edge, is 1,762yds.

2ft. loin., so that records made thereon are

absolutely unassailable on the question of
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distance. The path is a dead level, and the

shape an almost complete circle, the cause-

ways being somewhat straighter than they

would be if the track were a true circle.

Owing to the size of the lap, the curve is not

noticed, and no one who trains and races on

the path complains of it " favouring " one

leg more than the other, whilst on Boxing

Day, 1883, when the South London Harriers

ran foot races there, none of the competitors,

either in the 880 yards or the 10 miles race,

noticed the curve of the path ; whilst those

who habitually, and almost exclusively, ride

and race on the C. P. path do not experience

any sensation of awkwardness on going with-

out any preparation on to straight- sided

paths like the Stamford or Lillie Bridge

tracks, this last test being the best evidence

of the very easy and graduated curve of the

C.P. track. The subsoil is a heavy clay,

which occasionally works through the sur-

face in wet weather and crops out, necessi-

tating a deep " dig out " to make a radical

cure. This heavy clay, however, is when
burnt very useful, as a small quantity

spread over breeze or cinders makes them

bind well under the roller. The true base

of the track superimposed upon the indi-

genous clay is composed of heavy brick

rubble, pieces of stone, and other hard

rubbish, which make a very sound bottom

to work on. Above this bottom comes
coarse cinder stuff, well compacted with the

rammer, then a fine layer, and finally the

top dressing or surface of fine coal - dust

(unburnt breeze) cinders, and a small pro-

portion of burnt clay. This surface wears

exceedingly well, and but for two points

would remain good always. The first draw-

back is the inadequate drainage of the grass

slopes which surround the track, as in the

case of a sudden downpour the water rushes

across the track, and not only spoils the

surface, but cuts " storm gulHes" through it.

This trouble has, however, been partially

met. The second drawback is caused by
the perhaps excusable desire for adequate
drainage on the part of the constructors of

the path, the result being that the path
dries too quickly—a very brief space of time
sufficing to make riding possible after the

heaviest rainfall. As a result the path often

got sadly loose and dusty in the summer
seasons, until the Crystal Palace directors

decided to make a move to meet the trouble,

and eventually laid down water pipes all

round the 500 odd yards lap on the out-

side edge of the path, with a stop-cock every

fifty feet. The groundman is supplied with

a length of hose which he screws on to

the nozzles in turn, and he is thereby

enabled to thoroughly water the track in a

little over an hour. To illustrate the rapidity

with which the track is drained, I may here

mention that Wilson seldom finishes water-

ing the path before 4.30 p.m., and yet most of

the men who train at Sydenham put in their

work between 5.30 and 9 p.m., the track

being at its best about six o'clock. The
want of adequate dressing accommodation
was a serious drawback to the success of the

path at first, and it was not until a good

dressing-room had been put up, and
adequate provision made for the stowage

and care of machines, that " The C.P.," as

it is usually termed, became so popular with

South London wheelmen. An excellent and
very ornamental dressing-room was erected,

and but for one error in the internal arrange-

ments (since corrected), it was most con-

venient in every way. The machines—or,

at any rate, a few of them—can be accommo-
dated, and the washing arrangements are

fairly good. Outside, in a small hut, is a

continuous shower-bath, erected by sub-

scription amongst the frequenters of the

track, so that all the necessary appliances

for a complete course of training are ready

to hand. Some months later the directors

decided to put up a grand stand, and this

they did, erecting an ornamental wooden
pavilion, on which, during the season, chairs

are placed. The grand stand commands a

complete view of the track, and is very

comfortable.

The track has been the scene ofmany notable

races—in fact, considering how short a time

it has been in existence, we must admit that

the events decided on it are remarkable, both

for their number and interest. The opening

day (Oct. 9th, 1880) was by no means an aus-

picious one, for it simply poured throughout

the afternoon, and the new cinders soon be-

came very sloppy, whilst the riders were one

and all wet through, and splashed from head
to foot with the black mud—strongly remind-

ing one of the enthusiastic artist who blacked

himself all over for Othello. The events were

a one mile handicap and a club team race for

a ten miles challenge cup. I won both events,

the heavy going suitingme well. My mile time,

after a ding-dong race from start to finish with

A. P. Shaw, of the Civil Service, was 3m. 2o|s.

!

In the ten miles scratch J. R. Hamilton and
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myself finished second and first respectively,

thus winning the cup for the Druids B.C., of

which we were both members ; 17 other men
representing the Sutton, Pickwick, Brixton,

Ariun, Sydenham, Lewisham, Kent,Crichton,

and West Kent B.C.'s competed, the ten miles

time being 42m. 14^3. ! ! In the following year

(1881) things became very lively on the C.P-

track, several first-class race meetings being

held there. On J uly 2nd, at theWest Kent meet-

ing, I met C. E. Liles in the five miles scratch

race, and won—my preliminary task of the

work of this auspicious year. On the 9th the

challenge cup was again contested for. Crute

and AUport won for the Sutton B.C., the

race proving somewhat of a farce, all the

men giving up in he second heat. Crute's

time was 32m. 35fs. In 1882 the path be-

came even more popular, and established its

claim as a " classic ground" by being the

scene of the amateur championships at five

and fifty miles on the bicycle and five miles

on the tricycle.

June 3rd is the first date to be marked
with a white stone in the calendar of the

C.P. track. The date was chosen by the

West Kent B.C. for their open meeting, and

Herbert Liddel Cortis occupied the post of

honour at scratch. He told Mr. G. P. Cole-

man and myself (the timekeeper and judge

respectively) that he would try the mile, and
in the sixth heat he succeeded in beating the

then existing amateur record (Keith-Fal-

coner's 2m. 46f s.) by no less than 3|s. W.
Brown, in receipt of 100 yards from Cortis,

was soon at the head of affairs, whilst the
" Long Wanderer," though going splendidly

did not appear to be catching his only dan-

gerous opponent fast enough. When the

bell pealed for the last lap, as Brown passed

the post, Cortis was 50 yards to the bad, but,

setting his teeth, he fairly sprinted the last

500 yards, and nailing Brown 120 yards from

home, he won all out by ten yards in the

notable time of 2m. 43|s. In the next round

Cortis gave up, his effort having taken it

out of him, but he was able, later in

the afternoon, to pull off the three miles

scratch race in slow time. On this same
afternoon, the historic dead-heat for the

Surrey cup between C. A. Palmer and J. F.

Griffiths was decided. Palmer allowing

Griffiths to make all the pace, and coming
with a rattle in the last 150 yards, he won
somewhat easily by a couple of yards, in the

excellent time of 31m. lyfs. On the 17th of

June, at the Sutton meeting, J. S. Studley, a

somewhat meteoric novice, blazed into

momentary publicity by winning the open

mile handicap ; and J. S. Whatton,the Cam-
bridge crack, disposed of Chas. Crute in the

five miles scratch race, and became a

favourite for the forthcoming five miles

championship. On July 22nd, the first

amateur championship race was run on the

Sydenham track—the five miles—in which a

number of good men and a strong University

contingent took part. A. Hood, a most
promising rider, made a good show against

Crute in the second heat. The final con-

tained J. S. Whatton, Ion Keith-Falconer,

C. Crute, and M. H. Jephson, Whatton
riding his racing bicycle with the handles

passing under his thighs, thus making the

machine open-fronted. Keith-Falconer rode

well, but Whatton decidedly had the pace
of him, and won by a length in 15m. i2|s.

;

Crute got well away from Jephson, and
filled the third position. The fifty miles

amateur championship was run off on

July 29th, and on this occasion Keith-

Falconer, who had been training hard for

it, won in the then best time on record.

The field was a very representative one,

the University men especially showing up in

strong force; and when at 25 miles the 1881

championship times (records) began to be
cut, the riders one after another sprinted for

the lead, Jephson, W. K. Adam, C. D. Vesey,
Crute, and Keith-Falconer each securing

records at intermediate distances. Falconer
rode with excellent judgment, and only sat

down to his work a mile from home, when he
drew right away from his men, and covering

the last mile in the marvellous time of

2m. 5ois., he won by about 120 yards.

Vesey, who got home second, broke a spoke
a couple of miles from the finish, and then

made up his leeway, and though I do not
think he would have won, yet I believe he
would have finished very close up. Keith-

Falconer's time was 2h. 43m. 58|s. ; whilst

the six men who followed Falconer home,
viz., Vesey, W. K. Adam, M. H. Jephson,
G. D. Day, H. R. Reynolds, and C. Crute,

all beat the previous best on record (my own
— 2h. 50m. 5ofs. in the fifty miles champion-
ship of 1881.) On the Thursday before this

race (July 27thj the Crichton B.C. held their

annual race meeting on this track, when
some wonderful performances were accom-
plished. The first event on the programme
was a three miles invitation race, in which
several well-known men took part. It was
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won by W. K. Adam, Oxford University (who,

I may note en passant, used to suffer from

asthma!) in 8m. 4iis., then a best on record.

He was followed home by his brother, F. L.

Adam, and C. D. Vesey. By special per-

mission, Cortis had started with the com-

petitors, and he hung close up to the last

man's wheel until the conclusion of the race,

when, with a warning shout, he dashed on,

on record-making intent. Oliver Thorn,

who was in waiting, picked him up, and

rode well for several laps, four miles

being covered in iim. 50s.; and then

Alfred Thompson, " the prince of pace-

makers," "Bobby" Woolnough, Tacagni,

Vesey, and others came on, and did well.

There was not a breath of wind stirring, and

the flags hung motionless in the evening air.

The twilight was fading away, and the

crowd around the path could only judge of

the rider's position when he had passed

them by the deep-toned roar of many voices

which greeted him as he passed the grand-

stand, or the encouraging shouts of his

friends as he dashed by the " odd miles"

starting post on the other side of the track.

" Two outside !" cries the solemn Pem.

Coleman, as Cortis reaches the half-distance

in 30 mmutes 2 seconds. The " Demon"
now shouts loudly for " Thompson !" and

the Sutton pacemaker, nothing loth, buckles

to his task with renewed energy, and brings

the record-maker along in splendid style.

At twelve miles Coleman cries " Nine

inside !" and Cortis bends to his work with

redoubled energy. As the nineteenth mile

approaches, W. K. Adams comes on, and
the pair fairly race into the twentieth mile,

when the " Wanderer," with a supreme
effort, shakes off the Oxonian, and dashes

over the tape for twenty miles in 5gm.

3ifs. from the start. With 28^s. in hand,

Cortis kept up the spurt until the crack of

the pistol at the expiration of the hour

stopped him, his actual distance in tliat time

being twenty miles 300 yards. In a moment
willing and friendly hands assist him to dis-

mount, and he walks towards the dressing-

room, when, just before he reaches the

causeway, and close to the entrance

gate, he, with a sudden groan, drops upon
the track. In a tew moments he is up,

and walks into the dressing-room, his

seizure being, so he said, "merely the

muscular contraction of the intercostals."

Thus Cortis attained the object of his ambi-

tion, and covered 2,0 miles within the hour.

He rode a 6oin. " Invincible " racer, by the

Surrey Machinists' Company. Vesey won
the 15 miles challenge cup this year, when,

for the first time, it was run for by individual

riders, instead of being a club competition.

On October 14th, the first amateur tricycle

championship was run on this path (distance

five miles), and fell to Mr. C. E. Liles, who,

up to that year—1884—had won every

N.C.U. tricycle championship. The occasion

was notable for one of those sensational

wins which seem to occur periodically in

Union contests. M. J. Lowndes, a gigantic

Midland tricyclist, had established a won-

derful reputation in the provinces, and was

looked upon as almost invincible, and when
he entered for the first N.C.U. tricycle

championship many thought it as good as

over, as his pace and staying powers were

well known. His most fancied opponent, in

well-informed circles, was C. E. Liles, but

his warmest partizans did not expect to see

him (a comparative novice on the tricycle)

beat an old stager like Lowndes. But
" Charlie " possessed one quality in which
the giant was (on this occasion at least)

deficient—"pluck." Lowndes made the

running at his own pace, and Liles

waited as usual
; 350 yards from home,

Lowndes suddenly bent to his work and
drew away, and for a moment all seemed
over, but Liles came with a wet sail,

and throwing all his energies into one

tremendous effort, he drew level on the

outside, 200 yards from home. Lowndes,

with the inside, should have kept him going

and made a finish of it, but the sight of his

determined adversary was enough for him,

and he shut up " like a knife," and Liles

dashed away, amid a roar of surprise and
derision, and won the heat. In the final he,

after a good race, beat H. W. Gaskell, who
was settled by the three rounds necessitated

by the number of entrants. Liles's times

for three, four, and five miles were (then)

bests on record.

To recapitulate at length the races of 1883

on the C.P. path would occupy too much
space, so I will at once come to the N.C.U.

championships run on July 14th. The one

mile championship fell to Gaskell, although

there were several contretemps during the

racing which, to a certain extent, discounted

his victory
;
yet subsequent events confirmed

the form then shown by the Ranelagh Harrier.

The first heat fell to A. Thompson, of the

Sutton B.C., in the brilliant time of 2m. 46|s.
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In the fourth heat, F. L. Adam, who had

covered the distance, in a private trial alone,

inside 2m. 44s., had the misfortune to

break his crank, or he would have been

well to the fore in the final. Eventually, after

a second round, A. Thompson, F. Sutton,

and H. W. Gaskell turned out for the final

heat. Sutton was much fancied, but passing

the dressing-room he missed his pedal and
came down one of the deadest falls I ever

remember having seen. I was at the moment
walking to the three-quarter mile post, and

thus just in front of him, and I have alwa5's

wondered that he escaped without any

serious injury. Gaskell easily beat the pace-

making Thompson on the spurt, and won.

The ten miles tricycle championship on the

same afternoon was rather slow, but in the

final Lowndes and Liles fought out their

old fight with exactly the same result, the

Congleton man cutting out the pace in an

evident attempt to wear Liles out at the

distance, and shutting up with wondrous
suddenness when the L.A.C. man tackled

him in earnest. Time, 33m. 45s. On the

19th of July the Crichton B.C. again held a

race-meeting, and again record was broken,

under rather remarkable circumstances, for

the best time for four miles was beaten in

one heat, and again the heat record time

was beaten in the final. Thus, two bests on

record were made within half-an-hour. The
distance was four miles. In the fifth heat,

H. F. Wilson and H. R. Reynolds turned

out, and the former announced his intention

of trying to cut the record (Cortis's,

iim. 46JS.), which he succeeded in doing,

covering the distance in iim. 37fs.—an

excellent performance, when it is remembered
that he was unaided by anyone, his solitary

competitor being a long way behind. Wilson,

satisfied with his performance, would not

run in the final heat—a somewhat unwise
decision as events happened—and the men
qualified, Messrs. Gaskell, Liles, Perry,

and Thompson, agreed to attempt to upset

the record just established. The evening

was very quiet, and Thompson dashed off in

his usual style, the first mile being fractionally

slower than Wilson's. At two and three

miles things looked still worse, for some
seconds had to be made up in the last mile to

accomplish the desired end. At this juncture,

Perry riding probably faster than he ever

rode before, cut down the whole crowd and
took a strong lead, with Liles and Gaskell in

hot pursuit, and as they reached the post for

the last lap, they were neck and neck, and
the utmost excitement prevailed. Half a lap

from home Gaskell got away and took the

inside, which, without doubt, won him the

race. Liles, displaced, got up on the outside

on the last causeway, but Gaskell had most
left, and just held his own, winning by a bare

half yard, Liles second. Perry 10 yards off

third, and Thompson 20 yards away fourth.

Time, iim. 34fs., best on record by
3|s., the last mile occupymg 2m. 45^s.

On the 2ist, the 50 miles championship fell

to H. F. Wilson—Keith -Falconer not com-
peting—F. R. Fry getting second, H. R.

Reynolds third, and C. D. Vesey fourth.

Wilson, after riding very well up to about 40
miles, tired very much, and at one time it

looked as if Fry would get up. He, however,

left his effort too late and could not quite

overtake the winner.

Liles won the challenge cup this year, and
on the 27th of July F. R. Fry, in a ride

against time, succeeded in establishing a

record for 100 miles, and also taking all inter-

mediate miles from 51 to 100, his time for

the full distance being sh. 50m. 5|s. Messrs.

Vesey (holder of the 100 miles record), F. L.

Adam, and J. D. Butler made the pace. During

this year (1883), on June 25th, the match
between Nixon and Lowndes for 100 miles

on the path on tricycles took place. On the

latter's provincial form, he had only to keep

on his machine to win easily, but the proverb

that " The race is not always to the swift"

was fully illustrated. Lowndes was many
yards in a mile faster than the plucky road

rider, but it was a case of the hare and the

tortoise. At 54 miles Lowndes was leading

Nixon by no less than eight minutes, when
he " fell" out of his machine, and despite

the good offices of his trainer and the en-

couragements of his friends, he left the path,

and finally gave up the job at 62 miles, being

then a long way in the rear of the road man,

who jogged quietly along in company with

a number of volunteer pacemakers until he

had accomplished the distance and created

records for every mile from 55 to 100.

1884 was as active a season on the C.P.

track as any that had preceded it, and of

the many attempts at record-breaking and

making that had been made during the

season, by far the greater number have been

accomplished upon the fast Sydenham path.

At the same time, with one or two notable

exceptions, the races of 1884 were all waiting

races. The mile championship at Lillie
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Bridge was a waiting race, and so were many
more contests run in other places. The
C.P. did not escape, and many of the

scratch races run there were very uninter-

esting to a casual onlooker. On the 28th of

June the West Kent held their meeting, at

which the " Thompson mile " was made,

over which so much ink has heen spilt. My
own personal opinion is that the time given

(2m. 39is.) is correct. I had personally been

clocking Thompson in his practice spins, and

had several times noted his remarkable

improvement, and during the week or ten

days before the West Kent meeting, he had

been " coming on " in a most noticeable

manner. Anyone who has closely watched

Thompson's riding will have noted that he

comes into form very quickly, and retains

his pace for a very short time, going stale

rapidly, and I am pretty well convinced that

the time given above was accomplished.

Moreover, the daily sporting paper which so

vigorously questioned the record printed as

its authority for doubting it the name of a

well-known road-rider, but an unknown

watch-holder, and although other watches

have since been alleged to have agreed with

the questioner's timepiece, yet, on the other

hand, unofficial watches have been found

which are said to have agreed with the

official docker. Thompson had a trial

a few days later to establish the record,

but one glance at him showed that he

was quite "off colour," and horribly

nervous—a condition which was not im-

proved by the fall of Mann, who was

on a pacemaking mission just in front of

him at the start. He failed miserably, yet

the watch in training had shown enough

to cause me to think Alfred Thompson equal

to 2m. 39s., with everything favourable. On
the same day Liles, and at the same meeting,

beat Speechly in a five miles scratch race

by ten yards, the one mile champion being

very unhappy off his own path.

On July 3rd, the evening on which Thomp-
son made his unsuccessful attempt to estab-

lish his mile time, I was successful in beating

J. S. Whatton's flying quarter, covering the

distance in 35gS., and immediately afterwards

coming into collision with a young rider who
was training on the track. We were both

thrown, and I was considerably cut about,

whilst my machine was smashed up.

Whatton's quarter record, made under

similar conditions (viz., after the conclusion

of a race meeting at Surbiton), was 36§s.,

and this was allowed to supersede my pre-

vious best, 36fs., made in the one mile

championship in 1881 at Leicester. So, of

course, this second attempt on my part

ousted Whatton's from the record book. In

future, such efforts, unless advertised pub-

licly, will not be permitted to go into the

official records, though a rider who does

good time, on the authority of Mr. Coleman,

or similar reliable clockists, will have at

least the satisfaction of knowing that he did

do good time, albeit it may not be allowed

as official, which appears to me a very

good rule. On July 12th Liles won both

the one and the five miles tricycle cham-
pionships, his last quarter-mile in the

five miles race being covered in 4o|^s., which
is a best on record. On July 19th the fifty

miles championship was won by F. R. Fry,

of Bristol, who, however, was not quite

himself. He was followed home by C. S.

Wadey and F. J. Nicolas in 2h. 51m. i6fs.

On September nth the record made by H.
L. Cortis for twenty miles was beaten by the

new wonder from Tyneside, R. H. English,

the event being the fifteen miles Crystal

Palace challenge cup. There was a good
entry, including William Brown, H. F.

Wilson, Cripps,and others, but the Northerner

never left them in any doubt. Dashing off

on the hind wheel of Brown, who started

very fast, he took the lead, and covered the

first mile in the extraordinary time of 2m.
42s., only fractionally outside the then mile

record, and Brown cracking a few yards

short of the mile-post, English dashed on,

and commenced to break the records by
wiping out Keith-Falconer's wondrous two
miles time. From this point up to twenty

.

miles English secured every record ! covering

the whole distance in 59m. 6fs., and going on
he covered 20 miles 560 yards ere the crack of

the pistol warned him that sixty minutes had
run out. On September 25th there was a good
gathering of habitues of the path to see several

riders attempt to secure records, the first

to turn out being Messrs. W. Brown and J.

S. Smith, who, on an " Invincible " tandem
tricycle, covered three miles, and secured
records at each mile. Webb, by sheer

hard riding, got home just inside record for

two miles on a " Humber " tricycle, and then
I turned out to have a try at the five miles

record left behind him by English. Whilst
that flier was in London, I had closely

watched his form and style of riding, and I

had had several satisfactory private trials,
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so I went out "with a light heart," and
succeeded in taking the three, four, and five

miles records, covering the latter distance

in 14m. i8s. I should have continued, but

several men were on the path, and after my
fall when I made the " flying quarter" I

was very nervous of other riders. I may
note here that most of the tabulated state-

ments of "records" which have lately

appeared have a notable error, started by a

London journal, the four miles time being

put at 12m. 15s. instead of iim. 24s., 12m.

15s. being the time for 15 Palace laps, or

four miles and one lap.

On the 29th, the ten hours match between

Major Knox- Holmes and myself took place,

the conditions being that I, riding a racing

bicycle, was to concede the Major, who rode

a Beeston " Humber " tricycle (Cripper-pat-

tern), one mile start for every year's difference

in our ages, this amounting to 50 miles, so

that I had to ride five miles an hour faster

than the Major throughout. A few days be-

fore the match the veteran rode 60 miles

inside five hours, and I was well aware that

I should have to ride hard to win. The day

was very bad ; we were wet through twice in

consequence of the heavy downfall, and as I

could get no pacemiakers to keep the wind

off me after W. Brown stopped, I suffered

defeat. The Major rode wonderfully, only

leaving the saddle once for 5m. 30s., and

he covered no less than 115 miles 260 yards,

a wonderful performance for a rider of 77

years of age. My own distance was 146

miles 250 yards in ten hours, with 36m. 45s.

stoppages, and I secured bests on record

from 51 to 54 and loi to 146 miles ; the

Major's times over 100 miles are bests on

record for a tricyclist. On Oct. 17th, the

tandem riders were again to the fore, Smith

and Brown, on an " Invincible " tandem,

covering two miles, the first in 3m., and

the second in 6m. 6s., best on record.

Scarcely had this couple finished, when
Messrs. Cripps and H. F. Wilson turned up

with a high geared racing Beeston " Hum-
ber" tricycle, and started in an attempt to

beat the time just made. This they did as

follows—one mile, 2m. 56s. ; two miles, 6m. 4s.

Not to be beaten, the " Invincible " couple

again turned out on the i8th, and succeeded

in again lowering the records as follows :

—

One mile, 2m. 562s. ; two, 6m. 3s. (record)

;

three, 9m. 17s. (record) ; four, 12m. 27s.

(record) ; five, 15m. 33§s. (record).

As might have been expected, the *' Hum-
ber" couple would not give in, so on the 23rd
they again put in an appearance, and, under
proper supervision, they rode two miles,

accomplishing record from the first half-

mile. The mile time was 2m. 54s., and the two
miles time 5m. 54s., when they stopped,

leaving the "Invincible" figures standing at

three, four, and five miles. This was the

last record-breaking feat of the season, and
I imagine my readers will agree with me
that the C.P. track had most fully sustained

its character as a fast and easy path during

1884. The reasons for its excellence are not
far to seek. First, it is carefully and as-

siduously looked after, and the easy sweep
of the curves makes riding around it very

easy. The high grassy banks, which surround
it on every side but one, are surmounted by
trees, and the wind is thus kept off, whilst

the surface is always good. There are no
angles to negotiate, and a rider has only to

put down his head and push.

The surroundings of the track are excellent,

and 50,000 people might easily watch the

racing without inconvenience. Just outside

the fence the grass banks rise sharply at an
angle of 45, and there is a roadway around
the top, and then another bank sweeping
back to the rosery ; but for one tuft of tall

reeds growing in the central lake, the men
are visible all round the lap, and every

incident of the racing can be seen from all

points of view.

On Bank-holidays and similar saturnaHa a

professional exhibition match is arranged,

and the British public muster in vast

numbers, and howl with dehght at the

spurting of the riders, who invariably

keep the interest up to fever heat by their

tactics. The attractions of the Palace, with

its entertainments of one sort and another

after the racing is over, make the C.P.

track a very favourite rendezvous for clubmen,

whose sisters, cousins, and aunts take a real

interest in the racing.

'''Resume : Dead level, ^^ laps to the mile
;

cinders ; dressing and lavatory accommoda-
tion excellent ; cost, £1 iis. 6d. per annum.
Nearest stations—Crystal Palace (Low Level)

from London Bridge, Victoria, or Kensing-

ton; Penge, from London Bridge; and
Crystal Palace (High Level), from Ludgate
Hill. Will be run left-hand inside in future.

—G. L. Hillier.

'In all descriptions of races given above, it must be remembered that the path has hitherto been rmi right-hand inside.
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VARIETIES OF TRICYCLE STEERINGS.

PART II.

The " Cripper," brought out I think in

1884, met with a good deal of adverse com-

ment, its " boxed in" appearance being much
against it at first; nor was it till Messrs.

Cripps and Co. had demonstrated clearly its

great superiority in speed over the side-

steered tricycle then generally in vogue that

the outside public seemed to consider it at

all. The machine, however, on which

numerous races are won draws to itself for

this very reason large numbers of adherents

who see in the winning of races, not the

carefully trained, long-winded and muscular

rider, but simply the machine which is ridden.

In the case of the " Cripper " there were

certainly many new departures which tended

to make that tricycle faster than any other

then existing, the convenient position of

the handle-bar enabling the rider to use

almost all his arm power in driving, and at

the same time allowing him to assume that

" grasshopper" style which undoubtedly does

offer less resistance to the requirements of

quick pedalling. This combination with the

side-steered machine was quite impossible,

for in the event of a rider of such a tricycle

desiring to obtain any purchase from his

arms, it was absolutely necessary for him to

sit erect, or almost erect, and so get power

to pull at his handles. I am inclined to

attribute the difficulty experienced in main-
j

taining this position to the compression of
|

the chest consequent upon it. In addi-
|

lion to this defect, the rider's weight, when ;

leaning forward, was practically suspended I

by means of his arms, which, therefore, had

thus thrown upon them more strain than '

was at all desirable. With the bicycle
:

steering the weight simply leans upon the

arms, which can then still be used in obtain- i

ing additional power by pulling at the
|

handle-bar.

I may add, while on this topic, that I can-

not at all understand where the " Quadrant"

people can claim to be the introducers of

this form of steering for tricycles, seeing that

it was in use years before the " Quadrant" :

was thought of. Further, I think that were
the dates of the manufacture of the first

" Cripper" by Humber & Co. and of the first

bicycle-steered *' Quadrant" compared, the

advantage of priority would be found with

the former. I personally know of several

tricycles having been made with this direct

steering as early as 1881, while Messrs. Bay-
liss & Timms (a firm since extinct) used what
is, to all intents and purposes, the same
thing {i.e., direct steering) in 1879, if not

earlier. The " Quadrant " people may claim,

with much more justice, that they were the

first to combine this form of steering with a

large steering wheel, but 28in. steerers were
common long prior to the birth of this now
deservedly popular machine.

The " Cripper" steering, properly named
automatic, in that it does automatically

steer straight, was the no- well-known

cam and spring patented by Humber and
Co., and for some time it appears to have
been quite without a rival. I believe

Gibbons, of Wolverhampton, was the first

to offer fight with an adaptation of precisely

the same principle. In his case, however,

the female cam was upon the back of the

steering-fork, the male, with a spiral spring,

being attached to the under side of the tube

carrying the steering-socket. I presume he
found this unsatisfactory, as he has since re-

placed it by another—and in my opinion a

less advantageous—form. Humber's claim

being repeatedly and distinctly specified as

for an annular cam, could hardly have

been better than Gibbons's original, had it

been well worked out. It is only fair to say

that I have never tried this. Gibbons's later

form I have tried, and think it capable of

considerable improvement.

The "Quadrant" steering, which has

several very great advantages, took the

fancy of an old pressman and bicyclist

yclept " Faed," and of his artist friend, the

talented George Moore, who have assisted

in making it popular.

The next two or three copies of the auto-
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matic were copies only, and it was not

until the latter end of last year that makers

generally turned their attention to getting

outside Humber and Co.'s patent. Con-

trary to general usage and precedent, the

imitations are in several cases really im-

provements upon the original. I will

explain this by stating that the original

*' automatic" had, and still has, one great

fault. The use of the cam necessitates

the raising of the rider's weight every time

the steering handle is moved, and this soon

results in unequal wear of the faces of the

cam, and, consequently, the noriiial p^int is

no longer central, but more or less out of the

true line cf the machine's centre. In this

case it would almost seem better, therefore,

were the return to the normal position not

automatic, as this unequal wear renders it

necessary for the rider to constantly bring

the machine back to the straight, and it thus

really proceeds, not in a straight line, but in

a series of tacks. The strain upon the arms,

too, from this lifting of the rider's weight

—

or a portion of it—is greater than is neces-

sary, although in a short time, so " use doth

breed a habit in a man," it is scarcely

noticed. I say nothing of the strain required

to compress the spring; this, by reason of

the great leverage afforded by a long handle-

bar, being, in my opinion, not worthy of

notice, save when a spring of excessive

strength is used. Of course, in the return to

central, no exertion whatever is necessary,

the combined downward pressure of the

rider's weight and of the recoil of the

spring affecting this very thoroughly.

One recently - patented form of " auto-

matic " was, to my mind, a great improve-

ment in one respect. This consisted of

making the steering-socket a case for a com-
pound screw, with very quick thread, and
formed a very taking and neat arrangement,

being quite boxed in from dust, requiring no
spring, and from its compound nature equal-

ising the wear, and finally utilising solely

the rider's weight to bring it back to position.

I am not sure yet whether this has been
taken up, as at first sight it would appear
likely to be somewhat expensive in manufac-
ture, and this, in the present barely profitable

state ofthe tricycle trade, is a matter of much
greater importance than the outsider would
imagine.

Several kinds of steering-controllers since

introduced have avoided the difficulties and
increase of wear consequent upon the " lift-

ing," by abolishing this latter propensity

altogether. This, I believe, is the case with

Messrs. Starley Brothers' " Psycho ;" in the
** Daisy," sold by Goy.; in the " Sparkbrook

Automatic," and some others. Personally, I

consider this abolition an improvement in

most cases. I cannot claim to be in love with

those automatics which have been obtained

by shifting the rack and pinion from the side

of the machine only to put it inside the

steering-socket, as the mere change in posi-

tion has no tendency to obviate the annoying

nature of the inevitable wear of the teeth in

both rack and pinion, nor to do away with

their attendant rattle.

! Messrs. Singer & Co., using a coiled spring

i upon the fork-head, the ends of which are

tightened up on turning to either side, have

,
one of the very simplest auto-steerings in the

;
market, though it might perhaps be allowed

I

a wider sweep to its " sticking point" than

I

it has at present. I notice that this firm

i

now supply the " S.S.S." with a spring

I

packing-box instead of the auto., and to

many this may prove a preferable arrange-

j

ment, as it has nothing to prevent one turn-

ing the sharpest curve. Alessrs. Hillman

and Co. are also fitting a similar dodge to

some of their machines. The Sparkbrook

Co. have a very effective auto. The fork-

head has two flat sides, against which press

two knife-blade-like springs, these again

being assisted in their work by two coiled

gun-block springs, one on either side of the

socket.

The long flat sides of the fork-head compel

a retention of the true central position,

quite unaff'ected by any wear upon the

corners in turning. Indeed, after trying

this upon the road, I have been unable to

find any form of steering-controller which I

liked better than that of the Sparkbrook

Co., the execution of the idea being quite

equal to its theoretical correctness. Three

or four other " autos." I have tried, but the

makers declined to explain the principle of

their construction, and I am, therefore,

unable to refer to them here.

As already mentioned, the "packing-box"

system has found several adherents. On
the " Cripper" of the " Premier" folks, and

on Singer's " S.S.S."—both of which I have

tried— I have found it to be as steady and

reliable a direct-steering as anyone could

wish to have, and I would certainly prefer it

to one or two so-called automatic steerings.

There is great art in so adjusting it that it
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shall not be so tight as to be stiff in steering,

and that it may be not too loose, but just

about free enough ; and the specimens which

I have seen of the above have reached this

happy medium. Several others I propose

to try as occasion offers, but I have already

found that there are many individual tastes

and fancies on these points, and riders must
consult their own idiosyncrasies in order to

obtain satisfaction for themselves.

The " Quadrant " may perhaps also be

cited as a frictional steerer, its guiding wheel

remaining where placed, but this machine is

too well known to need further description.

As a general rule, my predilections are in

favour of the much-abused steering-con-

troller in some shape or other. The strain,

if any, upon the wrists and arms is, as

against the *' packing - box," more than

counterbalanced by the automatic return of

the steering-wheel to its normal position.

Indeed, my own experience with various

machines is that in a very short time no
such strain is at all noticeable, although,

doubtless, it is still existent. Of course, care

must be taken to avoid carrying the system

to excess in either direction, any such excess

being fatal to thorough enjoyment on the

part of the rider. With a controller, too,

the steering becomes only intermittent, the

hands being at rest during the greater part

of the time, and a light and momentary pres-

sure sufficing to keep the machine straight.

With the "packing-box" two motions are

necessary to every one required by the " con-

troller," and I cannot see how this is gener-

ally desirable or beneficial.

In this, as in all other matters, we can but

revert to the astute maxim credited to pro-

verbial Franklin—" If ever you want a thing

done well, you should always do it yourself."

By the same rule, the machine of your own
choice will perJiaps please you the best. I

have shown the general outlines, and each
individual reader can fill in the colour to

his or her own particular fancies. To pur-

chasers of Cripper-pattern tricycles I

have one piece of solid advice to offer. It

is founded upon severe testings of about a

dozen different machines over all sorts of

roads, under all sorts of circumstances, and
in all sorts of weathers. Whatever machine
you decide to patronise, do not be put off

with any that has not a steering-wheel of at

least a sensible diameter. Every inch in-

crease is so much reduction in the labour of

driving on a sticky or muddy day, to say

nothing of the proportionate reduction in

the vibration from the front wheel. This is

good practical advice, and when found

should be made a note of.

—Peter Bell,

> • <

A COUPLET.

A boy will eat and a boy will drink,

And a boy will play all day
;

But a boy won't work, and a boy won't think.

Because he aint built that way.

A girl will flirt and a girl will mash,

And ne'er give herself away
;

But she can't ride a bicycle, you just bet,

Because she aint built that way.
— Springfield Wheelmen's Gazette.
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What breed it was Jim could never make
out. When he asked the man he bought it

of what he called it, he said he didn't exactly

know.
" I wont say he's a pure bred 'un," said

he, " but he's wery nigh on it, and he's a

most erfectionate cretur." The affectionate

creature in question was a small brown dog,

which looked much like a very fat terrier,

and which was held in the arms of a rough-

looking workman, who was engaged in try-

ing to dispose of it to a young man sitting on
a rear-steering tricycle drawn up at the side

of the road.

Mr. James Allen, the rider of the tricycle,

had taken an early ride one morning before

breakfast, and coming home had en-

countered the aforesaid workman, who
offered him the dog for "only five bob."

Now Jimmy Allen had long thought of pur-

chasing a dog of some sort tj accompany
him in his walks abroad. His first thought

was to buy a Newfoundland, but then, what
should he do with it in his lodgings ? A
Newfoundland certainly makes a fine dis-

play out of doors, but in a small sitting-

room the effect is not quite so pleasing.

He next thought of a retriever. But an
acquaintance who had caught the mad-
dog scare badly, and who did nothing but

rave of muzzles, rabies, and M. Pasteurs

green, begged him not to think of buying
one. " They're the most treacherous dogs

imaginable," said he. So that idea was
dropped, and Jim resolved to buy the first

medium-sized dog of any sort, except a

retriever, that he could pick up cheap.

"Has he had the distemper?" said Jim,
mindful of his friend's warnings. " Had it

twice," said the workman, setting the little

dog on the ground. " What's his name ?"

said Jim. " Well," said his owner, " we
ain't named him yet, which '11 be very con-

venient to you if you buy him, as you can
call him what yer Hke." The dog had
evidently taken a fancy to Jim, and by his

friendly overtures did far more to tempt
him to buy him than all the extravagant

praises of his master put together ; and
when he finally fell back on his haunches,

and sat begging in the road, Jim was com-

pletely overcome, and declared he would

take him. The man thereupon produced a

piece of string, which he secured to the dog's

collar, the money was handed over, and the

bargain concluded. The workman trudged

off one way, and Jim remounted his trike and
rode off home, having first tied the other

end of the string to the forks of his little

wheel, so that he led or rather towed his

purchase along in the rear. Arrived at his

lodgings he stabled his trike, and entered

the house with his dog, quite ready for his

breakfast.

" Lor, Mr. Allen I" cried his landlady,
'* what have you been and bought—a dog ?''

" Looks something like it, doesn't it?" said

Jim.

"Will he bite?" said she, gathering her

skirts around her.

"Bite?" replied Jim; "this sort of dog
never bites. This one's father did once show
his teeth at a tramp, but he was never the

same after. He broke out all over in pink

spots, parted his hair in the middle, and
never smiled again."

After such a recommendation as this, what
could the landlady do but pat the little dog,

which she did, and before the morning was
over they were the best of friends. When
Jim came home in the evening she was loud

in her praises of the puppy's good qualities,

such a well-behaved dog she said she never

had seen. After tea Jim thought he would

go for a gentle spin, and lighting his pipe, he

rode out, taking his dog with him.

"I'll teach hmi to run by the side of the

machine," said he, " and he'll be a sort of

companion for me."

He had been a long time settling what
name he should call him, but at last he de-

cided to christen him "Tickle." On this first

run with his new master " Tickle " had
several narrow escapes of coming to a ter-

rible and violent end. It was not until he

had been half run over several times that he

learned to keep clear of the wheels. Then
he took to running under the frame of the

machine to get behind the wheels, and so

make sure of them, but here again he was not

safe, for before he had gone many yarda

Jim, not knowing he was there, suddenly
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increased his pace, the back wheel caught

him up and very nearly did for him.

But experience made him wiser, and before

long he was all right, and would trot along at

the side of the tricycle as steadily as if he
had been brought up to it all his life. Once
his master had started, there he would stop

for the rest of the run, quite happy, and
nothing could lure him away. Not even the

attractions of other dogs playing " kissing

games" on the pavement could tempt him
from his post. Jim was delighted, and, when
they returned, that dog was praised up to

the skies, his master speaking of his good
behaviour while out on the run, and the

landlady saying how well he conducted him-

self during the day. From the foregoing

remarks you will gather that Jim Allen was
not a scorcher on the wheel. He never

went in for fast riding, but used to jog quietly

along, generally with a pipe on, and withal

enjoyed himself thoroughly. His good old

rear-steerer he had had for three years, and,

as he used to say, had never spent a penny
on repairs. It was a strong, sturdy old

machine, with the seat very much too low

to be comfortable, and the handles much
too high. Direct action, or anything like it,

was unknown in the days when it was built,

and when Jim was seated on it and pedalling

away fast, he looked as if he were trying to

keep an imaginary enemy away by pushing
at him with his feet. When bought, it pos-

sessed a most elaborate and uncomfortable

seat, with a gaudy cushion and a wooden
back, but Jim had replaced this by a saddle

after undergoing for about six months the

most awful experiences of slipping off on to

the pedals you can imagine. In all pro-

bability he would have continued to ride

that machine for the rest of his natural life,

for it is certain it would never have worn out,

but that one day when out for a ride with a

friend who was mounted on an ordinary

bicycle the beauties and advantages of that

machine over a tricycle were brought so

prominently before his notice that he began
to think of investing in one. It may be,

also, that the audible criticisms of boys in

the streets where he rode had something to

do with his thoughts of changing his mount.

Such remarks as " Good, old shove-

ha'penny !" '* Go it, old treadmill !" and
" How much for yer Bath chair ?" do not

tend to increase one's self-respect, and, to

tell the truth, Jim did not cut a very grand

figure on his ancient machine. And so it

came to pass that, after several months of

wavering as to whether he should part with

his old friend or not, he at last decided to do

so, and eventually sold it for the tremendous

sum of five pounds ten shillings. A week or

so after he purchased a fairly modern bicycle

to learn on.

" Goodness gracious ! Mr. Allen," said his

landlady when he brought it home, " surely

you're never agoing to get on top of that great

thing !" It was a 52in. Upon Jim de-

claring he certainly was, she said all she

hoped was " that he wouldn't break his

neck." With the assistance of his aforesaid

friend he soon learnt to ride, and by the end

of a fortnight had become so far proficient m
the art as to be able to stick on the whole

length of the road, and in another week he

even ventured to take a short spin of a mile

or so, finishing up by calling at his friends

house to show how he had improved.

"What do you think of my riding now?"
said he. "Well," said his friend, "you've

got on first class, but you're rather wobbly."
" Oh ! we'll soon get over that," said Jim.
" Look here, I'll ride over to see you on

Saturday, and try and do it without a dis-

mount." On the journey in question he had

had to dismount three times, once on account

of an unfortunate collision with the kerb,

again because of a patch of stones, and a

third time on account of a steep hill which

lay in his route. The gradient of this hill

was one in 400. By dint of perseveringly rid-

ing before breakfast, and in the evening, Jim
continued to improve, but still did a lot of

careering about. Saturday afternoon having

arrived, he inspected his jigger, oiled it, and

gave the nuts a tighten up to prepare for the

coming struggle. The machine was not

much the worse for its rough usage. Cer-

tainly, one handle was bent down some
inches, from the effect of a fall sideways, but

what was that ? So Jim put on his gloves,

and was about to start forth, when a thought

struck him. Why not take the dog ? Tickle

had been used to running beside the tricycle,

and surely he would be all right with the new
machine. So he called to the dog, who was
only too pleased to come and set out. Plac-

ing one foot on the step, he shoved off and
commenced to hop. For some minutes he

continued hopping, but at last, having at-

tained the necessary momentum, he left off

and got into the saddle. Tickle seemed
rather surprised to see his master perched

up so high, but after a bit of scampering
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round and barking he calmed down and

ran quietly beside the machine, and so

the long journey was commenced. All

would have gone well but for one thing

—

the wobbling. Jim, although not so bad as

formerly, was at times all over the road, and

when they had gone about three-quarters of

a mile—without a dismount, too—they came
to a slight rise, and here he began to gavort

about rather more wildly than ever. Tickle,

not thinking of any danger, was trotting

quietly along on the left hand side about a

foot in front of the machine, when Jim gave

a sudden lurch to one side ; the wheel came
in contact with the dog, and down came Jim
over the handles on to the road. If he was

surprised, it was nothing to what Tickle

was. He gave one wild yell and went. A
minute later, far down the road, and rapidly

disappearing in the distance, a httle cloud of

dust showed where he was shooting away
into space. Jim gathered himself together,

put on his now sadly-damaged hat, and

picked up his machine. The front wheel

was buckled, one pedal pin broken off short,

and the handle bent more than ever. Jim's

arm, also, was badly bruised, as he had fallen

down right upon it, and he had a nasty cut

across his nose. These were all the personal

injuries he had sustained, but his clothes

were badly torn in several places. It was

very unfortunate, just as he was getting

along so nicely too. Tickle seemed to have

gone for good, for there were no signs of his

return, and by that time he was probably

some miles away, judging by the rate at

which he went off. Jim felt rather wild with

the little animal as being the indirect cause

of his upset ; but he was still more sorry a

the idea of losing him. After waiting some
time for his return to no purpose, he con-

cluded to move on to his friend's house, as

that was nearer than his own residence, and

hailing a boy, who was luckily passing at the

time, pushing an empty truck, he got him to

convey his dilapidated machine to the house,

where they arrived without further adven-

ture. But on enquiring for his friend he

was informed that he had gone out only a

few minutes previously. His arm was now
so painful and swollen that he had to request

the servant for something to make a sling for

it with, and his friend's mother making her

appearance, his wounds were carefully

bathed, sticking-plaster applied to his cuts,

and his arm placed comfortably in a shng.

After these kind attentions Jim felt so far

revived as to propose getting home at once
and so, bidding good-bye to his benefactress,

he set out, followed by the boy with his bike.

There was no railway station near, or Jim
would willingly have spared himself the

ignomony of such a return through the pub-

lic streets. As they passed along he kept a

sharp look-out for his missing dog, but after

a tedious walk they arrived at his landlady's

without having seen any signs of poor

Tickle. The boy was dismissed with suffi-

cient remuneration to make him thank his

stars he had come across Jim, and the latter

gentleman, very sore and stiff, placed him-

self in his landlady's hands, and in an hour or

so went to bed, feeling not much the worse

for his cropper. True, his arm was rather

painful, and his cuts not altogether slight

ones, but under the extraordinary skill

shown by his landlady in dealing with wounds
of all sorts, they promised to soon be all

right again. The only thing which troubled

Jim was the loss of his dog. He made dili-

gent search in all directions for any news of

him, and even put an advertisement in the

local paper, but nothing came of it. And he

regarded Tickle as irretrievably lost to him
for ever.

One Saturday afternoon, about two
months after his tumble, Jim, who was now
quite an accomplished rider, took a run to

a small town, the distance of an easy ride

away. After having tea, he went for a short

stroll in the pleasant fields in the neighbour-

hood. Having walked leisurely for about

half-a-mile, he took a seat on a stile and lit

his pipe for a quiet smoke. It was a glorious

summer evening, and as the sun had not yet

begun to set, the air was still pleasantly

warm ; and Jim's thoughts were idly wander-

ing from one thing to another, and fixed on

nothing in particular, when he was suddenly

startled by a rustling in the hedge close by

him. He turned towards the spot from

whence the sound came, when a small brown

form shot out from amongst the leaves, and

in the little animal barking and frisking be-

fore him, Jim recognised his long-lost dog

Tickle. He was stroking and patting the

httle animal, who seemed quite mad with

delight, when a young lady approached along

the path, and opening the gate, passed

through. Before she had gone many yards,

she stopped and called to the dog. Tickle,

however, gave no signs of leaving Jim, who
was thus placed in a somewhat awkward

position. As he stooped down, patting the
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dog, he turned over in his mind what he

should do. He must, of course, try to get

the dog back, but how could he establish

his claim to it ?

" Will you come here, sir !" cried the young

lady, with a stamp of her foot, but Tickle

took not the slightest notice.

" Excuse me," said Jim, advancmg and

raising his cap, " but how did you get this

little dog?"
The young lady looked somewhat sur-

prised at the question. " Oh," she said, " as

papa was driving home one evening he saw

a lot of village boys playing with him in the

road, and he bought him of them."
" Well, I lost him a month or two ago,"

said Jim.

"Are you Mr. Allen?" said she. "We
saw the name on his collar."

"That's me," said Jim, " and I'm afraid I

shall have to claim him again."

" You had better come up and see papa.

He will be in if you come now," said she,

evidently grieved at the thought of losing

the dog. " I should be sorry to lose him.

We have all got so fond of little Gyp."
" I will see your father at once if conveni-

ent," said Jim, walking along beside her.

"I'm not often up this way. The dog's

name isn't Gyp, though ; at least, it wasn't

when I had him, and I suppose the first

name is his real name."
" What did you call him ?" said the young

lady.

" When I had him," said Jim, " he went by

the name of ' Tickle.' Here the little dog

barked joyfully, as if pleased to hear his old

name mentioned. " What a funny name !"

said the young lady, smiling.

" Yes, isn't it ?" said Jim.

Conversing thus in quite a friendly way,

they at last arrived at a house which the

young lady declared was hers. Oq the gate

there was a brass plate bearing the words,

"A. G. Farrer, M.R.C.S." His companion

knocked at the door and entered the house,

herself showing Jim into the sitting-room,

where she asked him to wait while she

fetched her father. Tickle, who refused to

leave Jim, was also admitted. When Dr.

Farrer appeared Jim proceeded to recount

to him the particulars of the tale, part of

which he had already learned from his

daughter. Dr. Farrer said he should be

very sorry to part with the dog, as his

daughter had taken such a fancy to it.

" I suppose, Mr. Allen," he said, " you

would not care to allow me to purchase him ? I

hardly like to propose such a thing to you,

but still I should very much like to keep the

little fellow."

Jim was about to reply, when there was a

knock at the door, and a page-boy entered,

who informed Dr. Farrer he was wanted at

once.

" Mr. Allen," said he, " you must excuse

me, as it is important I should go imme-
diately. Of course, as you have to ride

back on your bicycle you could not take the

dog to-night, so if you leave him here for the

present you might drop me a line when you

have made up your mind as to whether you
can see your way to part with him or not,

if you are passing this way in a day or

so you might give me a call."

" Well," said Jim, " I shall be riding down
here again next Saturday"—he had only

just made up his mind to do so—" and I will

call upon you then."
" Very good ! come straight on here at

once. We have tea at 5 p.m. Now I must
be going."

When Jim got back to the Crown it was
quite dark, and he lighted his lamp and at

once set off for home, very well pleased with

his day's experiences, and cordially blessing

the little dog who had been'the cause ofthem.
The next Saturday he went up again, as

arranged, but although he stayed there until

late in the evening, nothing was decided
about the dog, who seemed very comfortable

in his new home, but greatly pleased to see

his master, and Jim again left him there, and
promised to call on the following Saturday.

The same thing occurred again and again.

Nearly every Saturday he rode down, and
gradually became quite a friend of the family,

getting many invitations to boating excur-

sions, picnics, etc., where he usually had the

pleasure of escorting Miss Farrer.

One evening in the early autumn they had
been to a tennis party, and Kate Farrer,

declaring she felt tired of playing, they left

early and walked quietly home together

through the fields. Although this was a
longer way than by the road, it was far more
pleasant walking along the fresh smooth
paths than on the dusty highway.

" Are you in a hurry to get home ?" said

Jim.
" No, not particularly," said she ; " why

do you ask ?"

" Because it's such a lovely evening. Sup-
pose we take a rest at the stile."
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" Very well," said she, " I really feel quite

fatigued. I have been playing such a lot."

And so they sat down on the broad

wooden plank, which formed quite a com-

fortable and easy seat. Jim placed a light

coat he had been carrying round Kate's

shoulders to protect her from possible cold,

and they sat there quietly conversing of

many things, chiefly of the events of the day

at the tennis party. So engrossed in con-

versation were they that it vyas not until the

moon had well risen that they noticed the

sun had gone down.
" Oh, Jim," said Kate, suddenly, " it must

be late. Look, there's the moon !"

"Yes, I see it," said Jim, "but we've

plenty of time. You know your people said

they should stay to supper, and they won't

be home for a couple of hours yet."

But little persuasion was needed to get

Kate to remain " only a little while longer,"

she said. For some time silence reigned

supreme. Conversation is not everything

in such a situation. " Oh, I remember what

I wanted to speak to you about," said she

at length.

" What is it ?" said Jim.
" Well, it is about little Tickle. You know

we have never decided about him yet. Will

you give him to me ?"

" No," said Jim, " I never will."

" Oh, you are unkind," said she. " You
said you would. Look ! even the moon is

cross with you—see, she has disappeared."
" I won't give him to you," said Jim ; " but,

Kate, may I ask you to share him with me ?"

" Share him with you ?"

" Yes, Kate, darling. Do you not under-

stand ?"

A sudden light broke upon her. "Yes,"
she said, " I understand you."

" And do you consent ?" said he.

There was a pause of a moment or two.
" Yes," she said, simply, " I do."

The moon came out suddenly from behind

the cloud and bathed the world in silvery

light. Quick as she was, however, Jim Allen

was quicker, and had gently snatched a kiss

before she had half appeared. They now
rose to go, and as they walked off down the

soft narrow path Jim put his arm softly round
his companion's waist, and, pointing to the

glorious luminary above, said — " Katie,

darling, the moon's not cross now."

-^Ben Hayward.

> « <

WHEEL ETHICS.

(From "The Cycle.")

" Tell me, O Wheelman, ere you ride away,"
I asked, " Where have you been this Sabbath day ?"

Then the cycler replied from his lofty perch,
With gracious mien, " I have been to church

;

I have been to church, though, strange to tell,

I have heard neither parson nor tolling bell,

" 'Twas a volunteer choir, and the rapturous tones
That fell on my ear, as the tiny throats
Seemed bursting with praise of the Maker's name,
Thrilled with such joy I was glad that I came.

" And the air was so pure, so fresh and sweet,
Though I sat on a softly-cushioned seat,

That I never once thought of going to sleep

;

Nor was the sermon too dull or deep.

" I remember the text, too, ' God is love'

—

'Twas everywhere written, around me, above,
On the stately columns that rose at my side,

To the vaulted arch so blue and wide.

" Upreaching to the very throne of Grace

—

'Twas a grandly solemn, sacred place,

And I almost forgot how cold and drear
Is the earth, sometimes, heaven seemed so near."

Thus I hold that pure worship has no part

In the time or the place, but springs from the heart.

-Charles R. Dodge,
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AN IRISH TRIP

WITH WHEEL AND LENS IN THE EAST AND WEST.

[Contributed to the ^'Photographic Xews " by Henry Stiirmey.]

CHAPTER I.

Be it known unto all men that in the follow-

ing lines I do not claim to give instruction

deep and profound on the subject of photo-

graphy, for in it I am a very novice. True,

I have made or marred a gross or so of plates,

but that doesn't make a full-blown knight of

the camera ; nor does the experience gained

last summer, when I toured on wheels and

exposed some five dozen plates to find fifty

of them fogged through broken packages, go

much towards rendering me an adept in the

black art. Still, I am " getting on ;
" at any

rate, so my friends tell me when I succeed

in getting '* something on the plate," and so,

emboldened by the success of getting half a

dozen exposures made without much to com-

plain of in the way of fog and other familiar

defects, I determined, if possible, to "go the

whole hog," and make photography the es-

pecial object which I would pursue in my
brief holiday this year.

Accordingly, I cast about in the first place

to decide the district which I should make
my happy hunting grounds ; and for the

treble reason that I have relatives in Dublin

whom I wished to visit, that a cycle race

meeting was coming off in that city which I

wished to attend, and that a Council meeting

of the Cyclists' Touring Club, which I also

wished to attend, was likewise fixed for the

same city, I decided on making the Sister Isle

my goal, knowing, too, that there I should

find as fine a selection of scenery as any-

where in the three kingdoms, beyond which

I did not wish to roam. The district round

Dublin I was well acquainted with from

former residence ; but the extreme West was

a district new to me, and held out especial

charms to my imagination, so thither I de-

termined to go for a part, at least, of my
tour. This roughly decided, my next quest

was for a companion who would not be bored

with the numerous stoppages I should neces-

sarily make for the purpose of securing views,

and who would be willing also to do his share

of work on a double tricycle, for on one of

these most useful vehicles of modern times I

desired to travel. Accordingly, I placed my
self in communication with several of the

other members of the Council of the C.T.C.,

whom I knew to be, like myself, dabbling in

photography as well as cycling, and who
would possibly find time to combine the

pleasure of a cyclo-photographic trip with

that of a business meeting. My quest was
at first in vain, but at length a willing volun-

teer was found in the person of our worthy
Secretary, who placed himself unreservedly

in my hands so far as the general route and
arrangements were concerned.

The race-meeting referred to—that of the

Freeman's Journal Athletic Club at Ball's

Bridge—being fixed for August 29th, we ar-

ranged to meet in Dublin on the previous day,

whilst I undertook to provide the machine
and have it in readiness by Monday morn-
ing, when it was our intention to commence
by taking the train to Limerick, and begin-

ning photographic operations there. Ac-
cordingly, having first obtained the dimen-
sions of S.'s camera case, I procured from
the Centaur Cycle Co., of Coventry, the

machine I deemed most suitably designed to

meet our requirements—viz., a " Centaur "

F.S. tandem—having it built with the cross-

tubes of the frame some half-inch wider
apart than usual, so as to just take our two
camera cases between them, whilst I also

stipulated for the fitting of a second cross-bar

between the bottom stays, some six inches

away from the first, my idea being to carry

our photographic kits above, on the top part

of the frame, where they could be readily got

at, and to make the lower portions of the

frame serve as a carrier for our personal

paraphernalia. A double-handled and power-
ful brake was fitted, for I know the Irish hills

to be many of them formidable, and both
being ordinarily good riders, and not wishing
too rapid pedalling, I had it geared to fifty-

four inches. I tried the machine in Coventry
on Wednesday, August 26th, and it was on
that day despatched, per goods train, to

Messrs. Booth Brothers, in Upper Stephen
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Street, Dublin, who had very obligingly

offered to receive it and unpack and have in

readiness for us on our arrival. The next

day I followed it, going via Holyhead and
North Wall, a route I can recommend as

being most comfortable and expeditious.

Friday morning saw me early in the city

looking up Booth Brothers, to see if either

the tandem or my racer for use at the sports,

had arrived ; but they had not.

A visit was next taken to the shop of

Messrs. Robinson Bros., in Grafton Street,

where I knew I could obtain plates. I had
decided to try Wratten and Wainwright's

•' Instantaneous," and a chat with Mr. Robin-

son confirmed my decision, though it caused

me to refrain from taking any of the " Drop
Shutter " plates by the same makers. 1

purchased a gross of the plates selected, and

also invested in a sample dozen of their own
make, the " Regent," said to be extra rapid

and especially suitable for landscape work

;

but as I did not use any of these, I cannot

give my experience of them.

A stroll to Ball's Bridge (where we found

the horse-show in full swing) with some of

the Enghsh competitors whom I found at

the Wicklow (the C.T.C. head-quarters)

occupied the afternoon, and on our return

to the hotel I found S. had arrived, and we
were able to compare notes. In the matter

of outfit, I was provided with a Lancaster's

half-plate " Instantograph" camera and lens

one of Newton's " Orthopanactinic" lenses

giving, however, the same field as the other,

though working down to a lower figure (^),

and consequently useful where very rapid

exposures were necessary or desirable. This

was provided with an " Universal" shutter
;

and in the way of stands I pinned my faith

to a Pumphrey patent telescopic, which I

had fitted in a leather case. This unfortu-

nate stand came in for no end of abuse from

my companion during the journey, but it

satisfied me, and that was all / wanted. Two
double backs of the ordinary type, as well as

a Lancaster changmg box holding a dozen

plates, completed my kit, the whole packed

in the case described in my last article in

the Neiv's.

S.'s outfit was of more elaborate character,

for although, like myself, also a compara-

tive novice, he had gone in for a first-class

outfit at the start, and had patronised New-

ton's for camera, folding wooden stand

—

which he never failed to compare with my
telescopic whenever opportunity occurred

—

and half a dozen double backs. His len

was a Ross port, sym., and he was provided

with a " Phcenix" shutter. The case contain-

ing the whole was longer, deeper, and nar-

rower than my own, and I think rather

preferable in shape. He was using Paget's

prize plates (y^in. by sin.), having a supply

of both thirty and fifty times. These were
carried in the boxes supplied by the makers;

but I " scored one" in my arrangement by
providing myself with Sands and Hunter's

"Books."

I had brought a cycle lamp for use on the

tricycle, and had provided myself with a

sheet or two of non-actinic paper wherewith
to convert it into a dark lamp, but found this

somewhat primitive plan agreeably super-

seded by S.'s arrangements in this direction,

he having brought a new dark-tent of his

own design and construction, which, as it

answered admirably, and is quite novel, I

will describe at length. It was formed of a

framework consisting of twelve lengths of

thin bamboo, each two feet nine inches long,

the whole fitting into eight angle pieces,

formed of brass tube, and thus making, when
complete, a skeleton cube of two feet nine

inch sides. A covering fitting flatly all sides

save one, and on that side having strings

round the opening, was provided, this cover-

ing being constructed of three thicknesses of

material, the inner of canary medium, the

next of Turkey red, and the outer one ot

black cashmere, the latter having a six-inch

square cut out at top and end to admit light,

which was thus filtered through both the red

and yellow. To put it together, the frame

was first erected, and the covering then

drav/n over it, and the dark-tent was com-
plete. To change our plates we first placed

our paraphernalia inside, having set the tent

on a table fronting either the window, or a

light in some similarly suitable position, and
then followed them ourselves with our head
and shoulders, drawing the opening close
around us under our armpits, and looping

the strings in a bow. We were then in a

perfectly safe tent with a most pleasant and
agreeable light, not too stuffy, and with

plenty of room to work. It was erected by
the pair of us in about three minutes, and
repacked in about the same time, then form-

ing a roll—the canes inside—of two feet nine

inches in length by about six inches in dia-

meter, and weighing some three or four

pounds only. A couple of straps and a roll of

mackintosh made all secure for travelhng. S.
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made it entirely himself, and said it cost him

about twenty-five shillings. We found it of

very great use. Borrowing this promptly, I

made the best of my way home to my aunt's

house, where I was staying, and that night

transferred all my plates to the " books" in

comfort and security.

CHAPTER II.

Next day found us once more in quest of

our machine, but to our dismay it had not

arrived, so wiring to the Centaur Company
to " worry it up" at their end, we cast about

to spend our time until something definite

could be learned. It was already raining,

with every prospect of an early increase,

whilst the hght was as poor as poor-house

porridge ; so that camera work, with any

chance of success, was out of the question,

and as S. was somewhat of a stranger to

Dublin, I trotted him off to the Botanical

Gardens, and afterwards to Glasnevin Ceme-

tery, both of which are well worthy a visit,

whilst the latter place would furnish many
interesting photos, of the tombs of historical

personages to those interested in that direc-

tion. I found I was not so an fait with " the

way round" as I had imagined, but a douceur

to an obliging workman had the desired

effect of our finding the graves of Burke, the

" Manchester Martyrs," the great O'Connell

—the latter does not take much finding

—

and others.

On our return to the city, we found not

only our telegram answered, but the machine
arrived, and then, with a full knowledge of

all the belongings we would have to take

upon it for our individual needs, we set about

arranging for their carriage. This did not take

long, so far as regarded our photographic

kits, but when it came to the carriage of our

changes of raiment, we found that it would
be necessary to have a bag made to fit be-

tween the cross-bars on the lower part of the

frame, and accordingly S. set off to the

nearest leather and canvas worker's to get it

done. Here, however, was another delay,

for it could not be made before noon on the

following day, so that instead of being in

Limerick on the following morning, as we
had arranged, we were perforce compelled

to remain another day in Dublin. It was
useless starting at mid-day, and even had
we thought it advisable to do so, there was
the uncertainty of the bag being completed
in time, so we arranged to see what the day

brought forth in the shape of weather, and
if at all favourable, to work a part of the

Dublin district then, instead of, as at first

intended, on our return from the West.

Tuesday morning broke with every pros-

pect of a fine day, and we took the train for

Kingstown, but alas ! for our hopes. The
weather, as it so frequently does in Ireland,

changed rapidly, and by the time we got

there, a light mizzling rain was falling, and
matters were generally dull. By this time,

as every day of our stay had been more or

less damp or dull, we had made up our minds
that, if we were to take photographs at all,

we should have to take the weather as it

came, and chance the quality of the pictures,

so we at once started for the pier-head.

S. now discovered the cause of the rattling

which had annoyed him so on the tricycle.

A screw had shaken loose as well as the lens,

he not having strapped up his box so tightly

as at first on repacking after the Enniskerry

view. This had, in shaking, worn a hole very

nearly through the thickest part of the wood
of his camera, besides much other scraping

of the polished surface. No harm, however,

luckily was done beyond spoiling its good
looks, though it was very lucky the lens

escaped.

Kingstown harbour is formed by two piers

a mile in length running out into the sea,

and curving round and embracing between
them a tremendous extent of deep water. A
Hghthouse and fort is situate at the pier-head,

and to this we made our way. This is just

the place to secure '* shots " at yachts and
sailing vessels of all descriptions as they run

in and out of the harbour, and one or two
passed whilst we were there, but we felt it

was too poor a Hght to waste plates in trying

to catch their fleeting shadows, so turned

our attention to more stable objects, and
commenced with an ambitious view of the

town of Kingstown with the harbour and
shipping before it, but it was too vast an
undertaking, and although we both exposed

a plate, the pictures gained were not worth

looking at. A better result attended an ex-

posure of three seconds with the Lancaster

lens and largest stop—time, 9.30 a.m.—on

the pier-head, fort, and lighthouse. This was
followed by exposures on the Boyd Memorial,

a monument erected to Captain Boyd, of

H.M.S. Ajax^ who, with some of his crew,

lost his life when attempting to save the crew

of a small coasting vessel which was wrecked

on the outside of the pier some years since.
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A yacht in harbour, the " Lucifer Shoals "

light-ship brought in for repairs, and one or

two other objects of interest next fell before

our lenses, but the lack of light was apparent

with them all in the absence of contrast and

depth.

By the time we again reached the station

it was noon, and w^e had used all the plates

in our slides, so we erected our changing-

tent in the waiting-room of the station, much
to the consternation and amusement of

several porters and casual passengers, and

set our double-backs in order for another

onslaught upon nature.

Where next should we go ? was the ques-

tion, and our thoughts turned towards the

Dargle. With this end in view S. accosted

the first carman outside the station, who
would, he said, take us there for £i, to which

S. demurred, on the ground that we wanted

to photograph, and that as there was by no

means a certainty of the light improving, it

was hardly worth it on chance. Our Jarvey,

however, was fully equal to the occasion, for

not only did he undertake to provide a good

supply of " beautiful sun " by the time we
reached there, but was quite willing to back

his opinion by offering to charge us nothing

if it were not so. However, we were proof

against his wiles, and returning to the sta-

tion, took the train to Bray, thinking we could

judge better on our arrival there what the

afternoon was likely to be.

The Kingstown driver was evidently not

speaking without his book when he promised

us fine weather, for it brightened as we got

there, and we walked out of Bray station

with a splendid light and plenty of sun about

for use when required. It did not take us

long to hire a car to convey us to the Dargle

and Powerscourt Waterfall for the sum of

los. ; and stocking the car with provisions,

so as to lose no time in getting to work, we
snatched a hasty lunch en route, and by the

time we had erected our cameras and stands

were at the entrance to the lovely wooded
stream known as the " Dargle." We took

the north bank, as we wished to get at the

stream itself, and we soon struck a path lead-

ing down the precipitous sides of the gorge

to the bed of the stream, and found ourselves

at once in the midst of a periect plethora of

"bits" of the most lovely description, so

were not long in " firing away " upon a peep

of the rock-bound stream winding its way
over a shingly course, amidst boulders of no

mean size, and overhung by a perfect arch

of verdure, our station being a dry portion

of the river bed. Further progress up the

bed of the stream itself would, doubtless,

have been productive of many views of very

lovely nature, but our way was obstructed

by rocks and the rushing stream; so finding

our way to the path again, we followed the

beaten track until we once more struck the

river bed at a sweetly pretty spot, and then,

with a capital light, the rays of the sun here

and there breaking through the tree tops

and lighting up the scene below, we fired

away to our hearts' content, securing some
of the best views of our tiip. Again we
sought the paths of the unknown, and by the

aid of roots and branches, and the frequent

use of our tripods as alpenstocks, once more
gained the river bed at another spot, and
made an exposure or two.

Retracing our steps, I found S. had dis-

appeared on my arrival at the top, and the

noise of the rushing water below quite

drowned my voice in shouting for him ; so

thinking he was purposely hiding, as he had
been a bit sarcastic the last half hour, I men-
tally blessed him and betook myself upwards,

and guided by the strains of an Irish melody

sounding sweetly amongst nature's solitudes,

soon found myself on the Burnt Rock, a crag

overlooking the gorge below, and rising some
hundreds of feet above the river bed. Here
the tree tops stretched away in a colossal

sweep below, and with one second exposure

I took a shot (under-exposed), and after a

few words with the old fiddler, rambled on to

the highest crag on the route, known as the

Lovers' Leap, from which the view is splen-

did. The crag juts out in a smooth, bare,

and rather steep rock, rising clear of the

trees and vegetation around it, and on this

rather precarious perch—as there was a bit

of wind blowing— I balanced the camera,

and v/ith two and a half seconds' exposure

with the largest stop of the Lancaster lens,

got a fairly good view of the wooded sides of

the gorge, with the sugarloaf mountain tower-

ing grandly away in the background. Hardly

had I closed down my shutter, ere a bang, a

clatter, and exclamation of impatience told

me I was not alone, and looking round, I

found S. flat on his face on the sloping sides

of the rock, in endeavouring to scale which,

with an impetuous rush, he had come to

grief. However, there was no damage done.

He had, he said, lost me in making another

descent to the stream bed, where, after ford-

ing the stream by a fallen tree trunk off
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which he slipped in the middle, getting his

feet and legs well wet, he had succeeded in

exposing a plate on a very pretty "bit." His

opinion on the view I had just taken was,

that as I should not get anything worth

looking at, he would not try, so we decamped

from our post of high degree, leaving it in

possession of a bevy of school girls who

arrived at the moment of our departure.

A walk of a few hundred yards then took

us clear of the wood, and after traversing a

couple of fields we found ourselves again in

the high road, where our car was waiting for

us, the driver having in the meanwhile taken

our cards to the agent, and obtained a permit

for the Povverscourt Waterfall.

A drive of a mile or two brought us to the

entrance of the demesne, and then we wound
through a sweetly pretty and well-kept park,

following to a great extent the course of the

stream; at one point a particularly pretty

view, where a rustic bridge crossed the

stream, struck our fancy, and taking turns

to stand on the bridge to lend enchantment

to the view, we both secured good pictures.

As the light was fast waning, no further halt

was made till the celebrated falls were

reached, and here we emerged from a road

lined with forest trees, into a broad open

space, all further progress being stopped by

an immensely high cliff, adown whose pre-

cipitous sides, and taking a slanting direction

over the face of the rock, the streamlet felb

About a dozen jaunting cars, with their dri-

vers, formed a picturesque group at the en-

trance to the valley. A couple of views were

here taken, one embracing the falls from a

distance, to which I gave five seconds, and

the other viewing the falls from immediately

beneath, and some fifty yards from the rock,

I standing in the bed of the stream and

giving an exposure of six seconds. Both

these gave good pictures, especially the last,

with which I was lucky to get a moment for

exposure when no people were moving about

in the foreground, for there were quite a

number here, and one enterprising photo-

grapher was evidently doing a thriving trade

in groups placed on a large rock, with the

falls as a background.

CHAPTER III.

On returning to our cars, the driver of

another vehicle was particularly anxious S.

should take him, as he wished, he said, to

send his " likeness " to America, S. tried to

get out of it by announcing his charge at the

moderate figure of ;^io los., but at length con-

sented to expose a plate on him, which he

did, though he had the greatest difficulty in

getting his subject still enough, for he, the

carman (S. is a teetotaller), was so drunk he

could barely stand upright, and had to be

caught when fairly on the balance. Of course,

this roused the jealousy of our carman, so, to

pacify him, I operated upon him and his

vehicle—though, to speak the truth, neither

were startlingly good-looking. This concluded

our camera work for the day, and a drive

back to Bray by another route, and a rapid

spin home by train, found us once more in

the city as the shades of night were falling.

Our first thought was to see if our bag

was completed, and sure enough it was,

and fitted with straps which could not

have been stronger had the tricycle itself

been the article to be strapped on, and
not the bag. This being so far satisfactory,

we arranged to meet at King's Bridge Station

in the morning to meet the 8 a.m. train for

Limerick, S. to see after the trieycle and get

it brought to the station; and accordingly I

left him.

Drip, drip, drip, came the water on my
window-ledge next morning, and an inspec-

tion of the outer world showed a most dreary

I

prospect, for the rain was descending

literally in sheets, and this, with a high

i

wind and a leaden sky, rendered the outlook

I

for a pleasurable day's journey anything but

j

favourable. A hasty meal and I was ready,

j

and, as luck would have it, a car came handy

I

to the door just in the nick of time. I had

j

left my camera case with S., so had not to

I

trouble about it; but taking the whole of the
" books" containing my plates in a port-

manteau, together with a single change, of

raiment—all the receptacle would hold when
the plates were in—I donned my mackin-

toshes, and was soon at King's Bridge, with

a quarter of an hour to spare. Neither S.

nor the tricycle were visible, so I found out

the train and all about it, and wandered to

the front of the station. Five minutes to

eight, and no S. I began to get anxious.

Three minutes elapsed, and still he did not

come ; but just as the clock struck the hour,

and the great gates closed behind me, up
drove a cab, from the gloomy recesses of

I

which he emerged, and we had missed

! the train. Where was the tricycle ?

j

Oh ! coming. He had sent the boots on
i half-an-hour previously to push it to the
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station, taking the landlord's word that he

would be in time ; but the weather was evi-

dently against him, for it was not till five

minutes after the hour that he made his

appearance, wet to the skin, both him-

self and the machine presenting anything

but a cheerful appearance. A Hberal tip,

however, put him in good humour, and before

he left us he had cleaned and wiped the tri-

cycle till it looked as if a spot of wet had

never touched it. The next train left at nine,

so with nearly an hour to wait, we gave our

portmanteau into the charge of a porter, with

directions as to stowage, and inspected the

somewhat washy - looking photos of Irish

scenery with which the various hotel adver-

tisements on the walls of the station were

embellished. As the hour of departure ap-

proached we personally placed our machine
in the van, and saw it safely in the charge of

the guard—carriage 5s.—and ensconcing our-

selves comfortably in a carriage, were soon

steaming off for the West.

We had hoped to have seen something of

the country on our way through it, but for

the first hour the blinding rain prevented

our attempting an impossibility, and we
missed seeing the round tower at Clondalkin,

100 feet high, which is close to the line, and,

in fact, were not able to discern anything

from the windows until the very uninteresting

and dreary Curragh was crossed, after which

an interesting church or two, with an occa-

sional ruined castle now and again, attracted

notice ; but as the country for the most part

appeared to consist of bog-land and other

artistically uninteresting natural features, we
did not regret having taken the train in

place of riding it, as we had at one time

thought of doing.

In due course we arrived at Limerick

Junction, but after transferring our machine
safely to the other train, and putting our

photographic kit into a carriage, to our great

consternation we found the stupid porter at

Kingsbridge had failed to put our heavier

baggage in the train, and we had a very

narrow shave of being, in our anxiety to find

it if possible, left behind ourselves. As we
approached Limerick the weather cleared,

and by the time we left the station the sun

was shining right merrily, though it was
a literal slough of despond under foot. It

was yet early, so snatching a hasty lunch at

the C.T.C. hotel in the town, we chartered a

car and set forth to secure as many spots

of interest in the old city as we could in the

time at our disposal. Limerick is a fine old city,

though showing many signs of decay from its

former prosperity (and no cleaner than most
Irish towns), and our first plant was across

the main bridge over the Shannon, where
a general view of the bridge, quay and city

could be obtained ; after which a plate was
exposed on a view embracing the celebrated

treaty stone—which, however, was for the

most part hidden by the ragged urchins who
would persist in intruding themselves into

the picture—the bridge, and the grand old

castle beyond. My efforts, however, with

both these views were doomed to failure,

for I inadvertently pulled both sliding panels

off my double back half out in lifting it, and
so completely obliterated half the views, and
fogged the rest almost beyond recognition.

After S. had exposed a couple of plates

on another view of the town, we made for

the cathedral—the new one, as we found we
could not readily secure a point of vantage

from which to take the old one—which, after

some considerable trouble with the inhabi-

tants, who were most curious and interested,

and several firmly impressed with the idea

that their presence in the foreground added
vastly to the beauty ofthe building, succeeded

in getting a fair view of it. Time was then

getting on, and finding nothing much else

could be taken in the city without very wide-

angled lenses, which we had not, we turned

our heads to the salmon weir on the river

some three miles above the town. On
arrival here, however, we found the light

was the wrong way, so had to make a long

detour^ cross a bridge higher* up the stream,

and having driven about a mile towards

Limerick on the other side the river, clamber

over a wall and make for the river bank. By
this time, however, it was five o'clock and
overcast, so it was not much wonder a couple

of shots with eight and ten seconds respec-

tively produced but poor, uninteresting views

—indeed, in any case the general view of

this, such as we obtained, would not have

been worth the trouble we were at to get it.

After this final effort we made the best of

our way to the city, and so finished our work

for the day, nothing serving |to relieve the

tedium of an evening spent in a tenantless

coffee-room and a deserted billiard-room,

save the occasional presence of a rather

pretty waitress, v/hom S. vainly endeavoured

to " mash."
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" Resurgam !" Such was the defiant pre-

diction with which the old Hampton Court

Meet gave its dying kick ; but methinks that

if the moribund gathering could have fore-

seen that its resurrection would only take

the form of a ghastly travesty of its former

glories, it would have been content to pass

down into a quiet grave in preference to

looking forward to an exhumation which

would represent the time-honoured glories

of Bushey Park in the guise of a miserable

little gathering of tricycle riders. For, con-

tradict me who may, the annual tricycle

meet has never been at all as representative

of tricycling as the old Hampton Court Meets

were representative of bicycling ; and with

the drawback of an increased distance from

town, there is not likely to be such an ap-

proximately good muster at Hampton Court

this year as was present at Barnes last year.

Tricycling organisers, apparently, are be-

yond the reach of advice, and rather than

condescend to be warned by the fate

of the bicycle meet, the few ardent and

haughty beings who take pride in assuming

the lead in matters tricycular have deter-

mined to call upon their followers to assem-

ble at the historical Lion Gates on the last

Saturday in May, there to parade, and pro-

cesh, and perspire, under the delusion that

they afford the public an idea of the quantity

and quality of the triple-wheel world.

Heretofore, it has been usual for a very

tame and monotonous procedure to be recog-

nised as the correct thing for these m.eets,

and the programmes issued by the organising

committees have afforded but scanty details

as to who was expected to be present. The
opportunities of infusing a Httle variety into

the procession, too, have not been seized

with the avidity characteristic of the mighty

minds which fatten upon the arrangement of

periodical C.T.C. - District - Meets - which -

never- come-off. But this year, we under-

stand, it is in contemplation to introduce

features of more than ordinary interest, and
the procession will assume more the aspect

of a Lord Mayor's Show, with its pomp and
pageantry duly impregnated with a sufficient

colouring of cycling to impart the requisite

eclat to the proceedings ; and by the exercise

of a Hberal quantum of that enterprise for

which the conductors of this magazine are

so justly celebrated, we are in a position to

present our readers with a true and faithful

idea of the doings which are to witch the

world at 'Appy Ampton on May the 29th,

in the form of the advance sheets of the

first part of an official document setting

forth the arrangements and regulations to

be observed, combined with an aesthetic

dovetailing of advertisements, which serve

the double purpose of imparting a pleasing

variety to the theme, and of paying the ex-

penses of the day.

OFFICIAL PROGRAMME.
Meet of Tricyclists at Hampton Court,

May 29TH, 1886.

The genuine LUMBER TRICYCLE
Is the best Roadster,

Because it holds all the Path Records.

—

Advt.

regulations,

I.—The muster will take place at the Lion
Gates, at 5 p.m. precisely. No waiting ex-

cept for the Secretary's club.

2.—Clubs will ride in order of seniority,

tricycle clubs formed in 1884 coming first;

then the tricycle divisions of mixed clubs

formed since 1884; then tricyclists unat-

tached to any club, but who began to ride

in 1885; then tricycle members of bicycle

clubs formed since January ist, 1886 ; then
clubs who elected their officers in March,
1885 ; then tricycling members of " bicycle"

or " cycling" clubs who determined to admit
tricyclists to honorary membership on a
Friday; then tricycle clubmen who began
riding tandems on or after August 13th, 1884;
then unattached riders who belong to the
C.T.C. ; then all other tricyclists.

3.—Marshals must attend in full uniform,
and will on no account be allowed to ride in

the procession, unless they are committee-
men or captains or secretaries or things.

4.—An official bugler will be appointed,
and no other bugling whatever will be per-
mitted. Any member of the Four-in-Hand
Club, or Coaching Club, passing within ten
miles of Hampton Court will be required to

cork up his bugle, under penalty of the com-
mittee's severe displeasure.

5.—The Chief Marshal will take command,
and will be found firmly planted at the foot
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of a dirty scaffold -pole stuck in the ground,

upon the summit of which will float the flag

that's braved a thousand years the battle

and the breeze.

6.—Captains will report themselves upon

arrival to the Chief Marshal, who will there-

upon graciously condescend to allow them to

bend the knee before him, and kiss the back

of his hand. Common or non-official mem-
bers of clubs may gaze upon the committee

from a respectful distance.

7.—Immediately upon the arrival of the

first member of his club each captaiu must

fill in the Parade State, giving the total

number of members present. For the in-

formation of the general public, absolute

accuracy in the numbers is not insisted upon,

it being very desirable that each club should

show a good muster—in the reports.

8.—Members out of uniform must ride

with the unattached, unless they belong to a

club that is on good terms with some mem-
ber of the committee.

9.—Captains of clubs must provide them-

selves with sandwich-boards, to be worn
when proceshing, on which the mottoes of

their clubs are to be emblazoned in large

letters.

ORDER OF PROCESSION.
A PEELER ON HORSEBACK,

who will caracole about in as close proximity

as possible to the spokes of any bicycles

that happen to be at hand.

The " New Vapid" spokes are unbreakable.

—Advt.

The Chief Marshal,

trying to look as if he doesn't feel painfully

conscious that he is making a somewhat
undignified exhibition of himself.

Several Friends of the Committee,

who belong to no club, but who have bor-

rowed trikes for the occasion, and conse-

quently take precedence of the clubs.

" Spilum" is good for sprains, gravel-rash,

and all sorts of things.

—

Advt.

The Official Trumpeter,
C. W. Bairn, Esq.,

Captain of the Red Rag Club,

who will incessantly blow his own trumpet.

The " Ranger " safety bicycle has again

licked creation. In the first important race

meeting of the year the " Ranger " came in

ahead of all comers, covering the 6.^ miles in

10 hours 50 minutes faster time than any
other jigger. Cock-a-doodle-doo.

—

Advt.

The Nickel-plated Star Tricycle Club,
riding in order of precedence according

to activity.

Captain—The Good Young Man That Tried.

Secretary—He Who Never Did Anything
Since.

Motto—" Clubs come out but once a year."

The Babylon Tricycle Club.
Number of members in club, 18,426.

Number of members present, three (one in

full uniform).

Captain—Absent, so the members refuse to

say who he is.

Secretary— Ditto.

Motto—" London is situated entirely South
of the Thames.

The Babylon Trundlers (Tricycle

Division),

wearing badges representing Iliffe & Son's

trade-mark.

Captain — The Best Bower Anker.

Secretary—J. Watchchain Dickey.

Motto—" We never heard of such a paper as

Wheel Life.''

The Babylon Bunglers (Tricycle

Division).

Captain— Caesar, or Nobody.
Secretary—Nobody, or Csesar.

Motto—" A club is what a tailor makes it."

The "Segment" tricycle is sold by the people

who make it, and made by the people who
sell it.

—

Advt.

The Good-Intent Tricycle Club.

Captain—The Undertaker of Brentford.

Secretary—The Coroner of Clapham.

Motto—" We didn't mean no harm."

The Transpontine Trikle Club.

Captain—D. McPint (Life-member of the

T.U.)

Secretary—Another Life-member,who wishes

he wasn't.

Motto—"Let sisterly love continue."

Seventeen distinct machines can be made out

of the " Pub " tandem.

—

Advt.

The Oldbarn Jogging-on Club (Tricycle

Section).

Captain—T. C. Weary (author of " Out in

the 'bus so early").

Secretary—Turnon Stiff.

Motto—" Chinese lanterns are our style."

The Stapleton-Tawny and Ingatestone"'

Cycling Club.

Captain—A Pecoockooliar Person.

Secretary—(Privately appointed).

Motto—"All by myself."
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The •' Foolah " is a comfortable thing to

take to bed with you, or carry in your

breeches pocket.

—

Advt.

The Girls' Own Tricycling Club.

Captainess—Miss Fairskin.

Secretaryess—Miss Violet Powder.

Motto—" Dress becomingly, and talk tall."

" Boll" does lots of photographing for

amateurs desiring to exhibit specimens of

their skill—Advt.

The Jove Cycling Club (Trike

Detachment.)

Captain—Fierce the Fotografter.

Secretary—Tunbridgewellian Lamb.

Motto—" Cinderellas, Cycles, Cameras,

Cura9oa, and Camps."

The Manor-house Mustering Club.

Captain—Henry The Wallower.

Secretary—Brooks, not Delay.

Motto—"Zoedone and buns ; mackintoshes

and mudguards."

Coolun's sociable is as chummy as a tete a

tete over the garden wall.

—

Advt.

The Red Rag Club (Tricycle Section).

Captain—The Official Trumpeter.

Secretary—The Bairn's Catspaw.

Motto—" For the promotion of good fellow-

ship."

The National Record-cutting Club
(Tricycle Section).

Captain—The Dey of Reckoning.

Secretary—Burnsoft the Bruiser.

Motto—" Our object all subHme is just to

make good time."

" Inconquerable" bicycles and tricycles used

to hold records in the brave days of

old.

—

Advt.

ii ^ >;< >!< ^

Thus far our advance sheets go, and no

farther. Even from this fragmentary guide, it

may be safely said that the official pro-

gramme for the 1886 tricyclists' meet displays

much novelty that is worthy of all praise
;

and no doubt a discriminating pubHc will be

duly impressed by the high-toned and
doughty deeds of valour to be done in the

classic grove of chestnuts at the end of the

present month.

Postscript.—My Editor says that he has

sent a proof of this to the Committee for

revision, and in returning it they disclaim

any knowledge of what they are pleased to

characterise as a bad word piece of impu-

dence. When last heard of, I am given to

understand, the Committee were solemnly

chanting a hymn of which this is the only

verse fit for publication :

—

"That scribbler, Faed, if ever we catch him,

His doom's extremely hard

—

He shan't take part in a cyclists' camp

!

From races he'll be barred !

Or at the best we'll only match him
Where he will meet with falls,

On a wheel untrue.

With a crank askew.

And bearings bereft of balls."

—Faed,

->-•-<-

OUR TEWRING ARTIKALS.

chapter III. -the unighted sassiety ov ttoatlers on prinserpuLj with varyus

MORREL TEWRING MAKSIMS.

The hall ov sweetness & lite 2 which the

Blooribbiner kondukted us wus round a lot

ov korners. It wus rediklus. Yu kuddent

go strate a bit. The blooribbiner seemed 2

hev okashun 4 goin round more korners than

yures trooly, an'd Blojjers kept turnin round

all the way—like a Teetotlum on prinserpul.

The distants-anighlater went round in the

opposit drekshun, and konsidrin we wus
hangin 2 wun another we jirated konsiderabl.

It must hev bin the street which wus kalled

Krukked.

Pressenly the distants-anighlater wound
itselph round a fire-alarm, and we sot on

won another's chests tu talk obserfashuns &
uther refreshments.

Frum akross the road thur kum sounds ov

singin, & over the dore whens the sounds

purseeded wus the legind—"The Unighted

Sassiety ov Ttoatlers on Prinserpul," but
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spelt difrent, as, bein a Spelin Rephormer

miselph, I phele it my dewty 2 repare it.

We unwound the distants-anighlater, and

^ter formin a marchin kolum purseshed

akross 2 the dore. The upholders ov Prin-

serpul inside wur singin tu diferent toons

sumthin in which kep turniu up the lines

—

& 4 ever let us banish

Whiskey, brandy, rum & jin.

The centiment wus xlent, and we imme-
jutli akted on it. Takin out our flasks we
stud a moment in the doreway and banisht

sum ov the fluids menshund. Whiskey wus

ment 2 B banisht. Thet \z what it \z 4.

Porkin banishes whiskey. Porkin \z a

Ttoatler on prinserpul.

They dont maik the dores ov these plaises

wide enuff fur 3 peepul 2 go thru arm in

arm, and the doreposts stop whur they air

in a moast inslent fashun. I wus fortnetly

in the midl.

Thur wus a lot ov peepul in the room, but

we bed 2 luk around a lot and hang ontu

things B4 we reckernized the legs ov Porkin

stikkin up frum under a chare. He apered

2 hev about 17, with butes 2 fut long at the

end ov them. He hed evidentii finished his

orashun, and wus overkum with the forse ov

his own Lokwens. Porkin \z fond ov Lokwense,

and his Ttoatlism izstrikly on prinserpul.

When we obserft Porkin's tassel ov legs

we horizontulized ourselfs akross the flure, &
amidst jinral enjyment made selekshuns 4
hauling purposes. My fust selekshun was
unfortnet. I chose i ov the legs which

wusn't there, and on attemptin 2 haul punk-

tooated a unparlimentry sentense em-

fatikali with the bak ov mi hed agenst the

flure.

Then the Unighted Sassiety pikked us up,

Porkin inkluded, and made us sit kwiet.

Then we wus inishated.

The most important part ov the inishashun

konsisted ov the blooribblner who hed sot

on the medsin botl inphormin us thet he wus
a bruther ov the flyin weele, indeed, thet he

wus the sellebrated Auphsyde Krank Esk-

wire. Member of the Unighted Sassiety ov

Ttoatlers on Prinserpul. Then he said

—

" If yu jine thishyer flurrishin institooshun

yu must wear a bloo ribbin."

" Whot 4 ?" I enkwired.
" Pussonal motives. Motives ov ekonomy

—motives ov korshun. When yu wear a

bloo ribbin numbers ov peepul invite yu 2

drink who wuddent think ov it utherwise,

and the bigger the ribbin the moar korjulli

they invite yu. They may luk surprized

when 3'U aksept, but the whiskey iz just as

gud. Bsides, if yu shud axdentli happen 2

B found fase downards on the pavement,

reachin 4 railins & things 2 krawl up by,

peepul kail it faintin fits, & fetch yu sumthin

short tu drink. It is a xlent invenshun

—

better then the steme injin, & almost as gud
as bottles."

We hev sintz ordered 15 yards.

It seemed 2 B a jinral diskushon meetin

on thingz in jinral & their aksesorys, in the

manner ov a smaller & less selek. Sassiety

—

the Sassiety ov Sycle-budders & Rozelifters.

Pressenly Auphsyde Krank roze amid
deffenin silents & sed

—

" Bruther prinspullers. I wizh draw your
tenshun 2 a stremely vallbul mprovemint
whish I hev interdoosh in knekshun wizh
nobel shport ov shyklin. Titel ov it izh

' Auphsyde Kranksh patent shpeed and
power gearin.' I wash ankshus 2 hev
egshibited shpesimen B4 thishyer inflooen-

shal whitlow—that izh tu shay, gatherin, but

axdentally sot down ontu it kummin along,

and am aphrade 2 put my hand intu my
kote-tale pokit in kaishe the bitsh glash

shtik intu it. It izh shimpel in the ekstreme,

and worksh entirely without frikshun. Thur
air no chains nor kog weelsh in knekshun
with it, and it dushn't rekwire any ile—in
fakt I shuddent like 2 ushe it with ile. It

kan be karried in the weshkit pokit, & izh

an excellent tonnik. It will kure roomatiksh,

mumpsh and shmoky chimneys. It duzh
not make the masheen any wider 4 the feet

than ornery byshkel, & izh adjustabel 2 all

rekwirements. It kan B uzhed by a lady

—

it frekwenth izh, in fakt. It izh remarkabul
eashy 2 lern & is plezent 2 uzhe. There
izh novibrashun. It kan B kwikly redushed,

and will parsh throo a ornery doreway. It

zh in short perfekshun. It kan B obtained

at eni respektabl pub, and izh best taken

hot with shugar & a bit lemonsh. If yu liv

in digginsh it shud be lokt up or labelled
' Pizen,' in kaishe the landlady triesh 2

redush it 2 parsh through the ornery dore-

way she ushes 4 wittles. Bruther prinsh-

pullersh ! we will adjern 4 praktikle invesh-

tigashunsh !"

And we adjerned by aklamashun.
I hed fund Porkin. I hed previously ob-

tained Blojjers. My mishun wus so fur

komplete, and with Blojjers klingin afek-

shunateli 2 my rite arm, Porkin on my lepht,

the distants-anighlater hangin tu my finger.
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& Auphsyde Krank helpin hisself along

with any parts ov all 4 ov us he kud grab,

we 4thwith tevvered down the street which

wus kalled Krukked, apparently with the

objek ov makin as mani fut, gnee, Lbo &
hed marx upon the pavement & suroundin

seenery as possibul, but, as a matter ov fakt,

with no uther objek than the Red Lion &
Smellin Bottl at the end ov the street.

Kollektively, we apered Hke a itinerary gaim

ov futball. I 4get what happened sints—we
wus so very bizzy. Bein bizzy is gud biz.

Porkin iz fond ov bein bizzy. Porkin iz a

liphe member ov the Unighted Sassiety ov

Ttoatlers on Prinserpul.

I am astonisht 2 find thet what I hev

already written will nereli fill the spais

allotted 2 these diskorses on Tewring, and I

phele it nessry 2 add a fu morrel tewring

maksims in order tu properli adorn my tail.

Here goze

—

NevvLir put orf till 2morrer what yu ken

do 2 day—if it iz a bottl ov Kinahan or

Greenlees.

Likewise if yu ken do a taksgatherer

kwite brown tu day thur's no necessity 2 put

him orf till 2 morrer.

2 speed gearin is all veri well, but Auph-

syde Krank's patent speed & power gear hes

a moar Levatin inflooence.

One man mite possibly B abl under

speshas preteksts 2 lead Blojjers 2 a well,

but 2 millyun kuddent make him drink the

water without enuff whiskey in it tu kill the

insekts & a littl over.

Wear bloo ribbins as if thur wus 2 bote-

rases a week all the year & varyus advantages

will akkrevv. Sae abuv 4 Auphsyde Krank's

opinyun. He gnows.

In all tewring whiskey is gud and rum is

gud. But if yu're ankshus 2 get dun kwik

—

miks em.
—jfehjssafat T. Jiitjer,

> • <
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We are indebted to Mr. R. E. Knight,

Southwark B.C., for a very interesting letter

from " Little Gurney," formerly a well-known

member of the Gainsborough, Southwark,

and Blackheath Harriers, in which he re-

counts his adventures, and desires to be

remembered to all old friends. He will be

glad to hear from any old friend, either by
letter or cychng paper. His letter is dated

from Edward Street, Norwood, Adelaide,

South Australia. He had a most remarkable

voyage, also a very pleasant one—not a

storm or squall of any kind, and only three

hours' rain the whole of the journey. He
says :

—

" We made a very fast passage. I can say
that I travelled 10,000 miles in 40 days—
warm work, eh ? Beats road riding. I had
some rare fun on board ship, also at the
various places where we landed, viz., Naples,
Port Said, Suez, Aden, and Diego Garchia
(a coral island in the Southern Ocean.) We
were constantly having sports on board —
racing, walking, hopping, cricket, sack races,

potato picking, shooting, etc., dances, balls,

concerts, nigger troupes, etc., and you can
guess I was in it." [Rather.] " There were
two other cyclists on board—Ryan, of the
London B.C., and Hay, of the Portsmouth,
and rare yarns we could spin. This is a

grand place for cycling ; after raining hard
all day, next morning the roads are as dry as
ever, and good roads too. There are three
clubs here, but cycling is only in its infancy
—only about 150 riders -and the machines
used are Hillman and Herbert's. The club
fellows are very sociable, and are pleased to

welcome a celebratedrider" [Ananias] " Ul^e

myself—ahem. They will lend any machine
to you. Very little racing

; only one track,

and that asphalte. Still, they can ride hills,

and fly them too. Records : One hundred
miles road, I ih. 36m.

; 300 miles (to Mount
Gambia) yah. The rides round about are
grand—beautiful mountain gorges, ravines,
seaside—twenty places seven miles away.
There is plenty of boating, fishing, swimming,
hunting, shooting, etc. Retail shops close
at six all the week, except Saturday, when
they close at nine ; wholesale houses five and
one. In the evenings there are moonlight pic-

nics,etc. , and life is worth living here. I should
not care for nasty, dirty, foggy, rainy,
wintry, sultry, damp, and miserable England
after this. Fancy, we can ride ten months
out of the year. Fruit, again (you like this),

is very cheap, grapes and peaches one penny
per pound ; while for meat, beef at 2jd. to

4d., and one-third of a sheep for 3s. 6d., or
I03. for a whole carcase, or 7s. 6d. for a live

one. The people are wonderfully free from
pride, and very nice. All men are equal
here."
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The tricycle has the unprecedented dis-

tinction of being mentioned in all the glory

of big type in the parliamentary reports of

the daily papers, owing to no more porten-

tous event than a few Irish Irreconcilable

M.P.'s amusing themselves by riding a tricy-

cle on the terrace at St. Stephens's during the

interval between depositing their respective

headgearings upon their respective benches
and being whipped in to hear the Home
Rulistic eloquence of the Grand Old Man.
Mr. P. J. O'Brien, M.P., may congratulate

himself upon escaping from his initial venture

upon a three-wheeler with no more serious

consequences than an unromantically black

eye, instead of sharing the fate of another

Mr. O'Brien, who was, I believe, the first

individual to come to his death by tricycling.

A new club has come into existence with

the title of " Ripley Road Club," its object

in life being, as far as is apparent, to lie

perdu at a certain public-house on the Ports-

mouth Road in readiness to sally forth and
spurt vaingloriously away from anybody
who happens to be passing that way on a

cycle. The insignia of the members consists

of a very brightly-coloured handkerchief

tied round the waist, which has already re-

sulted in the club acquiring the highly-

appropriate nickname of " The Red Rag
Club." Uncompromising hostihty to the

North Road Club seems to be the guiding

policy of the R.R.C. at its very inception, but

as soon as the somewhat monotonous pas-

time of scorching along the same few miles

of sandpapered highway begins to pall upon
the members they will doubtless become
more reasonably sportive, and obtain more
pleasure out of their cycling pursuits.

'* WoU " seems to be a nobleman with a

frantic desire to impart gratuitous instruction

upon the art of photography ; and I shall

feel considerably obligated unto him if he
will enlighten me upon a few points which
have been vexing my amateurially photo-

graphic soul. For example, how can I

become a maker's-amateur photographer ?

and is there a National Focussists' Union
to disquahfy me on suspicion ? What lan-

guage is justifiable when, after several days
of beautifully actinic weather, a holiday is

taken, and the trike is loaded with camera,
six double dark slides, tripod, and other gear

complete, with the result that, on reaching

the long-looked-for goal, forty miles away,
the day turns cut as dull as ditchwater,

without a ray of sunlight ? Again, supposing
an amateur is experimenting with an East-

man roll containing paper for twenty-four

negatives, and has travelled for eight days
over five hilly counties exposing that roll;

upon reaching home, the ruby light in the

dark room reveals the pleasing fact that the

paper was wound backwards in the frame, so

that nothing but the blank side has been
exposed ; what remarks can be recommended
as efficacious to unburden the feelings under
these circumstances ?

The merry month of May is this year to

have a chance of becoming as merry as it is

traditionally supposed to be as a matter of

course; for Metropolitan cyclists have not

only a rich treat in store at the Alexandra

Park on the 21st and 22nd, but there is the

Woodford Meet on- the 8th, a combined
athletic and cycling meeting on the 15th,

and a hill-climbing contest at " Muzzle" on

the 29th—all on the North side of town.

South Londoners have to be content with a

paperchase on the ist, and a miniature

revival of the Hampton Court Meet on the

29th, the tricycle clubs solemnly procesh-

ing through Bushey's classic chestnut grove,

what time the bicycHsts are doing one

another's dags at Hornsey.

There is a commotion at Bown's factory,

compared to which the recent alarming fire

was a mere passing zephyr natural enough

where the 'SEolus" was concerned—the

conflagration was speedily extinguished, but

this newly-arisen rumpus is of more enduring

nature. Somebody has unearthed the speci-

fication of an old and forgotten patent which,

it is claimed, will have the effect of upsetting

Bown's monopoly of laterally-adjusted ball

bearings. Mr. Bown says this is not so, and

it is not for me to controvert his opinion
;

but the very possibility of such a state ot
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things may well lead to interesting specula-

tions as to what would have been the case

with cycling in Britain if the manufacture

of our cycles was hampered by the same
patent restrictions as have kept the trade in

such a state of monopoly in America, where

at the present time some of the largest firms

are trying to cut each other's commercial

throats by means of complicated actions at

law.

I have sometimes been credited with a

degree of rooted hostility towards the

Cyclists' Touring Club Gazette, and although

I have refrained from saying much about

that periodical, there seems a general im-

pression amongst my acquaintances that I

am one of the few anti- Gazetteers whose

enmity towards the C.T.C. Secretary and

the Gazette is pronounced and ineradicable.

Such is far from the true state of the case ; I

have no hostility towards either the Gazet'e

or its editor ; but at the same time I

recognise the waste of space which is

continually taking place. Instead of the

Gazttte devoting a large proportion of its

literary columns to touring narratives, it

throws away many pages upon a condensed

series of notes on news unconnected with

touring. For the purposes of a touring

club, its Gazette should deal mainly with

touring. Continental touring, in particular,

is becoming yearly more general, and in our

C.T.C. Gazette we ought to find as high-class

narrations of the members' experiences as

we can now only reach by subscribing to

outside magazines such as The Century or

The Field newspaper in reference to other

methods of travel and sport. These are

my unprejudiced sentiments, which I know
Mr. Shipton will accept in all good faith.

With upwards of fifteen thousand members
renewing their subscriptions for 1886, it is

evident that the C.T.C. has a long lease

of life before it; and in order to secure, not

only fresh accessions to the ranks but the

permanent interest of veteran riders, the

Gazette should become more of a Touring

Gazette, and less of a cycling newspaper.

When I was a young man, I used to be

rather fond of dragging in popular—or

rather hackneyed—Latin quotations, and

the possession of a somewhat super-

ficial acquaintance with the first book of

Caesar, coupled with a memory not strikingly

retentive for useful knowledge, resulted in

rather frequent dips into my Dictionary of

Quotations whenever I fancied that a phrase

from the dead languages would embellish

my writings. In my old age, I am grateful

to the man whose kindly exhortations

"never to use a foreign word when an

English one would serve the purpose as

well" eventuated in my reformation ; and I

therefore feel that I shall be laying up for

myself a store of gratitude in the heart of

some callow adolescent scribblers who have,

lately, been treating us week after week with

such phrases as " au fait'' and " a fait

accompli," without, apparently, the remotest

idea of what those words really mean.
" Au fait'' is frequently used in the cycling

Press where *' en r^gle" is meant, and " un

fait accompli" is generally dragged in where
its correct interpretation is inapposite ; but

when such glaring ignorance is displayed as

is evident where a writer speaks of " au fait

accompli" when meaning an accomplished

undertaking, it is time that somebody quietly

took that young man aside and gave him the

advice which I took to heart in my youthful

days—" Never use a foreign word when an
English one will serve your purpose as well."

There are good times coming for such of

us as desire the Union's finances to be

properly reported upon annually. A year

ago only two councillors could be found to

vote for the revision of the treasurer's faulty

and incomplete misnamed balance-sheet

;

but this year, although the accounts were
much better than a twelvemonth ago, no
less than 29 out of 61 delegates held up their

hands in favour of the motion to refer the

accounts back for revision. Some day we
shall get a majority, and that will be a good
day for the Union, for under the existing

circumstances the presentation of the annual
financial statement is an utter farce, and a

form which might just as well be omitted

altogether, so inherently and preposterously

incomplete and inaccurate are the details

given by the treasurer. Practically, the vote

of the Council refusing to have the financial

statement revised amounts to a vote of confi-

dence in the integrity of the treasurer, but

all the same it is a standing reproach upon
the Union and its officers that no proper

accounts are kept —Faed.



Cradle Spring Automatic Steering.

HARRINGTON S PATENT SPRING TO MAKE
RACK-AND-PINION TRICYCLES AUTOMATIC.

HARRINGTON'S PATENT SPRING, TO MAKE HUMBER-
PATTERN TRICYCLES AUTOMATIC.

The " Cripper " tricycle having set the

fashion for automatic, or fly-to-centre steer-

ing, appliances are multiplying for the

adaptation of this action to tricycles of

other patterns ; and amongst the simplest

and cheapest are those patented by John
Harrington, respectively for Humber-
pattern tricycles and for tricycles with rack-

and-pinion steering. In both cases the

principle of the " Cradle " spring underlies

the action, stout wire coils being so arranged

as to allow their ends to give to pressure,

but to spring back into their normal posi-

tions when that pressure is removed. By
the cut it will be seen that the spring for

" Humber" tricycles is bolted behind the

steering-head, and its two extremities—
which are furnished with smooth grooved

bushes to prevent friction against the handle-

bar— press on the bar equally each side.

For rack-and-pinion steering tricycles the

automatic spring is fitted at the junction of

the long steering-rod with the short arm on
the steering-head, and one of its ends being

bolted to the long rod, the other to the short

arm, the tendenc}?^ is to keep the two at an

exact right angle—or such other angle as

the shape of the long rod may necessitate

—

and the spring allows this angle to become
acute or obtuse as the steering movement
demands, but always presses it back to the

normal position when the pressure is re-

moved. The latter of the two appliances

will, we consider, be very largely adopted,

because the chief objection raised against

rack-and-pinion-steering is that the rider

cannot remove his right hand from the

steering-handle, but with one of these springs

this objection is done away with, and steady

steering in a straight line is ensured. At

the same time, it is well known that a pinion,

actuated by a spade handle, has such a great

leverage-power over a rack that the extra

force required to deflect the wheel, against

the pressure of the spring, will be immaterial.

{Harrington''s Patent AutoniMic - steering

Springs are male by John Harrington & Co.,

Coventry and Fulham ; price ic/6 each.)
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An Improved *' Cripper" Steering-post.

Amongst the many devices for securing

automatic steering in tricycles which now
flood the market, one of the neatest arrange-

m^ents is that fitted to the " Moorgate"

Clipper-pattern tricycle, its merit consisting

in the working parts being cunningly con-

cealed within the footrest. The action is by

means of a rackand-pinion, and the com-

pression of spiral springs by the said rack.

The pinion is secured to the steering-post,

and, on being turned round, traverses the

rack, which compresses one or other of the

springs ; and, on the rider releasing the

handles, the spring forces the rack back to

its central position, always keeping the

steering wheel in a straight line. The rack

and springs are enclosed in tubes, which are

covered with rubber, and act as footrests.

The springs are held in position by means of

screws, which serve the purpose of exactly

adjusting the compression of the springs to

bring the steering wheel in a straight line.

Another improvement is that the head is

supplied with a row of balls, top and bottom,

held in their position by means of spiral

springs. These springs prevent all shocks

to the rider, and the ball bearings reduce the

friction to a minimum. There is no sticking-

point in the centre, but just a smooth and

steady pressure.

(The ^^ Moorgate'' cycles are made by Cooper

Kitchen & Co., 4, Finshury Pavement, E.C.J

Convertible Clothing.

As a general rule, it may be said that the

garments worn for cycling should be essen-

tially cycling clothes, and not be used for

any other purpose ; but there are occasions

in some riders' experiences when it is highly

desirable to temporarily doff the close-

fitting nether garments for the orthodox

trousers of every-day life ; and it has been

the custom for such cyclists as use their

wheels in business to wear ordinary trousers,

and to pin them closely round the ankles

when necessary for riding. Such an ar-

rangement is not at all neat, but confers an

awkward and inelegant appearance upon the

rider ; and to provide against this inconveni-

ence the firm of Goy seems to have tackled

the matter very thoroughly, with the result

that a complete suit of convertible clothing

is invented which meets, in its component

parts, the above-mentioned and other re-

quirements. The trousers are arranged with

cunningly concealed hooks and eyes, so

carefully placed in position as to convert the

trousers into very neatly-fitting knicker-

bockers and close leggings, complete for rid-

ing, without any difficulty or need for re-

moval, the appearance in the first case being

that of ordinary tailor-made trousers, and in

the other case of a well-fitting garment free

from the ungainly bagging and creasing

induced by pinning trousers around the

ankles. For the rider's trunk, a jacket is

made with the front of a waistcoat attached

inside it, so that the wearer can either ride

with the double protection across his chest,

or with the jacket opened, and in the latter

event it is impossible for the sides of the

jacket to fl}'^ wide open even when going

against the wind, as the buttoned vest under-

I

neath prevents the jacket-flaps opening to

j

more than a graceful extent. For the head,

a cricket-cap is made with a second flap be-

hind which can either be folded inside the

lining, or opened out to convert the cap into

a neat two-peaked soft helmet.

( The convertible garments are made by Goy,

Limited, 21, Leadenhall Street, E.C.J

A Secure Badge-pin.

For years we have been troubled by the

insecurity of the brooch-pins usually fur-

nished to badges, and the annoyance of these

old-fashioned contrivances coming loose, and
allowing the badge to drop off, has generally

led to a return to the primitive system of

sewiug the badge immovably on to the cap
or coat. Recognising this objectionable

state of affairs, Messrs. P. Vaughton & Sons
have conducted a series of experiments with

a view to devising a form of fastening which
shall combine the security ofstitching with the

readily-removable characteristic of a pin-

badge, and, as a result of trials with over a

dozen different arrangements, all more or less

complex,they have at last hit upon and
patented a form of fastener which combines
security with simplicity in a very marked
degree. There are no loose or moving parts,

but the whole arrangement consists of two stiff

pins, starting from the top of the badge and
running parallel downward to the bottom of

the badge, where they finish in points ; mid-
way between these two long pins, at the

bottom of the badge, is a short spike pointing

upwards ; so that when the two long pins

are inserted through the cap or other gar-

ment, they slide down, with the badge, until

their fixed ends meet the fabric, whereupon
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the short spike is caught in and prevents the

badge being pulled off, even if force is used.

No amount of rough usage, short of actual

intentional breakage of the pins, can damage
the fastening, and although a small thing in

itself, it is decidedly a convenience to all

wearers of badges, as it can be removed when
desired as easily as a brooch-pin badge, and

yet will hold itself on, when wanted to stay,

as firmly as a stitched badge.

{The patent badge fastening is made by P,

Vatighton & Sons, Great Hampton Row, Bir-

mingham.)

The * Whippet" Tricycle.

One of the problems which have long

vexed tricycle makers has been how to re-

duce vibration and jolting when a tricycle

traverses rough roads, and it is recognised as

a sound fact that for uneven surfaces a heavy

roadster cycle is faster than a light one, pro-

vided the extra weight is properly distributed.

At the same time it is very desirable that

the cyclist should be hampered by no super-

fluous weight. The difficulty is to combine

the swift and easy qualities of a light machine

for good roads with the roadster's facilities

for minimising vibration on bad roads.

These points have been studied by the in-

ventors of the " Whippet" tricycle, who
claim that their system not only affords a

rider a degree of comfort not approached on

any other cycle, but also enables him to ride

faster over a rough road, by reason of having

lightness combined with unusual freedom

from vibration. On a rigidly-built tricycle

every inequality of the road surface alter-

nately lifts and drops the rider with his

machine, but on the " Whippet" the wheels

only are so raised and depressed, with their

rigid framing; the upper frame, supporting the

rider, being mounted on this rigid frame by
means of a hinge-joint behind and a spring

in front. On ordinary tricycles the rider is

partially exempted from vibration and
jolting by means of a spring under his

saddle ; but the handles and pedals are

rigidly connected to the rigid frame, and if

these parts were furnished with independent
springs power would be wasted by the rider

stretching or compressing those springs.

The arrangement on the " Whippet" is

consequently to keep the handles, pedals,

and saddle rigid as regards each other, so

that no driving force is wasted ; the frame
connecting these parts is then hinged upon
the axle of the driving-wheel so that the

chain-wheel will have a radial movement
therefrom, and the opposite end of the

framing is supported by means of a suitable

spring, so that the handles, pedals, and
saddle rise and fall together. In plan the
" Whippet" resembles the old " Dublin" or
'• Challenge" tricycle, the driving-wheel

being behind, and the steering being accom-
plished by means of two small wheels placed
parallel in front. It is, therefore, a true

ceniisX-driver as well as a ceutvsX-geared

tricycle ; the modern system of driving a

small wheel by means of geared-up chain-

gear, and steering by means of a handle-

bar, make it infinitely superior to the obsolete

lever-driven central-drivers such as the

"Dublin" and "Challenge," and of course the

modern system of building with tube frames

and ball bearings enables this machine to

demonstrate the good qualities of central-

driving to a degree never before possible.

The sensation upon riding this machine is

one of unexampled luxury, the roughest of

roads being traversed with a degree of com-
fort which can only be gained by the rider's

body being protected at all points of con-

tact with the machine from vibration and
jolting, and as the spring prevents the

rider's weight rising with the wheels over

rough places, the speed on a rough road is

greater than is possible with a rigid machine.

Riders who are accustomed to the
" Whippet" do not find any fault from the

downward " give" of the pedals when the

weight is thrown on to them on a smooth
road ; but riders who are more accustomed

to rigid tricycles are somewhat liable to

unnecessarily depress the spring by throw-

ing their weight on to the pedals without

exercising a simultaneous pull at the handles,

and to accommodate such, the inventors are
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prepared to fit a stop, actuated by a lever on

the handle-bar, which will have the effect

of rigidly connecting the upper and lower

frames together when such a smooth road is

being traversed as to render the spring-

action unnecessary. To allow the upper
frame to rise and fall, the steering-post has

to be connected to the steering-wheel rod

by means of toggle-joints ; and the steering

can be adjusted in such a manner as to be
" automatic" with either strong or weak fly-

to-centre action, or to be loose and free from
spring control. The saddle and handle-bar

are adjustable to suit riders of any height;

and suitable provision is made for the

adjustment of the chain, cranks, bearings,

and brake.

(The " WhippeV tricycle is made by Linley

and Biggs, 152, Bermondsey Street, London,

S.E.)

A Really Superior Pedal.

Several weeks ofpractical use have enabled

us to thoroughly put to the test the theoretical

opinion which we so favourably formed upon
first seeing Down's patent square-rubber
pedals, and it is with the decided conviction

that we are conferring a benefit upon our
readers that we revert to the topic, convinced,
as we are, that these pedals desreve to

rapidly become as popular as Hancock's
fiuted-rubber pedals became as soon as their

advantages over smooth pedals were under-
stood. The faults of rubber pedals are of
three kinds. Firstly, the smooth rubber is

slippery. Secondly, the best of fluted

rubbers are seldom fixed so firmly on their

cores—and the cores in the side-plates—as

to prevent their being rolled over under the

rider's foot-pressure. Thirdly, being circular

in section, they only afford a very small

contact-surface for the shoes of the rider, so

that on a long journey the soles of the feet

become bent and tired almost as badly as

when using rat-trap pedals. All these draw-

backs are obviated by the square-rubber

pedals. The rubber is moulded with cross-

scored surfaces to prevent slipping, the

square section prevents the possibility of the

rubber rolling over, and instead of the foot

resting on the extreme top of circular bars,

it rests on the broad surfaces of the flat sides

of the rubbers, which accommodate them-
selves to the bend centrally, and ensure a
surface-contact of perhaps four or six times

the area possible with circular-rubber bars.

The result is a degree of comfort positively

luxurious ; the non-sHpping and non-rolling

advantages of rat-trap pedals are secured

at the same time as the comfort of a non-

vibrating tread. The foot does not feel the

separate bars, even with a thin-soled shoe.

Riders who have invariably used rat-trap

pedals, and professed their inability to use
rubber pedals, have declared to us that a
single trial of these square- barred pedals
enabled them to spurt without any fear of a
slip, and nobody that we have been able to

meet with has found any fault with them;
so that it may be taken as decisive that they
are a practical success and a landmark in

the march of progress.

{The Square-rubber Pedals are made by W.
Bown, 308, Summer Lane, Birmingham ; and
in America by the Overman Whed Co., 128,

Columbus Avenue, Boston. Price 21s. per pair).

> • <



Brewerton is the man I fancy this year

if he only keeps up his training—does not

smash himself up; and last, but not least,

gets some one to advise him to ride with a

bit more judgment. When a man runs

away from all his fellow competitors as he
did in his heat at the Surrey mile he gives

himself away to the handicapper. Letchford

also wants coaching in this respect, as he who
eases up—palpably that is—in his heat equally

gives himself away to the handicapper, and
the public like the performance less than

Brewerton's method, vide E. Harrison at

one or two races last season.

The struggle for the Surrey ten miles race

was one of the finest of many fine struggles,

and Speechly, who won the race and the

pot right out, showed greatjudgment through-

out the race, Engleheart and Langley are

riding in good form, but Hale seems a trifle

stale, and could not get on the pace at the

Surrey. E. M. Mayes is, on a cmder track,

the best miler up to date, but finds ten miles

a bit too far at present. Possibly the Irving

Challenge Cup, on the 3rd July, may tempt

him to train for the distance.

In tricycles, H. C. Sharp is undoubtedly

the fastest man on the path, as the way in

which he walked away from A. J. Wilson and
others at the Oval proved. If Letchford

goes for tricycle honours as well as bicycle

honours he may be left, but if he sticks to

one he ought to do some good. H. J. Swind-

ley returns to the path this year after an

absence of some years, and if he trains

steadily should do some good. The Surrey

have Wilson and Potter in the field as well

as Mayes, but London's other large club, the

L.B.C., have as yet no aspirant in public for

racing fame. The season, however, is young,
and I shall be in type before the Easter
handicaps come off. —Scorchalong.

XTopics of the Zimc,
[Corvespondence or slwrt articles on subjects of current interest are invited from all readers of the Magazine.-]

Road Racing.

It has come to be pretty well understood
that the authorities responsible for law and
order do not regard long-distance races on
the road as a practical—although they may
be a technical—breach of the law, and as

long as the distances of such races are care-

fully kept beyond a certain tacitly- understood

minimum, there is no likelihood of police

interference. But we are now threatened by
several clubs with a series of short-distance

races on the Queen's highway, and such

clubs must take the responsibility of invoking

possible restrictions upon cyclists' rights if

the authorities get wind of what will undoubt-

edly come within the pale of " furious

"

riding. No road race whatever, on bicycles

or tricycles, should be of less duration than

fifty miles, and even at that distance the

pace, if first-class riders participate, may

well call for extreme caution when passing
through villages. The North Road Club and
Ripley Road Club should set an example
in this respect to less aspiring organisations
by strictly vetoing the promotion or assist-

ance of short-distance races on the road.

Some More Initials Explained.

The genius who favoured us with an
extract from his forthcoming " Glossary of

Cycling Initials," supplements that list by a

few explanations of some recently-invented

club groups. We do not hold ourselves

esponsi ble for the accuracy of these items :

—

N. R. C. C—National Record-Cutting
Careerers.

R. R. C—Red Rag Chappies.

R. C. C.—Round-Corner Cropperers.

A. P. I. C. T.—All Pothunters Intend

Chevying Trophies.
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Attractive Advertising.

English advertisers have been slow to

recognise the desirabihty of wording their

announcements in a catchy manner ; and the

old-fashioned system of displaying a more

business-card, giving names and addresses

in bold type, and descriptions of goods

offered for sale in small lettering, obtaining

to a deplorable extent; but of late the

American system has been copied somewhat
more generally, and the displaying of adver-

tisements has wisely given prominence to the

particular claims to patronage. Lately, too,

the example set by the soap-making and
other firms is followed by the introduction of

attractive pictorial sketches representing the

cycles advertised in their most favourable

aspects; and herein lies, undoubtedly, a

great advance, and one which cannot fail to

please the pubhc. Ardills started the fashion

with their enamel advertisements ; and Singer

next came out with first a prosaic bill-poster

and then a romantic little fairy, to draw atten-

tion to their announcements. H umber's

magnificent series of illustrations represent-

ing figures on all their patterns of cycles is

the biggest thing ever accomplished in this

line ; and such blocks as those of the " Rover "

bicycle, the " Rudge " tricycle, and latest of

all, Hillman's kaleidoscopic-scroll picture,

effectively carry out the idea ; and the pro-

moter ofthe A. P. Tournament has had the per-

spicuity to adopt the system for race-meeting

advertising, by means of his fanciful re-

presentation of two armour-clad knights

tilting on bic3'cles. The pubUc decidedly

like this feature in advertising, and we doubt

not that it will grow apace and repay the

firms who adopt it.

The Legal Responsibility of the N.C.U.

A lot of irresponsible talk has been re-

ported, and a number of absurd opinions

have been ventilated, concerning the legality

of the action recently taken by the N.C.U.

in suspending, "on suspicion," amateur

riders who were notoriously subsidised by the

makersof the machines they rode; and threats

of actions-at-law have been pretty freely

bandied about on one hand, whilst, in some
quarters it is alleged that the Union has no
business to act except on the ground of con-

clusive evidence which would be accepted in

a court of law. That this view is wrong, an
American lawyer has taken the trouble to

demonstrate, quoting in support of the right of

our N.C.U., as also of the League ofAmerican
Wheelmen, several cases analogous to that of

the suspended suspects. For example, the

Master of the Rolls, referring to the action of

a club committee expelling a member without

legal proof of his offence, said—" I must not

forget that committees of this kind do not

act, and are not expected to act, on strictly

legal evidence ; nor should I wish them to be

confined to anything of the sjrt. A com-

mittee in arriving at a conclusion may be—

I

will not say ' biased,' because that is a hard

term—but may be drawn to a conclusion by

one of a great many circumstances which are

perfectly notorious and well known in the club,

and perfectly true in fact and in every detail,

though not at the moment proved before

them." This, we opine, is exactly parallel to

the case of the N.C.U. suspending " on sus-

picion." And, furthermore, the action of so

suspending without anything beyond a letter

calling upon the suspects to satisfy the Union
is upheld by another decision reported in

the law papers— '* In respect to the first

ground of objection the Lord Justices did not

for a moment stop to consider whether

any notice had been given him to appear

before the committee. They only inquired

whether natural justice had been satisfied

by giving the plaintiff an opportunity to

state his defence or make an " explanation.

They then pointed out that this requirement

had been fully met by the letters which the

committee had sent to the plaintiff calling

his attention to the facts and asking for an

explanation." This cuts the ground com-
pletely from under the feet of those who
cavil at the Union's action ; and with these

data before them the Executive of the N.C.U.

need no longer faulter in dread of the libel-

action bogey which has been making them
halt for so long.
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CYCLING PHOTOGRAPHIC NOTES.
I AM sorry the fates have ordained that

my notes re Potash and other interesting

matter have to stand over.

Mr. Arthur J. Leeson, a well-known Bir-

mingham amateur, sends me details of " a

photographic record " which is well worthy

of a note in this column. He is an auctioneer

and valuer in business life, and on the 8th

ult. had the sale of a house and grounds at

Bewdley, near Kidderminster, in his hands.

When he went over to take the survey of the

land for the plan, he took a half-plate " In-

stantograph," and, although a miserable day,

managed to get fair pictures of the front and

side of the house. After printing a number
of copies, he distributed them to any person

thought likely to be a buyer. The result was

that at the sale—which took place at the Lion

Hotel (C.T.C.) Kidderminster—he obtained

;^5oo more than the reserve price. Consider-

ing the great number of sales, especially

those of property, which for some time have

generally resulted in no business, owing to

the reserve not being reached, I think his

love of photography has, in this instance at

least, turned up trumps. He very truly re-

marks :
" I certainly attribute this success

partly to amateur photography, as persons

living at London, Birmingham, Worcester,

&c., did not care to go to see the estate

unless they had some idea whether it would

suit them or not." Quite a Leeson for us, is

it not ?

" Claudian," of Leeds, writes :
" I shall

be very glad to avail myself of your kind

offer in Bicycling News, and should be very

pleased to have some hints on the subject of

re-touching." But hold hard, friend

" Claudian," this column is not intended for

long-winded articles, but more of chatty

gossip on cycling amateur work. At the

same time you and all readers will not find

me backward in giving assistance when a few

lines will do it, or when the item is generally

useful. If " Claudian" will write and say

just what he is puzzled over, I'll do my best.

A very fair start, two letters without the

usual name and address as a guarantee,

&c., &c. " Claudian" and " Amy" are the

sinners. Please, Violet Lome, to skip this

par, or I shall get a rating for styling a lady

a sinner. But some of them are, nevertheless,

especially if you're married to any particular

some. The first nom de plume has several

times appeared in the Amateur Photographer,

so he ought to know better. But " Amy" is

a young lady, I believe, unused to Press
usages, and therefore she can plead " not

guilty, and won't do it again."

"Amy's" letter is quite pathetic in its

earnest simplicity. She has only had the

camera since Christmas, and her two tries

have been, of course, failures. Not knowing
anyone to help, she has read several books
of directions, and very quaintly and truth-

fully says she is "in a complete muddle."
Can she photograph properly without any-
one to help her ? Certainly, if she is not

daunted by a few failures. Do the ammonia
solutions always make . such a frightful

smell ? This last query is very like a lady,

but they certainly will, though of course she is

not bound to use ammonia at all. I have
known many beginners quite as puzzled at

first. However, if" Amy" will send me her
address I shall be pleased to write her a few
plain instructions, that she may get a start

at all events.

I have been reading up the back numbers
of the Amateur Photographer, and find it a

particularly smart paper, well edited and
organised. In fact I have quite enjoyed the

quiet humour in " Our Views." Possibly

the column for real unadulterated fun is that

in which queries are placed, for there are

occasionall}- some of the blankest blank

questions asked I have ever read. Still,

they are answered, and some anxious heart

is relieved of its load of woe.

One thing I noted, that the amateur ques-

tion is as much a stumbling block in photo-

graphy as in cycling. There is no recog-

nised definition, and there we cylists are

ahead. For even if our own N.C.U. formula

be not very satisfactory, it makes it up in

length. If, according to the dictum of some,

a photographic amateur is one who may not

sell a print, may he sell apparatus ? The
nearest approach to a fair understanding, in

my opinion, is simply whether a man makes
his living or not out of the art. Another
thing that requires alteration is that when
exhibitions are open to both amateurs and
professionals, the former should be debarred

from competing in the landscape and the

latter in the portrait classes. An amateur

has fifty times the advantage and chance of

a professional in outdoor work, and to pit

one against the other is not fair.

—WolL
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THE CUNARD

60NVERT1BLE TANDEM.

FRANK GIBBONS,
St. Joljn's Works, WOLVERHAMPTON.

Tandem Complete.

Sufficient weight upon the front

wheel to prevent the rear rider

affecting the steering.

If preferred the rear rider may steer

by means of a connecting rod
between the handles.

Sole London Agent

:

Tl]e Wheeling Sale Rooms,

79, Chancery Lane.

Manchester

:

The City Cycle Agency Co.,

Limited,

62, Bridge Street.

Tandrm converted inte a Single
the Wheels

Weight equally distributed between
Showing patent self-locking Folding Handle-bar.

''iQvineilile" Ijieples & ^m0t
Fourteen distinct patterns. The lightest machines in the

W<y>'ld. Unrivalled for speed. Holding the best records.

Equally valuable for the path or the road.

1 mile Bicycle Record (Cortis) ...

1 Mile Championship
lO Miles Record, on grass

50 Miles Championship
lOO Miles Record
1, 3, and 3 Miles Sociable Record

188»
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884

1 to lOO Mil^sAustralian &; Canadian Championships,
Oemian, Relgian, Holland, and Hungarian Cham-
pionships, >vith other numerous successes in all

parts in 1885.

THE

"INVINCIBLE" TRICYCIiE.

SURREY MACHINISTS' Co., Lim.,
INVINCIBLE CYCLE WORKS,

129, GREAT SUFFOLK ST., BORO', LONDON, S.E.
New Illustrated Catalogues on application. Cabinet Photos, 4d. eac
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THE

'MOORGATE CYCLES
Are the oijly Geijuiije

HIGH-CLASS MACHII{ES

At Low Prices.

—0—
EVERY MACHINE GUARANTEED.

Sole Loi)doij /gents

for

''PW RAPID" BICYCLES.
— —

EXCEPTIONALLY
EASY TERMS OF PURCHASE.

Discount for Cash.

EXTEACTS FROM PRESS OPINIONS.
Bazaar, Feb. 17th, 1886.—" A really capital selection of machines, which only need comparison with others to

prove their cheapness."
St. Stephen's Beview, Feb. 18th, 1886.—" Quality considered, there is nothing to equal them at the price."
Wlieeling, Feb. 17th, 1886.—" Unquestionably of first-class quality at remarkably low figures."
Athletic News, Feb. 16th, 1886.—" Cannot be beaten, and are far in advance of many for which a much higher

price is asked."
Bicycling News, Feb. 26th, 1886.—" Really first-class machines at cheap figures."

(Full Press Beports and Testimonials sent with Lists.)

^ ALL SHOULD SEND FOE^LISTS.tw-
Large Stock of all Patterijs always on View ready for Delivery.

BABE BABGAINS IN SECOND-HAND MACHINES.

COOPERKiTCHEN & Co.,
4, FINSBURY PAVEMENT, LONDON, E.G.

WARMAN # COMPY.,

PATENTEES & MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONE-TRACK SOCIABLE,

"ALBION" (CRIPPER),

#^ SAFETY BICYCLES,

If you would buy-Cycles, try-Cycles

of our make.

LISTS FEBB.
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If you want comfort on your Safety or " Cripper " you jnust have

TBIG-WELL'S N.-V. HANDLE-BAR.

FISHER'S
Prices

:

^ __ Japanned—Bicycle, 3s. 6d.

N.-Y. Ill
~**' ""^^ Plated „ 5s. 6d.

RRa rKPT IIIIIH

Japanned-Tricycle, 4s. 6d.

FISHER S CO., 1^. Devoijsljire Street, Liverpool Street, LONDON, E.G.

PUBLICATIONS upon CYCLING
ISSUED BY

ILIFFE & SON, 98, FLEET STREET, LONDON.» »

BOOKS. s. D.

Rota Vit.^. By W. Gordon Stables, M.D i o
Health upon Wheels ; or, Cycling as a Means of Preserving and

Restoring the Vital Powers. By W. Gordon Stables, M.D.
Crown 8vo., 225 pages (postage 2d.) i o

Safety Bicycles : Their Varieties, Construction and Use. By
Henry Sturmey. Demy 8vo. (postage 2d.) o 9

Tricyclists' Indispensable Annual and Handbook. By Henry
Sturmey. Demy 8vo., 410 pages, 1884 (postage 6d.) ... 2 6

The Rights and Liabilities of Cyclists. By John A. WiUiam-
son, solicitor. Crown 8vo. (postage id.) o 6

Tricycling for Ladies. By Miss F. J. Erskine. Second edition.

Crown 8vo. (postage id.) o 6

Training for Amateur Athletes. By H. L. Cortis. Second
edition. Crown 8vo. (postage 2d.) i o

Treatise on the Construction of the Tricycle. By F. Warner
Jones. Crown 8vo. (postage 2d.) ... ... i 6

Complete Guide to Bicycling ; or. How to Become a Bicyclist.

By Henry Sturmey. Crown 8vo. (postage 2d.) ... ... i o
Nauticus in Scotland : A Tricycle Tour of 2,500 Miles. New

edition. Illustrated. Demy 8vo. (postage 4d.) 2 o
The Road Directory and Guide to the County of Nottingham.

By W. H. Heath. i8mo. (postage id.) i o
How to Select a Bicycle or Tricycle. By W. J. Spurrier

(postage id.) o i

The Tourist's Guide. By W. J. Spurrier (postage ^d.) o i

The Tourist's Guide and Route Book. By W. J. Spurrier
(postage id.) o 6

Our Camp : The Christmas Number of The Cyclist for 1884 (a few
copies left) (postage 4d.) i o

The Great S : The Christmas Number of The Cyclist for 1885
(postage 4d.) i o

PERIODICALS.
The Cyclist and Bicycling and Tricycling Trades Review. Edited

by Henry Sturmey and C. W. Nairn. Every Wednesday, o i

Bicycling News and the Tricycling Gazette. Edited by G. Lacy
Hillier. With supplementary '* Club Chronicle," edited by
H. H. Griffin. Friday ... o i

The Wheel World. An Illustrated Magazine of Cycling Sport,
History and Invention. Monthly o 6

BOUND VOLUMES.
All volumes of the above periodicals can be supplied, strongly bound,

with the exception of Vols. I. and II. of The Cyclist^ which are
out of print.
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PYylim' lUAP^ FOR dYdim^. i
The most handy and reliable Maps issued. Reduced from the Ordnance Survey.

LIST OF MAPS.
Bedford Devon Huntingdon
Berks Dorset Kent
Buckingham Durham Lancashire
Cambridge Essex Leicester
Cheshire Gloucester Rutland
Cornwall Hampshire Lincoln
Cumberland Hereford Middlesex
Derby Hertford Monmouth

FOLDED IN NEAT CLOTH CASE, ij-

LANCASHIBE. Double Map

Norfolk Suffolk Yorkshire, N.E.
Northampton Surrey Yorkshire, S.W.
Northumberland Sussex Yorkshire, S.E.

md Nottingham Warwick
Oxford Westmorland North Wales
Shropshire Wiltshire South Wales
Somerset Worcester Isle of Wight
Stafford Yorkshire, N.W. Isle of Man
MOUNTED ON CLOTH AND IN CASE, SJ-

Mounted on Cloth, and in case, price 3b. 6d

EACH.EACH.
186, price 28

Philips' Cyclists' Map of the Country Round London
Showing Main Roads, distinctly coloured, leading to St. Albans, Clelmsford, Maidstone, Reigate, Guildford, Windsor,

«S:c. Reduced from the Ordnance Survey, on a scale of half-an-inch to a mile. Carefully compiled, and includ-
ing all the Chief Places of interest to the Tourist. Price i/- ; or mounted on cloth and in case, 2/6.

HANDY VOLUMES FOE TOUEISTS.
Philips' Handy Atlas of the Counties of England.
A Series of Foi;ty-three Maps, showing the Physical Features, Towns, Villages, Railways, Roads, &c. ; with a Railway

Map of England ; forming a useful Guide for the Angler, Sportsman, or Tourist. New Edition, with Consulting
Index. Crown 8vo, cloth, 5/-, or in leather, with tuck, 7/6.

Philips' Handy Atlas of North and South Wales.
A Series of Sixteen Maps. Crown 8vo, cloth, 2/6.

Philips' Handy Atlas of the Counties of Scotland.
A Series of Thirty-two Maps. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3/6.

Philips' Handy Atlas of the Counties of Ireland.
A Series of Thirty-three Maps. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3/6,

London : George Philip & Son, 32, Fleet St. Liverpool : Caxton Bdgs., South John St., & 45 to 51, South Castle St^

MAPPIN BROTHERS,
Manufacturer's of Sterling Silver aijd Electro-silver Cups ; Gold, Silver and Bronze JVledals for ^tljletic

Sports, Boat Races, &c. ; Table Cutlery, Spools and Forks and Electro-plate, ai?d Dressiijg Bags

IN IMMENSE VABIETY. CATALOGUES FBEE,

67 & 68, KING WILLIAM STREET. LONDON BRIDGE; ALSO
220, REGENT STREET; and SHEFFIELD.
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INSURE YOUR BICYCLES S TRICYCLES
AGAINST ACCIDENTS WITH

THE LONDON AND PEOVINCIAL

Horse and ferriage Insurance Go.,

LIMITED.

CHIEF OFFICE: 17, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, E.C.

f^" Agents wanted to push this class of business.^ ^

j^
'

THE "WHIPPET " TRICYCLE.
The Lightest Machine for its Strength !

The Strongest Machine for its Weight

!

The only Machine in which the rider is perfectly insulated from vibration. The handle-bar

treadles, and saddle, while fixed rigidly together, are insulated from the main framing

by a spring, entirely absorbing all vibration to all parts.

LINLEY & BIGGS,
152, BERMONDSEY STREET, NEAR LONDON BRIDGE.

COPYRIGHT. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED-
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RUDGE # CO., Limited,
The Oldest & Largest Bicycle & Tricycle Manufacturers iij the World.

THE CENTRAL GEAR ROTARY TRICYCLE.

ALL RECORDS on th^ Road from One Mile to Twenty-four Hours Ride are now held
by the " ROTARY " TRICYCLE. WORLD'S RECORD ONE MILE. 2ai. 49s.

;

WORLD'S RECORD TEN MILES; WORLD'S RECORD TWENTY-FOUR
HOURS, 232 J Miles.

l:^' Upwards of 15,000 of tl]ese world-renowped Machines have been sold ii) the past four years.

THE GREATEST SUCCESS OF THE SEASON IS

SEND FOB LISTS.

WORKS: COVENTRY.
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XTbe Mbeel Morlb maaasine.
CONTENTS FOR JUNE, 1886.

FRONTISPIECE (Drawn by George Moore.) page

A Cruise on the Norfolk Broad* 237
A Tale of a Day Amy Hurlstoji 245
The Brake Power of Bicycles and Tricycles F. Warner Jones 251
The Thief at Sunnyview Terrace' Ben Hayward 253
The Story of a Failure Kris Marlowe 257
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Mrs. Grundy on Tricycling 261
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THE WHEEL WORLD, an Illustrated Magazine of Cycling Sport, History, and Invention, is published
monthly. Annual subscription, six shillings, post free ; single copies, sixpence, of all Booksellers, &c. Volumes
I. and II. now ready, in blue cloth, gilt, price 7/6 each, post free. Volume III., 4/6. Binding-cases are supplied at 1/6

each, post free. All contributions and correspondence should be addressed to "The Editor," Iliffe & Son, 98,
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lENET'S GREAT INDIili BEHEDI

T^ffliiiiiiii
FOR WHEELMEN & ATHLETES.
Cures and prevents Cramp, Blisters, Stifltoess, Bruises,

Chafes, &c.

Post Free for 9d., Is. 3d. and 2s. 5d. per tin.

N.B.— The first two are ivaistcoat pocJcet sizes.

The Cyclist says :

"
' Thilum' has, in our hands,

proved itself to be all that its introducers claim for it,

and we can thoroughly and strongly recommend it."

WJieel World saya: "It is undoubtedly a powerful
remedy. Its compactness should render it a favourite
with the tourist as well as the racing cyclist."

DAN J. CANARY says: "I can most heartily recom-
mend ' Thilum* to all wheelmen."

CENTBAL DEPOT FOB EUBOPE :

F. H. BOWDEN
43, KING WILLIAM STREET,

LONDON, E.C.

JOSEPH LUCAS.^^SON
LITTLE KING STREET,

^^ BIEMINGHAM -1^

ARE THE LARGEST MAKERS
OF

C^cle Xamps
— IN THE WORLD —

Specialities in

LAMPS,
BELLS,

SPANNERS,
OILCANS,

And many articles specially designed

for Cyclists.

Please write for Price List,
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"PIONEER" CYCLES
(Registered.)

DIRECT AUTOMATIC-STEERING ROADSTER.

PIOltfEEE Direct Steering TRicycL^.

Easiest Running and Safest Tricycle yet invented.

DIRECT-STEERING RACER.
PIONEER" SAFETY.

^r?^tfr^ The PlONEER^S

SAFETY.

SAFETY AND SPEED.

NO CROPPERS.
The most successful Automatic-steering
Tricycle on the Path last season.

Pioneer Direct Automatic-steering Convertible Tandem.
The simplest and most rigid convertible in^the -market.

H. J. PAUSEY, Maker, „
"PIONEER" WORKS, PARK ROW, OLAPHAM, LONDON, '8.W.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES FOR 1886 ONE STAMP.
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THE COVENTRY CYCLE Co., Limited,
Whitefriars' Lane, Coventry,

BOLE MAKRBS OF THE

60YENTRY-<*

^IMPERIAL
BICYCLES & TRICYCLES.

All-guaranteed Machines bear the

Registered Trade Mark of the

Company.

THE

'MOORGATE CYCLES
Are the oijly Geijuiije

HIGH-CLASS MACHIl^ES

At Low Prices.

—0—
EVERY MACHINE GUARANTEED.

Sole Loijdoij /gents

for

'PW RAPID" BICYCLES.
—0—

EXCEPTIONALLY
EASY TERMS OF PURCHASE.

Discount for Cash.

EXTBACTS FKOil PRESS OPINIONS.
Bazaar, Feb. 17th, 1888.—"A reaUy capital selection of machines, which only need comparison with others to

prove their cheapness."
St. Stephen's Beview, Feb. 18th, 1886.—" Quality considered, there is nothing to equal them at the price."
Wlieeling. Feb. 17th, 1883.—" Unquestionably of firsi-class quality at remarkably low figures."
Athletic Neivs, Feb. 16th, 1886.—" Cannot be beaten, and are far in advance of many for which a much higher

price is asked."
Bicycling News, Feb. 26th, 1886.—" ReaUy first-class machines at cheap figures."

(Full Press Beports and Testimonials sent with Lists.)

*3icALL SHOULD SEND FOE LISTS.Jle^

Large Stock of all Patterns always on View ready for Delivery,

BABE BABGAINS IN SECOND-HAND MACHINES.

COOPER KITCHEN & Co.,
4, FINSBUEY PAVEMENT, LONDON, E.O.

3 V^V^MIONS,
' ARDILL'S T>iouid Knam el^
• > FOR TOUCHING UP. OR nENTIRElY RE-ENAMELLlNcA^iTRirVri FQI aND &,

AND ALL
ARTICLES or

METAL.WOOD&t&c.
IS THE ONLY ENAMEL THAT

r^ DRIES INSTANTLY WITHOUT SMELL

- HARD SMOOTH & GLOSSY
-*YA^^ ^^^''Op^O^ ANYONE CAN APPLY IT ^

^ CYUING AGEirrS . iRONMONCEfKS Ac THRQUCHOUTtHtWORLD.

BOTTLEINCLUDINC BRUSH porAPPLYINC.
an BY PARcet post froni the sole makers

J.ARDILL AC? ST GEORGE'S WORKS, LEEDS.
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The rover SAFETY,
PATENTED AND BEGISTEBED.

The Fastest Cycle ever made.
10 miles in 29m., 30i miles in Ih. 41m., 50 miles in Sh. 5m. 34s.

^

and 100 in 7h, 5m. 16s.

PRICE £20.

In tlie first imporfeant Eoad Race of the Season, on Satnrday, Marcli IStli,

the " ROVER " again asserted itself, beating all other Safeties and ordinary-

Bicycles by 6 i^icLS. 50 sees, in TOi Miles. Over Fifty Starters.

STAI^LEY & SUTTON,
METEOR WORKS,

WEST ORCHARD, COVENTRY
PRICE LISTS FREE.

THE HOLIDAYS.
NOW that the holidays are approaching, we

shall be doing a service to those who go in
for walking touis or cycling, by drawing attention
to a publication that they would do well to obtain ^

for the reason that it is decidedly the best road
guide that has yet been published, and by its aid
anyone wanting to know where to go to ensure a
pleasant trip wUl have no diflBculty in choosing
a route.
"The Tourists* Route ITIap of England

and Wales" shows clearly all the main and
most of the cross roads , and th e distances between
the chief towns marked in small figures, as well
as the mileage from London. In addition to this,
routes of thirty of the mofit interesting toiirs are
specially indicated and marked in red.
The map is mounted on linen, so as not to tear,

and is enclosed in strong cloth case. Price Is. 2d.
post free.

The charming but little known Broads and
Elvers of Norfolk and Suffolk offer a splendid
and almost unique field for recruiting the health
and energy of all in need of thorough change

and rest. To all intending visitors to the beautiful Broads—and everyone who can spare a week should go

—

Mr. E. E. SuFFLiNG's book, '* The ]L.and of ihe Broads :'» A practical guide for Yachtsmen, Anglers, Tourists,
and other Pleasure-seekers on the Broads and Eivers of Norfolk and Suffolk, will be of the greatest service and
interest. It is a handy and practical little work, and is accompanied by a specially drawn Map of the district
printed in four colours. Price Is. 6d. post free.

For those Londoners who can spare only a day or two at a time for their holidays, and where it is necessary
that they should be within easy reach of town, no place offers such unrivalled attractions as the Thames, and as
a practical guide of an unique character, designed especially for pleasure-seekers on the river, we recommend
** The Upper Thames, from Richmond to Oxford," which will be found serviceable alike to the pic-nic
party, the tourist, the rowing man, the angler, the camper-out, and even the general loafer ! The arrangement is
such, that all objects of interest passed on a row up stream are easily identified, and the necessary information
afforded. Price Is., or in cloth 2s.

A Six Weeks' HoiiiDAY.—A very moderate supply of cash will enable anyone to have a most delightful trip
to the United States and Canada, and home again. "A Tour in the States and Canada," by Mr. T.
Geeenwood, written from personal experience, contains all the information required. Price 2s. 6d. post free.

Where shall we go ? " Seaside Watering-Places" (Fifth Edition) gives information about 179 places on
the coasts of England and Wales, with sketch maps, illustrations, &c. Price, limp cloth, 2s. 6d. post free.

London: L. UPCOTT GILL, 170, Strand, W.C.
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A CRUISE ON THE NORFOLK BROADS.

[The reprint of a Log-book kept on board the wherry " Kate" by a party of the Civil Service

Cycling Club during an eight days' trip on the rivers and broads of Norfolk in August, 1885.]

Edited by " The Caterer."

V.

—

Wednesday.

As usual, the first thing to be done is the

matutinal swim, but the water near our an-

chorage being very shallow, we have to take

to the jolly-boat and go further abroad. I find

it recorded in the log, in the Doctor's hand-

writing, that the party, " having found a place

with about four feet of water, they ' went in,'

with the exception of the Fisherman, who
only went half in," and that, after floundering

about for some time, and raising a great

stench from the rotting weeds at the bottom,

they " came out " after a rather unsatisfac-

tory immersion. Bathing, therefore, cannot

be regarded as the strong point of Hickling

Broad, and we are inclined to award that

distinction to the terrible, all-pervading

odour which haunted our temporary exist-

ence in this region.

Trifles like this do not, however, interfere

with the general enjoyment, and we are soon

on the move towards fresh scenes and re-

newed pleasures. Toilsome work it is getting

back across the broad this morning, for the

weeds are very troublesome, and the water
is not at its highest just now, and although
we keep strictly to the channel we run
aground three or four times in the course
of half an hour, and have to use the quant-

poles pretty vigorously to get the wherry
over the sticking point. Our sail carries us

well through Whiteslea, where on the left is

a dyke running to Horsey Mere, a very pic-

turesque piece of water. We do not touch
it, however, and going on through Heigham
Sound, once more get into the river Thirne,

and leaving Martham Broad on our left in

undisturbed possession of its quietude, re-

trace our course back into the Bure. For
the first time since our trip commenced we
experience really fine weather, and the sur-

roundings—pleasing enough before—became
a thing of beauty and a joy for ever in our

memories.

Reaching the Bure we shape our course

up stream, and ere many minutes have
elapsed, we have made fast close to St.

Benet's Abbey, where we intend to spend a

considerable portion of the day in fishing.

This solitary place among the marshes—at

one time known by the name of Cowholme
or Calvescroft—was given by a petty prince

called Horn to a society of religious hermits,

under the government of one Suneman,
about the year 800, but they, together with

the chapel of St. Benedict built here by
them, were put to fire and sword in 870,

when this part of the country was so com-
pletely devastated by the Danes under the

command of our old friends Hinguar and
Hubba, whose acquaintance we made in

passing through Reedham. In the next

century, however, a holy man named Wolfric

gathered seven companions hither and re-

built the chapel, and later on, in the year

1020, King Canute converted it into an abbey

for monks of the order of St. Benedict, who
fortified it so strongly that it resembled a

castle more than a cloister, and held out

against the attack of the Norman conqueror

till betrayed by one of the inmates, who was
led to commit this treachery by a promise of
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being made abbot. He received the mitre,

but was immediately afterwards hanged as a

traitor. For some considerable period after

this the abbey existed in a very flourishing

condition, but since the time of Henry the

Eighth, when the abbey was united to the

see of Norwich, the building appears to have

fared but ill, and all that is now left of it is

a very fine archway, with some quaint carv-

ings of animals and arms, a few stray

remnants of the surrounding walls, and a

couple of ghost stories which we were unable

to learn, but which were believed to apper-

tain to the shade of a deceased abbot.

To their honour be it said, these old monks
—who must have had a keen appreciation of

the scenery of the broads—selected a spot

which is, perhaps, more thoroughly charac-

teristic of broadland beauty than any other

that can easily be found, and as by this time

we are all completely impregnated by the

spirit of the district, Vv'e honour them accord-

ingly with all our strength.

Climb to the top of the abbey walls and

see what manner of land this is of which we
have heard so much, and of which we know
so little, except that we wish to know more.

As far as one can see on every side the

country lays flat and green in richness of

pasturing, interspersed here and there by

rivers and broads and dykes of every imag-

inable shape and magnitude, whose surfaces

are all on a level with the land, and on whose

sluggish waters all manner and kind of craft

are lulled to laziness whether they wish to be

lazy or not. Grey towers of churches, near

and far, watch peacefully over the land, and
what trees there are—in the vicinity of the

churches generally—wave in a lazy breeze

just as lazily as trees may wave at all. Lazy
cattle stand by hundreds looking lazily about

their verdant pastures as if looking lazy were
their only aim in life ; and what birds there

are fly as lazily as only herons or lazy crows

can fly. The windmills, which pump the

water off the marshes in winter time, are lazy

to extreme, for they move not at all, neither

have they been seen to move for many days
;

and the water of the rivers moves so quietly

along that none would ever dream of a lock

or weir such as one is accustomed to see on

other streams.

Such a thing indeed would break the spell

and utterly destroy the charm of laziness

with which Nature has invested all things

here ; which seems natural only here, and

which would be intolerable anywhere else.

Nothing particular ever happens here ; it is

not the sort of place in which one looks for

any display of activity, or for the develop-

ment of any dangerous energy. One is con-

tent to see things moving on as slowly as

things can move without fear of stopping

altogether, for one never feels inclined to get

up and hurry them on, and looks upon any-
one else who would endeavour to do so as a

mere adventurer who knows nothing about
Nature as Nature is found in these parts. So
one sits still and does nothing, which indeed
seems the proper thing to do, although some
might call it laziness.

But it is not indeed an enervating laziness,

or a laziness to be despised in any way what-
ever, but simply a luxury of inactivity—

a

doubly-distilled quietness and peace—and
befits a place concerning which those who
have lived in it may well say that it is a spot

of eminent rest and tranquillity—a realm of

constant and increasing beauty—where the

men are as kind and brave as men ought to

be, and the women as true and fair as ever

women can be ; where none feels angry with

another, and whence strife would seem to

have departed for ever. At least, this is

what the Doctor said to the Caterer as they

left St. Benet's behind, and the Caterer said

to the Doctor, " Amen."
Back on the wherry we find that the wily

Fisherman has baited hooks for the whole of

the fishing party, and we are pleased to hear

—although the information is imparted in a

mysterious undertone, for fear of frightening

the fish—that, for some unexplained reason,

they expect to make a good haul. To those

who are not fishers, however, the excitement

does not extend, and accordingly they quit

the scene and are rowed by the Jolly Water-
man further up stream for a bathe. Some
difficulty is found in getting out of sight

to-day, for the river just here is almost

crowded with craft of one sort or another,

and with their snowy sails, gay bunting, and
the pretty-coloured dresses of the ladies,

presents a scene reminding one in a small

'

degree of the pleasures of a Thames regatta.

At the mouth of the Ant, a suitable spot for

a swim is found, where one may dive into

five or six feet of water from the bank, as

indeed can be done in almost all the rivers

here. Our swim in this instance is unfor-

tunately cut short by the appearance of a

struggling horse in the river, and having

hastened to don our togas, we fly to the assist-

ance of the worthy old farmer who is
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endeavouring to get him out. This result is

effected chiefly through the instrumentaUty

of the Doctor, who lassoes the animal round

the neck, and, with other help, eventually

drags him in a very exhausted condition to

terya firma, where he at once proceeds to

knock the farmer head over heels into

another very muddy dyke close by.

On deck once more and dinner over, our

canvas is spread, and we are soon travelling

up the Bure, bound for Barton. On the left

is the Fleet Dyke, leading to South Walsham
Broad, and on the right the river Ant, along

which lies our course. Before we have gone

far up this river, we arrive at Ludham Bridge,

the arch of which is so extremely small, that

while the wherry scrapes against each side

thereof, the roof of the cabin reaches within

a few inches of the top, and we feel that a

troublesome piece of work is over when we

find ourselves safe on the other side. From
here the scenery changes completely, becom-

ing comparatively hilly and well wooded,

with some parts here and there under culti-

vation. On our left lays the village of

Irstead, which possesses a small flint church,

picturesquely situated on a slight wooded
eminence, but nothing else worth speaking

of.

The stream, however, is very pretty here,

the usual array of reeds being conspicuous

by its absence, and trees and shrubs growing

close to the river edge ; while the water runs

deep and beautifully clear over a sandy
bottom, so rarely found in either the broads

or rivers of the district. In five minutes

more we pass through Thirstall Sound, and
then suddenly emerge into Barton Broad,

which, although not the largest, is certainly

the most picturesque piece of water we have
seen up till now—is plenty deep enough for

navigation purposes, and has a fairly hard
bottom tolerably free from weeds. Large
beds of rushes surround the v/ater on every
side, and fringing these may be found great

numbers of water-lilies, about which roam
many a goodly fish, and, for all we know to

the contrary, many a naiad too. From the

water's edge the land rises in gentle undula-
tions to a considerable height, and, being
extremely well-wooded, the prospect is alto-

gether a very pleasing one. On our right, as we
pass up the broad, the grey tower of Ingham
Church may be seen half-obscured amongst
the surrounding trees—a veritable monarch
of ancient time, whose foundation can be
traced back to the years of the earliest Plan-

tagenets, and within whose walls rest the

bones of many a noble knight, and high-

born dame.

In the middle of the broad is a small

island, emerald as can be, and shady with

trees—a very favourite resort ofpicnic parties

—and towards the north end, cut through

the reeds and marshland, is a dyke leading

to Stalham Broad. These we pass without

exploration, however, and finally make fast

for the night in a pleasant creek at Barton
Staithe.

As there is still an hour of twilight left, the

Jolly Waterman and the Fisherman take

charge of the piscatorial party, and although

their luck is not overwhelming, they catch

enough fish to argue a good morning's sport

on the morrow. Meanwhile the Caterer,

the Doctor, and the Fearless one, having

borrowed a trap from the boatvvright, are

scouring the neighbourhood for provender

(buying up all the bread they came across

en route—two loaves, to wit), and through

Barton Turff, Barton Bendish, Dilham, and
Smallburgh—villages of no particular import-

ance or renown—they have a most pleasant

drive out and home—so pleasant, indeed,

first in the gloaming and then in the bright

starlight, that they wish almost that another

day might be spent in wandering idly round

and about this charming locality.

Sailing orders are, however, for 11.30 next

morning, and as the fishermen intend rising

at four o'clock, an early adjournment is made
to a well-deserved repose.

VI.

—

Thursday.

A splendid morning sees the fishing party

up, as promised, at four o'clock, and after

plying their rods for three or four hours they

return with a very fair number of fish, insig-

nificant, perhaps, as regards their size, but

interesting as regards their variety. How it

ever came to happen that the Caterer, who
does not pretend to possess fishing abilities,

caught all the largest fish, is not at all

understood by the rest of the party, and we
presume that, like other things of less

interest, this, too, will have to remain a

mystery. It was on the return from this

expedition that the Fisherman might have

caught a Jack, but didn't, and although his

reputation did not actually sufter from the

fact that he missed it, it was universally

admitted that it certainly did not increase.

After breakfast we receive the suppHes ot

provisions ordered overnight, and having
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also taken possession of the new sculls for the

"jolly," we set sail from Barton at the adver-

tised time— the jolly-boat going off with

twenty minutes' lead, but making slow pro-

gress with her improvised sail, namely, a rug

and two sculls, the invention of that evil

genius in pastry, the retired Cook, and the

Fisherman. In the middle of the broad and

a sharp shower of rain, the wherry flies past

them with a fair wind, but further on the

"jolly" comes to the scratch again, and her

crew eventually board us in Thirstall Sound,

whither we have retraced our course.

Much fun is occasioned as we return down
the Ant river by the extraordinary antics cut

by the Cook in his endeavours to mount a

Jerusalem pony, which, with the assistance

of the Siamese brethren, Freddy and Billee,

he has managed to catch on the bank. The
Cook evidently means to get on to the don-

key's back—the donkey evidently means that

he shall not; and the end of a prolonged, but

friendly—nay, almost brotherly—struggle is

that the two-legged triumphs over the four-

legged variety. The timely interference of

a somewhat broad dyke relieves the donkey

in his present extremity, and the triumphant

animal-tamers return to deck by a series of

inelegant leaps and bounds over ditch and

marshland.

Now we near Ludham Bridge again, and

in consequence of another wherry being

moored in rather too close proximity to that

structure, we have no little difficulty in

squeezing our way through ; thanks, how-

ever, to our worthy Skipper we accomplish

the task without damage, and finally return

once more to the Bure and continue our

course up that river.

On the left we notice a dyke leading into

Ranworth Broad, and further along on the

right, situated high up on a well-wooded hill,

we pass Homing Church, overlooking the

village of the same name. Here, at Homing
Ferry, is a most quaint and picturesque little

inn, where one feels sorely tempted to stay

for a glass of ale, and where capital fishing

may be indulged in if time permit. There
also occurs here a musical curiosity which
may or may not be regarded as a nuisance,

according to the taste or humour of the

victim.

Every boy and every girl in the village

learns one tune, and one tune only, to wit,

" Hail, John Barleycorn," and with one

accord do they congregate on the riverside

and shout out the chorus at the top of their

voices, time after time and without cessation,

whenever an unfortunate wherry happens to

pass the landing-stage. Those who like this

sort of thing would most probably find this

particular entertainment very exhilarating,

but for the benefit of those who do not I

would suggest that whoever first debased the

copper coinage of the realm by subsidising

these children therewith for thus making
dayhght hideous should now subsidise them
for the purpose of reducing Homing to its

original state of tranquillity. " John Barley^

corn" is certainly a grand old English air,

and expresses a grand old English sentiment,

but when one has to listen to " John Barley-

corn " as rendered by fifty juvenile voices,

each more or less like a saw-sharpener, one

almost begins to wish that ' John Barleycorn"

had never been invented.

However, we get away from Homing at

last, and going fast up stream pass Wood-
bastwick and Salhouse Broads on our left,

and Hoveton St. John, Hoveton St. Peter,

and Burntcen Broads on our right, all situated

in scenery very pretty to look at, but marshy
in reality, and consequently of a description

to which distance in the most practical man-
ner lends its enchantment.

Speedily, now, we come to Wroxham
Broad on our left, and making fast on the

other side of the river, opposite the first

entrance to the broad, prepare for a few

hours' fishing and general exploration of the

neighbourhood, which hereabouts is indeed

charming. With the Jolly Waterman in

charge of the "jolly," the several hands not

engaged in angling take a turn round the

broad—a beautiful expanse of water about

a mile in length, both deep and clear, and
surrounded on all sides by a landscape which
compares favourably with any that can be

found in the country. It is on this water

that Wroxham Regatta, one of the greatest

fetes of the district, is annually held, and
although we have never witnessed the gather-

ing, we can easily imagine the perfect picture

which the lake at such a time presents.

Vessels are allowed to anchor in the broad,

but only in certain parts of it, while fishing

can be indulged in only on the payment of

half-a-crown for each part}^ which we believe

is collected principally for the benefit of

some local charitable institution. Back at

the wherry, we find all in readiness for a

move to our day's destination, and after an
exciting race with another and larger wherry,

in which it is rumoured that the Lunacy
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Commissioners are playing penny " Nap," we
are defeated by a short half boat, and anchor

at the stern of the aforesaid wherry in an

eely spot at the foot of Wroxham Bridge,

the Cook again being the first to produce his

tackle and commence another successful

campaign against the finny tribes.

I do not know whether in the souls of all

men, gentle and simple, there is implanted

some element of cruelty, which requires but

even the slightest awakening to rouse itself

thereafter from its dormancy, and ruthlessly

and remorselessly to grind down the helpless

victim it has chosen, or whether, if such

element exist, it may, unsuspected even,

slumber on for ever if unaroused. But this

I do know, that from the hour in which the

wily Fisherman first handed him a rod and
line, the Cook had developed from the

gentlest soul on earth into a fiend who
watched with unrepressed delight the pain-

ful struggles of the wriggling worm or bloated

gentil dangling on his line, and who revelled

in his savagery when from the captured fish

he tore its vitals with the extracted hook.

Such, however, are the prejudices of civihsed

humanity that, while certain classes of

cruelty are repressed and punishable by law,

this cold-blooded barbarity of catching living

fish with living bait—studied refinement of

cruelty as it is—draws not so much even as

a word of rebuke against the followers of
" gentle " Izaak Walton. Still, it is, of course,

possible that the worm likes it, and that the
fat gentil rejoices in it, while from the fact

that the fish swallows the hook of his own
accord, it may very reasonably be argued
that he regards it as a perquisite, his claim
to which he would not forego on any con-

sideration whatsoever.

Dusk, however, soon puts an end to fishing,

and in two parties we go ashore for a look
round Wroxham. Under the circumstances
we do not see much of the place, for by the

time we reach the town, which is situated

about a mile and a half from the bridge, it is

perfectly dark, and although we have a faint

impression that the surroundings are really

picturesque, I do not feel justified in commit-
ting any such impressions to paper. So we
retrace our steps to the wherry, and there
await the return of the second detachment.

* =!« * ^

The Caterer has retired to rest when the
second detachment comes home, so he can-
not say what has happened, but as he takes
the log in hand next day, he sees the entries

of the previous night recorded therein in

three different handwritings, each very shaky
and very indistinct, but still recognisable

from various innate peculiarities. What it is

that has been written would lose its force if

told in other words, so he consigns the pages

to a crematorium, whence probably the

ashes have been already scattered to the

winds.

VII.

—

Friday.

Our return journey commences now, for

we all have to be back at Norwich by Sunday
evening, and our Skipper assumes that it

will take about three days to do the distance

of 50 miles or so comfortably and without

undue hurry, so we leave Wroxham at eleven.

Our regret at quitting this delightful neigh-

bourhood is enhanced by the opinions we
hear regarding the beauties of the river

above the bridge, and we unanimously come
to the conclusion that Wroxham would be

the best place to start from in the event of

our undertaking another cruise on the

broads, as we could then first journey up the

river Bure as far as Aylsham (beyond which
it is not navigable for wherries), and then

pursue our course southwards towards Yar-

mouth, Lowestoft and Norwich, turning

aside as, one by one, we come to the various

broads lying off the rivers. By starting from
Norwich as we did, we were compelled to

traverse on the return journey almost the

whole distance we had sailed over on the

northward cruise, besides wasting time which
might otherwise have been devoted to explor-

ing the river Waveney and the broads con-

nected therewith, and I am afraid that the

remaining pages of this log will suffer some-

what in interest from this mistake.

It is a beautiful morning as we leave the

bridge, and the Doctor and his companions
in the jolly-boat find ample excuse for loiter-

ing about the broad until the wherry comes
up and takes them aboard once more. For
he is bent upon taking as many photographs
of the district as he possibly can, as me-
mentoes of the cruise, and as we all feel that

Wroxham presents opportunities which cer-

tainly should not be missed, the photographic

apparatus has rather a Uvely time of it. As,

however, we have idled away a good many
hours in the early morning, and wish not-

withstanding to reach Acle in time for an

hour's fishing in the evening, we make no
stoppage for dinner, as has usually been our

practice, and accordingly we arrive at Acle
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Bridge by four o'clock, and moor a little

above that structure for the night.

The wind has freshened considerably

during the afternoon, and a violent storm of

rain and hail, fortunately of short duration,

bursts over the wherry as she lays at her

moorings. On its cessation we find that the

river has become too boisterous for fishing,

and accordingly, after marking out the course

for a swimming handicap which it is proposed

to hold on the morrow before starting, we
all adjourn to the neighbouring town—the

Doctor and the Caterer to forage, and the

remainder to seek enjoyment in other

directions. Their diversion this evening

takes the form of " skittles," at which game,
Billee, who has never handled a " cheese "

before, proves to be a veritable " demon,"
and is only defeated after a close and exciting

struggle with the Fearless one, who by his

victory becomes Skittle Champion of the
" Kate."

It is on our return to the wherry this even-

ing that we hear from a party of yachtsmen,
who are staying at the Bridge Inn, some ill

news regarding the near future of this district,

but we trust that their fears as to the closing

to the public of some of the prettiest broads,

owing to the misconduct of several parties of

social outcasts and discredited Bohemians,
will prove groundless. I do not think that

these people are wilful doers of mischief in

any way whatever, but rather that they
labour under the false impression that all

other people ought to enjoy themselves in

the same way that they do, and it is in acting

up to this erroneous conviction that they
ignorantly sow the seeds of which others less

selfishly constructed have to reap the

harvest.

VIII.

—

Saturday.

With much forethought the Fisherman had
overnight left the rods on deck in order that

they might be ready for an early hour's

angling in the morning, but the boisterous

wind which sprang up at dawn had swept one
of them away, and his forethought did not,

consequently, meet with the approbation it

might otherwise have deserved. The water
was, however, far too rough for fishing, but

although one or two of those engaged in the

swimming handicap thought a postponement
of that event also advisable, it was decided by
the Jolly Waterman and the Caterer, who
acted respectively as judge and timekeeper,

that it was better to do to-day that which

they could not conveniently put off till to-

morrow. So the swimming handicap was
started.

It is, perhaps, fortunate for the reputation

of those concerned in this race that no re-

porters of other journals or papers were
present, as a strict adherence to the truth

would have made known to the world that

the start was none of the most orthodox, that

the three competitors who left the water
before the half-distance were utterly devoid

of racing calibre, and that the Doctor, who
won the handicap by a little more than his

start from the Fearless one (who figured at

scratch), became champion of the " Kate"
after the absolutely slowest race on record.

Still, the excitement was much enjoyed by the

Skipper and his Mate, who had been specially

retained to act as enthusiastic spectators of

the event.

It was here that we learnt the truth about

the swimming capabilities of the Mate, who
some time previously had informed us that,

amongst other of his nautical experiences on

the West Coast of Africa, he once had to

swim some nine miles from a capsized boat

to terya fivim^ his course lying principally

through shoals of hungry sharks. We had
always looked upon this tale as having been

specially prepared "to tickle a landsman's

taste," and as bordering too closely oq the

marvellous to be true, and on the Skipper

being appealed to on this occasion to verify

the Mate's tale, his ansv/er confirmed our

opinion that the performance had its origin

in the fertile imagination of the gallant old

sea-dog.

The swimming race over, and the question

of supremacy at " quoits" having been set-

tled in favour of Freddy, after a terrible

struggle with the other Siamese brother and

the Jolly Waterman, we return to the wherry

and start for Yarmouth with a tremendous

wind behind. So strong, indeed, is the wind

that our sail has to be fitted with triple

blocks and every reef taken in, and even

then the constant jibbing creates the most

painful sensation amongst the crockery, and

seriously threatens the total annihilation of

the tapioca pudding which the Caterer has

just put in the oven. Every movable object

on board, both above decks and below, joins

in the general tumult, and it is only by lash-

ing things firmly down that we are able to

keep them aboard at all. The beer-barrel

especially, upon several occasions, gives us

great alarm by its drunken and disorderly.
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behaviour, but as it is empty by this time,

its fall overboard would not have been

reckoned very serious.

Under these conditions of weather, it is

not surprising that we make quick sailing

into Yarmouth, where, after losing our jolly-

boat and recovering it again by the aid of a

wandering son of Neptune, we finally make
fast on the banks of the Yare, and learning

from the Skipper that the wind is still too

high to venture across Breydon Water to-

day, we immediately take possession of the

town with a view to foraging for fun and

other commodities.

IX.

—

Sunday.

Being anxious, for the convenience of some

of the party, to get to Norwich before five

o'clock in the evening, we have overnight

arranged with the Skipper for an early start

to be made this morning, and accordingly,

while the majority of the party are still

sweetly slumbering, we leave our moorings

at four o'clock, and commence our last

day's journey.

We learn afterwards from the Doctor, who
had turned out to see the sun rise, that,

although the wind at that early hour was
still high, it was not nearly so boisterous as

yesterday, and that it gradually fell away
into a gentle breeze as we left Breydon

Water behind.

I have always had the greatest respect

for those people who get up to see the sun

rise, although I confess it always seems to

me that the energy expended in that some-
what useless exploit might be of great ad-

vantage to the world if directed in other

channels. Personally, I am content to lie

abed until the world is tolerably well aired,

and then, if one wishes to see the sun
actually do something, by all means, let him
sit up and watch the sun set. It is an in-

finitely more beautiful arrangement on the

part of Nature's scene-shifter, and is attended
with less inconvenience than is entailed by
pursuing the pastime of " seeing it rise " at

an hour when the cobwebs still hang heavy
on the eyelids. As the remainder of the
party seem to be pretty much of my opinion,

no surprise is occasioned when, as they turn
out one by one, it is found that we are almost
within hailing distance of Needham.
Stopping short of the village, the wherry,

in making fast against the bank, goes through
a series of evolutions which once more
mystify our unpractical notions of the sailor's

craft, and in the midst of which Billee again

contrives to drop the quant-pole overboard,

and the Fearless one manages to lose the

anchor. These exploits on their part, ac-

complished with the most unseamanlike

skill, convince the Jolly Waterman (who, in

the absence of any information to the

contrary, is held to be a first-class' judge of

things nautical) that the performers will ere

long be eligible, under the rules of Gilbert

and SulHvan, for the supreme command of

the " Queen's Navee."

Once in good position, however, the wherry,

with all hands aboard, has its photograph
taken by the Doctor, who also seizes an
opportunity, which occurs shortly after-

wards, of taking an instantaneous photo-

graph of the bathing party in the act of

diving from the deck.

It is here that the Cook meets with his

final adventure by falling head over heels

from the wherry into the river, thus fulfilling

the saying of the Doctor, who had prophesied

that " someone " would fall overboard during

the cruise, and who, it is confidently believed

on board, materially (and accidentally?)

assisted the Cook in proving the truth of his

prophecy. Drowning men, it is said, will

clutch at a straw, but the forlorn manner in

which the Cook clutched his dry towel while

fallmg led us to believe that he belongs to

that class of the community who, when
drowning, would infinitely prefer to clutch at

a good stout plank.

This excitement over, we start on our way
once more, and as we near Norwich meet
many other wherries and small pleasure

boats, whose "outward bound " appearance
would make us envy them, if, indeed, we
felt inclined to envy anything at all, for

ere the clock has struck five we are once
more laying alongside Carrow Bridge,

whence we started, and the cruise of the
" Kate " is over.

Parting in this case is indeed sweet sorrow,
for the recollection of the many pleasant
hours we have spent on board crowd back
upon us now, and as we look down upon the
wherry, feeling that we have indeed lost a
good home, we register an inward vow
that ere long we will set foot upon her
gallant decks again, once more to visit those
scenes of tranquil beauty, the very remem-
brance of which to us is indeed " a joy for

ever."
'!< >i« * >!<

>I< ^

We stay in Norwich until Monday morn-
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ing, and find some time to explore the city,

though, of course, only very superficially.

So pleased are we, however, with what we
do see that we heartily wish we had a little

more time at our disposal, in which to make
still further acquaintance with its many
objects of interest. First, on account of old

age, is the castle, a very fine specimen of

Saxon architecture in one part and of

Norman in another. It is supposed that

Uffa, the founder of the East Anglian

monarchy, formed strong 'earth entrench-

ments here about the year 575, and that the

castle was built in a.d. 642 on the site of

these earthworks. At any rate, it became
about that time one of the chief seats of the

kings of the East Angles, and so remained

until, like most other ancient buildings in

these parts, it was partly demolished by the

Danes. Subsequently, it was rebuilt by King

Canute, and later still was considerably

enlarged and strengthened by the Normans
in the reign of William Rufus. Since his

time, however, great alterations have taken

place in its uses and surroundings, but it

still remains a lasting monument whose
associations render it dear to those who
venerate the ancient Saxon name.

The cathedral is very much junior to the

castle, not having been built till the year

1096. It is almost entirely of the Norman
style of architecture, and I believe presents

many points of beauty to those who have

made architecture a study. Those who have

not will probably find that this is not nearly

so imposing as very many other cathedrals

with which they are doubtless acquainted.

Wandering about the cathedral close at

dusk, however, one cannot help wondering

what manner of place this must have been

long, long ago, in the old days before King

Harry's time, and wishing almost that all

surrounding things had been left alone as

they then were for our benefit in these later

days, when we can only distantly admire the

character of those splendid men who raised

such monuments as these upon a faith

which, right or wrong, by its simple grandeur
and its ennobling teaching, made a great and
noble people greater and nobler still.

As to the city's claim to antiquity, none
can invent an argument against it, for after

Uffa raised his entrenchments on Norwich
Hill, the adjacent Roman town of Venta
Icenorum or Caistor was gradually deserted

for the sake of the protection which the new
fortress guaranteed, and accordingly the

town grew and flourished at its neighbour's

expense, until its neighbour was but a name
in Anglo-Roman history. As an old distich

faithfully records

—

" Caistor was a city when Norwich was none,
And Norwich was built with Caistor stone."

What more pointed example than this

could be needed illustrative of the theory of
" the survival of the fittest?"

Here, however, we must take leave of the

city, with all its modern improvements and
interesting antiquities— those who would
learn more must see the place for themselves,

and when they do, let them not forget to

visit that famous hostelry yclept " The Ram-
pant Horse," where they will be able to obtain

as much as they wish of the most irreproach-

able whiskey, without a doubt as to its

antiquity, and without a headache in a
bottlefuU.

X.

—

Commissariat, &c.

The commissariat is an important factor

in the means of enjoyment of a cruise of this

nature, for the keen and bracing air

prevalent hereabouts blesses one with an
almost perpetual appetite, and as most men,
when they have well feasted, give no thought

to providing the next meal, I would advise

them to see that at least one of their party is

an experienced caterer, who does not mind
the trouble entailed by his ofBce. Of course,

he will not have to do any cooking, for the

mate is amply accomplished in the necessary

culinary arts, but he must take care that the

pantry is always well filled, and that meals

are served up with tolerable punctuality.

On this occasion we took with us from

town a hamper containing such things as

sugar, tea, coffee, pickles, bacon, cheese,

jam, marmalade, butter, biscuits, potted

meats, sardines, condensed milk, mustard,

pepper, salt, oil, various sauces, soap,

candles, tapioca, rice, and a variety of other

things which are best thought of before-

hand. Our whiskey, also, we took down with

us, but beer and mineral waters we obtained

locally before starting.

Butcher's meat of excellent quality may
be obtained at all the larger towns, and at

some of the villages with tolerable though

not absolute certainty, but we several times

found great difficulty in getting sufficient

bread. My advice is—lay in a good supply

of that commodity whenever you come
across it.

Fresh butter is scarcely obtainable at any
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of the smaller towns and villages, most of

that sold being terribly salt, although good

enough otherwise. Supplies should there-

fore be laid in at the market towns passed

en route. Eggs and milk (and bacon of a

sort) can be obtained almost anywhere, and

vegetables and fruit—of which, for reasons

best known to the Doctor, it is wise to keep

a constant and fresh supply—can also be

procured at most villages. It is always well,

however, when in the neighbaurhood of large

towns like Yarmouth, Norwich and Lowes-

toft, to look thoroughly over the larder with

a view to making good any deficiencies before

leaving; but this is, of course, a part of the

Caterer's matutinal duty wherever he may

be.

The crew find their own provisions, but as

a sort of perquisite we allowed them a free

run on the beer-barrel.

The cost of the cruise cannot, I think, be

deemed at all heavy, as each man's share of

the total amount disbursed by the Caterer in

this instance (including the hire of the

wherry) averaged about nine or ten shillings

a day, and as the opportunities for spending

money on the way arise very infrequently, I

do not think that any individual member of

the party could have expended very much
more than that sum daily. With a smaller

party, the individual expenses would, of

course, be a bit heavier, but not very much
so. Any number from four to eight forms a

convenient party.

And now will I draw this log unto a close,

hoping very much that I have not wearied

the reader with too dull a yarn concerning

things in which he has perchance only a

minimum of interest ; but first will I wish

him, should he ever visit the rivers and

broads of Norfolk, a cruise as enjoyable in

every possible way as was the cruise of the

good ship " Kate." —The Caterer.

October, 1885.

> » <

A TALE OF A DAY.

Friday, July 27, 1883.—Cooler days have

come and we can breathe again. Yesterday

I fetched out my tricycle, relegated since

Midsummer-day to the companionship of

an old cart in the barn and prepared for a

run as far as Wisby and back. The weather

was propitious, a freshening wind stirred

softly amongst the wood giants, the sun rode

across a cloudless sky, and the morning was

yet young. What more could be desired ?

Why nothing.

But Mother 'Toinette shook her head

sagely when she came into my den—called

by courtesy dressing-room—just as I had

struggled into my habit. She threw up her

plump white hands in blank dismay.

"Where are you going, Engelskan ?" she

asked.

"To fetch the letters. I'm certain there

must be one waiting for me. It's three days

since the last post came in," I answered,

strapping a small leather satchel over my
shoulders.

" Dear Engelskan, you cannot go all that

way—fifteen English miles—alone. It is

preposterous, unladyHke, unfeminine to a

degree. How can you be so independent ?

Stay where you are."

"Nonsense," I laughed — "fifty chances

to one if I meet anybody except an old man,
or, perhaps, some pigs, between here and
W^isby."

"Suppose you get thrown?" she began

timidly.

" Why, I shall have to get up again, of

course, Mother 'Toinette. Would you have

me lie in the gutter all day if I should happen
to fall there ? Now I am going to have
breakfast."

Klara gave me a dish of rye porridge and
some delicious coffee, with a stewed sill. I

don't know how to translate it, but a sill is

a sort of young herring— herring sounds

nicer than sprat. Anyhow, it is very good,

especially when one is hungry, as I was then.

Nobody else was astir beside the servants

save Mother 'Toinette and Marie, who was
perched in an old apple tree weeping over a

novel. The others were all asleep, although

the clock had struck six a long time ago. I

positively could not stop in the house late in

such grand weather. While the dew ghtters
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on the grass, and all the world seems fresh

and green, it makes one feel quite, quite

young again.

As I was on the point of starting, Wenken
thrust her touzled golden head out at the

window. She looked rather astonished, and

very somnolent. I don't think she was

properly awake. Her blue eyes blinked

comically.

"Going to town!" I cried, waving my
hand. " Adieu !

"

" Er—wait a minute," said Wenken. " You
might execute a little commission for me,

Engelskan."
" Delighted. Is it poppy-juice, my dear ?"

"Three yards and a half of Ottoman silk

ribbon, four inches and a quarter broad, eau-

de-Nil shade. You'll get it at Waller's or

Mademoiselle Hilda's. If not there, at that

shop opposite the Nybergska Bokhandelu,

or else in the Strandgatan. Sure of it at

one place or the other. If you can't get

eau-de-Nil, bring palest pink."

" Very well, I'll try."

Rather a vague errand to send me on,

wasn't it, now ? And such a heap of instruc-

tions, too

!

" By the way, Engelskan," called out my
amiable cousin again, " Garda wants you to

do something for her."

" Oh, well, you know, Wenken," I said,

good-humouredly, " I'd better come and get

my tablets. My memory plays me strange

tricks sometimes, and it wouldn't do to for-

get."

Wenken disappeared into the interior of

her room. Vaulting lightly from my saddle,

I joined her there, and sat on the edge of the

dressing-table. Garda and Helny came in

yawning.
" Pair of gloves from Waller's," said Garda,

" size six and three-quarters. Have pale sea-

green, if possible."

" Sea - green won't match your gown,"

struck in Helny, " and six and three-quar-

ters is 7niles too small for you, Garda Laurin."

Garda repeated her desire with injured

dignity. I bowed, and noted down every

particular.

" Bring me some eau-de-Cologne," com-

manded Helny. " Get it where you like, for

these wretched gnats are stinging me to

death."
" And oh ! bring me some candy !" cried

Dagobert, darting at me with all the speed

her blue dressing-gown would allow. It was

rather calculated to impede one's progress.

" I haven't tasted real good toffy for nearly

four weeks—so you can buy me a pound."
" How am I to carry all these things ?" I

demanded, half laughing. " There'll be a

dreadful bundle."
" You should take the phaeton and drive

yourself. If you want anybody, there is

Karl would like to go with you," said Garda,
lazily.

" No, thanks. I must really start now
before it grows too warm." And I sprang

over the threshold, and into my saddle

again.

It was pleasant riding, though a trifle un-

comfortable for the first three miles or so,

owing to the steep ruts in the road. Over-

head the trees arched grandly, and formed

a kmd of natural arcade. The semi-gloom

was delightful with the sunlight filtering

between the thick branches here and

there at unequal distances. I pulled up

for a moment to admire the beauty of the

whole scene. It always goes straight to my
heart, and makes me worship nature more
than ever. East and west, north and south,

dense woods stretched away. Tall bracken

and lady-ferns, purple heather and meadow-
sweet lived out their little life at the foot of

the trees, so to speak, A meek white cow
paused in her breakfast to regard so early a

visitor, then turned tail, and trotted off

ignominiously.

I spun along again at a somewhat quicker

pace, and presently emerged on to the dusty

high road, less cool and secluded than the

narrow wheel - rutted lane, yet inviting

withal. Half-a-dozen haymakers trudged

stolidly off to their work in the valley. I

knew them by sight, and in response to my
" good-day" they doffed their caps phlegma-

tically. Further on some children were

busily picking wild flowers and hunting for

strawberries.

" Nils," I heard one say in a very audible

whisper to a lad close by him—" I say. Nils,

there's the mad Englishwoman on her

velocipede."

Nils looked scared. My tricycle is con-

sidered a phenomenon in these parts still.

No wonder either. They have never even

seen that wonderful boneshaker in Bal.

The sun began to get rather strong, and his

warm rays pelted down on my shoulders un-

mercifully. I was fagged, too, and my inani-

mate steed was a source of discomfort. Get-

ting uphill was stiff work, the wheels seemed

disinclined to revolve. So many weeks had
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elapsed since we last journeyed together that

I couldn't feel much surprised. We were

both out of order.

Half-way up the steep I was compelled to

dismount. The unusual exertion had made
me tremble like a leaf, so I wheeled on to the

roadside, and seating myself on a tiny

mound, eyed the tricycle ruefully. Six miles

rom home, nine miles from town. To give

in would be derogatory to my self-conceit.

Besides, I have all the bull-dog tenacity of

my country folk, and hate to acknowledge

defeat. No matter, if the heat rose to 99° in

the shade, to Wisby I would go. But it

wasn't any joke when you come to think of it.

My aching limbs rested in somewise, I got

up from my grassy bank, and—oh ! ye gods,

let it be spoken soft and low—pushed the

machine to the top of the hill. It was easy

enough work rolling down the other side, and

a trifle cooler, because the firs cast their

shadows toward each other on either side

the road, and swayed gently to and fro.

Not long was this comfort to last. Pre-

sently the wheels clogged and gave forth a

dismal creak. Instead of getting fainter the

noise increased. The harder I pedalled the

more they creaked. It made me angry, and

I stamped my foot in a perfect passion. My
oilcan was gone. What was to be done ?

No house in sight anywhere save an empty
cottage, sadly dilapidated and the worse for

wear. There was no chance of smoothing

over any difficulties of the kind here
;
per-

haps better luck would favour me a mile or

two farther on. The only thing I could do

under the circumstances was to walk, and
push my steed along, unless I wanted a broken

collar-bone or a dislocated neck. Goodness
knows, I had quite sufficient when my ankle

was sprained three or four weeks ago. My
foot swelled to an enormous size. Garda,
who is inclined to be superstitious, fetched

old Anna—regarded by the peasant folk as a

witch—from Tjelder to doctor it up. She
brought a small phial containing some white

liquid, a charm, and some dried herbs.
" What are you going to do ?" I asked.
" Cure your ankle," she answered curtly.

Anna knelt on the floor and commenced
rubbing at my bruised member, muttering to

herself the while. I was a long time making
out what she said, but at length, with Helny's

assistance, was enlightened. She repeated

the Lord's prayer seven times backwards, and
that was supposed to go farther toward
healing than any outward application. Then

setting my foot in a basin of ice Klara

brought from the dairy, Anna proceeded to

tie the charm—encased in a small linen bag
—round my neck. The herbs put into a jug

of boiling water, she fell on her knees again

and spat on her fingers before giving the

ankle a final rub. It was rather nasty, you
know, but I was able to walk without diffi-

culty in a day or two. I fancy the sprain

got better in spite of her treatment, not

because of it.

Not desiring the same occurrence twice, I

concluded it would be best to be on the

safe side now. Oh ! decidedly. For nearly

three-quarters of an hour I trudged along

with careless mien till I approached a dirty

little cottage standing amongst the trees

between two slopes about a hundred yards

away from the lane. Leaving my tricycle, I

marched boldly up and knocked at the

door.

An ancient dame, evidently of gipsy origin,

swarthy as regarded the complexion, slovenly

and unkempt as concerned the masses of

black hair, sprinkled with gray, falling over

her shoulders, answered my summons. Her
teeth had disappeared, and she rejoiced (?)

in the unenviable possession of a nutcracker

nose and chin. Her sharp black eyes were
sunken, and glittered like live coals beneath

her shaggy brows, putting to shame the

sunken, wrinkled cheeks. Her tall figure

was bent almost double, and she leaned

heavily on a thick stick. She simply revelled

iu dirt and squalor. Her bony, claw-like

hands, contracted at the joints, were scarcely

the colour of ordinary human flesh, and her

nails—why, a Chinaman would have been

proud of their length.

The meditated request died on my lips. I

backed a few paces from the old crone.

" Hallo, Sofia ! Do you live here ?" I

asked, astonished.

" Yes, madam," she grunted, trying to be

civil, and succeeding very badly in the

attempt.
" Really, I thought your house was nearer

Bal," I stammered. " It is very lonely on
this hill. I wondeF you like it, Sofia."

" Poor folk don't live where they choose,

but where they can," was the sullen re-

joinder. " It's hard enough to make both

ends meet, live where we may. What did you

please to want, madam ?"

" Have you a Httle oil, Sofia ?"

" Oil, madam ! I'll ask my daughter, she

is out in the garden doing the cabbage-bed,"
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"Thanks—then I will rest on this stool

awhile, Sofia."

" As you please, madam," she grunted,

and hobbled into the garden muttering to

herself.

Not by any means a pleasant person is

this Sofia. She is coarse, ungracious, and

malevolent, little loved by anybody. There

are wild stories of her youth afloat, and if

any credence can be attached to them Sofia

has been a Tartar in her day. Doubtless

her husband could testify to the truth of

that, but he's dead, poor m.an—lies fast

asleep under the fir trees in the hollow.

Folk say he was glad to die, Sofia's incessant

scoldings killed him, or, as farmer Hanssen

says, Sofia jawed her master into the grave.

I dare say it is right enough, for when he

said scissors she would be just the woman to

cry knife, and stick to it until he was worn

out.

Old Sofia returned presently, followed by

her daughter, who was also tall, an exact

counterpart of her mother, save she had

weak eyes, and only the faintest suspicion of

lashes.

I repeated my desire.

" Oil, gracious lady," said Praline, giggling,

" I am very sorry, but we haven't got a drop.

We had none for our lamp last night. I shall

have to fetch some more to-day."

" Perhaps you have a candle," I suggested.

" That would be better than nothing. You see

my velocipede has run stiff, and I am afraid

it might break before I get into Wisby."

"We never use candles," answered Prahne,

with a broadening snigger. I clenched my
fist, inwardly desiring to knock her down. I

verily believe those two wretched women
were enjoying my discomfiture, they looked

so pleased.

" Haven't you grease of any kind, Praline ?

Butter or lard does not matter, but grease I

must have."
" N-no-o," answered Sofia, " I know we

haven't; but," as a sudden bright idea

struck her, " we had a scrap of butter on
some toasted herrings last night, and Praline

hasn't washed the platters yet, have you,

Praline ?
"

" Not yet, mother."

"Then you might scrape the grease off

them, madam. We can do no more for you
or we would gladly."

Nevertheless, Sofia did not mean what she

said.

Praline appeared bearing a delftware

plate, heaped up with scrapings and a jagged
lump of whitish-brown stuff.

" Gracious lady, I found apiece of dripping,

if that will be of any good," she began,

apologetically.

" Splendid, Praline, good Praline, clever

Praline !" I laughed, clapping my hands. " It

will do nicely till I get to Wisby."
"But, gracious lady, we—we were going

to have it for dinner. We are much too poor
to afford better fare." Praline shot a sly

leer tov/ards her wicked old mother.
" Never mind. Praline, I will give you a

whole krona to buy something else, and I'll

get you some meat in Wisby if you have a

small basket to lend me. It won't be so

much trouble if I tie it on the back of my
velocipede."

Prahne courtesied. " The gracious lady is

very kind."

" Get me the basket quick—and, oh !

Praline, will you give me a cup of water ? I

am dreadfully thirsty."

" Come in, madam," said Praline's mother,

her sulkiness relaxing. " It is not very clean

perhaps," rubbing a chair with her apron,
" but it is impossible to keep tidy here. My
grandchildren turn everything topsy-turvy

when they are at home. They are in the

fields now at work."

Clean ! By the greatest stretch of imagi-

nation you couldn't call that hole even
decently clean. It was a hut—a hovel—

a

pigsty—a place utterly unfit for human habi-

tation. I shuddered as I sat down on the

chair Sofia dusted for me, and drew my habit

tightly around me. The floor was of red

brick—at least, it was originally of red brick,

but from want of scrubbing-brush and
water, quite a coating of earth had accu-

mulated. You could have shovelled it up.

A lamb lay by the stove, and a goat poked
his head impudently in at the back door.

Two hens and a brood of chickens trotted

about under the ricketty table and on the

hearth. Neither accorded me any notice,

but went on scraping and clucking uncon-

cernedly. On a shelf in one corner was a

brown loaf, a jar of treacle, two cracked cups

and saucers, an old spoutless coffee-pot, a

black iron saucepan, and sundry other dainty

articles. In the window-sill v/as a green

glass ornament shaped like a book. I took

it up and handled it curiously. Sofia watched
me with stealthy gaze.

," What is this for, Sofia ?" I asked.
" Nothing, madam. An ornament simply.'
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It might be, but— I handled it again. Sofia

was skilled in the black arts; she could

lift up a corner of the curtain Obscurit}'^,

and peer into the future.

" Sofia," I said, very gravely and solemnly
—" Sofia, you tell fortunes."

"Well—yes, madam," she stammered,

sheepishly. " I do get 'an ure that way
occasionally. I've got a glass."

" Then out with it, Sofia. You shall tell me
my fortune. A krona for a good one."

Sofia took a green glass ball, about an

inch and a half in diameter, from her pocket,

and, in a businesslike manner, enquired how
old I was. I satisfied the inquiry, furnishing

her with my name and other particulars at

the same time.

" You must tell me true, madam, or else it

will throw the glass out," she said gravely.

"Very well—make haste. I want to go.''

Her lips moved silently as she twisted the

miniature globe round between her forefinger

and thumb. She appeared to be holding

communion with the spirits of another

world.

" Your haughty manners and sharp tongue

keep away a dark "

" Here is the water, gracious lady, fresh

and cold from the spring," said Praline, in-

terrupting us. " And, gracious lady, the

Herr Colonel, your uncle, has just ridden by
toward home. He has been to the silver

meadow, where they have just begun hay-

making."
" Bring the grease, Praline ; never mind

my fortune this morning, Sofia, and let us

see about curing my velocipede of its noisy

squeak. Come along, Prahne."
" Yes, gracious lady."

She caught up the dish and we descended
the slope together. Drawing off my gloves,

I rubbed the dripping well into the offending
parts, and for the time being, at least, eased
their pain. After dabbUng my hands in the
httle stream and drying them on Praline's

coarse apron, I gave them an extra polish on
my handkerchief, and sprang into my saddle
again ready to finish my journey.

" Good-bye for the present. Praline, and
thank you. Good-bye, Sofia, you will see me
about three o'clock on my way back."
To Wisby I rode in safety, and met not a

single soul in the distance thither, some
eight miles, until close to the city gates.

Having taken the precaution to bring the
stable key I locked up my tricycle and set

forth on my errands.

I went to Waller's first, and looked

through box after box of ribbons to find the

right shade—eau-de-Nil. None forthcoming,

but must perforce travel farther on. Every
shop gave the same result. Not any call for

eau-de-Nil ribbon, therefore it was not worth

while to keep it.

Armed with ribbon and sweets, gloves and
eau-de-Cologne, I ran down to the Post-

office for the letters. Such a pile—actually

six bulky ones for me—and a parcel. The
clerk—an exceedingly cadaverous young

man with a fixed smile (I think men with

fixed smiles ought to be hanged)—packed

them with my satchel and fastened the

lock.

This done, I repaired to a cafe in

Strandgatan, and ordered some chocolate.

Several people of my acquaintance were

there already. They stared to see me.
" When did I come ? Were my cousins

with me ? How long was I going to stay ?"

" This morning, an hour or so ago. No

;

came by myself. Until I had drunk my
chocolate."

" Did you ride over Engelskan ?"

" On my velocipede."
" Never !" they gasped, with astonish-

nlent.

" Engelskan cares not for les convenance.

What other girl in Gothland would have
propelled herself two-and-a-half Swedish
miles in that independent fashion?"

"Oh, I had our wolfhound with me as a

sort of natural protection. He is very wild

and fierce."

" Ach ! that ugly dog."

We chattered gaily on, and walked down
to the shore, where a number of children

were playing ducks and drakes, while their

nurses or mammas sat in the shadow of the

t)ld gray city wall, some reading, others

dreaming, as best suited their temperament.

Quite a little crowd assembled at the

gate to see me start homeward. That
tricycle of mine is a never-failing source of

wonder to them. It was slightly embarras-

sing to be turned on show, as I was just then,

before folk gazing with all their eyes.

Majken Ulla shook her merry head and
laughed,

" You'll come to grief on that thing some
day."

" Willing to chance it, Majken, dear. I

feel safe enough on the dangerous thing."

Wisby was soon left in the distance, and
my solicitous friends vanished as I curved
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a sharp angle in the road. Cottages and

farm-houses had wakened np to something

like life since I passed earlier. Here and

there I saw a sturdy rustic perched on a

stile contentedly eating his bread and cheese,

or a rosy-cheeked farm-servant appeared

outside the door for a moment. Invariably

they gave me a pleasant greeting as I whirled

leisurely past.

Ten miles were accomplished easily, then

1 was indolently staring at a tribe of

cackling geese, frightened at the sight of

my dear, ugly wolfhound. The dog barked

vociferously. My attention was concentrated

on him and a belligerently-disposed goose

advancing to meet him, when there was the

sound of a snap, my tricycle pulled up with

a jerk of its own accord, and I lurched

gently forward into the ditch. What a mess

I was in ! Stung by the nettles, and my face

scratched by unkind thorns.

How was I ever to get home ? The tri-

cycle chain v^as broken, and the machine

generally the worse for that unexpected

lunge. I stood considering in helpless dis-

may.
No light appeared from the clouds, no help

from the gnomes of the earth, no assistance

from either of the four quarters to extricate

me from my difficulties, and I was ready to

cry.

A waggon lumbered heavily towards me at

this juncture, its occupants a stout Goliath of

a man and his sturdy strong-armed wife.

They were our own people. Round Robin and

Karin Gunnar.

"Has the froken Engelskan had an acci-

dent ?" enquired Robin, and reined in his

horses.
" Yes," I said, " my velocipede chain has

snapped, and I can't ride another yard."

"The poor fr'dken," said Karin, sympa-

thetically.

" If you do not mind the jolting, we might

drive you home," hazarded Robin, diffidently.

" Thanks ; I should be very glad of the

help."

Robin lifted my injured tricycle, as if it had
been merely a featherweight, into the waggon,
and we jogged slowly through the forest.

Karl met us at the end of the chestnut

avenue.
" Why, Engelskan, what is the matter ?

Your chin has been bleeding, and your gown
is torn."

" Yes," I said, ruefully, " my chin did bleed,

and my cheek, and I know my gown is torn.

Couldn't be helped. That wretched chain

gave way beyond the village "

" This comes of your vaunted indepen-

dence," growled Mother 'Toinette. " Your
aunt will be very angry."

" Take the letters," I said, delivering up
the satchel, "and bring mine in presently.

There are six for me and the parcel from
Vienna, you will find."

" My ribbon," said Wenken, tersely.

" I had to get pink after all. There wasn't

a yard of eau-de-Nil in Wisby."
"Let me see." She undid the package.

" Oh ! Engelskan, you've dragged it all

through the mud. It will never, never be

fit to be worn. Oh ! Engelskan," reproach-

fully.

" My gloves are served just the same !" cried

Garda, in a doleful tone. "It is a shame !"

'^And my toffy !" said Dagobert, with tears

in her great big eyes. " And I haven't tasted

any for a month ! Pretty messenger you to

send, my dear. Gloves spoiled, ribbon

spoiled, habit spoiled, and toffy spoiled. You
should have taken care of the toffy at least.

You know how I wanted it."

" Engelskan," began Garda, soleriinly,

" we shall never ask you to bring anything

from Wisby on your wretched velocipede

again."

And I devoutly hope they never will.

—Amy Hurhton.

> • <
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THE BRAKE POWER OF BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.

Whilst the various forms of cycles have

been from time to tim,e fully discussed, little

or no attention has been given to that most

important part, the brake. In response to

the request of one of the largest cycle manu-

facturers, and feeling the importance of the

subject to both makers and riders, I venture

to hope I do not intrude on your space in

sending this paper for insertion. A rider

who has experienced the horror of having

lost control over his machine on a steep

incline, owing to failure of the brake power,

or from breakage of its parts, fully recognises

the necessity of efficient and effective brake

power, and a most serious accident I once

saw happen to a lady and gentleman on a

sociable, owing to a defective brake, im-

pressed me forcibly that manufacturers

should thoroughly understand the principle

of that part of the machine. My object in

writing this paper is to point out how to

provide the most powerful brake, and where

to apply it with the least strain to the ma-
chine. Various forms of brakes have been

applied to cycles, and various positions have

been chosen for their application ; for in-

stance, the spoon brake and roller brake

(Timberlake), fixed at or near the top of the

front wheels of bicycles, the traihng brake

of Singer's acting on the ground from the

small trailing wheel, the ground foot brake

of the "-Devon" tricycle, the spoon brake

acting at different parts of the driving wheel

of tricycles, also on the small trailing wheel
of rear-steering tricycles, the band brake

fixed on the wheels or axle of tricycles, and
lastly, spoon brakes fixed on bicycles of the
" Rover" and "Courier" type acting on the

front wheel or on the trailing wheel. The
object of a brake is to destroy the momen-
tum of the rider and machine by converting

it into friction, and as a given weight moving
at a certain speed creates a certain momen-
tum, it follows a certain amount of power or

friction is necessary to stop a given momen-
tum, irrespective of the size of the wheels it is

running upon. We must consider two points

regarding brake power—first the actual brake
power to be communicated by the rider him-
self ; and secondly, the effective brake power
communicated to the momentum. They are

entirely dependent on each other for the

effect ;they produce ; for instance, the brake

power may impede or stop the wheel of a

bicycle, and the effective brake power be nil,

as the rider may fly over the handles unless

he be sitting in a proper position to produce

effective power ; whilst, on the other hand,

the rider's power may be insufficient to pro-

duce any effective power. It is well, there-

fore, to first consider what constitutes their

separate power and then their relative effec-

tive power. In doing this we must remember
(especially manufactarers) that the actual

effective power required is according to the

combined weight of the rider and machine,

the greatest speed they move at, and the

least time required in stopping; and further,

these three factors are entirely dependent

on the strength of any portion of the machine
to bear the strain when the brake is applied.

We may therefore at once conclude that the

rider's power should always be more than is

ever required, his judgment deciding the

amount he shall apply under various circum-

stances, as perhaps, rather than run into an
obstacle or turn too sharp a corner, he may
prefer to test the straining point of the

machine by stopping suddenly (rather than

not have sufficient power to do so). The
rider's own power being limited, we increase

it to the necessary amount by means of

levers (thereby allowing him to keep a

reserve for an emergency, and also so as not

to tire him). The heavier the rider the more
leverage should be afforded him. Two levers

are used for this purpose, the handle lever

and the leverage of the spoon or drum of

the band brake. The spoon leverage is nil

as regards the size of the wheel it acts upon,

as the resistance acts with the same radius.

It does not matter, therefore, if the spoon be

applied at the top, side, or bottom of the

wheel, its power is the same. Many persons

think its position affects its power, but this

is not so. The leverage of the spoon itself

is increased by the relative length of its

handle and the spoon from the fulcrum, and
in the band brake by the radius of the drum,
but the length of the spoon or width of the

band brake, or, in other words, increase of

frictional surface, is not a gain of frictional
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power. It is the power we have to deal with,

the dimensions of the spoon and the width

of the band are matters for convenience or

strength of material. Now, since the leverage

is practically unlimited, there should never

be any excuse for insufficient power being

afforded the_ rider, and also this power
should be so within the rider's reach that

he can instantly apply it, time being really

effective power, and the effective power of

the brake should never fail from want of

weight on the wheel. The limit of the power
of the rider is when it skids the wheel—more
power is useless —and the limit of the skidding

of the wheel depends on its size, the weight

it carries, and its strength to resist braking.

Now, since skidding means a limit of effective

brake power, it follows that the skidding

power should never be attained, as it means
either too little weight on the wheel or too

small a wheel—in fact, the maximum power
that can be applied should always be less than

the skidding point of the wheel. Assuming

now that the rider has a proper amount of

power aff'orded him by the leverage, we will

examine the effective power it produces on

the momentum. The effective power of the

brake depends entirely on the position of the

centre of gravity of the rider and machine in

respect to the centre of the brake wheel.

The nearer these centres coincide and move
in the same place the more will be the effec-

tive power of tlie brake with the least strain

of the machine. In the ordinary bicycle, etc.,

on which the rider is free to move forward

over the centre of the brake wheel, the height

he sits above and behind the centre is the

measure of the effective brake power, the

higher he sits the less, and the further back

the more, of course limited by the braking

strain of the [machine. The greatest brak-

ing strain is at the centre of the brake wheel,

and there, if anywhere, will the spokes give

way, and nearly all spoke breakages are

caused, not by the rider's v/eight or road

strains, but by the strain of the brake.

Brake power, when applied, always throws

more weight on the leading wheel, especially

when a front wheel brake, and decreases the

weight on the traiUng wheel, and this weight

is increased owing to the " give " of the

springs, etc., and the rider's body moving
forwards.

The effective power of a brake can, there-

fore, be always more on a leading wheel, if it

be strong enough, even if the weight be

carried equally between them, as it will not

skid so soon ; on a railway carriage this will

be noticed (even when both wheels are acted
on by the brake) by the frequency the rear
wheel skids before the other, and the more
play the springs have the more will this be
the case. The effect of impeding the front
wheel, however, is to cause a pressure from
the rear, and, unless this be in the line of
motion, a swerve and wobble will result, and
the smaller the front wheel the greater will

be the wobble, whereas a brake to a trailing

wheel causes no wobble at all, and tends to

keep the steering wheel straight. If a trail

wheel, therefore, have sufficient weight on it,

and it be large enough, it is always advisable
to put the brake on it, but if it be small,
viz., its centre far from the rider, and it carry
httle weight, it will have but very Httle effective

power, hence the failure of Singer's trailing

brake and brakes applied to the small wheels
of rear-steering tricycles. Applying these re-

marks to existing machines, we find the effec-

tive brake pov/er of an ordinary bicycle at a
high speed is very Hmited, owing to the centres
being so far apart and the rider sitting so
high and so little behind the centre. In the
" Kangaroo" it is a Httle more effective, the
rider being nearer the ground or wheel cen-

tre, but the limit does not at all approach to

the braking strain of the wheel. In the
" 'Xtraordinary" the effective power is very
great. In the " Rover" the effective power
is only limited by the wobbHng or else the
braking strain of the wheel (if the brake
were on the traiUng wheel it would be quite

sufficient for any purpose, and be a great im-
provement) ; whilst on the " Courier" bicycle,

with the brake on the trailing wheel and
most of the rider's weight there also, and the

centre of gravity of the rider and the wheel
centre being near, the greatest possible brake
power can be applied with safety, or up to

the breaking strain, even to skidding the
wheel. I may mention that on cycles to

carry more than one person a very large

margin of power should be always afforded

the riders, and when spoon brakes are used
they should always be so curved that the

end touches the wheel after and not before

the other part, and the nearer the fulcrum of

the spoon is to the rim of the wheel the

nearer can the curve of the spoon accord
with that of the wheel.

In conclusion, it is always advisable to give

the rider a large margin of brake power, and
the leverage is preferable if afforded more by

the handle leverage than by the spoon or drum,
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because the brake will not then be so sensitive

;

also, the further the brake acts from the

hand the less should be the hand leverage and

the more the spoon or drum leverage, be-

cause in practice there is a certain give,

which increases according to the length and

number of joints in the communication, for

which the hand has to move a certain dis-

tance to " gather " before it produces its full

effect; failure of a brake frequently occurs

from the rider not being able to apply further

power, the brake handle not having sufficient

play allowed to it, so that by the time the

"gather" is taken up the handle has no
further room to work in, being perhaps back
against the steering handle. Riders also

should always remember that the whole of

the strain caused by the brake passes

through the brake wheel ; in order, therefore,

that this strain shall be as little as possible,

the brake should never be applied more
forcibly than is actually required.

—F. Warner Jones.

> • <

THE THIEF AT SUNNYVIEW TERRACE.

I HAD often promised Thompkins I would

drop down and see him. " Come down any
time you like, old man," he used to say,

" there's always a bit of cold sausage and a

dose of fruit salt whenever you like to

come." About a week before Easter I

received a note from him. He said the baby
was better, that the peas and things were
coming up fine, and wouldn't I drop down
and spend a day or two with them. Now I

had only the morning before been puzzling

myself what I should do in my Easter holi-

days. Of course, I should do some riding,

but I didn't care about setting off for a
regular tour. Now it was all settled. I

would stay at Thompkins's, and make excur-

sions into the surrounding country on my
machine. So I wrote and told Thompkins
that I should have great pleasure in putting

in an appearance at his place on the Thurs-
day evening. Thompkins at one time had
himself been a most ardent cyclist, but when
he married and settled down he gave it up,

and his hobby now is gardening. I never
saw such an enthusiastic gardener in all my
life ; he spends every bit of his spare time at

it. Once he and I went fishing. I caught
nothing, but Thompkins caught one fish and
a fearful cold. The fish was a young pike,

so Thompkins said, but a boy who had a

private view subsequently called it a " tiddle-

brat." As we could not find any fish of that

name in any of the books we consulted,

Thompkins said he thought the boy might
have been joking, or perhaps it was a French
word, and meant carp. He lived very near

me in those days, and hearing that he was
suffering from a bad cold, I called to see

how he was an evening or two after our

excursion, and found him sitting up in bed,

busily employed in writing labels to put on
his plants when he should recover. Even
when confined to his bed he remained
faithful to his garden.

Another thing you would notice about

Thompkins before you had known him long

is his great admiration for " the baby." You
can't stop with him five minutes but he

drags in something about it; and in this

respect Mrs. Thompkins is just as bad. No
matter what you talk about—politics, the

weather, theatres, anything, before you have
gone far you are sure to be interrupted with
" Oh, that reminds me of what little Tommy
said yesterday "—and then comes a long

rambling tale, at which both Thompkins and
his wife laugh heartily, and you do ditto, but

only out of respect for their laughter. It

certainly is a fine youngster, but nothing out

of the common. When first I went to

Thompkins's I had never seen his wife, and
I determined to make myself very pleasant

by becoming great friends with the baby.

This, I conjectured, was about the best way
to ingratiate myself with its mother. But
the moment that baby caught sight of me it

set up the most awful shrieks imaginable,

which it continued at short intervals as long

as I remained in the room. But to its mother
and father it is perfect, and, as to its beauty

and cleverness, why, no other baby comes

within miles of it. It is wonderful, too, what
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extraordinary remarks it is reported to have

made. According to Thompkins and his wife

it has said things which you would be sur-

prised to hear from a youth in his teens, and

made observations which show quite an

extensive knowledge of the world and its

ways. As it grows older, the plans laid

down as to its future course in life would

make anyone not used to hearing them gasp

for breath, and its mother and father have

at different times discovered traits in its

infant character which, in their opinion, will,

as the child grows up, qualify it for filling

some of the highest posts in the land.

Well, as I said, I wrote and told Thomp-
kins I would accept his invite, and early on

the Thursday evening I took the road.

Thompkins lives in a pretty little suburb

about ten miles from town. His mansion is

the end one of a row of small villas, the

only erections in a new road called Sunny-

view Road. The field opposite has been

marked out for building, but nothing has as

yet been done towards spoiling the view from

his windows. As his house is the end one of

the row, he has a field on two sides of his

garden. Mrs. Thompkins, on inspecting the

house for the first time, suggested that it

would be very easy for anyone in the fields

to get over the walls, which are rather low,

into the garden. It would be very conve-

nient for burglars, she said. But Thompkins
calmed her fears by saying that, although

the walls weren't very high, burglars did not

usually rob houses until they had ascer-

tained there was something valuable in

them, and he was pretty sure he hadn't got

anything in his house to tempt a burglar to

pay them a visit. Mrs. T. suggested that

the baby might be a sufficient inducement,

but Thompkins said he thought not, as the

burglar would probably have some of his

own, or, if not, could steal plenty more easily

than theirs. The house has a small garden

in the front, and a fairly large one behind,

and it is in these that Thompkins spends all

his available time. Before breakfast he will

be out, and hard at work potting and weed-

ing, and in the evening he is at it again

directly after tea. Even after dark you will

see a small lantern moving will-o'-the-wisp

like about the garden. Thompkins is after

the slugs and worms.

I had some little difficulty in finding out

Sunnyview Road, but after making copious

enquiries, and pushing my tricycle over

several long roads—formed chiefly of broken

bricks, oyster-shells, old boots, and sardine

tins, and manoeuvring about amongst heaps
of bricks and mountains of mortar, deposited

all over the road, I found it, and, mounting
my machine, rode up to Thompkins's door.

Before I had dismounted, Thompkins
himself appeared, and welcomed me. After

shaking hands, the first words he said

were, " Tommy saw you first. " Always
that eternal bab}', which Mrs. Thomp-
kins soon appeared with. After they had
admired and tried my machine, not for-

getting to give Tommy a ride, Thompkins
suggested an adjournment to the house, and
we proceeded to work the machine through

the rather narrow gateway, and up the steps
;

but on reaching the doorway all further

progress was barred. The door was too

small to admit the machine by some four or

five inches, and turn and twist it as we would
we could not get it through. We tried with

it sideways, back to front, on end, and every
other way imaginable, but with the same
result. Neither by persuasion or by force

would it go through, and after struggling

with it for some minutes, we relaxed our
efforts, and sat on the railings to cool a bit.

Then Mrs. T. suggested we should lift it over
the side wall, and get it into the house by
the back door. This seemed a good sugges-

tion, and we immediately proceeded to act

upon it. We took off our coats, and having
wheeled the machine round to the side,

carefully raised it up on top of the wall,

where Thompkins held it while I got over
the wall to receive it on the other side.

Helped by Mrs. Thompkins, and amid the
repeated warnings of Thompkins to keep off

the flower-beds, and the frantic efforts of

Thompkins, junior, to get into a position

where the tricycle, in case of a slip, would
have fallen direct upon him, we lowered the
machine down into the garden. But upon
inspection, the back door was found to be
narrower, if anything, than the front one,

and after we had gone through all the manceu-
vres we had executed in front, and a few
extra ones, we had to give it up as a bad job.
" You'll have to leave it out in the garden,"

said Thompkins ;
" it'll be quite safe, and

we can cover it well over in case of rain."

And so, as there was no alternative, there

we left it, after having wrapped it carefully

up in a lot of old carpet and newspapers. Of
course, I didn't like leaving it out there, but

what else could I do. I could probably have
found a stable to house it in somewhere in
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the village, but as it was a mile or so distant

from Thompkins's house, I preferred not to

do this. As a slight precaution, I locked the

wheels with my chain and left the stop-bell

on, so that it would ring in case the machine
was touched. But it was quite safe, and

when I arose next morning and peeped out

of the window, my faithful steed, looking

more like a heap of newspapers and old

carpet than an 1886 automatic steerer, was
just as I left it the evening previous. In the

morning, after inspecting the garden and
marrow-frame, Thompkins and I went for a

walk round, and in the afternoon, as my host

wanted to put a coat of tar on his frame

while the fine weather lasted, I proposed

going for a spin on my machine. Just as I

was about to set off Thompkins asked me to

call in at a nursery garden, the whereabouts

of which he carefully described to me, and

fetch him a couple of plants, which he had

ordered and they had not yet sent.

" They are not very large," said he, " you

can tie them on your handle-bars."

After a pleasant run of about two hours'

duration, I turned back and made for home,

calling on the way at the nursery garden as

requested, where the man supplied me with

the plants and secured them firmly to the

handle-bars of my machine. After leaving

the nursery, although I had no knowledge

whatever of the surrounding country, I

thought I would try to get back by a different

route to that which I came by, and the con-

sequence was that I lost my way, and did

not arrive at Thompkins's house till after

dusk, by which time I was pretty well tired

out. Then we again went through the per-

formance of lifting the machine over the

wall, which arduous task was anything but

agreeable to one as played out as I was.

Thompkins had been hard at work in the

garden ever since I left, and we were both

glad to get in to supper. It was probably

being so tired that made me more
careless than I otherwise should have been,

for I left the machine out in the garden

without any covering or protection whatever.

On seeing the plants tied on to the handle-

bars, Thompkins thanked me for getting

them, but on my starting to unwind the

numerous strings with which they were

bound on, he suggested I should leave them
where they were till the morning, which I

was only too pleased to do. We had a very

pleasant supper, accounts of the progress of

the plants in the garden by my host being

interspersed with anecdotes of little Tommy
by Mrs. T., and the events of the afternoon's

ride by myself. When I got to bed I went

to sleep at once, I was so tired. But I didn't

sleep long. In the middle of the night I

awoke with a start and sat up in bed. What
had aroused me I could not say, and I was,

after the fashion of people suddenly aroused,

straining my ears to catch the slightest

sound, when I heard a loud noise at the

back, and a cycling bell rang clearly out in

the still night air. It was my bell ! With a

bound I was into the middle of the room
and peered through the blind, but nothing

could I see. The night was too dark. Again

the bell rang out. Hastily donning one or

two light objects of attire, I looked round for

a weapon of some sort or other, and was

pleased to find in the cupboard at the foot

of my bed a good thick thorn stick. Thus
equipped I moved towards the door, and was

about to open it, when—horror of horrors 1 I

heard footsteps outside. Creak, creak, creak.

Someone was stealthily creeping down stairs.

Nearer and nearer they came, then stopped

outside my door, and someone tapped gently.

A voice, which I instantly recognised as

Thompkins's,said, "Dick—Dick," and tapped

again. It wasn't a burglar after all. How
relieved I felt. " Hallo !" said I, gently open-

ing the door. Thompkins was attired only

in his night-shirt ; in one hand he held a

candle, which he raised high above his head

as he peered anxiously round, and in the

other he grasped a revolver.

"Did you hear anything, Dick ?" said he, in

a weird hollow voice, holding the deadly

weapon with the barrel pointing direct at

my head. Before replying I seized his hand

and pointed the weapon heavenwards, as a

precaution in case it chanced to go off.

" Yes," said I, " I heard a bell !

"

" Someone is trying to steal your machine,"

said he. "Are you coming down ?
"

I nodded.
" Come on, then," said he.

Down the stairs we slowly went, halting

now and again to listen. Mrs. Thompkins
was peeping over the balusters on the top

landing, whispering cautions, and beseech-

ing Thompkins to let her open the bedroom

window and sound the policeman's rattle.

At length we arrived at the kitchen. Thomp-
kins opened the door and peeped in. By the

Hght of the candle we could see all was well.

We entered, and as we did so, again the bell

rang out,
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" There it is again !
" said Thompkins.

" Yes," said I, " there it is again."

The door of the scullery was next carefully

unlocked, and then, at my suggestion, the

caudle was extiuguished. All was dark, and

the bell was ringing violently. Thompkins

opened the window and peered out into the

garden. As he leant out he held the revolver

so that, had it gone off, the bullet would have

passed clean through my heart. I again

turned the deadly weapon in another direc-

tion, and begged him to be more careful.

Suddenl}' he pulled in his head, and as he

quietly undid the bolts of the garden door,

said

—

"Someone is trying to lift your machine

over the wall."

I gripped my stick firmly, the bolts were

slipped quickly back, and together we leaped

into the garden and ran towards the machine.

Leaning over the wall and on to the machine

I could see a tall, dark form. Was it a man,

or what ? I stopped for a second to gaze at

it, when I was almost stunned by a loud

report about four inches from my ear.

Thompkins had fired. The dark form dis-

appeared. There was a loud neigh, and a

quick succession of dull thuds as if some
animal were galloping rapidly over the grass.

Was the robber, then, a mounted one ? A
second later I felt myself seized violently

round the middle of the body, lifted off the

ground, and dragged forcibly into the house.

I was roughly deposited on the floor of the

kitchen, and Thompkins, for it was he who
had thus rudely treated me, quietly shut

the garden door. He was convulsed with

aughter.

"What on earth are you laughing at?"
said I.

" Keep quiet," said he, " or we shall be

discovered. I've shot a horse."
" Wasn't there a man ?" said I.

" No ; it was one of the horses out in the

field." And again he nearly burst in endea-

vouring to laugh quietly. Mrs. Thompkins,
who had come half-way down stairs on hear-

ing the report, was informed of what had
occurred, and although in a terrible state of

fright, could hardly forbear a smile.

" What on earth made you fire ?" said I.

" I don't know," said Thompkins. " I saw
a dark figure, and instinctively fired. Won't
there be a deuce of a row if I've killed the

horse ? The man who owns it is a big pot

down here. It was evidently reaching over

the wall eating the plants tied on to your

handle-bars. I wonder if any of the neigh-

bours are aroused ?"

We were too excited to go to bed again,

and so put on a few more clothes and sat up
together till morning. At the first streaks of

daylight we anxiously looked out to see if we
could see any signs of the horse, but were
greatly rejoiced when none appeared. We
had quite expected to see him lying dead on
the field of battle. I stayed with Thompkins
till the end of the holidays, and on the

Monday evening left his hospitable roof,

having spent a most enjoyable time. Two
days after I received a brief note from him.

It ran :
" Dear Dick,—Read the enclosed

and see if you can explain it." It was a cut-

ting from the local paper.

" Extraordinary Occurrence.— Daring
AND Malicious Outrage.—About 3 a.m. on
Saturday morning last, the sleeping in-

habitants of Sannyview Road were aroused
by a loud report of fire-arms, which seemed
to proceed from the fields at the back of
Sunnyview Terrace. After the report, Mr.
John Williams, of No. 3, says he Jieard a
sound as of someone running rapidly away.
This is corroborated by Mr. William Jenkins,
of No. 7, who heard the same sound. On
Monday morning, when one of Mr. John
Hoskins's men went into the field, he found
one of his master's horses, a valuable chest-

nut mare, bleeding from a wound in the left

ear. A bullet had passed clean through the
upper part of it. Information was at once
given to the police, but up to the time of
going to press no arrests have been made.
The police, however, say they have obtained
a clue to the perpetrators of the outrage.
We cannot believe that this barbarous deed
was done in cold blood, and can only sup-
pose that it was done by some holiday-makers
for ' a lark.' We, however, warn them that
such proceedings are not to be tolerated in a
civilized country, and if they have a hking
for shooting horses an emigration to the
roUing prairies of the Far West would enable
them to indulge their tastes, and at the same
time rid the neighbourhood of such dangerous
and unwished-for visitors. We cannot bring
ourselves to believe that they can be inhabit-

ants of our town, as Mr. Hoskins is too well

known and respected by his neighbours for

his property to be so scandalously outraged.
Should the offenders be discovered we trust

that the utmost rigour of the law will be
exercised upon them. The horse, we hear,

IS progressing favourably towards recovery,
and we trust that Mr. Hoskins will not suffer

loss from this cruel and repulsive act."

But, despite the " clue to the perpetrators

of the outrage," that was the last we heard

of " The Thief at Sunnyview Terrace."
—Beji Hayward. ..
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THE STORY OF A FAILURE.

My name is Jones. Don't laugh and say

that you have heard it before, because every

one does that, and I should like to think the

readers of my little history to a small extent

original. John Jones is my name, and though

I confess the combination is not uncommon,

I venture to beheve, against my will, how-

ever, that no one has ever heard it before as

belonging to a cyclist; so in the event of

anyone wishing to think or speak of me, John

Jones, the cyclist, will distinguish me from

the other members of that extensive family.

Having introduced myself, I think it best

to state next my reason for thus occupying

valuable space in the cycling Press. That is

soon told. I have endeavoured, for years to

become an eminent cyclist or cycling cele-

brity, whichever you please, and now, after

seven long years, finding it hopeless, I think,

perhaps, that by setting down my experiences

on paper, I may save some others a similar

disappointment.

1879 was the year in which I commenced
to ride, and having been persuaded to join

a club, I was fired with the enthusiasm of

the members, and soon took in the papers

and became acquainted with the doings of

the B.T.C., the B.U., and their followers.

As soon as I got hold of the names of some
of the well-known enthusiasts, I remember
worshipping them as httle gods, far, far

above me, even admiring the boldness with

which my companions spoke of them—not

placing so much as a Mr. before their sur-

names; while one man, who actually knew
one or two cycling celebrities, I looked upon
as a wonder of the age. It was soon after

this that I vowed inwardly to become a

cycling celebrity myself, well knowing the

process would be a long one, and the goal

was only to be reached by weary hours of

waiting.

The first step I took was to send in my
name to the B.T.C. and B.U. as a member,
and I thought I had advanced a great step

when I was able to sign those initials after

my name. This satisfied me for a time, but

soon I found it was necessary to go further,

so I took the post of Consul in the C.T.C.,

and had the satisfaction of finding my name
soon after in the Handbook. Then I resigned

the club I mentioned before and started one

of my own, which I may say consisted of a

couple of brothers who did not ride, a couple

of cousins who had given it up, and my
father, all of whom paid no subscriptions.

As I started this club with the intention of

representing it on the B.U. Council, of course

it was affiliated soon after, and I had the

honour of receiving an Agenda Paper, sign-

ing a book, and taking my seat at the Council

four times a year, sometimes more, as the

meetings were adjourned. In my search for

fame I have frequently got up to speak at

these meetings, although I am perfectly

nervous when people's eyes are fixed upon
me. Somehow or other I never have spoken,

though, for some other man has invariably

caught the chairman's eye first and started

before I had time to remonstrate. Once or

twice I have tried to second a motion, but

there has always been someone before me
even here, except on one occasion, when I

was first, but as the chairman stated my
name was Brown I got no credit after all.

In the B.T.C, now the C.T.C. Gazette, 1

have endeavoured for six years to get my
name introduced by sending in paragraphs
in a disguised hand, and by writing letters

on every conceivable subject, but none of

these have appeared, so that I begin to think

someone in the office has a spite against me.
I endeavoured some time ago to be appointed

R.C., not because I wanted to attend lots of

meetings at a distance, but because of the

chance of sending my opinions each month
to the Council, but I came out last on the

list with one vote, which I may say was of

my own giving—my only one. For years I

have been to the annual feed organised at

the Stanley Shows, but no one recognises

me, and though I go up to every man I know
by sight and talk to him, a coolness in his

tone tells me he neither recognises me nor

wishes me to recognise him again.

For six years I have been to every smoking
concert at which " all cyclists are welcome,"

but my name is never mentioned in the Press,

and no one ever knows me as I sit there.

For six years I have been to every dance
that has taken place in London, and have
spent a small fortune in my endeavours to

become known in the ball-room, but it is of

no use, I can't succeed, I hit upon a capital
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plan a short time back for getting my name
into print. That was to send in a report of

a dance at which no Press representative

was present. It was a magnificent idea, I

liave no hesitation in saying, but some spite-

ful or jealous man cut my name out and

printed the rest in toto.

For nearly six years in the summer I have

raced every Saturday—at least, I call it

racing. I enter and start from about limit

each time, but as I have, with only one

exception, come in last in my heat, my name
never appears in the report. On that one

occasion a mistake was made in the lap-

scoring, and though everybody said I came
in third, I am morally convinced that I

went one lap short and finished last, or never

finished at all ; anyhow, my name did not

appear even then. I belong to every new
club that is started, in the hope of being

singular in that way, but I find my name
being common works against my interest,

and the remark, " Here's another Jones,"

has now become quite famihar to my ears.

I write long letters to all the papers every

week, but it is of no use, for 1 am either

replied to in the " Answers to Corres-

pondents " under the head of " Jones," or

else my communications are treated with

silent contempt.

Some years back I made certain of having

my name talked about by riding 100 miles

in 24 hours, and getting it recorded in The

Cyclist. I rode the distance, although I was
laid up for six weeks after, but after sending

in my account, I learned to my horror that.

as the riding of such a distance had become
so common a feat, no more accounts would
be published.

As I never was a hill-climber, it was of no
use trying to ride Muswell or Reigate, so one
day I rashly essayed to be run away with

down the former, feeling certain that I

should come badly to grief before I reached
the bottom, and beheving the event would
be recorded as " Fearful accident to a

bicyclist." But it was of no use, I actually

reached the bottom of that hill in perfect

safety, in spite of travelling at an awful pace,

and I was never more disappointed in. my
life than when a horrid man at the bottom
congratulated me on my escape. My latest

endeavour to become remarkable has con-

sisted in sending my name in to the North

Road and Racing C.C.'s. It was a happy
thought of mine, and all would have gone

well had not a man—a disgrace to the free-

masonry of the wheel—discovered some
flaw in my reckoning of the only 100 miles I

rode in 24 hours, thus shutting me out of the

first, while another man whom I once fouled

on the path blackballed me for the second.

I have tried also such plans as racing

under A. A. A. laws, being run down on the

road, getting employment from a maker,

getting up a row at a race meeting, and

many others, but none have been of any

use— I can't get my name into print. Let

this account of an unhappy man's experi-

ences in trying to become famous warn

other young men from following in his

footsteps. — Kris Marlowe.

> >-^

A MASH SPOILT.

A pretty maiden, pink and pert
;

A cyclist in a flannel shirt.

I wonder if the maid will flirt ?

A little exhibition spurt,

A sudden tumble in the dirt !
—

An angry maid with spattered skirt

—

A shock that couldn't help but hurt,

A cyclist with disaster girt

!
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ON THE SIZE OF WHEELS.

A NEW THEORY, RECONCILING OPPOSITE ARGUMENTS.

It has for some time been rather a puzzle

to me, to reconcile the evident fact that a

large steering-wheel makes a tricycle run so

much easier than a small wheel, even al-

though the driving wheels are reduced in

size. Many people say, without much
thought, that of course such a machine as

the "Quadrant" (which name I intend to use

as typical of all machines with very large

single front-steering wheels) will run easier

because the steering-wheel is large ; but when
we reflect that the modern enlargement of

steering-wheels is more than counter-

balanced by the simultaneous reduction of

driving-wheels, it becomes evident that

there must be some cause for this easy

running beyond the mere circumstance that

a large steering-wheel is less convex than a

small.

In the pages of The Tricyclist, the subject

of size in driving-wheels of tricycles was

very thoroughly threshed out, and on paper

Mr. W. T. Shaw had all the best of the

argument by virtue of the unanswerable

point which he advanced, proving that a

large wheel would bowl over an obstacle

easier than a small wheel, by reason of its

periphery being less convex. Mr. Browning,

as the apostle of small wheels, dwelt mostly

upon lessening the weight ; but as far as

overcoming obstacles (and ergo of bowling

swiftly along a rough road) was concerned,

his theories were not conclusive. Mr. Shaw's

big-wheel theory was right; and yet the

tricycle makers have enabled us to ascer-

tain by the rule-of-thumb method of practi-

cal results, that driving-wheels smaller than

those advocated by Mr. Shaw are faster than

big wheels. On the other hand, Mr. F.

Warner Jones advanced a theory of a very

arbitrary character, laying down set rules

for proportioning the height of tricycle

driving-wheels to the height of the rider

;

and as regards safety bicycles, Mr. Jones has

more recently given us, in the pages of TJie

Cyclist, a similarly arbitrary system of pro-

portioning the two wheels of a safety bicycle

strictly in regard to the disposition of the

load carried on the saddle. The riders of the

" Otto " cycles, too, have complicated matters

by showing us that their huge-wheeled
vehicles do bowl along a rough road in a man-
ner which goes far to support the big-wheel

theory. In the face of these conflicting ideas

and contradictory evidences, I propose to

show that it is not inconsistent to reconcile

all, or almost all, of the theories advanced,
with the practical results of recent tricycling

experiences, by means of a simple theory
which I do not recollect to have been ad-

vanced before ; my idea being sufficient, at

least, to explain why the "Quadrant " type of

tricycle, and its kind, as well as the " Rover"
safety bicycle, are- such fast vehicles, and
why they bowl so well over obstacles (and
ergo travel so well over rough roads) despite

the small relative sizes of their driving

wheels, and irrespective of superior work-
manship. In the present case, I am dealing

exclusively with these types, on account of

their having, in common, rear driving and
front-steering wheels.

To clear the ground, I may as well say
that in this matter I exclude the " Otto " from
the calculation, by reason of its having no
front steering-wheel; the circumstances
which make the "Otto" so good on rough
roads are foreign to the case of one-track

bicycles and front-steering tricycles ; because
the " Otto " carries all its load, in any case,

equally distributed on its two parallel wheels
alone, and no check on those wheels can
cause the weight to be suddenly thrown
forward on to a front wheel. With tricycles,

and also one-track bicycles, every obstacle

met with on the road checks the wheels, and
the momentum of the weight {i.e., the rider)

consequently throws a larger share of weight
than usual forward on to the front wheel;
hence my regarding the front wheel as of
such importance. Mr. Jones, in my opinion,

does not lay sufficient stress upon this ten-

dency of the weight's momentum to throw
itself forward whenever an obstacle is met,
but seems to regard the weight as though it

was unalterably in a state of perpendicular
pressure. Mr. Shaw's large driving-wheels
would be right (save as regards their heavi-
ness) if they were fitted with proportionately

large steering-wheels ; and Mr. Browning'a
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advocacy of small driving-wheels per se

ought, to be consistent, to advocate pro-

portionately small steering-wheels; so that,

taking the prevalent proportions of a

tricycle's wheels at the time (18S3-4) as 48in.

by i8in., Mr. Browning's 4oin. drivers should

have had a steering-wheel of isin. diameter,

and the smaUer his driving-wheels became,

the smaller, in the same proportion, should

his steering - wheels have become. But

although 4oin. driving wheels are now used,

i5in. steerers are decidedly not, but on the

contrary, the steerer used on the machine

which has set the fashion for 1886, the
•' Quadrant," has been always 26in. in

diameter ; and this without such a shorten-

F! C
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ing of the wheel-base as should have
followed to be in accordance with Mr.

Jones's theory. The rule-of-thumb proof of

the " Quadrant's " speed on the road was
puzzling, since, as I remarked above, the

mere increase of the size of the steering-

wheel was more than counterbalanced, as

far as peripheral convexity was concerned,

by the reduction of the driviag-wheels.

And when, in further development of this

close approximation in sizes, I came to find

that Dearlove's " Phantom " tricycle, with

all its wheels of 3oin. diameter, was such a
good goer, and also to see how the " Rover "

bicycle, with its small driver, bowled over
obstacles, it was evident that there must be
some hitherto unexplained cause. And this

cause I think I have found to consist in the
previously unconsidered angle-of-piish of the

dviving-cixU against the steering-wheel axle.

With the driving-wheel or wheels behind,

and the steering-wheel in front, it is evident

that the power employed to push the steering-

wheel forward comes from the driving-wheel

axle.

And, since the resistance encountered by
the front steering-wheel's periphery is com-
municated to the machine through the front

wheel's axle (whatever the shape of the
framing), it follows that the push of the

driving-axle is in a direction indicated by
a line drawn through the axle of the

steering-wheel.

Consequently, if the driving and
steering-wheels are exactly of similar sizes

(as they are in the " Phantom"), the push
will be exactly horizontal, or rather,

exactly parallel with the road. Hence,
with a parallel push, the steering-wheel

is push. d forward only ; but if the steering-

wheel is smaller than the driving-wheel,

the push, instead of being forward only,

is partly downward ; and the

smaller the steering-wheel js,

in proportion to the driving-

wheel, the less forward and
the more downward will the

push become. Thus, in. a

tricycle with a steering-wheel

smaller than the drivers, part

of the drivers' push is wasted
in pushing the front wheel
down on to the ground ; but

in the " Rover" bicycle, with

the steering-wheel larger than

the driver, the reverse is the

case, and, the push being up-

wards, the front wheel is not only pushed
forward, but is actually assisted to rise

over obstacles.

By an examination of the diagram, figure i,

it will be seen that the smaller the front-

steering wheel is, in proportion to the rear-

driving wheel or wheels, the sharper will be

the angle at which the driving-axle pushes

the front wheel downward ; and the larger

the steering-wheel is made in proportion to

the drivers, the less downward is the pres-

sure. This, in my opinion, fully explains, the
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superior travelling of the " Quadrant,"
" Phantom," and " Rover " types, notwith-

standing the small size of their driving-

wheels. The diagram shows three arrows,

starting from the supposed centre of a

driving-wheel, each passing through the

centre of a steering-wheel ; and the smaller

the steering-wheel is, the less horizontal the

arrow flies, showing how less forward, and

more downward, the driving-wheel pushes

the steerer into the ground. The propor-

tions shown are those of a 4oin. X 26in.

"Quadrant," a 4oin. X 2oin. "Cripper, "

and a 48in. x i8in. " Salvo," for examples,

the wheels being in all cases just cleared by
a vertical line, to avoid complicating the

comparison by introducing such trifling

variations as are, in practice, made by
means of the different styles of framing. To
enable a 2oin. wheel to be run with a 4oin.

wheel, at the same angle of push as the

26 X 40, it would be necessary to very much
extend the wheel base ; and the smaller the

steerer is made, proportionately to the

driver, the further forward it would have to

be carried before it enjoyed the same angle

of push as the 26 X 40 type, vide figure 2.

And by the same reasoning, if our driving-

wheels are made larger than 4oin., either

the steering-wheels must be enlarged pro-

portionately, or the drivers must be placed

further back, to avoid making the angle of

push less parallel to the road-surface than

in the " Quadrant." And of course it follows

that even the " Quadrant " proportions

might with advantage be further altered, to

approach the exact parallel push of the
" Phantom," or even the upward push of the
" Rover," as far as this consideration alone

is concerned, the only limit upon such en-

largement of the front steering-wheels being

determined by structural difficulties as

regards the framing.

I submit, therefore, that the explanations

which I have advanced go to show that the

angle at which a rear-driving axle pushes a

front-steering axle forward is of such great

moment as to account for the increased con-

vexity of small driving-wheels occasioning

no loss of speed provided a large steering-

wheel is used ; and that the nearer the

wheels approximate to each other in dia-

meter, the more advantage will be gained by
the rider by reason of his driving power
being less wasted in thrusting his front

wheel downward instead of forward. What
exact sizes and proportions will eventually

be arrived at as the ideal must be governed

by such considerations, foreign to this

matter of pushing-angle, as concern the

rigidity and shape of the frame, the dispo

sition of the load, and the necessarily arbi-

trary measurements to suit the human body.

—A.J. Wilson.

[Discussion on this subject is invited.

—

Ed.]
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MRS. GRUNDY ON TRICYCLING.

(From the L.A.W. Bulletin.)

LETTER FROM KATE CANDOR TO MARIA GRUNDY.
|

My Dear Friend :—I was never more I

surprised than I was after reading your last
i

epistle. O, Maria! how are the mighty fallen!
|

Mr. Grundy has purchased, and with your
\

consent, a tricycle for your daughter Martha.
|

I wonder what inconsistency you will be
\

guilty of next. See here, my dear, let me '

quote you a few lines from one of your pre-

vious letters on the subject of tricycHng for
[

ladies:
t

" I think that a lady who will mount one of
j

those ridiculous contrivances called tricycles,

which are becoming so popular with a certain

class, should be shunned by all respectable

women. Just think of a lady stuck up on

one of those machines and deliberately

parading herself before men's eyes ! Why,
Kate ! it is simply indecent, and should be

frowned down by all right-minded people

!

Thank fortune ! none of my girls will ever

disgrace themselves by such doings !"

Please pardon me, my dear friend, for the

above quotation, but really I could not resist

the temptation to show you up to yourself.

I am very glad, however, that you have come
to your senses and purchased a tricycle for
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Martha, as I am sure that it will prove a

source of great pleasure aud renewed health

to her. You have no idea how popular this

pastime is becoming with our people. But

how did you come to give your consent in

Martha's case ? Do write me all about it,

and oblige

Your loving friend,

Kate Candor.

Maria's reply to rate.

My Dear Kate :— * * " '' ''' Yes, I

did write what you quoted about lady

tricyclists, but that was a considerable tim.e

ago. '^' -'' ''' How I do wish, Kate, that

you would break j-ourself of that unpleasant

habit of qucting from my old letters, as though

I hadn't as good a right as anyone to change

my views on any subject. You know that

theGrundys are too conscientious to say what

they do not belitve, and when we find our-

selves mistaken on any point, we are the first

to acknowledge it before the world.

What made me change my mind about

trie) cling? Well, I will tell you. You, of

course, remember those pale, sickly Canton

girls, who were said to be consumptive. The
oldest one, Mary, somehow became engaged

to that cycHng Rector of St. Peter's, who
purchased a tricycle and persuaded his in-

tended to ride it. Both she and her sisters

kept the thing going all the time until the

snow put a stop to the business. I never saw

anyone improve in health as did those girls,

and do you know, they have grown really

pretty, though I would not have them know
for the world that anyone but themselves

think so. Then several other girls took the

craze and bought tricycles, and finally Mrs.

Faith—the Congregational clergyman's wife

•—appeared on the streets riding one of the

things with her husband astride a bicycle as

an escort.

It seems that they learned to ride while

visiting Professor Wisdom's, at Newport.

As you are doubtless aware, most of the

desirable young men in this place are wheel-

men, and were constantly getting up riding

parties—or w^hat they called runs—to which

all of the ladies who rode tricycles were

invited. As Martha, poor girl, had no

machine, she was left out in the cold, so you

see we \^'ere forced to buy one for her. It

seems as though the whole town had gone

wild about cycling, and even so early in the

season as this they are planning all sorts of

things. Just think of clergymen and lawyers

and doctors talking and riding wheels and

acting like a parcel of schoolboys 1 You
remember reading in the newspapers last

year about the clergymen's bicycle tour ?

I hear that the Rev. Mr. Faith and the

Episcopal Rector are both going on this

year's tour.

All the riders about here, both ladies and

gentlemen, have joined the League of

American Wheelmen, and each one has

received from Philadelphia a ticket, with

their name and a number on it (Martha's

number is io,ioi), which is a sort of a letter

of introduction to wheelmen and women all

over the United States. This League have

a big meeting in Boston the last of May,

"which will be"—so writes Mr. Ducker, of

Springfield (the greatest manager of bicycle

meetings in the world, so they say), to our

Bicycle Club—"the largest and most notable

event the world has ever witnessed. Do not

fail to bring every rider in Grundytown, and

we will give you a right royal welcome."

Martha has just come in, and says that the

" Grundytown Wheel Club" have elected the

Rev. Mr. Faith president, and the Rector

captain of the Club, and it voted that the

entire club go to Boston for the meeting.

Oh ! dear, clergymen didn't act that way

when I was a girl !—Mr. Grundy says " that

clergymen in those days didn't preach as

good sermons, either, as do these cycling

parsons."
Affectionately yours,

Maria Grundy.

->^^
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STRAY LEAVES.

There they lie—three years' records.

What a strange mixture they are of grave

and gay, of spills and windy rides, and long

summer evenings ; for bicycle riding has

many shades of life to tell of, though it tells

them all in its own way. Very small incidents

they are, almost all of them, yet only small

as life itself is, for are not all our lirfe stories

mainly made up of trifles, and does it not

lie with us rather to take the lives as they

are and live them nobly and well, than to

seek great and mighty things to do and des-

pise the smaller things ? After all, our

bicycling is not so very unlike our life. It

has its short summer time with its hills to

mount, and its wind and rain ; but has it not

also its glad days, when the sky is all aglow

and the very earth has speech, and the jour-

ney seems so very easy as we fly down the

road swift and smooth ? And after the work

is donr, and the pleasure, winter comes, and
we lay our bicycle aside and go in doors.

Nothing perhaps impresses one more with

that pleasant sense of " awesomeness,"

which so powerfully entwines itself with me-
mory, than the evening rides. For instance,

there was that evening when we rode up, a

friend and I, to Lauder, right into the sun-

set, when the Lammermoors stood black and
bare against the dark crimson of the sky,

and when we returned in the gloaming and
shuddered as we crossed the Tweed, so far

below us, at Drybridge, and then reached

Melrose, with its abbey tower and oriel in

the starlight.

Then there was a June night w^hen another
friend, now far from Scotland, got lost with

me in the mist. We had left Dalkeith,

meaning to ride to Ormiston by the hilly

cross roads. The mist was thick, and before

we had gone far the light began to fail. The
hill seemed longer than it was, but at last we
gained the top and began to descend, and in

doing so my friend fell heavily, bending his

handle-bar, and cutting his hands a good
deal. Then we came to the bottom and
wondered which way to go, and asked, and
in attempting to follow the directions, felt

our way through some fields to a solitary

farm-house. It was an awkward night, and
neither of us was sorry when at last we heard
the Tranent clock strike ten, nor when, an

hour later, we wiped off the wet drops that

the mist had left on our eyebrows.

One wild night I remember well. It was
the night of the first of August last year.

The day had been a stiff one, with wind hard

against me, from Marnock to Forres, 47 miles.

Shortly before entering Forres I had been

drenched by a thunder-shower, and with

great reluctance had to go to bed till my
clothes were ready for use again. Soon the

majority were dry ; but tea was partaken of

(in the commercial room) minus stockings

and shoes. Then, at a qiiarter to eight, I got

off again, eagerly hoping to reach Inverness

that night. A bonny, cool ride it was at first,

the road, straight as a riile, lying for several

miles through a dark fir wood. There rain

fell slightly, so for a raiuiite or two I got

shelter in a lonely cottage—the gamekeeper's.

The fire roared and CTackled on- the hearth-

stone,and sent deep shadows over the white-

washed walls (for it was growing dusk), while

a cuiiy-hiired two-year-old toddled up and

down. Soon it faired, and once more I

started. At one place a light gleamed

through the dark of the wood from a gipsy

fire. Swiftly and silently I sped on, hardly

dismounting at Nairn, and taking the straight

road for Inverness. Twelve miles more of

riding through moorland and wood alter-

nately, and what dim light there was failed

utterly. With darkness came rain, and there

was nothing for it but to grip the handles

and push on. Mile followed mile, the dark-

ness growing, if possible, deeper, and the

cold rain at last coming through and chilling

shoulders and knees, while here and there a

loose stone would set a spoke or two shiver-

ing. On the right was the sea, only a

few feet distant, but heard rather than

seen ; on the left were the dreary rain-

washed plains of CuUoden, stretching away
to the distant hills. Atone place just beside

the square pile of Castle Stewart, a gipsy

cart was passed, the pony quietly trudging

along without a driver, while the inmates

chattered loudly in their curious, unintel-

ligible tongue. At last, drenched to the skin

and tired, for all the dayihe wind had been

against me, I rode into Inverness, wdiere a

very sound sleep soon paid arrears.

But the best night ride of all was before
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that. I had left Granton by the boat about

9.30 on a Monday morning, intending to stay

overnight at Arbroath, and next day pro-

ceed to Aberdeen ; but the wind was favour-

able and the roads good, and I thought I

should try to push on. The day had been

beautiful, with just one shower. Montrose

was reached about six in the evening, and

there I got dried by the kitchen fire, and had

tea. You all know how it happened. A fine

day's ride and a bicyclist's tea, a short rest,

and who would think of staying at Mon-

trose ? I told them my destination, and after

much remonstrance started about 8 p.m.

Forty miles had to be ridden that night, so

I lost no time. After running for some dis-

tance in a plain, quiet country, the road leads

along a ledge in the steep, sandy hillside,

which rises high above you on the left, and

sinks on the right for many feet down to the

sea. Here the sun set, the long, level rays

stretching far out over the sea, and lighting

up here and there a white sail. Below,

sheltering beneath crags that bounded a

little foam-girt creek, lay the little fishing

village of Gordon, on which, long ere this,

the sun had set. The red-tiled houses,

with their long brown rows of bladders,

seemed like little paintings on the dark

chfts, and nothing of life was visible except

the culling of the blue smoke from tiie

chimneys and the gentle swaying of the

fishing-boats. Beyond the hillside on the

left the sky was gold, then that dim, strange

yellow that marks the borderline of sunset,

then living azure, and then, seawards, deep

dark blue. Down the hill flew the bicycle

—

down, it seemed, into the darkness. When
the point was reached where the road turned

and left the sea the mists were gathering

over the higher ridges of the distant hills,

and the wide valley of Glen Bervie lay dim
and silent in the tvvih'ght.

Bervie was reached at 9, left at 9.30, and
the last stage of 26 miles started. First

came a long three miles hill, and then a

stretch of fine road, where the wheels flew

over surfj-ces as smooth as asphalt. At
length the moon rose—a watery half-moon

that seemed reluctant to shiue. The hazy
outlines of Dunottar Castle seemed ghostly

enough against the sky, and soon the lights

of Stonehaven twinkled far below. The road

into the village is a difficult one, and requires

caution, suddenly bending round in a sharp
zigzag in the middle of a steep descent.

Quickly it wxs passed, and the village itself,

with its empty street, was soon behind me*

Then came another long climb, and a thick

wood, where the lamp did good service. It

was very dark, but when the hill was over

the road led for many miles through

an open, bare country— mostly, as it

seemed, moorland—where the moonlight

showed the general outlines of the place.

The utter loneliness of these sixteen miles

is quite beyond description. On all

sides the land lay flat and dark, except

when here and there an opening where a

stream ran down would hint at crags, at

whose feet broke the sea. Here and there a

solitary cottage and two small villages were

passed, but during the whole distance I only

met one man. All the exhilaration of the

rapid ride, the feeling that the journey was
near its end, and the strange charm that

darkness, loneliness and silence always bring

contributed to make that night memorable,

and when the last hill was climbed, and
suddenly, far below, the lights of Aberdeen
were seen, the whole pleasure of the journey

seemed to find its crown. Slowly and
cautiously I crept down the hill, thinking of

James Rennie, for whom, not far from that

hill, death had come but a few weeks before,

and called him to the end of a longer journey

than his ride from Falkirk to Aberdeen.

Poor Rennie ! a bright, jovial fellow, and so

young. Soon the bridge was crossed, and at

11.45 bicycle and rider were in Union Street.

Not less pleasing, nor in their way less use-

ful, are the strange studies of human life and

character met with by the way. The shep-

herds that set their dog after me, and so

caused a precipitate descent upon Inverurie

;

the decent Aberdonian who answered my
" Good day " with "Good day, dinna ye fa !

"

By the way, what strange answers one gets

when asking direction. " How far is it to

Marnoch ? " " Oh, a great lump yet !
" Or,

" Could you tell me where lives ?
"

" Yes !
." There was the kindly old gen-

tleman at Cupar who took me into his house

to fill my oilcan, and the blacksmith, no mat-

ter where, who would not let me in to dry
;

and there was that brawny Highland ferry-

man who rowed his oar with one hand that

the other might help his eloquent appeal for

the Strome ferrymen—real, true eloquence,

that came naturally and well from beneath a

broad bonnet. One strange character I

remember meeting in the Black Isle. I was

walking up a hill, and just in front saw a

weather-beaten, foreign-looking man, with
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long white hair covering the collar of a well-

worn coat. His silk hat was not so new as

it once had been; he was closely shaven,

and altogether had a most striking appear-

ance. Once started, he talked with a ven-

geance. A Highlander by birth, he had Uved

for many years in Canada as a clergyman of

the Episcopal Church ; had returned, and

had been an unsuccessful candidate for Pro-

fessor Blackie's far-famed " Celtic Chair."

To prove his scholarship he told me he had

translated an English love-song both into

Latin and Gaelic poetry, and then, with ter-

rific rapidity, proceeded to recite his transla-

tions. Then he explained how the present

Professor, along with the Dean of Lismore,

affirms that in Gaelic there are but " two

genders and four cases," whereas, in reality,

there were also neuter words in the language,

and six cases. He was very earnest about

this, and requested me to call on the Profes-

sor and face him with the question ! Soon
we parted, but I had hardly mounted when
a loud "Hi!" made me look round and
answer " Well ? " " Mind, thne genders !

"

"Yes." "And six cases!" "Yes." He had
a wonderful attractiveness about him with

all his oddities, for though he had seen much
of life he seemed as simple as a child ; and
perhaps, after all, that is the best frame of

mind for a lifetime to leave us in.

Many a kindly face comes up before me—
broad, honest faces, seen by the light of peat

fires in very lowly cottages, yet earnest and
full of meaning—sometimes, I fear, tinged

with sadness. Many kindly memories come
of times when they asked me to join them in

their meals, though humble ; when they gave
a bowl of milk when only water was asked

;

when they were kind and interested, and did

little deeds that might put to shame some
whose advantages are much greater.

And then the children ! That little golden-

haired lassie of three, out for water with her
brothers and sisters ; and that chubby wee
mouth that called me a " surlie fella " one
day when the weather was making me look
grave. And then the young men innumer-
able that told m3 my "wheel was going
round," and that one in particular that
seemed anxious to jump on behind !

Then what strange stories there are about
the places you pass. That bridge of Focha-
bers from which, some years ago, a crazy
woman jumped, and landed airily on the
rocks 80 feet below, and walked off, thanks to

her crinoline ! That dark wood at Dunecht,

where, not so long ago, the searchers for the

stolen corpse struck it, wrapped in its blanket,

with their pikes ! That inn at Aberfoyle,

whose story everybody knows. And there

is the wild road over Tweedshaws, where the

grass grows now, but where in other days

the mail coach ran. On a winter's night

that coach had rea ched Moffat from Dumfries.

The snow, already piled high on the moun-
tains, was falling thick and fast. They tried

to keep the guard overnight, but he would

not stay. "They blamed me once," he said,

"and they'll never blame me again." So he

started riding, with the bags on his back, up

the long, white hillside ; up till the horse

was wading deep in the drift ; on past the

dreadful " Beef tub "—up and up ! But at

midnight the horse came home riderless, and

in the morning a shepherd saw the brass

plate of the letter-bag gleaming, and a dead

hand stretched above the snow.

Queer little adventures there are, too, such

as we all like so well to tell. That desperate

ride into Stow from the Lauder Hill, where we
somehow got away at the top and lost all

control, and clung desperately to the handles

while the wheels rattled over the stones at

their own sweet will. An awkward time, too,

when, with legs up, we flew round a corner

and felt our sleeve whizzing past the side of

a dray ! That traction engine that turned

just as we were going to pass it, and all but

got us below its wheel ! And that very awk-

ward time when the corner was missed, and
the rider landed in a hawthorn hedge.

And there are those troops and troops of

memories of the Scottish scenery. The bare

rounded Lammermoors, and the green range

of the Cheviots, where the eye can rest on

nothing but hill and river and sky. The
exquisite greenness of the Southern valleys,

where Abbotsford and Dryburgh and Mel-

rose lie. There was the ride up Loch
Lomond's side, where you look through

green arches upon the blue loch and the

wooded slopes and purple ridges of the hills

beyond. Some sea memories there are of

the Solway Firth and the Dornoch, and the

stormy little bay whose entrance the Soutars

guard. Deeside, too, comes before one, with

its broad stream flowing amid purple moun-
tains ; and, grandest of all, the wild Glen

Shee, seen when beyond the broad heather

slope the grey mists were flitting in the

shreds between the larches, and softening

down the rugged outline of the crags.

Bjt already 1 have shaken too many
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leaves from my old books to you, kind reader,

and now we shall lay them past again. Our
club runs together and their incidents you

know yourselves. And now, between you

and me (for we are both F.C.C. men), is it

not a strange mixiure ? And are not our

lives themselves just such mixtures—and does

there not seem to cling a pathos around
them as we gaze back over them into our

winter's fire? What is the meaning of it

all ? Whither, whither ? Will not that good
old bicycle of yours answer you ?

^-"»-<-

THE O'FAED IN THE EMERALD ISLE.

Dublin Dick v,as right. I have been, and

I know. They have some good fellows m
Ireland.

It was very obliging of the Irish Cyclists'

Association to arrange a little benefit on my
behalf. I went from my native London in

apprehension and dread. I returned in joy

and rapture, bringing with me two good

prizes and a whole skin, having had about

.

the rarest, serenest, highest-old-time on

record, feeling that my initial experience of

Hibernian good-fellowship was—as Whals-
hisname would say—" quite au fait accompli.''

Hurroo for Ould Oireland !

There was an affecting scene at Wood
Green railway station on the evening pre-

ceding my departure Northward. A little knot

of my fellow-training-men from the A. P. track

were bidding me what we all tij ought was a

last farewell ; and as I lifted my racing

tricycle into the guard's van and fervently

returned Furnie Percival's final hand-shake,

it was with the full consciousness that never

again would he give me a lead lor a fast lap
;

never again should I stand by and clock the

Flnchley Pard's practice spins ; and never

again would the underhung lip of the Stanley

Scribe frame novel excuses to me for hi.-3

suddenly shutting up and going all to pieces.

The gates of the A. P., which had been so

familiar for nine years past, were not to

swing open for my passage a^y more ; but

the tomb was forthwith to 5'avv'n.fur my
mortal remains. Yea, verih', I was going to

beard the Irish lion in his den, v/as going to

tread on the tail of the Hibernian coat—or,

in cycling synonym, to ride on to the back
wheel of the Hibernian bicycle—and to in-

sult the Hibernian pig by impolite reflections

as to the defectiveness cf pork for training

diet. On the track, I was well aware,, the

bystanders would inevitably hurl their

shillelaghs into my spokes if I looked like

winning; and if, peradventure^ I did succeed

in winning, notwithstandmg an abundant
crop of blackthorn twigs in my wheels, the

immediate reward of my cheek in going up
to get my prize was to be the operation of

blunderbusting. It was an appalling pros-

pect, but I faced it in despite of my friends'

portentous warnings. For I had no parti-

cular love of life. Since The Artist got

married, and Nym basely exposed the

goings-on of the Society of Teetotallers-on-

Principle, life had no charms for me. So I

went.

Beside the racing trike, my baggage con-

si--tea principally of a photographic camera,

the tripod of which imparted to me an air

of distinguished peculiarity, v/hich attracted

a degree of attention which was quite grati-

fying- to m^y artistic conceit, until I discovered

that people were taking me for a peripatetic

professional on tramp, who was addicted to

touting for photos in the style of "Just as

you are for ninepence," whereupon I retired

to the seclusion of the lower deck and swore

vigorously at a cabin boy who was fingering

my steering-gear. This was on board the

good ship Shamrock, af.er a tedious railway

journey had enabled me to embark at Holy-

head ; and I regard it as fortunate that the

Irish Sea was in a placid mood on the occa-

sion. Had it been otherwise, this yarn

would never have been spun.

It was quite dark ere we reached the North

Wall at Dublin, bat the flickering lights on

the quay revealed the forms or two men in

cychng costume, who were very evidently

interested in the approaching steamer and

its freight. I did all that lay in my power to

avoid them, but when there is only one gang-
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way to land by, a fellow can scarcely carry a

trike ashore without attracting the observa-

tion of two stalwart Irishmen who have come

several miles on purpose to find him; and I

had to submit to their recognition. I did

not know either, but they knew me ;
so I

thought to propitiate them by a few appro-

priate words to conceal the emotion that lay

in my heart. So I said

—

.
_" Arrah, thin, me bhoys, hellup me alung

wi this troike, an' faith, its meself that thinks

the gangway is slippery, bedad, bad luck to

it."

They said "What?"
By this time I was ashore, so I thought

best to say—
" Begorra, now, the spalpeens of a Rail-

way Company disarve to be sint to pur-

gatory, bad cess to thim, for haven't they

took an' bint the axle av mi jigger, the

omadhauns?"
The cyclists stared, and said that they

didn't speak French with my accent. So I

thought it best to let up for awhile and to

talk English, with which much better pro-

gress was made, and submitted myself to

their kind offices. Said kind offices consisted

in one of them shouldering my portmanteau

while the other wheeled my racer over the

cobbles. Outside the landing-stage, great

numbers of costermongers' trucks were wait-

ing, apparently for the market-garden trains,

and my new acquaintance—whose name was
Murphy—commanded me to hoist myself on

to the edge of one of these, while he climbed

up beside me ; a remarkably active cabman
then clomb up on to the other edge of the

barrow, and assisted himself in balancing our

weight by m.eans of my baggage; and then

I had to hold en for dear hfe, while the affair

went rattling and bumping along an inter-

minable series of cobble-stone-paved streets

lining the quays of the river Liffey. The
Irish are a humorous race, as is proven by

their terming these barrows " cars ;" but

from the way in which the drivers urge their

steeds to pace along those rough streets,

and take the corners on the swing, the I.C.A.

must have enjoyed grand opportunities to

study the question of banking-up their track

for cycle racing.

The said track is well banked, too, and of

an excellent surface. The nobleman—which
his name it is Scorchalong—who talked, last

August, about the Cantabs being beaten on a
" vile Irish track," would thoroughly enjoy a

spin around that vile path. Nearly a third

of a mile in length, it consists of two long

straights and two semi-circular ends ; and I

like it as much as any tra<"k I have ever been

on. The surface—a kind of grey gravel—
may not be so smoothly ironed out as the

Crystal Palace path, perhaps, but for shape,

banking, surface, and surroundings taken as

a whole, the Ball's Bridge track is one of the

few At racing paths in the kingdom ! Let

there be peace. Ireland has her rights at

last.

I had scarcely been in Dublin ha.lf-an-hour,

ere I was staggered by the conundrum, " How
do you like Dublin ?" As the same question

was propounded to me, on an average

seventeen times a day during my stay, I be-

gan to seriously wonder how I really did like

Dublin. To begin with, I thought, Dublin

seems rather a big place—about fifty times as

big as I expected to find it. So far, as re-

gards size. But as to how I like it ? Well,

let me see. And then I began to make a few

notes to assist me in arriving at a decision on

the whole question.

The racing Was very highly appreciated

by the Dublin public, who applauded most
excitedly. On the Saturday, I had tlie good
fortune to win the tricycle handicap, beating

my co-marksman, Mecred}', from scratch,

without any very great effort ; and accord-

ingly on the Monday, Mecredy was given 40

yards in the two miles. But this did not suit

the high-souled Dublin crack, who elected

to start from the post of honour with me,

and, as a result, was again telegraphed

second at the finish. Such a sterling sports-

man as this deserves better luck, and I have

no doubt he will be able to train better and
achieve his ambition by licking me into

smithareens and flinders, ere long.

Some of the Irishmen said they never saw
anything like my riding. This I took as

taffy, but subsequently learnt that they really

meant to have added that they hoped they

never might again. I can believe this. I

am not a graceful rider. Those who have

seen me ride need not to be told this ; but

lots of people haven't, and no doubt the in-

form.ation is as valuable as much other that

is dished up as cycling news.

I understand that I have left lots of friends

behind me in Dublin. No doubt of it. I

know I brought none away with me ; and

I'm pretty sure that none of them were at all

averse to being left behind. The Royal

Dublin Society is going to erect a com-

memorative tablet on the front wall of the
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house in which I stayed ; it wil

simple but eloquent legend :

—

The above paragraph is a lie. I like to

tell the truth.

I was unable to discover an illicit still, so

remain in ignorance of the taste of potheen.

Neither did I consider it consistent with

training tenets to smoke a dhudeen. No
landlords were being shot while I was about

;

nor did King Parnell ascend the throne in

the Houses of Parliament. Thus it will be

seen that I have yet much to see in Ireland,

including such sights as Harry Qiiinton,

Dick Mecredy, and Gerald Stoney, MM. P., ex-

citedly addressing " Misther Shpaker, sorr."

That will be in the good time coming. Just

at present, these worthy men and many
more, such as the brothers McKay and Da
Cros, Thompson, of the Pickwick, and Alec

Mecredy, cannot be spared from the wheel

world in the Emerald Isle. Neither can

Hall, ex-champion of Ireland ; one of the

neatest riders I ever saw ; he sits his broad-

tyred roadster in easy and graceful fashion,

without grasshoppering uphill ; and on the

roughest road seems quite at his ease,

gliding smoothly over patchy places which

would make a Londoner shudder.

Tricycling is very extensively practised by

ladies in Dablin, proportionately to the

population. I had the felicity of a presenta-

tion to the heroine of the " Tour in the

West," an account of which delighted the

readers of r//^ /r/s/t Cj-cZ/si Christmas Number

;

but I am pleased to say that this young lady

was pleasingly unlike the " prominent lady

tricyclist" as she is known in London.
Tandems are not so numerous as they

ought to be; and there is a great opening for

any firm who can send over really strong as

well as fast tandems to Booth Brothers ; this

firm of cycling agents possesses the largest

and best-stocked depot I have ever seen away
rom a factory; two-track tricycles are very

popular, and large-wheeled steering tricycles

of the Quadrant type, as well as Singer's

S.S.S.," are justly appreciated for the rough

roads around Dublin. A taste of these rough

roads was afforded me by our trip on the

Tuesday, after all the racing was over, to

Enniskerry and Powerscourt, of which such

an eloquent account appeared in The Irish

bear the I Cyclist a few days afterwards that I cannot
refrain from quoting it here :

—

" A Trip to Powerscourt.

" On Tuesday a large contingent of cyclists,

including some of the English visitors, rode
to Enniskerry. The road was in its very

worst condition, covered thickly with layers

of freshly-strewn metal, and the groans

'Faed,' who was mounted on Mecredy's
tandem, gave vent to were heartrending.

Near Stepaside the tandemons ran over a

poor unoffending hen, but all parties, includ-

ing the victim, took it quite philosophically,

and did not seem to mind. At the Scalp

matters improved, and a good pace was
maintained into Enniskerry. Here Messrs.

Low, Rogers, Nicolas, Liles, Quinton, and
Fletcher were awaiting the party. After an
unconscionable delay an excellent dinner was
done full justice to by the hungry cyclists,

and Messrs. Quinton, Low and Co. returned

per car, while the rest of the party rode

through Powerscourt Demesne. The foliage

was tinted with the first emerald green ot

spring, the mountains looked their best, and
the river flashed merrily through the under-

wood. Fresh scenes of beauty kept unfolding

as the party swept round the curve of the

well-kept avenue, and *Faed' was lost in

admiration of the varied scene. Never in

Devonshire had such views struck his eye,

and even the famous Lake District hardly

rivalled, in his opinion, the glorious panorama
of encircling mountain, green feathery woods,

and rippling current. The waterfall looked

well, but lacked sufficient water to make it as

imposing as usual ; however, McKay and
Barry could answer better as to the strength

of the fall, for they accurately gauged its

force by reclining in puris naturalibus directly

under it. 'Faed' succeeded in focussing

his camera upon the cyclists grouped on the

rocks around the fall, clothed and in their

right minds. A picnic party had taken

possession of the stretch of greensward

beneath the fall, and they invited us to join

in the mazy dance, and most of the party,

including ' Faed,' Hall, Fletcher, ' The Ener-

getic,' and McKay, were not slow to take

advantage of the opportunity. McKay also

performed some interesting acrobatic feats

over and under the fiddler's donkey, much
to the disgust of both, and he finished up

with a header off his bicycle on to the grass.

We returned by the high road, and from an

elevation showed *Faed' one of the most
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lovely views in the whole country. The
evening sun was sheddiDg a subdued light

over the scene, and the magnificent amphi-

theatre at our feet embraced in its spacious

expanse an almost endless variety of sylvan

and mountain beauties. There, seated on

the heather, we gazed our fill, and a thrill of

pleasure and pride in the beauties of our

native land shot through us as we listened to

our English visitor, exclaiming enthusiasti-

cally, ' CVs^ mrt^«//i(7Wf /' ' C'cst magnifiquel'

A hot pace was maintained home, and town

was safely reached between eight and nine

o'clock."

The memory of that trip will long remain

in my heart, and since I am assured that the

Killarney tcur will greatly surpass it, as

regards scenery, my m.ind is made up—

I

shall go to Killarney in August.

The passage across, in returning home,

was splendidly rough. Ere we had left the

quay three minutes, the wind had smashed

my camera, and a few playful wavelets had

cleared the decks. Down below the suffer-

ings of the wounded were dreadful to con-

template. My racing trike was the cynosure

of every nautical eye on the vessel ; a suc-

(To be

cession of relays came to gaze and expatiate

upon its delicate mechanism, and no matter

how often I went forward, a group of awe-

struck and admiring sailors was sure to be

around the machine. The balance-gear,

being uncovered, was what puzzled them;
but when, to please their good-humoured
fancy, I took off a ball pedal and opened it

to display the anti-frictional arrangements, I

brought down the house ; and I have reason

to believe that the hands aboard that

steamer will recollect me and my racing

trike until they go to Davy Jones's locker.

A retrospective account of such a trip as

this is all too bald and tame to adequately

convey an impression of what a really good

time a cyclist can have of it amongst the

hearty, kind-natured Irishmen. My readers

had better go for themselves, and personally

obtain " corroborative evidence to lend ar-

tistic verisimilitude to a bald and uncon-

vincing narrative," when—in further quota-

tion of "The Mikado"—they will wind up
the matter by gaily warbling, " And I am
right, and you are right, and all is right, tol

I

looral lay !"

I
Hurroo for Ould Oireland !

—Faed.

continued.)
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A MODEL CYCLING CELEBRITY.

[Printed from advance sheets of "Twenty IMillion Miles on a Tricycle," to be published almost
immediately by Auphsyde Crank.]

Great Britain possesses about fifty million

cychng celebrities, but, although I have

written to most all of them, and treated

every one of them that I could get at, only

one out of the whole number has treated me
with the same spirit. There may be others

who would treat me with a more generous

spirit— I only assert that I got hold of all I

could, and that I took all I could get hold of.

Jehossafat T. Jinjer is, perhaps, best

known in the cycling Press as the president

of the Jossers' T.C., and is " one of the most

remarkable men in the country." Like some
other great men, the date of his birth is

uncertain—indeed, some people have gone

so far as to assert that he was never born

at all. His cycling record cannot be dis-

proved, as it has never been known. He

I

took to cycling at a very early age. When

I

only nine months old he fell down a flight

I

of steps. This was his first boneshaker.^

Since then, he has turned many a crank, and
has peddled about with all kinds of things.

As a literary character, he has made his

name famous in the cycling world. He is a

rough, untutored child of genius, a gem from

Nature's own mine—uncut, unsoiled, un-

quenchable. His works are noticeable for

the remarkable style in which they are

written. It may truly be said of them that

" grammar they have none, and their

spelling's beastly."

The really wonderful thing about his

cychng is, that he should only once, as yet,

have been run in by the police. For he is

handicapped by a great infirmity—a love of
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whiskey—which, although it has several

times turned him up, he will never desert.

Under its potent influence he has done some
of the most remarkable fancy riding on

record. On one occasion, after enjoying

himself till daylight at a very convivial meet-

ing, he rode home on his tricycle, a distance

of nearly half-a-mile, without touching the

handles, and carrying in one hand an empty
whiskey bottle, and in the other a splitting

headache. Needless to say, he was handi-

capped, as usual.

Most of his riding for the year 1885 was
made up by his (unfortunately) living at the

time about a mile and-a-half from a public-

house. This necessitated frequent visits on

his part, and his mileage for that year must

be enormous. He told me, in strict con-

fidence, that he always used to train on
" Irish," but that, since the Grand Old

Man has advocated Home Rule, he has

vigorously confined himself to " Scotch."

Mr. Jinjer objects to Home Rule. He knows

what it is.

Mr. Jinjer has always been a firm believer

in the freemasonry of the wiieel. There is no

false pride about him, and he will wilHngly

take a drink with any cyclist, be he duke

or dustman. As a member of the C.T.C.,

he was elected representative councillor

during the year 1884 for his district, the

P.U.B.D. At his first appearance at the

Council meeting, he proposed that a sub-

committee be appointed to visit all the

C.T.C. hotels, to take samples of the whiskey

supplied, and to investigate and report upon
the quality. He pointed out the need of

urgent reforms in the prices charged, and
bitterly complained that he could not obtain

two-pennyworth at any hotel. He main-

tained that the high prices charged for

drinks made touring very expensive. He
concluded by offering to be the sub-committee

for his district, if the Council would set

aside the sum of ;^io for the purpose. Un-
fortunately, his proposition was not carried,

owing to the energetic opposition of the

secretary, who—Mr. Jinjer emphatically

declared—had no soul for whiskey ; and so

Mr. Jinjer indignantly tendered his resigna-

tion, which was unanimously accepted.

Iq spite of this want of sympathy, Mr.

Jinjer resolved to investigate this matter at

his own expense, and to demonstrate to the

cycling world that he was not influenced by

any mercenary considerations, but from a

pure love of the—sport. Animated with

this spirit he has traversed many miles. He
found the pubs were so numerous that he
could visit hundreds of them within a very

small area. And yet there are numerous
places close at home which he has yet to

visit ; still the old familiar pubs are ever

attractive. But he is getting on.

His longest ride was made in the summer
of 1883, when he attended the Woodford
Meet. The exact mileage he then made is

not known, as he did not take the straight

road. His account of the meet electrified

the cycling world. His adventures and
mishaps on this memorable occasion are

unrivalled in the history of the wheel, and
his account of it, although slightly confused,

has made the Woodford Meet world iamous.

On enquiring of Mr. Jinjer I find that he

disclaims any pretensions to being a racing

man. In his last letter to me he says: "I
newer woz a skortcher and newer don't

meen 2 B. I bleeve in Njoyen miselv wen
I wride. I am knot a strong Ryder, newer
wun enny razes, and frekwentlee git verry

kweer wen on a long wride; onlee seam a

gud Ryder wen I've had plentee of whiskee.

Then I feel orlrite. Fur swift purfourmences

yu must go elswere."

As already hinted at, Mr. Jinjer, on one

unfortunate occasion, came into collision

with the police. He had been out on a club

run with two other members of his club,

when he and his companions got '* run in."

Mr. Jinjer's account of the affair is that,

after leaving the " Wilfrid Lawson," he

found the road thickly carpeted with stones;

and that, to avoid them, he had been com-
pelled, much against his will, to ride upon the

path, when he was unfortunately stopped by

a policeman. He is quite certain that this

policeman was drunk. He wasn't. Mr. Jinjer

and his companions indignantly protested

against the unfair treatment they received at

the hands of the police. That they tendered

their names and addresses, but that the

police insisted upon taking them to the

station, where they were compelled to pass

the night. It is only fair (to myself) for me
to assert here that Mr. Jinjer sent to me to

bail him out, but that, unfortunately, I could

not come. The constable swore, next morn-
ing, that the party was drunk and disorderl}'-,

that they gave very unsatisfactor}^ addresses,

that each one of them asserted that his

name was John Smith, and that they were

very noisy in the cells during the night. In

defence, it was urged that the constable was
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drunk, for Mr. Jinjer could distinctly smell

whiskey—a thing he never took himself,

although he knew the taste of it ; that the

night was very dark, and so they could not

distinguish the path from the road ; that they

had given their correct names, for it was a

rule in their club that only persons of the

name of Smith were eligible for election ; and

that, as the constable had never been to the

addresses they gave, it could not be shown

that they were false. However, much to the

disgrace of the magistrate, they were fined

five shillings each. The fines were paid

under protest. On his arrival home, Mr.

Jinjer wrote to all the papers an indignant

letter, detailing the scandalous treatment he

and his friends had received. He also wrote

to the N.C.U. urging it to make his a test

case. The secretary of that institution,

however, " regretted that the Union did not

see its way to comply with his request."

Mr. Jinjer's only solace on this trying occasion

is that he has been a martyr in a noble

cause. But I have never been able to learn

from him exactly what the cause was.

Mr. Jinjer wishes it to be known that he is

not, and never was, a maker's amateur. He
does not believe that there is such a thing as

a maker's amateur, for he has tried every,

where to obtain a racing machine, but all the

manufacturers declined his aid. This, as he
says, speaks volumes for their integrity.

Mr. Jinjer has had his detractors. What
great man has not ? Still I am confident that

his name will be remembered long after his

contemporaries are forgotten. In an age when
the best-known names in the cycling world

do not escape censure, Mr. Jehossafat T.

Jinjer's still remains unsullied. It is to be
sincerely hoped that ere he dies he will

write his biography—he could not do it so

well aftervvards—that coming cyclists may
draw a lesson from his experience, and learn

how, by persistent effort, and little by little,

a vast quantity of pernicious and soul-

destroying liquor may be removed from the

path of the Good Young Cyclist, and so

earn a lasting fame as a Cycling Celebrity.

SATURDAY TO MONDAY.

No. 7.

—

Due North to Hitchin.

There is a mystic charm about the North
Road—" the Great North Road," as it was
always called in the coaching days—that

leads one instinctively to it. There is a

power in Yorkshire and its manufacturing
districts, for instance, which does not apper-

tain to the more rural Southern counties,

that lends a prestige to the North and every-

thing belonging to it. We are, however, not
writing a treatise on counties, but dealing

with Saturday to Monday runs for cyclists,

so we will confine ourselves to the subject.

Leaving London either by the Great North
Road itself, through Highgate Archway and
East End, Finchley, or by the Swiss Cottage,

St. John's Wood, and up what is known as

the Finchley Road, the rider northwards
joins the Great North Road at Tally Ho !

Corner, a name purely of bicycle origin,

although now painted up. The landlord, in

fact, of the public-house at the junction of

the Great North and Finchley Roads got

tired of being asked where Tally Ho ! Corner
was in the early days of the London Bicycle

Club, whose men met here, and so painted

up the talismanic sign. All the remains of

a coaching era are visible along the North

Road to Barnet, and are not lessened when
that town is reached, as the Red Lion is

essentially an old coaching house, and the

"Old Salisbury"—the Ancient Sarium of

modern cycledom—has also the arched gate-

way and general signs of a byegone age

;

and likewise, and what is more to the point,

has in the present the good old-fashioned
" feeding," which was a distinguishing fea-

ture of old inns. No one should pass Barnet

hungry or thirsty without caUing at the " Old
Sal.," and invoking Mrs. Toon to stop the

first and Mr. Toon the latter. Once north

of Barnet, the road gets very good past

Hadley Obelisk, Gannic Corner, and Potter's

Bar; and although before and beyond the

latter village a trifle loose occasionally, it is

very good running through Bell Bar, past

the "Cyclists' Rest," and on to Hatfield, where
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there is no particularly enticing place to

stop. From here on to Welwyn, over Digs-

well Hill, is also good travelling, through a

pleasant country, and Welwyn itself is a

quiet, pleasant little place. Here the road

branches, the right hand going through

Stevenage to Hitchin, and being a trifle

more hilly than the left hand road, which

passes through Codicote, past the gates of

Knebworth, Lord Lytton's place, and so on

to Hitchin, 34 miles from London, where, at

the sign of the Sun, the weary traveller can

rest, and wend his way homewards next day,

unless he has not had enough, when he can

pursue the excellent road still further north-

wards, past Henlow Station to Biggleswade,

celebrated as the residence of Dan Albone

and " Captain " Hills.

No. 8.—To Hertford.

A trip to Hertford has the advantage of

being not only a pleasant run, but one which

can be taken by one route and back by

another without covering a yard of the same
ground. Say we leave London by the Great

North Road, and travel on it, as described

in the preceding account of " Due North to

Hitchin," to a point a mile or more beyond
Potter's Bar, where, on a steepish hill, the

main road is left on the rider's left, and a

series of charming lanes through a prettily-

wooded country lead us to Essendon, a long,

pretty village, standing on an eminence, and
from the end windows of the "Salisbury Crest"

p.h. commanding a fine view towards the

valley of the Lea. From Essendon, after a

sharp run down into the aforesaid valley,

lanes, at once narrow, pretty and good, lead

one to Hertford, where the "Dimsdale Arms"
provides all man can wish on a cycling tour.

Whilst waiting for dinner to be cooked, a

run along to Ware and back will give the

rider a good idea of the immediate country

surroundings of Hertford. To reach town
again with a change the road to Haileybury
should be taken, and from there to Hoddes-
don, whence a detour should be made to

Rye House, the grounds of which, on the

banks of the Lea, are charming on a fine

day, and the inn is capable of producing
food for the hungry. The main road back
to town, through Broxbourne, Cheshunt,
Waltham Cross, Edmonton and Tottenham,
is good until the curse of modern days—the

vilest thing America ever produced, viz., the

tramline— is met with, when it begins t

deteriorate, though remaining rideable all

the way. At Page Green the western cycler

hies him up Seven Sisters Road, Camden
Road, Park Street, Regent's Park, and so on,

whilst the eastern or mid-Londoner makes
his own tracks homewards.

No. 9.

—

Epping and Loughton.

But for the vile state in which the Forest

roads get during dry weather, the ruQ to

Epping would naturally be a prime favourite.

It hardly comes within the heading of a

Saturday to Monday run, because, as a

matter of fact, it can be done within the day,

but, as we have before pointed out, we are

writing more for the dawdlers than for the

scorchers of the wheel. The best way to

Epping is through Walthamstow, and past

Old Chingford Church, to the Forest Hotel,

Chingford, and so on past the Connaught
Water, the " Robin Hood " p.h.. High Beech,

and the Wake Arms, and so to Epping. The
return journey can be made back to the

Robin Hood, thence turning to the left down
into Loughton, and so up Buckhurst Hiil

and through Woodford and Snaresbrook,

back to London by Lea Bridge Road. From
Lea Bridge Corner the West End can be

reached with a minimum of stones as fol-

lows :—London Road, Nightingale Road,

Queen's Down Road, Downs Park Road,

Sandringham Road, John Campbell Street,

Mildmay Road, cross N.L. Railway, Mildmay
Grove South, Northampton Park, St. Paul's

Road, Highbury Corner, past Model Dwell-

ings, Park Road, Thornhill Square, Matilda

Street, Bryan Street, Charles Street, Cale-

donian Road, Euston Road, Park Crescent,

Portland Place, Devonshire Street, Padding-

ton Street, Crawford Street, John Street,

Tichborne Street, Gloucester Square, Sussex

Square, Bayswater Road and Notting Hill.

The same route, reversed, will take the

western cycler to Lea Bridge Road, whence

he will, in the first instance, have to reach

Walthamstow.

No. 10.—MiSSENDEN.

In giving runs out of such a large place as

London it is always difficult, of course, to

provide for everybody, and we can only deal

with the various roads at the points where

they clear the metropolis, leaving our

readers who wish to follow our hints to find

their own way through the streets to such

points, The Missenden road starts from
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the Marble Arch, and for three miles has an

excellent wood surface. Then it is macadam,

cursed by a tramline, for another two miles

or so to Acton, whence it is fair macadam
through Ealing, Hanwell, Southall, and

Hayes to HiUingdon. Then Uxbridge is

shortly reached, and when once the Colne is

crossed and Buckinghamshire entered, gravel

becomes the order of the day ; and continues

up Redhill to the "Pheasant" p. h., whence the

Crystal Palace can be seen, and on to

Chalfont St. Peter's, Chalfont St. Giles, and

Amersham, and thence on to Great Missen-

den. The return journey from Missenden

can be made by striking across country to

Chesham, and riding thence by Chenies

—

pronounced "Chainies"—to Rickmansworth,

Pinner, Harrow, Sudbury, and London. The
only missing link in this trip is that we have

had no personal experience of the inn accom-

modation at Great Missenden.

No II.—To Gravesend.

Despite the sneers of " tea and shrimps,"
" Rosherville " and " the place to spend a

happy day," there are few more interesting

places to those who care for ships and

shipping than Gravesend. Moreover, there

are few places out of London where you can

get a better dinner or more comfortable

housing generally than at Gravesend, where,

at the " New Falcon " for instance, there is a

fine view of the river and the ships in it,

good food, good wine, and only the steam

whistle to come at high tide in the night

time as a discounter of perfect nocturnal

enjoyment. The Tilbury docks may have

improved Gravesend from a house-owner's

point of view, but there always was for us a

dreary interest in marshland such as sur-

rounded for miles the historical Tilbury

Fort, and which now has been converted

into acres of wet dock. However, like our

remarks on the North Road, we again

diverge. The best way to reach Gravesend
by road is over Blackheath, up Shooter's

Hill—a steep but not unrideable eminence,

and from which there is a fine view—down
through modern Bexley Heath to Old Cray-

ford, and thence through quaint Dartford,

and just touching interesting Greenhithe,

through Northfleet, and past Rosherville

into the Grave's End. The road, though

rather hilly, is excellent, as a rule, as regards

surface, and very interesting as regards

views of the river. If the rider, however,

cares not for the silent highway which bears

on its broad bosom part of the wealth and

produce of all the nations of the world

—

entirely original sentence—he can ride on

five miles through Chalk to Gadshill, and
stay at the " Sir John Falstaff," just opposite

the late Charles Dickens's residence. Or he

may go yet further, and in another three

miles find himself in Rochester, and still

only an easy day's ride from London. The
road and country vv'hich we have described

teem with interest, and will well repay a visit.

No. 12.

—

Ightham and Sevenoaks.

There are many ways of reaching both

the places named, and for those who like

highways, and whose starting point suits,

there is the road from Lewisham through

Rushey Green, Bromley, Farnborough,

Green Street Green, over the Poll Hill, and
through Dunton Green and Riverhead to

Sevenoaks, and so by Seal to Ightham,

where, at Host Mist's, the weary traveller

is always welcome, and well cared

for. If, however, the cycler lives out

west, we strongly recommend the Wands-
worth Common, Tooting Common, Strea-

tham, Thornton Heath, Cro3^don, West
Wickham, Hayes Common, and Keston

Common route to Down, in order to enjoy

the lovely country from Croydon, and
particularly over Hayes and Keston Com-
mons. After leaving Down, the road is rough

to Cudham, but, once there, there is a good

run right down into Sundridge, and so on to

Riverhead. Kent is a hilly but picturesque

country, lacking the wildness of Surrey, but

all the same well worth visiting. Town, after

a sojourn at Ightham, may be again reached

by going to Borough Green and Wrotham,
up the hill from the latter village, and so on
home, through Portobello, Farningham (the

"Lion"), Sidcup, Eltham, Lee and Lewisham.

->-*-<-
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CYCLING PHOTOGRAPHIC NOTES.

Yes, I've gone at that potash business, and

am not only dehghted at my success, but

with the developer as well. Of course I

know it's nothing specially new, yet it is not

all that largely used. Doubtless, experiences

differ, for I fail to see any disadvantages at

all, save it be the slow development. And,

on consideration, even that has its advan-

tages. To sum it up briefly, and laying

more than equitable stress on the con side, it

comes out as follows. Advantages :—
1. Great power in development, both in

over and under-exposure. An under-

exposed plate can be pushed much
further than with ammonia, without fear

of a fog ; and as regards instantaneous

work, I believe this developer to produce

good round plucky negatives, when am-

monia would only give ghostly images.

2. The solution can be used over again, and

more than once. I have got six excellent

whole plate negatives with four ounces of

solution.

3. The potash is stable, and one can rely

on its keeping to the full strength, whereas

ammonia is about a? uncertain as—well,

as a road record.

4. Negatives free from fog, very clear

shadows, and of an excellent printing

colour.

5. Very slight staining of fingers, practi-

cally none ; for if citric acid be used in the

mixing, merely dipping the tips of the

fingers in, it will cleanse the light coloured

stain completely.

6. Solutions always ready made up, and
neither the pyro nor potash appear to

deteriorate.

Whilst, on the other hand, and it seems
almost a shame to have any other hand :

—

1. Trouble in first making the two stock

solutions.

2. Slowness of development.

Now, if the first be found too much trouble,

the particular amateur, to put it mildly, is

darned lazy. And slowness in develop-

ment? Well, I've got rebutting evidence

against that being a drawback. It produces

better negatives, and allows one to leave the

tray to itself for a time. Let us sensitize

a plate in our mind's eye—this is, of

course, figuratively speaking, for our mind's
eye is not big enough, and if it were, we have
not got one to put the plate in—but come,
this is a digression. Now put it in the dark
slide, our head— I mean one head only

—

draw the shutter and take off the cap, i.e.,

open the mouth and take oft" our hat—again,

one hat only. Develop, and what have we ?

A photograph of a man developing with a
quick developer. Mark the glasses round
with solutions ready, for he hasn't time to

measure them if required. His feet firmly

planted on the ground, because if he should

slip, the plate would spoil ere he recover

himself. Mark his staring eyes and firm

clutch of the tray. Don't speak to him too

quickly—you may ruin his masterpiece. Talk
to him of the heaven's blue celestial sky, of

Nature's ever-changing face, of the fair green-

sward, of sea and foam, of lightning's vivid

powers, of fern and plant and flower. He
answers not. He canna. Speak to him of

another place of another colour, where return

tickets are unknown, of mysteries and ghosts,

of phantoms weird and wild, of phantasies

of lurid light. And still he answers not. He
dauna. Refer in gentle tone to love of

home, of friendships deep, of love's sweet

dream. Ah ! you touch him now—he speaks

—listen. " By gum ! more bromide." N.B.

—This photograph is registered under R. E.

Phillip's Patent, Copyright,Trade-mark, Hall-

mark and Married Woman's Property Act.

But now to business. The formula is that

given by that very popular American gentle-

man, Mr. Beach.

No. I.

Warm distilled water

Sulphite soda ...

When cold, add
Sulphurous acid 2 ,,

Pyro i „

No. 2.

Warm distilled water ... ... 4 oz.

Carbonate of potash ... ... 3 ,,

Warm distilled water 3 ,,

Sulphite soda 2 ,,

Mix the potash and soda solutions when
cold. It is important to have the sulphite

thoroughly dissolved. A good plan to aid it

is to have the solution iij a cup, and stand

2 oz.

2 ,,
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that in hot water. The two solutions will

work almost belter after being allowed to

rest for a day before use. For correct ex-

posure, use I dram of pyro, f dram potash

to 2 oz. water. Over-exposure requires more

water, say 3 oz. to 4 oz. Under-exposure

needs equal parts of the two solutions to the

ounce of water. If uncertain, start with the

quantities for over-exposure, and if not too

under-exposed the adding of potash by the

drop will do the trick. If, however, found

very much under, make the solution up to ij

parts potash, and i part pyro to i oz. of

solution ; or else pour off the solution and

make a fresh one at that strength.

Several readers of this magazine have

written to say they intend to try it. Will

they kindly let me know their experiences

before the i8th inst. ? I shall be pleased to

develop a plate by it, for any amateur, and

if two be exposed under identical conditions,

one developed by his usual formula and

the other by mine, a comparison will thus be

afforded.

A notice of the great lamp-making Lucas's

new departure, viz., photographic cameras and

stands, has already appeared in the " Wheel
World." But I have given them a good

trial, and my experiences maybe interesting.

When I went to Cambridge, to lecture before

the Y.M.C.A.B.C. on " Cycling Camp Life,"

with the limelight lantern, I took a quarter-

plate camera and three double dark slides in

my pocket. On my way—it was a very much
stopping train— I put it together in the car-

riage and attempted, at the stations we stop-

ped at, to get views out of the carriage

windows. I got two good ones at Bletchle}^

one at Sandy, and that was all. I never had
such a series of adventures. Either the

carriage I occupied went too far or not far

enough. That disposed of several stations.

I was not using a shutter, as the day was too

dull, and, at least a dozen times, just as I got

my hand on the cap, the train moved on.

That settled me again. At Bedford I had

a fairly pretty bit towards the rear, and was
congratulating myself, when some blooming

idiot got on the step of the carriage, put his

head in at the window, and commenced a

rather one-sided conversation on amateur
photography. I should like to meet that

man on a dark night, when I've got a club,

and he is lame. I could talk to him better

then. So with three views I had to be con-

tent. At Cambridge itself I had no time.

I found the camera a handy little thing,

but as I had strict instructions from the

maker to be candid, I found the method of

fastening the body to the base to need some
slight improvement for rigidity sake. The
lens has, what I thought, a capital arrange-

ment for focussing, viz,, a long screw on the

outside, so that by merely twisting the lens

round the focus is obtained. But in practice

I found that the removal of the cap had a

tendency to do more twisting than I wanted.

Still, doubtless, the flange on my camera was
rather loose in the thread, and that would
make all the difference. The bellows is as

good as in any other camera at the same
price, but if Messrs. Lucas could see their

way to make it a better quality, without in-

creasing the price, it would be worth their

while. Their stand is a grand thing, no
loose parts, folds into a marvellously small

space, and, most important of all, is abso-

lutely rigid. Indeed, I don't know but what
I should trust my 15 by 12 camera on it.

The adjustability of the legs separately to

different heights is not only simple but an
immense advantage at times, and that clever

little arrangement of spring catches is capi-

tal. Altogether, the whole apparatus is

ingenious in its portability, and is specially

adapted for cyclists. I'm sure ladies would
call the camera " a perfect duck of a thing."

Next month I shall have an account of a

visit to Mr. Pnmphrey's works.

It appears from a letter from Mr. F. Fry,

of the West London T.C., that I have gone
at the wrong man in referring last month
to the report of their Lantern Social in

Bicycling Neu's. He says :
" In justice to H.

H. G., I have it on very good authority that

it was not he who wrote the notice or report

in Bicycling News, but none other than (in

the words of C. W. N.) an individual who
spends the major portion of the year in

writing sarcastic paragraphs, &c., but
who is at the same time, in my own
opinion, quite harmless." Whew ! not to

say "sizzors!" that's pretty warm. Still

I have myself no idea whatever who
the writer referred to is. Should he be a
friend of mine he'll see, or at least ought to,

that personally I have no animus in the
matter. As for you, O great H. H. G., I

take it all back, even to that tight-fitting

jersey bodice at Harrogate. Mr. Fry goes
on to say :

" It was never my intention to in

any way compete with the T. B. C, but to

strike out a new line for ourselves, and show
principally camp views, and I can only take
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it that the individual did not understand the

objects of our show, although it was clearly

stated at the time."

I trust readers won't think we are making

too much out of a mere nothing, but in

justice to i\Ir. Fry some little explanation

was needed. However, we'll no more of it.

" A Photograph and how to take it " has

been sent me by the editor, Mr. A. A. Wood.
•This is an eminently practical little book,

containing very much information condensed

in the briefest and most useful manner.

When I state that in i8 pages full instruc-

tions are given right up to transparencies,

enlarging, &c., with hints on instantaneous

work and various printing processes, it will

be obvious that it is a multum in parvo.

It is a pleasure to record the fact that I

have had a few letters this month from ama-
teurs, and I do hope they'll aid me every

issue. Send on your prints for criticism. If

candid opinion be required, address your

letters " Mr. ;
" if glowing notices, address

them " Esq.," and—well, champagne will do.

I think that makes matters clear. Straight-

forwardness is one of the unfailing charac-

teristics—when it pays—of — Woll.

HOW AMERICAN CYCLING EDITORS ENJOY THEMSELVES.

YE EDITORS TAKE A SPIN.

The paper was out, the office boy had

received his weekly stipend, but we had not

;

the paste-pot and the shears had been laid

away safely, ready for next week's work, and

we paused for breath. " This," said " Lon-

don W.," "is arid; let us seek consolation

and chips in the rural districts. Let us

work the press racket on the unsophisticated

innkeeper, and fill our empty stomachs free of

cost. We will away to the highways and

the byways in search of the item. Let us

leave our

CARES AlsD CREDITORS,

and pedal our merry wheels to scenes of

sylvan peace and quiet." And so it came

to pass that we two unworthies (" The Chief"

and •' L. W.") packed our multums, mounted

our cycles, and were away. " London W."

set the pace on his safety, and " The Chief"

had difficulty in discerning his slim form

through the clouds of dust that rolled up

from the unwatered surface of the mill-dam.

Faneuil Hotel was reached in due time, and

our dusty throats were irrigated at the bar of

mine host Balch with two good stiff soda

lemonades. Raise not your eyebrows, ye

Athenian Club man ; drop not your left eye-

lid, ye Commonv/ealth Club members ; that

was the irrigate, we swear it. With good

wheels,

SPLENDID SURFACE

under them, and a favourable wind, we sped

happily on toward " Watch-town," passing

many wheelmen on the road (going the

other way). Bikers, trikers, and Kanga-
roosters, like ourselves, out for a frolic on
the road. Time was too short and our feet

too quick, for we were in Waltham before we
knew it, and our wheels stopped before the

.

Central House. " Soda lemonade for two,"

quoth " London W.," and with the refresh-

ing influences of this irrigate we turned our

faces towards South Natick, not, however,

before we had stopped to pass the " time of

day " with the cycle club at their snug

rooms. There we found a large number of

members, but

NO ITEM,

and so we turned sadly away. Another

irrigation, this time applied outwardly by

Jupiter Pluvius, compelled us to seek shelter

in a friendly barn, where we had the pleasure

and excitement of seeing an unfortunate

wight kicked over by a playful equine. J. P.

drying up, we sallied forth once more, and
so on past the ladies' seminary at Auburn-

dale. Waving adieu to the girls at the

window, we put feet on rests and flew down
a gentle incline past the camp of some

ITINERANT GIPSIES,

and so on through Lower Falls, towards our

destination. Jupiter Pluvius again becoming

moist, we hastened forward, and in due

time reached Bailey's, twenty-two miles from

the starting point ; actual running time, two

hours. After supper, shandygaff, pipes, and

a little editorial work occupied us till bed-
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time. Sunday morning broke bright and

clear, and after breakfast we took to saddle

and headed for Boston and business. Many
wheelmen met us on the road, and familiar

faces were numerous. Mounting the hill

back of the reservoir we met on horseback

MR. A. D. CHANDLER,

one of the oldest cyclists in the country.

During a pleasant chat, reminiscent of past

cycling experiences, we elicited the fact that

Mr. C. had not abandoned the use of the

wheel, but owned and rode a " Rudge" safety.

The crest of Chestnut Hill is reached, the

gold dome of the Capitol admonishes us that

home is nigh ; up go our feet on rest, and

down to the cyclists' rendezvous at the

reservoir. Here we find fifty wheelmen,

staunch and true, a few, unfortunately,

possessing that hUe noire of the gently dis-

posed cyclers,

A SCREAMER,

and they used it too, a questionable proceed-

ing, when we wish to retain the respect and

good-will of the «o»-cycling public. Among
the crowd we noticed A. G. Collins, F. A.

Pratt, Atkins, and others—Bob Neilson

scorching as usual and getting up muscle to

beat Prince at Lynn next month. The Cam-
bridge Club came down in full force ; and we
noticed Mr. Amee and mate on a "Springfield"

tandem, the first we had ever seen, a rakish-

looking machine, with long wheel base and

plenty of room between riders. Some mem-
bers of the Suffolk Club mourned the absence

of their doughty captain. Time pressed, and

as we poor scribes had to be at the Athenian

Club-house at i p.m., we mounted for the

final run, leaving the green grass, the blue

sky, the nesting robins, and the happy
cyclists, to bury ourselves in the city and

grind out items of news and interest for the

delectation of the readers of No. 26, Vol.

XII.— [We should hke to know what

screamer is ?

—

Ed.]

> ><
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THE GREAT SPEED AND POWER DEVELOPER.

About twelve months ago it was my fortune

to read an article on the practice of arsenic

eating by the peasants of Lower Austria. It

was therein stated that persons habitually

taking small doses of arsenic improved their

complexion, and added softness to the skin

and plumpness to the figure. The breathing

was also so much improved that Jong and steep

hills could be climbed witJioiit difficulty.

The thought naturally followed that, if

this statement were correct, it would be pos-

sible to enable cyclists to surmount steep

hills with far less fatigue than they were

accustomed to encounter. Suffering myself

from shortness of breath, I could imagine

what a great boon this would be. The in-

creased strain on the muscles, the throbbing

of the temples, the violent beating of the

heart so frequently experienced, could be

avoided. I immediately resolved to see if I

could not find some stimulant that would
have this beneficial effect.

Naturally, I concluded that the first thing

to be done was to procure some arsenic, and
try its effect upon myself. I would have

preferred to try its effects upon somebody
else, but I could find no one willing to devote

himself to the interests of science. An
intimate friend, to whom I confided my
intentions, advised me to insure my life f^rst.

I proposed to him that he should pay the

insurance premium, and pointed out that it

would probably be a good investment, but

he declined to do this unless I would take a

month's allowance of arsenic in one dose.

This want of sympathy did not deter me
from my purpose. If I failed, I should sacri-

fice my life in a noble cause ; if I succeeded,

I should become famous—become, in fact, a

cycling celebrity. What greater fame could

man desire ?

I found, however, considerable difficulty in

procuring the arsenic. I went from chemist

to chemist, but was treated with suspicion
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and contumely. In vain I explained the pur-

pose for which I required it. They derided

the idea. One man went so far as to admit

that it might improve my complexion, for it

certainly could not make it worse ; but he

could not understand how I could want it

for shortness of breath—he thought I had

too much already. At length, considering

the dangerous nature of the drug, and my
inability to procure any, I abandoned the

idea of using it.

But I was not discouraged. In the vast

laboratory of Nature there must be other

medicines equally efficacious and less dan-

gerous. I would continue the search until

crowned with a glorious success.

After carefully thinking the matter over I

concluded that there were three essential

points that my new invigorator must pos-

sess :

—

It must be portable.

It must be easily procurable.

It must be in a liquid form. Cyclists are

naturally thirsty.

By what means I at last hit upon the happy
discovery it is not my purpose to reveal. In

my search I have suffered strange variations

in health. At one time exhilarated to the

highest pitch of happiness ; at another de-

pressed by a fearful sickness. Now, in bliss-

ful semi-unconsciousness, then in idiotic

semi-consciousness. But what of this ? Have
I not succeeded ? Have I not found the

glorious elixir ?

Cyclovril, my new elixir, is far superior

in its effects to any results that can be ob-

tained from arsenic eating. It is made from

the purest vegetable ingredients, and con-

tains no trace of any mineral substance.

Like arsenic, it will make the figure plumper,

will put a rich bloom on the palest nose.

It strengthens the breath. Mine has almost

become too strong from its use.

The testimonial that follows clearly shows
its beneficial effect. Mr. Jehossafat T. Jin-

jer's name is too well known in the cycling

world to need any words of mine. His great

discernment, his remarkable candour, and
his ability to take a drink at any moment

leave him above suspicion. His last "Tewr-
ing Artikals" was written under the influence

of the Cyclovril. This accounts for the
great power and humour displayed in it :

—

Sur,—I hev given your speed and power devel-
lopper a kontinyual & xioded tryal, the xakt
length ov which ken B assertained by refrense 2

my krissenin sertifkit & I beg 2 obserf thet it has
my undiluted approvle. It is fust-rate. It is all

my phansy painted & is free from komplikashun.
It is enuff 4 enibody. It is okashunally 2 much
4 Porkin. Porkin iz a Ttoatler on prinserpul.

Chips bein prezent it iz eazy ov renool when
worn out—altho I prefer wearin it inside miselph
(goak). It iz a gift frum gods 2 men & kan also

B uzed by wimmin. It iz the sweetest jem frum
hevven & duz not rattel or get out ov order. The
Jossers T.C. uze no uther power devellopper.

This iz a signifikant konsensus ov opinyun frum
praktikal siklists. Altho pussonally I gnevver
ride without it I maik a praktisov gettin without
& around it az frekwently az possible. This wud
maik a gud goak if propili thort out. Think it

out & send me a spesimen ov the devellopper in

grattitood. Yours in prinserpul

Jehoss. T. Jinjer.

However good a thing may be, however
beneficial to mankind, its sphere of useful-

ness is limited unless it is widely advertised.

Advertising is really one of the fine arts, and
now-a-days it is difficult to attract attention

without some extraordinary display. Feeling

dubious of my ov/n ability to draw up an
attractive advertisement I applied to a friend

of mine, the proprietor of a well-known quack
medicine—I beg his pardon, I should have
said a patent medicine. Dr. Copperpot,

my friend, immediately and most kindly

agreed to write out the advertisements, but

up to the present I have not seen them. I

have, however, sent him two bottles of the

Cyclovril, which I know will be certain

to hasten him. I have also requested him
to forward his advertisements direct to the

publishers of this magazine, and feel no
doubt that, considering the universal bless-

ing I am conferring upon cyclists, they will

joyfully and willingly agree to insert them
free of charge.*

We have sent you our price for your advertisement, and must request a prompt settlement.—Ed. •' W. W."
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CYCLOVRIL.

TRADE MARK.
(Registered.)

CYCLOVRIL.
The Great Speed and Power Developer.

Invaluable to Cyclists.

Annihilates Space.

Obliteratea Time.

PROF. AUPHSYDE CRANK'S
CYCLOVRIL.
Speed and Power Developer.

For Racing Men.

Invaluable on the Path.

For Tourists.

Indispensable on the Road.

For Clubs.

No Social complete without it.

CYCLOVRIL.
The Great Speed and Power Devel'^per.

Never gets out of order.

Simple in Construction.

Certain in Action.

PROb\ AUPHSYDE CRANKS
Spv,ed and Power Developer.

Put together in 15 seconds.

Can be used by itself.

CYCLOVRIL.
Can be had at all C.T.C. Hotels.

See that you get it.

J. Scorcher, Esq., writes:—" Starting from the top of
Muswell Hill. I found myself at the bottom in no Hme.
This is record, I think. Send me six dozen at once."

It is the beet trousers stretcher in the market.

It will surprise you.

PROF. AUPHSYDE CRANK'S
CYCLOVRIL.
The Great Speed and Power Developer.

Do you want to break Record ?

Do you want to break your neck ?

USE CYCLOVRIL.
"Faed" writes:—"I rather prefer it to Devonshire

cream, and during my visit to Dublin I noticed that
all the crack cyclists invariably used this efficacious
Developer when in strict training."

CYCLOVRIL.
The Great Speed and Power Developer.

Are you Training ?

Take it in your Tea.

Take it in your Coffee.

Take it in Milk.

Take it with Water.

Take it Anyhow.

Anyhow

—

Take it.

CYCLOVRIL.
PROF. AUPHSYDE CRANK'S
Great Speed and Power Developer.

A Clergvinan writes :—" After taking three dos°8 of
* Cyclovril' I found myself at the police station, three
miles off, without any exertion on my part."

The Great Speed and Power Developer

IS PROF. AUPHSYDE CRANK'S
'

CYCLOVRIL.
Harmless to Total Abstainers.

Economical in use.

Is effective to the last.

CYCLOVRIL.
Stimulating.

Invigorating.

Exhilarating.

Intoxicating.

Get it at once.

CYCLOVRIL.
The Cyclists' Speed and Power Developer.

Are you dry ? Are you cold ?

Take Cyclovril.

Are you wet ?

Take Cyclovril.

Are you hot ?

Take Cyclovril.

Are you sober ?

Take Cyclovril.

How are you ?

Take Cyclovril. Take Cyclovril.

Can you steer straight

USE CYCLOVRIL.
Does your backbone wobble?

USE CYCLOVRIL.
Do not untimely die, but

USE CYCLOVRIL.

CYCLOVRIL
Is used by Dukes, Earls, Barons, and the
Nobility of England, Ireland & the New Cut.

Beware of Imitations !

Catjti'n. — As various spurious imitations of
Cyclovril have been introduced, Prof. Auphsyde Crank,
aided by a talented and competent staff of assistants,
will, ou receipt of samples, carriage paid, analyse the
same, and send a full report embodying a most search-
ing and exhaustive analysis. N.B.—Samples cannot be
returned, and the larger the sample the better analysis
can be made.— Please direct to Prof, Auphsyde
Crank, 98, Fleet Street, E,C
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FROM WALSALL TO GREAT YARMOUTH AND BACK.

I HAD not been to Norwich since, I think,

1847, when I journeyed there on the old Bir-

mingham and Yarmouth mail, which, for

several years after the opening of the rail-

ways, continued to perform its daily journey

of over 200 miles, and was the last of the

long four-horse mails. Mainly to revisit long

forgotten scenes, my faithful friend Robinson

and I decided to spend our annual holiday

in a run to the East Coast. On a bright

morning in August, 1885, we left Walsall on

our tricycles (sending a portmanteau before

us), loaded as Hghtly as possible. Just be-

yond Watford Gap, Robinson, who is very

fond of rushing hills, went ahead and dis-

appeared ; I saw no more of him until he

turned up at Fazeley, seven miles further.

Meantime I pinned messages to him on tele-

graph posts, and confided my loss to all the

tramps on the road. I continued past Can-

well Gate, once a great hostelry on the

London road, now a farmhouse, by Garraway

Head (leaving Bassett's Pole 200 yards to the

right) and Canwell Hall, the ancient seat of

the Lawleys, but now of A. B. Forster, Esq.;

there was a priory here until the dissolution

of the monasteries. Three hundred years

ago all this district was wild land, Cannock
Chase being on the left, and Sutton Chase

on the right, the road being the dividing

line. The Marmions of Tamworth and the

Bassetts of Drayton were anciently in per-

petual Htigation, and sometimes in actual

battle, respecting their claims to vert and
venison in the forests. At Mile Oak I take off

my hat to Watling Street, turn along it beside

Drayton Park, and think of Sir Robert Peel

and his last Corn Law speech. " I shall

leave," he said, '• a name execrated by every

monopolist who clamours for protection

because it conduces to his own benefit ; but

also, it may be, I shall be sometimes tenderly

remembered in the dwellings of those whose
lot it is to labour and to earn their bread by
the sweat of their brow, when they recruit

their exhausted strength with abundant and
untaxed food." I suppose that sweet doc-

trine of the Roman Catholic Church, the

efficacy of prayers for the dead, " is a fond

thing vainly invented," but if we may not

pray, we can hope, that the spirit which

rendered such inestimable service to society

may enjoy eternal happiness. Robinson,

however, contends that prayers for the dead
have always been orthodox in the English

Church.

Fazeley owes all it has to this Sir Robert's

father, who built the mills and cotton

factories still remaining ; he was originally a

calico printer at Bury, in a very small way,

and married the daughter of a publican with

whom he lodged. He made money rapidly,

and in 1790 entered Parliament as member
for Tamworth. Having assisted the Govern-

ment to rob Ireland of her Parliament, he

was rewarded with a baronetcy, as scores of

political knaves were for the same service. I

waited in Fazeley for Robinson, who shortly

turned up, having received from telegraph

posts and tramps the messages I had left for

him. We linger on the bridge crossing the

Tame, just to admire the church and castle

at Tamworth, which peer up a mile to the

left, and then, entering Warwickshire, con-

tinue our journey along Watling Street. This

part of it was, until 1839, a busy London
road, the Woodside mail, the Liverpool

Umpire, and the Manchester Herald being

noted coaches along it. The collieries and

works here doubtless share the general

depression, for they have anything but a

prosperous aspect. It is really a national

crime that landowners, for their own gain,

should be permitted to cover fertile land

with spoil, and not be obliged to restore it.

What right have they to destroy for ever

that which is the work of God, and his gift,

not to them alone, but to the whole com-

munity? On the left hand going down the

hill in Wilnecote is an ancient inn, the

Qaeen's Head, worth regarding as a relic of

past times ; and two miles further on, stand-

ing back in dying trees, also on the left, is an

old hall which has evidently seen better

days, and has a story to tell if it could but

speak. The approach to Atherstone is

pretty ; the well-timbered park of Merivale,

the residence of the Dugdales, lies on the

right. We had here heavy rain, which

accompanied us into Atherstone, and con-

tinued during our stay there, making the

roads very sloppy. We stayed for dinner at
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the White Hart, a small house, but probably

as good as the Red Lion, of which I have

not flattering recollections. There is in the

main street a handsome and well-furnished

coffee-tavern, which appeared to do a good

business. There are a few half-timbered

houses in the town, which has a rather dead-

alive aspect. The church has no monu-
ments, though it is ancient. Until recently

the Grammar School was carried on in a

portion of the building. In olden times

this was common. Shakespeare says in

"Twelfth Night"—
Maria : " He's in yellow stockings."

Sir Toby : " And cross-garlered."

Maria: " Most villainously ; like a pedant

that keeps a school i' the church."

In front of the Red Lion is a stone stating

the distance to Lincoln 100 miles, London
100, and Liverpool 100. We waited some
time for the rain, which fortunately cleared

off. A mile beyond Atherstone, a little off

the road to the right, is Mancetter, the site

of the Roman Station of Manduessedum.
There are now only green mounds to be

seen, but Stukeley, who visited the place in

1725, describes the ruins as extending on

both sides the way, and coins and remains
have been frequently dug up. Witherley

Church, on the left, has a beautiful spire.

After crossing here the little river Anker, the

centre of Watling Street forms the boundary
between the counties of Leicester and War-
wick for many miles ; it was also the ancient

boundary between the Saxons and Danes,

according to the treaty between Guthrum
and King Alfred, the Danes taking the

country to the north, and the Saxons that to

the south of the road. There is always a cer-

tain grandeur about a Roman way, its breadth'

its undeviating straightness, show a great

people, who despised all obstacles, and went
direct to their object. Viewed from the

higher parts, Watling Street can be seen

running through the country as far as the

eye can reach, as if a park of artillery had
swept along, destroying all the trees in its

path, and leaving a grand avenue, terminat-

ing only with the horizon. To the right, a

mile and a half away, appear the tall factories

and the spires of Nuneaton ; three miles to

the left is the field of the battle of Bosworth.
A mile further the great road from Birming-
ham to Leicester and the Eastern counties

comes in, and soon after, at the Harrow Inn,

we bid adieu to Watling Street, and turn left

for Hinckley. The scenery from Fazeley is

not interesting, the road running along cold

tableland, evidently of modern enclosure,

and sparsely timbered. We met several

men who begged from us, and represented

themselves as seeking work, which was
probably true ; at all events, they had a

hungry look, and were poorly clad.

Hinckley stands two miles off VVatlingStreet,

and is a poor little town, though nicely situate

;

the George appears to be the principal inn,

but it is not a lively house. The hosiery

trade is carried on to a small extent. Most
provincial towns in England suffer more or

less from absenteeism, and unless they have
manufactures, or some special attraction, are

decaying. Rents are drained from the

country to be spent in London, and great

country houses, even during the few months
they are occupied, get their supplies from

town ; the evil has been intensified by the

introduction of railways. Great estates must
be broken up, and a hundred freeholders

made where there is now only one, who will

bide at home, spend their money there, and
discharge, like good citizens, their social and
public duties. We did not find any attrac-

tions in the town, beyond a few old houses,

and a fine parish church, well kept, but with-

out monuments. Resuming our journey, we
passed over a more rolling country, and
(four miles on) through the long and pretty

village of Earlshilton ; then through an open

and elevated district, formerly Leicester

Forest. On the outskirts of Leicester are a

large number of small gardens, each having

a summer-house, the property, I suppose, of

some charity, or benevolent individual. We
bumped over the stony pavements until we
arrived at our haven, the Bell. The distances

ridden were—to Fazeley 13 miles, Atherstone

8, Hinckley 8^, Leicester 13^ = 43 miles,

throughout moderately good way, but no-

where to be praised. We were not in the

least degree fatigued, and after a wash, a

complete change of clothes, and a substantial

tea, were as fresh as when we started. The
Bell is a very old and noted inn. Drunken
Barneby, in his " Four Journies to the North

of England," pubHshed 250 years ago, tells

us

—

" Thence I came to the Bell at Leicester,

Where strong ale my brains did pester."

And it was probably an inn ages before then.

Leicester is a fine thriving town ; to the

Romans it was known as Rata, and it is

situate on their Foss way between Bath and
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Lincoln. It possesses many relics of their

occupation, the Jewry wall, some tesselated

pavements, including a very fine one in a

corner house in Jewry Wall Street, and

interesting remains which are preserved in

the Corporation Museum. Most of the

ancient houses have been swept away by

modern improvements. There is a noble

looking and well-conducted coffee-house near

the market place.

There was heavy rain in the night, and
the morning was stormy looking, with a

strong wind, fortunately at our backs ; but

the sky soon cleared, and we had a lovely

day. Leaving about ten o'clock, we found

our road a great improvement upon that of

yesterday ; it was in the finest possible con-

dition to the boundary of the county at

East Norton (15 miles), being under the care

of highway boards. The country is fertile

and picturesque, and numerous villages and
fine trees attest its ancient occupation. Billes-

don, nine miles from Leicester, is a large

interesting village, in a deep hollow. We
could find no attractions in the church,

which is, however, ancient. There are the

remains of a cross, leading one to suspect

the village has once possessed a market.

There is a comfortable old coaching inn on

the left hand, the name of which I forget.

vVe discovered nothing in Tugby church

;

just beyond is a very steep descent. A mile

beyond East Norton the road crosses a

small river in a hollow, and enters the

county of Rutland. It is clear we have
come into the country of parish surveyors,

for the road is very bad ; but recent atten-

tions have been paid to it, which we must
hope will continue and benefit future cyclists.

There is a steep, long hill from the river,

and the remaining five miles into Uppingham
is rough and stony.

Uppingham is a clean, very quiet little

upland town, three miles from a station. It

is distinguished for its superior and richly

endowed Grammar School. The school

buildings are modern, of superior character,

and worth inspection ; the houses for the

masters and scholars are also new, and
situate in various parts of the town. The
church is pretty, old, and well cared for, but

contains nothing of interest. The Falcon
Hotel is a superior house, and we fared well.

The town is situate on the great road from
London to Leeds and West Yorkshire, and
on a considerable cross road between the

western and eastern counties ; in coaching

days it must have been a lively place. Two
miles out of the town, on the right, we
noticed a good country house falling into

ruin, and the grounds running wild. The
road which passes through the village of

Glaston, and by Morcott, is badly kept;

but over Barrowden field for two miles

it is disgraceful, the drainage being utterly

neglected, and the ruts roughly filled

with huge lumps of limestone. I subse-

quently complained to the county sur-

veyor, and was informed he could do
nothing beyond withholding the county

allowance, which he had done for some time,

without any effect on the obstinate parish.

Such a main road is possible with county

magistrates, but when we have representative

County Boards will be impossible. The
view from the head of the ascent is very

extensive. At the entrance to the village of

Duddington we cross the river Welland and
enter Northamptonshire, finding at once the

way improve. Duddington is a good speci-

men of an old English village. Our road

lies over what was formerly the outskirts of

Rockingham Forest, now all enclosed ; it is

high cold land, and I should think full of

iron ore. At Wansford, 14 miles from

Uppingham, we came upon the Great North

Road. We asked the servantmaid at the

corner public-house for a pot of tea. " Why,"
she says, " I shall have to boil the water."

We thought she probably would, and hoped
the exertion would not injure her health ; but

such a serious demand required consultation

with the " missis," who came out to gaze at

the troublesome strangers. " A pot of tea ?"

she repeated, and, finding us bent upon it,

she directed the free and easy maiden fo

boil the kettle. Including treats to a village

toper, and two forlorn tramps, and twopence

to the girl, the entertainment cost us but a

shilling, and we left good friends with every-

body. The road from Wansford to Peter-

borough is excellent throughout, the country

fertile and interesting. For the first mile it is

on the banks of the sluggish Nen. Two miles

on we crossed the Ermine Street, travelling

upon it for about 200 yards ; it is one of the

great Roman roads leading from London to

the North, and a considerable portion is still

used as the Great North Road. A mile

further is the interesting village of Castor,

which came upon us by surprise. The
church is a charming object, with a fine

richly-decorated central Norman tower.

From a stone over the entrance, it appears
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to have been dedicated April 17, 1174. Tlie

interior is ancient, and, happily, unrestored.

In the churchyard is part of a Saxon cross.

Castor is the site of the Roman settlement of

Darobrivae, which appears to have covered

more than a mile square. The site of the

church, churchyard, and village was covered

with important Roman buildings, such as

villas, hypocausts, &c. ; many tine tesselated

pavements, and the remains of extensive

pDttery works, have also been found. The
sites of Roman ironworks are numerous in

the vicinity. The parish clerk is obliging and

inteUigent, and, besides his personal know-

ledge, possesses the plates to Artis's

" Durobrivae, " published in 1828, which

depict the extensive excavations then made,

and the articles found ; he has also a con-

siderable quantity of Roman coins and other

objects of antiquity. A mile beyond Castor

the road passes by Milton Park, belonging

to the Fitzwilliam family, and again close to

the Nan. The scene hereabouts is very

pretty, and the towers and spires of Peter-

borough, hghted by the setting sun, cheer

the hearts of the travellers. The remaining

three miles is pretty, and good way, but the

abominable stones of the city are not plea-

sant to the cyclist. The rooms offered to

us at the Angel were so mean that we
declined to occupy them, and went to the

Golden Lion, where we were better treated
;

but it is only a commercial house, and I

should prefer the Great Northern Hotel at

the station. The distance ridden to day is

as follows :

—

Leicester to Uppingham 19 miles.

Uppingham to Wansford 14 ,,

Wansford to Peterborough ... 8 ,,

41 „
Peterborough dates from the 7th century,

when a monastery was founded here ; but it

has not an antique appearance ; the old part

has rather a faded air, and the new suburbs

which have sprung up round the railway

stations are as unattractive as modern
builders can make them. We discovered no
treasures in it besides the cathedral, which
we studied minutely, and thoroughly enjoyed.

It is a noble and interesting pile ; any de-

scription of it must needs be a long business,

and would then convey only a faint im-

pression; it should be seen, and seen
reverently.

It was a lovely morning, and half-past

eleven, when we pushed our machines over

the rough pavements. We had done with

hills, the flat country lying before us for 30

miles. Once clear of the stones the road

was excellent, the country fertile, and the

houses good. Three and a half miles out is

Eye, a large and picturesque old village run-

ning four furlongs on the road. At the end

of the village, the left hand road leads to the

famous abbey of Crowland, five miles north.

Those who choose to visit it could do so and
return into the main road at Thorney ; the

detour would be six miles. We pursue the

straight way, and a mile beyond cross Cats-

water and enter Cambridgeshire. The road

is perfectly straight, and prettily over-

shadowed by trees, the country dyked and
banked in all directions. At seven miles

from Peterborough we enter Thorney, once

a thorn-covered island in the midst of wide

spreading marshes. There was formerly a

great abbey here, but there are no remains of

it except the church, which is very nice and
nicely kept. Edward VI. graciously presented

the abbey, and all its possessions hereabouts,

to the ancestor of the present Duke of Bed-

ford. I wonder what his grace thinks of

such a title, and what the people will

think, when they are rightly educated.

Kings and nobles conspire to rob the Church,
and their descendants never tire of preach-

ing to* us about the sacred rights of property

;

but the heir, or purchaser, can have no
better title than the thief, through whom he
claims. I don't know what Thorney once
was, but it is a dull, dead place now. The
old cottages have been pulled down by the

duke, and red brick houses, all of the same
pattern, set up in their stead—much better

dwellings, I daresay, but they might have
been pretty and varied as well as good. The
churchyard is very well kept ; we noticed

several tombstones bearing Flemish names,
probably descendants of the Dutchmen
who were imported about 250 years ago to

drain the Fens. Three miles beyond
Thorney, at Boarden Bridge, we pulled up
at a little roadside pub., the Black Horse,
where we found good bread, most delicious

old cheese, and a merry landlord, who amused
us for half an hour. He was very hard
on School Boards, and said boys were now
too " edicated " to work in the fields; but
he also told us that his son was a teacher,

and mighty proud he was of his learning and
accomplishments. Then we lay and smoked
in the shade, and looked along the straight

road, and over the interminable flat land-
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scape dotted at intervals with large home-
steads in groves of trees, Robinson bursting

into rhyme

—

" Some sigh for this and that

;

My wishes don't go far
;

The world may wag at will,

So I have my cigar.

Some fret themselves to death

With Whig and Tory jar

;

I don't care which is in,

So I have my cigar."

Five miles on we bad two miles of loose

gravel and flint (hitherto the road was

granite, and perfection) ; we sent the sur-

veyor some fearful messages. Then we had
three miles of pretty, well-timbered wa}- into

Wisbech. The Nen was at low water as

we rode in. It is here a deep sluggish

stream between high, muddy banks.

Wisbech is a smart thriving town, a little

metropolis in the Fens. It is of considerable

antiquity, being mentioned in King Wul-
phere's charter to Peterborough in 664. The
streets are mostly broad and handsome, with

good houses, shops, and public buildings.

The parish church is ancient, but it was

closed, and having no time to look up the

clerk, we can say nothing of the interior. It

is a great mistake to lock up churches ; on

the Continent they are open all day. The
people should feel that the church is theirs,

to walk in and pray in whenever they please.

Close by the church is the museum, which

contains an excellent collection of local an-

tiquities, natural history, ethnology, and

geology. I had no idea the Romans were so

well settled in the Fens, as it is evident they

were, from the numerous objects here which

have been found in the locality. Many of

the existing dykes and banks are now known
to be their work. The White Hart Hotel

here is a very comfortable and well-managed

house, one of the best we met with on our

ride. Wisbech is a "port," and vessels of

500 tons, it is said, can ascend the Nen. It

has also a Custom House, which according

to the last Parliamentary return (1876) re-

ceived nothing whatever, and cost £693 per

annum.
We continued our journey after tea under

a bright sky. The outskirts of the town

afford evidence of a thriving and resident

population. A mile beyond we passed the

county boundary and entered Norfolk ; we
rode some distance \\ilh a clergyman, who

strongly recommended us to visit the

churches at Walsoken, West Walton, and
Walpole Si. Peter ; but they lay off the road,

and would have taken more time than we
had to spare. For four miles out the country

is well timbered and interesting, though flat

;

afterwards it becomes dull and monotonous,
and there is nothing to attract the attention

of the traveller. Everywhere the land is

fertile, well drained, and well farmed, but

there are few trees, and few pretty home-
steads, and the villages are wide apart ; the

road, however, is continuously good. We
wondered where the granite came from, and
how it was conveyed ; it must be very expen-

sive. A mile short of Lynn the road crosses

the Ouse by a long and handsome iron

bridge. The entrance to the town is rather

prepossessing, passing through a lofty em-
battled gateway, and up a broad new street

;

but once inside it is not attractive. The
distance travelled to-day was

—

Peterborough to Wisbech ... 21 miles.

Wisbech to King's Lynn 13 ,,

34 M

We went to the Crown Hotel, and were

fairly comfortable, but on another visit would
try the Globe, which is well spoken of.

Lynn is a large irregularly built town, with

narrow paved streets and good shops. A
great deal of somebody's money has evi-

dently been expended in improving the navi-

gation of the Ouse, and constructing docks
;

but railways, big steamships, and cheap
freights have dealt heavy blows to small

ports, and probably Lynn has seen its best

days. It is of great antiquity, and was fre-

quently visited by our early kings. Its first

charter was granted by King John in 1216,

just before he crossed the Wash, where he

lost his baggage, his treasure, and almost his

life. The locahty has been reclaimed from

the sea, and is now fertile land. The prin-

cipal church, St. Margaret's, is a fine inter-

esting building, of mixed styles. It contains

two very large monumental brasses of 14th

centurywork ; we found the clerk an intelligent

and pleasant guide. We ought to have seen

St. Nicholas's Church, the Guildhall with

its ancient charters and famous " Red Book,'

the Museum, and the Chapel of the Red

Mount ; but the morning was so lovely that

we sighed for green fields and the freedom

of the road. — W. H. Duignan.
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" Doth not an Easter like this make
amends?" Yea, verily, the fine weather

which set in suddenly just in time for

the Easter holidays recompensed cycling

tourists for all the months of vile riding

weather and atrocious roads which we had

been groaning over. The inherent vitality

of our pastime has again asserted itself, and
on all hands tales are told of an influx of

new riders on all classes of the steel steed,

and now we are fairly in the thick of the

season. The great Tournament will have
been held before these lines are published,

and the championships will be matters of

to-morrow. The summer is here. Joy !

From Australia comes a tale of tricycle

records beaten at a quarter, half and three-

quarters of a mile, with the addendum that

the track had been measured by a surveyor

and certified as correct. This may, quite

possibly, be all right ; but at the same time

it may be all wrong, the dictum of a sur-

veyor on such a point being an elastic piece

of evidence. If the Melbourne rules stipu-

late for tracks to be measured for cycle

racing one foot from the inner edge—and if

the surveyor was aware of this requirement

—no more need be said in doubt of the

records claimed ; but the average surveyor,

in measuring out a path of any kind, goes to

work on the principle of measuring it along

its middle, on the same plan as that rightly

pursued in measuring distances on the high-

way for milestones and " cab-rates " pur-

poses ; and quite recently I saw the plan for a

cycling track now being laid in England
which was calculated by the surveyor to

measure so much a lap, along its middle. If,

as is possible, the Melbourne surveyor pur-

sued this course in measuring the Melbourne
cycling track, the difference between a

central measurement and a foot-from-the-

inside-edge measurement would make all the

difference in the world between beating the

short-distance records and not beating them.

There appears to be very little "push"
about the promotion of the camp which is

to be at Weston-super-Mare this Whitsun-
tide ; but as far as the racing is concerned

everybody is looking forward to June 14th,

the one mile tricycle and 25 miles bicycle

championships being as open questions as

possible. Guildford Camp promises to

retrieve, at last, the honour of the Southern
Counties, in the hands of a man of real grit

as secretary ; and the Harrogate programme
is more enticing than ever. The same old

jokes will be perpetrated on the tents, no
doubt ; Scotchmen of a humorous turn will

label their abode "The Cairn of the Mac-
Duffers "

; Irishmen will erect a tent formed
out of an old tricycle crate, and entitle it

" The Rail Crater "
; whilst, if I find my lazi-

ness sufficiently amenable to the demands ot

the occasion, I shall represent the Society ot

Teetotallers on Principle by inhabiting a

tasty little habitation formed of a second-

hand whiskey hogshead, entitle it "Diogenes's

Tub," and display the modest and unassum-
ing announcement, " If I were not Faed, I

would be amateur champion."

I have another photographic enquiry for

WoU this month. Given a steamboat, an
amateur cyclistic photographer, and a gale

of wind. The photographer essays to photo

the steamboat, the gale of wind blows the

camera over, and the result is a camera in

ten thousand pieces. Can the amateur
recover damages from the owner of the

steamboat ? And, if not, can you recommend
me to a shop where they buy fragmentary

cameras at a good price per pound, please,

sir ?

Mr. George Moore desires it to be expressly

understood that the frontispiece which
graced this magazine last month did not

depict an incident of his own matrimonial

adventures, but should have been entitled

"'Too Late,' after Heywood Hardy." In

the original picture from which our draughts-

man took his inspiration—incited, indeed, to

the parody by the present writer—the run-

away lovers are depicted as having hied them

to church in a coach ; but our modern ideas

required some revision of the details, and
accordingly friend George represented that

the amatory young couple had used a swift

tandem for the purposes of their nuptial
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escapade, setting at defiance the ponderous

pace of the paternal gee-gee, and even out-

pacing the disappointed rival on the bicycle,

who has come, with "papa," " too late" to

stop the tying of the nuptial knot. Doubt-

less, the story told itself without words to

the fair readers of this magazine, who are

quite welcome to enthuse and sympathise

romantically with the marital tandemon and

his bride ; but old cynics such as those bad

men. The Authors of Our Camp, cannot help

feeling that it would have been a kind thing

if Fate had ordained that a nut should have

come loose, or a wheel have buckled, ere the

church door was reached, so that the green

young gosling might have been spared taking

the step which has now rendered all reflec-

tion and remorse "too late."

" Come with the shamrock, in springtime

adorning, and our Killarney shall echo with

mirth." Such is a fragment of a melody

with which a Hibernian nurse used to essay

to lull me to sleep in my infancy; but I have

never adopted the maiden's advice. Fate

being propitious, however, I intend to re-

trieve my reputation by obeying the injunc-

tions so industriously imposed upon me in

my earliest years, as far as going to Killarney

is concerned, although the season will not

be the springtime, but the autumn. One
taste of Ireland and the Irish has made me
long for more; and no more enticing pros-

pect can be held out to a veteran cyclist,

who has done his own country year after

year, than that now attractively put forth by

the doughty men of Dublin. A big party of

the stalwart and warm-hearted Irish cyclists

will leave Dublin early in August, and will

" do " Killarney, not in the orthodox cut-

and-dried railway tourist fashion, but in the

style available only to cyclists who are free

and untrammelled in their movements.
Reader, have you been to Devonshire, to the

Lakes, to the Trossachs, to the Peak, through

Kent, and through Wales ? Do not the

names of Borrodale and Keswick, Grasmere
and Ambleside, recal memories of wander-

ings amid the mighty peaks around Helvellyn

and Scaw Fell ? Is there not a musical ring

about the names of Ilfracombe, Lynmouth,
and a dozen other of Devon's sweetest

nooks ? Does not the picture of Kent's

garden-like scenes conjure up before your

mind's eye when you think of byegone toiirs ?

And wherever else your wanderings may
have led you, do you not cast a longing

memory back to again feast the soul upon
Nature's beauties ? And, if you have done
all these things, and are eager for repetitions

or for more novel scenes, would you not

simply revel in a combination of some of

the most beautiful successions of scenery in

the world, combined with the social pleasures

obtainable only by associating with a num-
ber of well-behaved and gentlemanly, yet

withal enthusiastic, open-hearted and joyous

fellow-cyclists drawn from one of the most
hospitable nations on earth? I need scarcely

ask — the question gives its own answer.

Then, reader, try and arrange your holiday

so as to enable you to join the cyclists' tour

to Killarney in August, 1886 ; and I promise

you such a time as you never yet experienced.

Erin go bragh !

The wheel world is suffering from tauto-

logy. This is not an entirely original re-

mark, but the same thing has been said in

very similar phrase lately, and I wish to en-

dorse the statement. Last month I found

fault with too oft-repeated use of an fait,

and similar terms. Now I have some other

words which are done to death in the wheel

Press. " However " is the most glaring ot

these. It is not an objectionable word, but

it is used too frequently by almost everybody

who writes of cycling. " To my mind " is

another instance of restricted form of ex-

pression. " In my opinion," or " we think,"

or similar synonymous phrases, would be a

relief, sometimes. It is because I owe what
little success I have obtained to careful

studying of my own faults in writing that I

venture to call attention to these little lapses

in others. —Faed.

> » <



[Inventors and mmufacturers are requested to give th3 Editor early intimation of all novelties introduced by them
for description in this department.]

An Instantaneously Adjustable Handle-bar.

To enable the front rider of a Humber-
pattern tandem tricycle to adjust his (or her)

handles to suit the ground being ridden over,

a simple, buteffective, arrangement has been

made, whereby the U-shaped handle-bar in

front of a tandem hinges behind the saddle,

instead of being rigidly set-up there. The
U-bar being hinged at its middle, behind the

saddle, it follows that the ends—on which

the pear-shaped hand-grips are—can be

raised high for downhill or level riding, or

depressed very low for hill-climbing and
spurting. A clutch is fitted at the hinge-

joint, and a grip-lever, like a brake-lever,

enables the front rider to release this clutch

so that he can, without checking speed, raise

or depress his handles to any desired posi-

tion, the clutch holding them rigid, when the

grip-lever is released, in whatever position

the rider wishes them to remain for the time

being. The value of this improvement must
be obvious, and the extra weight is but

trifling.

(The Adjustable Handle-bar is fitted to any
Humber-pattern tandem by J. H. Dearlove, 14,

Rydon Street, New North Road, London, N.)

A Perfect Collar-stud.

OPEN. SHUT.

The use of "celluloid " collars by cyclists

has become so general that we regard this

little article as coming well within the scope

of inventions affecting wheelmen as a class.

For upwards of a twelvemonth we have been
using a. collar-stud which was first exhibited

at the Stanley Show in 1885 ; and the perfect

satisfaction which it has afforded us has been
so great that upon recently losing it we felt

plunged into the same miserable condition

which used to dominate us under the old

regime of collar-studs, which mangled one's

thumb-nails when either a celluloid or a

stiffly-starched collar was being donned. By
the use of this stud the thickest and stiff'est

collar can be put on v/ith the utmost ease,

and yet without any chance of its getting

adrift during wear. This desideratum is ob-

tained by means of the stud-face being

hinged to the shank, with a tiny flat spring

to control the hinge, like a penknife is con-

trolled, at square sections. Thus, the face

has only to be turned end-on, and the

collar can easily be slipped over ; then

the face is turned square across, and the

operation is complete. There is no loose

part to become lost, as in some patent collar-

studs, nor is the article at all bulky or heavy.

The back of the stud is covered by a disc of

mother-o'-pearl, which prevents the metal

corroding against the rider's throat; and,

lastly, the stud is durable and very cheap.

(The Mechanical Studs are sold by J, S.

Smith & Co., 85, Blackman Street, S.E., price

6d., gd., and is. each.)

Spring Forks.

The increased favour accorded to Grip-

pe r-pattern tricycles has made it become
evident that for road-riding such machines

m.ust be furnished with a means of deadening

the vibration which is communicated direct

from the front wheel to the handle-bar.

Various patented devices are fitted to their

own machines by several makers, but one

very noteworthy arrangement, which can be

supplied for attachment to any maker's
" Cripper " tricycle, has been on the market

for some time without attracting the attention

which it deserves. We refer to Hall's pa-

tent spring forks, which were originally in-

vented for the front forks of " safety " dwarf

bicycles, but which are equally applicable to

the "Cripper" style of tricycle. They con-

sist of steel springs encased in cylindrical

tubes, forming the fork ends, and covered
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over the top with india-rubber rings to keep

out dust, mud, and rain ; and we can testify

to their being not only ver}'' effective in

deadening the vibration, without imparting

an improper degree of flexibility to the fork,

but also to their being light and compact.

The inventor is prepared to supply them for

attachment to any make of cycle, new or

second-hand, and as the cost is not great,

the Hall spring forks will fill a want that is

being much felt just at the present time.

{The Hall Patent Spring Forks are made by

S. Hall, 8, Sandal Road, N.W.J

A Novel Lubricator.

" Skylights" was the name given by the

humorous of 1876 to the lubricators which

were at that lime invariably fitted to every

working portion of a bicycle, the absence of

anti-friction bearings making it requisite to

provide every joint of the machine with a

liberal supply of oil. Nowadays, lubricating

holes which will admit a single drop of oil,

and then keep the dust out, usually suffice
;

but there are parts of most machines which

call for more liberal treatment, and the old-

fashioned lubricator with a loose top, the

unscrewing of which entails-dirty fingers and

harassed temper, is decidedly outlived. The
valve lubricators, too, which require the spout

of the oilcan to be pushed downinto them, are

objectionable because of their liability to

choke the oilcan spout with dust. A new
form of lubricator, just brought out, seems

to remedy both these defects by a method

which will be apparent from the illustrations.
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In the first cut the lubricator is shown at

rest, closed, and when it is desired to fill it

with oil the spout of the oilcan is laid in a

slot cut across the ball top, the top is pressed

down, and a half-turn brings it to the posi-

tion shown in A ; whereupon the oil can be

injected, and a reverse half-turn closes the

aperture again, proof against dust or leakage.

(The Patent Lubricators are sold by Snell and
Drown, II and 19, Great Eastern Street, E.C.)

Two New Oilers

Hitherto the " watch pattern" of oilcan

has been universal for cyclists' use, and all

improvements in its construction have been
of detail; but the latest invention appealing
to wheelmen consists of a cylindrical-shaped

can, in which the oil is retained by a valve

inside the nozzle, and the nozzle is further

protected by a screw cap completely cover-

ing it. The valve works from the opposite

end of the can, on somewhat the same
principle to the action of a stylographic pen.

The rider presses the valve down at one end,

and thus opens the nozzle end, and ejects

the oil.

WALKER AND LOACH S OILER.

Another invention, on a very similar

principle, is Lees's *' Facile" oiler, which is of

the familiar "watch pattern," with an ordinary

spout, but supplemented by a valve head at

the opposite end. In this, as in the stylo-

graphic pen, a bar, controlled by a spring,

traverses the entire can, and its end presses

into the spout of the can, preventing the

exuding of any oil until the milled cap (bj

is drawn out, and given a half turn to keep it

out, whereupon the oil is free to be ejected

in the usual way. In this can there is no

loose cap to become lost.

/V

{'The Cylindrical Oilcan is sold by Walker and
Loach, Great Charles Street, Birmingham, and
the " FaciW Oiler is sold by Hy. Lee, 144,

Stamford Street, Ashton-iinder-Lyne, price 2S.

each, electro-plated and filled with oil ready for
use.)



The tricycle riders have really shown

more form since our last issue than the

riders of two wheels. Sharp, with his won-

derful turn of speed, as shown at the Oval,

had to haul down his colours at Stamford

Bridge to "Little Williams," of the Clapham
Park B.C., and E. B. Turner, the president

of the Ripley Road Club, an old athlete in

his St. George's Hospital days, and who
has now come out on the racing path on a

single tricycle.

I am one of those who like to take things

as they are, and not as they might have

been, and, therefore, although I have no
great personal love for Speechly's form, I

do not agree that he won at the Oval

because Furnivall was undertrained. I

believe he won because he was the best

man, and I like to give Speechly his due.

Amongst men who did well at Easter

were G. W. Wareham, of the Forward B.C.,

who took a mile (80 yards) and a two miles

(130 yards) at Derby, and another mile (80

yards) at Smallheath ; and H. H. Maton,
of the Kildare, who scooped in a half-mile

and a mile handicap at Cheltenham, with 60

yards and 145 j'^ards start respectively, and
also the second prize in a two miles handi-

cap with 275 yards from Cripps at scratch.

Travers, the toothpick chewer, with 45
yards, took a three miles handicap at

I^righton ; but Bob English, at North Shields,

could get no nearer first place than second
in the town championship, and third from
scratch in the mile handicap. Macbeth tried

his hand at Oxford in the five miles, but

unsuccessfully, being out-handicapped ; but

Kildare Tyler took a second for the five, and
third for the mile, with 440 and no yards
respectively.

Of the London division, the ex-tricyclist

Letchford took a mile, and a three miles

handicap at Bournemouth, with 20 yards
and 50 yards respectively ; and the Anfield

was successfully represented at Belfast by

Charley Stoker, who won the scratch race,

strange to say, being competed with by five

men, only one of whom had not come over

from England for the race. Oxborrow, on

his new safety mount, simply romped away

in the mile at Bury St. Edmunds, with 65

yards, from J. Lee, of Claycross, and also

won the ordinary mile with 45 yards, and

the three miles with 100 yards. Jack Dring,

of the Stanley, aided by 280 yards start, won
the two miles trike handicap at these sports

—Bury. Peterborough Rowe has been

making them sit up at Oundle, winning the

two miles local and open from scratch, and

securing second in the one mile; Dan
Albone having to be content with a third.

Eraser, of the Anfield, before he broke his

arm, secured a mile (135 yards) and a three

miles (360 yards) at Liverpool, and Hale, at

the same sports, gave a good account of

himself on his " Kangaroo," winning the two

miles, with no yards, in 6 min. 39! sees.

And A. J. Stubbs, with 5 and 10 yards re-

spectively, won the mile and two miles at

Southport ; and S. Armstrong, of the Royal

Scottish, with 140 and 240 yards, took first at

Kilmarnock in the mile and two miles. At

Woodbridge (always an Easter outing for

Londoners), Willie Lapworth, of the Surrey,

won the four miles with 215 yards, and took

second in the mile with 85 yards ; Lindsay

Simpson, of the Stanley (120), taking second

in the mile and two miles (220) ; whilst a

stranger, Castell, won the mile and two miles,

with 150 and 280 yards; and A. L. Bower,

of the London Wheelers and Ripley Road
Club, took the tricycle mile pot from scratch.

The racing at the Albert Palace, Batter-

sea, does not call for any special comment,
nor does that at the Ibis Sports, or at the

Hermits, &c., joint meeting at the Alexandra
Palace. Indeed, the racing in London and
elsewhere has not yet got fairly in swing,

that is on May 17th, when these lines were

penned by —Scorchalong.
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XTopice of tbe Zimc.
[Coyyespondence oy slioyt cuticles on subjects of cuyycnt inteyest aye invited fyam all.readeys of the Magazine.']

Fastest Times on Record made in 1886.

April 26.—Quarter- mile bicycle, flying start,

grass, 39|s. P. Furnivall, Norwich.

May 15.—Quarter -mile tricycle, standing

start, 44|s. A. J. Wilson, Alexandra P.

Overdone.

Nearly everything in connection with

cycHng is overdone ; no matter whether it

be winter festivities, personal riding, racing,

or last, but not least, shows, i.e., exhibitions.

By common consent it was agreed that the

show of the year in London should be the

Stanley Show, and that was carried out, and
well done too. It was, of course, quite open
to anyone to try their hand at another show
as a financial venture, and we do not blame
anyone for so doing, but, in the interests of

cycling, we think any but first-class exhibi-

tions are a mistake, for second or third rate

collections of wheels do not impress the

outside public, and, of course, have abso-

lutely no effect whatever upon the cognoscenti.

Meets.

Meets die hard. We have always been in

favour of meets, and always shall. The
Woodford Meet on May 8th was a success,

and no doubt the Barnes Tricycle Meet
transferred to Hampton Court will be equally

so—given fine weather—on the 29th of May.
Men like to ride to a place with a definite

object, and where they can see other men
and other makes of machines in actual work
there they will gather together, vide the num-
bers who stop at the Angel, Gig's Hill, every

Sunday evening on the return from Ripley.

They really don't want a drink, but they take

the excuse for one, as here they are certain

to find all manner of machines, and all sorts

and conditions of men. So with meets

—

despite everything that is said and written

against them, they always " take," and al-

ways will " take," so long as there are cyclists

in the world. We miss the stroll amongst
the halted clubs on Hampton Green which

used to take place, when one saw old cycling

acquaintances for perhaps the only time in

the year, and we are sure that our feelings

on the subject are those of many others.

Makers' Amateurs.

Ah ! that never-failing topic for the wheel
scribe ! What should we do without it ?

Well, the makers' amateur is well to the

fore this season, and, as we think, rightly. As
The Cyclist says, why should those who told

the truth have been punished, and the Hars

allowed to flourish Hke a green bay leaf?

The N.C.U., in reinstating the makers' ama-
teur " suspends," have shown a good deal of

moral courage, and we are quite sure have
done the right thing.

Wasteful Advertising.

Advertising is a magnificent thing, and
the tradesman who advertises judiciously

may rely upon a fair return for his invest-

ment, supposing he has saleable goods ; but

some manufacturers must possess queer

ideas of the value of advertising, if we may
judge by the example of such firms as Col-

man and Keen, the rival makers of mustard.

On some of the suburban railway lines, the

legends, " Colman's Mustard" and " Keen's

Mustard," stare the traveller in the face with

aggravating persistency, the walls by the

line-side being labelled with the yellow-

enamelled tablets in close alternation for

miles at a stretch. Competition is the soul

of business, no doubt ; but mustard is not an

article admitting of such nice gradations of

quality that the average railway traveller

cares two pins as to whether he eats

Colman's or Keen's, or any other firm's

preparation ; and the only impression likely

to be created by this aggravating reiteration

is that Colman and Keen must sell their

mustard at too high a price to be enabled to

throw money away upon such useless adver-

tising. A precisely similar effect is produced

by the announcements of some of the cycle

makers ; the thoughtful cyclist sees adver-

tisements of this or that machine cast where

his common sense tells him they will not be

of the slightest value to the advertisers, and

he draws the only reasonable conclusion

from such evidences of waste. The success-

ful advertiser is he who judiciously places

his announcements where they will oftenest

catch the eye of the right class of people to

be attracted towards his goods.
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A Model Dance.

To attend a Cinderella dance of a London
club, either paying half-a-crown for one's

ticket or receiving it free, means, unless the

guest be mean or a total abstainer, and one,

moreover, carr\ing out those principles to-

wards his partners, an extra expenditure of

at least los. in refreshments. It was whilst

groaning, figuratively speaking, under the

memory of many of these enforced payments,

that some men of the Ripley Road Club

bethought them to give a model Cinderella,

if only to prove that such a thing can be

done, and done in first-class style too, for a

moderate cost. C. E. Liles, H. J. Swindley,

W. McCandlish, and C. W. Nairn therefore

bound themselves together for the task ; took

the Westminster Town Hall ; engaged

Thorpe's band to play waltzes only ; hunted

up their dancing friends and their friends'

sisters and cousins and lady-loves, and gave

the best and cheapest dance ever given in

wheel circles, and possibly out of it. We
may say that the commercial side of it was

as follows :

—

£ s. d.

Hall and rooms 5 5 o

Band 3 3 o

Refreshments... ... ... 7 10 o

Wine and spirits and mineral

waters 3 15 o

Fees to cloak room and other

attendants i g 6

Pencils 068
Printing o 11 9

Postages o 10 8

£22 II 7

This works out at 4/6 a head for one hundred

people, which is just the number the West-

minister Town Hall will liold. Certainly the

pressmen of the cycling world, trust that

other clubs next winter season will take a

leaf out of the Ripley Road Club's social

volume, and save, not only men's pockets,

but ladies' sensibiUties.

Badges.

The badge—emblem of club membership

—

has gone out of fashion, save as a solitaire

adornment to the cap, and it is only in dis-

tricts of a pronounced rural type that we
meet with the cyclist who labels his body
with a large assortment of silver monograms,
with the idea that his importance increases

in a ratio proportionate to the quantity of

monogrammatic mystery sewn on to his

clothes. The badge of the Touring Club, for

example, is a meaningless gewgaw, consider-

ing that some hundreds or thousands of non-

members possess it ; and even when the new
badge is on the market, we do not anticipate

its general adoption, save by the class of

men who take delight in wearing something

peculiar. The badge itself will only prove

that the man has paid half-a-crown to a cer-

tain club, not that he is anything more than

small-beer in the wheel world ; and the only

explanation we can find for the popularity

of the fashion of wearing badges at all is

that the human race is prone to take delight

in bedecking itself with unconventional

things, whether it be the bead necklace ot

the untutored savage or the yellow kerchiet

of a Surrey club. It matters little what the

badge means, so long as it imparts to its

wearer a fictitious appearance of more or

less importance, and an air calculated to in-

spire awe in the juvenile or rustic breast. On
" Primrose Day," thousands of people wear
bunches of primroses without possessing the

faintest sympathy with the Beaconsfield-

adulation movement ; solely because it is

" the thing " to wear primroses on that par-

ticular day, and up to a few years ago, all

London wore dark or light blue ribbons, neck-

ties, gloves, dresses, rosettes, and other orna-

ments, because it was fashionable at Boat

Race time ; and so, as long as the cycling

mania gains fresh recruits, will silver badges

be eagerly sought for by aspiring beginners

and veterans of quite two seasons' experience

will continue to pose around with the mono-
grams of local clubs, and the badge of the

C.T.C. bedecking their garments.

A Ride on a Railway Line.

A pleasant and novel evening experience

of the past week, while the roads were heavy,

was the Solitary Club's night ran down the

railroad track (there is a good cinder path

between the two tracks) to Greenwich, leav-

ing Sound Beach at 7.15 p.m. on Wednes-
day.

The good old lamp within the wheel threw

a strong light two or three rods ahead, mak*

ing safe and satisfactory cycling, especially

on " the wheel" we ride, which ran with an

ease and steadiness delightful.

Places in the path away ahead that looked

Hke great black holes proved to be only
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slight depressions, which the Hght " sl<ipped

over" as a plane does rough placeson a board,

and their fancied yawning chasms turned

into plain sailing as the cycle carried us

onward.

After passing the quiet little station of

Riverside, with its switches, cattle guards,

and guardian lights, we rode serenely over

the long bridge to Coscob, noting the twink-

ling lights out on the Sound and those of the

sleepy hamlets of Coscob and Mianus land-

ward. Then we pushed along until we met

the first and only train down opposite the

Old Davis Mill, where " the rush of the wild

night breeze," stirred into fury by the passing

car wheels, put out our light.

We soon struck a new one, and went on

undaunted until, on rounding the rocky

curve, the many lights about the station and

along the Steamboat Road at Greenwich

flashed upon us, and we were soon up town

on business intent, for that was our errand

over.

Ours was about the first cycle lamp in

town, and was " observed." Within a few

weeks past a " Leisure Hour Wheel Club "

has been organised in Greenwich, and the

first real interest the town has ever mani-

fested in things cycular begins to take shape,

which is gratifying to "ye Solitary Club,"

which—or who—takes frequent business and

pleasure runs that way, and which have been

rather lonesome ones heretofore.

The stores were closing, and the wheel's

red rear light soon vanished from the

villagers' gaze when we headed for home
once more. Now we have more trains, and

up near Coscob two long freights pass at

once as we stand safely out of their way.

While waiting for a passenger train to pass

down at Riverside, the cycle's left side red

light must have been seen by the engineer,

for he whistled, and came nearly to a stop as

he passed us, but seeing the wheel, and no

evidence of a wreck, evidently thought that

showing a danger-signal there was unin-

tentional on the wheelman's part, and he

drove on into the night, as the cycler then

did, resolving to more carefully handle red

lights along the railroad thereafter.

How weird and phantom objects succeed

one another on these night jaunts awheel, and

how vague and vanishing are those spectral

skirmishers in the dim outer range of vision I

It's easy for the imagination to make those

flitting, gray-robed creatures take the form of

" ghostly visitants from shores beyond."

This ride was at times oppressively silent'

for there were no " myriad voices of the
night," as in summer, when the insect world
is at its noisiest and best. An occasional

blast from a Sound steamer and the slight

swish of the "tireless though tired" wheel
was the only break to what would have been
monotony if the distances between dismounts
at cattle guards had been greater.

Many features of moonlight cycling are

prominent in a lamp-lit run, and each has
so many attractions that, while vainly trying

to decide which had the most, and intensely

enjoying this one, we were interrupted in

our meditations by the cycle's bringing us to

that place which, " be it ever so humble,
there is no other like."

—L.A.W. Bulletin.

•' Outrunning the Constable."

(Vide Frontispiece.)

Cyclists have so much to gain by keeping

well in the good graces of the police authori-

ties, that, as a rule, the bicyclist and Iricyclist

form one of the most law-abiding classes of

users of the highways ; and so long as no
actual danger is created by a fast bit of

riding, the police constable usually winks at

a pace which would be objectionable if per-

mitted to the less-manageable horse. Now
and then, it is true, the ardent and high-

spirited young " scorcher " attracts the

notice of an unusually surly member of The
Force, and then a lively little dust-up occurs

if, as is generally the case, an imperious

order to " go slower, there," is met with an
aggravating reply. One such an incident

has caughtthefancy of our artist, this month,

who,^ with a reprehensible disregard for the

majesty of the law, has depicted a doubtless

very worthy and zealous police-patrol in a

decided dilemma, the speed of his high*

mettled charger being all too inferior to

enable him to overtake the scorching

bicyclists. No doubt it is very wrong of us

to seem to sympathise with the evil-doers
J

but if taken to task by the unco' guid, we
can, at any rate, pretend that the real

meaning of the picture is that the policeman

has been enticed into racing the cyclists,

and is, very naturally, what our American

cousins would expressively describe as

" left." And that all oppressors of the wheel

may be similarly distanced, must be the

pious prayer of every good cyclist.
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'invineible'' im\n & Trieples.

Fourteen distinct patterns. The lightest machines in the

World. Unrivalled for speed. Holding the best records.

Equally valuable for the path or the road.

1 Ulilc Bicycle Record (Cortis)

] Mile Chaiiipionsliip

lO miles Record, on gi'ass

50 iTIiles Championship ... .

lOO Miles Record
1, 3, and 3 Miles Sociable Record
1 to lOO Miles Austi*alian& Canadian Chanipio

German, Belgian, Holland, and Hungarian
pionships, ^vith other numerous successes

parts in lS8e>. INVINCIBLE ' TRICYCIiE.

THE

SURREY MACHINISTS' Co., Lim.,
INVINCIBLE GYGLjE WORKS,

129, GREAT SUFFOLK ST., BORO', LONDON, S.E.
New Illustrated Catalogices on application. Cabinet I holes, id. each.

PBILIP^' maP^ FOR eY^LI^T^.
The most handy and reliable Maps issued. Reduced from the Ordnance Survey.

LIST OF MAPS.
Bedford Devon Huntingdon Norfolk Suffolk Yorkshire, N.E.
Berks Dorset Kent Northampton Surrey Yorkshire, S.W.
Buckingham Durham Lancashire Northumberland Sussex Yorkshire, S.E.
Cambridge Essex . Leicester and Nottingham Warwick
Cheshire Gloucester Rutland Oxford Westmorland North Wales
Cornwall Hampshire Lincoln Shropshire Wiltshire South Wales
Cumberland Hereford Middlesex Somerset Worcester Isle of Wight
Derby Hertford Monmouth Stafford Yorkshire, N.W. Isle of Man
FOLDED IN NEAT CLOTS CASE, i/- EACH.

LANCASHIEE, Double Map, in case, price 2a

MOUNTED ON CLOTH AND IN CASE, 8,'- EACH.
Mounted on Cloth, and in caee, price Bs. 6d.

Philips' Cyclists' Map of the Country Round London.
Showing Main Roads, distinctly coloured, leading to St. Albans, Clelmsford, Maidstone, Reigate, Guildford, Windsor,

&c. Reduced from the Ordnance Survey, on a scale of half-an-inch to a mile. Carefully compiled, and includ-
ing all the Chief Places of interest to the Tourist. Price i/- ; or mounted on cloth and in case, 2/6.

HANDY VOLUMES FOE TOUEISTS.
Philips' Handy Atlas of the Counties of England.
A Series of Forty-three Maps, showing the Physical Features, Towns, Villages, Railways, Roads, &c. ; with a Railway

Map of England
; forming a usefu IGuide for the Angler, Sportsman, or Tourist. New Edition, with Consulting

Index. Crown 8vo, cloth, 5/-, or in leather, with tuck, 7/6.

Philips' Handy Atlas of North and South Wales.
A Series of Sixteen Maps. Crown 8vo, cloth, 2/6.

Philips' Handy Atlas of the Counties of Scotland.
A Series of Thirty-two Maps. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3/6.

Philips' Handy Atlas of the Counties of Ireland.
A Series of Thirty-three Maps. Crown Svo, cloth, 3/6.

London
: George PhiUp & Son, 32, Fleet St. Liverpool : Caxton Bdgs., South John St., & 45 to 51, South Castle St.
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If you want comfort on your Safety or " Cripper " you must have

TEIGWELL'S N.-V. HANDLE-BAR

FISHER'S

N.-Y.

BRACKET.

Prices

:

Japanned—Bicycle, 3s. 6d.

Plated „ 5s. 6d.

Japanned—Tricycle, 4s. 6d.

Plated „ Bs. 6d.

FISHER S CO., 17. Devoqsljire Street, Liverpool Street, LONDON, E.G.

PUBLICATIONS UPON CYCLING.
ISSUED BY

ILIFFE & SON, " CYCLIST " OFFICE, LONDON.

s. d.

Second edition.

o 6

BOOKS.
Rota Vit^. By W. Gordon Stables, M.D
Health upon Wheels ; or, Cycling as a Means of Preserving and

Restoring the Vital Powers. By W. Gordon Stables, M.D.
Crown 8vo., 225 pages (postage 2d.)

Safety Bicycles : Their Varieties, Construction and Use. By H.
Sturmey. Demy 8vo. (postage 2d.)

Tricyclists' Indispensable Annual and Handbook. By Henry
Sturmey. Demy 8vo., 410 pages, 1884 (postage 6d.) ...

The Rights and Liabilities of Cyclists. By John A. William-
son, solicitor. Crown 8vo. (postage id.)

Tricycling for Ladies. By Miss F. J. Erskine.
Crown 8vo. (postage id.)

Training for Amateur Athletes. By H. L. Cortis. Second
edition. Crown 8vo. (postage 2d.) ... i o

Treatise on the Construction of the Tricycle. By F. Warner
Jones. Crown 8vo. (postage 2d.) i 6

Complete Guide to Bicycling; or, How to Become a Bicyclist. By
H. Sturmey. Crown 8vo. (postage 2d.) i o

Nauticus in Scotland : A Tricycle Tour of 2,500 Miles. New
edition. Illustrated. L^emy 8vo. (postage 4d.) 2 o

The Road Directory and Guide to the County of Nottingham.
By W. H. Heath. i8mo. (postage id.) i o

Our Camp : The Christmas Number of The Cyclist for 1884 (a few
copies left) (postage 4d.) i o

The Great S : The Christmas Number of The Cyclist for 1885
(postage 4d.) i o

PERIODICALS.
The Cyclist and Bicycling and Tricycling Trades Review. Edited

by Henry Sturmey and C.W. Nairn. Every Wednesday .. o i

Bicycling News and the Tricycling Gazette. Edited by G. Lacy
Hillier. With supplementary " Club Chronicle," edited by
H. H. Griffin. Friday o i

The Wheel World. An Illustrated Magazine of Cycling Sport,

History and Invention. Monthly ... ... ... ... o 6

BOUND VOLUMES.
All volumes of the above periodicals can be supplied, strongly bound,

with the exception of Vols. I. and II. of The Cyclist, which are
out of print.

LONDON : ILIFFE & SON, 98, FLEET ST., E.G.



Patent Auto Keltic Steering Tricycle.

FRANK PARK^il,Green Laije,Wolverhan?ptoQ

PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION.
N.B,—Ten Patterns in Bicycles, Tricyclee, & Juveniles'

CYCLISTS SHOULD WRITE TO

Walter D. Welford,
WOODBINE STUDIO,

43, Hagley Road, BIRMINGSAM,
FOR HIS PRICE LISTS OP

Harrogate Camp Photos., 1883-4—5.
Celebrities, Racing Men, Clubs, &c.
Meet Photos.
Cycling Xmas & Birthday Photo. Cards.
Photographic Ball Programmes, Menu
Cards.Toast Lists, InvitationTickets,&c.

—o

—

'• Woiiii " does a great deal of work for atnatenrs,
and is prepared to give tbem any prices or quotations
required, for developing, printing, mounting re-
touching, enlarging, &c.

NOW READY.
Sensatioijal Novel by a r(ew Writer.

FLJyflfllOST,
By miss amy HURLSTON

(Author of " Barbara Allan ").

PRICE SIX SHILLINGS.

Lxsndon Literary Society, 376, Strand, London

THE

'FACILE' SAFETY BICYCLE.
(Bf ALE & STRAW'S PATENT.)

As a general roadster
the " Facile " is altogether
unequalled. It is remark-
ably easy to learn, easy to
ride, easy to mount, and
dismount, very speedy,and
a splendid hill-climber.
Its construction is simple
and free from all compli-
cation.

All riders who have not
given the " Facile " a
trial should do so by hiring
one on terms stated in
descriptive pamphlet,
which will be sent free on
application.

New Patterns.

The new " Export " and
" Extra Special " patterns
are much admired, and
have been pronounced by
many to be the easiebt
running machines they
have ever ridden.

Second-l^aijd " Faciles."

The manufacturers have
generally a considerable
number of these, and a
list is published from
time to time which will
be sent free on application.

Intending buyers of
Second-hand "Faciles"
are cautioned against the
purc^ase of spurious imi-
tations, of wretchedly bad
construction, advertised
from time to time in
Second-hand sale libta.

AOEIVT8:—
Birmingham : F. W. Tlce-
hurst, 77,Co!more Row.

Liverpool: A. Lilwall and
Co., 28, Argyle Street
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Brighton: H. Moore, Jun.,
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Most Comfortable & Easily Ridden
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BICYCLE IN THE MARKET.
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Catalogue, with full particulars, post free.
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UNRIVALLED FOR SPEED, SAFETY. COMFORT, LIGHTNESS AND STRENGTH.
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THE WHEEL WORLD for AUGUST will contain Part IV.

of G. Lacy Hillier's articles on the " Classic Tracks of London,"
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The only Machine in which the rider is perfectly insulated from vibration. The handle-bar
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by a spring, entirely absorbing aU vibration to all parts.

LINLEY & BIGGS,
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"PIONEER" CYCLES
(Kegistered.)

DIRECT AUTOMATIC-STEERING ROADSTER.

PIONEER Direct Steering TRicycL^.

Easiest Running and Safest Tricycle yet invented.

DIRECT-STEERING RACER.
PIONEER" SAFETY.

SAFETY AND SPEED.

NO CIIOPP.ERS.
The most snccessful Automatic-steering
Tricycle on the Path last season.«

Pioneer Direct Automatic-steering ConvertiWe Tandem.
The simplest and most rigid convertible in the market.

H. J. PAUS'eyTMaker,
"PIONEER" WORKS, PARK ROW, GLAPHAM, LONDON, 8.W.
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CYCLISTS, WHETHER ON THE TRAINING PATH OR TOURING,
SHOUIiD USE

THE LOOFAH ."

ITS ADVANTAGES ARE ENORMOUS & ITS COMFORTS IMMENSE.
The attention of Cyclists is invited to the " LOOFAH" as an adjunct to the bath. It

is a natural vegetable flesh-rubber, just hard and rough enough to be highly
serviceable, and not so rough as to be unpleasant. As a flesh-rubber it is un-
equalled; no glove or brush can compare with it. It can be used as a dry rubber,
or equally with hot or cold water, and, in conjunction with soap, forms a splendid
cleanser. Its value to the Cyclist is obvious, being lighter and stronger than a
sponge, for which it is an excellent substitute, and can be readily folded into a
small space, the weight of the largest not exceeding 2 ounces. Athletes who have
tried them pronounce them unsurpassed, and for tender skins they are exceptionally

advantageous.

PRICES.
SMALL. MEDIUM. LARGE.

Is. each. ... Is. 6(3. each 2s. 6cL. each.

3 for 2s. 9d. ... 3 for 4s. ... 3 for 7s.

POSTAGE INCLUDED.

EXTRA LARGE,

3s. 6d. each.

3 for 10s.

POSTAL ORDERS TO

J. M, DAVIS k SONS,
89, BISHOPSGy^TE

WITHOUT, LONDON

BRITISH FISH CULTURE SOCIETY,
177, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, S.W.

PAUL'S WEATHER PROPHET,
Says Land and Water, of October 10th, are simply
natural living Barometers. Inside a glass case is an
Italian green frog (hyla arboreaj, which, obeying the
instincts of its natuxe, remains concealed in tne grass
when the weather is damp; but, so soon as a more
favourable change is imminent, climbs up a little

ladder which is provided, rising the higuer as the
weather improves. We have placed the ooject in the
window in order that our readers may verify the state-

ments by ocular demonstration. Complete, 8, -.

100 GOLD FISH, 30/-,
Or 6d. each.

Patent Fish Kettle, 1/- extra ; Plants, Snails, Shingle
free, sent to any part of the kingdom.

PAUL'S MANURE.
For the preservation and luxurious growth of Plants,

Flowers, Vegetables, Fruit Irees, Hops, Vines, &c., the
most nourishing. The most rapid growth-producing
Dung contains Phosphoric Acid, Kaii, Animal Blood,
tfec. ; 1 lb. of it equals 3 lbs. of Bones, or 72 lbs. of Horse
Dung. To be sent out, post paid, with full particulars,
m Tins of Is. and upwards. Large trade aiscount.

PAUL'S AQUARIA MANAGEMENT
Without changing the Water. Description of Fish,

Plants, Snails, etc., 1/- post paid.

PAUL'S FISH LIFE PRESERVER.
Prepared Fish Food, invigorates the Fish, makes them

grow, keeps them healthy, lull of fire and go. In tins, 1/-

post paid.

PAUL'S SENSATION.
A complete Aquaria, containing pretty Goldfish, Sil-

verfish, Tench, Carp, Golden Bronzefish, Salamander,
Snails, Plants, Shingle, Packet of prepared Fish Food,
Fish Net, Fish Carrier, packed in Box and sent to any
part on receipt of 8s. P.0.0. A nice amusing present, an
ornament to every shop window or drawing-room ; will
easily sell double. Next size 10 '- up to £100. A good
income to everyone who pushes this trade. Is nearly
without opposition.

Golden Tench, Golden Dace, Noble, Mirror, Leather
Carp, without scales. Mosaic Fish, Water Tortoises,
Fish Food, all 1/- each. Ponds stocked.

Green Lizards, Land and Water Tortoises, 1/- to 2,'-,

Yellow Salamanders, 1 - to 2/-, Green Tree Frogs, 1/-

each, to kill insects.

LARGE HARMLESS SNAKES,
40 different sorts, from 3 - to £50

MEALWORMS.
Best Birds' and Keptiles' food, 5 ounces (about 1000), 5/-

PAUL'S FISH CULTURE.
A Monthly Illustrated Journal, published to raise the

neglected state of Fish Culture to its earlier standard,
to repopulate the rivers, ponds, lakes, etc. Every far-
mer, lana or water owner should study aqua, culture.
This journal gives valuable information how

£400 PER YEAR
may be made out of one acre of Water. Price One
Shilling.

Trade Catalogue of the World's Fishes, Reptiles, Amjhihes, Press Opinions, etc., Stamp.
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THE CYCLING PHOTOGRAPHER.

Walter D. W.elford, WANTED

!

43, HagleyBoad, BIRMINGHAM. ' LADIES AND YOUNG MEN
Alexandra falace Tournameijt

PHOTOGEAPHS.
ALL THE CHAMPIONS.

Send for Printed Lists with Description and Prices.

SIXTEEN DIFFEReHt PHOTOGRAPHS.
—o—

Amateur work of all kinds done cheaply and expediti-
ously. "WoLii" works regularly for many cycling

amateurs.

CORTIS on TRAINING

THE BEST BOOK FOR CYCLISTS.

One Shilling; Post free, 14 stamps.

ILIFFE & SON, 98, FLEET ST., LONDON.

To work for us at their own

wherever living.

homes

npHE work is light, artistic and agreeable. No
-* knowledge of painting required. It is called

Niello work, and is the art of designing in relief

upon brass, copper, silver, &c. '

PRESS NOTICES.
In commenting upon this work, The Queen, the Lady's

newspaper, for June 13th, 1885, says:—"It is work in
which any lady of artistic taste would delight, since it

provides them with a new kind of Artistic work which
they can do tor themselves, and with which they can
beautify their houses and make many pretty little articles
for presents. There is no dirt, and really very little noise
about it."

Full Instructions and Materials and
Cabinet, complete, sent on receipt of
P.0.0. for 15/-. Payable to M. Charles.

Regular Employment is afterwards given to everyone who
cares to undertake it.

I
Five Shillings a Day can be easily earned at home.

ADDRESS:—

FITZROY NIELLO WORKS,
4, FiTZROY St., Fitzroy Sq., London, W.

PHILIPS' map$ FOR dYdim^.
The most handy and reliable Maps issued. Reduced from the Ordnance Survey.

LIST OF MAPS.
Bedford Devon Huntingdon
Berks Dorset Kent
Buckingham Durham Lancashire
Cambridge Essex Leicester and
Cheshire Gloucester Rutland
Cornwall Hampshire Lincoln
Cumberland Hereford Middlesex
Derby Hertford Monmouth

FOLDED IN NEAT CLOTH CASE, 1- EACH.
LANCASHIRE. Double Map, in case, price 2s,

Philips' Cyclists' Map of the

Norfolk
Northampton
Northumberland
Nottingham
Oxford
Shropshire
Somerset
Stafford

Suffolk
Surrey
Sussex
Warwick
Westmorland
Wiltshire
Worcester

Yorkshire, N.E.
Yorkshire, S.W.
Yorkshire, S.E.

North Wales
South Wales
Isle of Wight

Yorkshire, N.W. Isle of Man
MOUNTED ON CLOTH AND IN CASE, 21- EACH,

Mounted on Cloth, and in caee, price 3a. 6d.

Country Round London.
Showing Main Roads, distinctly coloured, leading to St. Albans, Clelmsford, Maidstone, Reigate, Guildford, Windsor,

&c. Reduced from the Ordnance Survey, on a scale of half-an-inch to a mile. Carefully compiled, and includ-
ing all the Chief Places of interest to the Tourist. Price i -; or mounted on cloth and in case, 26.

HANDY VOLUMES FOB TOUEISTS.
Philips' Handy Atlas of the Counties of England.
A Series of Forty-three Maps, showing the Physical Features, Towns, Villages, Railways, Roads, Sec. ; with a Railway

Map of England
; forming a usefu [Guide for the Angler, Sportsman, or Tourist. New Edition, with Consulting

Index. Crown 8vo, cloth, 5 -, or in leather, with tuck, 76.

Philips' Handy Atlas of North and South Wales.
A Series of Sixteen Maps. Crown 8vo, cloth, 26.

Philips' Handy Atlas of the Counties of Scotland.
A Series of Thirty-two Maps. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3,6.

Philips' Handy Atlas of the Counties of Ireland.
A Series of Thirty-three Maps. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3/6.

Lcndcn : George Philip & Sen, 32, Fleet St. Liverpcol : Caxtcn Edgs., South John St., & 45 to 51, South Castle St.
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THE PRIZE SHE WON.

BY THE AUTHOR OF " BEATING RECORD.

CHAPTER I.

" My dear mother, your objections have

really no foundation at all. Miss Grey is

not masculine, nor does she use her tricycle

simply to make an exhibition of herself, as

you suggest. She gets quicker from place to

place by such means than she could do with-

out, and as time with her is an object, I can-

not find anything to object to."

" You excuse her well, Philip, but really I

heard her say she enjoyed her rides."

"And why in heaven's name should she

not ? You enjoy your drives, for I have

heard you say so."

" I beg you will not confound my drives

behind a reliable pony with Miss Grey's

fly-away dashes over the countrj'. She is, I

imagine, a young person who goes in for

' women's rights' and that kind of thing,

and I detest your strong-minded females

immensely."
" So do I ; but on what principle do you

assume that because Miss Grey propels her-

self along she must belong to that class ?"

" You forget how she propels herself,

Philip."

"Forget! Oh, no! she uses her legs, and so

she does when she walks."

" But in a decent way. She does not get

her dress disgracefully above her ankle, or

wear those odious trousers. No, my son, I

have thought it carefully over, and I will

never consent to receive a lady tricyclist

into my family." The old lady took up her

spectacles and her book and turned to the

window with an air of obstinate determina-

tion.

It was a pleasant room. The deep bow
windows looked out on to a smooth, well-

kept lawn, bordered with flowers in full

bloom. The room itself was handsomely
furnished, and everything in it seemed to

betoken a prosperous condition of its occu-

pants. Indeed, Mrs. Liston, the world knew,

was very rich and very economical. She
had been a widow for some years, and
her husband's will gave her the uncontrolled

disposal of everything of which he died

possessed. The will was, perhaps, a just

one, for Amy Liston's large fortune enabled

her husband to free his estates from the

heavy mortgages with which they were

encumbered. They had not a large family,

two sons only filHng the roomy country

house with their merry voices. As the years

went by, the children grew into boyhood,

then into fine, handsome, stalwart youths,

then into men. Percy, the eldest son, was a

tall, handsome fellow, with a reckless, care-

less, lavish hand that made him the prince of

good fellows with his companions, but which
was for ever getting him into fearful scrapes,

from which his mother, who adored him,

was continually being called upon to extri-

cate him ; but Philip was less impulsive,

though open and generous as the day.

He was quite as handsome, and very much
like his brother in person and manners, but

possessed more firmness and more honour-
able principles. They were not given any
professions. At their mother's death they
would be amply provided for, and till then
they were supposed to be satisfied with a
hundred a year as pocket-money.

At twenty Percy fell in love, and, without
a word, married and brought his wife home
to his mother. Had it been PhiHp who had
so offended, the probabiHty is he would have
been allowed a pound a week for his life,
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and nothing more, but as it was Percy, he

was forgiven after a little scene, and the

pretty, pale little girl he had married was

allowed to come home to the Grange.

Mrs. Liston was not unkind, but it may
have been that Jessie pined for a little of the

love she had had in the old home among
her brothers and sisters, or was chilled by

the stately stiffness of her surroundings.

Anyway, a year after she had come home a

marble tomb in the village churchyard and

a tiny legacy in the shape of a baby girl was

all the world would ever hear of pretty Jessie

Liston. Percy grieved for a httle time, but

his was too volatile a temperament to grieve

long. This little daughter became his

mother's pet and plaything, and he was at

liberty to indulge in the convivial com-

panionship he delighted in.

For nine years little May Liston played

and grew rosier and sweeter every day, and
then Mrs. Liston was obliged to have a

governess for her, and, after some trouble,

Isabelle Grey undertook the task—a pleasant

one, indeed, for May was, everyone said, a

darling, and her duties were light, Isabelle

had other pupils—quite finishing ones, too,

for she was clever and accomplished. Her
little sitting-room was becomingly orna-

mented with any amount of certificates from

art schools and science classes. She played

exquisitely, and sang with charming taste.

Nor was the list of her accomplishments

confined to her mind. She was very pretty,

with a delicate oval face and bright laughing

eyes ; her hair was a sunny brown, and was
wound in thick plaits round her classic head,

and her figure was slight and graceful. Alto-

gether, Miss Grey was rather a dangerous

person to be the daily vis-a-vis of handsome
Phihp Liston. She did not Hve at the

Grange—she would not leave her widowed
mother altogether—so every morning and
evening she was on her way either going to

or returning from her engagement. For the

first year she walked the whole distance,

five miles there and five miles back, and then

a tricycle was sent as a present from a " dis-

tant friend," so the card said, but how any
"distant friend" knew her longing for such a

means of getting over the weary miles she

could not imagine. However, she was very

thankful for the timely present, and set her-

self to work to master the difficulties of her

new steed (in which task, par parenthese, she

was ably assisted by Mr. Philip Liston, who
seemed always out on his " Humber," either

when she was going or returning), and in a

few weeks the five miles were simple play.

But though Isabelle no longer needed the

hints of her master, he found the task too

sweet to be relinquished, and so he had asked

permission to teach her another lesson, and,

truth to tell, she learned it easily and well.

They loved, and hence Philip's interview

with his mother. He was entirely dependent

on her, he had no profession, he could not,

and would not, entail on his pretty love all

the horrors of a marriage on the sum he

found small for his personal expenses, nor

would Isabelle have acceded to such a

proposition. She was a leetle independent,

as became a lady tricyclist, and could hold

her own with anyone. Mrs. Grey had a

small independence, and Isabelle earned

enough for her wants. She had not a care

in the world ; she rode to her engagements,

was voted masculine, unfeminine, bold, and

even immodest ; but Belle cared not, and,

till Philip spoke of love, would have defied

any opinion in the world. But she was afraid

of Mrs. Liston, and anxiously awaited that

lady's verdict concerning her engagement.
" My darling," Philip said, his handsome

face pale and sad, " my mother is unreason-

able. We must wait, unless "

" Unless what, dear ?"

" I do not like to say ; it seems so weak,

and yet I do not see any other way out of

the difficulty."

" Never mind, tell me; let me judge."
" My mother's only objection," said Phihp,

colouring, " is that you ride a tricycle. Now,
darling, if you gave up riding, surely she

would see that you were the angel you really

are!"

Isabelle's fair face rivalled a damask rose.

" I shall not give up that, Poilip," she said

angrily—" when I betray any fastness, or

indelicate behaviour, it will be time enough

for your mother or someone who has a right

to do it to desire me to do so, but till then I

shall ride."

Poor Philip bit his lip; he was painfully

situated, he knew that his mother was wrong,

but what could he do ? She held the purse-

strings, and he was powerless. He tried to

soothe his angry kdy love by a thousand

ways lovers find most conducive to harmony,

and succeeded, for Isabelle was too sweet-

natured and just to blame him wrongfully.

He returned to the Grange more in love than

ever, but very much perplexed how to maka
the extremes meet in friendly greeting.
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He found Percy had returned from Al-

thorpe, a town about ten miles distant, where

Mr. Listen often betook himself for days to-

gether, amusing himself as he best knew how.

He was pale and depressed with an air of

timid apprehension very different from his

usual air oi bonhomie.

" Hallo ! old man, what's the matter ?"

asked Philip, drawing his chair near his

brother—"you look, in vulgar but familiar

terms, as if ' you couldn't help it.'
"

"You are right ; it is too late now, and I

can't help it."

"Can't help what?"
" I can't help the step my folly has im-

posed. Philip, old man, you would despise

me if I told you all, and I could not bear

" No, I must tell you. I do not ask

you to keep it secret from our mother, I

know you will for her sake. You know my
fatal habit of gambling. Well, it has been
of late absorbing every feeling of honour and
self-respect, and, a month ago, I had not a

pound left of the last cheque my mother
drew for me, Philip. She gave me ;^8oo ' to

clear me,' she said. What will you say when
I tell you in three days I had not a farthing

left, and that my creditors threatened to

arrest me ? I had lost ;^5oo to one man, and,

in the madness of my despair, I signed his

name to a bill, and got it cashed at a bill-

discounter's."

"Good heavens!" exclaimed Philip, start-

ing up in pale horror, "you are a. forger
P'

GOOD heavens! exclaimed PHILIP, " VOU ARE A FORGER.

that, but so much you must know. I am
leaving the Grange to - night, perhaps for

ever."

" Leaving the Grange ! for heaven's sake

why ?"

" Don't ask me ; I have been weak—no,

hang it, criminal—and the consequences will

cover this honourable roof with disgrace. I

must go."

" At least, speak more plainly," said Philip,

turning as pale at his brother, for his words
sent a thrill of horror through his heart

—

" what have you done ?"

"Enough to make me an outcast. I

deserve everything, don't pity me, but
the mater—heaven temper the blow to her."

" But how can I help her or you unless you
tell me all?"

" Yes," said Percy, in the low tone of abject

humility—" I am a forger, and the forgery

is, I believe, discovered. Now you see why I

must leave my home, and go out into a

strange land, a wanderer and a vagabond."
" Go," echoed Philip, " yes, you must go

but when ? Our mother must know—we
must pay this, and withdraw the bill."

" Useless, the fellow knows the power he

holds too well to part with it. There is

nothing but flight and concealment away
from here that, if the worst comes, I may
not be dragged to prison from here."

" Yes, yes," said Philip ;
" I see, where will

you go ? what funds have you ?"

" A ;^5 note, for which I have just sold my
repeater ; it will take me to London, and

then ."
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The wretched man rose and began to put 1

on his coat, but Philip was hastily unlocking

his desk that stood on a small table near,

and opening a secret drawer, drew out a

little bag of gold. "There is ;^5o," he said,

pressing it into his brother's hand; "it is

all I have, but you are welcome to it. I shall

not need it—I have all I want, while you "

He broke off, his manly voice choked with

emotion. It was so terrible, this disgrace

that threatened to overwhelm the handsome,

bright brother he had always loved. He
took down the soft felt hat that hung on his

favourite peg, crushed it low down over his

face, and turned to Percy

—

"Come on, we have no time to lose; I

shall go with you. You must start for the

Continent to-night. I will telegraph to the

mother from London."

Very quietly the two went out from the

pleasant, softly-lighted room into the fast

deepening twiUght, leaving its mistress sleep-

ing in ignorance of the shame and disgrace

from which her beloved son was flying.

CHAPTER II.

The morning brought softer, wiser thoughts

to pretty Isabelle Grey. She loved her hand-

some, stalwart lover too much to lose him so

easily. If it were tricycle versus lover, the

verdict must be for the defendant. She

didn't like it at all. She almost loved the

bright silvered thing that carried her so

easily and pleasantly, but she should not

always have to trudge to give her lessons,

and if she had, she thought, the way would

be very short with Philip by her side.

With such thoughts she reached the

Grange, and the tricycle was wheeled round

to its corner out of sight. She felt just a

little disappointed that PhiHp was nowhere

to be seen, but May was waiting, and sprang

joyously to meet her.

" I am so glad you are come, dear," she

said ; "it is so dull without Uncle Philip."

"Why," said Isabella, startled, "where
is he?"

" Gone away. Grandmamma does not

know where, he said nothing to her."

" He is angry with me," thought Isabelle.

" Ah ! what a hateful person I am. Of
course it was no fault of his, poor dariing,

and I was so cross—I wish he would come
that I might tell him I will give up the stupid

tricycle." But the morning passed, and
Philip did not appear.

At luncheon Mrs. Liston was pale and
distant, and Isabelle was very silent. They
had finished and were rising, Isabelle and
her pupil going back to the study, when the

dining-room door was rudely opened, and
three men made their appearance— three

shabby-genteel persons, whose frowsy faces

looked forbidding and insolent.

"Not here, by Jupiter!" exclaimed the

foremost as he entered. " The bird's

flown."

" Will you please to tell us where is your

son, ma'am ?" said the second man, some-

what more civilly.

"What is your business with my son?"
asked the lady sharply.

"We've a warrant for his arrest, ma'am,

that's our business," returned the fellow,

peering round the room.
" A warrant !" echoed Mrs. Liston. " On

what charge, pray ?"

" Forgery—clear case, too—transportation

I should say."

A cry of horror and a stifled moan burst

from the two pale women, and then Isabelle

crossed the room rapidly, and passed her

strong young arm round the swaying form of

the culprit's mother.
" How dare you !" she said, her clear, sweet

voice sounding shrill in the intensity of her

anger and fear—"how dare you say such a

thing !"

" The truth, miss, must be told. Mr. Lis-

ton has signed another man's name to a bill,

got £500 upon it, and it's my opinion has

sloped with it too. However, our dooty is

plain—we've got a search-warrant. Joe, look

upstairs, and you, Simms, go to the front

door, and I'll just go round to the stables.

Werry likely the young spark have got off,

mum," added the man, the agony on the

proud face, and the shrinking despair on the

pale brow of the beautiful girl beside her,

touching even his callous heart.

He closed the door, and, for an instant, a

ghastly silence reigned. Then Isabelle took

the trembling May by the hand, kissed her

with stiff lips, and whispered her to run to

the schoolroom, and turned back to Mrs.

Liston.

" Can this be true ?" she whispered.

"God knows!" replied the stricken lady.

" I suppose it is. They would not have

dared to come here if it were not ; but he is

gone. He went last night, for his bed has

not been slept in ; but they will soon find

out and overtake him. Isabelle, Philip told
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me you loved him. Will you try to save

him ?
"

" How can I ?" whispered the girl, her

face seeming to grow rigid, and the soft out-

lines to harden.
" Find out who holds this cursed bill.

Money will do much. You can bribe him to

tell you. This may purchase a little delay,

and go and redeem the proof of his guilt at

any price. I have money in the house—

a

thousand pounds or more. I was going to

pay it into the bank to-morrow. You must

take that. Go ! for God's sake, go to the

man out of doors, he knows most, and holds

the warrant."

seemed hours, but she came at last, her

bright eyes gleaming with courage and de-

termination, full of her eager haste.

" The money !" she whispered. " Where
is it ? The man lives at Althorpe. I

must go to him. I dare not drive, it would
create suspicion. I shall go on the tricycle.

Give me the money. If there is any power
in a woman's prayers, backed by gold, your
son shall be safe. I will telegraph one word
from Althorpe— ' Safe '—but I shall not come
back here."

Speechless with the rush of many feelings,

Mrs. Liston left the room, while Isabella

put on her hat, and in five minutes she was

A CRY OF HORROR AND A STIFLED MOAN BURST FROM THE TWO PALE WOMEN.

She held out her purse, and Isabelle took
it in her trembling fingers, and crept out
into the sunlit gardens.

Who shall depict the mother s agony as

she waited in the beautifully appointed room ?

The table was a mass of brightness with
flowers and silver and delicate china—and
her son was a criminal. It was strange she
never assDciated Percy with the guilt of the
forgery. She was not aware he had come
home the night before, and thought he was
still at Althorpe.

The ten minutes Isabelle was absent

moving slowly out of the gate, the money
safe in the bosom of her close-fitting blue

serge dress. Very slowly, till a bend in the

road hid her from the Grange, and then she

began to move. For the first mile or two

she knew the road well, for she traversed

it every day ; but afterwards there was a

hill that tried her utmost strength to climb,

but she went on with persevering energy.

More than the fife of her lover hung on the

swiftness of her journey—his liberty and his

honour. In fancy, even when her little feet

pedalled as quickly as they could move, she
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saw the convicts in their prison dress, with

a number on each, and wondered what

number his would be if he were caught.

Something was in the middle of the road,

she could not see exactly what, and before

(To be continued.)

she could make it out she was amongst them,
and had just grazed an old cow's side, and
nearly capsized herself, before either the

cows or she were prepared for the en-

counter.

> > <

HOW A CYCLIST WON A FORTUNE.

I WAS never a favourite with my Aunt
Prudence, and, as a natural consequence,

I very seldom paid a visit to the secluded

and distant village in the East Riding of

Yorkshire where she resided. In an ivy-

covered and somewhat antiquated mansion

she held despotic sway over a limited house-

hold composed of two maid-servants, a

gardener, a coachman, and a lad about my
own age whom she had adopted, and, in

spite of his disposition, which bordered

strongly upon the refractory, purposed

making her heir.

I was living some thirty miles away from

Moss Vale at the time, and holidays in my
case being, like celestial visitations, few and
far between, a visit to my venerable relative

(she was turned sixty- five) was never paid

except in response to a direct invitation,

when I repaired to her house, in company
with other members of the family, at Christ-

mas time, or to celebrate some special occa-

sion. I had not seen her for nearly a

twelvemonth, and possibly should not have

ventured near her habitation but for a

particular circumstance.

I had recently bought a bicycle, and
employed all my leisure time in risking my
limbs and life by rushing about the country

and displaying my newly-acquired dexterity.

I had for some time made up my mind that

the first fine day off I could obtain should

be devoted to a long journey ; and at length,

one fine Saturday morning, I found myself

at perfect liberty to spend the time as I

liked until the following Monday morning.

My gallant steed was quickly led forth in

triumph, and shortly after sunrise I found
myself spinning along the road at an easy

rate, with no defined purpose in view except

seeing how far I could go without being

thoroughly tired.

The run was a most enjoyable one during

the cool of the morning, but as the sun's

rays increased in power, I began to feel

somewhat fatigued. Imperceptibly but

surely I had pursued the road which led to

my aunt's village, and about mid-day I came
in sight of the old mansion, which at that

particular moment appeared to smile at me
through the thick foliage by which it was
almost hidden from the s'ght of the vulgar

public. After a brief reflection whether I

should make a stop or not, I finally came to

the conclusion that, as my aunt could not

reasonably complain of my just giving her a

call, I would pay my respects, ard trust to

her generosity to supply me with rest and

refreshment.

I was received with somewhat freezing

civility, and treated to a solemn lecture upon
the mode I had adopted for tempting Provi-

dence. As the lecture was accompanied by

luncheon, I swallowed both with avidity, and
assumed as penitent an aspect as possible,

while my esteemed relative poured forth her

denunciation of those " new-fangled inven-

tions " which were specially adapted to the

requirements of those who had no respect

for their necks or other people's nerves.

While engaged in this agreeable occupation,

I happened to glance through the window,

which opened into the courtyard where I

had deposited my machine, and noticed, to

my great anxiety, my aunt's adopted son,

Alexander—a lad for whom I had no parti-

cular affection—in the act of riding my trea-

sure over the somewhat limited space, and
making the most frantic efforts to maintain

his equilibrium. The exclamation which I was

unable to repress directed the attention of

my aunt to the courtyard, and to the antics

of her prodigy. My first impulse was to

effect a hasty withdrawal from the room, in

order to preserve the machine from damage,

but before I could do so my aunt gave a
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shrill scream, and on running to the window

I saw Alexander lying senseless upon the

ground with the bicycle upon the top of him.

Instantly the whole household was in an

uproar, and upon my lifting the machine

from across the prostrate body of the ad-

venturous but unfortunate }outh, the latter

was carried into the house and placed upon

the drawing-room couch in a limp and

apparently lifeless condition. My aunt's

first order was to send for a doctor. But,

alas ! the nearest medical man resided at

least seven miles away, and as the coachman

had been granted a half-holiday, no horse

was ready for the conveyance of a messenger

Efforts were at once made to restore the

unconscious youth to his senses, but without

avail. Having, however, in the meantime

examined the unfortunate cause of the

accident, and finding that it had besn in no

way injured by its rough treatment, I

hastened to assure my aunt that I would

soon procure the services of a doctor it she

would permit me to hurry to the nearest

town. With a look in which gratitude was
largely blended with anxiety, she urged me

j

to do my best, and I started off at the most
|

rapid pace of which I was capable of urging
j

the machine in the direction of Bigborough.

The hedges appeared to fly past me as I
|

pressed forward on my wild career, and as

the roads were in fairly good condition, I
|

quickly reached my destination, and urged

the doctor to return with me at once, either

in his chaise or on horseback. Telling me
he would adopt the latter course, and catch

up with me on the road, I resolved to start

back at once. Before I had accomphshed two
miles of the journey, the doctor passed me
on his horse and left me to travel on alone.

He had scarcely turned the bend of the road
when I heard a sudden snap, and the next

|

instant I found myself lying in the middle of I

a dry ditch.

For the moment I experienced a sensation

as though a cartload of bricks had been shot
over me, and on attempting to stretch out
my right arm for the purpose of raising my-
self I found it to be broken. Added to this,

my legs appeared to be dreadfully bruised,

and my head felt as though it had been
cracked in several places. Notwithstand-
ing these inconveniences, my first impulse
was to look about for my machine. There it

lay, calmly reposing under the hedge a few
paces away, but whether smashed or not I

was unable to discover.

After making a supreme effort, I at length

managed to regain my feet, and fortunately

ascertained that,with the exception ofa broken

arm and a choice and somewhat scattered

collection of bruises, I was not much the

worse for my adventure. On reaching the

machine, I found on examination that one of

the pedals had broken short off at the joint,

which at once accounted for my sudden and
unceremonious pull-up. With much trouble

I contrived to raise it, and with my left hand
managed to push it along at a slow and
uncertain pace until I reached a little road-

side inn, where I awaited the return of the

doctor.

Having expressed his sympathy with my
condition, he informed me that Alexander
had recovered his senses, and would be all

right after a night's rest. Then, turning his

attention to my injuries, he proceeded to set

the broken arm, a process which proved so

extremely painful that I fainted during the

operation. On recovering I found myself in

bed, surrounded by the good people of the

inn and the doctor, who told me that I would
have to remain quiet for a day or two, and
that a messenger should be despatched to

my aunt to acquaint her with my condition.

This was done, and the next day her coach-

man arrived with the carriage with orders to

convey me to her house, where I was to stay

until I had recovered from the effects of my
accident.

In a few days I was sufficiently recovered

to be able to prepare for my return home,
with my arm in splints and my right cheek
ornamented with a patch of sticking-plaister.

Alexander had escaped without a wound,
and in this respect had the advantage over
me. W^hen I left I fancied my aunt treated

me with greater warmth than usual, and
thanked me several times for the exertions

I had undergone for the sake of " her boy."
Some months afterwards I received a

letter from her, asking me to come and see
her at once—not on my machine, but by
train to the nearest station, where the car-

riage should be in waiting for me. So
unusual a summons was not to be disre-

garded, and my readiness to obey my aunt's

mandate met eventually with its due reward.
From the coachman I heard that Alexander
had gone off' with a troupe of travelling acro-

bats, and that my aunt had disowned him
for ever. It is almost needless to say that

the good old lady received me with a greatei

show of affection than I had ever before ob-
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served, and that I was enjoined to make her

house my home whenever I could spare time

to visit her. Six months later I received the

news of her death, and the intimation that

she had left me the bulk of her fortune on
the condition that I gave up bicycle riding.

Although I parted from my old dumb com-
panion with a pang, I soon reconciled myself

to the new circumstances of my position.

But the sight of a bicycle still raises within
me a feeling of regret that I am debarred
from flying about the country as in days
gone by on the back of one of those iron-

ribbed steeds which was once the means of

my winning a fortune.

—Alfred Williams.

> • <

A PRACTICAL JOKE.

He was an enthusiastic pot-hunting cyclist

;

and during his career on the racing path, he

had accumulated an assortment of more or

less useful, and less or more ornamental,

articles of furniture, or oivertu. As is usually

the case, his prizes were not remarkable for

variety in selection, the respective race com-

mittees from whom he had received them
having displayed a lamentable lack of origin-

ality in choosing what to give to the amateur

competitors ; and amongst his collection

there were five cruet stands, half-a-dozen

claret jugs, eight biscuit boxes, four Tantalus

spirit stands, eleven butter dishes, and fifteen

clocks.

These tasty trophies were naturally the

pride of our sprinter's domestic circle, and

the maternal bosom swelled with pardonable

unction whenever a new visitor inspected

the serried array of tokens of the son's

prowess.

But anon there came a day when the peace

of that household was rudely upset, and the

satisfaction of materfamilias gave place to

sensations the reverse of pleasant. It hap-

pened thus. A cynical anti-racing cyclist

was invited to spend the night at Pothunter's

house, and he came. They were an early-

rising family, and retired to bed soon after

ten o'clock, and the visitor had no sooner

been duly installed in the guest-chamber

than he basely conspired within him to play

a diabolical trick upon the household. Softly

quitting his room as soon as all was quiet and

dark, he descended into the drawing-room,

and carefully set the fifteen prize clocks at a

series of positions ranging from ten to ten-

thirty, wound them all up, and set their pen-

dulums going. Then he locked the doors,

hid the keys, and retired to his virtuous

couch.

In half-au-hour, just as everybody was

dozing off into their beauty-sleep, the fun
began. " One, two, three, four, five, six,

seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven," went the first

clock ; and everybody turned over and settled

themselves down to a square sleep. In two
minutes, the second clock started. " One—
two— three—four—five—six— seven— eight—
nine—ten—eleven ! '' "Bother it," thought

paterfamilias, " why has somebody set two
clocks running ? " And the last sound had
scarcely died away when clock number three

began ; and then folks began to sit up in bed
and yell. Soon a fourth clock deliberately

chimed off the hour, and language went hurt-

ling through the air ; but when the fifth time-

piece took up the running, there was an
opening of doors and a shuffling of feet, a

rattling of handles and shouting for keys
;

but nobody seemed able to get at the offend-

ing prize clocks, and the house was in a state

of anarchy and turmoil until the fifteenth

clock had conscientiously put in its quota;
and then there came a lull, and matters

quieted down a bit for half-an-hour ; every-

body went to bed and tried to go to sleep,

wondering the while who could have se

those infernal clocks going. And so, won-
dering thus, slumber gradually stole over the

household, when '^ One, two, three, four, five^

six, seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven, twelve!''

So said the first clock, and after a pause,
''^ One— two— three—four—five— six—seven—
eight—nine—ten—eleven—twelve ! " went the

second clock. This time, things happened
in rapid succession. Pothunter's father

rushed furiously to the son's room and
objurgated in no doubtful accents. Mater-

familias took refuge in hysterics, whilst the

daughters of the family hurried to her

succour in various picturesque states of

deshabille. Our visitor, not to appear un-

sociable, joined the throng of servants who
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were trying to open the drawing-room doors
;

and all the while those blessed clocks kept

on their undeviating course of indicating

" One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight,

nine, ten, eleven, iiaelve.'" And it was not

until the last clock had chimed out this fate-

ful hour, that somebody climbed in through

a window, and—disregarding the paternal

injunction to smash every clock to fragments

—succeeded in stopping all the swinging

pendulums.

Over what followed, little can be said.

Hospitality prevented suspicion being

breathed upon the visitor; but breakfast

the next morning was partaken of in embar-

rassing silence, and that cynical anti-racing

man has not since been invited to revisit the

scene of his highly practical joke.

—Facd.

> • <

AMONG THE HOP GARDENS.

A CYCLING RUN THROUGH MID-KENT.

Away to the south-east of that quaint and

once popular river- side resort, Gravesend,

and situated in a delightful stretch of country

extending from Maidstone and Snodland on

the north to Lamberhurst and Cranbrook

on the south, lie some of the finest hop-fields

of Kent. Nestling amid the seclusion of

tranquil valleys, on the slopes of gentle emi-

nences, or under the lee of the dark, shelter-

ing woods, they almost entirely monopolise

that fair and fertile region, from which the

ruder arts of agriculture are well-nigh

banished.

Picturesque in the extreme is the aspect

of these hop-gardens—as they are locally,

and perhaps more appropriately, termed—at

all seasons of the year, from the time the

young plant first puts forth its creeping

tendrils, until the autumn harvest has been
safely garnered, and the tall poles are

grouped together in the familiar tent-shaped

stacks, giving the brown landscape some-
what the semblance of a vast military camp-
ing ground.

It is, however, shortly before the picking

commences — usually some time during
August, though occasionally even later,

when the weather has been unfavourable to

the crop—that they assume their most beau-
tiful and attractive guise, for then the vine

has wreathed itself into luxuriant festoons,

and the ripened hops hang in tempting
clusters, scenting the surrounding air with
their fragrance.

Years ago it was my good fortune to reside

or awhile in the vicinity of some Kentish

hop-gardens, and many a pleasant afternoon

have I passed among them, or rambling in

the leafy lanes that wind through their

midst.

This was long before I had any idea of

becoming a cyclist—indeed, the modern tri-

cycle was then but a dream of the future

—

and my pedestrian excursions were naturally

confined to a very hmited area ; but the

recollection of the pleasure I derived from

them was still sufficiently vivid to induce me,

late last summer, to plan a little cycling trip

through a portion of the hop district.

From London several direct and excellent

roads lead into Kent, and even the remotest

parts of that favourite county are thus easily

accessible to the Metropolitan rider, but as

far as my own comparatively small experi-

ence goes, I have always found the task of

getting away from the environs of town—the

physical effort of shaking oneself free from

those vague and perplexing labyrinths, the

suburbs— so exceedingly fatiguing as to

seriously detract from the enjoyment of the

outing.

I therefore decided to break my journey

at some place well outside London, and one
sunny afternoon, about the middle of last

August, I cycled down from the Northern
district along the level, dusty roads on the

Essex bank of the Thames, and crossing the

river in the ferry boat at Tilbury, spent the

night at the house of some friends in Graves-

end.

It was my original intention to re-com-

mence my ride at eight o'clock the following
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morning, but I blush to confess that the

lateness of the hour I retired to rest rendered

me rather reluctant to turn out ; and by the

time I had disposed of a cyclist's breakfast

—which should alwaj s be substantial—and

unearthed my steed from the gloomy re-

ceptacle to which it had been consigned the

previous evening—the coal-cellar, in point of

fact—the clock in the smoke-grimed tower of

the old parish church had struck ten.

I took leave of my genial hosts amid a

shower of good wishes, mingled, however,

with some very depressing weather predic-

tions, grimly emphasized, as I rode slowly up
the steep, narrow thoroughfare called Wind-
mill Street, by a few heavy raindrops, which

came pattering down with unpleasant sug-

gestiveness.

The rain soon ceased, but the outlook from

the crest of the hill was the reverse of en-

couraging, for overhead the sky had a grey,

dismal appearance, while the wind, which

had freshened considerably, and was now
blowing a regular gale, had piled tier upon
tier of black, ominous clouds all along the

southern horizon, in which quarter my desti-

nation lay.

But the cyclist is bound to risk something

in the way of bad weather, so, although my
hopes were not sanguine, and I felt an un-

mistakable yearning for the mackintosh I

had, of course, left at home, I determined to

push on, and in a few minutes reached the

corner of the old London Road.
From this point the choice of several routes

was open to me, the most inviting in many
respects being via the village of Cobham, the

ancestral home of the Earl of Darnley, and
where also still exists the famous Leather
Bottle Inn, immortalised by Dickens in the

' Pickwick Papers " as the retreat of the

love-lorn Mr. Tupman.
It was at the Leather Bottle, it may be

remembered, that his faithful friends, Mr.
Pickwick and Mr. Winkle, sought him out

in his affliction, and persuaded him to

return again to the world from Vv^hich he

had exiled himself.

Unfortunately, the way to Cobham lies

chiefly among bye-lanes, generally so loose

after a long interval of drought as to

become unrideable, and I finally selected

the main road that runs through Meopham
to Wrotham, a broad, well-made highway,

though macadamised, as are the majority of

roads in that part of the county, with

Kentish rag, a highly economical material.

doubtless, but far from suitable for cycling

purposes.

The country in the immediate neighbour-

hood of Gravesend is very bare and un-

interesting, but, seen from the south, the

appearance of that " loyal and , ancient

borough," as candidates for local honours

are fond of styling it, is extremely striking,

grouped in artistic confusion round the lofty

hill, on the summit of which stands the

celebrated windmill, from whence, on clear

days, some really magnificent views of the

Thames and the the adjoining county of

Essex may be obtained.

Skimming swiftly onward, I came, ere

long, to a tiny hamlet, lying in a hollow by
the wayside, and where, in the dark and
primitive days before the era of cycling

commenced, a toll-bar used to stand.

Toll-gates have long since vanished from

the face of the land, but I wonder, if those

abominable barriers to locomotion still

existed, what some of us would have had to

say concerning them. Something very much
to the purpose, without doubt, for your

cyclist is a rare fellow at airing his

grievances.

Of this particular gate nothing now remains

but the disused posts, against one of which
a big hulking fellow, in v/hom I fancied I

recognised a former toll-keeper, was leaning.

Like Othello, his occupation was gone, and
I fear my advent upon the scene reminded
him of the fact rather unpleasantly, for he
favoured me with a vindictive scowl as I

rode by.

For the next few miles the road is very

undulating, but can scarcely be called hilly,

and, despite the strong head-wind, I reached

Meopham shortly before eleven. It is an
uninviting sort of village, situated nearly

midway between Gravesend and Wrotham.
A quick run across the bridge over the

London, Chatham, and Dover Railway, and
then a long fatiguing pull up the steep incline

beyond, led me past a group of tumble-

down cottages, overshadowed by a pic-

i
turesque old church—itself half buried amid
the foliage of some tall elms, to Meopham
Green, a bright rustic hamlet, and well

worthy a brief halt, if only to inspect the

exteriors of the quaint edifices gathered in the

form of a rude square around the Green.

This latter, too, has a distinctive interest

of its own, for it is a genuine relic of the

past, a real, old-fashioned country green
;

not one of those miserable triangular strips
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of turf which is all that time and the en-

croachment of the "jerry" builder have left

to so many places, but a fine stretch of

velvety sward, where, in the good old times,

the lads and lasses may have danced round

the maypole.

Returning from my saunter across the

grass, I discovered my tricycle in the

clutches of a party of predatory urchins,

who assailed me with clamorous demands
for " backsheesh" on the ground that they

had been minding it for me.

Having, after some difficulty, dispersed

them, I resumed the saddle and my journey.

Following the innumerable windings of the

road—now as smooth and level as a billiard
|

table—I revelled for a while in a really 1

delightful spin along an extensive ridgeway,
|

which afforded some enchanting glimpses
\

of the scenery on either hand, but my
happiness was destined to be of short

duration, for suddenly, without the slightest

warnmg, I plunged into a perfect sea of

loose macadam. Considerably ruffled in

temper, I emerged at length from this flinty

ordeal, to find myself at the foot of a long

upward gradient.

A hot, wearying climb it proved, for a

broad belt of woodland to the right formed
an effectual screen against the wind, and the

air around me was close and still, while from
a rift in the cloud canopy the fitful sunshine

streamed fiercely down upon my devoted

head.

Notwithstanding these somewhat adverse

conditions, I could not but admire the ex-

treme loveliness of the lane I was pursuing,

as it stole with many a devious twist and
turn through a sort of shallow ravine, the

steep rocky banks of which were robed in an
alluring mantle of moss and ivy. Gaining
the top of the slope, a bend to the left

speedily brought me to Wrotham Hill.

The view from this elevation is perhaps
one of the finest in the county, and amply
repays all the labour necessary to attain it.

On the eastern face the descent is very
precipitous—in some places a sheer wall of

chalk—and at its foot stands the little town
of Wrotham, a confused cluster ofred-roofed

buildings, over which the grey weather-
beaten church, somewhat higher up the

hillside, keeps perpetual guard. Beyond,
a wide sweep of open country lies spread
out Hke a map—a glorious panorama of ever-

varying beauty. On the extreme left, com-
paratively bare and rugged, a long line of

frowning heights, extending with scarce a

break to the ancient cathedral city of

Rochester, the landscape assumes, further

to the east, a softer and more fertile aspect

—

a broad, undulating valley, thronged with a

dark and apparently endless array of hop-

gardens, with here and there an occasional

meadow or cornfield or isolated farm-house

to add the charm of diversity to the picture.

Still more to the right a sombre mass of

trees, the beautiful woods of Comp and
Mereworth, blackens the entire south-

eastern horizon.

But to convey any adequate idea of the

grandeur of the prospect surpasses, I am
well aware, my feeble powers of description,

and I will not, therefore, court ignominious

failure by attempting a task better adapted

to the facile pencil of an artist than the pen

of a humble cyclist.

Suffice it that at last, reluctantly quitting

my post of vantage, I prepared to descend,

a feat which proved more difficult, and even

hazardous, than I anticipated.

For the first hundred yards or so the

gradient is gradual, running through a thick

grove, the interlaced foliage overhead afford-

ing a welcome shade, but woe to the reckless

rider who is tempted to remove his hand
from the brake, for presently the track

emerges into the open, and goes rapidly

down in zig-zag fashion, until it finally

terminates in the centre of the village below.

By dint of incessant back-treadling, I

safely accomplished about half the distance,

and then, for some reason or other, my brake,

which was of the now almost obsolete spoon

pattern, suddenly seemed to lose]all grip of

the wheels, and the next moment I was
flying downward at a rate more exciting than

pleasant.

In an incredibly short space of time I

reached the extremity of the village'street

—

a bustling thoroughfare and full of people,

most of whom, in accordance with the

popular but embarrassing custom in 'the

country, were walking or gossiping in the

middle of the roadway. I frantically en-

deavoured to pull up, but, as may be

imagined, my efforts were fruitless.

Fortunately, my bell served to ensure me a

clear passage, but directly afterwards I per-

ceived with dismay that the road branched
off" abruptly, and that unless I could wheel

sharply round I must inevitably^chargejnto

a particularly repulsive-lookingjwall.

How I managed to execute this manoeuvre
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without mishap is more than I am able to

explain, but I feel convinced that I hereby

spared the local authorities the expense and

inconvenience of an inquest.

This little episode having slightly disturbed

my equanimity, I lost no time in soothing

myself with a refreshing tankard at the

Royal George.

A gentleman I metinthis hostelry—which,

despite its pretentious title, is in reality a

modest establishment— had witnessed my
involuntary flight down the hill, and pro-

ceeded to regale me with some highly-inte-

resting statistics concerning the accidents

which had happened there to " bicycle boys,"

as he comprehensively styled the noble

fraternity of the wheel, embellishing his

narrative as he went on with gruesome de-

tails as to the nature of the injuries the

victims had sustained.

" I see one young chap," he said, " come
a nasty cropper up agin that lamp-post at

the corner. He went one way and his

thingamy went t'other. He warn't much
hurt hisself—only his collar-bone and a rib

or two broke, but I never in all my days see

such a blessid ruing as that there bicycle."

As I had still a long journey before me,

fraught, it might be, with some of the perils

he so graphically described, I took an early

opportunity of cutting short his relation, and

resumed my pilgrimage.

The downward inclination of the ground

continued in a modified form nearly all the

way to Wrotham Heath, enabling me to ride

the greater part of the distance—about a

mile—with my feet on the rests, very much
to my own satisfaction and the envy of the

pedestrians I passed.

I had now fairly entered the hop district,

a fact emphatically impressed upon me by
the number of mendicants I encountered.

The picking season had not yet commenced,
but there were manifest indications that it

was at hand, both in the ripened appearance
of the hops themselves, and in the presence

of innumerable parties of men, women and
children who thronged all the main roads,

waiting until their services were required.

These hop-pickers are, for the most part, a

dirty, disreputable set, largely, if not wholly,

recruited from the inhabitants of the vilest

slums of the Metropolis. Regularly every

summer they migrate into the hop counties,

of course carrying their uncivilised habits

with them, and though the majority return

directly their work is done, many linger be-

hind in the towns and villages, or infest the

highways, gubsistiog, after they have spent

their earnings, by begging or stealing, until

the advent of the cold weather drives them
home again, greatly to the relief of the pro-

vincial police.

Passing rapidly through Wrotham Heath
—a mere handful of rustic cottages—I at

first took the direction of Teston, but the

tramps were so intolerable a nuisance that,

in order to avoid their unwelcome company,
I soon sought a less-frequented route. This

I found, after a brief consultation with

my map, in a turning to the right, a

narrow lane leading under a railway viaduct

and thence into the Great Comp and Mere-

worth Woods—a very hilly road but in

excellent condition.

For some distance on either side the

woods were cleared back, the intervening

space being filled with flourishing hop-gar-

dens, and the boisterous wind that swept

across the dense waving foliage was laden

wiih the mingled scent of the hops and fir-

cones.

For several miles I cycled leisurely on,

without meeting a human being, or, if my
memory serves me, passing a single habita-

tion, but the cheerful sunlight—for the fates

were propitious and the storm-clouds had
given place to blue sky—and the frequent

hop-kilns which marked every turn of the

way, gave an appearance of life and anima-

tion to the scene.

Presently I came to a spot where cross

roads met, but a friendly guide-post saved

me any delay or difiiculty. " To Mereworth
and Wateringbury," it said, pointing to the

left, and a minute or two later I arrived at

the former place.

Mereworth is a quiet village, nestling on

the slope of a verdant valley, and presents a

remarkably clean and picturesque aspect,

thereby falsifying the time-worn adage that

dirtand the picturesque are ioseparable allies.

Deciding to halt there for lunch, I pulled

up at the open door of a little red-curtained

ale-house,where for some time I endeavoured,

but ineffectually, to attract the attention of

the inmates by knocking, and was finally

going away in despair, when I espied a

dilapidated-looking bell-rope hanging in a

remote corner. To this I vigorously applied

myself, and the hostess promptly appeared.

A very infirm and ancient dame she was,

and so terribly deaf, that I was compelled

to order my refreshment in tones which, I
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feel sure, must have been audible all over

Merevvorth before I succeeded in making

her understand me.

I partook of my frugal repast in one of

those queer, old-fashioned parlours, common
enough in country inns ; a dark, but toler-

ably comfortable apartment, with several

small windows — apparently hermetically

sealed—panelled walls, a highly poUshed

table, and rows of stiff-backed chairs ranged

against the sides. A stupendous collection

of long church-wardens—pipes I mean—on

the mantel-piece, spittoons innumerable, a

freshly-sanded floor, and an exceedingly

pronounced odour of stale tobacco-smoke

completed the catalogue, and prepared it for

the reception of the local gossips and

politicians, who doubtless gathered within its

congenial precincts every evening.

Having disposed of my lunch, I took a

stroll round the village. There was not very

much to see, but on my way back along the

deserted street I could not help stopping to

admire the cottage gardens, which were

really marvels^of order and good taste.

Here, in wild but artistic profusion,

abounded every variety of those old world

flowers so plentiful in the country, but com-

paratively rare in London—pinks, gilly-

flowers, stocks, hollyhocks—but I had better

refrain, for I am no botanist, and my lament-

able ignorance will certainly involve me in

some mistake of nomenclature.

I returned to the inn just as a huge Dutch
clock at the foot of the staircase interrupted

its dreary ticking to noisily proclaim the hour

of two, warning me that I must take my de-

parture.

Beside my tricycle, I found a chubby, but

diminutive, urchin in petticoats regarding it

with a stare of intense wonderment, in

which occupation he was so absorbed that

I approached unnoticed. Thinking to p'ease

the Httle fellow, I caught hold of him
suddenly, intending to give him a ride,

but, overcome with terror, he roared and
kicked so lustily that I was glad to re-

lease him, not, however, before his cries had
summoned forth to his assistance a hard-

featured female from an adjacent cottage.

This lady remonstrated with me so angrily

upon the impropriety of my conduct, that

finding my explanations, instead of pacifying

her, only made matters worse, I at length

followed what was probably the wisest

policy under the circumstances, and sought
refuge in flight.

A short run brought me to Watering,

bury, lying eight miles south of Maidstone.

It is celebrated, and, I have reason to

believe with justice, for its excellent ales,

but can boast no other claims to distinction,

or none, at all events, that I was able to elicit

during a short colloquy I had with an unin-

telligent native.

Cycling sharply round a corner into the

Yalding road I narrowly escaped collision

with a brewer's cart, driven at a smart rate

in the opposite direction. As a matter of

course, the drayman indulged in some very

strong language, to which I made some
jesting reply, and he thereupon defied me
to single combat, a challenge which, seeing

that he was six feet high and broad in pro-

portion, I need scarcely say, I declined to

accept.

Glad to leave Wateringbury, its muddy
streets—for the water-cart had been abroad

—and the warlike drayman behind me, I

struck into a well-made highway, and sped

onward so swiftly—the scenery, though pleas-

antly rural, offering few inducements to

linger—that I arrived at Yalding Station

about a quarter to three.

Albeit one of the chief centres of the hop
industry, Yalding is such a scattered, strag-

gUng place that it is not easy to form any
accurate idea of its size. x\lmost the whole

of the surrounding country is devoted to the

cultivation of hops, while breweries, oast-

houses, drying-kilns, and other parapher-

nalia meet the eye in every direction.

From the Wateringbury side the approach

lies along the banks of the river Med way,

here a placid silvery stream—a striking con-

trast to the turbulent, tide-driven estuary

it becomes by the time it reaches Rochester.

Just above Twyford Bridge, where the Med-
way is joined by its tributary the Beult, there

is a weir, and I paused to listen to the not

unmelodious roaring of the water as it poured

down over the massive timbers.

I have heard that good fishing may be ob-

tained in some parts of the river, but it must
have been very poor in this particular spot,

judging from the experience of a somewhat
unamiable disciple of Izaak Walton whom I

found perched, rod in hand, upon a fence

near the water's edge. I ventured to enquire

politely of this gentleman whether he had
had satisfactory sport, but in response he

merely grunted, " Not had a bite all day,"

and turned his back upon me in the most

uncompromising manner. I took the hint
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thus pointedly conveyed, and made my
way over a portion of the road, which

several men were industriously engaged in

strewing with flints, and then down a shady

avenue skirting a pleasant park-like en-

closure, until I came to what I concluded

to be Yalding proper.

It consisted, as I gathered from a cursory

inspection, of only one street, narrow and

winding, and lined with quaint many-gabled

houses and shops, over which hung an air

of profound stillness, irresistibly recalling

Washington Irving's description in his

" Sketch Book " of Sleepy Hollow.

Many of the doors and diamond-paned

lattices stood invitingly open, but no sound

issued from within, and, as far as the absence

of any indication of life was concerned, I

might have been travelling through some
ancient plague- desolated ItaHan city, or

the Deserted Village itself. To invade this

abode of silence on a noisy tricycle seemed

almost an act of sacrilege, and I was glad

to hasten on, lest I too should succumb to

its drowsy influence.

Enthusiastic cyclist as I am, the ensuing

four or five miles were extremely wearisome,

for the way led pretty nearly as the crow

flies across a bare, unsheltered plain, over

which the wind came sweeping up with un-

broken force, driving the dust before it in

blinding clouds.

Beyond the bridge that spans the Sonth-

Eastern Railway the road divides, and taking

the wrong turning, I was soon involved in a

bewilderinglabyrinth of winding lanes, among
which I aimlessly wandered until I came to

a mill. Dismounting, I went up to the mill-

house, a pretty wooden edifice gracefully

festooned with creepers. The clattering of

cups and saucers warned me as I approached
that the inmates were at tea, and I hesitated

to disturb them, but hearing my footsteps on

the path, the miller—a hale old fellow, with

a good-natured weather-beaten countenance

—emerged to meet me, and at once gave me
the directions I required. Following them
out carefully, I quickly regained the main
road, and was soon within sight of Horse-

monden.
About a mile from the foot of the hill on

which the village is situated I overtook an

elderly gentleman crawling along on a very

antiquated tricycle, which he assured me he

had ridden summer and winter for six years,

a statement its dilapidated condition amply
corroborated. Accommodating my pace to

his, we cycled together for awhile, discussing

the roads, the weather, and other kindred

topics dear to the heart of knights of the

wheel, but when we reached the hill he
turned back, and I commenced the ascent

alone.

A stiff bit of climbing it proved, the surface

in some places several inches deep in loose

stones and shingle, but conscious that my
late companion was regarding my perform-

ance critically, I refrained from dismounting,

as I should otherwise have done, but strug-

gled desperately on to the summit.

By the advice of a rural policeman, I did

not enter Horsemonden, which is built on

the eastern face of the hill, but turned into a

green lane to the left, as that, my informant

told me in the broadest of dialects, was the

nearest way to Goudhurst—or, as he pro-

nounced it, " Gowdust"—though, he added
vaguely, " a bit up and downish."

" Up and downish" it was with a vengeance,

a succession of terrific hills, which, in vulgar

parlance, " took it out of me'' pretty con-

siderably. This disadvantage, however, v/as

more than compensated by the loveliness of

the scenery that every turn of the way
revealed; here a verdant meadow or pad-

dock surrounding some ivy-clad cottage or

farmhouse ; there an avenue of tall trees, a

long vista of alternate light and shade as the

golden sunlight glanced in and out through

the chinks in the thick curtain of foliage.

Goudhurst also stands on a hill—a very

lofty hill, commanding far-reaching views

of the country towards Staplehurst and

Smarden—the latter at present the head-

quarters of the Extraordinary Tithe Rebel-

lion among the farmers—and is a bustling

village, swarming with children, the result,

it may be, of its health-giving situation.

I made but a brief halt, being now slightly

fatigued, and anxious moreover to reach

Cranbrook before dusk.

The final stage of my journey was rather

lonely, for it was nearly six o'clock, and

already the ever-lengthening shadows cast

by the setting sun were beginning to darken

the fields.

For awhile the road—utterly deserted

save for an occasional party of hop-pickers

grouped, gipsy-fashion, around a blazing

wood fire—led over very high ground, along

the crest of a ridge, the slopes of which were

sprinkled with funereal fir-trees, looking ex-

tremely gloomy and mysterious in the

twilight ; but presently it grew more undu-
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lating, and just when I began to wonder

where Cranbrook was, I suddenly swept

round a corner and discovered the Httle

town lying below me.

Ten minutes later I had the felicity—such

is the base ingratitude of man—of watching

my faithful steed being locked up for the

night in the roomy stables of the Bull

Hotel.

I cannot conclude without saying a word

or two respecting Cranbrook. It is a dull,

sleepy old place—a trifle more so, perhaps,

than the majority of country towns, for the

nearest railway station is six miles distant

—

but it forms a capital centre for cycling ex-

cursions. Staplehurst, Hawkhurst, and
even Tenterden itself, with its celebrated

steeple— a conspicuous landmark— are all

within easy reach ; while those who are more
adventurous, and care to go somewhat
further afield, can have many a delightful

run across the Sussex border to the far-

famed Castle of Bodiam, or to Salehurst,

where there is a grand old church.

Finally, I venture to express a hope that

this little paper, full of imperfections as it

is, may accomplish its mission, and induce

some of its readers to emulate my example,

and take a trip through the Hop District.

—D. H. Blyth.

> • <

THE SOCIAL SIDE OF CYCLING.

Cycling possesses not only the largest

athletic club in the world, but also the largest

club ; for no other that we ever heard of has

a muster-roll of over 20,000 members as has

the C.T.C. At the same time no other club

possesses so little of the social character of

clubs as that gigantic association known as the

C.T.C.—which, by-the-bye, some wiseacres

prophesied would die out if its old title, the

B.T.C., were done away with, and its head-

quarters moved from Bradford to London.
This, however, by the way. We have recently,

in the most sensationally conducted journal

of the day—the Pall Mall Gazette—had the

history of the C.T.C. told by its secretary,

Mr. E. R. Shipton, in that conversational

style which, commencing with the Trans-

atlantic "interviewing reporters" has become
fashionable of late in England. We cannot do
better, perhaps, before proceeding further with

our article, than reproduce what Mr. Shipton

had to say about the wheel society for which
he abandoned his original business with all

its joys and sorrows. On Saturday, the 12th

June, 1886, the following appeared as the

second leading, or social, article in the

P.M.G. :—

"THE GREATEST ATHLETIC CLUB IN
THE WORLD.

"an interview with MR. SHIPTON, THE
CYCLIST.

" The cyclists have just obtained another

victory. Richmond Park is now about to be

opened to the ubiquitous wheelman. The

First Commissioner of Works somewhat
grudgingly promised the other night that the

present most indefensible restrictions shall

be withdrawn, provided that some guarantee

as to the faithful observance of the Park

regulations be forthcoming from cycling

clubs and others chiefly interested. In reply

to an enquiry at the Cyclists' Touring Club,

Mr. George Shipton, the secretary, said he

thought that, without boasting, the Cyclists'

Touring Club was the largest body of athletes

in the world. It has over twenty thousand

members. He was obviously, therefore, the

best authority to speak as to the danger of

inconvenience to the public caused by the

admission of cyclists to the Parks. As might

have been expected, he laughed the idea to

scorn. He said :

—

" It will, I think, be obvious that a cycle

having long since been decreed by the

courts to be a carriage within the meaning
of the Act, the rider is necessarily amenable
to the ordinary law as regards furious driv-

ing; while as to the suggested use of the

Parks for meets and other large assemblages

of riders, there is, as far as I am aware, not

the slightest incHnation on the part of any
section of cyclists to thus take advantage
of any concessions that may be made by the

authorities. The day of meets and demon-
strations is past. The experiment inaugu-

rated a year or so since, when, in response

to the representations of the CycHsts' Tour-
ing Club and the sister association, the

National Cyclists' Union, Regent's, Battersea,
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and Victoria Parks were thrown open to

wheelmen, has been amply justified by the
course of events. Not a meet or demon-
stration has taken place, nor has a single

case ot rowdyism or furious driving been
reported in the interval. On behalf of the

Cyclists' Touring Club, I may be permitted

to add that my council will gladly undertake

to impress upon the membership the necessity

of conforming to any reasonable regulations

which the First Commissioner may in his

discretion conceive to be desirable when he
opens the gates of Richmond and other

public Parks to cyclists, nor have I the

slightest fear of the result.

" Mr. Shipton described the formation of

the club and the nature of its operations as

follows :

—

" How THE Club was Started.

" For all the'advantages which I am about

to describe to you, obtained by membership
of the club, the cost is an annual sub-

scription of 2S. 6d. a year, and a shil-

ling entrance fee. We feed you and
clothe you at reduced rates, and give you

advice and information on every subject

which is of interest to the wheelman, to say

nothing of a free copy of the Cyclists' Touring

Club Gazette. Someone has yet to write the

history of our organisation, but for your pur-

poses it is sufficient to say that we have

grown from very small beginnings. For
some years the North of England Cyclists'

Club used to hold their annual meet at

Harrogate, and as the numbers grew it

occurred to some of the members that it

might be feasible to form an association to

encourage touring. This was in 1878. For
a time' the head- quarters were in Newcastle

and Edinburgh, but as it grew the work
became more formidable and onerous ; and
one after another of the honorary secretaries

were compelled to resign. I had always
taken the keenest interest in the business,
and accepted the post, combining the duties
with my own business. At last, from sheer
love of the work, I agreed to abandon that,
and became the paid secretary and editor of
our monthly paper, which, by the way, has
grown from a two-sheet leaflet to its present
dimensions of sixty-four pages, including
wrapper and many advertisements. I re-

member how afraid I was, when we first

agreed to take these rooms here in Fleet
Street, that we should never be able to meet
our creditors. I began with one assistant,

and now a staff of sixteen can scarcely get
through the work.

"The Ramifications of Consuls.

" One of the most remarkable features of
the club is the system of consuls which ex-

tends through Great Britain, the Continent,
and portions of America. As the size of the
counties vary, so there are one or more chief

consuls who have the district in charge.
Then comes the great ramification of consuls

ordinary, and so far as is possible one is

found in every town or village likely to be
frequented by cyclists. Their names are all

recorded in the Handbook, and it is their duty
to giveinformation respecting their particular

district concerning the roads, the hotels,

the byelaws which afi'ect wheelmen, the sights

worth seeing—and, in fact, to do all in their

power to help their brother clubman who
calls for assistance. Supposing a mem-
ber of the club has decided to take a particu-

lar route which passes through certain coun-

ties, he makes application to the various

chief consuls for the information he requires,

and the chief consul in his turn applies to

the consuls in his district, and fills in the

prescribed form :

—

Route from to

.

Issued by Chief Consul to

Membership No Division

.

City or Town. Village, Hamlet or
Landmark.

Miles.
Description of Road, Notes of Dangerous

Hills, and General Remarks.
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On the expiration of the tour the member is

requested to return the form to the chief

consul who issued it, notifying whether the

information was substantially correct, or if

his experience differed from it, and if so, in

what manner. It will thus be seen what an

enormous amount of knowledge respecting

the roads and byways of England must be

gathered by the cyclists in the course of a

year.

" A Network of Hotels.

" As the club grew and the touring area

increased, we found it necessary to come to

some agreement with hotel proprietors
i

throughout England. It was a matter of

great difficulty to enforce our arguments on

the landlords, as in those days the cyclists

were a comparatively small body. But at 1

last we succeeded in inducing a number of

them to accept our proposals, and to-day we
have on our books hotels in almost every

town and village which might be visited by

a tourist, where a cyclist, producing his ticket

of membership, would receive a reduction of

25 per cent, on the ordinary prices. For

example, a breakfast of ham, eggs, chop or

cold joint, or fish, with tea, coffee, or

chocolate, which at ordinary prices would
cost 25. 6d., is reduced in cost to is. gd. ; or a

dinner of soup, fish, joint, vegetables, pastry,

cheese, would be reduced from 3s. 6d. to

2S. 6d. And so it is all along the line, with

bed and attendance. In Scotland the re-

duction made is somewhat less. The same
principle is in force in Wales, Ireland,

and France. In Germany, the Continent

generally, and America there is no fixed

tariff, only arrangements by which a con-

siderable reduction is made. That is one of

the great advantages offered lo members of

the club. Then, again, at all these hotels

the machines are housed free of cost, where-
as non-members would be charged sixpence

a night perhaps, more or less, as the case

may be. Now, a bicycle is a delicate

machine ; it sometimes breaks down. To
entrust it for repairs to the nearest smith,

who in all hkelihood knows nothing of its

mechanism, might often result in great
damage to the machine

; so we have also

appointed official repairers throughout Great
Britain and the Continent.

" Ladies as Cyclists.

" Since the introduction of tricycles, many
ladies have become ardent cycHsts. Yes, I

should say that the tricycle, whether tandem
or sociable, is becoming even more popular

than the bicycle. We have over a thousand
ladies among our subscribers—the young
Princesses of Wales and Lord Granville's

daughters are tricyclists. We often find

that ladies are able to do their from forty to

sixty miles a day without experiencing much
fatigue.

" Cyclists' Clothing.

" After much deliberation and discussion,

and after passing through many phases

this great club decided upon a certain uni-

form for its members, men and women,
which, for the first, consists of a Noifolk

jacket, trousers or knickerbockers, polo or

cricket cap, helmet or deerstalker, all made
specially of the grey cloth woven for the club,

with straw hats, grey stockings and grey shirt,

with some slight alternatives for hot weather.

The middleman is thrown out, and the club

buys direct from the manufacturers. Mr.

Shipton points with some pride to a lay figure

which is clothed in graceful garments of

grey, which seems to provide everything

that female heart could ask for, which does

not sacrifice utility to vanity, and yet does

not subordinate appearance. You pull a

couple of mysterious bands, which seem to

lead nowhere, and lo ! from a very plain up

and down fall, the grey folds pucker up

behind, fill out, and present the pannier or

improver by which a lady's costume is said

to be improved. This is to meet vanity

—

for, while plainness and easy motion are all

requisite in the saddle, when a lady dis-

mounts she wishes her figure to be on equal

terms with that of any other of her sex.

The details of the prescribed garments may
be enumerated as consisting of a coat bodice

or Norfolk jacket, a skirt, knickerbockers,

merino or lambswool combination garments

for underwear, and steel-grey hose ; head-

gear, helmet, or soft cloth helmet hat, or

straw hat. But all clothing should be of

wool. Wool is far the healthiest, and the

safest from a sanitary point of view. But

this is not all. These far-seeing wheelmen
have also a network of official tailors, who
will supply the wandering cyclist with ex-

actly what he wants, or will repair a torn

costume at a fixed tariff.

"The Cyclists' Encyclop.edia.

" If a member wishes to tour over a

certain ground he consults the map which is
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iDcluded in the Handbook. This map is cut

up into divisions and sub-divisions, each

number referring to the index of chief consuls

to whom, as we have explained, he applies

for information. This ' Cyclists' Hand-

book' is a model volume. It is the cyclists'

encyclopcedia, containing an amount of

information which is really staggering, while

it adds but a trifling weight to the traveller's

impedimenta. Take a couple of examples

of the manner in which the information is

recorded. You arrive at Basingstoke, and
seek information ; turn to county Hants, say,

and refer to Basingstoke :

—

Town. Hotel. Consul. Place for Repairs.

Basingstoke. Red Lion. F.Watson, Mote Street I F. Watson, Mote Street.

Or you happen to be in Bozen, in Austria- Hungary. Turn to it, and you find :-

Chief Consul : Th. Hildebrand, jun. Wien, i. Operngasse, 2.

Town.

Bozen.

Province.

Tirol.

Hotel and Street. Consul. Place for Repairs.

Victoria.
Louis Tschugquel,

Obstplatz.
Hein. Wachtler,
Karnevgasse.

Rules of the road,

information are also given.

" The Cyclists' Parliament.

" The affairs of the club are governed on

the principles of parliamentary represent-

ation. The country is divided into districts,

and each chief consular division is entitled

to representation on the following scale :

—

Every division with less than 200 members

returns one representative to the council;

200 and less than 400, two councillors ; with

400 members and less than 800, three coun-

cillors ; with 800 and less than 1,500, four

;

every division of 1,500 members, five coun-

cillors, and an additional representative for

every complete 1,000 members over the first

1,500 members. I may say that we are not

a legislative body. The court which settles

questions of time and claims to record, and

generally adjusts disputes which arise from

time to time, is the National Cyclists' Union.

One of our great difficulties is the difference

of byelaws governing wheelmen in different

counties. A cyclist may be obeying the rule

to the letter in one county, while he may, all

unknown to himself, have crossed the

borders—for you can ride through three or

four counties in a day—and yet he may have

laid himself open to the law. What we

require is a uniform set of rules which we

shall abide by. We are only too glad to have

reasonable restrictions. I think everyone

admits (continued Mr. Shipton) that the

cycle has taken a firm root in England, and

byelaws regulating wheelmen, and endless

is no ephemeral sport. I know of no form

of relaxation which combines so many good

qualities, and in its utilitarian aspect it has

also become very important. In old days

—

not very old either—to run a mile in four

minutes was considered good time. Now it

is done in 2 min. 39 sec. It is true that

improved machines are constantly appearing

but I believe the bicycle has now arrived as

near perfection as it will ever reach."

So much for the C.T.C. Composed, as it

is, of men varying in social position from a

peer of the realm to a chimney sweep, it is

impossible that it could ever be otherwise

than a club of which membership means no

tie, not even an introduction ; for daily,

C.T.C. men pass each other in uniform as

indifferently, and as silently, as the privates

who wear Her Majesty's uniform. What we
desire to say is a few words on the really

social side of wheel life, i.e., in the case of

men who derive their greatest pleasure in

life from cycling and things cycular, and mix

with those sets (and sets abound in cycling

circles) who are of kindred tastes and posi-

tions. Much as is written and said against

cyclists, we very much question if there is

any body of men in the country who are so

united. Cricketers are known if they make
a name, but there is no social side to cricket-

ing life ; whereas, winter and summer, the

leading cyclists are drawn together in social

ties. It would probably surprise many men,
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if they came to analyse their lives, to find

how much time they devoted to cycling and
cyclists, and how eagerly they looked forward

to wheel reunions, whether on the path, the

road, at the festive board, or in the ball-

room. We have everything in cycling life

;

marriages and givings in marriage, flirtations,

disappointments, and what not—in fact,

everything that goes to make up the social

cycle of life ; and ifa man trace back the pleas-

ant acquaintanceships, and, in many cases,

the warm friendships, he has made in cycling

circles, he will be surprised to find how much
it has become interwoven into his ordinary

existence. Two swallows don't make a

summer, and the vast body of cyclists must
not be judged by the gauntletted and braided

gentry who occasionally raise a smile at the

expense of the pastime. Cyclists, we un-

hesitatingly repeat, will bear favourable com-
parison with any other class of English

gentleman. Dealing only with those who
follow sport of some kind, and leaving the

cripple, the sluggard and the bookworm
alone, the cyclist is infinitely more manly a

fellow than that dreadful modern compound
the lawn tennis young man. He runs far

more danger, and has far more excitement,

than the boating man, though, owing to dusty

roads, oil and perspiration, he is unable to

put in such a faultless appearance as is the

meanderer on the Thames' fair bosom at the

close of a day's outing. Cricket has as many
votaries as any sport, and cricketers proba-

bly range higher and lower in the social

scale than any other class of men, not even
omitting cyclists ; but cricket is far more
localised than cycling. Unless a cricketer

makes a great name he is not generally

known outside his own club, town or village,

but ia cycling men talk as glibly of others,

whose only claim to notice is of a social

character, as if cyclists were one happy
family from Land's End to John-o'-Groat's
and from Glasgow to Dover. Considering
the short time, comparatively, that cycling

has been a recognised English sport or pas-

time, which you will, its social development
has been simply wonderful. The Harrogate

Camp has, no doubt, been a great pro-

moter of this general knowledge of one
another which cyclists possess, and which
they would never otherwise have gained.

The more one studies human nature the

more interesting is the study. To con-

fine the study to one's own particular

class, or what one thinks is one's own par-

ticular class, viz., that in which we were
born, is to limit the field of operations to

an extent which renders the process of

little practical value. There are many men,
some slightly above and some slightly below
the normal gauge of a man's existence, who
are well worth knowing, and with reference

to whom by the exchange of ideas both sides

are benefited ; that is, so far as the gaining

of a large and generous view of human life

is concerned. We know of no other sport

which gives the opportunities for this which
cycling does ; and a cyclist with brains

using his opportunities should be able to

raise himself to that, the only sensible

pinnacle of social life, " citizenship of the

world ;" not of one particular street, square,

or district. For the dullard, be he cad or

gentleman—and the dullard exists quite as

plentifully in the latter class as in the former

—we do not write ; but we can fearlessly

commend cycling, whether from its riding

or its social side, as physically the finest and
mentally the best of all sports.

" The sport of kings," indeed. Perhaps.

But kings don't have to go down to race-

courses in first-class carriages which are

crammed with third-class passengers. To a

mind possessing anything approaching

culture, the contemplation of the hard

vicious features, and the listening to the one
subject of talk interlarded only by obscene

and blasphemous ejaculations ; and the

witnessing of the brutality and the selfish-

ness comprised in the occupants of a racing

train bound for some site of the sport of

kings, is the sorriest picture of humanity

we know. Kings may not know the joys of

a cycle, but for all that cycling is the king

amongst sports.
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" To he continued ! " When that appalling

announcement met my astonished gaze, in

my " Wheel World" last month, I experienced

a feeling of consternation only equalled, I

expect, by the horror felt by subscribers to

this magazine. For I certainly had no
intention of continuing the narration of my
Dublin experiences, having a rooted aver-

sion to serial or " continued " yarns of an}^

kind ; and it was not until I carefully went
through my article in print that I discovered

why my editor had appended that awe-

inspiring footnote. The reason was, that

the slip containing my impressions of extra-

cycling Dublin (which should have been re-

printed from a local paper) did not arrive in

time ; so, good reader mine, please exon-

erate me from the blame which would justly

attach to the perpetration of a bisected

yarn, and if you wish to know how Dublin

itself differed from other towns I have visi-

ted, please to peruse this narrative which

conveys an idea of the peculiarities which

struck me during my wanderings on foot

and per costermonger's barrow in the streets

of the Irish capital :

—

AN EASTER TRIP.

I am one of those Londoners who believe

that there is no need to go on to the Conti-

nent for a holiday, so long as there is an

inhnite variety of unexplored nooks inviting

a sojourn in dear old England ; and the

30,000 miles of roadway I have traversed, on
bicycles and tricycles, have left me with no
yearning after foreign climes ; but a very

pressing invitation to visit Dublin at Easter
was not to be despised, and I resolutely

decided to brave the terrors of mal de mer
on the Irish sea, and to beard the Fenian
lion in his den. Yea, verily, quoth 1,1 will

away unto the Emerald Isle, and will risk my
crown in unprotected proximity to the shille-

laghs so merrily twirled by Erin's sons : I

will e'en place myself within range of the

Hibernian blunderbuss ; will endeavour to

present my most fascinating manner to the

porcine wanderers in the streets of Dublin
—please the pigs—and will sternly and yet

benignly eschew every temptation to tread

upon the tail of a single coat trailed for my
seduction by a down-trodden son of the

beautiful Isle of the Say. And I did this

thing. That is to say, I went to Dublin
;

but as regards its most cherished traditions

I found Dublin a fraud. There was but little

to justify the alliterative designation of

"dear, dirty Dublin"—in fact, I saw less

squalor there than proportionately in many
parts of East London; there was a certain

air of dinginess about the city, to be sure

;

but compared with such cities as Birmingham
or Sheffield, Dublin is cleanliness personified.

Still, there is something fraudulent about it.

I saw not a single pig running about the

streets or country roads during the eight

days I was there ; not one Irishman re-

quested me to tread upon the tail of his coat

;

no shillelagh was twirled in my presence
;

nor was such a thing as a blunderbuss in

evidence. There was not a trace of bellicose

tendency on the part of one solitary indi-

vidual who came within range of my eye-

sight ; but, on the contrary, I found the lower

classes in and around Dublin to be quite

bright and civil. Even the carmen can

speak civilly, and do not sulk and glower at

their passengers in the way so painfully

familiar to patrons of the London cabby.

Parts of Ireland may be discontented, and

miserable, and bellicose, and despicable

;

but in and around Dublin there were no

traces of any such sentiments. With the

middle classes everything was admirable.

The traditional hospitality of the Irish nation

was faliy displayed towards me, and the

most loyal of Englishmen could find no

fault with the enthusiastic reception of

"The Queen" after dinner. Hurroo ! for

Old Oireland !

The journey to Holyhead by the London
and North-Western Railway is not so tedious

as might be expected. True, there is none

of the lightning-like speed of the Midland and

Great Northern express trains ; but on a fine

spring day the glimpses of English village

scenery along the line are much prettier than

can be viewed from the generality of railway

trains. First, there is the level stretch of

line passing alongside a river, by Watford
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and the succeeding villages, until Stafford-

shire introduces such new features as mining

shafts and chimneys ; later on, North Welsh

associations are aroused by choice bits of

castle and wood and hill around Llandulas,

Llandudno, and Conway, with a long line of

sea beach fringing the rails for many miles.

Anglesea is rather uninteresting, as a rule
;

but Holyhead is reached before the monotony

quite palls ; and then the steamer is boarded.

And such steamers ! Let the Chatham-Dover
and the South-Eastern Railways blush for

shame at their stuffy Httle packets after

beholding the powerful vessels that ply

between Holyhead and Dublin. The pas-

sage occupied about five hours; and once

landed on the quay at " North Wall," I was
pounced upon by two genial and joyous

emissaries from my friend's office, and at

once initiated into a main feature of Dublin

travel by being hoisted on to. a coster-

monger's barrow, called by courtesy an

"outside car," or "jaunting car." These
cars are indigenous to the soil ; and riding

one has the effect of convincing the stranger

that he is merely hanging on to the edge of

a costermonger's truck—he has to hold on
by the skin of his teeth and the tips of his

eyelashes, while the Jehu drives the horse

at a pace which makes the wheels rattle

over the stones in an awful way, and sets

the unaccustomed passenger's eyeballs danc-
ing in their sockets ; round the corners the

car swings in a perilous fashion, tilting on to

one wheel, and occasionally a wheel will catch

in a defective tramway groove and go, and
then things generally begin to happen. Ttie

streets are very ill-kept, the granite-sets of

the tramways being vilely laid, and the

macadam being everywhere patched with
loose stones ; so that the jolting on an out-

side car must be highly conducive to a stag-

nation in the liver-pill trade.

The river Liffey is at once the pride and
the sorrow of Dublin. Without being nearly
so broad as the Thames, it is fully as muddy,
and at low tide there is the merest dribble

of water meandering down the middle ; the
mud being of a nature to delight the Con-
servators of the River Lea and the Tottenham
Local Board. It extends a long way right

through the heart of the city, and is splen-

didly embanked
; miles of quays are on

either side, and the shipping trade is

immense. There is another river—the Dod-
der—too, very picturesque in some places
and very Regent's Canal-like in others.

The streets present many little items of

novelty to one accustomed to London and
England. Stone of a coarse description is

very plentiful and cheap ; so that many
houses and walls are built of it instead of

brick. The sides of many brick-built houses

are protected from damp by means of slates,

which can sometimes be seen completely

covering the side of a house. Red bricks, of

a rather dmgy hue, are popular in suburban
building, and many of the newer blocks of

houses in the city also are built of these.

The old Houses of Parliament are now occu-

pied by the Bank of Ireland, and Dubliners

are looking forward to a speedy evacuation

of the building and a re-transference to its

original purpose, when Gladstone's new
Irish Parliament comes into being. The
building is not unlike the Bank of England
ia general architectural effect ; and sentries

pace to and fro in the corridors all day.

Over the shops, sometimes, are queerly

expressed announcements—thus a leather-

seller labels his shop " Shoe Findings ;"

wall-papers are advertised as " room-
papers ;" every milkshop is called " Regis-

tered Dairy ;" and the sign upon a self-

evident common public-house frequently

purports to be that of a " grocer "—this last

is a reversal of our custom, which allows an
ostensible grocer's shop to be for the sale of

alcoholic liquors on the quiet. It is a

common thing in the streets for an old

woman to be staggering along with a huge
advertising- board on her shoulder: we
haven't brought the Rights of Woman so

low down as animated sandwiches in Eng-

land yet. When off duty the soldiers fre-

quently carry a bunch of flowers in their

caps.

The telephone is in full use in Dublin and
even in adjacent villages; but a relic of the

dark ages is visible on the railway, where
many of the carriages are open—that is to

say, they are built without sides and glass,

but with a roof supported on iron rods.

Pim Brothers, Limited, is the title of the

big commercial firm ; a sort of combined Co-

operative Society and Building Society.

The firm has an immense number of shops,

selling every conceivable line of goods, and
has built some of the best blocks of shop

houses in the city.

Phoenix Park is a magnificent place, com-
bining the styles of Hyde Park with the un-

dulating and wooded appearance of Epping
Forest. Driving through the park, we
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reached the village of Knockmaroon, whence

a drive by the side of the river revealed some
charming little bits ot landscape. Walking

up the hill from Knockmaroon, on the return

journey, laid us open to be assailed by a

horde of the most importunate beggar-women

I ever met. They would take no denial,

and a copper from one of us was but the

prelude to fresh importunities.

By rail to Bray, one afternoon, introduced

us to a delightful little bit of coast, where

the villages of Sorrento and Dalkey nestle in

a bay surrounded by lofty headlands and

undulating cliffs, strongly reminding one of

Ilfracorabe, but with the additional charm
of a view of the Wicklow Mountains inland

;

and here, amongst the gloriously golden

gorse, sweet-scented and silky leaved, we
could recline in view of Bray Head in the

distance, with the tall shaft of a lead mine

on an inland hill, flanked by the towering

peak of Sugarloaf Mountain and an indication

of the " Scalp ;" while at our feet were villas

on the very verge of the cliff, with a tennis-

lawn surrounded by v/ire netting which

looked all too little to save the balls from

summary disappearance over the precipice.

It was a charming scene ; but even it was

put into insignificance by an excursion which

I took in the company of a dozen of Irish

bicyclists—good-hearted, jovial young fel-

lows—on Easter Tuesday. We went out by
way of Dandrum, and traversed ten miles of

the roughest roads I ever travelled ; then

matters improved, as we reached "The
Scalp "—a gorge through which the road

passes, with enormous dark-grey rocks

towering in wild confusion on either hand,

resembling nothing so much as the Cheddar
Cliffs ; then a run downhill, with the brakes

on, to the village of Enniskerry, ensconced

amid a wealth of dark green foliage. Then
comes a climb up a steep hill, and we turn

into Lord Powerscourt's demesne, winding

through a lovely avenue, past Powerscourt

House ; and then the most luxurious feast ot

scenery I ever beheld. Through magnifi-

cently-diversified vistas of green foliage, with

mountains everywhere looming up—covered!

with trees in all the beauty of spring vendure

—at every turn comes some new delight.

And there are turns, too ! This hill, which

we now descend, is rightly named " Cork-

screw Hill;" and it requires considerable

address to swing round the sharp zig-zag

turns on our tandem tricycle ; but we are

ccustomed to " coasting " hills, and even an

occasional glance at the road ahead does

j

not rob this glorious scenery of its charm.
For several miles it continues ; and then,

after a pull uphill, we come to the end of the

road, which abruptly ceases at the foot of

Powerscourt Waterfall. I have been to the

English Lake District, and in several coun-

ties of Scotland; I have explored Kent, the
" Garden of England," and have revelled in

Devonshire dells, Dorset vales, and Somerset

hills, and almost every other county in Eng-

land ; but this single day's experience of

Ireland leads me to vote it the country ^ar

excellence for delightful rural scenery. I shall

go again. —East London Pres3.

Upon the whole, I am not altogether

sorry that the foregoing reprint was too late

for last month's "Wheel World," inasmuch

as the present continuation affords me an

opportunity of congratulating myself upon
the accuracy of my prediction as to the

probability of Mecredy licking me into a

cocked hat. At Easter, I was in the pink of

condition, but the Irish crack was rather

untrained and overworked, so that my
victory over him was not so meritorious as

it looked. Nevertheless, the warm-hearted

Dubliners gave me a tremendous reception

at the end of each race ; and the only party

to be seriously offended at my beating

" Dick " was his niece, a little lady in short

frocks and long curls, who refused to be

comforted after the Saturday meeting, even

though I promised to photograph her on the

tandem.

Early on Easter Monday morning, a mys-

terious letter was thrust under my bedroom
door, which, upon being opened, bore an

aspect which is reproduced fac-simile here-

under :

"""^"t^^^^V^^
c

4^

^z^

ifie: T^tH^Aretit.;^ lstt'e^
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This was extremely gratifying. My soul

had been rebelling against the tameness and

generally non-adventnrons nature of affairs,

and at first I was rejoicing at the com-

plexion of matters, and congratulating my-

self upon the bellicose tendency of the pro-

ceedings. But upon a closer examination of

the threatening document I recognised cer-

tain traits which led me to infallibly"identify

the ferocious writer of the letter, whose

portrait I append for the information of the

Royal Irish Constabulary

:

Alter this episode, things went smoothly ;

the races went off with considerable vim (a

word which I believe to be English for the

untranslatable French word eclat), and the

prizes were duly distributed. Then we all

adjourned (by aid of the everlasting coster's

barrow) to a city hotel, where the Irish

Cyclists' Association held high revel in the

shape of a dinner, with the usual concomi-
tant speechifying and toast-drinking. This

put the crowning touch upon the whole of

my experiences, for the way in which that

roomful of stalwart young men enthused, and
cheered, and waved their serviettes when I

and the other English visitors, who had not

been racing, got on our legs to respond to

the hearty sentiments washed down in our

honour. One " Hart " concocted a topical

song on the pattern of " So long as the ivorld

goes round,'" one verse of which was so truly

prophetic that I am tempted to quote it

here :

—

" A deal of commotion has lately been made
By the long-promised visit, but too long delayed,

Of that popular rider and icriter called Faed—
/ iuonder how long he will last ?

As long as the wheel goes round,

Will his yarns and his records abound

;

But if lie gets seedy,

Hell be liched by Mecredy,

As sure as the wheel goes round !
"

Everybody who reads racing news knows,

by this time, what a true vaticination was
contained in the above verse ; how, on my
own track, at the A. P. Tournament, I had
got rather seedy and was licked by Mecredy
at exactly the two same distances as had
produced the reverse result at Dublin. Ah !

well, I am an old, old man, and easily get

overtrained; and in the vein of the latest

popular style of versification I must console

myself with the reflection that

" A man may sprint, and a man may scorch,
And a man may slog all day

;

But a man can't go on winning every race,

Because he ain't built that way."

I have done. Be joyful, O ! reader, and
shout aloud and clap your hands. I have
had my little say, and have demonstrated,

doubtless to your complete understanding,

that I enjoyed a most thoroughly satisfac-

tory Easter outing, and felt much pleased

with myself and everybody else, because I

was made much of, and flattered, and gene-

rally cottoned-down-to all around. It was
ever thus. Treat a dog, or a cat, or a child,

or a woman, well ; make much of it, in fact,

and it will love you and regard you as the

essence of perfection. The Irish made much
of me out of the kindness of their hearts,

and treated me well, so that I returned

home cherishing a degree of smug satis-

faction with them and with myself, which
has made me inflict all this piffling talk

about it upon readers who, not viewing the

matter through rose-coloured spectacles,

will utterly fail to appreciate wdiy such

babble has been penned about his common-
place Bank-holiday excursion by that dod-

dering old idiot called —Faed.
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MR. DICK BULDER, AUCTIOXEER.

Mr. Dick Bulder was a j'oung man of

twenty-five. There is nothing extraordinary

in this. If he were an old man of twenty,

five, or a young one of ninety-five, there

w^ould be something to talk about ; but there

isn't. I pass.

Mr. Dick Bulder is the hero of this men-

dacious history. It is, therefore, necessary

to describe his personality with great care

He wouldn't be a properly introduced hero

if this were neglected. But all previous and

preliminary novelists have confined them-

selves exclusively to describing their heroes'

eyes, teeth, chins, trousers, ties, hair, cheeks

or cheek, jaws or jaw, lips, scowls of anger,

glances of scorn, looks of ardour, and stove-

pipe hats. This is an excellent field for the

excursions of such ordinary novelists as have

yet written on the somewhat threadbare

subject of heroes, but in the case of this, my
first real hero. I propose striking out an

original line. A single lady, of the assumed

name of Katisha, has placed upon record

her opinion that it is not in the face alone

that beauty is to be sought. I agree with

Miss Katisha, and hope she feels gratified-

I go further. Neither is beauty to be exclu-

sively sought in the articles too numerous to

mention again, but enumerated in the list

above, commencing with eyes and ending

with stove-pipe hats. Mr. Dick Bulder had

an excellent stomach, and gave it plenty of

exercise. He probably possessed the usual

number of lungs, although he personally had

had no favourable opportunity of counting

them. He would probably have felt insulted

if told that he had no brains, and he

possessed a liver of the usual cussedness.

He hadn't any heart, because the space was
wanted for stomach. I've got to make my
hero original somehow.
This is just my preliminary frisk, which

please excuse. I have a familiar and appo-

site prototype in this respect. When in

Epping's ^lassie shades the shop-released

Cockney gaily toots the penny trumpet, and
merrily strikes the light jackass, that sportive

animal at first executes a complicated series

of manoeuvres, each consisting of an origin-

ally-conceived attempt to get rid of his

awkward leg-dangling incubus. I have made
an abortive attempt to get rid, in an original

manner, of my hero-describing incubus, and
now proceed under the pov^erfully propulsive

stimulation of my proprietor, the editor, to

break into a resigned spurt of six miles an
hour until such time as my proprietor, the

editor, shall consider that you, unknovvn and
uninteresting reader, have had your full six-

pennyworth.

Mr. Dick Bulder was seized or possessed

of a self-propulsive machine in the shape of

a tricycle of somewhat heavy and steady

habits, but happening himself to be of an

opposite disposition, and seized and pos-

sessed likewise of an ordinary bicycle,

thought fit to dispose of the engine first men-
tioned by means of lawful sale. Wherefore,

half-an-hour's effort in English composition

resulted in the forwarding for insertion in

the Weekly Sn'op Sell or Wrangle of an
advertisement in these terms :

—

"For disposal by private contract, a
magnificent tricycle, the property of a gentle-

man. This splendid machine runs upon
three wheels, and has other modern improve-
ments. Very satisfactory reasons for selling

indeed. Price ;^io. — Call or write, R.
Bulder, The Gooseberry Bushes, Dingledell

Road, S.W."

The Weekly Swop Sell or Wrangle came
out very early every Wednesday morning.

Mr. Dick Bulder came out rather late every

morning except Sunday, when he didn't

come out in the morning at all, and had

never been visible to the unclad eye of the

domestic Sairerann earlier than three p.m.

On the particular Wednesday morning on

which Mr. Dick Bulder's announcement was

to gladden the hearts of the regular sub-

scribers to the Weekly Sn'op Sell or Wrangle,

that superior publication came out as early

as usual, and long before Mr. Dick Bulder

had thought of doing anything of the kind.

^Ir. Dick Bulder was, in fact, asleep.

Mr. Dick Bulder's slumbers were shortly

invaded by dreams. He had been riding

upon the tricycle which was the property of

a gentleman, he thought, and had broken

something with a mighty bang. He wasn't

quite sure where the damage was, because

the fracture kept shifting, while he wasn't

watching it, from the rim to the frame, from

the frame to the axle, and from the axle to

the steering-fork. This was confusing, but
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didn't surprise him at all. A man turned up

somehow who was going to mend it with a

hammer and nails. This seemed quite right.

First the man rang the bell very loudly, as a

sort of notice that he was going to begin.

Then he drove the nails into all parts of the

machine with mighty bangs. Occasionally

he refreshed himself by ringing the bell again,

and very soon, as he banged and banged,

and rang and rang, faster and harder, and

faster again, Mr. Dick Bulder gradually

awoke to the fact that someone, or some hall-

dozen or more, were using the front door

knocker and bell with very great freedom

and effect, not to mention probable damage.

Mr. Dick Bulder rubbed hi^, eyes and

yawned. Then he looked at his watch.

Then he yawned twice more and sat up.

The people at the door were putting on a

spurt.

Our respected hero knew well that no

amount of ringing and yelHng would fetch

the sleepy Sairerann from her eerie perch in

less than half-an-hour. So he got upon the

floor and put his head out of window.

Several men, an old lady, and a great many
boys were clearly distinguishable in the grey

dawn, standing on the steps below and hang-

ing about the gate. They were engaged on

a sort of fatigue duty, taking impartial turns

at the knocker and bell all round.
" Hello !" said Mr. Dick Bulder.
" Hello !" responded the several men, the

old lady, and the great many boys.

*'W-what's up? W-w-what d'ye want ?"

It was early spring, and cold; Mr. Bulder's

teeth rattled. Burglars, or a fire, were the

first ideas which presented themselves to

him.
" Tricycle — philosophy — Swop Sell or

Wrangle—/la^iwertyzement—come to see

—

apply R. Bulder—" rose pleasantly, mingling

in the nipping air above the heads of the

invaders.

Mr. Dick Bulder was chilly, but gratified.

He withdrew his head under the influence

of various pleasing emotions. In the first

place the heap of machinery was sold to a

certamty ; with such a crowd of applicants
the price might even be advanced by a little

gently-stimulated competition. Then he felt

gratified at the Machiavelian cunning and
cleverness with which he had drawn up the
advertisement. Again, he impartially acknow-
ledged his own smart discrimination in

choosing such an excellent medium for his

announcement as the Weekly Swop Sell or

Wrangle. Before he had time to mentally

award his knowing self the cake in other

similar particulars, he found himself in

loosely-fixed clothes and slippers, and the

loosely-fixed clothes and sHppers shuffling

and tripping up and falling off on the dark

stairs and front corridor.

With airy politeness, Mr. Dick Bulder,

indicating the direction with one hand and

retaining his inexpressibles in position with

the other, desired his prospective customers

to step into the " stables" (small wooden
shed in the back yard) and view the article

"in request.

The several men pulled off their hats,

sideways, and did so. The old lady bobbed,

loosened her bonnet-strings, and did like-

wise. The great many boys kept their hands

in their pockets and clumped over the stair-

carpet in the same direction.

Mr. Dick Bulder expatiated at great length

upon his engine, and explained its surpassing

beauties in every detail, and with great

fervour and mystifying technicality, together

with a soupcon of that don't-care-twopence-

whether-you-have-it-or-not bravado, always

found necessary in these cases to maintain

the original figure.

Then the several men sat upon the machine
by turns, and said the seat wasn't strong

enough. And the old lady said she couldn't

think of sitting on a little bit of a leather

thing like that, and couldn't a nice large

seat, with cushions and padded arms, be

thrown in at the same price ? And the

great many boys loosened a great many nuts,

and kicked off" a good deal of paint. And
then one of the men said

—

"Tellyerwot, knock orf 'arf-a-dollar and
I'll take it as it is."

This seemed a very modest reduction, and
under other circumstances Mr. Dick Bulder

would probably have jumped at the offer, but

there were other bidders present, and

—

" I'll have it if you knock orf a bob,"

interposed someone else.

" Give yer yer own price," said one of the

great many boys, rattling his money in his

pocket with the air of a bloated Vanderbilt.
" It's a great deal of money," observed the

old lady, " but I don't want any trouble in

going to see any others, so I think I can offer

you another shilling."

Mr. Dick Bulder's expectations were being

realised. The invaders were bidding above

his own price. But the advances were

singularly small. Mr. Dick Bulder seized a
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screw-hammer in his disengaged hand, and

sang out

—

" Another bob is bid, ladies and gentlemen
;

beyond this I can't take less advances than

five shillings a time. Any advance, ladies

and gentlemen ?"

" 'Nother five bob," came from the throat

of one of the several men.
" Any further advance, ladies and gentle-

men ?" cried the elated Mr. Dick Bulder,

giving his unmentionables another hitch, and

waving the screw-hammer professionally.

No answer. " Going—going—gone !"

The purchaser took a greasy purse from

his pocket, and carefully and laboriously

counted into the outstretched palm of Mr.

Dick Bulder

—

sixteen shillings. Then he shut

the purse, replaced it in his pocket, and

proceeded, amid the envy of the other

several men, the old lady, and the great

many boys, to grab the machine by the axle

preparatory to marching off with it.

" No—hold on ! What the—cash on the

nail, please—no trust, full price down before

delivery!" interposed Mr. Balder, letiing go

his waistband and catching the engine.

" Brass up !"

" Ain't I just brassed up ? Ain't yer got

yer full price ? How many more times d'yer

want it ?"

" You gave me sixteen shiUings."

" There y'are, I give him sixteen bob

;

you're witnesses he acknowledges it with his

own mouth!" triumphantly remarked the

purchaser, looking around as if he feared an

impression might get abroad that Mr. Dick

Bulder had acknowledged it with someone

else's. " Sixteen bob I give him, ten bob as

he hadwertyzed, a bob as this here blessed

old lady as never was bid, and the other five

bob I bid myself. Ain't that right ?"

" My good man, this is a mistake. I never

offered the machine for ten shillings, I assure

you. Ten pounds was the price. Pounds !"

Anathematising various peoples' eyes,

heads, and elbows, Mr. Dick Bulder's objec-

tionable customer promptly produced a copy

of that morning's Swop Sell or Wrangle, in

which, plainly enough, those wretched

printers had announced ten shillings as the

price of the magnificent tricycle, the pro-

perty of a gentleman !

" My dear fellow, take your money. You

can't have the machine, really ! This is a

horrible mistake of the printers, or somebody.

It's disgraceful !

So it was, everybody agreed. That is to

say, disgraceful to fetch people all this

journey for nothing, make them lose " arf-a-

day," hold a mock auction, and then try to

send them away. They wouldn't stand it.

Oh dear no—especially the man who had
paid the sixteen shillings. He had, he said,

had the " harticle " knocked down to him at
" lorful hockshun," and meant to have the

"harticle," the whole "harticle," and no-

thing but the "harticle." The row waxed
furious. The several men, the old lady, and
the great many boys wouldn't go away, and
by this time another detachment, larger than
the first, were hammering and ringing at the

front door. The people next door, who
could hear the rumpus and what it referred

to, sent in a polite note, freezingly requesting

Mr. Dick Bulder to conduct his auctions

with less disturbance to the surrounding

population.

It took several policemen and a handsome
douceur to get that man away who had bid

and paid sixteen shillings for Mr. Dick
Bulder's tricycle ; and the premises were in

such a state of siege during the day that Mr.
Dick Bulder retired like an ostrich, and hid

his head in various places in an unsuccessful

attempt to get rid of the nuisance. But the

postman finished Mr. Dick Bulder. Sack-
fulls of letters were ^red in the front door at

every post—letters enclosing postal orders for

los., letters asking if the machine were just

from the makers, and had ball pedals;

letters asking for the machine, carriage paid,

on approval ; letters asking for discount for

cash down ; and when he saw a letter in

these terms

—

Deer Sur,—Ibegaknoledgeyr advurtment,
& will do yr humbl servent the honner too
call upon Mr. R. Bulder, Esq., with a few
usefull exchainges for your trykej, among
wich a wikker cradell, a meershum pipe, 2

chiner dorgs, a frock cote equall too new, a
ditto fust class silk hat not much used, late
fashun, not long mashkind, and other
splendid goods.

Your obedt servent,

Levi Cohen.

—then did Mr. Dick Bulder rush off to the
office of the Weekly Swop Sell or Wrangle
with an extensive bludgeon, and get
ignominiously chucked therefrom.

The bombardment of letters, and the siege

of men, old ladies, and boys, had continued
several days, when Mr. Dick Bulder received
an ominous-looking blue paper, headed with
the arms of our sovereign lady Queen
Victoria, emanating from the Inland Revenue
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Office, and intimating that, as Mr. Dick ' neighbours had probably been the cause o

Bulder had thought fit to exercise the trade this, and as Mr. Dick Bulder " forked

or calHng of an auctioneer without due and out" for the behoof of Her Most Gracious

proper hcense first obtained and paid for, Majesty's Inland Revenue, he mentally set

the Inland Revenue would receive, without apart 25 per cent, of his future income toward

a pang of regret, the sum of ten pounds
i the purchase of small quantities of arsenic,

sterling, as payment for a license to exercise strychnine, oxalic acid, chloroform, lauda-

for one year the said trade or calling. num, prussic acid, and other refreshments.

Failing which, various legal means would be to be introduced by various dark and surrep-

taken to render the life of the said Mr. Dick titious means into the meals of the people

Bulder an unbearable burden to him, and
j

next door, and those of the proprietor,

different ingenious processes of torture be put
j

editor, staff, compositors, office boys, and

in motion against his peace of mind, and a
i
printers' devils of that superior publication,

great piece of his pocket. The next door ! the Weekly Szi'op Sell or Wrangle. —Nym.

> > <

TWO JOVIAL CYCLISTS.

" Two are better than one ; because they have a good reward for their labour. For if

they fall the one will lift up his fellow : but woe to him that is alone when he falleth, for he
hath not another to help him up. Again, if two lie together, then they have heart : but
how can one be warm alone ?"

—

Ecdcs.

It's of two jovial cyclists, and a cycling they did go,

They rang their bells, and whistled, and blew their horns also.

Look ye there !

One said, " Now, mind your wheel, and keep the proper space behind,

Or else, by Jove ! we shall collide, or summat o' that kind."
Look ye there !

And they cycled, and they cycled, and the first thing they did find,

Were two young ladies pacing on, and these they left behind.
Look ye there !

One said that they were ladies, the other he said, " Nay,
They're only nurserymaids decked out in mistress's array."

Look ye there !

And they cycled, and they cycled, and the next thing they did find.

The houses getting less and less, the town was left behind.
Look ye there !

One said it was the country, the other he said, " Nay,
There are lots more buildings coming yet, on either side the way."

Look ye there !

And they cycled, and they cycled, and the next thing they did find,

The ground was very hilly—in fact, a regular grind.

Look ye there !

One said that it was hilly, the other he said, " Nay,
It's valley, only don't ye see we're going t'other way."

Look ye there !

And they cycled, and they cycled, and the next thing they did find,

Some swarms of new macadam stones with which the road was lined.

Look ye there !

One said, " Here, we must walk it ;" the other he said, " Nay,
That path was made on purpose, now, to save us much delay."

Look ye there !

And they cycled on the pathway, but with a troubled mind,
Observing, with an anxious look, " Is that a man behind ?"

Look ye there !

" I think it is a bobby !" the other he said, " Nay,
' The wicked flee when none pursue ;' now off ! that's it—hurray !"

Look ye there !
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And they cycled, and they cycled, and the next thing they did find,

Descending was as risky as the hill was hard to grind.

Look ye there !

One said that it was risky, the other he said, " Nay,
Cock up your feet above the bar, and so we fly away."

Look ye there !

Right swiftly now they cycled, and the next thing they did find,

A gate across the narrow lane, blown open by the wind.
Look ye there

!

One said, " Quick ! put your brake on !" the other he said, " Nay !"

Slipped, kicked his wheel, and in the ditch they both together lay.

Look ye there !

They swooned among the nettles, and the first thing they did find.

The air was still, and warm the sun, the sky was blue and kind.
Look ye there !

One said, " It must be Sunday !" the other he said, " Nay,
I hear no bells ; what time is it ? there's blood on me I say."

Look ye there

!

They rubbed their eyes and shifted, and the next thing they did find,

Two bicycles—one in the ditch, one on the road reclined.

Look ye there !

One said, " We've had an upset !" the other he said, " Nay,
We've only just been resting like, while travelling on the way."

Look ye there

!

They rose, and hopped, and mounted, and the next thing they did find,

A small bush hopping hard and fast to get a mount behind.
Look ye there

!

One said, " Dismount directly !" the other he said, " Nay,
I'll put on speed and wire along, 'twill drop off, I dare say."

Look ye there !

And they cycled, and they cycled, and the next thing one did find.

His comrade picking up his cap on foot some way behind.
Look ye there

!

He said, " You've had a cropper !" the other he said, " Nay,
I only just dismounted in a most unusual way."

Look ye there

!

And they cycled, and they cycled, and the next thing one did find.

His pedal swung, the crank was loose, he could no longer grind.

Look ye there !

He said, " I'll follow, you ride on," the other he said, " Nay,
Push on, old man, while I ' slow race,' my steed will me obey."

Look ye there

!

And they travelled, and they travelled, and the next thing they did find,

The other's steerage working loose, the head-nut left behind.
Look ye there

!

He said, " Now I'm dismounted," the other answered, "Yea,"
And side by side they pushed their steeds along the dusty way.

Look ye there !

So they tramped it, and they tramped it, till at night their home was won.
And they'd nought to boast about at last when the cycling day was done.

Look ye there !

Then one unto the other said, " This cycling doesn't pay,

But we've tumbled up and down a bit, and had a cycling day."
Look ye there !

> * <
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''ROTATING" THE L.A.W. PRESIDENCY.

[We reprint the following letter to the Editor of the Springfield Gazette for its remarks on the abstract question of official

elections.]

"rotating" the league presidency.

It was a gratification for me to discover, in

the course of a talk had with you about this

subject, last winter, that you agreed with me
in thinking yourself not to be a proper person

for the presidency. So far as mere pride of

position is concerned, greater glory attaches

to the presidency of the Springfield Bicycle

Club than to the ofiicial leadership of the

League; while, as regards active work for

the League's advancement, the presidency

of his State division, rather than that of the

main body, is the post at which a man of

ambition and energy may most effectively

exert himself for bringing things to pass. It

seemed to me that you showed good sense in

preferring to retain this, and in sticking to

the idea that more fun may be found in

" running the Springfield tournament " than

in " running the League presidency," or in

running /or it.

There is no need of my expressing an

opinion as to whether the numerous news-

paper " mentions," pro and con, signify that

you could make a successful run. The point

which concerns my argument is that you do
not want the place, and cannot afford to

take it. Of similar significance is the re-

cently published decision of another promi-

nent chief consul, T. J. Kirkpatrick, of Ohio,

positively withdrawing his former consent to

let his friends offer his name as a candidate.

Still further, the president of the Boston
Bicycle Club, E. C. Hodges, whose support-

ers before the Chicago convention of '82

mustered 156 votes, as against 207 for the

president actually chosen, gives the readers

of his paper to understand that he will not

again court the judgment of the ballot box.

These three cases, I think, form a fair excuse

for reprinting the following words :
*' It is at

once the pride and fear of the League that

its officers have accomplished such extensive

results from the most disinterested motives
and by such personal sacrifices ; the pride,

because of the example set before the rank
and file ; the fear, because the fearfully rapid

multiplication of .duties bids fair to frighten ojf

the otherwise willing volunteers."

My quotation is from an article by " Hal ''

(in Bulletin, Dec. 4, '85, p. 364), which formed

the pretext of our talk, and which contained

this additional bit of wisdom :
" The duties

of chief consul offer greater opportunities for

necessary and important League work than

the presidency ;" but the words which chiefly

interested me in the article were these :
" It

is a proper courtesy to grant the office in rotation

to different portions of this free and enlightened

cycledom.'' I was interested in them because

I always feel impelled to denounce the idea

on which they are based, and the implication

which they convey : that, whenever New
York or " the East " has filled a given office

for two or three years, " a new deal " ought

then to transfer the same to Ohio or " the

West." This sort of "courtesy" may per-

haps please such babes and sucklings of the

wheel world as are devoted solely to iheir

geographies ; but it is not " business "— it is

not the sort of conduct which increases the

strength of the League, and compels men to

recognise its strength.

Four years ago {Di. World, May 19, '82),

I urged " the desirability of keeping League
officers in harness just as long as they prove

competent and are willing to serve. The
longer a good man can be kept in office, the

better the work which can be got out of him.

The idea that the presidency or any other

office in the League is an 'honour' which
ought to be ' passed around ' so as to ' give all

sections a chance for distinction,' is an idea

that ought to be throttled off-hand. The
organisation of the League is flimsy enough
from the very nature of things. The only

hope of expecting any good work from it lies

in keeping experienced officers in control."

Reprinting these words a year later
( Wheel,

May 18, '83, p. 7), I added :
" Having these

beliefs, I naturally felt sorry when the League
lost its first president, a year ago ; and though

I have no personal knowledge of his suc-

cessor, his works seem to have justified all

the promises of his friends who urged his

election then ; so that if the League fails to

retain his services, not only during the next

year, but during as many following years as

he can be persuaded to render them, the
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fact of change will seem to indicate that its

management is controlled by children rather

than by men."

In spite of his pronounced wish to the

contrary, the managers did indeed unani-

mously re-elect Mr. Miller to the presidency

in '83, but, as he continued firm in refusing,

they finally compromised on his consenting

to give a second year's service in the less

laborious position of vice-president. I believe

that no charge of incompetency or neglect

of duty has yet been raised against any officer

in the six executive boards of the League,

and that no one of them who had consented

to a re-election has ever yet failed to receive

it. There can be no doubt, I think, that the

high average of personal and official charac-

ter in the men chosen, and the absence of a

spirit of poHtical scheming for " rotating

"

them out of office, have both helped greatly

to build up the reputation of the League.

It will be a bad thing for it if prevalence is

ever given to " Hal's" idea, that the offices

are a sort of baubles, which ought to be

portioned out geographically for the soothing

of sectional pride, as playthings are divided

equally among children.

All this is preliminary to my main purpose

of using the opportunity which the prospec-

tive withdrawal from office of the League's

third president now gives me for expressing

without offence certain ideas concerning that

unknown man who will soon be chosen as

the fourth. If he shall prove as able, and
as generally acceptable, as either one of his

predecessors, I insist that the League will

add to its own power and prestige by re-

electing him, not simply for two or three

terms, but for an indefinite number—for as

long as he shall be willing to serve. The
" honour " of a quasi-permanent position

thus assured might tempt some very desir-

able men to assume the costs and responsi-

bilities of the office, who will not do this

under a system which implies " rotation,"

just about as soon as a man can get fairly

fitted to his place. I bespeak for the next

president that he should not be expected (as

" Hal's " letter suggests) to " shape the

general policy of the League," or to manifest

any great amount of individual activity.

Such expectation is unreasonable, for it im-

plies too great a sacrifice of vital force. A
man may have energy enough to " shape the

policy of" a State division without neglect-

ing his own private business; but if he seri-

ously .attempts to do such a service for the

League, he will have no leisure left in which
to earn a livelihood—his official task will

simply absorb his entire strength and life.

In other words, the real sbaper of executive

policy must be the secretary-editor, the

officer whose livelihood the League can
afford to provide for, in return for exclusive

services rendered.

Aside from the impracticability of securing

as president an active, pushing type of man,
such as makes an efficient chief consul, or

"runs" a successful cycling tournament or

newspaper, it would not be proper or desir-

able to secure him. That sort of man neces-

sarily makes enemies; and a "president

with a policy" would soon get the League
into hot water. The State divisions are the

true places where "League policy" can be

formed, and where men of zeal can take the

initiative in impressing their ideas. Tact,

good-nature, and a capacity for keeping the

peace with all men, are the qualities which
should be chiefly sought for in the chief

executive of the League; and I am sure no

one will deny that they have all been found

there in abundance during the last three

years. To those few ill-natured critics who
have presumed to sneer at Dr. Beckwith as

a " good-looking figure-head," let me say

that a well-mannered figure-head is exactly

what the League wants, and if the same be
" good looking" also, it gets almost an ideal

officer for the place.

I have no patience with people who pre-

tend to despise physical comeliness. It is

not the greatest gift for a man to possess,

nor would I urge it as a chief qualification

for the League presidency ; but when a man,
otherwise competent for the place, possesses

this gift also, I think only the meanest sort

of envy would belittle it, or deny that it defi-

nitely adds to his eligibility. I do net believe

Arthur to be as able a man as either Lincoln,

or Grant, or Garfield, or Cleveland ; but he

certainly made a better appearance, on pub-

lic occasions of ceremony, than any one of

the four ; and I shall always remember that

the handsome way he held himself among
the foreign dignitaries at the Yorktown
centennial touched my pride in him as an

American. It was pleasant to see that, as

regards physique, and dress, and ease of

manner, the courts of Europe had not been

able to contribute to the ceremony a finer-

looking gentleman. Similarly, a League man
may well take pleasure in seeing the organi-

sation represented before the world, on
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occasions of parade and display, by a good-

looking leader. However silly it might be to

vote a man into the place simply because of

his bigness, I see nothing silly in confessing

that those of us who believe that the present

incumbent is " a good fellow on general

principles" admire him all the more for his

ability to gracefully drive a sixty-three inch

wheel.

Never having spoken a word to Dr. Beck-

with, or received a letter from him, I cannot

be accused of personal partiality when I

express regret that the League has not in-

sisted on retaining him at the helm for a

fourth term, and a fifth, and a sixth. I use

the past tense because I accept his expressed

intention of going out as a fixed fact, which

nothing can now be done to alter, and which

I am not now trying to alter. No doubt he

assumes that the "rotation" theory has

sufifiicient vogue to arouse ill-will against him
if he consented to stand for another term

(perhaps ill-will enough to encompass his

defeat), and so gladly gives way to " let some
new man have a chance." But suppose
that League clubs in Chicago, Cleveland,

Scranton, Springfield, Philadelphia, Boston,

Baltimore, and elsewhere, had passed reso-

lutions, last winter, urging him to continue

in harness awhile longer ? Suppose a general

demonstration had been made of the belief

that " rotating" the League presidency, for

sectional or sentimental reasons, is as un-

businesslike as " rotating" the presidency of

a bank ? I do not say that, in the face of

such a call, bis decision would have been
changed ; for I know nothing about it, and
no practical importance attaches to the

might-have-been. What I do say is that, as

regards the next president, those who may
deem it advantageous to keep him a long
time in office should make their wishes plain,

by such means as I have mentioned, a good
while in advance of the season when new
candidates begin to be " talked up " for the

succession.

Though I am no believer at all in the "one-

man theory," which assumes the help of a

certain individual as essential to an institu-

tion's success, I wish to call attention to the

fact that the number of men likely to make
satisfactory presidents must always of neces-

sity be small. Only a tew can afford the

time and money demanded for such a purely
honorary position ; and not all of these few
possess the valuable negative recommenda-
tions of the present incumbent and his im-

mediate predecessor. I mean by this tbat

no one could pretend to accuse either ot

them of advertising his profession or busi-

ness by the fact of holding the office

;

whereas the presence of Mr. Pratt in the

chair would cause the cry that the Pope
Manufacturing Company, of which he is the

attorney, "was running the League"; people

who objected to Mr. Hodges would say he
was " advertising the Overman Wheel Com-
pany"; you yourself would be accused of

" making the League a tail to the Springfield

tournament," and so on. Or assume my
own election to the presidency : I could

not possibly accept it without absolutely

abandoning my business as a book-pubHsher,

for everything I might say or do would
necessarily be in some sense " an advertise-

ment of ' Ten Thousand Miles on a Bicycle'

"

—and similar cases will readily occur to any-

one who reflects upon the matter.

As considerations of this sort make the

real field of choice a very narrow one, I pro-

test against any such further restriction of it

as must needs result from the spread of the

theory that the president ought to have a

"policy," or that "figure-head service" of

the sort which has been rendered during the

last four presidential terms isn't entirely

creditable and satisfactory. Adapting the

words of " Hal," I say again, " Beware lest

the multiplication of expected duties frighten

off those who would otherwise willingly con-

sent to officially serve the League." With
equal earnestness I say, " Beware of going

to the other extreme, and adopting the

English plan of electing a figure-head too

old and respectable for any active work at

all." It would be a grave error, for example,

to put at the head of the League an elderly

dignitary like Colonel Higginson (who
graduated at Harvard way back in '41, two

years before Colonel Pope was born), though
his holding the presidency of the Massa-

chusetts Bicycle Club is a rather pleasant

thing to be able to point to, for the humilia-

tion of those ancient-and-honourables who
still profess to believe that all cycling is

" childish."

Finally, the only geographical considera-

tion which ought in any way to affect a

man's eligibility for the presidency is the

purely practical one that the preferable

residence is near the place where meetings

of the official board can be most con-

veniently held. In other words, the League
will be likely to get more work out of a
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president who lives on the Atlantic slope,

and especially in New York City. It cannot

reasonably expect that a man of the West
will make all the additional sacrifices of time

needed to place him on a level in efficiency

with one who resides nearer the cycHng

centre. I hope the " shriek of locality" may
not be used in behalf of that section in

I

choosing the next president. The man most
! available for service should be elected as

I

such, with only minor regard to the question

of residence ; and if choice be made of a

Westerner, I hope he will be kept in service

for many terms, and will be freed from all

fear of " rotation."

—Karl Kron..

> • <

SHARP PRACTICE.

This is a tale in which vice is in the end

triumphant. Generally, after a more or less

prolonged see-sawing of incidents, in which

first the hero and then the villain have a

momentary advantage, the hero finally wins,

and virtue has its reward. But here it is not

so, and if you read through you will see how

the " willun of the piece" comes off best.

That " willun's" name is John Sharpe, and a

very good name for a villain, too. John

Sharpe did not belie his name. He was,

indeed, sharp by name, and extremely sharp

by nature. Even when a boy at school he

was distinguished for his acuteness, and his

schoolfellows, with wonderful originality,

used to say he was so sharp it was a wonder

he didn't cut himself. At all events, he was

cut by most of his schoolfellows ; and, in-

deed, after the way in which apples, tarts, and

other articles of jewellery disappeared from

the boxes of the boys who shared the same

bedroom as Sharpe, and transferred them-

selves to his box, it was no wonder he was

not a general favourite, and no one was very

sorry when he was at last expelled from the

school. Sharpe had from early youth dis-

played a liking for the bicycle, and was, in-

deed, a very good road rider. For some

time he confined his efforts solely to the

road, and being of a sporting turn of mind,

was frequently heard of in friendly matches

with other riders. His success in that de-

partment made him turn his attention to the

path, and a novices' handicap being held in

the neighbourhood, he entered, and had the

good fortune to carry off the first prize. As

he had shown a good turn of speed, he was

advised to go in for path racing only, and

many predicted a rosy future for him. So

he purchased a racing machine, went into

active training, and riding at a good many
races, with varying success, gradually accu-

mulated a goodly collection of pots and
other trophies.

This brief epitome of John Sharpe's

history brings us down to the incident

which forms the subject of this sketch.

In one of the Midland counties a large

athletic meeting was advertised at which a

cup value 50 guineas was to be run for in a
five miles scratch race. The conditions were
that the cup was to be won twice in succes-

sion, or three times in all, before becoming
the property of the winner, and the machines
ridden were all to be over 32lbs. in weight.

This last was a somewhat extraordinary con-

dition for a scratch race, but as the prize

was so valuable a one, the entries were not
affected thereby. Sharpe, although he had
little hopes of winning, sent his name in, and
went into strict training for the event, for,

besides the chance of the cup, the medals
offered for beating the time standard were
well worth having. As luck would have it,

three of the very best men were away on the

day of the race—one was racing in another
place, another had had a bad cropper, and
a third had gone off in traming—so, by a

lucky combination of circumstances, Sharpe
found himself at the post with a good chance
of securing the race, and after an exciting

contest with another man, he eventually

landed first by 30 yards. Sharpe was greatly

elated by his success, and keeping up his

steady training, from that day went in for

racing thoroughly. But alas ! for his ama-
teur status—money ran short ; what with

entrance fees, railway fares, and other ex-

penses, all his available capital was soon

swallowed up. It was then that the idea
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first struck him—Why not dispose of his

pots ? It had been done before by others,

and why should he not do likewise ? It was

soon accomplished, and John accounted for

the absence of the clocks, cups, claret jugs,

and other prizes by saying he had sent them

to his bankers. His repeated successes had

not gone unnoticed by the handicapper, and

he soon found himself within a few yards of

scratch, a position which, though an hon-

ourable one, was by no means to his liking.

From the time when he was so pulled back

it was wonderful how his form went off.

Af'.er a few races and no wins he found him-

self on a middle mark once more, and as the

first prize was a valuable one John found it

a very easy task to secure the race. But this

little manoeuvre was not unnoticed, and

Sharpe saw it was no go to try it on again.

" Faking " the entry form was no good, so

roping was next tried ; but after one or two

suspicious incidents his proceedings became

so palpable, and a competitor whom he had
cut at a corner entering a protest, his con-

duct was enquired into, with the result that

he was suspended from competing in ama-

teur events for a period of six months. This

was a great blow, as, besides his prizes, he

had made a good bit of money by riding to

the directions of a leading bookmaker, who,

of course, now that he was done for, cut him
altogether. Happily, it would not debar him
from trying for the challenge cup again, as

the six months would have expired by the

time the second race for the trophy was
held, and besides wishing to secure the valu-

able prize he determined to win it by any
means possible out of spite for his suspen-

sion, as it were. Of course, as he could not
race, he did not keep up his training, but

three months before the important event he
again resumed work. He could not hope
for a repetition of his previous good luck, as

it was not likely that the three best men
would again be absent; but although if

things went all straight he would be easily

beaten, his hope was that they would not go
straight, and as he was not over particular,

he intended to do his best to make them go
aU wrong for the other competitors. A few
days before the race he moved from his

training quarters down to the vicinity of the

track on which the event was to come off;

and here he for the first time met some of

his future opponents. From riding together
two or three nights they soon got the

measure of one another, and Sharpe saw that

two at least of them were much better men
than he. In a five miles race he knew he
should stand no chance with either of them.

But that night he devised a nice little plan,

which on leaving the track he at once pro-

ceeded to detail to a friendly " booky " who
had gone down with him. "Johnny, my
boy," said his friend, " if you can work it

the cup's your'n, old pal. What'll yer take ?

No one thinks as you have a ghost of a

chance, and so won't mind laying odds

against yer. I'll meet yer here termorrer at

nine sharp, and we'll talk it over and agree

how much we can raise to put on the race.''

A day or two before the race a weighing

machine was taken to the head-quarters of

the cycling club, and competitors were re-

quested to have the machines they intended

using weighed, to see that they were over the

prescribed weight. Sharpe's machine was
tested, and found to be well outside the

hmit.

By the day of the event our friend was in

Ai form ; indeed, he could almost hold the

two cracks ; but despite his great improve-

ment people could not make out how a cer-

tain well-known betting man was so anxious

to put money on him. To most people it

appeared a ridiculous thing to back a man
to win outright who had been thoroughly

beaten in practice by at least two of his

future opponents, and being willing to back

their opinions, the said betting man speedily

made a very large book. Great interest was

felt in the race, and there was a very

large gate, all round the track being thickly

lined with spectators. Punctual to the ad-

vertised time the seven competitors were

sent on their way, some mounted on semi-

racers, and others on light roadster

machines. At four miles only three were

really left in the race, Sharpe and the other

two. " If they were on light racers, Sharpe

would win this," said one of the spectators,

" but he won't on a heavier machine ; he's

not powerful enough." As the end of the

contest drew near, and the three remained

locked together, the excitement was intense.

The crowd leaned far over the rails which

surrounded the track, and screamed them-

selves hoarse. Even Sharpe, whose shady

riding during the previous season had dis-

gusted a good many, came in for a fair share

of applause. When a man rides a plucky

race his efforts are certain to be recognised,

even be he an unpopular character. A gallant

spurt, or a long, determined chase, will call
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forth a cheer from even an unwilling throat,

and maybe wipe away a stain left by the

performer's previous behaviour. So it was

here. Before the race, everyone said, "I only

hope that blackguard Sharpe won't win ;

"

but when he stalled off the repeated rushes

of his two powerful opponents, and from

time to time made a brilliant spurt up the

long, smooth straight, the crowd forgot his

suspension, his roping, and other tricks, and

from a host of open lips a great roar of

" Bravo ! bravo ! Sharpe !

" went thundering to

the skies. Had they known all they would

have almost lynched him on the spot. A lap

from home the final struggle commenced.

All three spurted hard, but despite the

strenuous efforts of his two opponents,

Sharpe drew away and won by five yards.

After passing the tape, the winner rode on

round the track, and handed his machine to

a man who was leaning over the railings.

The second man, who was observed to be

shouting something out, but could not be

heard for the tumultuous cheers of the spec-

tators, followed him round, dismounted,

rudely tore the machine away, and raised it

up several times as if testing the weight.

He then tried to wheel it back to the enclo-

sure, but was prevented by Sharpe's attend-

ant, who secured the machine and imme-

diately went off with it. By this time it was

seen that something was amiss, and a large

number of people ran round to where the

men were standing and escorted them up to

the judge's stand. Stepping up to the table,

the man who had come in second said, " I

enter a protest against John Sharpe. The
machine he rode does not weigh 32lbs.

—

and he put down five shilHngs on the

table— "I've just lifted it, and will swear

it's not over 23lbs." " You liar !" cried

Sharpe, white with rage—" it's over 32."

"Weigh it—weigh the machine!" shouted

the crowd, wild with excitement. " Bring it

up here. Mr. Sharpe, where is your ma-

chine ?" said the judge. " A friend of mine

took it after the race," said Sharpe—" he's

somewhere on the ground." A search was

immediately made for the man who took the

machine, but he was nowhere to be found.

In the excitement he had quietly gone off

with it. His sudden disappearance gave

things a most suspicious look, which the

crowd did not fail to quickly recognise, and

many who had, a few minutes before, been

shouting his name at the top of their voices,

began angrily hooting and hissing. The

competitors retired to the dressing-room,

whilst the committee held a conference, and

finally they agreed that the cup must be

withheld until Sharpe's machine had been

weighed. When the news was brought to

Sharpe in the dressing-room he rose with an

oath and walked out to the judge. "Well,

then," said he, " perhaps you'll send some-

one round for the machine at once, as I

leave to-morrow morning. My friend will

have reached my hotel with it by this time."

" The groundman shall go at once," said the

judge, "if you will give me your address."

Sharpe scribbled the address on the back of

a number card, gave it to the man, and he

at once set off. Meanwhile the question was
freely discussed among the spectators, who
most anxiously awaited the decision of the

matter. The general opinion was that

Sharpe was at his old tricks again. In about

five and twenty minutes the groundman re-

turned wheehng the machine, and accom-

panied by the mau who had taken it away.

A general rush was made for the machine,

and it was taken into the dressing-room and

hung by the handles on the spring balance,

the hands of which sprung round the dial

and showed the machine to weigh a fraction

over 33lbs., and so well outside the limit.

Directly the result was made known to the

anxious audience outside a scene of great

confusion ensued, the partisans of one man
yelling and cheering for him, or hooting

those on the other side, and for some time

it seemed as if a free fight would take place.

The man who had lodged the protest still

adhered to his former opinion about the

weight of the machine ridden. He even

went so far as to say that this machine was
a different one, but this the majority of the

spectators would not allow, though most

were rather doubtful of the genuineness of

the thing, although they could see no signs

of any fraud. The machine looked exactly

like the one ridden in the race, and they

could only suppose that the second man had
in his excitement mistaken the weight of it,

but a lurking suspicion of trickery pervaded

the whole business. So the cup was given

to Sharpe, who had now won it outright,

with a gold medal. As he left the ground

with his friend the bookmaker, he encoun-

tered the man who had entered the protest.

" You're a clever chap," said Sharpe,

displaying the cup and medal—" hope you'll

be successful next time," and with that he

left the grounds and, on the following day,
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the towD. That was the last seen of

John Sharpe, but some time after, at the

annual sports of the club who had given the

race-meeting, the. truth came out. A man

who had known Sharpe's bookmaking friend

got into conversation with the secretary of

the club, who incidentally mentioned the

little episode of the challenge cup, on hear-

ing of which the man burst out laughing,

and asked him if he had ever heard

the true story. The secretary, very much
astonished, said he didn't know what he

meant ; so the man proceeded to recount to

him the following: Sharpe and his friend

had made up their minds to secure the cup

somehow. Sharpe purchased a new racer,

which, of course, had a hollow backbone.

Sharpe got the makers to make him another

backbone, a complete copy of the first one.

This he and his friend carefully filled up

with molten lead, they having secured a

large iron spoon and a quantity of gas-pipe

and bullets. This, of course, made a tre-

mendous difference in the weight. The
machine with the heavy backbone was, as

stated, weighed before the race, and passed

as all right. In the race Sharpe rode it with

the ordinary light backbone, and his repeated

sudden spurts made his opponents suspicious

as to its weight. In case of anything going

wrong, Sharpe took the precaution to place

his friend near the track, ready to receive

the machine when the race was finished, and

he, when he had got it away from the second

man, as already told, went off" as fast as

possible to Sharpe's hotel, where he changed

the backbone, and was quite ready to pro-

duce the machine for inspection when the

man sent by the judge arrived. "How I got

to know," continued the man, " was that

Sharpe's friend told me. Sharpe got too

uppish, and so they split. But didn't they

make a pretty sum over that little job! "

—Ben Hayward.

STARLEY V. POPE, or GENIUS v. TACT.

HOW GREAT ENDS ARE REACHED THROUGH DIVERSE CHANNELS. GREAT PROMOTERS OF THE

BICYCLE INDUSTRY IN ENGLAND AND AMERICA COMPARED.

One of the first objects of interest to which

my attention was drawn after our arrival in

Coventry was the Starley Monument, so

called, erected in honour of Mr. James Starley,

the able inventor and mechanic, who is said

to be, and well deserves the enviable title of,

" Father to the bicycle industry in Coventry."

This monument is a creditable work of art,

erected by means of private subscriptions

from Mr. Starley's grateful admirers, and,

upon intercourse with the citizens of Co-

ventry, the traveller will learn much to justify

the honour bestowed upon his memory by so

worthy a tribute.

This morning, while meditating upon the

events of the week, and taking great credit

upon myself for feeling happy in such a

climate, and vainly endeavouring to dispel

the delusion that this drizzling rain would
ever stop, a roll, bearing several familiar

stamps upon its mutilated wrapper, was
pl||.ced in my hands, which upon opening

proved to contain a large portrait of our

Colonel Albert Pope. Now here we have
another bicycling celebrity, and would natu-

rally look for some points of similarity in

these two men, yet we find none ; rarely do
we see characters so dissimilar whose labours

have produced results so nearly comparable.

What, then, are the secret springs of success

that can be so differently touched ? Starley

might be termed a hero of mechanical con-

ception, while Pope would shine as a cham-
pion of mercantile execution. Starley

seemed to be a plain, we might say common-
place, hard-working artisan, of a retiring

disposition, and perhaps somewhat of the

plebeian type, though a man of remarkable

presence. Pope is of the aristocratic per-

suasion, and of a military, we might say ag-

gressive, bearing. The former arrives at

results by the patient application of purely

constructive faculties, and in the privacy of

his own workshop, among whirling mandrels,
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clinking hammers, and glowing forges ; while

the other attains his success by his executive

ability, in an energetic display before a busy

commonwealth, through its newspapers,

popular gatherings, and other far-reaching

means of grasping the attention of the pubHc

—the one excluding, while the other courts,

the presence of the outside world.

Starley dropped a subject just where Pope
takes it up—when the mechanical problems

have all been solved, and the difficulties of

manufacture surmounted ; the work ready

for, but not in, practical use; a thing perfect

in its way but a long way from being a public

benefit, until such men as Pope, with one

hand upon the perfected machine, and the

other grasping a reluctant public, bring them
together and show that each is intended for

the other. The two characters fit together,

each being necessary to the success of the

other, and by both the public is benefited

and becomes a delighted admirer of the pro-

ducer, the introducer, and the thing pro-

duced.

Time may bring forth greater men in the

bicycling industry than the subjects of our

sketch, but however deserving they may be,

since the industry has become an assured

success, to none of the later ones can we give

the credit due to the great pioneers, who
had the energy, confidence, and daring to

devote their time, talent, and money to an
uncertain enterprise. One marvels at the

immense amount of labour in the way of in-

venting and experimenting done by Starley,

and at the herculean task Pope had before

him in bringing the bicycle before the public.

The many tumbles, upsets, and general

smash-ups incident to Starley's new wheels,

cranks, and levers, in working out the prac-

tical bicycle, can well be compared to Pope's

many battles against the cuts and jeers of a

relentless prejudice. The rewards reaped
by our respective heroes are equally diverse.

The public in its munificence bestows upon
one a monument, the other bestows a monu-
ment upon the public.

Ambitious labourers in the field of useful-

ness, will you give or take a monument ?

Observe the contrast and take your choice :

both genius and tact are in great demand.
To some extent either quality may have to

be born in you, but the great bulk of each

seems to be found in a sphere called hard
work.

—R. P. S., Springfield Gazette.
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Ye TRUE SPORTSMAN.

"On the Monday, Mscredy was given 40 yards in the two miles; but this did not suit the high-souled Dublin
crack, who elected to start from the post of honour with me."—The O'Faed in June "Wheel World,"

That funny old man who, in ages gone by,

So liked to give mashers a rub,

When he failed in his search, churned out a bi^

sigh.

And hied him away to his tub.

A prowler, just like him, has been on the go

—

Has worn out a cycle or two

—

A scorching Diogenes, anxious to show
Up a Chevalier Bayard or two.

His quest has been weary, depressing and long,

Cyclometer tumbled to bits
;

But now his hilarity bursts into song

—

He's hit on a wheelman who fits.

No more o'er the land will he tearfully range.

And mourn the decline of his race :

His jigger appears in the " Sale and Exchange,"

While happiness beams in his face.

He sailed for Ould Ireland (the downy old card).

And sickness increased on the way
;

But whiskey was brought him—he sipped rather

hard.

And hoped that his sickness might stay.

Good cyclemen found him, and pitied his grief,

Astounded to see such a stack,

And thought 'twould afford just a shade of relief

To witness the fun on the track.

A shade ! why it cured him ! his heart was made
whole

—

He flourished a bottle that day.

And drank to the sportsman whom, noble of soul,

He'd found in the " gim of the say."

Hurrah ! for the land where the jewels are pure,

Whose sons are a pattern to all :

May their cycles for twenty-one seasons endure,

The riders be strange to a fall !

—F. F. S.
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THE ORIGIN OF THE BICYCLE.

By Arthur Pendennis.

The following remarks are extracted from

an article in a recentissueo^CasseWs Saturday

Journal, by Arthur Pendennis :

—

IN CHARLES II. 'S TIME.

The invention of the bicycle is claimed by

the French and the Americans. Bat the first

pedomotive machine was that designed

—

though never, so far as we know, constructed

—by the Marquis of Worcester, an exceed-

ingly able scientist of Charles II. 's time. Of

the details and of the plan of this invention

all traces have been lost, and a diligent

search at the British Museum Library has

failed to produce any reference to a vehicle of

the kind until, in the " Universal Magazine"

for August, 1769, we find a long description

of a chaise to go without horses. Consider-

able attention must have been devoted to the

matter at that time, for the editor of the

magazine, in introducing the subject, says :

" The conversation of the public being greatly

taken up with a machine to move without

horses, we are persuaded the preceding plate,

with the following introduction, will be not

a little agreeable to our readers." The
machine described was the invention of John
Vevers, " Master of the Boarding School at

Rygate in Surry," who^ so far as can be

ascertained, was the maker of the very first

velocipede the world ever saw. In the illus-

tration we see a gentleman lolling back in

what resembles a small " Victoria." Behind
him, and with an exceedingly meagre pair of

legs projecting from a box, is a footman, who
is supposed to be propelling the machine,

which is steered by the three-cornered-hatted

occupant of the vehicle.

1774-

The rage for the new kind of carriage

did not evidently die out at once, for in 1774
we notice in the " Universal Magazine " that,

" On Monday evening, about seven o'clock,

a machine for going without horses, invented
by Mr. Boone, of Cheapside, on a new con-

struction, went through the Strand. It

consists of a wooden chair, placed upon
iron supports, and which is pushed forward
with great velocity by the quick working
of the man's feet upon some iron springs

placed immediately behind it. It is so con-

trived as to be turned at pleasure and with

ease, and goes at amazing speed." The
December issue has an account of another

velocipede " capable of travelling with ease

six miles an hour, and, by a particular

exertion of the footman, might travel nine

or ten miles an hour on a good road, and
would even go up a considerable hill. But

this carriage is in general only calculated

for the exercise of gentlemen in parks or

gardens, for which it answers extremely

well." In 1779, Blanchard, the aeronaut,

and one Mesurier worked a machine up

and down the broad paths of the palace at

Versailles for the amusement of Louis XVI.
and his court, and on this fact, recorded in

the "Journal de Paris," the French base

their claims to the invention of the veloci-

pede.

1808.

From 1779 until 1808 we hear nothing of

pedomotive carriages. In the latter year, as

Mr. Henry Sturmey tells us in his "Cornplete

Guide to Bicycling," the first shadowy
outlines of the bicycle became visible—

a

strange machine, consisting of a seat placed

centrally upon a bar of wood, and supported

by a wheel at each end. It was in the

gardens of the Luxembourg in Paris that

this, the first of the race of " hobby-horses,"

was exhibited, and it may be reasonably

granted that this was the first bicycle. About
the year 1816, a certain Baron Drais patented

in France a machine called velocipede, " an
instrument which easily answers to the

movements of the feet of the person sitting

upon it, and which may travel with great

speed." Three years afterwards we learn

that the baron journeyed from Mannheim
to the Swiss relay houses—a distance of

four hours' journey by the post—in one
short hour, and " he has lately with the

improved machine ascended the steep hill

from Gernsbach to Baden, which generally

requires two hours, in about an hour, and
convinced a number of amateurs assembled

on the occasion of the great swiftness of this

very interesting species of carriage." Denis

Johnson, a coachmaker, of Long Acre, was
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the first Englishman who patented a " hobby-

horse." In his specification he says :
—" The

principle of this invention is taken from the

art of skating, and consists in the simple

idea of a seat placed upon two wheels,

propelled by the feet acting upon the ground.

The riding-seat or saddle is fixed upon

a perch upon two wheels running one after

the other, so that they can go upon narrow-

footways.

"

LORD GEORGE BENTINCK.

This hobby-horse became very popular,

and was in use all over England. George

Cruikshank devotes almost one hundred

caricatures to it and its riders, and it was

mainly through his satire and the ridicule

showered upon the machine by Lord George

Bentinck and other men of fashion that

the craze died the speedy death it did.

So widespread was the hobby-horse fever

that a London bootmaker retired with a

fortune realised by the sale of a special kind

of boot used by riders, and a New York paper

for 1819 announces " a newly invented

velocipede for ladies now building by a

distinguished artist." Howitt, the poet, in

one of his charming works, describes some
velocipedes he saw at Alnwick Castle, the

seat of the Percy family. He says, writing

in 1841 :
" Among the curiosities laid up

here are two velocipedes—machines which,

twenty years ago, were for a short period

much in vogue. One young man of my
acquaintance rode on his wooden horse all

the way from London to Falkirk, in Scot-

land. He afterwards made a long excursion

to France upon it." The two-wheeled

hobby-horse was quite forgotten in 1830.

Faraday was among those who were en-

thuJ.asts, and the present Viscount Sher-

brooke was, and is, a velocipedestrian.

About i860 the bicycle proper—a machine
with cranks and pedals—was invented.

There is much doubt as to who first made
the improvement, but we are inclined to

agree with Mr. Sturmey and give the credit

to Pierre Lallement.

PIERRE LALLEMENT.

Such a machine was exhibited by one
Michaux, Lallement's employer, at the Paris

Exposition of 1865. In 1866, Lallement went
to America, and there he, in conjunction with

an American, patented the idea. Once more
the bicycle fever spread through the country,

and for five or six years the old boneshaker-

type of bicycle—which, strangely enough,

has been revived in the safety bicycle—was
very popular indeed. It is not generally

known that the late Charles Dickens was an
enthusiastic cyclist ; but it is a fact, never-

theless. But his experience was a very short

one, commencing, indeed, only in the year

before his death. In 1869 he was one of

the most persevering and enthusiastic lear-

ners at Spencers' Riding School in Goswell

Road, London. Dickens was not the only

great man who became a patron of the bone-

shaker. The old wooden bicycle is now, how-

ever, as much a thing of the past as the

hobby-horse. In its place we have the steel

steed, weighing from eighteen to fort}' pounds,

builtthroughoutof hollow metal. J. K. Star-

ley, to whom a handsome memorial has been

erected in Coventry, was the father of the

modern bicycle, many of its improvements
being the result of his inventive genius.

THE MODERN BICYCLE.

On the modern bicycle, Robert English

has ridden twenty miles and five hundred

and sixty yards in an hour. W. A. Rowe,

an American, has covered nearly twenty-

one miles in that time. R. Howell is credited

with one mile in 2m. 31s. A. P. Engle-

heart, an Englishman, has ridden one mile

in 2m. 48fs. on a safety bicycle. Mr. S.

Golder has achieved the feat of riding fifty

miles on the road in 3h. 5m. 34s. on a safety

bicycle. Mr. G. Lacy Hillier, the editor

of the Bicycling News, and the inventor

of the carrier form of tricycle used by

tradesmen and the Post Office authorities,

has ridden five miles on the ordinary bicycle

in 14m. 18s. The tricycle is, of course,

not so fast as the bicycle ; but between the

safety and the ordinary bicycle there is but

little difference in point of speed. On the

safety bicycle, Mr. J. H. Adams has ridden

266^ miles in a day; Mrs. Allen has traversed

on a tricycle 200 miles of road in a day—

a

wonderful feat for a lady; and Mr. T. R.

Marriott has covered the distance between

Land's End and John-o'-Groat's house

—

882 miles—in six days and fifteen hours on

his three-wheeler.
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The potash developer is gaining ground. I

am lold by a friend that the Camera Club

swears by it. Of course this is a figure of

speech, for there are so many other and

easier things to swear at in amateur photo-

graphy. Faed and J. S. Steel, too, are going

to try it soon and report. The fact is, that

ere long, Woll will be known as " Potash

mad," and conversations will be given in

this style in the cycling Press :

Well-known Amateur: Who's that ?

Friend: Woll.

W. K. A . : Who is he ?

Friend : That Potash lunatic.

Never mind, potash will stand it—and so

will I. An encouraging letter reaches me
from Tunbridge Wells from Mr. W. Adam-

son. He says :
" I have much pleasure in

recording my testimony in favour of the

potash developer ; the only difficulty I find

is in knowing when I get sufficient density
;

but then I am an amateur, not having got

through my first gross of plates—and a

Scotchman to boot. What a treat to be able

to develop on Sunday twixt services without

staining your hands like some Covent Garden
walnut-scraper. I do hope you will continue

your valuable tips, which please me more

than anything else in ' Wheel World.' I

ought to have told you I developed six plates

with potash. One failed (a pond, trees in

background), the remaining five are ' cocks.'
"

Resigns "yours till cremated." I'm glad

it's only to last till that time, for I hope to

be in the other place when that time comes.

However, to Mr. Adamson I owe many
thanks for his kind letter, and I trust to hear

from him again— I mean in this world, of

course, only.

The first thing that struck me when visit-

ing Mr. Pumphrey's place in Stanhope Street

was how I was to give a lucid idea of his

specialities and novelties in a column or so.

Still it will have to be done. Mr. P. is dis-

tinctly a man of invention, idea, novelty, and
fad. It takes only five minutes to see that.

He appears always on the invent. To start,

however, it may be laid down at the outset

that his apparatus and accessories all tend

towards the production of lantern sHdes

—

that is, they are all specially adapted for

this end. And another point he works at

is the carrying of a decent number of plates

for a day's excursion. A man, he says, with

even three double dark slides, only carries

six plates, and that is an uncomfortably

small number for a day. Why, an hour would

suffice very often for a dozen good exposures.

He therefore recommends a stock box

and changing bag. The sHdes to his camera

are made so that they can be attached to

a box containing a stock of plates, and by

having a dark bag, which is only a plain

arrangement of black and red twill, they can

be changed by feeling, under any circum-

stances and in any place, in broad sunHght

even, and it is as easy to change by feeling

as by sight. The sensitive plates are placed

in the stock box with the faces all one way,

a piece of clean white paper being put be-

tween each to prevent scratching. The box

with the slide attached is then placed in the

bag and the plates transferred from the slide

to the box and vice versa. The plates are

taken out at one side of the box, and put in

at the other, having a piece of card between
the exposed and unexposed plates.

Of course, one may say that a roller-slide

for films would be better still. Very hkely.

But look at the cost. Mr. Pumphrey's price

for stock box and bag as well is only 12s.,

quarter-plate size. And there are very

many amateurs, and will be for a long

time, who stick to plates. But whilst I'n- on
that topic, let me mention that he has a

new film in preparation that will, I think,

eclipse most of the others. I have seen a

specimen ; it has all the advantages of glass

in transparency, and absence of grain,

requiring no oiling, and, of course, none of

its disadvantages of weight and fragility. It

is to be put upon the market shortly, and I

strongly advise my readers to give it a trial

when it is. The price, too, I believe, will

be moderate, and the degree of sensitiveness

equal to any plate made. — Woll.
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" The record will have to go !
" This fine

old crusted refrain continues to be sung, and

our crack cyclists continue to justify the pre-

diction by beating the best times previously

recorded. Just where this perpetual record-

breaking will end it seems difficult to say,

for within one calendar', month just a score

of records have been beaten, some of the

performances only holding pride of place for

a few minutes ere they were thrust aside by

still faster times being made ; so that one

moment a man may be the hero of the crowd,

and the next his fame may be passe, stale,

and second-class. 'Tis a creditable ambi-

tion, this craving for a time record, and its

attainment is more honourable to a man

than a victory " by tricks " in a waiting race,

for a victory against the watch is an unde-

niable proof of speed, whereas a victory in a

slow-run race may be only a proof that the

other men were not riding well.

The Alexandra Park Tournament has

proved a great success, but affords food for

much regretful reflection. Fine weather

attracted a very large assemblage of spec-

tators, but it was evident that an indifferently

fine day would have marred the event en-

tirely. Ergo, we draw the moral that fine

weather is the chief factor to make or mar a

metropolitan race - meeting. Professional l

amateurism was rampant, and the names of
|

the riders not reasonably suspected of being
;

subsidised by the makers of the cycles they

rode could be counted on the fingers of the
|

hands. The betting curse has ruined Alex-
|

andra Park racing for the rest of the season

at least, respectable people being so utterly
|

disgusted with the language forced upon

their ears from the gambling department as

to be frightened away from the course in

future. The races were races of giants, and

produced keen competition indeed, and the

visitors from afar were taught that a London

crowd is as ready to applaud foreign as local
:

talent. A few records were beaten, thanks
j

to a fine and calm evening on the second

day, but the crawhng and waiting-for-the-
,

last-lap tactics adopted by most of the best

men cast a slur upon what would otherwise

have been a gigantic sporting success.

Furnivall is King of the Path. That be-

comes more and more evident every day.

Save at long distances—wherein he has not

attempted to shine—Percy Furnivall appears

invincible. Nevertheless, he does not hold

a single record, save the "flying quarter on

grass "—a record which has no official re-

cognition. He is undoubtedly a popular

and wonderfully cute rider, but his reputation

as a crack of the purest ray serene will inevi-

tably suffer if he continually practises waiting

tactics, and wins races in slow time. We
don't want to think that everybody except

Furnivall is deteriorating, we want to see

that Furnivall is equal to riding faster than

everybody else, before his day as well as

durmg his zenith. For him to win with his

head only shows that he can spurt a last lap
;

what he should do is to show that he can

ride a full mile and more faster than anybody
else has ever ridd-en it.

I am grieved to see no reply from " WoU "

to the photographic enquiries which I ad-

dressed to him in these columns ; but still

I am of a forgiving spirit, and wall consent

to overlook his transgressions on condition

that he will advise me how to proceed in

my most recent predicament. It happened

that I was away from home, touring, for

three days last month, and during my
absence the painters had uncontrolled

possession of my domestic domicile. I had

left express injunctions upon them to paint

the interior of my dark-room dead black, but

upon returning home and stabling my trike,

I went towards the developing closet and

found to my intense horror that those intel-

ligent beings had beautifully whitewashed it

!

Will Woll advise me as to the exact weight

of the club which he would recommend for

use upon the heads of those painters, to en-

sure their appreciating the difference between

black and white ?

Again. No longer ago than the last nth
of June as ever was, I cycled gaily into the

wheelman's beloved Biggleswade, and dis-
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covered that a regiment, or brigade, or

battery, or column, or something, of artillery-

was, or were, bivouacked in the town, and

after ascertaining from a soldier that they

would start down the North Road at eight

o'clock the next morning, I determined to be

on a certain favourable coign of vantage in

readiness to snap off my shutter and get an

instantaneous view of the column on the

march. And I arose from my bed at an ab-

normally early hour, and took very great

pains to secure a good position for my
camera, joyful that the sky was clearly blue

and the sun was brightly shining. And it

was only after I had got the right focus, and
everything ready to expose my extra-rapid

half-plate, and waited many weary hours for

those bold warriors to approach, that a

youth of tender years relieved my suspense

by the pleasing intimation that the soldiers

had gone off by another road, long ago !

Under such circumstances, would it have

been lawful for me to have cycled after the

artillery and have violently assaulted the

men, frightened the horses, and spiked the

guns, as an act of righteous retribution ?

The League of American Wheelmen, in

general meeting assembled, confirmed the

action of the Racing Board with regard to

the suspension and disqualification of several

notorious subsidised amateurs. And the

L.A.W. paraded the streets of Boston in

their matchless style, and dined and wined
and generally had a high old time of it, en-

thusing very much about the L.A.W., and

they then went home, and the world rolled

on.

The further away from England Thomas
Stevens goes, the more evident it becomes
that his task is not by any means the light

little pleasure-excursion which some shallow

parties in England pretended to consider it

;

and those worthy penmen who indulged in

playful talk about Stevens "going round the

world with a bicycle among his luggage" are

obliged to sit up. Stevens has been stopped
by the fanatical military authorities in the

far East, and has had to retrace his tracks

to Constantinople, but determines to make a

fresh start, and endeavour to achieve his

mission by some other route than that of

Teheran and Meshed.

I have often thought that the climate of

Australia would be vastly beneficial to my
constitution, and now I feel sure of it. They
give prizes valuable beyond our wildest ideas,

and fairly ridiculing the N.C.U. limit, for

amateur races. The Australian climate will

suit my constitution. They hold bracelet

races, wherein the first prize is a lady's

bracelet ; and piano races—bicycle races

with a ninety-guinea grand piano for first

prize ; and maiden races, with a fair maiden
for first prize, presumably ! The Australian

climate will suit me. This is, therefore, to

give notice, that a subscription list will forth-

with be opened at the London office of this

magazine, towards a fund for the expatri-

ation and Antipodean colonisation of

—Faed.

> • <



The " Premier" SafeJ-y Bicycle.

Whilst contending that no form of safety

bicycle can equal the " Kangaroo," Messrs-

Hillman & Co. recognise the existence of a

demand for rear-driving safety bicycles of

the " Rover" or " Bicyclette" type, and have

accordingly perfected a machine comprising

many very good points, which we venture to

think even preferable to the "Kangaroo,"

the safety from " headers" or " croppers"

being a very marked advantage. The

tion and steady the steering. One tube

crosses the nearly horizontal driving- fork at

right angles, carrying the spring and saddle

on an adjustable pin on top, and the cranks

at its lower end. The chain-pulley is formed

by the arms being stamped out of a sheet of

steel, and their ends riveted to the toothed

rim—a method of construction which has

been patented—and it is claimed that a much
lighter chain-wheel is thus obtained than by

the usual method of casting, etc. At the

lower end of the tube carrying the cranks a

" Premier" safety has a very simple frame-
work, so designed as to afford very adequate
provision for the strains to which each part

will be subjected, a tube and fork running in

a straight line direct from the rear driving-

wheel axle to the nearest point available on
the front fork, viz., at its junction with the

sloping steering-post. The wheels are of

equal size (3oin. in diameter), with fin. solid

rims and non-slipping tyres, and the front

fork slightly curves forward, to reduce vibra-

light but strong stay-rod is attached, the

other end of which rod is attached to the

main tube forward, so that by tightening the

nut upon the stay the down tube carrying

the cranks is strained forward, so as to adjust

the chain, there being sufficient elasticity in

the tube to allow of this adjustment. The
steering-post is steadied on the " stuffing-

box" principle, free from the so-called

" automatic fly-to-centre action." A power-

ful spoon brake serves to retard the speed
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on the front wheel, and there are step, foot-

rests, lamp-bracket, and mud-guards com-

plete. High gearing, long cranks and light

build, combine to render it a fast at the same
time as a safe bicycle.

(The '^ Premier" Safety Bicycle is made by

Hillman, Herbert & Cooper, Premier Works,

Coventry, and 14, Holborn Viaduct, London,

price £18, with balls to both zcheels and cranks.

)

A Handle-bar Luggage and Leg Rest.

Lugg?-ge-carriers for the handle-bar have

been brought out, and have rapidly ^o//^ out

again, for a long while past ; but in the latest

form of appliance for the carriage of small

parcels on the handlebar of a bicycle or

bar-steering tricycle a very marked improve-

ment is manifest. Even with a straight bar

it is a r-.atter of difficulty to strap even a

mackintosh coat in security ; and when the

curved or "cow-horned" bars, which are

now so fashionable, are used, the difficulty

of strapping anything to them is supple-

mented by considerable discomfort to the

bicyclist who flies hills "legs over handles."

The appliance which the famous saddlers

have invented and patented is on a very

similar principle to the spring-clipped arms
which we recently described for the carriage

of a M.I. P. bag on the backbone, but is even

RUBBER PADS

of greater simplicity than those useful ad-

juncts. Each carrier consists of two pieces,

exactly aUke, one of which has to be attached
to each half of the handle-bar. Each piece
consists of a metal strip some four inches
long by one inch broad, slightly curved
upward, and covered by a strip of india-

rubber. On the under side is a split lug,

furnished with a nutted bolt for clasping
around the handle-bar, and a hinge-joint,

controlled by a spring to keep it firm, allows

the arm to make a quarter-turn, horizontally.

Slots are cut in the ends of the metal strip

for the reception of a buckled strap. When
no parcel is being carried, the strips He flat

along the handle-bar, affording a comfortable

rest for the bicyclist's thighs when coasting

hills ; but when luggage has to be taken the

strips are turned at right angles, and the

parcel is securely fastened on by means of

the straps. We have found these appliances

most useful, being very readily attached to

any handle-bar by the aid of no other tool

than a spanner ; and for carrying a three-

fold photographic tripod they are capital.

(The Handle-bar Carriers are made by Lamp-
liigh and Brown, 135, Great Colmore Street,

Birmingham, price 65. per Pair.)

A Vibration Check.

The inventor of the cradle spring is evi-

dently fully alive to the requirements of the

times, as he has not only adapted his system

of wire-coil springs to the purposes of auto-

matically steering various forms of tricycles,

but has now arranged to supply an adjunct

which will absorb the vibration incident to

i riding a Cripper-pattern tricycle on the road.

This is on the principle of the Arab cradle

springs, strong steel- wire coils being inserted

between the main frame and the steering-

wheel, andean be readily attached to almost

any front-steering tricycle.

(Harrington's Vibration Ch^k is made by

J. Harrington & Co., Cradle Spring and

Enamel Works, Coventry, price^ including

fittings, 2jsJ

New Lever-action Bicycles.

Although the bulk of cyclists evince a de-

cisive preference for rotary action, there is

always a certain proportion of men who are

best suited by a reciprocating-lever motion
;

and for this class a new firm is putting on to

the market a very complete stud of bicycles

in various patterns and giving varied

methods of stroke. Thus there is a bicycle

whose wheels are proportioned on the plan

of the " Humber Saf-ty," another resem-

bling the " Facile," a third the " Bicyclette,"

a fourth the "Challenge Safety," a fifth the

"Xtra," and a sixth the " Facile," with an

auxiliary pair of manual levers ; all having a

system of leverage on the same principle.

(The '' Claviger'" Lever-action Bicycles are

made by Wm. Golding & Co., Britannia Works,

Manchester.)
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A Spring Boxed Head.

Spindles with springs have been fitted to

bicycles before now, but an improved method
has been patented by a Sheffield firm, which
consists offorming the spindle of the bicycle's

front fork in such a manner as to enable a

conical spiral spring to be placed around it.

On the neck of the backbone a suitably-

shapen box is then fitted, which box com-
pletely surrounds and covers the spindle and
spring, the top of the box resting on the top

of the conical spring, and so forming a
" socket head," touching the spindle only at

bottom and top, and yielding downward to

every inequality of the road surface. A
similarly-arranged spindle, spring, and box-

head can be applied to the steering-wheel of

a tricycle, the steering-bar or arm in any

case being rigidly attached to the top of the

spindle, while the backbone is attached to

the box.

(The Patent Spring Boxed Head i$ made by

E. Eadon, 34, Bank Street, Sheffield.)

A Lady's Tricycle.

Many attempts have been made— of a

more or less successful nature—to adapt the

popular Cripper-pattern tricycle to suit

the exigencies of feminine costume ; but in

no case has the alteration been of so radical

a nature as in the " Ladies' Straight Steerer"

tricycle. Rather than forego the delightful

sensation of handle-bar steering, some ladies

have fearlessly taken to the practice of climb-

ing over the axle of an ordinary " Cripper"

from behind ; and in several of this year's

makes a provision has been made whereby

the handle-bar and steering-post have been

made to swivel or hinge out of the way so

as to permit of mounting and dismounting

in front. But in the " S.S." tricycle the

principle of a low-built pony trap, with

cranked axle, has been adopted, and whilst

retaining the advantages of central-geared

and balance-geared axle, the axle is divided,

so that a lady has only to step a few inches

from the ground when getting over it. This
is accomplished by means of an ordinary

axle with balance-gearing placed horizontally

at the same level as the crank-shaft, and on
each end of this balance-geared axle is a

chain - pulley. The driving - wheels are

mounted so as to run freely on pins fixed to

the rigid framing, and the motion is com-
municated to them by means of two short

chains, one chain passing over the chain-

pulleys on one wheel-hub and one end of the

low axle, and the other chain passing over

the pulleys on the opposite wheel-hub and
axle-end. Thus every remaining objection

to the " Cripper" style of tricycle for ladies'

use is removed, and the " Ladies' S.S." is

the most easily mounted and readily dis-

mounted tricycle on the market.

(The ''Ladies' Straight Steerer'' Tricycle is

made by Singer & Co., Coventry, and Holborn

Viaduct, London. J



Ascot over, and Goodwood within measur-

able distance, sounds the knell of the London
social season ; but in cycle racing we are

really only beginning ; for, although a vast

number of events are pulled off at Easter

and Whitsuntide, and the International

Meeting is over, the N.C.U. championships

are only, at the moment we write, beginning.

Once more has Percy Furnivall, the dark,

Spanish-looking Berretta man, proved his in-

vincibility at a mile on the tricycle, and the
" Beeston Humber" people are jubilant, as

he bestrode one of their machines. The vic-

tory of J. E. Fenlon, of the Gainsborough

C.C. and the Ripley Road Club, in the twenty-

five miles championship w^as unexpected by
all but those friends who knew how hard he
had been training, and Nicolas for one scored

by his knowledge. There is that in the voice

of Fenlon which bespeaks strong lungs, and
his practice has proved it.

Unfortunately, my " copy" for " Wheel
World" has to be in the printer's hands in

the middle of the month preceding publica-

tion ; so that although the International

Tournament at the Alexandra Palace w^as

not mentioned in my last " Gravel and
Cinders," it would seem absurd to refer to it

now at this lapse of time. I cannot, how-
ever, avoid referring to the great success it

was financially, and also to the plucky riding

of the Irish and Scotch representatives, and

the tandeming of " Booky-layer" and " Kid-

em-on," as the noble representatives of the

sport of kings who were present on busi-

ness dubbed De Beukelaer, the Belgian,

and Kiderlen, the Dutch champion cyclists.

I propose next month to confine my racing

column more to solid facts, viz., an epitome

of the months racing, rather than to a mere
commentary on certain men's performances.

As I write, James Lennox's record comes in

over the Land's End to John-o'-Groat's trip

—885 miles in 6 days 8^ hours, which beats

record by seven hours, the machine in this

last ride being an ordinary bicycle. The
unlucky man this month has been E. B.

Turner, who has done nothing but smash

up tricycles, both on the road and path, and
on the latter has consequently lost " dead
snips" for second prizes.

The London men this year changed the

course of their celebrated Whit- Monday 100

miles road ride, and, diverging northwards

from the Bath Road at Slough, rode to Rick-

mansworth, which was reached by the leader

j

in yh. i8m.—still a long way behind " Rover"

time and " Kangaroo" record. Watson, the

flying wonder of the road, fell and smashed
his machine after going thirty miles, and
just as he was getting into a swing which
would have settled most men, including

—Scorchnlojig.

> • <

topics of the Zimc,
[Correspondence or short articles on subjects of current interest are invited from all readers of the Magazine.']

Camps.

Do camps do any good from a cycling
point of view ? is a question well worth dis-

cussing. That they are not financial suc-
cesses, Mr. Scarlett Thomson and the com-
mittee of the Southern^ Camp and J Race
Meeting Society could assure us. That most
men prefer to select a good hotel both for

feeding in and sleeping in was evidenced by
the officials and others who went from Lon-
don last Whitsuntide to Weston-super-Mare.
What then are camps supposed to do ?

Encourage whiskey-drinking, or card-play-

ing, or what ? We are not arguing against

camps ; what we ask is for information as

to what they re supposed to do for cyclists

and cycling in general.
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Not an Angling Anecdote.

A more dare-devil performance than that

of F. F. Ives, in hanging on to the rear end

of a freight train and being dragged for a

mile or two, cannot be found. It seems Mr.

Ives was piloting the New Orleans men over

the B. & A. railroad track; when a short

distance out of Palmer a freight train over-

took them. Into the brain of the reckless

Ives popped the idea to " catch on" behind

and be pulled over the ground. No sooner

said than done, and so off he started,

caught up with the train, and with one hand
on the rail of the caboose and the other on

the handle-bar, he sailed along serenely for

a couple of miles, and did not break his neck.

This is a. fact, and not a fish story. Who can

match this ?

—

Bicycling World.

Parliamentary Candidates and Cyclists.

We are on the eve of another general

election, and, without any intention of im-

porting politics into the " Wheel World,"
we would call upon all voters, Liberal, Con-
servative, and Liberal Dissentients—as the

new men are called—to secure an assurance

from the candidates whom they support that

they will do what they can, if elected, to

secure equal rights of road for cyclists with

the owners of any other class of vehicle. It

may be said we have already these, and that

in the practical defeat of the Duke of Cam-
bridge in the Richmond Park matter we have
gained everything we can expect or desire.

Perhaps so, but it is just as well to let

every intending M.P. know that cyclists have
to be considered, and a general questioning

on the above point all over the country will do
us an immense lot of good.

Card Playing.

Cards were invented for the use of the

insane, or rather to amuse a monarch who
was insane, so we are told; but nevertheless

some otherwise very sensible men with fair

average intellects seem to take no pleasure

in life except in playing cards. They may
ride down to a place of interest on their

cycles, but there is a pack of cards in each
Multum, and when the ride is ended they

pass the night in gambling. They may be

"training" through the finest scenery in

England, or elsewhere, but they never look

at it so long as there is a pack of cards to

be had and a spare cushion or newspaper
to act as a table. We do not wish to be Hke

the Pharisee and express pleasure that we
are not as other men are, but we do fancy

that the man who is not possessed of the

gambler's spirit has much to be thankful for.

Thoughtless Scribes.

We never could understand why some
persons imagine that cycling matters should

not be governed by the ordinary rules which

pertain in British business circles. But it

really would seem as if some riders thought

that the cycling Press merely existed for the

purpose of damnifying, or trying to damnify,

the various manufacturers ofwhom they have

purchased machines, should the slightest

thing go amiss with them. A bolt breaks,

and the owner of the machine writes, pos-

sibly, some four pages of closely-covered

notepaper to the paper of bis choice,

holding up to scorn and obloquy the unfor-

tunate firm who supplied him with his

machine. The readiness with which some
men, for the merest trifles, pillory—or would,

if they were allowed by editors—a thoroughly

good firm is beyond belief, and is only

known to Mr. Editor and Mr. Waste-paper

Basket.

Tandems for Ladies.

Experience has taught us that a single

tricycle for a lady, where a tandem is obtain-

able, is a mistake. By all means have a

single tricycle rather than none at all, but

if a man purposes taking a lady out for a

ride, it will add greatly to his and her com-

fort if he takes her on a tandem. The reasons

are obvious. Conversation, to begin with,

is difficult on two single tri's. A lady always

tires at a hill, and gallantry prompts the

man to dismount and assist her—a sometimes

difficult task when he has his own machine

also to look after. Again, downhill, he is in

perpetual dread that his companion will come
to grief. If the train has to be taken—and

it sometimes has—the difficulty of storing

two machines in a van is occasionally great,

and the expense in any case is doubled.

Finally, all the rest a man on a tandem is

able to give a lady without appreciable in-

crease in his own work, such as down long

slight slopes, where machines won't run un-

aided, and along level roads before the wind.

So, unhesitatingly, w-e place the tandem a

long way in front where ladies' riding is con-

cerned, and in doing so we bar totally all

those machines where the lady is placed

behind. It is unpleasant for her, for the

man, and, above all, is unsightly.
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Cyclists and the Parks. '

There probably never was a more absurd

reason than that given by the Duke of

Cambridge in his capacity as Ranger of

Richmond Park that, if cycHsts were per-

mitted to pass through, the staff of keepers

would have to be increased, and extra ex-

penditure consequently incurred. Seeing

that Richmond Park is now open to every 'Arry

who can pay the necessarily railway fare to

reach it, it would be irritating, were it not

grotesquely absurd, to read such a childish

reason. Cyclists, as a rule, are of a far

better class in every way than the majority

of the frequenters of Richmond Park, and it

is the height of absurdity to suppose for one

instant that their admission to the Park

could in any way inconvenience the general

public, although, perhaps, a few lovers

might be startled by the sudden advent of a

noiseless rubber-tryed cycle.

Fewer Entries.

There is a noticeable diminution in the

number of names sent in now-a-days for the

regular "open bicycle handicaps" in the

Metropolitan district; and whilst cycHsts are

decidedly more numerous now than they

were six years ago, it is a very common thing

for a first-class handicap in London to pro-

duce an entry which would, in the old days,

have seemed meagre in the extreme ; and this,

too, not only when several meetings clash,

but even on days when there is only one

race meeting in the home district. Why
this should be so it is hard to conceive, for

we do not think secretaries work any the less

hard, nor do clubs advertise any less exten-

sively than of yore ; indeed, bearing in mind

the common practice of secretaries taking

the trouble to send out entry forms by post

to every racing man whose address they can

obtain, and also the increased facilities for

advertising afforded by the more numerous
cycling journals, the premises are all in

favour of larger, rather than smaller, entries.

It may be that the speed of a trained racing

crack on a racing bicycle is now so vastly in

advance of the pace shown by a rider of a

roadster who only races now and then, that

the class of men who used to swell the en cry

fee coffers do not care to make a show of

themselves by riding from long marks ; but,

whatever the reason, it is to be regretted

that club secretaries are put to so much in-

convenience and expense in obtaining a

paltry score or so of names for a handicap

which, a few years ago,»;would have con-

tained from fifty to a hundred entrants.

Our Record-breaking Chronology.

May 22.—Quarter-mile tricycle, 4i|s. A. J.

Wilson, Alexandra Park.

,, —Quarter-mile tricycle, 41^5. H. C.

Sharp, Alexandra Park.

,, —Half-mile bicycle, im. i6|s. W.
A. lUston, Alexandra Park.

,, —Half-mile bicycle, im. i6s. W. A.

lUston, Alexandra Park.

,, —One mile tricycle, 2m. 58s. R. J.

Mecredy, Alexandra Park.

,, —One mile tricycle, 2m. 55^s. A. E.

Langley, Alexandra Park.

,, —Half-mile tricycle, im. 27fs. J. M.
Inglis, x\lexandra Park.

,, —Three-quarters of a mile tricycle,

2m. 13s. A. E. Langley, Alexandra
Park.

May 23.—Two miles tricycle, 6m. i5fs. E.

Kiderlen, Alexandra Park.

,, —One-third of a mile bicycle, flying

start, 49f s. P. Furnivall, Alexandra
Park.

May 29.—Quarter-mile bicycle, 38fs. H. A.

Speechly and E. M. Mayes, Crystal

Palace.

,, —Half-mile tricycle, im. 26|s. P. T.

Letchford, Alexandra Park.

June 7-13.—Land's End to John-o'-Groat's

bicycle, 6 days 8^ hours. James
Lennox.

June 17.—Half-mile tricycle, im. 26s. P. T.

Letchford, Cambridge.

,, —Three-quarters of a mile tricycle,

2m. i2s. P. T. Letchford, Cam-
bridge.

,, —One mile and a quarter tricycle,

3m. 43s. P. T. Letchford, Cam-
bridge.

,, —One mile and a half tricycle, 4m.

29s. P. T. Letchford, Cambridge.

,, —One mile and three-quarters tricy-

cle, 5m. 13s. P. T. Letchford,

Cambridge.

,, —Two miles tricycle, 5m. 58fs. P.

T. Letchford, Cambridge.

June 19.—Fifty miles tandem tricycle, 3h.

i6m. 58s. A. J. Wilson and C. E.

Liles, North Road.

,, 21.—Twenty-four hours tricycle, 253

miles. Alfred H. Fletcher, North

Road district.
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At the Cycleries (Boston, U.S.A.)

There was another part of the exhibition

which was especially interesting, and not

inaptly termed the " collection of antiques

and horribles. " Here was the original

Lallement bicycle, built in 1863, a veritable

old trap, but one that by reason of its patented

devices has caused much litigation, and was

the forerunner of the modern bicycle. This

machine was loaned by the Pope Manufac-

turing Company. There were two or three

other boneshakers. The Overman Wheel
Company loaned two old tricycles, both in-

vented by a Mr. Boynton, of Hartford, Conn.

The one is a clumsy old cart, which is

described by one writer as a combination of

a buckboard, two buggy wheels, and the

seat of a mowing machine, and, it might be

added, the cranks of a grindstone, because

it is propelled by the hand power, the steer-

ing being done by the application of more or

less power applied to one or the other of the

driving-wheels. Although invented in 186 r,

it has a seat adjustable up and down, and

forwards and back. The other tricycle, in-

vented by Mr. Boynton in 1868, is nearly as

clumsy as his earlier production, but has

smaller drivers, and is a front-steerer ; the

power is applied by a crank and chain. Both

of these machines will probably take a pro-

minent part in the patent litigation now
going on. A " Singer" sociable, built in

1879, is the regulation sociable, with the

exception that the brake is situated between

the riders, and acts directly on the ground.

A standard "Columbia," which since its

manufacture in 1879 has been sold twelve

times for aii aggregate of $532-50 ; an
" Expert Columbia," which was ridden by

H.J. Hugh over 6,756 miles ; and the familiar

bicycle which was imported by A. D. Chandler

in 1877, and has carried him 4,000 miles.

—

Bicycling World.

The Latest Fad.

A novel suggestion comes from a corre-

spondent who appears to possess an ambition

to shine as a hill-climber. He says that

racing men obtain prizes and records for

their performances on the path ; but the

road-rider climbs hills without any tangible

memento of the feat. To cHmb hills is a

noteworthy achievement, and since Alpine

tourists adopt the custom of branding their

alpenstocks with the names of the mountains
they have scaled, it is proposed that road-

riders shall paint or gild their cycles with

the names of all the most noted hills which
they have climbed. We have no objection.

Our correspondent is at perfect liberty to

label his tricycle with such words as " Mus-

well," " Reigate," " Chingford," " Peters-

ham," and the like. But whether any
accession of dignity will result is open to

argument, and although a real veteran may
possess a creditable list of hill-climbing

records, the average expert cyclist does not

keep a cycle long enough for it to collect a

series of such records ere he sells it for

another. Beyond this, the same objection

obtains as led the N.C.U. Council to resolve

not to adopt an official badge ; the best men,
the most desirable wearers of the badge,

won't adopt it—and the genuine crack riders

of the road, like those of the path, won't

condescend to crack up their feats by any
such displays. Good wine needs no bush,

and good riding requires no label.
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Let those now read who never read he/ore^

And those who always read tww read the more.

HY ON EARTH DON'T YOU EEAD

BICYCLING NEWS?
(The Cyclist's Illustrated Paper).

Eh?

It is a splendid pennyworth

Why don't you read it, I say ?

Its pictures are simply unrivalled

It is read by all cyclists worthy of the name.

its practical information about machines is the best.

Its chatty articles will soothe your troubled hours.

It comes out every Friday and costs One Penny.

It is the Cychst's Illustrated Paper—the only one.

WHY ON BAETH DON'T YOU EEAD

BICYCLING NEWS?
(The Cyclist's Illustrated Paper).

It comes as a boon and a blessing to meuy
That popular penn'orth the pushing B.N,
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They are all fitted with our Patent

T BALL BEARING HEAD.
Also our Special System of

DIRECT SPOKE WHEELS,
whicl] are undoubtedly Stronger and
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FURTHER

-^GREAT VICTORIES^
FOR

The regent CYCLES
VIZ., THE N.C.U.

25 Miles Championship, 1886,
At Weston-super-Mare, was won by J. F. Fenlon, on a " REGENT " Racer Bicycle ; also

THE LB.C. 100 MILES ROAD RACE
ON A "REGENT" ROADSTER,

And THRF.E out of the FIRST four Machines were " REGENTS .
" Also, on the same day,

F. P. WOOD secured the THREE FIRSTS at the DEBENHAM RACE MEETING

WATSON & GO-
BRIXTON HILL, LONDON, S.W.

<

City Depot: FISHER & Co., 17, Devonshire St., Liverpool St., E.C.
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TO BE PUBLISHED IMMEDIATELY.

PRACTICAL DYNAMO - BUILDING
FOR AMATEURS.

BY FEEDEEICK W. WALKEE, M.E,

With numerous Illustrations-

LONDON
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THE "WHIPPET " TRICYCLE.
The Lightest Machine for its Strength!

The Strongest Machine for its Weight!

The only Machine in which the rider is perfectly insulated from vibration. The handle-bar,

treadles, and saddle, while fixed rigidly together, are insulated from the main framing

by a spring, entirely absorbing all vibration to all parts.

LINLEY & BIGGS,
MOUNT ROW, EAST ROAD, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.G.,

WHEBE THE MACHINE CAN BE SEEN & TBIED.

COPYRIGHT. >UBLISHED BY ALL RIGHTS RESERVED*

ILIFFE & SON, 98, FLEET STREET, LONDON.
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RUDGE # CO., Limited,
The Oldest & Largest Bicycle & Tricycle Manufacturers ii) the World.

THE CENTRAL GEAR ROTARY TRICYCLE,

ALL EECOEDS on the Road from One Mile to Twenty-four Hours Ride are now held
by the "ROTARY" TRICYCLE. WORLD'S RECORD 0>TE MILE, 2ai. 49s.

;

WORLD'S RECORD TEN MILES; WORLD'S RECORD TWENTY-FOUR
HOURS, 232i Miles.

Upwards of 15,000 of tljese world-renowijecl Machines have been sold iij the past four years.

THE GREATEST SUCCESS OF THE SEASON IS

SEND FOB LISTS.

WORKS: COVENTRY.
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NO SIDE-SLIPPING OR SKIDDING ON GREASY ROADS,

At Bridlington, on June 14th, the "ROVER" SAFETY made the

FASTEST TIME ON RECORD
FOR A MILE, viz., 2nnins. 53 sees., so that the Mile Record is thus held by the

ROVER
PATENTED AND

In addition to the above, the Rover
has accomplished the following dis-

tances and times on the road, viz.:

18* Miles in 1 Hour.

30h Miles in Ih. 41m.
50 Miles in 3h. 5m. 34s.

SAFETY
REGISTERED.

ITS MARVELLOUS

SPEED AND EASE
ARE ATTESTED BY

**- ALL WHO RIDE IT.

READ THE FOLLOWING.
19, Charles Square, Hoxton, London, N., June 4th, 1886.

Dear Sirs,—During my eight years' cycling experience, I have never ridden such a fast, easy and comfortable machine
as the " Rover " Safety, although I have been a rider of 20 different types of machines during that period. The machine
absolutely j^zVs; as for hills, it is a perfect demon. I have never ridden such a perfect machine during the whole of my
cycling career. Yours truly, JOHN WILLIS.

- WATCH ITS FUTURE PBEFOEMANCES -

STARLEY & SUTTON;'==.ko, COVENTRY,
Send for Lists, Testimonials, S^c, with list of prizes offered.

THE HOLIDAYS.
NOW that the holidays are approaching, we

shall be doing a service to those who go in
for walking tours or cycling, by drawing attention
to a publication that they would do well to obtain,
for the reason that it is decidedly the best road
guide that has yet been published, and by its aid
anyone wanting to know where to go to ensure a
pleasant trip will have no difficulty in choosing
a route.
"The Tourists' Route ITlap of JEngland

and Wal^s" shows clearly all the 'main and
most of the cross roads, and the distances between
the chief towns marked in small figures,, as well
as the mileage from London. In addition to this,
routes of thirty of the most interesting tours are
specially indicated and marked in red.
The map is mounted on linen, so as not to tear,

and is enclosed in strong cloth case. Price Is. 2d.
post free.

The charming but little known Broads and
Bivers of Norfolk and Suffolk offer a splendid
and almost unique field for recruiting the health
and energy of all in need of thorough change

and rest. To all intending visitors to the beautiful Broads—and everyone who can spare a week should go

—

Mr. E. R. SoFFLiNG's book, ' 'J hi' I^and of ihe Bronds:" A practicalgnidefor Yachtsmen, Anglers, Tourists,
and other Pleasure-seekers on the Broads and Kivers of Norfolk and Suffolk, will be of the greatest service and
interest. It is a handy and practical little work, and is accompanied by a specially drawn Map of the district
printed in four colours. Price Is. 6d. post free.

For those Londoners who can spare only a day or two at a time for their holidays, and where it is necessary
that they should be within easy reach of town, no place offers such unrivalled attractions as the Thames, and as
a practical guide of an unique character, designed especially for pleasure-seekers on the river, we recommend
* The Upper Thatneiii, from Richmond to Oxford," which will be found serviceable alike to the pic-nic
party, the tourist, the rowing man, the angler, the camper-out, and even the general loafer ! The arrangement is

such, that all objects of interest passed on a row up stream are easily identified, and the necessary information
»fforded. Price Is., or in cloth 2s.

A Six Weeks' Holiday.—A very moderate supply of cash will enable anyone to have a most delightful trip
to* the United States and Canada, and home again. "A Tonr in the S^tates and Canada," by Mr. T.
Gbeenwood, written from personal experience, contains all the information required. Price 2s. 6d. post free.

Where shall we go ? " Spa*iidc Waterins:-Place*«" (Fifth Edition) gives information about 179 places on.
the coasts of England and Wales, with sketch maps, illustrations, &c. Price, limp cloth, 28. 6d. post free.

London: L. UPCOTT GILL, 170, Strand, W.C.
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Mr. G. LACY HILLIER'S Article on

the "CLASSIC TRACKS OF LONDON"
will appear in our next.
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THE PRIZE SHE WON.

BY THE AUTHOR OF " BEATING RECOSD.'

CHAPTER II.—CONTINUED.

No time for personal care. The rapid

journey crimsoned her cheeks, and the drops

trickled down her face, but she never

troubled. The cows had taken her thoughts

from Philip, but now they came back again.

" A ticket of leave." What was a ticket of

leave ? Was it in France or in England that

they branded them— the — the convicts?

Heavens ! what a terrible word. With a

red-hot iron ! And what were the letters ?

Over and over again she tried to think,

but her feet never relaxed. The hill was
a mile long, but she got to the top at

last. She looked round once, not because

she expected to be followed, but with a

decided wish to convince herself—was that a

cart with three men in it ? She looked again

—yes, there were three, and one had a

red handkerchief, and she distinctly remem-
bered that one of their visitors had had just

such a one. Then, too, the man who was
driving waved his whip and shook the reins.

She was sure they were the men. Though
the fellow had pocketed the sovereign, he
had repented, and, thinking she was going to

Philip, they were coming after her as fast as

they could, but she had the start and a long

descent before her. She took her feet off

the pedals, and away went the light machine
Hke lightning down the smooth road. Her
little hand gripped the brake till the veins

stood out hke cords, but she flew on. It was
a quiet country road ; on one side were the

preserves of some noblemen. The machine
was so silent in the dust that^a hare ran
across the road jast in front of her, his bright

eyes unperceiving her, then a whole lot of
ducks waddUng home to a cottage from a

neighbouring stream nearly upset her. One

she certainly lamed, but even that calamity

did not affect her. The cart had not laboured

up the hill yet ; the horse had a heavy load

in three big men—how thankfal she felt they

were all big. She reached the bottom of the

hill, and splashed into a small stream which
flowed across the road ; it was not very deep,

except at one part, and then her pedals were
both under water, but she worked still, and

got over, her dress and boots dripping as she

went on. It seemed such a trifle, this wetting

now, though she had dozens of times gone

half a mile further round that she might

cross the bridge rather than get a wetting.

The road was full of ruts, and led across

a common ; on the other side of that com-

mon was the town of Althorpe, but it was
three miles over, for the road curved

so much, but there was a footpath which
would save quite a mile if she dared try

it. She looked behind. The cart seemed
to have gained on her terribly, so, with a

twist of her wrist, she sent her machine along

the soft path, and was soon hidden from her

pursuers by the tall patches of furze on either

side. Very carefully, yet never slackening

her speed, she steered clear of the roots of

the furze, for this pathway had been made
by cutting the bushes away, not by digging

them up. She was more than half-way over

the common now, and the smoke of the

houses at Althorpe was visible, when, as she

was straining every nerve to get the machine
along, and fixing her sense of sight before

her to escape any chance of an obstruction

overturning her, the pop of a gun close be-

side her startled her into forgetfulness. She
looked round, her hand forgot its proper

occupation, the machine veered round, a
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scrubby little bush was close beside the path,

and in a moment she was over with her face

upon the prickly furze. For an instant she

was stunned, for she had been going very

fast, and then she was conscious of a manly

voice uttering apologies, and a masculine

arm lifting her from her uncomfortable couch.
" I am awfully sorry ; I really did not see

you. I didn't know anyone was in the path.

Can you forgive me ? Are you much hurt ?"

" No," gasped Belle, wiping the blood

away that trickled down her cheek from the

pricks and scratches she had got—*' not

much, but the machine—is that hurt ? That
is the most important thing."

•' It's all right," said the stranger, Hfting

it to its proper position—" quite right, I

think. No, by Jove ! there is something

wrong," for the wheel suddenly fell, and the

machine was down again.

Poor Belle's heart seemed to stop. She
glanced ahead. It was at least a mile

further to the end of the common. The
men would have reached the town before

her if she ran all the way, and she did not

feel at all in running trim. The cause of

her accident was really distressed at the

evident pain on her pretty face. He lifted

the machine, fixed on the wheel again, and
examined it attentively. •' It's only a nut

gone," he said, cheerfully, " and it must
have come off somewhere here. Perhaps

we can find it."

No need to suggest a search for the missing

nut—Belle was on her knees in an instant,

and her companion, careless of his shooting

boots, which made kneeling troublesome,

assisted her. Every instant lost seemed an

age, but success rewarded their efforts.

The lost nut was found quietly reposing in a

clump of furze, and with eager hands was
safely screwed into its place without an un-

necessary word. Isabelle was off again at

last, trying to make up for the time she had
lost by redoubled efforts. Just as she got off

the path on to the road leading into the

town the cart passed her. The three men
were still in it, but, to her delight, she saw
they were not the dreaded visitors to the

Grange. With renewed hope she dis-

mounted at a drinking fountain, dipped her

handkerchief into the cool little stream,

which was always running from a lion's

head, and wiped her flushed face, smoothed
the rebellious little curls that fell over her

face, and fixed her hat tightly on her head.

Then, feeling a little more civilised, she left

her machine and knocked at the house of the

notary in whose possession was the terrible

evidence of (as she believed) her lover's guilt.

She had invented a plan for getting the

forgery into her hands. The name Percy

had signed was that of a young gentleman

living in Althorpe, and upon its being pre-

sented and declared a forgery, the bill dis-

counter had instantly set enquiries on foot,

which resulted in a warrant being issued

for the apprehension of Percy Liston. He
was bitterly enraged at the prospect of

losing so large a sum, and when Isabelle

presented herself, was hourly expecting to

hear of his arrest.

*'Abill?" he exclaimed, in reply to her

enquiries—" certainly I hold one—a forged

one, too, young lady ; it means transporta-

tion for life, unless his friends buy him off."

" He has only his mother," said Belle,

calmly, for she understood Mr. Levi directly,

" and she will not help him."
" Ah ! then he shall suffer. ;^5oo of my

savings to be lost in such a way ! He is an
atrocious scoundrel, and he shall suffer.

You need not intercede for him. I will hear

nothing—nothing—to lose £soo so, it is

maddening !"

The old man rose from his seat in the

extremity of anger and rage, and his thin,

tall figure seemed convulsed with passion.

" I can buy that bill," said Isabelle, quietly
—" nay, I will give you ;^6oo for it if you will

give it to me now."

The bill discounter glanced at her from

under his grey eyebrows, measuring, as it

were, the extent of her resources.

" It is worth more," he said, cunningly.

" Then I am sorry I came," said Belle. " I

am but a governess. 1 have a little money,

and am willing to spend it to save Mr. Liston

from the consequences of his folly. If you

will not part with it you may get him sent to

prison, but you will lose your money; it is

for you to choose which it shall be."

The girl rose, and waited calmly for his

reply. Heaven only knew her agony; but

she was brave, and Mr. Levi could not see

into that beating heart.

"If I consent," he faltered, "how and

when am I to have the money ?"

"At once, and here," said Belle, firmly.

The notary unlocked a cabinet, and

selected from many others the slip of paper

so fatal to Percy Liston.

" Give me the money," he said, suspiciously,

holding out his hand, the note in the other.
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Isabelle drew out her purse, cleverly

selected six notes for ;^ioo each, and held

them out. The next instant the terrible

proof of, as she believed, her lover's guilt

was in her hand, and she was at the door of

Mr. Levi's office.

" Your lover is safe," she heard the notary

say, " let it be a lesson for the future."

With the fatal note safely in her bosom
she reached her mother's cottage, pale and
exhausted with the terrible ordeal she had
gone through; but she knew the mother's

very still, and he was awfully tired. The
spirit may be willing, but the flesh is weak,

and iu a few minutes he was asleep—he
did not hear Isabelle's light step enter or

retreat. She was admitted at once to Mrs.

Liston's room, returned the rest of the

money to the invalid, and saw the fatal

paper consumed in the light of a taper held

in her trembling hand. Then, with a deep

sigh for the lost illusion of her faith, she

entered the schoolroom. May was not there,

but Philip stood on the hearthrug, handsome,

SHE LOOKED BEHIND —THE CART SEEMED TO HAVE GAINED ON HER TERRIBLY.

heart was at rest at the Grange, for the

blessed word "Safe" had reached her early

in the evening.

CHAPTER III.

the

He
the

the

the

Percy Liston was safely on board
Dieppe steamer before Philip left him.

was too distressed to sleep, and by
earliest train in the morning reached

Grange. His mother had been ill,

housekeeper said, but was better, though
she would not see Philip. Then his thoughts

flew to Isabelle, and he longed to clasp her

in his arms, and receive comfort from her
loving caresses. He waited till it was almost

time to set out to meet her—the house was

though pale and tired-looking, and with

fondest love and welcome in his eyes.

" Well, my darling," he said, " have you

forgiven me for the terrible proposition of

yesterday ? I give in, sweetheart, I cannot

expect you to give up an amusement that

gives you so much pleasure. Think no

more of it. I shall find a way of making a

home for you, little girl. We must have

patience, and wait a little, that is all, and as

we love each other so much we can afford to

do that, can't we ? Why, what is the

matter ?"

"Will you sit down, Mr. Liston?" said

Isabelle, quietly, though her heart beat so

quickly it threatened to choke her. " I—

I

have something to say to you. Yesterday
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morning I thought how foolish I was to

value a stupid tricycle more than your love,

and so—and so— I determined to give up

riding as your mother wished."

" Aly good, brave little girl, and so you

came to the Grange with that determina-

tion ?" he asked fondly.

" Yes, but you were not here, and had not

been home all night. Of course, you know
what happened in the afternoon ?"

" Of course I do not, dear, I only got home
at seven, and have seen no one to tell me."

" How imprudent !" said Isabelle ;
" but I

must tell you that yesterday three men came
to the Grange with a warrant to arrest

someone for forgery. You can guess who it

was they wanted ?"

*' Good heavens ! Yes. Go on, my darling,

this is too terrible. I had hoped to spare

the mother this blow."
" By a little diplomacy," continued Isabelle,

in cold, measured tones, " I managed to get

a little time, went to Althorpe, paid ;^ioo

more than that bill was drawn for, and—and
the ashes are in the fireplace of your

mother's room."
" You—did all this ! —you, a girl, had the

courage and—and the pluck ! Why, my
darling, you are an angel—nay, better than

an angel, a true-hearted woman."
Isabelle's face was as white as the marble

statue of Psyche which stood in a niche

behind her. She loved this handsome lover

of hers with all a woman's fond devotion.

She would have died to have saved him, but

she would not link her destiny with one
whom she believed was a gambler and a

forger. She drew back from his eager arms,

and the pain on her beautiful face sent a

cold chill to his heart.

" Philip," she said, and her soft voice was
so low he had to bend his tall head to hear
her, " I— I have loved you fondly ; I would
have married you had you been obliged to

earn your daily bread as a labourer in your
mother's fields, and have helped you, too, in

the struggle for a living, but I cannot marry
one over whom the shadow of such an awful

disgrace falls. You will meet with someone
else in future," she continued, faintly, "to
whom this tale is not known, but we must be
strangers for ever.''

" Isabelle, think for an instant," said her
lover. " You are surely too cruel. I own
the degradation of the sin, but it is only
between ourselves, it is not public, and the

lesson has been a useful one."

" Possibly," returned Isabelle, " but tha

the future alone can decide. Farewell, Mr.

Liston, I shall go away from this place. My
heart is broken. I had such faith—and I

loved you so well."

" Surely you cannot have loved me much if

the first cloud dispels it like this. I accept

your decision," he continued, coldly—"and
I hope the memory of the past may never

intrude into a happier love, to which you are

doubtlessly looking forward."

He drew back and went out, his handsome
face now as cold and proud as Isabelle's.

Only for a few seconds was the girl left

standing there. Then she had rushed from

the room, dragged out her tricycle, and was
shut in her little room in all the agony of a

young heart's wrecked affection, before

Philip realised she had left him.

The dinner at the Grange was always a

stately affair, but never had it been so

gloomy and silent as on the day that

Isabelle had rejected her lover.

Mrs. Liston was very pale and proud, and
scarcely replied to Philip's respectful en-

quiries; and he, thinking always of his lost

love, was too oppressed to notice the chilling

manner of his mother. The cloth had been
removed, the dessert was on the table, and
the servants had withdrawn, before either

spoke of what was so uppermost in their

hearts.

"I am afraid you had a shock yesterday,

my dear mother," he said gently. " I did

all I could to save it to you, and I hoped
you might have been spared the painful

knowledge, but'|

" It was rather late to hope anythmg,"
returned Mrs. Liston. " If you had .had

more respect for your father's name and 7ny

grey hairs, it would never have happened."
" How in heaven's name could I have

prevented it ?" said Phihp, starting up in un-

controlled passion. Was not his own life

wrecked ? and now his mother reproached

him as if he could have prevented the con-

sequences of Percy's sin falling upon him.
" I did what I could. The savings of my
miserable pittance I gave him, and went v/ith

him, that he might not feel like Cain fleeing

from his Eden. I saw him safely on his way
to France, and returned to find my own
happiness in ashes. What does it mean ?

Why should all the evil consequences of

Percy's sin fall on me ?"

" Perry's !" echoed his mother. " Was it
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he who signed the bill

—

he who is the forger

and the criminal ?'

"Who did you think it was?" returned

Philip, stopping in front of the pale lady.

" Ah ! I see ; it was / you thought was

guilty—you could not think your best loved

son would drag your name in the dust—it Vv^as

/ who was the reprobate and the scoundrel."

" Forgive me—oh ! Philip, my dear son,

forgive your wretched mother. Where is

Isabelle ? She must plead for us both."

" She is gone," he said gloomily ;
" she

has renounced the honour of a union with

our family."

" Because she, like me, thought you were

guilty. It was my fault ; I did not know

comfort, just a little fire burning behind the

bright bars, and the pink light falling with a

pretty glow on the pale hangings and cover-

ings.

The visitor she had brought with her was
a beautiful girl, tall and elegant, her evening

dress showing the graceful outlines of her

figure to perfection.

" Go into the window, child—we have a

somewhat difficult matter in hand," she said

gently ; and the girl went, and the curtains

hid her from the eyes of Mr. Philip Listen,

who saw only his mother as he entered.

"You sent for me, they say," he said

quietly. " You will forgive my asking you to

be brief. I have many preparations to

SS ON THE SWEET LIPS.

Percy had been here, and you had fled.

What were we to think ?"

" Yes, I see it all ; and beHeving me guilty,

poor darling, she strove to save me, but she

gave up the honour of being a forger's wife.

She was right, then ; but, nevertheless, I

shall never ask her to be my wife again.

She would have a forger for a brother if she
did marry me."

Mrs. Listen said nothing, but her pony
carriage was standing at the door two or

three hours later, and she had been to pay a

visit, and had brought a visitor back with

her, who was going to stay all night.

The drawing-room looked the essence of

make, for I am. going away by the first train

in the morning."
" Not before you have heard Isabelle's

story, dear. She is all you said of her,

Philip, a truly noble woman, although she

does ride a tricycle, and I withdraw all

opposition to your marriage; bring her home,

dear—the Grange is large enough. I am
getting too old for the cares of a large

household, and will have only my own
apartments. Marry her, Philip, she will

make a worthy mistress of your home."
" But you forget, my dear mother, that

she has declined to be that mistress, and I

shall certainly not ask her to mate with a
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member of a family over whom, as she says,

the shadow of disgrace has fallen."

"Ah! Philip, my dear love, forgive me
this once, I will never offend again. You
said yon would never ask me to be your

wife, but I ask you to take me—on my knees,

Philip, and by the memory of all I suffered

when I believed you guilty, take me to your

heart once more !" What man could resist

such an appeal—not Philip Liston. He
sealed his forgiveness on the sweet lips, and^

in the after years of a happy life, never

repented.

After some years spent abroad, Percy

returned a sadder and a wiser man, for his

mother had passed away, and he had never

seen her again, but his pretty daughter was
a grown up young lady, and his brother

Philip's children made merry music in the

old Grange. Isabelle is still her husband's

companion in his excursions, though the old

machine, kept bright as silver, is never used.

It is shown as a curiosity to the admiring

little ones, who are told their mother once

rode a race on it, and won too—a loving

husband— surely the first prize in a woman's
race of life. —Henry J, Wthh.

> • <

JOHN'S HOLIDAY TOUR.

Young Mr. John Williamson, who lived

with his mother at Daisy Villa, was as plea-

sant a young cyclist as you would come

across in a good day's ride anywhere. He
was a young man of a quiet and retiring

temperament, and, indeed, in the neigh-

bourhood of his mother's residence, the

aforesaid Daisy Villa, it was currently re-

ported that half-a-pound of the best fresh or

a quarter of "real Dosset" would not have

melted if placed within his mouth. As to

the truth of this assertion we cannot vouch,

never having tried the experiment, but

though a quiet young man, John was by

no means a sham cyclist ; indeed, he had on

one occasion ridden 45 full miles in the day

on his tricycle.

John was also a great man at the church,

and at Sunday school treats, concerts, pic-

nics, magic lantern entertainments and penny

readings he was all there, and everyone

allowed that in handing round tea, cutting

bread and butter or cake, and managing the

children John had but one rival ; that rival

was one of the opposite sex—Miss Florence

Lord, twenty, pretty and accomplished, and,

as the vicar said, " the right hand man of

heir church." When an old servant of the

church retired from active service, who
but Miss Lord collected enough to present

him with a handsome testimonial to make
glad his heart in his days of ease ? If an

old lady required piloting to church, or

expressed a desire to journey up to London
who but Miss Lord was good enough to take

charge of her ? and in twenty other depart-

ments she was equally invaluable. In short,

Florence Lord was the soul of the circle in

which she moved. She was the leader of

the ladies, John headed the gentlemen.

Strange as it may seem, though they were

often brought into close proximity in the

course of their duties, they were never much
of friends. John was by no means a ladies'

man, and somehow or other in that par-

ticular young lady's presence was quieter

than ever. But still waters run deep, and

let me whisper a secret—John was in love

with her, he had been from the first time

he met her. It was a clear case of love at

first sight.

The manner of their first meeting was this

:

A grand bazaar was held at the church, and

John—who had only recently moved into the

neighbourhood—went on the last evening it

was open. He was walking round the hall,

looking about on all sides, when a young

lady of prepossessing appearance (as the

newspaper reports say) came up and asked

him to take a share in a raffle for—a baby's

cradle, which she held in her arms. Reader,

can you imagine what a shock this invitation

gave to the sensitive nerves of our friend

John ? He politely declined to take a chance

of securing the valuable prize, and the young

lady, who was, of course, no other than Miss
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Florence Lord, went away to pounce upon

some other probable investor.

When John became attached to the

church, and occasionally met Miss Lord

there, she would often call this little incident

to his mind. For instance, at the time pf

decorating the church for Christmas, John,

on the top of a tall pair of steps, said to Miss

Lord, who was passing below with a large

armful of evergreens, " Miss Lord, might I

trouble you to pass me up that hammer ?"

" I've a good mind not to," said she

—

" you wouldn't go in for my raffle."

Gradually, as their vocations brought

them more together, John and the young

lady got to be better friends, and by the time

he had escorted her home from church

several times, and from one or two parties,

they quite understood one another. She was

keen enough to perceive that under his quiet

manner he had many sterlmg qualities, and

he admired the young lady for—well, he did

not know what in particular—^just because

he was in love with her, perhaps. But " he

never told his love," and one day, on coming

back from his Easter holidays, he wished he

had. Miss Lord had gone away with a

wealthy family in the country. John made
many endeavours to ascertain where she had
gone, but was unable to find out. His in-

terest in the church declined from that day,

and although he still went on with his Chris-

tian duties there, he lacked the fire of old.

Miss Lord had gone, and she had taken

John Williamson's heart away with her.

One evening, some months after, when
John came home from business, his mother
said, as she carved the meat-pie for him,
" When are you going to take your holi-

days ?
'

John, with his mouth full of pie, repHed

that he had that day fixed to go in three

weeks time, but where he was going to he

had not the sHghtest idea. The year before

he had been to a quiet little watering-place

on the South Coast, and would in all proba-

bility have gone there again bad his mother
not suggested his making a tour on his tri-

cycle. This was quite a new idea, and John
required some little time to thoroughly weigh

the pros and cons.

" The only drawback I can see," said

thoughtful Mrs. Williamson, "is the danger
of damp sheets. If you do go, John, be sure

you sleep between the blankets."

John promised, and at the same time sent

his plate up for another help of pie.

" And," continued Mrs. Williamson, " mind
what water you drink when you are out.

Perhaps you had better get a pocket filter

;

and be sure and not to drink when you are

hot."

And so she went on until John suggested

she should save up her cautions till he had
finally settled whether he would go or not.

All next day at the office he was thinking the

matter over, and making calculations as to

the probable cost per day, etc., and by the

evening he had quite decided to go.

" Well, my dear," said his mother, " what
are you going to do ?"

John replied that he had decided to go,

and produced his calculations, etc., which
mother and son went into at once. That
finished, John went out and borrowed an
armful of maps and road books to sketch

out his course by. He had got a fortnight

at his disposal, and proposed to do about 40

miles per day for the first three days down
to a well-known seaside resort, stay there a

week or so, making runs in the neighbour-

hood, and then ride back.

Having arranged the route and distances

to his satisfaction, he, with his mother's

help, proceeded to draft out a list of the

articles he would take, which hst was finally

completed, and Mrs. Williamson said she

thought he had got down everything he was
likely to want. Making out the list was all

very well, but when they came to pack the

various articles enumerated they found there

were about twice as many as could be carried

on the machine. So they had to revise the

list and do all the packing over again, and
even then it was a great wonder the large

bag didn't burst, it was crammed so full.

John's pockets also, on the morning of the

start, were a sight to be seen, so full were

they stuffed with various things which his

mother was sure he would find useful. As
the day was a very hot one, these numerous
parcels did not add much to our tourist's

comfort, and he was not sorry to reach his

intended sleeping place in the evening.

When he retired to his bedroom, mindful of

his mother's words, he stripped the sheets

off the bed and reposed peacefully between

the blankets, albeit they felt rather rough.

Next morning he was up betimes, breakfasted,

and was soon on the road again. The day
previous had been hot, but this was hotter,

and our friend, who was not tied to time,

rested all the middle part of the day, and
did not start off again until after tea. After
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that meal he went off in earnest, and riding

steadily all the evening, got to his intended

stoppingplace about ten o'clock, when, after

a good supper, he tumbled into bed—between

the blankets, of course. Next day it was, if

anything, hotter still, and John carried out

the same programme as on the previous

day, resting all the afternoon and starting

after tea. He had about twenty miles to do,

and as he felt somewhat disinclined for hard

work he took matters easily, and about half-

past eight found it was beginning to get

dark, and he had still five or six miles to go.

So he quickened up a bit, and was bowling

along at a good round pace when, on turning

a corner of the road, something ahead

arrested his attention. On getting nearer,

he perceived that it was a Hght trap, and

that there had been a spill. In the middle

of the road lay the trap, v.'ith one wheel off,

attached to which was a brown pony, who,

with down-hung head, was patiently await-

ing his fate. Two young ladies were standing

in the roadway dejectedly surveying the

wretched vehicle. On hearing the tricycle

bell, and seeing John approachirg, these

young ladies conferred together, evidently

as to the advisability of seeking the new-

comer's aid. Upon coming up with them,

John dismounted and, raising his cap, asked

if he could be of any assistance to them.

The elder of the two was about to reply,

when John seized her hand and cried,

" How do you do. Miss Lord !" for it was no

other than that young lady. " Mr. WiUiam-
son!"said she, colouring slightly, " what a

surprise to see. This wretched wheel has

come off, and we don't know what to do.

This young lady," she continued, turning to

her companion, "is Miss Usher, at whose

father's house I am staying." After an

inspection of the wreck, and a detailed

account of the accident from the ladies,

who were happily neither of them hurt,

though rather shaken, " the trap having

gone down so sudden, you know," the}^ pro-

ceeded to discuss the best course to pursue.

Mr. Usher's house was about two miles

away, and at first John thought of riding on
there for assistance, but as it was now
almost dark, and it would not do to leave

the young ladies out alone, he proposed that

they should go on with the tricycle, which

they might take it in turns to ride, while he

remained behind in charge of the pony and

the smashed vehicle. As there seemed to

be no alternative, the ladies agreed to do so,

both expressing their deep regret at having
to interrupt John's tour, but at the same
time looking very pleased at having found a

way out of their awkward fix. John lit the

lamps of the machine, and took one of them
off to keep with him to avoid being run into

in the dark. He also undid all the luggage

with which the machine was loaded, so as

to make it lighter for themi to work. " It

does seem a shame to leave you here all

alone," said Miss Lord. " Then perhaps
you'll stay with me?" said John. She
laughed, and said she could not let Miss

Usher go on alone, but she would send

someone to him as soon as ever she got to

the house. " Well, at any rate," said John,
" don't say again that I was unkind in not

going in for the cradle."

John watched them until they were out of

sight, and then, after tieing the pony so that

it could graze at the side of the road but not

stray away, he filled and lit his pipe, and
having placed his lamp so that anyone
coming along the road could not fail to see

it, he reclined full length on the soft cushions

of the trap, with his feet higher than his

head, as, owing to the loss of the wheel, the

vehicle was very much on the slant. This
is a rum go, thought he. Who would have
thought, when I started this morning, I

should have fallen in with Florence Lord.

She seemed quite pleased to see me, too,

but perhaps it was only because of the wheel

coming off. W^onder if the young lady's

father will ask me to supper ? Should think

so, and hope so, anyway. So he went on,

thinking and smoking, for about an hour,

until he became quite drowsy, and. was
thinking he must get up and walk about to

avoid going to sleep, when he heard a sound

of wheels coming along the road, and got up
to see if it was the people come to meet him,

and if not to make sure by shouting and
waving the lamp that the approaching

vehicle did not run him down.
" Hullo there !" cried a voice.

" Hullo !" shouted John, in reply.

" Is that the broken trap ?"

"Yes, this is it," replied John.

They now came up alongside, and a

stoutish gentleman got down from a very

high dog- cart, introduced himself as Mr.

Usher, and began to shake John's hand
most cordially.

" My dear sir," said he, " how can I thank

you for your kindness. Get up in the dog-

cart, and come home with rae. I've brought
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two men to set the trap to rights and bring

it back."

The two men who had come with him

dismounted, and after Mr. Usher, by the

light of the lamp, had made an inspection

of the broken wheel and trap, and examined

the pony's knees to see they were not cut,

John and he got up in the dog-cart, and they

started off. The drive took some little time,

but the whole of the wa^^ Mr. Usher was
thanking John for his kindness. Arrived at

the house, which, although it was dark, John
could see was of large size, Mr. Ubher in-

troduced John to his wife, and then con-

ducted him upstairs, where he had that

greatest of luxuries after a ride—a good

bath, which over, he came downstairs to

supper. Mr. Usher treated him quite like

an old fi lend, and, having heard that Miss

Lord and he were previously acquainted,

seated him beside her " to make him a bit

at home, " as he said. This treatment

neither John nor the young lady objected

to. In the ride to the house John's tricycle

had behaved beautifully, so the ladies said
;

indeed, had it not been for the necessity of

taking turns at walking, they would have
quite enjoyed the spin.

" We'll get up early in the morning, and

ride it on the lawn," said Miss Usher.
" Ah ! I forgot, Mr. Williamson," said Mr.

Usher, " of course you'll stay with us to-

night. We have had a bedroom got ready.

A friend of Miss Lord's is always welcom.e

here ; but after your great kindness to-night

you are doubly welcome." John, overcome
by their praises, gratefully accepted, and by
twelve o'clock, after a glass of whiskey and

water and a cigar, was safely in bed in Mr.

Usher's house, and only one room removed
from Florence Lord. That night he slept

between the sheets.

Next morning he arose early, and was out

in the grounds, hoping to see the young
ladies to give them a ride, but, like many
young ladies, their good intentions of the

night before were not fulfilled, and they did

not appear until breakfast time. The morning

was spent, after John had written to his

mother, in tricycling and viewing the grounds,

and the afternoon in tennis, and that night

also John slept there.

Next morning he, much against his host's

wishes, insisted on going on to the end of his

tour, a distance of only about three miles.

That day and the week following he stopped

in the town, and on the next morning went
back to Mr. Usher's, as invited by that

gentleman, and there he spent the remainder

of his holidays. When his fortnight was up

he bade good-bye to his kind host and

hostess, promising to look them up on the

first opportunity, and also to stay a day or

so at Christmas, and then went home with

his tricycle by train. This time it wasn't one

heart changed places— it was two—John left

his heart with Florence Lord, and brought

hers away with him. He has been down to

Mr. Usher's several times since, but the

place will shortly lose its chief attraction for

him, as Florence Lord is about to be married.

John's holidays are coming on shortly again,

but he cannot go down to visit his friends,

as he is going to spend his honeymoon
elsewhere. '

—Ben Hayward.

> • <
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LIVING ON THE CHEAP.

SUGGESTED BY A RECENT ADVERTISEMENT IN THE " C.T.C. GAZETTE.''

H. R. FAULKNER, L.D.S.,

SURGEON DENTIST,

Of LONDON, W.C, & NEW SOUTHGATE,

IT^ILL be pleased to make a GENUINE
\ V REDUCTION OF 25 PER CENT, on all

his Charges to members of the Cyclists' Touring
Club upon production of Membership Ticket

for the current year.

Mr. F. has been a member of the C.T.C. since 1882.

L. A. W. VELLUM,
SOLICITOR AND ADMINISTRATOR OF OATHS,

Of chancery COURT and OLD BROAD
STREET,

IS always ready to undertake any action

requiring careful supervision. Consultations

at nominal terms. Has had great experience in

the Law of Libel. Will undertake to find a
Libel in anything that is written. Charges
below store prices for strict cash to C.T.C.
Members.

JONAS SAWBONES, M.D.,

SURGEON,

Of DOCTORS' COMMONS.

ESTIMATES for General Repairs. Limbs
amputated while you wait.

J. S. will be pleased to make a considerable
reduction to C.T.C. Members for amputating in

quantities of not less than 20.

Send postcard for Testimonials.

BROWN DAUB, R.A.,

PORTRAIT PAINTER,

Of BRAND-NEW STUDIOS, SEVEN
DIALS,

TT'^ILL be delighted to Paint any Portraits of

\\ C.T.C. Members at a handsome reduction
from his usual prices. Any altitude, from
double life size to miniature for locket.

B. D. has painted the outsides of some C.T.C.
houses for years.

THOMAS SLAUGHTER,

PURVEYOR OF MEAT FOR PUSSY-CATS AND
PUPPY-DOGS,

Of regent STREET and NEW CUT,

TTHLL call for Orders qn receipt of postcard.
\Y Agents in all the important districts.

T. S., having been a member for five years,
offers all C.T.C.-ites the very best terms. Has
supplied the Secretary and leading lights for

years.

BUY!!! BUY!!! BUYl!!

A. HOGG,
PORK BUTCHER,

NEXT THE BOAR'S HEAD, SWINE
COURT,

HAS always on view a choice selection of
Meat and Sausages of the highest descrip-

tion. C.T.C. Members supplied below cost
price.

As A. H. is a Freemason of the Wheel, he
will be glad to give the highest prices for

C.T.C. cats and dogs.

REV. JOHN HYMEN,

Of fetter lane (Late of Liberty Hall),

nOLEMNISES Matrimony every day of the

O week. Special terms for clubs. Extra
special terms to affiliated clubs. Partners
for life supplied on the shortest notice. Highest
references from unhappy Benedicts. Try our
Matrimonial Agency. All Prizes, and no
Blanks.

PETER GUFFIN,
THE GAY PHOTOGRAPHER,

Of the high ART STUDIO, MILE END
AND SHOREDITCH,

TTTILL be only too glad to Take the Portraits

W of C.T.C. Members, in any style or

position, at a reduction of 50 per cent, for cash.

Prices from 3d. to 100 guineas.

P. G. has been a C.T.C. -ite from the beginning of
the century.

—Kris Marlowe.
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ON THE SIZE OF WHEELS.

A DISCUSSION having been invited by the

Editor of this magazine upon the points

advanced in an article in the June issue, we

have received the following extracts from a

postal correspondence conducted between

the author of that article and Mr. Gerald

Stoney, of Dablin. We think it best to

publish these extracts, in order that they

may lead up to the article with which Mr.

Stoney sums up the matter. Further

discussion from other writers will be wel-

comed :

—

I.

"June 19th, 1886.

*' As I do not see the ' Wheel World '

regularly, it was only a couple of days ago

that I saw your article, ' On the Size of

Wheels.' You say, ' With the driving-wheel

or wheels behind and the steering-wheel in

front it is evident that the power employed

to push the steering-wheel forward comes
from the driving-wheel axle.' I do not think

this is correct, since v/hen the tricycle is

moving at a uniform velocity the propelling

force comes from the points where the

driving-wheels touch the ground, and not

from their axle. If the machine is moving
forward by its own momentum the propelling

force is the resultant of the momenta lost by

the several parts. This resultant passes

through the centre of gravity of the machine
and rider, which always lies far above the

driving-wheel axle. ... In a few days

I will try to work out a more complete
statement of the whole problem. From
what I have said you will see that in neither

case does the propelling force pass through
the driving-wheel axle.

" Gerald Stoney."

II.

"June 28th, 1886.

" Regarding your problem, I still think I

was right. When the rider is working his

tricycle the driving-wheels claw the ground,
and thus impel themselves forward, pushing
the axle with them. The wheels are only

connected to the frame (and to the front

wheel) by means of that axle

—

ergo, it is

exactly as though there were no driving-

wheels, but the rider was pushing the axle

forward. When the machine is moving by

its own (and its rider's) momentum you are

right, but my article did not deal with mere
downhill running, but with driving. Restrict-

ing the matter exclusively to driving we can
get at the same result by imagining the cranks

(or the axle direct, or even the driving-

wheels, loose on the ends of the axle) to be

turned round by a coiled spring or any other

motor; the driving-wheels c/«z£; the ground^

and so move forward, pushing their axle

with them, the axle pushes the frame, the

frame pushes the front wheel axle, and the

front wheel axle pushes the front wheel.

The front wheel's resistance to this pushing

is only communicated to the frame through

its axle, so that practically the driving-wheel

axle pushes the front wheel axle forward,

and downward ; and the angle at which

these axles are in relation to each other and

to the ground forms the angle at which
the driving power drives the resisting power
(of the front wheel) forward. . . . My
contention solely refers to the pushing angle

of the rear driving-wheels (or wheel) exerted

upon the front steering-wheel (or wheels),

which, I hold, is to be drawn between the

respective axles, because those axles are the

only means whereby the wheels are con-

nected. ... "A. J. Wilson."

III.

"July 15th, 1886.

"... I am afraid you are still wrong,

but the mistake into which you have fallen is

one which many to whom I have spoken have
' come a cropper' over. I shall now confine

myself solely to a tricycle moving at an uni-

form velocity, as you request, and being pro-

pelled by the rider at this uniform velocity.

As you say, the driving-wheels claw the

ground. This force is transferred to the

frame by a force on the axle and the pull of

the chain, which are exactly equivalent to

the ' clawing' force. In other words, there

is a forward thrust on the axle, but at the

same time there is a moment tending to

turn the axle, and these together are exactly

equivalent to the clawing force at the

ground. .... The case which you

suggest in jour letter of a tricycle propelled

' by a coiled spring or other motor' attached

to the framework of the machine is, as you
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suppose, dynamically identical with that of a

tricycle propelled by its rider, but the other

case you suggest 'of a rider (walking on the

ground and) pushing the axle forward,' is a

wJwlly different dynamical problem, since the

important moment (T—TO r' which is present

in the other case is absent here

"Gerald Stoney."

IV.

"July 6th, 1885.

" .... I am afraid, notwithstand-

ing your very complete explanation, that

what you say will be lost upon the average

reader of the ' Wheel World,' so will you

kindly supplement it by an article summing

the matter up in popular language, so as to

explain (what I endeavoured to explain in

popular phraseology) why it is that large

steering-ivh eels, allied to small driving-wheels,

are so successful ?

. "I have net mastered your paper yet

myself, but there seems a flaw somewhere,

inasmuch as whilst you admit that the case

of a man-driven tricycle is identical with

that of a tricycle driven by coiled spring or

other motor, you overlook the fact that a

motor (acting, presumably, direct upon the

wheels at their hubs) would at once abolish

the driving-chain, the angle of which, it

seems to me, you have placed very arbi-

trarily. My idea was, and is, that the posi-

tion of the (driving) working parts—the

pedals—is immaterial, all the motion applied

to them, being in any case transferred to the

middle of the driving-wheels before acting

as propulsive force by clawing the ground at

those wheels' peripheries. . . .

'"A.J.Wilson."

V.
" July 8th, 1886.

" I did not intend, when I wrote to you, to

explain ' why it is that large steering-wheels,

combined with small driving-wheels, are so

successful.' What I wanted to show was
that, whatever the explanation may be, yours

has not reached the solution, because your
fundam.ental premise, that the driving force

is applied at the axle of the big wheel, is in-

correct. . . Any motor, whatsoever,^^^:^^ to

the frame of the machine and turning the axle,

will make the machine be propelled by a
horizontal force acting at the points where
the driving-wheels touch the ground. You
only took into account the thrust of the axle

on its bearings, but the driving-wheel acts

on the rest of the machine through the

chain as well as through Us bearings. In

this way a couple is introduced, and it is a

well-known elementary proposition in me-

chanics that a thrust on an axle, and a

couple round it, are together equivalent to a

single thrust applied at a point off the axle.

The investigation I sent you shows that in

the problem we are dealing with this point

happens to be the point where the wheel

touches the ground. You are quite right in

supposing that the slope of the chain does

not affect the clawing force at the ground

(except in the trifling degree consequent

upon friction at the bearings), as you will see

from my third equation. . . .

"Gerald Stoney."

VI.

In the June number of "Wheel World"
there is an article by Mr. A. J. Wilson " On
the size of Wheels," in which he tries to find

out why forms of tricycle Hke the " Quad-

rant," with small driving-wheels and large

front wheel, are so successful as experience

shows them to be. In treating this problem

he unfortunately assumes that " the power

employed to push the steering-wheel forward

comes from the axle of the driving-wheels"

—

a supposition which cannot be admitted.

To go properly into a problem of this kind

requires more mathematical treatment than

can be used in a popular article, and there-

fore I must ask the reader to admit two well-

known theorems in dynamics. The first is

that a couple and a force acting on the

machine in the same plane are equivalent to

a single force applied to it at another point.

In a tricycle propelled by a rider there is

the reaction of the ground against the claw-

ing of the driving-wheels, and this force is

transferred to the frame of the tricycle by a

turning moment caused by the pull of the

chaia acting along with the force on the

axle, which was taken into account by Mr.

Wilson. The effect of these two can be

shown (by the theorem above referred to)

to be exactly equivalent to the reaction

against the clawing force at the ground, and

thus the tricycle may be considered to be

propelled by a single horizontal force acting

midway between the points where its driving-

wheels touch the ground.

Another general theorem in dynamics is

that internal forces, i.e., stresses inside the

machine or between the machine and its

rider, have no effect on the travelling mo-

.
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tion. Hence in the case of a tricycle the

forces which reach the machine from out-

side, viz., the weight, the reaction of the

ground against the wheels, and the tangen-

tial forces where the wheels touch the

ground, are the only forces with which we
are concerned. I must now ask the reader

to admit another proposition in dynamics*

viz., that for uniform motion these forces

must balance. Thus if W be the weight of

the machine and rider acting at the centre

of gravity of both ; if R and R' be the ver-

tical thrusts of the ground against the wheels

which support the weight; if F and F' be

the forces of friction where the wheels touch

the ground ; if Q be the reaction of the

ground against the clawing force produced

by the exertions of the rider ; and if also a

and b be the horizontal distances of the

centre of gravity from the points where the

wheels touch the ground.

CtNTRt 0? clRAVirV

^
Then, resolving horizontally, we must have

Q = F + F/.

Taking moments round the point where
the large wheels touch the ground we have

b

R' = W
and taking moments round the point where
the small wheel touches the ground we have

a
R = W.

a + b

These equations express that there is that

equiUbrium which must prevail so long as the

motion of the tricycle is uniform, and they
are completely independent of the size of the

wheels.

Hence this investigation does not help to

explain why the " Quadrant" type of tricycle

goes so well. To explain this we must ex-

amine the effect produced by roughnesses in

the road. When a rigid wheel travelling at

an uniform speed meets a small obstacle it is

thrown up with a velocity varying inversely

as the square root of the diameter of the
wheel, and directly as the speed with which

the machine is travelling forward. This can

be easily shown. The energy required to

impart a certain velocity to a mass varies

as the square of that velocity. This is a

well-known dynamical theorem. Therefore

the energy consumed when travelling at a

given speed in the upward jerk given to the

machine by a small obstacle will vary in-

versely as the size of the wheel, and directly

as its pressure on the ground. When the

tricycle is going at speed the wheel will not

be able to follow down at the other side of

the obstacle with sufficient rapidity to utilise

this energy, and therefore a large part is lost.

At low speeds most of the energy expended

in throwing up the wheel is regained in the

descent, but as the speed increases the

quantity regained becomes less. Therefore

what is wanted is either to make the wheels

large, so as to diminish the energy expended

in throwing up the wheel, or to put springs

to the wheel, so as to enable it to continue

pressing on the obstacle after surmounting

it, so as to return to the machine a large part

of the energy used in throwing the wheel up.

The rubber on the wheel is the usual spring

used, and this helps to explain how thick

rubbers go better on rough roads than thin

ones. But thick rubbers add greatly to the

weight of a machine, and this induces makers

to use thin ones. Also at high speeds, as on
the racing path, there is energy lost by the

rubber, since the work done in compressing

the rubber is not all returned to the machine
from its not resuming its form while in con-

tact with the ground. This loss is greater

with thick than with thin rubbers. Large
wheels also add to the weight, which induces

makers to reduce the size of the wheels.

Now, a large proportional increase in the

size of the small wheel only increases the

weight a little, and can be met by a small

decrease in the size of the large wheels. It

must also be remembered that if the large

wheels are smaller than about 46in. the rider

must be pretty well forward or his heels will

hit the axle. This brings weight on the

front wheel of " Crippers," etc., with only

4oin. drivers. To take an example, let us

take an ordinary front-steering tricycle with

46in. driving-wheels and i8in. front wheel,

and if we assume the weights of the wheels

to be proportional to their diameter, which,

although not strictly true, is nearly so, we
find that this machine has 2 X 46+ i8 = iioin.

of wheel. A" Quadrant "or " Cripper" with

4oin. drivers and 26in. front wheel has
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2 X 40 + 26 =^ io6in. of wheel, and, there-

fore, not considering the frame at all, should

be a trace lighter. The driving-wheels have

been diminished by 13 per cent., while the

front wheel has been increased by 44^ per

cent., and therefore it is to be expected that

there v/ould be less jolting, and that the

machine would run smoother. " Crippers "

with large front wheels ought to be slightly

heavier than those with small, but then a

small increase in the weight enables a very

much larger front wheel to be put, and thus

the jolting is greatly decreased.

There is, however, another method of

reducing the waste of energy in going over

small obstacles. This is by springs, which

enable the wheel to continue pressing on the

obstacle until the energy is restored which

has been expended in throwing up the wheel.

If this could be fully accomplished there

would be no jolting. Putting an easy spring

under the saddle partly effects this, but still

the weight of the tricycle itself has no other

spring than the rubber. Some makers have

put springs between the wheels and the

frame, of which machines the "Whippet"
is an example, although on it the whole

frame is not supported on springs. In fact,

we can imagine a machine with very light

wheels and very easy springs on which

nearly the whole mass is suspended, and

in which there would be little difference

between riding on the smoothest path and

over cobble. Other makers have put springs

to the front wheel alone, as in the " Marl-

boro' Club," and although this is a great

step in the right direction, still I should Hke
to see all the v/heels with springs between
them and the frame. Springs have also

important effect in reducing the stresses

an
to

which the framework and wheels are sub-

jected when stones, etc., are encountered,

and thus the frame and wheels may be made
lighter, which will more than counterbalance

the extra weight of the springs ; and, in

fact, I do not see why a roadster tricycle

with suitable springs should not have its

frame, and even its wheels, nearly as hght as

those of a racer.

Another and a very ingenious way of

getting rid of the jolting from the front wheel
is by introducing a swing frame, as in the
" Spinaway." This is probably the most
perfect provision against jolts so far as the

front wheel is concerned.

In the foregoing investigation I have only

taken into account the vertical jolts. These
are the only jolts of importance if the rough-

nesses of the road are small compared with

the size of the wheels. If, however, the

obstacles in the road are larger, longitudinal

and sideward jolts rise into importance and
need to be allowed for ; but an enquiry into

the way ia which they operate and into their

effects would have but little practical interest,

since no cychst would attempt to ride at

speed over such ground. Every rider must

be acquainted with the very unpleasant

feeling of a longitudinal jolt—it is felt when
the wheel is allowed to drop into a rut which

fits its rim, and a sideward jolt is felt when a

bicycle slips sideways off a stone.

—Gerald Stoney.

> • <

YE CLERKE OF YE WETHERE.

(a CHAUCERIAN FRAGMENT.)

A clerke ther was, a puissant wight was hee,

Who of ye wethere hadde ye maisterie

;

Alway it was his mirthe and his solace

To put eche seson's wethere oute of place.

Whanne that Aprllle shoures wer our desyre,

He gaf us Julye sonnes as hotte as fyre
;

But sith ye summere togges we donned agayne,

Eftsoons ye wethere chaunged to cold and rayne.

Wo was that pilgrimme who fared forth a-foote,

Without ane gyngham that him list uppeputte
;

And gif no mackyntosches eke had hee,

A parlous state that wight befelle—pardie !

We wist not gif it nexte ben colde or hotte,

Cogswounds ! ye barde a grewsome colde hath gotte

!

Certes, that Gierke's ane mightie man withalle,

Let non don him offence, lest ille befalle.

—H.Parhes,
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CYCLING AND CYCLES FOR NON-WHEELMEN.

(From the American " Wh:el.''

)

The first machine ever propelled by the

feet of the rider was invented in Paris in

1816, being afterwards called a velocipede.

The most honoured name in the bicycular

saintly calendar is that of a Frenchman,

Pierre Lallement, who in 1863 astonished

the "good citizens" of the French metro-

polis by riding down the Boulevard St.

Martin mounted on a wooden bicycle, so

called from its having two wheels. The
same year Lallement brought his bicycle to

America, giving his first exhibition at

Ansonia, Conn. The American public,

proverbially ready to "catch on" to any-

thing new or strikingly original and progres-

sive, began to use the vehicle at once. For

four years the youth of this country devoted

its leisure hours principally to propeUing the

bicycle. In 1869 the craze died away, and

bicycle riders and riding became a thing of

tradition, except to those who had put money
into the business and lost it. From 1870 to

1876 few bicycles were used in America, and

scarcely any were manufactured. Mean-

while the bicycle was taken to England in

1868, and, unlike us, the English mechanics

immediately went to work improving on the

original invention. Year after year improved

machines were turned out, until the wooden
boneshaker of '63 has been replaced by the

strong, graceful, silent wheels of 1886. In

1876, Colonel Albert A. Pope, of Boston,

commenced to manufacture the " Columbia"

bicycle. The machine was carefully made,

well advertised, and bicycling in this country

revived, and began to stride forward. But

the increase and demand for bicycles

attracted other inventors to enter the field

with Col. Pope, and some five years ago

several firms began to import from England,

where many good machines were being

manufactured. Indeed, at the present day,

England can justly claim to be the strong-

hold of the wheel. The centre of the trade

is at Coventry, which is a bicycle town par

excellence, even the workmen riding to and

from business on their machines. In this

country the number of riders approximates

50,000, the majority being resident in the

East.

VARIETIES OF THE CYCLE.

A variety of the. bicycle which was per-

fected within the last two years and which
finds much favour, especially with adults and
people who have a dread of the " header,"

is the style known as "safeties" or dwarf
bicycles. The " safeties" are of many
different forms, but the regulation type is a

front wheel of an average height of 38in.,

instead of the usual 52in., which is the

diameter of the front wheel of the average

sized regular bicycle. The " safety" is

generally propelled by a ratchet chain and
cog wheels. The claims of its manufacturers

are, the ease with which the rider can mount
and dismount on account of the small size

of the wheel, the freedom from headers and

danger from falls, on account of the nearness

of the rider to the ground, and the rake

of the hind wheel. Another great division

of self-propelled vehicles is the tricycle, or

three-wheeler. The tricycle was specially

adapted for ladies' use, but many improve-

ments have rendered it light and speedy,

and it is becoming more popular with both

sexes every season. Tricycles are either

single or one-seated, or tandem or two-

seated. The single has two large wheels

about 38in. to 42in. in height with the seat

between them. The small third wheel has

been used successfully both in front and
behind, also at the side and at the centre.

The tandem has generally four wheels, two
large central wheels and two small ones.

When ridden by a lady and gentleman, the

latter takes the hind seat, which is always a

little higher than the first one, thus giving

its occupant an opportunity to look ahead.

The advantages of the tricycle are its abso-

lute freedom from upsets, and the ability of

the rider to stop and rest without dismount-

ing. On this style of machine it is not so

necessary to keep so sharp a look-out as on

the bicycle, thus giving the rider more oppor-

tunity to view the country around him.

To those who have never ridden on either
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bicycle or tricycle, it is extremely difficult to

understand the amount of enthusiasm a

young fellow, or perhaps a young woman, gets

up over his or her machine. The smooth

gliding sensation is delightful. The exercise

is not fatiguing after the first few weeks, but

just enough effort is required to start the

pulse into new life and bring on, after a

fairly long ride, a healthy tiredness, that

sharpens the appetite and makes a soft bed
a luxury. On either the bicycle or tricycle

the efforts of any ordinary pedestrian are

easily tripled, and much more ground can be

gone over with pleasure in a few hours than

a good walker could cover in half a day.

Besides, cycle riding is not accompanied by

the sense of fatigue which always robs the

latter end of a long walk of much of its

pleasure. In its early days the bicycle was
regarded as a toy, a mere plaything, hobby,

or time-killer for overgrown boys ; but this

impression has been entirely changed by the

number of reputable people who now use

cycles. College professors, lawyers, clergy-

men and doctors find health and pleasure in

cycling. Only last August, nearly loo clergy-

men of all denominations organised a " Cleri-

cal Wheelmen's Tour," and spent two weeks

bowling along the smooth Canadian roads.

THE SPEED OF THE CYCLE.

Last year an English rider, H. R. Good-

win, rode from Land's End to John-o'-

Groat's, the extreme length of England,

returned over the same route, and thence to

London, riding 2,054!^ miles in nineteen

days. This is the best long-distance record

ever made. Goodwin is a clerk, small and

delicate, and simply rode for pleasure, not

with any view to speed. In July, 1885,

James Lennox rode the extreme length of

England, nearly 900 miles, in six days

sixteen hours and ten minutes—over 150

miles per day. The best single day's record,

266:^ miles, is credited to J. H. Adams. In

1884, George Smith rode 34 miles in 2h.

7m. ; S. Golder rode fifty miles in 3h. 5m.,

and E. Hale rode 100 in 6h. 39m. 5s. On
the tricycle H. J. Webb has ridden fifty

miles in 3h. 39m.., and 100 miles in yh. 35m.
The best day's tricycle record is 231! miles,

made by C. H. R. Gosset in July, 1885. But
perhaps the most wonderful feat of all was
that accomplished by a woman, Mrs. Allen,

of Birmingham, who rode 200 miles in one
day, last July. In this country W. A.

Rhodes, of Lynn, Mass., has ridden 25 miles

in th. 45m., and Geo. E. Weber has ridden

50 miles in 3h. 7m. 38|s. The 24 hours

record is held by L. D. Munger, of Detroit,

who rode 259^ miles in November, 1885.

But to a large majority of cycle riders these

fast performances have little if any interest.

Their idea af cycling is not that by large

expenditures of muscular power they can

cover a great distance in a short time, but

they ride for health and pleasure only, the

element of time scarcely entering into their

calculations. The wheel is a species of

gymnasium that will answer the purpose of

all—the needs of the woman as well as those

of the athlete ; and the benefits of exercise

are obtained without the effort and dullness

that usually attend gymnasium work. The
clerk, the litterateur, the professional man

—

in fact, all those whose occupations deprive

them of the exercise necessary to maintain

their vigour, can find relief in cychng.

WHAT TO BUY.

In the selection of a machine, a novice has

little to fear if he writes or visits a suitable

dealer, or an agent of such. Each man has

a fancy for a particular make, and if the

would-be rider consults his wheel friends—if

he has any—he will receive so many different

opinions of each machine that he is all at

sea. There are at present several makes

which are equally reliable in construction,

and between which there is but little choice,

except to the "old stager," or "experi-

mentist," who is always fancying new
" mounts."

A good bicycle of standard make can be

had from $100 (£"20) to $125 {£2^). Of course,

the larger the machine, reckoning from the

diameter of the front or large wheel, the

average size being 5oin., the more it costs

;

thus a 46in. might cost $120 (;^24), while a

6oin. of the same make would cost 1^137.50

{£2j). There is a line of machines made for

racing men, which are much lighter than

those used on the road, the weight averaging

from 19 to 23 pounds. They are sold from

^136 (^27) to $150 (;^3o). A first-class

tricycle can be had for f^iSo, and good

tandems are sold at ^230 {£^6} to $280 (;^56).
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AN IRISH TRIP

WITH WHEEL AND LENS IN THE EAST AND WEST.

f Continued from page 222J

My first and only night spent in Limerick

was anything but an enjoyable one to

remember, for a most acute bihous at<ack

troubled me the whole night through, and

by the morning I was fit for nothing, and,

moreover, had not the ghost of an appetite

for breakfast, so ate none.

Our portmanteaux had come on in the

night, so we were able to get a fresh supply

of plates, and replenish our double-backs,

and were not long in being once again ready

for the field.

By previous arrangements we had planned

to be in Lisdoonvarna on Saturday night,

and as we had duly made our appointment

for that night, we were bound to go ahead.

Our origmal plan was to have spent two

clear days at Limerick, visiting Adare, the

seat of the Earl of Dunraven, with its

celebrated antiquarian ruins of the Augus-

tinian monastery, and Franciscan friary,

which afford splendid scope for the camera.

This was to have been one day's work, and
our Lisdoonvarna friend—Dr. Stacpoole-

Westropp—had very kindly arranged with a

relative of his to look after us there. The
second day was to have been devoted to

"doing" Castle Connell, with the falls of

Doona ; and, if time permitted, O'Brien's

Bridge, and other picturesque spots in the

vicinity ; but the delay at starting quile

upset our plans, and we were forced to

forego our two days around Limerick, and
move onwards for Kilrush. We found the

steamer left at 3 p.m , so decided on making
a dash for Castle Connell, as being the

nearest, in the morning, and accordingly got

the tandem out for its first actual run, much
to the astonishment of the natives, who,
although accustomed to the sight of single

cycles, had never before set eyes on a

double one, and we were, during the time

occupied in fixing our kits in front of the

hotel, the centre of a very respectable crowd,

which remained gaping after us as we
mounted and slid away down the main
street. Through the town the roads were
abominably heavy, and ploughing was

nothing to it ; but once clear, though some'
what rough and muddy, they certainly im-

proved, and we made fine progress. Some
four or five miles out a castle is passed on
the right, standing out boldly on a hill by the

side of the road. As time was precious, we
did not stop to take a view of it, though we
afterwards wished we had, as the light just

then was fair, it being bright and sunny. A
peep at some falls a few miles further on
called for another stoppage, but the

cameras were not unpacked. We now
thought the eight miles we understood to lay

between Limerick and Castle Connell had
been nearly completed, so enquired of an old

fellow with a donkey and cart how much
farther we had to go. " Shure, it's about a

moile and a quarther," said he ; and we grew
merry at the near approach of our destination,

and pegged away with a will. A full mile

and a half having been covered, and no sign

of the castle, we pulled up at a snug little

constabulary barracks, at the gates of which
three or four members of the R. I. C, in their

soldierly uniforms, were standing, and again

enquired the distance. The answer—" Three
good English miles"—did not tend to our

gratification, but we found it true, neverthe-

less, and in due course found ourselves there.

The ruins are situated on the top of a solitary

rock on the banks of the Shannon, and
would make a good view from the river ; but

we could not succeed in getting very

happy points of sight, and, to make
matters worse, the light not only got poor

in the extreme, but we had barely

tipped the old lady in charge of the ruins,

gained admission, and focussed our object,

than the rain came down pretty smartly, and
we were fain to shelter for awhile under the

bushes. A second shot was taken of a por-

tion of the ruins from the top, while S. ex-

posed a plate on the river as viewed from
the top of the rock. This made but a poor
picture, but proved infinitely better than the

other two, which, although given four

seconds by me, with the full aperture of the

Lancaster lens, was woefully under-exposed.
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so the quality of tlie light may be imagined.

Packing our traps, we made the best of

our way through several showers back

to town, the run back occupying just

an hour, though my indisposition of the pre-

vious night, and want of food, gave S. extra

work, as for the last three or four miles I was
little better than dead weight. A good feed,

however, soon set matters to rights, and after

getting one of the carriers of my changing-

box (which I found broken) repaired at a

silversmith's, we made the best of our way
to the quays, where the good ship VandeleiLr

lay in readiness to take us aboard for our

trip down the Shannon. This gave us a

better opportunity of observing the shipping

of the town, which is said to be fourth in

importance in the whole of Ireland. Our
impression of it, however, was one of deso-

lation and decay more than thriving trade.

A general view of the shipping and river from

the bridge of the steamer gave us both but

poor results, and a plate I exposed on the

steamer herself was no better. The getting of

our tricycle on board was a matter of much
pushing and shouting, for although, knowing

how to manage it, we could easily have run it on

board ourselves, it proved almost more than

a match for a dozen lusty vagabonds, who
seized it by the handiest parts, and eventu-

ally, after nearly toppling it over into the

river, landed it in safety on the broad bridge,

where it reposed in a corner, and with a

number of flour barrels, was covered with

a tarpaulin. Then came the demand
for what in Egypt would be " back-

sheesh :" each individual helper professed

to be the one entrusted with the work,

and after I thought I had settled the crew

with'a shilling amongst them, S. was tackled

by an old buffer, who had been conspicuous

by laying hold of the little wheel, because, I

suppose, it was smallest, and who had to be

settled with because " he had done all the

work," and the others had left him out of

the division. The charge for the machine
was 3s., and for ourselves 4s. each. The
vessel had barely commenced to swing round
in mid-stream, preparatory to starling, when
it commenced to rain, and this it did more
or less for an hour, obscuring the vision, and
keeping us within the cabin.

The trip down the Shannon on a fine day

in summer must be really magnificent, but

our luck was against us. Ho\^ever, after a

while it cleared, and we even had glimpses

of the sun at times. We found the captain

a genial, jolly old fellow, whose chief joke

appeared to be at the expense of the Home
Rule party, for did we remark on the desolate

appearance of the magnificent river on

which scarce a sign of life was visible, on

the stagnation of trade in the West, on the

poorness of the light for photographic

purposes, or on the vagaries of the weather

in giving us so bad a day for our trip, his

dry and sarcastic reply was, '* Ah ! there,

that'll all be put right when we've got Home
Rule.'' He, however, was very entertaining,

and after we had " wetted his other eye,"

retailed to us legends of the coast, and gave

us much information on many points. Soon

after leaving Limerick our attention was

attracted by a ruin in the distance, and by

the help of S.'s glass we got a distant peep

at Carrig-o'-Gunnel, a high rock on the top of

which the ruins of a castle form a most

picturesque feature in the landscape. From
what we could judge, these ruins would give

rare work for the camera. As we progressed

down stream we appeared to come in sight

of nothing but ruined castles, there being one

or more always in view on one or other of

the banks.

As in the morning, the light remained

horribly poor, aud consequently it was no

wonder a few "forlorn hopes " we tried in

the shape of instantaneous exposures on

such objects as we passed close to, includ-

ing the Scarlet Tower and Beagh Castle

—

navigation guides in mid-stream — and a

water-logged timber ship, gave us little or

nothing of anything on our plates, S. being the

most successful , using Paget 60-time plates for

the occasion. At times, when we passed

through the loughs, the expanse of water

was splendid ; and when the river banks

were more closely skirted, we had an oppor-

tunity of inspecting the system of stake

netting adopted by the fishermen along

shore.

After one or two stoppages, the Vandeleiiv

hove to off Tarbert, a dilapidated pier

preventing a landing by a more legitimate

manner, and a few passengers were brought

off in a boat from a barge, which was warped

in and out as required. Several of the new
comers proved to be enterprising car-

drivers, who had come on board to solicit

passengers from Kilrush to Kilkee, Tarbert

being the last calling place of the boat

before reaching the former place, from which

to Kilkee is nine miles, and has to be

traversed by car.
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SKETCHES OF CLUB LIFE. No. i,

BEING AN ACCOUNT OF THE DOINGS OF THE MUDDLEVILLE CYCLISTS CLUB.

The usual English summer—three hot

days and a thunderstorm—is passed and
over ; and the usual English autumn—un-

ceasing rain—has begun in right-down
earnest. The rain is descending in a steady

downpour, soaking everything, and making
everything look unutterably miserable ; while

every now and then a bright flash illuminates

the dingy club-room of the Muddleville

Cyclists' Club, followed "by the sullen

rumbling roar of distant thunder.

Standing with his nose flattened out

against the window, regarding the miserable

state of things without, is a lean, lanky

individual with a long, mournful counten-
ance, and a big briar pipe dangling from one
corner of his mouth. This gentleman is

graced with the cognomenal appellation of

Henry Clipperton, but is known to a select

few by the opprobrious nickname of 'Arry.

He is a genius in his way, but his way is

very small, and to the uninitiated would
seem to consist solely of writing letters to

cycling papers, propounding startling theories

in the vain hope that someone would enter
into a discussion with him, and so bring the
name of Henry Ponsonby Clipperton nearer
to the wheel world's axis than it is at present.
'Arry, to all appearances, is a very thought-
ful young man. When his opinion is asked
on any moot point, he generally takes a long
while to arrange his thoughts in order pre-

paratory to commencing, and by the time he
has removed the dirty briar pipe from his

mouth, yawned, and said, " Well, yer know,
my boy, it's Hke this," his opportunity has
gone, and he re-hooks his pipe on to his

lower jaw, and relapses into a mournful
silence. But, in spite of all his deficiencies,

the club would get on badly without him.
He it is who patches up the little differences

which are constantly arising among the

members, and which would very soon end
in wholesale resignation if allowed to de-

velop.

As we said before, this gentleman is flatten-

ing his long nose against the cold window-
pane, and puffing clouds of tobacco-smoke
at the raindrops as they chase each other

down the glass. This is a very dreary occu-

pation at the best of times, and he soon tires

of it, so turning his back to the wild gesticula-

tions of the elements, he surveys the interior

of the dingy club-room with as calm and

benevolent an expression as circumstances

will allow. The room is an attic over a

coach-house, and the slanting walls make it

impossible for a tall man to stand upright

in any other part but tjie centre. The roof

is not over sound, and on rain}' days such as

the present it lets the water in in several

places, so that anyone who is not used to

the place may get a cold stream trickling

down his back when he least expects it.

Down the centre of the room is a long deal

table, with a few dirty glasses and empty
pewter pots sprinkled over its beer-stained

surface, while underneath a heap of " dead

marines" lie in picturesque confusion in the

sawdust. Opposite the window is a stove, in

which a coke fire is glowing. The fumes of

this fire are carried off by a rusty stovepipe,

down the outside of which the water is slowly

creeping, till it falls on the hot stove with an

angry hiss. The noise of this, together with

the drip, drip of the raindrops on the table,

are the only sounds which interrupt the

melancholy silence.

But Henry Clipperton, Esq., is now
oblivious to all outward things. He is think-

ing. His brows are knit, and his whole form

is placed in an attitude of profound medita-

tion. The briar pipe, as usual, hangs from

his lower jaw, and emits clouds of smoke

slowly and thoughtfully. He is dreaming of

clden times—times when his old " bone-

shaker" was his only joy, his constant com-

panion, his earliest friend. Well he re-

members the wonderful forward thrust of

the thing, what prodigious efforts had to be

made to drive it along, and what a dis-

cordant clatter it made even over the

smoothest roads.

Then, too, he recalls to mind the coach-

drivers and their knavish tricks. The
wooden balls on the end of a lasso which
they used to throw at the unoffending cyclist,

and capsize him, and the laughs and jeers
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with which they used to herald his dis-

comfiture. Then arises before his mind in a

long ghostly train the numerous frightful

spills and accidents which fell to his lot—the

tumbles over bricks and other obstacles in

the road. The rushes, legs over handles,

down hills, with a ducking in the pond at

the bottom ; the wild leaps over walls, and

frantic dives down sandpits ; the broken

arms, legs and heads; the bruises, con-

tusions and such like, which were never

absent. Lastly, the tallest and gauntest

spectre of the lot arises before him. It is

the ghost of that terrible spill which broke

nearly every rib in his body, and laid him up
in bed for a twelvemonth. Then comes a

long period, during which he was afflicted

with a strong " cyclophobia,'' which malady,

however, was soon got rid of on the intro-

duction of the natty little "spider tension"

bicycle.

From this point his reflections assume a

pleasauter tone. He remembers none of the

defects, but only the good points of his new
mount. A vision arises before him of

summer climes, and green fields, and golden

furze, and purple heather, and he thinks he

can hear the skylark, as he has often heard

it in bygone days, high up in the deep blue

sky, trilling and carolling to the morning sun

in pure joyousness of heart. Oli ! for a return

of those happy days—days when there was
a real summer every year, and not an
apology for one. When roads were hard and
white, and gentle breezes fanned

A footstep sounds on the staircase below,

and 'Arry starts from his dreamings, puts

his elbow through the window-glass, and
drops his long-extinguished pipe in the saw-

dust.

" Well, my boy, how are yer ?" he said, as

he shook hands a moment after with some-
body completely enveloped in a huge, wet,

shiny mackintosh. " Only so-so, old

chappy," replied the mackintosh in a muffled
voice, as it unrolled itself and revealed a

short podgy specimen of humanity, with
light sandy hair, a round red face, and a big

white " masher" collar, which was pushing
his ears up to an alarming extent. "Whistle
down the speaking-tube, will yer, for two
hot whiskey and waters."

The genial 'Arry did as he was requested,

and soon a frowsy little potman from next

door made his appearance with the desired

beverages.

"Where's all the other coons?" asked

the new arrival, when they were comfortably

seated on opposite sides of the stove.

" Don't know, captain," said Henry,

tapping the briar pipe on the back of his

hand in a thoughtful manner—"no one but a

fool would come out on a night like this."

"That's so," replied the captain, and
relapsed into the silent enjoyment of a penny
Pickwick.

" To-night is supposed to be our first

general meeting, too," pursued Henry.

*' What a pity it is that the members
haven't enough pride in their club to induce

them to undergo personal inconvenience for

its sake."

" That's so," said the captain again, and
once more relapsed into silence.

" Further," continued Henry, " I should

like to impress upon your mind that if some-

thing is not immediately done to revive their

fligging, interests we two will be about the

only ones who'll ever come into this place

again. Now, what I propose to do is this.

We must issue a circular to every member
of the club announcing that, if they don't

attend the meetings regularly, both the

captain and the secretary, that's you and
me, will tender their resignations, and
publish in the local press their reasons for

doing so. The circular must also say that a

general meeting will be called for next Wed-
nesday evening, at which the ' to be or not

to be' of the club's future existence must be

decided permanently. We must put it as

strongly as we can, or else they'll think we're

joking. What dojvozMhink ?"

" Well, it's like this," said the captain,

slowly removing the penny Pickwick from his

mouth, and knocking off the ash against the

stove—"the members of the Muddleville

Cyclists' Club possess the true Muddleville

characteristics—they will not do anything

that doesn't bring some personal advantage

to themselves. Your circular is very much
to the point, and all that sort of thing; but,

in my opinion, it won't draw. We must put

in an inducement to them to be present. Just

say at the bottom that the captain will stand

drinks round to all comers at seven o'clock

sharp, and we shall have the whole Ijt wait-

ing round the door here an hour before the

time."

" My boy, that's a wonderful idea," cried

Henry, curJdling the hot stovepipe in his

joy, " and Pll see to the carrying out of it."

Then, looking at his watch, " Hullo ! it's ten

o'clock. We must be off."
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" Now, don't forget," said the captain, as

lie helped his friend into a long ulster, and

enveloped himself in his huge mackintosh

once more, " next Wednesday evening at

seven o'clock, and mind you use as strong

language in the circular as is admissible for

ears polite. Ta-ta, then, till we meet again."

Thus saying, he disappeared down the

ladder-like staircase, and soon his footsteps

sounded on the wet pavement outside, as he

hurried away into the darkness.

Then Henry Clipperton, Esq., poked the

straw cover of a champagne bottle into the

broken window, turned out the lights, and,

shouldering his umbrella, groped his way
down the stairs, leaving the frowsy old club-

room to its own melancholy reflections, and
to the dismal society of the fast-dying embers
in the stove. —Ahd Merryman.

> • <

A FORTNIGHT'S TOUR IN DERBYSHIRE, &c.

For a long time it had been borne in upon
my mind that a tricycle tour would be a
" thing of beauty," and might remain in my
memory as a "joy for ever." Cycling friends

recommended it with the enthusiasm which

is a striking characteristic of the community.

Two members of the same club to which I

have the honour to belong had their annual
" long holiday " at the same time as myself,

and we determined to go together. I had
the advantage of the talent for organising

possessed by one of these, and all through

our tour felt the benefit of it, not a single

contretemps occurring to mar our enjoyment.

After due consideration, the decision was,

to steer first to Derbyshire ; and if I may
be allowed a little interlude by way of advice

—if any of my readers have not yet visited

the varied, grand, and lovely scenery of that

county, and may be thinking of doing so, I

venture to say—go ! you will not be disap-

pointed.

From Derbyshire our route was to lead

across Yorkshire to Scarborough, our turning

point; for when I spoke of our long holiday,

I simply meant that two weeks bore a long

proportion to four days at Easter, two at

Christmas, and odd Bank Holidays of one
day each : besides, I try to be an optimist,

and am grateful that our holiday is two weeks,

not one ! Our homeward journey was to be

via the East Coast. Of course, in anticipa-

tion of any outdoor amusement, the climax

of anxiety is the weather—other matters can
be organised so that a successful issue is a

moral certainty ; but weather is still beyond

I

the arrangemsnt of the most occult science

j

and remains a daily anxious excitement.

I

Oar weather was gracious—during the first

week exceptionally so—putting us in good

heart to bear with equanimity any less pleas-

ing experiences of the second week.

On the evening of August 14th, 188—, I

commenced my final arrangements, deciding

on how much, or rather on how little, I should

take in the way of clothing and the absolute

necessities for travelling comforts—all to be

carried on my machine ; I generously in-

cluded three walking-sticks for my com-

panions and myself. The i6th of August

was the day fixed for our start. I rode my
tricycle into the City in the morning, and left

business shortly before twelve o'clock, reach-

ing St. Pancras Station in time to secure my
ticket and a place for my machine in the

brake-van, where I travelled beside my trusty

friend. One travelling companion, with

bicycle, joined at Kentish Town, the other at

a point further on. Vv^e reached St. Albans

jubilant, thankful to leave the train and

become individualities. I consider that here

our tour commenced, the railway was to be

merely supplementary, and our machines

were our mainstay ; they carried us on

through Dunstable to Woburn, where we
halted for tea, and saw the famous park, the

seat of the Duke of Bedford, Proceeding

with our ride through Newport Pagnell, a

town of moderate size in Buckinghamshire,

to Northampton, more notorious than inter-

esting in its recent associations, we completed

our first day's ride here. It was nine o'clock,
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and supper had become an affair of deep
!

interest, so, housing our machines, we devoted

our energies to that subject, and after doing

it ample justice we accompanied some fellow-

cychits (members of the Northampton B.C.)

in a walk about the town, which, v\iili inter-

esting conversation, passed a very pleasant
:

hour or two.
|

Next morning we took the road at about

liine o'clock, passed through Market Harbo-

rough, a small town in Leicestershire, where

we rested for a short time, and then on to

Leicester for dinner. In the evening we
reached Derby, our total riding for this day

being sixty miles, the maximum during our

tour. At Derby we observed a very fine

maiket-place, and plenty of gay, good-sized

shops. Various delays prevented our start-

ing early next morning, it was getting on
towards noon, and the weather extremely

hot. We soon reached the uneven ground,

and certain'y chroniclers do not exaggerate

when they characterise Derbyshire as " a

hilly county, and consequently somevv'hat

unfit for cycling." Our longest day's riding

in Derbyshire was twenty-nine miles, and

when our machines could no longer help us

uphill, we varied the toil by pushing them,

thankfully reflecting that we v/ere athletes

enough to enjoy both, and moreover that

this was not scenery to pass through at a

run. Our compulsory pauses and our slow

progress were more than compensated by
views of majestic-looking rocks and caves,

grand tors, and lovely roads and vales.

In preparing this paper I tried to keep in

view one leading purpose, namely, to show
what can easily be done during a holiday,

involving as complete a change from the

everyday pell-mell work of a City hfe as is

possible at the moderate outlay to which
many like myself are limited. Having made
this tour, I am very glad to tell where we
went, and how we managed to see a good
deal that was worth seeing; and to assure

my readers that we succeeded in getting a

good deal of rust and cobweb rubbed off,

and came home physically, and I trust men-
tally and morally, refreshed. I have intro-

duced these remarks because I do not wish

anyone to suppose that my silence on the

subject of the beauties of Derbyshire arises

from not having enjoyed seeing it. You will

read a far better description than I could

give you in guide-books, magazines, &c., and
views are easily accessible which give a still

more vivid representation.

The Peak has been rendered, if possible,

still more interesting from one of Sir Walter

Scott's novels. Perhaps the highly-spiced

sensational fiction of the present day has

eclipsed that writer in the popular demand,
but the probability is that a return to purer

taste will restore a familiarity with such works

as Scott's. Such men as the late Dean Stan-

ley find a new interest in places which were

selected by him as the scenes of his tales»

and I think a familiarity with " Peveril of the

Peak" would enhance one's enjoyment of a

visit to Derbyshire.

To return to our travels—next to Derby our

resting place was Ashbourne, near which the

Irish poet, Tom Moore, resided, and where

he is said to have written " Those Evening

Bells " and the greater part of " Lalla

Rookh." In contrast to such poetic dreams,

we found a fair ia full swing, which did not

by any means improve the appearance of the

place. The town lies at the foot of a very

steep hill, down which we walked, surveying

the scene spread out beneath us, the church

steeples rising from the midst of the dwel-

lings, surrounded by hills, and from the dis-

tance looking so calm and peaceful, it seemed

to me an ideal village—a happy valley. The
noise and hubbub of a country fair disen-

chanted me—" Happy Valley, El Dorado,

Utopia, Hygeia " are the dreams of poets

and philanthropists.

On descending the hill leaving the ideal,

and reaching the real Ashbourne, we made

our way to the hotel where we proposed

locating ourselves, and found the yard occu-

pied by the militia, who were discoursing

problematical music to an appreciative audi-

ence. We dined at this rustic hotel, and

afterwards started fur Dovedale, distant

about four miles, which occupied more than

an hour. This is the loveHest part of. Derby-

shire we visited, and the walk along the Dove

was to me the most enjoyed part of the tour.

I could have wished to have spent days here

instead of hours. V/e reached Dovedale at

about three o'clock on a most charming

summer afternoon, and walked for about

three hours along the banks of the river

Dove, each bend of the river disclosing some

new loveliness.

I find the following description of the glen,

and it being more graphic than I could hope

to present, I have extracted it as follows :

—

" From Thorpe, Dovedale is approached

by a stony ravine. The path is throughout

on the Derbyshire side. For some time after
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entering the dale we continue along the

margin of the river, whose banks are luxuri-

antly covered with ash, hazel, birch, and

drooping willow. Continuing along for about

200 yards we descry Reynard's Cave, one

of the most extraordinary and curious speci-

mens of rock scenery in any part of Derby-

shire. The mouth of the cave is an arch

about 40ft. high by 20ft. wide, an open court

is seen beyond, and in the distance the

entrance to another cavern apppars, the view

from which is truly grand. On the Stafford-

shire side the glen is impassable. Throughout

the whole course of nearly three miles Dove-

dale retains that happy combination of

ruggedness and softness, which not only

places it considerably ahead of all other

Derbyshire dales in attractiveness, but also

makes it unmatched in its particular style

throughout the kingdom."

After our walk we returned to the hotel,

" Peveril of the Peak," where were our

machines, and where we enjoyed an excellent

tea, after which we returned to Ashbourne,

where we spent the night. I left Dovedale

with intense regret and longing to explore

the neighbourhood ; but I think most will

agree with me that when an expedition is

thoughtfully organised, it is better to adhere

to the plan than to give way to new desires,

however praiseworthy they may be.

We started off very early next morning,

after breaking our fast with some biscuits

and milk, hoping to reach Wirksworth, nine

miles distant, at about half-past eight. It

was, however, past ten when we arrived, the

road proving to be the most hilly we had yet

encountered. The hills were so steep that

I could not have ridden up, and did not care

to try to ride down. We reached Wirks-

worth with splendid appetites, and waited

the half-hour of preparation with great im-

patience. Seating ourselves, with rarely

whetted appetites, we experienced one of

those proverbial slips between cup and lips,

being informed by an attentive waitress that

it was raining hard. Our machines were

outside, and v/e rushed to get them under

cover, a short process in our famished con-

dition. Refreshed by a comfortable mical,

and finding the rain still continuing, I en-

cased myself in a complete suit of waterproof

(part of my luggage), and started for a walk

of about two hours in the district. On getting

back to the hotel I found my companions

had already started, so, mounting, I followed

without delay to Matlock, where we had

arranged to dine. After dinner we strolled

about, admiring the fine situation of Matlock

Bath on the Derwent, the Tor rising from

the opposite bank (400 feet) covered with

rich foliage. There are notable caverns in

the neighbourhood, but our mood was rather

for above-ground scenery at the time, and
we could not do all. The weather brightened,

and we had a glorious ride to Chatsworth,

quite leisurel}', the road was so tempting to

loiter—a contrast to the morning with its

break-neck hills and wet weather. We en-

joyed the privilege of riding through Chats-

worth Park, which comprises an area of

about 1,250 acres, some parts being luxuri-

antly wooded, and others rugged and barren

rock, and the river Derwent flowing through.

At the Chatsworth Hotel, just outside the

park, we had tea, I think the most comfort-

able of the tour. We rode on to Bakewell

by a beautiful undulating road, at one part

leading by an extra steep hill down to a

valley, through a little wood, and up a corres-

pondingly steep hill. The dusk of the summer
evening and the deep silence of the country

lent a mysterious charm to the scene, and
made it deeply impressive.

Arriving at Bakewell we found the people

in a state of great excitement, preparing for

a visit from the Duke of Rutland on the

following day. They seemed very loj-al, and
to have no antipathy to the hereditary cham-
ber. Perhaps they had not been enlightened

on the franchise and similar subjects of

interest. We liked the little town, and
strolled about till nine o'clock, when we re-

turned to our hotel, and were well entertained

by the landlord's daughters, one of whom
had been in London, and who enjoyed a

gossip on the subject of town life, with many
questions, particularly about North London,
where she had stayed. After the young
ladies, the landlord himself joined us, a man
of very varied experiences, and willing to give

us the benefit. He had been in the army, and
amused us well for about two hours with

plenty of anecdote and so on. I was the first

of our party to appear in the morning, and
found that our friends had prepared us a

most substantial breakfast. We did it ample
justice, and hardly started so early as we
proposed doing. We found some children

playing in tije yard, who developed surprising

ambition to learn the art of cycling; and in

order to benefit the rising generation, we
bestowed a little time in their tuition, and for

the cultivation of the elevating taste. Even*
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tually we started, with every good wish from

our host and hostesses, and the waifs and

strays of the jard.

Hathersage was our next destination, and

we reached it about 12 o'clock. A sublime

road, leading part of the way by the side of

the Derwent, and sometimes having the

appearance of being cut from the hillside.

Looking downwards on the left was a steep

and wooded bank, at the bottom of which

flowed the river. Had I been an artist I

think I should have stopped and tried to

transfer some little idea to canvas, or I might

have been too modest to attempt it. How-
ever, I perforce had to content myself with

wishing that I were an artist, and then I

might have done something to show my
appreciation of these wonderful works of

nature.

Leaving our luggage at Hathersage, we
rode on, thus lightened, to Castleton, famous

for three very wonderful caverns or mines.

The Blue John Mine, where is found the

Blue John stone, of which I have a very fine

specimen polished and shaped into a basin.

The Peak Cavern extends about 600 feet

below the summit of the mountain. The
archway by which it is entered is about 42ft.

high, i2oft. wide, and 300ft. in depth, and is

used as a rope-walk. There were several

men and boys at work as we passed in. At

several places the cave is not more than 3ft.

in height—at one part we walked a distance

of 30 yards in a stooping position, and

carried lighted candles to illuminate the

darkness.

The Speedwell Mine is even more wonder-

ful. The opening was excavated by a

company in search of lead, who, after eleven

years' labour, and expending ;^i4,ooo,

abandoned the attempt. We descended a

flight of 106 steps cut in the reck, at the foot

of which we found a boat. We were
" rowed" along the passage (about 750ft.

long), the water being 3ft. deep, height of

passage about gft., width 7ft. On arriving at

a sort of platform, on one side of which is

a gulf said to be unfathomable both in depth

and height, we disembarked. I take the

following extract from " The Caves of the

Earth" :
—" During the further excavations

of this mine this tremendous gulf received

upwards of 40,000 tons of material without

any impression being made upon its capacity,

while into the awful dome overhead rockets

have been projected, which have risen to

their usual height, exploded, and thrown out

their I eautiful coruscations as freely as if

ascending simply beneath the vault of

heaven."

In spite of its marvels 1 feel no desire io

revisit this cave. People emerging from it

wore an unusual aspect. The cold is intense,

the water and sides of the rock feel like ice.

The sun and summer air were a delicious

experience after such a trip. It was also a

pleasing variety to climb the neighbouring

hill, on the top of which are the ruios of

Peveril Castle. The keep and a portion of

the walls are standing. The ^tuation is

romantic in the extreme, commanding a fine

view of the surrounding country.

From this point our route led through

scenes of different interest. No other county

we passed through can compare with Derby-

shire in its varied and romantic scenery. It

must be unique in its marvels.

Leaving Castleton we rode back to

Hathersage, where we called for our luggage,

and then on to Sheffield.

I do not know whether I have mentioned
that my two companions were bicyclists. At
this stage, at least, I found an advantage in

being on three wheels. We had to mount a

steep hill about two miles iu length. Some
boys eagerly volunteered to push my machine
up the hill, but about half way their energies

were exhausted, and I set myself to the task ot

pushing it up the remaining portion. Hear-

ing someone proffer the advice to mount
again, I did so, and my friendly adviser, as

he passed in a trap, threw out a rope, and
generously acted " tug." I felt deeply grate-

ful. When we reached the top, waiting to

take our last look at Derbyshire, I eagerly

gave my assent to my friend's enthusiasm,

as, with a comprehensive sweep of the whip-

hand, he exclaimed, "The Switzerland ot

England!" I have not seen Switzerland,

but I do not doubt that all he could say in

favour of the county and men of Derbyshire

was true. Once more I looked at the villages

nestling among trees, and the Derwent wind-

ing round the base of hills, while the sunset

threw an added glamour over all.

Then a downward run to Sheffield, and

even in the darkness of a summer evening it

was evident that beauty and romance were

eclipsed. Whether from the contrast or not,

Sheffield looked to me the dirtiest, smokiest,

and least interesting town I have ever been

in. Perhaps the fact that I was somewhat
fatigued when I arrived may have had a good

deal to do with the impression I formed of
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Ihe town, or perhaps the change was too

sudden ; at all events we could hardly do

without the world-famed cutlery and other

manufactures of Sheffield. We proceeded

next morning by train to Leeds, which did

not strike me as being a very lively town,

but slightly pleasanter than Sheffield ; or,

perhaps, I was getting used to the artificial

again after revelling in the picturesque. We
did not remain long, but started for York,

under the delusion that we should find the

roads good. We were soon undeceived, for

almost as soon as we left the town our trou-

bles commenced. We struggled on for 14

miles, but at Tadcaster halted to hold a

council of ways and the best means of pro-

ceeding. A majority decided on taking the

train, whilst the minority, who was also the

junior, insisted on riding. He did so, and
we waited an hour and a half for a train,

passing the time in very pleasant conversa-

tion with a gentleman who was on a walking

tour. We arrived in York at the same time

as our friend, and I think we had the best

of it, although he would not allow that he
regretted his determination. We spent a

very pleasant time in York, and while there

managed to see a good deal. The interest

attaching to York is too well known to re-

quire mention. We attended service at the

minster, and saw some of the old gateways

and some remains of a wonderful antiquity.

We left at about one o'clock, for our leisure

time was fast diminishing, and when we
reached Scarborough in the afternoon it was
with the reflection that the turning point of

our tour was reached. Scarborough is a

highly conventional and very gay watering-

place, not at all my ideal of a pleasant

change from town hfe ; and I think the most
beneficial holiday is that which gives a com-
plete variety to one's usual life.

However, being at Scarborough, we did

as folks there do, and went to the theatres

each evening. The Spa affords great attrac-

tion in its splendid promenade, and for

people who live a retired country existence

lor the rest of the year, I should think Scar-

borough, with its fashionable life and gaiety,

might be a pleasant change. Some parts of

the town appear to be very old, notably the

castle and a gateway ; but, not being much
of an antiquarian, I am unable to assign the

correct periods to such remains; and, more-
over, the exhaustive guide-books, so plenti-

fully and cheaply provided everywhere, con-

tain all the information that can be desired.

Our stay at Scarborough was limited to a

day and a half, and then we turned south-

wards, steering for home.
Our first day's ride was thirty miles, pars-

ing through the little seaside town of

Bridlington Quay to Driffield, a most
interesting looking town in a manufacturing
district.

I hope that seeing such a variety of places,

and reflecting that thtse are the homes of

equally various beings, centres of interest to

so many of our fellow-creatures, may have
the effect of enlarging our sympathies, and
giving more expanded ideas of the fellow-

feeling which makes the whole world kin.

Our next day's ride was through Beverley

—containing a fine old minster—to Hull;

then, crossing the H umber by ferry into

Lincolnshire, on to Brigg, where we stayed

the night. Next day we rode fifty-nine miles

through the Fen district to Lincoln, where,

of course, the cathedral was the principal

interest. To me the interior was somewhat
disappointing after the magnificent exterior.

It occupies quite a commanding position,

for, strangely enough, though the country

round Lincoln is monotonously flat, yet the

streets leading to the cathedral are tremen-

dously steep, so that the splendid building

can be seen for miles round. I had time to

visit the Arboretum, a pubhc garden most
tastefully laid out. Leaving Lincoln, we
proceeded to Boston, passing through Slea-

ford, and over roads simply perfect for

cycling. I found Boston an interesting old

town, though giving the impression that its

commercial activity must have been trans-

ferred to its namesake in the United States

of America by the Lincolnshire colonists of

old. I noticed many very old-fashioned

looking houses, a fine market place, and a

large church dedicated to St. Botolph.

Next morning we again " took the road,"

and a very good one, to Spalding, resting

half-an-hour or so, and on to Holbeach,
where we lunched. To complete the con-

trast between our outward-bound journey
through Derbyshire and our return through
Lincolnshire, the weather changed so deci-

dedly that at Holbeach we were glad to avail

ourselves of a fire at the inn, and without

delay pressed forward towards a small place

called Swaffham. It rained so hard, how-
ever, that we did not accomplish the journey,

but stopped at King's Lynn tor the night.

As the weather cleared up in the evening,

we gladly embraced the opportunity of a
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ramble. Certainly King's Lynn is the most

old-fashioned place I have ever seen ; the

streets are so narrow, and the upper stories

of the houses projecting, that I believe, in

some parts, the inhabitants might shake

hands across. Let us hope that, being i^uch

near neighbours, they entertain the feelings

which might lead to amicable hand-shaking.

The river Ouse is very wide at King's

Lynn, being only ten miles from its mouth,

and is spanned by a very fine bridge. In

the morning we departed, reminded by the

surroundings and the weather of Hood's

poem, and the sad ending to that part of the

tragedy v hen
" Two stern-faced men set out from Lynn

Through the cold and heavy mist,

And Eugene Aram walked between

With gyves upon his wrist."

Plenty of level mead round the old-

fashioned town, where the merry boys might

have diiven in their wickets in the pleasant

evening, not dreaming of the imminent fate

overhanging their gentle, melancholy usher.

In order to make up for the time the

weather had delayed us, we took the train

to Norwich, another old town now evidently

becoming modernised. The cathedral,

founded in 1094 by Losinga, the bishop, is

very spacious and handsome. The castle

stands high in the middle of the town, and

affords a view of the adjacent country. It

is said to have been erected in the 6th

century by the Saxons, and is now used as

a county gaol. No doubt it is a trite remark,

but one can hardly help thinking what scenes

of every description the walls of these

buildings have witnessed. Piety, super-

stition, deeds done in the name of the

Christian religion which would have dis-

graced the dark annals of Paganism, wars

and cruelties in the name of patriotism,

many of which we may read in history, but

more and darker of which few persons ever

heard. We have reason to be grateful for

the light which shines sufficiently, at least,

to prevent many hidden deeds of darkness.

Norwich is wealthy in churches—there
are said to be about forty parish churches.

We saw a great many spires from the Castle

Hill.

From Norwich we rode to Yarmouth, over

execrable roads, where, during a stay of

about two days, I managed to enjoy myself

pretty well.

In the morning we had a long walk,

passing a column erected to Nelson's

memory, and returned to the town by boat.

Landing on the beach, we found it im-

possible to walk many yards in a straight

line owing to the crowds of people, who also

thronged the two piers, and, in fact, the

whole town.

Our next stoppage, after leaving Yarmouth,
was half an hour or so at Lowestoft, having

arranged to dine at Blyborough. But, like

the ancient John Gilpin, an accident to my
steed prevented my dining with my friends

;

owing to the breaking of the axle of my
machine I had to walk the last two miles, so

that when I arrived they were ready to go

on, which they did, after bestowing upon me
some expressions of sympathy.

We proposed to re-unite and pass the

night at Ipswich. I had four miles to walk

to the station (Darsham), Blyborough being

only a junction. Owing to bad weather, my
friends availed themselves of the railway,

and, curiously enough, they got into the

same train as myself, joining it at Wood-
bridge.

The next day one of my friends and I

took the train to London, I reaching home
at about two o'clock. Thus ended, I think,

the pleasantest holidays I have ever spent.

I have proved very conclusively, in my own
mind, that a cycling tour can be made most
enjoyable, provided, it is scarcely necessary

for me to remark, one does not " overdo it"

by riding, or attempting to ride, too great a

distance per diem. I think no one will

accuse our party of endeavouring to do too

much in a day, the longest ride being from

Northampton to Derby, about 60 miles,

which any cyclist will agree is not a great

distance for a man in anything like form.

I will only add that in all cases we availed

ourselves of hotels recommended by the

C.T.C., and in no case were we otherwise

than well received and attended to.

—F. Lindsay-Simpson.
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CLUBS.

There is a popular delusion amongst

cyclists that clubs have had their day. One
hears the idea expressed on all hands at any

ordinary gathering of wheelmen, but, like all

other popular delusions, it has no real basis.

Because Jones, cslat eighteen, has tired 01

loUypops, he arrives at the conclusion that

lollypops have " had their day," but it is

only his innately selfish mind that prompts

him to the idea, for there are other Joneses

who are far and away below the age of

eighteen who will for many a year to come
love lollypops, and when they get blase in

their turn, and think that such compounds
of sugar have "had their day," there will

always be other Joneses coming forward who
will still think lollypops the only things worth

living for. So with clubs. The man who
has had his surfeit of club runs, club races,

club feeds, andclubdances,andtheinevitable

club " social" in cycling life comes to the con-

clusion that clubs are played out. Simply be-

cause he has personally had enough of them,

and longs for pastures new. Could there be a

more narrow-minded, egotistical, and utterly

erroneous idea ? It is only human, we
admit, but it is the idea of a human being

who is anything but a philosopher. So long

as men exist there will be clubs—clubs of all

sorts, from the Socialistic quasi-political

establishment in the King's Road, Chelsea,

to the palatial Pall Mall Palace—and in

athletics, from the humble cricket club,

where there is a difficultly collected half-

crown subscription, to the M.C.C. where

money is no object. Men are essentially

social creatures, and there is no such good

school for the man who is shy or requires

drawing cut as the club. If be learnt

nothing else there, he will learn how small is

his fellow-man generally, and this alone will

give him confidence. Indeed, nothing has

struck us more throughout life than when
brought into contact with well-known and
prominent men, to find how very small they

really are. Seen only through the medium
of a photograph, and heard of only through

newspaper paragraphs, one is apt to look

upon what really are the most ordinary

individuals as demigods. " No man is a

hero to his valet de chambre " says one

proverb, and " No man is a prophet in his

own country " says another, and these

are two of the wisest " saws " that were
ever written. We have never had the

pleasure of a personal acquaintance with
Mr. Gladstone, but, apart from politic?,

we very much doubt if even he would
not, on intimate acquaintance, develop

weaknesses vv'hich would rob him of much
of his glamour. Nothing throughout life

has ever puzzled us more than how such
apparently dull individuals, as many promi-

nent men we have met have proved to be,

have been pitchforked into the superior posi-

tions they occupied. Only a few weeks ago
we destroyed all the romance a young lady

possessed for a well-known actor by des-

cribmg him as he appeared after an all-night

smoking concert, with the bright summer
morning's sun shining in upon him at 5.0

a.m., and revealiog an open waistcoat and
red braces. She never realised that he
could even wear braces, let alone red ones.

We may appear to diverge from our subject,

but this is not so. We want to prove the good
of clubs, and to do so we naturally touch on
their social and intellectual side. A quiet,

clever man, naturally retiring, lives at home
amidst the mediocre intellects of his family

and his family friends, the majority of family

circles being, although virtuous, eminently

dull, and he is apt under such circumstances

to cease to cultivate his intellect—and be it

here remarked that we class the finest kind

of intellect as that which is, so to speak, cos-

mopolitan. We have no sympathy or ad-

miration for the intellect which is great on

one subject only and quasi-idiotic on all

others. The mathematician who is senior

wrangler, and never rises to grasping the

ordinary affairs of the world, receives no
reverence from us beyond that due to a man
possessed of extraordinary application,

which must, of course, be necessary in his

case. Well, the man we alluded to above is

apt, if he dwell at home, to let his intellect

dull, and being dull to imagine that the suc-

cessful men he reads of in the world are

beings to be looked up to instead as he would

find them if he went into life, i.e., if he joined

a club, most commonplace individuals, as a

rule, there being special briUiant exceptions,

of course. If, therefore, it is necessary in
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the ordinary run of life for a man to develop

his mind by contact with his fellows, which
can best be attained through clubs, it is

equally so in athletic life, where the

muscular Christian, standing afar off, is

apt to overrate sadly the champions and
fliers of the athletic world. Once, how-
ever, that he has joined a club and become
one amongst the men who lead this particular

world, he feels his feet, and soon knows
either how small he really is or how great

;

and, if the latter, how small others with

spurious fame- really are. There are scores

and scores of men in the world who would

make the best possible companions who are

only held apart by the accident of a want of

means of meeting. The insular prejudices of

England are great, and permeate every class

of society, except perhaps the lowest, and

thus many congenial spirits of both sexes

are kept apart for ever. All that is wanted
is a beginning. This in social life means an

introduction, and the club gives that chance.

One clubman meets another and likes him,

and thence a life-long friendship, with advan-

tages possiblj?' extending far beyond cycle-

dom, is formed. On the other hand, it is by

no means necessary either to like or to ex-

change any but the barest outward courtesies

with one's fellow-clubman. There the men
are—let those who feel kindred tastes " pal

on," and those who do not, leave the thing

alone.

Now having, as we hope we have, proved

that clubs have not had their day, and more-

over will never have " had their day"—for

with them it is a case of " The king is dead,

long live the king "—we will turn to the

manner in which a club should be managed,

and later in the article deal with how it can

be formed. There are in some clubs the

most extraordinary diversities of mankind,

and in others every member seems, though

varymg in personal characteristics, to be

selected from the same rank of life. Need-

less to say, to secure the success of a club

there should not be too great diversities, nor,

on the other hand, too little diversity in the

style of men forming the club, otherwise the

power of good derivable from a club is lost.

A club of " haw ! haw !" idiots is as equally

dreadful to contemplate as a club of cads.

No club will ever succeed unless there is at

least one member who will take an all-absorb-

ing interest in its affairs. Such members are

to be found, and it is advisable as far as

can be to give such every laxity possible, in

order to keep up his interest. There are

men who, for even such apparently small

ends as are involved in the success of an
athletic club, will sacrifice their time and
devote their whole abilities to its business.

To put the cloture on these, or to needlessly

insist on their strict adherence to rules, is to

kill their spirit.

Having touched on the component parts

of a club, we pass to the mode of forming it.

Undoubtedly, there should be as few rules

as possible, and these should be divided

into two parts, viz., rules for the club itself

and rules for the government of its meetings.

We will sketch out what we consider

would be ample rules for a club.

Name.— i. That the club be called the

Composition and Objects.—2. That the club

do consist of , and that its objects be

the promotion of cycling and the unity of

cyclists.

Officers.—3. That the officers do consist of

a president, vice-presidents, a captain, a

sub-captain, a treasurer, and an honorary
secretary. That there be a commiUee of—
members, and that such be re-elected

annually.

Subscription, etc.—4. That the entrance fee

be , and the annual subscription
,

the first-named to be paid on election, and
the latter on . Any member more than

two months in arrear with his subscription

ceases to be a member.
Uniform.—5. That the uniform do consist

of an ordinary cut jacket and breeches of

C.T.C. cloth, and a black cricketing cap and
stockings, with a badge , to be worn on the

cap. Also of a white flannel shirt, coloured

necktie, and low shoes. That the uniform be

worn at all club runs.

Conduct.—6. That any member guilty of

conduct which is, in the opinion of two-

thirds of any meeting of members specially

called to consider the subject, unbecoming
in a member, he do there and then cease to

be a member, and do sacrifice all subscrip-

tions and club privileges.

Medings.—7. That committee meetings be

held so often as the members of such com-
mittee, when elected, shall decide, and that

there be an annual general meeting of the

club for the re-election of officers and com-
mittee on the first in the month of

in each year, and that it be the duty

of the honorary secretary to call such

meeting on the day named. That a special
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general meetiog for a distinct purpose to be

named in writing be called by the hon. sec.

whenever he receives a requisition, signed

by an equal number of members sm there

are committeemen and officers, and that the

committee be empowered to call a special

general meeting at any time.

Order.—8. That men at club runs be under

the entire control of the captain or his repre-

sentative.

Procedure at Meetings.—9. That the conduct

or all meetings be in accordance with the

usual rules of public meetings.

->-»-^
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Another specialite is the tripod. It is

made of metal, and consists of a series of

tubes which pocket one inside the other.

At the top of the smaller tubes is a screw

with a head This screw works into a few

threads at the bottom of the larger sized

tube, and when screwed up to the head

perfect rigidity is secured. There are no

loose parts, so that the stand can be put

together or taken down within a minute.

It is as rigid as one could wish, and weighs

nothing almost, a four feet one with four

joints weighing only iflbs. It can be made,
when closed, as short as nine inches, but is

usually from ten to twelve. That's portable

enough, surely.

I must only deal with one more novelty

this month, and that is the hydrostatic shutter.

I use one regularly, for I quite agree with

a recent writer that a cap must be very

skilfully handled to avoid fogging the plate,

either a little or much. As its name im.plies,

it is worked by water. Now, don't be fright-

ened, you have not to carry a reservoir and

waterworks about, for the ball and tube are

much smaller than those used in the pneu-

matic shutters. There is this advantage,

too, that the actual touch or pinch required

is more easily gauged and learnt than when
using air as the motor. With my shutter

I can expose as long as I like, or give an

ordinary drop shutter exposure, and finally

a very rapid one—in fact, it is never taken

off the lens at all. Here are some of my
recent exposures in one day, all done with

the same shutter : Outdoor, i, 2, 5, 15 sees.

;

interiors, 10, 45, 85 sees., and three in various

fractions of a second. But I hasten to say

what the principal feature of the shutter is^

simply the moderate cost, viz., 12s. ; and

when £1 103., £2 23., and even £^ 3s. are

asked for shutters, it is worth trying for the

sake of its cheapness—in fact, I should

strongly advise doing away entirely with the

cap, for you can't watch your subject and

uncap and cap the lens as well, not to men-

tion the chance of extraneous light entering.

I hope soon to report on Mr. Pumphrey's

new films, and as soon as the autumn, with

its lantern-slide work, commences, I shall

dive into that branch of his business, his

biggest branch. There's only one thing to

desire, that is, that he would turn his atten-

tion to a moderate price roller slide or film

holder. We should get it at a reasonable

price then.

Bicycling News, our esteemed weekly con-

temporary, has photo notes spasmodically

by one Walter D. Welford, who, I believe,

hails from ; but, hold hard, a dreadful

thought breaks in upon me—Are we friendly

with that paper ? Bless my heart, I'm so

mixed now-a-days that I don't know how we
stand. If we never speak when we pass by,

please consider the esteemed weekly, &c.,

utter bosh. I do Hke to be safe above all

things. Faed isn't.

RHYMES FOR THE TIMES.

If I had a camera wot wouldn't stand,

D'yer think I'd smash it —oh, dear no

:

Not quite Hkely—I'd sell it second-hand

And then you'd see my camera go.

.\ cyclist went plodding away to the North-
Away to the North as the sun went down—

And he thought of the errand that brought him forth,

Whilst his best girl stood watching him out of the town.

For Faed must work, though his victims must pant.

And Biggleswade way his camera must plant,

Though the cycling world be moaning.

—WolL
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Theodora was a young lady of great

personal attractions. It is not my intention

to give a list of the particular beauties which
made up such a charming whole ; nor,

indeed, is it within my power. However,
the fact remains that she was a most pre-

possessing young lady. It was a wonder to

all the neighbours—for the best of neigh-

bours ivill sometimes wonder—that she had
not yet been called upon to utter the magic
*' I will." She was about—h'm—well, I don't

know her exact age, but I should certainly

say over twenty.

It was not through any failing on her part

that she remained in single blessedness.

She was careful not to be too shy with

eligible young men, as, of course, there are

some weak creatures who are repelled by a

woman's shyness. She went regularly to

balls, and danced through the course.

She frequented concerts, and made a point

of going weekly to the play. She rather

encouraged her brother to invite his friends

down to dinner. She always, with her own
pretty hands, made the pastry, and would
point with pardonable pride to its fantastic

shape as her handiwork. It was no use.

Young Buggins, who was " something in the

City," had once set his eyes upon her. She
was all that a woman could be in return.

She played the tunes he wanted, she sang

the songs he admired, she read the books he
talked about, she even altered her theatre

ni;iht, which had formerly been Friday, to

Monday, because that was the night he
generally went. He progressed so far as to

make a third call, and then he forsook her.

It was a hard position.

She was naturally almost inclined to des-

pond. She had done all that she could, but

tlie men would not perform their part. Her
favourite song about this time was a classical

piece entitled, " Why don't the men propose,

mamma ? " which is sometimes looked down
upon by those who cannot appreciate its

depth of feeling.

One day, while in this frame of mind, she

wandered to her brother's room. Her
brother was a bicyclist, and took in most of

the cycling papers. Having nothing else

particular to do, she sat down and began
reading some of these. She was struck with

the enthusiasm displayed by the writers, with

the disregard of accidents which character-

ised the riders, and with the unselfish atten

tions bestowed by young ladies upon the

fallen heroes of the cause. Almost every

young man who tumbled into a ditch tumbled
also into the affection of some sympathetic

girl, as a matter of course. She took him
home (papa and mamma good-naturedly

keeping out of the way), tended him with

matchless patience till he got well, and
was then fittingly rewarded with his undying
devotion. This was the settled routine.

Theodora was struck by all this. She was
a young lady of considerable intellectual

power, and immediately gleaned that there

was a ray of hope for herself in the narra-

tives. Perhaps some young man would

tumble in her presence with whom she could

go through the usual formalities. She pon-

dered deeply over the idea. She examined
closely every step in the reasoning which had
led her to this conclusion, but all the premises

bore her scrutiny. The reasoning was true,

and her hope rested on a solid foundation.

Her mind was made up. The house she

at present hved in lay back a considerable

distance from the road. She must move to

one which abutted on the footpath. She
ascertained from her brother that riders

were most likely to meet with accidents

where the road was most uneven. She must
therefore find out what part of the road was
worst laid, and must live as near that part

as possible.

All this was done. Theodora, gentle,

tender-hearted, cruelly - disappointed girl,

watched over the riders who passed her

cottage with all the assiduity of a Good
Samaritan. Alas ! ill-fortune still pursued

her. Not one of them was good enough to

tumble at her ieei.

She roamed anxiously about the lanes.

She learnt to know all the dangerous spots

in the road. She haunted the hilly districts

day and night. She made herselfacquainted

with most of the cyclists' calling places, she

became a regular caller at the Old Sal., and
not unfrequently visited the Anchor ; she

even once or twice penetrated as far as the

Gloucester at Brighton. Her stationer

received instructions to keep her table

supplied with all the cycling publications

;

and once, when he omitted to send the

" Wheel World" punctually, she threatened

to bring an action.
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Thus years passed on in their ceaseless

course. Old Time winged his resistless

flight through the chaos of eternities,

unmindful as of yore of the sorrows of

heart-broken mortals. The years passed on,

but passed not empty away. Many a bright

smile, many a fair face, many a tress of

golden hair, was changed into something

uglier and commoner as they wore away.

Our heroine, with superhuman patience,

went on with her self-appoin'ed task. The
brightness of her eye was becoming dim,

her smooth skin was gathering into wrinkles,

her wavy hair was changing its glossy brown

into a silvery hue. She could not now go

about as formerly. She had ceased to

haunt the hills and dales in search of an

object for her charity. Yet she watched

and waited on, hoping against hope that she

should be blessed with the good fortune ere

she died. She could only sit at her door-

step, sunning herself, and looking for the

coming of the fated youth.

The summer of the good year eighteen

hundred and blank-blank had now arrived.

She had seen more than sixty summers
already, and could not expect, worn as she

was with disappointed hope, to see very

many more. Verily, fate approached with

tardy footsteps. She began to be fearful

lest he should not arrive in her time. Could

she not do something to hasten his coming ?

Yes—she can—she will.

At last the goodly youth is approaching

whom she knows is to fulfil her lifelong

expectations. He cannot escape her. It is

dark on a summer night, moonless, starless,

without a breath of air. In the road she has

placed a great log of wood, and has strewn

many large stones around it. He cannot

escape her. He comes with all the serene

confidence of health and strength ; with

manly strength and manly skill his obedient

steed is urged along. He is near, very near.

Theodora, now an old woman, is standing

with a grim smile of triumph on her face at

the edge of the barricade. Just across the

road a mighty oak-tree rears its arms to

heaven, as if in supplication for vengeance

upon the deed she has been led to do. He
is upon the obstacle. There is a dull,

whirring sound—a cry, a crash. He is

pitched off the Pegasus he so proudly

bestrode, and with arms and legs helplessly

beating the air, he is dashed to the ground.

She hastens to his side. He is senseless.

She bathes his temples tenderly, and utters

in his ear words of more than affection. All

the pent-up passion of a long life of harsh
constraint swells in her veins and mantles
on her cheeks. He is a god, and she is his

humble vestal.

His ankle is slightly sprained. She causes
him to be taken up gently and carried into

her cottage. So far the common routine has
been followed. He is grateful to her for the
womanly attentions she lavishes upon him.
Good again. She, in secret, feels deep
admiration for her charge. This, also, is

what should be. Can the end be doubtful ?

Upon the fourth morning, on going down
to see her youthful protege, Theodora was
alarmed to find his place vacant. He had
declared himself almost recovered on the

preceding night. Perhaps he had merely
gone out for a short stroll in the sweet morn-
ing air ? She went to the door, but he was
nowhere in view. Consoling herself with the
thought that he would be back for breakfast,

she busied herself in preparing that meal.
She went round to the back to look after his

bicycle. Lo ! that also was missing. Ah !

that was the reason. Dear, good boy, he
had bestirred himself betimes in order that

he might take his bicycle to the repairer's.

Her admiration, swelled by the lifelong

yearning for some being on whom she might
bestow the treasures of her affection, burnt
more brightly than before. She would pre-

pare a surprise for the dear youth ! He
should have a royal spread for breakfast

!

She would bring out the silver tea-pot, the
silver cruet-stand, the silver-mounted knives
and forks, the solid silver spoons, which had
come down to her from her grandmother-
never used for many a long year.

What ! It could not be ! The thing was
impossible ! Yet so it was. At least her
eyes said so, though she almost thought her
eyes must be deceived. The silver articles

were all gone. Every one of them. There
was no mistake about it. The little chest in

which they v/ere kept was empty, and the
lock Lad been picked. Utterly crushed by
this last cruel blow of a cruel, cruel fate,

Theodora sank speechless to the earth.

There was no mistake about it. The god-
Hke young man, whom she entrapped, had
decamped in the night with the silver tea-pot,

spoons, &c., which had come down to her
from her grandmother, and had left her to

i

pay his doctor's bill. —
J, Fitzjohn,
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It was a thick, cloudy morniDg, such as in

the eyes of those who are not acquainted

with meteorological science would portend a

wet day, but to those who know, with the

aid of a barometer, means a different state of

things. Such was the Bank Holiday of Aug.

6th, 1883, when alone, at seven o'clock in the

morning, I mounted my iron steed for a run

over to Coventry. No need to tell the

reader the attraction that lay in that direc-

tion.

All Englishmen have heard from their

cradles what took place once in the history

of that city. If they do not know, all that

can be said is that their nursery education

has been grossly neglected, and the sooner

it is made up for by latter-day studies the

better. It need not be recounted here what
shall be recorded later on, in the most pic-

turesque, if not grotesque, at least correct

language that the writer is capable ( f. He
will not, however, vouch for the correctness of

his historical data and research, he will only

be answerable for what he saw. And see-

ing, we know, is believmg. A slight shower

made the clouds hang thick and heavy

around the smoky town of Birmingham.

Quickly, however, the iron steed rolled along

the streets till clear of the town, and then

the pace quickened, and we were soon well

on the road for Coventry.

The Stonebridge is reached without a

hitch, and that friendly hostel, the invariable

halting-place for hosts of touring bicyclists

and travellers, and to-day, even at the early

hour of nine, filled with thirsty souls calling

for bitters, shandygaff, or less stimulatiug

drinks for the votaries of the blue, to which
latter fraternity the writer belong*.

But it's no use wasting time here when
there's something to be seen. It does not take

long, as every rider knows, to traverse the

short six miles that lie between the Stone-

bridge and Coventry. Knight's Temperance
C.T.C. Hotel isthenaturalplaceofresort,and

I found it crowded as anticipated, but not so

much as not to find room for an old member.
Now for the sights. Crowds were pouring in

by every route and in every form of vehicle,

from the ancient waggon to the latest in-

vented bicycle and tricycle. But there was

a more important work than the study of

these things. A special permission, of

course to the representative of the Press,

only, soon brought one behind the scenes in

St. Mary's Hall, one of the most historic

chambers in the kingdom, but never, per-

haps, so "historic" as on this occasion, for

there in that ancient hall, with its priceless

tapestries and venerable relics of five cen-

turies, were collected such an assortment of

monarchs and notables as defied chronology,

and would have made the originals rise

from their graves had they known.
As I wandered around, scarcely believing

my sober senses, I noted a few interesting

though startling anomalies.

There was a skmny weaver, in a somewhat
excited s-tate, expostulating with thesecretary.

He had got wrong in his history—thought he
was Richard III. instead of Richard II.—and
refused to have a hump on his back. He
was at length pacified, and things got more
quiet.

In the meantime royalty gradually got

more comfortably into their antique

garments. There was Edward the Black

Prince getting into his armour two sizes too

big for him ; there was Henry IV., radiant in

royal togs, helping Shakespeare to strap up
Falstaff's voluminous person. In another

part was Leofric, Earl of Mercia, husband of

the beauteous countess " who took away the

tax to build herself an everlasting name,"
talking politics with Henry VIII. The
former wanted some material to stuff his

calves, having already used all his pocket-

handkerchiefs ; while the latter had by

mistake appropriated Sir William Dugdale's

ecclesiastical hat, over which a severe tussle

eventually ensued, each claiming to be the

owner.

Several of the ladies. Queen Elizabeth,

Margaret of Anjou, Mary Queen of Scots,

with their bonny retinue of little maids-in-

waitiug, were easily mounted. But it became
a matter of difficulty with the heavier mem-
bers of royalty.

Sir John had to be hoisted into the saddle

aided by a po'iceman and a beadle, assisted

by the Black Prince and several civilians,

but though thus abundantly aided, nearly
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fell off the oilier side. The Black Prince

was elevate. d perpendicularly, and brought

down astride across his horse, who, un-

accustomed to knights in armour, shied,

much to the horror of the Black Prince.

In another corner St. George of the Dragon
kind was getting irto his silver scales, while

Henry VI. was explaining how things were

worn in his day. Found out, however, that

he had put his own breeches on wrong side

foremost. It was a regular resurrection of

kings, and ancient history alive. But the

hour of starting arrived ; horses were

awaiting the royal parly in the porch. Then
came the mount, and such a scene, it may
safely be said, has never been witnessed

before or since. Each was in turn photo-

graphed. In the meantime, jugs of beer

were being handed round, of which most of

the royal party partook potentially, as they

also did en route.

" Now, Mr. Jones, here's your horse. Come
on, Mr. Jones." And lo ! to the name of

Jones the patron saint of England responds.

King Henr}' next makes a vigorous effort to

get upon his horse, on the wrong side, of

course, accepts advice, and tries the other,

scrambling into the saddle in such a manner
as to cause his charger to betray consider-

able astonishment. The knight in armour in

the meantime having fallen to pieces, owing

to the unusual movement of modern horses,

is tied together again with pieces of string,

which fortunately hold him together till

further orders.

But now comes the important event.

Lady Godiva, or Maudiva, as the wags had it,

pure and chaste in all her virgin glory, comes

forth to mount her splendid charger.

Then came the interesting moment. The
stately grey horse, over seventeen hands

high, is led up, considerably astonished, if

not restive, at the unwonted stir. A table

and a chair are brought, and the lady
mounts, not unaided as her namesake, but
surrounded by kings and queens of all the
centuries.

And now once more the ancient spire of

St. Michael's, clanging internally with bells,

looks down upon the ancient ceremony.
The procession, nigh two miles in length,

winds about the streets, every now and
again stopped in its progress by the
thronging crowds drawn from far and
wide to witness the august ceremony.
There are city bands, and all the func-
tionaries of state. The four seasons, repre-

sented by children ensconced in bowers at

the four coiners of a car, and dressed ap-
propriately. Shepherds and shepherdesses
—little mites of children, deftly taught ot

kiss their hands to the crowd. Next in

Older come the various trades—the bicycle

trade chief of all, a tiny boy riding round
and round upon a circular roof, a revolving

crank connecting his bicycle with a central

support. Then in order comes the whole
history of England, with Lady Godiva in

the midst, and so much for the procession.

We turn next to view other amusements
;

the bicycle races are our attraction, and
we see some notable feats and good riding.

Think what Coventry was before the bicycle

trade commenced — a falling, decaying
town. She is saved from that now by
the energy and industry of her citizens,

ttanks to the invention of the bicycle,

which seems to have dropped in just in the

nick of time to save her from becoming one
of those ancient, though decaying, cities that

all admire, but few care to live in, owing to

their want of business life. The sun sets, and
by lamplight we ride back to Birmingham,
happy with our day's experience.

—W. G, H. E,

> « <



^74 TO PARIS.

TO PARTS.

BY SOUTHAMPTON, HARVE, TROUVILLE, LISIEUX AND MANTES, AND BACK BY GISORS,

DIEPPE AND NEWHAVEN TO LONDON.

A " Humber" tandem and a "Facile"

arrived at Havre on the 28th of last July,

with their riders in a very seedy condition,

after a lively passage of ten hours. After

waiting until all the passengers had gone

ashore, expecting the L. and S.W. Co. to see

to the landing of our machines, we had to

employ a Frenchman to assist one of us in

lifting the tandem over the very narrow

gangway. We did not feel kindly disposed

towards the company. What a contrast

at Dieppe and Newhaven, where a steam

crane gently lowers your machine on to the

deck in a few seconds.

At the Custom House three officials spent

three-quarters of an hour measuring the

wheels and weighing machines on a machine

which would only take the large wheels of the

tandem. By an oversight the measurement
of the safety wheel was not registered. This,

of course, had to be added, with a great

show of exactitude.

After paying the duty (returnable within a

year on leaving France—no duty is

demanded on entering by Dieppe) we put up

at the Hotel du Midi (close to the Custom
House), a small third-rate inn, but with

excellent food (six francs a day pension), and
next day took the small steamer across the

mouth of the Seine to Trouville. Hotel

Bras d'Or— first-rale.

Before landing we noticed a Frenchman
on a " Rotary," who, on seeing us standing

near our tandem, exclaimed, stretching out

his arms over the edge of the quay, " Voila

deux freres !" This man turned out a

deceiver, and no friend. I asked him,

having heard the roads near Paris to be un-

rideable, whether there was a possibility of

getting into Paiis by good roads. Certainly,

if we would follow the forty sous road after

leaving Mantes, a splendid road without pave

—he assured us he knew it, having lately run
over it.

TROUVILLE TO PARIS—125 MILES.

Leaving Trouville at 7 a.m., we ran on to

the " Grande Route Nationale" (Cherbourg

to Paris) at Lisieux (i8m.)—a splendid road,

with its double avenue of trees, but one

enough to give a rider the nightmare, 20 or

30 miles without a bend, one he thinks he
will never reach the end of.

We slept at the small inn at Thibouville,

where, seeing little chance of a refreshing

wash with only about a pint of water, we
were glad to get a dip from a meadow into a

Fwift-flowing stream. Before we had time

to get on more than one under-garment, we
were surprised by the arrival of a lady and
two male friends in bathing costume
covered by their overcoats—Parisians who
wished to bathe from the same spot. They
were staying at the inn for the night, on their

drive from Paris to Trouville. We were

rather embarrassed ; they, however, were

not.

At 5.30 a.m. we were on the road without a

meal, climbing on to the second great table-

land, of which there are four between Lisieux

and the Seine. After travelling (I won't say

running, as the road, although a good one,

was so loose from two months' dry weather

that we could not make much headway) for

two hours we were anxiously looking for a

meal, and in desperation entered a small

roadside cafe, where, after some difficulty,

\\Q got some bad coffee and brea<3. You
need to know where you can eat and sleep

on these roads, as decent inns are scarce,

and the peasants' houses uninviting. The
villages are not at all picturesque, consistinf

,

as they do, of unsightly houses without any

pretence to a garden. In preference, both

for comfort and scenery, I would rather tour

in our own Southern counties.

Near Evreux our road suddenly dropped

some 200 or 300 feet into the city, a dull,

decaying place, with a cathedral of many
styles of architecture.

After dejeuner at Evreux, we began a long

chmb, and after a level run of some miles,

we ran down to Pacy. On the bill we were

surprised to meet a bicycle and tricycle, the

only machines we did meet on our run of

125 miles from Trouville to Paris.

A few miles from Pacy we ran down a

winding read some 600 or 800 feet to the
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Seine. This reminded me much of a thickly-

wooded Alpine pass, and was the grandest

bit of oar journey. Here our road joined

that from Rouen. We s'ept at Mantes

( Rocher du Cancale—good ), and in the

morning enquired for the best road to Paris,

and as our landlord could not indicate a

better one than the forty sous, which we had

been recommended to take by our " brother

of the wheel " at Trouville, we decided upon

it. For the first few miles it was good, but

further on it was full of holes, but rideable.

At St. Germain (a high level station), the

"Facile" sensibly took the train to Paris.

We tandemites, however, although previously

warned, decided to keep on the road, which

we soon regretted. The twelve miles took us

about three hours. We frequently had to

get off and push our machine, and for a mile

or two had an artisan walking at our side as

fast as we dared to ride. I suggested that

the roads near Paris had not been repaired

since the war in '70.

It was growing dark when we passed the

statue at Courbevoie, and as we turned the

corner we saw a line of lights for some two
or three miles reaching to the Arc de

Triomphe. Unluckily, we had decided to

put up at the Hotel de BresU (C.T.C.), which

is in the centre of the city. This hotel we
found very undesirable, and were glad the

following day to shift our quarters to the

Maison de I'Etoile (C.T.C.) in the Avenue
de la Grande Armee, where we were com-

fortably lodged for 23. a night. This house

suits cyclists, being on the high road into

Paris, and close to the Bois, and in the

Avenue also are all the cycle depots. la

Paris we were at first surprised to see so few

cycles about, but it was soon accounted for

by the fact that cycling is impracticable in

Paris (except in a few streets and the Bois

de Boulogne, where there are about ten

miles of superb roads through pleasant

woods). The roads for riding are not plea-

sant, as the paving is rough and the cabmen
are rather loose in their driving. [Say
" very."

—

Ed.]

PARIS TO DIEPPE.

Profiting by our experience, we, on our

return journey, ran to the railway station

and booked for Gisors, some 40 miles. We
certainly could not complain of the charge

for the machines, which amounted to a

penny ; but it was a somewhat troublesome

matter to get them up a number of steps,

and then over a counter on to a weighing

machine. After dejeumr at Gisors, the

waitress coolly told us that, liking our soap,

she had put it in her pocket for future use.

This upset our equanimity, as soap in

France is an expensive luxury— [Only 2^d. a

cake.

—

Ed.] It was, however, taken from her

pocket. We then ran on to Forges-les-eaux

(Mouton), where we had to put up with

miserable sleeping accommodation. From
there, next morning, we ran by Les Haillons

and Arques, and found ourselves comfortably

quartered in the Soleil d'Orat Dieppe in time

for table d'hote {pension per day, with wine,

nine francs). This hotel is in a pleasant,

open situation, and if I ever go to Dieppe

again will be my quarters, though I shall

never trouble to take my machine again to

" La belle Normandie."
—Augustus Stamniwiiz.

> • <
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THE HONESTY OF CYCLERS.

On the 23rd of January, 1884 (two daj's

before the Wheel made public the prospectus

of "XM. Miles on a Bi.," and urged the

League to promptly pledge the " i,ooo one-

dollar subscriptions" which I demanded as a

condition of undertaking a formal canvass

for 3,000), the following words were addressed

to me by a Boston man, who was quite

familiar with my writings, and who was really

more competent than anyone else in America

to form a dispassionate and intelligent judg-

ment of the chances for making money by

republishing those writings in the form of a

well-indexed road-book:

—

" I have been selling bicycling literature for

nearly three years, and I know a little about tha
market. Let me say then, frankly, that you can-
not sell 1,000 copies of a bicycling work at $1
each—no matter how good it is, nor how much
it commends itself. The market will not absorb
that quantity of books. I place the outside limit

of your sales at 300 copies, and I can't believe

you will sell that number. You will say that

the wheelmen have been crying for just such a
book, and that the great majority ought to bay
it. Experience will show you that, no matter
how much the bicyclers may howl for a thing,

they fail to come to time when asked to pay for

it. . . , I don't desire to throw a wet blanket
on your enterprise ; neither do I desire to sea

you enter on a speculation without a fall kno.v-
ledge of the facts. I think your road-book will

sell ; but, if you must have an advance sale of

1,000 copies, you will waste your time and money
working on the thing."

I do not quote this prediction for the sake

of bringing ridicule on the writer of it ; for I

insist that it was worthy of the respect which

always belongs to the opinion of an experi-

enced and careful observer. A few persons,

of less practical knowledge and greater

enthusiasm, may have believed that I might
possibly secure 1,000 advance subscribers

(especially after they learned that half that
number had come to me in less than a

month) ; but no one in the world who knew
anything about the book-business really

suppojcd I had the ghost of a chance for

pledging the 3,000. Colonel Pope, for

instance, had no idea that I could do it

neither had the President of the Springfield

Bicycle Club ; though both of them are men
who take an extremely sanguine view of all

that appertains to cycling, and both of them
have shown more willingness than anyone

else in America (save myself) to back up

their faith by playing big risks against high

stakes and remote results. As for business

men beyond the realm of cycledom, I sup-

pose that nine out of ten of them who may
read my to-day's statement, that more than

3,300 individuals have in fact pledged to buy

3,540 copies of the book at |i each, will take

the statement to be " merely the customary

publisher's advertising lie."

If such sceptics read of my " confident

expectation of selling 30,000 additional copies

at ^1.50 each, in the same way that the sub-

scribers were secured " (namely, by private

and individual effort ; relying upon the good-

will and cycling enthusiasm of hundreds of

volunteer agents who are strangers to me
;

offering them no discounts, or commissions

or premiums or " chromos " of any sort;

resorting not at all to the ordinary machin-

ery of the book-trade, spending no money
for advertisements in the public Press, and

exhibiting no volumes for sale through the

book-stores), they will call such expectation

"mere advertising braggadocio." If the

average hard-headed business man could

conceive of my seriously entertaining it, he

would look upon me not merely as a " vision-

tary and fantastic crank," but as a downrigh

lunatic who ought properly to be repressed

in a strait-jacket. The average wheelman,

who knows what I have done already, has a

better opinion of my sanity and my business

sagacity, and he doesn't think I am chaffing

when I talk of " 30,000," but even he, how-

ever hopeful or enthusiastic, can hardly

believe in the possible sale of such an

enormous quantity of books. Yet, on general

principles of human nature, the seUing at

$1.50 each of 30,000 copies of a book con-

taining seven or eight times as many words

as are usually supplied for that price, does

not seem to me as difficult a task as the one

I have actually accomplished, in pledging

3,300 people to " each put up a dollar in

advance" for a book whose scope and
character none of them really know anything

about, and whose size might be eight times

smaller than it is, in fact, without violating

any promise of the prospectus.

Now, what I want to call attention to in
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the first place is the impulse and encourage-

ment which my success (in persuading this

vast multitude of people, in all parts of the

world, to pledge so respectable an aggregate

as ^3,540) has already given to other credit-

able literary schemes for the benefit of

cyclers. Whether or not my own shall ulti-

mately prove of credit and value, I have at

least iocidentally conferred a notable bene-

fit upon the cycling world by this impressive

demonstration of the truth that wheelm3n
can be made to " talk money." The preva-

lenl: and most intelligent opinion was to the

contrary when I began ; and every American

who has since been inspired to compile a

road-book or other literary help to cycling is

to some extent indebted to me for giving

him courage by showing the error of that

opinion. In the second place, I want to insist

upon the fact that, in the collection of these

subscriptions, I expect to incidentally confer

a second benefit upon the cycling world by

demonstrating that the inhabitants thereof

are exceptionally honest. Without being

such an optimist as to suppose that no

rascals whatever are included among my
3,300 patrons, I am confident that not one

of these intends to cheat me out of so small

a sum as a dollar. I've no doubt that more

than one of my subscribers would yield to

the temptation of robbing ma of ^roo, or

I50, or $25, if a good chance were offered

them ; but as for purloining the price of a

single book, which comes to him at two-

thirds its market-rate, and which he knows
has cost the owner three years of hard wor'.c

to put together, I don't believe there's ons

man of the 3,300 who is msan enough to do it I

The third point which I wish to proclaim
|

in this letter (and this is the practical part !

of it, to which the previous remarks are but
|

introductory) is that " the collection of dollar

subscriptions" is by no means the sort of

work which will absorb my energies when
publication day finally arrives. These
subscription-pledges have value in a business

sense, chiefly as an advertisement—as an 1

eye-opener to the sceptical outside public—
|

as a stiffener to my own courage in fighting '

for an enormous sale. I believe they repre-

sent an exceptionally honest and enthusiastic

set of men, who will hasten forward to claim

their " specially numbered and autographed

copies " and pay for them. If they don't so

hasten, the loss will be theirs, not mine. I

shall not turn from the task of selling the

book to new men, at I1.50 each, to waste

mich time in calling the attention of these

older ones to ancient history. The original

subscription-form, which was signed by the

first 1,000 or so of my supporters, made the

pledge conditional on the books appearing
" not later than Dec. ,'84," and as for the others

who signed without any such time limitation,

I hereby freely release them from any obliga-

tion they may have made to take the book.

Still further, I intend to print in it a notice

that if any subscriber will write to me of his

dissatisfaction with the book, within a month
from the day he pays for it, I will return him
his dollar and a stamped label by which he
may forward the volume to a later purchaser.

I am grateful to these 3,300 men for having

each promised to buy a " cut-rate" ticket to

my show ; and I hope to please them so

much that they will persuade all their ac-

quaintances to buy the full-priced tickets on

whose sale the show's success depends ; but

I shall not nag anyone who forgets or neglects

his promise, nor shall I tolerate any fault-

finding pretence that my own has not been
fairly kept. Whoever says he is disappointed

with the performance can have his nuney
refunded at the door !

The responses which have come to my
circular of April 15, asking certain of my old

subscribers to serve briefly as distributing-

agents for the book, have been uniformly

friendly; and the very few who have declined

have expressed regret at the circumstances

which prevented them from accommodating
me. In very many of these letters, however,

a misapprehension is shown as to the amount
of exertion which I expect the agents to make
for me, and as to my general plans for fore-

ing a sale of the book. Now, all I ask is, that

the subscriber who receives a package of

books from me should notify the others,

whose labelled copies are contained therein,

that they can get the same on payment to

him of §1 each, and that, in default of such
payment within a month, tlie books will be

sold elsewhere at the regular rate of $1.50.

I don't want anyone to " dun" a subscriber,

or to feel under the least obligation to

"collect" for me. The books are simply

sent "on approval;" and if any designated

owner doesn't approve his own judgment in

pledging a dollar when he sees the portrait

of the distinguished bull-dog to whose
memory the 700 pages are dedicated, I am
not anxious to receive his money.
As extra copies can be included in a bundle

without any increase in the cost of packing
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or expressage, I intend to order some sent

with each (generally two, but for a few towns

five or ten), in the belief that they will com-

mand an immediate sale at $1.50. I hope

each recipient may take pains to secure the

chief hotel and public library of his town as

purchasers ; but I do not ask him to do this

—still less, to take any active steps to secure

private purchasers. The latter will quickly

present themselves, I think ; but if not, I can

in due season forward some stamped and

addressed wrappers, which will carry the

book to other owners. It should be under-

stood that (as I do not intend to mike use

of the express companies except for this

original despatch of subscribers' bundles to

certain depositories, but rather to have the

mail serve as my forwarding agent for later

sales) no books arc to h^ rdarned to mz- in any

case. When notified that certain copies lie

uncalled for at a given depository, I shall

merely ask that they be put in the post office,

after the new labels which I forward shall

have been attached. As already explained,

I hold no one under obligation to take his

book from the depository, if an inspection of

it there fails to convince him that it is worth

the price pledged. Hotels and libraries can
still be enrolled at ^i each ; and booksellers

and cycling dealers at the same rate, if they
take two or more copies; but there will be
no such discounts after publication-day.

The approach of this ever-receding day still

seems " about two months ahead," just as it

did at the close of winter, when ! had " six

chapters yet to write." Only three of these

have in fact been written, and my pen drags
wearily along at a snail's pace, in spite of all

my impatience to push it briskly to the

finish. I trust it may " get there" by the

middle of July, however, and then be at

liberty to sign receipts for the cash which I in-

vite my old-time subscribers who reside in

towns where I have no designated deposi-

tories to forward to me, from that time forth,

by way of demonstrating " the honesty of

cyclers." If any such subscribers, in towns
outside the 108 on the list, prefer to receive

their books by express rather than by mail,

and are willing to receive extra copies " on
approval," I shall be pleased to have them
notify me promptly. I especially address

this remark to those who have not yet

replied to my circular of April 15th.

—Karl Kron in " The Wheel."

->-»-^

MRS. WELDON AND HER TRICYCLE.

Mrs. Weldon has become a tricyclist.

For the future her triumphal processions

from the Law Courts to Gower Street will be

performed on wheels. She announces that

she is taking to tricycling in order that she

may obtain recreation and health, to enable

her belter to combat with " those horrid old

judges," of whom she speaks frequently, and
in terms of the bitterest reproach. Attached
to her tricycle, says the representative of

Bicycling News, who " interviewed" her, is a

black bag, which she calls her " brief bag."

In this bag she carries all the papers relating

to the various trials, all of which she is, she

says, following up with " intense eagerness.''

Mrs. Weldon manages her tricycle with great

adroitness, and says she will be able to give

the hondon gamins, and the customary crowd
which follows her on her walks, plenty of

exercise. At present she is on a theatrical

tour in the West of England.

When the Bicycling Newsmen heard that

Mrs. Weldon had come to Coventry, they

rejoiced exceedingly, for copy is a rare com-

modity this week. " Would Mrs. Weldon
be interviewed by a Bicycling News repre-

sentative?" said a brief note we addressed

to the celebrated lady lawyer. " With
pleasure," wrote Mrs. Weldon in reply, and

at half-past two we met Mrs. Weldon by

appointment, and found her mounted upon

her " Crescent" tricycle. She has become
an ardent devotee, and thinks tricycHng

" simply delightful." She says, " It will be

so useful for me, you know, for I like to see

all the towns which I visit with my ' Not
Alone ' Company, and when I get back to

town, after the Long Vacation, the tricycle

will be of great service to me in going about

on my legal business."

Then Mrs. Weldon turns her steering

wheel, and is off for a Uttle spin, and when
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she comes back she tells us that she is sure

tricycling must be a very healthful amuse-

ment, and that though she is not personally

afflicted with any particular obesity, she

thinks that, even in her case, the removal of

superfluous adipose tissue would be advan-

tageous. Mrs. Weldon is dressed in black,

in that fashion which she has invented for

herself, and which masculine pen will not

venture to describe. She i=, as is well

known, possessed of great personal charms,

although she can no longer be called young.

Those who years ago remember her as the

daughter of the member for Coventry, Mr.

Morgan Treherne, describe her as of ex-

traordinary beauty.

But while we are describing, Mrs. Weldon
is chatting on about all manner of things.

She has heard there is a racing track, she

says. She would so like to ride round it.

So we all proceed to the track, Colder to

time and Pendennis to make pace. When
we arrive we discover Engleheart there train-

ing for the safety record, which he will at-

tempt to demolish before the termination of

his visit to Coventr}'. Mrs. Weldon takes a

preliminary canter round, and describes the

surface of the scene of Battenshy's ten miles

record as " absolutely delicious." Then
Colder gets his watch out, and at the word
" go " Mrs. Weldon starts well, and keeping

on the outside of the track, turns the first

corner at a good round five-and-a-half miles

an hour. Over the straight by the judge's

box she bends to her work, and when she

reaches the grand-stand the wind favours her

and the wheels begin to whirr. Up the

straight the work is very easy, and with a

little encouragement from the pacemakers

Mrs. Weldon put in all she knew, and crossed

the tape in the time of im. 52fs. for the full

quarter-mile, which is, we believe, the lady's

record for Great Britain. After her effort

Mrs. Weldon rests awhile, and then makes
another good lap before leaving the track.

Then the terror of Coleridge (Mrs. Weldon
is particularly antagonistic to the Lord Chief

Justice) passes onward to the Rudge Works,
which she inspects. She is dying to see a

tiicycle race, she says, "though I know I

should scream all the time, like I do at foot-

ball matches."

Mrs. Weldon takes a most lively interest

in cycling affairs, and expresses unbounded
admiration of Bicycling News. She has

already invested in " Thilum," and numer-

ous other accessories, and within a single

week has purchased a " Humber Cripper '

aud the new Ladies' " Crescent " tricycle.

Before leaving Coventry she wrote to us as

follows :—
" Coventry, 28th July, 1886.

" Dear Sir,— I am thinking that if you would
kindly let it be known in the Bicycling News
where I shall be for the next two months,
some of your readers might kindly offer to come
and take me out. I will, therefore, give you
the dates for the next month, and, if I find it

useful, perhaps you will let me send you the list

for September. I am quite excited about it :

—

^\'olverhampton, August 2nd ; Bath, August
9th ; Bristol, August i6th ; Plymouth, August
23rd ; Torquay, August 30th. My address at

these places will be merely, Mrs. Weldon, ' Not
Alone ' Co. My permanent London address is

58, Cower Street ; and, I forgot to tell you, it is

almost settled 1 am going to manage the Alpha
(Vegetarian) Restaurant, 23, Oxford Street.

Lecture there weekly, etc.

" Yours faithfully,
" Georgina Weldon,"

—From the ^^ Bicycling News."

> • <
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THE CYCLOPEAN PEGASUS; OR, DEATH IN A DITCH.

" Why," said I, as seizing both handles of

my bicycle I commenced hopping spasmodi-

cally preparatory to leaping into the saddle

—

" why is a man on a ' Kangaroo ' like a

storm ?
"

" A conundrum !
" gasped my unhappy

friend, as he turned to flee.

" Because," yelled I, with a fiendish laugh

as I reached my seat—" because he is a small

cycle-on (cyclone) !
" and bending over my

handles I was soon " scouring the plain " at

the rate of six miles an hour.

Aye ! 'twas done, never to be recalled

!

One of the choicest efforts of my genius

wasted on one individual, when I might have

rriade a whole club-room writhe in speechless

agony! 'Twas a thoughtless deed, but

heavily, heavily did I pay for it.

Soon my six miles per hour slackened insen-

sibly to four, and I kept plodding wearily

onwards. The heat was intense, the dust

flying thick as any bedpost. I overtook a

countrywoman with a basket of eggs, and
flashing past her, made her drop her wares
in affright, exclaiming "Thae devil's coaches

will be the death of me !
" But what recked

I ? To me 'twas but a trifling incident,

though it cost her—shiUings.

I crossed a bridge, and the road narrowed,

while on the left of it commenced an ugly

ditch, six feet deep. There was not room
for two vehicles to pass, and I trembled lest

I should meet an army captain, or a ccster-

monger, or a policeman with a walking-stick.

Ah ! could I have but seen five minutes

into the future ! Still I kept grinding on, the

vile state of the road inspiring me with puns
that would have sickened a circus audience.

(I won't give any here— I want you to live

out the tragedy.)

The " boss," you say ? I am coming to the
" boss "—would it had never come to me !

On turning a corner, I saw, half hidden in

a hedge, an open gate, from out of which as

I passed an animal, large and hairy, came
rushing—to be brief, a horse ! (This is the

"boss" of the tale; those of an hysterical

temperament had better stop here.) After

its sudden appearance it kept trotting amiably

beside me, yet in an ala rming manner trans-

fixing me with its left eye. Note the position

of affairs— on the extreme left a ditch,

deep and foul as the fiend ; between
this ditch and the prehistoric charger, a

bicyclist (me—Onesiphorus) ; on the right

the pre-Adamite warhorse aforementioned.

The Tartarean brute kept up its ambling,

now coming to within two feet of me, and
anon, on my whispering gently to it, bound-
ing to the other side of the road. I men-
tioned its eye above (its left eye)— I never

saw such an orb before (and hope I never
may again). 'Twas the sort of eye the

fierce lion fixes on the trembling antelope,

or the brutal policeman on the unhappy
rider on the footpath—an eye capable of

showing love or hate, hope or despair,

sobriety or drunkenness. (This sounds

kind of tam^e— the fault of the English'

language, not mine.) A weird feeling of

coming misfortune stole over me. I in-

sensibly whistled the " Dead March in

Saul," and drained the last drops out of my
brandy-flask. Suddenly, the huge brute

began to slacken its pace, and soon was
about a dozen yards behind me. Just then

the " tring-tring " cf an alarum struck on my
ear, and lo ! behind me and the quadruped
appeared a trikist coming rapidly up. The
horse at the sound spurted. I tried to, but

failed. I felt its breath rusting my back
wheel. Why dissemble longer ? The beast

was blind of its left eye—the eye next me, the

eye next the ditch ! ! ! The trikist came level

with Pegasus, and when its luminary took

in the wheelman it bounded to the left. There
was a cry, a crash, a dull thud, and then

-^ >fC Sj-* JfC >,< ^< ^

They got a gang of platelayers, and after

digging through three feet of horse, came on
Onesiphorus. In my mouth were half my
front wheel, the tail of Pegasus, a page of

oaths, and a quart of ditch-water.
=;- * ^< t^ •¥ * >;<

The doctor's bill is £->^ 9s. 6d., the re-

pairer's £2 IIS.

(N.B.—The Editor of "Wheel World',

will gladly receive subscriptions for the " O.

Quip" Fund.)
— Onesiphorus Quip, C.T.C.
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The Anfield Bicycle Club, of Liverpool,

displayed such a pre-eminence last year as

to induce me to proclaim it the best cycling

club in the world ; and this year's develop-

ments are confirming the verdict. A
thoroughly sport-loving club, the Anfield

encourages its members to emulate others,

and their own doughtiest deeds ; and whilst

London is seething in a continual turmoil of

racing-path squabbles, Liverpool asserts its

priority to recognition as the home of the

best batch of road-riders on earth. Alfred

Fletcher's all-day ride, covering upwards of

250 miles in the day on a tricycle, is some-

thing like a beating for the previous best

recorded performance, and James Lennox
has no sooner beaten Marriott's tricycle

time over the John-o"-Groat's course than

G. P. Mills, of the Anfield, knocks the

Scotchman's performance into a cocked hat.

500 miles with but three-quarters-of-an-

hour's sleep is a marvel ; 861 miles in five

days one hour forty-five minutes seems
almost a miracle. And while we are

wondering at the stupendous endurance

shown by this young man, we are further

astonished by the news that he is so little

distressed as to be determined to start again,

over the same route, on a tricycle. The
Anfield club must be congratulated. Other
clubs have had opportunities to bring out

latent talent of almost as good a calibre as

that possessed by Fletcher and Mills, but

the Anfield seems to be the only club which
enters heart and soul into these enterprises,

honestly encouraging its members to deeds

of valour without any of the petty jealousies

which nip in the bud the sporting proclivi-

ties of members of some other clubs I wot of.

Novices and veterans have been having

quite an innings lately, and the every-day

young man of that age which is ordinarily

regarded as the athletic era seems quite at a

discount. Marriott and Gosset were the

first to upset the youth- will-be- served

monopoly, and lately such veteran cyclists

as Rucker, Liles, Wilson and Harold Smith
have shown that their quality is still unim-

paired. But our novices are astonishing the

veterans as well as the rank-and-file, and it

certainly does seem startling to find a lad

starting from scratch in a first-class London
handicap the second time of racing, as a

result of the good form he displayed in his

maiden effort ; and the performances of such
boys as the Illstons, Osmond, Williams,

Wilson- Parish and Breysig lead to the

supposition that the make of the British race

cannotbe deteriorating so much as pessimists

would persuade us.

A month ago I said my little say in depre-

cation of the waiting tactics invariably

pursued by Furnivall, and the outcome of the

race for the five miles tricycling champion-

ship has taught a lesson of a very practical

nature in confirmation of my regretful

criticism of the one mile champion's riding.

Allard—previously regarded as but a third-

rate man—fairly beat Furnivall at his own
game, and although an excuse was found in

the shape of a cropper, which had rendered

the Champion Waiter's knees a bit weak, the

moral was nevertheless a very pointed one,

AUard's victory being purely a case of
" catching the favourite napping." The
time of this five miles championship was
simply disgraceful, and detracts greatly from

the reputations of the competitors as sports-

men.

The Angel of Peace, after wandering too

long to please the American cychng public,

has at last hovered over Boston and Spring-

field, and occasioned a summary cessation

of hostilities between the four contending

factions whose quarrels were hampering
both the sport and the trade. Pope and
Overman, the two great manufacturing

firms, have ordered their respective legal

buglers to sound the call to " cease firing,"

the lawyers have been deprived of their

occupation, and henceforward trade will be

promoted on a co-operative basis of mutual

concession and healthy competition. Sport,

too, is to be allowed to go forward without

dread of an American edition of our N.C.U.

versus A. A.A. dispute, and altogether in the

Transatlantic portion of the wheel world
" all will be gas and gaiters."
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When Wheel Life started issuing car-

toons on cyclo-political subjects, satirizing

events of the day, a flutter of excitement was

created which lasted over the period of that

journal's amalgamation with Bicyding

News ; but though cycling men may come,

and cycling men may go, satirical cartoons

cannot go on for ever without becoming

monotonously alike. It was therefore a very

happy inspiration which prompted the alter-

ation of B.N. cartoons from their comic-

paper character to a tone more in keeping

with The Graphic topical sketches. Such
cheets of illustrations, germane to events of

the week, as those depicting incidents at the

A. P. Tournament, or on the Great North

Road, satisfactorily account for the collapse

of another paper's much-vaunted "Art"
supplements.

" WoU " is right. That potash developer

is good. I have said. To the general or non-

photographic reader, all this talk about

potash and bromide must be intensely and

absorbingly exciting, no doubt ; but to photo-

graphic amateurs who hate to take a lot of

trouble (I am a photographic amateur who
hates to take a lot of trouble), the potash

developer is a boon and a grace-before-meat

—I should say, a blessing. "WoU" is so

enamoured of it that it is currently reported

in Birmingham that the proprietor of the

Woodbine Studio would sell his birthright

for a mess of potash.

It starts on Bank Holiday. " What starts

on Bank Holiday ?" Why, the Killarney

Tour, to be sure. Forty good men and true

will rally round the banner of the 25 miles

tricycle champion, in Dublin, on August 2nd,

and in serried array we will sally forth and
lay ourselves Out to have good times. It is

not yet too late to make up your mind to

come, O reader ! If you don't come, you
will rue the day

;
yea, the several days, for

not e'en a Narrator-and-Artist account of

the trip will meet your eyes in this magazine
;

nay, verily, if you expect to sit at home at

your ease and be carried in imagination

through Erin's fairest landscapes, you will

be disappointed. So just pack up your

toothbrush and cut across to North Wall, if

you are a good fellow and a companionable
but if you are a lazy curmudgeon, why, stop

at home, and good riddance. Hooroo for

Ould Oireland !

The timely warning which was uttered in

another portion of this magazine against

the dangerous practice of holding short-

distance races on the road has been echoed
elsewhere, and has been justified by several

accidents which have occurred in races

promoted by small clubs amongst their own
members, as well as by three or four

collisions with the pedestiian public in the

case of an open race of 25 miles. Fifty

miles is the shortest distance recognised by
the N.C.U. as available for road-record

purposes, and up to that distance the Union
holds path championships ; even for fifty

miles the pace is always great enough to

render extreme caution necessary ; and if

clubs must hold their members' races on
the road, the distance had far better be

extended to the half century, for safety's

sake, than reduced below the hne drawn by
the Union.

As a novel means of creating a little pass-

ing excitement, a sporting newspaper, some
time ago, started a series of balloting com-
petitions, issuing coupons which subscribers

were invited to fill in with the name of the

racehorse, the beer, the woman, the whiskey,

or the tobacco which they considered the

most admirable, a poll of the voting being

published in each case. It was a good idea,

and has been copied by the conductors of a

cycling paper, who have issued voting papers

to a select clientele inviting signed expressions

of opinion as to who are or were the six best

bicyclists on the path and the road respect-

ively, with the " absolute best" in each case.

It is only the innate modesty, for which 1 am
so justly famed, that prompts me to entreat

the editors of the journal under notice that

they will strictly suppress the " absolute

best" which will undoubtedly be voted by a

huge majority of their readers ; and in con-

sideration of my bashfulness, it is understood

that the results arrived at will, in all cases,

be taken as correct, barring that "absolutely

best" rider called —Faed.



[Inventors and ni.mu/acturjys are requested to give the Editor early intimation of all novelties introduced by them
for description in this department.]

Another Ladies' " Cripper."

Makers of tricycles must no longer be

regarded as ungallant towards the fair sex.

No more are ladies saddled with obsolete

patterns of single-driving rear-steerers. No
longer is the cushioned wooden seat pushed

forward as " the thing " for the fair sex.

Maker after maker seems determined to sur-

pass in providing tricycles especially adapted

to the requirements of petticoated humanity.

The latest and most advanced firm to cater

for our sisters, cousins and aunts is the old

firm of Starley Bros., and Starley Bros, have

gone at the problem in no half-hearted way
either, but by radically altering the framing

of a Cripper-pattern tricycle they have given

to the world a machine which retains the

action and position of the genuine "Cripper,"

whilst removing the only remaining objec-

tion raised against that form of tricycle for

the use of ladies. Say what some strong-

minded women may, it is inconvenient for a

woman to climb over the axle of a " Cripper,"

to squeeze her skirts between saddle, wheel,

and handle-bar, and to adjust her dress

comfortably and becomingly after such a

mount from the rear. But we have seen

that in some cases the presence of the

central down-tube is inconvenient also, even
when a folding or hinging handle-bar

enables a fair rider to get into the machine
from the front. Accordingly, Starley Bros,

have done away with the central tube alto-

gether, and whilst putting the pedals and
chain of their ladies' "Psycho" in the

centre, they leave a clear space in front

thereof, enabling the rider to literally walk

in between the handle-bar, steering-post and
front wheel on the one hand, and the saddle

and pedals on the other. This is accom-
plished by means of an arrangement so

simple and obvious that the wonder is—as
frequently happens with admirable inven-

tions—that it has never been thought of

before. The tricycle looks at first glance

just like an ordinary " Cripper." There is the

same sloping steering-post, the same balance-

geared axle, the same down-tube, chain,

cranks, and crank gear-wheel. But the

down-tube does not continue forward to

support the front wheel. It stops short,

like the front tube of a " Humber " tandem,

and on the extreme right hand of the axle a

horizontal tube starts forward, curves round
in front to the centre, and supports the

steering-post. Thus the lady rider has her

dress no more interfered with than it would
be on the front seat of a tandem. She can

step straight down on to the ground and
walk out—the left half of the handle-bar

swivelling out of the way for the purpose

—

while at the same lime all the advantages of

the original pattern are retained. The
makers have also decided co make this

machine with rack-and-pinion steering

instead of a handle-bar, the spade-handles

being placed in an advantageous forward

position. This will enable them to leave

still more room for a lady's ingress and
egress, whilst retaining the position and
action of the handle-bar mode of guidance.

The wheels are 38in. and 22in., with side brake.

{The Ladies^ " Pi,ycho " Tricycli is made by

Starley Bros., St. John's Works, Coventry, and
21, Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C.)

A Useful Liltle Article.

One of those insignificant little articles

which are of so much use and comfort to

the cyclist has recently been introduced

under the name of the " Herculean Trouser-

strap," and is designed to enable the rider

to comfortably adjust the tension of his

waistband so that it will enable him to dis-

pense with shoulder braces. When riding,

in hot weather especially, braces are very

uncomfortable ; and the usual cloth strap

and buckle provided on the trousers or

breeches of commerce does not afford an

elastic grip ; but by the use of this little in-

vention a secure a.nd yet yielding clasp of

the waist is attained.

(The Herculean Trouser-strap is sold wholesale

by the makers at Bull and Mouth Street, E.C,
London. Price 6d, each.

J
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An Improved Wheel-lock.

Hitherto nearly all forms of locking ap-

paratus for cycles have been dependent

npon a chain as well as the lock itself; but

in the case of Kelly's patent padlock, the

chain is done away with, and the 1 >ck itself

is so made as to secure a bicycle wheel

against being moved until the proper key

releases it, thus acting as a safeguard against

the appropriating of bicycles and tricycles,

now so common, and to prevent machines

being tampered with in the absence of their

owners. When fitted it holds in a deadly

clasp without risk of damaging the thin part

of the crank (a) and the lower part of the

fork or bracket (b) of any ordinary bicycle,

safety or central-geared tricycle. It weighs
but two ounces. To fit, the driving wheel
must be turned till the crank is exactly

parallel with and covered by the fork of a

bicycle or the bracket of the lower chain-

wheel of a tricycle or safety. Then, with the

padlock open, the loop is passed round the

two and the padlock is locked up in the

usual way. In ordering, the make of

machine and outside measurement of (a) and
(b) should be stated. The only fault we have
to find with it is that, at present, it is not
made sufficiently strong.

{Kelly's Padlock is sold by John Butler, 63,

Queen's Road, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.
Price 2S», post free.)

New Driving-chains.

The reduction of weight, and diminution
of friction in the driving-chains of tricycles

and geared bicycles, receives constant
attention from inventors ; and while on the
one hand the familiar link-and-bush chain is

being lightened all over, on other hands
patented arrangements are being used with

more or less success. Morgan's roller-and-

link chain, and the " Abingdon " make,
with coupled links, are becoming very popu-
lar. A light chain, generating small friction,

I is Edge's " washer chain," which can be

taken apart at any link without tools ; and
a new pattern of the same make is " Edge's

one-inch Humber pattern." Perhaps the

most perfect and frictionless chain yet in-

vented is Humber & Co.'s new combination,

which c )nsists of links formed on a crescent

section jointed together by a triangular

piece of solid steel ; the triangle fits between

the triangular teeth on the cog-wheel, and
rolls, or rocks in and out without friction.

An Anti-gartering Invention.

How to keep his hose neatly secured

around his limbs without contracting the

flesh by a garter has been a problem vexing

the mind of the cyclist for many years, and
various dodges have been resorted to with

more or less success. Some riders use the

metallic "ventilated" garters below the

knee ; others suspend their hose by means
of tapes or elastics from the waistband

;

others again fasten the tops of the stockings

to the ends of their breeches by hooks or

buttons, while a few contrive to do without

any fastening whatever, merely relying upon
the tightness of their breeches to act in lieu

of garters, the result in the latter case being

to cause either an uncomfortable tightness

at the knees or an unsightly looseness of the

stockings. For above a twelvemonth past

we have been adopting a plan which first

suggested: itself on the occasion of a road

race, and it has in all that time proved very

efficacious, enabling a loosed-kneed pair of

breeches or knickerbockers to be worn with-

out any compressing ligament being required

to hold up the stockings. This plan consists

of using a couple of common or nursery

safety pins—one to each leg—which are

passed through the ends of the breeches and
the tops of the stockings where they overlap.

The hose should be folded downwards and
inwards, so as not to go quite up to the

knee, and then the pin can be passed

through the double or treble thickness of

hose and the end of the breeches leg. If this

is arranged so that the flap of the breeches

is buttoned over the pin, the latter will be

concealed from view. A very loose stocking

may be made additionally secure by using

an extra safety pin on the inner side of the

leg, and if black pins are used, for dark

materials, they will not be noticed.

{Black or white safety pins suitable for the

purpose can be obtained at any draper's, at one

penny per box.)



A FEW more championships have rolled in

since I penned my last, and the names of

Allard and Mecredy have been added to the

list of the holders of N.C.U. honours. " Why
did Mecredy win," I was asked the day after

his Alexandra Palace victory, " when he was

beaten on the same track on the previous

Thursday ?" The answer was a very simple

one :
" Because he was the best man, and on

the Thursday had had no practice, having

just arrived from Ireland." So much for the

25 miles tricycle championship.

With Furnivall suffering from synovitis, or

water at the knee joints, it may be assumed
that Speechly is the fastest man for a mile on

a bicycle in England at the moment that

this is penned. His records at the Crystal

Palace of 2m. 34fs. for a mile, and 8m. 2o^s.

for three miles, came as eye-openers, particu-

larly to those old stagers who remember
when three minutes dead was considered

fast time for a mile and nine minutes an

impossibility for three.

The necessity for getting out copy early in

the month for next month's issue prevents

my commenting on the five miles bicycle

championship, which will, however, be di fait

accompli before these lines are printed. Fur-

nivall fit, and I should place him first ; as it

is, Fenlon or Speechly are likely winners,

although the latter is not so speedy off his

own ground at the Crystal Palace. So far

as the development of new " cracks " is con-

cerned, the season is over, but there is still

a lot of sport to come off both in August, when
the London Wheelers tempt the fates at

Lillie Bridge, and in September, when the

prosperous Kildare make a bid once more

for a good " gate " at the same grounds.

I don't think I have anything further to say,

except to enter a protest both on the score

of public policy and the riders' safety against

the growing practice of short distance road

races. It is obvious that a man going fast

and shouting excitedly to people to get out of

his way must damage the cause of cycling,

and it must also be apparent, that if it is

dangerous to race on a properly prepared

path—and experience proves that accidents

can occur thereon—it is doubly so to race on

a road, where the slightest depression, fre-

quently unseen, is nearly certain to cause an

upset. Therefore, most cordially joins in

the outcry against short distance road races
—Scorchalong.

> • <

XTopics of tbe XTime.
ICoyrespondence or short articles on subjects of current interest are invited from all.readers of the Magazine.]

In Europe.

From letters written by Mr. Harry Rytie

we glean information concerning the tour of

the Canadian wheelmen in Europe. Not
much riding was done in England before

proceeding to the Continent. Mr. Ryrie was
delighted with London, which far exceeded
his expectations. When passing through
Rugby, he looked, as all friends of Tom
would look, for the river in which Tom Brown
used to fish. In London he bought, of

course, a plug hat, he got so ashamed of

walking around in his tweed. They took in

the Colonial, and at Albert Hall heard Albani,

Neilson, Santley and Lloyd for one shilHng.

Crossing over the Channel from Newhaven
to Dieppe they had a good passage, and rode

on their wheels the best part of the way to

Paris. A part of the road was composed of

unridable cobble-stones, but as a rule the

road was like a marble pavement without

the suspicion of a rut. " It would amuse
you to see the country people. The women
seem to do quite as much work as the men.
Everybody looks coarse, but, with hardly an
exception, good-humoured." Speaking of

their meals, Mr. Ryrie says :
" Cafe au laif
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we had for tea last night. They bring a

kind of soup tureen nearly full of bo'ling

niiik, and a small tin of strong black coifee.

As so(jn as you sit down you pour the coffee

into the milk and serve the mixture out into

bowls, and eat it like soup, with spoons, of

course. It just amounts to coffee made with

milk, but I never tasted anything so nice

before. Meals cost on an average one franc

each, but if we did not get dishes made
specially for us we could probably get them

for even less. Even in Rouen, in what ap-

peared to be one of the best restaurants in

the place, we had a room to ourselves and a

first-class meal for i^ frs. Oar beds last

night cost exactly 15 cts. each." After doing

Paris pretty thoroughly, the boys started for

the Rliine. The roads were splendid, coasts

of one to two miles not being uncommon.
" A peculiarity was that all the roads are

marked off' by a large stone with number of

kilometres to next town on either side, while

between these stones there are smaller stones

marking each kilometre. It makes you feel

as if you were covering some ground when
you find yourself passing the stones, like the

teeth of a comb, especially when you have
your legs up and no work to do. The cobble-

stones break our hearts, though—it is almost

impossible to ride through the towns." From
Vitry, on May 17th, Mr. Ryrie writes that he
met wiih his first accident, a restive horse

causing him to jump on to his machine
instead of on to the ground. A smash up
was the consequence, and he was about to

take train for Strasburg, where he hoped to

have his machine repaired by the time the

other boys caught up.

—

Canadian Wheelman.

Twenty-four Hours Riding.

With the approach of autumn, the season

for long-distance all-day rides is coming
apace, and aspirants to road-riding honours
have now some very long distances to cover

in order to qualify for club medals, which
used to be much m,ore easily won, whilst the
crenie de la crSine of road riders—the amateurs
who thirst to achieve a " best ride on record"

—had need be in the best possible physical

condition to endure the prolonged strain on
their systems entailed by a struggle against

Father Time. The single tricycle record

for 24 hours is undoubtedly the hardest of

all to beat, now that Fletcher has raised the

mileage above 250 ; but, in comparison with

t'ns, the bicycle record (259 miles) and the

tandem (232) are very easy shots, and both
will doubtless be put into the shade ere

another month has elapsed. The practice

of the Facile Club's president, in presenting

medals for 24 hours' journeys to riders of the
'• Facile," did a great deal to encourage the

development of all-day riding ; and for the

present year riders of the " Rover' safety

bicycle are offered medals of various values

to commemorate journeys on that machine
of 150 miles and upwards. Makers of some
other cycles, too, are nov/ able to off'er a

delicate recognition of the service which a

genuine amateur renders to them and to the

sport by awarding the new " record medal,"

prepared for the purpose by the N.C.U., and
in such cases, where the reA^ard is not stipu-

lated beforehand, the most precise of ama-
teurs can scarcely object to accepting the

guerdon of honour.

A Novel View of Footpath Riding.

The adoption of a pathway instead of the

road is not a mere matter of caprice on the

part of a bicyclist. The comfort or discom-

fort, the safety or danger, of a bicyclist

depends exclusively on the nature of the

surface over which the wheels roll. A rough

road jars his frame like a miniature earth-

quake, and shakes his machine to pieces.

The rugged road means toil and danger,

with the off chance of a broken neck—the

smooth pathway absolute comfort and abso-

lute safety. Is there any reason why a de-

serted pathway should be denied to the man
of wheels and pedals ? There is reason in

the roasting of eggs, and the same obser-

vation applies with equal force to the

riding of bicycles. The reason which would

apply to the exclusion of Grafton Street

pathway at mid-day would seem to have but

little application to a deserted suburban

pathway in the early morning. The com-

fort and safety of the pedestrian is, of

course, the first consideration ; but the com-

fort and safety of the bicyclist should not,

we think, be altogether ignored. Is not he,

too, a man and a brother ? Every case must
stand on its own bottom—every bicycle run

on its own wheels. But we believe the

matter is one more of expediency than of

law, and we do not think there is any law

that excludes all bicyclists at all hours from

all pathways. It might be worth while to

have the point raised and decided.
—Dublin Evening Telegraph.
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Political Cyclists.

Politics will crop up in every phase of

English life ; but let no one start at the above

heading, we do not propose to laud Mr. Glad-

stone or to deride Lord Salisbury. When
we allude to " Political Cyclists" we simply

mean that at last cycling has taken a hold in

the Palace of Westminster—for, thanks to

Mr. Kimber, M.P. for Wandsworth, and the

pressure brought to bear upon him by local

cyclists, the late Radical Government were

forced to admit the claims of cyclists to equal

rights with other rate and taxpayers of the

United Kingdom to the free use of Richmond

Park. This is as it should be. The laws of

the land are quite strong enough to regulate

cyclists and cycles, whether in or out of a

park, and therefore it was an obvious ab-

surdity to keep them out of Richmond Park

any longer. We think we can offend no

susceptibiHties when we say that cyclists

have gained a victory over a Radical Govern-

ment owing to the action of a Conservative

M.P.
The Guildford Camp.

Though really rejoicing in the title of the

Southern Counties Camp and Race-meeting

Association, the promoters of the Guildford

Camp, not having a stated habitation like the

Northerners have at Harrogate, must always

be distinguished from year to year by the

name of the place at which they decide to

risk their "spondulicks." It is, however, re-

assuring from a cycling point of view to see

them come up smiling year after year. In

1884 we had the grand frost at Whitsuntide

at the Alexandra Palace, Wood Green,

Londoa, N., where over ;^5oo was dropped

in the attempt to induce Londoners to sleep

under canvas within a few minutes' ride of

their own doors. Then in 1885 we find the

Southern Counties Campists located in a

field at Tunbridge Wells, with nice warm
weather to cheer them on their way to lose

some £70 odd. Still undaunted, the enthusi-

astic cyclists will be found at Guildford when
these lines see the light in print, encamped
on what looks in chromo-lithograph a very

picturesque but somewhat rheumaticy mea-
dow. We can only wish them well, and hope
that this year the balance will come out on

the right side.

Tempora mutanlur, et nos mutamur in illis.

Who can, when the summer sun is shining

down upon him and all around looks glorious,

remember the bleak winter days and nights?

and who can, when the winter festivities are

on, remember with anything like vivid detail

the long, bright summer evenings when to

spin through the soft night air is a delicious

pleasure ? and yet each season has its plea-

sures. In the midst of black winter how we
do long for a summer day and a summer
day's ride, and in the summer how we do
long for the Terpsichorean joys of winter—at

least those of us do who enjoy that form of

recreat'on. This " topic" is suggested by
the remarks of at least a dozen men, who
this bright July weather have told us they
" are positively longing for a waltz," and yet

not a single festivity-giving cycHng club has

had pluck enough to give a midsummer
dance. Oh ! Rovers, who once at Chingford

did hold thine own, where art thou now ?

Our Record-breaking Chronology.*

June 26.—Two Miles Tandem Tricycle : 5m.

47|3., F. J. Osmond and S. G.
Williams, Crystal Palace.

,, — Two Miles Tandem Tricycle :

5ni. 37is., R. Cripps and B.

Ratcliffe, Long Eaton.

,, —Two Miles Safety Bicycle : 5m.

52JS., John Lee, Long Eaton.

,, —One Mile Tricycle : 2m. 54s., J.

AUard, Long Eaton.

July 3.— Professional One Mile Bicycle:

2m. 38s., F. Lees, Leicester.

,, —One Mile Bicycle : 2m. 34|s. H.
A. Speechly, Crystal Palace.

„ —Three Miles Bicycle : 8m. 2o§s.,

H. A. Speechly, Crystal Palace.

July 5-10.—Land's End to John-o'-Groat's

(bicycle) : 5 days i hour 45 min.,

G. P. Mills.

July 7.— Twenty Miles Safety Bicycle:

58m. 59s., F. W. Berridge,

Lillie Bridge.

July 15.—Two Miles Tricycle : 5m. 57^s., G.

Gatehouse, at Alexandra Park.

* Subject to confirmation by tlie N.C.U. Records
Committee.
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WHAT AILS YE NOW?

But wherefore do you droop ? Why look you sad ?—King John.

What ails ye now, my dainty mate ?

Ye winna mount, and all that.

Say—are ye sick, why hesitate

To mount your bi., and all that ?

To hop and skip, and all that,

And mount your cycle, and all that ?

To stand knock-kneed beside your steed

Is quite too too, and all that.

Your long limbs have been pounded well

—

So dusty and white, and all that

;

And where's your cap, and lamp and bell ?

Ye'll be run in, for all that

—

Gravell'd brow, and all that

;

Swollen face, and all that

;

Crushed beard awry, and blackened eye,

And bleeding mouth, and all that.

Now stand ye up and wipe your brow,

And dust your boots, and all that

;

Brush off those pebbles—that's it, now.

Pick up your cap, and all that

—

Briskly smack, and all that
;

Then mount your steed, and all that;

The bonnie mare will now go down

If guided well, and all that.

Is there a steed so spruce and fine.

So strong and clean, and all that ?

So beautiful to run and shine,

So brave on the road, and all that ?

Handsome, bold, and all that

;

So willing to go, and all that

;

So bright and tall, and tight and all

—

What ails ye, now, with all that ?

Come, turn about and mount again.

Hold up your head, and all that

;

And spin with me along the lane

By meadow, farm, and all that

—

A bonnie view, and all that

;

Hill and dale, and all that

;

Soon from your heart shall woe depart,

And joy return, and all that.

—Picils PeregrinUSt
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PAINS AND ACHES,
AND THBIE IMMEDIATE BEMOVAL.

fain is a sigri of disease, a warging ijot to be i^eglected, and ijotljing so destroys thg constitution ?

ruins the health arid sl]orteij3 our hves, as paii^, as it soon wears tlje sufferer out, aijd gives an aged

agd careworij look to the face that notl^igg will remove ; therefore, the discovery of anythigg that can

be relied og to renpve paig, cag oxjly be regarded as a blessing, especially in tt]ose cases wljeq it

ren^oves it immediately.

^OIL OF EASE^
(BEGISTEBEJD.)

If this preparation is rubbed or brusljed og agy painful part, a cljagge at once takes place, agd, ig

njost cases, the pain in^iijediately ceasigg; wl]iie in others a few minutes is all ttjat is required to

renjove it. Fronj agony to EASE, wl^ich is why we l]ave gamed this preparation tl]e

^OIL OF EASE-^-
(REaiSTEBED.)

Tljis preparation can cag be used with success in tlje followigg disorders :

—

neuraIjGia, debility,
rheumatism, indigestion,
bronchitis, nervousness,
spinal complaints, weak muscles,
sciatica, tic doloreux,
coughs, w^heezing,
vomiting, lumbago,
diphtheria, paralysis,
sore throat, asthma,
stiff & contracted joints, pains & aches in any part,
numbness, • cramp,
deafness, gout,
headache, lumbago,
dimness of sight, difficulty op breathing,
hoarseness. dizziness.

OIL OF EASE
Will cure, the worst form of Neuralgia ig five migutes, agd it must indeed be a severe case that

can logg resist this treatnjegt, as in most cases tlje effect is IMJ\IED1ATE agd the cure is

CEI\TAII(.

OIL OF EASE
Is sold in bottles at JIalf-a-crowg, agd agy Chenjist got paving it ig Stock will procure it.

Should there be any difficiilty in obscure places in obtaining this Remedy,
it -will be forwarded carriage free upon receipt of thirty stamps.

REMINGTON & CO,
MANUFACTURING AND ANALYTICAL CHEMISTS,

45, THORNTON ST., STOCKWELL, LONDON, S.W.
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Tlje V/oollen Systen] for Cyclists !

ABSORBENT ! SANITARY ! HEALTHY !

ENGLISH AND SCOTCH MAKES

OF WOOLLEN UNDERGARMENTS
Specially designed for Athletic Purposes.

For Ciiclists these include :

RIDING DRAWERS, doubly seated. 30in. to 38in.

band. 7 9 per paii^ DOUBLE-BREASTED FROCK
VESTS, 32in. to 38in. chest, 7 6 each.

Out size Men's, 1/- extra.

COMBINATION GARMENTS. A Specialite ! In
various thicknesses. The only sure preventative
against Rucking up the Back. Shirt and Drawers are
combined in one, affording the most agreeable wear.
Ladies' from 8 6; Gentienifn's from 10/6.

"PRINCE HENRY" CYCLISTS' NIGHT SHIRTS,
all-wool, from—. Every Tourist should be provided.

Damp Beds no longer an anxiety. CYCLISTS' STOCK-
INGS, all colours and mixtures, from 2 6 per pair.

New Registered Makes of Hose and Half Hose.

Price Lists sent Free on Application.

W. ASHfORD, Jlygienic Hosier,
Shirt Maker & Athletic Outfitter,

23, MORTIMER ST., BERNERS ST., W.

IS" On the Ground Floor, the Depot of the Rati'^nal

Dress Society, can be seen Ladies' Sanitary

Woollen Underclothing. The DIVIDED SKIRT,
in Woollen Mixture?, from 12'6 ; in Cotton,

from 8 6. TRICYCLE COSTUMES, from
4 Guineas.

WANTED

!

LADIES AND YOUNG MEM
To work for us at their own homes

wherever living.

n^HE work is light, artistic and agreeable. No
- knowledge of painting required. It is called

Niello work, and is the art of designing in relief

upon brass, copper, silver, &c.

PRESS NOTICES.
In commenting upon this work, The Queen, the Lady's^

newspaper, for June 13th, 1885, says:—"It is woric in
which any lady of artistic taste would delight, since it

provides them with a new kind of Artistic work which
they can do lor themselves, and with which they can
beautify their houses and make many pretty little articles,
for presents. There is no dirt, and really very little noise
about it."

Full Instructions and Materials and
Cabinet, complete, sent on receipt of
P.0.0. for 15/-. Payable to M. Charles.

Regular Employment is afterwards given to everyone who
cares to undertake it.

Five Shillings a Day can be easily earned at home..

FITZROY
4, FiTZROY St,

ADDRESS:—

NIELLO WORKS,
, FiTZROY Sq., London, W.

PF)ILIP^' maP$ FOR eY(JLI$T$
The most handy and reliable Maps Issued.

LIST OF
Reduced from the Ordnance Survey.

MAPS.
Bedford Devon Huntingdon
Berks Dorset Kent
Buckingham Durham Lancashire
Cambridge Essex Leicester
Cheshire Gloucester Rutland
Cornwall Hampshire Lincoln
Cumberland Hereford Middlesex
Derby Hertford Monmouth

FOLDED IN NEAT CLOTH CASE

and

Norfolk
Northampton
Northumberland
Nottingham
Oxford
Shropshire
Somerset
Stafford

Suffolk
Surrey
Sussex
Warwick
Westmorland
Wiltshire
Worcester
Yorkshire, N.W.

Yorkshire, N.E.
Yorkshire, S.W.
Yorkshire, S.E.

North Wales
South Wales
Isle of Wight
Isle of Man

II- EACH.
LANCASHIRE. Double Map, in case, price 28.

Philips' Cyclists' Map of the

MOUNTED ON CLOTH AND IN CASE, Sj- EACH..
Mounted on Cloth, and in caee, price 33. 63.

Country Round London.
Showing Main Roads, distinctly coloured, leading to St. Albans, Clelmsford, Maidstone, Reigate, Guildford, Windsor,.

&c. Reduced from the Ordnance Survey, on a scale of half-an-inch to a mile. Carefully compiled, and includ-
ing all the Chief Places of interest to the Tourist. Price i/- ; or mounted on cloth and in case, 2/6.

HANDY VOLUMES FOE TOUEISTS.
Philips' Handy Atlas of the Counties of England.
A Series of Forty-three Maps, showing the Physical Features, Towns, Villages, Railways, Roads, &c. ; with a Railway-

Map of England
; forming a usefu IGuide for the Angler, Sportsman, or Tourist. New Edition, with Consulting;

Index. Crown 8vo, cloth, 5 -, or in leather, with tuck, 7/6.

Philips' Handy Atlas of North and South Wales.
A Series of Sixteen Maps. Crown Svo, cloth, 2 6.

Philips' Handy Atlas of the Counties of Scotland.
A Series of Thirty-two Maps. Crown Svo, cloth, 36.

Philips' Handy Atlas of the Counties of Ireland.
A Series of Thirty-three Maps. Crown Svo, cloth, 3 6.

London -.'George Philip & Son, 32, Fleet St. Liverpool : Caxton Bdgs., South John St., & 45 to 51; South Castle St.
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If you want comfort on your Safety or " Cripper " you must have

TEIGWELL'S N.-V. HANDLE-BAE

FISHER'S

N.-Y.

BRACKET.

Prices

:

Japanned—Bicycle, 3s. 6d.

Plated „ 5s. 6d.

Japanned—Tricycle, 4s. 6d.

Plated „ 6s. 6d.

FISHER S CO., 17, Devoijsljire Street, Liverpool Street, LONDON. E.G.

THE "QUADRANT.
))

No. 8, Bicycle Steering. No. 9, Side Steering.

MAKERS:

Tl]e '^ Quadrant" Tricycle Co, Sheepcote St, Birmii]gt)an],

UNRIVALLED FOR SPEED, SAFETY. COMFORT, LIGHTNESS AND STRENGTH.
THE UNIVERSAL TESTIMONY-

"
I have never known its equal."

"Have never met with anything equal to yours.'

"i have never ridden a niaehine nearly equal to the ' Quadrant.' "

'Ardill'sLiquid Rnamel
J^ . FOR TOUCHING UP. OR ^nENTIRElY RE-ENAMEUINcA^lTRinVrt Ff? 1 AND tTRICYCLES

I

^ ""^bTcycles

AND ALL
ARTICLES OF

METAL.WOOD*t&c.
IS THE ONLY ENAMEL THAT

DRIES mSIANTlY WfTHOUT SMELL

HARD SMOOTH &GLOSSY
VA^'',®^^^OPnOM ANYONE CAN APPLY iT

', CYCLINC A CENTS . IRONMONGERS At THROUCHOUTTHiWaRLO,

-/,erBOTTL£,lNCLUDING BRUSH porAPPLYINO. j.ARgilllilcr sTcVoRCeTwoBKyr/EDS. J
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THE

FACILE' SAFETY BICYCLE.
(3EALE & STRAW'S PATENT)

As a general roadster
the "Facile" is altogether
unequalled. It ia remark-
ably easy to learn, easy to
ride, easy to mount, and
dismount, very speedy.and
a splendid hill-climber.
Its construction is simple
and free from all compli-
cation.

AU riders who have not
given the " Facile " a
trial should do so by hiring
one on terms stated in
descriptive pamphlet,
which will be sent free on
application.

New Patterns.

The new " Export " and
* Extra Special" patterns
are much admired, and
have been pronounced by
many to be the easiest
running machines they
have ever ridden.

Second-ljai^d**Faciles."

The manufacturers have
generally a considerable
number of these, and a
list is published from
time to time which will
be sent free on application.

Intending buyers of
Second-hand "Faciles"
are cautioned against the
porcbase of spurious imi-
tations, of wretchedly bad
construction, advertised
from time to time in
Second-hand sale lists.

AOENTS :—

Birmingharh: F. W. Tice-
hurst, 77,Colmope Row.

Liverpool: A. Lilwall and
Co., 28, Argyle Street
Birkenhead.

Manchester: City Cyc'e
Co, 62, Bridge Street.

Dublin : Booth Bros.,
Upper Stephen Street.

Brighton : H. Moore, Jun.,
68, Preston Street.

SOLE MANUFACTUBEBS

.

j:jiJ^IS & Go., lid,, 47, farringdon fid., Jjondon, '^^C.

l^klS'A ^^^^ '
™^ ' Olyn^pic' Bicycles & Tricycles

HENRY'S GRES.Tmm REMEDY

mmmmm
FOR WHEELMEN & ATHLETES.
Cures and prevents Cramp, Blisters, Stifiness, Bruises,

Chafes, &c.

Post Free for 9d., Is. 3 J. and 2s. 5d. per tin.

N.B.— The first two are ivaistcoat pocket sizes.

The Cyclist says :

"
' Thilum' has, in our hands,

proved itself to be all that its introducers claim for it,

and we can thoroughly aad strongly recommend it."

Wlieel World says: "It is undoubtedly a powerful

remedy. Its compactness should render it a favourite

with the tourist as well as the racing cyclist."

DAN J. CANARY says: "I can most heartily recom-

mend ' Thilum' to all wheelmen."

CENTBAL DEPOT FOB EUBOPE

:

RH. BOWDEN,
43, KING WILLIAM STREET,

LONDON, E.G.

Patent Automatic Steering Tricycle.

FRANK PARKYN.Green Lai,e,Wolverhan!ptoi}

PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION.

j

N.B.—Ten Patterns in Bicycles, Tricycles, & Juvenilea'
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MOYLE'S

Silvered Gtiamomile, Quinine, and Podopliyllin Pills

>A/ill Cure BILIOUSNESS, SICKNESS, INDIGESTION, COSTIVENESS,
CORPULENCY, and all Disorders causing GOUT & RHEUMATISM.

Quinine and Chamomii.t? are two well-known preparations, which, properly incorporated with other medicines,
their action is greatly accelerated.
PoDOPHyiiLiN beicg an eclectic preparation, stands in every way superior to all Mercurials in its action on the

Liver, disgorging that member of all vitiated bile and bad humours; it does not acton the pores of the skin, nor iu

any way interfere with the general vocations of life, but has a tendency to make life more pleasant and agree tble.

For all those who are travelling, these Pills canuot be too highly recommended. As their action is so mild and
certain they may be taken without producing any inconvenience, and containing not one particle ot mercury they
will not not expose the system to cold and its attendant maladies.

ADVICE TO LADIES.
These Pills cannot be too sirovglij recommended to ladies, as their action on the secretions causes 'perfect

regularity , icherehij Depression of Spirits, Loss of Appetite, Sallowness of Complexion, and Headache are pre-
vented and thorouglihj doue away ivith. That most distressing disease, Hcemorrhoids, or Piles, to which all are
more or less subject 'especially married ladies luho are enceinte), is entirely prevented by the use of these Pills.

PBEPABED ONLY AND SOLD BT
JOSEPH MOYLE, Ctjemist (from Butler & Crispe, 4, Cheapside), 25, Broadway, Hammersmith, W.

In Boxes, Is. l^d., Us. 9d., and 4s. Gd., of all Chemists, or direct from the Proprietor.

WHOLE SALE-Messrs. EDWARDS, 157, Queen Victoria Street; SANGER & SON, 489, Oxford Street;

BARCLAY & SONS, 95, Farringdon Street.

" If the blood is the life, Nerve is the strength of man."
—Natural Science.

MOYLE'S

ROBUR * NERYI,
OR NERVE STRENGTHENBR,

IS A CERTAIN CURE FOR

NEURALGIA, TOOTHACHE, HEADACHE, BILIOUS-

NESS, BLOOD POISONING.
A RADICAL LIVER COMPLAINT CURER.

From all Chemists, or directfrom the Proprietor,

MR. MOYLE Surgeon-Dentist and Cljeniist,

25, BROADWAY, HAMMERSMITH, W.,

In Bottles, 2s. 9cl., 4s. 6d., ajid Us. each.

EILLEMS' PEDOLINE
Is the beet cure for Sore or Tender Feet, for the chafing occasioned
by walking or other exercises, and proves an immediate cure, allay-

ing aU irritation, occasioned by whatever cause. lb destroys the pain
of Bunions or Corns. 1/lJ, 2, 9, 5/6, and 11/- per bottle.

HEALTH AND VIGOUR ARE AT ONCE RESTORED
BY THE USE OP

Mojile's •> IknmnU Salts < or ^WatBP^ MbIohs,
OR HEALTH -GIVING SALINE,

A mild Aperient and tasteless Salt, specially prepared from sound and ripe fruit.

Moyle's Effervescing Salts of Water Melons is not introduced to the public as a cure for all diseases, but
rather as a preventive of those ailment3 which arise from the stomach and blood getting over-heated ; and by its
cooling, refreshing, and invigorating properties, it restores to the over-worked system that vitality which is
absolutely necessary for the comfort of every human being.

THE BOTTIiE TO BE KEPT DEY AND WELL CORKED.
In Bottles, Is. and Is. 9d. each; larger size, 3 for 4s. 6d., 12 for 16s.

PREPABED AT THE
CHEMICAL LABORATORY, 25, BROADWAY, HIAMMERSMITH, W.
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THE "WHIPPET"
TEICYCLE.

THE LIGHTEST MACHINE for its Strength.

THE STRONGEST MACHINE for its Weight.

LINLEY~&~ BIGGS,
Mount Row, East Rd., City Rd., London,

Where the Machine can be seen and tried,

Messrs. Linley and Biggs invite enquiries relative

to the above machine, which they claim to be the only

Tricycle on which the rider is PERFECTLY FREE
FROM VIBRATION.

THE " WHIPPET " is formed of a T-shaped framing, having one driving wheel at the rear,

but in the centre of the machine, and two steering wheels in front. It is a well-known fact

that this pattern of tricycle can, if properly constructed, be made much lighter than the

ordinary kinds ; but all previous attempts to bring it into popularity have failed, owing to the

vibration of the two small front wheels being too great to allow of any pace being made over rough

roads. This drawback we claim to have overcome in the following manner. The T-shaped frame

before mentioned is used only to hold the three wheels rigidly together. Eising from this frame

we have a vertical tube, the upper end of which supports the handle-bar and saddle, while the

lower end carries the crank axle. This tube is jointed to the main framing by means of toggles,

which allow it to rise and fall in a vertical line, while two rubber buffers determine. the length of

its travel. A stout helical spring (fitted with an adjusting screw for different weights) is attached

at the one end to the main frame, and at the other end to the vertical tube before mentioned.

Thus it will be seen that while the saddle handles and treadles are fixed rigidly together, they are

insulated from the vibration caused by the wheels rising and falling over the unevenness of the

road. The action of the spring not only makes riding more pleasant, even on the roughest roads,

but it makes a much greater speed attainable with less work.
No rider who wishes for speed, combined with perfect ease, should omit to try this, machine,

which runs easier than other machines, on account of its having no axle that will spring or sag,

and cause the bearings to bind. It has less wind resistance, and for its strength is about ten

pounds lighter than most of the popular forms of modern tricycles.

Gentlemen,—Ab to vibration, or rather, the absence of vibration, I have ridden nearly every pattern of machine
made, andlcan aesure you that never in my experience have I ridden a machine in which the rider is bo thorougmy
isolated from the vibration caused by the roughness of the roads. The sensation upon first mounting the
" Whippet " is peculiar, but directly the machine is in motion this is lost sight of, nor do you feel that the up and
down motion has the slightest inclination to interfere with pedalling; in fact, one of the greatest charms of the

machine is that no matter what the wheel meets in the shape of stones, &c., the jar never reaches the pedals, and,

consequently, there is no danger of the feet being jerked off. One last word as to the steering ; this was, as you
will remember, the only point upon which I had any doubts, and I can. only say they are entirely removed. It is

the steadiest handle-bar steering I ever tried, at the same time the quickness with which you can turn a corner at

high fpeed is astonishirg. I can only express my entire satisfaction with the machine in every detail.

Messrs. Linley and Biggs. Yours sincerely, HY. W. SAUNDERS, Ranelagh Harriers.

TO SAFETY BIDEBS.-The principle of the "Whippet" THcycle having proved so successful, xoe have
- applied it to our " Whippet " Safety Bicycle, which is noxv ready for trial. SEND FOR PRIGE L[:>T.

COPYRIGHT.

ILIFFE & SON,

PUBLISHED BY

18, FLEET STREET, LONDON
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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RUDGE # CO.. LIMITED,
The Oldest & Largest Bicycle & Tricycle Manufacturers iij the World.

THE CENTRAL GEAR ROTARY TRICYCLE.

ALL RECOKDS on the Eoad from One Mile to Twenty-four Hours Eide are now held
by the " KOTARY" TEICYCLE. WORLD'S RECORD ONE MILE, 2m. 49s.

;

WORLD'S RECORD TEN MILES; WORLD'S RECORD TWENTY-FOUR
HOURS, 232J Miles.

[ip* Upwards of 15,000 of tl]ese world-renowijed Machines have been sold ig the past four years.

THE GREATEST SUCCESS OF THE SEASON IS

SEND FOB LISTS.

WORKS: COVENTRY.
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THE WHEEL WORLD, an Illustrated Magazine of Cycling Sport, History, and Invention, is published
monthly. Annual subscription, six shillings, post free ; single copies, sixpence, of all Booksellers, &c. Volumes
I. and II. now ready, in blue cloth, gilt, price 7/6 each, post free. Volume III., 4/6. Binding-cases are supplied at 1/6

each, post free. All contributions and correspondence should be addressed to "The Editor," Iliffe & Son, 98,
Fleet Street, London, E.C. Accepted articles are only paid for when the amount of remuneration required is

stated by the writer.

TBE MOST APPROVED MAPS & BOOKS FOR CYCLISTS & TODRISTS.
Post Free s. d.

Roads of England and Wales. By C. Howard. The best modern detailed Road Book published.
423 pp., cloth 5s. ; with Map ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... o

Letts's Route Book : Southern England. With Map (the handiest book of the kind to be had) ... ... i o

Nauticus in Scotland. A practical and readable account of 2,500 miles of Scottish ground. Numerous
illustrations. Map of Route. Cheap edition ... ... ... .. ... ... 2 3

Cyclists' Guide and Complete Road Directory to the County of Nottingham. By
W. H. Heath ... ... ... ... ..T ... ... ... ... . . i i

Road Guide. Spurrier's Cyclists' Touring Routes to or from any part of Great Britain and Ireland. With Map o 7

Tourists' Route IVIap of England and Wales, with main routes coloured, and lists of places en
route. Mounted on linen ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... i 2

England and Wales. A modern Map of a very clear scale, well engraved and coloured. Folded in case ... i o

Ireland. Eraser's Road and Railway Map ; specially suitable for Tourists and Cyclists. With distances in miles
and furlongs between each town ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... i o

Prance. Printed on tough bank paper. Folded ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2 6

Fifty Miles Round London. From Portsmouth to South Foreland, and Eastbourne to Buckingham.
Showing dangerous hills, etc. Scale, four miles to an inch. On paper, in case 2s. 6d. ; mounted on cloth 5 o

Cyclists' Map of the Country Round London. From Windsor to Rochester, and Dorking to St.
Alban's. Taking less country, but larger scale, and clearer than the 50 miles. Main roads, etc., coloured.
With small inset Map of London. On paper, is. ; mounted on cloth ... ... ... ... 2 6

County Maps. New Series of Cyclists' County Maps of a good scale and very clearly dratvn. Showing hills
in three diflferent degrees of danger, where C.T.C. Consuls and Hotels maybe found (with names of Hotels),
and where machines may be repaired. All Counties are Now Ready. Yorkshire is in four
parts—N.W., N.E., S.W., S.E. Also North and South Wales, Isle of Wight, and Isle of Man. On paper,
folded, IS. ; mounted on cloth ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2 o

LONDON; ILIFFE S SON, 95, FLEET STREET, E.G.
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Daiis's Pljospliorized&lutioB of Quinine
Is a higTi-class Pharmaceutical preparation of recognised formula (prepared in
the laboratory of J. M. Davis & Sons) and not a secret nostrum or Eo-called
patent medicine. It is iiov7 daily prescribed by many members of the medical
profession, -who recognise its uniform good results in the treatment of nerve
"weakness.

This Medicine may be obtained wholesale and retail of the Manufacturers,

J. M. DAVIS AND SONS,
ENGLISH AND FOREIGN DISPENSING CHEMISTS,

THE CITY PHARMACY
89, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT,

opposite Acorn Street, five minutes' walk from the Bank of England. .

THE ANGLO-FRENCH PHARMACY,
NEW^ CHARLES STREET, FARRINGDON ROAD,

opposite Metropolitan Railway Station, two minutes' walk from theHolborn Viaduct.

WEST END DEPOT,

PRINCE'S PHARMACY, PRINCE'S BUILDINGS,
COVENTRY STREET, PICCADILLY.

loz. bots. containing 32 doses, i/-
;
40Z. bots. containing 128 doses, 3/6 ; 8oz. bots containing 256

doses, 6/6 ; i6oz. bots. containing 51-2 doses, 12/6, sent carriage paid to any part of England,

on receipt of stamps or P.O.O.

iS^ Free by post the Answer to the Question of the Day.

BRITISH FISH CULTURE SOCIETY,
177, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON,->»< s.w.

PAUUS WEATHER PROPHET,
Says Land and Water, of October lOfch, are simply
natural living Barometers. Inside a glass case is an
Itali-in green frog (hyla arborea), which, obeying the
instincts of its natmre, remains concealed in the grass
•when the weather is damp; but, so soon as a more
favourable change ia imminent, climbs up a little

ladder which is provided, rising the higher as the
weather improves. We have placed the object in the
window in order thai; our readers may verify the state-
ments by ocular demonstration. Complete, 8/-.

100 GOLD
Or 6d.

FISH,
each.

30/-

Patent Fish Kettle, 1/- extra ; Plants, Snails, Shingle
free, sent to any part of the kingdom.

PAUUS MANURE.
For the preservation and luxurious growth of Plants,

Flowers, Vegetables, Fruit Trees, Hops, Vines, &c., the
mosi; nourishing. The most rapid growth-producing
Duug contains Phosphoric Acid, Kali, Animal Blood,
&c. ; 1 lb. of it equals 3 lbs. of Bones, or 72 lbs. of Horse
Dung. To be sent out, post paid, with full particulars,
in Tins of Is. and upwards. Large trade discount.

PAUUS AOUARIA MANAGEMENT
Without changing the Water. Description of Fish,

Plants, Snails, etc., 1/- post paid.

PAUUS FISH LIFE PRESERVER.
Prepared Fish Food, invigorates the Fish, makes them

grow, keeps them healthy, full of fire and go. In tins 1/-

post paid.

PAUUS SENSATION.
A complete Aquaria, containing pretty Goldfish, Sil-

verfish. Tench, Carp, Golden Bronzefish, Salamander^
Snails, Plants, Shingle, Packet of prepared Fish Food,
Fish Net, Fish Carrier, packed in Box aud sent to any
p«frt on receipt of 8s. P.O.O. A nice amusing present, an
ornament to every shop window or drawing-room ; will
easily sell double. Next size 10/- up to £100. A good
income to everyone who pushes this trade. Is nearly
without opposition.

Golden Tench, Golden Dace, Noble, Mirror, Leather
Carp, without scales. Mosaic Fish, Water Tortoises,
Fish Food, all 1/- each. Ponds stocked.

Green Lizards, Land and Water Tortoises, 1/- to 2/>
Yellow Salamanders, 1/- to 2/-, Green Tree Frogs, 1/-

each, to kill insects.

LARGE HARMLESS SNAKES,
40 different sorts, from 3/- to JESO

MEALWORMS.
Best Birds' and Reptiles' food, 5 ounces (about 1000), 5/-

PAUUS FiSH CULTURE.
A Monthly Illustrated Journal, published to raise the

neglected state of Fish Culture to its earlier standard,
to repopulate the rivers, ponds, lakes, etc. Every far-

mer, land or water owner should study aqui culture.

This journal gives valuable information how

£4-00 PER YEAR
may be made out of one acre of Water. Price One
ShiUing.

Trade Catalogue of the World's Fishes^ Reptiles, Amphibes, Press Ojoinions, etc., Stamp.
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THE COVENTRY CYCLE Co.. Limited,

Whitefriars' Lane, Coventry,

SOLE MAKEBS OF THE

60YENTRY-<-

^IMPERIAL

BICYCLES & TRICYCLES.

All guaranteed Machines bear the

Registered Trade Mark of the

Company.

THE

MOORGATE CYCLES
Are the orjij Geijuii^e

HIGH-CLASS MACHir(ES

At Low Prices.

—o—
EVERY MACHINE GUARANTEED.

Sole Loijdoi] /gents

for

^'PW RAPID" BICYCLES.
—o

—

EXCEPTIONALLY
EASY TERMS OF PURCHASE.

Discoimt for Cash.

EXTBACTS FKOM PBESS OPINIONS.
Bazaar, Feb. 17fch, 1886.—" A reaUy capital selection of machines, which only need comparison with others to

prove their cheapness."
St. Stephen's Beview, Feb. 18th, 1886.—" Quality considered, there is nothing to equal them at the price."
Wlieeling, Feb. 17th, 3886.—" Unquestionably of first-class quality at remarkably low figures."
Athletic News, Feb. 16th, 1886.—" Cannot be beaten, and are far in advance of many for which a much higher-

price is asked."
Bicycling News, Feb. 26th, 1886.—" Eeally firet-class machines at cheap figures."

(Full Fress Beports and Testimonials sent with Lists.)

^-*ALL SHOULD SEND FOE LISTS.'iH-

Large Stock of all Patterijs always on View ready for Delivery.

BABE BABGAINS IN SECOND-HAND MACHINES.

COOPER KITCHEN & Co.,
4, FINSBURY PAVEMENT, LONDON, E.G.

INVINCIBLE BICYCLES & TRICYCLES.
Fourteen distinct patterns. The lightest machines in the World.

Unrivalled for speed. Holding the best records. Equally valuable for
[the path or the road.

1 mile Bicycle Record (Coitis) 1883
1 Mile Championship 1884
lO Miles Record, on s^i'siss 1884
50 Miles Championship ... 1884
lOO Miles Record 1884
1, 3, and .3 Miles Sociable Record ' 1884
1 to lOO Miles Aiisti-aiian& Canadian Championships,

Oerniau, Relg^ian, Holland, and Hungarian Chnm-
pionships, ^vith other numerous successes in ail
parts in 1883.

'iNVESrCIBLB" TRICYCLE.

The Surrey Macl)iriists'Co.,Ld., Invincible Cycle Works,129,Gt. ISuffolk St.,BGro',LoridoTi,E.C.
New Illustrated Catalcguee on application: Caline t Photos, 4d. each.
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NO SIDE-SLIPPING OR SKIDDING ON GREASY ROADS,

At Bridlington, on June 14th, th3 "ROVER" SAFETY made the

FASTEST TIME ON RECORD
FOR A MILE, viz., 2mins. 53 sees., so that the Mile Record is thus held by the

ROVER I SAFETY
PATENTED AND

In addition to the above, the Rover
^as accomplished the following dis-

tances and times on the road, viz. : I

I82 Miles in 1 Hour.

30i Miles in Ih. 41m.
50 Miles in 3h. 5in. 34s. ^

REGISTERED.

ITS MARVELLOUS

SPEED AND EASE
ARE ATTESTED BY

ALL WHO RIDE IT.

READ THE FOLLOWING.
9, Charles Square, Hoxton, London, N., June 4th, 1886.

Dear Sirs,—During my eight years* cycling experience, I have never ridden such a fast, easy and comfortable machine
as the " Rover" Safety, although I have been a rider of 20 different types of machines during that period. The machine
absolutely T^zfs; as for hills, it is a perfect demon. I have never ridden such a perfect machine during the whole of my
•cycling career. Yours truly, JOHN WILLIS.

-WATCH ITS PUTUEB PEEFOEMANCBS

-

STARLEY & SUTTON;'^lT.rcSKo, COVENTRY,
Send for Lists, Testimonials, <^:;., with list of prizes offered.

THE HOLIDAYS.
NOW that the holidays are approaching, we

shall be doing, a service to those who go in
for walking tours or cycling, by drawing attention
to a publication that they would do well to obtain,
for the reason that it Is decidedly the best road
guide that has yet been published, and by its aid
anyone wanting to know where to go to ensure a
pleasant trip will have no difficulty in choosing
a route.

«« The Tourists* Route Iflap of England
and %^ales" shows clearly all the main and
most of the cross roads, and the distances between
the chief towns marked in small figures, as well
as the mileage from London. In addition to this,
routes of thirty of the inost interesting tours are
specially indicated and marked in red.
The map is mounted on linen, so as not to tear,

and is enclosed in strong cloth case. Price Is. 2d.
post free.

The charming but little known Broads and
Bivers of Norfolk and Suffolk offer a splendid
and almost unique field for recruiting the health
and energy of all in need of thorough change

and rest. To all intending visitors to the beautiful Broads—and everyone who can spare a week should go-
Mr. E. R. SuFFiiiNG's book, »* The liand of the Bronds:" A practical guide for Yachtsmen, Anglers, Tourists,
and other Pleasure-seekers on the Broads and Rivers of Norfolk and Suffolk, will be of the greatest service and
interest. It is a handy and practical little work, and is accompanied by a specially drawn Map of the district
printed in four colours. Price Is. 6d. post free.

For those Londoners who can spars only a day or two at a time for their holidays, and where it is necessary
that they should be within easy reach of town, no place offers such unrivalled attractions as the Thames, and as
a practical guide of an unique character, designed especially for pleasure-seekers on the river, we recommend
" The Upper Thames, front Richmond to Oxford,** which will be found serviceable alike to the pic-nic
party, the tourist, the rowing man, the angler, the camper-out, and even the general loafer ! The arrangement; is
such, that all objects of interest passed on a row up stream are easily identified, and the necessary information
afforded. Price Is., or in cloth 2s.

A Six Weeks' HoLiIday.—A very moderate supply of cash will enable anyone to have a most delightful trip
to' the United States and Canada, and home again. "A Tour in the States and Canada,** by Mr. T.
Gbeenwood, written from personal experience, contains all the information required. Price 23. 6d. post free.

Where shall we go ? * Seaside IVatering-Places*' (Fifth Edition) gives information about 179 places on
the coasts of England and Wales, with sketch maps, illustrations, &c. Price, limp cloth, 28. 6d. post free.

London: L. UPCOTT GILL, 170, Strand, W.C.

I





A REST BY THE WAY.
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THE CLASSIC TRACKS OF LONDON,

THE ALEXANDRA PALACE TRACK.

When the Alexandra Palace was erected

with the philanthropic view of educating the

masses, and raising the tone of " the classes"

generally, one of the addenda devised was a

cycling track—and such a track ! A long side,

sometimes trotted or galloped over, a narrow,

flat, unbanked corner, a tremendous climb

round an awkward corner, and last, but by

no means least, a dash downhill round a

blind corner of the refreshment stand to the

finish. Oh ! that corner. How often has

the training cyclist come round it "all in"

for the finish, and found a pedestrian taking

a constitutional in the middle of it ; or, worse

still, small boys playing hide-and-seek around

the hoarding at the end ! I can recall one

occasion when I nearly bisected a baby, the

female person in charge of it being, as I am
ready to aver on oath, the most fluent

speaker I ever met. The A. P. in those days

was a very unconventional track. Some-
times a cart-rut an inch or two deep afforded

a pleasant variety to the ordinary monotony
of a plain surface ; at others facetious work-

men would lay scaffold-poles or other small

obstructions across the track, and laugh

consumedly when the training cyclist settled

suddenly on his head. Those were, indeed,

merry times. Then our friend the profes-

sional bookie was always on view on the

grass inside the track, and he often had a

fiver or a tenner to give to any " amateur"

who was fancied for a race, and who v/ould

consider the sum sufficient to pay his fare to

Broad Street. The offer was made to me on one

occasion, whilst a certain illustrious amateur

did actually get out through a back window
of the grand-stand and go to town, whilst the

spectators at the meeting waited for his ap-

pearance on his mark in the final heat, for

which he had quahfied. The bookies did

not always fare so well. The gentleman, for

example, who was collared by " Tommy"
Griffith, of the Surrey, had to be bedded up
in one of the loose boxes whilst a friend

brought him some fresh garments. As I

said before, these were merry times.

The old A. P. path was about 2^ laps to the

mile ; the surface was gravel ; there was no
banking at the corners, and the hill going

behind the refreshment room was simply an
awful one. Yet a lot of good racing was
done at the Alexandra Palace track. The
reason is obvious. The paths of that day
were all flat, and the size of the A. P. lap

made it easier to negotiate than such a

track, for example, as Stamford Bridge as it

was at that time.

The closing of the Palace, and the open-

ing of other tracks, caused the A. P. path to

be very much deserted at one time, but it at

length was leased by its present enterprising

manager, Mr. F. Cathcart, when entirely

new conditions of attention and manage-
ment altered altogether the state of affairs.

The history of the A, P. track up to the

present date falls naturally into two sections

—the ante and post Cathcartian periods

—

and I will take the ancient history first, so

as to maintain the same scheme as in the

earlier papers of this series.

The ante-Cathcartian period was one of

haphazard manner and chance arrange-

ment. The man who trained at the A.P.

then had to keep his head up, because

babies, nurses, perambulators, puppy-dogs,

and last, but not least, cricket balls, were
" common objects of the track side." It was
always a toss up whether the surface would

be rideable, because a roller was a rarity,

and loose gravel, small stones (which rung

as they "fetched" the edge of the rim), hoof
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marks, and trotting-trap ruts, were the usual

concomitants of training. There was also

a deal of trouble as to stabling, and on the

whole it was not a convenient spot, but for

the fact that few, if any, pedestrians

patronised it, though we once remember

one or two fantastically garbed persons who
did some " exercise canters" around the

Muswell Hill path. My earliest recollec-

tions of the A. P. path are intimately mixed

up with an " Arab" roadster bicycle, built for

me by Mr. John Harrington, then of Ryde.

On this machine I had ridden some miles on

the A. P. track, a proceeding which, in those

happy days, I looked on as strict training,

though I did not take off my blue-braided

Stanley uniform to do it. On the morning

of that eventful Saturday in June, 1879, I

was at Chichester spending my hohdays, but

I wanted some clothes from my lodgings,

and came up to London to get them, and

at about mid-day found the competitor's

ticket on my table from the Pickwick B.C.

Even then it was a toss up whether

I would catch the afternoon train or go

and ride, and I decided on the latter

course, and sealed my cycling fate. I

had 293 in two miles from Cortis. I won my
heat somewhat easily, though I went all the

way, and won the final in 6m. 3^s,—fast time

in those days—by 25 yards from Fred East,

who had no yards (giving me 180 yards),

and H. L. Cortis, scratch, was third. East

imagined he was vanning, and when told

that the struggling novice in white had won
he was considerably upset, as he thought he

was lapping me. Will Turner, Jack Dring,

Arthur Fox, and a number of other " Stanley

boys," surrounded the track and cheered me
on with honeyed words for the first four laps,

but when East and Cortis seemed to be

overhauling me in the last lap the expres-

-sions became more ornate and vigorous.

The hill was cleared, and, struggling home,

I won—think of it, ye pot-hunters !—a 25-

guinea silver cup, ugly enough to turn milk

sour, but "good value"—the best prize as

. far as mere value went I ever won till I got

the silver plate chest at Leipsig in '85. It

at present lies mouldering in the vaults of

the London and Westminster Bank, Loth-

bury, but it will make a neat tea-urn for two

one of these fine days. I remember in those

days that J. B. Saunders, W. Butcher, G.

Beeson, W. J. Reilly, and others, were the

fliers, and a merry time we had of it. In

1879 Cortis nsade the three miles record on

this path, doing Sin. 55fs. in splendid style,

blazing up the hill for the last lap in Cortis's

usual form.

In 1S80 ver)^ few races were run at the

A. P., as the path was in a dreadful state,

whilst in 1881 things went even worse, very

few meetings of any sort being held on the

path, whilst open races were few and far

between ; in fact, but for the few men train-

ing, or trying to train, there, the path would
have been altogether deserted. In 1882 a

committee of North London men went for

Messrs. Jones and Barber, and an effort was
made to get the path into shape, but as the

gravel was only put on a few hours before

the racing commenced, it is unnecessary to

say what was the state of the path. The
five miles was fought out by J. F. Griffith

and Charley Crute, who finished in the

order named, with W. J. Reilly third. The
Stanley B.C. held two meetings, whereat

the eccentricities of the track were fully

displayed. The bookies were prominent,

and the public paraded the path in the

calmest manner. Charley Crute and Bobby
Woolnough fought out the issue in the three

miles invitation, Crute winning by 30 yards.

Nothing happened of note after this, and
1883 saw no change, and we hear nothing of

the A. P. till April, 1884, when Mr. F.

Cathcart's name first appears as a promoter

of a spring meeting, at which P. Furnivall,

with 100 yards start from M. H. Hay, won
by 20 yards from J. F. Collier (70), R. V.

Asbury (90) being third. Corsellis and
Webb won the mile tandem scratch race,

beating C. D. Vesey and S. Lee and G.

Smith and" A. J. Wilson in 3m. 7fs.—record

at the time. In May and June of this year

that far-famed fiasco, the Cyclists' Camp, was
held at the A. P., and I, as one of the com-

mittee, took upon myself the responsibility

of the racing until the secretary—who, I

imagine, thought that I was '* getting a bit
"

somehow — took the work upon his own
shoulders, but I can quite understand his

want of comprehension as to anyone doing

anything for love. The camp was a

dreadful failure, but the racing was
good throughout. By this time the track

had been quite re-modelled, and the

doubtful 2^ laps to the mile had been

altered to an exact one-third of a mile,

the path being brought round some yards

from the top of the hill, and carried in front

of, instead of behind, the refreshment stand.

The corners were well graded and banked,
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though since then they have been banked

even higher. The path was in excellent

condition, and some grand racing resulted,

Cripps, Corsellis, A. Thompson, H. J. Webb,
and a number of other well-known men
taking part. A number of most interesting

races were contested, in the course of which

poor H. Walker got a fall which ended in

his death, though his injuries were slight in

themselves. In one of the tricycle races, it

is especially noted that Cripps put in a mar-

vellous last lap, covering that distance in

653S., which compares rather amusingly

with Geo. Gatehouse's 54s. for the same

distance. The season of 18S4, after the

tournament, was a quiet one. During the

winter Mr. Cathcart renewed his efforts to

improve the track, altering the corners and

raising them on the outside, and generally

improving them in many ways.

In 1885 things became busy on the A. P.

path. A grand entry was secured for the

Keen meeting on May 2nd, 49 names being

sent in for the open mile, and 27 for the open

tricycle mile. The bicycle handicap fell to

P. Furnivall from the 25 yards mark, and S.

Lee, from the 20 yards, won the tricycle race,

Allard winning a safety handicap with 80

yards, and Fred Wood the professional four

miles race with a magnificent spurt. On
May 30th the northern division of the L.B.C.

held a race meeting at the A. P., some un-

eventful racing taking place. On June 13th

Cathcart gave one of his successful meet-

ings, at which some very fioe racing took

place, the nev^ly-discovered wonder, M. V.

J. A. Webber, making a mile record for the

track by doing 2m. 43|s., whilst P. T. Letch-

ford covered the mile on a tricycle in 3m. lis.

F. P. Wood, now a promising back-marker,

showed excellent form, winning the mile

handicap from the 105 yards mark in 2m.

41s.—an excellent performance. On July

23rd another evening meeting was promoted

by the lessee, and on this occasion the new
wonder, Webber, met Furnivall and English

in the three miles scratch race. Webber
played his usual game, and went all the way
as hard as he could. A lap from home
Furnivall got placed and drew away, and

English dusting up, the two raced right

through the last lap, Furnivall winning by

six inches from English ; Webber close up.

The time was 8m. 34s., or only two seconds

outside the then record for the distance.

The departure of the most prominent English

fliers for the States put a stop to anything

like racing in the autumn, and the season

closed with a notable advance in the status

and popularity of the path. Coming to 18S6.

I do not think it well to go at length into the

details of races which are fresh in the minds

of most riders. The events contested have

been numerous and interesting, and the

International Tournament had a special

claim to be the first really international series

of contests held. The excellent form of Kider-

len, who made a new record at two miles

on the tricycle, and the riding of Furnivall

and others have done much to increase the

reputation of the A. P. path ; and as Mr.-

Calhcart is assiduous in his attention and
unflagging in his energy, 1 have little doubt

that the track will continue to advance in

pubhc estimation.

Details.—The path is one-third of a mile

in circuit ; in shape like the letter D. the

straight side representing the finishing

straight, which is a rising gradient at the

top of the straight (the bottom of the above

letter). There is an excellently-arranged

corner, and then the path sweeps away in a

shghtly unsymmetrical curve downhill to

the bottom corner (the top of the D),

v^hich is also well banked as it comes

into the straight. This corner, however,

would stand more raising on the outside

still. The surface is gravel, with a number
of small stones imbedded in it, and it

wears well but for one or two sandy

patches in dry weather. In wet weather,

like most gravel tracks, it becomes very

heavy. The dressing-room and stabling

accommodation is fairly good, and there is

an excellent shower-bath. There is very

little doubt that some riders derive immense
benefit from the uphill finish in training,

whilst others who are very strong and heavy

become slow on the flat through constantly

pounding up the stiff hill "all out" and
resting down the hill on the other side.

Taken as a whole, the A. P. track has proved

an excellent one, and several records ha\ e

been made upon it, notably W. A. Illston's

two half-mile records and others, and in

future seasons we have no doubt it will be

the scene of many great contests.

Inside the cycling track is a grass track,

which will be found of service to those

cyclists w^ho wish to rub off some superfluous

flesh by running or walking.

All further details as to cost of training,

etc., can be obtained from the lessee, Mr. F.

Cathcart, at the grounds.
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BICYCLE CAVALRY.

At Frankfort-on-the-Maine, Germany, the

infantry regiments are being drilled in the

use of bicycles and tricycles for militia pur-

poses. Now, this ought to be a subject of

a good deal of thought, yet no one but a

cyclist can fully grasp the situation.

Nothing could look more beautiful than to

see a company of soldiers, their guns

strapped to their backs and shining sabres

dangling at their sides, mounted on these

lofty, noiseless steeds ; but still there are a

few drawbacks which it would be well to

bear in mind. Take a company of several

hundred men, who are doing the double

quick, and have the captain reach into the

pocket of the left-hand bosom of his pants

for a chew of tobacco just in time for his

wheel to hit a dog that is crossing the

street, and something interesting immedi-

ately takes place. The wheel suddenly

has curvature of the spine, and he finds

himself on his neck, his own bayonet run

through him, his sabre up his trouser leg,

and his revolver forced down his throat.

If this were all, why it would make very

little difference, for a few captains, more or

less, killed don't make any odds, but the

whole company is close behind, and in less

than a minute there will be an indescribable

mass of bicycles and human beings all

mixed up together. Then, again, if a com-
pany is on horseback, and is obliged to re-

treat through a farm, and over a fence, by
kicking the hay out of a horse with a pair of

spurs, you can generally impress upon his

mind that the aforesaid fence has got to

be " dim," and, although he may dump
you off, and roll on you a couple of times,

in the end a man can generally succeed in

carrying his point. Then, too, a horse has

brains. They may be few and scattered,

but still there is no mistake about their

having brains. A man can Hft a horse's foot,

and whittle his corns, and whistle a ditty

the while, but let that same man lift the

wheel of a bicycle to try its bearings, and,

unless he is a contortionist with double

joints, that wheel will deliberately fall on
him, and run about four inches of a handle-

bar into his ear. A horse has sense enough
to stand up alone, but a bicycle has either

to be laid tenderly down on the greensward,

or bolstered up against a tree. To be sure,

a horse is liable at any time to be taken

with cohc or bhnd staggers, but in the latter

case, by tapping his jaw with a jack knife,

or sabre, and letting out two or three

bucketsful of blood, he will come around

all right again. A bicycle is free from such

ailments, but they are subject to a disease

almost as bad, commonly known as " buck-

ling."

When a machine is attacked with this

ailment, it doesn't give you any warning, as

a horse would, and give you a chance to

climb off, but it suddenly twists all out of

shape, as though something had exploded,

and the first thing the rider knows he is

thrown to the ground, the little wheel forced

over his head, and the forks clinched around
his neck, and pinioning him to the earth.

There is no cure for this disease, or at least

none has been discovered up to the present

writing. The faith cure and medicated

baths have been tried, but with only

moderate success. It is said Dr. Pasteur

is experimenting upon som.e bicycles and
tricycles with mad dog virus, but thus far

has failed to effect a cure. Suppose a com-
pany on bicycles was ordered to charge the

enemy with drawn sabres, the men would
have to take the sabres in their teeth, in

order to have both hands free to guide their

machines. When they came up with the

foe, they couldn't throw the lines over the

horn of the saddle, and slash right and left

as they are v/ont to do on horseback, but

they would be obliged to hunt a vacant lot

in which to stack their machines, and then

wade in on foot. If a soldier on a bicycle

should attempt to slice off the crown of a

man's head with his sabre, ten to one he

would take a " header " that would telescope

his spine, and tie him up in knots.

Nov/, there is a certain amount of satis-

faction in having horses around, because a

man can display his knowledge of horse-

flesh to an admiring crowd. And a man
likes to open a horse's mouth at times and
guess at his age. There is no satisfaction

in trading bicycles, because there is no way
of arriving within twenty years of their exact

age.

A man riding through the country can tie
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his horse to a tree, and the farmers will

come out, lift his feet, count the rings on his

teeth, pat him on the neck, and remark,

"Thet thar is er durned purty piece o'

horseflesh, neighbor," but the way they treat

a bicycle shows plainly that they are either

afraid of it, or have no use for it. Now, for

the benefit of the wheelmen in general who
are in the habit of touring through the

country, the manufacturers ought to attach

a rubber mouth with a set of false teeth

upon every wheel. This would be the means

of establishing confidence in the rider and

his steed among the farmers. If they dis-

covered that the bicycle had a mouth con-

taining teeth, which they could examine,

they would look upon the wheelman with

more favour, and not take up all the road,

thereby causing him to ride on the rail fence

along the side. The fact that the teeth are

false will make no difference, for he will

come just as near the exact age of a bicycle

as he generally does of a horse after holding

its mouth open till its tongue is freckled

and sunburnt. When a company of soldiers

have been on the march for several days

without food, a horse comes mighty handy
now and then to slice a sirloin or round
steak from, but if they were obliged to

depend upon a bicycle saddle or a pair of

rubber pedals to drive the wolf from the

door and stay their stomach, or dine off of

a rubber tyre that had been nicely browned
over the coals, there would be more or less

grumbling going on among them, and the

chances are that the whole army would
break up and desert. No, it is plain to be

seen that the bicycle is of no use in war,

and the German soldiers should let well

enough alone and stick to their horses.

->-»-^

MY AUNT AND LOUISE.

Between my Aunt Spilkins and myself a

deadly feud exists—at least, it did. She
detested me, but not more than I hated her.

But we have buried the hatchet, and now
smoke the calumet of peace—I literally. Aunt
Spilkins figuratively. She has a lot of money
—heaps, in fact,and is an old maid,and at one

time she and I were the best of friends.

She even went so far as to allude to me as

" her boy," and I felt certain of a place in

her will. In every possible manner I studied

her, and the result of my attention to her

was that she grew quite fond of me, and used

to come to me in my busiest moments to cut

the canary's claws or take some slips from a

strong geranium plant. I have also been

seen watering her many boxes of seeds,

mignonette, and such like, and have also

become quite skilled in washing long-haired

dogs with carbolic foap, or taking gold-fish

out of their globes to change the water with-

out injuring their delicate scales. " You are

a dear, good boy," she said on one occasion,

and then wrote me out a cheque for ;^2o as a

Christmas-box. But, alas ! this did not last

long, and one unlucky day I what you might

call put my foot in it. It happened thus.

The Easter holidays were on, and a large

party were staying at Aunt Spilkins's house.

There was also staying at the house a young

French governess, a pretty one. One fine

morning, a select few of us set out for an

hour or two's fishing, but I had not gone

m.any yards before I discovered that 'I had

left my book of flies at home, and went back

at once to get it. I searched all over my
bedroom and emptied all my pockets, but

could not find it, and I had just resolved to

go on without it and borrow some flies from

the others, vv^hen I suddenly recollected I

had left it on the hall-stand before breakfast.

Down I went, and looked under the heap
of hats, caps, tennis-rackets, and clothes-

brushes with which the stand was loaded.

I had just discovered it, and picked up one

or two caps and brushes which I had knocked
down in the search, when the door of the

sitting-room opened and the before-men-

tioned French governess came out. She
walked up to the hat-rail, and only noticing

me by a quiet •' Good morning," reached up
for her white straw-yarn. Now, the hat-

rail, like the hall-stand, was crammed with

all manner of hats, and to get her particular

hat the French governess had to carefully

manoeuvre it from among several others,
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which delicate operation required the use of

both hands. Putting the tennis-racket which

she carried under her arm, she carefully

steadied the other hats while she pulled her

own away, and she was in the middle of this

ticklish job when I, your humble servant,

stuffed my fly-case in my pocket, and, putting

my arm gently round the French governess's

waist, kissed the French governess on the

French governess's pretty red lips. Whether
it is true, as I have often heard, that they do
these things different in France, or what it

was, I can't say, but the French governess

didn't drop the racket, or her hat, or any-

body else's hat, as it would have been very

natural she should have done, but with great

presence of mind she remained quite still.

I was so lost in admiration of this conduct

that I proceeded to give her another kiss,

and should probably have added a third, but

just as I was about to do so I heard a light

step on the stairs, and someone gave a gentle

cough. I turned, and beheld at the top of

the stairs, in relief against the window on the

landing above, and gazing down full upon us,

the form of my Aunt Spilkins. I withdrew

my arm from the waist of the French

governess, who then, and only then, made a

remark. She said " Don't," in English. It

was rather late to say it. Perhaps, not

seeing Aunt, she meant " Don't take it

away." Coward-like, I left her to her fate

—

I rushed out through the front door. As I

fled down the steps to rejoin the fishing

party I heard a sound like thunder. The
French governess had evidently pulled her

hat away sharp, and 15 or 16 silk hats were

falling, bouncing and rolling about the hall

—

mine, alas ! probably among them.

When I came back to dinner my Aunt

would have nothing to say to me, but the

French governess was on excellent terms

with her. She had evidently told Aunt
Spilkins how annoyed and insulted she felt

at my rude conduct, and Aunt believed her.

Well, up to the very last day of my stay

there, she spoke not a word to me, except an

occasional " Good morning" and " Good
night." She also contrived so that the

French governess and myself should never

be alone together, and much as I tiied I

could not get a single word with that young
lady, except at meal times. But you can

convey a deal of sentiment by the aid of

pressing people's toes under the table, only

you have to be careful whose toes you are

pressing. When the table is pretty crowded.

it is at times difficult to hit upon those yon
want to find, and when you have found
them the best thing to do is to stick to them,
keeping your foot close up. By emphasizing
certain passages in the conversation at the

table, by gently pressing on the httle glazed

shoes of the pretty French governess, I kept

up quite an interesting correspondence with

her. I have heard ot the language ot the

eyes—ours was the language of the feet. As
the poet says (sHghtly altered

—

" Speak to me only with thy feet,

And I'll reply with mine."

Fate at last, however, allowed us one in-

terview alone. The grounds of the house
were bounded on the front and back by high-

roads, being situated just where they

branched off. The principal entrance was,

of course, at the front, but there was another

gate at the rear, and from thence a long

drive led up to the house. From this main
drive numerous little paths turned off" to the

right and left, and after winding crookedly

about the grounds all joined the main drive

again near the house. On the day in ques-

tion I had been out for a spin on my bicycle,

and entered the grounds by the rear gate. I

was going up the drive, when I thought I

would take a ride along one of these narrow

footpaths that branched off to my left. I

turned down it, and after riding a Httle way
thought I would try how the grass felt—it

looked so fresh and smooth. I tried it, and

as it proved level and soft, I went circling

and winding about among the noble trees

with which the grounds were ornamented.

I noticed two of these trees grew rather

close together, and was going to ride through

between them, when I perceived, on getting

directly in front, that a net hammock was
slung across from one to the other, which I

had not noticed before, as the trunk of one

of the trees partly covered it. This hammock
was occupied, and by a lady, who was quietly

humming short snatches of song as the

hammock swung lazily from side to side.

One arm was hanging over the edge of the

hammock, and that hand held a lighted

cigarette. The French governess, for it was

she, was taking it easy. My bell was not

ringing, and the grass being smooth, and

she being singing, I was very close to her

before she heard me coming. When I was

within five yards of the trees she stopped

singing, started up in the hammock, and,

seeing me, smiled and held out her hand.
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" Shall you fall off if you shake hands ?"

said she, laughing.

" I'll try not to," said I, and carefully

steering up to the tree to which the head of

the hammock was secured, succeeded in

pulling up with the handle-bars leaning

against the trunk, close to the hammock.
We shook hands, and I enquired if she was

in the habit of smoking cigarettes.

" Not regularly, you know," she said ;
" only

sometimes." And then, evidently thinking

that perhaps I did not agree with the

practice, and with a view of turning the

subject—" Do you know you nearly wore

the toes of my shoes out yesterday at

dinner ?" she said.

Why didn't you pull them away then ?" said

I. " You could have tucked them under your

chair." She laughed. " Oh ! will you have

a cigarette ? " she asked—" I have got one

or two others." I took the proffered

cigarette, and, putting my legs comfortably

over the handles of my machine, lit the

dainty little scented weed from that of my
fair companion. The French governess,

who gained tremendously when she spoke,

and more so when she laughed, which she

did pretty often, showing her little while

teeth, was brimming over with topics for

conversation, and we went rattling on,

talking of all sorts of things, from theatres

and novels, with both of which the young
lady was intimately conversant, to Aunt
Spilkins and the adventure in the hall. She
laughingly owned to having laid all the

blame on me, and said she hoped I didn't

mind. " Oh, no," said I, " not in the least,"

though all the time I thought, how about
Aunt Spilkins's will now ? What could I

say ? What could anybody say to so pretty

a young girl, swinging in a hammock beside

you ? And then she said, " I was afraid you
would be cross

;
you weren't, were you ?

"

It is very difficult to kiss a young lady in a

hammock when you are seated on an
ordinary bicycle, and in imminent danger of

falling over the front, and, perhaps, bringing

the hammock and its fair occupant down
with you ; but it can be done, only the lady

must not be too refractory. I have proved
it. Heedless of the time we stayed on
there, chatting, laughing, flirting—how the

time did go !—when my companion suddenly
paused, and, starting, raised herself up in

the hammock, and peered through the

branches over some low bushes on the right.

"Here comes Aunt !"—she always called

Miss Spilkins " Aunt." *' Cousin Nell and
the others are with her," she said, and a

second later they came into sight.

" Oh ! it's you, is it ? " said my Aunt when
she got near to us. " It's you who have

been riding your bicycle on the grass, cutting

it up everywhere with your nasty wheel.

Look at you now ; why, you are making a

great hole there," pointing to where
the rim of my machine had sunk about

two inches into the yielding turf. It's

very annoying of you," she said, and then

turning to my companion, " Come, Louise,

it's time to dress for dinner."

From that hour till my departure next

day I saw nothing of either my Aunt or the

French governess, and in the afternoon I

went away without a chance of saying good-

bye to either of them.

When I arrived home I sent a letter to

Aunt Spilkins, stating that I had reached

there safely, &c., but she only sent a very

curt note in reply, saying she was glad to

hear it, and sending her love to all my
people. It was evidently all over with me
in that quarter, by that time she had

certainly struck my name out of her will,

and all my former attentions would go for

nothing. I was confirmed in thinking this

by the very unkind remarks she made con-

cerning me to a friend who happened to

meet her, and who subsequently told me
what she had said. The sudden parting

from Louise also pained me, no time to

make any arrangements, promises, or any-

thing. It was bad enough to have only

been able to use your feet as a medium for

the interchange of sentiments during most

of your stay in the same house, but not to

be able to hear, see, or know anything of

the young lady was infinitely worse. Was
ever anyone so unlucky ? A place in the will

of a rich maiden aunt, and the only girl you
ever loved (at least, one of the only girls you
ever loved) lost at " one fell swoop." But
time, that great repairer, the soler and
healer of all things, at last brought about a

change. There is a proverb, a Spanish one,

I think, which says, '* Everything comes to

the man who waits." I waited—alas ! I

could do nothing else. The only thing I

did besides waiting was to find out where
my Aunt was going away to, and to go to

that place for my vacation. The time she

would be there I could not ascertain, so I

went down myself, hoping and trusting they

might visit the place at that time. I kept a
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sharp eye about me, and regularly perused

the " visitors' list," and one morning, one

happy morning, saw therein the names of

Miss Spilkins and IMademoiselle Louise. Oh,

rapture! oh, joy ! oh, lor!—oh, hang it! I

shouted, as the cup of coffee I had knocked

over poured scalding hot over my clean

white flannels.

That morning, after donning another pair

of flannels (I had luckily got a spare pair,

borrowed from a friend who had been for

his holidays), I sallied forth in search ofmy

—

not prey, but Aunt and her young com-

panion. Bat, although I looked on all sides

as I strolled about the sands and the pier, I

saw nothing of them, so having found a

comfortable place to lay down on (it was the

remains of a sand castle erected by some
enterprising juvenile builders), I reclined at

full length thereon, tipped my cap over

my eyes as the sun was pouring down,

and peaceably smoking my pipe, v/atched

the bathers, the donkeys, and the hundred

other sights of the sands. I had been

there about a quarter of an hour, and

was intently listening to the "niggers"

some little distance off, from the crowd

round whom came the sweet strains of

concertina, harp, cornet, violin, and bones,

performing that operatic air, entitled " They
are all very fine and large," when I heard a

shrill scream, and on looking up saw several

people rushing rapidly down a breakwater

which jutted out into the sea, and over the

end of which the tide was flowing. A second

glance showed me that a child had fallen off

this breakwater into the sea, and was float-

ing away buoyed up by its clothes. In a

second I was on my feet, and dropping my
stick, pipe and paper, and throwing off my
coat as I ran, I sprinted down the sands and
along the breakwater, pushed through the

little crowd of shrieking women and children

at the end, and plunged into the water. I

was not much of a swimmer, but just knew
enough of the art to enable me to enjoy

myself in the sea, or do a few lengths in a

bath. The water was fairly deep, and after

it closed with a gulp over me I seemed to go

down, down, down ever so far ; then I came
up, up, up, and just as I seemed to be going

to burst for want of breath I arrived at the

surface, and, having regained my breath,

looked round me for the youngster. I heard

the people shouting to me directing me where

to look, and encouraging me, but as I could

not distinguish what they said, all this was

lost on me. Then I caught sight of a little

bundle of clothes some distance off, and
made towards it; but, hampered by my
soaked flannels, I made but little progress.

My powers, too, were rapidly giving out,

and by the time I reached the little child I

was pretty well done. How, then, was I to

i

manage to get back with the additional

weight, to support which I should have to

use only one arm to swim with ? However, I

seized it by its clothes, and struck out for

the shore. Then it was that I noticed the

tide was running strongly out, and I could

make only the very slightest head.vay against

I

it, and that only by the greatest effort.

! Before I had got a quarter of the way I was

done for. Happily, the child kept quiet. I

gave over my efforts to reach the shore, as

these only exhausted me, while I made little

or no progress. I saw two men plunge into
' the water, but felt that if I continued to

;
struggle on I should sink before they could

I

reach me, and so turned my attention solely

I

to keeping above water, which, by half

floating, half swimming, I just managed to

do. Of course, the tide at once made itself

felt, and I was being rapidly carried out to

sea. How I managed to keep the child out

of the water is a mystery to me, for I myself

was under the best part of the time. Each

little wave went right over me, and it was

only occasionally that I could get a

proper breath. I was just about to give

over, and let myself sink, when I dimly

caught sight of a boat coming rapidly

:
towards me. It was the police boat, which

j

was kept rowing about during the time

I

people were bathing, On it came, nearer

!
and nearer. Not a moment too soon—^only

i

just in time. The men pulled with terrific

energy, and as the boat came hissing up, and

a wave swept right over my head, they

almost passed me. Just as the boat went

by, however, one man saw us, and he

grabbed the child by the clothes, while the

other checked the boat immediately. But

as the man tore the child away from me my
energies gave way, I ceased to make any

effort, and sank insensible down in the

water. Instantly the sailor was overboard.

j

He seized me by the hair, but not being able

: to hold on by it, as it was rather short,

caught me by the collar of my shirt, and

scrambled into the boat, hauHng me after

' him. This, of course, I learnt afterwards,

,

as I did not recollect anything until I came

. to myself again after a lapse of about half-
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an-hour, and, opening my eyes, found myself
lying on the sands in the middle of an im-

mense crowd of people, with four persons

working away at my arms and legs to pro-

mote respiration, as they had been doing

ever since I was landed. At my head, with

a smelling-bottle in her hand, stood Aunt
Spilkins, and beside her, and engaged in

pouring brandy from a flask into a tin cup,

was the French governess herself. When
it was noticed that I had revived the good
people who were working away at my limbs

desisted from their violent exercise, and the

bathing-machine man, who had been
especially busy with my left leg, took the

brandy and water from the French governess,

and poured best part of it down my throat.

In about a quarter of an hour, thanks to

their kind attentions, I was sufficiently re-

covered to be able to stand up when sup-

ported on both sides, and directly. I was on
my feet the assembled crowd gave vent to

numerous and prolonged cheers. Indeed,

everyone was tremendously excited. I was
still far too weak to walk to my diggings, and
so, carried on a sail by about a dozen shout-

ing men and boys, and accompanied by the

greater part of the crowd, I was taken up to

the Parade, where a fly was called, in which
I was placed, and into which also got Aunt
Spilkins and Louise. Aunt Spilkins directed

the man to drive to her lodgings, and ofl" we
went, still escorted by a large crowd.
Arrived there, I was carefully carried up-

stairs, and comfortably put to bed, and during
the v/hole of the day was waited on by Aunt
Spilkins herself, who, good old soul, was
weeping the whole of the time. She in-

formed me that the child I had rescued was
all right, and that, beyond getting wet and
being frightened, it was not much the worse
for the accident. Its parents, she told me
next day, who were visitors, had called twice

to see me, but she would not allow them to

do so until I was better, and so had made an
appointment for them to come at seven

o'clock the following evening.

The next evening they accordingly called.

I was lying on the sofa smoking a cigarette,

and Louise—was helping me do both. I felt

pretty well, but still rather weak. Aunt
Spilkins had gone out, as she didn't feel

equal to seeing the meeting between myself

and "the parents, who, but for me might

have been mourning a child's loss," she said.

They did not stop very long, and I was not
sorry when they departed, for both of them
were greatly affected at seeing me. Louise
didn't make matters any better, for she was
sobbing away the whole time. However, we
made up for it after they had gone, and
before the evening was over, if I hadn't quite

proposed and been accepted we had prac-

tically settled that she should some day
change her name for an English one, and I

really believe that the quiet hour I spent

lying on that sofa in the twilight did more to

expedite my recovery than anything else.

When x\unt Spilkins came back she brought

with her a copy of the local paper, which
contained a long account of " An Exciting

Scene on the Sands—Gallant Rescue of a

Child," occupying three long columns. The
whole time I remained there I could not go

out without being stared at by everybody,

and Louise said, with one of her pretty

laughs, she was quite proud to be seen walk-

ing with me. Not the least pleasant part of

it was the receipt of a very handsome gold

watch from the Mayor of the town, which

had been subscribed for by the inhabitants,

and which was presented to me at a meeting

held at the Town Hall for the purpose.

Aunt Spilkins had quite forgiven me the

past, and when I left gave me permission to

call to see Louise whenever I liked, which,

as I told her, would be pretty often, and,

indeed, directly they got back she wrote for

me to come down from Saturday to Monday.

It was on one of these short visits that I

formally proposed to Louise, and, needless

to say, was accepted. The happy event is

fixed to come off next month, and last Sunday
evening, when that young lady had gone up

to get ready for church. Aunt Spilkins told

me that she intended to give us her house to

live in, as she was going to reside for good

at her place at the seaside. Of course, I

was tremendously grateful to her, and when
Louise came down and heard the news she

nearly smothered the old lady with kisses,

who, holding the " French governess's"

hand in one of her own and mine in the

other, joined them together, and while the

tears ran rapidly down her dear old nose,

endeavoured to say, "Bless you, my children
!

"

—Ben Hayward.
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AM I AN OLD FOGY?

The amateur question is a chestnut

—

wormy, too. It has been written nearly out.

Still I should like to be permitted to say my
say, which is that the old, time-honoured

definition of an amateur as a gentleman who
does not contend for a wager or a money
prize, nor with those who do so, is good

enough for me. I can't see wherein our

sport is so different from all other sports as

to need a different definition of an amateur.

Our boat clubs train and expend much
money and time preparing themselves for

racing. Somebody pays the bills. We have

sent amateur boat crews to England, and we
all can remember how indignant we were

when the English objected to one or two of

our crews because some ofthe oarsmen were

accused of working at manual labour for a

living, and therefore not being gentlemen in

the English sense of the word. But nobody
objected to them because their expenses

were paid. Our wonderful sprint runner,

Myers, went to England and cut down all

the records, coming back loaded with medals

and fame. To accomplish this required

months, and even several successive years,

of training. But nobody ever asked if he

paid all the heavy expense of this out of his

own pocket. He remained an amateur until

he ran for a money stake. Are we proud of

him ? Well, rather.

I don't race. I ride on my dignity, not on
my speed. I would like to trade a mountain

of dignity for just a little bit of speed, but

can't. But when I go to see races I want to

see speed. Especially when I pay for seeing

races do I want to see the best speed there

is, I would pay a dollar to see Hendee,
Rowe, and Weber contend in a record-

breaking race sooner than I would pay a

dime to see all the duffers between Halifax

and Mexico cover their miles in over three

minutes. The flying Get There captures my
money and my enthusiasm ; so he does the

money and enthusiasm of the American
people. The American people want to see

the fliers; they don't care a straw for the

duffers. If bicycling wants to captivate the

American people, it has got to parade the

fliers. If the League wants to spread the

glory of the wheel, it has got to beat the

B ritish records, and breed the fastest fliers

in the world. That is one of the surest ways
to make bicycKng universally popular.

Well, now, fliers don't grow like weeds.

They have to be carefully cultivated from the

hardiest stoclc. Somebody has got to pay
for their cultivation. Hendee, Rowe, and
Weber and the rest can't beat the English

unless they spend months of time and
hundreds of dollars of expense in training

and procuring the best wheels that can be

manufactured. Not one in a thousand of the

fliers is a rich man. The flying stock is

usually derived from the ranks of labour and
active business. Unless somebody foots the

bills, you don't have fliers. Whether the

club, or a manufacturer, or a wealthy pro-

moter of the sport pays the expenses, makes
no difference with the result. It is the

trained cracks who draw—who always will

draw—who do more to promote bicycling

as a national sport than any other class. So
long as they do not ride for wages, or with

betting men, they are amateurs in the old-

fashioned sense. Why should they not be ?

But there are, or may be, amateurs and
amateurs. Why not compromise this busi-

ness, and divide amateurs into two classes?

Class A : Those who pay their own expenses

and fall within the present rule. Class B

:

Those whose expenses are paid in whole or

in part by their clubs, or by promoters of the

sport, no matter who, provided that such
expenses are paid by men who are themselves

gentlemen amateurs, and not gamblers. And
disqualify any who ride in a class to which
they do not belong. It seems to me that

here is a sensible compromise. This would
give class A a fair chance, and their bast

men would graduate into class B, and so

keep this class of renowned fliers full to hold

the championship for this country. If the

League is to take entire charge of racing, it

may also create a third and wholly separate

class of distinctively professionals.

I don't believe in forcing the best into the

professional class, but in keeping the best

as long as possible in the amateur class. I

have the natural prej udice of miUions against

gambling and against those who contend for

bets or money. But Cola Stone was good

enough company for me, and so are Hendee,
Rowe, Weber, and scores of others of the
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now proscribed fliers. I don't want the

League to lose its control over gentlemen

riders merely because they train and win,

and make the sport renowned all over the

world. I don't want Stevens kicked out

because he is trying to ride around the world,

and somebody pays his expenses. I want

my club, if it has a rider of exceptional

excellence, to have the privilege of training

and sending him at our expense abroad, if

we choose to capture glory for ourselves. I

want the League to promote, and not to

obstruct, the highest possible development

of speed. I am getting old, and I want to

live to see the wheel beat the horse for a

mile. At the same time, I want to see the

untrained riders given a chance to take

prizes in their classes, and so be encouraged

to develop more fliers to enter the trained

class. I want to see the sport become as

popular as base-ball is now, so that every

city in the land will have its track, its meets,

its great crowds of ladies and gentlemen to

witness the trials of speed and endurance,

and thus make the wheel tJie popular Ameri-

can institution, and its triumphs the ambition

of all our athletic young men. If not, why
not ? Am I an old fogy ?

—President Bates, in ^^Bicycling World.''

THE BICYCLE FROM AN OUTSIDE POINT OF VIEW.

We are indebted to an old number of

" Cassell's Magazine " for the following

amusing article on the bicycle. It is the

funniest thing of the kind we have read since

James Inwards's " Learning to Ride "' in The

Field, published about 12 years ago :

—

" Aristocratic wielders of the pen have

seized hold of an accident or two and the

reckless riding of a few enthusiasts to make
them handles for a wholesale condemnation
of the velocipede. This piece of mechanism
may certainly be an intrusion, but, for all

that, it seems to have its good qualities

;

and as to the objections that have been
made to its use—well, upon racking one's

brains a little it is possible to recall objec-

tions having been made to steam in days

gone by. Tramways have been driven off

our roads, but they are trying to creep back
;

perambulators have been crushed endlessly

—and they certainly are unpleasant when
the fore wheel is thrust between your legs

and you feel about to be transformed into a

baby murderer—but perambulators increase

in number fast as do their occupants, and
the green four-wheeler that fathers of families

used to draw about on Sundays is now a

thing of the past. And, doubtless, if some
opponent of the good old conservative

notions of England were to introduce a

comfortable street cab to take the place of

the hideous jangling vehicles of the present

day he would be cried down—perhaps ruined.

" For my part, being a very mild, inquisi-

tive individual, I have felt rather disposed

to welcome the new means of locomotion,

and mentally exclaimed, ' How delightful

to spin along upon land more independently

than the 'Rob Roy' canoe on water! How
glorious to be free of tolls (?), ostlers, taxes

and trouble ! To ride where one listeth,

and then— ' double up your perambulator.'

"The name was enough to tempt one to

invest, so I bought a ' bicycle,' and anxiously

smuggled it into the Httle coach-house, ready

for an opportunity of trying its paces.

" Being such a revolutionary method of

going over the ground, one naturally felt a

delicacy about appearing in public until able

to perform with grace and eff'ect. Here was
a difficulty : privacy was required, but not to

be obtained. I had learned skating upon a

ditch, riding in a school, dancing in so many
private lessons ; but velocipeding—how was
it to be attained ? A garden seventy feet by

thirty, with narrow gravel paths at right

angles, was certainly not adapted ; and,

besides, inquisitive people could have looked

over the walls. One could not do it in a

room—what was to be done ?

" I had that horrible vehicle in bed with

me for nights. There was a complete reverse

of circumstances—it sat upon me, nightmare

fashion, instead of me riding it; I dreamed
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of it, and saw myself ignominiously dragged

oft to the station-house for bowling my hoops

upon the pavement. I saw myself brought

to ruin by people thrusting walking-sticks in

my spokes ; I was laughed at, shouted after
;

hunted by a lot of boys, who would catch

me, paddle hard as I would ; and time after

time I sat up in bed in a violent state of

perspiration, avowing that I would either

burn or sell the thing which threatened to be

the bane of my existence.

" Weeks passed, and the bicycle had not

even been looked at without a shudder,

when one bright, frosty night, about eleven,

when taking my customary look out before

retiring, the thought occurred to me, ' Why
not try in the dark?'

•'Why, indeed ? Five minutes after I was

stealing down to the coach-house and trying

to smuggle the thing out, but the doors

would creak horribly, and the wheels grated

upon the gravel. I knew that another sound

would bring people, right and left, to their

windows, anticipating doctors or fire-engines,

so, hugging my enemy in my arms, I bore it

to the railings, lifted it over, tearing my coat

in the act, and then followed it into the road.

" We are to have gas our way, but at

present it is under consideration ; and upon

this dark, cold night, as I stood beside my
vehicle, looking in all directions cautiously as

a burglar, suddenly a light was thrown full

upon me, and from behind it a gruff voice

inquired— ' What's your little game ?'

" Game, indeed ! it was no sport, but a

piece of serious earnest, and it was only with

difticulty that I induced Police-constable

John Dorhead to believe that this was not

an infernal machine, and that he might turn

off" his bull's eye and leave me to my own
devices.

" The ground was dry and hard—oh, how
hard ! and lifting the incubus once more, I

made the best of my way beyond the last

house. Pausing for breath, I set the thing

down, straddled across it, settled myself in

my seat, and then—well, then I went for-

ward, very slowly, walking upon the tips of

my toes and taking the thing along with me.
I knew I ought to give myself a good start,

thrust my feet upon the treadles, and then

go along rapidly. I say I knew all this, but

that was all. If I lifted one leg from the

ground I inclined that side ; if I lifted the

other the inclination was but the reverse

;

and as to taking both feet up, I freely con-

fess it, I dared not.

" However, I got on slowly, with the thing

between my legs, telling myself that I was
progressing fast ; and I chuckled as I con-

gratulated myself upon the fact of my being

unobserved. At last, as time was getting on,

I grew more daring, and made a rush, per-

forming a wild curve which sent me into the

ditch on the left, while the next attempt sent

me into the hedge on the right.

" * Perseverance conquers in the end,' I

muttered, as I prepared for another try

;

and so I went on until, conceiving that I had
done pretty well for one night, and that even
if I had acquired no skill I had done some-
thing towards overcoming my timidity, I

turned back and walked, or rather waddled,

the instrument till I reached the top of the

hill, where I paused to consider.

" Should I ? Shouldn't I ? There was
nothing to do but to sit firmly and to steer

carefully and it would go downhill of itself.

The maker told me that the faster I went,

the safer. I'd a good mind to let it go, and
I walked it down a few yards. Why^ even if

I did fall I could not hurt myself much ; it

was not like being on a restive horse, and
being dragged by the stirrups, and—wasn't
it, though ! I only lifted my legs for an
instant to touch the treadles when the

wretch of a thing was off down the incline.

Mazeppa's ride was nothing to it ; the

bicycle cycled, the wind rushed past my ears,

and I believe I shouted, • Stop it !
' feeling

for the moment that I was off at express

speed ; then there was a crash, and, oh ! how
hard and firm was that new road !

'*
' I thought you'd get up to something

afore you'd done,' said a gruff voice, and
once more I was illuminated at the expense

of the ratepayers.

" I only groaned as I asked the constable

to assist me in with my wheels of misfortune.

I did not scruple about making a noise now,
all 'I wanted was to get the thing locked up,

and to go and bathe that large lump swelling

upon my noble forehead ; but I believe the

fellow grinned when I gave him a shilling.

" I don't know whether mind or body was
the sorer the next morning, but I was very

ill at ease, ' and,' said I to myself, ' here's a

lesson for me,' while I ran over in my own
mind the list of my enemies, being at last

fully determined to send my compliments to

the gentleman who cut up my last book,

aud with my compliments the bicycle.

" Humbly and sincerely I trust that he
may not break his neck."
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HOW I HARROGATED.

Even now, a week after, the act of sitting

down to pen a few random recollections is

accompanied by a thousand pains in the

region of an unmentionable part of my
anatomy—like unto a victim of the scourging

bastinado in the hands ofsome pitiless execu-

tioner—ah me ! But I crave the reader's

indulgence whilst I proceed with the denoil-

ment. The following telegram reached me
at Middlesbrough on Saturday evening, the

31st : " Meet us Darlington, 8.30 morning,

Holy Wall, an ye fail us blood !" the

explanation of which is that The O'Key and
another were then ploughing en route for

Harrogate from the Land o' Cakes, and
required my presence at the Darlington

rendezvous yclept the " Hole in the Wall,"

and with such a terrible threat hanging over

my head, could I say " nay ?" Accordingly,

Sunday morning found me up betimes, and
having breakfasted, I was on the road at 7.30,

cheerily trolling forth a few of Sullivan's airs

to the accompaniment of the lay of the lark.

There was too much adhesiveness of road to

tyre to be agreeable, albeit the impending
sword ofvengeance spurred me on. Darling-

ton was fetched at 8.45, and I was quickly

within the portals of the '* Holy Wall." I

had scarcely ordered a slaking draught before

Httle Mdlle. Turnbull shouted " Here they

are, sir !" and the next instant two wrecks of

men and wheels were in my arms. Suiting

the action to the words I invoked the Shade
of Irving, crying, " Get in, you moral rakes

—

get in !" Considering the hour, rum and milk

was voted to be the beverage par excellence,

and, accordingly, a tall, gaunt vessel was
planted in the centre of the table, and these

Knights of the Round Table—or rather, these

knights round the table, drank deep draughts,

as only doughty knights can. " The O'Key"
looked (after long years of separation) more
scampish than ever, brown as a berry, taller,

and with a weak semblance of a moustache
surmounting his lip, whilst his companion,
whom he introduced as " Mr. Fore" (an em-
bryo lawyer it transpired), was taller, fair as

alabaster, and bore an aspect of calm and
legal astuteness that soothed and softened

my exuberance when I looked upon him.

Pedalling away in the direction of salubrious

Croft (not the least connection with the
j

crofters), I learned that these two lords of

creation had bumped, crawled, ploughed,

and fled alternately 97 miles, from Broughty

Fairy—or Fairies— to some Tyneside pit

village on the Friday, had ridden worthily

on Saturday, and 12 miles, from Ferryhill to

Darlington, on this particular Sunday morn.

We halted only once at a wayside spring

and drank copiously of Heaven's wine out of

the O'Key's C.T.C. helmet. I had no

sooner removed my own lips from this im-

provised drinking-horn, than I " twigged"

the wig of an earwig swimming on the sur-

face, and synchronously felt a tickling sensa-

tion within me as of having swallowed one

of these horrid little reptiles. I dashed the

contents of the cap into The O'Key's face,

and then paced away for Northallerton.

The road was now splendid, and so said all

of us. Jogging through the Yorkshire gaol

town, we were hailed opposite the Golden

Lion (C.T.C.) by a young man running out

bareheaded after us. Yoicks ! it was
Charlie Laidler, alias De Biere, of Darling-

ton, in spruce summer mufti. He uncere-

moniously dragged us in, introduced us to

some friends, and then that good old English

custom—drinks. The earwig survived not

the scorching draught of eau-de-vie. Softly

was borne down the stair the inspiriting

strains of " Our Last Waltz" on the piano,

accompanied in mellifluous accents by a

female voice. Jack Woods, of the Jesmond
club, now came on the scene, backed up by

some Sunderland men. Then there was a

raid on the biscuits and cheese—more drinks

and tobacco. Anon we parted, after

promising to meet one another at Harrogate.

An hour later we had dined like aldermen at

the old Stockton rendezvous—Mrs. Palliser's

Temperance Hotel. More piano and rest.

Again we were tit-willowing along the road,

and for the last three miles into Busby
Stoop we overtook a couple of bucolic

swains on heavy roadsters, who, deeply

tinctured with an emulous spirit, strove

might and main to keep up with us. The
ruts, however, played havoc with our lighter

machines, and spurt as we would, we could

not get out of hearing of their jangling bells

and senseless jargon. Eventually, a haven

hove in sight, and we were thus thankful to
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leave these sturdy yokels cum dignitate.

There were a lot of girls at this inn, with

whom my companions exchanged askant

glances—but this is fiivolous, so I pass on.

Eight miles hence we neared the quaint

city of Ripon. I took the lead down the

beautiful hill which runs under the railway

arch, and the coast being clear, with the

exception of a man with a perambulator and

a child (whom I effectively signalled my
approach to), I threw my legs over and

began a flying descent. Not many yards

from the perambulator, the man suddenly

crossed my path, and I missed him and his

innocent charge by a hair's-breadth. I

screamed at and called him all the blithering

nincompoops I could think of as I flew past.

It was a quarter-of-a-mile after ere I could

bring up, or I should have gone back and

made an example of that man before his

beloved spouse. We stayed at the " Crown,"

a fine old English house, with richly

appointed apartments, and after an allot-

ment of rooms we had a "jolly good tuck-in"

—to use a cycling colloquialism—in the De
Grey Room. By-and-bye—it was now seven

o'clock—Harry Barningham, of Darlington,

and a scion of the Ponsonby De Tomkyns
family, were heralded in in white corduroy

knicks, dark tunics and polos. Harry is a

tall, blase individual of aristocratic appear-

ance, yet from long personal knowledge, one

of the biggest hearted fellows that ever

crossed the saddle. The Darlington gentry

having fed to their own delectation, we
prepared to sally out, and on looking round

for my canopy the same had disappeared,

and so had The O'Key. Having a distinct

loathing to wear any other fellow's hat, I

started out in search of the delinquent,

whom I found squatted contentedly among
a horde of Stockton roughs in the Alexandra.

Here Mr. Chapman, the host, nearly

squeezed all my knuckles out of joint, and
bade me welcome with tears of affection. I

felt touched. Drinks round upstairs. After

recapturing my chapeaiL (it's a real little

beauty, by the way), there was an amalgam-
ation of the forces, and sallying parties were

formed to besiege the various haunts of

interest in the city. There was a deplorable

paucity of 6^//^s /^;;n;j^s, so hostelry honours

were divided between the Bull, the Alex-

andra, and the Crown-ing house of all.

More drinks ; more smoke. Two unruly

boys were ejected from the Bull for pilfering

flowers, but the head-waiter and " Annie,"

for good old Harry's sake, healed the breach.

Later, a happy gathering in the Crown.
Noblemen present—The Gnat, an editor (I

forget his name), Barningham, Ponsonby
de T., Fore, and first person singular.

Drinks and smokes. We had selections

from " Mikado," " Patience,"some jolly good
songs, and then our candles were brought in.

Suddenly there came a tapping, up flew a

window-sash, and in leapt The O'Key right

into the midst of us, saying, Hke Paul Pry,
" Pve just dropped in, I hope I don't

intrude." He was unable to gain entrance

below (it was near the witching hour), and
so had recourse to climbing up the wall like

a chameleon and on to the verandah. This

caused Barningham to oifer P. de T. fabu-

lous sums to go down and emulate this

burgling incident. P. de T. sternly declined,

and remarked the lateness of the hour.

Then there was a quitting of our visitors,

and after serious expostulations by P. de T.,

we went in quest of our several bedrooms.

It was an odd picture—five fellows filing

along the gloomy corridor, with the gaunt

figure of Barningham towering above all,

each armed with a ghostly yellow flickering

" dip." The suppression of mirth was pain-

ful to endure as certain men got into wrong
rooms and had to beat a hasty retreat. By-

and-bye " orl was peas." The eventful morn
dawned gloriously. Ripon was en fete with

its crowding vehicles (Ripon races). There

was bugling galore, calling riders to rise up

and get ready. At breakfast we had a lot of

visitors, and heard that The Gnat had been

carried home on a shutter the previous night,

warbling incoherently, "The flowers that

bloom in the spring, tra-la !" On the road

to Harrogate there rode as gallant a caval-

cade of cyclists—which swelled in numbers

as we progressed—as was ever formed.

The Crombies were there, having ridden

through from Middlesbrough that morning.

The O'Key and I were the only ones who
rode up Harrogate Mountain. At the moun-

tain top the Stockton Greys rigged their

flaunting banner preparatory to entering the

town—a ^iece of vain superficialism. For

the best part of half-an-hour we practised

trick-riding and bike-smashing in the mean-

dering procession. Then dined at the

Wellington, where Jack Woods was the life

and soul of the company with his " Silence

in court!" and cries of " Garsong !" The
leave-taking at this particular house was

characterised by an attempt at extortion
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most barefaced. A stable-boy demanded

6d. each for allowing our unprotected, inno-

cent machines to recline against the yard

wall. One guileless youth shelled out;

another said, " You be stuffed !
" a second

said, •' Go to Jericho!" and the others fol-

lowed ditto, and the precocious would-be

swindler got sixpence for the lot, when the

chances were that he might have got a three-

penny tip from everyone. And now for the

climax—the grand culminating point. Sail-

ing peacefully down a hill five minutes after

leaving the Wellington, The O'Key and I

were riding abreast, legs over, overtaking a

carriage meanwhile, when another carriage

appeared in view approaching us, and, to

avoid a collision, I threw my legs over to

regain the pedals, and in doing so struck The
O'Key's machine, which, while he pursued

his way rejoicing, poised me over the

handles, and then sent me with a crash to

take " a sliding-seat" ahead. I fairly

writhed with pain, which was added to not a

little by a vindictive coachman crying out,

" Which is t'hardest ? " and The O'Key,

Fore, and another Goole man did a war-

dance round me what time I caressed the

injured part. The imprint of my C.T.C.

cloth (thank heaven for that double seat
!)

may be distinctly observed on the surface of

the road to this day. Next, trio struggling

with my jigger to make him rideable

—

effected—mounted again. At the races

happened on dear old " Centaur," of Leeds,

whose juvenescence and spruce summer
habilaments made me for the nonce forget

my agony. More drinks ; introduced to an

embryo consul for Richmond and his friend,

which involved—more drinks. " Centaur"

had come over with the Leeds contingent in

a princely " Four-in-hand," Mr. ArdiU, the

famous enamelUst, being of the party. I

searched in vain for my disabled editor,

whose rueful phiz and beswaddled limbs

came distinctly up before my mind's eye.

Anon my wreck of a steed was hauled up on

to the top of this same " Four-in-hand,"

and I, along with the others, left the trysting

ground and drove to the Commercial, where

we had a good inlaying of substantial

pabulum. Then a select party separated

from the throng, and had a quiet little social.

At 8.30 p.m. P. de T. and I caught the

train at Harrogate for Dadington and

Middlesbrough, bade farewell to all, and now
I am rising from my mental perambulations

in pain and sorrow for that tumble, thinking

the while of that Latin truism, " Non est

vlvere, sed valere vita^

—T. Side.

> • <

WHEN ?

When Old Sol leaps forth with a beaming ray,

And a cheery smile at the opening day,
For his gladsome run o'er a boundless course

—

Mount, mount ! and away on the steel-ribbed horse !

As the morning wears, and the zephyrs play,
While merrily dances each leaf and spray.
To Nature's sweet music, from discords freed.

Unstable and spring on the silent steed.

When noon in its splendour lights road and plain,

And a fragrant bower is the shady lane
—

'

It is surely then that the heart will feel

A cloudless love for the glistening wheel.

As sinks the sun in his radiant dress.

With a flickering smile, as if to bless
Once more the expanse of exultant earth

—

The cycler then knows what his joys are worth.

In the deepening twilight's peaceful grey,
What joy to the troubled to steal away
From the busy cares that oppress the brain.
And skim, amidst silence, the roads again !

But oh ! for a run when the moon's pale light
Sheds a lustre fair o'er the realms of Night,
While Philomel's music swells sweet and clear,
Entrancing the soul of the wheelman near ! F.F S.
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AN ACCOUNT OF THE TRIP TAKEN BY FARIBAULT'S " BIG FOUR.

Yes ! there were four of them.

Who they were I won't say, as it will make
Httle difference to most who read this, and
to those who saw them thsy will be recog-

nised readily by the following names, by

which they were dubbed on the trip :

—

First came Prince, seated astride of a
" New American Champion," followed in

order by Stuff, on an " Expert Columbia,"

Jack, the heavy man, on a " Columbia "

light roadster, and Schock, also riding a
" Champion."
Mounting their wheels in the order named,

they left Faribault (Minn.) at precisely ten

o'clock one morning, bound for Ovvatonna, a

distance of i8 miles.

During the night before, a shower of rain

had left the ground nice and soft, and con-

siderable kicking was indulged in by some of

the party as to whether it would be policy to

attempt the journey. Prince and Schock
were bound to go. Of course, the roads

would be all right out of town ; they knew
all about it.

"Suppose they are too muddy," said

Prince, " we can take the railroad track and
get there in no time. I've gone that way
before after a rainstorm, and got there a-

flying ; what's the matter with trying it

again ?
"

(He didn't say whether he went by the

cars, or on a bicycle—only that he went.)

" Bet your life," said Schock, and so they

started.

Prince set an easy pace, with the rest of

the party close behind. After riding about

a mile the first hill was reached, and here

the trouble began.

Owing to the slippery condition of the

road the large wheel spun around at a

terrific pace, throwing a shower of mud in

every direction, but making scarcely any
perceptible headway. You can bet, how-
ever, that they got to the top at last in good

shape (by walking), and with a determined

air set out to break the record—or their

necks.

But fate and mud seemed against them

—

fate against their breaking the record, and
mud against their breaking their necks.

They soon found that further riding on the

highway was impracticable. The railroad

track being but a half-mile to their right,

with a level stretch of meadow-land between,

they concluded to climb over the barb-wire

fence and make for it.

Pushing their machines before them, they

pressed forward. After a few minutes' walk,

Stuff mounted his wheel ; and the others,

seeing that he could ride through the deep

grass all right, followed his example. For a

time all went well, and the spirits of the

party rose rapidly ; but suddenly a loud yell

from the rear, followed by a crash, caused

them to halt and investigate.

With the perspiration dripping from their

faces. Prince, Stuff, and Jack drew together

for a consultation. Stock was taken imme-

diately, and upon further inquiry the dis-

covery made that Schock was missing—in

fact, had entirely disappeared. W^hat had

become of him was a mystery. Various

theories as to his whereabouts were put

forward, but none seemed to meet with

favour, and were thrust aside.

The most feasible was that expressed by

Jack—" Took a header !"

Just as they were about to turn back to

hunt him up a commotion in the clover drew

their attention. They stepped back in

amazement. That a fierce struggle was

going on there was plainly apparent from

the glimpses obtained now and then of

shining metal and navy blue uniform, which

by turns showed above the field of clover.

Finally the blue uniform came out on top,

and Schock—for it was he—yanked his

bicycle to an upright position in a twinkling,

meanwhile giving vent to his feelings in

sulphurous language.

After a good hearty laugh all round, during

which Schock stood not a Httle guying,

another mount was made, and shortly after-

wards they arrived at the railroad track.

Here they found pretty fair riding. In some
places where the ties rose above the gravel

filling riding was rendered necessarily slow.

Then, again, stretches were met with where

the gravel lay loose, and the party were

obliged to foot it. As before, Prince took the

lead, followed closely by Stuff, while Jack

and Schock brought up the rear. The riding
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was tolerable, but nothing to brag of; many
times were they compelled to dismount and

pursue the journey on foot.

It was after eleven o'clock when Walcott

was reached, only four miles from Faribault.

Walcott is yet a small city. In time it may
become a rival of Cannon City, but as yet

nothing marks the locality save an empty
box-car standing on a side track.

Prince and Stuff, arriving a few minutes

ahead of their companions, seated them-

selves under the shady side of the city (box-

car) until they were joined by the others.

While reclining on the iron rail a better

view was taken of their surroundings.

Before and behind them lay the long

stretch of railroad track. On either side,

as far as the eye could reach, extended

the beautiful rolling prairie, with its standing

grain waving gently to and fro in the light

summer's breeze. The sun shone brightly.

Its warm rays caused the four sturdy

wheelmen to perspire like a ilock of mud-
hens, better known as hell-divers in these

parts. The only evidence of life about the

place was a blackbird squaking from the top

of a telegraph pole. Jack got mad, and fired

a rock at the noisy citizen, but with such

precision that it came within fifty feet of its

intended mark.

After a few minutes' rest the journey was
once more resumed. Taking a brisk pace,

with Stuff in the lead, the party sped swiftly

onward. Away they went, bounding over

the ties, crossing the trestle bridges to the

imminent danger of having their necks

broken, and having a tough time generally

until Medford hove in sight.

Medford is only a small village, with per-

haps 400 or 500 population, and situated nine

miles south of Faribault. No stop was made
here outside of the time spent in oiling

machines and filling up on cold water ; but

considerable cussing was indulged in over

the shaking up they had received on the trip

by rail. They swore that they would keep

on the road the remainder of the distance,

even though compelled to walk it knee-deep

in mud.
Prince again took the lead, with Stuff at

his little wheel. Away they flew down the

road. Prince doing some of his phenomenal

spurting, while Stuff was vainly trying to

keep him in sight. On and on they went,

but suddenly the scene changes. Prince is

about to attempt a flying leap over a mud
puddle when—

Lo ! and behold !

He is seen to pause. He spies something

in the mud before him. A moment he is

poised in mid air, and then shoots forward

with lightning-like rapidity.

"Has he got it?" This is the question

asked by the excited pair who are fetching

up the rear.

They gaze upon the sight with mingled

feehngs of alarm; Prince is up and away
almost before they can think. The next

moment brings them to the same place

;

both spy the same object as seen by Prince
;

both go through the same performance.

Prince, who is standing by quietly watch-

ing the proceedings, waits until after they

have arisen, and then asks

—

" Well, did you get it ?"

Winking at each other, but deigning no
repl}'', they again moved forward.

But what has become of Stuff?

He had just time enough to choose between

the mud-puddle route and a barb-wire fence;

he chose the latter, and fortunately slid

along the whole length of wire between posts

without damage to himself or being com-
pelled to dismount. As he hung to the

fence post, with the remainder of the party

trudging along behind. Prince shouted,

"Come off, Stuff! Might as well make up
your mind to walk it now as at any other

time, for you can't ride through all this

mud."
" Come off nothing !" he returned, " not

till I get to Owatonna. I'm going to ride to

Owatonna
;
you fellows can walk if you

wish."

" Walk !" exclaimed Prince. "If you are

going to ride / am, and don't you forget it."

Prince then mounted and flew after Stuff,

who was spinning along the road at a brisk

pace, while Jack and Schock, following more
leisurely, were soon left behind.

The roads to Clinton Falls, three miles

beyond Medford, were pretty much dried

off, as, in fact, they were all the way to

Owatonna, barring here and there a mud-
pool, thus allowing the party to move forward

at a much faster pace than heretofore.

Stuff and Prince arrived first. Looking
back nothing could be seen of the other two,

and they concluded not to wait for them.

Stuff was in the lead, but going up the

long hill at this station he, on his " Expert

Columbia," found it rather tedious work, and
almost did the stand-still act several times ;

i
while Prince, on his "Champion," was
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allowed to go by and again capture the lead,

which he succeeded in holding throughout

the remainder of the race.

From Clinton Falls until Owatonna was

reached nothing worthy of note occurred.

One stop of half-an-hour was made about

two miles this side, to give Jack and Schock

time to catch up, and when at last they were

sighted about a mile to the rear, pushing

their machines before them, the pair again

mounted, and resumed their journey.

When at last they got into Owatonna at halt-

past two o'clock, they went straight to a

restaurant, for the inner man was in sad

need of refreshment. Twenty minutes later

Jack and Schock arrived. Schock was a

beautiful sight. He was literally covered

with mud from head to foot, and presented a

most ludicrous spectacle.

" Where in thunder have you been,

Schock?" asked Prince, munching a mouth-

ful of pie. " You look as though you had

just come out of some real estate specula-

tion."

"Sol have," he grinned. "When I got

to the bottom of that dang big hill back there

I tried to turn out for that mud-puddle, but

somehow I lost my grip, and ran off the bank

into a slough instead. Jee ! but you should

have seen me. W^ent way out of sight in the

rushes and mud, bent my crank and handle-

bar, and had to yell for Jack to pull me out.

Darn such riding, anyway !"

" Well, you're a dandy," exclaimed Stuff.

" What'll your girl say when she sees you

in that condition ? Better not go near her

to-day."

" Aw ! let up, Stuff, can't you ? I ain't got

no girl; but I'm hungry and want some
grub." So saying he seated himself at the

table and sent in his order.

" What kept you fellows so long ? " asked

Prince, turning to Jack. " We waited for

you back hereaways about half-an-hour,

and just before we saw you I was saying to

Stuff that either you had turned back or

continued on the railroad track."

" Why ! Schock here, the darn cuss, kept

me back ! Every little while he would take

a header, and I'd have to go back to

straighten him out ; I wasn't going to leave

him alone. You'd 'a' died laughing to see

the headers he took !

"

After this Schock was guyed unmercifully

throughout the remainder of the meal. He
was made to believe that no rest would be

taken ; but that the homeward journey

would be resumed immediately. He took it

so hard, however, that they finally let up,

and it was decided to remain in the city over

night and return home the next morning on
the early train.

Dinner over, the four merry cyclists went
outside. Again mounting their wheels.

Prince taking the lead, the ride to the central

portion of the city was completed, where
inquiries were made for the whereabouts of

the Owatonna Club.

Someone said that they had gone to

Waseca. This was a severe disappointment

to the boys, but still they kept up hope,

thinking that perhaps some still remained in:

the city. They rode as far as the Arnold

House and dismounted.

Hardly were they comfortably seated on

the verandah of the hotel, when they were

agreeably surprised by the appearance of

the Owatonna Club. After a hearty ex-

change of greetings and introductions, some-

one suggested that a wheel be taken around

the city, to which all were willing, and the

procession formed in double line.

The cycHsts' party, now swelled to the

number of eleven, made a fine appearacce

as they swept through the streets. All places

of interest were visited, and several rounds

of fluid taken in at Ganser's Brewery by

those who were so inclined. Thus a highly

enjoyable hour was spent, and when the

return was made to the hotel for supper, a

more genuinely enthusiastic set of fellows

than were Jack, Prince, Stuff, and Schock

could not be found within a radius of fifty

miles.

While the jolly party of wheelmen were

standing about outside awaiting their turn

at supper. Jack, our heavy man on the light

roadster, was prevailed upon to give an

exhibition of his skill as a fancy rider.

Fancy riding is one of Jack's strong points,

and the way he pitched into that machine

was a caution.

After riding it in all conceivable shapes on

the two wheels, he unfastened the backbone,

and, taking up the large wheel, proceeded to

give such an exhibition of one-wheel riding

as is rarely witnessed in these parts. A
large crowd of spectators soon gathered and

applauded Jack's every effort. Such riding

many had never seen before, and, after he

had finished, he found himself the lion of

the hour.

Supper was then announced, and the v/ay

those four sturdy wheelmen from Faribault
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slaughtered the viauds should be a warning

to all hotel men in the future. After the

inner man was satisfied, Jack and Prince,

lighting a couple of cigars, set out for a stroll

about the city. During their absence, how-

ever, Stuff met with quite a severe accident.

It appears that while coasting down Cedar
Street hill, in company with Schock and the

Ovvatonna Club, his tyre became loosened by

coming in contact with a stone, throwing

him forward and bruising him quite severely

about the face and arms.

He was picked up insensible and conveyed

to the house of a relative in a hack, where
he was well cared for, and may be all right in

the course of a week.

Prince did not get back until quite late,

and expected to find his companions sound
asleep, but imagine his surprise when, upon

entering his bedroom, there lay Jack and

Schock in his bed, propped up with pillows,

the lamp still burning, and each of them
puffing away at a cigar.

" Well, ril be hanged !
" he exclaimed.

" What in Sam Hill is the matter with you
fellows ? Are you crazy, or do you want to

set the bed afire ?
"

" Set nothing afire," replied Jack ;
" only

taking solid comfort."
*' Where've you been. Prince ? " asked

Schock, rising and spitting out of the window.

"Jack said you went to see your girl. Is

that so ?
"

" Never you mind, Schock," answered
Prince, disrobing preparatory to going to

bed. " She is well and happy, and that is

all you'll find out from me," saying which
he Ughted a cigar also, and crowded in

between his two companions.

All had a high old time.

Schock said it was the most fan he had
had since he took his header from the bridge

into the river on his way to Northfield. Jack
thought he never had had such a picnic since

the time he defeated Louise Armaindo in

their two-hundred-mile race last winter.

Prince also expressed himself favourable to

the occasion.

After finishing their cigars, the lights were
put out and the boys turned over to go to

sleep. Schock was soon in the land of

dreams. He tossed restlessly, and ever and
anon would mutter a few unintelligible words.

Prince listened closely, but could only dis-

tinguish the following disconnected sentence

:

" Dove—green grass !"

The next morning, all were up bright and
early. Prince and Schock took a wheel

around the city before breakfast to get up an

appetite, after which they returned to the

hotel and did full justice to the meal.

After settHng their bills, they took leave of

the genial proprietor and wheeled their way
down to the depot, where they were met by
a couple of the Owatonna boys who came
down to see them off.

Here the party indulged in a few minutes'

pleasant conversation, and after wishing

their friends good-bye, the four tourists

stepped aboard the cars and were soon

speeding away towards home. All were well

satisfied with their trip, and should the

Owatonna Club accept the invitation to visit

Faribault, they can rest assured that no pains

will be spared to make their stay a pleasant

one.
—" One of the Four'' in Wheelmen's Gazette.

> • <

LUNATIC LYRICS.

No 2. — Ye Lernyd Pilgrim me.

Itte was ane lernyd clerke I wis
Whych progrest onne ye roade,

Towards ye Canterburie towne
Yis festive boundere goed.

Synginge " Tooral li-looral li-liddi-um,'

Ande addynge " Diriddi-dum-daye"
Toe ye sentenses " Doodle-dum-doodle
Ande " Tootal-tum-tootal-tum-taye."
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Nowe why y-rode yis lernyd clerke
Toe Canterburie towne ?

Ande whatte his name and familie,

Ande whatte ye Gierke's renoune ?

Who sange " Tooral-li-looral li-liddi-um,"

Ande addyde " Diriddi-dum-daye"
Toe ye sentenses " Doodle-dum-doodle"
Ande " Tootal-tum-tootal-tum-taye."

He rode untoe ye towne becaus
He followyd his nose,

Ande who yatte organ fayne wolde keepe,

Ye same directionne goes.

Chaantynge " Tooral li-looral li-liddi-um,"

Ande addinge " Diriddi-dum-daye"
Toe ye sentenses " Doodle-dum-doodle"
Ande " Tootal-tum-tootal-tum-taye."

He had ne gotte a familie,

Hys name was Billie Bynkes,
He rode ane nagge whyche eaten notte
Ne oates, ne haye, ne drynkes.

Chortlynge " Tooral li-looral li-liddi-um,"

Ande addynge " Diriddi-dum-daye"
Toe ye sentenses " Doodle-dum-doodle'
Ande '' Tootal-tum-tootal-tum-taye."

Yis lernyd clerke was lernyd clerke

Toe Masteres Dunne and Deepe,
And servyd them wythe zealusse care

Alle in ye streete of Chepe.

Syngynge "Tooral li-looral li-liddi-um,"

Ande sometymes, whenne bothe were awaye,
He addyde " Di-doodle-dum-doodle"
Ande " Tootal-tum-tootal-tum-taye."

Yese guvnores, Masteres Dunne ande Deepe,
Soe open-heartedlee,

Ye whole yeare through kept open house
For ye sale of draperee.

Syngynge " Tooral li-looral li-liddi-um,"

And addynge " Diriddi-dum-daye"
To ye sentenses " Doodle-dum-doodle"
Ande " Tootal-tum-tootal-tum-taye."

Yis clerke hadde follow'd stille hys nose,

Ande nevere caughte itte uppe,
Had notte yere wandered on ye roade
Ane active littel puppe.

Syngyne " Tooral li-looral li-liddi-um"

(Ane novel remarke for ane hounde),
Ande addynge " Di-doodle-dum-doodle"
(Being equallie doggie in sounde).

Hys nose didde scrape alonge ye roade
Bye cropper on ye puppe.

He'd follow'd itte from Londonne towne,
Ande nowe he caughte itte uppe.

Chauntynge " Tooral li-looral li-liddi-um,"

Ande addynge thynges stronger yanne yatte.

As he picked oute ye spokes fromme hys coate-tailes,

Ande sortyd hys teethe in hys hatte. —Nym.
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AN ACUTE ATTACK.

Everyone has noticed, and, in noticing

has returned in thought to all his own feel

ings when suffering from an acute attack of

the cycling fever, and therefore the follow

ing, which we have culled from The Globe

will be read with amusement :

—

" There is a disease rapidly undermining

or rather overriding, society, which bids fair

to require some form of vaccination to ward
off its attacks. It is the furor cyclendi, or

rage for treadling. It iirst appeared in this

country some years ago, but the machines

then used to give vent to the furor so

thoroughly pounded and dislocated the

patients, that everybody else took warning,

and it was thought that the epidemic was
stamped, or, rather, worn out. But cunning

artificers were at work, and succeeded in

minimising the above effects; so the furor

sprang up again, and now becomes more
widely spread each season.

" To watch the progress of the malady in

any given case is profoundly instructive to

the social physician. The approaches of the

disorder are most insidious, and you never

know whom it is going to attack next.

• " A man's age, weight, colour of hair, religi-

ous persuasion, or propensity for strong

drink, which may help you to a forecast in

other maladies, are no criteria in this. Your
acquaintance Jones, for instance, may chat

with you very pleasantly at the club upon
this very topic, and may join in ' making fun

of the foolish,' little heeding, as the old

country proverb has it, that he ' may have a

donkey of his own some day.' Yet, though
he deride it, he may all the time have in him
the bacteria of the fell furor, contracted,

perhaps, months before by the sight of some
cyclist who passed him lightly and rapidly

on a dusty highway, leaving the sting

of envy behind ; or caught, it may be, from
the recital of some exploit of his friend

Smith, who did so many ' knots on the mea-
sured mile' (or whatever it is called), or

from an exhibition of the appetite Green has
acquired through riding a tricycle up and
down Highgate Hill every morning before

breakfast. The bacteria, though they have
lain dormant all the winter, will wriggle into

activity as spring approaches. To-day Jones

will laugh as heartily as you do yourself at

the furor, but the next time you meet him
there will be a change. Not that he is at-

tacked with the furor, oh! dear, no; he is of

course, the last man in the world to take it

;

but somehow he does not see the point of

your little joke about men making animated

treadmills of themselves, or your pleasant

pun about ' wheel ' and ' woe.' He will

admit that, as ' a matter of curiosity,' he

has been to see the last great show of

bicycles and tricycles, and will display an
alarming familiarity with the component
parts of those machines, talking freely of

' ball bearings,' ' forks,' ' tails,' and ' steering

gear.' With a little encouragement he will

proceed to explain that on the * Niagara' tri-

cycle you cannot fall backwards, though you

may split your skull forwards ; and will tell

you—railway-chairman-like—that accidents

with the ' Greased Lightning' bicycle bear only

that proportion to the number of miles run

which a farthing does to the National Debt.

He will then cautiously say that if—mind,

only ' if—he were to take such an amuse-

ment, he would select the latest model of the

' Thunderbolt' two-wheel, whose crank ar-

rangements are combined with such scientific

acumen that the pressure of ilb. on the

treadle is multiplied into a force of a horse

and three-quarters all round the tyre. His

power of description has become so vivid,

and his enthusiasm for the ' Thunderbolt' so

great, that you can almost see the motive

power flourishing its fractional tail. These
are the first stirrings into life of the bac-

teria.

" The next time you meet Jones the inocula-

tion will have developed, and he will be in

the first frenzy of the furor. Oh ! yes, he has

bought a ' Thunderbolt'—he always said, you
will remember, that he should go in for

bicycling, it is so healthy. Does he ride

yet ? Certainly—that is to say, he rides

splendidly when he is once on, though he
cannot yet get either on or off without assist-

ance. Has he had any tumbles ? No,

nothing to speak of—but here reflex action

makes him rub his skin involuntarily. Per-

haps in another month or two, by which

time he will have acquired the art of mount-
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ing and dismounting, you will meet him
madly careering along the highway, with

every mark of self-satisfaction on his coun-

tenance. Certainly, the; track made by his

wheels looks for all the world like the lines

of varying barometric pressure in the

weather diagrams, and the road is hardly

wide enough for him ; but the pace is un-

deniable. So is the cycling suit. For he is

arrayed in tight-fitting grey or blue, which

displays so much symmetry of limb to the

passers-by that a subsequent visit by them
to the Apollo Belvidere would be time thrown

away. Ten to one he has joined a cycling

club, too, and wears a helmet of a pattern

so military that he might pass with an indis-

criminating housemaid for an Egyptian war-

rior. And then his talk—if he deigns to

dismount and talk with you. It is all about

his runs ; and how Herts is the most lovely

country, all level gravel roads ; and how
Kent is a most disgusting one, all mud and

dust ; and how the high seat of a bicycle

gives him such splendid opportunities for

seeing the scenery—so different to those tri-

cycles, in which you can see nothing.

" At this crisis of the furor, be it whis-

pered, you will find Jones a little bit of a

bore, for beyond the circle of his indiarubber

tyre wild horses cannot drag him. Next

season, perhaps, you will meet Jones out on

the road again, but this time on a tricycle.

How about his bicycle, or ' bike,' as he

fondly termed it ? Well, yes, he did ride a

bicycle last season, to be sure, but then what

an advantage there is in the tricycle ! so

different to the bicycle, on which you cannot

see the scenery, because you daren't raise

your eyes from the ground, for fear of flying

over the handles. The wind is so much
against bicycles, too, and the tricycle goes
so much better over the stones ; and, be-

sides, you can dispense with that absurd
uniform.

" When next the highway beholds Jones
and you together he will be—on foot. Has
the furor expended itself ? you ask, with a

smile. By no means. He is as fond of the

tricycle as ever, he will never give it up, but
he has not been out this season yet, as it

promises to be rather windy, and the wind is

so much against tricycles that he thinks he
shan't go out at present. But alas ! one
never knows what may happen, and, per-

haps by this time bacteria, caught unawares
from Jones's early enthusiasm, may have
developed in you. He, in his turn, may dis-

cern the symptoms, though you yourself are

unaware of them. If such be the case, you
may as well pull out your cheque-book at

once, for Jones will never leave you till he
has sold you one of his old machines. He
will show you his biceps, and descant on the

improved state of his liver. Then what does

he want to part with his machines for ? you
inquire, catching, drowning-like, at a straw.

But he is quite ready. He intends to buy
one of the new machines—the electric ones

—two copper wires tied to a kitten which
sits on your lap

;
you stroke the kitten's

back, and the machine runs along—but one
of his old machines would be much safer for

a beginner, and come much cheaper, too.

With that you are lost, the fever has got

you, and you can only hope that you may
come out of it with liver and biceps equal to

those the furor has left to Jones."
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THE NEW CYCLE DEPOT OF HEINRICH KLEYER AT

FRANKFORT-ON-MAINE.

The following account of a well-known

cycle business in Germany (translated from

Dev Radfahrev by Mr. Hugo Droesse) will be

interesting, as evidencing the rapid growth

of the sport and trade on the Continent.

Mr. Kleyer is agent for the Coventry

Machinists' Co., Singer and Co., Starley

only a thorough man of business and tech-

nologist, but also a very successful com-

petitor on the racing-track, he soon gauged

the wants of cyclists.

" In the following year he removed from

his first place of business, s'tuated on the

first floor of No. 8, Bethmaim Strasse, to the

Brothers, H umber and Co., and other

English manufacturers :

—

" That cycHng has come so much into

vogue in Germany, we have to thank a

number of persons who, in consequence of

their position, were able to further and

make known the sport in those circles of

society from which the best help could be

expected. As one of the most prominent

among these pioneers we may mention

Heinrich Kleyer, of Frankfort-on-Mame.
" In the spring of 1880 he imported a

great number of bicycles, and being not

more spacious rooms on the ground floor of

the same house, and in 1883 he was obliged,

through increase of business, to take

quarters in the very spacious rooms of the

Hotel Frankfurter Hof, and again, on June

ist, 1886, he removed into his own new
house. No. 9, Gutlen Strasse, opposite the

Maine (Neckar) Railway Station.

" This establishment, built after Herr

Kleyer's directions by architect Heinrich

Theodor Schmidt, of Frankfort, was solely

erected for the use of cycling trade, and

gives us the best proof of the increase of the
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cycle sport in Germany. We trust it will

interest our readers and cyclists by giving

them an illustration and short description

of the building.

"Coming from the platform of the Maine
(Neckar) Railway Station, you are struck by

the elegant-looking fa9ade of the building,

being 14^ metres in length.

" We enter into a tastefully-decorated

passage leading to the counting-house,

packing, and shipping department. Going

nickel-plating, etc. The machinery is

worked by gas-power, and the nickel-plating

done by a new process with dynamo-electric

machines. Above the stock-rooms, through

the whole length of the building, is the

riding academy, which, doubtless, will win
us those friends for the sport who, for want
of a good place, have hitherto been unable

to learn or study the art of cycling. In

these rooms the would-be cyclist is taught

his lessons by experienced teachers, but

up a flight of steps we enter a hall (similarly

decorated as the passage) which serves as

sales-room for small machines, accessories,

etc. From here, passing the housekeeper's

door, we enter the stock-rooms, which, as

will be seen from the illustration, are built

gallery-like, one room being over the other,

supported only by iron pillars without any
partitions. In these rooms are stocked, in

regular order, over 1,200 bicycles and
tricycles, the fifth floor (basement) being the

factory for manufacturing parts of machines,

expert riders will find this room valuable,

and very useful for studying trick-ridmg, etc.

The room is 28 metres in length and 11

metres in width. Anybody having visited

this establishment will take away the im-

pression that knowledge of business, love

and interest for the sport have created

something that may safely be called "perfect

in every respect," and as long as the cycling

trade goes hand-in-hand with the sport, we
may be sure that cycling will steadily

increase and flourish in Germany."
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SOME PECULIARITIES OF IRISH CYCLING.

The general impression of Irishmen exist-

ing in the minds of British people is one of

a pugnacious, mean, and dissatisfied

character, a disinclination to work, and an

inherent capacity for quarrelsome disputes

being generally ascribed to natives of the

Emerald Isle. The error committed

generalising in this way is made apparent

to anyone paying a visit of any duration to

the country and mixing with Irish men and

Irish women. My impressions are very

strongly favourable to the view of the " finest

peasantry in the world" being aptly termed
;

and in its cyclists Ireland possesses a class

of men whose average can compare with the

average of any district in Great Britain. At

the start for the Killarney tour, I was a

stranger to nearly all the riders, and to this

day I could not identify half of them by name,

but, without undergoing the formality of

introduction, I soon became as an old friend

with most of them, and I noticed that the

party generally settled down into very ami-

cable relations towards one another, without

any of the stiff and stilted keep-yourself-to-

yourself dignity which would have interfered

with the pleasure of an English party, and

yet free from any suggestion of the vulgar

hail-fellow-well-met and I'm-as-good-as-you-

and-a-bit-better which distinguishes the

lower-class freemasons of the wheel in some

quarters. The Irish cychsts are, I conclude,

a peaceable, reasonable, and withal warm-

hearted and companionable race of men.

What of the Irish roads ? They had a

dreadful reputation, certainly, and, to tell the

truth, most of the surfaces are very badly

kept, but this is due more to local neglect in

thinly-populated districts, and to Bumbleism

and jobbery in large towns, than to any

inherent peculiarity in the Irish chmate, and

in many places the surfaces are not merely

good, but of a positively cinder-path-like

smoothness. Soft granite is very plentiful,

and is used aHke for building walls and kerbs

and for breaking up to surface the roads

with ; indeed, so plentiful is the stuff that

huge boulders of it are lying about on most

of the country roads in confused uselessness,

much to the detriment of the cyclist whose

wheel happens, in an unguarded moment, to

strike one such obstruction. For surfacing

purposes, this granite is so soft that it

becomes excessively sticky in wet weather.

A rider who had recently been pitched over

the handles of his bicycle, and had endea-

voured to break one of these boulders with

his head, told me that the granite was quite

hard enough for all civilised requirements,

but I do not regard him as an unbiassed

witness.

The footpaths are very frequently resorted

to by bicyclists, and usually afford capital

running. They are in the majority of cases

just too narrow for a tricycle, but single-

track bicycles are able to slip on to the ends
of the paths—which usually slope to the

roadway in a very accommodating fashion

—

and spin along their smooth surfaces with

impunity, any chance pedestrian willingly

stepping aside to allow the wheels to go

past, and even the constabulary not regard-

ing the performance with disfavour.

Gravel and flint are scarce, and nearly all

the roads are of a grey hue ; the roughness

of their surfaces is not so much the rough-

ness we are accustomed to in London, but

rather the result of decay, the small-broken

surface having been worn down until the

foundation boulders protrude. Thick tyres

are consequently a sine qua non, and tricycle

wheels need be made with extra thick and
tough spokes to withstand the thuds which

are occasioned by their sudden collision

with protruding foundation stones or loose

boulders.

In the mountain districts the roads are

frequently laid out in a very scientific

fashion, winding around the sides of the

mountains so as to secure the minimum
gradients. Especially is this the case

between Glengariffe and Killarney ; a seven-

miles incline leads from Glengariffe to the top

of the mountain range at a steady gradient just

rideable the whole way up. This road was
laid out and built to relieve the distress

during the well-remembered famine, and
from the top of the range the surface down
towards Kenmare is splendidly smooth,

winding around the sides of the hills, and in

several cases tunnelling through an out-

standing bluff. From Kenmare to Killarney

is similarly well engineered, by a route com-
manding matchless prospects of lake and
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mountain, but the Killarney side is rougher

than the Kenmare descent, frequent patches

of loose metal lying about. County Dublin

and the Wicklow Mountain district are

notedly rough and steep roads, but in some

of the adjacent counties there are very long

stretches of road with level and smooth

surfaces, less hilly, indeed, than the average

English highway.

The peculiarity of the Irish scenery is

that green grass and rugged brown-grey

rocks abound everywhere. Even on the sea-

coast there is no ugly chalk (except, I am
told, in one county), but everything is of an
•' aesthetic" tinge, very pleasing to the eye.

The mountains are verdure-clad, with

grasses and heathers, mosses, firs and pines,

to their very summits, and in the south, at

least, the vegetation is so profuse that every

point of land is overgrown literally down to

the water's edge. The amateurs who, in

the back gardens of London suburbs, essay

to construct "rockeries" or " ferneries" of a

few square feet area, would go wild with

delight at the uncultured ruggedness of an
Irish ditch, or one of the innumerable road-

side cascades and waterfalls that are con-

stantly being passed by the tourist.

Hotels are not so close together as we are

accustomed to in England ; and he who is

dainty in his ways and yet of healthy appetite

will need to carefully ascertain the nature of

every town he is intending to pass through;

for in most of the villages the inn can pro-

vide nothing more substantial than bottled

beer and dry bread. Fresh butter is some-

times procurable, and when it can be got it

is of excellent quality. Huge jugs of milk,

too, can be obtained wherever cows are

visible; but on the Killarney tour two
square meals a day was the rule rather than
the exception, and between breakfast and
tea the fare usually consisted of any number
of odd drinks of bottled beer (beer in the

barrel being singularly scarce at the small

roadside inns), lemonade or milk, with here
a biscuit, there a handful of fruit, and anon

a sweet new loaf of bread. This sort of thing

was a trifle strange at first ; but one soon

gets used to new customs, and with a really

hearty and wholesome appetite some of the

most enjoyable lunches on record consisted

of new bread flavoured by chocolate (with

which wholesome delicacy the tourists were

apt to supply themselves in all the big towns),

and washed down by great draughts of new
milk, buttermilk, or beer, as the preference

of the individual might determine. Some-
times a detachment of the party would light

upon a farm-house where a mid-day lunch

of tea, eggs, bacon, bread and butter was
partaken of, or perhaps the good woman
would cook us a soda-cakeover the embers.

More often than lunch, afternoon tea, with

either bread and butter alone, or with eggs,

would be obtained at a roadside cottage

;

but very seldom could a " square " meal

be got between breakfast and supper,

although the hearty appetites of the cyclists

did not allow the plainness of the mid-day

fare to interfere with their satisfaction. Tea,

as a beverage, was universal at these meals,

coffee and cocoa being scarcely known, ap-

parently, in Ireland.

In some towns the licensing laws are

rather laxly interpreted. I have often seen

people in a public-house after midnight wHo
were not lodgers. In Roscrea a peculiarity

in the signboards is that every hotel, " pub."

and grocer's shop is labelled merely with

the words "licensed "in large letters over

the door, instead of the long rigmarole about

the place being licensed according to such-

and-such an Act of Parliament for the sale,

and so on, being painted on the architraves

of the entries. At the hotels, it is pleasing to

say, the waiters and other servants do not

cadge for tips in anything like the style we
are unfortunately accustomed to in England.

Card-playing is a vice not at all largely

practised. At least, I saw none of it during

the five weeks I was in the country.

—Faed.
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FIRST STAGE.

Friday^ 26th June, 18S5.—At 7.45 on the

evening of the above date, in one of the

quiet roads ol Hampstead, my tricycle might

have been seen standing at the kerb, whilst

a small boy amused himself besmearing the

chain with a mixture of black-lead and
paraffin, and a couple of girls struggled with

the straps of a cyclist's portmanteau endea-

vouring to fasten it to the back of the saddle.

These finishing touches were brought to an

end by my appearance, and as time was up
for starting, I mounted the " Royal Salvo,"

which almost of itself began its journeyings

by descending the hill amidst the bon voyages

of the family. Eight o'clock ought to have
seen me at Hyde Park Corner, that being

the time arranged with my companion, but

I was late, and the winding process of

crowded street riding in no way facilitated

my desire to hurry up. Hyde Park Corner
and my friend were at last within measur-
able distance, and in a few minutes we rode

abreast in the direction of Kensington. My
companion was a cousin of great bicycling

propensities, having tried, exchanged and
bought several makes of the two-wheeled

steed, whilst I had only revelled in the plea-

sures of a " Starley," unconscious of any
idiosyncrasy so often found in cycHsts.

From the Corner to Hounslow we had the

usual greetings from the vulgar crowd
familiar to most Londoners' ears. We
shortly found ourselves at the beginning of

that well-known road which leadeth to Bath.

Yes, well known, and for that reason I ought
to have found some other subject to write

about, but my hope is that I may be able to

point out " summat " which has hitherto

been overlooked. Turning to the right, we
faced what I call the Colnbrook Plain ; like

a young prairie the country was spread out

before us, and as the horizon was ablaze

with the deep crimson clouds of sunset, the

idea of a prairie was uppermost in our

minds. The dusk of an English evening

rapidly changed into moonlight, and the

western sky became deeper in colour, and
when Cranford Bridge was behind us some
poplar trees were in view on the horizon,

delineated on those glorious clouds to per-

fection. Oar lamps we now lighted, accord-

ing to the regulations, not that we wanted
them, for the moon shone out her very best,

covering every object with a white light,

which can be compared to nothing but fresh-

fallen snow. Fields of the greenest grass

looked as white as the piece of paper I am
writing on, and the road we journeyed on
as white as the purest chalk, vanishing to a

pin's point under the black shadow of the

long continuous hedge. Still did the western

sky show where the sun had hid himself.

And never before had the glory of the day
and that of the night been brought so vividly

before me at the same time. The remem-
brance of it makes me ask—Can we excuse

our forefathers for worshipping those won-

derful bodies—the sun and moon ? Surely

there is nothing to excuse, but rather some-

thing to admire in those hoary customs,

which very probably contain the germs of

some of the present religious ceremonies.

My steering wheel alone broke the surround-

ing quietude by its continuous "purr,"

which, in common with every cycHst, I re-

garded as lovingly as an old maid does the

coffee-mill kind of noise produced by her

benevolent tom-cat. In fact, I leant my
body over that energetic little wheel, and
with my ear close upon it, was more than

ever delighted with its little voice, seeming

to acquiesce with my very thoughts. Our
next enjoyment was that little descent into

Colnbrook, and we shortly found ourselves

under the black shadow of the houses. It

was only about ten o'clock, and yet at that

early hour Colnbrook had " turned in." A
man rather the worse for drink, who stag-

gered and rolled past, and a servant girl

with a jug, were the only signs of life in the

dark and narrow street. In a few windows
we saw lights—people going to bed, or the

night-hght of a sick room, and where we saw
a greater profusion of light, a supper party

was our conjecture. A three miles ride, and

an ascent of nineteen feet, brought us to the

brow of Slough. We now consulted the

C.T.C. Handbook, and made tracks ac-

cordingly for the Crown Hotel. The place

was being locked up when we entered the

stable-yard, so with despatch we dismantled
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our steeds of the luggage, saw them under

lock and key, " doused the glims," which

had afforded so much amusement to various

moths and beetles on the road, and then

entered the coffee-room as hungry as a

couple of hunters—or, shall I say, cyclists.

No, we would not have any meat ; but the

way we walked into that milky cheese, those

rolls and pats of butter, together with lettuce

and other sundries, would have frightened

ihe very giants of London—Gog and Magog.

Cigarettes and candles were the next con-

siderations, and, with the determination to

rise early on the morrow, we bade each other

" good night."

SECOND STAGE.

Saturday, 2jth June.—Five o'clock saw

my cousin and self, equipped and in our

full war paint, mounted on oar machines

in front of the Crown at Slough. The
garcon stood, duster in hand, at the stable-

yard gate, and watched us out of sight en

route for Reading, via Maidenhead. We
passed Windsor and Eton College on our

left, and "dipped colours" to the castle.

The country was very flat, and the hedges

on our either side very thin, but sprinkled,

as if to make up for other deficiencies, with

a liberal supply of red poppies. Before

leaving Maidenhead we had a look at the

river from the bridge, and a pretty rendez-

vous for boaters we thought it. A large

brick house, with a green lawn sloping to

the river's bank, a stone step or two for a

boat to come alongside, and the flowers in

the garden, sparkling with the night's dew
in the warm sunshine of that ideal summer's
morning. The beauty of this pretty picture

was greatly enhanced by a frame, or rather

belt, of full-grown trees, their tops gently

waving in the breeze, so usual to a river's

valley. Then the river, with its gentle

ripple flashing in the sunlight, the darting of

swallows and martins across and across, and
the click, click of a pair of sculls, as a man
in flannels, seated in an outrigger, makes his

way towards Windsor, feathering his sculls

with a regularity that makes one think he or

his boat, or both, are akin to the birds and
insects flying around him. Once more, we
turn our faces to the west. A nice little run
into the town, and a steep clim.b to get out

of it, so half-way up we ate some Cadbury's
chocolate.

" Katerfelto" places cyclists, on ascending

a hil', into three groups, viz., (i) those who

race up
; (2) those who crawl up ; and (3)

those who wobble part of the way up, and

then discover that a bearing wants oil, or

that the saddle is loose, and requires

immediate attention.

To which category did my friend and self

belong on that occasion ? (Give it up, ask

me another !)

Stubbiugs Heath was quite a change of

scenery, for we left a road bound on either

side with hedges for an open drive, not un-

hke Richmond Park. Two or three tramps

we saw at intervals asleep under furze

bushes. Passing a most inviting stile, we
followed the tramps' example by dismounting

and having a rest. After swinging our legs

over the stile we had a little walk, munched
some more chocolate, and listened to the

larks singing, with almost a piercing cry,

their song of gladness to the newly-risen sun

in the azure sky.

" Away we go—and what care we
For treasons, tumults, and for wars ?

We are as calm in our delight

As is the crescent moon so bright

Among the scattered stars."

We sped on through Twyford without

seeing a single person, and when four more
miles were behind us, the first finger-post,

indicating the road for Bath, stood before us
—" Bath, 68 miles." i:S" I almost felt as if

we were already there; so in order to make
it a reality, our machines once more flew

along. Yes, we did go ! the road was of

gravel, and like a cinder-path for regularity

of surface.

A trap bore down upon us, and, saying
" good morning " to the occupant, it seemed

to vanish as it darted away for Twyford.

On and on, faster and faster, birds, trees,

hedges, and flowers delighting our gaze as

they came and vanished before us. Through
the pine wood on the right we dimly saw the

cutting of the Great Western Railway, with

Reading in the background, capped with a

bonnet of smoke.

The road now becomes a hill, so, throwing

my legs on the rest, whistle in mouth, and a

firm grip of the steering-gear, I acquire a

delightful pace.

On my "Salvo" I usually leave com-

panion riders far astern when " coasting,"

and this morning proved no exception. My
cousin had rather an inferior brake, or per-

haps he dreaded a spill—at any rate, I always

shot ahead when a hill had to be coasted.
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Passing Sutton's seed-grounds we entered

the, as I think, uninteresting city of Reading.

Our breakfast was not up to the scratch, and

the less said the better it will be for the

hotel proprietor.

THIRD STAGE.

Saturday, zyth Jiim.—We had thrown our-

selves outside our somewhat musty breakfast,

and hastened to our machines, longing to

have Reading far in our rear. The road to

Newbury I thought very dull, but this was
slightly compensated for by its being flat, so

we could soon cover the ground without

much exertion. Am I wrong in saying that

the majority of gentlemen two-wheelers are

passionately fond of tunics ? I wonder the

horrid things don't choke them. My cousin

was wearing one. I wished him joy. He
did have a straw hat, while I wore a yacht-

ing cap, so perhaps we \vere quits. But a

tunic ! why not a strait-waistcoat whilst

you're about it ? There, again, I do verily

believe that some male cyclists emulate the

fairer sex and wear c-rs-ts. After a slight

refreshment at the " Bacon and Eggs," con-

sisting of soda and milk, with one or two hard

biscuits, we mounted Speen Hill. The view

from the hill well rewarded us for the climb.

Turning about, there lay Newbury at our

feet, and the lowlands in its rear stretching

away for many a mile, and on the right an
aged stone wall, decked with many a fern

and moss, frowned upon us, overlapped from

behind with a mass of old trees. Westward
we again face, looking, as it were, into the

entrance of a wood, the road taking a bend
preventing any view far ahead. Down the

hill we flew, I with unchecked speed, and in

a few moments we saw the hills to the south

of Hungerford.

My " Salvo " appreciated the charms of

Nature so profusely scattered in our path as

much as I did, for with almost unconscious

pressure from my feet " Old Sal." literally

whizzed along. Before we reached the Half-

way House a battery of the Royal Artillery

passed us. The men looked as if they could

do business if it should be required of them,
and the horses, like the men, were second to

none. How grim the guns appeared, silenced

for the time being, one would think, by the
" bompions " jammed into their muzzles
Across a field on our left " I caught the fitful

sound " of the River Kennett's " clear voice."

Crossing the river at Hungerford, we made
for Froxfield, and after a glass of milk pressed

on for Savernake Forest. The road, though

steep, we found easy to ride, the surface being

good, and a decent hedge on either side pro-

tected us from the baking heat of the sun.

A horse and trap comes up the hill gaining

on us " hand over fist." For a mile the

horse's nose bobs about within a few feet of

my back, but with a smack from the whip he

passes me. My cousin rolls along abreast of

the horse, while I run astern, and could rub

the tail-board with my whistle. In this

order we entered Savernake Forest, of his-

toric renown.* Riding a few score yards we
pulled up, dismounted, and sat under the

shade of a mighty tree. The forest is 16

miles in circumference, covering more or less

4,000 acres, and of late has had walks or

avenues cut through it eight in number, and

radiating from a common centre situated

about the middle of the forest. Save these

drives, Savernake Forest (Saverne = sweet

fern, and acre = land) exists to-day pretty

much as it did in the days of those " careless

sons of Nature," the ancient Britons, and
within the forest may be found many spots

undefiled by the progress of civilisation, and

where the lover of Nature can muse to his

heart's content as to the " sagacity and
morality of plants " and other all-important

questions, which to the generality of folk

might appear of no great purpose. Thus
my thoughts wandered as I rested on the cool

grass, piercing with my eyes the obscure

melee of vegetation. Mighty oaks and lofty

beeches thronged around, the sun's rays

finding passage here and there between the

leafy branches, casting a " dim religious

light," with blotches, as it were, at intervals

of pure, dazzling sunlight on the undergrowth

of shrubs and lank rich grass which carpeted

the ground. We must be up and going, and

once more we tread the pedals.

"The stars are rolling in the sky,

The earth rolls on below,

And we can feel the rattling wheel

Revolving as we go.

Then tread away, my gallant boys,

And make the axle fly
;

Why should not wheels go round about

Like planets in the sky ?"

Some deer dart across our path ; can they

be descendants from the herds which lived

in the days of good Queen Bess ? for weiead
that the keepers had warrants from that

Queen of blessed memTy to supply her

court with venison. Leaving the forest, we

saw on our " port quarter " the noble iron
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gates of Savernake House, beyond which

stretches a grand avenue of trees, vanishing

in the distance and laced above like the

groined roof of a cathedral. I would that I

were able to say more concerning this

charming forest ; one can find pages record-

ing its history, and I, as a naturalist, might

write my ink-pot dry. With the forest be-

hind us, we saw that Marlborough lay in a

valley away at our feet, and consequently a

winding downhill road must be traversed.

This was very nice for me, and like a rocket
" Old Sal" carried me along at a frantic

rate ; now and again my whistle gave a

scream of warning, the machine sometimes

almost jumping, but nearing the town I

gently applied the brake and careered into

Marlborough at a civilised pace.

At the Ailesbury Arms we " hove to," ran

our jiggers alongside a stable, entered the

hotel, and, after having a wash, made for the

dining-room. Roast lamb was on the cards,

and with a I e ral supply of claret and
lemonade we felt greatly refreshed.

FOURTH STAGE.

Saturday, z'jth June.—Having partaken of

a sumptuous spread, we fell to on cigarettes,

and for a change of exercise had a walk

round the town.

Our faithful steeds required a little oil,

which we ungrudgingly gave them, and once

more astride their rigid frames, turned our

faces westward, as fresh in body and spirit

as a couple of starlings. Marlborough School,

on our left, occupying the site of an ancient

castle, whose keep stood on the famous

Druidical mound, still standing within the

college grounds, excited our admiration.

Perhaps it will be of no small interest for me
to note down that within this castle was a

chapel, and tradition asserts that in its

black marble font both King John and
Edward the Black Prince were baptised.

The font is within gunshot of the site of its

old home, for in Preshute Church it found a

new home on the dismantling of its old one.

Silbury Hill, a tumulus of hoary antiquity,

it was our privilege to see—170 feet high,

a,ooo feet or more in circumference, and
covering an area of over five acres—verily,

the largest in Europe ; and a proof beyond
all doubt of its great age is that the Roman
Road between London and Bath bends
round the south of its base. We also saw
the ruins of numerous cromlechs, circles and
tumuli scattered over the adjacent hills.

which, I would remind the reader, have
been formed (I speak of the hills) by an
atmospheric and pluvial disintegration of

the chalk of which the hills are composed.
A spin of five minutes brought us to Beck-

hampton, and an eight miles road now
stretched straight ahead. Hedgeless, tree-

less, and desolate to a degree, but grand in

its firmness and gentle undulation of surface.

The sky was still as blue as ever—without a

cloud in any quarter, no wind, not even a

zephyr; and, by Juno ! what heat old friend

Sol poured most devotedly on our humble
heads ! To put this shadowless track in our

rear was the question uppermost in our

minds, and the sooner we hailed Devizes the

more comfortable it would be for our poor
carcases. Driving our spurs deep, we
bounded forward. " On, Stanley, on !

"

Joking apart, when one flies a 7^ miles road

within 30 minutes, it can be counted as no
mean rate, and that we did beyond all doubt.

At Devizes we refreshed our inner man with

tea and hard cakes. The tea was boiling,

and it threw me into a terrific perspiration,

but in a few minutes I felt as cool as a

cucumber. Melksham was the next place

we drew rein at, and in the cool of the

evening we again chased the setting sun en

route for Bath, where we arrived at about

8 p.m.

FIFTH STAGE.

Sunday, 28th June.—I disregarded that ex-

cellent old proverb about " the early bird "

and the stupid worm, for 8 o'clock struck

some time before I thought of turning out.

However, once under weigh, I was ready for

action in a couple of shakes, and arriving

in the coffee-room before my cousin, ordered

^ ;|, >;,
" 'Am and heggs, sir ! yes, sir!

"

A writer in a cycling journal complains

of the manner in which the proprietors of

C.T.C. houses serve the majority of cyclists.

I have forgotten exactly what he said, but

his idea was that hotel proprietors treated

cyclists as if they were boors, individuals

whose presence must be endured, whose ex-

istence was a calamity to society, and whose
rude and boisterous behaviour was a dis-

grace to their establishments. It may be

that the writer is stating his own experi-

ences. I am happy to say that mine will

not coincide with his. That there is such

a class of riders, I'm afraid cannot be

denied, consequently they get treated as

such ; but, surely, cyclists who are far from
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being of such an ignoble stamp do not

suffer those inconveniences which might

arise from the misdemeanours of the ill-

bred guest.

With many a good wish for an enjoyable

journey, we turned our backs upon the White

Lion, and soon found ourselves alongside the

Abbey Church.

This is the sacred edifice, thought I, where

Sir Lucius O'Trigger suggested to the rival

Acres, when his valour was oozing out of the

palms of his hands, that there was very snug

lying in the Abbey.
" Pickled ! Snug lying in the Abbey

!

Odds tremors ! Sir Lucius, don't talk so !

"

From the Abbey to the city outskirts,

towards Wells, we found it to be one continu-

ous climb ; the extreme heat, with the

white dusty suburban way, reflecting the

sun's glare back into our faces, made it very

fatiguing. On the summit of the hill we
rested like a couple of pilgrims, and looked

back on the city, lying, as it were, in a basin.

The view was grand and extensive, buildings

of all sorts clustering round the Abbey in a

dark mass, and so clear was the atmosphere

we could almost trace the outline of each

individual roof; here and there we caught

the dazzHng reflection of the sun's rays in a

glass skylight, and noted the smoke rising

from the chimneys becoming less and less

dense as it ascended, until it blended into

the azure colour of the sky. Then our atten-

tion once more rested on the Abbey roof,

with its tower proudly pointing to the

heavens, set off to great advantage by the

surrounding green hills feathered irregularly

with foliage.

We had just reached a slight rise in the

road, just before that grand one-mile-down-

hill business along the brow of a pretty knoll,

when two typical farmer youths passed us.

They were evidently going to perform their

customary Sunday duties in Bath. Attired in

black morning coats, not cut for their broad

shoulders but the elegant model in a tailor's

shop, trousers "of those modest-coloured

drabs which mock the injuries of dust and
dirt," round felt hats, and in their button-

holes they wore " the dainty rose, with her

cheeks of tender red," rather sunburnt,

though. Methinks those roses meant other

duties besides the abbey service I

While travelling along that picturesque

knoll, I realised, not for the first time, "the
passive quiet of an Enghsh landscape on
Sunday," so beautifully pictured by Wash-

ington Irving: "The clacking of the mill,

the regularly-recurring stroke of the flail,

the din of the blacksmith's hammer, the

whistling of the ploughman, the rattling of

the cart, and all other sounds of rural labour,

are suspended. The very farm dogs bark
less frequently, being less disturbed by pass-

ing travellers. At such times I have almost

fancied the winds sunk into quiet, and that

the sunny landscape, with its fresh green

tints melting into blue haze, enjoyed the

hallowed calm.

" ' Sweet day, so pure, so calm, so bright,

The bridal of the earth and sky.'
"

We two pilgrims, I imagine, are only a

couple out of some hundreds who have been
refreshed by that delightful spring at the

foot of the knoll we had just negotiated.

Thus I mused, and watched the blue

smoke from our cigarettes curl about the

leaves overhead, when two labourers drew
near, and sitting on the bank, having drunk
of the fountain, twirled pieces of straw

between their teeth. I handed them my
cigarette case, and they partook thereof,

but would not " hght up," preferring to put

them in their pockets ! Hardly "good form,"

a dude would say, and perhaps not a social

thing to do. However, they meant nothing

by it, for two more agreeable men might be

searched for with less success. They
walked up the next hill with us, as we
pushed our machines along, and told us

how a bicyclist, in descending the hill, got

thrown, and shot clear into a field over an
average-sized hedge. Then they favoured

us with the usual talk about Dick, Tom,
and Harry who, in some way or other, were
connected with the land or cottages we
passed. At the top of the hill we bade them
farewell, and were soon lost to view, our
honest steeds carrying us along at a merry
pace. Twaddle, twaddle, twaddle, and have
not mentioned two incidents of a Httle

interest. No. i. Whilst at the Dunkerton
spring my cousin spied a mole, who had come
to appease his thirst, attempt an ascent of

one of our companion's legs by way of his

trousers. The man bowled him over with
his stick, and I put an end to his convul-

sive movements by braining the poor brute

with the handle of my clasp knife. No-

2 " little incident" is a curious pillar of

dust that was raised by a whirl of wind at

this corner some two weeks afterwards^

I will spare the reader my physiographical
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thoughts concerning this 20-foot moving
pillar of (lusty sand rushing up into the air

in a spiral curve, and running along the road

at no small rate. I followed the pheno-

menal pillar, and saw its incoherent fabric

scattered to the winds by an opposing

current. Leaving Radstock we took the

wrong road, giving us some few more miles

to negotiate which otherwise we should not

have had to do.

Eight or ten miles from Wells we refreshed

the inner man at a hedge inn, and set a

group of "beer-suckers" in the "parlour"
a-talking on cyclists by our appearance.

Our detour from the main road might have
caused a backsliding from our good be-

haviour in a choice series of deep epithets,

but no such recitations passed between our

lips ! On the contrary, my eyes were enter-

tained by a charming view of the eastern

extremities of the Mendips at a corner of a

lane where flourished some poplars and
wide-spreading oaks, a fine wild hedge, a

substantial and weather-beaten field-gate,

edging some fields sloping down to the bases

of two or three green knolls, beyond which
lay in a grand array a portion of the car-

boniferous Mendips. What a view for the

cottagers whose habitats were situated at

this lonely corner I I spoke to a woman who
stood broom in one hand and protecting her

eyes from the sun's rays with the other, con-

cerning the glorious weather and the best

way to get on to the Wells road again.

She came to her garden-gate and gave us

the necessary directions in a cheerful tone

of voice, and, expressing our thanks, we
turned to follow them out, whilst she, still

with her hands over her brow, watched us

disappear in a turn of the narrow lane, and I,

looking back, lost sight of cottage, garden,

woman and broom in the twinkhng of an
eye.

Once more on the direct road we put the

steam on to make up for lost time, but a

steady, long hill soon stopped that little

game. I never race uphill, and my pace
gradually slackened until I had to do the

steady grind, grind. We passed a boy of

about 13 years, clad in a Norfolk suit and
black Glengarry cap. He ran alongside my
" Salvo," and right up the hill talked about

his school and Sunday dinner, bird's-nesting,

and the gentleman who owned the fir wood
on our right. I was pleased with the young-

ster, and, in Izaak Walton's manner, loved

him for his honest talk. We soon arrived at I

the summit of the hill, and out of the fulness

of my heart made my young companion's
eyes dance for joy with a little " tip."

My cousin rode 150 yards ahead of me
going up, but on the descent into East Wells
I put my feet on the rests, and, with a free

brake, flew past him like a windy blast.

The road curved in large bends, giving a

good view of the country and moors upon
which we were so rapidly descending. I

put no check on my mad career until I saw
the spire of a church pointing, as it were, up
from behind the hedge ; two or three

chimneys, and the smoke from others out of

sight, then a gabled roofcamein view, giving

one the idea that their basements were
verily down a well.

"Old Sal." thinks the brake to be the

curse of her life. Should a stone obstruct

either her steering or driving wheels, the

old lady immediately rends it asunder or

spurns it yards away. I have more than

once remonstrated, pointing out the injury it

will do her constitution in the lapse of time

—

but, there, you might as well talk to a pig of

iron ; of course she knows best (they always

do). Twigs, &c., she loves to hear crack

and smash under her rubber heel, and such

things as old boots my lady treads under
foot without deigning a remark. " Sal."

had her way for half a mile more, and then

my beauty became conscious of " the curse"

as she flew past the cottages approaching

East Wells.

An instantaneous photograph of the people

round their dwellings we saw on that Sun-

day afternoon would not be void of amuse-

ment. A man wiping his mouth with the

back of his hand, probably the sign of having

just finished his mid-day meal ; some
children, neat and clean, on their way to

Sunday-school ; an old man with a clean,

white smock journeying towards us; a

mother comes to her cottage door after her

bairn who has escaped from a zinc bowl of

water which stood on a rush-bottomed chair

within the door ; and a maiden with a radiant

face appears at a chamber window, possibly

hoping to see her swain. These and many
others would make very good illustrations of

our English peasantry. Quietly, and with a

reverential tread, becoming to pilgrims, we
drew near to the noble Cathedral of Wells

with its subordinate buildings. Passing

the octagonal Chapter House, with its

buttresses and elegant pinnacles, its large

windows and singular parapet, we neared
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unto the Chain Gate which supports a

covered gallery. This gallery, stretching

over the road from the Vicars' Close to the

Cathedral, was erected for the vicars to pass

from their cells to the Cathedral without

having to appear in the streets in their

clerical vestments.

You enter the Close by a gateway stand-

ing at right angles with the Chain Gate. I,

we had followed the example of the vicars

in the days of yore we should have muttered

an Ave Maria and Pater noster at this spot

;

we were pilgrims on " quite a modern plan "

—a semi-C.T.C. plan.

Another instance showed the originality

of the modern pilgrim, by our making for

the Star Hotel before doing our penance at

the shrine of St. Andrew ! We had a most
invigorating wash at the Star—water never

felt more heavenly as I bathed my fevered

neck and head. Then the clouds of dust

"the boy" got out of my clothes, it made a

little fog !
" Upstairs, sir"—and there in a

cheerful room we found food enough and to

spare.
SIXTH STAGE.

Sunday, 28th June.—Two gentlemen, one

about 65 and the other middle-aged, were
sitting at the table ; they had arrived towards

the end of their meal. The "old boy" was
decidedly jolly, and the younger man, who
rejoiced in being a "gay dog," kept plying

him with questions, mingled with port. In

fact, it looked as if the " old boy" were being
" pumped," much to the " gay dog's" amuse-
ment, and adding not a little to our entertain-

ment. At three o'clock we walked through the

Market Place towards the Cathedral across a

well-kept lawn, we noted the tiers of sculpture

which cover its west front, and its towers

standing on either side. We entered the

building, and taking " a back seat," listened

to school children and others sing hymns,
and a venerable old man preach a sermon.
The service ended, we walked round the

building, admiring its chief beauties, pecu-

liarities, &c. Firstly, the gorgeously-painted

and figured clock in the north transept, some
500 years old, and brought from Glastonbury
Abbey when King Harry VIH. despoiled its

monastery and hung the offending abbot,

clad in his pontifical robes, on Tor Hill.

Then the Chapter House, with its archi-

tectural beauties, hallowed with secrets of

many a council. Thirdly, the charming
effect of the inverted arches at the intersec-

tion of the nave, choir and transepts, sup-

porting the Cathedral's central tower.

Passing on to the cloisters, which form three

sides of a quadrangle round a grass plat

—

originally a burial-ground, and which was for

the moment occupied by some blithe

sparrows, a couple of monkish rooks, and a

conceited starling, whose quaint gait and
comically-poised head was only to have been
seen to be never forgotten.

We promenaded under some elms growing
round the Palace moat and watched the
swans and ducks enliven the otherwise som-
bre view given to the scene by the ivy-grown
battlements, reflected as by a distorting

mirror in the ripple of the moat's waters.

Appearing above the bulwarks are the

roofs of the Palace and its chapel, whose
interiors I hope to see at no long distant date,

and then, learning their history, shall inflict

my friends by talking or writing about it.

The bridge across the moat to the entrance
and portcullis of the Palace has an appear-
ance of a drawbridge, and looks, I imagine,
very much the same as it did in the days of

its builder, during the thirteenth century.

Returning to the " Star," we paid our
" reckoning," and left Wells by way of St.

Cuthbert's Church.

A short, steep hill required a little hard
work, and ior a change I stood on the pedals,

leaning over the steering wheel. Reaching
the top in a canter we swung along at a

merry pace, and soon found ourselves on the

moors, visible on our right to the foot of the

Mendips.

A vessel, homeward bound, with a good
steady wind aft, causes a sailor to ejaculate

that well-known phrase, " The girls have
hold of the tow-rope and can't haul the

slack in fast enough." I thought, as we
scudded along, that something of this sort

might be applicable in our case, and on
arriving at Wedmore (our destination) I

found we were not expected till the following

morning ! 5.55 p.m. by the church clock

we were taking our machines into the

stables, and after being welcomed and
refreshed by our friends, went for a stroll

round the village, congratulating ourselves

on our satisfactory tour, and enjoying the

fragrance of our weeds.

During the following week we rode to

Burnham, about ten miles further west, and
I drove my tricycle to the brink of the

Bristol Channel, thus making my " West-
ward Ho !" ride more complete.

—H.M.S.''Avon.''
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HARROGATE CAMP.

It is my desire in these few rambling notes

to take the reader to Harrogate with me and
to present to him some of the varied features

of the well-known Cyclists' Camp. No need
exists to describe the origin and growth of

the camp. That were better left in abler

hands. But as one who—to drop into slang

—knows the ropes, I can pilot the reader

through the camp in imagination for a few
minutes, and arrange to have some of its

phases and incidents pass before him as a

moving panorama. Now, dear reader, please

consider yourself under my guidance, and
we'll start.

Though early rising may not be a weakness
of yours—and it certainly has not up to the

present brought me any great notoriety—we
shall have to turn out at 4 a.m. There is,

somewhere about our domicile, an alarm
clock, one of my prizes (I put it this way for

reputation's sake, as it is the only one), and
after a deadly struggle with it, we shall be
certain of being roused within two hours of

the proper time. The train leaves at 5.40

a.m. and as friends are going, we must not

miss joining the party.

Here we are at New Street Station there's

Long Tatt in an unearthly-looking waterproof,

Howard Pasha with fez complete, Davis, of

Leamington, much concerned as to the tight

state of his knickers, and Stokes, of Kenil-

worth—gadzooks ! a right merry party, all the
way to York, for no one else dares venture in

our carriage, though earnest and loud are the
appeals to the fair sex out of the window
by the Kenilworth masher.

At York we leave them at breakfast, as our
train starts in ten minutes for Harrogate.

"Wet,"you say? Rather, old fellow, a regular

cats and dogser. But it won't last long, and
ere we reach the camp old Sol breaks forth

in lurid splendour. Excuse the language—you
know writing for the cycling Press now is so

different to what it was when we were
boys together.

This is the cricket field, the camp is in the

next. The door labelled " Cyclists Only " is

firmly closed, but the general entrance will

admit us. Fortunately, the grass is short,

and we won't get our corns damp. Here
we are ! now to find the ancestral abode.

Tent 36 is close by " No. 10, Downing
Street," the home ofthat active and intelligent

officer—I mean secretary—E.Hickson. Dump
downyour baggage and look round. There are

tents in all directions, and as soon as your

head gets clear you will see that the camp is

arranged in the form of a hollow square, the

tents up the sides being arranged two deep,

but not behind each other, whilst one end

is filled by the social tent, and the other,

with four or five of the decorated tents, sur-
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rounding the presidential habitation. Now,

if you look beyond the social tent, towards

the cricket field, there is the mess tent, be-

tween it and the canteen the kitchen, and,

lastly, the barber's tent. To the left is the

machine tent, and further on the engine and

apparatus for the electric light—for we are

going to do it swell this year ; no dismal oil

lights when the eventide falls, but the light

of the future. Oh ! come, don't make a joke

as to anything else falling besides the even-

tide. No doubt they do, but it's not a fit

subject for jest. You know the ropes round

the tents in all directions are very puzzling

in the dark. Why, I have tumbled myself

even, tidy as I am on my feet.

But come, to business, we must have a per-

sonal interview with the hon. sec, for every-

thing, you must know, is conducted in a

business-like way here. "If you please and

thank you, sir, we want our coupons." Down
with your cash—four days at iis. 6d. per

day—an odd luncheon coupon, for the book

coupons always commence with dinner

—

and IS. subscription to the camp club. You
get four different coloured little books of

coupons, a badge for your buttonhole as an

indication of initiation in the rites and

mysteries of the club, an order for beds,

blankets, pillows, lantern, candle, washing-

bowl and bucket. Yes, we can carry them
in one journey, but it takes management.

Of course, our tent has a boarded floor

—

they all have—so your direful prophecies of

'matics will stand but a poor chance.

Spiders ? Oh ! yes, a few, of a peculiar black

species, small, but active. It's all right at

night, if you are careful to sleep with your

(To be

mouth shut. I have known a camper go to

bed very hungry, and wake up with the feel-

ing as though he had had breakfast.

Bundle the beds, etc., in the tent; we'll fix

things later. There is just time for a walk
round before luncheon. What are the meal-
times ? Well, it's all on your coupons

—

Breakfast 9.0 a.m.

Luncheon i.o p.m.

Dinner 6.0 p.m.
And you'll find Good heavens ! what
was that ? It sounded like a groan of the

most fearful agony, followed by a succession

of sharp, short screeches. It was some-
where beside the President's tent. We'll
inquire when we get there. Possibly our
only judge is driving into those Springfield

prize values, and, if so, the noises are

excusable. Oh, bother 1 there's the luncheon
bell. Well, there's a man banging a tray

with a knife. To hungry men—see how they

flock—a banged tray is as good as a rung
bell.

This is the mess tent. It will hold, pro-

bably, 250 at meal-times. That elevated

place is for the officials and ornaments.

Whilst we sit lower down, enjoying our

food, just glance at that row of legs from the

platform. Fine study, is it not ? They give

a prize for the best decorated tent ; why not

one for the best pair of legs, or one particu-

lar leg, belonging to the officials on the plat-

form, as seen by those beneath ? Get a
photo of them ? Well, it wouldn't be a bad
idea, but I'm too hungry just now. Yes,

this is lunch ; but it's really a cold dinner,

and you must knock well about during the

afternoon to get an appetite for dinner at 6.0

continued.)
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A PERIOD of quietude has set in through-

out the wheel world, and cycling politics are

as dull as the edge of a shilling razor.

Springfield endeavours to create a tidal

wave upon the calm waters, but only

succeeds in producing a diminutive eddy;

Canterbury blusters, and threatens the

Union anonymously, and grovels on a diet of

humble pie when the braggarts are tackled

in propria personcB ; Lincoln waves a red rag

in the face of racing-path purists, and uncon-

ditionally displays the flag of truce directly

tackled by the powers that be ; the Wars of

the Roses in London are conducted on a

scale more nearly approaching the Belfast

rioting method than anything else, check-

board " colours " and a badge being the

bones of contention. Truly, my masters,

our disputations are of a pretty nature ; and
in a few years' time we shall look back and
say, " Ah ! what fools we were then !"

The camps have come and gone, as the

camps come and go regularly every August.

This year the Southern Counties gathering

was a success, at last ; the Northern was a

success, as usual. So say the reports.

Camping-out is a pleasant episode in wheel

life ; but there will always be a minority of

discontented and insatiable folk whose
laziness, stupidity, innate disagreeableness,

and inability to adapt themselves to circum-

stances, will lead them to experiment in the

game of camping-out with unpleasant results.

To such men the petty inconveniences of

yachting would render miserable a glorious

holiday upon the ocean wave, and it is not

surprising that while the good-tempered and
common-sense majority thoroughly enjoy

their camping-out fun, we are annually

treated to a dissertation from some croaker

who magnifies the blackness of every cloud-

let instead of admiring its silver lining.

The reports from America, as to a treaty

of peace having been concluded between the

League of American Wheelmen and the

American Cyclists' Union, turn out to have
been premature, a temporary truce pour

purler having been the only real cause of a

cessation of open hostilities. The A.C.U.,

it appears,wants to recognise the admittedly-

paid riders as amateurs, or " pro-amateurs,"

and to persuade the N.C.U. of England to

permit English amateurs to compete against

them ; but it won't do. In the classical

language of Captain Jack, " It's too thin,

paleface," and the N.C.U. and L.A.W. are

not to be bamboozled. The end of the farce

approaches, and the denoiunent is to con-

sist of nothing more alarming or sensational

than the L.A.W. dividing the professional

cyclists into two classes, called respectively

professionals and pro-amateurs. Miscrahile

THUS !

Ireland may well be proud. Not only has

Mecredy won a national championship, beat-

ing the flower of English riders ; not only

has the Killaruey tour inaugurated in those

latitudes a successful system of company-
touring, which the C.T.C., with all its

ramifications, has utterly failed to set afloat

;

but an Irishman — one Con Dwyer— in

Austraha, is displaying cycling quality of the

very highest order, and no more will our

Antipodean cousins be regarded as so greatly

inferior in cycling as they are superior in

cricket and rowing. With Englishmen clear-

ing the boards of prizes in Germany, Hol-

land, and other European countries, we were

getting too conceited ; but American and
Australian cycHsts are worthily upholding

the honour of the countries of their birth

or adoption, and we can only console our-

selves by the reflection that after all these

men speak English and are of the stock

which the British Islands have engrafted all

over the wheel world—which is an ex-

tremely comforting consideration, and one

conducive to much complacency in the

Anglo-Saxon and Celtic mind.

Two beatings at his own game must have

convinced Furnivall that there was some
truth in my friendly criticism of his methods.

To lose a tricycle championship and a bicycle

challenge cup, after waiting-races, served as

excellent spurs to persuade the King of the

Path to show us what he really can do when
he tries ; and although his record-breaking

efforts have not yet come off in public, the
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wheel world will respect aud honour him all

the more for throwing aside his apathy and

going for the honour as well as the prizes of

the path.

Fletcher's record has been passed by the

N.C.U. authorities, and it has gone upon the

books that a tricycle was ridden upon the

road 250^ miles in a day. This feat is one

of the most satisfactory of all the twenty-four

hours record rides, because it is so far in

advance of all its predecessors that there is

not the faintest shadow of an excuse discover-

able for doubting or questioning its merit.

We have become so accustomed to read of

So-and-so beating such-and-such a record

by an infinitesimal period of time or distance

of road, that when a tricyclist beats a twenty-

four hours record by a clear eighteen miles,

we must cry " Hats off!" It is the same on

the path ; the big slice which Speechly cut

off the mile record was vastly more gratifying

than half-a-dozen gradual diminutions to the

same figures would have been.

A "new village sport" is reported from

Henley, which consists of hiding a brick

under an innocent-looking wisp of hay, in

order to upset the unwary bicyclist. We
live and learn. This species of sport is so

very new, indeed, that it is currently reported

to have been indulged in by the apprentices

of London during the hobby-horse era of

1819 ; and upon the revival of cycling fifty

years later, it became such a recognised

means of recreation as to have been versified

about in one of the very earliest issues of the
" Wheel World" magazine, as all who possess

volume one of the first series may behold.

The abiUty to blow hot and cold by turns

was severely deprecated by one of the heroes

whose opinions were placed upon record in

the Fables of ^sop ; but now-a-days the

arts of turning-one's-coat, trimming-one's-

sails, and similar feats of a blowing-hot-and-

cold character, are assiduously cultivated.

We have often been told that the racing

cyclists ought to possess the sole power of

electing their own handicapper; and even

the N.C.U., when it was the B.U., recognised

the right of path-riding cycHsts to have a

voice in the matter of appointing an official

allotter of starts. But now a diametrically

opposite dogma is being taught, and we are

instructed not on any account to allow

" those who are interested " {sic) to have a

vote on such a point. The explanation

whereof is that a rumour had reached the

preacher's ears that an individual whom he

had chosen to conceive a hatred for was to

be proposed by racing men for election as

N.C.U. handicapper, said rumour having no

further foundation in fact than was com-
prised in a mutually good-humoured piece

of badinage. Verily, our pastors and masters

in this petty wheel world of ours do go out

of their way to be little themselves, at times.

Place aux dames I If you please, I want to

do a wee little grumble. It is not that I

have been jilted by my best girl, nor even

that my forty-seventh best girl has given me
the shunt ; I am an old, old man, and regard

all my pet grand-daughters with a patriarchal

regard that leads nie to take them out on
tandems, to give the Httle dears a treat,

whenever opportunity offers. And one of the

pleasantest features of our hterature used to

be the columns devoted to the ladies. So

mote it be. But now-a-days the worthy

women who pen the paragraphs which are

supposed to appeal most parlicularly to the

fair sex, to instruct the fair sex in the way they

should go when tricycling, and to convey to

the masculine cyclists a feminine idea of the

pastime of cycling, seem to have become so

monotonous and uninteresting as to bore

those who heroically wade through them,

consisting, as they do, mainly of quota-

tions from other journals, with some such

entertaining comment as " I entirely agree

with the writer," or " the same idea has often

occurred to me." Prithee, fair dames—or
fair demoiselles, if you will—give us some-

thing fresh and sparkling, with the pleasant

tone of an unaffected and unstilted woman-
mind, and we will read you from end to end,

yea, and instigate our women-folk to do like-

wise, to the glory of the sport.

The N.C.U. is a jealous organisation, visit-

ing upon the amateur cyclist the sins of

which he has been guilty, and every good

wheelman stands in wholesome fear of its

mandates. Fancy, oh reader, the terrible

fate which awaiteth thee in the land of

Cyclonia shouldst thou transgress the laws

of the Union, which—unlike those of the

Medes and Persians—change so frequently

that no volume thereof has ever been known
to be correct for three months at a stretch.

Sin, if you dare, and the mighty arm of the

N.C.U. will wreak swift vengeance upon you,

and your soul will be harrowed by reading

in the reports, whose paragraphs are so

prettily numbered for facility of reference,

that " the Executive have suspended A
CycHst until February 31st, 1887." And
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what a gratifying thing it must be for the

upright and law-abiding cyclist to know that

when he competes in races, until February

31st, 1887, the committee will refuse to allow

A Cyclist to enter the lists against him.

Jesting aside, the Executive's horror of

libel actions is becoming absurd. To sus-

pend a man and not let us know wJio is sus-

pended is not only ridiculous but unfair to

the horde of men who are not suspended. If

the Union fears that it would be brought to

book for publishing the names of such of its

members as it has suspended from competing

in races under its control, the sooner it leaves

off repeating the farce of suspension and

leaving men to their own devices the better

it will be for the Union's chance of maintain-

ing any pretence of authority. In America

they suspend men from the path by name,

and publish the fact, and in England the

Athletic Association has the courage of its

own authority. These silly announcements

of anonymous cyclists being suspended are

only serving to irritate the public and make
a laughing-stock of the Union Executive. A
thief sees an officer in every bush, and it

would appear that a lawyer sees a libel action

in every announcement that can be unpalat-

able to any individual.

I had almost forgotten to propound my

usual photographic query for "Woll" to

answer. The reprehensible way in which
that person habitually shirks the abstruse

photographic problems upon which I desire

enlightenment shall not prevent my industri-

ously propounding difficult points anew, and
readers of this great and good magazine
must draw their own conclusions as to Woll's

skill from the barefaced manner in which he
month after month omits to reply to the

queries which he pretends to be anxious for.

Just now, my photographic soul is vexed on
account of the shameful behaviour of a rail-

way company in Ireland, who, when I had
laboriously climbed a steep embankment,
and carefully planted my camera in the six-

foot way between the metals, sent along a

heavy goods train at the precise moment
when I had everything in readiness to secure

one of the most charming bits of landscape

imaginable, so that by the time this disgrace-

ful outrage was concluded, the sun had gone

behind a bank of clouds, my lovely water-

reflections were spoiled, and time was wasted

which might have been more profitably spent

in riding up the next adjacent mountain.

Please, sir, would you recommend me to

bring a civil action for damages against that

railway company, or shall I lay a criminal

information against the directors. —Faed.

> • <

A FIRE-ENGINE TRICYCLE,

The bicycle and tricycle have been utilised

by fire brigades for many years past, and

scarcely any of the MetropoHtan Brigade

stations are without at least one such

machine, upon which some athletic member
of Captain Shaw's noble band of workers

can rapidly proceed to the scene of an out-

break, carrying on his shoulder the portable

bucket-pump which does such good service

in checking conflagrations at their very out-

set. But more than this is to be done by

our firemen in future, and the tricycle is to

be utilised for more extended work than

hitherto, the chief constable and chief of the

volunteer fire brigade at Hastings having

invented an arrangement of considerable

ingenuity which is being perfected by

Merryweather's, the celebrated builders of

all manner of fire-extinguishing and salvage

apparatus. The machine consists of a tan-

dem tricycle, with which the following are

combined :—A hose reel carrying a large

quantity of specially constructed hose for

winding in a small compass, with all the

attachments for working on to a fire from

the street hydrants. A light double-pump

fire-engine in collapsible cistern, capable of

throwing 25 gallons per minute, to be worked

by two pumpers. A simple fire-escape, with

descending ropes and bag. Pumping seats

formed from riders' seats. The machine is

run at full bicycle speed by two men, and,

if desired, the treadles can be so disposed

as to work the fire pump, but for this a

special gearing is required.



[Inventors ami minufactuvevs are requested to give the Editor early intimation of all novelties introduced by them

for description in this department.']

A Model Race Programme.

The ideas entertained by the bulk of race

meeting promoters as to the species of pro-

gramme to be drawn up for the guidance of

spectators, officials and competitors do not

usually soar far beyond a very elementary

style ofpamphlet. Race-goers who habitually

"mark" their programmes with the results

frequently experience the inconvenience of

hunting for the preliminary heats of any

particular race in order to copy out the

names of the competitors who are entitled

to start in the final heats, and when a really

' big" meeting is concerned this nuisance is

very noticeable. One of the greatest athletic

and cychng meetings ever held was that of

the Freeman's Journal Athletic Club at

Dublin, and amongst other innovations the

promoters instituted a system of self-indexing

programmes which considerably facilitated

the finding of any event. The leaves of this

pamphlet were uneven in size, so that the

right hand margin of page 3 stood out

beyond the edge of page i ; the margin of

page 5 was beyond page 3 ; and so on ; and
on each of these outstanding margins an

index was printed showing the number and
title of the races set out on pages i ; 2 and 3 ;

4 and 5 ; and so forth. The invention has

been copyrighted, but we believe that clubs

desiring to adopt it can obtain permission.

(The ^^ Freeman's Journal'' Athhtic Pro-

gramme Copyright is the property of the " Free-

man's Journal" Athletic Club, Prince's Street,

Dublin.)

A Strong-framed "Cripper."

Undeviating copies of the " Cripper" tri-

cycle are so common, that it is quite a

pleasant task to chronicle originality in the

design of this class of machine, and espe-

cially when such originality emanates from

a town of such usually-shady repute as

Wolverhampton. At the town whence the

name of Rudge first became known, and
where the remarkable business of Devey was

built up and flourishes, there are a number

of cycle makers of more or less local repute
;

and of these the Messrs. Easthope Brothers

have the credit of producing a " Cripper "

with a framework departing radically from
orthodox methods. In place of one single

down-tube, this machine has twin tubes,

departing downward from the axle-bridge

underneath instead of above, and throughout

their course to the front wheel fork they

continue more underneath than over the

driving chain ; the crankshaft bearings are

consequently above the tubes, and the

chain-pulley passes between them, there

being thus no weak-angled bracket to hold

the chain-pulley. The axle-bridge, too, is

suspended below the axle instead of above

it, and the tube to support the seat-rod

consequently curves round behind and above

the central balance-gear, which is a neat

variety on Starley's principle. The general

construction of the machine displays several

other points of novelty, and the price is so

low as to ensure for it a due meed of popu-

larity when once it becomes known.
(The Easthope " Cripper" Tricycle is made by

Easthope Brothers, Bicycle Works, Wolver-

hampton.)

A Lop-sided Racing Tricycle.

The speed of tricycles upon the racing path

is very largely dependent upon the height

to which the corners or curves are " banked,"

and the same cause contributes to the

safety of the tricyclist, since a tricyclist, not

being able to lean his machine inward, like

a bicycle, to overcome the centrifugal ten-

dency by the force of centripetal pressure,

is dependent upon the banking to prevent

his maching skidding-out and even overturn-

ing at the corners. In view of this disadvan-

tage, a patent has been appHed for by the

proprietors of the " Quadrant" tricycle, who
seek to protect an invention whereby the

whole of a racing tricycle is permanently

sloped to the left—left hand inside being

now admittedly the recognised and correct

way of racing on the path—so that the in-

sufficient banking of a track is corrected by
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the automatic slope of the tricycle. This is

accomplished by the simplest possible means,

the only alteration made in the ordinary

racing tricycle being to put a wheel of 4in.

larger diameter on the right-hand end of the

axle. It seems rather a startling innovation

at first, and the primary impression upon
beholding the '* Quadrant" tricycle so altered

is one of incredulity as to the feasibility of

the idea ; but in practice it is found that the

machine runs beautifully round curves, and
on the straight there is no tendency to

deviate from a true course. Theoretically,

fault may be found with the principle, inas-

much as the inequality of the driving-wheels,

connected as they are by a balance-gearing,

results in the smaller wheel (the inside)

driving harder than the large wheel (outside),

but the same defect has been alleged against

machines fitted with Prifcchard's balance-

gear, and it has been found in practice that

so long as sufficient weight is upon the

steering-wheel the slightly unequal driving

is of no consequence. Now, in the " Quad-
rant" and "Cripper" pattern of tricycle, as,

indeed, in every tricycle used on the racing-

path, it is essential that a great portion of the

weight should rest upon the steering-wheel

;

so the result is that the sHghtly greater

power of the left wheel does not evince any

tendency to drive the machine to the right,

but the balance-geared double-driving so

very nearly approximates to a true division of

the power that the difference is immaterial,

and not worth considering when com.pared

to the enormous gain in safety and speed

occasioned by the slope on curves. For a

perfectly circular path, such as that at Cam-
bridge, or for a path always on the curve,

like the Crystal Palace track, this invention

must be a real boon, and in order to ascer-

tain the precise and mathematically-accurate

proportion of difference between the two
driving-wheels Mr. Gerald Stoney has made
an investigation, which shows that the pro-

portions adopted by the " Quadrant"
Company are as nearly correct^—for paths of

average banking—as they can be. Taking the

Cambridge track as a type, Mr. Stoney esti-

mates as under :

—

One lap = ^ mile = 1320ft.

Let radius = r.

1320
r = —

• 2ioft.

21 r

Let speed be 20 miles per hour, or one mile

in three minutes = 29*3ft. per second.

Acceleration outwards =/.
.,2 (29-3)2

/ = = 4-088.

r 210

This is a theorem in dynamics.

Let g = gravity = 32-2 ; let / be gauge of

tricycle; let h be difference between the

radii of the wheels. Then
h

I

is the slope of the axle, and for equal weights

on the two wheels

I
~

g
If / is 3iin., as in " Quadrant," h = 4m.

Therefore the difference in the size of the

wheels is 8', or one should be 42" and the

other 34in. This is if there is no banking of

the track.

If the track was banked to the value of

/

g
or about i in 8, there should be no difference

between the wheels. If the track was banked
I in 16 there should be 4" difference between
the wheels, as in the " Quadrant," where the

wheels are 36" and 40". As the track is

banked somewhat probably this difference is

as good as any.

This invention, applied to the " Quadrant"
racing tricycle, has been proved to be of

utility, and we apprehend that it will be

equally applicable to other types of racing

tricycles. Anything tending to render ad-

ditionally safe the at all times hazardous

pastime of tricycle racing must be welcomed.

(The " Quadrant'' Racing Tricycle, and the

patent for Lop -sided Racing Tricycles, are the

property of the Quadrant Tricycle Company,

Sheepcote Street, Birmingham.)



It seems as if the days had gone when
one man could win all the championships,

for this year again they have been spread

over a number of men, both as regards

the bicycle and tricycle honours. The
complete list is as follows :

—

Bicycle.

One Mile.—p. J. Furnivall, Berretta C.C.

Five Miles.—P. J. Furnivall, Berretta

C.C.

Twenty-five Miles.—J. E. Fenlon,

Gainsborough and Ripley Road Club.

Fifty Miles.—
^J.

E. Fenlon, Gains-

borough and Ripley Road Club.

Tricycle.

One Mile.—p. J. Furnivall, Berretta C.C.

Five Miles.—F. W. Allard, Cheylesmore
C.C.

Twenty-five Miles.—R. J. Mecredy,
Irish Champion C.C.

The times were in no case startling, but

it is pretty certain that the best men of the

hour won, though, as usual, it is quite

possible that the same men might not, when
these lines are being perused, be able to

repeat their victories. Champions, like

other men, have to be fit. They have, of

course, to be first-class men to start with,

and then be specially fit on the day. The
last of the championships—the fifty miles

bicycle event—clearly proved this, as the

winner was not the fancied one, the men
barred by the bookmakers being Gatehouse
and English.

Men are now looking forward to the Surrey

autumn meeting on the i8th September at

Kennington Oval, when the season will be

practically closed in London.
The sensation of the month has been

what I may term private record-breaking.

First we had Battensby on the Coventry
track attacking and defeating the world's

ten miles tricycle record to the tune of

31m. 2fs., the previous time having been
Lowndes's 32m. 33fs. Then, on the road,

G. P. Mills, the young Anfield " demon,"
smothered the 24 hours' bicycle record by
doing 273 miles. Anon, Fenlon, the long-

distance champion of 1886, at Paignton

lowered the records for 8, 11—18,21—25 miles,

doing 20 miles 380 yards in the hour, and

25 miles in ih. 14m. 38s., the previous time

for the latter distance being ih. 6m. 4ifs.

As if this were not enough, the Coventry
track was again made the scene of record-

breaking by Buckingham, the shrill-voiced

and good-natured amateur, who is at present

located in the City of Three Spires. Start-

ing on a tricycle, he covered five miles in

15m. 4o|s., and en route broke tricycle record

or i, 2^, 2i, 2I, 3, 4 and 5 miles. Then
came along Engleheart, of Croydon, on the

same track as Buckingham had ridden, and
on a safety he did five miles in 14m. ijs.,

breaking the world's safety record from i^

miles up to 5, and the world's record for any
machine from 3:^ miles upwards. After this,

I pause for what September—the road

record-smashing month—will bring forth.

—Scorchalong.
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[Correspondence or short articles on subjects of current interest are invited from all readers of the Magazine.']

Having Overtrained,

I wish to sell my rear-steering Tricycle for

50s.—W. R. Eddowes, 8, Nightingale Villas,

Wood Green.

The great Four Words a Penny system, says

Bicycling News, is bringing to our pages a

large number of sale and exchange advertise-

ments. Among those which can be found in

recent issues of Bicycling News is the above.

It is certainly a curiosity in the way of

cycling advertisements.

The Prettiest Village in England.

It has long been a disputed point as to

what place is entitled to be called the

Prettiest Village in England, but it is every

month becoming more widely admitted that

Old Warden, in Bedfordshire, holds an un-

questionable right to the distinction, every

cyclist who visits it granting at once the

accuracy of the name bestowed upon it by
the North London Tricycling Club, to whom
the credit of" discovering" Warden is due.

All the year round the charms of this little

village please the visitor, the spring being

perhaps the best season of all in which to

become acquainted with its beauties.

Copyright Medals.

Every club inventing and making a medal
for its own use is entitled, in equity, to secure

the copyright of the design ; and in the

absence of incorporation, it is usual to vest

such copyright in the names of some good
and tried officials who are deemed fit trustees

for the club. But a rather nice point has

been raised, and is perplexing the committee
of a club, on account of the jeweller who was
employed to cut a die of a club medal having

registered it as his own copyright, and so

claiming to supply medals struck from the

die at his own price. The enterprising

jeweller is undoubtedly wrong, because he
made the die for the club at a price agreed
upon, and it therefore becomes the property
of the people who paid for it ; and the club

could recover possession and use the die as

they chose,as well as registering the copyright

as their property.

Company Touring.

Since the first year of the existence of the

Cyclists' Touring Club (then the B.T.C.),

attempts of a spasmodic nature have been

made to organise tours conducted by the

officers in person, but none have ever been
carried out, and the Cyclists' Touring Club is

rather laughed at by our American cousins

in consequence. Stanley Cotterell was to

have led a party of B.T.C. members on a

fifty-miles-a-day tour from John-o'-Groat's

to the Land's End, but somehow the project

never assumed definite shape. Later on,

Chief Consul Sellers took a lot of trouble in

endeavouring to make up a party of the East-

ern English Division for an Easter tour in

his district, but, although heralded by a great

flourish of trumpets, not one word was ever

published to enlighten the world as to its

fate. It has been left to the Editor of our

Dublin contemporary

—

The Irish Cyclist—to

move in his personal capacity, and to suc-

cessfaliy carry out the most ambitious and
extensive tour ever planned in the British

Islands. With an average of thirty riders per

diem—over tv^^enty going the whole way—

•

this party enjoyed the most complete har-

mony, it appears, and not only did they

revel in some of the fairest scenery of the

beautiful Emerald Isle, but in nearly all the

towns at which they stayed for the night they

were welcomed by the local clubs and treated

with hospitality which was truly Irish in its

heartiness. No word of complaint has

been heard in relation to the project, but

so successfully was the tour carried out, that

it is fully agreed upon to make it an annual

fixture, and we doubt not that many English

cyclists will participate in it when they hear

of the gratification experienced by the four

riders from London who went with Mr.

Mecredy's party to Killarney. Whether such

tours will ever become usual in England and

Scotland, the future must show, but we see

no reason why our British cyclists should

not associate together in their touring as

the Americans and the Irish do.

The Two Camps,

Which are now both annual August Bank
Holiday fixtures, were held on the 2nd ult.

and days approximating, and, despite the

badness of the weather, seem each to have

satisfied the participators in camp life joys,

and—leaving out financial considerations,

which are apt to be disappointing, and about
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which we as yet know nothing—to have been,

each in its own way, a success. At Harro-

gate something near two hundred used tex-

tile roofs, considerably over forty tents being

occupied. The great novelty in this case

was the electric light, which seems to have

done its duty well and given general satis-

faction. This was the first camp, we under-

stand, ever hghted in this manner. Another

special feature consisted in the presence of

a band of ten young pipers, the credit of the

idea and the carrying out of the same being

due to Messrs. Bryson and Strang. Many
of the Harrogate "regulars" were missing,

among others Rucker, Furnivall, Letchford,

and all the original " MacScorchers" but one.

Three tents—" Sweet P Villa," with a

Roman letter P about the size of a church

door, "Eden without Eve," and the "2 L's"

ran a dead heat, in the judgment of the

Mayoress of Harrogate, for the "decoration"

prize, whereupon the occupants of the tents

presented the prize—consisting of an oak

inkstand—to the ten pipers, which was very

kind, but likely to lead to difficulties in the

matter of equitable division. Socials, songs,

speeches, dinners, and the usual meet and
procession (attended by some six hundred)

helped to occupy the time not taken up by

the races, which are treated of in another

page. Among many other well-known men
present were Lacy Hillier (president), Per-

kins, R. S. Bryson, Strang, Gurney, Varley,

Wyrill Smith, Roberts, HinchcHffe, Oliver,

Lee, Maude, Tattersfield, Warner, Welford,

Fielder, Kenworthy, and not least, Ernest

Hickson, the secretary. All the campers
whom we have since met vote the affair an

unqualified success. So do those who patron-

ised Guildford, where Jupiter Pearce was
worker-in-general. The novelty here, in the

shape of hammocks, doubtless saved a num-
ber of colds and heavy external wettings, the

weather being less enjoyable most of the

time than that at Harrogate. Much drown-

ing-out was experienced in certain tents on

Friday night, but a judicious internal irriga-

tion helped to nullify the disadvantages of

the external aqueousness. The site—Shal-

ford Park—seems to be a great improvement
upon those already used, and is rich in

picturesque surroundings. Sixty tents were

erected, and much general fun appears to

have been extracted from the proceedings,

the proximity to London having brought to

the neighbourhood various and sundry sis-

ters, cousins, and aunts of the campers.

There were also babies. For further infor-

mation as to these please address " Comus,"
Bicycling News office. The usual run of

inscriptions, merry, wise and otherwise,

adorned the tents, among which, " Jakpotz
Villa," " The Slo-go-ries," " Nest of the

Swallows," " Abode of Love," " Mudlarks'

Mission," " Weyside Hut," " Sloperies,"

" South Sea Scalp-hunters," " Rollicking

Rams' Shanty" were conspicuous. The
racing was on a fairly good grass track as

regards surface, but six laps to the mile

makes the handicaps lotteries simply. The
decorations and general camp furniture were

on a very ambitious scale, the Guildford

C.C. actually coming out with a piano, Tur-

key carpet, green velvet furniture suite, pier

glass, etc.

Mechanical Timing Apparatus.

One of the periodical announcements
which have been made to the scientific world

for several years past has recently gone the

round of the Press, stating that an American
electrician had constructed an apparatus for

automatically timing races of such accuracy

in its construction as to indicate the one-

hundredth part of a second. It is not so

surprising that people should be found to

experiment in this direction, as that a prac-

ticable and simple apparatus has not

been brought into use long since considering

that the problem to be solved is one of a

very simple nature, and more suited to the

hand of a watchmaker than of an electrician
;

the matter has, indeed, been needlessly

complicated by the effort to make such

appliances on such a scale of compli-

cation as would enable the times of

sprint runners to be recorded, the start

and stop taking place at different places;

and this complication is now being further

coquetted with by a wholly unnecessary en-

deavour to construct an appliance which will

automatically record the times of several

bicycles as they cross the tape at the finish

of a race. Leaving cut of the question

the possibihties of timing a number of

sprint-runners, we find that in the case

of bicycles and tricycles, the timing of

a close finish would be interfered

with by the back wheels of such machines
causing each to record twice ; and this is

an insurmountable objection, as it would
be a matter of physical impossibility for

the judges to decide which mark on
the recording apparatus was made by a front
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wheel, and which by a back wheel. It is,

also, not at all necessary for more than the

winner's time to be given, in a closely con-

tested race, so that the inventive geniuses

who are taxing their wits to devise some way
of overcoming the back-wheel difficulty may
just as well relinquish the task as unneces-

sary. Except when a track is of an uneven

size, there is no need for an electrical con-

nection being made between different por-

tions of a track, as the start and finish are at

the same place ; but in the case of a track

whose laps do not accurately divide the

mile, a simple series of wires could be

laid down by any intelligent telegraph or

telephone constructor. The only thing

wanting is an accurate train of clockwork

to draw from one drum on to another a long

paper tape, on the same principle to the

action of a Morse printing instrument, and

until this is done the electrician cannot aid

the athletic timekeeper. Given a train of

clockwork capable of drawing a tape slowly

and with perfect accuracy, any electric

apparatus constructor could fit up a system

of contact-breakers which would register

upon the tape, by means of a pencil dot or

a punctured hole, the exact time of any

wheel passing over the tape, switches being

provided to enable the timekeepers to hold

the contact off the apparatus during the

passage of wheels whose time was not

wanted. Inventive geniuses who are casting

about for occupation have, therefore, only to

construct an accurately-working box contain-

ing the clockwork requisite to move the

paper tape, and a mechanical timekeeper

will be an accomplished fact.

Our Record-breaking Chronology.

(Subject to confirmation by the N.C.U. Records
Committee.)

The business of record-breaking has pro-

ceeded with great energy during the past few

weeks, and in recording the fastest times

ever accomplished we have ignored the so-

called "safety records,"because the "safety"
bicycles used for racing have no clearly

defined point of difference from, bicycles

without the name of " safety " ; and now
that the times made by geared-up dwarf
bicycles are equalling, and even in some
cases surpassing, the speed of ordinary

bicycles, all such records must stand on
their merits as "bicycle" records only.

We shall also, in all cases, omit quarter-

miles after one mile.

July 21.—One hundred miles tandem tricycle,

8h. 4m. A. H. Fletcher and A.

Gamble, North Road.

July 26.— Professional tricycle, three miles,

9m. I2S. ; four miles, 12m. i8s. ; five

miles, 15m. 25s.; six miles, i8m.

35|s. ; seven miles, 21m. 41s.; eight

miles, 24m. 48|s. ; nine miles, 27m.
59s.; ten miles, 31m. 2|s. T. Bat-

tensby, Coventry.

July 29.—Three-quarters of a mile tricycle,

2m. IIS. F. S. Buckingham, Coven-
try.

August 4.—Twenty-four hours bicycle, 273
miles. G. P. Mills, North Road.

,, —Bicycle, eight miles, 23m. 28|s.

;

eleven miles, 32m. i6|s. ; twelve

miles, 35m. i4|s. ; thirteen miles,

38m. i2f s. ; fourteen miles, 41m.

8|s, ; fifteen miles, 44m. 5f s. ; six-

teen miles, 47m. 7§s. ; seventeen

miles, 50m. ii§s. ; eighteen miles,

53m. iifs. ; twenty-one miles, ih.

2m. 27^s.; twenty-two miles, ih.

5m. 3ifs. ; twenty-three miles, ih.

8m. 35^s.; twenty-four miles, ih.

iim. 40§s. ; twenty-five miles, ih.

14m. 38s. J. E. Fenlon, Paignton.

August 6.—Tricycle, three miles, 9m. 17s.

;

four miles, 12m. 34s.; five miles,

15m. 4ofs. F. S. Buckingham,
Coventry.

,, —Bicycle, four miles, iim. 14s.;

five miles, 14m. ijs. A. P. Engle-

heart, Coventry.

> •<



ADVERTISEMENTS.

PAINS AND ACHES,
AND THEIE IMMEDIATE "REMOVAT..

fain is a sigi^ of disease, a warging ijot to be ijeglecfced, and nottjing so destroys the constitutioij,

ruins the health ai^d slprteris our lives, as paii^, as it soon weai^ ttje sufferer out, aijd gives an aged

aijd careworij look to the face that nottjigg will remove ; therefore, the discovery of anything that can

be relied oij to renjove paiij, cag oijly be regarded as a blessing, especially in tljose cases wljeij it

ren^oves it immediately.

-^OIL OF EASE^
(BEGISTEBED.)

If this preparation is rubbed or brushed oi) aijy painful part, a cljaijge at once takes place, aijd, iij

njost cases, the pain in^njediately ceasigg; wl]ile in others a few minutes is all tljat is required to

renjove it. Fronj agony to EASE, wljich is why we l]ave ijamed this preparation ttje

-^OIL OF EASE^
(BEGISTEBED.) , .

Tl]is preparation can caij be used with success in tlje following disorders :

—

NEURALiGIA,
RHEUMATISM,
BRONCHITIS,
SPINAL COMPLAINTS,
SCIATICA,
COUGHS,
VOMITING,
DIPHTHERIA,
SORE THROAT,
STIFF & CONTRACTED JOINTS.
NUMBNESS,
DEAFNESS,
HEADACHE,
DIMNESS OF SIGHT,
HOARSENESS,

OIL OF EASE

DEBILITY,
INDIGESTION,
NERVOUSNESS,
WEAK MUSCLES,
TIC DOLOREUX,
WHEEZING,
LUMBAGO,
PARALYSIS,
ASTHMA,
PAINS Sc ACHES IN ANY PART,
CRAMP,
GOUT,
LUMBAGO,
DIFFICULTY OF BREATHING,
DIZZINESS.

Will cure the worst form of Neuralgia iij five miijutes, aijd it must indeed be a severe case that

can loi}g resist this treatnjegt, as in most cases tlje effacb is IMJVIEDlArE agi the cure is

CEf^TAIH.

OIL OF EASE
Is soli in bottles at ]Ialf-a-cro97g, agd agy Cheii^ist got paving it ig Stock will procure it.

Should there be aay difficulty in obscure places in obtaining this Remedy,
it will be forwarded carriage free upon receipt of thirty stamps.

REMINGTON & CO.,
MANUFACTURING AND ANALYTICAL CHEMISTS,

45 THORNTON ST„ STOCKWELL, LONDON, S.W.



ADVERTISEMENTS

COVENTRY'S
Cyclists' aijd Geijeral Tourists'

MAPS
Reduced from the Ordnance Survey to a Scale

of four miles to an inch.

I. ENVIRONS OF MANCHESTER
AND LIVERPOOL.

M. NORTH WALES.

III. THE LAKE DISTRICT.

IV. ENVIRONS OF BIRMINGHAM.

V. YORKSHIRE.
Others in Preparation.

Price, in Cloth Case for pocket, Is. 6d.; or mounted

on clotlj and in case, 2s. Sent post free.

LONDON:
ILIFFE & SON, 98, FLEET STREET, E.G.

WANTED

!

LADIES AND YOUNG MEN
To work for us at their own homes

wherever living.

n^HE work is light, artistic and agreeable. No
-* knowledge of painting required. It is called

Niello work, and is the art of designing in relief

upon brass, copper, silver, &c.

PRESS NOTICES.
In commenting upon this work. The Queen, the Lady's

newspaper, for June 13th, 1885, says:—"It is work in
which any lady of artistic taste would delight, since it
provides them with a new kind of Artistic work which
they can do tor themselves, and with which they can
beautify their houses and make many pretty little articles
for presents. There is no dirt, and really very little noise
about it."

Full Instructions and Materials and
Cabinet, complete, sent on receipt of
P.O.O. for 15/-. Payable to M. Charles.

Regular Employment is afterwards given to everyone who
cares to undertake it.

Five Shillings a Day can be easily earned at home.

ADDRESS:—

FITZROY NIELLO WORKS,
4, FiTZROY St., Fitzroy Sq.^ London, W.

PF)ILIP$' mAP5 FOR (JY(^LI$T$.
The most handy and reliable Maps issued. Reduced from the Ordnance Survey.

LIST OF MAPS.
Bedford
Berks
Buckingham
Cambridge
Cheshire
Cornwall
Cumberland
Derby

FOLDED IN NEAT CLOTH CASE, Ij- EACH.
LANCASHIRE. Double Map, in case, price 2s.

Philips' Cyclists' Map of the

Devon Huntingdon Norfolk
Dorset Kent Northampton

NorthumberlandDurham Lancashire
Essex Leicester and Nottingham
Gloucester Rutland Oxford
Hampshire Lincoln Shropshire
Hereford Middlesex Somerset
Hertford Monmouth Stafford

Suffolk
Surrey
Sussex
Warwick
Westmorland
Wiltshire
Worcester
Yorkshire, N.W.

Yorkshire, N.E.
Yorkshire, S.W.
Yorkshire, S.E.

North Wales
South Wales
Isle of Wight
Isle of Man

MOUNTED ON CLOTH AND IN CASE, SI- EACH.
Mounted on Cloth, and in caee, price 33. 6d.

Country Round London.
Showing Main Roads, distinctly coloured, leading to St. Albans, Clelmsford, Maidstone, Reigate, Guildford, Windsor,

&c. Reduced from the Ordnance Survey, on a scale of half-an-inch to a mile. Carefully compiled, and includ-
ing all the Chief Places of interest to the Tourist. Price i/- ; or mounted on cloth and in case, 2/6.

HANDY VOLUMES FOE TOUEISTS.
Philips' Handy Atlas of the Counties of England.
A Series of Forty-three Maps, showing the Physical Features, Towns, Villages, Railways, Roads, &c. ; with a Raihyay

Map of England ; forming a usefu IGuide for the Angler, Sportsman, or Tourist. New Edition, with Consulting
Index. Crown 8vo, cloth, 5/-, or in leather, with tuck, 7/6.

Philips' Handy Atlas of North and South Wales.
A Series of Sixteen Maps. Crown 8vo, cloth, 2/6.

Philips' Handy Atlas of the Counties of Scotland.
A Series of Thirty-two Maps. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3/6.

Philips' Handy Atlas of the Counties of Ireland.
A Series of Thirty-three Maps. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3/6.

London : George Philip & Son, 32, Fleet St. Liverpool : Caxton Bdgs., South John St., & 45 to 51, South Castle St.
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If you want comfort on your Safety or *' Cripper " you must have

TEIGWBLL'S N.-V. HANDLB-BAE

FISHER'S

N.-V.

BRACKET.

Prices

:

Japanned—Bicycle, 3s. 6d.

Plated „ 5s. 6d.

Japanned—Tricycle, 4s. 6d.

Plated „ 6s. 6d.

FISHER S CO., 17, Devoijsljire Street, Liverpool Street, LONDON, E.G.

THE "QUADRANT.
))

No. 8, Bicycle Steering. No. 9, Side Steering.

MAKERS:—

Tlje ''Quadrant'' Tricycle Co., Sheepcote St., Birmiijgljaii].

UNRIVALLED FOR SPEED, SAFETY. COMFORT, LIGHTNESS ANDF.STREN6TH. -v^^

THE UNIVERSAL TESTIMONY-
" I have never known its equal."
"Hare never met with anything eqaal to yours.'
" I have never ridden a machine nearly equal to the ' Quadrant.'

"

^^VXATIONS,
^ Ardills LiquidRnamel
J^ ^^ FOR TOUCHING UP. OR /eNTIREIY RE-ENAMElUNc/^^lTRj CYCLES I

^ND A

v^?;-H^ 1^ Ifc^'V ^fti l\^k.'^' --rJiy^--' .» I BICYCLES I

^^ ANO ALL
ARTICLES OF

METAL.WOOD Ac &e.
IS THE ONLY ENAMEL THAT

T^

? DRIES INSTANTLY WITHOUT SMELL

HARD SMOOTH &GLOSSY
Wp:=;^^^:i^'\f<^^^^^OPnQW ANYONE CAN APPLY iT
'J9'»vr>^ *

f'^ CYCLING AGENTS.IRONMONDEHS At THROUCHOUTTHiWOfiLO.

p«rBOTTLE,INCLUDINC BRUSH P0RAPPLYIN5. j.ARSllircrsTcEORCK woRK'sTEEDb.

^sK.ili^
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THE

FACILE' SAFETY BICYCLE.
{^FALE & STRAW'S PATENT.)

^^^^^v.^^ Second-l^aijd " Faciles."

The manufacturers have
generally a considerable
number of these, and a
list is published from
time to time which vail
be sent free on application.

Intending buyers of
Second-hand " Faciles "

are cautioned against the
purchase of spurious imi-
tations, of vrretchedly bad
construction, advertised
from time to time in
Second-hand sale lists.

As a general roadster
the " Facile " is altogether

•\W^^^K^:^.^P
unequalled. It is remark-
ably easy to learn, easy to
ride, easy to mount, and
dismount, very speedy.and
a splendid hiU-climber.
Its construction is simple
•and free from all compli-
cation.

All riders who have not
given the " Facile " a
trial should do so by hiring
one on terms stated in
descriptive pamphlet,

\\ \\u '11

\ \\ Ji

which will be sent free on
application. ^^^^f^)M/\ AGENTS :—

|j^^^»^^:r^l^^

f
Birmingham: F. W. T ice-

New Patterns.

The new " Export " and
Extra Special " patterns

are much admired, and
have been pronounced by
many to be the easiest
running machines they
liave ever ridden.

1m

i^1
hurst, 77,Co!mope Row.

Liverpool: A. Lilwall and
Co., 28, Argyle Street
Birl<eniiead.

iVlanchester : City Cyc'e
Co, 62, Bridge Street.

Dublin : Booth Bros.,
Upper Stephen Street.

Brighton: H. Moore, Jun.,

68, Preston Street.

SOIjB MANUFACTUBEBS:—

J,]4AS & Go., J-d„ 47, farringdon Jld., JiOndon, p.G.

HENRY'S GREAT INDIAN REMEDY

"mmMmm
FOR WHEELMEN & ATHLETES.
Cures and prevents Cramp, Blisters, Stiffiiess, Bruises,

Chafesj &c.

Post Free for 9d., 1s. 3 1. and 2s. 5d. per tin.

N.B.— The first two are xoaistcoat 2>ocTcet sizes.

The Cyclist says :
"

' Thilum' has, in our hands,

proved itself to be all that its introducers claim for it,

and we can thoroughly and strongly recopamend it."

WJieel World says: "It is uadoubtedly a powerful

remedy. Its compactness should render it a favourite

with the tourist as well as the racing cyclist."

DAN J. CANARY says :
" I can most heartily recom-

mend ' Thilum' to all wheelmen."

THE 'Olynjpic' Bicycles & Tricycles

CENTBAL DEPOT FOB EUBOPE :

F.H. BOWDEN,
43, KING WILLIAM STREET.

LONDON, B.C.

Patent Automatic Steering Tricycle.

FRANK PARKYN,GrBenLaije,Wolverhan,pto5

PRICE LIST ON APPIilCATION.
N.B.—Ten Patterns in Bicycles, Tricycles, & Juvenilea'
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MOYLE'S

Silvered Etiamomile, Quinine, and Podopbyllin Pills

Will Cure BILIOUSNESS, SICKNESS, INDIGESTION, COSTIVENESS,
CORPULENCY, and all Disorders causing GOUT & RHEUMATISM.

Quinine and CHAMoMiiiE are two well-known preparations, which, properly incorporated with other medicines,
their action is greatly accelerated.
PoDOPHXiiLiN being an eclectic preparation, stands in every way superior to all Mercurials in its action on the

Liver, disgorging that member of all vitiated bile and bad humours; it does not acton the pores of the skin, nor in
any way interfere with the general vocations of life, but has a tendency to make life more pleasant and agree=ible.

For all those who are travelling, these Pills canuot be too highly recommended. As their action is so mild and
certain they may be taken without producing any inconvenience, and containing not one particle ot mercury they
will not not expose the system to cold and its attendant maladies.

ADVICE TO LADIES.
Tliese Pills cannot be too strongly recommended to ladies, as their action on the secretions causes perfect

regularity, ivherehy Depression of Spirits, Loss of Appetite, Sallowness of Complexion, and Headache are pre-
vented and thoroughly done away with. That most distressing disease, Hcemorrhoids, or Piles, to which oM are
more or less subject 'especially married ladies who are enceinte), is entirelyfvrevented by the use of these Pills.

PBEPARED OOTLT AND SOIiD BY
JOSEPH MOYLE, Chemist (from Butler & Crispe, 4, Cheapside), 25, Broadway, Hammersmith, W.

In Boxes, Is. l^d , 2s. 9d., and 4s. 6d., of all Chemists, or directfrom the troprietor.

WHOLESALE-Messrs. EDWARDS, 157, Queen Victoria Street; SANGER & SON, 489, Oxford Street;

BARCLAY & SONS, 95, Farringdon Street.

" If the blood is the life, Nerve is the strength of man.'''

—Natural Science.

MOYLE'S

ROBUR •> NERYI,
OR NERVE STRENGTHENBR,

IS A CERTAIN CURE FOR

NEURALGIA, TOOTHACHE, HEADACHE, BILIOUS-

NESS, BLOOD POISONING.
A radicaij liver complaint curer.

From all Chemists, or directfrom the Proprietor,

MR. MOYLE Surgeon-Dentist and Cl^enjist,

25, BROADWAY, HAMMERSMITH, W.,

In Bottles, 2s. 9d., 4s. 6oL., and lis, eacli.

EILLEMS' PEDOLINE
Is the best cure for Sore or Tender Feet, for the chafing occasioned
by walking or other exercises, and proves an immediate cure, allay-
ing all irritation, occasioned by whatever cause. It destroys the pain
of Bunions or Corns, l/lj, 2/9, 5/6, and 11/- per bottle.

HEALTH AND VIGOUR ARE AT OHCE RESTORED
BY THE USE OP

Mojile's i- EiTeFveseent t Salts ^ or ^WatBP^ Melons,
OR HEALTH -GIVING SALINE,

A mild Aperient and tasteless Salt, specially prepared from sound and ripe fruit.»
Moyle's Effervescing Salts of Water Melons is not introduced to the public as a cure for all diseases, but

rather as a preventive of tho^e ailments which arise from the stomach and blood getting over-heated ; and by its
cooling, refreshing, and invigorating properties, it restores to the over-worked system that vitality which is
absolutely necessary for the comfort of every human being.

THE BOTTIjE to BE KEPT DBY AND WELIi COBKED.

In Bottles, Is. and Is. Od. each; larger size, 3 for 4s. 6d., 12 for 16s.

PBFPABED AT THE

CHEMICAL LABORATORY, 25, BROADWAY, HAMMERSMITH; W.
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THE "WHIPPET"
TRICYCLE.

THE LIGHTEST MACHINE for its Strength.

THE STRONGEST MACHINE for its Weight.

LINLEY & BIGGS,
Mount Row, East Rd., City Rd., London,

Where the Machine can Tie seen and tried.

Messrs. Linley and Biggs invite enquiries relative

to the above machine, which they claim to be the only
Tricycle on which the rider is PERFECTLY FREE
FROM VIBRATION.

THE " WHIPPET " is formed of a X-shaped framing, having one driving wheel at the rear,
but in the centre of the machine, and two steering wheels in front. It is a well-known fact
that this pattern of tricycle can, if properly constructed, be made much lighter than the

ordinary kinds ; but all previous attempts to bring it into popularity have failed, owing to the
vibration of the two small front wheels being too great to allow of any pace being made over rough
roads. This drawback we claim to have overcome in the following manner. The X-shaped frame
before mentioned is used only to hold the three wheels rigidly together. Rising from this frame
we 'have a vertical tube, the upper end of which supports the handle-bar and saddle, while the
lower end carries the crank axle. This tube is jointed to the main framing by means of toggles,
which allow it to rise and fall in a vertical line, while two rubber buffers determine the length of
its travel. A stout helical spring (fitted with an adjusting screw for different weights) is attached
at the one end to the main frame, and at the other end to the vertical tube before mentioned.
Thus it will be seen that while the saddle handles and treadles are fixed rigidly together, they are
insulated from the vibration caused by the wheels rising and falling over the unevenness of the
road. The action of the spring not only makes riding more pleasant, even on the roughest roads,
but it makes a much greater speed attainable with less work.

No rider who wishes for speed, combined with perfect ease, should omit to try this machine,
which runs easier than other machines, on account of its having no axle that will spring or sag,
and cause the bearings to bind. It has less wind resistance, and for its strength is about ten
pounds lighter than most of the popular forms of modern tricycles.

Gentlemen,—As to vibration, or rather, the absence of vibration, I have ridden nearly every pattern of machine
made, and I can aEsure yon that never in my experience have I ridden a machine in which the rider ia bo thoroughly
isolated from the vibration caused by the roughness of the roads. The sensation upon first mounting the
" Whippet " is peculiar, but directly the machine is in motion this is lost sight of, nor do you feel that the up and
down motion has the slightest inclination to interfere with pedalling; in fact, ooe of the greatest charms of the
machine is that no matter what the wheel meets in the shape of stones, &c., the jar never reaches the pedaJs, and,
consequently, there is no danger of the feet being jerked off. One last word as to the steering ; this was, as you
will remember, the only point upon which I had any doubts, and I can only say they are entirely removed. It is
the steadiest handle-bar steering I ever tried, at the same time the quickness with which you can turn a corner at
high Fpeed is astonishing. I can only express my entire satisfaction with the machine in every detail.

Messrs. Linley and Biggs. Yours sincerely, HY. W. SAUNDERS, Ranelagh Harriers.
TO SAFETY BIDEBS.—The principle of the "Whippet" Tricycle having proved so successful, we have

applied it to our " Whippet " Safety Bicycle, which is now ready for trial. SEND FOB PBIOE L ISV.

PUBLISHED BY ALU RIGHTS RESERVED.

ILIFFE & SON, 98, FLEET STREET, LONDON.
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RUDGE tf CO., Limited.
The Oldest & Largest Bicyck & Tricycle Manufacturers iij the World.

THE CENTRAL GEAR ROTARY TRICYCLE.

ALL RECORDS on the Road from One Mile to Twenty-four Hours Ride are now held
by the " ROTARY " TRICYCLE. WORLD'S RECORD ONE MILE, 2m. 49s.

;

WORLD'S RECORD TEN MILES; WORLD'S RECORD TWENTY-FOUR
HOURS, 232i Miles.

D^" Upwards of 15,000 of tl^ese world-renowijed Machines have been sold iij the past four years.

THE GREATEST SUCCESS OF THE SEASON IS

SEND FOB LISTS.

WORKS: COVENTRY.
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THE WHEEL WORLD, an Illustrated Magazine of Cycling Sport, History, and Invention, is published
monthly. Annual subscription, six shillings, post free ; single copies, sixpence, of all Booksellers, &c. Volumes
I. and II. now ready, in blue cloth, gilt, price 7/6 each, post free. Volume III., 4/6. Binding-cases are supplied at 1/6

each, post free. All contributions and correspondence should be addressed to "The Editor," Iliffe & Son, 98,
Fleet Street, London, E.G. Accepted articles are only paid for when the amount of remuneration required is

stated by the writer.

— SEE THE ADVERTISEMENT OF—

COVENTRY'S MAPS
SENT POSTAGE FREE.

LONDON: ILIFFE Sc SON. 98, FLEET STREET.

.^^^
^ Ardills Liquid KnamID
jt FOR TOUCHING UP. OR <^NTIREIY RE-ENAMELLINc/''^lTR|rYrf CQ I AND ft,TRICYCLES I

^
I
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AND ALL
RTICLES OF

METAL.WOOO&t&c.
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A^^^?" '""^S INSTANTLY WITHOUT SMELL
"^^^^''^

Hk'm SMOOTH &GLOSSY
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THE BRIGHT

P
.. JJLATINDM PLATING Co.

LIMITED

27, Clement's Lane, E.G.

xl WORKS: GRAY'S INN ROAD, W.C.>»

-%^N^S^N^

A RTICLES PLATINISED
BY THIS COMPANY'S

^PATENT PROCESS>-
WILL

Jfelttif Tmmik Bkmlmi mi Bm"Bh
And are NOT AFFECTED by the EXPOSURE TO AIR

,

WATER (salt or otherwise), or the ACTION OF ACIDS.

ESTIMATES ON APPLICATION



ADVERTISEM,

WANTED!
LADIES AND YOUNG MEN
To work for us at their own homes

wherever living.

'TpHE work is light, artistic and agreeable. No
•* knowledge of painting required. It is called

Niello work, and is the art of designing in relief

upon brass, copper, silver, &c.

PRESS NOTICES.
In commenting upon this work, The Queen, the Lady's

newspaper, for June 13th, 1885, says :
—" It is work in

which any lady of artistic taste would delight, since it

provides them with a new kind of Artistic work which
they can do tor themselves, and with which they can
beautify their houses and make many pretty little articles

for presents. There is no dirt, and really very little noise
about it."

Full Instructions and Materials and
Cabinet, complete, sent on receipt of
P.O.O. for 15/-. Payable to M. Charles.

Regtdar Employment is afterwards givtn to everyone who
cares to undertake it.

Five Shillings a Day can be easily earned at home.

FITZROY
4, FiTZROY St

ADDRESS:—

NIELLO WORKS,
, FiTZROY Sq., London, W.

JOSv;x>jL ^_

LITTLE KING STREET,

^^BIEMINGHAM-i^^
ARE THE LARGEST MAKERS

OF

C^cle Xampe
— IN THE WORLD—

Specialities in

LAMPS,
BELLS,

SPANNERS,
OILCANS,

And many articles specially designed

for Cyclists.

Please write for Price List.

HABROGATE CAMP PHOTOGRAPHS,
Photographed at the North of England Cyclists' Meet, Harrogate, July 20th to August 4th, 1886,

By "WOLL," Official Photographer to the Camp, 1884-5-6.

118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137

General View of Camp
Camp Group
Officials and Committee
Councillors of the C.T.C.
Highland Pipers

Ditto
"The 2 L's"

Ditto
President's Tent
" Clach-na Caledonia

"

"Wharfedale Relicts"
Ditto

"Bradford Owls"
Ditto
Ditto

"The Bungalow"
Ditto

" Preston Lambs " ...

Ditto
Ditto

Size.

Cabinet8x6
15 X 12

... C

... C

... C

... C

... C

... C

... C

... C

... c

... c

... c

... A

... C

... A

... A

... C

... C

... c

... c

... A
SIZES,

138 Midland Contingent
139 Ditto
140 "Red Rose Villa"
141 Hull Tent
142 "No. 10, Downing Street"
143 "Derby R»ms"
144 Tyneside Party
145 "Sweet P. Villa"
146 " Flyers' Domain "

147 "WoU'sDen"
148 Starters Five Miles Scratch Race
149 Hinchcliire Ready to Go
150 Hinchcliffe and Lee on Tandem •

151 Kenworthy " On the Prowl"
152 Camp Cricket ...

153 Ditto
154 Camp Tennis ...

155 Larking
156 Visitors on Sunday

&C.PRICES,
Mounted. Unmounted.

1/- 1/-

2/6 2/0
5/6 4/6

APPROVAL.—If an order of not less than i20/- in value be guaranteed, a set of unmounted Photos will be sent
lor inspection and approbation, to be returned when examined.

ALBUMS, SETS, &c.—Set 1, unmounted, £2. Set 2, mounted, £2 10s. Set 3, in Album, £2 128. 6d. Sbt 4, on
Pour Large Mounts for Framing, £2 10s. ; and these prices are only for caeh with order, and when specially
ordered as a set.

POSTAGE, CARRIAGE, &c.—Up to and including size C, and all unmounted prints, post free. Sizes D and E
^d. extra per parcels poet. The 23 z 17 size must be sent by rail.

REMITTANCES.—"Well" will deem it a favour if cash be sent with the order whenever possible. Postal
Orders should be made payable at the Five Ways Office, Edgbaston.

WALTER D. WELFORD, The WoodbhlTsti^^ Edgbaston, Birmingham.
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-'n^^^-Lf
SKIDDING ON GREASY ROADS.

At Bridlington, on June 14th, the "ROVER" SAFETY made the

.astest time on record
FOR A MILE, viz., 2mins. 53 sees., so that the Mile Record is thus held by the

ROVER
PATENTED AND

In addition to the above, the Rover
has accomplished the following dis-
tances and times on the road, viz.:

18§ Miles in 1 Hour.

30J Miles in Ih. 41m.
50 Miles in 3h. 5m. 34s.

SAFETY
REGISTERED.

ITS MARVELLOUS

SPEED AND EASE
ARE ATTESTED BY

ALL WHO RIDE IT.

READ THE FOLLOWING.
9, Charles Square, Hoxton, London, N., June 4th, 1886.

Dear Sirs,—During my eight years' cyclmg experience, I have never ridden such a fast, easy and comfortable machine
as the " Rover " Safety, although I have been a rider of 20 different types of machines during that period. The machine
ai>solutely/ffs; as for hills, it is a perfect demon. I have never ridden such a perfect machine during the whole of my
cycling career. Yours truly, JOHN WILLIS.

- WATCH ITS FUTUEE PEEFOEMANCES -

STARLEY & SUTTON/'^i^^srorHi.o, COVENTRY.
Send for Lists, Testimonials, S'C, with list of prizes offered.

THE

'FACILE' SAFETY BICYCLE.
(BEALE & STRAW'S PATENT.)

As a general roadster
the " Facile " is altogether
nnequalled. Ic is remark-
ably easy to learn, easy to
ride, easy to mount, and
dismount, very speedy,and
a splendid hill-climber.
Its construction is simple
and free from all compli-
cation.

All riders who have not
given the " Facile " a
trial should do so by hirinp
one on terms stated in

descriptive pamphlet,
•which will be sent free on
application.

New Patterns.

The new *' Export " and
" Extra Special" pattern^
are much admired, and
have been pronounced by
many to be the easiest
running machines they
have ever ridden.

Second-l^aijd " Faciles."

The manufacturers have
generally a considerable
number of these, and a
list is published from
time to time which will
be sent free on application.

Intending buyers of
Second-hand " Faciles '"

are cautioned against the
purchase of spurious imi-
tations, of wretchedly bad
construction, advertised
from time to time in
Second-hand sale libts.

AOENTS :—

Birmingham: F. W. Tice-
hurst, 77,Colmore Row.

Liverpool: A. Lilwall and
Co., 28, Argyle Street
Birkenhead.

IVIanchester: City Cyc?e
Co., 62, Bridge Street.

Dublin : Booth Bros.»
Upper Stephen Street.

Brighton: H. Moore, J un.^.

63, Preston Street.

SOLE MANUFACTUBEBS.

j:jiJiIS & Go., J-d., 47, farringdon Jld., London, F»G.
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HARROGATE CAMP.

(Continued from page 423.

)

Ah ! you look more contented now. Fill

up the pipes, and let us trot round. There's

that noise again. Why, it's a band of High-

land pipers ! Here they come in full blast.

They are only boys, but look at their style
;

there's an important breathe the pure air step

for you, especially that sergeant. And the

drummer—observe that jaunty twiddle of

the arms and drum-sticks. Now, you know,

that's a bit of shirking, for though it attracts

attention, and has individuality about it, he

does not have to beat the drum so often,

and so saves labour. He is evidently a keen

observer of the human race, and whilst

playing to the gallery saves his arms and

breath at the same time. Cute big drummer
that. But they play very well, don't they ?

Can they play any tune ? Oh ! you anti-

bagpiper, we'll discuss that later.

Here's a well-known figure approaching

with camera under his arm. That's Ken-

worthy on the prowl.

" How d'ye do ? Do you use the potash

developer ? " There now—he's off. How
curious it is. Whenever I speak of potash

they all decamp hke he did. W^ell, if we
are going round the tents, let's commence
systematically, and on our own side

first. This is the Derby tent, labelled

" Derby Rams," with a nice, gaily-

coloured awning in front, and stuck inside a

card labelled "Table d' Hote Daily." Let me
introduce you to Ben Hinchcliffe, the Derby
racer ; he means having a pot or two. Then
there's C. E. Oliver, an old name in the

cycHng world, and an early worker for the

C.T.C. Isn't that a pretty tennis blazer ?

That's A. J. Eggleston—quite a ladies' man,

too, as you'll see later on—and his brother.

They're rather busy, so we'll just shake

handsall round with Smith, Holmes, Bennett,

Whittaker, the Derby agent, and Shackleton,

and pass on. Behind them in the second,

row we have a well-known camper, J. T.

Mould, of the Bury club, and with him J. W.
Mackie, who has also been before. Messrs.

Halstead, Helliwell and Raby, though new
to me, look comfortable enough, as though

they had been camping twelve months. "Red
Rose Villa" they call their tent. Next we
come to " The Flyers' Domain," and here you

have Jack Lee, the two Maudes, and Roberts.

The latter wants to pull off that Yorkshire

challenge cup, as if he can only win it this

time he'll have it outright. Lee looks busi-

ness-like, with a going-to-get-something-any-

way look about him. Then, flitting round

the tent, are ladies in neat grey with straw^

hats—ideal tric3'clists, in fact—and pillows,

and even the big beds, are pitched about in fun

.

Behind them you see the Hull tent, but I

only know S. B. Mason and S. A. Shaw
amongst them. Still, there is no harm in

seeing if they have any whiskey about.

You'll want a rest before tackling the next

tent's name, " Clach-na Caledonia," in which

are Chapman, two Clarks, and Mitchell, all

braw laddies of the Caledonian Tricycle

Club. Beware of Chapman—his lemonade is

much too strong. Right next door to them
are the MacScorchers,the genia', gentle Dick

Roberts, Noble, Meikle and Auld. Two very

pretty tents, you say. They are. No flowerc,

shrubs or plants, but simply tents beautified.

The plaid adornments round the Caledonian

tent are very neatly draped and most artistic.

Steady now, I can see your eyes wandering

off to the gilt-paper-top bottles in the Mac-
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Scorchers' tent
;
you must, as far as we are

concerned, consider them as part ofthe deco-

rations, for it's much too early to be thirsty.

This is what you may call a personally-

conducted tour, isn't it ? Bless you, no—

I

don't mind the trouble ; it's quite a treat old

friends to greet, old faces to see, old hands
to shake, old jokes to crack, old whiskey to

imbibe, old — all right, I'll stop. Of course,

as a prize is offered, you might safely bet

that Varley and Wyrill Smith would have a

go. And a very good go, too, with its pretty

awning, plants, Chinese lanterns and mystic

title, "The 2 L's." That, I presume, stands

for J. L. and Y. L. (Wyrill). See the subtle

joke ? It's a mora^ tent, evidently. Peep
inside, too, it's as pretty in as out, and some
we have seen are not so. The " Sweet P's "

don't appear to be in, so we'll pass on to the
" Midnight Owls," and the first thing to

show you is their handsome oil-painted sign.

You'll remember my talking about their

savage-looking dog, and board, " Beware of

the Dog." Don't you see it ? There it is,

that little china one. They carry out their

owl idea, for you may occasionally see them
with owls on their hats, or, at least, Johnson

sticks one on at times. Let me introduce

you to J. F. Hill, an ex-captain and hon. sec.

of the camp, his brother, J. A. Hill, who ap-

pears pretty busy, and Dyson. Their label,

surmounted by an owl, reads, " Eden with-

out Eve, the Height of Happiness." That
label will certainly not attract the fair sex,

though no doubt, when Sunday comes, if

they don't take it off" altogether, they'll have

some get-out-of-it excuse ready—such as

" Only during the camp, don't you know."

The tent-pole is a treat, no less than four

tables, one above the other, forming quite a

pyramid. They have utilised the florist

pretty largely, and make a fine show outside

as well as in.

Let us retrace our steps to " Sweet P
Villa." Behold the great ''P" in an inter-

national football cap, and with him Strang

and R. S. Bryson. Do you particularly de-

sire to shake hands with the latter ? If so,

you'll have to get on a chair to do it. But
orheaven's sake, get on, to stay in front for

that tent five minutes means utter overcome-
with-the-heatedness. There is no more
jolly set of fellows in camp, but you know
water is not easy to get, as they are so faraway

from the reservoir.

Here is the President's tent, and I must

confess the total absence of anything like

decorations is somewhat curious. You see
there is only a plain yellow streamer with
the word " President" in red letters. How-
ever, on the principle that good wine needs
no bush, no doubt Jarge needs no bushes
round his tent. That is the great Jarge,
probably the most prominent man in the
cycling world at the present time—that is him
in the white cap. With him is H. C. White,
the long start man, with a curious racer.

But hurry up, there are more boys to greet.

Just behind the Owls are the " Wharfedale
ReHcts "

:

"Where are now the merry Wharfedales
I remember long ago."

Excuse my humming, but here you have
all that remains of them, including the great

picture, "Johnny in Naples."

The face of one old camper, GilHat, is

missing, truly, but here are Fielder and
Gurney, two rehcts of the old club. Next
door I can see Swaine, Bonsor, Frith and
Spencer, old Bradford men, and old hard-
workers for the club—the former, indeed,
was hon. sec. of the camp one year.

And now we're coming to a lively lot, the

Manningham men. Ah ! you don't know them

I

Hke I do. This is " Pickwick Villa," the

I

domiciliary residence of Boyes, Hall, Firth

I

and Briggs. Hullo ! there are two cameras

I

in there. " The Monastery, the Home of

j

Five Blighted Muphins"—there's a title

!

i

But that's not all—they ask, " What is Home
I

without a Mother-in-law ?" and for fear you
should make any mistake they append the

answer, " Elysium." But for a genuinely
humorous crew the next tent, " The Tee-
totallers' Bower," takes the cake. Without
the Lobleys, where would the fun come in ?

I give it up, but as they are there we'll waive
the conundrum. There you have Herbert
and Arthur, and with them Leach, Fisher,

Akam, Frost, Wrigley, Parker, Keeler and
Barr. Those tents will try a record for larks.

What do you think of " Latch Key Villa"

for a name ? I wonder if Messrs. Willey,

Morley, Levy and the McKeans have had
their eyes on the mother-in-law tent. It

looks like it, surely.

What does that bell ring for ? Because it

has no voice in the matter and cannot help

it. All right, old man, I won't joke. That
means the racing is going to commence

;

but we mustn't pass by the Preston tent,

with their pretty monogram chairs and
decorations. Let me introduce you to

the genial Turner, W. E. Ord, and the rest
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of the merry boys. Say something nice

about their tent, and you may be asked

inside. Ah! bang goes the pistol for the

first heat, we must be off.

Glad the races are over ? So am I. Let's

get back to our tent for a wash. Oh ! j'es,

you'll have to wash in front of the people.

What on earth do you think they pay their

money for ? Merely to see the races, eh ?

Soap, is that what you want ? Go and steal

some from somebody, and let us get a good

place at dinner.

What are we going to do now ? Well, after

that heavy dinner I want a rest, don't you ?

Look, that naughty Fielder has put on
" Woll's Den"—two labels, " Gentlemen to

Let—Apply within," and " Ladies Wanted."

Still our tent doesn't look so bad, flags all

round the outside, flags for carpets, flags

over beds, and over everything else. Yes,

thanks, a cigar would just fit me now, nicely.

Six o'clock, old man, going to get up ? All

right, the pipers will be round directly, and

you won't sleep after that, I know. *' What
the, who the, hang the"—come, come, be
respectful, remember Robinson junior, or

junior Robinson, or his junior club, or the

club junior—oh ! hang it—I mean the

Coventry Junior man is in this tent, so is

Oscar Wilde—I mean Taylor, and the good
young man didn't die, Fielder, and, moreover,

it's Sunday morning, so restrain your wrath,

and j ust watch the heads pop out of the tents

as those b—blessed pipers go by.

What's the programme for to-day ? Well,

we can sit quiet—at least, I can, shouldn't like

to answer for you—attend service in the tent

in the afternoon, and after that, sit in our

tent as part of the show for the visitors, quiet

stroll down the town this evening, and go to

bed like good boys with a conscience alike

devoid of care and—bother you, may I not

moralise a bit ?

If you be not pretty quick we'll not get in

to the service, for the visitors entirely cram
the tent. Fine athletic specimen of an

English collegian and clergyman, the

preacher, isn't he ? and a remarkably good

sermon, too—why I feel inclined now to drop

a penny in the bag for the hospitals of the

town, after such a discourse as that. I wish

N. F. Duncan was here, you would like him.

He generally reads the lessons, but he's not

here this year, having been ordained.

Want to write a letter, do you ? well, here's

the post office ; when you've got it done, pop

it in and it will go all right. It's painted red,

and has quite Her Majesty's official post office

look about it. — Woll.

(To be continued.)
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JIMMY SHORT'S WAR-CRY.

James Short, the crack tdcyclist of his

county, was an out-and-out flier, and the

happy possessor of ever so many medals

and valuable prizes, trophies of his prowess

as a rider. There were about four clocks in

each room of his house, three or four cruet-

stands for each of his meals, and a couple of

salad bowls to each member of his family.

Jim had been the champion of the county

for three years, and was regarded by most

of his acquaintances as equal to any rider of

the world. It was generally understood that

he was only waiting to develop his full

powers to go in for championship honours.

When people spoke of any great race his

friends would say, " You wait till next year

when Jim goes in for the championships."

Plural, mind you. Not one championship,

but the whole lot, irrespective of distance.

Jim's special line was distance riding on the

path, but he was put down by his sanguine

admirers as a certain winner of nearly all

the championships from one to fifty miles.

Record it was also believed would be badly

beaten when Jim started with the other

cracks. " If he doesn't beat 'em, he'll make
'em move a bit," said they. The effect of all

this praise and admiration was that, like

others before him, Jim began to think he was
a very grand personage indeed, and quite

looked down upon the rest of the world who
had no such collection of pots to show as he

had. A certain class of riders worshipped

him almost as a god, and the amount of

"side " he put on was looked upon by them
only as evidence of his superiority over the

ordinary personages of the cycling com-
munity. A good many steady riders w^ho

were not so blinded by the flash and glare

of Jim's prizes, looked down with feelings

akin to sorrow on this unwelcome change in

their friend, who before he became such a

celebrity had been a decent enough young
fellow. He was by no means a boaster and
a brag at heart, and these old friends who
had known him before he made a name were
grieved to see so promising a young man
" giving himself away," as it were. One of

them, indeed, went so far as to address a few

words of advice to Jim on the subject, but

the reception he met with was so uncourteous

and unkind that he said no more, and they

quietly cut Jim and left him to his crowd of

admirers. Having made acquaintance with

a man engaged on a cycling journal, Jim
was frequently alluded to in his paper as

"that gallant young rider," etc., which did

not tend to make him any the more modest,

and before long he began to think that there

wasn't a finer rider anywhere than Jimmy
Short. In his desire for further fame, Jim
" took on " everybody he came across. He
made matches with every rider in the

county who showed anything like speed,

and so his collection of prizes continued to

swell, something being added nearly every

week. " I'll race you !" was his war-cr}'^

which he hurled at everybody in turn. But

one thing he never essayed, and that was to

have a shot at record. His times were good,

but not near the bests, and people were fre-

quently urging him to have a go at record.

" Wait till the championships," said Jim.

People waited, anxiously looking forward to

the time when he should journey to some dis-

tant part to meet and defeat the cracks and

make a world's record, but the champion-

ships came and passed, and Jim didn't enter.

" Couldn't get fit in time," he said.

It was the custom of the cyclists of the

vicinity to assemble of an evening at the

track to watch the men training and chat

over the cycling news, the form of the men
present, and the forthcoming handicaps and

races, so that the track and dressing-room

became really a species of club to the riders

in its vicinity. At these nightly meetings

the voice of Jimmy Short was always heard

above all others, and, indeed, by virtue ot

his position, he was really the " cock of the

walk"—a position which eminently suited

his love of admiration. He gave his opinion

on every subject relating to the sport, and if

anyone differed from him, he would gradu-

ally lead the subject round to riding, and

offer to race the man at any distance he

hked. At first some unwary ones made
matches with him, but as they all got a

sad beating, the others took warning by

their fate, and Jim had it all his own way.

From being so constantly victorious in these

matches, Jim got more confident than ever,
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and his war-cry of " I'll race you !
" was

heard even more frequently than before.

One evening, when he had been boasting

rather more than usual, a man who had got

fairly tired of hearing him turned round as

he went out of the room for a practice and

said—" I say. Short, do stop your twaddle.

You know if you met one of the fliers you

would be quite out of it." Short looked at

him angrily. " You shut up," he said—" I'll

ride you a mile for a fiv'er and give you 80

start any day." " Oh, I'm no rider," replied

the other, " and I don't want to be nasty,

but you take my tip, if you don't mind you'll

be taken down one of these days."

One evening, a week or so after this little

incident, as the men were congregated as

usual round the track, a stranger who was

leaning over the rails inquired of a bystander

which was Jimmy Short, and on that rider

being pointed out to him, he. confined his

attention solely to him for the rest of the

evening, and seemed to be studying him

closely. When it grew dark this stranger

went into the dressing-room with the others

and began to talk with the man who had

made the before-mentioned remark to Short,

and with whom he seemed to have been

previously acquainted. The conversation of

the men that evening happened to turn on

long distance riding, and one man present

expressed his opinion that in a fifty miles race

Short would render as good an account of

himself as anyone. " Well," said Short, " I

don't want to boast (here several men
coughed), but I think I'd trouble a few of

'em." " I say, Jimmy," said one, " do you

think you could hold Peters, the London
flier ?" " Oh ! I won't say that," said Short,

" but I'd do my best to give him a doing."

The stranger, who had been a most inter-

ested listener to this conversation, here rose

up, and turning to Short with a smile, said,

" Mr. Short, you may be a very good man,

but I don't think you would have much
chance in the metropolis with any of the

cracks." " Thank you for your [opinion,"

sneered Short, who, unaccustomed to be

thus addressed in his own place, was terribly

riled thereat—" I'll ride you any distance for

a five pound prize anyway." The stranger's

eyes flashed, and he took a quick step for-

ward and held out his hand. " Done !" he
cried, and before Short knew where he was
he had shaken hands upon it. "Any distance

you like, and when you like,"said the stranger.
" Well," said Short, who looked anything

but at his ease at being taken at his

word so readily, but who could not now
draw back, " will thirty miles next Satur-

day week at five o'clock suit you ?" " Oh!
anything," replied:|the stranger, " make it

fifty if you like, but it must be next Saturday,

as I leave here on Monday." And it was
soon arranged that the race was to be for a

;^io cup, distance fifty miles, to take place at

five o'clock on the following Saturday after-

noon. Who was the stranger ? None knew.

Several men advised Short to ascertain his

name, but Short put on an air of bravado

and said he didn't care what his name was,

or who he was, he'd race him. The man who
he had been seen to speak to said he had
met him before somewhere, but could not

recollect his name. " If I were you," he

said to Short, " I should find out his name

—

he may be a scorcher," but of this advice

Short again took no notice. He evidently

did not think much of the stranger, and
between the two men there was certainly a

great difference. Short was just the very

opposite of his name, a good six feet in

height, broad, and with a good wide pair ol

shoulders, not bad looking, but inclined to be

dull. He was just the sort of man you would

think could keep slogging on a three-wheeler

for fifty miles through anything. His oppo-

nent was by no means a strong-looking man,
and was evidently considerably older, and
not so tall by some five inches. He was
rather dark, with a pale face, and wore a

thick, closely-trimmed beard. Although not

possessing anything like the strength of

Short, he was an eminently wiry man, and
had a quiet determined look about him
which bespoke him anything but a "Juggins."

As soon as it became known that someone
was going to race Short at his favourite dis-

tance the news spread like wildfire, and the

day was eagerly looked forward to by not

a few who were anxious to see that gentle-

man's colours lowered.

By his constant bragging he had sickened

a good many of his former friends, and there

were not a few who hoped to see the boaster

taught a good sound lesson.

But their hopes were not realised. The
day before the race Short received a letter

from his opponent, in which he said he

regretted his inability to attend on the Satur-

day, as he had had rather a nasty spill while

trying with another man to beat the fifty

miles tandem record. Who, then, could

this man be who sometimes went for record ?
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The letter was signed—"Yours truly, W.
Peters." It was the long-distance tricycle

champion himself. What an escape ! Short

would have liked to have kept this letter

quiet, but, as several men were in the room
when he opened it, he could not, and before

many hours had passed it was all round the

town that Short had for once made a regular

fool of himself, and had nearly ridden a

scratch fifty miles race with the renowned

Peters, the best distance rider of the year,

and who could easily have given him a good

long start and a beating. How they did

chaff Short for weeks after. As he rode

about people would shout out, " Pll race

yer !" and " How's Peters ? " This was for

ever being dinned into his ears. One would

have thought this little episode would have

cured him of his boasting and wanting to

race everybody, but, alas ! it was too deeply

rooted in him to be thus easily eradicated.

True, for a short time he was more wary

with those whom he challenged to race, but

after a few matches, in which he had some
little success, he again got back into the

same old groove, and issued challenges

broadcast ; it mattered not who it was, any-

body, any distance, and on any machine, on

the road or on the path. But one day Jimmy
Short met his match, though in a totally

unexpected manner.

A select party of scorchers set out for a

sharp spin one afternoon down to a well-

known cycling resort, and in the race

down Short and another man, on Short's

tandem, landed in first by some minutes. As

there were several good men among the

beaten crowd, Short was muchly elated at

getting in first, and, as usual, commenced to

swagger about and issue challenges broad-

cast.

Among'the bystanders at the finishing

point was a quiet-looking young fellow, a

respectable mechanic he seemed, mounted

on an old, well worn front-steering tricycle.

This young man seemed to take a great deal

of interest in the race, and loudly cheered

he winning crew as they dashed up to the

nish, heading the crowd. " Bravo, Short!"
" Well done. Short !" he shouted. That
gentleman was greatly gratified at the

manner in which his name was roared out,

and when an adjournment was made inside

the hotel, entered into conversation with the

young man, and over a drink recounted to

him a few of his victories, while doing

which he was quite in his element. The

young man made a most attentive listener,

and, indeed, at times he seemed to be trying

to draw Short out. After they had been
chatting for some time, the young man
mentioned that he was by no means a bad
rider himself, but had only ridden on the

road. " The path," he said, " I have never
tried, but I tell you I can move on the

road." Instantly came the well known
challenge, " I'll race you !" " Well," said the

other, after a moment's pause, " you'll have
to give me a start, and a good one, too."

The young man said he couldn't race against

Short on the machine he had got. " I

shouldn't have a chance," said he, " but I'll

bet you that, on an equal machine, I'd give

you a beating at five miles." "What?"
I shouted Short, "you beat me at five miles ?

What are you talking about ? Why, I'll

give you a mile start in five !" " Well," said

the other, " it's no good talking, as I can't

ride you on the machine I've got—it s too

old and heavy ; but I'd give you a beating

even on a tandem alone if you were on my
machine." Short rushed from the place

and, mounting the other's old front-steerer,

rode it once or twice up and down the

road at full pelt. He then dismounted,

and turning to the young man said, " Look
here, young fellow, I'll ride you five miles now,

you to ride my tandem alone, and I to shove

your old crock along, and I'll give you two

minutes start—but it must be for a £6 prize,

£-^ a side." " Done !" cried the other, " I'm

your man, and I'll give you eight to one in

half-crowns that I beat you by half-a-

minute." Short eagerly took the bet, and

having got two riders to have a look at the

machines and to tighten and oil them up,

the two turned inside and had a wash to

refresh themselves for the coming struggle.

Everything being ready, and a timekeeper

and judge agreed upon, the two men, after

depositing £i each with the landlord as a

kind of security, issued forth and prepared

for the start. Short was confident of winning

the match, and only laughed at the others

when they recommended him to be careful

and remember" Peters." " My dear boy," he

said to an acquaintance, " he's a regular

conceited young Juggins, and if I don't pass

him before he's gone two miles my name's

not Short." All being ready the " Juggins "

was given the word to go, and he moved

at a fair gait on the tandem, the front seat

of which was, of course, empty. Before he

had gone far he got up a fairly fast pace and
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disappeared from sight, slogging steadily

away with his head down over the handles.

" You'll have to move to catch him," said

one or two. Short smiled and sat, confi-

dent of his own powers, waiting the expira-

tion of the two minutes. At length came

the word " Go !
" and off Jimmy went on

the old machine, which rattled and shook

in a way very different to the noiseless speed

of the tandem. With a few strong shoves

he was at full speed, and soon went pound-

ing down the road at a high rate.

The crowd round the hotel watched him

until he was out of sight, and then collected

into little knots, and discussed the merits of

each rider, as far as was possible, consider-

ing that the rider of the tandem they had

none of them ever seen before. The gene-

ral opinion was that " Short ought to do

it," and a good many expressed their sym-

pathy with the poor young workman, but

wondered how he could have been so stupid

as to offer to race against Short, and not a

few said he deserved all he got for being

such a fool. As the time drew near when
the men would return, several riders went

down the road to meet the winner, which-

ever he should turn out to be. They had

not proceeded far when they beheld some-

one racing towards them, and as he got

nearer recognised Short, who was flying

along at a rare pace. They immediately

began heartily to cheer, and shouts of " Come

on, Short—you've done him !" rent the air.

What was their surprise, when Short came
up to them, to see him stop riding. " Where is

he ? " he asked. " Where's who ? " cried they.

" The fellow on my tandem," said Short, " I

haven't passed him !
" "You must have," said

they, "we haven't seen him." "I'm certain I

never passed him," repeated Short. " Per-

haps he missed the road and is coming

back another way," suggested one, " let's

get back !
" A rush was made for the start-

ing place, at which they soon arrived, but

nothing had been seen of the missing rider.

Short looked very blank. " Perhaps—he's

—

missed—his—waj'—and—1— lost— himself,"

he said. "Must have," said several; but

one rider said, " Short, my boy, Pm afraid

you're done this time. PU bet you any

money he's bolted with your tandem !"

And bolted he certainly had. Short and
a party of others spent several hours scour-

ing all the roads for miles round, but no

trace could they discover of the missing

tandem or its rider, and late at night the

party returned home, Short riding the thief's

old front-steerer. The matter was placed in

the hands of the police, but the machine or

its rider were never heard of more. Jimmy
Short has greatly quietened down now, and

the cry of " Pll race you !" has not been

heard since the day the respectable young
mechanic bolted with his tandem tricycle.

—B. Hayward.

A MAUVAIS QUART D'HEURE.

We sat in our sanctum ^ feeling very much
at peace with all the world, excepting,

perhaps, some half-dozen ill-conditioned

contemporaries who didn't count, but rather

uneasy at the singular dearth of material

for copy. No records—no accidents—no
assaults— not even a new invention " to

revolutionise the world of wheels," nor a

long-winded correspondent bitterly com-
plaining that his jigger wouldn't stand being

ridden over by a Pickford's van without a

couple of nuts being loosened, or something
to the same effect. Ah ! we would use up
that long article on " Water : The Drink of

Pleasure and of Health"— it was dry,

certainly—so were we, and we made for a

little recess in which we kept a store of best

blue-black

" What the deuce do you want now ? " we
mildly observed, as a startling rap came to

the door—" come in, can't you"—and the

intelligent countenance of our only office-

boy was thrust on the scene.

" Please, sir, you'me wanted immejut by a

genelman—looks like a orther—when I ast

'im for his card he gimme this—I'm blest if

it aint a porn-ticket."

" Show him up at once," we sternly replied
—" perhaps, after years of honourable buffet-

ing with a cold and cruel world, he has been

compelled to avuncularise the trophies won
amid the plaudits of admiring crowds

—

perhaps"

"This is 'im, sir 1
" and our o.o.b. disap*

peared with a grin, as we were left face to

face with a seedy-looking individual, with
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the regulation coat buttoned to the chin, hat

which was gradually assuming the shape of

a concertina bellows, and a lurid glare. On
observing the latter we knew we were in for

it—there could be no escape

—

he was a

poet

!

Whatever could we do ? Revolvers could

not be used. Had it not been laid down
that it was unlawful except there were two ?

Had not a shining light of the Bench declared

that violence must be met by violence, the

same method being adopted, " fist for fist,

stick for stick," etc. We knew he would hurl

poems at us, and we were helpless—we had

none to fling back. How we wished for a

dozen of the largest vols, of the heaviest

class of that execrable commodity as our

dreaded visitor produced a roll of paper and
observed, in a sepulchral tone, " I've brought

this poem for your perusal, my dear sir; it

will want reading very carefully, as there is

a great deal between the lines."

"What is the subject ?"we asked, des-

perately.

" The subject, my dear sir, is the historic

struggle between those rival associations

—

the N.C.U. and A. A.A. are you ill, my
dear sir ?"

We were gasping, but at last caught at

sufficient breath to articulate, " Not very

—

spasms !"

" The contest, you will remember, was
made famous by—but I will recite it from
memory, it has more effect.

"

" No I you needn't—don't ! I would much
rather read it through leisurely ; it enables

one to dwell on the more beautiful passages, "

we quickly remarked, dimly seeing a small

loophole of escape.

"Very well, my dear sir, the price is five

pounds— I would rather have the money in

gold than a note !" he quietly observed,

passing us the infernal roll, which we im-
mediately dropped as if red-hot.

Here v/as a pretty go ! Ah I we would dis-

semble to gain a little time for thought

—

action should follow—so, regainingpossession

of the "pome," we handed it back with a

low bow to conceal our agitation, and a

request that he would recite it, as perhaps
the effect would be more telling from the Hps
of the author himself.

Without a word, the poet at once assumed
a position a la Ghost m " Hamlet," and de-

livered himself of the following, which he
entitled

YE MERRIE DAYS OF OLD.

When jealous rancour first grew high,

xA-nd evil men their best did try,

By cunningly devised tricks,

To make of sport a woful mix
;

To nobble lovers of the wheel.

And crush them with athletic heel.

That they might be the rulers sole

Of golden gates, and eke the whole

Fair timber that did make the chips,

Called by the learned championships :

'Twas then Roberto's hopes were high,

Resolved was he to fight, and try

To gather back that he had lost

—

His direful motto, " Blow the cost !

"

And from the North, with banging drum,

Waged war against fair Cycledom.

Then to his side a red-hot knight,

Hight Furniss, came in angry might.

With tongue and sword to help his friend,

And cunning counsel to him lend :

Well versed in subtle craft was he

To gain a point by strategy.

Or, when his foe was not awake.

Would always an advantage take.

He knew his way to—anywhere

—

Would always manage to get there

In proper time for—many things—
His bow had always extra strings

For trifles that would catch his eye :

The clerkly people called him " fly,"

And wagged their heads with solemn air

To see him for a raid prepare.

The thought of plunder had its charms

For hungry, rusty men-at-arms—
Or men-at-legs a witty one

W^ould call them in his jeering fun

—

And being told they'd surely win.

Were sorely chafing to begin.

That they might make a decent bag

Of that the peaceful monks termed " swag.

At last the banner was unfurled,

And grim defiance duly hurled :

Roberto proudly marched in front,

To show he meant to bear the brunt

Of aught that might the host befall

In this revengeful, wicked brawl.

While doughty Furniss seemed inclined

To whip the stragglers from behind.

Oh ! what unseemly, shameless pranks.

On Mersey's daisy-dappled banks.

Were carried on from day to day

—

While godly men would swear or pray

That soon this turmoil sad would cease,

And let them rest in blessed peace.

But not while that unruly tongue

Of Furniss' was so loosely hung

;

Or while ambition, witless, blind,

Engrossed the fierce Roberto's mind,

Could peaceful folk, alack the day !
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Their dwellings leave for sportive play :

All festivals were rudely stopped,

And not a single " pot was copped "

—

A quaint expression which, I trow,

Across the seas came long ago.

At length a runner fleet and stout.

In deadly haste, surprised the rout

By tidings that the foe were near.

And any hour they might appear.

To Furniss was the missive brought,

Sent by a friend with whom he'd fought

And helped of yore to gather spoils,

By joining in his sinful broils.

When Tannergram his wind regained.

Between his drinks his speech explained

—

Not much to the marauder's taste

—

That brave Sir Lacy, in hot haste.

With many men both good and true.

Had sworn what they would surely do.

While fearless Todd— the Onlibob

—

In bookish phrase, was " on the job."

When this portentous news he heard,

Roberto's heart with fear was stirred
;

He counted him the doleful cost

If by mischance the fight was lost

—

Maugre the bruises and the bumps.

The gaping wounds and ugly thumps.

That from a battle oft ensued —
He'd be, in knightly parlance, " blued."

These doubts so rankled in his breast.

And with their weight his soul opprest.

He could not get his wonted sleep,

And, blinking, from his couch would creep

Around the tents his host to see,

But joined not in their revelry

—

And while they chanted sallied forth

To seek the Wizard of the North.

If he would give his mighty aid,

Roberto need not feel afraid

Of any mortal foe that walked,

Or ran, or wheeled, or stepped, or talked,

Or paid his vows at Donnybrook

—

A place of note Crusaders took,

Which ancient chroniclers declare

Was famous for a pious fair.

The necromancer was at home,

With head immersed in bulky tome

;

His eyeballs shone with fiery glare,

And many yards in length his hair

—

In sooth he was a fearsome wight

For boldest man to meet at night.

He would unholy spirits raise

By potent spell and mystic-A's.

What passed I cannot here declare.

Except to say between the pair

A naughty pact was quickly made

—

Roberto was no more afraid.

But thought the cabalistic charm
Would keep himself and host from harm.

Alas ! he did not even dream
Sir Lacy had a better scheme :

But thus it was—an hermit old

Had sent an amulet of gold,

Of priceless value, doubly blest,

To wear in battle as his crest.

In shape 'twas as a double wheel,

And sparkling rays would oft reveal,

A bar betwixt the twain was borne.

With cunning twist like ox's horn.

Have not the wondrous deeds been sung

In deathless verse by minstrel's tongue,

Accomplished on the fateful morn
This spell was into battle borne ?

The mighty power of Todd's right arm,

And failure of Roberto's charm

—

How Anfield's chivalry were nigh.

And smote the blust'rers hip and thigh —
How Furniss with his host did flee.

And Cycledom once more was free

From jealous hate and envy base

Of wicked men of grasping race

—

While smiling Peace once more did reign.

And hidden " pots " brought out again

—

'Twas chanted with a joyous ring

By lisping babes—Long live the king !

As he concluded our mind was made up.

We jumped to our feet, and, shaking him
warmly by the hand, ejaculated with great

emphasis—" Capital ! A grand and profound

production ! Look here ! a friend of mine
who takes an absorbing interest in that

question will give you untold gold for your

verses—you will be his friend for life, with

a permanent and lucrative appointment on
the staff of which he is chief! and"

What's his address, my dear sir ? I will

hasten to him at once. No time must be

lost. Can you lend me a shilling ?

Joy took possession of our soul as with

trembling hand we handed him the desired

coin, wrote down the name and address

of a rival editor, and, like a flash, our incubus

vanished.

How he got on we never heard—but about

a week after the postman brought us a small

package carefully addressed. On opening

it out fell our old friend the " pome." It

had evidently been sent to enact the part of

an Orsini bomb, but—ha ! ha !—we've worked
it in. —F. F. 6.
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RECORD-BREAKING ON THE NORTH ROAD.

So much has been heard of the wonder-

ful feats performed by cycHsts on the

famous Great North Road, that I find

riders in distant parts of the kingdom pos-

sess an absorbing curiosity to know more of

this, the Elysium of Fast Riders, and of the

methods pursued by the ambitious cyclists

v/ho essay to beat the best previous times

for 50 miles or 100 miles, or the best pre-

vious distances for 24 hours. This mania
for record-breaking is much more wide-

spread than the general cycling public

imagine, because only a tithe of the many
attempts are ever reported in the Press^

riders who have started and failed usually

taking pains to conceal the fact ; and

although we sometimes hear of an unsuc-

cessful attempt having been made, it is more

the exception than the rule ; and it is only

when a combination of good luck and
,

thorough training favour the rider to such 1

an extent as to enable him to " knock spots
!

out of the record " that he enjoys the felicity
j

of seeing his deeds of derring-do set forth
j

in all the glory of type, so that he poses
j

around as a very considerable Triton
;

amongst contemporary minnows until such

time as a sturdier or a luckier rider achieves '

a still better performance, whereupon the
j

ex-record holder is fain to hide his dimin-
j

ished head in a. position of obscurity, which
j

is generally much worse than before he ever

held a record.

In the good old days before the National

Cyclists' Union established a Records Com-
mittee to examine into and decide whether

a claim to a record was genuine or not, the

business of record-breaking on the road was

a very different matter to what it is nowa-

days. It is not very long since the hundred

miles tricycle record (for example) was held

by Mr. A. Nixon on his own ipse dixit as to

the time and distance ; and it seems gro-

tesque in the extreme to reflect upon the

looseness which then prevailed, allowing

such an important "record" to stand on the

rider's own word, especially as he could not

even declare that he rode between such and

such places, of known distances apart, but

was credited with having ridden 100 miles

on no other detailed grounds than that he

said he had covered certain roads totalling

92 miles, and " made up " the distance by
riding up and down the Parade at Brighton.

I do not wish to rake up old sores regarding

this particular case, but merely adduce it as

a sample of the absurd lack of method which
prevailed when the Press was the sole arbiter

of such matters. The N.C.U. Records Com-
mittee is sometimes blamed for being too

punctilious in requiring very accurate de-

tails, strict timekeeping, and unquestionable

measurement ; but the new order of things

is infinitely preferable to the old, and a

cyclist whose record has been passed by the

N.C.U. can be justly proud of an unim-

peachable performance.

The Great North Road has now come to

be the accepted scene for all the records

which are not " path " records, and it is

curious to reflect upon the ignorance which
existed for many years regarding this splen-

did highway. Until four or five years ago,

the Bath Road was looked upon by Lon-
doners as the one best course in England
for fast riding ; but nowadays the London
Bicycle Club is the only organisation which
adheres to its ancient traditions by holding

its annual Whit-Monday race of 100 miles

on that time-honoured course. The North

Road Cycling Club has brought the Great

North Road into greater prominence than

ever, of late, and although that club's opera-

tions are not restricted entirely to the road

which gives it its name, '* North Road " men
form the bulk of the habitual sojourners at

the various hostelries along the route.

The Great North Road proper com-

mences at the Archway Tavern, Highgate

—

where London proper seems to suddenly

give place to the rural road—although the

milestones distances are reckoned from the

General Post Office. The usual macadam
surface which surrounds London extends,

over tolerably gentle undulations, to Barnet,

the Old Salisbury Arms being the local head-

quarters of North Road men. The macadam
terminates, and the Obelisk commemorating

the battle of Barnet stands at the fork of

the road, the left turn going to St. Albans

and the right continuing with a usually loose

and stony surface to Potter's Bar and Bell

Bar, whence it is sandy to Hatfield. The

"Cyclists' Rest" is a famous house-of-call
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for the " scorching" brigade, being a road-

side cottage, two miles before Hatfield,

where tea and light refreshments are always

quickly obtainable. At Hatfield itself, the

Salisbury Arms is a coffee-tavern consider-

ably favoured by London clubmen. The
road now improves, and is usually of a

splendid smooth gravel surface up Digswell

Hill—an easy cHmb of a full mile in length

—and down into Welwyn. Roadbooks will

tell you to turn to the right at the church

and go through Stevenage and Baldock to

Biggleswade, but the cognoscenti invariably

forsake this hilly route, and keep straight

through Welwyn (locally pronounced " Wel-
lin ") over undulating but excellent surfaces

to Hitchin. Here a twist to the left and
right has to be taken, and eleven miles of

the best road in the world leads, practically

dead-level, towards Shefford, but at Henlow
Crossing the road to the right is taken, and
the traveller need only follow the broadest

road and the finger-posts to reach Biggles-

wade, although this bit of road is shown but

by a faint and narrow mark on the maps.

Biggleswade is the head-centre of North
Road scorching ; and although the Swan
is a good C.T.C. house, lovers of informal

ease and comfort invariably repair to the

further end of the town, where is situated

the Ongley Arms, a diminutive little inn of

rather repulsive exterior, but presided over

by Dan Albone, who combines with inn-

keeping the manufacture of first-class bicy-

cles and tricycles. Being an ardent and a

crack rider himself, "Dan"—whose cheery

good nature is proverbial — understands

exactly the Bohemian and unconventional

habits of the record-breaker, and is never

so happy as when laying himself out to plan

routes and arrange for timekeeping, checking,

and pacemaking.

Still describing the North Road itself, I

need only say that there is another ten

miles or so without a hill, and then 21 miles

of still grand surface, without any unrideable

hills. The towns passed through are sleepy

little places, Buckden being the most pre-

tentious of them all, and it is only at Alcon-

bury—the village of which name lies off the

road on the east—that a stiff hill is encoun-

tered. This is about a dupHcate of Digswell

Hill—perhaps a trifle steeper, but not quite

so long—and from its summit the descent is

more gradual than the ascent had been, so

that fast times can be made all through, over

a few insignificant rises, to Stilton—a strag-

I

gling village with a very broad street, and

i

then comes a half-mile of uphill to Norman
Cross—a cross-road with two or three houses,

the chief being a fine hotel kept by Mrs.

Joanna Brookes, where the creature com-
forts of all and sundry are most excellently

cared for. Up to now the mileage has been
as follows :

—

London (General Post Office) o o

Highgate x\rchway 4:^ 4:^

Barnet 7 ii:^

Hatfield 8I- 193

Welwyn 5^ 25

Hitchin g 34
Henlow Crossing 4^ 38^
Biggleswade 6^ 45
Tempsford 6 51

Eaton Socon 4 55
Buckden 6 61

Alconbury Hill 6| 67^
Stilton 7^ 75
Norman Cross f 75!
Here the level roads so dear to the record-

breaker lie to the east, whilst the North
Road itself goes straight on to Edinburgh by
the following way :

—

Stamford 13^ 89:^

Grantham 2o| no
Newark 14^ 124^
Doncaster 37^ 162

Went Bridge 10^ 172^

Wetherby 21^ 194

Leeming 27^ 2214-

Scotch Corner 11 232^

Durham 26I 259^
Newcastle-upon-Tyne 14^ 273I
Alnwick 34 307^
Berwick-upon-Tweed 29^^ 3374
Dunbar 30 367:^

Haddington 11 378^

Musselburgh 11 389^
Edinburgh 6 395^
It was by this route—slightly departed

from in Yorkshire—that Mr. W. F. Sutton

made his celebrated journey from London
to Edinburgh in two days four hours, a per-

formance which I regard as still the best

ride ever accomplished, especially when we
consider the inferior calibre of the tricycle

he rode at the time to the faster machines ot

the present day, and also that he was prac-

tically alone over the whole of this give-and-

take straightaway journey.

From Norman Cross northward, however,

the surfaces and the gradients do not favour

fast times, so it is the general custom of

ambitious twenty-four hours' men to turn
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eastward to Peterborough, whence, through

Wisbech, a long extent of dead level road

extends to Lynn, and comparatively level to

Swaffham, Narborough, East Dereham, and

Norwich. From Wisbech, also, some more

level road runs through Long Sutton, Hol-

beach and Boston to Sleaford, and there are

also some cross-roads which are equally

level, and the choice of route is usually

governed by the precise condition of these

roads at the particular time, local cyclists in

many instances being willing to afford in-

formation and advice on the subject by

means of letters or telegrams.

Thus the roads ; now as to the modus

operandi pursued by the riders. Fifty and

one hundred miles rides are less frequent

than 24 hours' attempts, but require, perhaps,

more organisation, as it is requisite to

secure a professional timekeeper for such

short distances. A rider who decides to go

for any record must lay his plans for at least

a week in advance, unless he can persuade

the Records Committee to use their powers

of accepting briefer notice. The regula-

tions of the N.C.U. on the matter are his

guide, and a lot of " study " is requisite

before these portentous rules are thoroughly

mastered. Below is a complete reproduction

of the official manifesto bearing upon the

subject :

—

The Records Committee of the National

Cyclists' Union, in accordance with the re-

quest of the Council, beg to submit the

following regulations in regard to record-

making :

—

1. The National Cyclists' Union will adju-

dicate upon path and road records claimed

by amateurs within the meaning of its defi-

nition and rules, but it shall be in the dis-

cretion of the Records Committee to decline

to accept any claim where they consider

that the interests of the sport would not be

promoted thereby.

2. Any person claiming a record for any

distance on the road or path renders himself

liable to be dealt with under the rules of

the Union, and it shall be the duty of the

Records Committee to report to the Execu-

tive any circumstance they may consider an

infringement of these rules.

3. Notice of proposed attempt to lower

any existing record, or to establish a new
record, must be sent to the Hon. Sec. to the

Records Committee at least seven days

before the start, giving details of arrange-

ments made, unless the Records Committee

shall in any case dispense with such notice.

4. The committee will accept no claim to

record which has been performed on a

Sunday, except in the case of road rides of

more than six days' duration.

5. The committee will accept no claim to

road records for any distance under 50 miles,

and any portion of road ridden over more
than twice will not be credited to the com-

petitor.

6. A record must be claimed (or notice be

given of intention to claim) within fourteen

days of the ride with respect to which the

claim is made.

7. Claims to record can only be made by

the person performing the ride, and must
stale clearly the date, distance, time, and
class of machine used.

8. All proofs in respect of claims will be

retained by the Records Committee, and will

be dealt with by them as they deem fit.

9. The entire onus of proof shall rest upon

the rider making the claim, but the com-

mittee may procure and use any evidence

bearing upon the ride in question.

Recommendations
For the conduct and establishment of Record

Rides, approved of and issued by the Records

Committee.
Road.

1. The required notice to the Records

Committee should state exact route to be

taken, day and probable time of starting

;

also approximate time of passing through the

principal places en route. A similar notice

should be sent to the cycling papers in time

for insertion in the issue preceding the day

of starting.

2. In every case where a man can by any

possibiHty take the train to save time, then

there should be proofs by eye-witnesses at

all important points which would be avoided

were the train utilised. The rider should

carry a book in which he should obtain the

signatures and addresses of competent

witnesses, such as a C.T.C. consul, a police-

man, or some householder, together with the

date and time of signing. The signature

should be obtained in a book of the form

subjoined, and should in all cases be signed

by the rider in presence of the witness.

Name
of

place.

Date, Time,

Name of

witnesses to the
signature of

the rider at the
place,

date, and hour
named.

Full
postal

address.

Signature
of

rider in

presence
of

witness.
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3. It is recommended that the rider should

keep a diary in which to note the times

of arrival and departure at all places of

stopping, and any special circumstance

affecting the time occupied in the ride.

4. It is recommended that the rider should

as frequently as possible send off letters (not

postcards) to the Hon. Sec. Records Com-
mittee, endorsing on each the time and

place of posting.

5. A rider may, in addition to other means

of checking before enumerated, avail himself

of the services of persons who may ride with

him during the whole or any part of the

journey, and in deciding upon the value of

such evidence the committee will consider

the reputation and status of the companion.

When this kind of evidence is adopted, care

must be taken not to infringe the amateur

law, nor the laws relating to the use of the

highway.

6. In passing through a town or village

where more than one route is available, the

rider will be credited with having covered

the shorter one only, unless a specific claim

be made to the contrary, in which case the

committee will require very complete proofs

with exact measurements of any longer route

thus claimed.

7. The committee do not bind themselves

as to total distance on claims to the Land's

End to John-o'-Groat's record, and on this

course are prepared to allow for the use of

the usual ferries at Burntisland or Queens-

ferry, Kessock or Meickle.

8. Greenwich mean time will be taken as

the standard for all intermediate and total

times, and evidence as to correctness of

watches used should always be furnished to

the committee.

9. In cases where a record is necessarily

timed on more than one watch, they should

be compared before and after the ride, and
certificates given to this effect.

10. In all cases of road rides with a view

to record, easily distinguishable landmarks
should be chosen for the start, turning point,

and finish.

N.B.—In cases where these recommenda-
tions are not conformed to, the Records

Committee hold themselves at liberty to

consider the evidence submitted in support

of the claim, and to adjudicate accordingly.

All enquiries respecting record business

should be addressed to the Hon. Secretary

of the Records Committee, N.C.U. Offices,

57, Basinghall Street, London, E.G.

Here it will be seen that the chief point

upon which a 24 hours record-breaker has

to lay stress is in Rule 6, which prohibits the

riding of any piece of road more than twice.

It is understood that such road actually may
be covered more than twice, but such addi-

tional covering will not be credited to the

mileage. Hence the 24 hours man has to

prepare for traversing a wide extent of

country, and unless he goes straightaway on

a main route, such as from Hitchin to

Norwich, and back—a favourite course—his

arrangements for checking will have to be

very elaborate, as he must secure evidence

of his course wherever he makes detours,

the committee in every case crediting a

rider with the shortest route possible be-

tween one place and another. At the

present moment, for instance, the roads

beyond Wisbech are in such a bad condi-

tion that I have been at the pains to map
out a route which will enable a 24 hours

course to be properly checked without going

beyond Wisbech, the draft of the distances

(subject to minor revisions) being as under :

Start—Biggleswade, 45th milestone.

Peterborough 36^ ... 36I-

Wisbech 21 ... 57^

Peterborough 21 ... 78^

Kate's Cabin, Norman Cross,

and return 16 ... 94^

Norman Cross direct 5^ ... 100

Biggleswade 31 ... 131

But on the way from Norman Cross to

Biggleswade there are many detours to be

made to adjacent towns, so whenever the

rider comes to the corner of such a cross-

road he will turn off the main road, and,

getting his signature verified at the town he

goes to, return by the same route, taking

care to " get checked " at each corner, so

as to make sure that the committee will not

credit him with some shorter cut from place

to place. Thus, on this 31 miles of direct

road, the detours will be

—

At Eaton Socon, turn west,

through Bedford and Northill

to Caldecot 20 ... 151

At Caldecot, return same way... 20 ... 171

At Tempsford fork, turn north-

east, to St. Neot's, Great

PaxtonandGodmanchester... 125- ... 173^^

At Godmanchester, return same
way i2|- ... 196

But at St. Neot's, turn east

again, to Cambridge 18 ... 214

At Cambridge, return same way 18 ... 232
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At Biggleswade bridge turn

west, then south, through
Shefford to Henlow Crossing

At Henlow Crossing, return

same way
Then, on reaching Biggleswade, go through
the town by a back road, so as not to cover
the main road more than twice, and to

.. 240

... 248

Cambridge 20 ... 268
Return same way 20 ... 288
Hitchin n ... 299
Return same way H ... 310
And I sincerely hope that the first rider who
succeeds in making this record will enjoy
himself. —Faed.

> > <

AN IRISH TRIP

WITH WHEEL AND LENS IN THE EAST AND WEST.

Contributed to the "Photographic News " by Henry Stiirmey.

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 358).

These carmen proved to be well-spoken,

intelligent fellows, with a keen eye to business,

and ready enough to impart any information

required of them, even if they did suit their

answers to the most probable wishes of the

questioner. They told us they made a

regular practice of meeting business thus

half way, and securing fares before landing.

The little jetty at Kilrush was one mass of

whips and outstretched arms, and a perfect

Babel, as the crowd of jarveys eagerly sought

fares from amongst our passengers. We,
however, sought out the boots of the Vande-

leur Arms, who had come down to meet the

boat, and giving the portmanteaux into his

charge, after a struggle with the volunteer

porters, who would persist in grabbing each

article as it came handy, and then requiring

payment for their services, we kept an eye

to directing the landing of the tandem,

which underwent a trying ordeal in the

operation. The astonishment of the natives

was great, and whilst all collected and
followed us as we wheeled it over the

villainous paving of the quay to the road-

way, the jaunting carmen prepared to

show us the way into the town, which lay a

mile away. When all was fixed up, however,

we started, and although the leading car

kept within distance of us up the first rise,

we astonished them afterwards, for all the

rest of the way being downhill, we piled it

on, and "let her go," despite the mud, and
were soon lost to sight round the bend.

This was about the fastest piece of travelling

the tandem did, and it shook up our plates

tremendously, covering them with dust—my
changing-box being the chief delinquent in

this respect—and causing the only breakage
of a plate which fell to my lot on the journey.

However, we showed the cars how to move,
and impressed the onlookers visibly. What
more could we want ?

The Vandeleur Arms is not a very exten-

sive estabhshment, but large enough for the

requirements of the place ; and although

the house was in the hands of the plasterers

and paperhangers, the landlady made us

very comfortable, and we found her nephew,
a young man who had been to America and
was pretty well informed on many things,

most ready to assist us to the utmost in folk-

lore of the neighbourhood, and a description

and direction to the objects of interest.

By way of a change, the next day proved

fine, and one of the best we had on the trip,

so we followed out our plans by first expos-

ing a few plates on the town itself, and then,

with the young man before mentioned as a

companion, taking ourselves off to Scattery

Island. To do this we took a car to the

jetty, and then hired a boat with two oars-

men to take us off to the island, which is

about a mile from the shore. Here, for the

first time, we saw a class of boat pecuHar to

this part of the country. It is made of

canvas tarred and stretched on a light frame.

There is no keel, and the bow rises high out

of the water. They are very light, will

carry great loads, and are suitable for all

weathers. When not in use they are drawn

out of the water and turned upside down in
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rows, when they look for all the world like

a row of porpoises.

Scattery Island is a sort of holy island,

and, like many other places in Ireland, con-

tained, we were told, the ruins of "The
Seven Churches." Here, unlike many of

the other places, however, the ruins of five

out of the seven are to be seen. In the

graveyard of one close to where we landed

were many gravestones of comparatively

recent date, people still being brought over

from the mainland for burial in the sacred

Isie of St. Senanus. A couple of hundred
yards off is another ruined church, in close

proximity to which is the particular rehc of

the island in the shape ofone of those curious

round towers which still puzzle antiquarians

as to their origin. The one here is 120 feet

high, and we made our first " shots" at it. A
tramp then of a mile or so over the fields

and along a beach, where we saw a man
actually digging potatoes from furrows tilled

in the shingle, which we did not know
whether to interpret as a sign of the extreme

poverty of the people compelled to till such
" soil," or as a token of the extreme fertility

of the land where potatoes would grow
amongst stones with scarcely any earth

between them. The object of our visit in

this direction was the lighthouse and fort,

and after taking shots at these we came
across the commandant of the fort, who
invited us to inspect the interior, and
mustered the garrison of nine, all told, from
their work of painting the guns, to form a

group subject for our lenses. He was a

genial old fellow, this commandant. His

berth was for life, he said, if he chose to

stay and behave himself, and he seemed
very well content. There was very little for

the garrison to do, save occasionally paint

up the guns. They had no inspections save
" once in a blue moon," and very little drill

;

and he freely confessed that the fort was not

of the slightest use as a defence of the

Shannon mouth, for a single shot from a

modern ironclad would blow it to smithereens,

whilst the guns with which it is fitted would
be no more than pop-guns. Taking leave

of him we re-entered our boat, which had
been rowed round to meet us, and headed
once more for the mainland. As we seemed to

make but slow progress, and we were anxious

to get to Kilkee that afternoon, S. asked the

men how long it would take to make a land-

ing, and rashly bet the boat's crew a shilling

they did not fetch the shore in fifteen

minutes. They set to with a will, and
landed us triumphantly in twelve, and as S.

quickly sloped, I had to pay. However, I

was rewarded by the final remark of one of

the boatmen, " Shure, it's foive mile in a

quarther ov an hour," which, seeing that

our boat was a rather clumsy specimen of a

ship's boat, was a most naive suggestion. A
rapid dash back to the hotel, a light lunch,

and we were off, leaving our portmanteaux

behind us till our return, and taking with us

our camera cases and tripods, our circular

bag with articles of personal requirement,

S.'s changing tent, and a box contain-

ing three dozen spare plates each, strapped

on upon the top of our cameras, and
the whole surmounted by S.'s coat, securely

held by a long strap. When we were " all

aboard," we looked like a small family coach

under weigh, and soon rattled off the eight

miles to Kilkee, passing and leaving every-

thing on the road. There was very little to

see of any interest on the way, if I may
except the distant view of the Shannon as

seen from the top of the hills, its wide

expanse as it stretched away toward the

sea, with its islands and inlets, and the long

silver streak of its upper reaches, forming a

splendid panorama to the eye, though use-

less to the camera.

At Kilkee we faced the broad Atlantic,

its placid surface scarce ruffled by the

lightest of breezes. Kilkee is one of the

most popular watering-places in Ireland.

It is a little town built around a very

symmetrical sandy cove, protected from the

waves of the Atlantic by great masses of

rock. The houses are nearly all of the

typical one, or at most two-storied Irish

style, and all being uniformly whitewashed,

the effect is peculiar. We put up at Moore's,

the C.T.C. house, and were well looked

after. This house stands back, with a grassy

enclosure in front of it (which was once laid

out as a tennis lawn), and faces the bay.

The road runs up from beside it on to the

top of the cliffs, from which is obtained a

magnificent view right away to sea in one

direction, and over the country in the other

—a country, however, of a most bleak and

barren nature, not a vestige of a tree or

shrub being visible for miles, the terrible

west wind blowing keenly off the ocean with

full intensity, nipping off everything above a

foot high before it has time to strengthen

and withstand it. Once at the top, the road

is of excellent surface, and winds along a
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few yards from the edge of the cHffs right

away to Loop Head, a distance of fifteen or

sixteen miles (Irish). We chartered a car in

order to secure the description and locaHsa-

tion of the chief points of interest, and, with

cameras erected, rode ready to pounce down
on any object worthy of our fire. The chff

scenery is splendid, the rocks rising abruptly

to a great height, and here and there an

island or large portion of the cliff laying a

few dozen yards away, and our first shot was
at one of these, called " Rose Island," the

view of which embraces a wild spot known
as "The Sailors' Grave," on account of its

having been the scene of a former ship-

wreck. We both exposed two plates on
this, one being instantaneous (failures) in

the attempt to secure the breaking waves
below. Here I became painfully aware of

the evils of loose screws in a camera, for

when I came to focus I found the screw

supporting the top of the swing-back missing,

and all search on the car failed to reveal it.

Visions of an end of my photography till we
got into a civilised part of the country haunted
me for a few moments, when, after ineffectu-

ally trying various rough and ready expedients

to get the back steady enough to secure a

view, I bethought me of the screws on the

rising-front, and taking one of these out—the

front working, happily, rather stiffly—I found

it fitted, and my sorrow was turned into joy.

Pencil Island and Bishops 'Island next fell

before our fire, but we found the sun in the

wrong direction to do any good at the ruined

castle on the edge of the cliffs a little further

on, and of which I forget the name. It was
now 5.30, with a heavy black cloud obscuring

the fast-setting sun, so we turned back and
retraced our tracks over the five miles we had
traversed, listening to the carman's tales and
legends of the countryside the while. A full

day could well be spent, we felt assured, in

the drive to Loop Head, whilst, had time

permitted, we had hoped to have explored

and exposed some plates upon and within

the Cave of Kilkee, which goes into the cliff

some hundred yards or more, and, situated

some two miles from the town, is entered

from the sea by means of a boat when the

weather is fine.

Our party at table d'hote in the evening

consisted of some eight or nine gentlemen,

and two married and middle-aged ladies,

much to our disappointment, for S. in particu-

lar had hoped to have met a merry party

of youth and beauty to cheer us up a bit.

The next day was Saturday, and we were
due by arrangement in the evening at

Lisdoonvarna. By our programme we
should have left Kilkee by nine o'clock, given
to Baltard Castle and cHffs a httle attention,

and been at dinner at Miltown Malby at two
or three o'clock, and then ridden comfortably
on to our destination. Fate, however, ruled
otherwise, for S., who worked with six double
backs, and made a practice of opening a
fresh box of plates each time he changed,
placing the twelve exposed plates in the box
from which the fresh ones had been
removed, had a couple of plates left unex-
posed from the previous day, and nothing
would do but he must work them off before
changing, so his httle trip out in the morn-
ing delayed us somewhat ; and what with
this and other unlooked-for delays, it was
considerably after ten before, with our
machine once more loaded up, we bade
adieu to the party at Moore's assembled to

see us off. The run round the town was
soon made, and then came an ascent which,
for the first time, brought us out of the

saddles, it being both steep and rough ; and
though the weather overhead was just lovely,

the mud below was scarce dry, making the
going additionally heavy. This rise sur-

mounted, we traversed a hilly piece of road

with a vile surface for some three miles or

so, when we turned sharply to the left, again

taking a sharp left-hand turn about a mile

further on, this road taking us straight for

Baltard Castle, which stood out bold and
clear on the summit of the highest portion

of the cliff. The road improved in surface

as we reached it, but gradually grew steeper,

until we were compelled to dismount and
shove the last hundred yards. At the top

the road ended abruptly at a stone fence on

the brink of a high cHff, from the top of

which we looked down on a long line of

shelving rocks below, over which the waves

were breaking in seething white foam, and
dashing up the creeks, which carried deep
water right up to the face of the cliff. After

exposing a plate on this scene, we discovered

a party of three below upon the rocks fish-

ing. A girl of seventeen or eighteen, bare-

footed and bare-headed, and with pictu-

resque bright red skirts, was occupied in

running from one to the other of two

men, taking the fish off the hooks, and drop-

ping them into a rock pool, thence to be

transferred to a basket. The men were

armed with long and stout poles, and were
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casting their lines into the deep-water creeks,

bringing up a splendid fish almost as soon as

they made their cast, and over a dozen were

thus landed whilst we looked on. We longed

for an hour or two of such sport, but could

not spare the time.

Baltard Castle, which was reached after a

tramp of a quarter-of-a-mile, is in pretty

good preservation. It was built as a beacon

tower, and is now surrounded by a dilapi-

dated stone wall. We found the inevitable

beggar in charge—this time a blind man

—

who said he had thus obtained a living for

eight years. From the castle to the Horse-

shoe Cliff was our next march—about half-a-

mile. This is a most peculiar formation.

The ground rises as up the side of a sleep

hill until abruptly broken by the perpendicu-

lar cliff, some 300 feet high. At one part the

sea has washed away the lower strata of a

clayey nature, and the superincumbent rock

has fallen away until a creek with stupendous

perpendicular sides has been formed, widen-

ing from the entrance inwards, and termina-

ting in a couple of wave-beaten caves, into

which the ocean waves poured with a dull roar.

By going to the extreme point of the rocks the

visitor can look right in, and we took views

from both ends, though had there been

more wind it would have been a matter of

some risk to have done so. A splendid view

was obtained from here of the Isles of Arran,

stretching away one behind the other on our

right, as well as of the magnificent coast line

on both sides of us for fully twenty miles. It

was one o'clock by the time we had once

more packed our traps and got under weigh,

and the sharp air of the ocean, with the ride,

made our appetites of the keenest, so, after

a glorious run down with feet up and brakes

free for about a mile, we pulled up at a

small farmer's, at whose door we espied a

churn, and, knocking, enquired had they any

milk to sell ? The good woman who
answered our knock—a buxom dame, with

seemingly the cares of a kingdom on her

hands—would not, however, hear of our

paying for a drink of milk. " Shure, an' is it

a dhrink av milk I'd be selling yez ? Come
in, come, ye're welcome," said she ; and we
entered. I am glad we did, for we got a

peep at the interior of a real country

farmer's house in the West. There were

evidently three rooms, one opening out of

each end of the one in which we were. This

was large and lofty, there being no ceiling,

the roof going right away to the gables, and

showing the brown, smoke-dried rafters, and
heather thatching, whilst various household

and farming implements were stuck in the

lower parts of the thatching, and suspended
on the walls. A large open hearth held a

peat fire, over which an immense three-

legged crock full of potatoes hung from a

great iron bracket, and was watched by a

bare-legged girl of twelve.

The good woman fetched a couple of her

best chairs for us, and brought us a large

basin of delicious milk each. She was, she

said, cooking the dinner for the men on the

farm, and forthwith, finding her charge done
to her satisfaction, fetched a large wooden
milk-pan, and placing a kreel on the top,

very dexterously tipped the heavy crock,

by means of a chain at its bottom, upside

down over it, tumbling the potatoes out pell

mell, some rolling in all directions over the

floor, whilst the major portion remained in a

heap on the kreel, and the Hquor, which was
not splashed around, filled the pan below.

The " praties " were, of course, boiled Irish

fashion, with their jackets on. The good

woman could not help, on receiving a brief

resume of our travels and adventures from

my versatile companion, and hearing we
came from England, touching on the troubles

of the land, and contrasting their lot with

what she heard of English life. Their rent

was high, she said, and they had all

they could do to make it, but they did,

though when that was done they had
very little left. She, too, had heard

that people in England in their class

of life had meat for dinner every day, but

with them in the West of Ireland, she told

us, a few potatoes and milk was their

regular fare, with a bit of meat as a treat

once in a way. With evident pride, the

little girl informed us she had a brother a
" professor " (a-student for the priesthood)

in England, and we learned that these good

people, as is the custom in the country parts

of Ireland, stinted themselves, and pinched

and saved that they might have their boy

become a " praste," and bring honour on his

family.

Finally, when S. persisted in giving the

girl a sixpence, her mother very firmly insisted

that it must not be for the milk, that we
must clearly understand she would take

nothing for it.

They were both much astonished at our

novel form of vehicle, and we left the farm

refreshed with our refreshment, delighted at
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our hospitable reception^ and much pleased

with our experiences.

Moving on, we got into the main road

again, and retraced our steps, as we believed

we had been directed, to our first turning

point ; but finding the road get worse and

worse, and finally degenerate into a bog

road, impassable to our machine, we again

inquired, and were sent off at a tangent,

describing a triangle, and rejoining the road

we just left. All then went well, though we

had lost a good half hour by the mistake, till

the little straggUng village of Danbeg was

reached. Here is a ruined castle by the side

of a stream, and as there was also a stone

arched bridge to form a good foreground

with the ruins of Dunmore Castle, a very

similar structure a mile or so off in the back-

ground, we stopped and exposed a plate

each. Having done so, we were on the

point of packing up once more, when a hght

wreath of smoke, ascending from one of the

arches of the bridge, attracted our attention,

and we found that an old woman had taken

up her residence in it, and there she was

sitting on the top of the stone buttress in

front of her door knitting away as merry as

a cock-robin. We had not noticed her

before. There was no decent inn in this

village, but, as the road was fair, we had

Httle doubt of quickly covering the remaining

nine miles into Miltown Malbay, but fate

ruled otherwise. Our road lay through a

bare open country, with scarce a tree or

shrub, only here and there a few stunted trees

growing where some deep hollow afforded

shelter during their younger days, and now

their tops all bent over almost at right angles

to their trunks, each one taking a direction

due east, proving the intensity of the strong

west wind that blows in from the Atlantic in

winter time. Here and there, at intervals,

scattered over the landscape, were white-

washed cabins, which, with the hay done up

in numberless " pooks " about the fields,

in place of in single ricks as in England, lent

variety to the scene. For miles together, in

places, the road led through the bogland,

and here we could see all the various stages

of peat-cutting, and the after cultivation of

the land; whilst the gnarled and knotty

trunks and branches drawn from the mosses

formed rude fences and entrance guards on

all sides, and at the back or side of most of

the cabins stood a huge pile of turf, almost

in some cases as high as the houses them-

selves. The people all seemed much as-

tonished at our mode of progress, and many
were the exclamations made in native Irish

as we flew by.

As time drew on, however, we again got

very hungry, so once more trespassed on the

hospitality ofthe peasantry. This time, how-

ever, the farm was one of more pretensions,

though the good people were none the less

hospitable, and the young farmer, who joined

in conversation, was evidently of a sporting

turn of mind, to judge, as sailors say, " by

the cut of his jib." They very much pressed

us to take some whisky in our milk, but we
declined, and once more refreshed, again

bent our steps forward. It was now nearly

four o'clock, and we seemed but little nearer

Miltown, milestones and direction posts

being conspicuous by their absence. After

passing one or two turnings in the road, as

we had been repeatedly told our way lay

"straight on," we found the gradients getting

heavier, and we left the level plain we had

been for the past hour running across and
gradually rose, until after a series of stiff

ascents we found ourselves on the summit of

a line of hills from which a very fine view

stretched out on either side. We had barely

commenced the descent when the road

forked, and being very uncertain as to our

whereabouts—having, in fact, been for some
time doubtful—we waited until a young
woman we saw upon the road came up, and
enquired. To our dismay, she told us we

were on the high road to Ennis, and some
miles out of our way, though we could get

into the road again by retracing our steps

about a mile, and then turning. This we did,

and enquiring again if we were on the Mil-

town road, found we were, so jogged along.

After a mile of rather rough travelling, the

road again rose, and when nearly at the top

of the hill we passed a smithy. We asked

if we were right once more, and the smiths,

three young men, desired to inspect our

machine, so we stopped whilst they did so,

and most intelligent remarks upon its con-

struction they made, too, finishing up by

informing us that though the road straight

ahead lead to Miltown, it was so hilly and

bad, we should reach it far better by turning

once again, which would bring us into the

main road we ought never to have left.

Thanking them for their advice, we did as

they directed, and after travelHng a bye

j

road for a mile or so, once more found our-

j

selves on the highway ; but our troubles

I

were not to cease, for we had scarcely
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reached it when S.'s driving chain came ojfT,

owing to our having unevenly adjusted the

bearings. Ten minutes' delay put this to

rights, but we were by this time fairly run

out from want of food, and our progress

over the remaining four miles was anything

but enjoyable.

Maguire's Hotel, in Miltown Malbay, looks

more like a grocery and spirit store; but

Mrs. Maguire made us very comfortable,

and soon laid a good repast before us, to

which it may readily be imagined we did

ample justice.

We had fifteen miles yet to go before

reaching Lisdoonvarna, and it was now after

five, and already night was closing in. Being

very unwilling to risk the chance of missing

our way at night in a sparsely inhabited

country like this, and, the truth being known,

being rather too tired from the effects of our

long fasting ride, we decided, after a con-

sultation, to leave our machine with Mr.

Maguire, and drive the remainder of the

journey if a car were procurable. There
was only one available in the place, and

that being at liberty we took it, the driver

charging us 15s. When fairly on the road,

we found our animal went but slowly, and

no wonder, for the driver informed us he

had been the journey already twice before in

the day, so that the mare was very nearly

dead beat, though he would not hear of such

an insinuation. This, and the fact that we
discovered that our road lay by the side of

the telegraph-posts the whole way, made us

regret our decision, but it was too late. The
drive in the dark was cold, and when on our

arrival we found our friend Ur. Westropp

—

although he had nearly given us up—had
procured us comfortable quarters at the

Queen's, and a good tea awaited us, it can

well be imagined we were quite prepared

for it.

Sunday was the doctor's only " day off,"

so, joined by another member of the C.T.C.

Council, Mr. Curtin, better known locally as

"Jack," a thorough specimen of the genuine

Irishman, good-natured, good-humoured, and

strong and willing as an elephant, we started

in a car for the celebrated Cliffs of Moher.

Our ride took us along some high ground,

from which the country sloped away north-

ward in a broad fertile valley, containing. Jack

Curtin informed us, some of the richest land

in Ireland. Beyond this region of fertility

lay quite a different district—a regular

Arabia Petrea, known as the Burren of

Clare, in which the bare carboniferous Hme-
stone shows above the surface in continuous

and wildly picturesque terraces, rising one
above the other for some eight or nine

hundred feet. The contrast was something
remarkable, and we were informed it was
still more remarkable upon closer acquaint-

ance.

Turning away southward, we began a
series of long and tortuous hills, and as we
commenced their ascent it commenced to

rain, the moisture falling in fine mist at first,

and gradually increasing in intensity until,

when the summit was finally reached, it was
descending in blinding sheets, and our

chances of any photographic work looked

hopeless for the day. At the top of this hill

a sight met our gaze which S. and I will

never forget. This was a " holy well." The
scene was most impressive. St. Bridget's

Well is a little spring, approached by a low

tunnel formed of broad stone slabs, the

entrance overshadowed by the spreading

branches of a tree, covered thickly with wax
from the tapers burnt there on high days

and holidays. In front of the entrance is a

large mound, on which several trees grow,

and upon which, facing the well, is a large

coloured image of the Virgin. A narrow

stone-laid walk encircles this mound, and two

flights of broad, flat stone steps lead from the

path up to the high ground above the well,

where are a large stone cross and a number of

tombs, the place seemingly forming a sort of

small cemetery, though much overgrown with

tangled grass and shrubs. The passage to

the well was filled with bareheaded and

barefooted men and women, kneeling in

pairs one behind the other, whilst outside,

likewise bareheaded and without shoes or

stockings, despite the pouring rain, several

others were kneeling before the Virgin,

whilst some were pacing slowly around the

mound, praying the while; a party of three

or four were encircling the stone cross on

the ground above, stepping to impress their

lips upon it after each circuit ; whilst others

—men and women—still more devout, were

ascending the steps and traversing the walks

upon their bare knees. The extreme earnest-

ness, devoutness, and solemnity of the

whole assemblage, and the unaccustomed

sight, altogether proved intensely impressive.

I have occasionally in Irish plays seen a

performance purporting to represent such a

scene, and have always put it down as an

imaginative sketch of w^hat might have
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taken place in country places fifty or one

hundred years ago, instead of being but a

faint and poor representation of scenes

daily enacted in the West of Ireland at the

present day. After a few minutes' brief halt,

we again proceeded on our way, and shortly

after the rain ceased, just as we arrived at

the celebrated Cliffs of Moher. Here we
left the car for a while, and Mr. Curtin, most

good-naturedly burdening himself with our

plate boxes, set off for a march across the

cliffs to a point where a good general view

could be obtained. It was still raining

slightly, and we had scarcely made a couple

of exposures each, and commenced to re-

trace our steps, when it came down just

about as straight as it could, and it did not

take many seconds to wet every part of us,

not protected by macintoshes, through and
through. We all crouched under a low wall

to shield the instruments somewhat, and,

luckily, the storm was not of long duration.

Then a change came over the weather;

the heavy banks of black clouds rolled away,

and the rest of the day the magnificent cliffs

and glassy ocean below were bathed in the

splendour of a cloudless autumn sun, which
soon dried our sodden garments and gene-

rally cheered us up. The cliffs of Moher
are some three or four miles long, and at one

point rise to a height of 680 feet above the

sea level. From this point—O'Brien's Castle

—the view is magnificent, the three Isles of

Aran stretching panoramically away across

the ocean, with the mountains of Connemara
forming a distant background. All this,

however, was too far off and vast for any
photographic effect. Laying flat on the

rock, we peered over the edge of the preci-

pice into the depths below, where we could

see countless sea-birds wheeling in mid-air

and resting in serried rows one above
another along the ledges on the cliff sides.

Our full supply of plates were used up in

making exposures from the most striking

points of view, in the selection of which we
were much assisted by our friend's personal

knowledge of the place, he having well

photographed it from almost every point.

I using so many plates, my changing-box

was brought into play more frequently than

it had been before, much to the amusement
of both S. and the doctor, who seemed
greatly tickled at the sight of my unfortunate

self seated on a bank, and wriggling the

slides in and out, and when, on one occasion,

there being no stop to the slides, I pulled

one of them clean out, they could not restrain

the risibihty of their feelings. I know they

both thought, " There are two plates fogged

now," but I had the laugh over them after

all, for both plates in the slide at the time

gave good, clear pictures, proving, at any

rate, the light-tight nature of the box, what-

ever its other defects might be.

A full day can well be spent on the Moher
Cliffs, and as many plates may be used as

the operator likes to bring with him, and by
the time—6.30—we had made our last expo-

sure we were by no means sorry to rejoin the

car and wend our way back to Lisdoonvarna.

The next morning we were up betimes

and journeying on the doctor's car to Bally-

na-Lachen Castle, which we reached in a

drizzling rain, which doubtless accounted

somewhat for the poor effect our exposures

produced. Bally-na-Lachen Castle, like

Castle Connell, is built on the summit of a

high rock, though the picturesqueness of

the ruin is marred by a modern chimney-

pot stuck on the top of the highest portion,

which is, or has been, used as an outhouse

by the inhabitants of the residence adjoin-

ing. The family v/ere absent at the time of

our visit, but on the doctor's introduction

the agent in residence showed us over the

ruins, from which we got a very much nearer

and better view than we had yet obtamed

of the wildly picturesque Burren Lands, the

border line of which is but a mile or so

distant. We returned to breakfast, and

after an inspection of Dr. Westropp's

garden, in which is a ravine lined with the

only trees for miles around, and amongst

which and the falls of the stream running

through it, he has secured many a lovely

" bit," we exposed a plate or two on a

general view of Lisdoonvarna and on a party

of friends in front of the hotel. Lisdoonvarna

would form an excellent centre for camera

work for a week together, being surrounded

on all sides by picturesque and otherwise

I interesting spots—such, for instance, as the

I

celebrated "Spectacle Bridge" spanning one

i of the two streams which have cut their way
i deep down into the rock, and form ravines

thirty feet deep all the way from Lisdoon-

j

varna to the sea, the sides of these ravines

j

being clothed with plants and trees in great

variety, in remarkable contrast to the country

round. Then there are the Moher Cliffs,

which we visited, the Burren of Clare,

Kilfenora Church, Ballyvaughan and Cor-

camroe Abbey, besides many other places.
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Our stay at Lisdoonvarna ended, our

friend sent his car with us to Miltown Mal-

bay, where,, after a brief stop to expose a

plate or two on the lovely view at Ennisty-

mon, we arrived at one o'clock and found

host Maguire quite prepared to supply our

wants in the edible line, after doing justice

to which we got the tandem out, " loaded

up," and after S. had wired to Messrs. New-

ton for a further supply of plates to be sent

on to Killarney, once more got under weigh.

By this time the weather had cleared, and

with a clear sky overhead, and a fair wind,

we had every prospect of an enjoyable ride.

A mile out of Miltown we turned aside, and

made a call upon a friend of Dr. Westropp's

and a member of the C.T.C., at Spanish

Point. The gentleman was out, but his

sister-in-law, also a member of the giant

club, and a most enthusiastic tricyclist, gave

us a hearty welcome, and, getting out her

tricycle, accompanied us for a mile or so,

and put us fairly in the right road. After

bidding her adieu, we sped rapidly over the

long level road over the sand dunes, and

were ere long at the point where we had
joined the main road on Saturday after our

series of errors. We made no mistake this

time, and found the road through a suc-

cession of hills of more or less length and
stepth possessing a very fair surface, and
the machine running with great freedom, and
ourselves feeling just " fit," we thoroughly

enjoyed the ride, putting it all in up the

rises, and "letting her go" dov/n the corres-

ponding descents, thus flying along to a

good tune, and fairly astonishing the few

persons we met on the wa3\

About midway between Miltown and Kil-

rush—for we were bound for the latter place,

and had long since left the Kilkee road—is

a village of which I do not know the nam?.
It is built on the side of a hill, and as, with

feet up and gong sounding, we flew through

the long street at about fifteen miles an hour,

the inhabitants left their work en jnasse, and
when at the bottom of the hill, we turned

to the right over a bridge, we saw the street

above thronged with a gaping crowd, evi-

dently thunderstruck at the novel sight.

Keeping up the pace, we were, fifty-five

minutes after leaving Spanish Point, within

a mile of Kilrush, and steadily slogging

away at a mile-long hill, the last before

running down into the town. We were
within fifty yards of the top, when S., who
occupied the front seat, suddenly stopped

working. " V/hat's up?" said I. "Can't

you see ? " ejaculated S. "Chain off again,

isn't it? " was my reply; but on dismounting

and going to the front, I found to our dis-

may that the solid portion of the bearing

case to S.'s crank shaft had parted, and we
were done. There was no help for it, so

after a few minutes' consultation we tied the

chain out of the way with green sticks, and
pushed the machine to the top of the hill,

where S. mounted and steered, whilst I

slowly propelled the machine along the

level, and we then commenced the long

descent into Kilrush.

Mishaps never come singly, and we were
going at a good pace down the hill, when a

horse in one of the country carts (having

long beams running out behind for the pur-

pose of .carrying hay) shied, and although

we put on the brake hard and came to a

standstill, the brute refused to go on, and
being lashed by the driver, backed on to a

low stone wall, with the result that, before he
could be stopped, some six or eight feet of

the wall had been toppled over into the

ditch. The men in the cart—there were
four of them—however, took the whole
affair as a huge joke, and we parted com-
pany with a good laugh. Our entry into

Kilrush was a sort of triumphal ride for

S., who calmly sat on the front seat whilst I

did the work, both of us endeavouring to

look as if nothing had happened, and I think

we very well succeeded in impressing on the

inhabitants the wonderfully little exertion it

took for one man to drive a heavily-freighted

tandem alone. A close inspection of the

breakage showed us that the case was hope-

less ; and although we afterwards learned

that the maker of the bearings in question

had since found out the weak part in them,

and altered the pattern, and that our mis-

hap was not a solitary case, it was no con-

solation to us, who found ourselves in the

extreme West of Ireland, and fifty miles

from the nearest railway, with a disabled

machine.

We philosophically, however, came to the

conclusion that tricycling was all very well

;

but that although not so unconventional, and
infinitely more expensive, the jaunting car of

commerce was a deal easier—or lazier—and
quite as well, if not better, suited to the pur-

poses of a photographic tour. I say " philo-

sophically," for had we come to any other

conclusion under the circumstances, it would

not have altered our case.
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Our intention had been to take the boat

from Kih'ush to ^Tarbert, and ride from

thence to Tralee, and on to Killarney, and

we still, despite the broken machine, had

intended to follow the same route by car,

sending the machine on by boat to Limerick,

and thence to Dublin by rail. It was, how-

ever, not to be. The morrow saw a complete

change in the weather. A steady, drizzling

rain, with a fresh breeze, and a sky like leadj

were not favourable to any enterprise, let

alone a photographic one ; and the only

attempt at camera work that day was when
S., to please the landlady's pretty niece, tried

to " take" an old dog belonging to the hotel.

Poor fellow, he was wet and miserable—the

dog, not S.—and thought evidently he was

being led up to execution, for he trembled

like an aspen, despite the efforts of his mis-

tress to calm his agitation. As S. gave abou*^

three seconds, owing to the horribly poor

light, the resulting "picture" gave a nonde-

script animal, with about six heads and a

dozen human hands flying about above it.

By the time we had got to the boat—our

old friend the Vandeleur again—the rain was

falling heavily, so having pasted a direction

on the saddle, we signed a consignment note,

and left the machine to its fate, taking refuge

below. At Tarbert the rain was descending

worse than ever, and the cockle-shell of a

boat that came out to meet us was dancing

about merrily. We did not relish so wet a

prospect, so stayed where we were. How
we should have got our machine ashore here

I do not know, and we were secretly glad its

breakage saved us the trouble of trying.

Foynes was the next stopping place, so we
got out, and made a rush for the train (which

here reaches its farthest point West), the

tandem following us. We went on to Lim-

erick, and whilst changing trains here, S.

was asked about the machine, to which he

promptly replied that it did not belong to

us, and seeing that the label had long since

been washed off, advised their putting it in

the parcels office. This was done, and we
knew it was safe. The weather now began

to improve, and by the time we reached

Killarney it was bright and clear once more.

It was nearly dark, but we got a peep at the

beauties of the place enough to make us long

for the morrow. We selected the Muckross

Hotel because it was one of the C.T.C. head-

quarters, and were not sorry, for we found

it comfortable and well-positioned, whilst it

is the only hotel on the lakes, the visitors to

which are allowed free access to Mr. Her-
bert's demesne, and free shooting over the

lakes. The landlord, Mr. Ross, was, too,

most obliging and attentive ; and as the hotel

is about three miles from the station, a 'bus

meets every train, so we had no difficulty

whatever.

The next day, September gth, our first at

the lakes, was fine, though very windy.

Getting tickets from the boots of the hotel,

we entered the Muckross estate, and directed

our first shots on the ruins, both interior

and exterior, of Muckross Abbey, with the

result of securing some of our best views.

We also rambled over the estate pretty

generally, and took several " bits " that

struck us, this occupying from lo a.m. until

I p.m., when we adjourned to the hotel for

lunch, and then, chartering a car, drove to

Tore Falls, taking a couple of shots here,

and climbing up Tore mountain to the top,

whence a fine general view of the lakes is

obtained. This we try to make pictures of,

but unsuccessfully. It was too vast, there

was too much wind, and our calculations for

exposure were upset. Returning to the car,

we drove some five miles along the Kenmare
road, a most beautiful drive along the edges

of the lakes, which stretched away on one

side of us, whilst the mountains, clothed

with magnificent trees to their summits,

towered above us on the other. At the
" Five-mile Bridge," we exposed a plate

each on a general view of the lakes from that

point, and on a natural arch or tunnel in the

rock, which here crosses the roadway ; and

as it was now after five, and the light fast

failing, we turned back, and reached the

hotel just in time for dinner.

At dinner, a somewhat amusing incident

occurred, which may be worth repeating.

The boots, who had been pressed into ser-

vice as a waiter, was bringing round the

sweets. In his hands he held three plates,

each containing something different. "Will

you take any sweets, madam ? " said he,

addressing a lady next myself. " What have

you?" was the reply. "Well, ma'am, 1

have this, and this, and this," showing

each in turn. " And what is that ? " asked

Mrs. . The reply somewhat astonished

her. It was, " Oh ! hlest if I know !
"

Shortly after, I related the incident to S.,

who had not been listening, when he imme-

diately turned to the lady sitting next him

with, " Do you know there is a fresh article

on the mmti to-day ? " " And pray what
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may that be ? " and the fair interlocutor, as

well as her husband who sat opposite, were

fairly nonplussed when S. replied, " Blest if I

know "—and he had to make a hasty expla-

nation to set matters right. We had several

other instances of the boots' essentially Irish

style and repartee during our visit ; but

altogether he was a most useful fellow, and

quite a treasure in the arranging and carry-

ing out of picnic parties, and similar outings.

Friday, our last day at Killarney, was to

be spent on the lower lake, and we were just

off when a friend of ours from London, also

a cycling photographer with a companion,

turned up most unexpectedly, so we made
one party of the four of us, and a most en-

joyable day we had, too, for the weather was

just lovely. We first made for the middle

lake, and exposed plates on Dinish Cottage

and a general view of the lake, with Tore

mountain towering in the background from

the front of the cottage, and then again

visiting the Meeting of the Waters and

Brickeen, and the Old Weir Bridges, took

views of each from different points of vantage,

not forgetting one attempt at the old Weir
Bridge and rapid " with moonlight effects,"

and some of our party en silhouette on the

bridge. This took us some time, and we
then traversed new ground by getting into

the lower lake by another and even more
beautiful channel. A brief halt was made to

inspect Glena Cottage (Lady Kenmare's),

but no plates were exposed, as the sun was
in the wrong direction, and we once more
resumed our way, skirting for a couple of

miles along the Glen estate, the high moun-
tain which descends into the lake being

clothed with fine trees to the water's edge.

We kept a good look out for the red deer

which are found here, but none appeared
within view. In due course we arrived at a

little point of rock, where our boatman put
us ashore, and following a narrow winding
path for a hundred yards or so, we came
upon O'SuUivan's Cascade. This is very

pretty and extremely shady, trees meeting
overhead. Each of us exposed on it from
different points. I gave eighteen seconds
with an /^ stop, but as the plate produced
nothing whatever, I must have forgotten to

draw the shutter, or something else. How-
ever, twelve seconds on a spot lower down,
which I took on the way back, gave a very
pleasing and pretty negative. Time was
now getting on, and we had to catch our
train, so tumbling into the boat as quick as

we could, we set off for Ross Island, nearly

four miles off", our boatman laying to

vigorously. As we were all used up in the

way of plates in our double-backs, we erected

S.'s changing tent in the stern of the boat,

and changed our plates in turn, so that by

the time the landing stage was reached we
were ready with fresh ammunition. Ross

Castle was the particular object of our quest

here. It appears difficult to take, for none

of the views of it we saw at the hotel were

really good, and our own results were also

nothing to boast about. A couple more ex-

posures on the island, and we made a rush

for the boat, taking a wrong turn, however,

and walking away from it as hard as we
could go for a mile before we found out

where we were. A rapid dash across the

lake, disturbing a number of cormorants

from a rock as we passed, and we were once

again in the Muckross estate, and en route

for the hotel. An hour later we had bid

adieu, with] much regret, to Killarney the

beautiful, and were whirling by the night

mail back to Dublin, where we arrived at

four in the morning. As the meeting for

which we hastened back to the city in such

a hurry proved abortive, we much regretted

not having had another day at the lakes,

but it was not to be. Our joint tour was

ended, as S. had to return to England forth-

with. He had exposed 143 plates to my
99, having in many instances used two

plates on a view to make assurance doubly

sure.

I remained another week with my friends,

and when the weather permitted, used my
camera to advantage: one day "doing" the

Phoenix Park, and on another, when the sun

shone out bravely, after taking the three dogs

at home, spent the day at the Zoo, getting

good pictures in the open of the zebra, the

red deer, and the Polar bear with his mouth
open, begging for buns. The two small

elephants were caught in their bath, and one

or two other animals taken with more or less

effect. Inside the houses matters were more
difficult, as the light was not well distributed,

and the animals would not keep still long

enough to produce good results.

A trip to Howth Island another day was

spoiled by the rain, though I got a good view

of the shipping on the Liffey on my return.

The following day there was not a breath

of wind stirring, and the light was fair, so my
day's work was satisfactory at Lucan and

the Salmon Leap (reached by the steam tram
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from Park Gate Street), the walk from the

Leap back to the tram through Colonel

Vesey's demesne by the banks of the Liffey

being most enjoyable, and yielding one or

two good views, the last being an avenue

near the house, which, being much in shade,

I gave three minutes to, with the largest

aperture of the Lancaster lens, and got a

good picture.

This finished my trip, and the following

day I returned to England, and found the

evenings of the next few weeks fully occupied

in developing the gross of plates used. On
the whole we enjoyed ourselves well, though

we came to the conclusion that to get best

results from a photographic point of view,

as well as the chance of something like

reliable weather, we should have been at

least a month earlier. To anyone with the

time to spare, much longer could be agree-

ably and workably spent at either of the

places we visited, and we were both greatly

impressed with Ireland as a" happy hunting

ground" for the photographer in search of

the beautiful in nature, and we were
unanimous in the determination to visit the

West again when occasion serves.

Finally, we found the people, especially in

the country places, most hospitable, friendly,

intelligent above their corresponding class in

England, and with no animosity against

Englishmen as such, but rather the contrary,

so that the absurd fear which some people

have of "being shot" on visiting Ireland

exists only in their imaginations, and no one
need fear for his personal safety during a

journey to the West, so long as he refrains

from discussing politics and rehgion with the

natives, and forcing his own opinions upon
them.

> » <

MY GEM.

Gems and jewels of whatever name,

Glistening beauties meriting fame,

However prized by the world they are

—

My gem, I prize above these by far.

Diamonds, throwing out shafts of light,

Help in their way to make earth more bright.

But, though possession increases wealth,

Never their use can give tone to health.

Not as doth my gem, 'neath summer sun

Seen brightly sparkling as fairest one,

Bearing me often by river and rill

And scenes causing my senses to thrill.

Not least of all the grand exercise

—

Turn of the pedal health shall devise

—

Equal in beauty, useful and fleet,

Unknov/n the object that can compete.

Glorious wheel! thy mission is high

Gem of all gems 'neath star-jewelled sky,

Were I offered richest diadem,

I'd not exchange thee, my precious gem

—Springfield Wheelmen's Gazette.
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4MASHUN OV THE WITECHAPPEL RODE KLUB.

{SpesJially Repotted by Jehossofat T. Jinger.)

Ivvas rediklus. It wus also very fine and

larj. It wus a variaty ov thingz, inkludin

Skoch kold, wich promted Porkin 2 sujjest

the formashun ov a nn rode klub.

" Yu see," he obserft, thotefully, " thur

will hev 2 B twenty 4 hours rides and things,

and we shall B oblijed 2 B out all nite a gud

lot in the interests ov pure sport, and I shud

enjy proper skoap 4 my tallents in the

drekshun ov hanging about at ^ way hous

—

I mean milestouns, with bottls ov Skoch kold

and simler tempranse medsios 4 tie restora-

shun ov whoever got the kork opnn i.-t.

Jist so," he kontinyud with desishun, "we
must start a rode klub. It \z the fashun.

We are remarkably fashnabel in other

respex, and musn't neglekt these liltl

pungktillyos."

Blojjers hed bin starin perseverinly at

seffral drinx when they wur ov thur respektiv

tints, and thur4, with a summat hazy noshun

ov Porkin's meaning, sed

—

" Corse not. Mushn't neglekt the little

deersh—littl Piccadilliers—yah ! chk ! you

sly dorg—marrid man 2. Garn !
" & he

dug Porkin playfully in the lether bottel

with his thum, jist amung the lower ribs.

Porkin snift at Blojjers with inFabul

skorn, and immejutli votid himself intu the

chair. Then he sed

—

"Bruther gud fellershippers & Ttoatlers on

prinserpul, when I gaize around on thishyer

mity assMbhj ov orl thet iz grate & gud &
fine & larj in Syklonier & Ttoatlonier on

prinserplonier" (thur wus ^ ov us altogether,

inkludin the littel fishmunger, who iz not

pertikler klassy in his manners, but wus
alowd 2 4gather in konsidrashun ov a

redeemin habit ov standin drinx & aplaudin

everithin xpresl)—"when I luk at thishyer

mob ov the flour of syklin manhud, I feel"

—

here he tuk up his glass abstraktedly, & it

bein diskovered MT, wasimmejutly filled at

the xpence ov the fishmunger, & Mted agen

4 the benefit of Porldn—" I feel, as I wus

remarkin jist now—er—konsiderabel better,

thanky. Hum, I doan't mind ef I du. As

I wus about 2 obserf, I shud sujjest 2 kum 2

the pint in the fust place, thet the titul ov

the nu klub B the Witechappel Rode Klub.

The famus old Witechappel Rode—that

formiliar old rode so deer 2 the arts ov its

vettran frekenters " (here the speaker wus
so overkum with emoshun thet he absent-

mindedly Mted his own glars & the fish-

munger's in rappid suckseshun), '• is—er

—

thet iz 2 say, it iz jist about whur it

always wus, which iz an extremely

satisfaktory stait ov affares, & veri kum-
fortin 2 reflekt on. Thingz around us bow
2 ihe all-powerful lor ov natur, & everithin

chainjes. Pettikut Lain is Midelseks Street,

R'llklif Hiway is kalled ^ter a saint. Thur
izn't any Gray's Inn Lain lepht. But the

Witechappel Rode is all there, & az ever it

stands—immewtabl,immoovabel & unrepres-

sabel. The rest ov London may alter if it

lilies—& it frekentli avales itself ov this

permishun—but the isekream storls of Wite-

chappel Rode still flurrish in pristine vigger.

Nashuns trembel 2 thur foundashuns, krash,

sink & air 4gotten, but wilks air still kwoted
at one penny in the thurrerfair under kon-

siderashun. Selestial wurlds diive throo

spais, flikker, die and air skatterd throo im-

mensity, but Harris iz still the Poole ov the

distrikt, & his slap-up tog is az cheep as

ever. Tu assend frum the rediklusly centi-

mentel 2 the sublimely praktikkel—" (and

Porkin rekrewtid his Lokwense from the

floein bole), " yu will hev notist with feelins

ov admirashun <& envy a praktis amung the

members ov other rode klubs kalklated 2

speshally appeel 3 the centiments ov Ttoat-

lers on prinserpul. Need I say thet I refur

2 'ouse to 'ouse rekkords ? " (Tremenjus

chcerin.) "When with difikulty, & by the

aid 07 kwallifide chukkers-out, the gnobul

sportsman is indoosed 2 kwit lisenst premises,

he immejutly ducks his hed & skorches as

hard as possibul tu the next 'ouse, even if it

is ten miles orf. Thur is no need 2 pint out

thet in this respekt the Witechappel Rode
hes advantajes Byond those ov any utber

rode patternized by a rode klub. Our sport

iz advansin by rappid strides, rekkords

air fallin in every drekshun, & I shall

not be surprized if in the near fewter a
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'ouse 2 'ouse rekkord is made on the Wite-

chappel Rode ov abowt three-kwarters of a

sekond, purvided 2 eksakly opposit 'ouses

kan B selekted, & the servises ov a kompe-

tent chukker-out sekured 2 giv an efishunt

flyin start. In respekt ov 'ouses, our dear

old rode okkupize a prowd posishun. Its

prinserpul karakteristik is 'ouses, unless yu

kount old klose. Tu kum 2 other pints, it

must B obserft thet the rode iz a pertikly

desirabul wun on akount ov safety. Gentel-

men, I hev no wish 2 depreshate the vallu

ov the permanent ways blonging 2 the Riply

and North Rode Klubs, but I bleeve I am
krekt in statin thet more then i serus axi-

dent hes okurd on them rodes in konsekens

ov syklists ridin at sumthin over 20 miles an

hour. This is a thing which iz not offen

notist on the Witechappel Rode. A man who
hed a axident in konsekens ov ridin on our

rode at sumthin over 20 miles an hour wud
B a very klevver pussun, and probably a

Ttoatler on prinserpul.

" Turrin 2 the kwestion ov yewni4m, I wud
sujjest thet a neat littel belcher hankercher

about 4 fut skware, with a lively pattern ov

beds & tales on it, wud B orl thet iz rekwired,

although 2 obviate unplezant interferense

from the p'eece, sich members as ken get

kreddit 4 them wud B at liberty 2 supple-

ment this kostoom with a pare ov gaters or

a pink kokked hat with a green fether. The
krowning advantaj ov this style ov pussonal

adornment iz thet with it thur will B no

nesesity 4 a klub button. I shud sujjest thet

the entranse fee B drinx round, and the sub-

skripshun a simler amount of simler likwid,

sich entranse fee and subskripshun bein

oanly payabul by futur members." (Rap-

cherus aplaws.) In konklushun he begged 2

nominate & elekt himselph 4 the kaptainsy,

and Dklared himselph duly appinted 2 the

post B4 enybody hed lime 2 interrupt him.

Blojjers & yures trooly didn't obgekt 2 this.

but we each simultanyusly nominated &
elekted hisselph treshurer, & the fishmunger

supported both ov us.

Then thur wus a phite. We wus both

winnin when it suddently okured 2 us thet

as all entranse fees and subskripshuns wur
2 B pade in drinx, the post ov treshurer as

fur as handlin chips went wud B a signa-

kewer.

We each immejutly gave wa with grate

graise, & resiprokally reckernized the

krewilty & ingustise ov war.

The pub slait hevvin bin surreptishusly

sekewered & pewrifide frum a number ov

insultin chork marx plased thereon by the

landlord 4 purposes ov intimidashun &
Xtorshun, the folloin rools wur drorn up
upon it :

—

(i). Thet this klub be kalled the Wite-

chappel Rode Klub, & thet its objek be the

eukurridgement of 'ouse 2 'ouse rekkords,

Ttoatlism on prinserpul & gudfellership

on the Witechappel Rode.

(2). That the entranse fee 4 all fewter

members be drinx round, & thet the subskrip-

shun B a simler privelej, it bein understood

thet no objekshun will B made 2 the Xersise

ov thet privelej on as frekwent okashuns

as possibul.

(3). Thet the komitty konsist ov our gnobel

selves with power 2 our elboze.

(4). Thet the distingkwishin baj ov mem-
bership B the frekwent ejaklashun ov the

sentense, " 2 with yu."

(5). Thet the yewniform B the klose we
ride in.

(6). Thet the lishmunger B now allowd 2

order moar drinx.

(7). Thet thet iz all.

The ist ophishul fikstur is 4 2 morrer nite.

'Ouse to 'ouse rekkords, winders, pleesemen

and thingz will probably B broken. The
klub is trainin strikt on salt bakon.

^^^~<r
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CYCLING IN THE YEAR 1886.

AMATEURS OR NO AMATEURS ?

It is just over thirteen years ago since the

writer first made acquaintance with cycling,

and, needless to say, that during the more

than decade which has supervened, the

sport has not only grown amain, but has

entirely changed its character. Indeed, in

1886, we cyclists are the most governed body

in Europe, and the Star Chamber itself

would have to take a back seat when pitted

against the Executive of the N.C.U. At the

time to which we first alluded, viz., thirteen

years ago, the amateur championship was

organised by the Amateur Athletic Club, a

body organised by the late J. G. Chambers,

the then proprietor of LiHie Bridge Grounds,

and we well remember—as vividly, indeed,

as if it had been yesterday—the pleasure

which we experienced on seeing the cham-

pionship of 1873 run for, when Gerald

Smith, Copland, Causton and H. P. Whiting

tore round the old track at Lillie Bridge.

The Amateur Athletic Club was then deemed
quite sufficient for all purposes of keeping

amateur racing for amateurs—" gentleman

amateurs" they were then called—and it is

really difficult to see that we are any better

off to-day than we were then. The primary

object in racing, apart from the spectacle

provided for "gate" purposes, is that the

best man should win. Now, the best man
can only become so by training ; and we fail

to see why a man should be allowed to

become the best man simply because he

has a thousand a-year, and is his own
master as regards time, whilst another

who might become the best man is de-

barred because it happens that he has

not a thousand a-year, but merely serves

a firm of manufacturers who pay him for

services rendered, and give him as well

plenty of leisure for training purposes.

Where is the difference between the two

men as against the third class of amateur
who was not " born with a silver spoon in

his mouth," and who is not good enough to

be taken up by a maker ? It is obvious that

only the best men will be taken up by manu-
facturers, and why should the best men be

debarred from rising to the first position?

If the object of racing is to encourage

mediocrity, we can see a reason in debarring

the best men by declaring them makers'

amateurs ; but we hold that this is not the

object. It is, on the contrary, to get at the

best men, and, through them, at the best

possible performances. The more the trade

portion of cycling is pushed, and the more
people are induced to become purchasers of

cycles, the more money will be made by the

manufacturers, the more people will be in-

duced to put their capital into the trade,

and, as a result, the keener will be the com-
petition, and better machines and additional

improvements will be the output. Leave,

however, racing only to impecunious half-

trained amateurs, and it becomes merely

a friendly struggle for pots without any
appreciable good to the trade directly, and,

through them indirectly, as we have shown,

to every purchaser of a cycle. It is all very

well for a few men with " faddy " notions

and no capital embarked in the cycling

or, perchance, in any other trade, to sit

calmly and talk about the purity of the

sport. Will driving the best men from

being straight-riding promateurs into the

arms of the bookmakers purify the sport ?

Rubbish. The mere suggestion that it would

is unworthy of even the most common-place
intellect. The N.C.U. Executive are

Quixotic to a degree, and they have under-

taken a task which is far beyond not only

their powers, but the powers of anyone.

There are certain things in this life which
must be winked at, and which cannot be

altered without an act of injustice. The
N.C.U. Executive, we presume, desire to act

with justice when " purifying the sport," but

the way they do it is by going dead in the

teeth of the ordinary law of the land. No
man is seized by the authorities who exist for

the preservation of order, and, being charged
with murder or robbery, is told, " We believe

that you are guilty, but we cannot prove it

;

therefore, unless j'ou prove yourself innocent,

we will hang you." Yet this is practically

what the N.C.U. Executive have said and
done. If they are to keep the respect and
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maintain the support of all thoughtful and
|

liberty-loving cyclists, they must rescind their

decision and retire again into thought in their

hopeless search for the philosopher's stone

of purifying the sport.

The proposition of doing away entirely

with the amateur definition is hardly worth

a thought except for the fact that it actually

has been seriously proposed by men who are

not utterly destitute ot common sense. Of

the two evils, however, its adoption would

be worse than maintaining the N.C.U.

suspensions—suspensions which, with the

object of purifying the sport, only remove

the honest, open promateur, and leave in the

racing ranks the " jockeyer," the " roper," and
the man who misconducts himself generally

when racing. To return, however, to the

proposed adoption of the law of France,

which enables all classes of riders to run

together for money prizes in cycling—does

anyone seriously think that English cyclists,

as a body, would consent to be looked down
upon by every other class of amateur

athlete ; to have their best riders debarred

from running at country sports where cycle

races are given ; to have, indeed, cycle races

eliminated altogether from such meetings
;

and, finally, to render every man, who had

run under such a new rule of the N.C.U.

,

ineligible to compete as an amateur in any

other form of sport ? No, we think not.

We do not for a moment believe that

cycHsts, as a whole, or in particular those

who would have the power of voting for and
carrying such a proposition, are such brain-

less and blind creatures as to adopt any

such idea ; and we would strongly urge, as a

fair compromise, that the " Definition

Sweepers-away" and the N.C.U. " purifiers

of the sport " should arrive at a decision to

leave things in statu quo ; and that the

former should reserve their suspensions for

the men who habitually shut out others on

the path, start systematically from wrong
marks, and commit other similar acts of

bad and unsportsmanlike form.

> • <

AROUND THE WORLD ON A BICYCLE.

THROUGH THE SIVAS VILAYET INTO ARMENIA.

It is six hours distant from Yuzgat to the

large village of Koehne, as distance is mea-
sured here, or about twenty-three English

miles ; but the road is mostly rideable, and
I roll into the village in about three hours

and a half. Just beyond Koehne, the roads

fork, and the Mudir kindly sends a mounted
zaptieh to guide me aright, for fear I shouldn't

quite understand by his pantomimic expla-

nations. I understand well enough, though,

and the road just here happening to be ex-

cellent riding, to the delight of the whole
village I spurt ahead, out-distancing the

zaptieh's not over sprightly animal, and bowl-

ing briskly along the right road within their

range of vision for over a mile. Soon after

leaving Koehne, my attention is attracted by
a small cluster of civilised-looking tents,

pitched on the bank of a running stream near
the road, and from whence issues the joyous

sounds of mirth and music. The road con-

tinues rideable, and I am riding leisurely

along, hesitating about whether to go and
investigate or not, when a number of persons,

in holiday attire, present themselves outside

the tents, and by shouting and gesturing

invite me to pay them a visit. It turns out

to be a reunion of the Yuzgat branch of the

Pampasian-Pamparsan family—an Armenian
name whose representatives in Armenia and
Anatolia, it appears, correspond in com-
parative numerical importance to the great

and illustrious family of Smiths in the United

States, and following—or doubtless, more
properly, setting—a worthy example. They
likewise have their periodical reunions,

where they eat, drink, spin yarns, sing, and
twang the tuneful lyre in frolicsome conscious-

ness of always having a howling majority

over their less prolific neighbours.

Refreshments in abundance are tendered,

and the usual pantomimic explanations ex-
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changed between us. Some of the men have

been honouring the joyful occasion by a

liberal patronage of the flowing bowl, and

are already mildly hilarious. Stringed in-

struments are twanged by the musical mem-
bers of the great family, whilst several others

misinterpreting the inspiration oi raki punch

for terpsichorean talent are prancing wildly

about the tent. Middle-aged matrons are

here in plenty—housewifely persons finding

their chief enjoyment in catering to the

gastronomic pleasures of the others; whilst

a score or two of blooming maidens stand

coyly aloof, watching the festive merry-

makings of the men. Their heads and necks

are resplendent with bands and necklaces of

gold coins, it still being a custom of the

East to let the female members of a family

wear the surplus wealth about them in the

shape of gold ornaments and jewels, a cus-

tom resulting from the absence of safe in-

vestments and the instability of national

affairs. Yuzgat enjo} s among neighbour-

ing cities a reputation for beautiful

women, and this auspicious occasion

gives me an excellent opportunity for

drawing my own conclusions. It is not

fair, perhaps, to pass judgment on Yuzgat's

pretensions, by the damsels of one family

connection, not even the great and numerous
Pampasian-Pamparsan family, but still they

ought to be at least a fair average. They
have beautiful large black eyes, and usually

a luxuriant head of hair; but their faces are

on the whole babyish and expressionless.

The Yuzgat maiden of " sweet sixteen" is a

coy, babyish creature, possessed of a certain

doll-like preltiness, but at twenty-three she

is a rapidly fading flower, and at thirty

is already beginning to get wrinkled and
old. Happening to fall in with this

festive gathering this morning is quite a

gratifying and enlivening surprise ; besides

the music and dancing and a substan-

tial breakfast of chicken, boiled mutton,

and lice pillaii, it gives me an opportunity of

witnessing an Armenian family reunion

under primitive conditions. Watching over

this peaceful and gamboling flock of Ar-

menian lambkins is a lone Circassi n watch-

dog. He is of a stalwart, warlike appear-

ance, and although wearing no arms—except

a cavalry sword, a shorter broad-sword, a

dragoon revolver, a two-foot horse-pistol,

and a double-barrelled shot-gun slung at his

back—the Armenians seem to feel perfectly

safe under his protection. They probably

don't require any such protection really

;

they are, nevertheless, wise in employing a

Circassian to guard them, if for nothing

else, for the sake of freeing tlieir own
unwarlike minds of all disquieting appre-

hensions, and enjoying their family reunion

in the calm atmosphere of perfect securit3\

Some lawless party passing along the road
might peradventure drop in and abuse their

hospitality, or, partaking tco freely of raki,

make themselves obnoxious, were they unpro-

tected ; but with one Circassian patrolling

the camp, they are doubly sure against any-

thing of the kind.

—Thomas Stevens, in " Outing''for Sept.mher.

THE MYSTERY OF HIND HEAD.

From ^'Bicycling News'' (the Cyclists' Illustrated Weekly).

Just one hundred years ago to-day—on
the twenty.fourth of September, seventeen
hundred and eighty-six, that is to say—the
summit of Hind Head was the scene of a
tragedy that caused a tremendous sensation
all over the United Kingdom. The Ports-
mouth Road, beloved of London cyclists, was
at that time thronged by vehicles of all kinds,
bringing up merchandise and travellers from
what was then next to London, Liverpool
and Bristol, the greatest mercantile port in

England. What the London and North-
western railway is to Liverpool freight

traffic in 1886, the road that runs through far-

famed Ripley and Guildford was a century

earlier. Coaches came merrily along with

ringing harness, waggons rumbled onward to

far-away London, and the lumbering family

coaches, and smartly - driven postchaises

helped to swell the train. To this day the

signboards of the inns savour of the nautical

—the Anchor at Ripley for example. The
evening of September 24th, 1786, was a fine

one. "
J ust as the sun was beginning to set,"

said one of the witnesses in the remarkable

trial that followed, " I observed a man,
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habited like a mariner, moving leisurely along

the highway. We were seated in the hedge,

and he did not observe us. It was at that

particular place known as the Devil's Punch
Bowl."

It is scarcely necessary to inform any

Southern reader what the Devil's Punch Bowl

is. It is sufficient to say that it is one of the

best-known places of interest on the Ports-

mouth Road.

The witness continued : "The sailor looked

as if fatigued by much walking, and was
resting on the ground when I noticed three

men approach him. They were clothed

very poorly, but I considered that they had
the appearance of mariners. They entered

into conversation with the first man whom I

had seen approach, but I could not tell the

purport of their talk. It seemed to me that

they were speaking about money, because I

saw the first man, who was decently dressed,

hold up a bagand smile. He gave the others

some food, which he produced from a package
which he was carrying upon a staff. They
seemed to me to be engaged in a very pleasant

and merry gossip." But before proceeding

any further with the evidence given at the

trial at Kingston Assizes on March 31st, 1787
it may be as well to state that one night three

men were observed to enter the inn which
stands now half a mile away from where the

well-known granite cross on Hind Hill is

situated. The landlord of the inn noticed

that they were exceedingly excited, and was
surprised that men in such a ragged con-

dition should have so much gold with them.

Then came the rumour from the man whose
evidence we have just narrated about to the

effect that these men had met and killed a

sailor on Hind Common, and that they had
thrown his body into the Devil's Punch
Bowl. The rumour was soon confirmed, and
the men were detained in a half-intoxicated

condition. When the news got noised abroad
and appeared in public journals, the murder
on Hind Head Hill became the absorbing
topic of conversation of the day. The
heinousness of the offence was much more
considerable by reason of the fact that the
murdered sailor had agreed to share his

money with the three strangers. One of the
prisoners had confessed to the crime, and
had stated that the unfortunate victim was
a good-natured fellow, and was very willing

to assist shipmates in distress. There was
another circumstance in connection with the

story that made it more interesting than

the general run of murders on the King'

highway, for though it was very evident

that the deceased was an Englishman, no
trace of his origin or of his relations could

be found. For several months the most
strenuous exertions were made by the clumsy
police of that day to discover his antecedents,

but they failed, and in the meantime the body
was buried in Thursley churchyard, where
the stone erected at the time can be seen.

The victim's clothes were produced at the

assizes, and it was remarked that they were
in very good condition, and had evidently

been recently mended by skilled hands, and
the most popular theory was that deceased
had arrived in London in his ship, and that

he was tramping to Portsmouth, where he

would have purchased a new outfit before

proceeding to sea. The " Annual Register"

for 1787 gives due prominence to the trial,

but it does not dwell so much upon it as do
the " Public Advertiser" and other journals

of the time.

The three prisoners were named Michael

Carey, James Marshall, and Edward Loni-

gen, and after a very arduous trial they were

sentenced to be hanged. On the 7th of

April, 1787, eight days after the trial, they

were led out to the gallows, which had

been erected on the spot where the cross

is now seen. An immense gathering of

people from all parts had assembled to

witness the execution, and it was with diffi-

culty that the multitude could be restrained

from anticipating the hangman's task.

Until the early part of the present century

the three skeletons hung on the gibbet, and

travellers by the night mails from London
could see the black forms swaying to and fro

on the midnight wind. In 1806, twenty

years after the murder, the gibbets were taken

down, and the present cross, at which many
cyclists have dismounted to read the inscrip-

tion, was erected. In addition to the date,

the following Latin words will be found

upon a shaft:

—

"Tenebras lvx—in lvce

SPES—IN OBITV PAX—POST OBITVM SALVS."

Pem. Coleman, passing by the spot a few

days ago, noticed that the date on the well-

known stone was exactly a hundred years

previous to that of this issue of "B.N.," and

wrote to us, pointing out the coincidence,

and enclosing an extract from a local paper,

from which we have been enabled to trace

out the curious facts referred to in this

article.
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THE SADIRON GHOSTS.

{Wriiten for the " Wheelmen's Gazette'' by President Bates.)

CHAPTER I.—THE MAN.

Rev. Pyromander Sadiron had preached

a powerful "awakening" sermon to an un-

usually large audience that Wednesday after-

noon. The log school-house in which he had
" held forth " had been filled to its utmost

capacity ; besides, thirty or forty persons,

unable to gain admittance, had listened from

outside of the building, their interested faces

blocking up the open windows and the wide

doorway. The meeting had plainly shown

signs of the opening of a *' revival." The
hymns had been sung with unusual unction

and twang. The solemn tones of Balerma

and the mournful minor of China had been

executed with peculiar nasal pathos, while

the richer and more jubilant melodies of

Coronation and Dunbar had been pealed

out by the united voices of the settlers. The
groans of the leading members during prayer,

and their exlamations of " Glory !" and

"Amen!" had been given with special

fervour during the sermon.

After the service, the Rev. Pyromander

Sadiron, first exchanging solemn greetings

with various of the " brethren and sisters,"

gravely mounted his tall 56in. bicycle, and

rode sedately away to preach at another

"revival meeting" in another settlement,

some miles distant, that evening.

The place was in the north-western part of

the Canadian province of Ontario ; the time

October, 1885. The Rev. Pyromander Sad-

iron was a mission preacher of the itinerant

Methodists. He "supplied" no less than

four settlements, preaching at one in the

morning, at another in the afternoon, at a

third in the evening, and at the fourth, and

least important, occasionally. He was now
holding a series of week-day " revival meet-

ings " in two of his charges. His afternoon

service this day had been before his largest

congregation. In the evening he was to

preach before the next largest. His Hfe was

a hard-working and anxious one, inasmuch

as his success in his profession, his hope of

being called to a more " settled " and better

rewarded ministry, and of becoming an in-

fluence in the church, depended upon his
" building up " into permanent church

organisations at least two of his four mis-

sions. He was a young man, hardly past

twenty-four years of age, tall, strong, and
what is called cleanly built, with an intelli-

gent face, an impressive head, showing him
to be an intellectual as well as a physical

athlete, and a fountain of sinewy, if not very

polished, eloquence, well adapted to move
and impress his rude audiences. Already he

was spoken ofby his elders ofthe clergy as "the

most effective and earnest young preacher in

any of the north-western conferences."

The sermon had been somewhat longer,

as well as more earnest, than usual, and
already in that high northern latitude the

brief October sun was hastening to its set-

ting. The day was clear, the air a cool and
pleasant tonic, fragrant with the balsamic

odours of the pine and hemlock forests, and
the roads were dry and firm. One of the

first improvements the Canadians of Ontario

Provmce make in their new settlements is

the construction of at least one good gravel

road leading to the nearest market town.

Along this road the Rev. Pyromander Sad-

iron drove his black-enamelled wheel, re-

lieved by its glittering nickel-plated head,

pedals, handle-bar, and springs, at first with

a grave ministerial moderation, conscious

that the eyes of his congregation, and especi-

ally of its young people, carefully noted every

item of his carriage and conversation. If his

thoughts were somewhat complacent that was
hardly a fault. He had a right to feel pleased

with the prospect. And if he felt a natural ex-

ultation in the idea that a " revival" bringing

many " redeemed " to his " fold " would be

followed in due course by the organisation

of a strong and self-supporting church,

whereby his own fortunes would be greatly

advanced, it was a train of thought which
could hardly be avoided even by one far

more ascetic than his twinkling blue eyes

and good-humoured mouth proclaimed him
to be in his " natural man."
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These pleasant thoughts unconsciously in-

spired his muscles with a happy activity, his

body yielding readily to the pleasurable

excitement of his mind, so that presently he

was speeding at that rapid and exultant pace

over the smooth road which is most delight-

ful to a strong and practised wheelman. Mile

after mile the small farms and the bordering

woods drifted behind him, like a landscape

flowing backward in a swift tide. Presently

the sun set behind the crest of the great pine

forests; and then the brief twihght began

rapidly to wane. It was justVhen the dark-

ening atmosphere had taken that mysterious

and uncanny ^shade which the Scotch call

" gloaming," and which is neither light nor

darkness, that he rode over the crest of a

long hill, overlooking a deep valley, on the

opposite side of which, a mile beyond the

little creek which rippled through the hollo'A-,

lay the settlement to which he was bound. As

he threw his legs over the handle-bar for a

long coast, his vision took in the whole scene.

Below him the valley lay already half hidden

in the dusk of the coming night. He could

barely discern the gray outlines of the short

bridge he must cross over the creek. But

upon the opposite hill the hngering day still

shed its level light. The road up the steep

incline showed distinctly its white Hue

against the soft browns and greens of the

hill-side; and, near its summit, the white

headstones of the settlement grave-yard

gleamed spectrally on the left hand, over

against a thicket of trees and underbrush

on the right.

Just when his wheel had acquired a steady

increasing velocity down the smooth des-

cent, the Rev. Pyromander Sadiron was

suddenly startled by observing a tricycle,

ridden by a lady, coasting down the opposite

hill to meet him on the bridge. It did not

at first strike him as singular that he had

not seen his approaching vis-a-vis pass over

the brow of the opposite hill, and yet his

gaze had been directly upon the roadway

there at the moment she must have passed.

He was conscious of being mysteri-

ously shocked, without as yet perceiving

why. At first his thought did not grasp the

fact that no tricycle rider, and especially no

lady tricycle rider, was known to exist within

more than a hundred miles of that locality.

Hence, as he remembered afterwards, the

appearance of anybody, especially of a

woman, so mounted in that place was sur-

prising.

But was she in that place ? In some
peculiar way the hill down which she was
gliding was another hill than the one which
lay opposite him—a hill which he knew,
located nearly a hundred miles away. While
he saw the true hill opposite in its proper
shades and proportions, there appeared to

lie over it, and between it and his eye, the

distinct picture—or the phantom, if there

can be a phantom of scenery—of that other

and distant, but familiar, hill ; and the

strange tricycle rider was coasting down tliat

other and distant hill, apparently to meet
him on the bridge at the foot of this hill.

What first surprised and startled him was
the distinctness of tiiis unexpected vision, at

such a distance and in such a light. The
.

stranger wore a soft, grey dress, with a pale

blue belt ; a grey cap, with a pale blue

feather floating ever it ; and a spray of late

flowers tied with one or two early autumn
leaves in a small knot of pale blue ribbon on
her bosom. All these details the Rev. Pyro-

mander Sadiron saw distinctly while she was
yet apparently almost a fifth of a mile dis-

tant ; also that the strange fair was young,

tall, and graceful, with a noble graciousness

of figure. Her face was not beautiful— not

even pretty—but intelligent, joyous, and
gentle, though wearing a troubled expression.

These impressions were gained at a glance,

for the pair were gliding together with the

speed of skimming swallows, and in an
instant would meet and pass each other on
the bridge. The wheel of the Rev. Pyro-

mander Sadiron had already reached the

slight rise of the biidge approach, and the

face of the stranger woman was directly

before him, not more than four rods distant.

He seemed to see her features, her dress,

her tricycle, as distinctly in that dusky hol-

low as though it were broad daylight. But,

as his wheel touched the first plank of the

bridge, and hers seemed to be mounting

the opposite side, tricycle and woman and
phantom hill suddenly vanished. At that

precise fraction of a second, the Rev. Pyro-

mander Sadiron had allowed his glance to

drop to the ground, to be sure and give

ample room fur the two vehicles to pass

each other safely. It was but the flashing

of a glance, the literal twinkling of an eye
;

but when he looked up, with a half involun-

tary motion of his left hand toward his

hat, she was gone !

The shock so startled the reverend rider

that his wheel wavered ; he dropped his feet
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toward the pedals, at the same time in-

voluntarily applying force to the brake ; and

the next moment he took a flying header

from the farther end of the bridge, plough-

ing the slight dust on the surface of the road

with his hands and knees, while his bicycle

turned a half somersault and landed in the

ditch, with the little wheel up and spinning

violently. Mr. Sadiron scrambled to his

feet with violent activity, and at once turned

about and looked back along the road to see

the stranger, who, he felt sure, must some-

how have passed him, and be now climbing

the hill down which he had just coasted.

But she was not in sight. He turned and

peered on every side as well as he could

through the dusk; but no one was in view :

he was unquestionably alone !

The Rev. Pyromander Sadiron was a firm

believer in miracles performed two thousand

years ago, but not in modern ones. Probably

you might search the entire county, and all

adjoining ones, and not find another man
more solid in his rejection of physical and
psychological mysteries. Outside of his

religious faith, everything supernatural was
dead and dusty with antique grime ; only

the natural survived. Or, if there were
unexplainable phenomena, they were of

the powers of evil, and not of good; the

latter had retired from the jugglery busi-

ness these many centuries. The miracles

he believed in had been done for a purpose

necessary and wise and grand—to attest

the revelations of Deity. A miracle with a

woman and a tricycle, with no higher per-

ceptible object than to mystify and astonish

a Canadian mission preacher, he would be

the first to reject and ridicule. Therefore,

after peering about, examining every possible

and impossible place where the stranger

might have hidden, he dusted his clothing

with his handkerchief, wiped the blood off a

slight scratch on the end of his nose, picked

up his wheel, swung himself into tbe saddle,

and toiled vigorously his way up the steep

ascent. Thrice on the way up, he spoke

aloud to himself, in a partially aggrieved,

partially astonished tone—" By George !

"

This unclerical expression had not passed

his lips for half a dozen years. It was a

reminiscence of his unconverted state in the

sinful days of his boyhood. He did not think

of it until next day, when he blushed to him-

self at the memory of such a lapse from

ministerial morals. As he rode on into the

hamlet where he was to preach, he carried

in his memory a vivid picture of the face,

form, and dress of the apparition. In vain

he strove to rally his thoughts to a review of

the sermon he was about to deliver; the face

of the unknown rose constantly in his imagi-

nation. It so interfered with his appetite

that Mrs. Buswing, his hostess, several times
inquired if he was well, as he did not eat as

heartily as usual, and he seemed too pre-

occupied to take his proper part in the con.

versation. In fact, it had only been by a

mental effort that he managed to ask a bless-

ing before eating ; and this in an unusually

perfunctory manner.
The more he reflected upon his singular

adventure, the more the Rev. Pyromander
Sadiron was disturbed. New evidences of

the peculiar nature of the apparition kept

occurring to his mind. He now remembered
that the form and face of the unknown were
not only totally strange to him, but he could

not recognise in the features any trace of

any family he had ever known. There was
no hiding place where the woman had dis-

appeared in which a human being, much less

a tricycle with its glittering nickel-plated

parts, could be concealed. The water of the

creek was not over a foot in depth, and there

was no place under or about the bridge into

which he had not looked. The ground all

about the bridge was clear, without a bush,

much less a thicket. There were no fences,

until the height of the new cemetery on the

brow of the hill was reached.

He went to his evening service with his

mind so greatly perturbed, and especially

with such a distinct memory of the haunting

face and figure, that he was almost afraid to

begin his sermon, feeling unable to fit his

thoughts upon his subject with his usual

clearness and power. The audience room
was crowded, and here, also, were manifest

signs of a religious interest which he longed

to kindle into a flame. He was conscious,

however, that his opening prayer and hymn-
reading were cold and mechanical. He
could not give to either his text or the open-

ing of his discourse that singleness of spirit

which the occasion demanded. The solemn

words of the hymn, sung by the quavering

voices of the older settlers, by the dim light

of a few lamps, to the pleading old air of

Windham

—

" Stay, thou insulted Spirit, stay

!

Though I have done thee such despite,

Cast not a sinner quite away,

Nor take thine everlasting flight"^

sounded distant and melancholy in his ear
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as never before. In vain he strove to rally

bis oratorical powers—they refused to answer

to bis will. Nevertheless, little by little, as

a strong speaker will often affect himself

more than his audience, he became exalted

through his own eloquence; and the latter

half of his long sermon was marked by a

force, a clearness, a fervid fire of persuasion,

such as he had rarely attained, and at its

close there were nearly a score of his hearers

attesting his power by penitential tears and

sobs and moaning?.

Then followed the usual revival Fcenes,

and at a late hour the meeting broke

up. But, in the midst of the bene<3ic-

tion, the Rev. Pyromander Sadiron sud-

denly paused, standing motionless, with

uplifted hands, staring hard at the door,

fi-amed in which, and lighted by two lamps,

one on each side, he saw, or thought he

saw, the woman of his vision, standing and

looking at him with a sad and appealing

CDuntenance, the pale blue feather of her hat

trembling in the current of air which rushed

t'lrough the open doorway. For several

seconds he stood thus, until a number of his

congregation also turned and looked curi-

ously at the door; when, seeing nothing

peculiar there, they once more turned, won-
dering, to the preacher, who now recovered

himselfwith an effort, and finished pronounc-

ing his blessing.

To the questions asked by several of the

elder "brethren" Mr. Sadiron replied eva-

sively that he "felt a sudden peculiar sensa-

tion—it was nothing of consequence—let me
get a breath of the fresh air, please." So
speaking he hurried to the door, and looked

eagerly up and down the road and about the

building, examining closely the congregation

as they poured out and departed. : But
nothing rewarded his search ; and he w-ent

home with Mrs. Buswing and sought the

seclusion of his room, to ponder alone over

these mysterious visitations. It was long

before he fell asleep, and his slumbers were

disturbed by romantic dreams, in which the

form and face of his fair apparition bore a

conspicuous part in various imaginary scenes.

[To he continued.)

> • <

RAMBLING MEDITATIONS OF A TRICYCLIST.

To those honoured gentry, the wheelmen

for whom cycling and rc'corJs are synony-

mous, these remarks will be little short of

ridiculous. To these latter, greatly though I

admire their feats from a respectful distance,

I do not now address myself. They are

spurred on by ambition to

" Scorn vain delights,
;

And live. laborious days,"

aqd reap their reward^a little silver bicycle

in a glass case. Who is lie that would be

selfish enough to wrest it from them ? Per-

haps the grapes are sour ; be it so. It may
be that the little model would be very

fondly cherished. It would adorn the

drawing-room table, and be the envy and

admiration of many friends. But it would

be at the mercy of the first careless house-

maid ! Now, my pleasure is at the mercy

neither of man nor woman. My pleasure is

a very simple pleasure. But in an age when
simplicity is held by the best authorities to

be almost as extinct as the dodo, this quality

may entitle the sport to some regard. As

the season advances, considerations of a

utiUtarian character will help the little iron

steed into popular favour. Then the ardent

philanthropist will select the humble tricycle

by preference to show the peasantry that he

is not proud, and will sally forth to obtain a

few first-hand impressions of the condition

of the -rural population. If he be of a

pessimistic turn, he will be constrained to

attribute to intemperance the uninvited

expressions of disparagement that are

addressed to him, and will return home to

advocate the principles of the Blue Ribbon

x\rmy. If he look on the world with a

cheerful eye, he will feel sure that there

must be work enough in the fields for the

whole army of the unemployed, and will

promptl} scheme to send them in vast num-

bers from the towns, where their unskilled

services are lightly prized, to the country,

where they will not be more
.
cordially

welcomed. Then, in the warmer days
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there are artists with easels and business-

hke impedimenta tied on the back of their

machines. They intend to make sketches,

bat generally are content to come home
with a number of very original ideas for

pictures, which, somehow, never quite fulfil

their promise.

I think I have said enou.^h to show that in

cycling, as in all other human pleasures,

there is a large element of self-deception,

and, as compared with -other forms of

physical exercise, it seems to me that it

carries off the palm for this special quality.

Now-a-days, when we all own consciences of

a morbid delicacy, there is a certain bitter

after-taste with all our pleasures in the sense

that we have been wasting our time. For

those of us who are in what used to be

termed "easy ciircumstances," but are now
the reverse of- -easy, there is nothing so

terrible as the thought of wasting time. Has
any of us a lady or gentleman of his ac-

quaintance who is not so fearfully busy, so

up to the eyes in work ? Mind, I say a lady

or gentleman. The poor are, some of them,

not busy, and bemoan their idleness because

it is not lucrative. They must surely wonder

why we are so pressed for time, and whether

it is impossible, as we flatter ourselves, that

the world should move on without our active

intervention. It is no use mourning over

the lost art of bafing. It is dead and gone,

and cannot be resuscitated.

: My plea for tricycling or bicycling is that

they combine loafing in substance with that

agreeable sense of severe labour accom-

plished that is essential to the satisfaction

of our generation. The votaries of lawn

tennis, boating, cricket and other delig hts

exercise and develop certain muscles, beat,

each other or are beaten, and therewith an

end. Bat the tricyclist has so much to tell at

the end of a day's excursion. He is, to

begin with, fearfully tired—is not. that in

itself a sign that a man is worth his

salt?—but, chiefly, he has seen so much;
the day has been quite crowded with small

adventures. He has visited Fenny Slow-

combs, and . has urged upon the leading

villagers the necessity for starting a daily

paper on the most advanced principles. He
has remarked that the church spire of

Sleepy Hollow is falling into decay, and is

full of writing a letter to the Society for the

Restoration of Ancient Buildings to call

their attention to the matter. To speak

correctly, he has interviewed sundry labourers,

farmers, publicans, gipsies and tramps, who
have all willingly confided to him their

special ambitions and plans without expect-

ing any fee for these revelations. He has

learned that the summum boiiuin to one is to

sell a horse, to another to steal it, to another

an extra glass of beer and other objects of

apparently easy attainment. Such ex-

periences combine to put the traveller in a

wonderfully contented frame of mind. He
feels that he has, or might have for the

asking, all that these people desire to make
them happy. Therefore, by a quick jump of

reasoning, he either is happy or ought to be.

But of all influences that tend to a happy
frame of mind, the weather is the most
exhilarating. There are few things that

provoke a pleasant train of thought more
than spinning along the country roads and
lanes.under a bright sun, even if it be only

a February sun — writing from the tri-

cyclist's point of view— I cannot speak with

authority as to the sentiments of the riders

on two wheels. It is probable that their

attention is more engrossed by their risky

steed. But, on the somewhat despised

tricycle, the machinery hardly forms a part

of the rider's consciousness, except at rare

intervals, when a steep hill, or a flock of

sheep, or some such trifling episode makes
rather a pleasant heat than otherwise.

The thoughts of the tricyclist are not very

connected ; they do not lend themselves to

any logical arrangement—there is, perhaps,

nothing very original about them. But they

are bright, joyous, hopeful. He rejoices in

the beauty of the world. Whatever his

literary proclivities, he is prepared for the

nonce to rhapsodise with Walt Whitman.
The future dances before him in rose-

coloured hue. He will be famous one day,

he will accomplish great things. In his

study at home he has told himself a thousand
times, with convincing proof, that great

things are not for him, that mediocrity is

his lot ; but all that is forgotten now. His
blood is up; he assures himself that no
obstacle can resist him long. " I could an' I

would" is the burden of his song.

Truly, the effect of external Nature on the

mind is marvellous ! Can it be that it has

been reserved for the writers of this century

to discover it ? Before, what is termed in

literary manuals, the Return to Nature, did

it entirely escape observation that people

were irritable and depressed on a wet day,

and bright, if rather vain, on a fine one?
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They attributed their dismalness, it would

seem, entirely to their health. When they

were cross, it was because they had the

spleen. But, at least, they knew the right

remedy. In Swift's delightful "Journal to

Stella" we see it constantly remarked that

various friends are suffering under this

malady. Certainly, poor Swift himself was

seldom free from it. His one fear is that

Stella will fall a victim to the spleen, and he

constantly gives her the best possible advice,

namely, to go riding. Well, riding is deHght-

ful, we all admit; but it is expensive, and

some of us, to tell the truth, are a httle shy

of horses. But tricycling is within reach of

the slender purse, and offers no terrors to

the least valiant. But, above all, I would
urge its advantages as an admirable mental

tonic. It puts every man in his best humour,

with himself first, and therefore with every-

one close afterwards.

A French author wrote :
" Les orages de la

jeunesse sont environnes de jours brillants.*'

Youth says these brilliant days are few

and far between. Then make the most of

them when they come, and, while the sun

shines, go tricycling. —M. B.

> • <

THE PLEASURES OF CYCLING.

The Pleasures of CycHng, quotha ! My
good Sir—or my dear Madan), if I am
fortunate enough to have a lady reader

—

you can have no adequate conception of the

genuine pleasure experienced during a

cycling trip until you come to participate in

it yourself. Prithee, then, procure a tricycle

upon which to commence gentle exercise;

attempt not to do more than a mile the first

day, five miles the second, and the same the

third. This is just to accustom your limbs

to the motion, and to enable you to keep

your feet on the pedals when I invite you to

occupy the front seat of my tandem, I un-

dertaking to do all the hard " shoving

"

while you just let your feet be carried round
with the pedals, applying perhaps the gen-

tlest imaginable pressure on the descending

pedal, and raising your feet each time so as

not to " back-treadle."

Excepting up hills, I can very easily keep

the tandem running at a good steady pace
;

and you may rest your feet entirely on the

footrest provided for the purpose, whenever
we descend a slight gradient, in which case

you will notice that the speed increases to a

velocity of between twelve and twenty-five

miles an hour, according to the steepness of

the declivity. I have adjusted your saddle

to suit your height, and your handles are in

a comfortable position ; be sure you do not
attempt to work hard, on this your initial

journey, and I can promise you a treat.

So ! Now we are bowling along the

suburban roads, and shall soon be beyond
the bricks and mortar of London. Do not

be scared at the way in which I whizz the

tandem round the corners; but sit steady,

and study your pedal action. This is nicely.

Now we are passing the Archway Tavern,

and in front of us rises a tolerably stiff hill

—

do not attempt to spurt up it, but keep

steadily at work—so—and we draw nearer

and nearer to the tall Archway. Now we are

there, and on a bit of level. The road is of

rough macadam, but hard, and free from

loose stones, and the tandem goes steadily

on. There are several other little hills to

climb ere we begin to pant up the long rise

into Barnet. This old town is at an eleva-

tion above the sea level higher than any other

within its distance of London, they say, and

we have earned a rest and a drink at the Old

Salisbury Arms, an old coaching house

whose decaying prosperity has quite revived

under the patronage of the ubiquitous

wheelman.
Leaving Barnet behind, we find the road

surfaces improving a little, and after bump-
ing and rattling through the loose flints

which invariably bestrew the road between

Potter's Bar and Bell Bar we bowl into Hat-

field, where the road passes between the

railway station on one hand and the orna-

mental iron gates of Lord Salisbury's park

on the other. Now comes some splendidly

smooth running, and we are soon at the foot

of Digswell Hill, which is a long pull of more
than a mile in length. At the summit we
feel that our exertions can best be followed

by a dip of our pocket cup under the pump.
Ah ! that is cool and refreshing, is it not ?

Feel hot ? Well, to be sure, the day is get-

ting warm ; but it is a wholesome and in-

vigorating sensation of intoxicating luxury

with which, feet upon foot-rests and brake

off, we rush pele-mele down the slope towards

Welwyn. Between tall groves of trees the
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road winds its way, a scent of woods and wild

flowers borne upon the air which rushes at

us as we " coast" this hill. Here we ap-

proach the valley, and a careful application

of the brake ensures us a safe descent of the

last steep pitch ere we twist to the left, and

right through the village of Welwyn. As we
have now come 25 miles, and this is your

first journey, we had better stop for a few

minutes here. You do not fal tired. No
doubt, but I don't intend that you shall be-

come jaded further on, so please dismount

here, and we will discuss a little luncheon

at the Wellington Inn.

Welwyn is not a remarkably peculiar village,

or town, I suppose it would call itself. Like

many another village, its glory departed with

the stage-coach, and nowadays the railway

is quite a mile away, and there is nothing

particularly attractive to bring people here.

Let us pass on, and over an undulating road

of good gravel §urface we pursue our way,

through some tolerably pretty diversified

scenery, towards Hitchin. Here, on our

right, is a fine old park, nothing less cele-

brated, indeed, than the late Lord Lytton's

seat, " Knebworth." Through the closed

gates we can perceive the tower of the lodge,

and under an archway a charming vista of

foliage receding into dim distance.

Hitchin is a fine prosperous old market
town, and forms a splendid seat of opera-

tions for the cyclist who—being more pressed

for time than we are to-day—prefers to

whirl down from London by the swift trains

on the Great Northern Railway, bringing his

cycle in the guard's van, and thus starting at

once on good roads well away from the

City's smoke. Round one of the cornersr-

going towards the railway station— is a

queer row of guarded box-trees, leaning

over the footpath at an astonishing angle.

You never saw anything like that. No,
probably not, but the observant cyclist

comes to notice and find out all the unusual

little features of places he visits, and
this is a minor one of them. Turning
back, we pass a picturesque house over-

grown with creepers, right in the main
street ; and now we turn north again

up a slight rise, and are on a superb stretch

of smooth and level road, which continues

for eleven miles without a hill, clear into

Biggleswade, and thence for another thirty-

one miles, with only three hills, to Norman
Cross, just the same smooth surface being

maintained almost every mile of the way.

This is the famous Great North Road, upon
which the long distance racing men and
twenty- four hours record-breakers are wont

to perform their exploits. Just to-day we
are only bound as far as Biggleswade, and,

accordingly, turning to the right at Henlow
crossing, we travel at an easy eleven-miles-an-

hour pace. Here, you will notice, just ahead

of us, the road abruptly turns sharp to the

right, and on the other side of the curve

there is a very de^p ditch, the banks of

which are plentifully overgrown with

brambles, nettles, and such uncomfortable

vegetation. One foggy night this spot was

the scene of the only tricycle accident I ever

met with on the road.

You have noticed that we have passed

over the river Ivel, you have bestowed

a silent gaze of admiration upon the tall

poplars that stand sentinel at the bridge, and

as we have passed through the village of

Langford you have noticed the pleasant

little " bits " here and there. This avenue,

through which we now treadle, is scarcely

noticed, I fear, by the bulk of the fast-riding

enthusiasts ; all they think of is how jolly

smooth and level the road is, and so there

they go, with heads down, piling in every

ounce of muscular power they possess, eager

only to reach Biggleswade for dinner.

And here we are, too. A large, but not

very attractive, town, with good surfaces

even to its main street. The big hotel is

called the Swan ; but cyclists invariably put

up at the Ongley Arms—an extremely dimi-

nutive little inn at the further end of the

town, where the anxiety of the host to meet

the wants of the cyclist compensates for any

rough-and-readiness in the somewhat primi-

tive arrangements to such a degree that the

Bohemian cyclist vastly prefers " Dan
Albone's shanty " to the formality of the big

hotels.

You are not tired, I can see, yet you have

covered forty-five miles this morning; and

although it is true that I have been doing

the major portion of the work on our tandem,

it is also the fact that my exertions have

been little, if at all, greater than they would

have been had I ridden a single tricycle by

myself.

An hour or more may be spent here ere

we make a start for Warden and Ickwell.

Where are they ? My good Sir—or my dear

Madam, as the case may be—when I offered

you a seat on my tandem I did not intend

that you should be brought all this way from
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town for the sake of passing through such

comparatively uninteresting places as those

we have seen. Warden and Ickwell enjoy

the reputation of being the two prettiest

villages in England; they are situated close

together, within four miles of the main North

Road, but I doubt whether one person in a

million who lives within fifty miles of the

spot ever heard of them. Folks in London
visit the sea coast at Margate, Ramsgate,

Brighton, and other adjacent spots; they

travel to Dorking, Richmond, Maidenhead,

and such hackneyed places of inland resort

time after time ; but it is the cyclist alone

who has the power to ferret out delightful

little nooks such as Warden and Ickwell, and
the cyclist alone acquires the habit of noting

every fresh scene of beauty he happens
across, and of communicating its where-

abouts to other cyclists. Who^ for instance,

that is not a cyclist^ ever visits the Silent

Pool in Surrey, just off the Guildford road ?

How few of those who habitually take train

or horse out of town to familiar spots have

any idea of the hordes of quiet little nooks

hiding away in every corner, such as

Blackwater, not far from the hackneyed

Virginia Water; or Ruislip, near Harrow;
or Shenley, near Barnet ; or Essendon,

in the lanes between Enfield and Hatfield

;

or South Weald, near Romford; or. Lam-
bourne End, with its beautiful woods and a

view, of thirty miles of. valley. The cyclist

makes a note of himdreds of such places,

each withiQ an easy day's ride. Just now, our

wanderings will only"extend,if you please, as

far as Warden and Ickwell; and lestthe con-

templation of the beauties of these villages

should be sicklied o'er with the pale cast of

thought regarding the possibilities of you

—

my friend the novice—riding the 50 miles

back to. London, . to-day, I will explain

that it is my intention to take the train

home, in order that you may finish the

day in comfort, just a wee bit tired, no
doubt, but not exhausted.

Leaving Biggleswade, we turn over the

bridge that spans the Ivel here, and notice

that the main road curves to the right ; a

magnificent stretch of . broad gravel, is it :

not ? We twist down this lane on the left,

and leisurely pedal between smiling fields of

sweet-scented clover and bright-blossomed
'

turnip. . The horizon is shut out by pleasant

bits of woodland and coppice ; and. if we
were rather late in the evening, the glories

oi.a.blood-r.ed or golden sunset would Hght

up those trees in a fairyland manner, delight-

ing the beholder beyond expression as he
advances over the smooth and level gravel,

and, at each revolution of his pedals, sees

the contour of the landscape shifting and
changing in charming undulations as the

dark green foliage of the trees stands out in

sharp relief against the fiery glare of the

sunset. Here we turn a corner, and come
to the only hill on the road; it is a trifle

steep, but not long, and we can ride it with-

out excessive exertion. Arrived at its

summit, let us ease up—or slow down, if that

expression conveys the meaning better—and
prepare for a feast of the vision. The road

up here is raised above the park which you
can see—over the low hedge—on our left

;

and yonder, on the top of that wooded hill,

peeps out the white towers of Warden
Castle, the seat of Major Shuttleworth.

It is as pretty a bit of landscape as

you can desire. We are approaching
the village of Warden, and everything-i§

beautiful. Thanks to ^he taste of former

and present owners of Warden Castle and
village, there is beauty in^v«rything around

;

the hedges are cunningly planted with

flowering shrubs in profuse variety ; the very

pumps are of ornamental oaken build and
ensconced in sweet little oaken arbours; the

cottages-: but wait ! Here we are descend-

ing a gentle declivity, and now^——stop, and
feast your eyes on the scene before you.

Towering straight in front is a steep and
high bank, completely smothered by all

manner of gloriously variegated trees of

such grand shape and foliage that the gazer

can only stop and dt'ink in the scene. On
the left is the main gateway, leading into the

Park and Castle ; crowning the summit of

the bank in front is a dense fir-wood ; on our

right is one straight street—Old Warden
village—consisting of a smooth gravel road-

way bounded by trimly-turfed banks and
ornamental hedges, with high flowering

bushes everywhere, and with detached

cottages half hidden amongst the vegetations

And such cottages they are, too ! No two

are alike, but each one is built in elaborately

ornamental rustic style, with some dis-

tinguishing feature of its own. . Here, an

iron pump in a rustic arbour ; there, a well

—yclept Jacob's Well—with a tall, carved

oaken beam supporting its wheel; the very

inn—the Hare and Hounds—looks more like

a retired tradesman's country cottage than

a. public-house ; further dovyn, the. double.
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line of unique cottages continues, their

thatched roofs and quaint gables, low door-

ways, latticed windows, and indescribable

little rustic peculiarities, giving a charm

to the whole scene. We have ridden

through, and at the lodge _ on the left,

where the road divides, we turn round,

and retrace our tracks to the inn. Dis-

rnouiiting, and stabling our tandem, we
can stroll into a diminutive rose garden,

where .a summer-house embowered in a

wealth of flowering creepers vies in its at-

tractiveness: ^yith an old open seat, in front

of which is a bench which will serve as our

tea-table. And here we can loll to the music

of trees, with standard roses in rich profusion

all around us, and listen while our host, in

reply to enquiries, tells of the wonders of a

Swiss garden, which is only open to favoured

visitors, in the Major's park; of the dense

fir wood upon the hill behind us, the paths

of which are freely used by the public ; and

of the dismantled old abbey a couple of

miles away, which stands solitary and

gloomy in a field a furlong off the road, turn-

ing its back upon the world, and only re-

deemed from a general barn-like aspect

by virtue of its high chimney, although the

visitor who walks across the field can see that

its front—facing nothing but a broad expanse

of. meadow-land—^is in a very good state of

architectural preservation.

Remounting our tandem, we regretfully

turn our .backs upon Old Warden, and re-

trace our tracks for a. short distance. But a

darkly-shadowed lane on our left fetches us

off, and we leave the tricycle to take care of

itself while we pace up this .steep lane and
find ourselves in the village churchyard.

The.cfeurchis, of course, in keeping with the

restof the village, although the creepers which,^

overgrow its tower are rather tdo luxunant"

in .tHeit unrestrained growth, and comjplet^ly

obscure' tile architecture. Tall bushes and
trees assist in making the graveyard attrac-

tive ; but after the feast of vision, which we
have already indulged in, this spot is ilot so

enticing. as it would have been under other

circumstances; so we soon regain our

tandem, tread ourwayilp the rise, turn off

to the left, and after another mile of gentle

riding approach Ickwell. This is a fine old

village, but on a different plan to Warden,
and although year-in-and-year-out Warden
holds pride of place for picturesque quaint-

ness, there are people who consider Ickwell

the prettier of the two by virtue of its style

being less like a German box of toys. In

the summer, at any rate, Ickwell is a lovely

place, the village being in the form of a wide

circle, completely surrounding a vast level

green, in the midst of which a tall maypole
uprears its head. Dotted over with cows,

this green is a pleasing sight to the eye, and ~

all around it, in an almost unbfoken circle^'

stand magnificent tall trees, whose line of

continuity is scarcely broken by the cottages

which nestle among the verdure. Cottages

of true rustic build these are, yet not so

elaborately ornamental as those in Warden
;

but an artistic instinct has evidently guided

the master of affairs here, and instead of the

dirty and dull colours usually associated with

country villages we here see bright patches

of white and dun and Indian red, walls and
fences being picked out in these colours so

as to form a striking relief to the dark and
sombre colouring of the trees. Crossing

the green by the direct road, we leave it

at the extreme end, and after a short

pedal through a lane come to the church,

with a pretty porched gateway—and just

at its side the village inn, yclept the

Crown, whose signpost is completely over-

grown with ivy, which forms a vegetable

case for the highly-gilt and ornamented
crown that is ensconced in the place usually

occupied by a painted board. " Home
Brewed Ale" is the pride of this inn ; and as

a good judge of alcohoHc beverages assures

me he never tasted better beer in his life,

you had better call for a glass ; and then we
will bid a farewell to the Crown, retrace our

tracks to the green,, and, turning off at a

cross-road, soon find ourselves bdfck in

Biggleswade, whence one of the rapid ti'ains

on the Great Northern Railway whirls

us' back to town wholesomely and plea-

santly tired with our day *s 'ride, but not

at>ll exhausted. We have had a day on the

wheel which has enabled you, my friend the

novice, to obtain an inkling into the delights

of being able to cycle freely in whatever
direction the whim of the moment may
direct. When rnore accustomed to the

exercise, you will be able to ride back in the

cool of the evening, independent of railway

trains ; and by going about amongst cyclists,

and reading cycling literature, you will

discover many another such scene for uncon-

ventional excursions as that we have this

day made to Warden and Ickwell.
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The hub of the wheel world—London—is

wagging in a manner that indicates severe

disturbance. The Metropolis has become, in

fact, a storm-centre for wheelmen, and the

richest city of the world is the vortex of a

whirlpool which threatens to engulf so many
unoffendingcyclistsinits devastating clutches

as to render the life of a Metropolitan cyclist

the reverse of a happy one. I hope my
metaphors are not too much involved to let

it be understood that what I am driving at

is to chronicle the upset (mentally and physi-

cally upset) condition ofthe cycling Londoner
at the increasing frequency with which the

common or wayside rough interferes with his

peaceful progress through some extra-

suburban districts. The matter is a very

grave one, and scarcely a subject to jest about.

When I was in Ireland, I bought a revolver.

If I were to say that I did this because I was
afraid of touring in Ireland unarmed, I dare-

say everybody in England would approve of

my action. But I am not going to do the

Irish such an injustice. To tell the truth, I

bought that revolver only the day before

leaving Dublin for home. When in Ireland,

I knew that I was secure from the molestation

of people whom I had not offended ; but when
I came back to London I anticipated—from

information received as to the increasing

lawlessness of the London rough—that I

should need a " frightener," and that expecta-

tion was speedily realised. They may prate

of Belfast rioting; but the Belfast fanatics

are reasonable and civilised beings compared
to the savage heathens who infest every

portion of the richest city on earth. Just

now, cyclists are the butt for the attentions

of these abominable beings, and cyclists had
need to avoid sohtary rides after dark, for

your typical rough, as a rule, hates daylight

almost as much as he hates anything less

than odds of five to one in his favour. The
rough is essentially a coward at heart, and a

proportion of one cyclist to two roughs is

enough to strike terror into the craven breast

of the class who in America are called " hood-

lums," and in Australia '' larrikins," but who

nowhere flourish in such despicable lawless-

ness as around London under the title oi

" roughs."

Shall we abolish the amateur definition ?

Such is to be the burning question of the

coming winter season. Shall we all become
professionals, and " go for the pieces,"

instead ofremaining amateurs and competing
for ornamental trophies ? Is the wheel
world to go the whole Hogg (as Mr. J. S.

Whatton would say) and, by abolishing all

distinction between amateur and profes-

sionals, seek at one fell blow to annihilate

the evils of our existitig amateurism ? Six

months ago, the project was Utopian, and
Mr. Hogg's mission was voted Quixotic.

Now, an increasing number of thinking men
are discussing the possibility of the thing

;

and many are actually resolved to vote in

favour of universal professionalism for racing

cyclists. There is niuch to be said pro and
con, but no matter which way the National

Cyclists' Union Council may decide it, I

have a sort of conviction that a new amateur
class will soon spring up, and will increase

at such a rate as to speedily occupy a strong

position, to the eternal regret of the self-

professionalised followers of the Hogg
crusade. The idea that every racing cyclist,

and every cycle race promoter, will fall in

harmoniously with the proposed new order

of things is a visionary one, destined never

to be accomplished whilst amateurism

remains in other departments of sport and
pastime.

The series of road races promoted by the

North Road Club has demonstrated prac-

tically what the first of the three did

actually—that the tandem tricycle is the

fastest form of cycle extant. True, the times

and distances accomplished by tandems in

the loo miles and the 24 hours trials were

not in themselves so good as the bicycle

times ; but w hen the caUbre of the riders is

considered the fact is otherwise, and it

becomes evident that tandem tricycles are

faster than bicycles on the road. Records

are going, even as I write, and the end of
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this season is destined to see a set of com-

parative records which will demonstrate the

relative speeds of the different classes of

machine more fully and fairly than has been

the case in any previous year.

Whilst praise has been universally

bestowed upon the club which, for purely

sporting reasons, promoted this series of

open trials, blame ofno measured description

has been heaped upon the luckless officials

by some critics who evidently do not ap-

preciate the folly of looking a gift horse in

the mouth. If a club promotes such affairs

con amove, prepared to spend funds in prizes

and expenses without any possibility of

making a profit, it is surely ungracious to

find fault with the officials for not having

been able to secure the services of a lot of

men to go down the road and act as human
signposts. Such of the competitors as

wanted to go for record would have had just

as much trouble—or more—had they been

riding independently of the club, both as

regards checking and directing; yet, al-

though supplied with explicit directions,

some competitors took wrong turnings, and
blamed the officials for not standing at every

corner to prevent them deviating from the

printed route ! 'Tis so the wheel world wags.

I have joined a new club. It is not exactly

a new club, but it is new to me, and also, I

expect, to most of the wheel worldly riders

who peruse these lines. It is called the

Ohne Hast Cyclists' Touring Club, and its

object is the exact reverse of the object for

which I formed the North Road Club. To
encourage the appreciation of scenery, and
especially of mountain scenery, is the main
object of the Ohne Hast (literally, •' without

hurry"), and on their pleasant excursions

among the Wicklow, and other mountains,

it is the rule of the Ohne Hast members to

take it easy, walk wherever walking seems
pleasanter than riding uphill, stop and
admire the scenery to their heart's content,

and never lose sight of the idea that
" pleasure is to be measured by the hour,

not by the mile." I have joined this club,

I say, and I have enjoyed some " ohne hast"

rides ; and my only regret is that the London
district does not contain sufficiently moun-
tainous scenery to make it feasible to

establish an English branch of this pleasant

Dublin organisation. Strong riders can
enjoy leisurely treadling through enchanting

scenery, as well as restless scorching over

level roads amid monotonous surroundings,

and the wearing of the badge of that club,

which the Irish have christened the " Ohne
Rast," does not prevent a North Road man
appreciating to the fullest extent the

pleasures derivable from carrying out the

Ohne Hast programme ; for verily it is true,

pleasure is to be measured by the hour, not

by the mile.

> • <

WANTED TO HEAR IT AGAIN.

He sat on a bicycle straight as an icicle, and she on a tricycle rode by his side.

He talked like a jolly fop, and naught could his folly stop, with all kinds of lollipop enlivening

the ride.

At last incidentally, more instinctive than mentally, he grew sentimentally saccharine sweet.

And he told with intensity, of love's strong propensity, its force and intensity, fervour and heat

Just then o'er some hummucks he sprawled out kerflummux, and she thought what a lummux
to tumble just then !

^
But he climbed to his station, while she said with elation, "Renew your narration; say it over

again."

— St. Louis Spectator.



[Inventors and nuinnfactiirers are requested to give the Editor early intimation of all novelties introduced by them
for description in this department.]

A Non-vibrating Lamp Bracket.

Of all the methods that have been devised

to overcome the vibration of cycles, and to

enable a head-lamp to be kept alight, per-

haps the simplest is Bladon's arrangement,

the design of which can be understood by

reference to the cut :—

Here it will be seen a flat piece of metal is

secured by the lock-nut of a steering-head,

and carries indiarubber buffers which in-

sulate it from the lamp bracket proper, a

minimum of weight and absence of liability

to shake being the result.

(The ** Original" Non-vibrating Bracket is

made by T. G. Bladon, 4, James Street, St.

Pauls, Birmingham.)

A Geared-up *' Facile."

The *' Facile" safety bicycle, with its short

and quick strokes, has long been familiar to

road riders in all parts of the wheel world,

but with the advent of the geared-up dwarf
bicycle, with rotary motion, the " Facile's"

popularity seems to have been seriously

threatened, although the way in which riders

of this old favourite took five out of the first

six places in the recent safety bicycle climb-

ing contest at Muswell Hill proved that the

merits of the level-geared and lever-driven

dwarf were still paramount where steep

gradients were concerned. To keep pace

with the times, a very admirable species of

sun-and-planet gear has been devised by Mr.

P. L. Renouf, and applied very success'"ully

to the " Facile," so that whilst retaining the

proportions and movement of the ordinary

"Facile," the rider has a slower foot-motion,

the wheel being, in fact, geared up. Such
an arrangement has no great novelty in

itself, but its merit consists in the simplicity,

strength, and consequent durability with

which the sun-and-planet spur wheels are

arranged. Only one pair of spur-wheels is

used, on the right-hand or off-side of the

driving-wheel hub, the left-hand or near-side

lever and crank being connected to the off-

side gear by a through spindle, the driving-

wheel hub-tube running free upon the

through spindle. There is no arrangement

to throw the gearing-up apparatus in or out

of gear, as it is not designed to be a two-

speed gearing, but solely a one-speed gear-

ing ; so that there is an absence of compli-

cation, and no more friction is generated by
the single set of spur-gearing than that

evolved by the chain and chain-wheels of

the average geared-up dwarf bicycle.

(The Geared-up *' Facile'' Safety Bicycle is

made by Ellis & Co., Farringdon Road, B.C.,

London.)

A Tourist's Drinking Cup.

To enable the cycling tourist to con-

veniently carry a pocket drinking cup, so as

to enjoy a refreshing draught from the way-
side brook, a collapsible metal cup has been

devised of such compact form as to close

down within the dimensions of a watch case.

The cup itself is made of nickel silver, and
the case of aluminium gold, the weight

being so insignificant that the tourist can

advantageously carry it in his vest pocket,

where it is always ready for use at a

moment's notice.

(The Collapsible Drinking Cup is made by J.
Harrison, Kensington Works, Birmingham.)
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A New Bearing-adjustment.

The cones which adjust the ball bearings

of " H umber" tricycles have, for several

years, been secured by the rather clumsy

expedient of jambing them between the two

halves of the solid outer cases, with the

occasional result of a broken screw allowing

the cases to open, releasing the cones and
balls, and so creating general anarchy.

Humber and Co.'s latest arrangement

obviates this defect, the outer case being

now made solid instead of split, and the

cones are held in their places by the pressure

of a semi-circular piece of metal, which is

forced against the periphery of each cone

by a lock-nutted set-screw. This enables

the case to be made lighter and stronger,

as well as simplifying the task of adjustment,

and ensuring immunity from accidental

unscrewing of the cones. To adjust a

loose bearing the rider should slacken the

lock-nut, turn the screw round about half

a turn, then with the pronged wrench
turn the cone till all the shake is taken

out. Both sides of bearing should be

equally adjusted ; screw up the screw to

its original position. The slightest pressure

of the screw is sufficient to hold the cone in

its place. Lock the screw with the nut

firmly. Try the cone with the pronged

wrench to make sure that it is fast. This

completes the adjustment. Care should be

taken not to get the bearings too tight.

{The new Bearing-adjustment is fitted to

Beeston •' Humber^' tricycles by Humber and Co.,

Beeston Works, Notts, and 32, Holborn Viaduct,

London.)

A Non-vibraling Handle-bar.

Several devices were exhibited at the

Stanley Show last spring for the reduction

of the vibration usually experienced with

rigid handle-bars on safety bicycles and
Cripper-pattern tricycles ; but only a very

few riders have cared to speculate in such

dubious improvements, until some independ-

ent testimony was forthcoming as to the

practical merits of the inventions. One of

the least likely to get out of order seemed to

be Brookes's patent, but it was at first made
in the shape of the "Rover" handles—

a

straight bar with the ends bent back at abou

45*, and downward at a less angle—which

pattern, in various modifications, seems to

have been blindly accepted as the correct

style for all rear-driving safeties, as well as

(to a less extent) for "Crippers." The merits

of the old pear-shaped straight handle were
not altogether lost sight of, however; but

the advantages, to a long-distance rider, and
a hill-climber especially, of being able to

change the position of the hands from over
to under, or capping the ends, was recog-

nised, and Brookes's patent lent itself readily

to the adaptation of a straight bar with pear
ends, and yet with the anti-vibration spring

in the middle. The bar is jointed to the

upright steering-post by a long hinge-joint,

which brings it back to the requisite position

without any bending of the ends, and so the

whole bar equally depresses upon the spring

—now contained inside a cylindrical case

—

without any tendency to become ricketty

;

the rider can shift his hands to any position

he pleases ; and, we believe, the straight bar

assists in steadier steering than is usual with

the bent-back ends usually in vogue.

{The Anti-vibration Handle-bars are made
by Brookes & Co., Cape Works, near Bir-

mingham, and are adaptable to any pattern of

cycle.)

Interlaced Spokes.

Since first the "Tangent" wheel was
launched upon the market, an infinite variety

of styles in " lacing" tangent spokes have

been brought forward, and we have not only

different systems of lacing the wires at vary-

ing angles and with their points of contact

wired and brazed or soldered together, but

some manufacturers have even connected

the wires by circular rings of wire, to ensure

additional rigidity and freedom from flexion.

But all these plans have run in the same
direction, keeping the two rows of wires

apart and distinct ; and it is only lately that

one firm has taken to impart a kind of

transverse stiffness to their laced spokes by
connecting the two rows of wires. Thus,

wherever two wires from the left hub flange

cross, they are fastened together as usual at

the point of contact, and not only this, but

a short stiff wire is added to the joint and

passed across to the next nearest joint

between two wires from the right hub

flange ; and so on with every pair of wires
;

each joint of the left row is connected by

ashort wire to the nearest joint of the

right row.

(The Transversely -connected Laced Spokes are

fitted by H. Sims, Bicycle Works, Finsbury

Park, N.J
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A Self-steering

One of the great drawbacks to the popu-

larity of dwarf bicycles of the " Rover" type

has hitherto been the impossibility of their

being ridden without at least one hand on

the steering-bar ; and even with " automatic"

or *'fly-to-centre" spring arrangements it

has not been found possible to balance and

steer a rear-driving dwarf safety bicycle

Safety Bicycle.

particular angle which, by its relative posi-

tion as regards the wheel-base, the weight,

and the driving power, automatically keeps
the front wheel in a straight Hue when the

rider sits upright and drives steadily forward,

and also deflects its course to the right or

the left in obedience to the inclination of the

rider's body. The result is, of course, that

without the use of the hands. By some
happy inspiration, Dan Albone has hit upoa

a means whereby this defect is overcome,

nd without adding any extra parts to the

steering appliances he has constructed all

" Ivel" safety, on the plan of the " Rover"

or " Bicyclette," which can be ridden in a

true and straight line, and even steered

round easy corners without the use of the

hands. This is accomplished entirely by the

adjustment of the steering centres at a

the steering is not only capable of being

controlled with the hands off, but also is

vastly improved and rendered steadier when
the hands are on the guiding-bar, the bicycle

being, indeed, under the most perfect con-

trol, and less subject to sudden swerves and
urches than it would be without this newly-

discovered self-steering angle.

(The '' IveV Safety Bicycle is made by D.

Albone, Ivel Works, Biggleswade.)

A Self-oiling Chain.

" Self-oiling," or "self-lubricating," is rather

a dreadful appellation to bestow upon a cycle-

driving chain ; and yet it is no misnomer,

either. By the use of hollow flatted cylinders

instead of solid connections to the alternate

links, the inventor of the "self-oiling" chain

has contrived to make a series of tiny reser-

voirs for lubricating oil which, slowly exuding

through a narrow slit in each such cylindrical

link, keeps the chain and the teeth of the

chain-wheels well lubricated.

(The Self - lubricating Chain is made by

Brampton and Co., Birmingham.)



Exit racing season 1886 ! With last month
closed the racing season of 1886. One
cannot review without wonder the marvellous

records established this season. Towards
the end of last August, records which "only

a year ago" would have been looked upon by

most as palpable impossibilities have been

accomplished and substantiated. Glancing

over the many new records, one is struck by
the achievement of over twenty miles within

the hour on a tricycle, and the fall of the

mile bicycle record to 2m. 30s. These facts

tend to prove the vast advance in the con-

struction, and consequent speed, of the

modern cycle. Records have been wiped out

right and left, but it is unsatisfactory to think

that so few of these truly grand performances

have taken place at public race meetings.

We imagine an enormous " gate" would be

the result were it known that the champions
of the year, or a maker's amateur, would try

to break the existing records instead of riding

a club run round the racing-path, with a

final spurt home in the last lap. These
tactics are too well known to draw a large

gate to a championship meeting held in

London, and the N.C.U. will next year pro-

bably find that the provinces will in their

turn get tired of the waiting-game champion-
ships.

I enumerate the principal records made
on the path since our last issue :—
Engleheart, of Croydon, beat, on the '

Coventry track, the three miles bicycle re-

cord on a " Kangaroo" safety bicycle. His
;

record is 8m. i6s. He also rode 20 miles '

within the hour on the same machine and on
the same track.

Percy Furnivall, of the Berretta C.C,
:

reduced the mile bicycle record to 2m. 30s.
i

on the Long Eaton track.
|

Geo. Gatehouse, of Cambridge Univer-
i

sity, beat all records for a single tricycle
}

from two to twenty miles inclusive. His time
for ten miles was 29m. 26^5., and for twenty
miles, 59m. lofs. He also established 2m.

41 §s. as the one mile tricycle record. All

his records were made on the Long Eaton
track.

Morris and Taylor rode twenty miles on

a tandem tricycle in ih. 52|s. on the Long
Eaton track.

C. Potter, of the Surrey B.C., beat all

records for a bicycle from twenty-eight to

fifty miles inclusive on the Surbiton track.

The road records made since our last issue

are equally phenomenal. G. P. Mills, "the
demon road rider," has traversed on a

tricycle Great Britain from South-west to

North-east

—

i.e., from Land's End to John-

o'-Groat's—in five days ten hours, thereby

beating Marriott's record of last year by
thirty hours. This gentleman, who is un-

doubtedly the wonder of the year, won the

twenty-four hours' "mixed" North Road
ride, riding 227 miles within that time

through roads of the most awful description,

and also having to battle with adverse winds.

The fifty miles tandem road record was
beaten by E. B. Turner and Sydney Lee,

both of the Ripley Road Club. Their time

was 3h. 9m. 55|s. Sydney Lee, three days

later, made a better record on a single

tricycle, riding the same distance in 3h.

9m. 15s.

Passing from the records to the racing of

the last two months, I find that a new cham-
pionship has been instituted, i.e., " The
Championship of Europe." This was won
by E. Hale, of the Gainsborough and Ripley

Road Clubs, at Berlin. Fenlon, of the same
clubs, at Ipswich managed to beat Speechly
and Hale in the five miles scratch race. This
meeting procured some good entries, but the

London men had it nearly all their own way.

The once important Eastbourne meeting had
a very poor show of entries this year. I can
quite imagine men being " off" Eastbourne
as a place to race at so long as there is no
reduction in the L.B. & S.C.'s exorbitant

tariff for the conveyance of cycles. The
N.C.U. might try and effect a reduction now

J. P. Knight, the general manager, has joined

the majority.
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The Kildare meeting came off at Lillie

Bridge in a very successful manner last

month, the five miles scratch race being won
by Furnivall. Ernest Mayes's riding in this

race deserves great praise, but the time of

the race as a whole was a disgrace—i6m. 3§s.

The open bicycle mile fell to D. Belding,

with 100 yards start, and the open tricycle

mile to F. W. AUard, scratch. The tandem
race was won, after a grand struggle, by
Allard and A. L. Bower from scratch.

The Surrey meeting, which sounds the

knell of the London racing season, just as

the club's spring meeting announces its com-
mencement, came off on the i8th September,
when Furnivall once more proved himself to

be the first amateur bicyclist of the day.

Speechly showed he was still in good form,

and Langley, Adams, and Ball maintain

their reputation, although not successful

against the " demon of 1886."

—Scorchalong.

OUR RECORD-BREAKING CHRONOLOGY.^

August 15th—20th.—Land's End to John-

o'-Groats, tricycle, 5 days 10 hours.

G. P. Mills.

August 21st.—Fifty miles tandem tricycle,

3h. gm. 55|s. E. B. Turner and S.

Lee, North Road.

,, —Fifty miles bicycle, 3h. gm. 56*5.

A. H. Fletcher, North Road.

August 23rd.—Twenty miles tandem tri-

cycle, ih. om. 52|s. Morris and

Taylor, Long Eaton.

August 24th.—Quarter-mile tricycle, 40s.
;

half-mile tricycle, im. igs. ; three-

quarters, 2m. ; one mile, 2m. 41 |s.

G. Gatehouse, Long Eaton.

„ —Quarter-mile bicycle, 37s. ; half-

mile, im. isfs. ; three-quarters,

im. 5i^s. ; one mile, 2m. 30s. P.

Furnivall, Long Eaton.

,, —Fifty miles tricycle, 3h. gm. 15s.

S. Lee, North Road.

August 26th.—Two miles to 20 miles tri-

cycle, George Gatehouse, Long
Eaton : Two miles, 5m. 37fs. ; three

miles, 8m. 30*5.; four miles, iim.

26* s. ; five miles, 14m. 27|s.; six

miles, 17m. 25fs.; seven miles,

20m. i6*s. ; eight miles, 23m. isfs.

;

nine miles, 26m. 25|s. ; ten miles,

2gm. 26^3.; eleven miles, 32m. 24fs.

;

twelve miles, 35m. 24|s. ; thirteen

miles, 38m. 24fs. ; fourteen miles,

41m. 23|s. ; fifteen miles, 44m. 23|s.

;

sixteen miles, 47m. i6fs. ; seventeen

miles, 50m. i8Js. ; eighteen miles,

53m. 22^s. ; nineteen miles, 56m.

i5|s. ; twenty miles, sgm. lofs.

August 28th.—28 to 50 miles bicycle, C.

Potter, Surbiton : Twenty - eight

miles, ih. 27m. ssfs. ; twenty-nine

miles, ih. 31m. gfs. ; thirty miles,

ih. 34m. 22fs. ; forty miles, 2h. 7m.

48|s. ; fifty miles, 2h. 41m. 4ofs.

Sept. 4th.—One hundred miles tandem
tricycle, 7h. 2gm. 5s. J. H. Adams
and R. V. Asbury, North Road.

,, —One hundred miles tricycle, 8h.

2gm. 48s. S. Lee, North Road.

Sept. loth.

—

Professional one mile bicycle,

2m. 3ofs. F. Wood, Hartford,

U.S.A.

Sept. 14th.—Fifty miles tandem tricycle,

3h. 5m. A. J. Wilson and G. P.

Mills, North Road.

,, —One hundred miles tandem tri-

cycle, 6h. 47m. A. J. Wilson and

G. P. Mills, North Road.

,, —Three miles bicycle, 8m. i6s. A.

P. Engleheart, Coventry.

Subject to confirmation by the N.C.U.
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ICm'espondcnce or short articles on subjects of current interest are invited from all readers cf the Magazine.']

Hill-climbing.

Whether it is good, physically speaking,

for the competitors in a hill-climbing com-

petition to undergo the necessary strain on

the heart which must ensue to secure success,

we cannot say, but we think that it is not

good. A hill-climbing competition, however,

is exceedingly interesting, both to the actual

spectators and to those who know the hill

scaled from practical experience, and are

thus able, when reading of successful mounts,

to appreciate the strength and skill (knack)

which must have been exerted successfully.

There have been two grand field-days on

Muswell Hill this year, one by the Canonbury

C.C. and a second by the Finsbury Park

C.C., the latter being for safeties only, and

one man (Breysig) winning both events,

viz., the first on an ordinary and the second

on a Rover-pattern, or Blondin donkey-type

of safety. The following were the successful

riders :

—

M. S.

1. P. L. Breysig (Finsbury Park C.C),

Sims's Rover - pattern, geared

54in 2 45

2. H. B. Saunders (Clapton C.C),

"Facile" 3 9

3. D. Marks (unattached), " Facile" 3 12

4. H. R. Goodwin (North Manchester

C.C), "Facile" 3 i5

5. D. Crosier (Finsbury Park C.C),
" Facile" 3 21

6. E. H. Bayston (Ferutower B.C.),

" Facile ' 3 26

7. B. W. Goldburg (Jupiter C.C),
" Premier," geared 6oin 3 29

8. J. E. Nobbs (Canonbury C.C),

Sims's Rover - pattern, geared

54in 3 38

g. A. J. Wilson (North London T.C),
" Rover," geared 66in. , 3 44

10. A. R. Mallard (Ferntower B.C.),

"Facile" 3 44

Mrs. Weldon.

Mrs. Weldon certainly does not do things

by halves. She recently was in Coventry,

and was induced to try a tricycle. The
result was an immediate and sharp attack

of the acute stage of cyclomania, such as

we all have at some time suffered. In

Georgina's case it took the form of at once

appeahng for a cycHng escort, and the whee

Press being put in requisition, Mrs. W. was

last month accompanied to the Mumbles

and back to Swansea by the local Argyle C.C.

Richmond Park.

The month of September has been signalled

by the opening to the cycling public of

Richmond Park, a right they have long been

debarred from by the action, we have heard,

of His Royal Highness the Duke of Cam-
bridge, who has some right as Ranger ot

shooting the game in the Park. We cannot

vouch for the fact that it was to the Duke
that we owed our exclusion so long, but this

is certain, that in the early days of cycling,

bicyclists were allowed to ride through

Richmond Park, and have always been
allowed to pass through Bushey Park. The
right of way of the people generally, whether

in Royal parks or otherwise, cannot be too

jealously guarded. We cannot close this

note without thanking Mr. Kimber, M.P.

for Wandsworth, who took the initiative in

freeing the Park.

London Roughs.

The ruffianly behaviour of some few

hobbledehoys of the labouring and criminal

classes, in the East and other outskirts of

the Metropolis, has been vexing a great

many cyclists of late ; and frequent cases

are cited of sohtary cycHsts, or small parties,

being molested by the genus "rough"

—

usually under cover of the darkness—with-

out any possibility of police retribution. To
be sure, many riders object to the outcry,

saying that they have passed along the roads

most notoriously infested with these men
hundreds of times without being interfered

with ; but so have we passed along Cheapside
hundreds of times without being run over,

or robbed, and yet running-over and pocket-

picking is known to be rampant ; so, in the

Leyton district of London, as well as in

some other resorts of bad characters, every

peaceful cychst is always liable to be the

next one selected for the objectionable

attentions of the " rough," and the only

feasible remedy seems to be energetic and
sustained agitation, by all the local clubs,

towards the strengthening of the police

force in the district and the exemplary
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punishment of every offender who can be

caught. Individual cyclists can do very

Httle ; but the organisation of the clubs can

be made to effect great things in the way of

moving the supine officials to activity ; and.

every clubman has a right to the vigorous

support of his club in the matter of self-

protection.

Something more than newspaper pressure

must be put upon the Metropolitan police, in

order to compel them to do their duty with

regard to the East End "roughs," who now,

almost unchecked, haunt the neighbourhood

of the River Lea, and assault in particular

cyclists. If Sir Charles Warren has not

sufficient grasp of the situation, it should be

brought home to him by a question or two

in Parliament, which seems nowadays almost

the only effective way of calling attention to

crying evils. That lawlessness should be

allowed to exist in the East End affects

indirectly the dwellers in the West also, as

the riot of last winter clearly showed.

Ruffianism should be put down with a strong

hand, whether it shows itself on cyclists or

any other person, and the letters appearing

almost weekly about the Temple Mills

"roughs" show a state of police supervision

which is simply disgraceful.

A New Plating Process.

Since the industrial application of Messrs.

Elkington's discoveries relating to the electro

deposition of metals—gold, silver, copper,

etc.—led to such great success, many at-

tempts have been made with a view of

applying a similar process to the electro de-

position of, or coating of, baser metals with

platinum. It has been known for many years

that platinum, while considerably less in

market value than gold, has an equal, if not

greater, power of resistance to exterior in-

fluences. Its surface once bright, can never

be touched or tarnished by any simple acid
;

and to all practical intents and purposes, the

metal being much denser and harder than gold,

will resist a far greater measure of wear and
tearthanits more precious congener. Hence,

it long since became apparent to those in-

terested in the maintenance of bright metallic

surfaces that the successful electro depo-

sition of platinum would be a most valuable

acquisition to our industrial resources.

Many attempts to produce this end followed,

but, until lately, such proved more or less

abortive. It was found that, although plati-

num was quite capable of being deposited

electrolytically, the process was uncertain in

its action, the deposited metal being black,

pulverulent and non-adhesive to the surface

upon which it was deposited. The three chief

desirable objects of success were thus unob-

tained. It is therefore satisfactory to note

that during the last few months a method
has been discovered by an ingenious EngHsh
inventor by means of which platinum can,

in the first place, be deposited upon any
surface capable of receiving electro depo-

sitions of other metals ; in the second, that

it can be thus deposited in a perfectly dense

metallic or reguline condition, having a

lustre equal to that of silver plate, and at

the same time adhering firmly to the mate-

rial upon which it is deposited. The patent

rights for Great Britain and foreign countries

covering the above invention have been

acquired by the Bright Platinum Plating

Company, Limited, whose works are installed

in London, and fairly started in a good way
of business. Silver blackens and tarnishes

upon the slightest exposure to an atmosphere

or liquid containing compounds of sulphur.

Platinum retains its perfect lustre under all

such circumstances. Brass soon becomes

discoloured and covered with verdigris ; so

also does bright copper, while steel, especi-

ally that used in the manufacture of the

finer class goods, rusts until the beauty or

utility of the article is gone. Platinum

never becomes discoloured ; neither does it

rust. In the manufacture of acids, and in

the preparation of various articles of

.domestic consumption, the use of solid

platinum, drawn or wrought, has been

rendered necessary on account of the

solvent action these acid liquors have upon
other metals. The coat of platinum de-

posited by the process above alluded to is,

however, of such a dense form, and so

perfectly reguHne, that a copper or iron

vessel thus plated may replace that of solid

platinum at one hundredth part of the cost.

As a proof of this, it may be stated that

German-silver spoons, which before plating

with platinum would have dissolved like

sugar in boiling nitric acid, have, after sub-

mission to the coating operation, been boiled

in the same acid for hours at a time without

being acted upon in the sHghtest degree.

It is evident that in the process cited above

something is indicated which ought to arrest

the attention of inteUigent manufacturers.
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THE COVENTRY CYCLE Co., Limited,

Whitefriars' Lane, Coventry,

SOLE MAKEBS OF THE

GOVENTRY-^

^IMPERIAL
BICYCLES & TRICYCLES.

O

All guaranteed Machines bear the
Registered Trade Mark of the

Company.

THE

MOORGATE CYCLES
Are the ovjij Geijuiije

HIGH-CLASS MACHII^ES

At Low Prices.

—o—
EVERY MACHINE GUARANTEED.

Sole Loijdoi} /gents

for

''PW RAPID" BICYCLES.
—o—

EXCEPTIONALLY
EASY TERMS OF PURCHASE.

Discount for Cash.

EXTRACTS FEOM PRESS OPINIONS.
Bazaar, Feb. 17th, 1886.—"A reaUy capital selection of machines, which only need comparison with others to

prove their cheapness."
St Stephen's Beview, Feb. 18th, 1886.—" Quality considered, there is nothing to equal them at the price."
Wlieeling, Feb. 17th, 1886.—" Unquestionably of first-class quality at remarkably low figures."
Athletic News, Feb. 16th, 1886.

—
" Cannot be beaten, and are far in advance of many for which a much higher

price is asked."
Bicycling News, Feb. 26th, 1886.—" Eeally first-class machines at cheap figures."

(Fiill Press Bejoorts and Testimonials sent with Lists.)

^ALL SHOULD SEND FOR LISTS.Ie^

Large Stock of all Patterijs always on View ready for Delivery.

BABE BABGAINS IN SECOND-HANH MACHINES.

COOPER KITCHEN & Co.,
4, FINSBURY PAVEMENT, LONDON, E.G.

INVINCIBLE BICYCLES & TRICYCLES.
Fourteen distinct patterns. The lightest machines in the World.

Unrivalled for speed. Holding the best records. Equally valuable for
.the path or the road.

1SS31 l^lilc Bicycle Kecord (Coitis)
1 Mile Ohanipionship
lO ITIiles Record, on snrass
50 JYIiles Chanipionsliip
lOO Miles Kecord
1, 3, and 3 Miles Sociable Record
1 to lOO Miles Austi-alian & Canatlian Chaiupionships,

Cierniau, Reljs^ian, Holland, and Hungarian Cham-
pionships, \%^ih other numerous successes in all
parts in 18S5.

1SS4
18S4
1SS4
18S4
1SS4

'iNVrNCIBIiE ' TBICYCLE.

The Surrey MacI)ii}ists'Co.,Ld., Invincible Cycle Works,129,Gt. Suffolk St.,Boro',Loi^don,E.C.

New Illustrated Catalogues on application. Cabinet Photos, id, each.
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COVENTRY'S
Cyclists' ai](i Geijeral Tourists'

MAPS
Eeduced from the Ordnance Survey to a Scale

of four miles to an iach.

I. ENVIRONS OF MANCHESTER
AND LIVERPOOL.

IL NORTH WALES.

IN. THE LAKE DISTRICT.

IV. ENVIRONS OF BIRMINGHAM.

V. YORKSHIRE.
Others in Preparation.

Price, in Cloth Case for pocket, Is. 6d.; or mounted

on clotlj and in case, 2s. Sent post free.

LONDON:
ILIFFE & SON, 98, FLEET STREET, E.G.

IN THE PRESS.

mmo IIIrtp0 to tijg

BY "FA ED."

I.— A Racing Trip to Dublin.
(Reprinted from the " Wheel World.")

II.—A Touring Trip to Killarney.

COPIOUSLY ILLUSTRATED BY GEO. MOORE.

PRICE ONE SHILLING.

ILIFFE & SON 98, FLEET STKEET, E.G.

PBiLip^' map§ FOR d^Ydmn.
The most handy and reliable Maps issued. Reduced from the Ordnance Survey.

LIST OF MAPS.
Bedford
Berks
Buckingham
Cambridge
Cheshire
CornwaU
Cumberland
Derby

Devon Huntingdon
Dorset K6nt
Durham Lancashire
Essex Leicester and
Gloucester Rutland
Hampshire Lincoln
Hereford Middlesex
Hertford Monmouth

FOLDED IN NEAT CLOTH CASE, J/- EACH.
LANCASHIRE, Double Map, in case, price 28.

Philips' Cyclists' Map of the

Norfolk Suffolk Yorkshire, N.E.
Northampton
Northumberland

Surrey Yorkshire, S.W
Sussex Yorkshire, S.E.

Nottingham Warwick
Oxford Westmorland North Wales
Shropshire Wiltshire South Wales
Somerset Worcester Isle of Wight
Stafford Yorkshire, N.W. Isle of Man
MOUNTED ON CLOTH AND IN CASE, Sj- EACH.
Mounted on Cloth, and in caee, price 38. 6d.

Country Round London.
Showing Main Roads, distinctly coloured, leading to St. Albans, Clelmsford, Maidstone, Reigate, Guildford, Windsor,

&c. Reduced from the Ordnance Survey, on a scale of half-an-inch to a mile. Carefully compiled, and includ-
ing all the Chief Places of interest to the Tourist. Price i/-; or mounted on cloth and in case, 2/6.

HANDY VOLUMES FOE TOUEISTS.
Philips' Handy Atlas of the Counties of England.
A Series of Forty-three Maps, showing the Physical Features, Towns, Villages, Railways, Roads, &c. ; with a Railway

Map of England
;
forming a usefu IGuide for the Angler, Sportsman, or Tourist. New Edition, with Consulting

Index. Crown 8vo, cloth, 5/-, or in leather, with tuck, 7/6.

Philips' Handy Atlas of North and South Wales.
A Series of Sixteen Maps. Crown 8vo, cloth, 2/6.

Philips' Handy Atlas of the Counties of Scotland.
A Series of Thirty-two Maps. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3/6.

Philips' Handy Atlas of the Counties of Ireland.
A Series of Thirty-three Maps. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3/6.

London
: George Philip & Son, 32 Fleet St. Liverpool : Caxton Bdgs., South John St., & 45 to 51, South Castle St
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THE 'Olynjpic' Bicycles & Tricycles

Patent Automatic Steering Tricycle.

FRANK PARKYN,Green La9e,Wolverhanjpto9

PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION.
N.B.—Ten Patterns in Bicycles, Tricycles, & Juveniles'

HENRY'S GREAT INDIAN REMEDY

tmmmm
FOR WHEELMEN & ATHLETES.
Cures and prevents Cramp, Blisters, Stif&iess, Bruises

Chafes, &c.

Post Free for 9d., Is. 3d. and 2s. 5d. per tin.

N.B,—The first two are waistcoat pocket sizes.

The Cyclist says :
"

' Thilum' has, in our hands,
proved itself to be all that its introducers claim for it,

and we can thoroughly and strongly recommend it."

Wheel World' says :
" It is undoubtedly a powerful

remedy. Its compactness shouldrender it a favourite
with the tourist as well as the racing cyclist."

DAN J. CANARY says :
" I can most heartily recom-

mend ' Thilum' to all wheelmen."

CENTBAL BEBOT FOB EUBOPE :

F.H. BOWDEN,
43, KING WILLIAM STREET,

LONDON, E.G.

THE QUADRANT."

No. 8, Bicycle Steering. No. 9, Side Steering.

MAKERS:—

Tlje "Quadrant" Tricycle Co., Sheepcote St., Birmiqgljaiij,

UNRiVALUD FOR SP€ED, SAFETY. COMFORT. LIGHTNESS AND STRENGTH.
THE UNIVERSAL TESTIMONY-

" I have never known its equal."
"Have never met with anything equal to yours.'
" I have never ridden a machine nearly equal to the ' Quadrant.'

"
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(^yclin§ Sporl, Hi5lory^ Invenliofi,

Vol. IV. No. ii.] NOVEMBER, 1886. [PRICE SIXPENCE.

THE "WHIPPET"
TEICYGLE.

THE LIGHTEST MACHINE for its Strength.

THE STRONGEST MACHINE for its Weight.

linley"^ biggs,
Mount Row, East Rd., City Rd., London,

Where the Machine can he seen and, tried.

Messrs. Linley and Biggs invite enquiries relative

to the above machine, which they claim to be the only

Tricycle on which the rider is PERFECTLY FREE
FROM VIBRATION.

THE "WHIPPET " is formed of a f-shaped framing, having one driving w^heel at the rear,
but in the centre of the machine, and tw^o steering wheels in front. It is a v^ell-known fact

that this pattern of tricycle can, if properly constructed, be made much lighter than the
ordinary kinds ; but all previous attempts to bring it into popularity have failed, owing to the
vibration of the two small front wheels being too great to allow of any pace being made over rough
roads. This drawback we claim to have overcome in the following manner. The "["-shaped frame
before mentioned is used only to hold the three wheels rigidly together. Rising from this frame
we -have a vertical tube, the upper end of which supports the handle-bar and saddle, while the
lower end carries the crank axle. This tube is jointed to the main framing by means of toggles,
which allow it to rise and fall in a vertical line, while two rubber buffers determine the length of
its travel. A stout helical spring (fitted with an adjusting screw- for different weights) is attached
at the one end to the main frame, and at the other end to the vertical tube before mentioned.
Thus it will be seen that while the saddle handles and treadles are fixed rigidly together, they are
insulated from the vibration caused by the wheels rising and falling over the unevenness of the
road. The action of the spring not only makes riding more pleasant, even on the roughest roads,
but it makes a much greater speed attainable with less work.

No rider who wishes for speed, combined with perfect ease, should omit to try this machine,
which runs easier than other machines, on account of its having no axle that will spring or sag,
and cause the bearings to bind. It has less wind resistance, and for its strength is about ten
pounds lighter than most of the popular forms of modern tricycles.

Gentlenaen,—As to vibration, or rather, the absence of vibration, I have ridden nearly every pattern of machine
made, and I can assure you that never in my experience have I ridden a machine in •which the rider is so thoroughly
isolated from the vibration caused by the roughness of the roads. The sensation upon first mounting the
" "Whippet " is peculiar, but directly the machine is in motion this is lost sight of, nor do you feel that the up and
down motion has the slightest inclination to interfere with pedalling; in fact, one of the greatest charms of the
machine is that no matter what the wheel meets in the shape of stones, &c., the jar never reaches the pedals, and,
consequently, there is no danger of the feet being jerked off. One last' word as to the steering ; this was, as you
will remember, the only point upon which I had any doubts, and I can only say they are entirely removed. It is
the steadiest handle-bar steering I ever tried, at the same time the quickness with which you can turn a corner at
high epeed is astonishirg. I can only express mv entire satisfaction with the machine in every detail.

Messrs. Linley and Biggs. Yours sincerely, HY. W. SAUNDERS, Ranelagh Harriers.

TO SAFETY BIDEBS.—The principle of the " Whippet " Tricycle having proved so successful, we have
applied it to our " Whippet " Safety Bicycle, which is now ready for trial. SEND FOR PBWE LIST.

COPYRIGHT. PUBLISHED BY ALU RIGHTS RESERVED,

ILIFFE & SON, 98, FLEET STREET, LONDON.
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RUDGE # CO., Limited,
The Oldest & Largest Bicycle & Tricycle Manufacturers iij the World.

THE CENTRAL GEAR ROTARY TRICYCLE.

ALL RECOEDS on the Road from One Mile to Twenty-four Hours Ride are now held
by the " ROTARY" TRICYCLE. WORLD'S RECORD ONE MILE, 2m. 49s.

;

WORLD'S RECORD TEN MILES; WORLD'S RECORD TWENTY-FOUR
HOURS, 232J Miles.

|i^ Upwards of 15,000 of tljese world-renowijed Machines have been sold iij the past four years.

THE GREATEST SUCCESS OF THE SEASON IS

SEND FOB LISTS.

WORKS: COVENTRY.
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HOW TO WIN AT NAP.
THE SECRET OUT.

PRICE ONE SHILLING (ILLUSTEATED).
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NO SIDE-SLIPPING OR SKIDDING ON GREASY ROADS,

At Bridlington, on June 14th, the "ROVER" SAFETY made the

FASTEST TIME ON RECORD
FOR A MILE, viz., 2mins. 53 sees., so that the Mile Record is thus held by the

ROVER
PATENTED AND

In addition to the above, the Rover
has accomplished the following dis-
tances and times on the road, viz.

:

18i Miles in 1 Hour.

30i Miles in Ih. 41m.
50 Miles in 3h. 5m. 34s.

Dear Sirs,-

SAFETY
REGISTERED.

ITS MARVELLOUS

SPEED AND EASE
ARE ATTESTED BY

? ALL WHO RIDE IT.

FOLLOWING.
9, Charles Square, Hoxton, London, N., Tune 4th, 1886.

-During my eight years' cycling experience, I have never ridden such a fast, easy and comfortable machine
as the "Rover" Safety, although I have been a rider of 20 different types of machines during that period. The machine

READ THE

absolutely flies

,

cycling career.
as for hills, it is a perfect demon. I have never ridden such a perfect machine during the whole of my

Yours truly, JOHN WILLIS.

-WATCH ITS FUTUEB PEEFOEMANCES

-

STARLEY & SUTTON, ^•™x=;ko. COVENTRY.
Send for Lists, Testimonials, &'C., with list of prizes offered.

THE

FACILE' SAFETY BICYCLE.
(BEALE & STRAW'S PATENT.)

As a general roadster
the "Facile" is altogether
ttnequalled. It is remark-
ably easy to learn, easy to
ride, easy to mount, and
dismount, very speedy,and
a splendid hill-climber.
Its construction is simple
and free from all compli-
cation.

All riders who have not
given the " Facile " a
trial should do so by hiring
one on terms stated in
descriptive pamphlet,
which will be sent free on
application.

New Patterns.

The new " Export " and
' Extra Special " patterns
are much admired, and
have been pronounced by
many to be the easiest
running machines they
have ever ridden.

Second-ljaijd " Faciles."

The manufacturers have
generally a considerable
number of these, and a
list is published from
time to time which will
be sent free on application.

Intending buyers of
Second-hand " Faciles "

are cautioned against the
purchase of spurious imi-
tations, of wretchedly bad
construction, advertised
from time to time in
Second-hand sale lists.

AGENTS:—
Birmingham: F. W. Tice-
liurst, 77,Coimore Row.

Liverpool: A. Lilwail and
Co., 28, Argyle Street
Blrkeniiead.

Manchester: City Cycfe
Co., 62, Bridge Street.

Dublin : Boothi Bros.,
Upper Stephen Street.

Brighton: H. IVfloore, Jun.,
68, Preston Street.

SOLE MANUFACTUBEBS :—

PJjJilS & Go., Jud,, 47, farringdon Jld., J^ondon, J3.G.
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There is a class of man which cannot

combine business and pleasure. Members
of such class are unfortunate. Take the

commercial traveller, who can see no beauty

in a town or a view because he is on busi-

ness, whilst, if on his summer holiday, he,

at any rate, pretends to, or actually fancies

he does, enjoy every varied phase of nature.

Compare this man with the traveller who
can, the moment he has finished business

for the day, enjoy the surroundings, if they

are enjoyable, where he may be, and you

have by far the cleverer and more interest-

ing man, though he may not be the better

commercial traveller of the two. Anyone
who has met and mixed much with cele-

brated men is always struck in instances

—we exclude the " Admirable Crichtons "

— with their comparative uninteresting-

ness. The explanation is this, that they

gained their position, not so much by
their talents as by their power of con-

centrating all their forces on the one
particular talent they possessed ; whilst far

cleverer, and much more interesting men,
fail to make their mark for want of that

rarest gift given to man, viz., the power
of concentration. Henry Irving is the most
wonderful example we know personally of

extraordinary concentration. Whereas Keen
was born a genius, Irving has become one
from sheer power of concentration. He,
however, can unbend, and does not come
under the category of the man who cannot
mix business and pleasure. But we digress

somewhat. What we proposed to deal with

was the Society of Cyclists. Now, the

Society of Cychsts may be said to be a

body who possess the facility of being able

to combine business with pleasure. That is

to say, when they mount their cycles, they

do not lower their heads like a charging

bull and go until they stop from sheer loss

of physical power, as many riders do, and

from which practice they alone derive any

pleasure in cycling, but they (the Society of

Cyclists), whilst being enthusiastic votaries

of the wheel, amalgamate with it those

-

intellectual pleasures which have a certain,

interest for all men with cultured minds,

but especially for those who, whether from

age or temperament, do not care to exercise

their intellects in the more Bohemian or

degage scenes of life, in which circles are

found as. good intellects as those of the

British Association types, but the owners

of which are " built " a different way.

The Society of Cyclists is not a ruling body

-

amongst riders of cycles, nor does it desire

to be so. Nevertheless, it contains honoured -

and good names on its roll of members, and

has a distinctly intellectual side. Its mem-
bers ride here, there and everywhere, but.

not in the " charging bull " way. They use^

their eyes and their thoughts as well as their

legs, and they look, at the close of a day's

run, for a feast of intellect as well as a " high

T." Thus, if the Society of Cychsts fix an
" outing "—a vulgar but expressive word—it

does not take the form of a camp meeting,

with its attendant " social " and horse-play,

but it is a gathering where rides can be taken

to places of historical or archaeological in-

terest, and in place of the *' sing-song " of

less cultured cycling circles, lectures are

given on either the place visited, or on men
or things of interest who are, or have been,

associated with the locality.

Thus we find, in 1886, the Society of

Cyclists visiting Colchester, and in the pages
of their society journal, " The Wayfarer," we
find that Gokhester was productive of the
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following " papers" :
—" Natural History for

Cyclists," by Professor G. Henslow, M.A.,

F.L.S., who, in the course of it, said :
" The

first thing is to know how to utilise one's

opportunities to the best advantage. Thus,

to hold the congress at Colchester, the

cyclists travelled along a valley from London
through Essex. The physical features of the

country first call for attention, and if they

had occasion to pass near one of the out-

lying bills, they might have seen gravel on
the top. The first question to put one-

self would be—How did it get there ?

Pebbles are the result of the wear and tear

of waves or of rivers. With a previous

acquaintance with the outlines of geology,

the cyclist would have recognised them as

part of the ' Bagshot series,' which formerly

connected all the summits of the hills from

north-east to south-west of London as one

continuous sheet. These pebble-beds were

formed by a continually-growing beach,

which kept invading the land as the latter

subsided, thus bringing successive portions

within the destructive action of the waves.

By subsequent elevation and denudation of

the lower areas, the parts preserved are now
found capping the higher ground. Again,

a further observation would have revealed

the class of clays, gravels, etc., called

' glacial drift, ' scattered over Essex—and
amounting to some hundred feet in thick-

ness—or Suffolk, between Bury and Ipswich.

This is the result of the great ice ' plough'

coming across England from the north-west

to south-east during the so-called glacial

epoch, when Great Britain resembled the

Arctic regions of to-day. This huge glacier

drove before it the accumulation of mud,
stones, fossils, etc., which it ploughed up
from the different strata in its way. Should
the cyclist travel in Suffolk, he would find a

half-hour's study of the heaps of stones by
the roadside, picked off the fields, well repay

him. He could secure an excellent typical

series of stones from well-nigh all parts of

north and central England. Many are

scratched and grooved, as hard stones set

in the ice were driven over them."

We think that any cyclist taking an intelli-

gent interest in everything which goes on
around him could hardly fail to peruse the

Professor's paper without deriving both in-

formation and pleasure therefrom.
" Cycling in the Highlands," by Captain

Reade, R.N., hardly rose beyond the ordi-

nary " tour" so common in the cycling Press
;

and " A Touring Tricyclist's Kit," by the

Rev. Donald Matheson, M.A., thoueh not

telling the practical cyclist much, sL^.v. In

his opening remarks, that there is a class of

cyclist who enjoys touring without desiring

to mix with the " freemason of the wheel."

He says :
—" Every tricyclist ought to tour.

I did not venture it till I had ridden con-

stantly for three or four years. I feared the

monotony of roads, physical overstrain, and
association with a set of noisy riders who
cared for nothing but pace and the blowing

of trumpets literal and metaphorica

.

Having found all my fears idle, I should like

to help others to a kind of touring in which,

in spite of a glorious sense of independence,

they need never either be anxious to avoid

their friends' houses, or feel themselves un-

presentable whatever company they may
meet. Such a tour has three valuable quali-

ties of variety, health-giving and cheapness."

Next we come to a paper which may be

said to be an adjunct to cycling, viz., " The
Flora of Colchester and the Neighbour-

hood," by Mr. J. G. Shenstone. Now, whilst

everyone admires flowers, most people are

content to accept them as they are ; but the

word " flora " is more comprehensive than

mere flowers, and the following extract from

Mr. Shenstone's paper will show that even

such an apparently dry paper, or rather, to

put it more correctly, one dealing with a

subject appealmg only to persons botanically

inclined, can give information of general

interest to those who desire to be amongst

the well informed. He says:—" For the

benefit of those who may have decided to

visit St. Osyth Priory on Saturday, I might

say that if they turn down by the footpath

leading to Thorington Church, without going

two minutes out of their way, they will see

two very fine specimens of oak trees, having

a circumference of about thirty feet ; whilst

in St. Osyth Priory grounds are to be seen,

still living, but much mutilated, the first

Lombardy poplars introduced into England.

Some may question the utility of the intro-

duction. Many landscape gardeners, I be-

lieve, question the artistic value of this tree.

Personally, I venture to think that, at any

rate, in a wavy country such as this, these

tall trees break the monotony of the outHne

of the distance, and thus form a pleasant

feature in our landscapes, though in them-

selves they may not be very beautiful."

Everybody worth speaking twice to is

artistic ; or, at least, enjoys artistic effects
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although possibly unable to produce them

on canvas or paper. The man who would

say "Who's Constable?" when told that

the Society of Cyclists had an excursion

from Colchester through " Constable's Coun-

try " is one who does not enter into our

calculations when penning this article. The
'• Excursion through Constable's Country "

is, indeed, so interesting to us that we re-

produce the greater part of it. Unartistically

enough, unless we include chefs amongst
" artists," the account begins about eating,

viz. :
—" After luncheon, a numerous party,

travelling on bicycles and tricycles, or in

breaks and carriages, proceeded on an excur-

sion, via Stoke and Stratford St. Mary, through

the Vale of Dedham, immortalised on canvas

by the great English landscape painter—John

Constable. On the way the churches of

Stoke and Stratford St. Mary were inspected

by the visitors, the vicar in each case acting

as cicerone, and pointing out the objects of-

interest. The day was fine, though the air

was chilly for June. Nevertheless, the drive

proved most enjoyable, and the pleasant

scenery of the Vale, with its alternations of

woodland, meadow and stream, and brilliant

in its summer verdancy, elicited the admira-

tion of all beholders. Dedham was reached

just before five o'clock. The picturesque

little village was en fete for the occasion,

and the inhabitants had turned out in

hundreds to welcome the society and its

friends. The vicar (the Rev. C. A. Jones)

courteously conducted the party over the

parish church, and they then proceeded to

Dedham Lodge, where Mr. Rowland Cob-

bold hospitably entertained the visitors at

tea on the lawn. Among the visitors were
Mr. W. H. Penrose and Miss Penrose, Mr.

H. R. Edwards, the Rev. C. A. Jones and
Mrs. Jones, Mr. Hunter Rodwell, Mr. H. P.

Powles (Ipswich), Mr. A. Townsend Cob-

bold, Miss Cobbold (Lawford), the Rev. C.

L. Acland, Mr. J. N. Paxman, Mrs. Brewster,

the Misses Warburton, Mr. A. E. Church,

Miss Ayles, Mr. J. M. Ryan, M.B., Mr. J. A.

Shenstone, Mr. C. D. Keigwin, Mr. and Mrs.

W. Marsh, and Mr. C. J. Fox.
" The Rev. C. A. Jones, vicar of Dedham,

in the course of the afternoon delivered the

following address on Constable :—I owe
you an apology for venturing to say a few

words to you this afternoon on the life and
works of John Constable, and the rather as

some of you, in accordance with a notice in

the ' Daily News,' which I saw with dismay,

may be expecting a critical essay on the art

of that great painter. Such an essay I am
quite unable to write. When your committee
honoured me with their invitation I felt

bound to decHne, as I knew very little indeed

on the subject. I hoped they might have
found an older inhabitant of the neighbour-

hood, and one with some local knowledge, to

undertake the duty. They would not, how-
ever, take a»' No,' and I have to thank them
for their pertinacity, for they have forced me
to learn something of a man of whom no
educated inhabitant of the Vale of Dedham
—certainly no vicar of Dedham—ought to

remain in ignorance. Leslie's ' Life of

Constable,' which I have carefully read,

is a distinctly interesting one ; but, like many
other lives, might with advantage have been

curtailed. It is chiefly composed of Con-
stable's own letters, and, in my judgment, a

large number of them might have been
omitted without injury. Constable's life

appears to me to have been a sad one—sad

because of the struggle with poverty which
marked the greater part of it ; sad because

the British public, almost to the end of his

life, failed to appreciate his merits. He had
to sell his pictures for very low sums. Some
of them are now worth as many hundreds

—

I believe I might safely say thousands—as he

received tens. He was not elected a R.A,

till he was 52 or 53 years of age, and even

then the election was not very generously

or gracefully made. The course of true

love did not in his case run as smoothly as

the waters of the Stour he loved. He had to

wait many weary years for the lady of his

choice, and his experience during those years

was not that of Jacob— ' They seemed unto

him but a few years for the love he bore her.'

The grandfather of the lady, a former rector

of East Bergholt, Dr. Rhudde, failed to ap-

preciate Constable's worth, and successfully

threw every possible obstacle in the way of

the match. When they married they did so

without her father's or grandfather's consent,

and feared for some years permanent poverty.

Happily, Dr. Rhudde in time relented,

and did not disinherit the lady, as it was
expected he would. Though their married

life was happy, it was short ; she died at an
early age, only twelve years after their union.

Some of the children were delicate, and
gave him continual anxiety, happily, on no
other score than that of health ; and he

died before his merits were fully appreciated

at the age of sixty—hardly what would be
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called at ' a good old age.' His fame was
mainly posthumous, as his life-long friend,

Archdeacon Fisher, of Salisbury, to whom in

many a time of need he was indebted for

many a kindly act—a timely loan, a timely

purchase—foretold would be the case. The
world has liberally bestowed both praise and

money, when praise and money are of no

value to him. The facts of his life are soon

told, so far as it is worth while to tell them.

He was born at Flatford Mill on the nth of

June, 1776. He was the second son of Gold-

ing Constable, to whom the mill belonged.

At seven he was sent to some unknown
boarding-school, fifteen miles from Bergholt.

Thence to a small school at Lavenham, in

Suifolk—well known for its beautiful church

and glorious tower—as beautiful an object

for miles round as Dedham is for a far

greater distance, but lacking the beautiful

scenery which has made your run through

Constable's country so enjoyable. From
Lavenham he went to the grammar school

of Dedham, then under the head-mastership

of a certain Dr. Grimwood. At school he

did not excel, except in penmanship ; but

Dr. Grimwood detected where the boy's

talents lay, and the story is told that during

his lessons a long pause would often occur,

which the master would be the first to break.

'Go on, I am not asleep—oh ! now I see you

are in your painting room,' said the master.

It was intended he should take orders, but the

boy had no taste for the necessary studies,

and so the father determined to make a

miller of him, and for a year he performed

the duties required carefully and well. All

his spare time, however, was spent in the

company of a plumber and glazier, of Berg-

holt, whose tastes corresponded to his own,

one John Dunthorne, whose son in after

years became a pupil and assistant of

Constable, but predeceased him.

" One result of his intimacy with the mill is

said to be that all the mills he painted—and

he painted many— ' will go round,' which, I

am told, cannot always be said of an artist's

mill. In 1795, Constable obtained his father's

consent to his going to London, that he

might see what chance of success he might

have as a painter. He took with him an

introduction to Sir George Beaumont, whose

mother at that time resided at Dedham. He
returned, however, after a year at Bergholt,

and for a time was again employed in his

father's counting-house. He went again to

London in 1799, and was on the 4th of

February admitted a student of the Royal
Academy. From that time to the time of
his death London was his home.

" He first appears as an exhibitor in the

Royal Academy in 1802, with a picture called .

simply a ' Landscape.' He ultimately settled

in Charlotte Street, Fitzroy Square, where he
lived until after his marriage. He also took

a house in Well Walk, Hampstead. He
made long and frequent visits in the summer
and autumn of each year to Bergholt, to the

scenery of which he was so deeply attached,

and, in consequence of his intimacy with

the Fishers, was also often in Dorsetshire

and Wilts. Salisbury Cathedral he fre-

quently painted. He married Miss Bicknell,

to whom for many years he had been
attached, in St. Martin's Church in October,

1816, and by her he had four sons and three

daughters. Mrs. Constable died in Novem-
ber, 1828, just a few months before his

election (in 1829) as a Royal Academician.

He had been elected an Associate of the

Academy in 1819. He survived his wife

eight and a-half years, and died quite sud-

denly, after, however, a long period of

indifferent health, on the morning of April

ist, 1837. He was buried in Hampstead
Churchyard.

" For years, as I said just now, his pictures

attracted but little attention in England,

probably owing to their unpretending nature

and extreme simplicity. They attracted,

however, great attention in Paris and Lille

in 1824 and 1825. When Sir G. Beaumont
asked him what style he intended to imitate,

' None but God Almighty's style ' was his

reply. His view, when he became an artist,

was that there was room for a natural

painter. ' The great vice of the day,' said

he, ' is bravado—an attempt to do some-

thing beyond the truth.' In a lecture given

before the Phrenological Society in 1843

we find this passage :
—

' He seemed to think

that he came into the world to convince

mankind that Nature is beautiful. Instead

of seeking for the material of poetic land-

scape in foreign countries, amidst temples

or classic groves, or in our own among
castles, lakes, and mountains, he taught that

the simple cottage, the village green, the

church, the meadow covered with cattle,

the canal with its barges, its locks, and reedy

banks contained all the materials, and called

up all the associations, necessary for a

picture.' He doted upon his native fields.

' I love,' said he, ' every stile and stump
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and lane in the village. As long as I am
able to hold a brush I shall never cease to

paint them.' In the closing ye^rs of his

life he was engaged with Mr. David Lucas

in preparing for publication a work called

' English Landscape,' and in the preface he

says, ' It is the desire of the author of this

publication to increase the interest for, and

promote the study of, the rural scenery of

England, with all its endearing associations,

and even in its most simple locaHties ; of

England, with her climate of more than ver-

nal freshness, in whose summer skies and

rich autumnal clouds in thousand liveries

dight, the observer of Nature may daily watch

her endless varieties of effect.' He was
painstaking and persevering. Early in life

he was much impressed by a saying of Sir

Joshua Reynolds, that ' there is no easy way
of becoming a good painter.' Ruskin some-

where complains that Constable would not

accept help from other men. ' I have been,'

says Constable, ' for two years roaming after

pictures, and seeking the truth at second-

hand. I shall return to Bergholt, and
endeavour to get a pure and unaffected

manner of representing the scenes that may
employ me.' Consequently, his pictures are

always true to nature, fresh, original, simple,

and imitative ; he tried, and not in vain, to

catch the transient and varying effects of

Nature. He was especially fond ofendeavour-
ing to sketch on his canvas the effect of dew,
and always took special pains with his cloud

scenery. ' Don't be disheartened, young
man, we shall hear of you again

;
you must

have loved Nature very much before you
could have painted this,' was one day said

to him by Mr. West, and he was cheered and
encouraged, and soon after wrote, ' I feel

more than ever a decided conviction that I

shall, sometime or other, make some good
pictures—pictures that shall be valuable to

posterity, if I reap not the benefit of it. This
hope, added to the great dehght I find in art

itself, buoys me up, and makes me pursue it

with ardour.' His hopes have been realised.

Five of his paintings are in the National

Gallery, three large ones—'The Corn Field,'

'The Valley Farm,' and 'The Holy Wain,'
recently purchased—and two small ones—
'A Corn Field with Figures' and 'On
Barnes Common.' The last has one of

these windmills to which I have referred.

Dedham Mill, with an exquisite sketch of the

church tower, SaHsbury Cathedral, Water
Meadows near Salisbury, and two beautiful

Hampstead Heaths are among those in the

Sheepshank's collection at South Kensington.

Twice only did he attempt sacred subjects.

In 1804 he painted an altar piece for Bran-

tham Church, ' Christ Blessing the Little

Children ;' and in i8og, one for Nayland
Church, a single half figure of the Saviour

blessing the bread and wine. They have, I

beheve, no great merit, and Constable made
no further efforts in this direction. Finally,

let me point out to you that Constable was a

devout and reverent painter, led by his

study of Nature up to Nature's God. He
considered it a most melancholy truth that a

knowledge of the things created does not

always lead to a veneration of the Creator.

He was especially fond of the works and

poems of Cowper, because he is, said he,

' the poet of religion and Nature.'

" In a lecture which he gave not long before

his death on ' Landscape' to the Literary

and Scientific Institution, at Hampstead,

occurs the following striking passage:— ' The
landscape painter must walk to the fields

with an humble mind ; no arrogant man was

ever permitted to see Nature in all her

beauty. If I may be allowed to use a very

solemn quotation, I would say most emphati-

cally to the student, ' Remember now thy

Creator in the days of thy youth.' He lived

before the poet of the Christian year, but

would have entered deeply into the spirit of

his hymn for Septuagesima Sunday

—

" ' Thou Who hast given me eyes to see,

And love this light so fair,

Give me a heart to find out Thee,

And read Thee everywhere.' "

We think that a perusal of Mr. Jones's

very interesting lecture on Constable will

prove that cycHng to a spot can be very

much enhanced by an educated man, aufait

with his subject, being there able and wilHng

to give such an interesting history of one of

its most interesting inhabitants. At any
rate, we pity the man, and his type, who
said to us when" The Graphic," at Charles

Dickens's death, produced " The Vacant
Chair, Gad's Hill:" "Well, what is there

in it ; it is an ordinary arm-chair ?" Some-
body thanked God we had a House of

Lords, but all men who possess not too

much sentiment, but just sentiment enough,

should render thanks equally unto Him for

its possession.

Dr. B. W. Richardson, the president, in

addition to an able address, " CycHng and
National Development," and '* Cycling as a
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Page of History," also delivered a lecture on
" Dr. William Gilbert, of Colchester, the

first electrician." In these days, when even

the " golden youth" miss their electric light

on leaving town, the name, residence, and

history of the first electrician ought to be of

interest to all.

The Mayor of Colchester (Mr. Laver)

lectured on " Colchester : its History and An-

tiquities." This paper teemed with interest

to those who see more in structures of

antiquity than, as the Yankee did at Rome,

buildings sadly in want of repair.

Mr. John Browning, F.R.A.S., read a very

interesting paper, and the following portion

of it may be of interest to cyclists generally

of the " non-charging bull" class :
—" It is

often desirable," he says, " to have some

means of seeing well objects which are at a

distance. A small binocular telescope,

which magnifies about ten diameters, is the

best instrument for this purpose, but it is

not always convenient to add such articles

to one's luggage. A couple of simple lenses,

made preferably of rock crystal, because

this will not scratch, may be carried in your

purse, or in a case in your pocket. The
largest should be a round double-convex

lens, about one and a-half inches diameter,

and from fifteen to twenty inches focus.

The small lens should be a double-concave

lens, about three-quarters of an inch in

diameter, from six to ten inches negative

focus. The deeper this len is, that is, the

more it diminishes, the more the combina-

tion of the two lenses will magnify. The
large lens should be held in the left hand,

and small in the right, and after a very little

practice they may easily be used as a

Hughenian telescope. As an illustration of

the use of such a contrivance, I may mention

that Dr. Richardson informed me that on one

occasion he was able, by using such a tele-

scope, to make out an inscription on the

steeple of Salisbury Cathedral."

Our own ideal of a woman is one who,
whilst possessing all the graces of person

and the natural vanities, and even frivolities,

of woman, can, when necessary, become that

being of sense and wonderful natural intui-

tion—the female part of man. The less she

brings the latter quality to the surface the

better we like her, but if she possess it not

at all she soon becomes an uninteresting

individual. Mr. Wynter Blyth, the well-

known Medical Officer of Health for Mary-

leboue, evidently sympathises with women

who seek admiration, as all women should.

He says, in his paper entitled " Cycling in

Relation to Strength and Beauty":—" Men
have sought the secret of strength, women
the secret of beauty. Men have sought to

inspire the fear and attain the respect of

others, and to quell the craven spirit of self-

preservation ; women have desired, with

constant passion, admiration. In the pri-

meval, cruel world, when the weakest

went to the wall, when the hardest hitters,

the surest strikers, and the ruthless of

hand and heart were the greatest heroes,

the exercise of the fight or the excite-

ment of the hunt entailed fierce bodily

activity, in which all the muscles had their

share. It is only a high civilisation, when a

large number of men become chained to

desks and chairs, and are shut for many
hours of the day in the close air of houses,

that the desire for artificial gymnastic exer-

cise finds expression—a desire, to be noted,

almost confined to the male, and especially

to young adult males. To be strong, to be

fleet, to excel with the hand, is the ambition

of the youth ; to be graceful, to be healthy

and to be loved, is the ambition of the maiden.

With the rise of civiHsation, without doubt,

both the male and female form increased in

beauty, and probably also in strength, but

there was then first manifested a tendency

to artificially disturb the symmetry of the

frame. So far as the bony basis and its

muscular coverings, the human body is built

up of two perfectly similar parts, the right

and the left side being replicas, or repeats,

and, theoretically, there should be no differ-

ence, neither in size, nor appearance, nor in

power. The laws governing muscular de-

velopment are that those muscles which are

most used increase in volume most, and are

strongest and most efficient, hence the

general result is that civilised man is gene-

rally one-sided, the whole of his right side

being larger and of greater potency than his

left. The shoes that fit the left foot per-

fectly pinch the right, the right-hand glove

is tightest, the right-hand blow is heaviest,

there is a general fulness and firmness

of the right side of the body, a general

flaccidity of the left. This tendency to

one-sided strength and one-sided develop-

ment the best professors of gymnastics have

ever attempted to correct. The play of

the clubs, the swinging of the dumb-bells,

and the various regulated postures are

all perfectly equilateral, or equal-sided, in
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contradistinction to the right-handed play of

the limbs in the trades—the smith with his

hammer, the carpenter with his saw, the

mason with his mallet, and so on. But

when we come to voluntary games, such as

cricket, football, and tennis, the right-handed

proclivities assert themselves ; and in all

these games the right hand bears the brunt

of the fray. Apart from mere running and

walking, there seem to be only two gym-

nastic exercises which are, in point of view

that I am taking, exceptional, and these ex-

ercises are rowing and cycling. These may
be considered as perfect two-sided muscular

exercises, and therefore capable of developing

the human form to its fullest extent and to

its fullest beauty, whereas all other exercises

that unduly tax one side of the body are

liable to cause a greater or less distortion.

If asked which again of the two—rowing

and cycling—is best as an exercise, I should

consider that they are, to a certain extent,

complementary the one to the other, rowing

developing the muscles of the chest and

arms far more than cycling, which, on the

other hand, develops the muscles of ordinary

progression, and has no very special direc-

tion on the arm muscles, although they are

by no means idle. You may, perhaps, think

that I am exaggerating the effects of ordinary

one-sided exercises. It is true the effects can,

in the majority of cases, only be traced by
accurate measurements, and are not dis-

cernible at once by the eye, especially as

those parts, such as the spinal column, in

which the effect is almost always to be

found, are hid by clothing from view. The
spinal column may be compared to the mast of

a vessel, which everyone knows would never
be perfectly upright were it not for the stays

and shrouds, which from time to time are

adjusted, for if one set is tighter than another

the mast bends towards the strongest. In a

somewhat similar way the erectness of the

spine is maintained by an infinite number
of muscular cords, and the over-development

of the right side almost constantly gives a

sort of twist to the spine, and I am bold to

affirm that a perfectly straight spine is

exceptional. The very common slight

distortions of the spine have been referred

to posture at schools; and quite a library

of books and essays has been written on
the proper height of desks and forms,

in reference to the single point of keep-

ing children's vertebral columns in order;

whereas, according to iny ideas, the main

cause is the greater muscular tension,

developed by inheritance, by custom, and by
use of the right side, and the remedy is

equal-sided muscular exercise. Education,

in a very short time, will have an entirely

different sense from what it has now.

Education of the brain has reached its

extreme point ; it is time to attend to that

of the body. The classical scholar, who
can write elegant Latin, and has the Greek
knowledge of a Porson, but who has lived

such a sedentary life as not to be able to

ride, shoot, row, or use, with some dexterity,

ordinary tools, whether they be those of a

carpenter or a metal-fitter, is, in my opinion,

not educated in the highest sense of the

term. Depend upon it, a more useful

citizen than such a man is the student who
has been educated at our own technical

schools, or at one of the manual schools in

America, where, although they may not

know any one trade perfectly, they have the

proper basis to apply their hand to any
trade. Cycling is an important exercise

that is worthy of a national recognition,

because it is an aid to the full development

of strength, to the perfection of beauty.

For beauty, be it noted, especially the

beauty of women, consists really in health

and development ; and in these words lie the

whole secret of beauty—the plainest feminine

features, if united to a healthy, well-deve-

loped body, are not by any means un-

attractive ; so that if it should ever be—and
it may be—an ambition for a woman to

marry, however plain she is, let health be
pursued, and the lover will follow. Beauty

in the male greatly depends upon a full, but

not excessive, muscular development. The
Apollo is a more perfectly manly form than
that of Hercules. Beauty in the female is

intimately associated with roundness and soft-

ness ; the model from which Praxiteles

copied his Venus could never have been
given to violent exertions ; she was no hewer
of wood, no drawer of water, but took life

easily, voluptuously, gently. Easy cycling,

of from fifteen to twenty miles daily, will

mar no female form, but give health and
vigour, and therefore it is a universal

cosmetic of a peculiarly valuable character.

Long-continued rides, exposure to dust,

braving the hot sun, and despising the east

wind, discolour the face, bhster the nose,

tear the veil from the anatomy, and lines,

sinews and furrows stand out, imparting a

general harshness, instead ofthat gentle flow-
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ing of form from one part to another, which

is the despa'r of the young art student. At

the commencement of cycling, all sorts of

physical injuries from sitting on a ridge of

leather, and straining the abdominal muscles

and organs, were prophesied by the school

of alarmists, who have always croaked over

the advent of new mysteries, but experience

has shown that all these fears were utterly

baseless. No doubt growing boys, and

weakly, excitable men, may exert themselves

beyond their strength, and lay the foundation

for very serious maladies. But this is not

use, it is mal-use, or abuse. Nothing is

more common, and nothing is more unfair,

than to argue against a pastime from isolated

instances of unwise excess, to condemn a

majority for the acts of a foolish minority.

In these brief remarks I have pressed, with-

out, I hope, undue exaggeration, my claim

for cycling as a perfect gymnastic exercise,

and also the importance generally of giving

an equal development to the left and right

muscular systems. There are many other

aspects of cycling—utilitarian, social, educa-

tional, etc. Cycling first conquered ridicule,

then hostility. At the present time this

country supports more cyclists in proportion

to its population than any other country in

the civilised world, and it is no small advan-

tage that a new, equal-sided exercise has

attained a popularity which, from its nature,

is certain to be permanent. Year by year

this kingdom pours out the flower of its youth

and manhood to reclaim the Australian

wastes, to clear the Canadian earth for

tillage, and to turn the impassable forests

into gardens. This is done rather by physical

than by mental education ; however cunning

the machine may be, whatever victories we
have gained by placing the magic spell of

science on the genii of fire, of steam, and
electricity, we still have an inexhaustible

field for muscle and nerve ; brute strength,

wedded to a brave, humane heart, is God-like

and ever admirable. In times like these, in

which intellect is forced in the forcing-pots

of school and university, when every poor

biped has to be crammed and stuffed with

cyclopaedias of knowledge, with infinities of

• ologies,' it is desirable to encourage every

healthy and innocent form of open-air enjoy-

ment, and to show that there are still great

and good uses for the strong man."

In conclusion, this first *' outing " of the

Society of Cyclists ended by an excur-

sion to St. Osyth Priory on the Saturday

of the week they visited Colchester, and to

the Priory they were specially invited by Sir

J. H. Johnson. The party numbered about

sixty, and several tricycles and bicycles

started, but many of the cyclists, deterred by
the bad reputation of the roads and the length

of the journey, preferred to avail themselves

of the breaks and carriages which were pro-

vided for the occasion. The ride was a very

pleasant one, and on arriving at St. Osyth,

the party were much dehghted with the

splendid grounds, which were seen to the

very greatest advantage, the spring freshness

of the gardens and grounds being set off by
brilliant sunshine. Sir John Johnson was
present to receive his guests, and he gave

them all a cordial welcome, conducting them
over his fine grounds, where he pointed out

the principal objects of interest. The
celebrated Lombardy poplars, still standing

in an aged and mutilated state, were the

objects of much interest, as being the first

poplars ever introduced into this country

;

the fine Priory ruins, with the restored

chapel, were also explored, and Sir John:

took his visitors up the Abbot's Tower, which
commands a magnificent view of the sea-

coast and also of the country around. Special

interest was attached to a small speck above

the horizon, which, with the help of glasses,

was discovered to be the Colchester Water
Tower. The grounds and gardens were next

surveyed ; the conservatories, with their

profusion of flowers ; the renowned fig-tree,

and the many other noteworthy trees which
surround the house were pointed out, after

which Sir John took his visitors through the

principal apartments of his sumptuously

furnished mansion, and pointed out the

principal art treasures and curiosities which

are among its contents. The splendidly-

carved furniture is the most interesting

feature of the mansion, but it contains

also many fine old oil-paintings, some valu-

able china and handsome plate. The
portraits of George IV. and Queen Charlottej

formerly the property of Lord Rochford, are

probably the most valuable of the original

paintings in the house. Sir John Johnson's

kindness was suitably acknowledged by the

President on behalf of the Society.

This excursion terminated the first, and
happily a most successful, congress, every

incident of which will long be treasured in

the memory of those who had the good

fortune to be present.

We think that we have shown that to
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cyclists of quiet, intellectual power, whether

the quietness arise from temperament or

years, the Society of CycHsts forms an

interesting object of cycling life, and we

have, therefore, in concluding this article,

merely to give the names of the officers of

the Society, and a hvief 1 esiime oi its rules,

which we do. They are as follow :

—

THE SOCIETY OF CYCLISTS.
OFFICERS.

President—Benjamin Ward Richardson, M.D., F.R.S.

Hon. Treasurer -Fra-ncis Cobb.

Hon. Secretary—A, Wynter Blyth, M.R.C.S., F.C.S.

Council—
W. Adams Harley Jones, M.A.

Herbert Blyth D. McGill

John Browning J. B. Marsh

E. Stewart Cobb
E. T. Edwards
W. Gilruth

JuHan Godfrey

Rev. Clayton Greene

Robert Payne Grace

R. Grice

B. Gwatkin
E. Izod

Rev. Donald Matheson, M.A.

J. Pennell

G. Porter

Bertram Richardson

J. J. Ridge, M.D.
Arthur Sansom, M.D.
Lionel Scott

Danford Thomas, M.D.
W. T. White

The Society of Cyclists was established

in the early part of 1885. Its avowed

objects are—" The development of cycling,

and its application to the promotion of

studies in Hterature, science, and art."

The Society's meetings are held once a

month during the session, which extends

from October to May, at its rooms, g.

Conduit Street, London, W.
At these meetings new inventions are

exhibited, and papers of interest to cyclists

and tourists read and discussed.

The rooms are easily accessible from all

parts of the Metropolis, are well lighted, and
during a great portion of the year are hung
with pictures.

The number of fellows is increasing

rapidly, and so far a success beyond expec-

tation has been realised.

Each year it is intended to hold a confer-

ence or congress in some part of the United

Kingdom.
Admission to the fellowship is by ballot,

and those who are desirous of joining the

Society are requested to put themselves in

communication with the hon. secretary.

Each fellow is entitled to a copy of the

Society's journal, " The Wayfarer." The
annual subscription is £1 is.

A. Wynter Blyth, hon. sec,

9, Conduit Street, London, W.

>• <
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A STORY OF BACON AND CHEESE.

Who would have thought that the pur-

chasing of a rasher of streaky bacon could

have decided a man's fate ? Yet so it was.

John Sparrow was returning from his place

of business one evening when the thought

struck him that he would Hke a rasher of

bacon for his breakfast next day, instead of

his usual egg, and after duly weighing in his

mind whether he would plunge to that extent

or not, the sight of a large provision shop,

with whole piles of that comestible displayed

in the window, quite decided him, and in he
went. After inspecting several pieces he at

last chose one from off which his rasher was to

be cut, and on receiving it delicately wrapped
up in a piece of the " Daily Telegraph,"

tendered the amount required to the shopman,
who, however, directed him to "pay at the

desk," at the same time pointing towards a

small pay desk at the rear ofthe shop. When
handing the money to the person inside the

desk, John, through the pigeon-hole cut in

the front of it, saw that its occupant was not,

as he had expected, one of the shopmen, but

a young and lovely woman. John Sparrow

was smitten. He continued looking at her

while she entered the amount in a large book

in front of her, and then she blew her nose,

and it was not until she happened to look

over the top of her handkerchief that she

observed him still- standing there. She

started and John , recollecting himself, walked

out of the shop. He paused outside upon
the pavement, however, and cast one look

back. The young lady was watching him

out of her little pigeon-hole, and John

squeezed his rasher of bacon with delight.

He had quite lost his heart—it was a case of

love at first sight.

Such is the tale of how John Sparrow
first met Evelina Fredrica Prodgers. On
what little things do our destinies hang

!
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From that day John Sparrow's life was
changed. He no longer had eggs for break-

fast ; he purchased a rasher of streaky

every evening. John's brother, who lived

with him, was astonished at his recklessness

in having bacon every day. " Why, John,"
he said, " what a oner you've got for bacon !"

"Yes," said John, "I've got much rasher

lately." Bat bacon, though it appeased his

hunger, did not satisfy his love. He longed

for the lovely Miss Prodgers ; she alone

could make him happy. Every night when
he went to the shop he had the pleasure of

gazing upon his idol for a few seconds. To
make the time longer, he never gave the

exact money, so as to be able to wait while

she counted out the change. After a few

weeks John even ventured to make critical

remarks about the weather—how cold it had
been, or how hot ; or did she think it would

rain ? To all these questions Evelina

answered sweetly, even venturing at times

to express an opinion contrary to John's

—

that although it was very overclouded, she

did not think it would come to anything

much. This was in answer to an observa-

tion of that gentleman's that there was a

thunderstorm coming on, and as the storm

did come on, and John was wet to the skin

before he got half way home, a good deal of

pleasantry was indulged in on their next

meeting, John saying that if she had not

assured him it wouldn't rain he should have
hastened home faster, and so it was entirel)'^

her fault that he got wet through. At which
Miss Prodgers laughed muchly, called him a

funny man, and gave twopence change short

to an old lady who had just purchased three

eggs and a quarter of a pound of Dutch
cheese. In all probability he would have
gone on buying rashers of bacon and discus-

sing the state of the atmosphere with Miss

Prodgers for an indefinite period, making no
further steps towards declaring his affec-

tions. But one evening an incident occurred.

This was the incident.

In consequence of John's having got a rise

in his office, he acd his brother decided to

have a bit of a feed in honour of the event,

and on the way home in the evening they

purchased various delicacies to form a grand
supper, to which they had invited a fellow-

clerk. The evening was spent in pipes, nap,

and harmony, and it was only just before

supper that John recollected there was no
cheese, and immediately volunteered to go

for some. To this his brother and the friend

who were deeply engaged in mixing a mar-

vellous drink, called by the latter "a
smiler," readily agreed, and John set off,

mounted on an old rear-steerer tricycle, of

which he and his brother were the proud
possessors. He did not trouble to light the

lamp, as it was not far to the shop, which,

it is needless to say, was the one kept by Mr.
Prodgers. Leaving the machine beside the

kerb, John entered the shop, and after tasting

seven or eight different sorts, until he had
almost consumed as much as he was going

to purchase, he decided on one, and ordered

a quarter. Alas ! his loved one was not in

her usual place, and when he had served

him the shopman walked round to the till in

the desk, and gave him his change. Sadly

disappointed, John walked out of the shop,

not without casting several glances back in

the direction of the pay-box, and he was just

about to seat himself on his tricycle when
the private door at the side of the shop
opened, and out came Miss Prodgers. She
uttered an exclamation of surprise on seeing

him outside, and on a tricycle, too. John
politely raised his hat, and leaving the

cheese on the saddle of the machine,

returned to the pavement and shook hands.
" Lor! Mr. Sparrer"—she had got to know
his name by that time—" I didn't know you
rode a tricycle." " Oh, yes, I do," said

John, "I have for a long time." " What a

beauty it is, too!" continued the young
lady. " Will you have a ride ?" said John.
" Oh ! Mr. Sparrer," she said, " I daresn't."

"Do," said John—"try, I'll take care of you."
" Well, if you'll be very very careful, I think

I'll try. I should so love to ride. Bring it

round this road." And while John wheeled

the machine she told him she was just going

for a httle walk, as she did every night

after the shop had shut. Arrived in

the side road, which was a nice quiet one,

John picked up the cheese, which had fallen

down, and, replacing it on the saddle, pro-

ceeded to light the lamp, so that she could

sec " here she was going. That done. Miss

Prodgers drew on her gloves very carefully,

put her feet on the pedals, and backed on to

the saddle. Evelina Fredrica was a good

solid one. Rude boys in the street had even

been known to sing pointedly a song with a

refrain that told how the subject of the verse

was all very fine and large, and this quite

close to Miss Prodgers, too. Could they

have meant anything personal ? John's

brother, loo, had once remarked that Evelina
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was the best name Miss Prodgers could have

had, as she was certainly " heavy," and

might well have been a little " leaner."

Evelina seated herself on the machine, but

she didn't stay long. Chirgwin, the v/hite-

eyed Kaffir-ms that, although you may
decorate your hair with a shamrock, or take

a rest upon the beautiful rose,

" You can't sit down on a thistle."

Neither can you get a comfortable seat on a

saddle when there is a quarter of a pound of

cheese on the top of it ; at least. Miss

Prodgers could not. In the words of the

song, " She wasn't built that way." She

rose up. "What am I a-3ittin' on?" she

said. Then John Sparrow remembered his

cheese, and removed it to his pocket. It

was as flat as a pancake. Miss Prodgers

now started off for good, and after a little

practice became so far proficient in the art

that she was able to get up quite a good

rate of speed, when at last she said she

must be going in.

" Thank you very much, Mr. Sparrer,"

she said ;
" I generally come out about the

same time. Good-night."
" What a rum shape the cheese is ?" said

John's friend, at supper.

'•Yes," said John—"it's a sortof Gruyere."
" Why, there's no holes in it I" said his

friend.

" It's built that way," said John.

By a remarkable coincidence John
happened to be riding past Mr. Prodgers's

shop the next evening just as Miss Prodgers

came out, and, needless to say, the per-

formance of the previous evening was again

repeated, and when John left her he said

that, if agreeable to her, he should be happy

to do ditto the next evening.

It was agreeable to her, and the next even-

ing, and every fine evening after, he was

there to time. Miss Evelina got to be quite

an accomplished rider, and, instead of walk-

ing beside her, John had to run at a good

fast trot, and even then he was often a good

bit behind at the finish, as Miss Prodgers

would end up with a spurt down the road

to her father's house.

John had often seen Mr. Prodgers in his

shop of an evening, but had never had the

pleasure of speaking to him, and, to tell the

truth, he held him in somewhat of av/e. He
was a short, fat man, with a heavy voice,

and was totally wrapped up in his business,

which he had made all himself, having risen

from a humble position, and from v/hich.

having made a nice little sum, he was think-

ing of shortly retiring. He had only one

child, Evelina Fredrica, and his great desire

v/as to see her comfortably married. " I

don't care a hang about money," he would
say—" I can furnish that. What I want is a

really good husband for her." It was
astonishing how many young men who
hadn't got any money thought they would
make good husbands, and got introduced to

Miss Prodgers and her pa, hoping that they

might think so too. But Evelina was hard to

please. So was her pa. There was only

one young man who had any chance,

W^iliiam Hopkins, the son of the proprietor

of the London and Suburban Co-operative

Supply Stores, Limited, a small grocer's

shop two streets away. This young fellow

was looked upon by most people as Evelina's

future husband, but Evelina had not decided

yet. She put up with him pending the

arrival of a better one. When John Sparrow,

mounted on his tricycle, loomed upon the

horizon, William Hopkins faded gradually

away from her thoughts. Yet he was a far

more brilliant young man than John—he waSj

in fact, a bit of a masher. But honest worth

soon makes itself apparent, and even a

stand-up collar and a shiny top-hat are

poor substitutes for it.

As I have said, John had never seen Mr.

Prodgers except in his place of business, but

one evening, as he was waiting for Miss Prod-

gers, she came out accompanied by the old

gentleman. John's first thought was to leap

upon his machine and fly, but Evehna, with

one of those bewitching smiles for which

she was so noted, held out her band to him,

and said, " This is Mr. Sparrow, papa."
" How d'ye do, my boy, how d'ye do," said

the old gentleman, shaking hands with a

grip like a vice. Evelina, who had evidently

told her papa all about him, was soon

mounted upon the tricycle, and while she

rode about, John and the old gentleman had

a pleasant chat, walking onwards the while.

They had a short stroll, and when they

arrived back at the house, Mr. Prodgers was
persuaded to have a try on the machine, and

went erratically once or twice slowly up and

down the road, and said he enjoyed it im-

mensely. He made John step inside and

partake of some refreshment before he went,

after which that gentleman bid them good-

night and left, riding home very joyful and

singing at the top of his voice.

Thus things went on. It's a way they've
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got. Sammer turned to autumn, and autumn
deepened into winter. Festivities began.

People winter parties and balls, summer
fonder of gaiety than others, but continual

dances and other amusements autumn
make anyone lively. But Evelina was not

happy. She loved John Sparrow, but she

saw her father could not make up his mind
which of the two, William Hopkins or John
Sparrow, he would best like for his son-in-

law.

Again fate stepped in. It was not a

rasher of bacon this time. It was a cheese.

The evening was the occasion of the cele-

bration of the silver wedding of Mr. and
Mrs. Prodgers. It was just 25 years since

Mr. Prodgers had led Mrs. P., then a slim

young thing of 21 (she now weighed about

14 stone), to the altar, and altered her name
to his. They had spent their honeymoon at

Margate, and such an important event as a

silver wedding could not be allowed to pass,

Mr. Prodgers said, without something to

mark it, and so they arranged a little con-

vivial evening. Mr. Prodgers's brother and
his wife were invited, a comfortable old

couple, who kept a general shop in a

northern suburb ; also Matilda McWbirter,
a friend of Miss Prodgers, and William
Hopkins and John Sparrow; and Mrs. Prod-

gers, before tea, said to her brother's wife,

" Jane, my dear, just you take notice of

these two young men who're after our Evvy,

and tell me which you likes the best," which
the brother's wife duly promised to do.

The young men arrived about the same
time, and met with an equally cordial recep-

tion. After tea, during which meal they

were most assiduous in handing about the

currant cake, etc., music was the order of

the evening. At first the young ladies per-

formed duets together, at the finish of which
Mr. Prodgers called out " Duet again" until

everybody had laughed four separate times
at the joke. Later on Miss Prodgers gave
" In the ger-loaming," followed by William
Hopkins with " Let me like a sole-jer fori,"

which met with great applause. WiUiam's get-

up was particularly immense that evening, the

fourpence-halfpenny washing tie and striped

collar and shirt being especially tasty. The
three rings he wore on his right hand were also

much admired, more so, perhaps, than the

five he had on the other hand. After a good
deal of pressing, and many cries of " Oh,
'Tilda, do !" that young lady "was persuaded
to oblige, and very effectively gave a song

all about a last waltz, and which she sang so

feelingly that Mrs. Prodgers's brother's wife

said it made her feel quite sad, and it was
only after repeated doses of water—not neat,

but diluted—that she regained her spirits,

which she seemed to imbibe with the water.

Evelina and William Hopkins now sang a

duet, which they found they both knew, and
this had also a pecuHar effect on some of

the company. In the middle of the first

verse a scuffling noise might have been heard
out in the passage, like a mixture of frighten-

ing a cat away and wiping boots on the

door-mat. It was, however, in reality caused

by the determined attempts of John Sparrow
to kiss 'Tilda McWhirter, which feat accom-
plished they sat on the stairs together until

'Tilda, who knew the duet well, declared the

performers were entering the last verse, so

after another kiss, which resounded in the

hall so that 'Tilda was afraid it would be

heard in the parlour, John strolled into the

room again just in lime to say " Thank you,

thank you." 'Tilda McWhirter came run-

ning downstairs a minute later. " What a

love of a tippet that is lying on your bed,

dear !" she said to Miss Prodgers.

Suddenly Mr. Prodgers started to his feet,

dropping his long clay pipe, which broke into

a thousand pieces. "Father, what's the

matter ?" said Mrs. P., greatly alarmed.
" Why, I've been and forgot Mr. Barker'^

cheese. He ordered a large Stilton this

morning, to be sent home to-night, as he's

got a grand party on. They'll want it for

supper, and I've bin and forgot all about it.

I wouldn't a-done it for twenty pounds."

Mr. Barker, the M.P. for the division, was
an old customer of Mr. Prodgers, and one

who he was particularly anxious to keep in

with, as he was a very influential man in the

parish. He had met Mr. Prodgers in the

street that morning, and given him the order

above-mentioned, but Mr. Prodgers had,

somehow or other, forgotten all about it, till

it suddenly occurred to him in the evening.

"The men are all gone," continued Mr.

Prodgers. " I'd take it up myself, but its a

good way away, and I shouldn't get there

before they have supper if I did. Dear me,

this is unfortunate !"

" It is, indeed," said Mr. WilHam Hopkins,

looking at Evehna with an expression of

forced anxiety on his face. .

The company gazed ruefully at one another,

when an idea struck John Sparrow.
" Look here, Mr. Prodgers," he said, " if
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you'll let me, I'll take it over on my tricycle,

and see if I can't get there in time." Mr.

Prodgers rushed from the room
; John

followed him down to the shop. Mr. Prod-

gers seized a splendid Stilton, and carefully

packed it in a basket. John got his tricycle

from the side yard, and Ut the lamp. " Here

you are !
" cried Mr. P., running out with the

basket in his arms. With a lot of string

they bound the basket firmly to the backbone

of the tricycle, and then John started. He
knew Mr Barker's residence well, and laying

to his work, he rushed over the stone sets

and the tramlines with a noise as if it were

raining nails. His lamp went out, but he

did not stop to light it. The basket became
loosened by the shaking, and by its heavy

swinging from side to side made his course

more erratic than ever. At last, he turned

into the road and drew up breathless outside

Mr. Barker's house. He cut the string

which held the basket, and carried it up to

the house, from which " sounds of revelry by
night" arose, and he had to knock several

times before anyone heard him. At length

a servant opened the door, and to her he
handed the basket, telling her how sorry

Mr. Prodgers was that it was so late, but

that he hadn't got an extra special cheese in

stock, and so sent out to his merchants for

one, and it had only just arrived. This, of

course, was not strictly the truth. The
servant, who seemed surprised to see so well-

dressed a young man delivering cheese,

started a long speech about " as how they

'ad been a-waiting for it," but John did not

stop to listen, but at once rode off. In the

Prodgers's drawing-room, it was certainly

John's " benefit." When he proposed to

take the cheese round himself, William
Hopkins nearly fainted. Fancy, delivering

goods like a common shop-boy. Mr.

Prodgers, however, was quite overcome by
his kindness, and Mrs. Prodgers's brother's

wife said " he was a dear young man, and
would make a splendid husband," at the

same time lookingly expressively at Mrs.

Prodgers. Mr. Prodgers took up his station

at the front door, and directly John came in

sight rushed out to meet him, inquiring if he

was in time. John informed him that he
was, and told him what he had told the

servant as to the delay in sending the

cheese, at which the old gentleman laughed,

said it was excellent, and shook John by the

hand five or six times. As John was packing

his machine away, Mr. Prodgers asked him
in a very meaning way if there was anything

he could do for him, when John immediately

asked for the hand of his daughter Evelina

Fredrica, and, what is more, got permission

to receive the same. Old Prodgers then

went upstairs and told Evelina that John
wished to speak to her, and when she came
down John informed her that he had got her

papa's permission to their marriage. When
they joined the company again, although

they had been downstairs quite ten minutes,

Evelina was as neat as if she had just tidied

herself and brushed her hair. The rest of

the evening was spent in a very jolly manner,

and when, just before supper, John sang
" Right before the missus, too," it was

declared the best song of the evening, and

Mrs. Prodgers's brother said it quite knocked

the wind out of all the other songs about

'ands and 'earts and other fandangle non-

sense. —B. Hayward.
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CAMBERWELL TO CROMER AND BACK ON A CYCLE.

PART I.—CAMBERWELL TO CROMER.

The localities and the mode oflocomotion
combine to furnish an alliterative heading
for this narrative, vi^hich may, perchance,
form its most attractive feature. Cycling
has for so long become an acknowleged mode
of progress that any dissertation on its

advantages now would be quite de trop

;

suffice it, therefore, to say, by the way of

preface, that circumstances uncontrollable
by me precluded, this season, my playing the

usual role of paterfamihas by the seaside. I

therefore determined to spend my vacation
on the tricycle

; and believing a short

narrative of my trip may be useful to many
of your cycling readers—and they are legion

ia this district, with well supported clubs, as

the Surrey Wheelers, East Dulwich Cycling,

Blenheims, &c.—I send it to you in brief.

I am no longer young, but on the shady
side of forty, and my object being to enjoy a

well-earned rest more than the record of a
large number of miles run, from the first I

travelled at an easy pace. I was not

deterred by the dismal vaticinations of my
friends from making the tour alone ; for I

could thus go where I liked, stop when I

listed, and in every way be free and
unfettered^ I called to mind that someone
had described a genus who are " never less

alone than when quite alone," and I would
essay if I v/ere of that ilk.

The Eastern Counties had been a terra

incognita to me until now, and not antici-

pating any mountainous roads in that

district, I mapped out the route from
Camberwell to Cromer for my trip. So one

morning toward the end of August, having

first carefully groomed my iron steed, packed
my saddle-bag, and adjusted my mackintosh

(which, fortunately, I had no occasion to

disturb), I made a fair start. East Dulwich
was soon left behind ; the busy thoroughfare

of Walworth Road, with its trams, was
carefully threaded ; the intricate crossing at

the Mansion House safely accomplished,

with the assistance of a friendly policeman
;

and the still more crowded highways of

Bishopsgate and Shoreditch passed, I found

myself in the comparative quiet of Kingsland,

and made steady progress to the north-east.

Between Tottenham and Edmonton I found

steam tramcars plying, and opined they

would be quite out of place any nearer to

London. Dismounting for the first time at

the " Roman Urn" at Cheshunt, for a soda

and milk, and being in no particular hurry,

I fell into conversation with a resident, who
informed me of a peculiarity about the

manor, which I have since verified. An
imaginary line is drawn from north to south

through the manor, and on the west side,

or " above bank," in cases of intestacy, the

eldest son inherits the copyhold ; on the east

side, or " below bank," the youngest son

becomes the heir.

At Waltham Cross I made a halt for

lunch, and to see the Eleanor Cross and other

historical spots in the neighbourhood. Here
I noticed the first of what I will call model
or realistic signboards. It was that of " Ye
Olde Fowre Swannes Hostelrie, A.D. 1260,"

and was built right across the road, with the
" fowre swannes" sailing on the top. At
Barley, in Hertfordshire, I saw another,

"The Fox and Hounds," erected over the

road, gallows fashion, with a mmiature
hunting field—fox, hounds, and hunters

—

carried aloft. Throughout the country, sign-

boards, v^here the wayfarer is left to infer

the sign of the tavern from its pictorial

representation, are common. These must

have been very useful in the good old times,

before the degenerate days of School Boards,

when the abiUty to read v/as a rare accom-

plishment among the peasantry. While on

this topic, I would note one or two out of

the many curious signboards I remarked.

Thus, " The Bleeding Heart" at Chesterton,

near Cambridge, seemed to me to savour of

the profane ; while " The Old Coffee Pot"

at Downham Market would have been more

apropos to the modern coffee-tavern than to

a decayed beershop ; instances might be

freely multiplied, but that your space is too

valuable for prolixity.

I stayed a short time at Ware, and looked

over its old but carefully restored church,

containing some remarkable monumental

brasses, and pushed up High Cross Hill, the

steepest I found on my trip. About half.
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way up is an obelisk denoting the spot where
Thomas Clarkson resolved to devote the

remainder of his days to the emancipation

of the slaves. Beyond were two rather long

hills to a-^cend, and I was happily overtaken

by an intelligent workman, who so admired

the mechanism of my instrument (this year's

' Psycho," supplied by Mr. Wooster, of

Victoria Road, and a good roadster) that I

was constrained to allow him to push the

whole distance—a kindness for which he
declined any recompense beyond the oppor-

tunity of studying its latest points. This

brought me to Collier's End, where I had
purposed to spend the first night from home,
but, finding the best house bore the sign of

" The Sow and Two Pigs," I hesitated about

becoming the fourth inhabitant of the sty,

and went on to Packeridge, where I had
most comfortable quarters at the " White
Hart," right through the village, at the fork

of two main roads to Ro}stonand Barkaway.
I can strongly recommend this house to

tourists ; it may be easily passed, for there

is no signboard, and it has the appearance

of a pretty country cottage. Thirty-four

miles were scored for the first day's ride.

Cyclists occasionally meet with accidents

—

I was a lucky exception—and it is therefore

well that country smiths are rising to the

occasion. In a village not far from

Puckeridge, a blacksmith, more enterprising

than his fellows, and determined not to hide

his light under a bushel, had put up a

notice, " Buycikles and trysikles repared

hear." {Verb, et lit.)

Next morning, after a substantial break-

fast, I started on the road, which was both

bad and hilly at tinjes, and made Foulmire
in time for dinner en famille with the worthy
host of the tavern next door to the church,

the sign of which I have forgotten, so

transient is the recollection of kindly treat-

ment sometimes ! I was told this village

was so named by Queen Elizabeth, who got

very much bedraggled here in one of her

Royal progresses, and I should think in the

winter months it does not even now belie

its ancient appellation. I attended afternoon

service at the church, where the almost

obsolete custom of separating the sexes still

obtains, and was rather bored by a sermon
on the Flood, of the true Mother Hubbard
pattern. The whole service was gone
through in such a perfunctory manner that

I was not surprised to find the " Meetingers"

at the other end of the village had a crowded

congregation, as against the score or so of

worshippers at the parish church. After

tea I again moved on, and found myself in

Cambridge (25 miles) just as the bells of its

many churches were ringing out for evening

service. After a hasty wash at the Blue

Boar (C.T.C. head-quarters), I went to

service at the Round Church—one of four

churches in the kingdom built after the

model of the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem
by the Crusaders on their return. I also

attended a later service at St. Giles's—very

hearty and congregational, with a preacher

who had not mistaken his vocation. The
next day I remained in Cambridge, and
found there was sufficient to interest one for

several days. Being out of term time, the

colleges were in the hands of the " dusters,"

and by the kindness of various porters and
the judicious apphcation of small doses of
" palm oil" to others, I was enabled to enter

the chapels and halls of many of them. A
study of the Cambridge churches will be
found interesting to anyone versed in

ecclesiological architecture. St. Benedict's

is unique, and certainly the oldest, and is

reputed to be the best specimen of Saxon
architecture extant in the kingdom. Of
course, the Guildhall, Free Library, Fitz-

william Museum and the Botanic Gardens
were visited ; but as these are only brief

notes, and not in emulation of Murray, I

need only say that, after joining in evening
service at the chapel of King's College, with

its matchless stained windows and noble

organ—a service which still lingers in the

memory—I sauntered about the " Backs,"

and sat until a late hour on St. John's Bridge

in pleasant conversation with a college

beadle. The tolling of the curfew at nine

o'clock by the deep-toned tenor bell of St.

Mary's was heard here to greater advantage
than in the crowded streets on the previous

evening.

I would have prolonged the stay in

Cambridge, but my roving commission
would not permit ; so on Tuesday, at g a.m.,

I started for Ely, which I reached at noon,

after a lonesome ride through a very sparsely

inhabited country (17 miles). Remnants of

wall literature bore evidence of the fierce

electoral struggle we had recently passed
through. In this neighbourhood voters were
reminded that Abel Smith was synonymous
with " war and the dear loaf," while the

other side alleged that Fordham and " the

Radicals taxed the poor man's beer!" I
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ound these and similar political manifestoes

up and down the country generally. Ely I

cannot describe as "no mean city"—it is, in

fact, scarcely more than an agricultural

village. I enjoyed my view of the Cathedral,

the pleasure being much enhanced by the

thoughtful kindness of the Dean and Chapter,

who provide full printed information for

visitors, and only ask your signature in the

visitors' book, and a donation of not less than

sixpence to the restoration fund. A very

short time sufficed to explore the " city." I

found the Bishop's Palace undergoing repairs,

and his lordship away on the Continent. I

next strolled into the Bishop's Park, where
I was interested in a cricket match being

played between the choristers and a grammar
school eleven. I followed the boys back to

the Cathedral for the afternoon service, and
could readily forgive its careless rendering

—doubtless their thoughts were intent on
the interrupted match, which they resumed
immediately after service. After tea I

started for Downham Market, a net distance

of i8^ miles, which was increased by five miles

through the misdirections of a native. About
four miles out of Ely I noticed a house in a

ruinous condition, having a stone on its

front with the inscription engraved, " Where-
fore the name of the place is called Gilgal

unto this day." (Josh, v., g.) There was no
one in sight to afford an explanation. I was
unable at the tim.e to connect the Biblical

narrative affecting Gilgal with this tumble-

down habitation, or its surroundings, and
have not been more successful since.

After leaving Littleport the route became
somewhat dreary and uninteresting. My
road was on the top of an embankment—on

one side being the Lower Ouse, a torpid and

almost stagnant stream, and on the right-

hand were the Fen drains. For mile after

mile I was " quite alone"—not a milestone,

not a signpost, net even a telegraph-pole to

relieve the dull monotony, or afford material

for rumination. I was almost tempted to

ask, with the poet

:

" O Solitude! where are the charms
That sages have seen in thy face ?"

The splendid surface of the road was the

only redeeming feature of the ride, and I

was glad when the twilight necessitated my
lamp being lighted. I felt I was "less alone"

then. Downham Market was reached at

8.45 p.m., and I trundled over its cobble

pitching to the Castle—head-quarters of the

C.T.C., and a comfortable house.

On Wednesday, after a hurried look round
this apparently prosperous town, I started at

II a.m., and reached Swaffham (15m.) at

12.40, the road being almost as lonely as

that of the preceding night, though passing

through better scenery. Perhaps I ought

not to put a whole village in the pillory for

the fault of one of its inhabitants, but truth

compels me to record that at Fineham I was
most churlishly refused a drink of water,

although I needed it sorely and would have

willingly paid for it. This formed the soli-

tary exception to the kindness which I con-

stantly met at the hands of villagers, several

of whom freely offered me a drink of

stronger potations, but which my fidelity to

the pump forbade me to accept. As I pro-

gressed through the north of Norfolk I

found that county much more diversified

than Cambridgeshire, giving a succession of

hill and dale, heath and wood, and in-

numerable streams, but nowhere did I find

anything approaching Surrey and Kentish

scenery close at home. Swaffham appears

to be a thriving market town ; but nearly all

its inhabitants were away holiday -making

at a neighbouring flower show. In the

market-house is a convenient reading-room

supported by subscriptions, and, casually

looking in, I was courteously invited to enter

and rest from the mid-day heat, an invita-

tion I readily accepted.

Soon after four o'clock I left Swaffham,

and turned off my direct road for a couple

of miles to view the ruins at Castle Acre. I

had to carry my tricycle across a ford, both

going and returning, and toil up a steep hill,

over a shocking bit of almost Alpine road
;

but the view of these, the most interesting

ruins in Norfolk, amply repaid the toil of the

detour. The road improved, and the general

aspect of the country was much prettier. I

passed the Marquis of Townshend's seat at

Rainham, and was glad to hear from the

villagers that the home reputation of that

philanthropic nobleman was fully what
might have been expected. His lines have

certainly fallen in pleasant places ; the

mansion is surrounded by a noble park, and

you get several charming views from

different points on the road. I arrived at

Fakenham (21 miles) about seven p.m., and

enjoyed a good night's rest at the Crown
(C.T.C. head-quarters), not being disturbed

by the Fakenham ghost.

On Thursday, about 10.30, after a hurried

purview of the place, I started on my last
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stage for Cromer (24 miles). My road lay

through Holt, and in parts it was execrable.

At Letheringsett, just before reaching Holt,

in making an inspection of the church and
churchyard (as was my custom in every

village I passed through), I noticed one

epitaph which I think worth printing. It is

in memory of one Johnson Jex, who died

in 1852, aged seventy-five, and reads

:

Born in obscurity,

Passed his days at Letheringsett in obscurity,

Mastered some of the greatest difficulties in

Science,

Advancing from the forge to the crucible,

And from the horse-shoe to the chronometer.
Regardless of wealth,

And insensible to the voice of fame,

He lived and died a Scientific Anchorite.

I must confess that I never heard of this

famous Johnson Jex before. From Holt the

road continues very bad until within four

miles of Cromer, where you obtain the first

view of the North Sea, and have a splendid

run downhill. It is a gradual descent for

the remainder of the distance, amidst

charming sylvan scenery — mostly with

woods and plantations on either side, afford-

ing a refreshing shade from the blazing sun.

Having thus arrived at my destination, I

will, with your permission, reverse the title,

and give an account of my homeward
journey, by another route, from Cromer to

Camberwell.

PART II.—CROMER TO CAMBERWELL.

My first chapter closed with the record

of my arrival at Cromer. I now reverse

the title, and give a few notes of the

homeward journey, returning by a different

route. At Cromer I stayed two days,

and "Tucker's" (C.T.C. head-quarters)

being full to overflow, I found good

accommodation at the Nelson Temper-

ance Hotel, its proprietor, Mr. Bitterlich,

himself an enthusiastic cyclist, and anxious

to secure the comfort of his brethren of

the wheel. Not many minutes elapsed after

engaging my " diggings" before I found

myself enjoying a dip in the briny, and I

shall not soon forget how grateful was the

bath after a hot week on dusty roads. I was
considerably disappointed in Cromer ; I am
afraid I was led to expect too much from

the gushing descriptions given by one of the

London dailies two years ago. What I did

find was a poor little town with scarcely a

passable thoroughfare in it—certainly not a

paved street—perched sixty or seventy feet

above the sea, with a small jetty, on v^hich,

by the way, is a notice that smoking is not

permitted thereon until after 9 p.m. Not
being a devotee of the weed, I really cannot

say whether this regulation is enforced de

rigueur. The air is bracing, the sands

extensive, and the scenery at the back better

than the Norfolk average, and that is the

most I can say for Cromer. It has a

noble church, with public thoroughfare

through its yard, and a clergyman so far

behind the times that he still changes the

surplice for the Geneva gown during the

service. In this connection I would remark
that I was very much impressed with the

magnificent churches to be found in the

counties of Norfolk and Suffolk. Not only

does Yarmouth claim to possess the largest

parish church (St. Nichplas) in England—to

which the rector is anxious to add the

highest spire—but in the county towns and
obscure villages were to be found large and
handsome churches—noble monuments of

the piety of former generations, but out of

all proportion to the present population,

without taking into account the vast num-
bers of "Meetingers," by which generic term

Nonconformists are locally known. There
is also a growing custom of leaving churches

open for inspection, which greatly assisted

me, for I was not content with an outside

view unless it was quite impracticable to get

inside. I believe churchwardens would

reap a financial benefit if this practice were

more generally observed, as many tourists

who might desire to reverently inspect the

sacred edifice, but could not spare time to

hunt'up the sexton and key, would willingly

drop their offerings in a church-expenses

box in consideration of this courtesy. In

many of the churches beautifully carved

rood screens are still intact.

Two days were pleasantly spent in rambhng
round Cromer—notably one walk of about

six miles on the sands to Lower Sherring-

ham, a primitive fishing - village, with a

stalwart race of fisher-folk—returning along

the cliffs, and viewing East Runton and
Beeton Regis churches on the way. At
Cromer we have the spectacle, unusual to

us Southerners, of the sun rising out of the

sea in the east and travelling from right to

left, dropping into the sea again in the west.

Throughout this part of East Anglia I was
struck with the fine physique of the men
generally, their fair hair and complexion.
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with other peculiarities of race, betokening

their Saxon descent. I also noticed the

retention amongst the peasantry of many
Saxon words, which in the South of England

have become obsolete from disuse ; thus, by

way of instance, the Cockney's invitation to

the passer-by to " chuck out some mouldy
coppers" is here generally, and with more
euphemism, rendered, " Halloo, largess

!

halloo, largess !
!" and is very frequently

used by young and old.

On Saturday morning I made a start for

Norwich (25 miles), as I was desirous to

spend Sunday there. The road was fairly

good, though dry and loose in places. My
mid-day halt was made at the Black Boy,

Aylsham (with a grand church built by

John of Gaunt), and from there the ride was
a pretty one. On nearing the outskirts of

Norwich I was seriously incommoded by

large droves of cattle and sheep returning

from the Saturday market, but found myself

at last at the Rampant Horse (C.T.C.), hot,

tired, and smothered in dust. Norwich is a

densely-populated city—the streets on Satur-

day night surprised me, accustomed as I am
to crowds. I was told by more than one

inhabitant that it is an exceedingly immoral
city ; certainly, profligacy flaunted itself

openly on its pavements, patent to the most
casual observer. The spiritual influence of

the Cathedral and the numerous churches

does not seem to have leavened the lump,

and there is plenty of scope for the Salvation

Army, which is in great force here, if one
may judge from their blatant trumpets and
very big drum. On Sunday morning I was
able to obtain a cursory glance of several

interesting old churches before attending

service at the Cathedral, which I much
enjoyed. In the afternoon I went on the

"Jenny Lind" on a trip up the river Yare,

and was an unhappy eye-witness of the

terrible accident to the " Arrow," small steam
launch, by which three tradesmen of Norwich
were drowned. On Monday I made a more
careful examination of the Cathedral and
several churches, St. Andrew's Hall, the

Castle, Museum, market, and the new model
station of the Great Eastern Railway.

In the evening, I put my machine on the

rail and trained to Lowestoft, having been
forewarned of the well-nigh impassable con-

dition of the road between the two places.

On reaching Lowestoft, I at once made for

the Kirkly end, and put up at Mr. Bailey's

(the Marquis of Lome), which, for comfort,

cleanliness, and moderation of tariff, fully

justified the strong recommendations which
had been given to me. I found Lowestoft a

very congenial place, and made excuse of

the great heat to dally there for a whole
week, enjoying its invigorating breezes and
splendid sea front. I went in by rail to

Yarmouth, and spent a long day doing the

town, and going as far as Gorleston by tram-

car. On my return, Lowestoft rose cent,

per cent, in my estimation, after the visit to

Whitechapel - on- Sea. I made sundry

excursions to Oulton Broad, Fritton Decoy,

St. Olave's Bridge, the pretty village of

Somerleyton, &c. Another day was occu-

pied with a trip on the tiny steam launch
" Mayflower " up the river Waveney to

Beccles, three hours being allowed on shore.

A water velocipede is here used as a ferry.

The church has a massive square tower,

built apart from the main edifice at the east

end. This unusual position was doubtless

owing to the propinquity of the west end to

the river, and the monks who erected it

showed themselves wiser in their generation

than the architects of Yarmouth Town Hall,

built a few years since, at an enormous ex-

pense, on the verge of the Yare, and now
propped up on two sides by shores, and con-

demned to be partly demolished. Lowestoft

harbour, with its old and new fish markets,

afforded much to interest a solitary traveller;

a military band played twice a day on the

pier, and there was just enough life to pre-

vent ennui without being noisy. Visits to the

two Hghthouses, the Dutch-like old portion

of the town, Bellevue Park, and the Denes,

all help to while away a long summer day
;

and there was a grand display of phos-

phoresence on the sea nightly during the

whole week. In Lowestoft churchyard there

is an epitaph I thought worth copying. It

breathes a genuine spirit of reverent affec-

tion, which is rarely found amongst the

fulsome adulation we find recorded on

monumental stones ad nauseam^ suggesting

the enquiry, *' Where can all the had folks

be buried ?" There is neither name nor date,

but under a cross the inscription runs :

—

To one sincerely loved and affectionately remembered :

Her name is written in the Lamb's Book of Life,

And is treasured in the heart of him
Who sorrowfully set up this stone,

As did Jacob of old when mourning for Rachel,
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An intensity of pathos is here most artlessly

expressed. In leaving Lowestoft behind, I

would strongly advise any who have grown
tired of the South Coast watering places, and
desire change, to give it a trial, and I doubt

not they will enjoy it as much as I did.

On the following Monday I moved on via

Kessingland and Wrentham to Sonthwold

(about 13 miles), beating the four-horse

coach by several minutes, and yet I saw the

inside of two churches on my way ! The
road was fairly good for cycling, but most
uninteresting, forming a fitting prelude to

the dullness of Southwold, pleasantly situated,

but without pier or parade. There are, in-

deed, two small wooden piers at the mouth
of the river Blyth, but these are quite a mile

away and in too dilapidated a condition to

be safe. Of two lifeboats stationed at South-

wold, one was presented by the London
Coal Exchange and the other subscribed for

by readers of the " Quiver" magazine. South-

wold is connected with the main Great

Eastern Railway at Halesworth by a narrow-

gauge line of about nine miles in length, with

diminutive engines and tram-like carriages

—

one-third of the car being cushioned and
styled first-class, the remaining two-thirds

being uncushioned and ranking as third-

class. There is a capital sailor's institute,

iacluding reading-room, billiard-room, and
lending library, to which visitors are ad-

mitted on payment of a small fee. A walk

across the marsh and over the river Blyth

by ferry leads to the ruined church of

Walbersvvick, a part of the south aisle of

which has been restored and is used as a

parish church. The moon being seven days

old (although it did not shine), the only

lamps lighted were three on the sea front

and one in the market-place, the rest of the

town being left in darkness. The place was
full of visitors, and the landlord of the
" Swan" (C.T.C.) was compelled to find me
a bedroom out of his house. Very few

persons were to be found abroad after dark,

and in my walk along the cliffs after dinner

I struck up an acquaintance with an old

fisherman, and sat with him till bedtime,

who imparted valuable information about

the local fisheries, and finally retired, quite

satisfied with his " quid " pro quo.

The next morning I started for Ipswich

(about 34m.), the cross roads through the

marshes leading to the turnpike road being

very bad. On arriving at Saxmundham, I

00k a spin round the place, but did not find

anything particularly worthy of {note, and
pushed on to Wickham Market, a veritable
" sleepy hollow," for my mid-day halt. In

the churchyard here I copied an epitaph

indicative of prolonged marital affection.

The husband died in March, and the wife in

June, both being octogenarians, and it is

recorded of them

:

"In this cold bed here consummated are
The sacred nuptials of a happy pair

;

Whom envious Death once parted, but in vain,
For now himself hath made them one again
Here, wedded in the grave, and 'tis but just

That they who were one flesh should be one dust
. '

'

The road from Saxmundham to Ipswich

was infested with tramps—in fact, these

rovers were common to all the main 'pike

roads, and I found it convenient to have
coppers at hand ready to bestow in answer

to their appeals. Of course, they were of

all sorts and conditions—the professional

vagabond, the town mechanic, the poverty-

stricken nondescript, and the agricultural

labourer ; the latter class greatly prepon-

derated, and in many cases I gathered some
useful information from their interesting

gossip about local matters. The field

labourers waxed eloquent on the injury

that machinery has worked for their order,

and it was evident to me that not a tithe of

the labour is now employed on the field as

formerly. Three horses, one man and a

boy, with a reaping machine, were apparentl}'

doing the work which three decades ago

would have given occupation to half-a-dozen

families. Many of these tramps were making
their way to the Fens for " tatering." I was
very apprehensive of mishap once. It was

on an unfrequented road in the north of

Cambridgeshire, when I saw three gentle-

men of the road at the summit of the hill I

was ascending. On reaching them the usual

salutations passed between us, and I noticed

the roughish-looking louts gradually crowded
around me, but by a dexterous movement,

and a prompt application of the pedals, I

shot down the hill on the other side with the

brake off, and probably saved myself from

hocussing and robbery. The odds being

three to one, and their conduct very sus-

picious, it occurred to me that discretion

was the better part of valour, and by running

away I might possibly survive to " fight again

another day."

From vVickham Market into Ipswich the

road is very pretty, and here for the first time

I had company on my way—two young
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bicyclists overtaking and escorting me into

Ipswich. We put up at the "Waterloo

Temperance Hotel" (C.T.C.), and spent the

evening together in seeing what could then

be seen of the town, not failing to gaze at

the old house in the Butter Market. Next

morning I was up early, and saw the outside

of some of the public buildings, was shown

over the Town Hall by the caretaker, and

got inside three churches. The long stay I

had made at Lowestoft now compelled me to

shorten my journey somewhat, so I put my
machine on the rail and trained to Clacton-

on-Sea, and after spending two hours in that

rising watering-place, I came by the " Glen

Rosa " to Greenwich, and from thence

finished my journey, as I began it, on wheels.

Now that the three weeks' tour is with me
historic, the retrospection is most agreeable;

the gloomy forebodings of friends that the

want of company would prove fatal to enjoy-

ment were falsified—in fact, the solitude gave

me opportunities for self-communion and

thoughtful reading which were appreciated,

and I doubt not the country passed through

was more thoroughly explored alone. The
trip had no spice ofadventure about it ; it was

nothing more than a "pottering" round, as

many cyclists would deem it, yet the tour

furnished many pretty scenes of rural life,

many a pleasing prospect, with bewitching

pictures of river, woodland, and coast, which

are stored in the treasure-house of memory,

and will serve to gladden and enliven the

dark and dreary days of winter in this grim

metropolis.

Cycling gives one all the freedom of a " free

lance," at liberty to go wherever the will

inclines to ; and, always providing the physi-

cal capacity of the rider is not over-taxed—

"scorching" being quite out of the question

— I know of no more exhilarating mode of

travel, except on horseback, and the iron

steed costs nothing for keep ! The rapid

movement through the air, the constant

change of scene, and the gentle exercise,

serve as a tonic to the jaded frame, and in

the case of brain weariness, soon lifts one

out of oneself with the most soothing and

beneficent results. Of course, fine weather

and fairly good roads are important factors

when estimating the measure of enjoyment

to be derived from such a trip.

The great improvements in the construc-

tion of cycles during the last j^ear or two

have enabled manufacturers to produce ma-

chines which make a very poetry of motion,

and we have no excuse now-a-day for being

satisfied with a mere hearsay knowledge of

the beauties of our own country. In Surrey

and Kent, to wit, a very brief spin will take

the rider into the midst of rural scenery as

charming as any which may be found a

hundred miles from home. In my own ex-

perience, although in past years I had made
the most of my opportunities as a pedestrian,

an exercise I was always partial to, the first

season on my three-wheeled carriage has

opened out to me many "fresh fields and

pastures new " in the midst of charming
neighbourhoods of which I knew nothing

before. The immense physical advantages

to be derived by one engaged in a sedentary

occupation in quickly getting away into the

pure air of the country goes without saying.

I will conclude these rambling " Notes" with

a quotation anent the joyaunce ofmy solitary

ride, making due apology to the illustrious

poet for the liberty taken with his verse.

Had Thomson been contemporary with the

writer of these " Notes," his inspiration

might possibly have rendered the misprint

unnecessary

—

" Now the soft hour
Of cycling comes : for him who lonely loves

To seek the distant hills, and there commune
With Nature ; there to harmonise his heart,

And in pathetic song to breathe around
The harmony to others."

—E. Gaiintleit.
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HARROGATE CAMP.

{Continued from page 435.)

Now, if you are quite satisfied about that

latter, we'll trot down town, Oh, she'll get

the letter sure enough. Sly old dog, you

are—why, of course it's a she, your mother

most probably. Qualms of conscience

about visiting the Bodega on a Sunday even-

ing ? Not likely, you must follow the example

of the worthy clergyman, who in Paris does

as the French do, and does it well. You
must Bodega in Harrogate, and the Bode-

garer the better. Here we are, down this

narrow street. Yes, it is a very awkward
street late at night. You see everything

here is very orderly, peaceful, and quiet.

Rucker doesn't sing about his being a

columbine, with a breakdown on the counter,

and even the Scotchman's " And Pm a

perfect lady" is hushed. You can have a

good drink, and you pay nothing extra for

the pretty girls behind the counter. It's

getting late, let's get back to our abode ; but

please don't make any vile insinuations as

to a difficulty in finding it. There are

ditches on the way home, and I might—well,

suffice it to say there are ditches.

Murder ! thieves ! fire ! robbery ! Oh, it's

all right, I was only waking you up. It's six

o'clock and a fine bracing morning. Well^ if

you are lazy, there's one outside who rises

with the lark, or " larks" rise with him. He's
out even this early v/ith a camera. You
know there's a fine field for early morning
pictures at the camp, dress and undress

pictures, principally the latter.

PHOTO TAKING.

Good|breakfast ? Yes ; fairly so so. This
getting up at six gives a glorious appetite.

You should try it when you get back home.
I did last year; brought my tent home with
me, set it up in the gaden, and forthwith
discoursed to Mrs. Woll thusly—" Now, my
dear, we must get up every morning at 6 a.m.
for a month, have our breakfast in the tent,

and live a la Harrogate." Did we carry it

out ? I should think so. The institution

was a glorious success for two days.

There's enough to-day to satisfy you—the

meet, races, speeches at dinner, etc. It's

about time we started, too, for the procession

is pretty early. Close up thejtent while I go

for a|shave, as there may be some friends of

mine to greet. Well, yes, lady friends, if you

like, but, for heaven's sake ! don't tell Mrs.

Woll. May I drop into rhyme? I don't do

it often. Oh ! thank you, so much :

—

When camping out at Harrogate, of course we're
single men

;

The girls come round in batches of six, and eight

and ten :

We simply lounge, invite them in, to have a little-

joke, -

Or else watch luckier fellows—and furiously

smoke : .

.

But, hang it all
!~
don't tell Mrs. Woll !'

'^'"'^"'
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The caterer is up to snuff, and sends across the

tea
;

That fetches 'em—the pretty dears, how fond
they seem of me !

Till some big chap produces cake and jammy
bits of bacon,

Then off they go, nor think of me— the lonely,

the forsaken :

But, bless your soul ! don't tell Mrs. Woll

!

It's real good fun—especially if you're the other
man

;

And, if you're not, then bless his eyes and try

another plan

—

Become a guide, take them in charge, and haul
'em round the camp,

And your reward will be so sweet as your mous-
tache to damp :

But I'll stand a bitter if you don't tell Mrs.
Woll

!

Do I call that rhyme ? Of course I do, and
as to your sarcastic remark—which was most
uncalled for—as to metre, I don't want to

meet her—not again just yet at the present.

Of course that's the procession. What do

you think it is? Oh, dear, no! slow races

are quite out of fashion now. Here come
some tandems ; but you mustn't stare at the

ladies in front, or else their protectors behind

will want a few quiet words with you in a

back street. What do they ride in the pro-

cession for then ? Oh ! laws-a-mussy, I don't

know. Exciting road race on ? Get away
with you ! that's only part of the procession

trying to catch up to the others. What
curious ideas you have, to be sure.

Quite right, the tent does seem rather full,

but there are many single lunch coupons

issued on the Monday. You see, the pro-

cession makes the fellows hungry, and they

might as well have their lunch here as in

town. Certainly, you'll have to listen to the

speeches. What ! would you miss Hillier's

narration ? and Hickson's quiet statistics ?

and Steen's elocutionary effort ?

We ought to see that fifty-guinea cup race

for our man Robinson is going to try his ut-

most to win, and we ought to be there to

cheer him on. Only two starters for that

big race ? Looks like it, but I don't know
the reason ; anyway, we Midlanders are

bound to have that cup. Why my enthu-

siasm ? Am I not one of the noble band of

Midland cyclists now, and won't that big

pot be an attraction in our tent ? Yes, I

admit the last reason appears the most pro-

bable, and you know it will make such a fine

photo. Hurrah! there he goes, ten yards

ahead.

I really must ask you to forgive me for my
abrupt departure, but you saw that wild and

fearful rush of Midland men after the finish

— well, I was one of them. Come on, old

man, we've got the pot, and I'll stand you a

soda with a dash.

Must we really go so soon ?—it is a shame.
Well, pack up the things, I'll see after the

baggage man. Sixpence per parcel—rather

stiff, isn't it ?—guess we'll carry a few down
ourselves. Crowded station ? Yes, it

generally is at this time of year. We'll be
lucky if our baggage travels in the same
train as we o—and oh ! the poor fellows

with machines.

Another cigar—with pleasure ! and, though

the carriage is a leetle full, we'll have a chat

over things. What did you think of the

socials ?

In the past they have been probably the

greatest failure of the camp. The Bodega
was the great attraction, and there the elite

gathered every night. But how crammed,
how uncomfortable—not even elbow room.

It was necessary to be wary in drinking, to

carefully look round before lifting the glass,

otherwise a jolt from the elbow of someone
in motion upset it, and great was the

spillation. And then the attempted gatherings

in the mess-tent about 10.30 p.m. what
miserable, what doleful failures they were,

and how insipid. This year, owing, no
doubt, to a big resolve on the part of the

committee to fairly grasp the feature, every-

thing was changed. Prudently, there was
no attempt to run a counter attraction to the

Bodega, but at ten a " March to camp" was
organised, once or twice with the Pipers

sounding the pibroch, and the social tent

was afterwards well filled. A professional

pianist being in attendance, the music went

along swimmingly, and there were some

really good songs given. Nor was the elo-

cutionist absent, nor were the recitation?

dismal and dreary attempts. The two great

men were Arthur Illingworth, of Bradford,

and J. Dunbar Steene, of Wolverhampton.

Right well they pleased us. But Lobley's

great song, the war (or love) song of the

camp, we never tired of it. His peculiar

rendering of it added to the attraction

—

that pent-up mirth, each line appearing to

be sung with the attendant difficulty of

suppressed laughter

:

She's the only girl I love,

She's the only girl I prize
;

She's the darling of my heart.

With her pretty little dark blue eyes.

J. T. Mould, of the Bury club (curious
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combination of names) also sang some good

tenor songs. The two *' milingtary" gents

we must not forget—Sergeant Wilson and

the yeoman cyclist, one who had camped out

with all of us in years gone b}'. The former's

" Too late, too late to save him," and the

latter's "Yeoman's Wedding Song," brought

down the house. The Manningham Band,

in their inimitable performance, a really

clever skit on the Piper's troupe, convulsed

the whole tent. Although kept up, perhaps,

rather too long, their antics caused more
genuine laughter than perhaps any item on

the programme. Of course, the inevitable

Chapman and Woods arrived in the middle,

with their faces all painted and a fantastic

dress ; also the likewise inevitable Lobley,

mesmerising Chapman. But we're used to

these bits now.

As to the camp generally ? Pretty nearly

all agree that for sociabiHty, good friendship,

jolly dogs, old f'lar, &c., the 1886 camp

eclipsed all others. The management, too,

was excellent ; no doubt the experiences

year by year ensure a gradual improvement
where possible in this direction. The electric

light was very nice at times, but there hardly

seemed enough of it. The catering? Ah,

it is easy to see where your interest lay.

Not much different to former years, and the

waiting at table, or, at least, the lack of

waiting, cries aloud to the heavens for altera-

tion, quite as loud as it did last year. The
racing was poor, the attendance glorious.

There were very few finishes to excite atten-

tion.

And finally, dear reader—yes, thanks, I'll try

another smoke—you'll agree the whole affair

reflects great credit on Mr. Hickson and the

committee, and is an occasion which to miss

is misfortune. Ah ! here we are at New
Street Station. Ta, ta ! I get out here.

— Woll.

> » <

RECORD-BREAKING ON THE NORTH ROAD.

(Continued from page 446.^)

More depends upon the choice of a route

than is usually supposed, and it is gratifying to

me to learn that Mr. Mills considers my route

—as pubHshed in the " Wheel World" last

month—to be the best he has ever traversed

for a 24 hours' journey. As I stated at the

time, the distances there given were approxi-

mately estimated, and I have since

ascertained that the road from St. Neot's to

Godmanchester is only seven miles, instead

of 12^ miles, so that on the double journey

eleven miles has to be deducted from the

total. This is fortunate, as the road

mentioned is the only hilly bit on the whole
day's journey. G. P. Mills has accomplished

294-5- miles by this new route of mine, the only

deviation from the complete course being to

turn short two miles before reaching Cam-
bridge, as there was not time to go the whole

way by midnight ; and as he was half-a-mile

short of Biggleswade at the stroke of twelve,

the result is arrived at :

—

Miles. Miles.
Route as in October " Wheel World" 310

Deduct distance over-estimated between St.

Neot's and Godmanchester, 5^ miles x 2... 11

Deduct 2 miles short of Cambridge x 2 ... 4

Deduct half-mile short at finish J

Total distance ridden 2944

This, however, has still to undergo the ordeal

of examination by the N.C.U. Records Com-
mittee—a body whose composite souls yearn

for infallible accuracy—but I do not antici-

pate that a defect of a single mile will be

found either way.

The weak feature of this route is the

necessity for a very elaborate system of

checking at all the corners—avoided in

Mills's case by the lucky chance of plenty of

pacemakers turning out to accompany him

nearly all the way, so that no time was lost

in getting signatures. Peterborough is the

bete noir of the North Road man, as there is

first a busy level railway-crossing to get over,

and then a long stretch of rough granite

sets—in places degenerating into sheer

" cobbles"—through the town, but by walk-

ing briskly this obstacle is got over without

damage to the lightest machine, especially

in the dead of night, when the footpaths can

be resorted to.

The twenty-four hours tricycle record of

251 miles was made by A. H. Fletcher over

a route very similar to Mills's. Starting at

the45th milestone in Biggleswade, he intended

to follow the " Rotary " route (of which

more anon) to Norwich and back ; but the
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effect of wind delayed him very much, and
being warned that the road beyond Lynn
was in poor condition, he altered his plans

so that his ultimate route was from Biggies

wade to Norman Cross, Peterborough, Wis
bech, Lynn, Sutton Bridge, Long Sutton

Holbeach, Long Sutton, direct to Wisbech
Peterborough, Norman Cross, Biggleswade

along the Cambridge road and back to Big

gleswade ; Hitchin, W'elwyn, and back to

Biggleswade, and then along the Bedford
road and back, with a final sprint up and
down the Potton road. This was before the

improved route was evolved, and is not so

favourable a combination as that which the

hon. sec. to the Records Committee has
already christened " The W^ilson Route."

Two or three years ago, when the

"Facile" bicycle riders used to be the most
frequent 24-hours' men, a route much in

favour was starting from some distance down
the Bath Road towards London, branching

off at Slough, over Iver Heath, and through

Rickmansworth to Watford, whence a good
road continues through St. Alban's to Hat-

field, and so on to the North Road. This

route is a very good one for riders who are

more familiar with the North-west and
West than with the Northern roads,

and if there is a strong S.W. wind at start-

ing, it naturally gives the record-breaker a

good start ; it is also available for a man who
-has started on the " Wilson Route" or any

other such combination, if a strong east or

north-east wind should spring up ; but it is

essential to be familiar with the turnings

between Hatfield and the Bath Road, lest time

should be lost in making enquiries.

The " Rotary " route was discovered,

I believe, by Mr. C. H. Larrette, and tabu-

lated for the 24 hours open race on " Rotary"

tricycles in 1885 ;
previously to this, the

ground beyond Lynn was a terra incognita

road-books leading the enquirer to form a

very unfavourable opinion of the road to

Norwich. It is somewhat hillier, beyond

Lynn, than before that town, but for the

most part it can be described as a very good

level road. The distances, I understand,

are within a mile of accuracy ; and I append

the full directions as given to competitors

in the race referred to :—
Miles.

Hitchin : Start at 34th mileslone ; out of

town, keep to right.

4^ At cross roads turn sharp to right over

level crossing at Henlow Station.

Henlow.

Miles.

8 Langford : At entrance of village cross

roads turn to left.

II Biggleswade: In the town the road "f's;

turn to left. Over bridge, keep to

right. There are telegraph wires

from here to Peterborough.

14 Beeston.

15 Girtford Bridge : Keep to left after crossing

bridge in village.

20 Tempsford : Half-a-mile further the road

forks. Keep to the left and cross the

river Ouse.

22 Wiboston.

24 Eaton Socon.

30 Buckden : Half-a-mile further the road

forks. Keep to the left.

35 Alconbury : A mile further a long hill, but

good going.

36 Junction with Huntingdon Road. Keep to

left. Half-a-mile further, long run

down.

41 Stilton.

42 Norman Cross : Refreshments both ways
will be provided here. Report here

to timekeeper.

47 Peterborough : Ride right through town,

paved. Where road T's turn to the

right, and a little further where road

forks keep to left.

49J Newark : Keep to left,

52 Eye : Road forks. Keep to right.

55 Thorney : In the tovm, cross roads. Ride

straight on.

65 Wisbech St. Mary.

69 Wisbech : Entering the town the road T's ;

turn to left ; follow bank of river to

White Hart Hotel. (Refreshments

both ways.) Report to timekeeper.

Leaving the hotel to the right, cross

the river, and then turn sharp to left

;

follow the river bank for a short dis-

tance, but after passing the Cannon
turn to the right.

71 Walsoken.

75 Tilney. 82 Lynn : Shortly before reaching

Lynn (where timekeeper will be

stationed), turn to the right, crossing

the Ouse and the Free Bridge. Do
not enter the town, but leave it on the

left and ride straight on, through

86 Middleton. 88 East Winch.

90 West Bilney. 93 Narborough :

After leaving the village at cross

roads keep straight on.

97 Swaffham : Out of town turn to right, and

directly afterwards to the left.

100 At third milestone out of town, where time-

keeper will be stationed.

104 Necton.

107 Seaming.
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Miles.

109 East Dereham: Stiff ascent entering town,

cross Market Place, King's Arms
Hotel (refreshments provided here on

both journeys) ; report to timekeeper.

Leaving hotel take first turn to left—

a

very narrow turning.

113 Hackering.

117 Honingham.

124 Turning point, one mile from Norwich, at

public-house, the Gate House, where

half-way timekeeper will be stationed.

The return journey was made over the same

route.

For riders who wish to do a good perform-

ance, straightaway and return, without the

assistance of pacemakers and checkers, this

route is one of the best, as it does not

require such an elaborate series of checks as

one wherein there are possible short cuts.

The North Road Club adopted this route

—but starting at Hatfield and going through

Welwyn to Hitchin—for its twenty-four
hours open contest this year.

Routes of 100 miles extent are more easily

picked out, but if a record is desired one of

two courses must be taken—either a straight-

away course before the wind must be planned

so as to ride either North to South, or vice

versdy according to the direction of the wind,

or else an out-and-home journey of 50 miles

must be made on a calm day. A side-wind

is fatal to speed, and a shght breeze retards

the rider when he is going against it more
than it helps him when riding before it.

The first hundred miles " Kangaroo" race

on the North Road was based upon the ex-

periences of the " Facile" 24-hours' men. It

was started from the 35th milestone on the

Bath Road, near Twyford, and the course lay

through Slough, over Iver Heath, through

Rickmansworth and Watford to St. Alban's

and Hatfield, whence the North Road route

was followed to Norman Cross. With a

strong south-west wind, George Smith de-

molished the record, riding the 100 miles in

7 hrs. II min. 10 sec.

The following year the " Rover" race was
held over the same course, but reversed, a

north-easterly wind favouring a North to

South course ; and again G. Smith broke the

record, doing the 100 miles in 7 hrs. 5 min.

Then came the second " Kangaroo " race,

for which Larrette mapped out a course

which avoided the hills south of Hitchin
;

starting from Holbeach, and dodging through

a back street to avoid the cobbles in Wis-

bech, the way was taken to Peterborough,

where an extra four miles was put on by

going to Norman Cross by way of Kate's

Cabin ; then direct through Biggleswade to

Hitchin and turning back as far as Girtford.

This gave the riders the wind behind them

for 85 miles, and against them for the last 15

miles, but Alconbury Hill was the only gra-

dient to be climbed or descended. E. Hale

reduced the record to 6 hrs. 39 min. 5 sec,

which still stands as the best performance

ever accomplished at this distance.

For the tricycle there is no 100 miles

record, although H. J. Webb is generally

credited with having ridden from Twyford

to Norman Cross, on the occasion of the

first " Kangaroo" race, in 7 hours 35 minutes ;

but the timekeeper refused to certify this

performance, and consequently the Records

Committee never passed it.

The tandem tricycle 100 miles record ot

6h. 46m. was made by Wilson and Mills at

the start for a 24 hours' ride, the route being

from Biggleswade to Hitchin and back, then

straight through Peterborough and Wis-

bech to Long Sutton corner, Sutton Bridge,

and Holbeach ; but this was an unpremedi-

tated record not over a selected course ; and

cannot be recommended, as it includes the

traversing of cobbles at Peterborough, Wis-

bech, and Holbeach.

The North Road Club's route for 100

miles was planned no that the start and

finish should be near Biggleswade. Begin-

ning at the village of Cardington, near

Bedford, the course lay southward towards

Hitchin, and joined the North Road route

at Henlow Crossing, the official route-card

reading as under :

—

" Start 200 yards north of forty>seveiith

milestone at Cardington. Turn to left at

Bird-in-Hand, nine miles— check; cross

Henlow Crossing and through Henlow and

Langford to Biggleswade, 16 miles ; follow

main York Road (trunk telegraph lines by

side of road), through Girtford, 19 miles;

Tempsford, 21 miles; Eaton Socon, 25

miles—check; Buckden, 31 miles; Alcon-

bury village and hill, 37 miles ; Stilton, 45

miles; Norman Cross, 46 miles; Alwalton

(50 miles ,half way)—check ; do not turn, but

ontinue to 88th milestone, two miles outside

Stamford, 58 miles-check, where turn and

retrace route through Wansford, 62 miles

;

Alwalton, 66 miles—check; Norman Cross,

70 miles ; Stilton, 71 miles ; Alconbury, 80

miles ; Buckden, 85 miles ; Eaton Socon, 91

miles—check ; Tempsford, 95 miles ; Girt*
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ford, 97 miles, to 46th stone outside Biggles-

wade, 100 miles."

This provided a give-and-take route as

far as wind was concerned, but the extreme

heat of the day and sandiness of the roads

effectually prevented record time being

- approached. Some of the competitors also

found fault with the hilly nature of the route

North of Alwalton, which might have been

avoided by turning down to Kate's Cabin

and Peterborough.

For fifty miles it is easy to pick out a

favourable route which will enable the rider

to take advantage of either a northerly or a

southerly wind. The first " Kangaroo " race

failed to produce a reliable half-way

record on account of the half-way timekeeper

omitting to compare his watch with the watch
of the starter, and the " Rover" race, wherein

Colder was credited with doing 3h. 5m. and
some odd seconds, had a precisely similar

result. Half-way time in the second " Kan-

garoo " race gave Travers the fifty miles

record of ^h. i6m.—from Holbeach to near

Norman Cross-—which time was passed by
the Records Committee ; but no specially-

selected fifty miles route worth recording

was planned until this year, when Wilson
and Mills started from the 78th milestone

between Peterborough and Norman Cross,

turned at the 35th stone outside Hitchin, and
finished where the 42nd stone used to be, at

Langford. (Between the 40th and the 45th

the milestones are missing.) This turn was
a mistake, as the wind, which had been
more at their vside than behind during the

major portion of the journey, had developed
into half a gale as evening approached, so

that the last seven miles was done so slowly

as to materially affect the time, which would
have been nearer 2h. 40m. than ah. 46m. had
they continued straight through Hitchin to

the 28th milestone on the Welwyn Road
with the wind behind. On a more favour-

able day, with a due north or a due south
wind, a tandem should be driven over this

course—28th to 78th milestone, or vice versa

—under two and a-half hours, and a single

tricycle should be able to get inside 2h. 50m.
Mills, on a safety bicycle, rode his fifty miles

—or, rather, from the 30th to the 8oth mile-

stones, which place the timekeeper two miles
nearer the railway at each end—in 2h. 47m.
35s., the wind behind all the way being of
very appreciable advantage. For a bicycle

this is perhaps the best fifty miles course,

.but for a light tricycle three tracks cannot

be found so easily on the rough ground
between the 78th and the 80th milestones as

between the 28th and the 30th.

The North Road Club's 50 miles course was
arranged for an out-and-home journey, not

waiting for a favourable wind, but starting

and finishing as near London as was practic-

able. The Heulow Crossing was to be
avoided, so instead of starting at the 35th
milestone outside Hitchin, it commenced at

the 39th stone between Henlow Crossing and
Henlow village, whence the North Road was
followed to the top of Alconbury Hill, mid-
way between the 67th and 68th milestones,

whence the return journey of 21^ miles

brough the finish to the 46th milestone out-

side Biggleswade. The defect of this was

the cUmb up Alconbury Hill, which was a

greater drawback than the momentary easing-

up at Henlow Crossing would have been.

Messrs. Turner and Lee chose a route for

their tandem ride which avoided Alconbury

Hill, but it cannot be recommended, as it

requires more checking than is easily obtain-

able at short notice, and it is in any case

inferior to the straightaway course before

the wind. The same must be said of S. Lee's

single-tricycle route, which comprised a bit

of the old North Road towards Baldock (from

Biggleswade), Hitchin and back, and up the

North Road towards Buckden and back ; this

record has not passed the committee, I

understand, because he traversed one short

piece of road four times, when turning at the

milestones.

Summarised, then, the choice of routes

is—for

I.—50 miles bicycle.—30th to 80th mile-

stones.

2.—50 miles tricycle.—28th to 78th mile-

stones, or reversed if N. wind.

3.—50 miles.—If no wind, 39th milestone

near Henlow to 64th milestone near Alcon-

bury, and return.

4.—100 miles.—The second " Kangaroo"
route (Holbeach to Hitchin and back to

Girtford) if N. or N.E. wind, or reversed if

S. or S.W. wind.
5.—100 miles.—If no wind, No. i or No. 2,

and return.

6.—24 hours.—The " Wilson Route."

7.—24 hours.—If short of pacemakers to

check, the North Road Club—" Rotary"

route, extended to St. Alban's, Watford,

etc., if time permits.

Having decided on his route, the North
Road record-aspirant—whether he goes for
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the open record or (what will become more
frequent now that times rule so fast as to be

very difficult of vanquishing) for his club

record—will set about training according to

his own ideas of the regime which will best

serve him. The autumn has come to be

recognised as the best time of the year for

road riding, not only because riders have

had plenty of practice during the summer,
but because the weather is cooler and the

roads usually less dusty than in summer
time. For such men as Mills, who have
been riding hard during the summer, and
also for men who have been doing some fast

and long rides on their holiday tours, the

best course of preparation for a special effort

is comprised in the one word

—

rest. After

his John-o'-Groat's trips. Mills required a lot

of rest; but even then, when he had entirely

recovered from the faintest trace of over-

training, he did very little riding, and abso-

lutely no " dieting " anticipatory to his

twenty-four hours and fifty miles records on

the tall and safety bicycle and the tandem.

Being " veterinarily" sound, a man needs to

do less " scorching" for a road race than for

a path race, the longer distance on the road

necessitating powerful driving and long-

sustained effort, rather than the Hght sprint-

ing action of the racing path.

The day for the ride being selected, the 50
or 100 miles record-breaker has very little

to do except go with, or to meet, his time-

keeper at the nearest railway station to the

starting-place, and arrange his start so that

the man with the watch shall be able to catch

a train which will convey him to the finishing-

point quick enough. For 50 or 100 miles

a record need be certified by a well-

accredited timekeeper such as Mr. G.
P. Coleman (2, Craig's Court, Charing Cross,

S.W.), Mr. H. H. Grifiin (40, St. Oswald's

Road, West Brompton, S.W.), Mr. C. H.
Larrette (" Sporting Life " Office, Bouverie
Street, B.C.), Mr. A. E. Powell (c/o Baume
and Co., 21, Hatton Garden, E.C.), or Mr.

A. J. Hills (of Biggleswade). Of these, Mr.

Powell is perhaps the Hkeliest to be able to

get away at the shortest notice, a telegram

to him being generally sufficient to secure

his attendance by the next train. Records
timed and certified by any of the gentlemen

named are accepted by the Union Committee.

For a twenty -four hours' ride, either

against record or for club medals, more
elaborate preparations are necessary. To
begin with, a day should be fixed upon when

the moon will be near its full. It is usually

desirable to select a day somewhere before

full moon, so that if the weather should turn

out wet, or too windy, a postponement of

two or three days can be made without losing

the moonlight. In the summer, moonlight

is not so important a factor, the nights being

short ; but in September and October the

darkness is of so long duration as to make
the moon a very considerable factor in influ-

encing the speed for almost twelve out of

the twenty-four hours. Even with a brilliant

moon, it is advisable to carry a bright lamp,

as a passing cloud may temporarily obscure

the face of the moon, or a bit of road under

trees may be so dark as to need lighting up
by the lamp.

If he is so fortunate as to possess plenty

of leisure, the rider cannot do better than

spend a week at Biggleswade, going for short

and fast rides every other day, generally

taking plenty of rest and plenty of sleeps

and adjusting his saddle and cranks to a

pitch of perfect suitability. When the day
arrives, before that on which he is to be
" grinding," he should stay in bed as late in

the morning as he can keep asleep, and if at

all drowsily inclined indulge in another nap

in the afternoon, so as not to be at all sleepy

during his all-day effort. After tea he can

go to bed—whether sleepy or not—and rest

until 10.30, when he gets up and prepares

for the fray.

In the more usual case of a man tied down
to business, and only able to get away for

a Saturday, he should get as long a sleep as

possible on the Wednesday and Thursday

nights, and leave business on Friday evening

as early as is practicable, taking train direct,

with his machine, to the place of starting,

and going to bed for a nap until 10.30.

In the case o± serious attempts at world's

records, the Telegraph Department of the

Civil Service gains a considerable amount of

profit by reason of the messages which fly

about before and during the journey. As an

instance of this, I may say that my last

attempt at the 24 hours tandem record, with

Mills, involved the copying-out of our route,

with a table of the approximate times at

which we expected to reach the various

places for posting to various friends who
were willing to check us or make pace for us.

Amongst these generous souls, who are ever

ready to aid the long-distance rider, I may
mention Mr. A. J. Hills, of Biggleswade, who

is always ready to start and time the finish
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at midnight ; Mr. F. Carling ("Express" Office,

Hitchin), who will check at the 34th mile-

stone in Hitchin ; Mr. E. English (opposite

the Cemetery, Peterborough), who loves to

turn out in the dead of night, meet the
" scorcher" at the railway gates, and
pilot him along the road to Wisbech ; Mr.

A. J. Thompson (45, Norfolk Street, Wis-
bech), who can sometimes get out to check

or make pace in his district ; Mr. J. W. M.
Brown, of Long Sutton, now, unfortunately,

removed to Yarmouth ; Mr. W. J. Rowe
(Werrington, Peterborough), who can occa-

sionally spare time to ride before and after

business hours; Mr. Ingamells ("Indepen-

dent" Office, Boston, Lines.), who will gene-

rally ride out to meet the comingrider; Mr. A.

R. Hill, of Cambridge, and many other good-

natured riders on the route. A letter to

these, some days in advance, acquainted

them with our plans ; and to each a tele-

gram was sent on the afternoon of the day
before the ride, giving them to understand

that we were to start at midnight. Tele-

grams were also sent to such hotels as we
intended to visit for breakfast and dinner, so

that those meals should be ready without

delay upon our arrival. The telegraph

office was also requisitioned during the day
of the actual journey, to acquaint waiting

pacemakers with our progress either " in-

side" or " outside" time-table, as well as to

tell them when we had broken our machine.

Riders who are not staying on the spot

beforehand frequently telegraph to "Albonej
Biggleswade," for a prepaid reply as to the

state of the roads, and also to warn " Dan "

of their advent.

The evening before the eventful day
having arrived, preparations are of a mani-

fold nature. The machine to be ridden is,

of course, in apple-pie order ; the lamp is

trimmed with fresh oil and a new cotton
;

the toolbag contains its spanners, oilcan,

box of matches, a bit of string and perhaps
a spare nut or two. A larger-sized tool-bag

on the handle-bar can accommodate the

portable refreshments, which may consist of

extract of beef, oaten biscuits, pears, grapes,

chocolate, or any similar wholesome and
easily-digested sohds, while the thirstily-

inclined rider carries either a navvy's tin

can, or a baby's feeding bottle with suction-

tube complete, in his outside breast-pocket,

or even a large indiarubber bottle with long
rubber tube for suction purposes, which can
be slung either behind the saddle, a la

M.LP. bag, or down in front of the steering-

post of a safety or tricycle. In any case

these receptacles for liquid may contain

whatever the rider fancies will serve him
best. Some carry beef-tea, which is rather

apt to create a sickly sensation on a long

journey ; others carry cold tea, which is

very good to begin with ; many swear by a

thin kind of oatmeal porridge, made by

mixing and boiling " stir-about" in the usual

way and straining it through a colander or

muslia bag ; this is very sustaining, but

liable to taste sour and clammy. The best

of all is, I think, pure cold water, which

cleanses the mouth and slakes the thirst

without interfering with the taste of the solid

refreshments.

Everything being thus in readiness, the

rider.retires to bed for an evening nap with

a light heart and a quiet conscience, and is

fortunate if anxiety regarding the approach-

ing effort does not deprive him of sleep.

Whether he can doze off, or not, the rest in

a recumbent posture is beneficial, and he can

arise at 10.30, bathe in cold water, rub down
with a rough glove, and—if he fancies such

things—anoint himself with " Hippacea" or

some other infallible preventive of stiffness.

" Nixon's anti-friction paste " is also recom-

mended as a preventive of saddle-soreness,

but ordinary Fuller's-earth is considered

sufficiently effectual by most riders. Don-
ning his riding costume, then, and not

forgetting to secure a lead-pencil by a string

to his signature book, he descends to sup off

a steak or chop, preceded by oatmeal

porridge and accompanied by tea or cocoa
;

and then, at a few minutes before midnight,

the lamp is lighted, the signature attested,

and at the stroke of midnight the timekeeper

gives the word to go ; and off the rider starts

on his journey.

The roads are always lonely during the

night ; save when an occasional stray horse

is startled out of the road, or a night police-

man glances up at the silent cyclist flashing

past, the world seems dead during the dark

watches. Now and then it happens that a

forlorn or obstreperous tramp is encountered,

in which case the experienced night-rider's

hand mechanically seeks his revolver-pocket

ready to pop off a cartridge in the air, as a

warning-off should a demand for blackmail

be levied ; occasionally, too, a colony of

rabbits will be found frisking about the road,

and scuttering off into the hedgerows at the

approach of the cyclist's lamp ; a huge
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rat will sometimes whisk across the rider's

path, and in the villages cats will frequently

be seen— and sometimes ridden over

—

cowering down on the ground, oblivious of

the approaching wheels. But the ride,

on a moonlight night, is generally pleasant;

the country wears a weird and romantic

aspect, and the temptation is great to

dawdle along in careless unconcern for

such mundane considerations as records.

But the wise man will keep to his work and

carefully check himself by occasional exami-

nations of his watch to see that he is

making good mileage per hour; and as the

morning wears on and daylight comes he

will meet and overtake early-rising labourers

in plenty, going to their work ; by-and-bye,

the dairy-farming and grazing interest will

make itself known by the intrusion of lazy

droves of cattle and sheep, who have to be

vigorously shouted and gesticulated at ere

they will condescend to open a narrow path

for the cyclist ; and ere long increasing hunger

—even if the rider has been nibbling at his

portable stores—will urge him to pile on the

pace so as to reach the hotel where his

breakfast awaits him. After this time of the

day, the features of the ride are common-
place, and the regularity with which a due
speed is kept up depends largely upon the

assistance rendered by pacemakers.

Some pacemakers do more harm than good
to a record-breaking aspirant ; with the best

of intentions they set a pace which is too

fast for the long-distance man to keep up,

or, even if their actual speed is not really

greater than what he can do, they make
it seem so by running away from him, and
leading him with a clear fifty yards gap
between them ; if he puts on a spurt to

close up they in turn spurt away again, and
so make the task seem a harder one than it

should be. The careful pacemaker, on the

other hand, can do a lot of good to his man,
even if himself a slow rider ; he will set just

such a pace as he sees will best suit the

rider behind him, looking back frequently

to see that his man is " hanging-on" to his

back wheel. Should the performer drop

back the pacemaker will know that the

speed is too great, and will ease up
accordingly, while, on the other hand, if

the record-breaker draws level with his

pacemaker instead of keeping close behind

the latter will know that the pace is not fast

enough, and will consequently increase it. A
good pacemaker, too, will keep a sharp bok-
out ahead, ready to sprint forward to clear the

road of such obstructions as cows, sheep,

carts-with-drivers-who-want-all--the-road-to-

themselves, and so forth ; he will also pick

out just such parts of the road as will give

the best going to the class of machine ridden

by the man behind him, will utter a word of

warning if a patch of stones, a deep rut, or a

sharp corner is being approached, and in

every way strive to give his man whatever

assistance is in his power. Aa experienced

pacemaker, indeed, will even calculate the

effects of the wind upon the man whom
he is leading ; he will pick out the road

so as to afford his man the most shelter

both of his own body and the adjacent

hedges and trees ; if the wind blows from

one side, he will pick the road—other

things being equal—so that the rider, if

on a tricycle, traverses that side which will

place his leeward wheel on the highest portion

of an arched road, so as to equalise the

pressure upon each driving-wheel. At night

he will lead the way with his lamp so that

the man behind does not have to either pick

his way or look where he is going ; and at all

times the pacemaker will be ready to run

ahead to obtain refreshments so that the

rider need not stop, to open railway gates at

level crossings, to send telegrams, to oil up

the machine while the rider is feeding, and

in every imaginable manner to aid in saving

time and increasing mileage. Thus it can be

gathered that good pacemakers are greatly

in request by road riders, and it can be truly

said that the success or failure of an attempt

at record depends upon such assistants more
than anything else, wherefore it has come
to be an accepted axiom, amongst North

Road men, that

" Blessed are the pacemakers."

—Faed,
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The most interesting study in life is human
nature, and it has this advantage, that, to

follow it, no lengthened preparatory reading

is required ; no poring over the dismally-dull

"best 100 books" named by Sir John
Lubbock-for the "Pall Mall Gazette." On the

other hand, there must be a certain amount
ofintellect, first to follow, and, secondly, to

enjoy, the study of human nature. It is,

however, a puzzling study ; almost as

puzzling, indeed, as trying to solve the

mysteries of Holy Writ. For instance, to

go no farther than our cycling parliament,-

how is it that a number ofhighly-respectable

gentlemen, of ages varying from 20 or so up
to 78, find either pleasure or profit in being

members of. the Council or th^ Executive of

theN.C.U.?. Were there brilliant oratory

to be heard we could understand it. On the

other hand, were there money to be made,

.

we could equally understand it. But, so far

as we can learn, the only people who make,
money out of the N.C.U. are the handi-

cappers, the timekeepers, and the makers'

amateurs, and even this last source, of in-

come is being steadily dried up. Failing

oratory and money-making, what makes men
councillors of the N.C^U. ? How many
ever open their mouths on a question de-

bated in Council ? and when any do, how
many are worth listening to ? To sit silent,

and be led like lambs to the vote when
wanted by the Executive, seems to be the

chief characteristic of the majority of coun-

cillors. What hidden pleasure is there in

such a mode of passing an evening that it

brings men up to do it regularly time after

time ? It is when one reaches such questions

as these that the study of human nature

becomes as difficult of solution as the afore-

said Holy Writ. The pleasure derivable

from listening to good music or fine singing

all can understand. To see and listen to a

play is a pleasure which few fail to ex-

perience. The dance commends itself but

to a portion of humanity only, it is true, still

there is vast enjoyment in it for those who
like it. The cosy dinner, where, when the

body and brain are stimulated, wit meets

wit in sharp repartee, or telling story, is a joy

which but few can fall to understand. Nay,

even to enter Parliament or a debating

society where wit meets wit again, but with,

out the immediate aid of a decanter and
dessert, must be enjoyment. But where,

does the silent N.C.U. councillor derive his.

pleasure ? Is it in Todd's clever legal re-

plies, which mean so much and yet so little ?.

Is it in the shake of Sheppee's bearded
chin or Algernon Prout's upper-lip as some
Councillor, with more moral courage than
his fellows, asks a question from Mr. Chair-

man Tanner, who promptly regards him as

a foe, and gives an evasive answer ? Is it

in Dray's indignant voice, as he answers stiff,

questions about stiffer hills ? or lies it in

Shipton's dulcet monotone ? but no, it can-

not be in this, for hearing is necessary to

intellectual enjoyment at a public meeting.

Rucker is amusing generally, but not at

N.C.U. meetings, so it can't be he from

v/hom the councillor hopes for his joy.

Green speaks, but would that he did not so

much is the general cry ; and genial Jack
Price in private is pugilistic J. P. in Council.

General Christopher is a grand old man to

gaze upon, as is also our only Major ; and to

see the grey hairs handicapping is bringing

in Pern Coleman's beard may be food for

reflection, viz.^ that years are running on,

but it is hardly amusing. Philpot can speak,

but when Philpot is silent, what then ? How
is our councillor to be amused ? Even
Frank Thomas's energy and terrible earnest^

ness arouse more wonder than amusement

;

and Reynolds and Sutton, though " road

demons," are hardly entertainers for an

evening's amusement ; while a smile from

Hasell or Wallis- Roberts, when real business

is on, is too rare to be seriously taken into

consideratijn ; and although R. E.Phillips

is generally wreathed in smiles, what is he

among so many? The plot therefore

thickens, and the question becomes more

and more difficult to answer—" Whence does

the N.C.U. councillor seek or derive his

amusement in return for an evening devoted

to the Executive and the King's Head ?"

Now there must be some underlying current

of amusement or excitement, or why would

men muster as they do ? The smallness of

the opposition renders it very difficult for

any speaker to make points, because, unless

he have a determination of iron, or is as
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thick-skinned, metaphorically speaking, as

Kennedy-Child or an alligator, there is

nothing to encourage him to go on. The
applause of the opposition, Low, Swindley,

McCandlish, Nicolas, Lloyd, and Irons,

though always well timed, is hardly sufficient

to encourage an opposition speaker to draw

out the facts or vveak points on each item on

the agenda, when the steady, stolid, lamb-

like, and sheep-like majority look askance

at anyone daring to question the Execu-

tive (" ' He's drunk,' said the workhouse

master"), and either chill the searcher after

.truth with their coldness, or howl at him

with rudeness. We say that we marvel that

the Executive can be found to attend week

after week to the dry-as-dust matters which

mostly are mooted by them, but we marvel

still more that men come from the East and

the West and from the North and the South

to vote without a struggle to Executive

orders.

The fact is this, that very few men are so

constituted that they can carry on an acri-

monious debate from their respective points

of view in public and then meet afterwards

on friendly terms. Few men are " built that

way." Then comes the question for the

man—" Is it worth while for me to talk on a

subject on which I feel little real interest ?

Had I better not go with the majority
; join,

in fact, the Executive's flock, and save all

bother ?" This is all very well, but it seems
to us that to attend a meeting on such a

basis is a great waste of time. Would it not

be better to take voting by proxy entirely ?

No one ever expects a speech to turn a vote

in the House of Commons or in any other

assembly. Members see what is on the

agenda, and make up their minds which way
they will vote ; if in the House from party

reasons, if in other assemblies]from private

reasons. Therefore, unless speeches are

good and amusing, it is a waste of time to

deliver them, for they change no votes. If

councillors cannot be amused thereby, what
is the good of " talky-talky ?" If only six

men out of 60 can be found to vote for fair

play and English dealing, real opposition in

the N.C.U. does not exist, and we strongly

urge upon the Executive to adopt some
means for shortening their Council meetings,

and saving the time of their silent and faith-

ful flock. —Jonah.

> • <

UP TO THE LAKES AND BACK.

Towards the end of the merry month of

May is my ideal time for bicycle touring.

The days and evenings are long, it is not too

hot for riding, the roads are in good condi-

tion (not having had time to break up with

dry summer weather), the weather is generally

settled and fine, and besides—it is spring.

" Now every field, now every tree is green
;

Now genial Nature's fairest face is seen."

I therefore generally try to get my holidays

arranged for that time, and did so last year

(1885). I further made arrangements for

touring on the Continent, but on the morn-

ing of the day I intended to start I found I

could not get away, consequently my holi-

days were postponed, and I had to satisfy

myself with the uncertain weather and state

of roads afforded by July. Unfortunately,

there had been a long drought, so that at the

time of starting, July 4th, the roads were in

a very dry, dusty, and loose condition gener-

ally. I had for my companion Mr. Williams,

the then C.T.C. consul for Avranches, Nor*

mandy ; we both rode ordinary bicycles and
carried knapsacks. We started from Dul-

wich, riding to Heme Hill Station, and there

took the 4.32 p.m. train to Willesden, to

avoid the London streets and trams. Leaving

Willesden, I thought it desirable to avoid the

main road frpm London to Edgware, so we
essayed various bye-roads with intent to

come out at Edgware ; I cannot, however,

say that our explorings were very successful,

as these bye-roads were bad and hilly, and
seemed to take us a long way round, still we
did manage to find our way to Edgware

;

we then proceeded on to Elstree, and there

had a good tea at the Plough—an inn much
frequented by cyclists. On the road near

Elstree we had a chat with a fellow-cyclist,

who, upon learning that we were bound
for the Lakes, told us that we should be

disappointed, that they were a failure.

Such was the early encouragement we
received. Thence we proceeded on to St.

Alban's, where we nestled for the night
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at the well-famed Crystal Palace Inn. The
usual Saturdry evening market, to which

provincial towns are subject, afforded us

some amusement before retiring to rest. On
Sunday morning we inspected the abbey and

attended the service in it ; and afterwards

visited St. Michael's Church to inspect

Chancellor Bacon's interesting monument.

Returning to the Crystal Palace Inn we
found other cyclists had arrived, who, like

ourselves, were all eager for the fray, and

did ample justice to a good dinner. Five

minutes' conversation with another cyclist

caused me to alter all my plans—that is to say,

if I ever had any. I know my idea was to

go straight away somewhere, and then either

go on to the Lakes, or, if we felt more dis-

posed, to turn off and make for North Wales.

My general plans for a tour are to go some-

where and to enjoy myself, having a faint

idea of going to some certain district, but

always open to turn off or alter the intention

as circumstances may offer inducements.

When I tour I am Freedom's child out for a

holiday, and worries, intentions to start or

arrive at fixed times, or to reach definite

places, seldom interfere with my independ-

ence. Such are some of the luxuries of taking

a quiet cycling tour. I have not thought it

necessary to go into any details of the roads

and places thus far, as they are so very well

known ; the road is hilly most of the way to

St. Alban's, and there is a rather sharp

descent to the entrance of the town, followed

by a stiff hill up to the main streets. The
advice given me was to go up the North

Road to a certain point and then to turn off

;

so we made for Hatfield, a pleasant ride

through a rich agricultural district, and
downhill most of the way ; from there we
continued our course along the Great North

Road, details of which have so frequently

appeared in the cycling Press, and are so

well known, that it seems absurd for me to

dilate upon them now, therefore I will run

quickly over this part of the tour, not that

I mean to say I did so in practice—as a matter

of fact, in consequence of unfavourable wind

and the generally loose state of the roads

caused by the long drought, our progress

was somewhat slow. At Welwyn, I believe,

there is a large honey farm, and Hitchiu is

well known for the excellence and fragrance

of the herbs grown in the district for

medical and perfumery purposes ; specially

noted are the lavender and peppermint

grown there, for which the soil is specially

suited, and the essential oils distilled from
them are second only to those obtained from
similar plants cultivated at Mitcham, Surrey,

where, unfortunately, much of that valuable
district has been invaded by the speculative

builder. We next made the acquaintance
of Biggleswade and the Hills thereof. I do
not allude to the protuberances on the earth's

surface, but to the chief consul of the

C.T.C. bearing that name, a gentleman not
altogether unknown in the cycling world, or

if he is, it is not his fault ; at the time in

question he was conducting a friendly dis-

cussion in the Press with his fellow C.C.,

Mr. N. F. Duncan, and as we thought we
might have the pleasure of meeting the

latter gentleman in his own district, to

which we were wending our way, I offered

to convey any message to him, but my offer

was not accepted. We tea'd at the Daneries,

and after, by Mr. Albone's kindness, I tried

his then neiv " Ivel " safety bicycle of the
" Kangaroo " type; it seemed a nice machine,
and I felt as though I could make it move;
my riding companions always smile when I

talk about making a machine move—fact is,

I don't approve of exceeding a pace of

twelve miles an hour on the public roads ; at

ten miles an hour I am not often heard to

complain of slow pace, and when touring

am seldom offended if eight miles an hour
is maintained. Here let me protest most
strongly against the abuse of our rights on
the public roads, which is so alarmingly on
the increase, in consequence of frequent-

occurring road races, which are- illegal, and
are sure, sooner or later, to seriously affect

our privileges, probably in causing our

pace to be limited to a low standard.

Acting upon Mr. A. J. Hills's recommenda-
tion, we put up at the New Inn at St.

Neot's for the night, but, unfortunately,

we did not get much sleep, as nearly all

night long we heard various and curious

noises, everlastingly someone running about,

a trap drove up to the door, a baby crying

(probably for the first time in its life), so

that sleeping was out of the question ; we
were of opinion it was one of those events

which occur only once in a lifetime. In the

morning we remonstrated, the hostess apolo-

gised, and was very sorry indeed, and upon

making enquiry, said it was those stupid

servants—they had a bath and got jumping

about (to dry themselves I suppose). No, I

don't think it was Venus in a bath.

However, I have stayed there since, and was
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very comfortable. In the morning we had a

bathe in the Ouse, which is a fine river here.

In a back street here, flat bottomed canoes

are let out on hire. Let me caution the reader

against indulging in the luxury of paddling

one of these unless he is of very muscular

build ; I tried the experiment one day this

year, and have no wish to repeat it. The
town is approached by a narrow stone bridge

of nine arches over the Ouse ; I learn that

this bridge is about to be demoHshed, and a

wider one erected. It contains a fine church

with an ancient timbered roof. Williams,

my companion, took a sketch of the outside,

of which I am (some day) to have a copy.

Leaving St. Neot's, we again crossed the

Ouse near a large paper mill, and regaining

the G.N.R. pass through the pretty village of

Buckden, where is an old palace of the

Bishops of Lincoln, the remains of three of

whom rest ia the parish church. Down
Alconbury Hill to Stilton, an old-fashioned

village, where we lunched, and while pumping
in the yard I kaocked the loose, heavy

wooden top off the pump, which gave me a

nasty crack of the head in making its descent.

This place gives name to the famous cheese,

which, however, is made in Leicestershire.

Thence past the well-known Norman's Cross

Hotel to Stamford, before reaching which
we had the pleasure of riding about four

miles uphill, the first part of which is rather

steep ; there is then a rather rough descent

down into Stamford, which is reached by

crossing a stone paved bridge over the

river Welland. The vibration caused by
suddenly jolting on to these stones caused

my spring to break, so we were compelled

to halt here for the night, as, unfortu-

nately, it was too late to get one made that

evening, early next morning the services

of the C.T.C. repairer were requisitioned,

but it was twelve o'clock noon before every-

thing was in sailing order again. The
repairer made me a new spring, for which he

charged reasonably, and guaranteed it against

breakage ; however, within a few months it

went the way of all springs. I don't know
whether my experience is exceptional, but I

am always breaking springs ; I have broken

eight or ten at different times, and my weight

is only about io|^ stones. Just outside the

town, on the London Road, is a very fine and
large park, situated in which is Burghley

House, the magnificent seat of the Marquis

of Exeter—the residence of the Treasurer

Burleigh in the reign of Elizabeth. The

paintings in this hall were reckoned the most
valuable collection in the kingdom. The
town is situated on a hill rising from the

bank of the Welland ; it has been in the

wars, and has played an important part in

the history of our country. Before leaving

the town I reheved myself of 2lbs. of luggage,

which I sent on by parcels post to Kendal.

From Stamford to Grantham the road was
fair but very hilly, and about four miles was
very bad indeed. The only place en route

calling for mention is Woolsthorpe, near

Coltersworth, at which is the house in which
Sir Isaac Newton was born, and about two
miles off is Buckminster Park, Lord Hunting-

tower's. We did not stay long at Grantham,
and I have no particular note against it, so

will run on to Newark-on-Trent, which is a

rather fine town, and is interesting from its

historical associations—King Stephen was
confined a prisoner there, and King John
died in the castle. Not much of the castle

now remains. The town possesses a fine

church. Thence by Tuxford to Retford,

over a fair road. Retford is a town of con-

siderable importance, but does not contain

much of interest. Next day, through Bawtry
to Doncaster. As we enter the latter town

we pass close to the famous racecourse ; the

road thither was rough and loose. Except

that Doncaster High Street is rather a fine

one, and possesses some very good shops, I

do not remember that there is anything

calling for special mention. About this part

of the tour we did not spend much time,

and I have made but few notes. Before

leaving the town we called on the C.T.C.

consul, who gave us some information about

the roads. At Red House, about five miles

from Doncaster, we left the G.N.R. and took

the left-hand road to Wakefield, which was
rough and hilly, and I suppose is character-

istic of the roads about this part of York-

shire. W^akefield was the first really big

and business-like town we had come to since

leaving the largest town in the world. It is

entered by crossing the river Calder, by a

handsome bridge of eight arches, and is

built on the slopes of a hill; it contains

some fine and well-built streets. I have no

intention of entering upon a description of

the town, but there is one object sure to

attract attention as one crosses the bridge

entering the town. From its appearance

and position I was rather curious to know
about it, and as I have come across its his-

tory, I may as well give it for the benefit of
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others. " On the bridge over the Calder are

the remains of the chapel, supposed to have

been erected by Edward III., and endowed

by him with ;^io per annum for two chap-

lains, and rebuilt by Edward IV. in memory
of his father, the Duke of York, and his

followers, who fell in the battle of Wakefield

;

it is a beautiful structure, in the decorated

EngHsh style, about ten yards in length and

eight in width ; the west front is extremely

rich in ornamental detail, and divided into

compartments by buttresses, with canopied

niches, and adorned with delicate tracery

and every embellishment for which that

graceful style is distinguished ; but, dis-

figured by some modern round posts or

pillars in front, it is now appropriated as a

counting-house." (1842.) From Wakefield

to Bradford the road is still rough and hilly,

and traverses a coal mining district, several

shafts being observable about. Upon reach-

ing Bradford we had about one and a-half

miles of stone paved streets to walk ; a good

view of the town is obtained as the hill is

descended into it. The Alexandra Hotel is

the palatial head-quarters of the C.T.C., but

as we only intended staying a short time we
drd not put up there. Bradford presented an

animated appearance. It was at once evident

that it was a large business centre, and many
of its streets are traversed by steam trams

;

the principal streets are wide, and composed

of large and well-built houses, consisting of

shops, offices, warehouses, &c. It is the seat

of a large worsted and woollen industry.

There is a fine monument of Sir Titus Salt

in the centre of the town. We called on our

consul, Mr. A. C. Durant, a well-known

cyclist, who was pleased to see us and to

give us some useful information, besides

showing us round the town a bit. There is

a long distance to walk over paved streets to

leave Bradford, and the road is then nearly

all downhill and very rough to the old town

of Skipton, situated in a neighbourhood of

rich pasture land and delightful woodland

scenery. The ancient castle there was for

many generatioDs the residence of the

Cliffords, and was built by the first Earl of

Cumberland. It sustained many sieges

during the Wars of the Roses, and is now,
I believe, the property of the Earl of Thanet.

The old church is worthy of a visit, and
contains some interesting monuments. After

leaving Bradford the scenery greatly im-

proves, and in some parts is very charming,
especially around and near Skipton. From

Skipton to Settle is a pleasant ride, and the

road fair but hilly. At Settle there is a very

good temperance hotel, with moderate

charges. This is^ a neat little town, and

well situated for making some interesting

excursions. Giggleswick adjoins, and the

beautiful scenery and situation of the place

is thus described in a book written more

than 40 years ago :
—"The parish is situate

in a deep and picturesque vale, watered by

the river Ribble. The environs are beauti-

fully romantic ; the vale, which at its head is

rocky and narrow, opens into fertile 'tracks

of meadow and pasture land, and towards

the south expands into a wide plain, bounded

on the east and west by a lofty rampart of

grey limestone rock, surmounted on the north

by the lofty mountains of Pennigant (2,275

feet) and Ingleborough (2,375 feet), and on

the east by the conical rock called Castle-

berg, which rises to the height of 210 feet;

the summit is supposed to have been

anciently crowned with a fortification, from

which it takes its name ; this hill anciently

served as the gnomon of a rude but magnifi-

cent natural sun-dial. The village, which is

situated on the west side of the vale, is

neatly built, and the approach to it from the

north has a truly picturesque aspect from

the high ridges of limestone and the numer-

ous yew-trees which spring out of the clefts.

, . . At the base of a ledge of rocks,

called the Scar, and extendmg for nearly

two miles in length, is a well, noticed by
Drayton, in 1612, as ebbing and flowing with

the tide, though thirty miles distant from

the sea. Leaving Settle, and about half-a-

mile beyond Giggleswick, is the ebbing and
flowing well. I think it is unreasonable to

suppose that its ebbing and flowing are de-

pendent on the tides ; in fact, I was given to

understand that it was very irregular in its

action. I should say that it is more likely

to be due to an artificial or natural syphon
arrangement, whereby, when it is full up to

a certain point, it 'is enabled to partially

empty itself, and then, as the water perco-

lates into it, it again rises till it has reached

the previous point, and so continues filling

and emptying itself. From Giggleswick there

is a rather long and stiff" rise up, and would
not be ridden by the majority of riders. It

is worthy of note that between London and
Kendal by this route there is not one really

unrideable hill; there certainly are some
rather sharpT'and stiff bits, but nothing but

what most cycHsts would ride, with the ex-
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ception, perhaps, of this hill, and the stone-

paved ascent into Stamford from the bridge.

A little further on is Clapham, famed for the

wonderful cave, which we unfortunately

omitted to visit ; but as I write this tour with

the hope that it may be of some use and

interest to other cyclists who may follow

over part of our tracks, or, better still, that it

may be an encouragement for others to tour

who have not previously done so, I will here

insert a description of it as published in 1842.

" Within the parish" (Clapham) " is the

base of Ingleborough Mountain, and the pre-

vailing scenery is of bold and romantic

character. The substratum abounds with

limestone, and near Ingleborough Hall is one

of those remarkable caverns which are

frequently found in limestone districts,

though seldom of such extent, or possess-

ing features so strikingly interesting. This

cavern, which is called Clapham. Cave, had

been many years since explored for nearly

2,000 yards, and found to contain several

chambers, connected by long passages,

through which a stream of pure water, rising

in the mountain, pursued its course, and

flowed into the village. In 1839 a sudden

and very considerable increase in the stream

issuing from what was supposed to be the

extremity of the cavern led to further re-

search, and on an opening being made, a

spacious and lofty region was discovered

nearly three-quarters of a mile in length, to

which the previously-discovered chambers

were found to be but a vestibule ; this

magnificent cavern, though in some parts so

contracted in height as to render it necessary

for the visitor to stoop, is generally, both in

width and elevation, of ample and stately

dimensions, resembling the interior of a

stupendous baronial mansion ; the roof is

richly adorned with stalactites and other

beautiful concretions, and the general effect

exceeds in splendour and magnificence any-

thing of the kind yet discovered in the

kingdom." Kirkby Lonsdale, further on, is

noted for its ancient church, and the bridge

over the river Lune. Thence to Kendal the

road is fair, but hilly, with one or two
dangerous hills, the worst of which is Cow
Brow, not far out of Kirkby Lonsdale.

Kendal is an important town, and prettily

situated in the valley of the river Kent, and
is surrounded with hills. There are the

remains of an old castle, in which Catherine

Parr was born. Kendal Church is the

widest church in England, and contains

some ancient monuments. There is a

very good market for fruit and vege-

tables, and the town gives its name to a

sweetmeat known as Kendal Mint Cake, a

kind of candy flavoured with peppermint,

and is rather nice. I was told that the late

General Gordon took a supply of it out to

Egypt with him. One of the sight places

for visitors is Scout Scaur, a little way
out of the town ; we learnt that from this

there was a good view, and that from the

top of it one looks down into a deep valley.

We went in search of it, turning off the road

into a field as directed, and then we tried to

follow the footway, of which, however, there

were two ; we, of course, took the wrong
one, but went on, gradually getting up
higher, getting over one or two stone walls,

and crossing two or three fields very rough
and covered with broken stone. We reached

the top, but observed nothing very wonderful

except an extensive view, taking in much of

the mountainous district, and to the south a

good view of Morecambe Bay, Furness, and
the Isle of Watney, and with the aid of my
field-glasses we could observe many vessels

on the sea. When we turned to go back,

we thought we would explore a different

way home. We again had to climb two
or three stone walls, which separate the

fields, and are simply built by heaping up
the flat pieces of stone which cover the

ground. All at once, and quite unexpectedly,

we came across the genuine article, which

quite took us by surprise. We stood on the

edge of a precipice which is guarded by a

slight railing, and looked straight down a

perpendicular height into the fields below,

in which the men working appeared very

insignificant. We stayed a few minutes

admiring the pretty scene, and contemplating

the insignificance of man. I think nothing

betrays more the vanity and conceit of man
than to observe him among mountains.

Vain, conceited, self-important man, what
are you among such vastness ? An insignifi-

cant mite of clay endowed with power to

slowly move about ; and, to retaliate on the

mountains, he bores a little hole into them,

and this he calls a mine or quarr}', but, even

as the tiny worm in the nut, he deprives it

of its substance.

This concludes my account of our tour up
to the Lakes. In the early future I hope to

continue it by giving an account of our tour

among "The Lakes," and "The Return

Journey," made by a different route.
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The machine I rode was a 54111. Beeston
" Humber," old pattern. During the whole

tour it gave entire satisfaction, though it had

some very rough ground to travel over.

With regard to the expenses—over this part

of the tour, which so far may be considered

a short one (about 270 miles, or rather more),

and the time occupied being from the

Saturday afternoon till the following Friday

evening, when we arrived at Kendal—they

were for me rather exceptionally low, and

only amounted to about 32s., or, taking in

extras, a little more. However, it was not

very ruino-us, and at this rate no one can

complain that cycle touring is an expensive

luxury. I always maintain that it is the

cheapest and best way of spending a

holiday, and this is a proof of the cheapness.

About the time of undertaking this tour

there was considerable discussion going on

concerning touring expenses, C.T.C. hotel

charges, and the charges at other houses.

I therefore proposed to myself to try per-

sonally for how little money a tour can com-

fortably be undertaken, and to experience

the accommodation afforded by cheap
houses. The result was satisfactory, but I

did not continue it for the rest of the tour,

as it seemed to be making too much business

of a pleasure. —F. Freeman, Orion B.C.

P.S.—I find I have overlooked two trifling

notes. One, that at about five miles before

reaching Wakefield there is a very pretty

piece of scenery with a lake on one side and
pleasant grounds on the other. I believe

that it is Sir Watkin Wynn's place, and is

called Nostell Priory. The other, that at

Grantham there is a church with a very fine

spire, one of the highest church spires in

England, according to one account 82 yards

high. It was much injured by a storm in

1797. According to the following compara-
tive list, which I take from " Tit-Bits," it

is higher :—St. Walburg's, Preston, 303ft.

;

St. Michael's, Coventry, 300ft. ; St. James's,

Louth, 288ft. ; St. Wolfran's, Grantham,
273ft. ; St. Bodolph's, Boston, 272ft. ; St.

Mary's, Redchffe, 250ft.

->-»-<^

CYCLE RACING IN SCANDINAVIA.

A REMINISCENCE.

" Skcol! to the Northland, Skool I"—Longfellow.

Never was welcome more hearty or

hospitaUty more kindly than that which the

members of the English party of cyclists re-

ceived at the hands of the Kristiania Veloci-

ped Klub during their five days' stay in the

land of the Norsemen.

Although racing was the object of most of

the party, a visit to a new country made the

trip very different from others with a similar

end. To the writer, who was bothered with

no thoughts of the contests except a prevail-

ing hope that the Englishmen might win, it

was doubly interesting. Ever a lover of ex-

periences, this journey among fresh scenes

and people had an infinite charm for me,

while legends of old Norse kings, acquired in

early childhood, inspired it with a kind of

realism and awe. The people I was at first

inclined to be disappointed with—they

seemed so English—but a closer acquaint-

ance with them showed me my error. I was

exceedingly fortunate in being made the guest

of a fine old Norwegian gentleman who had
somewhat of a reputation for keeping up
ancient customs ; and although it was difficult

in a country house built of pine-wood and
beautifully situated on the edge of the fiord

to fancy oneself in the land of those " dead
kings of Norroway," the hospitality for

which they were famed was not wanting.

So many of the people spoke English, too,

and spoke it so well, that it was only when,

through the conversation being carried on in

the native tongue I was obliged to assume the

intelligent aspect of a dog waiting to be

fed, that I remembered I was away from

home. However, this has nothing to do with

racing, and although one who did not go

there for that purpose may be pardoned

the digression, I will at once proceed to

that part of the programme.

It was on Saturday, August the 28th, that

we arrived at Kristiania, and although we
visited the track at Slaebende that evening,

it was not until the following day that we
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were able to admire its fine proportions and

beautiful surroundings. A misty autumnal

morning, with an occasional rain-shower,

gave place to a splendid afternoon, during

which the sun shone forth, and lighting up

the great arena, dressed it in all its pride.

The racing did not commence until four

p'clock, but shortly after mid-day the people

began to arrive, and taking up their places

on the surrounding hills, lunched and enjoyed

themselves in picnic fashion. As the after-

noon drew on, they came in greater numbers,

some by boat, some by rail, and others by

road, all, however, wearing their tickets

fastened with a light cord and tassel to their

breasts.

When I entered the ground shortly before

the time for commencing there was as great

a rush at the gates as if they had only just

been opened, and " thousands on thousands

piled were seated round."

Never shall I forget the scene which met

my eyes when I ascended the huge platform

reserved for officials and members of the

Press. On either hand the great whitened

track was stretching away into the distance.

At one end might be seen a pleasant-looking

red-roofed villa reposing peacefully on the

banks of the fiord ; at the other a huge

mountain whose summit was obscured by a

vagrant cloud or two still hovering round.

The people were gathered round the rails on

either side of the track or grouped together

on the surrounding hills, and
" Overhead upgrew

Insuperable height of loftiest shade
* * and pine, and fir * * *

A sylvan scene, and as the ranks ascend
Shade above shade, a woody theatre

Of stateliest view."

The track, it should be mentioned, mea-
sures a lap and a sixth to a mile, the two

straights being over six hundred yards in

length. The starting places and the judge's

box are connected by a telephone, and
although the starting was effected in a rather

primitive manner by the fall of a flag,

and the competitors passed one another on
the inside, the arrangements generally were

those of an English meeting.

As the trumpet note was heard for the

formation of the procession of riders, a hush
came over the whole multitude, only to be

broken by the rounds of clapping which
greeted the men as they wheeled round the

track. The K.U.K. men came first, looking

decidedly hot in thick red, white and blue

jerseys, with grey knickerbockers and stock-

ings ! Price and Fenlon, the representatives

of English amateurism, rode last. The
racing proved better than any of us had

expected. England was the only foreign

country represented in the amateur events,

but Fenlon had no little difficulty in winning

his three races, although, when once he

spurted, the result was never in doubt.

The hearty cheers which hailed his first

victory were repeated with renewed vigour

as he returned down the track after the

great international race. The enthusiasm

was of the wildest description, and blue-

eyed Norsemen rushed up to present him
with bouquets of fresh flowers—the tribute

of fair hands who had that morning plucked

and bound them together. The pro-

fessionals did their duty well. Each man was
promised five pounds extra if he cut record,

and from start to finish there was never a

moment's hesitation, one after another going

to the front and making the pace.

The racing over, we returned to the town

in a steamer, to partake of what we were

told would be a " little supper." Most of us

were too intoxicated with the excitement of

the afternoon to notice the beautiful scenery

on either side of the fiord. Hearty cheers

often greeted us from boats which we passed,

and the flags floating on the masts of

picturesque villas testified to the interest

taken in the affair. The band which we

had on board paid us the compliment, as we
thought, of playing " God save the Queen,"

but this we soon learnt was also the air of

one of the Norwegian national anthems.

When we arrived at Kristiania it was almost

dark.

The " little supper " was attended by quite

two hundred people, and more than double

that number were present when the time

came for distributing the prizes. Then the

scenes of enthusiasm of the afternoon were

repeated. Fenlon, when he went up to be

introduced to the splendid drinking-horn,

which has to be won twice in succession, or

three times in all, before becoming the pro-

perty of any one man, was hoisted shoulder

high, and carried round the room to the

accompanying strains of" Rule Britannia"
;

and when the name of Dubois, the repre-

sentative of La Belie France, v/as called,

another foreign air was played, and, in spite

of its being a German one, everybody sang

the words of the " Marseillaise " with great

goodwill.

Speech succeeded speech, and toast
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followed toast ; men were seeking intro-

ductions to us, and Fenlon's stock of cards

was soon exhausted. Price was discovered

to be a Mason. Someone told me that it

was the way he drank which told the tale.

About two o'clock we decided to depart. A
ten miles drive home in the cold starlight

had the effect of quieting my nerves and
preparing me for sleep.

The next morning was much like its pre-

decessor, but finer, and again the sky cleared

at mid-day.

The whole of the visitors and the

committee of the klub, besides several

wheelmen from remote parts of the country,

had been invited to the house of one of the

honorary members, who, a thorough sports-

man, owns some of the best trotting horses

in Scandinavia. The morning we spent in

going over the stables, and listening to tales

of sleighing and skating called forth by the

discovery of some sledges and snow shoes in

a loft. Our host, too, recounted the pleasures

of a grand ice carnival in which he had been
successful with his favourite mare. This
was a beautiful creature, which, on hearing

his voice, whinnied for the piece of sugar it

rightly expected to receive from his hand-

At the luncheon the toasts were almost as

numerous as on the previous evening, but a

pleasant contrast was formed for us by the

fact that the speeches were all in English.
•' Skool, Mr. Fenlon," " Skool, Mr. Price,"

resounded on all sides of the room. The day
passed all too soon, but before we parted for

the night, a picnic had been arranged for

the next day. We were promised a lovely

drive, and a view of the snow-capped moun-
tains should the air be clear.

The morrow came, and with it the same
grey mistiness. We started early, and he
we ascended the hills the clouds lifted,

but not sufficiently for o.ir object. Still

there was scenery enough for all but the
most insatiate. For a time one side of

the road was bounded by a brisk salmon
stream, pouring over rocks and stones which
had been borne down the mountain side by
many a cataract of mehing snow. Through-
out the whole drive we were constantly

obtaining glorious views over one of Norway's
great inland lakes, and the road, winding
round and round the hills, was ever
displaying some new panorama to our
wondering eyes.

Arrived at our destination, a quiet farm-

house on the hill-side, we made an excursion

to the waterside, and although the snow-
capped mountains were not to be seen, we
regretted them very little. We had had a

plethora of good things and were not inclined

to be greedy.

During the drive back, I was overpowered
with a delightful sense of sad-happiness,

which I had never experienced before, and
which seemed to me to be such as poets

must sometimes feel. But it was all over

when an enquiry if the scenery made me
'* feel sentimental" awoke me from my
reverie, and called forth the half-blushing

reply that I was tired.

The following evening there was more
racing, and, although the affair had been
little advertised, there was a large number
of spectators present. After the distribution

of prizes there was a supper party at my
host's. That night I could not sleep. As I

lay tossing on my pillow, my great regret

was that to-morrow we must leave for

England. When to-morrow came I had had
little repose. The sky was just becoming
red, and heralding the approach of the rising

sun. Birds were beginning to twitter, and
the waters of the fiord seemed as famihar to

me as if I had known them from childhood.

Dressing hurriedly, and putting on a thick

overcoat, I stepped out into the verandah

and watched the ascent of the golden orb.

I saw it light up the surrounding hills and
touch the boats laying peacefully on the

water with a gilder's pencil, and then retired

to bed again, and managed to snatch a two

hours' sleep.

The morning was spent in making a hasty

tour of the city of Kristiania. The first visit

was to see the remains of an old Viking's

ship which had been found buried in the

bay. The timbers were charred and black

with age, but it still contained the beaches

where the rowers sat, and the figure-

head, though battered and broken, seemed
to still proudly hold itself aloft. Remin-
iscences of King Olaf, Blue-tooth Harold,

Queen Sigrid, etc., were filling my head, when
I was brought back to things mortal by the

voice of my conductor, who was telling me
how the chieftain's bones had been found

with his arms in the hold, where they had
probably been placed at his own desire pre-

vious to the sinking of the ship. A pretty

drive to Oscar's Hall, an old palace on an

islet, whence there was a splendid view of

the city and the Kristiania fiord, occupied

an hour or two, and luncheon absorbed the
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brief two hours still remaining. On our

arrival at the quay we found that a large

number of people were there to see us off.

Many of them came on board, and shaking

hands with them seemed like parting with

old friends. At last the bell rang, and there

was a rush to the side. As the ship moved

off, cheer after cheer went up, and were

answered to by the little group of wheelmen

on board. As the boat, turning, brought us

nearer the quay again, shouts of " Adios

!

adios !" from the shore were answered with
" Good-bye till next year !" and then our

attention was taken by

—

" The busy deck, the fluttering streamer
,_

The dripping arms that plunge and rise.

>;< >K * * *

The kerchiefs waving from the pier
;

The cloudy pillar, gliding o'er us
;

The deep blue desert, lone and drear,

With heaven above and home before us."

—Ernest Godbold.

THE STROLLER,
BY PRESIDENT BATES.

Pleasant it is, when days are long,

And winds are light and warm,
To wander from the busy throng.

Where the woods are sweet with song,

And bees hum faintly all day long,

By many a fertile farm.

My lazy feet alternate play
The languid pedals round

;

My wheel rolls carelessly away
Wheresoe'er my fancies stray.

Almost as easily as they,

As they, without a sound.

Far off the ribboned roadway shuns
And leaves the town behind,

In stony grays, and dusty duns,
Where the winding river runs
And sparkles under summer suns,

Just dimpled by the wind.

And farther on my way I take
By many a curving reach.

Where the light ripples of the lake
All his reedy marshes shake,

And squirrels steal, their thirst to slake,

Along the pebbly beach.

Or where tall pines, beside the sea.

In columned aisles arise
;

And the wood-spirit in each tree

Sighs and breaths melodiously.
And stirs and struggles to go free,

With inarticulate cries-

Full of unutterable things.

In a confused refrain,

As, when a wind-harp shakes its strings,

Faint a phantom syren sings.

And melancholy music brings
Strange fancies to the brain.

Forgetful of the noisy street.

And all its sweating tide,

I watch the zephyr's airy feet

Ripple down the bending wheat

:

Unmindful of the drowsy heat,

Light- clad and cool I ride

—

Till in the sunset's rosy deep,
Fades the still afternoon

;

Till twilight stars begin to peep.
Wandering winds are all asleep.

And o'er the tree-fringed eastern steep.

Up soars the yellow moon.

When in the fruity autumn time.

In crimson, gold, and green.

The year puts on its perfect prime.

Morning meadows white with rime,

Up many a toilsome hill I climb.

That overlooks the scene.

In that bright tonic atmosphere
To labour is to play

;

Pleasure grows vigorous and severe.

Firm of hand, of vision clear
;

And health, and strength, and courage cheer
The sunshine of the day.

From the wood silences around,
With fine, attentive ear.

The falling dead leaves rustling sound.
Through the morning calm profound.
And ripe nuts dropping to the ground.
And running rills I hear.

I hear the squirrel's pattering feet

Run swift from tree to tree.

Of unseen wings the airy beat.

Sudden warblings, wild and sweet.

And faint, and far, and incomplete.

The soft wash of the sea.

A little lingering on the sight,

The scene I re-survey
;

Then, swift as skimming swallow's flight,

Poised as skilfully and light.

Fly down the long slant of the height,

As airily as they.

Pleasant it is to wander far

In chase of childhood's dream,
Beyond our known horizon's bar.

Guided by a falling star,

To strange new lands, whose wonders are

Lit by its mystic gleam.

Or, where sage manhood's rainbow ends,

To seek the fairy gold.

That generous Nature lightly lends

Freely to her faithful friends

—

The fresh, bright vigour that she blend
Through all her heat and cold.

And thus, through sunny solitudes,

We stroll— my wheel and I

—

Where Nature shows her secret moods,
In elusive interludes

;

Where neither greed nor pride intrudes,

And life is not a lie.

—The Cycle
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THE STRANGEST CYCLE IN THE WORLD.
From " Bicycling News" (The Cyclists' Illustrated Weekly.)

It is just three years since fate gave me a

passing interest in the strangest cycle in the

world. It was one of the class which has

received the distinguishing name of "Coolie-

cycle," though destined for a land that

knows no coolies, and for an owner whose

cycle-drivers, as we shall presently see,

were sometimes of a widely different kind

from those who render similar service to our

countrymen out in the Gorgeous East. The
land I refer to is the Empire of Morocco,

whose autocrat still remains in most English

minds a sort of vague Oriental mystery

connected indefinitely with the " Arabian

Nights." Yet the Emperor is a man who,

under the conditions of a more vigorous

climate and an athletic rearing, could

probably knock down some of the best

records on our tracks. He is in the prime

of life, being j last turned 40, and of the best

Morescan type, viz., fair-skinned, dark-

haired, and comely-featured. Adding to

physical capacity a considerable intelligence

and aptitude in mechanical matters, what

wonder is it that the Sidi (as he is termed

pay excdlence) should have picked out of his

European budget

SOME INTERESTING FACTS

respecting the progress of cycle manufacture

in far-off England ? A selection was soon

made. " Order these for me at once," said

His Sherufian Majesty; and at the time of

my return home the Machinists' Co. had, if

I am not mistaken, as many as seven or

eight machines in hand for the Moorish

sovereign. It is difficult to convey to the

English reader an idea of the curious sense

of incongruity in seeing these highly-finished

machines appear in such surroundings. I

know not how to describe the impression

produced by a Moorish interior city unless

by saying that one feels as if suddenly

transported into Nineveh or Babylon some

three or four thousand years ago. So far as

cycling ideas are concerned, it is sufficient

to remark that up to the present date paving

and road-making are arts wholly unknown.

The only available tracks, therefore, were

those arranged in the Emperor's private

gardens for the purpose. To those un-

acquainted with these antiquated cities it

must be explained that the type of houses is

entirely Oriental—best represented in this

country by the various Oriental courts in the

Crystal Palace. In Moorish houses the

garden occupying the interior square is

usually sunk about three feet below the

surrounding terraces, which are mostly

either marble or cemented. It was on such

a terrace that, secure from the vulgar gaze,

and instructed by

THE ENGLISH OFFICER

who holds the chief military command in

Morocco, the first Imperial essays at cycling

were made. Hopes of coming civilisation

beat high in the European breast as the

Sidi laid aside his dignity and permitted the

hands of the English " kaid " to guide the

Imperial feet into the proper position and
teach the young idea how to pedal. The
experience of the tricycle proved so attrac-

tive that for some time the distinguished

pupil found it difficult to tear himself away
from the newly-discovered pastime. Nor
was the experience attained without a taste

of the usual contretemps. We have heard

something lately about celebrated croppers.

Surely, the first cropper of an Emperor
may be added to the record without

damaging its prestige. The sunk gardens, be

it observed, are entirely unprotected by any

coping or parapet ; and when, during one ot

the early Imperial efforts, the wheel un-

fortunately hitched over the edge, the catas-

trophe was swift and complete. Both

Emperor and tricycle were spilt into the

depths without ceremony. The laws of

gravity have no respect for kings ; and I am
sure that the jovial monarch in question is

still ready to join in the laugh at these

recollections. But I am forgetting the

" strangest cycle in the world." The Em-
peror must be presented to the reader in

the more advanced light of an original

designer. Moorish ideas are not as our

ideas; and the Coventry makers were

accordingly instructed to fit up a machine

adapted to the requirements of an august

Descendant of the Prophet. All work and

no play is a system no better suited to

emperors than to schoolboys, and His

Majesty therefore devised a machine on
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which he could take his leisure, while still

indulging in the favourite recreation. The
result was what I have ventured to call the

very strangest cycle the world has yet pro-

duced. It was designed to be

DRIVEN BY SLAVE LABOUR,

the main feature being, of course, the

Emperor's own saddle or couch. No Moor
ever sits on a chair or raised seat of any

kind if he can help it ; and the cross-legged

" squat " is as natural an attitude to the

sovereign as to the meanest beggar at his

gates. With this object the saddle deve-

loped itself into a sort oi fauteiiil of sufficient

dimensions to accommodate a man of his

stalwart build in that position. This arm-

chair, of course, occupied the front of the

machine, the driving-saddles and treadle-

gear bein^ arranged sociablewise in the rear.

Upholstered in all manner of embossed
crimson velvet, wool stuffings, and silk and
gold binding, it was in itself a chef d'ceuvre of

manufacture. His Majesty had no idea of

submitting himself to prying eyes during his

hours of tricyclical retirement ; and hence
the umbrella of the typical coolie-cycle

developed itself into an imperial canopy
furnished with side curtains of crimson silk,

enriched with

FRINGES OF GOLD.

Perhaps the most characteristic, and at the

same time the most puzzling to a European,
of all these arrangements was a handsome
clock, with lever escapement, and a magnetic
compass, fitted respectively upon two
brackets on the right and left arms of the

Emperor's seat. The reader need not

imagine that these adjuncts were mere
vagaries of a childish fancy. The faithful

among the children of Islam (of whom the

Emperor is supreme head in his own realm)

allow no kind of business or diversion to

interfere with their strict observance of the

hours of prayer, and in case of the Imperial

tricycle-trips at any time leading the rider

out of hearing of the proclamation of the

inoitddlien from the mosque tower, it was
essential that he should be provided with

the means of ascertaining the correct time,

as well as the direction in which all the

devotions of the faithful are addressed.

Although, of course, amply provided with

slave work for all purposes, His Majesty

by no means ignores the charms of the softer

sex ; and it occurred to him one day that

there was no reason why female companion-
ship should not be happily combined with

locomotive power. Accordingly, certain

favoured ladies of the Imperial menage were
told off for tricycle service, and had to be put

through the same course of instruction. This
was by no means all a, b, c work in many
respects. For instance, I need not remind
those who have any acquaintance with

these nations that the prime feature of

feminine beauty in Moorish aesthetics is that

oi embonpoint. It is even cultivated by

A SPECIAL DIET,

in precedence of any other attraction ; and
a female figure which would claim admira-

tion among ourselves would, in Moorish
eyes, be voted a mere embodiment of starva-

tion. Such being the case, I need scarcely

indicate that the restricted dimensions of a
modern saddle were found to be curiously

inadequate to those developments of the
" houri" form specially concerned in the

pose plastique of cycling. But perseverance

surmounts all obstacles, and for the propul-

sion of this strangest of tricycles two-lady

power became the order of the day. His

Majesty certaijly did not spare the exertions

of his fair propellers ; but I am sure that the

novelty and the exercise could not be other-

wise than beneficial to the poor creatures

whose lives, as a rule, are doomed to the

quasi - imprisonment of all Mahommedan
women. The Emperor's appreciation of the

tricycle, I am glad to sa}^ has not been that

of a mere toy. He has followed the march
of improvement, and has tested the merits of

the beautifully-finished " Marlboro' Club"

machine, by the same Coventry makers

:

and has thus extended those experiences, in

the pursuit of which we may well address

to him the commonest of all Moorish greet-

ings, ^^ La has alik''—may no harm come to

thee.
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The wheel world has been wagging dur-

ing the past month to a melancholy tune.

Harmony has played an insignificant part

in it, for sharps and flats have been hopelessly

mixed up together ; howls of rage and dis-

appointment have combined, and discord is

the inevitable result. The wheel world is

wagging on the tenter hooks of suspense.-

Our amateur racing men are either suspended
or are in suspense lest the Executive of.the

N.C.U. should think fit to inquire into their

means of livelihood, and the rest of the

world is divided in opinion, some thinking

the Executive's action perfectly rig^ht and
fair ; some saying our legislators have, by
no means, gone far enough ; whilst a few—

a

very few — amongst whom the makers'
amateurs number themselves—consider the

action of Robert Todd and Co. quite devoid

of all right feehng. This " small section,"

as no doubt Algernon Prout would term
them, have raised a howl of indignation

against the suspension of well-known paid

•amateurs, and in their excitement declare

these men who have been barred from
the amateur path to be honest, men it

would be an honour to race against even
now, and they go so far as to announce
their intention of doing so merely for the

pleasure of being suspended too. These
are the Abolitionists, who consider the

amateur definition has had its day, and have,

with a very big flourish of trumpets, vowed
it should go. The banns of marriage
for the joining together of amateur spinster

and professional bachelor have been pub-
lished by them too soon, however, for the

bride's relations have put their feet down
firmly, declaring no such union shall take

place for a long time to come. They—the

Abolitionists—say the sweeping away of the

definition will come in December, but at the

Council meeting on October 14th, when every

m.an, woman, and child—so to speak—
answering to the name of delegate res-

ponded to the call of their leiader in order to

cancel the suspensions, only twelve votes

were recorded against the Executive's action;

so the dying notes of the flourish of trumpets,

and the unfulfilled banns of marriage, will

shortly be the only remains of the move
which was to completely reorganise" the

wheel world. Mr. Todd has " got a little

list" of men he considers should be in the

professional ranks, and though he does not

go as far as Koko in saying " they nevef

would be missed," still he thinks the amateui:.

path will be able to get on well without theni;

and, presumptuous as it may seem, actually

thinks of holding amateur championships
next year.

It is strange how we of the wheel world

follow in the steps of the leaders of . the

outside world. A few months ago, England,

and in fact, Europe, was in a state of fever

heat over the separation of Great Britain

and Ireland, and the cry was " Union or

Separation"— now we of Cyclonia have the

same cry, but in our case the supporters of

the Union between amateurs and profession-

als are the prime movers for a radical change,

and the Separationists are the staunch

supporters of the Union.

G. P. Mills has proved himself to be,

beyond doubt, far and away the best road

rider England, and perhaps the world, has

ever seen. With A. J. Wilson, on Sept. 22nd,

he brought the tandem record for 50 miles

down to 2h. 46m. 2|s. ; on Oct. 2nd, he rode

50 miles on an " Ivel" safety in 2h. 47m.

35|s., thus beating the previous best by

nearly nineteen minutes ; and on the 6th,

on the same machine, he completely " clob-

bered up" the 24 hours bicycle record by

doing 294^ miles. These, with his 100 miles

on tandem with Wilson in 6h. 47m., and his
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rideS^ oil bicycle and' tricycle fro'M X'k'rtd*^'

End to' John-o'-Grbat's, earlier in the year,

when he knocked all the records about badly,

place him a head and shoulders above every

man who aspires to be a good road tider.

Such rides would have been pronounced
impossible a couple or three years ago.

Major-General Christopher's concert at

Ripley, in support of the Reserve Fund, can

hardly be described in glovvifig terms. Men
went down and took tickets, and men took

tickets and did not go down, the Ripley

people supported it well, and good enter-

tainment was provided, but four-and-six-

pence as a profit is hardly good enough for

the affair to be repeated.

Assaults seem as enlivening- a species of

entertainment as ever among the lower,

classes of the North-eastern corner of

London. The Atlas C.C. got a notice in the
" Referee" some weeks back on the subject

of a petition which they were preparing,

much to everyone's surprise, for the club has
not been a prominent one up to the present

—in fact, many had not even heard of it.

However, known or not known, if they are

successful in getting the Temple Mills rough
looked after a little better, the thanks of all

cyclists will be due to them, and will be
measured out with no niggardly hand.

"Rover" pattern safeties are all the go now,
almost every manufacturer of note having
lately put one into his catalogue. These
machines are exactly the mounts Londoners
want in the winter, when frequent dismounts
are necessary and all sorts of surfaces have
to be ridden over.

Oald Ireland broke out with a hill-climb-

ing competition on Knockmaroon Hill, near
Dublin, on Oct. 2nd. This hill, v/hich until

a few days before had never been scaled,

is said to be far steeper than Muswell,
though it cannot be nearly so long. Fifteen

men essayed to ride up the young mountain,
but only four succeeded in reaching the top,

one of these being mounted on an ordinary,

one on a Crypto-geared " 'Xtraordinary,"

one on a " Quadrant," and the remaining
rider on a " Marlboro' Club."

The magnificent times made by Gatehouse
and Furnivall for the mile, on tricycle and
bicycle respectively, cannot, unfortunately,

^o into the record book; for the watch
they were timed with has been proved
wholly unreliable. SomiC strong feehng was
shown,or was beginning to be shown, over the
action of the Records Committee in throwing

ttife'<^laiffis-oiit','b\lt'''kt't!ie 'Council medtiil^,

on the 14th; the (^u^stion^was raised,' atid'

M'a'crae replied by meihtioning the rea^bhs

for the rejection. Of course, even then,-soiiie^

men considered his objections absurd,- but^

Rucker, whose connection with H umber and
Col, the makers of the machines, is well-

known, rose and gave it as his belief that-

no record was worth much timed by such a
watch. It is very hard on Gatehouse and
Furnivall, who no doubt did splendid peri-

formances, but in the future they must be

more careful about the clock and docker,-

before they go a-record-breaking.
" The ' Rover' bicycle is a very perfect

machine." Lord Bury " has said it, and it's-

greatly to his credit, for he is an Englishman."

We congratulate Messrs. Starley and Sutton

on such a testimonial, for it is the unbiassed^

opinion of a man who would hardly stoop

to advertise a machine. No doubt they will

score over it, for many people consider a

lord's opinion far and away better worth
having than a less important personage's,

and will therefore follow in his footsteps

—

or, more properly speaking, wheel-marks.

The Scottish papers are, like another well-

known periodical, " going ahead." "The
Scottish Umpire" a short time back enlarged

itself, came ont with a new heading, which,

strange to say, is quite artistic, and developed

new features. Now, " The Scottish Athletic

Journal" has grown out of all knowledge,

contains 32 pages, and information enough
to keep a family amused for a week. If the

proprietorof the "S.A.J." will take the advice

of a Southerner, he will get some friend to

design a more taking and artistic heading.

Those cricketers, runners, rowers, football

players, and yachtsmen are out of date, and
might have been drawn in the year i, or

whenever the dark ages began.

The American Tournaments have not been
a success by any means, judging from the

reports in the American papers, and we must
believe, therefore, the absence of Furnivall,

Webber, English, and the rest of our men,
accounts to a great extent for the failure.

The promateur had a good trial at these

meetings, but he has been voted a mistake,

and in the future will grace the ranks of the

professionals—at least, that is if the
" Bicycling World's" report is true, and it

is one of the best, if not the best, of the

periodicals which reach us from the other

side. The Springfield Club is said to have
lost from 1,000 to 1,200 dollars over its
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usually most successful meeting, and Hart-

ford and Lynn told a similar tale.

Our championships have proved a big

failure—at least, as far as the monetary side

is concerned, and is not that a very import-

ant side ? ;ri5o, the amountwe have dropped,

is a big sum to handicap the Union with

during 1886-7. This is the result of taking

them North, East, South, West, into new
districts. No one wishes to localise the

interests of the Union, but another year such

as this will compel the Executive to plan the

most interesting races of the year in districts

where big gates are to be relied upon. We
do not want the fifty miles bicycle and

twenty-five miles tricycle championships in

London again without any redeeming

feature in the shape of one of the shorter

distances.

Winter amusements have commenced

already, and dancers have brought to light

the evening dress, the collapsible hat, and
the giddy pump, so long left in obscurity, in

order to pleasantly pass the evenings, now
getting so long. Dancing and riding do not

seem to go very well together— the heated

ball-room, and the pure fresh air of the open
country apparently having nothing in

common ; but men seem to think it quite

possible to combine the two, and the dances
which have already taken place have been
well attended. The Hermits started pro-

ceedings with a Cinderella on the gth, the

Canonbury and Jupiters following soon after.

Lovers of the dance will now be able to go
out on the light fantastic toe—a strange

steed—every night of the week up to April ;

for clubs in every part of the kingdom are
daily announcing such fixtures.

-^Kris Marlowe,

A DAYDREAM.

Shall I tell yon what I thought,

"While I brooded o'er the fire—

"VMiat a dream my fancy caught.

Harmonising with desire?

How I solved a question great,

Wisdom's brains had puzzled o'er,

That the Nestors of the State

Had bemnddled more and more ?

I was in a country fair—

Ah ! full well the place I knew.
For my heart was often there

"With its sons so staunch and true

And each weU-remembered scene

Like a picture seemed to rise,

"With its glowing tint of green.

And its hills that kissed the skies.

But there came a sudden blight,

Blotting out the sense of joy,

For a cloud obscured the light

As grim spectres passed me by

—

And I sa;W an open page
That I did not care to scan,

Telling how a bygone age

Its oppression sore began.

When rude might, with deadly blow,

Quickly left its foul impress,

Deep in bleeding hearts to sow
Poisoned seeds of bitterness

—

Legacy to son from sire,

Driving off the proffered hand

:

Glimmers still the latent fire

Through a patriotic land.

But a sound the stillness breaks.

With a music sharp and clear,

And the peaceful echo wakes
On my startled, list'ning ear-

Sending through my frame a thrill.

As its welcome notes did swell

—

And my dreaming went on still

Of the merry cycle bell

My fancy's flight was ended.

As I gaily shouted " Hark!"
My face was undefended,

And I cursed the demon spark:

But list, ye statesmen knowing—
When with Ireland's sons you deal.

If for brotherhood you're going,

"Why, then, try the cycle wheel

-F.F.S,
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THE COVENTRY CYCLE Co., Limited,
Whitefriars' Lane, Coventry,

BOLE MAKERS OF THE

eOVENTRY^

•^IMPERIAL

BICYCLES & TRICYCLES.
O

All guaranteed Machines bearthe
Registered Trade Mark of the

Company.

THE

MOORGATE CYCLES
Are the oijly Geijuiije

HIGH-CLASS MACHII(ES

At Low Prices.

EVERY MACHIJSfE GUARANTEED.

Sole Loijdoij /gents

for

''PW RAPID" BICYCLES.
— —

EXCEPTIONALLY
EASY TERMS OF PURCHASE.

Discotmt for Cash.

EXTBACTS FROM PRESS OPINIONS.
Bazaar, Feb. 17th, 1886.—"A really capital selection of machines, which only need comparison with others to

prove their cheapness."
St. Stephen's Beview, Feb. 18th, 1886.—" Quality considered, there is nothing to equal them at the price."
Wlieeling, Feb. 17th, 3886.—" Unquestionably of first-class quality at remarkably low figures."
Athletic News, Feb. 16th, 1886.—" Cannot be beaten, and are far in advance of many for which a much higher

price is asked.

'

Bicycling News, Feb. 26th, 1886.—" Really first-class machines at cheap figures."

. (Full Press Reports and Testimonials sent with Lists.)

^^ALL SHOULD SEND FOE LISTS.'lf^

Large Stock of all Patterijs always on View ready for Delivery.

BARE BABGAINS IN SEC0ND-HAN1> MACHINES.

COOPER KITCHEN & Co.,
4, FINSBURY PAVTEMENT, LONDON, E.G.

INVINCIBLE BICYCLES & TRICYCLES
Fourteen distinct patterns. The lightest machines in the World.

Unrivalled for speed. Holding the best records. Equally valuable for
the path or the road.

18831 TrUIc Bicycle Record (Coitis)
1 IMLile Championship ...

lO miles Record, on s^ass ...

50 Jfliles Championship
lOO :Uiles Record
1, 2, and 3 Miles Sociable Record

1884
1884
1884
1884
1884

1 to lOO xMiies Ansti-alian& C anadian Championships,
Oermau, Relgian, Holland, and Hungarian Cham-
pionships, ^vith other numerous successes in ail
parts in 1885.

'myrSCIBLE " TEICYCIiE.

The Surrey MacljiijisKCo.,Ld., Invincible Cycle Works,129,Gt. Suffolk St.,Boro',Loi3don,E.C.

New Illustrated Catalogues on application. Catinet Photos, id., each.
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COVENTRY'S
Cyclists' aijd General Tourists'

MAPS
Reduced from the Ordnance Survey to a Scale

of four miles to an inch.

I. ENVIRONS OF MANCHESTER
AND LIVERPOOL.

II. NORTH WALES.

III. THE LAKE DISTRICT.

IV. ENVIRONS OF BIRMINGHAM.

V. YORKSHIRE.
Others in Preparation,

IN THE PRESS.

BY "FAED."

I.—A Racing Trip to Dublin.
(Reprinted from the " Wheel World.")

II.—A Touring Trip to Killarney.

Price, in Cloth Case for pocket, Is. 6d.; or mounted

on clotl? and in case, 2s. Sent post free.

LONDON:
ILIFFE & SON, 98, FLEET STREET, E.G.

COPIOUSLY ILLUSTRATED BY GEO. MOORE,

PRICE ONE SHILLING.

ILIFFE & SON 98, FLEET STREET, E.G.

JOSEPH LUCAS.^^SON
LITTLE KING STREET,

•^BIEMINGHAM4^
AEE THE LABGEST MAEZBES

OF

C^clc Xamps
— IN THE WORLD—

Specialities in

LAMPS,
BELLS,

SPANNERS,
OILCANS,

And maaiy articles specially designed

for Cyclists.

ESTABLISHED 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK,
Southamptoi} Buildings, Chancery Lane.

Th>>ee Per Cent. Interest allowed on Deposits re-
payable on demand. Two Per Cent. Interest on
Current Accounts calculated on the minimum
monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.

The Bank undertakes for its customerB, free of
charge, the castody of Deeds, Writings, and other
Securities and Valuables ; the coUection of Bills of Ex-
change, Dividends and Coupons ; and the Porchase and
Sale of Stocks, Shares and Annuities.

The BirTcbecTc Almanack, with full particulars, post
free, on application.

FEANCIS BAVENSCROFT, Managkb.

Tbe Birkbeck Building Society's Annual Be«
ceipts exceed Fire MHUons.

Please write for Price List

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE for TWO GUINEAS
FEB MONTH,

With immediate possession and no rent to pay. Apply
at the office of the Bibkbboe BuiiiDiNG Society.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR Fr\rE
SHILLINGS PER MONTH,

With Immediate possession, either for building or
gardening purposes. Apply at the office of the Bms-

BECK FBBEHOIiS LAND SOOIETT.

The Birkbeck Almanack, with full particulars on
application.

SOUTHAMPTON BUILOrNGS, GHANOERY UNE.
FRANCIS EAVBNSCROFT, Managbb.
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THE 'Olynjpic' Bicycles & Tricycles

Patent Automatic Steering Tricycle.

FRANK PARKYN,Greeii Lai?e,Wolverhan?ptoi}

PEICE LIST ON APPLICATION.
N.B.—Ten Patterns in Bicycles, Tricycles, & Juveniles'

HENRI'S GREAT INDUH REMEDY

wmmmm
FOR WHEELMEN & ATHLETES.
Cures and prevents Cramp, Blisters, Stifihess, Bruises

Chafes, &c.

Post Free for 9d., Is. 3d. and 2s. 5d. per tin.

N.B.— The first two are waistcoat poclcet sizes.

The Cyclist says :

"
' Thilum' has, in our hands,

proved itself to be all that its introducers claim for it,

and we can thoroughly and strongly recommend it."

Wheel World says: "It is undoubtedly a powerful
remedy. Its compactness s^iQuldrender it a favourite
with the tourist as well as the racing cyclist."

DAN J. CANARY says :
" I can most heartily recom-

mend • Thilum' to all wheelmen."

CENTBAL DEPOT FOB EUBOPE :

F. H. BOWDEN,
43, KING WILLIAM STREET,

LONDON, E.C.

THE QUADRANT."

No. 8, Bicycle Steering. No. 9, Side Steering.

MAKERS:—

Tl]e ^^ Quadrant" Tricycle Co., Sheepcote St., Birmiqgl^an).

UNRiVAaED FOR SPEED, SAFETY. COMFORT, LIGHTNESS ANOJSTRENGTH.
THE UNIVERSAL TESTIMONY-

" I have never known its eqnal."
"Have never met with anything equal to yours.'
" I have never ridden a machine nearly equal to the ' Quadrant.'
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THE "WHIPPET"
TRICYCLE.

THE LIGHTEST MACHINE for its Strength.

THE STKONGEST MACHINE for its Weight.

LINLEY & BIGGS,
Mount Row, East Rd., City Rd., London,

Wliere the Machine can he seen and tried.

Messrs. Linley and Biggs invite enquiries relative

to the above machine, which they claim to he the only

Tricycle on which the rider is PERFECTLY FREE
FROM VIBRATION.

THE "WHIPPET " is formed of a T-shaped framing, having one driving vfheel at the rear,
but in the centre of the machine, and two steering wheels in front. It is a well-known fact
that this pattern of tricycle can, if properly constructed, be made much lighter than the

ordinary kinds ; but all previous attempts to bring it into popularity have failed, owing to the
vibration of the two small front wheels being too great to allow of any pace being made over rough
roads. This drawback we claim to have overcome in the following manner. The "["-shaped frame
before mentioned is used only to hold the three wheels rigidly together. Eising from this frame
we have a vertical tube, the upper end of which supports the handle-bar and saddle, while the
lower end carries the crank axle. This tube is jointed to the main framing by means of toggles,
which allow it to rise and fall in a vertical line, while two rubber buffers determine the length of
its travel. A stout helical spring (fitted with an adjusting screw for different weights) is attached
at the one end to the main frame, and at the other end to the vertical tube before mentioned.
Thus it will be seen that while the saddle handles and treadles are fixed rigidly together, they are
insulated from the vibration caused by the wheels rising and falling over the unevenness of the
road. The action of the spring not only makes riding more pleasant, even on the roughest roads,
but it makes a much greater speed attainable with less work.

_
No rider who wishes for speed, combined with perfect ease, should omit to try this machine,

which runs easier than other machines, on account of its having no axle that will spring or sag,
and cause the bearings to bind. It has less wind resistance, and for its strength is about ten
pounds lighter than most of the popular forms of modern tricycles.

GentlemeD,—As to vibration, or rather, the absence of vibration, I have ridden nearly every pattern of machine
made, and I can aBsure you that never in my experience have I ridden a machine in which the rider is so thoroughly
isolated from the vibration caused by the roughness of the roads. The sensation upon first mounting the
*' Whippet " is peculiar, but directly the machine is in motion this is lost si^ht of, nor do you feel that the up and
down motion has the slightest inclination to interfere with pedalling; in fact, one of the greatest charms of the
machine is that no matter what the wheel meets in the shape of stones, &c., the jar never reaches the pedals, and,
consequently, there is no danger of the feet being jerked off. One last word as to the steering ; this was, as you
will remember, the only point upon which I had any doubts, and I can only say they are entirely removed. It is
the steadiest handle-bar steering I ever tried, at the same time the quickness with which you can turn a corner at
high ppeed is astonishing. I can only express my entire satisfaction with the machine in every detail.

Messrs. Linley and Biggs. Yours sincerely, HY. W. SAUNDERS, Eanelagh Harriers.

TO SAFETY BIDEBS.—The principle of the "Whippet" Tricycle having proved so successful, wehave
applied it to our " Whippet " Safety Bicycle, xuhich is notv ready for trial. SEND FOB PBIGE L EST.

COPYRIGHT. PUBLISHED BY ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

ILIFFE & SON, 98, FLEET STREET, LONDON.
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RUDGE #^ CO., Limited.
The Oldest & Largest Bicycle & Tricycle Manufacturers iij the World.

THE CENTRAL GEAR ROTARY TRICYCLE.

ALL RECOEDS on the Road from One Mile to Twenty-four Hours Ride are now held
by the " ROTARY " TRICYCLE. WORLD'S RECORD ONE MILE, 2m. 49s.;

WORLD'S RECORD TEN MILES; WORLD'S RECORD TWENTY-FOUR
HOURS, 232J Miles.

Upwards of 15,000 of tljese world-renowijed Machines have been sold iij the past four years.

THE GREATEST SUCCESS OF THE SEASON IS

SEND FOB LISTS.

WORKS: COVENTRY.
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NO SIDE-SLIPPING OR SKIDDING ON GREASY ROADS,

At Bridlington, on June 14th, the "ROVER" SAFETY made the

FASTEST TIME ON RECORD
FOR A MILE, viz., 2mins. 53secs., so that the Mile Record is thus held by the

ROVER
PATENTED AND

In addition to the above, the Rover
has accomplished the following dis-

tances and times on the road, viz.

:

18i Miles in 1 Hour.

30i Miles in Ih. 41m.
50 Miles in 3h. 5m. 34s.

SAFETY
REGISTERED,

ITS MARVELLOUS

SPEED AND EASE
ARE ATTESTED BY

ALL WHO RIDE IT.

THE FOLLOWING.
9, Charles Square, Hoxton, London, N., June 4th, 1886.

Dear Sirs,—During my eight years' cycling experience, I have never ridden such a fast, easy and comfortable machine
as the " Rover " Safety, although I have been a rider of 20 different types of machines during that period. The machine
absolutely yfifs ; as for hills, it is a perfect demon. I have never ridden such a perfect machine during the whole of my
cycling career. Yours truly, JOHN WILLIS.

- WATCH ITS FUTUEB PBEFOEMANCES -

STARLEY & SUTTON,
Send for Lists, Testimonials, &'C

. COVENTRY.
with list of prizes offered.

METEOR WORKS,
WEST ORCHARD

THE

FACILE' SAFETY BICYCLE.

As a general roadster
the " Facile " is altogether
nnequalled. It is remark-
ably easy to learn, easy to
ride, easy to mount, and
dismount, very speedy,and
a Bplendid hill-climber.

Its construction is simple
and free from all compli-
cation.

All riders who have not
given the " Facile " a
trial should do so by hiring
one on terms stated in
descriptive pamphlet,
which wiU be sent free on
application.

New Patterns.

The new " Export " and
' Extra Special " patterns
are much admired, and
have been pronounced by
many to be the easiest
running machines they
have ever ridden.

(BEALE & STRAW'S PATENT.)

Second-l]aijd ''Faciles."

The manufacturers have
generally a considerable
number of these, and a
list is published from
time to time which will
be sent free on application.

Intending buyers of
Second-hand " Paciles "

are cautioned against the
purchase of spurious imi-
tations, of wretchedly bad
construction, advertised
from time to time in
Second-hand sale libts.

AGENTS:—
Birmingham: F. W. Tice-
iiurst, 77,CoImore Row.

Liverpool: A. Lilwali and
Co., 28, Argyie Street
Birkenhead.

Manchester: City Cyc'e
Co, 62, Bridge Street.

Dublin : Booth Bros.,
Upper Stephen Street.

Brighton: H. Moore, Jun.,

68, Preston Street.

SOLE MANUFACTUBEBS

.

Jil^jJS & Go., Jud., 47, farringdon Jld., Jiondon, J).G.
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Keep fjlig By yoiJ.

Do not fail to get the January issue of

tliis J\Iagazine. It will differ materially fronj

previous issues, and the general scope will be

muclj enlarged.

ILIFFE & SON, 98, FLEET STREET, E.G.
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BETWEEN TWO EVILS ALWAYS CHOOSE THE LEAST.

It has been observed by Mr. Spencer and

others that the march of the passing years

has a tendency to calm the ardour of youth

and moderate the passions of man, and yet

there are notable exceptions to this rule, and

old age is noticeably querulous about trifles.

Here is a case in point.

Mr. Theophilus Brown was in a trem.en-

dous rage simply because he could not find

his spectacles. It was as fine a May morn-

ing—it was nearly ten by the clock—as you

ever saw in New York City. The sun was

shining very brightly without,- and the air

was fresh and vernal. Within Mr. Brown's

library the air was not quite so fresh,

but it was very cozy and comfortable, not

to mention luxurious, and Mr. Brown sat

in a velvet-covered chair that might have

soothed a man of war ; and yet he turned

and twisted in his chair, pulled out each

successive desk drawer with a jerk and

closed it with a bang, tumbled over the

papers with reckless disregard of heaven's

first law, and then began to look into all

sorts of impossible places— out of the

window, on top of the bookcase, behind the

pictures, and up at the ceiling—as old

gentlemen will do in such cases, and finally

gave up the search in despair. He was

looking for his spectacles.

Upon the desk in front of Mr. Brown lay

a square note, which Mr. Brown wanted to

read. He could have read it without his

spectacles, with some difficulty, but his

temper having been thoroughly aroused, he

scorned to give in ; and so he sank back

into his chair with a red face, and stared at

the note vindictively, and probably would

have remained thus until he brought on a fit

had he not chanced to pass his fingers

frantically through the scanty fringe of hair

on the top of his head, and there, of course,

he found his spectacles.

You can imagine in what a frame of mind
he opened the square note. As he did so

the door-bell rang—a vigorous, determined

ring it was— but Mr. Brown heard it not, as

he was buried in the note.

" Theophilus Brown, Esq.— I have the

honour to ask you for the hand of your

daughter Isabel. We have known and loved

each other since children, and you cannot

be unaware of our attachment, which I hope

you regard with favour. You are acquainted

with my position in life, and I need not

waste words in assuring you that her future

is safe in my hands. I will call to-morrow

for an answer. Your affectionate nephew,
" Walter Hayman."

You remember that the door-bell rang.

The ringer stood upon the upper step, and
whistled while he waited. When the ser-

vant came to the door he was handed a very

limp and soiled card, embellished with two

ink spots and some bread-crumbs, on which

was written in beautiful script

—

^CPU-'Cl^.

The servant looked at the card and then at

the giver, and was plainly astonished.

A young man of twenty-eight perhaps,

most decidedly handsome, and most un-

deniably seedy ; hair glossy black, and in

need of the shears; a jaunty moustache and
a three days' beard on his face ; large,

bright, and bold black eyes, and a straight,

slim figure, rather tall. This handsome
young man wore upon his glossy head a

black silk cap, hooked down in front and
much the worse for wear ; on his back a

dirty flannel shirt ; his legs were clothed in

rusty knee-breeches and dust-soiled stock-

ings, while his feet were encased in a pair of

Congress gaiters that were so patched and
tied with strings, and so run down and over,
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and burst in so many places, that it seemed

a miracle that they did not fall to pieces

upon being looked at.

The young man bore the scrutiny of the

servitor with easy good nature, fingering his

moustache the while, and seemed so "self-

possessed that John Thomas, who at first

had but one mind, and that to shut the door

in his face, began to have his doubts.
" You wish to see—" he began, hesitat-

ingly.

" Mr. Theophilus Brown," said Mr. James
Brown Bartlum, suavely. " Yes. Take him

that card, my good man, and I will wait an
answer. Stay ! On second thoughts, lead

on, and I will follow."

The man was too bewildered to protest;

besides, he was new to the house, and

although he felt that his situation was trem-

bling in the balance, he meekly moved
toward the library, followed by the pre-

sumptuous stranger.

Mr. Brown had just finished reading his

nephew's note for the third time as the ser-

vant entered and laid the card on the desk,

and he had just time to glance at it, when
the young man with the miraculous shoes

seized his hand.

"The same old man!" he cried joyfully
;

" not changed a bit ! Age cannot stale nor

time wither an ounce of Theoph. ! Bless

your heart, sir, how glad I am to see you !

How do you do ?"

Mr. Brown shot up from his chair like a

rocket, impurpled with rage, and absolutely

glared at the intruder.

" Who—what—what does this mean ?" he

roared, while John Thomas fled for his life

" Who are you, sir ? and what do you want ?''

" Who am 1 ?" repeated the other, in ap-

parently great wonder. " Well, upon my
word, this is humiliating, indeed. Not re-

member me ! Are we then, indeed, so soon

forgotten when we are gone ? Why, sir, I

remember you like a book."
" Very likely," said Mr. Brown, fiercely

;

" but you haven't answered my question.

Who are you, sir?"

" I, sir," replied the intruder, making a

hasty but ineffectual search for a handker-

chief, " am James Brown Bartlum—my card

lies before you. In short, sir, I am your

nephew."
" Indeed!" said Mr. Brown, looking from

the card to the owner, and eyeing both with

considerable disfavour. " So you are

James ?"

" Yes, sir," said James, taking a chair

and composing himself therein with great

care. " I am the unfortunate young man of

whom you have no doubt heard a great many
tales —

"

"And nothing good," said Mr. Brown,
sharply, sitting down with a bump.

" I am sorry to hear it," rejoined Mr.

Bartlum, with an air of great concern.
" The breath of slander might have passed

me by—but no matter. To change the sub-

ject : it has been five years since I last saw
you."

"Yes."
" You have not changed a particle, while

I— well, I've seen the world, uncle."
" Indeed, sir !"

" I have travelled from Heart's Content

to San Diego, and been all things to all men.
I have surprised myself by working at car-

pentry, driving a stage, and editing a paper,

all inside of six months. I dined at the

Palace Hotel in Frisco with the Corean
Embassy one day, and exactly thirty days
from that time I was in Virginia City saw-

ing wood for my dinner. You never sawed
wood, uncle ?"

" Never I"

" You wouldn't like it—neither did I ; but

a man must eat, uncle."

"There is no danger," said Mr. Brown,
dogmatically, " of any man starving if he
will work."

" Humbug, my dear sir," cried Mr. Bart-

lum, cheerfully. " Don't you believe it. I

have tried it, and I know. Besides, a man
needs clothes and a roof over his head in

addition to his daily bread. The world is

very big, uncle, but it seems to be all pre-

empted by someone else. I have knocked
all around the American part of it, and here

I am back where I started, returning to my
native city, and spending the first night in

the station-house."

" In the station-house !"

" As a lodger, sir. Don't be alarmed, sir
;

your nephew is poor, but strictly honest.

Your spoons are perfectly safe, sir."

" What is your trade ? What occupation

do you follow ? How do you get a living ?"

" I am a makers' amateur."

"A makers' what ?"

" A makers' amateur, don't you know ?

Ride a bicycle, make a record, get a cheque,

next week make a record for another man,
get another cheque, then go back to first

man and make another record, get another
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cheque. That's the way ; a fellow that can

make records can always get his price. I

rode across the country on wheels, and the

papers had my name in big letters. Rode a

long distance on car-wheels, but didn't say

anything about that. Maker of bicycle gave

me a cheque."
" Yes, I understand

;
you sell yourself to

the highest bidder."

"That's it; money talks every time.

Shoved up my wheel three days ago to get a

dinner. The man that owns it will find it in

the pawn-shop one of these days, and he'll

take it away from my uncle."

" Well, sir," said Mr. Brown, sternly,

" on your own confession, you are a rogue.

Perhaps you will condescend to tell me just

what you want of me."

Mr. James Bartlum arose and stood before

his uncle Hke a statue. Mr. Brown looked

at him from head to foot, and noted in detail

every article of his raiment, until his eyes

became riveted on the Congress gaiters, and
these proved too much for him.

" It is very humorous," said Mr. Bartlum,

smihng easily at his uncle's unbounded mirth,

" and I have often enjoyed them myself. I

am quite a cartoon, I know, and if I were

wearing these clothes for fun, I don't know
but that I should see the funny side more
frequently."

Mr. Brown suddenly checked himself and
became grave. " Sit down," he said. " I

beg your pardon. You are in need of—of

clothes ?"

" Everything—clothes, money, a place to

sleep, friends."

" Why did you come to me ?"

*' Why does the drowning man seize a

straw?"
" What claim have you on me ?"

" None—only that we are of one blood.

Understand me, sir. I know you are not

bound to support me. Let us forget our re-

lationship for a moment. Consider simply

that I am merely a starving man, ready and
willing to do anything for a living, with not a

chance in ten thousand to get a situation.

Consider that you are rich, never know
what it is to go hungry to bed, and can count

up ten thousand friends. Consider—

"

" Silence !" thundered Mr. Brown, in a

great rage. " Do you suppose 1 am going to

turn you out-of-doors ? Nothing of the sort.

This house is yours, sir, as long as you
behave youself. You have been a vagabond,

sir—you are a vagabond, sir, and I have no

pity for your misfortunes. John will show
you to my son's room. You remember
George ? You can make youself presentable,

I dare say."

" Uncle, you overpower me ! I expected

nothing more but a dollar—and a kick."

" Go, sir ! no more of your shameful levity.

You shall pay me for this, sir, never fear.

Throw away those shameful clothes, sir

—

and burn your shoes, sir—burn them !"

Mr. Bartlum was a rapid dresser, but when
he returned, inside of thirty minutes, bathed,

shaven, and attired in George Brown's best

suit of black, his uncle had vanished ; so he
planted himself in his vacant chair, possessed

himself of a book, and made himself com-
fortable. Hardly had he done so when the

door flew open, and a very dark young man
and a very fair young woman rushed in and
almost fell upon him.

"Oh, sir!" cried the young man and the

young woman in a breath ; and then they

paused and looked at each other in evident

trepidation, while Mr. Bartlum regarded

them in mild surprise.

At length the girl said, in a disappointed

tone, " We thought you were older than you
are. Didn't we, Walter ?"

" Much older," assented Walter, decisively.

" I regret to say," said James, gravely,

" that I am not older than I am. But let that

pass. What is the matter, my children ?"

" Well, sir—. You tell him, Vv^alter."

" Well, sir, we wish to tell you the truth of

this affair."

" Stay !" interposed James. " Is this a

secret ? Because, if it is, you had better

keep it. I am a stranger to you both."

"We know it," cried Walter, eagerly;

" but that makes no difference. I insist

upon you hearing it."

" Oh, very well !" said Mr. Bartlum, re-

signedly ;
" since you insist, fire away I"

Walter took his companion's hand in his,

and began in a very manly tone

—

" Sir, we have known each other since we
were six years old."

" Six years old," said Mr. Bartlum, with a

judicial air. "Very good!"
" That is, I was six, and Isabel was three.

We have never been separated for more
than a year, and have grown to love each
other—I may say ardently. Within the last

month or two Uncle Brown has noticed our

intimacy, and questioned Isabel about it.

She confessed all. He then flew into a violent

rage—he is very violent at times—

"
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"Yes, I know he is."

"—and actually swore at her, and forbade

me the house. To-day I wrote him a note

making a formal offer for Isabel's hand, and

I was to come to-morrow for an answer, but

Isabel heard you were coming—

"

"Indeed!"
"— and we determined to make an appeal

to you. In the first place, let me ask you if

I have acted wrongly in any way ?
"

" No !

" said Mr. Bartlum, looking at

Isabel with considerable, admiration ; "you
have acted quite right. You couldn't help

it."

"Then, sir," exclaimed Walter, " we ap-

peal to you. Make an effort to soften Uncle

Brown. It's only a crotchety whim of his,

and you have such influence over him : you

are his adviser —

"

" Hold hard ! " cried James. " I suspected

all along that you were in the wrong box,

but you would come in. Permit me, before

this goes any further. Who do you think I

am ?
"

" Ferguson, of Ferguson and Board, law-

yers," cried Walter and Isabel, in a breath.

" You're mistaken ; my name is James
Bartlum, your cousin, from — well, say Cali-

fornia. Just arrived this morning."
" Oh, Walter !

" cried Isabel, with a gasp,

" what have we done ?
"

" We are ruined," said Walter, tragically.

"Wait a bit," said Mr. Bartlum, sooth-

ingly. " Don't break down all at once. I

am getting interested in this affair. I am
always on the side of youth and love, old as

I am. Now that I know all, perhaps I can

help you more than Ferguson. Don't say

anything to Ferguson; don't appeal to him.

A man with that kind of name is apt to be

flinty-hearted. Trust to your cousin James."
" Oh, Cousin James !

" cried Isabel, con-

vinced at once, " bless you ! You have
made us feel so happy !

"

" Bless you, sir !
" echoed Walter, also

very much affected.

" All right," rejoined Cousin James, drily.

"A brilliant and, let us hope, feasible plan

has occurred to me, which for the present I

shall keep in the inner recesses of my bosom.
Will you trust implicitly to me ?

"

" Implicitly," cried Walter.
" Very well. Then—you travel out of the

house."
" What !

"

" Go ! and when you come back to-morrow
for an answer to your note, and Uncle Brown

says ' No,' which he undoubtedly will, sub-

mit quietly."

" Give up Isabel ? Never !"
" For a time, young man—for a time ! Be

a diplomat and trust to me."
" Yes, do, Walter," pleaded Isabel. " I

am sure you can trust him."
" Now then," said Cousin James, when

the ardent lover had torn himself away,
" you are very young, and you are a female,

but you look sensible. Can you keep a

secret ?
"

" Yes."
" I'll try you. Please sit down."

When Mr. Theophilus Brown returned

from his search for the recreant Ferguson,

he opened his blue eyes very wide on seeing

his daughter and the ex-tramp enjoying a

very lively Ute-a-tHe.

" Cousin Isabel and I," said James, with

a smile, " are excellent friends already. I

confess I did not remember her when she

came in. Everybody has changed in five

years except Uncle Theoph."
" Humph," growled Mr. Brown, not

altogether admiring this familiarity, but yet

compelled to admit that his nephew was
evidently presentable.

Within a week Mr. James Bartlum had
taken the Brown mansion by storm. Mr.

Brown was a widower, and since George

had gone away the dinners had been rather

lonesome, but Cousin James changed all

that. An interminable talker, with a know-

ledge of men and manners gained in a school

to which Mr. Brown and his guests were
entire strangers, and a perfect mint of

anecdotes and chitchat, the young man
entertained his uncle's guests in a most sur-

prising manner. Mr. Brown was vastly

amused when he pictured the consternation

of his guests did they but know his nephew's

antecedents, which he wisely decided to

keep to himself; and then he told himself

that his nephew was an educated gentleman,

notwithstanding his scampish adventures.

Isabel was completely captivated, to the

intense and growing wrath of Walter. He
had religiously kept his promise, and after

being refused Isabel's hand, as anticipated,

had been kindly allowed to make an occa-

sional call, on each and every occasion only

to find Isabel " not at home."

To the opera with Mr. Bartlum ; out

riding with Mr. Bartlum ; here, there, every-

where with Mr. Bartlum, until Walter was

reduced to skin and bone, and began to
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suspect that he was being duped. Once or

twice at dinner he had essayed to communi-
cate with his beloved, but the attempts were
always failures. Either Mr. Brown had his

eye on him, or Isabel had not her eye on

him, or, as most frequently happened,

Cousin James engaged him in spirited con-

versation until the opportunity had gone by.

After this sort of thing had been going on
two entire months, the young lover had
worked himself into such a fever that he

had made up his mind to have an explana-

tion, or—well, anything !

The opportunity came the very next week
at a ball. A^'ter a little manoeuvring he ran

the faithless couple to earth in a bay window.
" Isabel," said he, trying very hard to be

calm, " I have a right, and I do demand an
explanation."

" An explanation, Walter ?" said Isabel, in

the innocent, inquiring tone very. effectually

calculated to madden the average man.
" Gracious heavens !" exclaimed Walter,

very effectually maddened, " is it possible

you affect ignorance ? Do you think I am
blind ? Faithless Isabel, had I not seen

with my own eyes—

"

" Don't talk so loud," interposed the faith-

less James, soothingly.
'• Don't yoH talk to me !" exclaimed Walter,

passionately. " I'll have a settlement with

you, sir, at another time and place."
•' One moment," said James, coolly.

*' Permit me to remove the lady from the

scene of strife."

Before Walter could interpose they were
gone, and before he could leave the window
his faithless friend had returned and taken

him by the arm like a schoolboy.
" Young man," he said, with a patronising

air, " you are making a donkey of yourself.

After making all possible allowances for

your youth and inexperience, I cannot close

my eyes to the fact that you are something
of an idiot."

" I won't be talked to in this way," said

Walter, savagely.
" Oh, yes, you will. It is for your own

good, my dear boy. Everything is going
along very nicely, and if you will only keep
quiet—

"

" But I will not. I have been shamefully

deceived, and unless Isabel explains every-

thing to my satisfaction, I'll do something."
" What will you do ?"

" I don't know" (gloomily).
•• Don't do anything rash."

" Yes, I will. I'll expose you."

"To whom ?"

" To everybody. To— to Uncle Brown !"

Mr. Bartlum was panic-stricken at this

announcement.
" Wretched youth ! you wouldn't dare."

" Wouldn't I ?" said Walter, with a dark

frown. " You'll see. I am not to be trampled

on with impunity. If I am a worm I can
turn."

With this dark and significant threat he
burst away, in spite of the other's efforts to

restrain him, and was seen in the supper-

room shortly afterwards eating oysters with

a determined air.

The next day, about four in the afternoon,

as James and Isabel were leaving the house

for a drive, John Thomas accosted them
with a message from Mr. Brown, who would
be pleased to see them in the library.

" Cousin James !" cried Isabel, in great

trepidation, "all is discovered."
" So it would appear," said James, tran-

quilly ;
" and there is nothing else to do than

to face the music like little men. Come
along, cousin."

Mr. Brown was seated in his chair of state,

and at a little distance sat Master Walter,

looking very pale and rather sheepish.

When the couple entered Mr. Brown laid

his hand upon a dictionary, as if he had half

determined to knock somebody down, but

changed his mind and said, with an assump-

tion of irony that became him very ill, " What
a charming pair ! Ha ! ha ! Yes—quite

beautiful !"

" Anything wrong, sir?" inquired James,
with exasperating mildness. " You know
you are not careful in your diet."

" Diet !" roared Mr. Brown, coming out

strong as the old original Brown—" diet,

sir ! Confound your impudence, sir ! Do
you mean to try to humbug me ? Do you
mean to attempt to deceive me ? Don't

trifle with me—I know all."

" Tell us, then."
" You— you are a villain, sir !"

" I deny it."

" You are — an ungrateful villain. I have
warmed a serpent in my bosom."

" Meaning me, sir ?"

" Yes, you. Oh, I shall not spare you I

You have basely gained the affections of my
daughter—wretched girl

!"

" Oh, papa!"
" Go away. I have been blind but now I

see."
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" I suppose," scornfully, " that Mr. Hay-

man assisted your eyesight ?"

" He did^and quite properly, too."

" Mr. Hayman is an interested party, I

believe. He has aspirations—

"

" Never you mind, sir, what he has. I am
talking about yon now. You are engaged,

I suppose ?"

" Not quite."

" Indeed ! I wonder at that ! But the

affair has gone far enough, at any rate, and

I tell you plainly, sir, that it must stop—and

now."
" Mr. Brown—

"

" I won't listen to a word."
*' But you must, you unreasonable old

man. Let me sum up the situation. You
have a young and lovely daughter, with

whom a worthy young man is madly in love."

" Worthy young man !" cried Walter,

fiercely. " Do you hear that, uncle ?"

" I was referring to Mr. Walter Hayman,"
said Mr. Bartlum, with a bland look at the

speaker, '* who is in every way exemplary.

You refuse this worthy young man your

daughter's hand, and why ? Because he is

worthy? Evidently. Well, here am I, a

most unworthy young man, and you enter-

tain an equally strong objection to me. How
inconsistent ! If this worthy young man is

eligible, I am out of the question, but if he

is out of the question, why not take me ?

You surely do not intend to make a nun of

Isabel?"

Mr. Theophilus Brown was evidently

staggered by this remarkable piece of reason-

ing, and looked alternately at the worthy

and unworthy rivals, and finally at the fair

Isabel.

" Oh, papa !" pleaded the bone of conten-

tion, " choose for me, please. You do not
know how distracted I am."

" She loves them both," murmured her
father, helplessly.

" Isabel !" exclaimed Walter, imploringly.
" Respected sir," said James, placidly,

" the decision rests with you. You are the

judge and jury, and the evidence is all in."

" Walter !" cried Mr. Brown, with great

vehemence—" a thousand times Walter !"

The worthy young man and his betrothed

were locked in a fervent embrace, while Mr.

Brown smiled beneficently upon them.
" May a cousin's blessing rest upon you !"

said James.

Mr. Brown looked at him savagely, then

keenly, and then, as he met his calm and un-

flinching gaze, said sharply, " You take it

coolly, sir."

By way of answer the handsome vagabond
closed his left eye very slowly and looked

at Mr. Brown in silence. An unmistakable

wink.

In an instant the old man saw through the

trick, but before he could open his mouth
the arch-schemer laid his hand on his arm,

and pointing with his thumb to the absorbed

young lovers in the corner, said, in a low

tone

—

" Permit a graceless vagabond, sir, to

treasure in his mind the thought that he has

brought two loving souls together, and taught

a fine old gentleman to know his own mind.

You will never regret it, sir, and just reflect

what might have been had your girl really

thrown away her affections. Do you see the

point ?"

Mr. Brown, after a moment's hesitation,

grasped the other's hand fervidly, and ac-

knowledged that he did. —The Cycle.

> • <
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" All right for Auld Reekie, Robinson ?"

" All right," he said. I was glad to see

him, not feeling quite sure he could come.

It was a quarter-past six as we met on the

bridge, the morning very fine, with a cold

north wind somewhat against us ; date, i6th

September. We had both new mounts—he

a " Royal Crescent," and la" Beeston

Cripper," both Hghter, and consequently

easier, than our old machines. We carried

a complete change of cycling clothes with

us, and everything we wanted on the road,

but sent a portmanteau to Carlisle. The
streets were empty, and we soon cleared

the town and the rising land between Walsall

and Wyrley, doffed our hats to grand old

Watling Street, which we crossed at Church-

bridge to see no more ; through Cannock,

just heaved a sigh at Huntington over the

;^ioo,ooo sunk there, and a mile beyond, at

Lightwood Corner, we pull up to admire

the fine prospect which suddenly unfolds

itself to the west—a vast fertile and wooded
plain stretching for 30 miles—almost to

Shrewsbury—in which the Wrekin stands a

huge mass ; southward are the Clee Hills,

and dotted over the landscape are towers

and spires innumerable, the great reservoirs

at Gailey glittering in the morning sun. We
are now on the borders of Cannock Chase,

which runs for several miles on the right

hand. The woods around still shelter a few

wild deer, the remnant of the herd which

once wandered over the great waste some-

times called the Forest of the Seven Hayes,

but generally the Forest of Cannock, or

Cannock Chase. This was a favourite

hunting ground of the early kings, who kept

a lodge at Radmore, five miles east.

Teddesley, the residence of Lord Hatherton,

lies a long mile west, and is occasionally

seen through the groves. In the park,

which adjoins the road, are many picturesque

and fine old oaks, relics of the ancient forest,

but they are all stag-headed, and in a state

of decay. At Brocton Gate, two miles

beyond Teddesley Coppice, the old road

from Walsall to Stafford, and from Birming-

ham to Manchester, comes in on the right

;

it is now entirely disused, but is an interest-

ing specimen of an ancient way. At Weep-
ing Cross, two miles short of Stafford, the

road unites with one of the great roads from
London to Chester and Holyhead.

Stafford fStath-ford, the road by the water-

side, or the waterside ford) is 17 miles from
Walsall. Under our absurd laws, no less

than ten different authorities have care of

the road ; the consequence is that, though
formerly a great thoroughfare, it is mostly

rough and neglected. Even if a parish sur-

veyor knows how to repair a road, which he
seldom does, and is minded to repair it,

which he rarely is (his main qualification

for appointment, by the vestry, being an
indisposition to do anything that costs

money), it is almost impossible for him to

maintain a very short length of road in

efficient repair without undue expenditure.

Our county magistrates have the power to

put an end to this wasteful and unsatisfac-

tory system, and to divide the county into

highway districts, but they are not suffi-

ciently intelligent and public-spirited to do

it. There is a tendency springing up, and
some agitation too, to appoint working men
magistrates. I express no opinion as to its

propriety, but I feel confident that if Lord
Wrottesley were to appoint six Staffordshire

shoemakers, six Cannock colliers, and six

Walsall puddlers to the county bench, we
should have highway districts within six

months, and good roads throughout the

county within two years.

We only stayed at Stafford for a glass of

milk, and then rode to Stone, eight miles of

indifferent way ; the first half dull, the last

rather pretty. This little road has six sur-

veyors to keep it in order (besides the

county surveyor) and only the last mile has

any approach to goodness, or exhibits any-

thing like care or attention. The metalling

is mostly coarse gravel, allowed to wear into

ruts ; the surface is flat, or dished, and the

sides foul, so that water cannot readily get

away without doing damage. We crossed

the Trent before entering Stone. The town
is nicely situate on an eminence, but I saw
no signs of life or prosperity in it except,

alas ! a big brewery. It has a good-looking

hotel, the Crown, which, being hungry, I re-

garded with a wistful eye, but we passed on.

Though an ancient and market town. Stone

has no corporation, and is governed by a
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Local Board. At Meaford, a mile and a

half beyond, there is a fine new hotel, the

George and Dragon ; we wondered where

its custom came from. Darlaston Hall and

Park (James Meakin, Esq.) lies on the left,

and Meaford Hall (Lord Forester) on the

right. Meaford belonged for many genera-

tions to the Jervises, of Little Aston, and

here the celebrated Admiral John Jervis,

afterwards Lord St. Vincent, was born.

We recross the Trent, and immediately be-

yond, at the little village of Darlaston, the

great road to Chester and Holyhead leaves

us and passes west. There is another large

inn here, evidently a relic of the coaching

age. The scenery is very pretty, being soft

and undulating, well wooded and watered.

The road is a vast improvement to that on

the other side of Stone, being broad and in

very good order. It rises from the Trent to

the pretty village of Tittensor, or Titten as

the people call it, and commands fine views,

Barlaston Hall, which belongs to the Kyn-

nersleys, being a prominent object. The
Trent accompanies us on the right, and we

cross it again a short mile beyond Titten, as

it emerges from Trentham Park, which now

lies for a mile and a half on the left. It con-

tains about 500 acres, is hilly, beautifully

wooded, and stocked with deer. The road

through Trentham parish is rough, rutty,

and ill-tended. How strange it is that the

Duke of Sutherland, who probably owns all

the parish, should not have sufficient influ-

ence to get the great road through it kept in

good order
;
perhaps he does not think of

such trifles. The hall lies near the road, at

the end of the village, and appears to be a

great pile. Opposite to it is a cemetery, at

the entrance to which stands a most impos-

ing mausoleum erected in 1807 for the

Sutherland family. Just beyond a great old

coach and posting house stands on the right,

now used as a farm or private house. The
road through the adjoining parish of Han-

ford is vile, being repaired or paved, I really

could not tell which, with great cobbles,

dangerous to ride or drive over, and abso-

lutely unrideable to us ; the footpath, how-

ever, was good, and of course we took to it.

The Lyme and Trent here unite on the

left, and we cross the Trent again at Han-

ford bridge. I don't know what they make

at Trent Vale, but the air tasted like a mix-

ture of copper and sulphur, flavoured with

smoke and the fumes of a brickkiln. I am
thankful that my lot was not cast in that

locality. The trees were all sickly and
dying, and how human beings can exist in

such an atmosphere is a marvel. There is

a huge workhouse on the right, at the en-

trance to Newcastle, belonging to Stoke

Union. I wonder what will be done with

these hideous piles when we have banished

pauperism. Our Poor Laws harden the

hearts of the well-to-do, are a cruel burden

to industry, and debase the poor.

Newcastle is an uninviting town ; we dis-

covered no attraction whatever in it, except

broad streets. Judging from the numerous
empty shops and houses, I suppose any
attractions it ever had are on the wane.
Perhaps an unsatisfactory dinner at the

hotel, which shall be nameless, made us look

upon things with a jaundiced eye. Even
Robinson, who is much more pious than I

am, manifested no disposition whatever to

thank God for the very stale chops which
were placed before us. The pastry was all

right, but I doubt if Job himself would have
been quite content to ride 57 miles on apple

pie. However, we made the best of it, and,

like good boys, rose with an appetite, and
went our way.

The sky had been overcast for the last

hour or two, but the sun now asserted his

pre-eminence, and chased all clouds away.

For two miles out of Newcastle the road

is bad, and the country uninteresting ; the

road then improves, but becomes hilly.

Right and left are numerous collieries and
ironworks, including the Chesterton, the

Silverdale, the Apedale, the Chatterley, and
other great works. Many of them were

closed, or only part on ; and we could see

from the hill tops, toward Tunstall, that the

same state of things prevailed there ; every-

body we talked to said things never were so

bad. We noticed that nearly all the

collieries on the outskirts of the coalfield

were closed ; at Talke-o'-the-Hill, five miles

from Newcastle, they cease altogether, and
we enter a purely agricultural district. Here
the road divides, the Manchester road

running right, through Congleton and
Macclesfield ; we pursue the left or Liverpool

way. Half-a-mile beyond Talke we cross the

county boundary, and enter Cheshire. The
country hereabouts is pretty and residential.

Just beyond Lawton Gate, in a large park

on the right, is Rode Hall, the seat of the

ancient family of Wilbraham of Odd Rode.

It is apparent we have done with parish

surveyors, and entered into highway
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districts ; the road is now uniformly good,

clean, and carefully tended ; heaps of well-

broken granite lie ready for use, and good

old roadmen are cheerfully at work, instead

of pining in the workhouse. The country is

flat, but fertile, and held in large farms.

The little town of Sandbach is in view,

three miles to the left. The road has some
traces of Roman formation, being broad and

straight. At Brereton Green, 13 miles from

Newcastle, is a fine old inn, the Bear's Head,

half-timbered, and with much carving ; over

the porch is the date 1615. It is marked in

Ogilby's maps, published 1675, " Bear's Head
Inne;" this used to be a great change house

in the coaching days. Two miles further is

Church, or Chapel, Hulme, a large village

with a good-looking inn ; and a mile beyond,

on the left. Cranage Hall and park. The
next three miles is poor land, flat and dull,

showing traces of modern enclosure. It

still bears the name of Rud Heath, and was

formerly a sanctuary to malefactors, who, by

custom, could remain here in safety for a

year and a day. The privilege of sanctuary

continued till the reign of Henry IV., when
it was much curtailed, and in the time of

Henry VIII. was finally abohshed. Ogilby

gives the way to Warrington and the North

as bearing left a mile north of Cranage, and

passing through Gralam, Budworth, and

Stratton ; though he says the post travelled

by Knutsford. We sometimes find out-of-

the-way places with an air of importance we
cannot account for ; I have frequently

learned they were ancient thoroughfares

;

the making of a turnpike road, or the build-

ing of a bridge, sometimes sufficed to divert

the traffic of ages, and leave thriving villages,

or great inns, to decay. The road is

defective here and there, but still superior

to anything we have in the country districts

of Staffordshire. The last three miles into

Knutsford is undulating and pretty. Two
miles short of the town, on the left, is Toft

Hall, the residence of the Leycesters, an old

Cheshire family ; it is a hideous building at

the end of a fine broad avenue. There are

many new and pretty houses on the outskirts

of the town, which give it an air of progress

not subsequently verified. We arrived at a

quarter to six, and went to the Royal George.

The distances are as follow :—Walsall to

Stafford, 17 miles; Stone, 8; Newcastle, g ;

Knutsford, 23. Total, 57.

Knutsford—Canute's road, or passage—is

a very ancient little thoroughfare town, with

a few quaint old houses still left. It is paved,

and clean, without a Corporation, and as far

as we could see, without any manufactures

;

but for the new suburb on the south, it has a

stagnant and even decaying look. When
Robinson asked the waiter to direct him to

a barber, the waiter shook his head, and
intimated that nobody in Knutsford could be

trusted to cut Robinson's hair
;

perhaps
barbers, like prophets, are not without

honour, save in their own country. At the

north end of the town, and close upon it, is

Tatton Park, the seat of Lord Egerton. It

is a vast place, three miles long by two
broad, well timbered, and stored with red

and fallow deer. I suppose Lord Egerton
owns most of the land here, and probably

that is the reason why Knutsford has slept.

I have always noticed that an overshadowing
landowner, though he may be a good man,
has a depressing influence upon any place.

We had a very quiet evening ; nobody to

talk to, except the active and kindly-disposed

landlady, a great admirer of the Egerton
family, and, as she told us, a staunch Con-
servative ; she added that they were all

Beaconsfield and Primrose people here. I

thought this would cheer Robinson up, but

the stale chops at Newcastle, and a sadly

undercooked sole here, lay heavy on his

mind, and he refused to be comforted ; so to

bed at ten.

We left the next morning at eight, under
an unclouded sky, and with a cool north

wind against us. The road is in perfect

order, the country flat, rich, and well farmed.

At Mere, two and and a half miles out, we
cross the Roman way (still the high road)

from Manchester to Chester; it is called

Watling Street, but is no part of our WatHng
Street. On the right is Mere Hall; on the

left, the Old Hall, now apparently a farm-

house. At five miles, on the right, is High
Leigh and East Hall. This is the source of

the Legh or Leigh family, from whence
sprang the Leighs of Rushall and the Leighs

of Stoneleigh. We travel thence over higher

land, formerly Soreton Heath, and the views

are wider. The road continues excellent to

Latchford, a suburb of Warrington, where
it enters the domain of a Local Board, and
deteriorates. Here we cross the Mersey,
and enter Lancashire. I take Mersey to

mean " the boundary water "—it forms the

mere, or boundary, between Cheshire and
Lancashire for the greater portion of its

course. Warrington, I also think, takes its
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name from its situation, War-ing-ton—the

town in the meadow on the boundary.

It is a thriving busy place on the banks of

the Mersey, with paved streets; the old

parts are narrow, but the modern portions

have wide roads. It is full of works (wire

drawing, glass, pottery, chemical, soap,

cotton, &c.) ; some of them must emit

pestilential vapours, for all the trees within

two or three miles are blighted and dying.

The only attraction which came within our

view was the Lion Hotel, a well-kept com-

modious house. We made no stay, beyond

calling for letters. Once clear of the paved

streets, we found the road broad and in fine

condition, but, on the hill sides, occasionally

paved. Paved main roads were formerly

the rule in South Lancashire, on account of

the cost of transporting material for

macadam ; they are now slowly disappear-

ing. The country around is flat and dreary,

weterlogged, and farmed in slovenly fashion
;

the crops and herbage, like the trees, must
suffer from the numerous works. Winwick,

a pretty village three miles out, was a

favourite residence of the Anglo-Saxon

chiefs. Oswald, King of Northumbria,

resided here; the church is dedicated to

him, and rather more than half a mile north,

on the Golborne road, is a well, known im-

memorially as " St. Oswald's Well ;" he was
slain in battle by King Penda in 642. The
church stands on a knoll, from which there

is an extensive view ; it is a handsome and
ancient structure. Prior to 1845 the income
of the rector here was estimated at ^"7,000

a year; the parish (a very large one) was
then divided. The country now improves

somewhat, and becomes more rolling; the

trees also are less affected by chemical

fumes. At Winwick, influenced by a guide-

post, we took the right-hand road, which,

though very good to Golborne (four miles),

ultimately landed us on seven miles of

villainous pavement. We were told at Wigan
that we should have taken the left-hand

road, through Newton and Ashton, a better

way, it was said, with little pavement. The
country is tolerable to Golborne, a big, long

village, with cotton factories and collieries

;

thence to Wigan (seven miles) the road is

unrideable, and we took to the footpath

when we could find one. The landscape is

hideous, studded with collieries, factories,

furnaces, and works of all descriptions ; the

great villages of Piatt's Bridge and Ince
Hall are as ugly as avaricious landowners

and speculative builders could possibly make
them. It was obvious that bad trade was
felt here, as elsewhere, as many works were
standing, and others only part on, but this

district is certainly much better off than the

Potteries, South Staffordshire, or South
Wales; no empty houses are to be seen,

nor is there any appearance of distress. The
children here all wear clogs, and, as we
often had two or three dozens of them
trotting beside us, the clatter over the pave-

ment was quite imposing ; we found every-

body we spoke to very civil and communica-
tive. We went to the Victoria Hotel at

Wigan, a comfortable, well-managed, small

house, and did full justice to an excellent

table d'hote dinner.

Wigan, anciently Wibiggin—the building

by the water—is a large, flourishing, and evi-

dently wealthy town, its centre occupying

the crest of a hill ; the vicinity abounds with

collieries, blast furnaces, mills and forges,

foundries, chemical and other works, which
poison the air, and give the country a

hideous aspect. Robinson and I are begin-

ning to get quite proud of Walsall, and to

wonder if Sodom and Gomorrah were any-

thing like Warrington and Wigan.
We left at two o'clock, the afternoon being

very fine and sunny. The town stretches

out for a mile on the north road, which is

very broad, and there is then another mile

of villa residences. Three-parts of a mile

out, in the footpath, on the left, is the stump
of a stone cross, called " Mab's Cross." Mab,
or rather Mabel, was the wife of Sir William

Bradshaw, of Haigh, two miles from Wigan,
and lived in the early part of the fourteenth

century. The knight went to the wars, and,

not being heard of for ten years, Mabel con-

cluded he was dead, and married again; but

the warrior returned in the temper of a be-

reaved tom-cat, and, though his rival abdi-

cated and fled, Sir William pursued and slew

him at Newton Park ; he, however, forgave

Mabel ; she was ordered by the church, as

penance for the sin, to walk once a week,

whilst she lived, barefoot and bare-legged,

from Haigh to the site of the cross. They
appear, notwithstanding the unpleasant inci-

dent, to have " lived happily for ever after-

wards," for in 1338 Mabel built the chantry

of Wigan Church, and there they lie, side by

side, under a fair monument. The story,

though romantic, appears to be true, for it is

recorded that in 13 17 Sir WiUiam was out-

lawed, and declared to be "a felon," for
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killing " a strange knight ;" he would, accord-

ing to the custom of the times, obtain the

king's pardon for such a trifling peccadillo

on payment of a fine.

A short distance beyond Mab's Cross on

the right is a monument to Sir Thomas
Tyldesley, who was slain on the spot in the

battle of Wigan Lane in 1651. The inscrip-

tion states he was governor of Lichfield, and

had fought for the king at Edge Hill.

It is uphill out of Wigan to the Boar's

Head (2^^ miles). While I was loitering over

Mab's Cross and the monument, Robinson

went ahead, and found his way to Preston,

through Standish and Euxton, whilst I took

the Chorley route, hearing he had gone that

v/ay ; it is a well-kept road, but rather hilly.

The working people hereabout are very good-

natured ; two roadmen, who were laying down
a length of broken stone, proposed to carry

the machine over it, and every enquiry one

makes is answered with the utmost civility,

and an evident desire to be of service. We
left the works behind at Wigan, and, but for

a colliery or two, the country is purely agri-

cultural, well farmed, and well timbered
;

the miners, who were returning from work,

appeared to be a comfortable and contented

class, making no complaints about wages or

short work. The coal about Wigan is mainly

gas and house coal, and probably that is a

reason why the depression in trade is less

apparent than elsewhere, though the com-

mercial gentlemen at Wigan made great

complaints. Two miles short of Chorley the

road falls into the great road from London
to Carlisle, via Manchester. One of the Lon-

don and Scottish mails (the Portpatrick)

took this route ; it is a magnificent high-

way, reminding one of the French Routes

Nationales, full fifty feet wide, and is paved

half-way across ; on the left is Duxbury
Park, finely timbered.

There is a steep and long ascent into

Chorley, which Hes a mile on the road, and

is a quiet, uninteresting looking town, with a

few factories and colHeries on its outskirts.

It takes its name from the Chor, a little river

on which it is situate—Chor-ley, the field of

the Chor. I feel a certain amount of spite

against a paved town ; if I had my will I

would put the Mayor and Corporation in a

cart, and jolt them round, without food or

drink, until they passed a resolution to

macadamise. The north end of Chorley is

rather pretty, and has some good houses.

To Bamber Bridge (6 miles hence) the road

is broad and very good, the country pretty,

rich and agricultural. From Bamber Bridge

there are three miles of bad, and mostly

paved, way into Preston, through Walton-le*

Dale and a populous manufacturing district.

The road then crosses the Ribble by a long

and handsome bridge, and after a steep

climb enters the uninviting town of Preston,

well paved, and mostly rideable. I did not

know what hotel we were going to, leaving

that to Robinson, and I asked a policeman

for the hotel frequented by cyclists ; he did

not know, but some clogged workmen within

hearing promptly said it was the Bull, and
the officer then gave me precise directions,

accompanying every turn I was to take with

a friendly pat on the back. I found Robinson

at the Bull, wondering if he would ever see

me more, and in doubt whether we were to

stay the night here, or have tea and ride to

Garstang. He said the road via Standish

and Euxton was level, and, up to Bamber
Bridge, one of the best he had ever ridden

upon, so I should advise travellers to take

that way. We found the Bull a comfortable

house, and decided to stay. Distances

—

Knutsford to Warrington, 12 miles ; to

Wigan, 12 ; to Preston, via Chorley, 18 (17

by Standish) ; total, 42.

After tea, and some letter-writing, Robin-

son went to the theatre, and I to the free

library, held temporarily at the Guildhall, a

fine new building which has just cost 7^50,000.

It was well attended by readers, and stored

with good books. The Corporation are now
building a free library and museum, which
promises to be an ornament, as well as a

blessing, to Preston. The principal busi-

ness here is the manufacture of cotton goods.

There are also several iron and brass

foundries, machine shops, &c., but no
collieries. Some citizens have been great

benefactors to the town ; it possesses no less

than three pubHc parks. The town stands

on a hill overlooking the Ribble, which is

navigable hence to the sea ; the Corporation

are constructing expensive docks. The
streets have a busy, shoppy air, and in the

evening were thronged with workmen, mostly

in clogs, and the clang on the paved roads

was quite deafening. The town is tram-

wayed in all directions, but, fortunately for

the inhabitants, is not yet afflicted with steam

trams. The depression in trade is certainly

felt here, for we noticed many void houses

of the better class.

Preston anciently belonged to the Cathe*
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dral of York, hence its name, Priests'-town
j

wintered here. The Courts for theDuchy of

In the middle of the last century its popula-

tion did not exceed 6,000 (it has now
100,000), and it was then a metropolis for the

county families ofLancashire, many ofwhom

Lancaster were also held here, and, in con-

sequence of it being so much frequented by

gentility, it acquired the title of " Proud

Preston." —W. H. Dtiignan.

{To be continued.)

A TRIP TO CALIFORNIA.

As Cahfornia seems to be the Mecca to

which so many tourists go, it so turned out,

says an American paper, that your corres-

pondent was one of the favoured ones who
made the trip last summer.

All the preparations being completed, our

party, consisting of three ladies and three

gentlemen—and, pardon me, of which I was
selected the conductor—started June 17th,

1886. Our journey westward led us through

Washington, that paradise for wheelmen,

magnificent avenues of asphalt pavement.

The Washingtonians know they have good

roads, and enjoy riding their wheels ; it looks

as if, in a few years, the bicycle and tricycle

would supersede the horses for light driving

and quick communication. Continuing on
our route brought us to St. Louis. Here
we spent Sunday. Monday found us again

on the road, and that evening we were driv-

ing around Kansas City inquiring for our old

friend and fellow-wheelmen, Chas. B. Ellis,

former president of the Kansas City Wheel-
men. He now has an agency in that city.

All the next day was occupied in riding

across Nebraska and Eastern Colorado,

arriving at Denver about midnight. After

"doing" Denver, where the streets are

magnificent for cycHng—in fact, all the

Western cities are, for they are for the most
part level, and the streets are laid out wide
and smooth—we went to Manitou, the Sara-

toga of the West, situated at the foot of Pike's

Peak, six miles west of Colorado Springs,

with beautiful surroundings. The " Garden
of the Gods," five miles distant, is fillled with

all manner of curious and grotesquely-

formed rocks, resembling animals, reptiles,

human figures, cathedrals and gateways.

"Ben Butler" is shown, as also are the

" Siamese Twins." A pleasant morning's

drive is through the Garden of the Gods
and to Colorado Springs, returning direct to

Manitou. The mineral springs at Manitou

possess considerable medicinal properties,

and many can testify to their curative quali-

ties. After spending a few days in this

delightful place we went to Pueblo. Here
we had relatives, who soon introduced us to

the cyclists of the place, who very generously

kept me supplied with wheels all the time we
were among them. 'Twas with no little

satisfaction that we noticed the enthusiasm

they had for the L.A.W., and with pleasure

we record that when they formed a club,

which was one of the days we were there,

they made it a League club. They were all

ready for it, and only needed a word to start

the ball a-rolling. After a very pleasant stay

in Pueblo, duriog which we had a chance to

see some of the large cattle ranches of this

State and some of the blast furnaces and
rolling mills, of which there are several in the

place, we soon started westward to go over

the Rockies. We were sorry to leave a place

so beautiful and where we had made so many
pleasant acquaintances. One little incident

might be noted about our stop in Pueblo.

One afternoon, when the writer was exer-

cising a machine up and down in a smooth
place in the street, quite an audience assem-

bled. Now the rider is no fancy man, but

the ranchmen were very much pleased, and
one exclaimed, " Well, I declare, if that

young fellow hasn't a circus all to himself."

Very shortly, however, his mustang thought

it was time for his " circus," and breaking

his halter he went trotting around the street.
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ON WHEELS TO OXFORD.

I HAD not been riding a tricycle very long

before I was struck with the touring mania,

and often having wished to visit the historic

city of Oxford, I thought it would be a

capital idea to ride there.

I made up my mind to start on a certain

Saturday in August last, and a friend who
lived next door, and whom we will call

Brown, fell innocently into my views, and
agreed to undertake the perilous journey

with me. Every evening for a week previous

we spent together going over maps, marking

distances, and pleasantly contemplating the

matter over our pipes. We even wect so

far as to mark down the times when we
expected to arrive at the different places

en route, calculating them, as we were not

ambitious, at any easy rate of eight to ten

miles an hour, which is no rate at all com-

pared to those we often read of in the cycling

papers.

We fixed the time of starting at 4 a.m.,

intending to knock off a good part of the

journey in the freshness of a fine autumn
morning. (We found out afterwards that

fiae autumn mornings are not to be had to

order.) Up to the time of going to bed on

Friday night our path, figuratively speaking,

had been suffused with rosy sunshine, and all

went smoothly. Our troubles commenced
next morning.

I woke feeling troubled, hearing strange

sounds, and could not quite make out why I

woke up at such a time in the morning.

Then suddenly the tour dawned upon my
sleepy brain, and I discovered the cause of

the hubbub was Brown in his garden endea-

vouring to wake me by battering an old tea-

tray and whooping like a Red Indian. I

looked at my watch and found I was nearly

an hour late. I hastily pulled up the blind

and made a sign to Brown to desist, and,

slipping on my clothes, I was soon in his

house, where, as a substitute for breakfast,

we demolished a steak pie and washed it

down with cold coffee.

It was now 5 a.m., and a morning as

unlike the autumn morning of the story-

books as it possibly could be—quite a fraud,

almost dark, and a thick Scotch misty sort

of affair hanging all over the country.

I remarked that it looked bad.

" Yes," replied Brown, " but I suppose we
ought to start ?"

" Of course we must," I said. " It would
never do to delay on account of a little fog."

What would our friends have thought of

us after all the tall talk we had indulged in ?

So, gathering up all the enthusiasm we could

muster at that early hour, we strapped our

saddle-bags to the machines and stepped out

into the suspended moisture prepared to over-

come all difficulties and ascend the Wind-
mill Hill.

This hill rises—and rises pretty stiffly, too

—

on the west side of Enfield, as any geography
will inform the reader, and with its church

tower and old windmill is a well-known land-

mark. We had not gone very far before we
found that it had rained all night as well as

fogged, and that the ground was very spongy.

Being very familiar with this hill we did not

in the least put ourselves out, but showed
our contempt for it by simply walking our

machines up. I won't say anything more
about Enfield, as I belong to that part of

the country, and the consequences might be

unpleasant.

We plodded along fairly comfortable

through the mud until we got to Barnet
Hill, which we found almost insurmountable.

Itis a vile hill, that leading up to High Barnet,

which winds about in an insidious way,

making one believe the top is coming long

before it is anything like at hand. It is miles

long, with a bumpy surface, greasy in almost

any weather, no nice surroundings nor decent

houses on it—and, in fact, has no redeem-

ing features. We got up, however, expending

on it by the way some of the choicest words
in the English language. We arrived at

Barnet Church at 6 p.m.—five miles in one

hour—not the best time I had heard of, but

we bore up cheerfully, and quickly left Barnet

behind us. It seemed rather a dismal place

at that ho ir on a cold, foggy morning. They
say there was a battle fought there once,

but I saw no traces.

The weather began to clear soon after

this, and we got a splendid panorama of the

country on both sides of the road, the view

on our left at Woodcock Hill being especially

worthy of mention. This hill consists of a

rough and very sharp dip in the road, which
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we fearlessly shot down as a mild set-off

against Barnet Hill. We then got on to a

nice road, and passed Elstree at a good rate,

then ran down a long slope to a reservoir.

After that we had a long pull up into Bushey.

Along the hedges here there were thousands

of sparrows. I don't think I ever before saw
such a quantity congregated together. As
they seemed breakfasting comfortably, we
naturally did our best to disturb them. At

the top we also disturbed a thoroughbred

looking sort of a horse which a man was

riding. We thought at first it was going to

bolt down the hill, but, after violently oscil-

lating for a little, it settled down quite

tamely.

From Bushey to Watford is generally a

good road, but it was not so that morning,

and we struggled up the High Street of the

last-mentioned town at half-past seven a.m.,

having accomplished the last nine miles in

an hour and a-half, which is also somewhat
under record. In our justification, however,

I may say we wasted some time before

arriving at Elstree in admiring the damp
scenery. The pace we had been going now
began to tell on me in the shape of a violent

thirst, and my eye wandered around to see

if there were any signs of life in the numerous
public-houses which adorn this High Street.

Brown guessed my idea, and remonstrated,

saying that anything to drink now was bad,

and would only make me feel worse. He
said, " Let us go in for some fresh fruit, which
is a first-class thing early in the morning."

So we went in for a pound each of fresh

fruit (cherries). I believe they had been

kept fresh (under water) for a week—at any
rate, we could only eat about one in every

36, and pelted each other with the inter-

vening ones as we went along. Thus I was
done out of a well-earned drink.

Past Rickmansworth we found the road

good and the country very pretty, and
through Cheneys and Amershamit continued

good, though rough and hilly in parts, until

High Wycombe, where we arrived at 10.50

(still behind our allotted time), and put up
for breakfast at the C.T.C. hotel.

I might have been able to say something

about High Wycombe, as, while waiting for

a meal, I always take up the county

directory and turn to the place I am in, and
as these directories always contain a vast

and varied store of information, I can

strongly recommend this custom to any
tourists who desire to bring away any such.

It is needless to say a walk round afterwards

helps to fix any remarkable features of the

place in one's mind, but is not absolutely

necessary. Following my usual rule, I was
giving Brown the benefit of the gleanings I

made, until I was interrupted by him asking

if I was sure I was reading about High

Wycombe, as these very mteresting particu-

lars did not quite fit in with what he knew
of the place. " High Wycombe !" I ex-

claimed—" why no, I'm telling you all about

Aylesbury." "Well," be said, "you are

labouring under a delusion, as we are at

present in High Wycombe." So, indeed, I

had been, and for the moment was actually

fancying we were in Aylesbury. A mistake

like this is fatal to obtaining correct informa-

tion about a place, and I had no time to

repair the error, as breakfast came in imme-

diately after its discovery.

I tried to remedy matters as much as pos-

sible by asking the barmaid about High

Wycombe, but all I could get out of her was

that she thought it remarkably dull. It is

a strange fact that I never yet asked a bar-

maid in a provincial town about the place

without eliciting an answer to the effect that

it was a remarkably dull place
;
perhaps all

provincial towns are so. I suppose I ought

to believe it, as all true cyclists, it seems, have

great faith in barmaids.

Anything I noticed about High Wycombe
I have forgotten, except the hill we came to

a short way out of it. It is called Dashwood
Hill, and there is a legend about it which I

have also forgotten, but I shall never forget

that hill. This was the Chilterns, so the

road-book said. We had not only
.
the

Chilterns to contend against, but also a stiff

headwind, which had arisen while we were

breakfasting, and which even made going

along the level hard work. However, we

ascended the hill pluckily, pushing our

machines, and thinking, under the circum-

stances, mountain scenery was much exag-

gerated. On the top we had to work very

hard for a little, and made the discovery that

the wit of the natives of these parts is very

keen and appreciative. AU the way up the

hill the people we met in the carts coming

down inspected us curiously, to say the least,

and almost when we were at the top, we met

two ragged urchins in a donkey-cart, who, no

sooner came up to us than they burst out

laughing, whipped up the donkey, and dashed

down the hill. The sarcasm was very thin,

and we were foolish to feel grieved over it,
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as we could also have dashed down the hill,

but any dashing up it had to be done at a

different pace.

Shortly afterwards, we overtook another

specimen, or, rather, two specimens (men

driving a cart). They liked being in such

company as ours, and flicked up their horses

accordingly, bursting into hearty laughter at

the same time. This peal no sooner had

died down, than flick went the whip, and out

burst another louder and heartier than the

last, and so it went on for about a mile, when
we could stand it no longer, and prepared to

outspurt that horse at any cost, which we
did with comparative ease, as the road just

then commenced to favour us, and we saw

nothing more of the concern.

My clothes were all sticking to me as if

they had been pasted on, and I was covered

with dust and mud, and felt very warm and

as uncomfortable and weather-beaten as I

could possibly be while enjoying myself, and

if we looked anything like we felt, why the

laughter, though very rude, was almost justi-

fiable. It made us feel quite guilty, however,

and we hurried down the hill.

This hill was the descent of the Chilterns,

and was the first really proper piece of road

we had struck ; at the top the road wound
about, and we had to use care in flying round

the corners, but once on the straight we let

the machines have their head, and shot

down at a prodigious rate, the hedges, trees

and houses, and anything else on either side,

being hardly distinguishable as we went by.

It was a glorious pace, and we were carried

along at it for several miles until arriving at

Tetsworth. The enjoyment would have been

perfect if the direction had been reversed,

for, on twisting our necks round, we noticed

there was a splendid view of the Chilterns

behind us, with picturesque clumps of wood,

green mounds and chalk cuttings, spread out

for miles behind us on both sides, and
presenting a continually changing scene as

we hurriedly glanced round at it from

different points in our wild rush down into

the valley. Brown remarked that we were
going the wrong way as far as enjoying the

scenery went. I suggested that we should

turn our machines round and run down
backwards, but he would not listen to this,

saying it might be dangerous, and he did not

want to give the laughing idiots in the cart

behind us any further encouragement.

I think we did that last five miles or so in

record time ; in fact, from the accounts I hear,

I could almost have fancied I was doing a

club run with the Ripley Road Club, or a

Sunday morning ramble with the North
Road C.C. However, we were not used to

such a pace, and calmed our excited feelings

with long draughts of beer in the best-

looking inn in Tetsworth.

We found on starting that we were alto-

gether too much calmed, and before long

gave up all hope of reaching Oxford in the

time we had fixed, or even decent time, as we
had about twelve miles to do, and the road

was flat and heavy, and we had to ride

against a strong headwind. To make matters

worse, I got a piece of the road in one eye

and could not dislodge it, so finished the

journey weeping copiously. Brown was
nearly as bad, as he strained his leg, and
could hardly work the machine along. So
our pace, after a brilliant flare up, moderated
in the end almost to slowness, and we arrived

in the historic city at six o'clock, after going

down a long rough hill and over a bridge

which brought us into the High Street

(modestly considered the finest in Europe by
Oxford people).

At the C.T.C. hotel we cleansed ourselves

from as much of the mud and dust of four

counties as we could, and enjoyed a rest and
a good dinner. Later on in the evening we
sallied forth arm-in-arm. Brown with his leg

hors de combat and I with my eye in a sling.

We did not keep it up long, however, as,

under these circumstances, sight-seeing is not

thoroughly enjoyable, and we retired to bed
early feeling crushed and humiliated.

—T. Tack.

> • <
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MRS. WELDON ON TRICYCLING.

I SEE attention has been drawn to my
" croppers" on board my tricycle at Swansea,

and I think it affords me a good opportunity

of advocating the superiority of a tricycle

over any other conveyance in case of an

accident.

My first accident happened in this way.

We had been to the Mumbles, and were just

entering the town. I was mounted on my
dear Uttle tricycle, a " Royal Crescent,"

which is the admiration of everybody—ama-

teurs and professionals—and even of rival

makers. We were going a good pace. The
road was a bad one, being full of " pits " full

of water. As I was approaching an especially

large one I steered my front wheel so as to

avoid that wheel running into it. I did so

successfully, but my right wheel dipped down
into the hole, and in trying to save the

machine from going over on the right I sup-

pose I twisted my steerer too suddenly to

the left. Over it went, with great violence,

on the left, I plump on the left wheel, and, as

I weigh list. i2lbs., it buckled up like a

hat you sit upon.

The second accident was a far more

serious one. A tremendous gale was blow-

ing straight in our teeth. Anxious as I was

to keep up with the party, and feehng I was

keeping them from going their usual pace,

after about two miles struggling I was obHged

to give in, and said I must go back. The
wind took my skirt, plain as it was, and filled

it like a sail. There was no " tacking"

possible—the wind pushed my tricycle back,

and forced me to worse than a standstill.

However, they would not hear of my return-

ing, and proposed to tow me. Mr. Yates,

Mr. Barnett's foreman, who was riding a

safety bicycle, proposed to do so specially.

A rope was procured, and my tricycle was
towed to his machine. I said at the time I

thought there should be a second rope at-

tached in case that one broke, but I was
over-ruled—they said it was strong enough

to tow a ship. Off we started at a rattling

pace, in spite of the gale. All went well for

about two miles further, when, going up-

hill, on account of the turn of the road, the

wind caught me sideways, and I felt it would
and must blow me over. I had barely said

the words, " The wind will have me over !"

to my neighbour (of course, Mr. Yates could

not hear me), when I felt a sensation as if the

Charleston earthquake had come to meet
me. I remember nothing more till I found
myself sitting on the bank at the road-

side, supported on either side by two of my
companions, two more rubbing my hands,

one trying to get me to swallow brandy,

another water. I felt shaken to bits, and
could not move, and my poor little tricycle

presented a most deplorable sight. It seemed
twisted in every direction. What had hap-

pened was this. The rope had broken, my
tricycle had spun round either once or twice

and a-half, and had pitched itself and me
down on a heap of leaves and mud by the

side of the road, falling on its right wheel on
the left side of the road.

Now, I want my readers to understand
that it was not the tricycle which was the

cause of my being so much hurt (which I was
most seriously), and my experience will serve

as a caution to other lady tricyclists. They
must never put anything in the pockets of

their skirts or petticoats. Strange to say,

during the morning I had twice taken my
purse, etc., out of my pocket on the right of

my skirt, as I said to myself that if I had had
them in my pocket when I fell on my left

side they would have hurt my leg ; but I ulti-

mately replaced them, reflecting that I was
a very careful rider, that I could only fall on

my left—on my own side of the road—and
that therefore I should never fall on my
right. So I put my purse in my pocket, a

fruit-knife (for we were to go to an orchard

and pick apples), and some pennies to give

to the boys to push me uphill or against the

wind. When I fell, as I did with tremendous

force, I fainted from the pain caused to my
leg by the things in my pocket. Had I not

had them, I feel certain I should not have

been hurt any more than I was the first time.

It is all nonsense to be afraid of accidents

out tricycling. I am sure it is the safest and

pleasantest mode of locomotion, though I must

say I wish every tricycle or bicycle were

obliged by law or rules of the club to carry

an ever-sounding bell, and not only an alarm

or single bell. The greatest danger to

cyclists is, I think, that of being run into by

others. I don't mind the dogs, for if you call
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or whistle to a strange dog as if you knew
him he will fancy you are an acquaintance,

and follow you for a little distance in an in-

quiring turn of mind, and if you do run over

a dog or a child it does not seem to hurt

them, or topple you over. So I think a great

many reasons people have for fearing to take

up cycling are purely imaginary.

Then, as to the dress, you can wear almost

any dress, provided you wear a heavy plain

cloth apron over it all. Of course, your

dress must not have a train, nor must it drag

on the ground. The apron keeps everything

down, catches the dirt getting in and out of

the tricycle, the rain if it is raining. You take

it off when you reach your destination, and
there you are, clean and dry.

In fact, I am enthusiastic about cycling,

and cannot perceive any drawback to it. If

tricycles could be made to slide up, so as to

take up less room for housing, it would be a

very good thing ; but I dare say all will come
in good time. The room they take is natur-

ally an obstacle to their being so generally

adopted as they might be by ladies, as even

front doors are often too narrow to admit of

their being taken into the house.

I trust my remarks may find favour in

your columns, and be of some use to others.

—Gcorgina Weldon.

> • <

THE SADIRON GHOSTS.

(Written for the " Wheelmen's Gazette'' by President Bates.)

CHAPTER II.—THE WOMAN.

Narcissus Baudry, of Montreal, although

a Frenchman and a Catholic, moved by both

social and political reasons, was ambitious

to have his daughter Innocente educated

after the English fashion. She would then

go more into English society, and thereby

aid his business and political ambition.

Therefore, at the age of fourteen, she was
sent to an English boarding-school, and

later, to a famous seminary in the United

States. A very natural result followed,

which he had not foreseen. At the age of

eighteen she returned home an accom-

pHshed and charming young woman—but a

Protestant in religion so far as she had any

religion. That is, her religious opinions and

faith were Protestant, although she was not

a member, nor even an adherent of any

church. She was an excellent musician,

with a cultivated and sympathetic contralto

voice, a good linguist, and a scholar of

unusual strength in the more solid branches

of female education. This because she

possessed a clear and logical mind, united

with more than ordinary physical and

mental energy and a resolute will. In fine,

she was a young woman of exceptional

strength of character, of a noble intellectual

and physical growth, with a joyous disposi-

tion and sound judgment. She was neither

beautiful nor even pretty in features, but her

countenance was mobile and expressive, and
her appearance and manners charmingly

gracious and attractive. In short, she was
one of those rare women whom everybody
warmly hkes, though but one may love, but

whoever does really love loves wholly.

In part she fulfilled her father's expecta-

tions— she became a great favourite in

English society. But she bitterly disap-

pointed him otherwise—she had abandoned
the religion of his fathers for ever, and she

looked with positive aversion at all his

projects for marrying her to a Frenchman
and a Catholic. During her absence in the

seminary her mother had died, hence her

father had not watched her progress as

closely as he might had fortune dealt with

him more kindly. She was an only child,

and she now presided over his small house
in a manner which made it a model among
his acquaintances, but not after the French
and Catholic customs so familiar and dear

to him. She made it a loving and cosy

home after the American style ; but, while

her father found it the abode of affection,

comfort and taste, he could not reconcile

himself to the fact that it was not French or
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Catholic. In the summer of 1885, when the

smallpox scourge broke out in Montreal,

Innocente, herself vaccinated, daily urged

her father to take this precaution, but, with

a Frenchman's gay carelessness, and some-

thing of the prevailing French superstition,

he continually postponed doing this, promis-

ing to attend to it as soon as his business

would permit him to spare a few days.

The natural result followed. He was seized

by the disease in its most malignant form,

and, in spite of medical skill and the most

careful nursing, the attack proved speedily

fatal.

Unfortunately, Mr. Baudry had been as

improvident in his business as in taking care

of his health. He had always earned a good

income, but spent it all in free living. Hence,

when he died there was nothing left, after

providing for his funeral, except his house

and lot and furniture. Before dying—in

fact, as soon as he realised his peril—he

bethought himself of the condition in which

his daughter would be left. Owing to her

change of religion and her English educa-

tion and ways, she would not be welcomed
by any of his French friends, even if they

were not all so worried by the preva-

lence of the plague as to make them
indisposed to assume strange burdens.

Among his English friends in the city he

knew of none to whom he was willing to

confide so dear a trust. In this sore strait

he bethought himself of one old friend, in

whose perfect honour and ready self-sacrifice

he could repose implicit faith. This friend

of his boyhood's days, and also of his early

manhood, was Petronius Sadiron. He had
not heard of this friend for now some half-

dozen years ; but, the last time he had met
him, he was engaged in a small but substan-

tial business in a village of north-western

Ontario. He resolved to make Mr. Sadiron

his daughter's guardian.

Besides the reasons already stated for

such a decision, there were others. First,

he desired that he Innocente should leave

the plague-stricken city. She had already

been separated from his people by her

education. Under the humiliation of the

poverty which would befall her, he preferred

that she should begin her new life away from

the society which had admired her so long

as she was able to move in fashionable cir-

cles, but which would look askance upon her

as a teacher, or in any other paid occupa-

tion. There was, perhaps, no better excuse

for putting this burden upon his old friend,

Mr. Sadiron, other than the fact that Mr.
Sadiron, in their earUer days, had often ren-

dered him favours ; and he instinctively felt

the great truth that the person most likely

to do you a great favour, upon request, is

not the one who owes you gratitude and re-

quital for favours you have bestowed, but the

one to whom you are already most greatly in

debt for past kindnesses.

Moreover, Mr. Sadiron, he judged, would
receive Innocente not as a burden, but as a

superior being—not a dependent, but a lady.

The Sadirons were humble people ; and
Innocente, with her education, accomplish-

ments, manners, and thoroughbred ladylike

ways would, by her example and teaching,

largely repay them for any trouble in her

behalf. Their very humbleness was one

reason why, to them, his daughter would
appear as a gracious gift, rather than as an
imposition. In fact, looked at from a society

standpoint, the Sadirons were commonplace
nobodies. They could not possibly count

their genealogy farther back than three

generations. One James Sadiron, who was
either a British or an American sailor, no-

body knew which, married a Holland girl

somewhat better educated than himself, and
appeared in Canada some years before Nar-

cissus Baudry was born. The Holland wife

gave to their child the name of Petronius.

This lad, a playmate of Baudry, inherited a

certain dogged fidelity and probity as his

most marked traits of character. He mar-

ried an American girl who had acquired, as

one of the elements of her meretricious

education, the slightest smattering of the

Greek language—^just enough to make her

vain of showing it off. Therefore she had
named her son Pyromander, partly because

the initial " P " was the same as his

father's, and also indicated a learned and
high-sounding name. Mr. Baudry barely re-

membered the existence of Pyromander as

an awkward small boy, whom he had seen

but once.

Influenced by these feelings, he dictated

a letter which he managed to sign, and

also his will. These documents having

been duly fumigated, were sealed, directed

to " P. Sadiron, Millfall, Ontario," and

delivered to his daughter, with minute

verbal instructions how to proceed in the

business of selling his furniture, renting

the house, and seeking out her new home.

Having thus, in so far as he was able,
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endeavoured to repair the errors of his

life, or, at least, to avoid in some degree the

consequences of his own improvidence, he

bade his attendants in the hospital adieu

with his thanks, sent for his parish priest,

confessed his sins, received absolution, and

died as became a Frenchman, in the midst

of the good father's prayers for the dying.

Innocente Baudry was, at first, inclined to

disobey her father's dying directions. She

appreciated, with large common sense, the

change in her fortunes. She saw the neces-

sity of earning her living, and that imme-
diately. But she disliked leaving Montreal.

She was attached to her home, and she

believed that, with her talents and acquire-

ments, she could succeed in the city as well

as many of the less fortunate ones who had

been bred to self-support. But two or three

weeks of trial showed her the difference.

The friends of her better days,, while they

recognised her superior acquirements, for

that very reason would not employ her. She

was too near their own social plane. Having

often treated her as a lady, they would not

willingly endure the awkwardness of receiv-

ing her as a hired employe. Society rapidly,

though as courteously as possible, ignored

her. Moreover, in the plague-stricken city,

nearly all such employments as she sought

were dropped. Pupils no longer took lessons

in languages, music, drawing, and painting,

or other accomplishments. She was hurt

by the avoidance of those who had seemed

to be her friends and admirers. Perhaps

she was most hurt by the cold distance of a

gentleman who had been one of her warmest
admirers, and who had won a larger share

of her regard than she supposed, though,

fortunately, he had not yet conquered her

love. He had come so near, however, that

the sting of her mortification over his mani-

fest desertion was deep and bitter.

She now began to perceive the wisdom of

her father's desire that she should begin her

new life amid new surroundings, where the

shadow of her former estate would not

hinder her. She resolved to obey her father's

directions. Not knowing the relations

between her father and Mr. Sadiron, she

naturally supposed that he had been selected

as her guardian because he was the nearest

friend of her father, and the one most

naturally to be chosen for such an office.

Therefore she had no doubt of a friendly

reception, and imagined that she was going

to a home ready and glad to receive her.

She reproached herself for not having at

once forwarded her father's letter by mail.

She had not done so from an apprehension

that her new guardian would immediately

appear, assert his legal authority, and pre-

vent her plan for for self-support in Montreal.

She would now take the letter and will to

him herself, confess her error, and rely upon

his friendship for forgiveness.

Her preparations were soon completed.

The furniture and personal property were

all sold ; her house was leased to a good

tenant, and with her few remaining effects,

reduced to the dimensions of a large trunk

and a box to be shipped when sent for, she

bade farewell to the new friends she still

retained, and left the city. One not strictly

necessary article of her possessions she

retained, hoping that it might be useful,

and not willing to sell it at a large sacrifice

—

her tricycle. This she took with her. And
so with such hopes and fears as were natural

to a young girl setting out in the world

alone, in search of those she had never

seen and hardly heard of, about to plunge

into the utterly unknown, she proceeded to

Millfall.

CHAPTER III.—THE VILLAIN.

On arriving in Millfall, and making

inquiries, Innocente was shocked, alarmed,

and pained at learning that Petronius

Sadiron and his wife had been dead nearly

two years. Their son, Pyromander, she was

told, was a Methodist preacher, held in high

repute. He had closed his father's business,

sold all his property in Millfall, and removed

to Scotten, nearly one hundred miles

distant, in the newer northern settlements,

where he was engaged in preaching. Every-

body spoke of him with respect, and many
with warm friendship. He was a young

man, and unmarried, however, and this

added to the embarrassment of her situation.

Where, now, should she turn ? What
should, what could, she do ? To return to

Montreal she would not, if she could possibly

obtain employment elsewhere. To this end

she canvassed the chances in Millfall. It

was barely possible that, as a teacher of

music, drawing, painting, and languages,

she might obtain a few pupils, and in time

establish herself upon a paying basis, but

the place was small and the prospect dis-

couraging. She resolved to at least spend a

fortnight trying this plan. Meanwhile, she

kept her room at the village hotel.
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At the end of several weeks of incessant

endeavour, she had so far succeeded that

her income from giving lessons was, at least,

sufficient to pay her board. She had sung

two or three times in the village churches,

and her voice and cultivated style were
greatly admired. While she was not con-

scious that she had made friends in the

village, she knew that she had conquered

the respect and admiration of the people,

and her future began to look less desolate,

though not much less dreary.

Only one thing annoyed her, the per-

sistent attempts of one of the boarders at

the hotel to force his attentions upon her.

This man, Owen Barfell, was the owner of

the principal mill in the village, and a man
of some influence in business matters, though
not of the best reputation socially. He was
evidently upon too familiar terms with one
of the maids at the hotel ; he was known to

be vindictive and unscrupulous ; and his

various discreditable actions made him
socially shunned by the better people of the

place. Innocente repelled his advances
with the cold and distant civiHty of a

thorough lady, scarcely permitting him to

speak to her in public, and entirely avoiding

him in private. But she resolved to obtain

board with a private family, and thus avoid

this and all chance of similar annoyances,

as soon as she was certain of sufficient

business success to ensure her stay in the

village.

One Wednesday Innocente was engaged
to sing in the evening in a church in a little

village six miles distant, having been invited

by several of the leading members. She
was invited to ride to Coignleigh with the

family of one of the church members ; but,

as she wished to study the music of a solo

before going, she decided to ride on her

tricycle, as the day was fair and the road

fine, and the exercise would do her good.

She intended to start about five o'clock,

which would give her about an hour before

dark in which to cover the distance. At
that time of the day she would be likely

to encounter few people on the road, and to

escape much observation in either village,

while the people of the farms along the road
would be engaged at supper or " doing
chores," so as not to notice the silent

passage of her quiet vehicle.

A few minutes before five o'clock, as she
was returning from a call to inform one of

her pupils that she would not be able to give

her a morning lesson, but would postpone it

until the afternoon of Thursday, while pass-

ing the mill office of Owen Barfell, that

person suddenly stepped out of the door and
confronted her, accosting her with a rude

familiarity which betrayed the fact that he

was partially intoxicated. She replied to

his salutation with distant and evasive

formality, and was hastening on, when he

stopped her by barring her way, and insist-

ing upon walking with her. She quietly de-

clined, and calmly requested him to stand

aside and allow her to pass. Instead of

doing so, he made an insulting remark,

whereupon without a word, but with a

gesture and countenance expressing con-

tempt and disgust, she walked past him and

proceeded towards the hotel. He followed

her a few yard', mad with passion and

liquor, not quite daring to tou€h her, awed
by her firm bearing and the haughty scorn of

her large dark eyes, but muttering evil

threats in her ear.

" Oh, it's no good your playing scornful

with me, or putting on your fine lady airs,"

he said ;
" I can spoil your living in this

town, and I will unless you come down a peg
or two. I'm a bad enemy, but a good lover.

Take your choice." Then, as she coolly

walked on without paying the slightest heed

to his words, he added savagely :
" So you

prefer to make an enemy of me ? Before

you are three days older, my lady, you will

repent it terribly."

With this he turned back, and she pro-

ceeded without further interruption. But

although she had passed through this trying

ordeal with cool courage, she was consider-

ably disturbed by the man's threats. She
knew his malicious and mean charac-

ter; she reahsed her own isolated, friend-

less, and unprotected situation. Her native

spirit was too brave to hold the man in much
personal fear, unscrupulous as he was ; but

she well knew that the breath of calumny

however malicious and mean might be its

origin, might be fatal to the prospects, and

perhaps to the reputation, of a girl in her

condition, a stranger, alone, defenceless, and

dependent upon winning and retaining the

public respect for her chance to obtain a

living.

Arriving at the hotel she dressed herself in

her riding suit, quietly got out her tricycle,

and rode leisurely out of the village, seeing

hardly anybody as she passed. She had

despatched a satchel, containing such articles
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of her wardrobe as she would need, by the

family who had expected her to occupy a

seat in their carriage, and by whom she was
to be entertained for the night.

The cool October air was bracing, and the

wind, which had been blowing briskly, was
slowly falling with the sun. The road was
smooth, the wind behind, and, in the dehght

of her favourite exercise, she forgot her

cares, and was again happy for a little while.

But gradually, as the sunset approached,

the solemn stillness of the day and scene

wrought upon her spirit. She began to

think painfully of her past troubles and
her present forlorn situation and prospects.

A strange sense of loneliness and an in-

definable apprehension of impending evil

oppressed her. She wondered, in case any
new misfortune should befall her, to whom
she could turn for either sympathy or aid.

She felt that she had, so far, made a good
impression upon the people of Millfall ; but

she knew not whether she had made a friend,

while she was certain that she had made
an enemy, and one in some respects pov/er-

ful and notoriously malicious, cruel, and
unscrupulous.

Her thoughts suddenly reverted to one
unknown and distant, whom she had never

seen, but upon whom she felt that she could

safely rely in case of need for, at least, some
measure of help—the Rev. Pyromander
Sadiron, son of the man whom her father

had selected to be her guardian. She
wondered where he was, and what he was,

and how he would conduct himself if she

should send him the letter addressed by her

dead father to his dead father. She had a

fair conception of his appearance, as she

had seen his photograph several times, and
had one in her pocket at that moment, it

having been given to her by one of her

pupils. While her thoughts were thus going

out strongly toward this absent stranger,

she took out his photograph and looked at

it as she rode along. While she looked, she

seemed to see, as one in a dream, a strange

country, a road bordered with forests and
new farms, quite unlike the one over which
she was steadily riding. She had a dim
sense of a wheelman riding along this strange

spectral road, indistinctly and like a

phantom.

Presently her own road ran over the brow
of a hill plunging into a deep hollow, which
it crossed and ascended an opposite hill.

The sun had already set, and, with its

setting, the wind had died, and brooding

silence and a gloomy spirit of loneliness

settled down with the dusky shadows upon
the woods and fields. The valley below her

lay almost dark in the shadow, but she could

dimly perceive a little wooden bridge over

which she must cross. Beyond the bridge

the roadway up the opposite hill rose out of

the bottom darkness into the lingering day-

light in a plainly perceptible broad grey

ribbon. The way looked clear and smooth
;

and she put up her feet on the foot-bar, and
allowed her tricycle to coast rapidly down
the hill.

When she had got fairly started she sud-

denly saw, on the opposite hill, the man of

her dreamlike vision, mounted upon a bicycle,

coasting down into the valley. She had not

perceived his coming over the brow of the

hill, and his sudden and distinct presence

startled her. He would, apparently, meet
and pass her midway on the bridge. He
looked tall, and strong, and manly, and he

was riding with a practised ease and grace.

Singularly, even at that distance she could

see every feature of his face and dress. And
she knew him. Beyond doubt he was the

man of whom she was so intently thinking,

and whose photograph she had—the Rev.

Pyromander Sadiron !

But how came he here ? Why, he was not

here. Distinctly as she saw him coming
toward her, the road he was riding was not

her road, but a spectral road in the air, like

a shadow over her road—a strange road

which she had never seen. There was a hill

hovering in the air over her hill. This

strange hill was bordered with pine woods,

while hers was bordered with oaks and
beeches. Down this spectral hill he was
coasting to meet her on or near the bridge

in the valley.

While she wondered the two were gliding

together with noiseless speed, and in an

instant they would meet on the bridge. She

ran her tricycle on the extreme right of the

road in order to pass safely, at the same
time applying the brake to check her flight.

But, just as her wheel struck the first plank

of the bridge, and his was mounting the

opposite side, wheel and man suddenly and

unaccountably vanished, while she was

staring at the place where they had been !

She checked her wheel just beyond the

bridge, and looked curiously, and in some
awe, all about her. There was no trace of

any other human presence. Undoubtedly
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she was alone. Nowhere could she see any
hiding place in which a man could conceal

himself. Two or three times she rubbed her

eyes and looked about. In vain. Then she

pushed her tricycle, walking behind it, and

several times stopping to look back up the

hill. After a long backward look from the

summit, she remounted and rode on to the

village, got her supper with the lady who had

invited her to sing ; went with the family to

church ; sang with the choir, besides a couple

of fine solos ; went home with her hostess,

and presently retired to her chamber.

It was yet early in the evening, the

church services having been brief. But

Innocente almost immediately feel asleep.

She was awakened by a vivid dream. She

seemed to be in a strange village, and in

some great but unknown distress. It was
night, and she walked through the village,

led by an impulse in her feet, until she came
to a rude church, in which someone with a

clear, strong, earnest voice was preaching.

She stood outside and heard the conclusion

of the sermon; then the prayer, and the

hymn sung to the tune of Dunbar. But,

while the preacher was pronouncing the

benediction, she stepped inside the door to

look at his face, and recognised the Rev.

Pyromander Sadiron ! As he came hurriedly

towards her, she awoke. As she did so, she

heard a clock in a room below her chamber
strike the hour of eleven. After that, while

puzzHng her disturbed thoughts to account

for these mysterious delusions, she again

fell asleep.

The next day she returned to Millfall, and

was presently called from her room by a

maid, and met by a constable, who arrested

her on a charge of stealing from Mr. Barfell

a wallet containing nearly one hundred
dollars.

{To be continued.)

> • <

EUROPE AS A FIELD FOR TOURING.

It is a common remark when one is heard

lauding Continental travel to hear, " Oh, I

have not seen all my own country yet, and
there are lots of beautiful spots in it." This

is perfectly true, but it goes past the point

—that is, it evades the reason for which most
men tour, or, indeed, take any kind of

pleasure, viz., for health's sake. The greatest

and most successful element in the search

for health is change. Even take it at its

worst, change from good to bad is better

than none at all. A friend who spent six

weeks in a dull German town now returns

thanks every morning that he lives in

London. Before he left London on his visit

it had become to him dull, stale, and un-

profitable. Now he thinks it the nicest

place on earth. Here is one of the good

points of change. But all the Continent

does not consist of dull German towns.

There are miles and miles of uninteresting

country, it is true, but, on the other hand,

there is grander scenery in Switzerland than

in Britain, and the towns of Italy are more
interesting than our Liverpools or our Man-
chesters. This is undoubted. Where the

great change of foreign travel lies, however,

is in the fact that every Httle detail of life

is different to ours. This gives continual

change to the mind, and this is just what is

wanted in a holiday. Exercise and fresh

air can be easily found in England, but total

change is alone to be found where the

manners, customs, and speech of the people

are different.

The charming volume just issued by Mr.

and Mrs. Joseph Pennell of a tandem ride

through Italy, published under the title of

"An Itahan Pilgrimage," ought to set men
longing to follow in their footsteps. How
they started from Florence in the bright sun

and climate of Italy, and rode leisurely

through the most interesting country in the

world, drinking in sights and sounds which

can be seen and heard nowhere else. To be

comfortably seated in a train or in a carriage

and to see two persons tandeming, particu-

larly uphill, appears to the lazily-inclined

man a mistake ; but the very sluggishness

of liver which causes his laziness would be

removed if he were travelling on wheels of

his own driving. What appears to him to

be hard work and toil is really the means

which results in that joyous feeling of

health which cycling brings—brings in every

country, old or new, plain or pretty. This
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gift of health and joyousness which the cycle

imparts ^^r 5^ being obtainable everywhere,

the change to the mind when it is sought in

Continental travel gives the acme of good

results from cycling—a sound mind in a

sound body.

Even in a trip by train through a foreign

country there is an immense lot to amuse
the mind, but there is far more when the

highways and byeways are scoured on a

cycle. Here the contemplation of such

wonderful specimens of humanity as the

red-capped German stationmasters ; the

wondrous Austrian portier, who, labelled with

his title with a badge like that of a servant

of the Vintners' Company, is an interesting

combination of platform inspector and ticket

collector ; the handsome but long-bodied

and short-legged Italian officials ; the sturdy

Swiss—these all give way to even stranger

specimens still when a cycle is the means of

travel—to the dwellers in the wilds where the

railway whistle is never heard, and the puff

of the locomotive is an unknown quantity.

No, we venture to say that ten days spent

on a cycle tour in strange lands is, from a

health point of view, infinitely better than

three times the period spent in seeing " the

beautiful spots of our own country," because

the former is real change. Nothing soddens

the mind so much as monotony. The brain

is like a muscle, apt to become flabby if not

used robustly. Healthy men can afford to

laugh change to scorn, but to the brain

worker, wearied by endless monotony, and
feeling that monotony all the more by reason

of his being a brain worker, change is the

thing. It will cure almost everything except,

perhaps, un pein d^ coetir.

Now as to the expense. Except in getting

there, there should be no increase over a

home tour ; the living abroad is cheaper,

and it is certainly better than in England.
More art and skill are given to gastronomic

matters than in our own self-contained con-

servative country. True, the man who
speaks only English will be rooked at railway

stations, but he will have much fairer play

away from those places where the foreigner

is looked upon simply as a dead body on
which the ravens may feed, and which,

therefore, attract the unscrupulous of the

land. J. B. Marsh, in his lecture on touring

abroad, given before the Society of Cyclists,

proved how cheaply and comfortably one
could tour abroad, and to those who next

season are weary of heart and mind we
would say, go thou also and visit the

Edelweiss in its home, and listen for the

Ranche des vaches in the valleys and passes of

a mountain land.

> * <

ALL ABOUT RAILWAY CYCLES.

From ^^ Bicycling News'' {the Cyclists' Illustrated Weekly).

A Strange Ride.

The railway cycle is still an object of

curiosity. It is in practical use upon

many lines of railway, but its riders only

use it in going to and fro to their labours on

the line, and it therefore escapes general

observation. Unknown to the cycling com-

munity at large, this, the latest development

of the rotary motion velocipede, has been

improved very considerably during the past

few years. To such an extent have these

improvements been carried that our very

conservative War Office thought fit, when
indulging in the luxury of the ill-fated

Suakim- Berber railroad, to order some single

and tandem railway cycles. These tricycles

did not, fortunately, go out to the East with

the rest of the rolling stock, which is at

present lying wasted on the African deserts.

Just now they are in use on one of the great

Northern lines, and though they are at

present looked upon as an experiment, their

retention is, we are assured,

A Matter of Certainty.

Owing to the courtesy ofan official connected
with the line where these improved railway

cycles are being tested, a Bicycling News
correspondent, accompanied by our special

artist, was allowed to make the acquaintance
of the strange-looking machines that had
been designed to scare the untutored Arab.
Our guides, a signalman off duty and an
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excellent specimen of the porter, met us at

the junction, and led the way to the shed in

which the railway cycles retire at night. We
had expected to see one machine—we were
confronted by a dozen. There were light

singles and heavy singles, tandems, machines
for four riders, and machines which looked

like attenuated mangles, and which are pro-

pelled by the turning of a handle. These
last are a failure, our guides tell us. " I'd

rather do a day at platelaying, or 'arvest

work, on the 'ottest day in the year than
drive one of them 'and machines for 'arf a

mile," says the Signalman, and the Artist

incautiously suggesting that it must be a

thirsty sort of pastime, a few well-assumed

bashful negatives on the part of our friends

are followed by a visit to the neighbouring

railway hotel, after which we start forth to

obtain our first experience of railway cycling.

The machines we select are a single and a

tandem. They are speedily coupled together,

and, as the scene of our operations is some
five miles out, it is agreed that, in order to

save time, the cycles shall be

Drawn by an Engine
to the spot. " I daresay you aint been on
the foot-plate before," remarks the Porter,

the foot-plate being that portion of a loco-

motive on which the driver and fireman stand.

One of us happens to have had a journalistic

jaunt on the engine of the Flying Scotchman,

and the sensation of a ride on a locomotive

is not, therefore, entirely novel. The
strange-looking cycles are speedily attached

to the "shunter," we take our place on the

foot-board, and the engine is speedily thread-

ing its way over the points, and out to the

straight lines of track on which we are to

disport ourselves. Presently, we are jolting

along at thirty miles an hour, and looking

down behind us, we can see the pedals of

the railway cycles revolving as pedals never

before revolved. The speed increases, and
neither the Artist nor the Article Writer can

stand. We have to clutch the brake lever

for support. " Yes," remarks the driver of

the " shunter," " it takes a bit of practice

before you can stand on a light engine with

nothing behind it." But our agony is not

prolonged. We stop at a signal-box, and
say "good-bye" to the engine, and after

ascertaining that all is safe for the next

hour, we mount, the Artist and the Porter

on the tandem, and the Article Writer on
the single. The Signalman gives us a start,

and we are off. It is

A Most Extraordinary Sensation,
that of riding a railway cycle. For the first

moment, and until considerable momentum
has been attained, the labour is terrific.

But once speed is got up, the machine runs
easily, and deliciously smooth. On a dead
level, indeed, one has merely to work for a

few moments every forty or fifty yards.

There is no doubt that the speed of the

tandem is more than double that of the

single, for when it comes to spurting the

double machine gradually draws away, and
leaves the Article Writer far away in the

rear, and when machines are changed, and
the Artist mounts the single, the result is

the same. Then we come to a long down
grade, and the two machines are coupled.

The Porter gives the hinder a long run-

ning push off, and jumps on when we are

travelling at ten or twelve miles an hour.

The incline is long and straight. Far away
in the distance we can see a tunnel, but we
glide along, going faster and faster every

moment. The Artist proposes to put on the

brake, but the wind carries our answer from
us, and he cannot hear our reply. So on
we go, gripping the handles

Like Grim Death,
and pretending that we are enjoying our-

selves. Before we could realise our posi-

tion we were within a hundred yards of the

tunnel, and in a few seconds we rushed into

the yawning darkness. Both the Artist and
the Article Writer agreed afterwards that

their respective feelings at that moment were
not of the pleasantest. The atmosphere
somewhat resembled that of the under-

ground railway, and the noise made by the

machines seemed terrific. The sensation,

moreover, of being rapidly whirled through

darkness, even though dayhght can be seen

in the far distance, is one not calculated to

lend joy to the soul of man. The only con-

solation we had was the fact that at the pace

at which we were proceeding we should

speedily reach the other end. More than

once the thought occurred to the Article

Writer, as the air rushed by his ears, and
the tiny particles of dust obscured his vision,

that there would be only one fate for the

trio if an obstruction was met, or, terrible

thought, if a train came rushing in upon
them. We were only

One Minute Seven Seconds
travelling through the tunnel, a distance of

a few yards over half a mile, but that minute

and the odd seconds seemed a little day.
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When we returned some hours later behind

the locomotive, the period seemed infinitely

less. Our destination was a level crossing,

a mile and a half on the other side of the

tunnel. The grade was slightly against us

for the last mile. But the momentum we
had gathered in our long spin down carried

us far on our way—a dozen times as far as

it would on a bicycle or tricycle. When at

length we had to work, we found the task of

grinding uphill considerably more arduous

than that of sitting still with one's feet upon
the rest provided for them. We spent a

pleasant couple of hours at the signal-box,

the Artist busy with his sketches, the

Article Writer gleaning information about
hfe in a signal-box. He had a pleasant

jaunt, too, upon the single machine, seated

on the tool-box. When the sketches were
completed we returned to the junction

behind the same little engine. Concerning
the speed of the railway cycle, we heard
that a mile (about) had been covered on a
down grade in 2m. is., five miles in lom. 8s.,

ten miles in 24m. 32s. But the timing
methods of our railway friends are scarcely

such as would please the Records Com-
mittee.

> » <

CURED BY A TRICYCLE.

Had the following pamphlet borne adver-

tisements on its pages, or " only one," we
should have looked at it with suspicion ; but

we happen to know by whom it was written,

and as he happens to be a large advertising

agent in London, it is evidently the free gift

of a thankful patient to his fellow-sufferers,

for, obviously, he could, from his position,

have crowded the pamphlet with " ads." :

—

TWENTY DOCTORS:
A sufferer's experience of

RHEUMATIC GOUT
During seventeen years, 1868-1885,

" With exercise she sweat ill-humours out

;

Her dancing was not hindered by the gout."
—Chaucer's ''Canterbury Tales."

" First of all, these twenty doctors all tried

their hands at treating me for rheumatic

gout, and each one, on the whole, with more
or less results—one or two, from uncon-

trollable circumstances, had not sufficient

time to test their treatment. I have, how-

ever, no other than a kind word and grate-

ful feeling for all.

" The doctors are not given in numerical

order; but the numbers are taken from my
note-book in the order in which I made their

acquaintance.
" A little egotism, or rather a great deal,

must be pardoned, as it is all about self, and
simply a narration of facts, with their effects

upon the sufferer's mind and health.

" I might here state that the complaint

with rae is hereditary. My father left me

no money—only a fair reputation and the

gout. Though money may be often a great

evil, I cannot but wish I had had some left

me instead of the inheritance I possess.

" I should begin by saying that, after

enjoying excellent health and hard work, I

first made the acquaintance of rheumatic
gout as follows :

—

" At the advanced age of thirty I thought

I had decided to live a bachelor for the rest

of my life, and also thought of keeping a

horse. As, however, it would not avail me
much to keep a horse, without knowing how
to ride, I betook me to a riding school, where
I commenced taking lessons.

" Now, please, mark what follows. On
dismounting from my horse after about the

sixth lesson, I slightly strained my knee. I

walked some four miles, and then, after

resting, not finding it better, I walked some
four miles further, and on arrival home, with

difficulty I got to bed. I was awake all

night in great pain, and in the morning made
the acquaintance of Doctor No. 3. (Nos.

I and 2 are old friends, who treated me
occasionally later on.)

" Here I was for three weeks under the

care of No. 3 and his deputy, whom I name
No. 4, with mixtures, pills, and what I think

is now almost obsolete and considered dan-

gerous—cold spirit and water rag com-

presses.

*' I arose a sadder man, and was free now
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from an attack for some time, but suffered

more or less in weakness, and with a

softened heart I fell before the charms of the

woman who has since become my wife, and
helps me to bear my struggles and grumbles.

Had I known, however, what bodily pain

was in store for me, I would certainly

have spared any good woman such an

infliction. It was no credit to me that I was
thus subdued and softened. The rest of

my riding tickets were lost ; my-occupation

by day and visiting at night engrossed my
time.

" In the year 1869 I had a terrible attack,

which confined me to my room. Here Dr.

No. 7 took me in hand, and treated me
skilfully, if sharply. An old medical friend

(No. i) who happened to call, and saw my
enlarged knee, prophesied I was a fixture

for a fortnight. No. 7, with the aid of a

huge painted blister, got me up, I think, on

the third day.
" I was now able to be about for some

time, and though occasionally laid up, and

treated at different times in a very ordinary

manner by Nos. 2, 5, 8 and 9, I had no

serious breakdown till 1878.

" Before referring to this, however, I was
urged and entreated to consult No. 6, and
finding little peace till that was done, I did

so, but discovered very little, if any, origin-

ality in his treatment or prescriptions.

" In 1878 I was seriously ill, and a con-

sultation of physicians took place. I got

better, and was able to get to the sea-side,

where I was again laid up. Here my friends

begged me to see their homoeopathic doctor

(No. 11). I did so, and he certainly suc-

ceeded in helping me through this attack.

*' We changed to another sea-side place

on the South Coast, and here I was again

ill. Doctor No. 12 was called in, who tried

to raise my spirits by expressing his surprise

and delight that I had survived the treat-

ment of eleven doctors. I wonder now if he

knows that I have seen eight others since,

and have outlived seven, if not more, of the

twenty. Well, he was going to treat me ' on
the tonic system '—not as a gouty man. I

said and knew an attack was impending

—

the enemy was only in ambush—and truly

enough, he shortly appeared, and the old

remedies were employed with success, and
the trial of the tonic system had to be post-

poned.
" After some of these attacks I was

induced to try the effects of a stay at i

Buxton, and also Bath, and derived some
benefit from doing so.

" At Buxton I consulted No. 14, and at

Bath No. 15, and followed their advice, but

I think both these gentlemen thought me
rather an old hand at it, and pretty well up
in rheumatics.

" Next, being in a weak, low state, I was
ordered by my London physician (No. 10)

to Aix-les- Bains for the treatment there, and
placed under the care of No. 13.

" I would like to say that, as regards Aix-

les-Bains, if patients will only give them-

selves up entirely to the treatment and
follow the advice there, it will, in my humble
opinion, generally afford much benefit. It

did so for me, and more so after my return

than atihe time.

" I have been to Aix three times, and so

feel quite at home there. The Lake
(Bourget) is charming, and some of the

excursions round about very beautiful, but

-after- a month, and the treatment, one is

thankful to get away to Switzerland or else-

where. Do not go to Aix in the warm
weather—the month of May, I should think,

is the most desirable time.

" While on the bath question, I would here

observe that the mode of appUcation at Aix

seems perfect ; whereas, though we may
have, and I believe do possess, splendid

curative waters at both Baxton and Bath,

the people connected with them do not seem
to me to know how to use them.

" If only at Bath and Buxton it was the

common and general practice to come and
take you from your bed in a chair down to

the bath (through the town, maybe) to be

there received by two attendants, sham-

pooed, douched, wrapped up and carried

back to bed, where after lying for a time

you are rubbed with warm towels, I am sure

a great deal more might be done for the

Englishman who could not, or did not, wish

to go on the Continent.
" Some time after this I was persuaded to

see No. 16, who desired to treat me more
surgically than medically, in order to help

me to regain the use of my feet. Though
his treatment might be excellent, I found I

could not continue it. It was expensive, and

wanted much time to be devoted to it.

Being engaged in business and not rich, I

could not persistently follow out this system.
" Towards the end of 1882, having heard

of No. 19, who had done wonderful things

for a great sufferer, I consulted him^ but.
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after following his advice only a little while,

I was laid up, and my local doctor (No. 17)

accompanied on two occasions by No. 18

(his partner), took my case in hand,
" He found me with rheumatic fever, and

this proved to be the most serious illness of

all, coming as it did upon a weakened con-

stitution.

*' I got slowly, very slowly, better, and as

the doctor took a very gloomy view of my
case, my friends called in No. 20. Now
followed a long time of weakness ; liftings

from bed to chair, and wheeling about the

room. After a little I was able to go out in

a Bath chair, and later still on crutches.

" While in this weak state great assistance

was rendered by the limbs being frequently

rubbed by a medical rubber.
" Now comes the crowning part! No. 20

said one day he was going to put me the day
following on a tricycle. I, the poor sufferer,

took it for a joke—but it was not so—and
the next day, with the aid of two people, I

was helped on to a tricycle, and for days, in

tortures and agonies, my stiff limbs were

exercised for a short time on this machine.

Exhausted and faint, I was brought in and
placed on a sofa. An old medical friend

predicted it would be the death of me,

knowing I had just got up from rheumatic

fever and was suff"ering from another

disorder. No. 20 did not think so, and
encouraged me to ' stick to it.'

" To-day it is my delight and pleasure to

go to the end of the garden and take out

my iron horse and run alone, or join a

neighbour, in a twenty or twenty-five miles

journey.

" I am engaged in business three or four

times a week, and last autumn took a

month's daily duty. I have not taken any
wine, beer, or spirit for more than two years.

I am always more or less lame, but grateful

for the amount of health I enjoy, and
especially so, beyond anything that words

can express, to Doctor No. 20, for encourag-

ing me in the use of the tricycle, which I

had tried once or twice years before, and
given up in despair as hopeless, the diffi-

culty and pain attending it being so great."

> > <

WINTER RIDING.

" Then Winter comes to rule the varied year-
Cruel as death, and hungry as the grave."

—" The Seasons," Thomson.

Doubtless, Thomson had adequate

reason for being so down on the hoary season,

for, according to all accounts, the winters ofhis

time were far more severe than they are in

this present portion of the so-called nineteenth

century. But then. Poet Thomson's only

pleasure in the cold sieason, apart from that

of abusing it in verse, might have been to

crouch closely over the fire, and pursue

sundry sedentary indoor employments, which
greatly tended to congest his liver and make
him biHous, poor man. Ah ! me—could we
but recall the poet from his long, long rest,

give him the front seat of a tandem, and, on
a bright, frosty morning in bleak December,
take him flying down Petersham Hill, and
over the hard, frozen surface of the Surrey
lanes until the hirsute adornments of his

visage (if he had any) were encrusted with

wintry rime, so that he looked Hke an " under-

study" for a Father Christmas in a Drury
Lane pantomime, would he not wish to

" temper the wind to the shorn lamb," or,

rather, lessen the violence of the stripes he

has laid upon poor Winter's back ? Perhaps,

who knows? But then, for us alone of the

years of grace 1886-7 were reserved the im-

proved aids to locomotion manufactured and

perfected by hundreds and thousands in the

City of the Three Spires, the Town of the

Goose Fair, and other parts of this little

island and great country, England. We
are reaping the fruit of the seeds our

forefathers sowed, and in many, many
instances it is in deed a pleasant harvest.

And not the least pleasant is the outcome
of the mechanical genius which has given

us cycles in their present form, and will

doubtless give us still more of them,

improved vastly in grace, beauty and

usefulness, ere we, O readers mine, approach

the winter of our lives. Still, though "our age

may be as a lusty winter," yet " life is

short, and eternity is long," the present we
have, but the future we know not of, so of

the present let us make the best. Now to

descend from flights of fancy, and to cast
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away the failing of Rover in " Wild Oats,"

combat the inveterate habit of " quotation,"

and approach more nearly to the subject of

this article, *' Winter Riding," upon which

we have not yet said one practical word, nor,

indeed, have we sufficient temerity to suppose

that what we shall now say will be considered

in that light by our readers ; but this screed

is not to be supposed to be addressed to

those, hardy of mind and body, who, on this

monotone day of rest, as we write in comfort

of body and soul, but just yet dined, are even

now ploughing their way through the moist

air and holding mud towards the pleasant

goals of Ripley, Ditton, Barnet—aye, and even

Biggleswade. These gentry, sweet sirs, will

find nothing herein but what they already

know, and so we should advise them, from

sheer freemasonry of the wheel, to ape the

Pharisee, and pass on—to the other leaf.

They are devotees of winter riding; we would

speak to those who are not. Listen, then,

O cyclers of the balmy spring and radiant

summer only. Have ye a sluggish liver ?

Are you oppressed after Saturday night in

the stallsof the theatre with a dull, persistent

headache ? Does the sweet champagne you

swallow to oblige your hostess at that " small

and early" clog your organs of digestion, and

cover the tongue with coat of fur ? Then
the cure, the whole cure, and nothing but the

cure! Out, out with the wheel! What matter

the slight drizzle when one has a Swan and
Edgar Gossamer ? W^hat matter the sticky

mud when the wheels of the Blondin

donkey will cut through it like a knife ?

Where the roads get softest, and the wheels

cling more fondly, the increased exertion,

with tightened grip and set teeth, is charm-

ing away the headache, clearing the fur from

the tongue, once more getting red and rosy,

while the saccharinaceous gooseberry is

passing away through the pores. And when
Angel, Anchor, or " Old Sal." is reached,

would you have the appetite you then have had
you stayed mooning over the fire in the snug

comfort of your own rooms, or sauntered

carelessly, a la Curtis-James, once from

Hyde Park Corner to the eastern end of

the Serpentine River after church ? No,

sweet friend, the dreariness inseparable from

a dull Sunday in town isnot so easily shaken

off. It hangs to you, pursues you, claims

you for its own, and at the end of the day,

feeling almost a pleasure in retiring to rest,

even though Black Monday comes with the

morning hght, and hies a tired world once

more to toil, you are, at the risk of shocking

your own John Bull conservations, inclined

to think the EngHsh Sabbath a trifle dull,

and think yet more kindly of those naughty
Sundays in la belle Paris, when "All the

world was young, love." And this, forsooth,

because you do not summon up a trifle of

resolution to open that little felt-covered

shed in the back garden, put the old "jigger"

once more upon the road, and plug steadily

ten miles out and home. Why, man of bead-

aches, sluggish liver, and sauntering Sab-

batical habits, the mere dehcious fatigued,

weary exultation experienced by the winter

rider, as he sinks into his comfortable

arm-chair, after changing once more into

the ordinary garb of commerce, with a mind
picture of what Richmond Park and Ham
and Ditton Commons look like under a dull

November sky, is worth ten thousand such

days as you have spent. And this a mere
after pleasure which is experienced after a

muddy ride, for we have said nothing of the

meeting of old friends at the mid-day rendez-

vous, and the river of wheel talk which there

flows in a broad, wide, never-ending stream.

And no word have we spoken of the day
when the earth is caught and locked hard in

the iron embrace of Sir Frost, when the roads

are hard as iron, and like glass for smooth-

ness, and the cold, chill air exhilarates till

one is tempted, as the swift tandem flies off

the brow of the hill, to shriek aloud from

sheer enjoyment. Fellow-cyclist—let us say

it with measured word, well weighed and
slow—there is no day in the whole year—no,

neither in budding spring, summer, or brown
autumn—Hke a clear, bright, frosty day in

winter, when the roads are hard and smooth.

These days come not often, but when they

do they must not be allowed to pass. An
opportunity once lost can never be regained,

and frosty Sundays are not as plentiful as

blackberries in season. And to Englishmen

who are cyclists par excellence, is it hot a

pleasure to realise at the close of the day

that one has forced one's way to scenes of

summer pleasure though rain and mud and
stones, and all the ills that cycHng flesh is

heir to, arose to bar our rightful way ? If,

then, the few lines here written out of our

heart, and born of our own experience, shall

call one sinner to repentance, and put upon the

winter roads one erring, deluded wheelman
who has nursed his small ailments between

four brick walls through a long and dreary

day, we shall not have written in vain.
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Dolce far niente—At the Jamaica Inn—A Track-like Highway—Moonlight and
Merry Companions—A Cyclical Hotel—The Logan Stone—The Record-book—
Records of the Recordists—The Jealous Bridegroom—We Visit St. Ives —
I Interview R. Pearce Couch, the C.T.C. Consul—Scraps of Cycling History—
The Racing Men of the West—Cornwall becoming a Popular Touring Ground—
Good-bye to Penzance—Descending Dolcoath Tin Mine—Half-a-mile under the
Earth—The Lizard.

" Good-bye to Devonshire cream !" shouted

Schwarck, as we pedal slowly across the

bridge over the Tamar. It is the bridge

separating the counties of Devonshire and
Cornwall. " Good-bye to Devonshire hills !"

I returned.

We had been plugging along under a broil-

ing sun with the thermometer at 114°. These
Devonshire hills are not mere Muswells, and
though we had heard bad accounts of Corn-

ish roads, I felt that they could not possibly

be worse than those we had ridden over.

And in this supposition I was not wrong.

We lingered on the bridge for some time

admiring the lovely scenery, and then, at a

suggestion of Schwarck's to have a " cooler,"

we divested ourselves of shoes and stockings,

and had a paddle. We enjoyed it much,
diversified as it was by an exciting chase

after the C.T.C. Handbook which slipped

out of my pocket into the river. Then we
lounged lazily on the banks puffing a cigarette,

and hung our feet out to dry. But sweet

doing-nothing does not carry one far, so we
bestirred ourselves after a while, and com-
menced the long climb up to Launceston

—

the church and castle town—and after a

brief inspection of the magnificent church of

St. Mary Magdalene and a hurried glimpse

of the old castle situated upon the Hill of

Dunheved, we began to leave wheel tracks

on the road to Bodmin (21^ miles). We
went by way of Trevethic Bridge, Trewinth,

and Palmer's Bridge, and we were agreeably

surprised to find the roads so good.

It is true that in crossing Bodmin Moor
they were somewhat rough and stony in

places, but on the whole they were not
nearly so bad as they had been painted, and
midway between Launceston and Bodmin
we had our first view of a Cornish mine.
We halted at the celebrated Jamaica Inn,

and afterwards had a long steep run down
into Bodmin, " the monks' town," and the
proud possessor, too, of the largest church

in Cornwall. The Royal Hotel furnished us

with tea, and afterwards, being undecided

whether to stay the night or go on to Truro,

we enquired as to the roads. " Finest road

in the kingdom, sir, from here to Truro

—

dead level all the way," was the reply to our

question. Therefore we resolved that Truro

should be our resting-place.

Just then Ave chanced on a cyclist, and
shortly afterwards another one entered the

hotel yard, very much battered and knocked

about. Naturally enough, we soon made their

acquaintance, and learned that they were
trying to break the Cornish record. One of

them proved to be Paul Kemp, of the Pen-

zance B.C., and the other E. Wilton Newton,
of Camborne, both well-known names. They
had made good progress, and, but for New-
ton's croppers over sundry dogs and stones,

they would have accomplished a fine perform-

ance. They hoped to make Penzance before

midnight, and we at once made up our minds

to accompany them on their record-hunting

journey. I had no lamp and no brake, and
my light racing safety was hardly a fit

machine for the ride. Still, it carried me
safe and sound to Penzance. Instead of

taking the main road through Truro, our

new-found friends followed the now historic

record-breaking route—the road familiarised

to thousands of cyclists through the rides of

Mills and Marriott, Lennox and Nixon. We
were anxious to ride over the well-known

way ourselves, and we followed cheerfully

enough. A few miles out of Bodmin the

surface was, as a staunch B.NAie said of

the paper of his choice, " simply grand," and
we were not at all astonished at the marvel-

lous first day's rides accomplished by the

Land's End to John-o'-Groat's men. For

miles we sped over a track-like highway, and
it was not until we reached the famous

Indian Queen that we reined our steeds.

As we rode to Redruth the moon rose, and

with a fair wind, jolly companions, and
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glorious scenery, the impressions gained on

our first evening in Cornwall were such as we
shall always remember with pleasure. Every

now and then Newton's cheery voice (cheery

in spite of his dilapidated condition) gave us

bits of recollections of record-makers.

At one place Brown had run over a goose

and cut off its neck ; at another Mills lost

his way ; here Nixon had walked up a little

hill, and there Lennox had rushed down at
^

break-neck speed. And so it was that we
travelled to Redruth. Schwarck was weary
and determined to stay the night. I went
on with the recordists, and accompanied them
down the rough, steep hill into and out of the

town and on to Camborne, Hayle and Pen-

zance, reaching the Western Hotel about

twenty minutes to twelve, my friends having

handsomely lowered the record. I have

rarely stayed at such a thorough cyclical

hotel before. From the proprietor down to

the small boy in buttons, all seem to take

great interest in our sport, and the names of

Lennox, Marriott, Nixon and Mills were

household words. At breakfast next morning
Schwarck made his appearance, and, under
Newton's guidance, we wandered about

Penzance. After a lazy morning we borrowed
the record-breakers' bicycles—"Humber''
and " Apollo "—and made tracks for the

Logan Stone, by way of St. Buryan. For the

first time we experienced bad Cornish roads,

and on our way to the Stone, we came across

the first danger-board we had seen. And
never did a hill better deserve a danger-

board.

On arriving we left our machines at a small

inn, and we were taken in hand by an intelli-

gent cicerone, who guided our footsteps to

the celebrated rocking stone, a mass of

granite weighing 65 1 tons which easily rocks

when leant against. Our guide related to us

how, in 1824, Lieutenant Goldsmith and
somesailorsunderhis command had it thrown
down to disprove the assertion that no mecha-
nical force could remove it from its situa-

tion. It cost him his fortune to replace it, as

he was commanded to do by the Admiralty.

Our next move was to St. Levan and the

Land's End. We hurried along to the

Land's End at a rare rate, the roads being

good, and a gale of wind at our backs. It

was almost a case of brakes hard on to pre-

vent going over the cliffs.

The actual termination of the land is some-
what disappointing. We had pictured
omething very fine and large, and speedily

sought solace in the hotel with tea. Truth
to tell, too, the accommodation is not of the

best ; but whilst Schwarck was dolefully

lamenting the absence of Cornish cream, I

was thinking of the. newsy B.N. and its

welfare, and occupied myself by making
extracts from the visitors' book. Here is a

page of my notes :

—

" 1885.—August i6th.—T. R. Marriott, Not-

tingham T.C., started for John-o'-Groat's (on

' Humber ' tricycle) at 12.0 midnight, to try and
beat the existing record. John Keen, champion,

bicyclist, accompanies me. Got as far as

Taunton the first night (155 miles). Someone
broke my machine during the night, so had to

give up the ride. Start again September 21st.'*

"September i6th.—A. Nixton, capt. C.P.

Tricycle Club and C.T.C., leaves here at 5.5 a.m.

(on a ' Genuine Beeston Cripper ') to try

and beat the existing tricycle record of 8d. 5h.

20m., made by Mr. Lawrence Fletcher, of ther

Anfield B.C., of Liverpool. M. D. Rucker,

L.B.C., C.T.C., and N.C.U., accompanying the

above."

"September 21st.—T. R. Marriott, Notting-

ham T.C., leaves Land's End at Sunday mid-
night for John-o'-Groat's, and will endeavour to

beat the tricycle record. Thick, heavy mist to

start with. Wind S.W." [In this ride, not

only the tricycle but also the bicycle record was
lowered.]

" September 23rd.—John Lee, of Clay Cross

C.C., accompanied by M. D. Rucker, London
B.C., is starting at 5.0 a.m. to endeavour to beat

all records over the road from Land's End to

John-o'-Groat's (865 miles)."

" September 28th.—A. Nixon, capt. C.P.

Tricycle Club and C.T.C., leaving for John-o'-

Groat's on a 'Psycho,' by StarleyBros., 12.0 noon,

and left London 9.0 last night. Wind N.E."

"A. W. Gamble, Anfield B.C., Liverpool,

Lawrence Fletcher, Anfield B.C., leaving the

End at midnight (Sunday) on a tricycle for

John-o'-Groat's house, N.B."
" 1886.—August 17th.—J. Xennox, Northern

C.C, Glasgow and London Scottish."

"August 23rd. — James Lennox," Dumfries

C.C." [This was Lennox's second trial this

year,]

How confident some of these record-

breakers seemed beforehand ! I fancy that

no man is more sure of success, at starting^

than the average record-attempter.

After tea, we ran on to the Botallick mine

and St. Just, and at a late hour got back to

Penzance. Never have I ridden, or rather

tried to ride, against such a wind. In the

open it was quite impossible to make head-

way at all, and we tramped, more than half

the distance home*
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, Next day was a lazy one, and in company
with onr new-found friends we drove over to

Marazion, and took boat to Mount St.

Michael. Here our attention was called to

the spot where Queen Victoria landed in

1846, and the print of the Queen's foot upon

the pier is marked by an inlaid brass plate.

Schwarck, of course, covered it with his own
little foot at once. He is of a humorous

turn. We were fortunate in gaining ad-

mittance to the Castle, and spent an hour or

more in visiting the dungeons, and climbing

into St. Michael's chair at its summit.

Having taken our fill of sight-seeing we
returned to our boat. . It was a somewhat

rough passage, and the obtuse old boatman
intensified the natural sufferings of a certain

young bridegroom by placing his bride

under the temporary protection of New-

ton. The unhappy and jealous husband

was stowed away in the front of the

boat meanwhile, and whenever he could

forget the pangs of mal de mer he

shot deadly glances at the Cornish re-

cord - breaker. Early next morning we
were up and on the Promenade. Penzance

can boast of a particularly fine Esplanade,

and up till nine o'clock in the morning

cyclists are allowed to ride their machines

up and down it. It is a grand stretch, and

the men of Penzance have much to be

thankful for. This preprandial exercise

gave us a capital appetite for breakfast.

Someone recommended us to try the cliffs to

Newlyn and Mousehole, this last a famous

artist's resort. It is said that the finest men
and women in Cornwall are to be found

here. It was a long stroll, biit a pleasant

one. We returned for an early lunch, and

then made our way over good roads to St.

Ives, a dirty little fishing town with a lovely

sandy bay, a perfect bathing place. We
very soon had enough of St. Ives, bade it

farewell without regret, and commenced to

tackle the long, steep climb out of the town.

We decided to make for Carpis Bay, and

here we spent several hours in the delightful

pleasure gardens. At tea here Schwarck

gave his opinion that after all Cornish cream

was better than Devonshire cream. He is

an impressionable man. Newton left us

here. He was obliged to return to his home
at Camborne. Before departing he made
us promise to spend a few days with him
ere we took our way Midlandwards.

The streets of Penzance were crowded
when we got back, and we had to push our

machines to the Western once again. That
well-known C.T.C. Consul, R. Pearce Couch,

was waiting for me, and whilst Schwarck
and Kemp listened to the band, Couch and
I strolled on the Esplanade, and bearing in

mind the motto, " Bicycling News expects

every man to do his duty," forthwith inter-

viewed him on the subject of the progress

of the sport in Cornwall.

On Sunday morning early we bade adieu,

to Penzance, and made for Marazion, Hayle,

and thence to Camborne, where we spent a

few pleasant days in company with Newton.

In the evening Kemp and Schwarck rode

over to Redruth, and Newton and I walked

the seven miles into the mining town and
back. Schwarck seemed to have a liking

for this place ; he visited it several times, as

his entries in the visitors' book at Odgers's

comfortable hotel will prove.

On Monday morning Newton's sociable

was utilised, and we had a day amongst the

mines. I was very anxious to go down one

of them, and after a lot of running about to

see different managers and captains, the

necessary permit was obtained, and early on

Tuesday morning Newton, who had been

down twice before, took me under his pro-

tection, and we reported ourselves at the

Dolcoath office as ready to go down.

Schwarck declined the opportunity, mut-

tering something about the girl he had left

behind him, and, instead, satirised me in my
miner's dress. It was only when I promised

him my stock of machines if I never reached

the surface again that he desisted. It is a

tedious business descending this deep Dol-

coath Tin Mine. The downward journey,

indeed, took us nearly an hour and a quarter

to get to the bottom. My idea of being

lowered down in a basket was quite out of

it. The sensation of sitting at the bottom

of the mine, half a mile under the earth, and
smoking cigarettes and reading Bicycling

News, was certainly novel. The heat is in-

tense, and I should think it would keep a

man in good condition to go up and down
Dolcoath every day. The ascent was faster

and easier than going down ; before, the

engine had been working slowly, to enable

me to get used to the stepping on and off.

Going up we went at the usual speed, and

passed several miners on their way to work.

Their sudden appearance, with lighted

candles stuck in the front of their metal hats,

was rather startling.

Concerning this mine an old book says ;—
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" The celebrated mine of Dolcoath lies about

three miles west from Carr.bre ; and in its

complicated machinery and workings, it

suggests a vast idea of what the human
powers, when muscular energy and scientific

intellect combine, are capable of accom-
pHshing through years of unremitting per-

severance. In this mine everything is

gigantic ; and the mind is bewildered in a

chaos of sublime magnifience in attempting

to concentrate in one point a comprehensive

view of its various phenomena. The
workings of this mine extend upwards of a

mile in length ; but the breadth is irregular.

This tract of country is intersected with

innumerable shafts, most of which are con-

nected together by some subterranean

passages, by which the earth is eaten into a

kind of honeycomb at a depth from the

surface of 1,200 feet. On this mine there

are eight engines, five to raise the rubbish

and ore, and three to drain the extensive

bottom of the water which is constantly

collecting. Among these engines, the

largest is built upon the principle of Boulton

and Watt, on a scale that is stupendous

;

but the machinery is so ingeniously contrived

that diversified operations are performed

with rapidity and ease. It accomplishes the

labour of two hundred horses, by lifting an

enormous weight in the vast column of water

that is moved at every stroke, in addition to

fifty gallons which are discharged seven

times in every minute."

It was two o'clock when we reached the

surface again, and Schwark, who was waiting

for us, thought we were never coming. We
had been under about five hours. After a

bath and dinner, I felt too tired for cycling,

so we inspected Newton's splendid collection

of minerals, and then, strolling into the town,

we were introduced to Crocker, the C.T.C.

consul for Camborne, and the crack Cornish
" Rover " rider. We all adjourned to the

billiard room, and Crocker related several

little Cornish anecdotes to us. On Wednes-
day morning, Schwarck had to return home,
so my safety went with him by train ; so, too,

did sundry pots of Cornish cream he was
taking away with him. After seeing him off,

I mounted his " Rudge Crescent " tricycle,

and, with Newton on his " Apollo," we rode

to Helston, over a splendid road, to The
Lizard.

How is it the long-distance craze men do

not start fromThe Lizard to John-o'-Groat's ?

They would find the roads much better, and

almost racing pace can be made over the

ten miles of road to Helston. Lugg's Hotel,

at The Lizard, is a comfortable one, and a

most enjoyable day can be spent at Kynance
Cove and the Lighthouse.

My holiday was now drawing to a close, and

it was with many regrets that, late in the

afternoon, I parted from my friends, and,

mounted on Schwarck's " Crescent," turned

my face homewards. I stayed at Bodmin
the first night, and next day, in spite of a

headwind, heavy luggage and a low gear, I

covered 97J miles. Cornwall is the tourists'

paradise. The C.T.C. hotels are excellent,

and Cornishmen the most genial I have met.

Notes.

That Cornish roads are not nearly so bad

as people think.

That the C.T.C. hotels are plentiful and

good.

That Cornish cream is better than Devon-

shire, and that the Cornish cyclists are all

jolly good fellows. —S. Colder.

> • <
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JUDGING A HANDICAP.

There are two principal standpoints from

which a cychng handicap is gauged—first,

by the competitors before the contest

;

secondly, by the spectators on the results of

the contest. Both plans are often altogether

wrong, and the results arrived at are alto-

gether misleading. Take, for instance, the

first. On the publication of weights, a com-

petitor eagerly scans the list to learn his

impost. Five-score yards is about his mark

from fliers of the first flight, but in this case

he finds he has only been allotted 70 yards,

whereat there is gnashing of teeth, and im-

precations are heaped upon the head of the

handicapper, whereas he (a competitor) is

really better in than ordinarily, as the

scratch man would have 40 or 50 yards from

a Furnivall or a Speechly. Again, a com-

petitor seldom takes the trouble to analyse

the handicap, and compare his allotment

with that of other men, and the relative

positions he and they occupy, taking into

consideration recent performances, com-

pared with the last occasion they met. If

this is done, he will, if the handicap be

framed on fair and equitable lines, find that

his mountains of grumbling become mole-

hills, or, more likely still, fade away alto-

gether, and he will be forced to the conclusion

that he has the mark he is fairly entitled to,

and that he has a rosy chance of success.

If entrants would only take a modicum of

trouble in this respect, general contentment,

comparatively speaking, would reign in the

ranks of the racing men, to their own satis-

faction and that of everyone concerned.

As a rule, the chief, if not only, guide is

the closeness of the finish. If the men are

well together on the tape, the handicap is

pronounced a good one, although the marks

apportioned may be at total variance with

public form ; but by luck two or three men
make a race of it, and some excitement is

evoked by the struggle home—no one takes

the trouble to look below the surface, or

enquire why and wherefore the other men
are out of it. For instance, a mile handicap

is run in the country with four or five metro-

politans in it—Brown gets 70, Smith 75, and

Robinson 90. The relative positions are,

say, right, and sure to get the men together,

but are, at least, twice too much, Result

—

a good race between the three, but the

scratch man has not the ghost of a chance
to pick up his ground in the distance, and
the local riders whose starts are mile marks
never have a look in, but have a fine view of

the chucked-in visitors' backs. Yet the

Press will doubtless praise an effort of this

description, and the public appreciate it.

Another fault, which sometimes becomes a

favour, is when a close finish is accomplished
in time that puts the back-markers out of

the hunt.

We have touched upon the time question,

and it merits considerable attention, but it,

too, unless all the attendant circumstances
are carefully taken into account, is a most
misleading factor in determining the merits

of a handicap. Under favourable condi-

tions, the watch result should show an elapse

of time which would permit the scratch

division to be there or thereabouts. Some-
times the atmospheric conditions will alter

the aspects of a handicap, which has, of

course, been compiled for a normal state of

affairs. Wind and weather may give an
altogether different set of men a chance from
those who would be favoured by a calm day
and very fast track, and the varying con-

ditions altogether destroy the efficiency of a

time list — as a mile handicap won in

2m. 44s. may really be a faster race than one
won in 2m. 34s., but owing to the adverse

elements a fast pace was out of the question.

On the other hand, a perfect calm may pre-

vail, such, for instance, as that on 26th June,

1886, when such extraordinary times were
done both in London and the provinces.

Another instance which had a like effect on
the times may be quoted—27th July, 1882

—

the " stillest day on record." W. K. Adams
" recorded " three miles in 8m. 4ifs. at the

C.P., and at the A. P. a balloon rose 3,000

feet, and descended on the very spot it

started from, there being no air currents,

high or low. A little weather like this and
"two-twenty " would soon be accomplished.

By the way—for the first time— a season

closes with the mile bicycle and tricycle

records faster for the actual than the handi-

cap mile.

There are some men who take a delight in

" spoiling a handicap," or in coaching up
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others to do so—saving themselves up until

fit to spin, or riding dark for several weeks,

and then, when there is a good thing on,

winning by all they can. We know of one

bumptious, bragging boy who early in the

season declared his intention of winning a

handicap " by a quarter of a mile," but the

coup never came off. Against all these

things the " start suppliers" have to com-

bat, and often a most carefully compiled

handicap, wherein every man has, so far as

can be judged, his right mark, produces a

straggling finish. One man rides 30 or 40
yards faster than he has ever shown before,

and some of the others are off colour.

Result :
" So-and-so was pitchforked into

the race," say the scribes, although so-and-

so may have a shorter mark than the last

race, but has changed his roadster for a

light racer, and gone in for strict training.

These, and many other circumstances, tend

to " spoil a handicap," when the official

weight-adjuster has to bear the blame.

The hete noir of handicappers is a tandem
race; it is almost impossible to handicap on
form. If teams were always the same there

might be some chance of producing a finish,

but one week Scratchman rides with Co-

marker, next week with Sixtyyards, or a man
enters with two partners of different calibre.

Two men, who on singles may want 120 yards

each, may just fit each other and " nick"

well together, and be able to win with a far

shorter start. Again, men with 60 yards

may ride badly together and require over

100 yards. A more unsatisfactory job all

round than allotting starts for a tandem race

cannot well be imagined—to the handicapper

more than anybody.

Technical terms in sport, as in other

matters, are a very shibboleth to the un-

initiated, and there is perhaps no term less

understood than " half-limit," even by those

who ought to know. The term comes from
the older and sister sport, athletics, and
nieans, not—as appears from the ordinary

construction that might be set upon it by
outsiders—half the start given, i.e., a point

midway between the scratch and limit men
in the race (the absurdity of which reasoning

we will show), but a mark which is dependent
chiefly on the discretion of the handicapper

—usually about 100 from the best men in

the mile. The present chief official handi-

capper of the N.C.U. reckons it at 100 to

120 yards, usually no or 115 yards from
Speechly, Adams, &c. Of course, the " half-

limit" depends on who is scratch man, and
has no reference whatsoever as to what the

limit in the race is. It may so happen that

a " half-limit" man may find himself very

near scratch, or on the extreme limit, as

everything depends on who occupies those

marks. For instance, a man usually in

receipt of 100 yards may be the best man in

the event, and the worst have 100 or 120

from him. In such a case a novice could no
more expect 50 yards than 150 in the first

open race ; his position would be very near

scratch, still equal, be it remembered, to 100

or 120 yards from the usual scratch. This

is, we believe, the first time the title has

been fully explained, and we hope it will

elucidate the mystery effectually.

Finally, we hope those who apply the

rough and ready rule-of-thumb plan of esti-

mating the merits of a race merely by the

positions of the men at the finish will

remember that there is something more than

the space between the first and third in

" judging a handicap." — Zulfagar.

> • <

EXTRAORDINARY CYCLES.

FANTASTIC INVENTIONS OF THE PAST.

Since the invention of the first pedomo-
tive machine in 1769, a vast number of

exceedingly curious ideas in connection with

the velocipede have been brought forward.

Even in the memory of those who have only

cycled for a very few years, there have been
numbers of electric, compressed air, gas

and steam tricycles. But, just as plain,

hard-headed men get on in the world better

than those of marked eccentricity, so the

less fantastic of the inventions in relation to

cycles have come into general use, and the

ingenious productions of the theorists are

buried in the past. One of the most ex-

traordinary machines is the " Monocycle,"

of which its sanguine inventor says :
" J

propose a velocipede with only one wheel,

and that not to exceed 12ft. in height." The
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feet are placed upon short stilts—one on

either side of the nave—whilst the worker

sits upon a steel spring saddle over the

centre of the whole of the wheel. The
speed, taking the very moderate rate of

revolutions at 50 per minute, averages over

25 miles an hour. Another kind of " Mono-
cycle" consists of

An Immense Wheel,
30ft. high—a 36oin., that is to say. The
rider of this sits in the middle in an immense
hub, and propels the thing with his hands
and feet. As yet, however, the " Mono-
cycle " is but a toy. There are plenty of

men who can ride on one wheel, but we
never heard of one who yet did so except to

display his powers as a trick-rider. At pre-

sent, men do not tour on " Monocycles,"

nor do we think there is much chance of this

branch of the sport ever attaining any

greater popularity than that which it holds

to-day. Then there is the " Marine" veloci-

pede, in which the inventor calculated he

would cross the Atlantic in four or five

days, and which was to effect the ruin of the

Transatlantic steamship companies. Just

now, however, the " Watercycle," " Marine

Velocipede," or whatever its inventor likes

to call it, stands rather low in the public

estimation. For it has been going to do

very big things a long time, but has not yet

exceeded eight miles an hour. Cyclists have
lost their faith in it, and boating men speak

of it in derision. According to the Court

Circular there are " Watercycles " at Vir-

ginia Water, and on these the Prince of

Wales and the young princes and princesses

occasionally disport themselves. There were,

too, until recently, three or four

Queer-looking Craft
in the Bois de Boulogne. In an old chapter

on the subject of these inventions, we read

that a certain Mr. Thierry built one which
" worked by spring treadles, which moved
back each time the feet were raised. These
treadles were connected with a ratchet

wheel, whereby a swift rotatory motion was
attained ; it was then communicated to the

pedals by a screw, as the case may be."

Mr. Thierry thus speaks as to the feature of

his invention— *' The number of workers,"

he said, " that may be employed on the

machine is practically unlimited. I believe

that it will be of considerable use for the

navy in the loading of torpedoes and other

similar work." About 15 years ago the

world, and especially that part of it which
inhabits the United States, heard a good
deal about a wonderful ice velocipede that

was to skim over the frozen surfaces of the

American lakes at a speed of between 90 and
100 miles an hour. The machine had only

one wheel, and to prevent this wheel slipping,

its tyre was studded with a number of sharp

points ; but, Uke the " Watercycle," this ice-

skimmer does not appear to have done any-

thing very great. Of the making of steam
cycles, too, there has been no end ; to the

inventor with any imagination the idea of a

steam cycle seems to be particularly attrac-

tive. " What a grand thing it will be !"

says the ingenious gentleman, as he draws
out his plans and dreams of

Seventy-five Miles an Hour
and three or four hundred ;^io royalties a

week. " Think of the numbers of doctors,

parsons, and postmen to whom the steam
bicycle would come as a boon and a

blessing." He then begins to write out his

specification. That which we have copied

is the inventor's description of the machine.

He says :
" The engine is a direct action

with two cylinders, each cylinder 2^in. dia-

meter, with a sin. stroke. The steering

gear consists of an endless chain over a

grooved wheel on the engine shaft, and,

passing over a corresponding wheel fixed

between the forked shaft just over the front

wheel." After a great deal of dry tech-

nical comment, he continues :
" The fire-

box and tubes are copper, pressure aoolbs.,

but 25lbs. of steam will be equal to a veloci-

pede propelled by the feet." Just now we
hear that several inventors are trying to

make a flying cycle that will be able to

ascend three or four miles from the earth,

and flutter gaily along in company with the

fowls of the air. —Bicycling News.

> • <
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The great sea-serpent of the political sec-

tion of the cycling Press in this off season is

the proxy-voting question, which holds its

own against all comers with a pertinacity

which must make the editorial heart rejoice,

and cause the Glasgow Local Centre men to

hold their heads very high in the knowledge

of having raised such a subject for discus-

sion. No satisfactory conclusion has been

arrived at, and Londoners are as fully con-

vinced that the centres are wrong as the

centres are that we are not right. Proxy-

voting is a matter I love to dwell upon ; but

as I have been told by a candid friend that

I have run it to death long ago, and I have
no wish to weary my readers, I will believe

my friend for once, and leave it alone.

Draws of every sort and condition occupy

the wheel world at the present time, and
have occupied it pretty considerably during

the past month, the rage for these mild gam-
blings being as fierce as ever. Those which
are openly advertised have offices for the

issue of tickets over the water, and the

principal prizes, supplied by well - known
members of the trade, on view at some
recognised London agent's ; but several,

according to rumour, are being held here in

London on the quiet. Altogether, the life

of a cyclist in England, and more particu-

larly in London, at present is not worth

living, for it is impossible to go anywhere
without being pestered by a heap of men
who, having purchased books of tickets in

order to get the odd one in twenty-five for

their own use, naturally look upon a friend

or acquaintance as a fish to be caught with

a tempting bait, and leave him no peace till

he has pocketed at least one numbered bit

of paper and parted with the nimble shil-

ling. It is wonderful what these amateur

gamblers expect to get as a result. A bicycle

or tricycle is a certainty, of course, for each

man—even if he invests in one ticket, then a

watch will come to his share, and should the

sale of tickets be great he runs the chance
of winning many other valuable prizes, re-

gardless of the fact that so small a sum has

been laid out. Thus far I have escaped the

path of the draw maniac simply by placing

in my breast pocket a book of coloured paper

which, to the uninitiated, looks like tickets
;

this is always apparent, and I go on my way
rejoicing, for I know men who would spend
hours in persuading one to buy avoid one

religiously if they think they will be treated

to the same kind of fare.

The Newcastle L.C. of the N.C.U. has

gained distinction since last 1 wrote by sus-

pending 32 men in one fell swoop for not

paying their entry fees for the Cowen chal-

lenge cup race. There seems to be no beat-

ing about the bush with this body of men,

no two bitings at a cherry, no desire to

prolong either pleasure or misery, and no
doubt those amateurs up North who have

had scruples about paying entrance fees will

try to overcome them before they race again.

The N.L.C. has also caused 16 riders to be

suspended for riding at an unlicensed meet-

ing.

Word competitions, which have formed

the staple amusement of the latter part of

1886, if we can judge by the daily papers,

have reached our circle, and already several

are advertised. One has been held, and a

tremendous list of competitors was published

some time after. No one will doubt the

genuineness of the cry of the unemployed
when people are so short of work as to

exercise their brains on such a species of

occupation.

Mr. Ducker some time back declared that

our amateur racing men were sent out to

America by our leading firms, and that all

arrangements were made direct between the

tournament managers and the English

makers. Bicycling News, somewhat straightly,

doubted the truth of this, and such

a doubt having touched to the quick

the truthful nature of Mr. Ducker, he has

agreed to send these letters over for A. J.

Wilson to examine. What he said in the

first instance, and what he says even now is

very vague, and no one can tell whether

these letters were written this year, last year,
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or a couple of years back—a knowledge that

would make all the difference in the world,

for last year makers' amateurism was winked

at, the year before the term had been little

used and little understood, but this year it

is as serious a charge as can be brought

against our racing men. We are on the tip-

toe of excitement to hear what " Faed " says,

but it is generally said that others should be

allowed to see them as well, for the charge

is serious and should be proved to everyone's

satisfaction. Ducker, I should mention,

binds "Faed" hand and foot, so to speak,

by not letting him mention any names?

either of makers or riders.

In Ireland the Krockmaroon Hill climbing

contest still rages merrily on paper, and it is

a happy man who can say straight off who
was who and which was which in the jumble

of names used in connection with it. My
own belief at the present moment is that

Mr. Harvey Du Cros rode the hill in the

fastest time, on an ordinary bicycle, in some-

thing under a fifth of a second ; that Putney

Thompson rode over to Ireland on purpose

for the competition with Nairn on a

tandem, and did less time than the winner;

that " Faed " was not allowed to start

because he only had a heavy tricycle with

him, and the race was for racers only ; that

McKay, Mecredy, O'Reilly, Gerald Stoney

and others spent a whole afternoon in trot-

ting up and down the hill in search of a

watch that could not be found ; and that

the only thing to say when anyone asks

" Who was the actual winner " is " Ask

another. Next."-

Twenty-two miles have been ridden in the

hour, and Rowe is the man who has done

the marvellous feat. Bicycling News fore-

told the event earlier in the year when
twenty miles had been ridden by Gatehouse

on a tricycle in the same space of time,

but Bicycling World scoffed at the idea,

offered to bet fabulous sums against its being

accomplished before the year was out, and

openly doubted the prophesying powers of

the " oldest cycling paper." Bicycling

World has been proved wrong, and by one

of its countrymen, so it has acknowledged

its fault and " orl is peas." In spite of

Rowe's wonderful performances our men
declare themselves ready to meet him here

in England, Howell having backers to a

large amount, and Stanton, according to his

own account, the same. Stanton's challenge

is a great surprise, for he can hardly, now in

i8?6, te desciibed as a flier of the first

water. He has beaten Keen hollow, it is true,

but the task of beating Rowe is a different

one, and his words smack shghtly of pre-

sumption, it is thought.

The maker's amateur seems to have
reached the end of his feeble existence in

America, and the class that was to solve the

question of the day, and cleanse both the

amateur and professional paths, is being

nailed down in his coffin fast. This sham,
which was some little time ago to be intro-

duced into England by a certain wonderful

set of cleansers, has reached his level, as all

far-seeing men foretold, and he is to grace the

ranks of the professionals in the future,

where, at all events, he will be honest—

a

charge that could not be made against him
before.

Our roads are to be vastly improved in

surface—at least, so they say. The com-
mittee appointed by the N.C.U. and C.T.C.

has commenced its labours, and on finding a

quiet corner where a road surveyor has been
sitting quietly contemplating the glorious

works of Nature, and thinking her capable of

mending the roads as well as ornamenting

them, they will make an example of him.

Frank Thomas, who is hon. sec. and treasurer

of the body, is ready to receive subscriptions

to add to the sums already devoted to the

good work by the N.C.U. and C.T.C.

A few more "road clubs" have been

formed in and about London during the

month, which have snapped up the few men
in the Metropolis who had not before

belonged to one of these associations, the

formation of which will make 1886 famous,

and it is difficult to find a cyclist within the

ten miles radius who does not sign the name
of some road club after his name. One is

apt to wonder now why there has been such

a growth of them, and whether they are

needed ? What other cycling clubs are if

not road clubs, and why they will not answer

every purpose ? The North Read and the

Ripley Road clubs were formed for special

purposes—the former to promote long-

distance riding and races, the latter to hold

very excellent dances, and to take down the

colours of the N.R.C. when its members
ventured down South. At least, that is what

is said. But the South Roads, West Roads,

Bath Road, Whitechapel Road, and other

clubs, have no raison d'etre, unless it is to

promote short road races—a form of amuse-

ment which must die out shortly. The only
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roads which do not seem to have got clubs of

their own now are the road to ruin, and that

road that is so exceedingly well paved with

good intentions—a material that will not

wear, I believe. These, no doubt, are

sufficient!}^ well patronised without requir-

ing the support of a club.

A. J. Wilson and A. L. Bower are to meet
some time or other for a series of matches
on the road. They would have met this

autumn, I believe, but the bad weather set

in, and stopped all chance of a good match
being held, so they will have to wait till

next year. The meetings should be full of

interest, for Wilson has proved himself one
of the fastest road riders of the year, and
Bower's pace on the road, and especially up-

hill, is proverbial.

By a course of reasoning which the ordinary

everyday mind is not capable of following,

someone has proved that Robert Todd will

be a coward by shirking his responsibilities

if he resigns when the amateur definition is

abolished. Todd, at the London B.C.

dinner on October 29th, said he should be

one of the first to form a new amateur
association in the event of J. R. Hogg
passing his motion, and because he objects

both to being put on a par with the pro-

fessionals and to look after their interests in

the same way as he has those of the

amateurs, he is everything that is weak,

paltry and cowardly. Sympathy for Robert

Todd, gentlemen. Sympathy for a man
who has offended the supporters of makers'

amateurism. Sympathy for " Twinkler

Todd," who is not allowed to be an amateur
because he has done a vast amount of work
gratis for the N.C.U.

Boxing is all the rage in London, and is

likely to be as important an amusement
during the coming winter as dancing, which
has usually occupied our slack time. The
North Road Boxing Club have meetings

every Thursday and Saturday at Barnet,ten

miles out, which are well attended, such

men as Furnivall, Belding, O. G. Duncan,
Bernhard, "Tiny" Moore, Letchford, Moor-
house, Todd, Macrae, Price, and the

Lindsay-Simpsons being regular in their

attendance at the Two Brewers, which has

been appointed the winter head-quarters of

the club. The Cyclists' Boxing Club, with

quarters at Goy's, in Praed Street, is as

great a success, and numbers more members
than the Northern club, such good men as

Liles, Swindley, and Lloyd being the

principals. The idea for keeping men in

active exercise in the cold weather is a good
one, and that aim and object of most club

hon. sees., " to keep the men together during

the winter," as the stock phrase has it, will

be about realised by the help of these meet-

ings, even if the energetic, would-be pugilists

do not learn very much. The accounts of

the boxing classes should be published in

the East London local papers, and perhaps

the assault-loving, anti-cyclist Temple Mills

rough will forsake his favourite occupation

in the belief that his future meetings with

cyclists may not perhaps be as smooth-

sailing as in the good old days that are gone.

I have come to an end of my allotted space

almost without mentioning the ABOLITION
OF THE AMATEUR DEFINITION (capi-

tals, please, Mr. Printer, because it is rapidly

retiring into oblivion, and needs some such

support), which in the teacup of tbe anti-

Unionists is causing such a storm. I thought

the whole affair was dying a natural death,

but alas ! I'm mistaken. The Finsbury

Park C.C., which has been doing its best to

get somehow or other into prominence

during the year, has lately held a general

meeting, at which their delegate was in-

structed " to vote for the abolition of the

amateur definition when the matter is brought

forward at a Council meeting of the N.C.U."

This is very serious, and I understand that

each member of the Executive has waited

upon the hon. sec. of the F.P.C.C. to endea-

vour to persuade him to get such a decision

altered ; also that Gatehouse, Furnivall, Ball,

a representative from Scotland, and Mecredy

are intending to do the same, and to implore

him to allow them to remain amateurs. He,

I believe, is incorrigible, and vows with great

firmness that something must go, and that

that something is the amateur definition.

To say that this decision on the part of the

Finsbury Parkers has paralysed trade, has

become the one topic of conversation in

London, and has caused all hard-up amateurs

to poHsh up their numerous prizes so as to

be ready to sell at a moment's notice, would

be giving to the world of wheels stale news,

but I just mention it in case the serious

effect of the resolution has been under-rated.

Mr. Hogg, I am told, on receipt of the news,

went wild with joy, and refused to write the

next article that was due, because, as he

said, " I have got one vote and I don't care

now what happens !" and it was not till

someone represented to him the chance of
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losing that one unless he kept up his long-

winded arguments that he agreed to continue.

Yes ! it is very serious ; the Finsbury Park

delegate is going to vote for the Abolition of

the Amateur Definition, and Mr. Hogg will

have the support of at least one vote when

he comes to London in the sweet by-and-

bye. Consternation has overcome many at

the prospect, but the one who is knocked-

down, doubled-up, and utterly prostrate at

the news is

—Kris Marlowe.

> » <
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In few instances, indeed, do cycle club

executives quit troubling when the weather

shuts down on cycling for three or four

months of winter. No sooner do. they cease

from the manipulation of race meetings, club

runs, picnics, up river excursions in steam-

launches, tours abroad and at home, and the

like, than, with untiring energy, they take

upon themselves the arrangement of amuse-

ments many and varied to " keep the men
together" during the winter months. And
this is peculiarly the case amongst the asso-

ciated bodies of men in the Metropolis who
style themselves cycling clubs of particular

times and places. Looking at the festivity

lists in the weekly papers this is plainly

apparent.

The London Wheelers, than whom there

is not a more jovial corporation in the body
cycular, have already whirled at the Free-

masons' in the first of their select series of

Cinderellas, where one meets many men
pleasant of manner and good of heart in the

world of wheels.

And the Surrey, too, have arranged to

take saltatory exercise four times during the

season at the Westminster Town Hall, the

first of which appointments came off most
successfully, the dance being run upon the

lines of the model Cinderella given last

year by the Ripley Road Club, a social club

par excellence, and for that reason omitting

the title " cycling."

Northwards, we hail the Jupiters footing it

on the light fantastic in the Assembly Rooms
attached to the Eyre Arms Hotel at St.

John's Wood, where Pearce, of the broken

arms, is ever ready to dance-hoel any visitor

who may present himself with appropriate

credentials.

The Holborn, likewise, are holding pleasant

gatherings at the Freemasons', whilst, a week

or two ago, " Gainsborough Gambols at

Camberwell" were commented on in The

Cyclist. President Hugman, himself a

tower of strength to the " suspends," acts in

like architectural ratio to the Gainsborough

Cinders. Would there were more laymen

like him, who, when men of his heart are

ground down and oppressed, would be ready

to stand in the imminent deadly breach and

strike a swashing blow for their interests in

what he believes to be the *' right."

By the time this is in the hands of the

reading public, the North Road Club will

have supped its supper, with the President

of the Ripley Road Club at the head of its

festive board, and presented its fifty medals

to their deserving winners, where sitteth the

Cock at Highburie. And what a sight will

be there, in " the realms of the Boreal Pole"

—the lion lying down with the lamb, the fox

snoring in consort with a goose, Mohammed
Ali, of Turban Green, embracing a White-

chapel Christian. These contrasts are as

nothing to the fact of the Ripley Road
Club consuming food in holy amity with

the road demons of the North—a sight

for gods, men, and little angels. Nothing

then required but a Chadband, to para-

phrase the immortal Charles, puff out his

flabby throat, and with damp, fat hands

upraised, say—"Amity, my friends, amity.

What is amity ? Is it the North Road Club

sitting down to refreshment with the club of

the Ripley highway ? Yea, verily, verily !

Oh ! let us be joyful, let us be joyful !"

A thing of the past is the annual dinner

of th London Bicycle Club (1886), at which

the Hon. Ion Keith-Falconer took an affect-
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ing farewell of the club, and vacated, per- I

haps for aye, the presidential chair. And
|

Theo. Godlee, with his record speech of
|

30m. 30s. (on the watch), all about averages,
I

and decimals, and reports, and districts, and

district captains, and things "too important

to mention," and soon forgotten. But always

we shall remember the tall, broad, manly

figure of Keith-Falconer, with his square

jaw and determined face, speaking straight

from his heart and saying, "Good-bye"

—

net for ever, we trust, as did poor Cortis at

the farewell dinner years ago. Ah ! me, how

old we grow !

The old order passeth, giving way to new,

but in cycling circles, provided Hymen with

his torch claims them not for his own, they

die hard. See Dicky Jourden and Wesson

once more prepared to run, M.C., and

generally boss the Belgrave Cinders, at that

nice little hall, the Athenaeum, at Shepherd's

Bush, over against the country house of our

London Editor. May they be as jolly and

as successful as were the last.

Not content with smoking concerts, to

which they admit ladies, and which have

during the past two or three years been a

feature in winter festivities, the Silver

Crosses have broken out in a new place, and

will be found dancing occasionally at the

Westminster Town Hall.

The East Dulwichers, too, are not to be

denied, and are to be found close on the

heels of the Gainsborough, footing it merrily

at the Surrey Masonic Hall, Camberwell,

which possesses a floor only to be compared

with that of the Kensington Town Hall,

which is admitted to be the best in the

kingdom.

Then in the district known as the East, !

whence came the wise men, we find the
Hermits and Upton Park at the Bow Vestry

Hall ; while the Argus, without a thought of

whitebait, or of Ministerial dinners, glide

at the Ship.

Seyd's, or rather Kiintz's, in Finsbury
Square, still sees the City of London and
Canonbury at their old games. The
Crusaders have also taken this pleasant little

ball room for their dances, and we opine

they will find themselves well served by the

new landlord.

The Cyclists' Boxing Club continues to

punch merrily every Wednesday at Gov's,

with C. E. Liles at the helm as captain, and
E. A. Lloyd as hon. sec. We are told that

a very pretty mill was witnessed there a

fortnight ago between the said captain and
one Malcolm J. R. Dundas, who is as clever

with his hands as he was on a bicycle at

Stamford Bridge in the " brave days of old."

Those who will train, walk, or ride out to

Barnet on Saturday evenings may contem-

plate the skill and prowess of the N.R.C. in

the exercise of the " noble art, " and see

Furnivall, Bernhard, and other lights of the

Great North Road buffet each other, and
any stranger who is inclined to " have them
on." 'Tis said Liles walked there a Satur-

day or two ago and smote the leaders " hip

and thigh."

Before we again spill ink in the interest

of this magazine, the Ivy and the Minerva

will have followed in the train ofthe Belgrave,

and scored off one Cinderella at the Shep-

herd's Bush Athenaeum.

The Minerva boast a new secretary, so we
may see still further improvement in their

dances this season.

> > <
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THE COVENTRY CYCLE Co., Limited,
Whitefriars' Lane, Coventry,

BOIiE MAKBBS OF THE

60VENTRY.<-

^IMPERIAL
BICYCLES* TRICYCLES.

All guaranteed Machines bear the
Eegistered Trade Mark of the

Company.

THE

MOORGATE CYCLES
Are the ovjij Gepiije

HIGH-CLASS MACHIl^ES

At Low Prices.

—o

—

EVERY MA CHINE GUARANTEED.

Sole Loridoi} /gents

for

^'PW RAPID" BICYCLES.

EXCEPTIONALLY
EASY TERMS OF PURCHASE.

Discount for Cash.

EXTRACTS FROM PRESS OPINIONS.
Bazaar, Feb. 17th, 1886.—"A really capital Belection of machines, which only need comparison with others to

prove their cheapness,"
St. Ste%)licn's Review, Feb. 18th, 1886.—" Quality considered, there is nothing to equal them at the price."
Wlieeling, Feb. 17th, 1886.—" Unquestionably of first-clasa quality at remarkably low figures."
Athletic Neivs, Feb. 16th, 1886.—" Cannot be beaten, and are far in advance of many for which a much higher

price is asked."
Bicycling News, Feb. 26th, 1886.—" Really first-class machines at cheap figures."

(Full Press Beports and Testimonials sent with Lists.)

^ ALL SHOULD SEND FOE LISTS.*^
Large Stock of all Patterijs always on View ready for Delivery.

BABE BARGAINS IN SECOND-HANV MACHINES.

COOPER KITCHEN & Co.,
4, FIIsrSBURY PAVEMENT . LONDON, E.G.

INVINCIBLE BICYCLES & TRICYCLES
Fourteen distinct patterns. The lightest machines in the World.

Unrivalled for speed. Holding the best records. Equally valuable foy
the path or the road.

1SS31 lyiilc Bicycle Record (Corlis)
] lYIile Championship
10 Miles Record, on §^a$s ...

50 Miles Championship
lOO Miles Record
1, 3, and 3 Miles Sociable Record

1SS4
1SS4
1SS4:
1SS4:
1SS4

1 to lOO Miles Austi-alian& Cana<iian Championships,
German, Rel^iau, Holland, and Hungarian Cham-
pionships, ^vith other numerous successes in ail
parts in 1HS5.

'iNVrNCIBriE " TEICYCIjE.

The Surrey Macljii}ists'Co.,Ld., Invincible Cycle Works,129,Gt. Suffolk St.,Boro',Loijdon,E.C.

New Illustrated Catalogues on application. Cabinet Photos, id. each.



ADVERTISEMENTS.

COVENTRY'S
Cyclists' ai]d General Tourists'

MAPS
Reduced from the Ordnance Survey to a Scale

of four miles to an inch.

I. ENVIRONS OF MANCHESTER
AND LIVERPOOL.

II. NORTH WALES.

III. THE LAKE DISTRICT.

iV. ENVIRONS OF BIRMINGHAM.

V. YORKSHIRE.
Others in Preparation.

Price, in Cloth Case for pocket, Is. 6d.; or mounted

on clotlj and in case, 2s. Se7it post free.

LONDON:
ILIFFE & SON, 98, FLEET STREET, E.G.

IN THE PRESS .

e(merai^ X^ie*

BY "FAED."

I.— A Racing Trip to Dublin.
(Reprinted from the ''Wheel World.")

II.—A Touring Trip to Killarney.

COPIOUSLY ILLUSTRATED BY GEO. MOORE.

PRICE ONE SHILLING.

ILIFFE & SON 98, FLEET STREET, E.G.

JOSEPH LUCAS.^SON
LITTLE KING STREET,

ABE THE LARGEST MAKERS
OF

C^cle Xampe
— IN THE WORLD—

Specialities in

LAMPS,
BELLS,

SPANNERS,
OILCANS,

And many articles specially designed

for Cyclists.

Please write for Price List

ESTABLISHED 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK,
Southamptoij Buildii^gs, Chancery Lane.

Three Per Cent. Interest allowed on Deposits re-
payable on demand. Two Per Cent. Interest on
Current Accounts calculated on the minimunrt
monthly balances, when not drawn below jG 100.

The Bank undertakes for its customers, free of
charge, the custody of Deeds, Writings, and other
Securities and Valuables; the collection of Bills of Ex-
change, Dividends and Coupons; and the Purchase and
Sale of Stocks, Shares and Annuities.

The Birliheck Almanack, with ficU 'particulars, post
free, on application.

FEANCIS RAVENSCBOFT, Manager.

The Birkbeck JBuUding Society'a Annual Re-
ceipts exceed Fire Iimilons.

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE for TWO GUINEAS
PER MONTH,

With immediate possession and no rent to pay. Apply
at the office of the Birkbeck Building Society.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE
SHILLINGS PER MONTH,

With immediate possession, either for building or
gardening purposes. Apply at the oflace of the Birk-

beck FREBHoiiD Land Society.

The Birkbeck Almanack, with full particulara2on
application.

SOUTHAMPTON BUILDINGS, CHANCERY LANE
FBANCIS RAVENSCBOFT, Manager.



ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE 'Olynjpic' Bicycles & Tricycles

Patent Automatic Steering Tricycle.

FRANK PARKYN,Green La9e,Wolverhan?ptoi?

PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION.
N.B.—Ten Patterns in Bicycles, Tricycles, & Juveniles'

HENRY'S GREAT INDIAN REMEDY

mmmmm
FOR WHEELMEN & ATHLETES.
Cures and prevents Cramp, Blisters, Stiffness, Bruises

Chafes, &c.

Post Free fop 9d., Is. 3cl. and 2s. 5d. per* tin.

N.B.—The first two are waistcoat pocket sizes.

The Cyclist says :
"

' Thilum' has, in our hands,
proved itself to be all that its introducers claim for it,

and we can thoroughly and strongly recommend it."

Wheel World says: "It is undoubtedly a powerful
remedy. Its compactness should render it a favourite
with the tourist as well as the racing cyclist."

DAN J. CANARY says :
" I can most heartily recom-

mend ' Thilum' to all wheelmen."

CENTBAL DEPOT FOB EUROPE:

F. H. BOWDEN,
43, KING WILLIAM STREET,

LONDON, E.G.

THE QUADRANT.
))

No. 8, Bicycle Steering. No. 9, Side Steering.

MAKERS:—

Tlje ''Quadrant" Tricycle Co., Sheepcote St, Birmiijgljanj.-

UNRIVALLED FOR SPEED, SAFETY. COMFORT, LIGHTNESS AND^STRENGTH.
THE UNIVERSAL TESTIMONY-

" I have never known its equal."
"Have never met with anything equal to yours.'^
" I have never ridden a machine nearly equal to the * Quadrant.
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